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our Hola!
This adventure began in 2015 when the Society for Marine Mammalogy and the European
Cetacean Society decided to join forces to host a World Conference. Barcelona was
chosen by membership vote that year as the venue for the conference, to be co-organized
by SUBMON and the University of Barcelona.
The World Marine Mammal Conference was full of new and exciting research! We were
delighted to welcome a community of over 2700 people from 95 countries
involved in marine mammal science and conservation, who shared an intense and
rewarding week at the WMMC’19. There will be three global plenary sessions, 627 talks
and 1077 posters that presented cutting-edge and thought-provoking research that will
help lay the foundation for our work into the future.
A total of 1,952 abstracts were submitted for WMMC’19; however, the Program schedule
allowed for only 1,652 abstracts to be presented. A panel of 451 experts (listed below)
volunteered their time to review and score abstracts on a scale of 1 to 5 for criteria of
originality, quality, importance, and presentation. In an effort to minimize reviewer bias,
all authors and affiliations were removed from the abstracts before review. Most abstracts
were reviewed by 3 experts.
After normalizing scores to correct for inter-reviewer variability, abstracts were ranked on
the basis of overall score. Authors of the highest-scoring abstracts were given their first
preference for presentation, whether poster, speed, or oral. Given this rigorous process
and the excellence of the abstracts selected for the conference, we are confident the
quality of work presented at this meeting will be unparalleled.
In closing, we wish to thank the magnificent group of very passionate and committed
people who have voluntarily worked hard over the last two years to create the best
program for the WMMC. Please see the very long list of these fine individuals on the next
page!

Carla and Manel
Conference Co-chairs

Frances and Joan
Scientific Co-chairs
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Ann and Mario
SMM and ECS

conference HosTs
euroPean ceTacean socIeTY
The European Cetacean Society (ECS) was established in January 1987 and
aims to promote and advance the scientific studies and conservation
efforts of marine mammals and to gather and disseminate information
about them to members of the Society and the public at large. The ECS is
coordinated by a Council of 11 members and each year organizes an
Annual Conferences in a European country.

THe socIeTY for MarIne MaMMaloGY
The mission of the Society for Marine Mammalogy (SMM) is to promote
the global advancement of marine mammal science and contribute to its
relevance and impact in education, conservation and management.

conference orGanIZers
SUBMON is a marine environmental organization born in 2008 with
the aim to conserve, study and educate about the marine
environment. It works to preserve marine biodiversity and to reach
a sustainable use of the marine environment through promoting a
change in the relationship between society and the ocean,
conducting in situ actions and sharing knowledge. Its core team
has more than 20 years of experience working with marine
mammals, sea turtles, sharks and marine habitats. SUBMON is part
of the Marine Mammal Expert Group for the implementation of
the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive and of the National
Underwater Noise Expert Group.
Founded in 1450, the University of Barcelona is the major public
university in Catalonia and the only Spanish university member of
the League of European Research Universities (LERU). According
to the Center for World University Rankings (CWUR), the UB is
listed among the top 100 universities worldwide, and according to
The Times Higher Education, the University of Barcelona is listed
among the top 25 universities with more than 400 years of history.
As WMMC19 Co-organizator, the Large Marine Vertebrates Research Group of the University of Barcelona focuses its research
activities on conservation-related aspects of the biology and
ecology of large marine vertebrates and its activity spans four main
lines of action: conservation-oriented research, training of
researchers and technicians, technical implementation of specific
actions of conservation, and public awareness on the
environmental challenges affecting large marine vertebrates.
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WMMc’19 conference coMMITTee
This conference would not have been possible without the hard work and dedication from
our conference committees and volunteers!

orGanIZInG coMMITTee

scIenTIfIc ProGraM coMMITTee

Manel Gazo - conference co-chair
carla a. chicote - conference co-chair
ann Pabst - President sMM
Mario aqcuarone - chair ecs

Joan Gonzalvo - Scientific Committee Co-chair
Frances Gulland - Scientific Committee Co-chair
Peter Tyack - Acoustics and Communication
Ari Friedlaender - Foraging Ecology
Lars Bejder - New Technology
Jaume Forcada - Polar Ecology
Phil Hammond - Population Biology and Abundance
Yara Bernaldo de Quirós - Physiology
Heli Routti - Toxicology
Marcela Uhart - Health
Bruno Cozzi - Anatomy and Morphology
Lucy Keith-Diagne - Education and Outreach
Scott Baker - Phylogeny, Systematics and Genetics
Randy Wells - Behavioural Ecology
Charles Littnan - Conservation
Andy Read - Fisheries Interaction
Peter Thomas - Policy and Management

Frank Cipriano - Workshops Co-Chair
Juanita Zorrilla - Workshops Co-Chair
Eva Flores - Financial Manager
Odei Garcia-Garin - Registration Coordinator
Alba Tojeiro Formoso - Volunteer Coordinator
Irene Cervera - Sponsor/Exhibit/Coordinator &
Communication
Natalia Subirà - Exhibit & Sponsorship
Angela Olvera - Exhibit & Sponsorship
Eva van den Berg - Media Coordinator
Mireia Peris - Communication Coordinator
Jonas Teilmann - Posters Coordinator
Eva Hidalgo - Visa Coordinator
Raquel García-Vernet - Student Events Coordinator
Diego Rita - BCN_Pods Coordinator & Travel Grants
Carmen Andrés - Posters & Icebreaker Coordinator
Luis Freitas - Video Night Coordinator
Mariluz Parga - LGTB Event Coordinator
Alicia Cardona - Media Event Coordinator
Sara Fernández - Graphic Design & Media support
Tecla Maggioni- Conference Committee Assistant
Tonya Wimmer - Advisor
Hillary Moors-Murphy - Advisor
Giuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara - Int. Travel Grants
Coordinator
Lindsay Porter - Award Committee Co-Chair
Aviad Scheinin - Award Committee Co-Chair

conference suPPorT
coMMITTee
Silvia Frey, ECS
Katie Moore, SMM
Joan Gonzalvo, ECS
Tara Cox, SMM
Luis Freitas, ECS
JonasTeilmann, ECS
Michael Dähne, ECS

conference consulTanTs

With special assistance from:
Jarrett Corke - SMM Conference Information and
Technology Manager
Katherina Audley - SMM Information and
Technology Manager

Kim Rhodes - Experient Conference Planner
Michael Smith - Experient Account Manager

sTudenT affaIrs coMMITTee
Raquel García-Vernet, SMM
Serena Lagoria, ECS
Courtney Smith, SMM
Rebecca Boys, ECS
Eric Ramos, SMM
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WMMC’19 REVIEWERS
A special thank you to all of the reviewers that volunteered their time!
Reviewers are listed in alphebetical order.
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Jon Aars
Geert Aarts
Karina Acevedo-Whitehouse
Nicole Adimey
Rafat Adnan
Natacha Aguilar de Soto
Renee Albertson
Alana Alexander
Ann Allen
Dee Allen
Sarah Allen
Diane Alps
Ricardo Alvarez
Filipe Alves
Masao Amano
Ana Amaral
Alicia Amerson
Angela Amlin
Kimberly Andrews
Virginia Andrews-Goff
Gloria Katerin ArévaloGonzález
Manuel Arbelo
Frederick Archer
Patricia Arranz
Masood Arshad
Mònica Arso
Civil Michael Asaro
Fernanda Attademo
Robin Baird
C. Scott Baker
D Neve Baker
Jason Baker
Meghan Barboza
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Jay Barlow
Ashley Barratclough
Lynne Barre
Andre S. Barreto
Kristian Beedholm
Lars Bejder
Roxanne Beltran
Per Berggren
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Erik Martin Biuw
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Sophie Brasseur
Gill Braulik
Tiffini Brookens
Tristan Burgess
Susana Caballero
David Cade
John Calambokidis
Marthajane Caldwell
Michael Cameron
Kristina Cammen
Julia Carlström
Emma Carroll
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Michael Dähne
Fábio G. Daura-Jorge
Randall Davis
Steve Dawson
Sylvain De Guise
Amber de Vere
Asha de Vos
Steffen De Vreese
Monica DeAngelis
Cassandra Debets
Panagiotis Dendrinos
Chiara DeNeve
Andrew Derocher
Stacy DeRuiter
Jean-Pierre Desforges
Josue Diaz Delgado
Camila Domit
Manuel E. dos Santos
DeMaster Douglas
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Dennis Heinemann
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Gabriela Hernandez
Denise Herzing
Mark Hindell
Ellen Hines
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WMMC’19 AbStRACtS:

ORAl, SpEEdtAlkS And pOStER pRESEntAtIOnS
The following is a list of all accepted abstracts for oral, speedtalks and poster presentations
that were presented at WMMC’19. They are in alphebetical order based on the first author.
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Marine stewardship strategy as conservation
tool of common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) population in the Cap de Creus
Canyon MPA, North-western Mediterranean
basin: Habitat use and fishery interaction.
A. Chicote, Carla1; Auladell Quintana, Clàudia;
Álvarez de Quevedo, Irene1; Gazo, Manel2
(1) SUBMON, Barcelona, Spain
(2) SUBMON & University of Barcelona
Corresponding Author: carlachicote@submon.org

Capture-recapture data is frequently used to gain
estimates on reproduction and survival of wild
animal populations. Frequently, these estimates
may be biased, e.g. when capture probability varies
with life history stages. Among polar bears in
Svalbard, live capture is opportunistic, and areas
are not covered evenly. Many bears travel between
Svalbard and Russian Arctic, and distribution of
female bears that have been denning and are with
cubs in spring will to a large degree depend on
which maternity denning areas were available in
fall the year before. For bears to reach denning
areas, the actual islands need to be connected to
hunting areas by sea ice. Proportions of females
with cubs captured may thus not be representative
of the population.

Populations of Common Bottlenose dolphins
(CBD) (Tursiops truncatus) have a very wide
distribution in the Mediterranean Sea, although,
most of the studies has been conducted in the
northern part. It is more abundant in coastal waters
above the continental shelf and the habitat use is
extremely related with feeding behavior and diet
preferences and depends on prey availability and
specific conditions in each area. Total abundance
for the Mediterranean Sea Common Bottlenose
Dolphin subpopulation, listed as Vulnerable on the
IUCN Red List, is unknown but thought to be in
the low 10,000’s and decreasing. The present study
shows the results of a marine stewardship strategy
implemented as a conservation tool within the Sites
of Community Importance (EU-SCIs) of Cap de
Creus and Lacaze-Duthiers area and the Natural
Park of Cap de Creus MPA. The main objective
was to determine habitat use and asses fishing
interaction impact on a CBD population in the
study area. A two-year based photo-id monitoring
program was started in 2017. Visual transects and
photo-identification surveys were conducted on the
MPA using a 6 meter long RIB. A total of 3112 nm
of effective effort was carried out with a total of 48
CBD sightings. Model prediction of occurrence
probability has been implemented showing that
distribution is related with depth and that there are
two important areas of presence for the CBD
population. Besides, most of CBD sightings (64%)
were associated with trawl-fishing activities
suggesting an dolphin-trawling interaction.
stressing the need for further research to better
determine the impact of the activity on the
population and vice versa. With the aim of a
bottom-up approach to minimize this interaction a
marine governance strategy is being implemented
among fishermen community in order to establish
conservation measures such a ecolabel for best
practices fish products when best practices of
fishing are used.

Capture data provides information on reproduction
(presence or absence of cubs) and survival up to the
capture date. Satellite telemetry data provides data
also in the period after, up to several years. The
signature of the data reveal if a bear is alive, and
also if she is reproducing (as only females giving
birth stay in dens for prolonged periods in winter).
We employed from 10-20 collars the last 15 years
on adult females, most working more than a year.
From 2011, we also employed small data loggers in
one ear on each female captured (geolocation tags,
Migrate Technology). These tags have a battery life
from 5-10 years. Most years, we have recovered
10-20 tags upon recapture, with one to several
years of data. Light and temperature reveal
maternity denning events, and thus a combination
of data from collars and ear tags made it possible
for us to construct denning (reproduction) and
survival history of many females, and compare
estimates with those from capture-recapture data.
Results show a high frequency of failed breeding,
or early loss of cubs.
Strandings of Longman’s beaked whale
(Indopacetus pacificus) in the Philippines
Acebes, Jo Marie1; Bautista-Barcelona, Andrea
Leonor2; Yamada, Tadasu K.3; Santos,
Mudjekeewis4; Dolar, Louella5; Tan, Jose Ma.
Lorenzo6
(1) BALYENA.ORG, Marikina City, Philippines
(2) BALYENA.ORG, Jagna, Philippines
(3) National Museum of Nature and Science,
Tsukuba, Japan
(4) National Fisheries Research and Development
Institute, Quezon City, Philippines
(5) Silliman University, Dumaguete City,
Philippines
(6) WWF-Philippines, Makati, Philippines
Corresponding Author: jmvacebes@yahoo.com

Reproduction and survival of Svalbard polar
bears
Aars, Jon; Andersen, Magnus
Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø, Norway
Corresponding Author: jon.aars@npolar.no

Longman’s beaked whale, Indopacetus pacificus, is
one of the least known of all cetacean species. Its
external appearance was only first described in the
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21st century. Prior to 2004, the species was known
from only six specimens. Although at least twenty
more specimens were recovered from strandings
since then, knowledge on the species is still very
limited. In the Philippines, the first record of the
species was confirmed through a stranding in
Davao in 2004. Sightings of Indopacetus pacificus
alive at sea in the Philippines remain unconfirmed.
Herein we account for all the strandings of the
species in the Philippines and describe the
specimens collected and their status based on
examined stranding reports and actual examination
of the specimens conducted by one or more coauthors. To date, there are four confirmed
strandings of the species, all sub-adult individuals,
which occurred at four different sites: 1.) 5.73m
male at Matina-Aplaya, Davao in 2004; 2.) 5.02m
male at General Nakar, Quezon in 2016; 3.) 5.4m
male at Gonzaga and 4.) 5.6m male at Sta. Ana,
both in Cagayan Province in 2018. Three of the
strandings occurred at northern Luzon, while one in
southern Mindanao. Two out of four stranded alive
but died shortly after. From three of these the
skeleton, stomach contents and tissue samples were
examined and collected. Squid beaks and lenses
were found in the stomach. Skin samples are
pending genetic analysis. The skeletal specimen
collected from Sta. Ana, Cagayan is by far the most
complete in the country and is probably in one of
the best conditions in the world. For a cetacean
species that is poorly known examination of
stranded specimens offers a rare opportunity to
collect information. Hence, the importance of
standardizing necropsy and stranding data
collection protocols, training stranding firstresponders and establishing a database are
emphasized.

multi-year assessments of vessel traffic are needed.
We analyzed 2015-2018 global satellite Automatic
Information System vessel data to quantify the
existing volume and spatial distribution of vessel
operations, assess possible changes in these
operations, and establish a baseline for ongoing
monitoring. Several metrics, including hours of
operation, amount of sea surface exposed to vessel
traffic, and number of trips, were used to assess
operations. Maritime activities in the Arctic (an
area defined by the Arctic Research and Policy
Act) were extensive and diverse. Fishing vessels
accounted for nearly 50% of the total transits each
year. Inter-year fluctuations in different locations
throughout the region complicate the identification
of simple, single-factor explanations (e.g., ice cover
levels) regarding trends. Instead, variables such as
abundance and distribution of fisheries resources,
market forces (e.g., global oil/gas demand), and
economic feasibility as weighed against inherent
risks of high Arctic marine travel appeared to
influence regional activities. While measures (e.g.,
the Polar Code) have been established to protect
Arctic marine ecosystems from vessel activities,
the potential risks associated with expanding
commercial and industrial activities in the region
will likely warrant their expansion.
Bioenergetic requirements of grey whales in the
face of prey shortages
Agbayani, Selina1; Trites, Andrew W.2
(1) University of British Columbia
(2) UBC Marine Mammal Research Unit,
Vancouver
Corresponding Author: s.agbayani@oceans.ubc.ca
Eastern North Pacific grey whales (Eschrichtius
robustus) rely heavily on energy reserves obtained
on their northern feeding grounds to complete their
annual 17,000 km round trip between the Arctic
and Mexico. Unusually high mortalities of grey
whales observed in 1999 and 2000 during their
northward migration were attributed to starvation
caused by reduced prey availability (likely due to
climate change) or competition from increased
numbers of whales on the feeding grounds.
However, the role that decreased prey intake had
on the observed mortalities cannot be evaluated
without knowing the minimum amounts of prey
required to sustain the annual migration. We
addressed this knowledge gap by constructing an
age-structured bioenergetics model to predict the
energy requirements of each migrating cohort of
grey whales and estimated the minimum threshold
of daily prey consumption needed during the
summer to avoid nutritional stress during the
annual migration. Inputs included a comprehensive
growth model describing mass-at-age for females
and males, and refined estimates of energetic
expenditure for different activity states based on

Vessel activity trends in the Arctic, 2015-2018
Adams, Jeff1; Silber, Gregory K.2
(1) NOAA, Fisheries, Silver Spring, Maryland
(2) Smultea Environmental Sciences, Washington
Grove
Corresponding Author: jeff.adams@noaa.gov
Arctic systems are among the most rapidlychanging on the globe. The increase in the extent
and duration of seasonal ice-free waters is creating
new opportunities for high-latitude maritime trade
and marine resource utilization activities in
historically inaccessible areas such as the Northern
Sea Route and Northwest Passage. Associated
degradation of Arctic marine ecosystems may
accompany growing vessel operations through
elevated levels of underwater noise, air-borne
emissions, and introduction of non-native species.
In addition, potential for large oil spills, among
other things; and may compound stressors already
effecting biological populations as a result of
climate change. Therefore, ongoing Arctic-wide,
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field measurements of respiration rates at each life
stage or reproductive state. Our model thereby
derived daily food requirements (e.g., kg of
amphipods, mysid shrimp, etc.) for all age classes
of grey whales and also incorporated a range of
annual energetic requirement thresholds that has
specific life history consequences. Thus, we related
death and reproductive failure to the amounts of
prey consumed (i.e., expressed as a proportion of
daily energy requirements met) to predict future
mortality rates of grey whales as a function of
varying prey densities. Our results, when combined
with measured densities of benthic prey, can be
used to assess and anticipate the likelihood of
starvation-related mortality events occurring, due to
either population or environmental changes.

0.997) for females and 0.951 (95% CI 0.938–
0.961) for males. The recapture probabilities were
not affected by variation in the survey effort but
differed between adults and newborns and were
time-dependent. The POPAN super-population
approach estimated a varied abundance from 615
(CI 504-752) in 1980 to 4669 (CI 4176–5226) in
2014, totalizing 9197 (IC 8548–9898) different
whales present in the population between 1971 and
2015. The Pradel formulation approach estimated
constant population growth of 5.6% (IC 5.3–5.9)
for the period 1971-2015, similar to the estimates
from theoretical models previously developed for
this population. In the early years (1975–1985),
resightings were higher than the sightings of new
whales (32.1%), however, in the last decade (2005–
2015), 59.8% of the sightings corresponded to new
whales (n= 1323). Southern right whales at
Península Valdés have experienced high calf
mortality events since 2003. Considering Península
Valdés as the largest calving ground in the Western
South Atlantic Ocean, these estimates are essential
when assessing the conservation status of this
whale population.

Population parameters of southern right whales
(Eubalaena australis) off Península Valdés,
Argentina, for the period 1971-2015
Agrelo, Macarena1; Rowntree, Vicky2; DauraJorge, Fábio G.3; Sironi, Mariano4; Marón, Carina
F.5; Vilches, Florencia O.6; Payne, Roger7; SimõesLopes, Paulo C.8
(1) Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina,
Instituto de Conservación de Ballenas,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(2) Department of Biology, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah
(3) Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(4) Instituto de Conservación de Ballenas, Buenos
Aires, Argentina
(5) Universidad Nacional de Cordoba and Instituto
de Conservacion de Ballenas, Argentina
(6) Instituto de Conservación de Ballenas, Cuidad
Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina
(7) Ocean Alliance, Lincol, MA
(8) Federal University of Santa Catarina, Aquatic
Mammals Lab (LAMAQ), Florianópolis, Brazil
Corresponding Author: maca.agrelo@gmail.com

Fear of killer whale predation drives extreme
collective behaviour in beaked whales
Aguilar de Soto, Natacha1; Visser, Fleur2; Madsen,
Peter Teglberg3; Tyack, Peter4; Ruxton, Graeme5;
Alcázar Treviño, Jesús6; Arranz, Patricia7; Johnson,
Mark8
(1) University of La Laguna / University of St
Andrews, Tenerife, Spain
(2) Kelp Marine Research, Hoorn
(3) Aarhus university
(4) University of St Andrews, St Andrews
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Kingdom
(6) Universidad de La Laguna, Spain
(7) University of La Laguna, La Laguna, Spain
(8) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: naguilar@ull.es

Long-term studies can generate key information on
the life histories and dynamics of wild populations.
Southern right whales at Península Valdés,
Argentina, have been monitored since 1971
through aerial photographic surveys. A 45-year
dataset (1971–2015) of individuals life histories
was used to estimate apparent survival, capture
probability, abundance and population growth rate
using capture-recapture methods. A total of 8951
sightings were used to create a photo-identificationbased encounter history for 3487 individuals
identified in the sampling area: 1319 females, 98
males and 2070 individuals of unknown sex. Of all
individuals identified, 37.5% (n=1307) were resighted over subsequent years and 21.3% (n=742)
were identified in their year of birth. The CormarkJolly-Seber models estimated a constant apparent
sex-specific survival of 0.995 (95% CI 0.993–

Fear of predation risk is a strong evolutionary
pressure for prey species. Here we use animal
borne DTAGs to investigate the evolution of antipredatory behaviour in beaked whales for which
fear of predation drives mass mortalities related to
naval sonar exposure. Beaked whales play a
predator-prey arms race against killer whales
mediated by acoustic detection of prey and
predators. Here, beaked whales are obligated
vocalisers, as they need to use echolocation to
forage at 200-3000 m depth. In contrast, killer
whales reduce acoustic emission when hunting
mammals sensitive to the frequencies of their calls,
meaning that beaked whales need to be alert at all
times, as they can be unaware of the presence of
killer whales. We show that groups of Cuvier´s and
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Blainville´s beaked whales reduce to <25% their
temporal availability for acoustic detection by killer
whales thanks to closely coordinated diving and
vocal behaviour. Their extreme synchronicity is not
for cooperative foraging as group members spread
at depth to hunt. This foraging footprint and their
long dives limit their group size and metabolism,
reducing their defences from predators. Instead,
beaked whales resort to acoustic hiding to minimise
predator encounter rate: full groups diving in
synchrony are free to ascend silently in a random
direction from deep dives, covering >1 km
horizontal distance. These long ascents have
physiological and foraging costs, but reduce by an
order of magnitude the risk of post-detection
interception by stalking killer whales. The
idiosyncratic behaviour of beaked whales has
enabled them to thrive in most oceans by exploiting
a specialised deep water niche while reducing
predation from killer whales. However, this feardriven behaviour turns maladaptive when beaked
whales are confronted with novel predator-like
human stimuli such as sonar.

SocProg. Mothers’ survival was 0.99 ±0.14 s.d.,
and we found slight differences in average calf
survival depending on their birth order (first
0.74±0.53; second 0.83±0.46; there was not enough
reliable data for the third calf). Also, mother-calf
COA values showed a monotonical decrease,
which was not different from the null model at 2.9
years, and thus was assumed as the nursing period.
Mother survival is within the reported values for
the species, and the higher (apparent) mortality rate
for calves may involve both natural (predation) and
anthropic causes related to direct (wounds and
entanglements) or indirect (stress and lower feeding
opportunities) interactions. The difference between
survival rates of the first and second calf may
suggest a learning process for the mothers. Finally,
the estimated nursing period is on the lower limit
for the species, suggesting earlier independence for
calves inhabiting this area, probably derived from
competition for food resources.
Blubber cortisol concentrations as a
bioindicator of stress response and overall
health status in stranded striped dolphins
(Stenella coeruleoalba)
Agusti-Pujol, Clara1; Carbajal Brossa, Annaïs2;
Olvera Maneu, Sergi2; Tallo-Parra, Oriol1;
Domingo Álvarez, Mariano3; López Béjar, Manel4
(1) Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain
(2) Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB),
Bellaterra, Spain
(3) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Autonomous
University of Barcelona, Bellaterra, Spain
(4) Autonomous University of Barcelona,
Bellaterra, Spain
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“I don’t want to go Mrs. Mom”… Survival rates
for mothers and calves in common bottlenose
dolphins from the southwestern Gulf of Mexico.
Aguilar-Badillo, Liza1; Morteo, Eduardo2; DelfínAlfonso, Christian3; Abarca-Arenas, Luis3; CastroBobadilla, Gerardo4
(1) Marine Mammal Laboratory (LabMMar, IIBICIMAP), Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa,
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(2) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(3) Instituto de Investigaciones Biológicas,
Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(4) Facultad de Biología, Universidad
Veracruzana, Xalapa-Enríquez, Mexico
Corresponding Author: lizaivonneab@gmail.com

There is a growing concern about the impacts of
environmental changes and anthropogenic threats
in marine mammals. In recent years, efforts have
been directed to understand how marine mammals
cope with stressors and to validate stress
biomarkers, mainly through analysis of
glucocorticoid hormones (e.g. cortisol). In this
study, we correlated blubber and serum cortisol
levels in response to cause of death in striped
dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba). Samples were
obtained post-mortem from 52 individuals stranded
on the Mediterranean coast between 2012 and
2018. A steroid hormone extraction method was
performed and cortisol was analysed by
enzymeimmunoassay. Individuals were divided in
two groups according the cause of death, which
was determined through veterinary necropsies and
anatomopathologic studies: (1) Stranding,
including alive and dead stranded animals which
were euthanized or died due to a disease or
condition that impeded survival; and (2) Bycatch,
i.e. dead stranded animals suspected to be

Demographic parameters are hard to estimate in
many cetaceans, due to their large home ranges and
population sizes; furthermore, they are exposed to
natural selective pressures and anthropogenic
impacts, which consequently influence their
mortality. Negative effects may be reflected on top
predators, such as the common bottlenose dolphin,
as it faces natural and artificial alterations in their
ecosystem. The coastal waters off Alvarado in
Veracruz, Mexico, sustains a highly productivite
artisanal fishery, which competes with dolphins for
common food resources. Thus, we estimated the
(apparent) survival rate for mothers and their calves
using mark-recovery information from 98 dorsal fin
photo-id surveys (2002-2010) using the CormackJolly-Serber model. We used individual records on
28 well-known females (678 records) and their
calves (589 records for the first and up the third
calf). We also estimated the nursing period through
a half-weight coefficient of association (COA) in
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discarded by fishermen after being incidentally
captured. Cortisol concentrations (mean ± SD)
were six times higher in stranded animals (35.3 ±
23 ng cortisol/g blubber; 66.3 ± 32.2 mg cortisol/ml
serum) compared to the bycaught group (6.2 ± 4.3
ng cortisol/g blubber; 11.5 ± 15.1 mg cortisol/ml
serum). Further, high correlation was found
between circulating and blubber cortisol
concentrations (R2 = 0.73, p < 0.01), providing the
first evidence of this relationship in free-ranging
animals. Both serum and blubber cortisol
concentrations appeared to reflect a physiological
state of chronic stress response in stranded striped
dolphins. However, further research should address
the kinetics of blubber cortisol incorporation and
removal. The present study provides evidence that
serum and blubber cortisol concentrations have the
potential to be used as biomarkers of stress
response in stranded striped dolphins, and of
overall health status in free-ranging cetaceans.
Moreover, it could have applicability in the study
of cetacean stranding causes.

In this study, we investigated if valid blow samples
could be retrieved from the free-ranging Hector’s
dolphins in Kaikoura (New Zealand), one of the
smallest cetacean species in the world. Seawater
was also collected concurrently with the blow for
eDNA analysis. Our methodology involves 62
blow samples that had been taken from Hector’s
dolphin, using petri dish on an extendable pole, and
32 water samples collected from the sea surface. To
optimize detection, multiple displacement
amplification, and purification steps were applied
before PCR amplification of a Hector’s dolphin
specific mitochondrial sequence. Sanger
sequencing of amplicons identified DNA from
Hector’s dolphins, from both the blow and the
seawater samples.
Conclusions/Significance:
Here we show that the DNA were retrievable from
the blow of wild dolphin, and the surrounding
seawater. This study adds support that blow
sampling and collection of eDNA are viable and
less invasive genetic sampling methods. This study
also indicates the possibility of the application of
the blow sampling to any cetacean species, as the
Hector’s dolphin, being the one of the smallest of
its order, potentially could demonstrate the lowest
exhalation airflow rates.

DNA collection from free-ranging Hector's
dolphin and its environment
Ahn, JiYe1; Roe, Wendi2; Gedye, Kristene3; Weir,
Jody4
(1) School of Veterinary Science, Massey
University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
(2) Massey University, Palmerston North, New
Zealand
(3) School of Veterinary Science, College of
Sciences, Palmerston North, New Zealand
(4) Kaikoura Ocean Research Institute, Kaikoura,
New Zealand
Corresponding Author: jiye0204@naver.com

Monitoring population trends of Baltic ringed
seals in changing ice conditions
Ahola, Markus1; Carlsson, Anja2
(1) Swedish Museum of Natural History,
Stockholm, Sweden
(2) Swedish Museum of Natural History
Department of Environmental Research and
Monitoring, Uppsala, Sweden
Corresponding Author: markus.ahola@nrm.se

Background:
Genetic sampling has been widely adapted for
conservation and wildlife management. Obtaining
DNA from free-ranging wild cetaceans is
challenging, with collecting dart biopsies being
commonly used. However, interest in less invasive
methods has been arising, particularly when
collecting from endangered species. Recent studies
have shown that DNA can be collected using the
exhaled air, or blow, of cetaceans. Furthermore, a
study has demonstrated that species identification
could be possible by collection of environmental
DNA (eDNA). While larger Delphinidae (Orcinus
orca) have had samples collected in this manner,
we report here on the first DNA collection from
blow in the small Hector’s dolphin
(Cephalorhynchus hectori).

The Baltic ringed seal (Pusa hispida ssp. botnica)
is one of the five subspecies of strongly icedependent ringed seals. During early 1900’s
hunting and environmental contaminants caused a
massive population decline from approximately
200 000 to only 5 000 individuals. Its breeding
distribution is today limited to the Bothnian Bay
and to small remnants further South.
Ringed seals primarily give birth in lairs which
they dig in snow drifts on sea ice to protect their
pups against harsh weather and predators. Their
breeding success and breeding distribution is
strongly associated with ice-conditions. Population
monitoring of the ringed seals in Bothnian Bay is
based on aerial line-transect methodology over ice
during moult in April. Surveys have been carried
out on an annual basis since 1988, constituting a
unique long-term data-set.

Methodology/Principle findings:
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Here we show how the Baltic ringed seal
population in Bothnian Bay, where sufficient iceconditions have been common until recently, has
increased by average rate of 5 %/year to a total
population size of over 20 000 animals during
1988-2019. The more Southern stocks have been
affected by poor ice-conditions in most years which
have likely impeded their recovery. Today climate
warming is also diminishing the extent and quality
of the breeding habitat for the Baltic ringed seals in
the Bothnian Bay.

fishery in the Gulf and the sperm whale’s main
prey in the area. Additionally, we applied an openpopulation Jolly-Seber (POPAN) mark-recapture
model to estimate the population size for sperm
whales (2010-2015), which resulted in a negative
trend. These results seem to confirm that sperm
whale occurrence is strongly affected by food
availability, even in habitats were site fidelity was
once high. The sperm whale’s relationship with
jumbo squid is complex and might be influenced by
oceanographic conditions such as El Niño and La
Niña. Detailed studies on this trophic relationship
in the region could be useful to better understand
sperm whale population dynamics in the Gulf of
California.

During the ongoing decade, warm winters have
even compromised the monitoring method. In years
with limited extent and early breakup of sea-ice,
the results have been exceptionally high, not
comparable with the results from years with stable
ice-conditions, possibly due to changes in seal
behavior in response to sea-ice cover. With current
projections of climate warming the future for the
Baltic ringed seal population is uncertain and the
population development may be hard to follow
since the quality of the population monitoring will
be jeopardized.

Distribution of common dolphins (Delphinus
delphis) off São Miguel Island, Azores: Using
“Highly Identifiable Individuals” to determine a
potential residency pattern.
Al Abbar, Fadia1; cabo ibarzabal, iñaki2; Balibrea,
Carmen2; Ventura Catalão, Rita Isabel2; Huamán
Benítez, Maria Eulalia; González García, Laura3
(1) Wageningen University, Ijsselmuiden,
Netherlands
(2) Futurismo, Ponta Delgada, Portugal
(3) Universidade de Vigo, Futurismo Azores
Adventures, Vigo, Spain
Corresponding Author: fadia.alabbar@gmail.com

Sudden decline of sperm whale sightings may be
related to decay of giant squid landings in the
Eastern Midriff Island Region in the Gulf of
California, Mexico.
Ahuatzin Gallardo, Daniela1; Perez Puig, Hector2;
Arias del Razo, Alejandro3
(1) Universidad de las Americas Puebla, San
Andrés Cholula, Mexico
(2) Centro de Estudios Culturales y Ecológicos
Prescott College A.C., Bahía de Kino, Mexico
(3) Universidad de las Americas Puebla, San
Andres Cholula, Mexico
Corresponding Author:
daniela.ahuatzingo@udlap.mx

Short-beaked common dolphins (Delphinus
delphis) are the most sighted species in the Azores
archipelago. Yet, little is known about their spatial
and temporal distribution, seasonal variation and
residency patterns in this region. In order to better
understand the common dolphins sighted off São
Miguel Island, Azores, a 10-year sightings dataset
(2009-2018), collected by opportunistic
observations on board whale-watching vessels, has
been used to analyse the temporal and spatial
distribution, and seasonal variation.

Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) are one of
the toothed whale populations known in the Gulf of
California, a priority site for conservation where
the marine mammal diversity overlaps with the
abundance of the largest marine fisheries in
Mexico. Even though their presence in the Gulf has
been known for centuries, there is little information
on sperm whale population dynamics in this site.
We conducted a study with monitoring data from
2010 to 2018, in which we recorded sperm whale
sightings in the Eastern Midriff Island Region of
the Gulf of California, and then applied photoidentification techniques to identify individuals.
From our surveys, we found that between 2015 and
2018, the individuals’ occurrence dropped to zero,
leading us to analyse what could be influencing this
trend. We found a strong positive correlation (r2 =
0.8) between each season’s sperm whale encounter
rate, measured in whales per effort hour, and yearly
landings of jumbo squid (Dosidicus gigas), a major

As common dolphins occur in large numbers in the
study area, and photo-identification can be
extremely time consuming in terms of data
collection and processing, no public catalogue has
been created for the Azores archipelago yet.
However, several studies in New Zealand,
Australia and Greece have shown that photoidentification of common dolphins, using
pigmentation and markings on dorsal fins, is
reliable. In this study, a selection of “highly
identifiable individuals” (HIIs) has been used to
build a catalogue and determine the re-sighting rate
of marked common dolphins. HIIs have been
defined as dolphins with highly distinctive
nicks/notches and/or extensive pigmentation of the
left side of the dorsal fin. The research focus on
HIIs aims to facilitate the data collection from a
platform of opportunity, such as whale-watching
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vessels, as the time spent with the species is
limited.

ranges would lead to important implications for
conservation of the species and management of
protected areas without whaling.

Pictures have been collected between 2018 and
2019.The initial results show the presence of
common dolphins year-round, with larger groups in
summer months. Several HIIs have been re-sighted
in the months of July and August 2018. These
findings may indicate the presence of certain
individuals within the same season around São
Miguel. Further comparisons between seasons and
the two years of the study will allow to determine if
some individuals are resident off the coast of São
Miguel Island.

Predictive habitat models of bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) in the Sicilian Channel
(Mediterranean Sea).
Alessi, Jessica; Bruccoleri, Fabrizio; Ranù, Marco;
Cafaro, Valentina
Associazione Me.Ri.S. Mediterraneo Ricerca e
Sviluppo, Favara, Italy
Corresponding Author: alessijessica@gmail.com
Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) is a species
listed in Annex II of the Habitat Directive which
require to select, designate and protect sites that
support these species in order to create a network
of marine protected areas. To meet these
requirements, knowledge on distribution and
habitat preferences of species is fundamental.
Predictive habitat models can provide critical
information that is necessary for species
conservation. In this study, using Maximum
Entropy modelling (MAXENT), we generated
spatial predictions of bottlenose dolphins in the
waters along Agrigento’s coast in the Sicilian
Channel (Mediterranean Sea). According to
previous studies conducted in the area, bottlenose
dolphins were frequently encountered with a rate of
72% and often interact with professional fisheries,
56% of the sightings. In this work was analyzed
data collected during summer seasons from 2016 to
2018, 60 pods of bottlenose dolphins were sighted,
48 of this were feeding beyond fisheries boats. To
run MAXENT model four predictive variables
were considered: average depth, bottom slope,
distance from the shoreline, and the number of
professional fishing boat. The goodness of the
model is demonstrated by AUC greater than 0.9,
meaning an outstanding discrimination. The
proximity to the coast was the variable that best
predicts dolphins distribution, followed by the
average depth, slope of the sea bottom and lastly
the number of fishing boat. According to the
model, this species prefers water from 3 to 7
nautical miles far from the shoreline with depth
ranged from 30 to 100 m. Despite the strong
interaction with fisheries, it contributes to the
model for just 0.2%, even if a reduction in
probability presence of bottlenose dolphins results
when numbers of fishing boat increase. This study
provides an example of a presence-only habitat
model used to inform the management of a species
for which habitat preferences are poorly
understood.

Habitat use of minke whales in Skjálfandi Bay,
North Iceland.
Albrecht, Sofia1; Rasmussen, Marianne Helene2
(1) Húsavík Research Center - University of
Iceland, Ghent University - Belgium,
Gunzenhausen, Germany
(2) Húsavík Research Center, University of
Iceland, Húsavík
Corresponding Author: hallo@sofia-albrecht.de
The focus of this study are distribution and habitat
use of minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata)
from 2005 - 2018 in Skjálfandi Bay, North Iceland.
The data was set up through a continuous sighting
surveys by trained volunteer using whale watching
vessels as research platform. Interannual and
seasonal distribution changes were investigated.
Seasonal changes seem to be according to prey
distributions: fish distribution obtained from
fishermen interviews and Chlorophyll-a densities
from satellite images. Annual changes might
originate from dynamics in the whale community
and a humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae)
abundance increase through the years. Investigating
dynamics of the minke population itself the
sightings per unit effort were calculated. Less
SPUE seemed to occur during the years 2006 2009, followed by a strong increase to similar
values than found in 2005. Variations and a slowly
declining trend were found for the years after 2010.
A GLM will be performed to assess significant
changes in SPUE between years and months.
Significant declines will be discussed on
conservational context regarding Iceland’s
commercial whaling activities. Additionally, we
aim to test for small scale site fidelity and spatial
group clustering using the R-package wildlifeDI.
Therefore, the sighting data is currently being
joined with a Photo-ID catalogue. As outcome of
this research we expect site fidelity to occur for
single individuals over years and to find spatial
group clustering in adjacent ranges as found
previously in other areas for minke whales. Results
as not an infinite number of individuals sharing
space equally, but groups occupying adjacent

Hologenomics for conservation: A first test of
utility using New Zealand’s endemic Māui and
Hector’s dolphins.
Alexander, Alana1; Constantine, Rochelle2; Roe,
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The United Arab Emirates (UAE) coastal waters
host a number of small cetacean species including
the Indian Ocean humpback dolphin (Sousa
plumbea) and the Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops aduncus). Little is known about the
ecology of these small cetaceans in the
Arabian/Persian Gulf (Gulf). Further studies to
better understand their current status are paramount
to support their conservation needs, especially
considering their coastal habits and the semienclosed feature of the Gulf. Dietary investigations
provide valuable information on cetacean feeding
behavior and predator-prey relationships. This
study reports on the stomach contents of one Indian
Ocean humpback dolphin and three Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins found stranded along the shores
of Dubai and Abu Dhabi. Stomach Content
Analysis was used to identify prey items in
cetacean stomachs. Otolith analysis was used to
identify fish, and fish bones were used for
secondary confirmation. Cephalopods were
identified through beak analysis. A total of 137
fish, representing 11 families and 14 genera, were
counted in the four stomachs. Four families of fish
were found in more than one stomach: jacks
(Carangidae), snappers (Lutjanidae), seabream
(Sparidae) and goatfish (Mullidae). The family
with the highest number of fish was mojarras
(Gerreidae), however were all found in one of the
three Tursiops stomachs, followed by Carangidae
and Sparidae. A total of six cephalopod beaks were
found in one stomach and classified as squid
(Teuthoidae). Comparison with published data
from Oman revealed five overlapping fish genera
for the same two dolphin species. Additionally,
80% of the identified prey items belonged to
species regularly sold in fish markets throughout
the UAE. This shows a significant overlap between
cetacean diet and local commercial fishery species
deemed as being over exploited.

In the face of the current biodiversity crisis,
conservation genetics has been quick to adopt the
latest genomic approaches to improve detection of
demographic bottlenecks, inbreeding, selection
leading to local adaptation, and the spread of
maladapted genes. A new approach that has not yet
been used in conservation genetics is
hologenomics, where the genome of a host
organism is considered in tandem with the
microbes that naturally occur throughout the host’s
body (the microbiome). The New Zealand endemic
Māui dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori maui),
thought to number only ~63 individuals, and
Hector’s dolphin (C. h. hectori), thought to number
a total of ~24,000 individuals but subdivided into
several regional populations, provide a compelling
test case of the utility of hologenomics, as
significant uncertainty remains about: (i) the
potential for genetic interchange between these two
subspecies; (ii) changes in their population sizes
through time, (iii) the risks of inbreeding within
each subspecies, and (iv) individual susceptibility
to pathogens e.g. toxoplasmosis. Using an
extensive database of individual Hector’s and Māui
dolphins collected throughout their ranges, we are
sequencing both host and microbial genomes to
elucidate the hologenomic basis of disease
susceptibility; assess the presence (or absence) of
defining hologenomic characteristics between these
subspecies; and use the increased resolution of the
hologenome to describe more precisely
anthropogenic impacts, such as fisheries related
mortality, on population sizes and connectivity.
This will provide a first ‘proof-of-concept’ with the
potential to revolutionise conservation biology on a
global scale, as well as improve management of
New Zealand’s only endemic cetacean.

Modelling the habitat preferences of sperm
whales off the north-west coast of Scotland
Allan, Caitlin1; Gordon, Jonathan2; Trigg, Leah3;
Vlasenko, Vasyl3; Stashchuk, Nataliya; Goh
Zhenyan, Tiffany4; Embling, Clare5
(1) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, United

Stomach content analysis of stranded small
cetaceans from Abu Dhabi and Dubai, United
Arab Emirates (UAE).
Alkhamis, Razan1; Almehairi, Shaikha2; Beech,
Mark3; Smale, Malcom J4; Brownell, Robert L.5;
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Beaked whales exhibit extreme morphology,
including aspects of their bone structure and
design. Osteological structure and composition
within a single animal can range from highly
porous osseous tissue, as in post-cranial skeletal
elements, to extremely dense hypermineralized
components, such as the rostra of certain
species. As a living tissue, bone not only serves a
structural role, but also contributes to the overall
physiological function of various systems and the
organism as a whole. When an injury occurs to
bone tissue, its function may be compromised,
resulting in negative impacts to the health of the
animal. We examined cranial and post-cranial
bones of five North Atlantic beaked whale species
(Mesoplodon bidens, M. densirostris, M. mirus, M.
europaeus, and Ziphius cavirostris) available in
institutional research collections and documented
signs of antemortem bone injury. We summarized
anatomical locations of osteological trauma for
only those cases showing evidence of healing prior
to death in order to exclude observations of damage
to the bones that may have occurred postmortem;
this likely resulted in underestimates of injuries that
occurred perimortem. Mandibular fractures were
observed more often in males than females for all
species examined. Given the heavy conspecific
tooth-rake scarring often observed externally on
males, this finding fits with our hypothesis that
males would exhibit increased incidence of
associated mandibular trauma. However, postcranial fractures were observed near-equally in
both sexes for all species examined. Post-cranial
fractures were observed primarily in spinous
processes of the thoracic, lumbar, and caudal
vertebrae and ribs, with some fractures also
observed in vertebral transverse processes, rostra,
and cervical vertebrae. Observations on the
prevalence, anatomical location, and severity of
injury between sexes, age classes, and among
species are providing valuable insights into beaked
whale life history, behavior, bone physiology, and
physiological response to antemortem injury.

The distribution and habitat preferences of male
sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) off the
north-west coast of Scotland are poorly understood.
Understanding the factors which drive distribution
is critical in understanding the species ecology and
has important conservation implications. The
habitat preferences of sperm whales were modelled
in relation to environmental variables to determine
distribution and habitat preferences and define
critical areas for sperm whales in the waters off the
north-west coast of Scotland. This study used
acoustic data collected on Extended Ellet Line
(EEL) hydrographic survey in June 2016. Sperm
whales make loud, near-continuous echolocation
clicks, making passive acoustics the most reliable
method of detecting animals. A Generalised
Additive Model (GAM) was used to model sperm
whale acoustic occurrence with Generalised
Estimating Equations (GEEs) to account for
temporal autocorrelation, resulting from the large
distances over which sperm whales could be heard.
A range of bathymetric and oceanographic
variables including: depth, slope, sea surface
temperature (SST) and the distance to, strength and
persistence of thermal fronts, were available for
inclusion in the model. Results suggest that sperm
whales off the north-west coast of Scotland are
most likely to be encountered in depths between
1500-2500m and temperatures between 10-14°C.
Highest aggregations were also associated with
areas of high internal wave activity around Anton
Dorhn seamount and north of Rockall Bank as
determined by numerical models that are likely to
aggregate their squid prey. These areas were also
associated with deep scattering layers around 500m
depth identified from concurrent fisheries
echosounder data. These results suggest that the
deep waters off NW Scotland provide an important
foraging habitat for sperm whales, with
implications for conservation.

The biology of a mesoparasitic copepod on
whales: Pennella balaenopterae (Copepoda;
Pennellidae).
Alps, Diane1; Passarelli, Julianne Kalman2;
Falcone, Erin3
(1) California Whales and Wildlife, San Pedro,
California
(2) Cabrillo Marine Aquairum, SAN PEDRO, CA
(3) Marine Ecology & Telemetry Research,
Seabeck, Washington
Corresponding Author: diane.alps@gmail.com

Skeletal injuries provide insight into the cryptic
lives of beaked whales
Allen, Dee1; Mead, James G.; Meshida, Keiko2;
Potter, Charles3
(1) Marine Mammal Commission, Bethesda,
Maryland
(2) Howard University, Washington, DC
(3) Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of
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Pennella balaenopterae is a mesoparasitic copepod
found on marine mammals. This crustacean is
among the largest of the parasitic copepods.
Information on P. balaenopterae is sparse; little is
known of the life cycle of this species and there is
no information of a presumed intermediate host(s).
A literature review compares the marine mammal
hosts and their localities; however presence appears
to be highly underreported as well as misreported
(due to multiple misspellings of the scientific
name). Access to complete and intact specimens is
challenging due to the pelagic nature of the marine
mammal hosts. Coordination with marine mammal
stranding networks has provided new host records,
as well as specimens for examination. Additionally,
Eastern North Pacific Mark-Recapture (photo
identification) studies of fin whales from 2003 to
2013 have documented presence of P.
balaenopterae on 64% of individual whales
recorded. Comparing early (December through
May) versus late (June through November) annual
parasite scores suggest the same whale is much
more likely to have greater numbers of visible
parasites later in the year, potentially indicating
seasonality. This use of photo identification studies
on whales provides novel insights on growth and
development rates of P. balaenopterae

Furthermore, these variables were also included in
models to estimate the overlap of niche levels
between species.
Our results show that the most important drivers of
spatial distribution for all four species include SST
and bathymetry. Sperm whales show very low
levels of niche overlap with the other species. the
other three whale species have low to medium
levels of niche overlap, which is reflected in the
projected distribution.
These results indicate, that the great whales' spatial
distribution show significant differences between
species. The baleen whales analyzed here consume
similar prey items within the southern Pacific
Ocean, their differences in distribution patterns are
important for avoiding resource competition. In
addition, the high importance of SST as a spatial
distribution pattern for the blue whale highlights
the risk of this species under climate warming
scenarios.
Aggregation vs segregation: Temporal dynamics
and interspecific co-occurrence in an insular
ecosystem with high cetacean diversity.
Alves, Filipe1; Ferreira, Rita2; Badenas, Anja3;
Fernandez Morron, Marc4; Dinis, Ana5
(1) MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences
Centre, Portugal
(2) ARDITI, Funchal, Portugal
(3) MARE- Marine and Environmental Sciences
Centre, Funchal, Portugal
(4) Universidade dos Açores, Ponta delgada,
Portugal
(5) MARE/ARDITI/OOM, Funchal, Portugal
Corresponding Author: filipe.alves@mare-centre.pt

Drivers of the spatial distribution of great
whales in the Southern Pacific Ocean
Alvarez, Ricardo1; Rogers, Tracey2
(1) Evolution and Ecology Research Centre UNSW
(2) University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia
Corresponding Author: ralvarezpa@gmail.com
Within the southern Pacific Ocean, the great whales
form a diverse and significant group of marine
mammals. They are also highly relevant for
conservation due to their high level of threat from
human activities and global climate change. In the
South Pacific Ocean, the spatial distribution
patterns of these species are not well understood. In
order to design appropriate cetacean conservation
measures, we need to compile information that
allows the understanding of their distribution
patterns, as well as the interactions with negative
impacts.

Understanding ecosystem function is essential for
proper ecosystem-based management, yet, such
knowledge is still unbalanced for the oceanic
environment. Here, we aim to analyze how
cetacean species co-occur throughout time in a
small (800km2) pelagic habitat (Madeira Island, NE
Atlantic). A large dataset of effort-related sighting
data collected on a daily basis from whalewatching boats between 2005-2018 (mean of 322
surveyed days per year, SD=15) was used to model
the species’ inter- and intra-annual (monthly)
distribution patterns. An exploratory data analysis
from 9905 daily sightings comprising 24 species
showed i) no significant variations in group size for
any species, ii) no inter-annual trend for any
species, and iii) heterogenous intra-annual
occurrence patterns for 15 species. These included
year-round occurrence (with no significant intraannual variation) for four species (Ttr, Pma, Mde,
Ggr), and marked seasonal fluctuation (with
significant intra-annual variation) for a wide

This study aims to assess the distribution patterns
of four great whale species; the blue whale;
humpback whale; southern right whale and sperm
whale. A large database which contained sighting
data that spanned several decades was used, and
additionally, three environmental variables were
included in the models: bathymetry, distance to the
coast and sea surface temperature (SST). Species
distribution models’ (SDM) tools were applied to
identify the most important distribution drivers.
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spectrum of taxonomic groups covering small
delphinids (Sfr, Sco, Dde, Sbr), large delphinids
(Gma), Kogiidae and (five species of) baleen
whales. Additionally, while some of the species
with marked seasonal fluctuation showed temporal
synchrony (e.g. Bbr-Sfr-Sbr with a seasonal peak in
summer, or the migratory baleen whales in spring),
others showed temporal segregation (e.g. Dde with
peak in May and Gma in October). An overall
picture shows that the temporal distribution of each
species works like a piece of a ‘year-round puzzle’.
This study highlights the importance of long term
data series to properly infer on the interspecific
temporal co-occurrence within an area, and serves
as an example of science (by using platforms of
opportunity) towards conservation. Finally, a
discussion on the best modelling approach (e.g.
ARIMA, GAMMs, wavelet coherence) to address
common biases in time series data, such as
autocorrelation, is also presented.

Diel pattern was different between two locations.
Continuous presense with slight decrease in early
morning and late evening was observed in
Poyrazköy, while a typical shift to night time was
detected in Baltalimani. Short Inter Click Intervals
(ICIs) implying feeding were observed in both
areas in early spring, followed by gradual shift to
travelling implied by longer ICIs. Dolphins use
both areas for feeding during the high fish
migration season, but more intensely in Poyrazköy.
Besides, in Poyrazköy, higher ICIs (>140ms)
implying resting were also observed during late
spring-summer. Although these two areas are close
(about 15 km apart), dolphins seem to use them
differently due to factors such as marine traffic,
fish availability, human disturbance. When
elaborating the conservation measures for these
vulnerable animals, such local difference on a fine
scale should also be taken into consideration.
Using drone images as a new tool for fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus) photo-identification
Amigo, Natalia1; Tort, Beatriu2; Degollada,
Eduard3; Fresneda, Elizabeth
(1) EDMAKTUB, Barcelona, Spain
(2) EDMAKTUB, Molins de Rei, Spain
(3) EDMAKTUB Association, Barcelona, Spain
Corresponding Author: natalianach@gmail.com

Comparison of dolphin presence at two locations
in the Istanbul Strait, Turkey, by the passive
acoustic monitoring system
Amaha Ozturk, Ayaka1; Dede, Ayhan2;
Kameyama, Saho3; Tonay, Arda M.4; Akamatsu,
Tomonari5
(1) Istanbul University, Faculty of Aquatic Sciences
(2) Faculty of Fisheries, Istanbul University /
Turkish Marine Research Foundation (TUDAV),
Istanbul, Turkey
(3) Kanmu, Inc., Tokyo, Japan
(4) Faculty of Aquatic Sciences Istanbul
University/Turkish Marine Research Foundation
(TUDAV), Istanbul, Turkey
(5) National Research Institute of Fisheries
Science, FRA,
Corresponding Author: ayakamaha@gmail.com

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs, drones) are a
novel, economical and non-invasive tool for
cetacean observation and monitoring. During the
Fin whale Project, conducted along the Garraf coast
(NE Iberian Peninsula), drones have been used
since 2015 in order to obtain behavioural data,
monitor body condition as well as to identify fin
whale (Balaenoptera physalus) individuals. Since
2014, 266 fin whale sightings have been recorded
off the Garraf coast and 145 individuals have been
identified through traditional photo-identification.
For each fin whale sighting, when weather
conditions were favourable, a DJI drone was
launched from the research vessel. The drone was
usually flown between 5m to 30m altitude and
whales showed no behavioural response towards
the UAV. High-resolution vertical images of the
whale’s chevron have been analysed and a total of
84 different patterns (individuals) have been
catalogued. 60 of these patterns were associated to
their dorsal fin photo (taken from the boat). While
from a research vessel it is just possible to get the
photography of the right or left chevron
pigmentation pattern, from the drone point of view
it is possible to observe the whole chevron pattern,
especially the chevron’s central pattern (CCP)
where left and right chevron’s lines join. Every fin
whale recorded with the UAV had a unique CCP
that together with the blaze shape turned out to be a
unique pattern not possible to observe from a
vessel. Animals with weak chevron pigmentation

The Istanbul Strait (Bosphorus) is a part of the only
connection between the Black Sea and
Mediterranean, thus recognized as a critical habitat
for cetaceans. Previous studies confirmed the
occurrence of cetaceans especially in springsummer months and indicated the areas of higher
sighting frequency, mainly based on visual
observation. To understand their occurrence and
habitat use at a finer scale, this study compares the
passive acoustic monitoring data collected by an
acoustic event recorder, A-tag, at two locations in
the Strait, namely Poyrazköy (near the Black Sea)
and Baltalimani (middle of the strait) in April-July
2013-2016. Based on the intensity ratios of twoband frequencies (130 and 70 kHz), only data
classified as delphinids (bottlenose dolphins and
common dolphins) were analyzed. In
total, 260,379 click trains (CTs) were detected in
Poyrazköy, 13,733 CTs in Baltalimani, showing
that Poyrazköy showed twenty-fold more
detections throughout the study period (264 days).
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or not distinctive dorsal fin that were not
consistently available to match by photos taken
from the boat, were successfully identified after
analysing their CCP. This new fin whale photo-id
methodology has a high potential as a tool for
individual and population monitoring, behavioural
studies from UAVs videos (tracking each
individual while studying its diving pattern,
movements and interactions within groups) and
morphometric analysis.

and collected biological samples for future analyses
of health, diet, and genetic structure. Tag data
included: time spent hauled out vs. in-water,
ambient water temperatures, short- (n=7) and longdistance movement patterns (n=6); and dive
profiles (one). Tracking data revealed a high degree
of site fidelity to the capture location, although
while in Virginia waters, individual seals showed
strong preference for either inshore (i.e. within the
Chesapeake Bay) or offshore areas in the Atlantic.
A cumulative habitat-use analysis indicated that
33% (6,062 km2) of areas of highest habitat
utilization for all seven tagged seals overlapped
with the Navy’s VACAPES operation area. Most
seals began leaving Virginia waters in late March,
and all, with the exception of one seal whose tag
stopped transmitting in late April, had moved north
by mid-April 2018. Individual seals exhibited
varied haul-out behavior patterns throughout the
respective satellite tag deployment periods and
across their range from Virginia to Maine (U.S.
Northeast coast). Understanding the distribution
and abundance, habitat use, and health status of
these seal populations will eventually provide the
foundation for a range-wide ecosystem-based
analysis.

The first successful satellite tag deployment on
wild-captured harbor seals in Virginia, USA
Ampela, Kristen1; DeAngelis, Monica2; Lockhart,
Gwendolyn3; DiGiovanni Jr., Robert4; Bort,
Jacqueline5; Rees, Deanna3; Thorson, Philip6;
Jones, Danielle3; Hayes, Sean7; Murray, Kimberly8;
Wilke, Alexandra9; Poulton, Zak9; Killmon,
Marcus9; Lusk, Bo9; Barco, Susan G.10; Costidis,
Alex11; McNaughton, Allyson12; Boettcher, Ruth13;
Waring, Gordon T.14
(1) HDR, Inc., San Diego, California
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Portsmouth, RI
(3) Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Atlantic, Norfolk, VA
(4) Atlantic Marine Conservation Society
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(6) Naval Facilities Engineering Comand
Northwest, Bremerton, wa
(7) NOAA/NMFS/NEFSC, Woods Hole, MA
(8) NOAA Fisheries, Woods Hole, MA
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Svalbard ringed seal (Pusa hispida) demography
in a time of habitat change
Andersen, Magnus1; Kovacs, Kit M.2; Lydersen,
Christian2
(1) Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø, Norway
(2) Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø
Corresponding Author:
Magnus.Andersen@npolar.no
Ringed seals have evolved in close association with
Arctic sea ice and depend on it for most aspects of
their life history. Sea ice has declined markedly in
the Svalbard Archipelago over the last three
decades, but little data is available on the effects of
these changes on ringed seal demography. This
study compares harvest data on body size, age
structure and reproductive rates from three periods
spread over the last four decades (A: 1981-1984
(n=277), B: 2002-2004 (n=272) and C: 2012-2018
(n=213)) to study potential changes in these
parameters. Body length showed no clear pattern
over the three study periods; males were longer in
period C while females were longer in period A
compared to the other periods. Animals in time
periods A and B were collected March-May, while
period C also had animals collected June-October,
precluding direct comparisons of body mass and
condition (which vary markedly seasonally) for the
whole sample in each period. A subset including
only May data suggests that body condition did not
vary between the three periods. Age distributions
for A, B and C were similar, with the exception that
period C had a higher proportion of animals in the

In the last few decades, harbor seals (Phoca
vitulina vitulina) have expanded their range
southward along the U.S. East Coast, but their atsea movements, dive behavior, and habitat use in
this newly expanded range are unknown. To help
characterize the degree of potential overlap
between seals and sources of anthropogenic
disturbance, in particular U.S. Navy military
readiness activities, we tagged seven harbor seals
(5 females, 2 males) in February 2018 in Virginia
(U.S. mid-Atlantic coast), marking the first time
wild harbor seals were successfully captured and
tagged in the area. We deployed six SPOT, one
SPLASH, and five VEMCO acoustic pinger tags,
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0-3 yr age group. Age at sexual maturity for males
and females was similar for periods B and C, both
being lower than in A. Ovulation rates did not vary
among the three periods, being 0.87 0,86 and 0,91
for C, B and A, respectively. Pregnancy rate was
only available for period C (0.79). Although ringed
seals in Svalbard have experienced significant
change to their habitat over the last 30 years,
demographic parameters appear to be largely
unaffected to date. More research on the
reproduction, survival, density and population size
are needed before firm conclusions can be drawn
regarding the status of this population.

as well as their behavior. This information should
be taken into consideration when defining
ecosystem-based management initiatives measures
within the Management Plan (e.g., not granting
new fish farming licenses), which is currently in
preparation for this Nat2000 site.
Urban Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus):
Field survey program in Italian North East
Adriatic Sea.
Andreini, Rebecca1; onoranti, filippo2; Zaccaroni,
Annalisa3; piscopo, giuseppe2
(1) UNIBO, delfini bizantini association, ravenna,
Italy
(2) delfini bizantini, ravenna, Italy
(3) University of Bologna
Corresponding Author: rebeccaandreini@libero.it

Common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) interaction with fish farms in the
Gulf of Ambracia, Western Greece.
Andrés Hervías, Carmen1; Cardona, Luis2;
Gonzalvo, Joan3
(1) Tethys Research Institute; University of
Barcelona, Spain
(2) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(3) Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
Corresponding Author: carmen16ahs@gmail.com

In 2015 Delfini Bizantini research association
started a bottlenose dolphins' survey project in
Italian coasts of North East Adriatic Sea. As far as
we know, this area is one of the less studied of the
Mediterranean basis. Despite this, preliminary data
collected in few years demonstrate the constant
presence of specimen of bottlenose dolphins
regularly sighted during our cruises. The study area
is small, extended from Goro to Marina di
Ravenna. This area is theatre of strong industrial
activities as hydrocarbons extraction rigs,
professional fisheries and intense naval traffic.
Moreover, it represents a site in which many
chemical pollutants are poured from Po plan fresh
water flows. The study area is divided in square
transects run along the midline at a 5-7 nK speed.
After the sighting, animals are approached
following the ACCOBAMS cetaceans engaging
rules, data reported in specific forms and photo Id
identification conducted through a side picture of
the dorsal fin and then elaborated with specific
computer programs. The aim of this research is to
collect scientific data on the abundance, population
structures and behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in
the study area, through the years, to define if there
are environmental or anthropic factors that could
interfere with the wellness and the regular presence
of dolphins in the Adriatic basis. First data
analysed show a different distribution of the
subject sights during the months of our field
campaigns. This could be linked to numerous
factors including fishing lay-off periods, research
efforts, presence of calves and weather and sea
conditions. Further studies and researches on field
need to be conducted to confirm these hypothesis,
but these preliminary results are essential to raise
public awareness on the necessity to respect the
marine ecosystem, to build predictive studies on the
future conservation of bottlenose dolphins and to
onset concrete actions to protect the species in this
geographic area.

Fish farming is an expanding segment of marine
aquaculture. This study examined the interaction
between fish farming and common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the Gulf of
Ambracia, Greece. We used data collected between
2007 and 2018 with the aim of studying if the high
concentration of fish cages in western part of the
Gulf had any effect on dolphin distribution and
behavior. We defined two study areas: a “Control
Area” in the north-western side of the Gulf and a
“Fish Farm Area” in the south-west, in order to
assess differences on dolphin occurrence,
abundance, behavior and seasonal fluctuations
between both study areas. Analysis on seasonality
was limited to 2007-08, since this was the period
with year-round effort. Habitat fidelity by single
individual was also studied. A total of 136
sightings were included in the analysis: 104
sightings from the Control Area and 32 sightings
from the Fish Farm Area, recorded in 169 and 74
days of research effort respectively. Both the
probability of detecting dolphins (U=5,115.000,
P<0.05) and group size (U=452.000, P<0.05) were
significantly smaller around fish farms. Moreover,
dolphin spent 22% of their time engaged in surface
feeding in the control area and only 5% when
around fish farms, indicating differences in
foraging behavior between areas. When looking at
seasonality effects, dolphins resulted more prone to
interact with fish farms during winter (KruskalWallis, P<0.05). From 28 dolphins photo-identified
and resighted at least 10 times during the study
period, half of them were never observed in the fish
farm area. Our results suggest that marine
aquaculture influences coastal dolphins distribution
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Higher levels of organohalogen contaminant and
mercury levels in seal-eating killer whales
(Orcinus orca) than fish-eating killer whales in
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The Strait of Gibraltar constitutes the unique
communication channel between the Mediterranean
Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. The complex
geomorphology and oceanographic conditions of
the area sustain high levels of food sources for
resident populations of several cetacean species,
among those the long-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala melas). This species present a
sophisticated social structure, living in cohesive
social groups known as pods. These pods are
normally characterised by their long-term duration
and can be formed by many individuals, which can
remain in the group during their entire lifetime. The
aim of this study is to describe any changes in the
organisation of the observed pods along time at
intra- and inter-annual scales. Individual pilot
whale dorsal fins were photographed and analysed
between Spring 2012 and Autumn 2018. These
pictures were collected by biologists-guides
onboard the whale watching boats of Turmares
Tarifa following the same photo-ID protocols
throughout the entire study period. The
connectivity among different individuals was
assessed in order to reveal any occurring
restructuring and consequent formation of
potentially new social groups. The preliminary
results showed evident and persistent
disaggregations and interchanging of individuals in
a time where they are supposed to belong to
concrete, particular pods. Our findings demonstrate
that an approach based on long-term photo-ID by
opportunistic whale watching platforms can assist
traditional scientific research for the monitoring of
cetacean population dynamics and social structure
in the Strait of Gibraltar.

High levels of organohalogenated contaminants
(OHCs) in killer whales (Orcinus orca) have raised
concerns about individual health and population
viability. Mercury (Hg) also has harmful effects on
marine mammals, but levels are underreported in
killer whales. OHCs and Hg biomagnify in food
chains, and OHC levels are highest in killer whale
populations specialising on high-trophic prey, such
as in the transient populations in the north east
Pacific. Killer whales in Norway have long been
assumed to specialise on Atlantic herring (Clupea
harengus), and toxicological risk assessments for
this population in Norway have relied on the OHC
levels recorded for only nine herring-eating killer
whales sampled in 2002. However, there is recent
evidence that a subset of killer whales in Norway
specialise on seal prey. Our study quantified and
compared the OHC levels in blubber, and the total
Hg levels in skin, of seal-eating and fish-eating
killer whales from northern Norway. Biopsy
samples of 31 killer whales, known from photoidentification studies, were collected from July
2017 to August 2018. The sum of polychlorinated
biphenyls (ΣPCBs) in the blubber exceeded risk
assessment thresholds in 100% of the seal-eating
whales (n=7) and 58% of the fish-eating whales
(n=26). Total Hg levels in liver, extrapolated from
levels in skin, exceeded the risk assessment
threshold in 40% of seal-eating and none of the
fish-eating whales. Levels of all OHCs and total
mercury were higher in seal-eating killer whales
than fish-eating whales. Our study is the first to
quantify the levels of OHCs and Hg in seal-eating
killer whales from Norway, and illustrates the
importance of acknowledging intra-population
dietary preferences of a species when assessing its
risk to contaminants.

Autonomous detection of humpback whales migration and distribution in relation to
Norwegian spring spawning herring.
Aniceto, Sofia1; Biuw, Erik Martin2; Kettemer,
Lisa; Lindstrøm, Ulf3; Pedersen, Geir4; Primicerio,
Raul5; Camus, Lionel6
(1) VISTA - Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø,
Norway
(2) Institute of Marine Research
(3) Institute of Marine Research, Tromsø, Norway
(4) NORCE, Bergen, Norway
(5) Arctic University of Norway, Faculty of
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Preliminary study on the potential reorganisation of new social groups of long-finned
pilot whales (Globicephala melas) in the Strait
of Gibraltar.
Anfruns Fernández, Iris1; Martín Bernal, Cristina2;
Merino González Pardo, Lucía3; Perez Lopez,
Laura4; Fernández Llorente, Mónica5
(1) Turmares Tarifa, Parets del Vallès, Spain
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Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) até
known to travel through the Norwegian Sea
between their arctic summer feeding areas and low
latitude breeding grounds. Traditionally, it is
believed that they do not feed during migration. We
use passive acoustic detections from a
SeagliderTM (Kongsberg) autonomous vehicle
equipped with a JASCO AMAR G4
hydrophone and a fixed hydrophone (Ocean
Sonics iListen HFTM at the Lofoten-Vesterålen
(LoVe) Cabled Ocean Observatory ti investigate
detection and timing differences between the two
platforms in January to April 2018, and in relation
to ARGOS tracking data from that year. Detections
were also assessed in relation to the distribution of
the herring fishery and migration routes southwards
towards their spawning grounds. The two platforms
recorded over 2856 hours of acoustic data at two
different regions: LoVe on shelf and the Seaglider
at the shelf break, distanced about 300 km. Calls
collected by the Seaglider were usually within the
150-500 Hz range and generally lasted less than 2
seconds. In LoVe, on the other hand, a much wider
vocal repertoire of sounds was registered, which
included the humpback whale song. In addition to
signal-type differences, we observed significant
changes in detection rates between the two
platforms throughout the study period. Detections
from LoVe decreased significantly in late February,
while the Seaglider continued to receive calls from
mid-March to mid-April. Furthermore, satellite
tracking showed that the whales follow the shelf
break for a period of time before continuing
towards their breeding grounds. Both areas were
occupied by large densities of herring, particularly
in February, though some schools may remain until
early spring. This work shows that the Norwegian
Sea represents more than a passage route to the
whales, which remain in the area until early spring
following a migratory pathway driven by prey
distribution, beyond traditional assumptions of
whale migratory behavior.

The estimated global number of Mediterranean
Monk seal (Monachus monachus) individuals left is
around 650, with the largest population located in
the Eastern Mediterranean Sea.
Samos is a Greek island located in the north-eastern
Aegean Sea where the presence of Monk seals was
investigated in this study. Daily land surveys were
conducted in Mykali bay to record their presence
and behaviour. Data collection started in April
2018 and is still ongoing. Habitat mapping and fish
identification snorkelling surveys were also carried
out in order to have a complete environmental
assessment. In addition, stranding and sightings
data occurred on Samos were collected from
January 2017.
During the land surveys, a total of 5 sightings was
recorded (Encounter Rate = 2.66%). The two main
behaviours observed were Surface Swimming
(24.75%) and Feeding (22.73%) (p-value < 0.01).
The predominant substrates of the study area were
Cobbles (60.35%) and Sand (24.20%) (p-value <
0.01). Sparse patches of the seagrass species
Cymodocea nodosa (4.05%) and Posidonia
oceanica (3.05%) were also noted. The most
encountered fish were Diplodus sargus (14.67%)
and Diplodus annularis (14.39%) (p-value < 0.01).
The local community reported 18 sightings, 7 of
which were in Mykali, and 5 stranding around
Samos.
The presence of Monk seals occurred around the
island in different habitats without noticeable
preference for caves. The recorded behaviours and
the fish species suggest that the study area may be a
feeding ground for M. monachus. This study
highlights the urgency to focus on different key
habitats for the conservation of this endangered
species rather than only on breeding caves. Samos
Island stands out as an important area for the
Mediterranean Monk seal but further research is
necessary to establish the appropriate conservation
measures.

Habitat use and behavioural ecology of the
Mediterranean monk seal (Monachus
monachus) in Samos Island, Greece.
Antichi, Simone1; Fosberry, Jack2; Quintana
Martin-Montalvo, Belen3; Ashok, Karthik3; Miliou,
Anastasia3; Pietroluongo, Guido4
(1) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
Genoa, Italy
(2) Cardiff University, UK, Cardiff, United
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(3) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
Pythagorio, Greece
(4) Archipelagos institute of Marine Conservation,
Samos Island, Greece
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Mediterranean monk seal populations
characterization through a permanent
monitoring system
Aparicio García, Fernando1; Cedenilla, Miguel
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Among all the Mediterranean monk seal
populations still surviving in the world, only the
demographic parameters of the Cabo Blanco
(Mauritania/Morocco) colony have been
obtained accurately. Based on the
methodology used, a monitoring system was
developed to obtain the demographic
parameters of any other monk seal population.
The system is based in the permanent
implementation, during several years, of
autonomous monitoring systems, based in
phototrap cameras, in the main monk seal
caves used by the population. The systems
register the presence/absence of the seals in
the caves on a every hour basis, and the
pictures obtained allow to individually identified
the animals through their natural marks. The
method has been tested at Madeira
archipelago where 25 systems were installed
at 19 caves of Madeira and Desertas from
2012 to 2017. A total of 481.070 pictures were
obtained, 9.835 of them with monk seal
individuals presence, and 2.748 suitable for
their individual identification. The analysis
allowed to capture and recapture all the
animals of the population and build up a
catalog. Most of the animals are recaptured
every year, resulting in an annual recapture
rate of 0.99, and a mean of 9.8 annual
recaptures for each individual from 2014 to
2017.

(3) Veracruzana University, Túxpan, Mexico
(4) University of Quintana Roo, Chetumal, Mexico
(5) Sea to Shore Alliance, --, Belize
Corresponding Author: katarevalo@gmail.com
Manatees have been described as generalistopportunistic herbivores, with a diet composed by a
great variety of plant species. However, the
incidental consumption of hydrozoa, invertebrates
and inorganic elements such as plastics has also
been reported. Our goal was to assess the incidental
consumption of animals and other elements by
Antillean manatees (Trichechus manatus manatus)
in the Caribbean of Mexico and Belize. A total of
93 feaces were collected (30 from free-ranged, and
63 from captive manatees among 2012 and 2018);
also, 15 digestive contents of seven stranded-dead
were analyzed. Each sample was washed, sieved,
and stored, followed by separation/identification
observation in an stereoscopy microscope at 4-20x
magnification. The results are presented as the
proportion of samples with presence of objects.
Free-range manatees presented invertebrates
(mollusks) (6.7%), foraminifera (13.3%), sponges
(11.1%), undetermined invertebrate species (2.2%),
feathers (2.2%), plastic (6.7%), glass (2.2%) and
cloth (2.2%). Additionally, we report 4.8% of
plastics in faeces from captive manatees. These
elements, both organic and inorganic, are presumed
to be incidentally consumed by wild manatees. The
presence of inorganic elements (such as plastic) in
the feaces of wild manatees is an important signal
to be evaluated and deserves further monitoring,
since it is well known that some plastics could have
an important impact on health and survival of the
aquatic fauna. Nevertheless, more research is
necessary to precise the possible effects that these
inorganic particles have on manatee health.

This intensive and permanent control has
allowed to monitor animals from birth to
adulthood, building up the life history of every
animal and determine yearly, the population
size, age and sex structure, reproductive
parameters, mortality rates of the different age
categories and cave use patterns. The positive
results of the methodology, demonstrate that
it could be used to describe the main
demographic parameters of any
Mediterranean monk seal population, providing
high quality and accurate information for
protected areas and wildlife managers, to
better design or adapt focused conservation
measures targeting specific age or sex
categories and their threats.

Sleeping behaviors of captive Commerson’s
dolphins (Cephalorhynchus commersonii)
Araki, Maho; Yoshida, Yayoi M; jingu, junichi;
Tanaka, yusuke; Terasawa, Mako; Matubayashi,
Hisashi
School of Marine Science and Technology, Tokai
University, Shizuoka, Japan
Corresponding Author:
maho10301228@gmail.com

Beyond the vegetation consumed by manatees in
the Caribbean: Invertebrates and debris found
in digestive contents and faeces.
Arévalo-González, Gloria Katerin1; CastelblancoMartínez, Nataly2; Serrano, Arturo3; Pereira,
Alberto4; Niño-Torres, Carlos Alberto4; Galves,
Jamal5
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Bogota, Colombia
(2) Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología,
Universidad de Quintana Roo, Departamento de
Ciencias e Ingeniería, Chetumal, Mexico

Cetacean sleep is studied with the eyes open and
closed as the main index. However, the faces
of commerson’s dolphins are black, so it
is difficult to check the status of the eyes.
Therefore, to our knowledge, the detailed behavior
of sleeping there has not been elucidated. When the
amount of activity declines was observed as sleep
time, only 14% of the day could confirm sleep.
Since this is less than one-third of that of other
cetaceans, it has been suggested that Commerson’s
dolphins may be asleep even in the active state.
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Sendai Umino-Mori Aquarium is the only
environment in the world where the condition of
the eyes of Commerson’s dolphins can be checked.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to
investigate the above hypothesis and attempt to
clarify the detailed sleep behavior of Commerson’s
dolphins. A total of 290 hours of observation was
conducted from 06:00 to 18:00 every month about
three dayson three Commerson’s dolphin family
members. Sleep was defined as the eyes being
closed for more than 10 s . Swimming speed,
breathing frequency, swimming route, and sounds
were recorded simultaneously. In total, 1720 sleep
episodes were recorded. The results showed that
the average swimming speeds during the waking
and sleep states were 1.17 and 1.19 m/s,
respectively, showing no significant difference.
Furthermore, no significant difference in breathing
frequency was observed. On the other hand, clear
sleeping characteristics were confirmed in the
swimming route and sounds. The swimming route
was limited to repetitive loops around a large
circular course along the tank wall, and the average
number of sounds decreased to one-quarter of those
during the waking state. These results support the
above hypothesis and suggest that Commerson’s
dolphins remain in the same physical condition
during both waking and sleeping states.

obtained during land-based surveys where the
duration of each aerial urination event was
recorded as well as the presence of receivers. From
September 2014 to March 2016, 22 aerial urination
events were recorded during 152 hours of sampling
(0.14 events/hour of sampling). About 68%
occurred in the presence of at least one receiver.
The mean duration was 27 seconds with the longest
event lasting 58 seconds. No apparent seasonality
in this behavior was observed. All aerial urination
events involved males (thus far, no females have
been observed partaking in this behavior). Because
botos also performed this behaviour in the presence
of others, which actively pursued the urine stream,
it is likely that aerial urination has a socialization or
communication function. Botos possess bristles on
their rostrums, which are thought to serve a sensory
purpose (haptosense) and so may play an important
role during aerial urination.
Modelling habitat suitability of low density
cetaceans species in the Mediterranean Sea
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Just pissing in the wind? Aerial urination in
river dolphins in Brazil.
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For many mammals, scent marking via urine
spraying facilitates mate selection, marking
territories and communication with conspecifics.
The chemicals in urine may transmit information
about the state of the urinator (e.g., physiological).
However, for cetaceans, olfaction is not a sense
known to be used while gustation is poorly studied.
An unusual behavior of urinating in the air by botos
(Inia geoffrensis) in the Tocantins River (central
Brazil) appears to be unique to cetaceans. Aerial
urination begins with an animal slowly positioning
itself upside down and extruding and exposing his
penis above the water. The stream of urine may
reach almost one meter into the air and arcs
anteriorly. When another individual is present
(categorized as ‘receiver’), it remains nearby the
urinator and lifts its rostrum in the direction of the
stream or actively pursues the urine stream. In
some occasions the receiver will remain underwater
but just below the stream. Behavioural data were

The conservation of low density cetacean species is
extremely challenging. In the Mediterranean sea,
Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus), Cuvier’
Beaked Whale (Ziphius cavirostris), and longfinned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) are listed
as ‘Data Deficient’ in the IUCN Red list of
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threatened species, highlighting the lack of
information about their abundance, preferred
habitat, distribution and trends. For these species,
information about preferred habitat and the
detection of eventual changes in distribution is
essential for their conservation. The Fixed Line
Transect Mediterranean monitoring Network (FLT
MedNet) is operating in the Mediterranean basin
since 2007, regularly collecting cetaceans’ data
along fixed trans-border transects during all the
seasons. The high frequency of surveys allowed
recording quite a large number of sightings also of
the more elusive species such as Z. cavirostris
(111), G. melas (33), G. griseus (65). We used this
homogeneous dataset to model suitable habitat of
the three more rare species by means of Maximum
Entropy model, using as background file the area of
western Mediterranean and the Adrion region were
the surveys were performed. The long term FLT
MedNet data were used for building the model
while data from the more recently activated FLT
MedNet routes and the Mediterranean dataset
recorded by ORCA were used for the model
validation (58 records). Distribution of sightings
was also investigated during the two time periods
of the Habitat reporting (2007-2012, 2013-2018)
using the Kernel density estimator to highlight
potential shifts in the core areas of occurrence.
Based on AUCs, validation data, and well known
sites of species presence, the model results showed
high performance over the large basin wide scale.
Important changes in distribution were highlighted
for some species such as Risso’s dolphin and longfinned pilot whale.

higher percentage of males reported having
doctorates. Across several demographic measures,
younger respondents were more diverse.
Approximately 50% of respondents considered the
United States as their country of birth, primary
citizenship, or current residence, with the next
highest number of respondents listing Canada
(6%). Overall, 78 countries were represented in at
least one of these three categories. Respondents
from Latin America, the Caribbean, the Middle
East, and Africa had the highest rates of citizenship
or residency in a country other than their country of
birth. English was the primary language for 68% of
respondents, and Spanish the second most common
(10%). Some major themes from comments
included requests for accessibility of all types,
events such as mixers or special publications that
highlight marginalized groups, outreach and
support for people in underprivileged communities,
more financial accommodations, and support for
parents at conferences. We thank all who
participated in this survey and will use their
comments as a baseline for monitoring
demographic change in the field and to guide
recommendations for SMM as it moves forward in
creating a more inclusive and diverse community.
Community marine reserves benefit both
fishermen and pinnipeds.
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Who are we? A demographic survey of marine
mammalogists.
Archer, Frederick (Eric)1; Cox, Tara2; Freeman,
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In response to the growing recognition of the
importance of enhancing diversity and feelings of
inclusion within scientific communities, in late
2018, the ad-hoc Diversity and Inclusion
Committee of the Society of Marine Mammalogy
(SMM) conducted a demographic survey of the
field of marine mammalogy. This anonymous
survey was designed to document the composition
of who is currently working in the field, to identify
their concerns, and to solicit suggestions for how
SMM could help the community. Invitations to
participate were sent to all current and past SMM
members as well as posted through several social
media outlets, resulting in 879 responses. Although
the female:male ratio of responses was
approximately 2:1, across most age groups, a

Improving commercial stocks is the main goal of
community marine reserves, which are
implemented and managed by fishermen. Fishing
areas surrounded by pinniped rookeries often show
conflicts between these predators and fishermen,
and it has raised the question if these reserves are
effective. To answer it, we conducted a survey of
fish biodiversity and biomass in four islands in the
Pacific side of Baja California, Mexico. These
islands are subject to exclusive concessions to
small artisanal fishermen cooperatives, two of
which have implemented marine reserves,
Natividad eight years ago and San Jeronimo a year
before surveys. There are important rookeries of
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suggesting that even genes that are not currently
found in pathogenic bacteria can be used as an
early warning of the potential for transfer to
pathogens. This study uses a novel medium
throughput screen developed as part of a larger
project to test for the presence of AMRG
independent of the bacteria they are found in. This
screen was used to analyse faecal matter from
seals for common antimicrobial resistance genes
using PCR and gel electrophoresis.
We analysed samples at time of collection, two
months after collection, and six months after
collection respectively to assess the effect of
storage duration on the probability of detection of
environmentally important AMRG, allowing us to
determine if previously collected samples can
effectively be used as a part of a larger study.
Analysis of grey seal gut resistome provides much
needed information about possible time related
degradation of these genes in previously collected
samples for future work creating a baseline of
AMRG in UK waters.

California sea lion (Zalophus californianus) in
three of them and Pacific harbor seal (Phoca
vitulina richardii) in all four. We did a general
linear mixed model considering all fish species and
another filtering by potential prey for each species
of pinniped using known prey species reported in
the literature. Both the general fish model and the
model of potential prey of California sea lions
showed that Natividad (oldest reserve) has the
highest fish biomass and the pattern is shown but
inside and outside of the reserve polygons. The
model for potential prey of harbor seals did not
showed significant effects on biomass. Species
richness and fish biodiversity was also higher in
Natividad. These results indicate that reserves
increase overall fish diversity and biomass, despite
the presence of top predators, and even increase
their potential prey in the case of sea lions. An
ecosystem with higher biodiversity and biomass
tends to be more resilient, therefore, community
marine reserves may also help improve the
resilience of marine mammals to climate driven
phenomena, as well as maintaining a healthy
marine ecosystem for the benefit of both pinnipeds
and fishermen.

Environmental influences on breeding biology
and pup production in Australian fur
Arnould, John
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Seals as sentinels of antimicrobial resistance
genes in UK waters: A preliminary screen to test
for temporal changes in gene detectability.
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Knowledge of the factors which affect the breeding
biology of a species is crucial to understanding how
environmental variability impacts population
trajectories and enables predictions on how species
may respond to global change. While its
population is still recovering from the overexploitation of the commercial sealing era
(currently estimated at 50-60% of pre-sealing
levels), the Australian fur seal (Arctocephalus
pusillus doriferus, AUFS) represents the greatest
marine predator biomass in south-eastern Australia.
The region is currently one of the fastest warming
oceanic regions in the world and is expected to
experience substantial changes to current regimes
that will impact the abundance, distribution and
diversity of prey species. Therefore, understanding
the environmental factors that influence the
breeding of the species is urgently needed to
predict how it, and the prey populations it depends
upon, may respond to anticipated ecosystem
changes. The present study investigated annually
the timing of breeding and pup production in AUFS
on Kanowna Island, northern Bass Strait, between
1997 and 2018. During this period, pup production
varied greatly (1386-2574) but sustained an overall
increase of 1.3% per annum. Median and spread of
pupping dates varied by up to 9 d and 10 d,
respectively. Median birth date was earlier in years

Antimicrobial Resistance Genes (AMRG) are a
pressing concern to human and animal health.
These genes are ubiquitous in the environment,
and can spread rapidly because of human and
industrial waste, agriculture, and aquaculture.
Many of the waste products from these processes
eventually make their way to ocean waters,
providing AMRG ample opportunity to
disseminate. Pinnipeds are apex predators in UK
waters, sampling the entirety of the water column
when they forage. These animals regularly return
to hall out on shore, allowing us to examine what
they have eaten in an accessible manner, and
providing a way to look for potential upstream
resistance. Previous studies have examined a
limited and biased number of known
pathogens for AMRG, resulting in a poor
understanding of which specific AMRGs are
prevalent in non-pathogenic strains. AMRG have
the capacity to be transferred between bacteria,
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when adult female body condition (measured
during pregnancy) was greater (r2 = 0.33, P <
0.05), which was negatively correlated to seasurface temperature (r2 = 0.30, P < 0.05) within
Bass Strait. Pup production was positively
correlated to summer (before implantation) and
winter (active gestation) SOI (r2 = 0.38, P < 0.02 in
both cases). Higher SOI periods are associated with
stronger zonal winds, which have been shown to
influence prey availability. With SOI and regional
winds forecast to increase in the coming decades,
these results suggest the AUFS population may
experience advantageous conditions and continue
to grow.

probability was obtained from DTAG and PAM
deployments and modeled to assess the effect of
click detector characteristics. Mark-recapture and
distance sampling methods were used to estimate
density from visual data. 32,870 beaked whale
clicks were identified in 206 recording hours, 68%
[95% CI 61, 75] of which were classified as certain
beaked whale clicks. Click rate averaged 0.39
clicks·s-1 [CI 0.32, 0.50]. Acoustic detection
probability was 0.15 (CV 0.25). The resulting
animal density was 4-10 beaked whales [CI 2.75.5]-[CI 8.2-12.4] CV 14-18%, depending on
whether the uncertain clicks were considered or
not. Estimated density from visual surveys was 4
beaked whales [CI 1.2-6.7] CV 24%, which falls
within the acoustic estimate’s CI. These results
have implications not only on the long-term
monitoring of potential impacts of naval activities
in these taxa, but also on the evaluation of the
number of beaked whales at risk in order to
minimize possible accidental exposures during
real-time mitigation situations.
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Occurrence of allo-suckling and non-filial
mother-pup interactions in a declining harbour
seal population.
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Fostering and allo-suckling have been reported in
numerous mammal species, including phocids.
Although the reasons behind these non-filial
behaviours are poorly understood, it is suggested
that fostering can represent costs and benefits to
mothers and pups. Here we document non-filial
interactions observed at harbour seal (Phoca
vitulina) haulout sites in Orkney (Scotland), a
region where harbour seal numbers have declined
by 85% since the year 2000. Photo-identification
data were collected between 2016 and 2018, on a
daily basis during the pupping season, at four
haulout sites. Mum-pup pairs were identified from
the unique pelage patterns, and field observations
of filial and non-filial interactions documented.
Non-filial interactions (NFI) were classified as
aggressive (female reacts aggressively to an alien
pup), wanted (female interacts positively with an
alien pup), and allo-suckling (female suckles an
alien pup). NFI were observed throughout all
pupping seasons, in 22, 29 and 57 separate
occasions involving 29-49% (n=13-20) of
females that had a pup that year. Allo-suckling was
the most commonly observed behaviour, occurring
in 46-76% of the documented NFI, involving 2039% (n=9-12) of all identified mothers and 20-50%
(n=9-18) of all identified pups each year. Females
suckled 1 to 4 alien pups in a season. Eight females
suckled alien pups in different years. Allo-suckling

Beaked whales emit frequency-modulated clicks
that facilitate their detection using passive-acoustic
monitoring (PAM). Here we provide an
independent validation of the precision of PAM
estimates from acoustic point sampling. El Hierro
(Canary islands), holds year-round coastal
populations of Cuvier's (Ziphius cavirostris) and
Blainville´s (Mesoplodon densirostris) beaked
whales. Here, acoustic monitoring can be combined
with land observations to optimize visual detection
probability. We evaluate acoustic parameters,
including click rate and detection probability,
required for density estimation and use these to
calibrate the accuracy of density estimators by
using it in combination with reliable ground-truth
density from visual surveys. We recorded
simultaneous observations from double-platform
land-based surveys and acoustic detections from
drifting SoundTrap recorders (200 m depth, 144
kHz fs). Density was estimated using a PAM cuecounting method. Click production was estimated
from DTAGs and modeled to assess its variation
due to social parameters. Click detection
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of assumed abandoned (i.e. starving) pups was
observed 1-2 times each year; all other allosuckling events involved ‘healthy’ pups also
suckling from their mothers. In contrast, allosuckling was not observed in other regions of
Scotland (Isle of Skye and Kintyre) where photoidentification data were also collected as part of the
same study. Observations at one of the study sites
in Orkney from 1982 document “beggar pups”,
suggesting allo-suckling might be independent
from the current declining population trajectory.
However, allo-suckling could have added costs for
females if adult survival and/or recruitment are
already compromised.

individuals were encountered in 3 seasons and
could be classified as year-round residents. Only 5
individuals were encountered in 4 seasons; they
belonged to the same social unit and their HWI
values were greater than 0.5. High values of both
residency and association indexes characterised
only one of the 4 social subgroups. A future longterm monitoring will contribute to increase the
knowledge about this dolphin community and will
help develop management and conservation
strategies.
Re-sight occurrence and frequency of satellite
tagged humpback, fin, and sperm whales off
Virginia, USA
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(Mediterranean Sea): Preliminary study on
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Satellite tagging studies provide opportunities to
track animal movements following an initial
observation during which a tag is deployed. Often
times, those animals are not re-sighted post-tag
deployment, leaving tag site healing, and even
survival, as mostly unknown variables. Mediumterm Wildlife Computers satellite tags (SPOT6,
SPLASH10, and SPLASH10-F) in the LIMPET
configuration were deployed on humpback
(Megaptera novaeangliae), fin (Balaenoptera
physalus), and sperm (Physeter macrocephalus)
whales off the coast of Virginia between December
2015 and March 2019. Forty-nine tags were
deployed on humpback whales, 15 tags on fin
whales, and 20 tags on sperm whales. Five
humpback whales and one sperm whale were
tagged twice each during different years. Thirtytwo of 45 (71.1%) individual tagged humpback
whales, 3 of 15 (20.0%) fin whales, and 3 of 19
(15.8%) individual sperm whales were re-sighted
after tagging. For animals that were re-sighted,
individual humpback whales were re-sighted up to
10 times after tagging (mean=2.7), fin whales were
re-sighted up to 2 times after tagging (mean=1.7),
and sperm whales were re-sighted once after
tagging (mean=1). Re-sights occurred 1-774 days
apart (mean=167; median=33) for humpback
whales, 100-356 days apart (mean=269;
median=353) for fin whales, and 9-401 days apart
(mean=250; median=343) for sperm whales. Resights occurred both when the tag was still attached
and after the tag had been shed. Follow-up photos
of the tag site were taken whenever possible to
assess tag site healing. Due to the more accessible
nature of nearshore waters, re-sightings of

In recent years, a relative increase of common
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) presence
has been observed in the Western Ligurian Sea
(Mediterranean Sea) by fishermen, whale watching
companies and observations from land. Purpose of
this work is to provide the first analysis of the
social structure and residency patterns of this
population. Data were collected during 67
dedicated daily boat-surveys, conducted from April
2018 to March 2019, in all 4 seasons. A total of 31
sightings was reported and 66 dolphins were
photographically identified and re-sighted up to 14
times (average = 6.4 times). In the analysis, only
dolphins with 3 or more recaptures were
considered, corresponding to 39 individuals. Social
structure was investigated quantifying the
associations among individuals, through the halfweight index (HWI) and estimating the temporal
pattern of association. Residency index was
calculated for each dolphin as number of recaptures
per total surveys and their residency patterns as
dolphins’ presence or absence in the 4 seasons.
Analysis showed that this community is organised
in 4 subgroups with rapid association patterns
(median time interval: 2 days) and 2 levels of
acquaintances. Association values was low (0.20.4) for most dolphin pairs, except for few strongly
associated couples (HWI>0.8). The residency
indices ranged from 0.04 to 0.21, 38% of dolphins
showed an index greater than 0.10. Dolphins could
be seen year-round; however, 48% of the
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humpback whales occurred more frequently than
those of fin and sperm whales, which were
observed further offshore, typically in the mid-shelf
area for fin whales and in deep water past the
continental shelf break for sperm whales. These
observations can provide valuable opportunities to
assess tag site healing and can also provide insight
on survival for these large whales.

Neural Network (CNN) that has been pretrained to
identify signature whistles of individual L.
albirostris. The CNN uses the spectrogram to
predict matches between new and previously
recorded and classified signature whistles allowing
for the use of capture-recapture analyses. Initial
work has provided promising results, providing
evidence of L. albirostris producing signature
whistles similar to those described in Tursiops
truncatus.

Acoustic identification of cetaceans using deep
learning techniques
Atkinson, Georgia1; Sharpe, Matt2; Trotter,
Cameron3; McGough, Steve4; Wright, Nick4;
Berggren, Per5
(1) Newcastle University, South Shields, United
Kingdom
(2) Newcastle Univeristy, United Kingdom
(3) Newcastle University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, gb
(4) Newcastle University, Newcastle Upon Tyne,
United Kingdom
(5) Newcastle University, School of Natural and
Environmental Sciences
Corresponding Author: g.atkinson@ncl.ac.uk

When the whales win, everyone wins:
Employing participatory research to create a
culture of environmental stewardship in
Guerrero, Southwest Pacific Mexico.
Audley, Katherina1; Garcia Chavez, Andrea
Jacqueline2; Ramirez, Raul3; Hanks, Terra; Mellin,
Arturo; Cadena, Avimael
(1) Whales of Guerrero
(2) Whales of Guerrero, Zihuatanejo, Mexico
(3) Whales of Guerrero, Salamanca, Mexico
Corresponding Author:
katherina@whalesinmexico.com

Modelling cetacean population dynamics is
paramount for effective conservation and
management. Cetaceans are also prime candidates
for modelling ecosystem change under the
ecosystem sentinel concept. Moreover, robust
population data can aid in assessing the risk
presented by anthropogenic activities. One
methodology for cetacean research utilises passive
acoustic monitoring (PAM) to investigate cetacean
occurrence and behaviour ecology. Advantages of
PAM include: it is less expensive and labour
intensive compared to visual methods; and can
record data over long temporal scales. Due to the
large volumes of data collected and stored in PAM
systems, there is a need for effective, automated
solutions that can detect and classify cetacean
vocalisations. Current technologies provide
identification of some cetacean species using
echolocation clicks and whistles, such as C-POD
and ROCCA. However, they do not harness deep
learning techniques and/or use signature whistles to
identify individuals within a species, which could
allow for estimating abundance and monitoring of
individual dolphins’ occurrence and residence
patterns. In this study, through collaboration
between computer scientists, engineers, and marine
biologists, methods have been developed which
utilise digital signal processing and deep learning
techniques to detect and classify individuals within
dolphin species. The system in development detects
the possible presence of a cetacean whistle using
Goertzel's algorithm by considering a ratio between
the produced whistle and background noise
frequencies. Once detected, the audio is segmented
to contain only the whistle and represented as a
spectrogram. This is passed to a Convolutional

Guerrero, one of the most biologically diverse and
understudied states in México, hosts 16+ marine
mammal species and a once thriving fishery.
Poverty, corruption, pollution and a lack of
education and opportunities are leading to
environmental destruction. As of 2013, awareness
of and protection measures concerning marine
mammals were non-existent, despite the
predominance of marine-based tourism and
commercial fishing methods known to be
deleterious to marine mammals.
Between 2014-2019, we collaborated with
Guerrero communities to identify the potential for
marine mammal-based ecotourism activities
through a first-ever, 1600-hour
participatory humpback whale survey. It was our
goal to cultivate a shift toward marine conservation
through this survey in tandem with capacity
building; education; outreach; ecotourism market
development; and fishermen’s learning exchange
programs.
Advances included: an 85% increase in awareness
and investment in marine mammals; a communitysupported safe whale watch program (75 guides
trained); development of ecotourism market and
activities to alleviate pressure on the fishery and
motivate environmental stewardship; a voluntary
30-member stranding network; a 100+ fishermen
marine mammal spotting network; and
groundbreaking humpback whale survey results.
The fishery continues to decline and we now know
that marine mammals are threatened in Guerrero;
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many species present with pollution-borne diseases,
emaciation and anthropogenic scarring and some
species sighting rates have declined by more than
75% since 2014.

with environmental parameters that could influence
it. Distribution of mother-calf pairs were mostly
related to depth and proximity to the coastline.
Prediction maps met most of the sightings and
showed various areas of distribution in the area.

However, because of our transparent and inclusive
approach, the community has developed an interest
in restoring their marine environment and the
potential for conflicts between stakeholders has
been reduced.

Mother/calf pairs were resighted up to five times
seasonally, observed nursing and resting in shallow
bay waters. Calf size and visible fetal folds also
support the thesis that this region is a calving
ground.

Community-requested next steps underway
include: Year-round immersive nature programs;
strengthening ecotourism market supply and
demand; student-run dolphin studies; and a
community-developed marine management plan,
including marine mammal monitoring.

Since Guerrero’s humpback whales are more
similar to the Distinct Population Segment (DPS)
of Central America (listed as endangered; n=411
individuals) than the Mexican DPS (listed as
threatened; n=3624), these results provide
meaningful information regarding North Pacific
humpback whale status and identify an important
site for an endangered group of whales. These
findings will contribute to effective local and
international management, protection and
conservation recommendations regarding
humpback whales.

Nesting Instinct: Distribution and habitat use of
humpback whale mother-calf pairs in the
southern Pacific coast of México.
Auladell Quintana, Clàudia; Garcia Chavez,
Andrea Jacqueline1; Ramirez, Raul2; Ramos, Eric
Angel3; Hanks, Terra; Mellin, Arturo; Martín
Bernal, Cristina4; Audley, Katherina5
(1) Whales of Guerrero, Zihuatanejo, Mexico
(2) Whales of Guerrero, Salamanca, Mexico
(3) The Graduate Center, City University of New
York, BROOKLYN, NY
(4) Turmares Tarifa, Spain
(5) Whales of Guerrero
Corresponding Author: claudiaauqu@gmail.com

Numerical modelling approach for estimating
listening space reduction in narwhal (Monodon
monoceros) from vessels transiting through ice
in Eclipse Sound, Nunavut, Canada
Austin, Melanie1; Rouget, Phillippe2; Quijano,
Jorge1
(1) JASCO Applied Sciences, Victoria, BC, Canada
(2) Golder Associates Ltd., Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada
Corresponding Author: melanie.austin@jasco.com

North Pacific humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) feed in mid- and high-latitude waters
and overwinter in the tropics. While winter habitat
use in Hawaii and Northern Mexico has been welldocumented, data regarding potential breeding,
nursing and calving ground sites in Southern
Mexico is scarce.

This study investigates the potential for
underwater noise from vessels, transiting through
ice, to impact the listening space for narwhal in the
Eastern Canadian Arctic, specifically in Eclipse
Sound, Nunavut. A numerical modelling approach
was used to examine the underwater sound
footprint from commercial vessels transiting
through ice along a newly established shipping
route that overlaps with a summer calving ground
for narwhal. Vessel noise partially overlaps in
frequency with the lower range of narwhal hearing
sensitivity and therefore has the potential to
interfere with their ability to utilize sound to
communicate, navigate, and forage. To investigate
the extent to which vessel sounds could impact
narwhal listening space, underwater sounds from
vessels were modelled in 1/3-ocatve bands as a
function of range and depth from the vessels. The
modelled received sound levels were compared
against median measured ambient sound levels
and the assumed hearing threshold of narwhal
(beluga audiogram used as a proxy for narwhal).

Whales of Guerrero (WoG) is a non-profit
organization focused on humpback whales and
other marine mammals on the southern Pacific
coast of Guerrero, México. With a peak presence of
whales from January to March, Guerrero has been
confirmed as a nursing and calving ground, as well
as a breeding site and migration corridor for M.
novaeangliae.
1688 effort hours of boat-based surveys were
conducted between 2014–2018. Humpback whale
mother-calf pair sightings (n=151) were divided
into four group types: mother-calf (n=116), mothercalf and escort (n=28), mother-calf and two noncompeting whales (n=6) and mother-calf with 3+
competing whales (n=1). Models were fit to
estimate and predict the distribution of the
four groups of humpback whales in Guerrero, along
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The signal excess was examined to estimate the
potential listening space reduction as a function of
range from the vessels. The analysis was
performed for individual 1/3-octave bands that
correspond with the dominant frequencies for
three narwhal vocalization bands: 1 kHz, 5 kHz and
31.5 kHz.

2018. A regular bottlenose dolphin presence and
more sporadic striped dolphins (Stenella
coeruleoalba) sightings have been confirmed in
both countries, with a mixed group association in
Albania as well as an unusual sighting of a group of
common dolphins. Whilst the Albanian project
remains in its preliminary stage, frequent
delphinidae sightings have been observed at the
Cape of Rodon. Montenegro revealed an encounter
rate of 4 groups/100km, with similar seasonal
sighting variations, and 90 identified dolphins to
date. Montenegro is likely to hold migration
corridor(s), important foraging habitats, nursing
ground(s) with critical habitats delineated at the
entrance of Boka Kotorska and the coastal waters
of Katic, Bar, Utjeha and Ulcinj. The offshore
waters of Platamuni may hold critical habitat(s) for
striped dolphins, specifically between the 300 and
700m contours. The critical habitats delineated here
show a striking overlap with current proposed
MPAs in Montenegro and thus highlight the
importance of cetacean research on MPA selection.

The identification of critical habitats for
cetaceans in the southern Adriatic Sea
Awbery, Tim1; Chevallard, Pablo2; Clark, Harry
David3; Nikpaljevic, Natasa4; Abbiss, Lucy5;
Clarkson, Jack6; Hardy, Joseph7; Guimard,
Enorha8; Beqiri, Kristian; Konomi, Aleksandro;
Todorovic, Sara4; Bakiu, Rigers9; Basmaci,
Memnune Melis10; Rudd, Laura11
(1) Marine Mammal Research Association, Derby,
United Kingdom
(2) Marine Scotland, Antalya, Turkey
(3) University of Cumbria, Marine Mammals
Researh Association, Brough, United Kingdom
(4) Marine Mammals Research Association
(DMAD), Bar, Montenegro
(5) Marine Mammals Research Association,
Hereford, United Kingdom
(6) Marine Mammals Research Association,
Sheffield, United Kingdom
(7) Marine Mammals Research Association
(DMAD), Haslemere, United Kingdom
(8) Marine Mammals Research Association
(DMAD), Saint-Perreux, France
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Fin whale and striped dolphin distribution
patterns as response to environmental
variability
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Highly mobile species interact with dynamic
oceanographic processes that vary at time-scales
from days to decades. Aim of this study is to
outline the lessons learnt from a long-term
monitoring study concerning occurrence, spatial
and temporal distribution of cetacean species in an
area of about 30,000 km2 included within the
Pelagos Sanctuary in the NW Mediterranean Sea.
The data series derives from 29 years of dedicated
shipboard summer surveys, conducted between
May and October from 1990 to 2018. Indices of
spatial patterns have been applied to the sighting
data of the most frequent species (i.e. Stenella
coeruleoalba, N: 3,953; Balaenoptera physalus, N:
958 sightings) and their variability was analyzed in
time. The analysis of the species distribution
patterns revealed temporal and spatial significant
variability (Kruskal-Wallis: P<0.01). Concurrently,
a satellite area-averaged time series of 4 km
chlorophyll-a was analysed. A Hierarchical Cluster
Analysis allowed to identify five clusters of

Critical habitat identification forms an essential
stage in the implementation of Marine Protected
Areas (MPAs). Whilst MPAs have been shown to
be an effective conservation strategy, they cover
just 6% of the Adriatic, with a single MPA,
Karaburun Sazani, in the southern Adriatic. Apex
predators can be used both as indicators of the
health of critical habitats and flagship species of
MPAs. The Adriatic Sea has been identified as a
cetacean hotspot and yet is under a wide range of
anthropogenic threats which have caused
population declines up to 50% in bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and regional
absences of common dolphins (Delphinus delphus).
The current study runs the first dedicated cetacean
research into critical habitat identification in the
southern Adriatic. In Montenegro, 438 surveys
have been conducted since September 2016
alongside 15 surveys in Albania since Novemeber
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chlorophyll-a monthly patterns. The spatial
distribution of the two species was found more
clumped in years where the chlorophyll-a
concentration was lower, and its spatial pattern
more homogeneous, while it was dispersed in years
where the chlorophyll-a concentration was higher,
and its spatial pattern more heterogeneous
(Kruskal-Wallis: P<0.01). These results suggest
that the temporal variability of the species
distribution may be affected by chlorophyll-a
spatial patterns varying in time. A following
simulation study based on 1,000 randomized
sightings over an area of about 90,750 km2 allowed
to demonstrate how such patterns have also the
potential to affect the estimates deriving from
synoptic surveys aimed to assess abundance of
species at the large scale. Spatial distribution
patterns should be better investigated as function of
environmental covariates, to improve the
understanding of the species’ ecology, and to
inform models fed on data deriving from timelimited surveys, that are essential for conservation.

maximum numbers for all species (69 porpoises, 16
harbour seals, 47 grey seals, 12 unidentified seals)
were recorded. In grey seals, the recolonization on
the German Baltic coast, with a steady increase of
seal abundance, is a reasonable explanation for this
strandings peak in this species. For harbour
porpoises, on the contrary, passive acoustic
monitoring does not reflect this development.
Therefore, further investigations on the increase of
harbour porpoise strandings at the German Baltic
coast are necessary to find possible explanations to
further conservation and management of this
vulnerable small cetacean.
Where are we at: What is the state of play of
harbour porpoise conservation in the North Sea
region?
Backx, Joost1; van den Bosch, Inger2; Scheidat,
Meike3; Geelhoed, Steve4; Murk, Tinka5
(1) Rijkswaterstaat, Lelystad, Netherlands
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When is a peak in strandings relevant? 30 years
of carcass collection provides basis for detecting
exceptional events.
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Harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) are an
abundant and wide-ranging species in the North
Sea but they face many threats from anthropogenic
activities across international borders. Across the
region their distribution and abundance has
changed over the past few decades.

Since the 1970s, the German Oceanographic
Museum conducts a monitoring to collect marine
mammal carcasses in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania. From 1990 until today, a continuous
development of the stranding network helps to
investigate the three native marine mammal species
in the German Baltic Sea. All harbour porpoises,
harbour seals and grey seals are dissected to gain
insight into different life history parameters and
population health. A close cooperation between
national parks, municipalities, authorities and a
citizen science approach ensures that carcasses are
collected and transported to freezers distributed
along the coast. The analysis of stranding locations
revealed annual patterns characterised by spatial
and temporal species-separation. Harbour porpoises
mostly wash up on western beaches, whereas grey
seal carcasses were rather recorded at eastern
beaches. Due to the long-term monitoring unusual
events are easily detectable. For example, a grey
seal mass stranding event in 2017 was detected due
to fresh carcasses found in an unusual time of the
year. The year 2018 was especially noticeable
within the 30-year monitoring period, since

Different parts of international and national
legislation are relevant to species conservation. A
variety of different entities are working together
through conventions, agreements, treaties and
programs with the aim to contribute to harbour
porpoise conservation and to manage threatening
activities. These entities can have similar goals but
their mandates have different coverages,
approaches, cycles, structures and management
actions. Multiple international directives,
regulations and policies with different
implementations at national level serve as legal
tools to help this process. There is a need to
optimize the coordination of these different entities
and their activities to create more synergy with the
ambition to improve conservation of this species in
an adaptive way towards the future.
We conducted a three way conservation effort
evaluation based on an extensive literature search
and interviews with experts working in this field.
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First, we focused on the legislation basis for
conservation (legal power and content), secondly,
on mandate of the entities involved (spatial,
temporal, jurisdiction and responsibilities), and
lastly, on tools used to establish conservation
(monitoring, assessment, juridical tools and
impact).

monitored during the last fifteen years. All the
animals were sexed and categorized into three
different age classes (juveniles, subadults, adults)
by both the estimated size and coloration patterns.
CYP1A1 and CYP2B protein activity show
different trends among different age groups and
between sex. The contaminants analysis highlight
that the average abundance pattern for the target
contaminants was PCBs>PBDEs and the
concentration values are linked to age and sex, with
males showing higher levels (∑PCBs 23.77 mg/kg
l.w., ∑PBDEs 0.516 mg/kg l.w.) than females
(∑PCBs 8.08 mg/kg l.w.,l ∑PBDEs 0.172 mg/kg
l.w.). 80% of sampled cbw had PCB concentrations
above the toxicity threshold for physiological
effects in marine mammals, suggesting a potential
effect on this mediterranean population fitness.
This study represents an important step forward in
our understanding of the effects of toxic
compounds in combination with other known or
suspected threats to this population of Cuvier's
beaked whale.

Besides an overall North Sea region evaluation, the
Netherlands species conservation approach was
used as an example to evaluate efficiency of
conservation in more depth and provide an example
on the complexity and differences in
implementation between countries of applied
species conservation and management.
Our work shows that synergy is necessary in order
to more efficiently and comprehensively implement
all conservation efforts, solve gaps and increase
effectiveness of harbour porpoise conservation.
Suggestion for improved synergy and an action
plan for the upcoming years are provided.

Development of a SNP panel for genotyping
polar bears from non-invasive samples.
Baker, D Neve1; Supple, Megan2; Regehr, Eric3;
Shapiro, Beth2
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Cruz, CA
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First assessment of the ecotoxicological status of
Cuvier's beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris) in
the NW Mediterranean Sea
Baini, Matteo1; Rosso, Massimiliano2; Panti,
Cristina1; Jiménez, Begoña3; Tepsich, Paola;
Moulins, Aurelie; Muñoz-Arnanz, Juan3; Maria
Cristina, Fossi4
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Obtaining genetic samples from polar bears (Ursus
maritimus) typically involves live-capturing
individuals, a difficult and expensive process. Hair
and scat are potential non-invasive source of DNA;
however opportunistically collected samples may
be exposed to UV and freeze-thaw cycles over an
unknown extent of time, resulting in DNA
degradation. In this study we investigate the quality
and quantity of DNA recovered from non-invasive
sampling methods and develop an inexpensive
protocol for genotyping potentially low-quality and
low-quantity non-invasive samples of polar bear
hair with a panel of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). SNPs are preferable over
microsatellites (traditionally used for individual
genetic identification) for degraded samples as they
are more robust against DNA fragmentation,
providing higher genotyping success and
confidence. We compared opportunistically
collected and three sources of hair : pulled directly
from live-captured individuals (positive control),
collected from hair snares; and collected
opportunistically from “daybeds” to determine
whether these methods are useful for genetic
identification. Hairs were processed individually
with a forensic approach to prevent the possibility
of cross-contaminating with hairs from different

Cuvier's beaked whale (Cbw) is one of the least
known species in the world. The Mediterranean
subpopulation is ranked as Vulnerable (VU) in the
“IUCN Red List of Threatened Species”,
considering both the declining population trend
both the low number of mature individuals
estimated in the basin. While effects of underwater
noise, known to be one of the main threats to the
species, are being widely investigated, the
ecotoxicological risk of the species is still
unknown. The objective of this study is to
investigate for the first time the ecotoxicological
status of Cbw in the NW Mediterranean Sea
(Pelagos Sanctuary). The levels of organochlorine
compounds (PCBs), polybrominated diphenyl
ethers (PBDEs), and related biomarkers responses
(induction of cytochrome's P450 CYP1A1 and
CYP2B isoforms) were investigated in 22 skin
biopsies from free-ranging organisms. This sample
set represent about the 20% of estimated size of the
resident population in the area which has been
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individuals. Hair samples were first DAPI stained
and inspected under a microscope to visually
estimate the concentration and distribution of DNA
throughout the hair. We then optimized extraction
and sequencing library preparation protocols to
maximize DNA recovery from degraded samples.
We used high coverage whole genomes of six
Alaskan polar bears to develop a panel of SNPs
that is sufficiently informative to genotype
individuals from low-quality samples and
genotyped the hair extracts at these loci. The results
of this study will inform future sampling efforts
and provide a methodology for genotyping
individuals from non-invasive for applications such
as genetic mark recapture, abundance estimates,
and population assignment.

capture. Predation on harbor seals after feeding on
fish has also been observed testifying that these
orcas are not specialists. We believe that our
observations can provide essential information for
the interpretation of tag data with particular regard
to accelerometry.
A review of recent cetacean stranding records in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) suggests the
need of cooperative systematic data collection to
better address main threats in the region
Balaji, Pooja1; Antonopoulou, Marina2; Clara
Zarate Rodriguez, Jimena; Natoli, Ada3
(1) UAE Dolphin Project
(2) Emirates Nature-WWF, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates
(3) Zayed University, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
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Prolonged, sub-surface, visual observations of
free-living killer whale (Orcinus orca) feeding
behaviour in northern Norway.
Baker, Russell1; Acquarone, Mario2
(1) Learning From Whales, Skaland, Norway
(2) AMAP, Tromsø, Norway
Corresponding Author:
russellbaker55@hotmail.com

Strandings provide an insight on the presence of
species in a region and access to morphological,
life history traits and ecological data otherwise
difficult to obtain. Stranding analysis can also
identify the main cause of death and in turns the
main threats that affect a population in a region,
such as by-catch, boat strikes, overfishing or
pollution. Ultimately this information can play an
important role in supporting the formulation of
effective conservation measures.

Cetacean behaviour is typically inferred from
visual observations or from analysis of data from
instruments attached to the animals. Proxies for
behaviour are employed when using instrumental
data (e.g location, depth, speed, acceleration and
sounds produced). Direct visual observation is
typically limited to above or just below surface
displays while indirect visual observation even at
depth through photos or videos is usually limited in
view field. We gathered direct sub-surface
observations up to a depth of 15m of orca feeding
and social behaviour that can be integrated with
other data for a more profound understanding of the
ecology of this species. A single person snorkelling
in the proximity of the animals gathered the data
over six years using a minimal-impact protocol that
aimed at maximising the chance of observing
naturally acting animals. Particular behaviours have
been recorded on video. Our observations revealed
that in our area, although feeding mostly on
herring, occasionally orcas take seals. Herring
capture happens frequently for up to two hours in a
carousel situation often with reduced acoustic
behaviour, at different depths often herding the bait
ball. Tail slapping with actual fish contact follows,
occasionally simultaneous by up to 3 individuals.
Sharing of the stunned fish is the norm. The baitball is incompletely consumed and usually no
stunned fish are left. Large whales irrupt in the
carousel and depredate the ball after which the
carousel is resumed, but aggressive reactions by the
orcas have occasionally been witnessed. Shallow
water feeding by adult males alone or in small
groups involves isolating individual fish for direct

In the UAE waters (Arabian/Persian Gulf and
northernmost Arabian Sea) recent information
about cetaceans are scarce. Most published
stranding records are from the 20th century, but not
many are available from the last two decades. The
Gulf accounts for the presence of 13 cetacean
species but little is known about their population
status. For some them, stranding data is the only
documentation of their occurrence.
In this study we collated all stranding records
available in the UAE online newspaper and those
received by the public and local authorities through
the UAE Dolphin Project initiative. Each record
was reviewed for the location, date of stranding, the
authenticity of the associated photographic material
verified and utilised to assess the species. All
strandings from the region published in scientific
papers were tabulated and compared it with the
unpublished records found.
A total of 46 strandings (12 Mysticetes, 29
Odontocetes) were found occurring between 2006
and 2018 in UAE waters and neighboring countries
(Saudi Arabia and Kuwait). Among the Mysticetes
seven Bryde’s whales, one blue whale and one
humpback whale were confirmed. Among the
Odontocetes four toothed whales (three sperm
whale and one dwarf sperm whale), 22 dolphins
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(16 Indo Pacific bottlenose dolphins, three Indian
Ocean humpback dolphins, one spinner dolphin)
and three finless porpoises. This highlights the
importance of systematic data collection and the
implementation of organised stranding
networks.

(4) University of the Joinville Region, São
Francisco do Sul, Brazil
(5) Marine Mammal Laboratory, Alaska Fisheries
Science Center, Seattle, WA
Corresponding Author: clabaleia@gmail.com
Sei whales (Balaenoptera borealis) are widely
distributed in all major oceans, but their diving
behavior is relatively poorly understood, especially
in their wintering grounds. In this study, six whales
were instrumented with archival satellite tags (n=6)
and a digital acoustic transmitter (DTAG) off the
southeast coast of Brazil as part of the Cetacean
Monitoring Project (PMC-BS/PETROBRAS). The
transmission of the satellite tags lasted from three
to 59 days and recorded 4773 dives. Dive depths
recorded by these tags ranged between 5 and 577m
(mean = 19.11, SD=34.51m). Dives between 5 and
15m (83%) and lasting from 5 to 10min (30%)
were the most frequent. Surface interval ranged
from 5s to 16min and 15s (mean = 13min, 27s,
SD=3min, 12s). The individual tagged with DTAG
was monitored for 5hs resulting in a total of 584
dives, of which 85% (n=498) were performed less
than 1m from the surface and 15% (n=86) were
below 2m of depth. The dives performed below 2m
had an average duration of 2.8min, SD= 2.9min
and reached an average depth of 5.5m, SD=3.5m.
The maximum dive depth and duration recorded by
the DTAG were 29m and 11.2min,
respectively. Data from the DTAG motion sensors
revealed a characteristic feeding behavior with
lunge feeding near the surface. All the whales
remained over the continental slope throughout the
transmission period. Results suggest that while sei
whales typically dive shallow, dives can exceed
500m. The feeding behavior recorded by the
DTAG may indicate that the occurrence of the sei
whale in the Santos Basin is also related to feeding,
even during the breeding season. Most dives
recorded were within a depth range known to make
cetaceans susceptible to collisions with vessels
(<20m), emphasizing the importance of adopting
measures to minimize ship strikes in this region.

Space vs Sea: A novel method for estimating
marine mammal density.
Bamford, Connor1; Kelly, Natalie2; Dalla Rosa,
Luciano3; Fretwell, Peter1; Trathan, Philip1;
Cubaynes, Hannah4; Gerrish, Laura1; Mesquita,
Andréa3; Jackson, Jennifer5
(1) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, United
Kingdom
(2) Australian Antarctic Division, Kingston,
Australia
(3) Instituto de Oceanografia, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande - FURG, Rio Grande,
Brazil
(4) University of Cambridge/British Antarctic
Survey
(5) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge
Corresponding Author: conord48@bas.ac.uk
Implementing informative, regular and
representative surveys to assess whale spatial usage
remains a logistical and economic challenge.
Consequently, they are broadly omitted from
Southern Ocean marine protected area designations
and ecosystem-based fisheries quota assessments.
Here we compare at-sea measurements of whale
density in the Western Antarctic Peninsula with
density estimates from satellite images. We
demonstrate that Very-High-Resolution
WorldView-3 imagery can provide useful data on
whale occurrence and density. Densities, when
unadjusted for surface availability are shown to be
underestimated by a factor of 9 (CV = 0.24) in
relation to concurrent ship based survey methods,
but once adjusted (0.049 to 0.089 whales per km2),
are within an order of magnitude of those derived
by traditional line-transect estimates (0.369 whales
per km2). Satellite mediated surveys, whilst in their
infancy, represent an exciting development for high
resolution image-based cetacean observation at sea,
particularly in remote and inaccessible regions,
presenting opportunities for future research.

The conservation crisis of cat scat: We need
greater consistency in the evaluation of
Toxoplasma gondii infections in marine
mammals.
Barbieri, Michelle1; Shapiro, Karen2; Jessup,
Dave3; VanWormer, Elizabeth4; Colegrove,
Kathleen5; Conrad, Patricia2; Kreuder-Johnson,
Christine6; Haman, Katherine7; Amlin, Angela8;
Raverty, Stephen9; Rowles, Teresa; Wilkin,
Sarah10; Littnan, Charles11
(1) NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service,
waialua, hi
(2) Department of Pathology, Microbiology and
Immunology and One Health Institute, University
of California Davis, Davis, CA

Diving in the deep? Sei whale’s dive behavior in
the western South Atlantic.
Baracho Neto, Clarencio1; Liberali Wedekin,
Leonardo2; Haas, Dave3; Cremer, Marta4; Zerbini,
Alexandre5
(1) Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora,
Salvador, Brazil
(2) Socioambiental Consultores Associados,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(3) Duke University Marine Lab, Durham, North
Carolina
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(5) University of Illinois
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(7) Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Olympia, WA
(8) NOAA-NMFS, Honolulu, HI
(9) The Animal Health Center, Abbotsford, British
Columbia, Canada
(10) National Marine Fisheries Service, Office of
Protected Resources, Silver Spring, MD
(11) Hawaiian Monk Seal Research Program,
Honolulu
Corresponding Author: shellbarbieri@gmail.com

research and messaging on this important health
threat.
Stenella longirostris and Stenella attenuata
(Odontoceti: Delphinidae): Whistle comparisons
in the Western South Atlantic Ocean.
Barbosa Machado, Raphael1; Kelmer de Lima
Kascher, Larissa2; Motta Mura, João Pedro2; de
Castro Rezende, Franciele2; Amorim, Thiago3;
Sousa-Lima, Renata4; Andriolo, Artur5
(1) Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora (UFJF),
Juiz de Fora, Brazil
(2) Laboratório de Ecologia Comportamental e
Bioacústica (LABEC), Universidade Federal de
Juiz de Fora, Juiz de Fora, Brazil
(3) Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora, Juiz de
Fora, Brazil
(4) Laboratório de Bioacústica, Departamento de
Fisiologia e Comportamento, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Rio Grande do
Norte, Brazil
(5) Departamento de Zoologia, Instituto de
Ciências Biológicas, Juiz de Fora, Brazil
Corresponding Author:
phaellmachado15@gmail.com

The impacts of Toxoplasma gondii infections in
marine mammals are reaching a critical
conservation threshold, especially in endangered
populations like Hawaiian monk seals
(Neomonachus schauinslandii) where
toxoplasmosis is the leading disease-related cause
of death. Although infections from this parasite are
geographically and taxonomically widespread, their
impacts on species decline can be insidious. This
stalls our collective ability to relate infections to
measurable conservation impacts and take
subsequent action. Best studied are sentinels such
as the Southern sea otter (Enhydra lutris), which
demonstrate a clear threat from land-to-sea flow of
T. gondii oocysts from felids, the only known
definitive hosts, to marine ecosystems. For many
marine mammals, sample sizes are small, disease
severity and detectability vary considerably, and
findings are difficult to reconcile with dynamics in
individual susceptibility. Our ability to detect and
characterize transmission in diverse marine food
webs is limited, sample availability and quality
from marine mammals and the environment is
variable, and validated diagnostic tests are scarce.
These aspects of T. gondii research make it
challenging to characterize and communicate a
terrestrial-sourced marine mammal conservation
threat in a unified way that allows managers and
stakeholders to embrace much needed, yet often
polarizing solutions. Despite information gaps,
current knowledge is sufficient to inform plans of
action in many cases. In the future, the paired use
of histopathology and sensitive/specific molecular
diagnostics will improve how we define the
impacts of infection across taxa and resolve the
influence of other stressors on immunity. More
broadly, T. gondii in marine mammals serves as a
red flag for the global health problem of
environmental pathogen pollution, especially in
coastal ecosystems. Our interdisciplinary scientific
community must work across regional and
taxonomic boundaries to improve consistency in

Dolphins produce a variety of whistles, which
together make up the repertoire of such tonal
sounds of a particular species. Despite being
phylogenetically related, Stenella longirostris (Sl)
and Stenella attenuata (Sa) are expected to have
different acoustic repertoires, since whistles are
related to behavioral, individual, social and speciesspecific factors. In the present study, we describe
and compare the acoustic parameters of whistles
for both species recorded in Northeast Brazil. The
whistles were divided into contour categories and
its parameters were extracted for each type of
contour using Raven Pro 1.5 (Hann window of
1024 samples, DFT of 2048 samples and 80% of
overlap). The Mann-Whitney test (α<0.05) was
applied through R to compare the parameters of
each type of contour between the two species. The
whistles of Sl (n=82) and Sa (n=77) presented the
following contour types respectively: ascending
[n=53 (66%); n=56 (74%)], descending [n=10
(12%); n=4 (5%)], ascending descending [n=5
(6%); n=10 (13%)], descending ascending [n=7
(9%); n=3 (4%)], constant [just for Sl n=6 (7%)]
and multiple [just for Sa n=3 (4%)]. For all whistles
analyzed, regardless of the contour, only the center
frequency parameter did not present a significant
difference. When considering contours, ascending,
descending and descending ascending whistles
presented significant differences between the two
species for at least seven of the eight parameters
analyzed. The ascending differed in all eight
parameters (beginning frequency, ending
frequency, high frequency, peak frequency, center
frequency, delta frequency and duration), whereas
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for descending and descending ascending only the
low frequency did not differ significantly. The
results indicate that ascending, descending and
descending ascending whistles have the potential to
carry species-specific information, while the
ascending descending whistles, apparently,
contributes less to the discrimination of these two
species.

Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) and longfinned pilot whales (Globicephala melas) are the
two most abundant deep-diving cetaceans off
western Ireland. The aim of the present study is to
investigate their temporal variability in occurrence
off western Ireland to address a knowledge gap in
these waters which hold significant potential for the
exploration hydrocarbon resources. Fixed bottommounted autonomous acoustic recorders were
deployed across 13 stations along the shelf-edge
and canyon habitats as part of a Woodside
Petroleum LTD study and ObSERVE-Acoustic.
Three SM2M were deployed from May to
September 2014 (123 days of recordings) on
northern, south-western and southern slopes and
canyons of the Porcupine Bank, four AMARs from
May to December 2015 on Ireland's northern slope
(214 days) and six AMARs from March to
November 2016 on the western and southern slopes
and to the east and north of the Porcupine Bank
(230 days). Seasonal, lunar and diel effects will be
explored using Generalised Estimating Equations
(GEE-GAMs) for each mooring. Preliminary
analyses of the data collected by Woodside
revealed that sperm whales and pilot whales were
detected across 47% and 41% of the recording days
in 2014 respectively, and 78% and 28% in 2016. In
2014, 69% of the sperm whale clicks (9,295) and
55% of the pilot whale whistles detected (1,347)
occurred to the southwest of the Porcupine Bank.
In 2016, 80% of the pilot whale whistles were
recorded by the northern mooring (984), while
sperm whale clicks were more evenly spread out
among the two locations. Based on these joint
datasets, analysis will be performed on the largest
offshore acoustic dataset from such devices
collected across Europe to date, providing robust
results contributing towards mitigation strategies
by minimising the spatial and temporal overlap
between these species and human activities.

Gross and microscopic anatomy of the olfactory
system of a grey seal, Halichoerus grypus
Barboza, Meghan; Restrepo, Gabriella
Southern Connecticut State University
Corresponding Author: barbozam3@southernct.edu
There is very little research on olfactory sensory
processing by marine mammals and much of this
has focused on species that do not appear to have
the ability to smell, such as the toothed whales.
However, behavioral research and anecdotal
evidence indicates that seals have a well-developed
sense of smell, similar to canines, their terrestrial
counterparts. These animals spend a significant
amount of time living in the ocean but haul out
onto land for major events such as mating and
would likely use their sense of smell predominantly
during these terrestrial periods. To date, little to no
research has been completed on the anatomy of the
seal’s olfactory system, however, the presence of
the vomeronasal organ (VNO) has long been
assumed. This organ is known to play an important
role in pheromone detection and would explain the
reproductive behavior of seals. We have examined
the head of a female grey seal, Halichoerus grypus,
which died naturally. The tissue was fixed in
formalin and dissected using an autopsy saw to
expose the nasal cavity and hard palate. Grossly,
the seal does have a VNO, well developed
ethmoturbinates, and a large olfactory nerve (CN1).
Histologically we have identified respiratory and
olfactory epithelium. The histology of the VNO is
still being examined. Overall the grey seal has very
intricate ethmoturbinates and a potential VNO
which is comparable to that of the olfactory system
of canines. This anatomy would explain seals’
behavior during reproductive periods and
represents the first examination of the olfactory
system of a pinniped.

Mitochondrial phylogeography of southern
elephant seals (Mirounga leonina) around
Antarctic waters with emphasis on the
population structure of the colony at Isla 25 de
Mayo (King George Island) South Shetland
Islands, Antarctic Peninsula
Barragán-Barrera, Dalia1; Riet Sapriza, Federico
German2; Quiroga, Alejandro3; Mojica-Moncada,
Diego4; Negrete, Javier; Caballero, Susana5
(1) Fundación Macuáticos Colombia, Medellín,
Colombia
(2) Proyecto Francaaustral, Montevideo, Uruguay
(3) Universidad de los Andes, BOGOTA, Colombia
(4) Dirección General Marítima - DIMAR,
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia
(5) Universidad de los Andes, Colombia
Corresponding Author:
daliac.barraganbarrera@gmail.com

Temporal acoustic occurrence of deep-diving
cetaceans off western Ireland in areas under
seismic license.
Barile, Cynthia1; Berrow, Simon2; O'Brien, Joanne3
(1) Galway Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
(2) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
(3) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
Corresponding Author:
cynthia.barile94@gmail.com
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The southern elephant seal (SES) (Mirounga
leonina) has a circumpolar distribution, breeding
mainly on sub-Antarctic islands, and making long
trips up to thousands of kilometers between
breeding colonies, molting locations and foraging
areas. Although individuals show fidelity to a set of
established breeding colonies, their migratory
habits to forage at sea at large distances from their
colonies, may allow long-range gene flow. To
assess mitochondrial phylogeography of SES
around Antarctic waters, with emphasis on
population structure of the colony at Isla 25 de
Mayo (62º15’S, 58º39’W), skin samples from freeranging sub-adult male and adult females SES
(n=60) were collected with a remote biopsy dart
during 2015-2016 austral summer. The
mitochondrial DNA Control Region (mtDNA-CR,
325bp) and 10 microsatellite loci were analyzed.
The mtDNA-CR results indicate that SES from Isla
25 de Mayo are closely related with individuals
from Elephant Island, Livingston Island, and Islas
Malvinas (Falkland Islands), but maintain restricted
genetic flow with individuals from Victoria Land
Coast in the Ross Sea and Macquarie Island.
Haplotype diversity was high and similar to the
values found at other locations around Antarctica.
Microsatellite analyses confirmed data indicated
high genetic diversity (allele number ranging
between 2 and 12; observed heterozygocity ranging
between 0.422 and 0.883). Parentage analyses ran
on ML-relate software identified 2% of individuals
in the sample as mother-offspring, 16% as full/half
siblings and 82% as unrelated individuals. These
results agree with previous findings of longdistance genetic dispersal mediated mainly by SES
males. Migration, accompanied by high genetic
diversity may facilitate dispersal and discovery of
emergent habitats, particularly in the potential loss
of habitat due to climate change.

(7) Instituto de Pesquisas Cananéia - IPeC,
Cananeia, Brazil
(8) Instituto Australis - Right Whale Project,
Imbituba, Brazil
(9) Associação R3 Animal, Florianópolis
(10) Instituto GREMAR, Guarujá, Brazil
(11) Biopesca Institute, Paulista University, Santos,
Brazil
Corresponding Author: asbarreto@gmail.com
Since August 2015, marine mammals stranded
between 25⁰05’S and 25⁰55’S have been recorded
by the Santos Basin Beach Monitoring Project
(Projeto de Monitoramento de Praias da Bacia de
Santos - PMP-BS). The PMP-BS is one of the
monitoring programs required by Brazil’s federal
environmental agency, IBAMA, for the
environmental licensing process of the oil
production and transport by Petrobras at the Santos
Basin pre-salt province(25⁰05’S 42⁰35'W a
25⁰55’S 43⁰34’W), between 2100m and 2300m
isobaths. As part of its goals, the diversity and
abundance of marine mammals have been
evaluated. A total of 1032.7Km of beaches on
coastal areas and islands is monitored, 79.7% of it
being regularly monitored, and the remaining
20.3% only by responding calls from the local
population. A total of 3532 marine mammals (495
pinnipeds and 3037 cetaceans) were recorded, of
which 92.4% were dead. Thirty species were
recorded, six of them from the order Carnivora and
24 from the infraorder Cetacea. Among the
carnivores, the species with the greatest abundance
was Arctocephalus tropicalis with 39.5% of the
records. For cetaceans, Pontoporia blainvillei
comprised 61.7% of the records, followed by
Sotalia guianensis with 24.30%. While some
species were relatively abundant, the following had
only single records during the three years: A.
gazella, Balaenoptera physalus, Feresa attenuata,
Kogia sima, Lagenodelphis hosei, Orcinus orca,
Peponocephala electra, Physeter macrocephalus,
Stenella attenuata and S. coeruleoalba.
Considering each year separately, 2016 presented
the greatest species richness, with 23 species, while
2018 had the highest number of animals, with a
total of 1338 records (2016 = 1223, 2017 = 971).
The rarefaction curves were also calculated,
indicating that the species richness has not yet been
reached in this area. The monitoring program is
ongoing and future data will probably allow
identifying finer biogeographic patterns.

Diversity and abundance of marine mammal
strandings along the SE/S Brazilian coast (20162018).
Barreto, Andre S.1; Almeida, Tito Cesar Marques
de1; Barbosa, Carla Beatriz2; Beaumord, Antonio
Carlos1; Carpeggiani, Barbara Prates3; Carrion,
Mariana1; Castilho, Pedro4; Cremer, Marta5; Dick,
Jeferson Luis1; Domit, Camila6; Godoy, Daniela
Ferro7; Groch, Karina8; Miyaji Kolesnikovas,
Cristiane Kiyomi9; Maranho, Andrea10; Sant'Ana,
Rodrigo1; Taufer, Renata1; Valle, Rodrigo11
(1) EMCT - UNIVALI, Itajai, Brazil
(2) Instituto Argonauta, Ubatuba, Brazil
(3) UO-BS - Petrobras, Santos, Brazil
(4) Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina,
Laguna, Brazil
(5) University of the Joinville Region, São
Francisco do Sul, Brazil
(6) Centro de Estudos do Mar/UFPR, Pontal do
Paraná

Intra-skeletal variability of stable isotope ratios
of C and N in pinnipeds and cetaceans.
Bas López, Maria1; García, Néstor A.2; Crespo,
Enrique A.3; Cardona, Luis4
(1) Centro Austral de Investigaciones Científicas
(CADIC - CONICET)
(2) Centro para el Estudio de Sistemas Marinos
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order to actively increase public awareness and
conservation efforts regarding the cetacean
population of Montenegro. Along with 400 days of
scientific research, we’ve created several awareness
campaigns to educate and inform the citizens of
Montenegro. Since September 2016, we built up a
website and initiated a social media account with
12.7k followers, gave five school and pre-school
presentations, organized 11 beach cleanings,
opened an ‘Awareness Stand’, generated an ‘Adopt
a dolphin’ campaign and gave an interview for the
national newspaper ‘Vjesti’, collaborated with the
local and international NGO’s, invited residents to
our ’Community day’, constructed a lifesize
dolphin from recycled materials and displayed it on
the beach, organized four arts and crafts workshops
with everyday single-use plastic, shared daily posts
and arranged meetings with the municipality.
Following the pre-seismic surveys that took place
in Montenegro in December 2018, we published a
seismic report and created a stranding network in
order to track possible stranding cases.

Stable isotope ratios of different bones (atlas
vertebra, humerus and basioccipital) from different
skeleton regions of two phylogenetically unrelated
groups of marine mammals, Otariidae and
Delphinidae, were analysed before (bluk) and after
delipidation and demineralization (dml). Results
revealed that combined delipidation and
demineralization resulted in a significant increase
in the δ13C and δ15N mean values of the
basioccipital in both species, no effect on the δ13C
and δ15N mean values of the atlas of any species
and species dependent effects on the δ13C and δ15N
mean values of the humerus. Furthermore, results
confirm that the δ15Nbulk values of different skeletal
elements from the skull, the axial skeleton and the
proximal part of the appendicular skeleton of
cetaceans and pinnipeds are interchangeable.
However, caution is needed when dealing with
bones made up only by cortical bone, such as
basioccipital, because the δ13Cdml value and the
collagen contents could differ significantly from
those of other bones. Bones from the distal part of
the appendicular skeleton may also differ in stable
isotope ratios, as suggested by previous research.
Finally, combined treatments have a strong
influence in both δ13C and δ15N and hence values
from bulk and pretreated samples should not be
compared directly.

Our intention is to support citizen science and
motivate the public to contribute to conservation
efforts and let them be conscious of the effects of
threats, such as plastic pollution, ghost nets,
seismic surveys, and dynamite fishing. This year,
we will create an art exhibition that displays the
hardships of cetaceans’ everyday lives and the
obstacles that they encounter. The exhibition will
feature as an interactive performance where the
observers will ‘’walk the walk’’ whilst facing and
experiencing the hazardous and inevitable
consequences of the anthropogenic effects of our
time through a hall of pictures.

Dolphins of Montenegro - walk the walk, talk
the talk
Basmaci, Memnune Melis1; Akkaya, Aylin;
Chevallard, Pablo2; Awbery, Tim3; Stephens,
Georgie4; Nikpaljevic, Natasa5; Abbiss, Lucy6;
Clarkson, Jack7
(1) Marine Mammals Research Association DMAD, Istanbul, Montenegro
(2) Marine Scotland, Antalya, Turkey
(3) Marine Mammal Research Association, Derby,
United Kingdom
(4) Marine Mammals Research Association, St
Albans, United Kingdom
(5) Marine Mammals Research Association
(DMAD), Bar, Montenegro
(6) Marine Mammals Research Association,
Hereford, United Kingdom
(7) Marine Mammals Research Association,
Sheffield, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: melisbasmaci@gmail.com

Montenegro Dolphin Research is creating new
conservation ideas continuously to raise public
awareness by broadcasting environmental issues
regarding our ecosystem and nature.
We only care when we are aware.
Analysis of humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) behavioural response to two
acoustic deterrent devices (ADDs) in their
Icelandic feeding ground
Basran, Charla1; Woelfing, Benno2; Neumann,
Charlotte3; Rasmussen, Marianne Helene4
(1) University of Iceland - Husavik Research
Center
(2) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research, University of Veterinary Medicine
Hannover, Foundation, Buesum, Germany
(3) University of Southern Denmark, Odense S,
Denmark
(4) Húsavík Research Center, University of

The South Adriatic is an underrepresented territory
regarding scientific research and conservation.
Montenegro Dolphin Research was initiated in
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the Southern Ocean, with little information about
cetacean distribution and their relationship with
environmental parameters. This study explored the
use of Generalized Additive Models (GAM) to
model the relationships of some cetacean species
according to oceanographic (chlorophyll a and sea
surface temperature) and a suit of physiographic
(depth, bottom topography, distances from lands
and fronts) variables adjacent to the Antarctic
Peninsula and Drake Passage during the austral
summer. The results suggest that the physiographic
features, mainly the distances from land, were the
most significant parameters related to the
presence/absence of cetaceans. Distances from
Antarctic Peninsula and the Polar Front influenced
the occurrence of many species. Sea surface
temperature showed an effect only on humpback
whale presence around lower temperatures, and
chlorophyll a was not found to have a significant
relationship with either cetacean species. Most of
the species occurred mainly South of the Polar
Front, with killer, minke and humpback whales
mostly occurring in coastal areas, whereas
conversely fin and sei whales occurred more
frequently in offshore waters. The southern
bottlenose whale seems to occupy a wide range of
latitude. Hourglass dolphin and long-finned pilot
whale are species frequently occurring in the Drake
Passage, suggesting their northernmost and
southernmost ranges, respectively. We
encourage further dedicated cetacean surveys in
this peculiar dynamic region, based on in
situ oceanographic data and krill acoustic sampling,
and either taking into consideration cetacean
species density or abundance.

Cetacean entanglement in fishing gear is of global
concern and recently focus has been put on
mitigation of such events particularly for large
whales such as the humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae). Entanglements can have detrimental
impacts on individuals and populations, as well as
on fishers. In Icelandic waters there are
approximately 12,000 humpback whales during the
summer feeding season, as well as a large
commercial fishing fleet utilizing many types of
gear. It is estimated at least one-quarter of these
whales have been previously entangled. This study
conducted behavioural response tests on humpback
whales in Skjálfandi Bay and Eyjafjörður,
Northeast Iceland, to two acoustic deterrent devices
(ADDs): Future Oceans Whale Pinger (WP) (3kHz,
145dB, 5s interval, 400ms duration) and Lofitech
Seal Scarer (SS) (14.5kHz, 189dB, 0.6-90s interval,
550ms duration). The individual focal whale for
each test was tracked from a boat approximately
100m away using GPS, angle, and range-finder
distance for 30 minutes prior to deployment of one
device (PrT), for 15 minutes of exposure to an
active device (T), and for 30 minutes after exposure
(PoT). A total of 9 WP and 7 SS tests could be
utilized. Available behaviour data in the forms of
average dive time, breathing rate, speed and
directivity were analyzed, as well as feeding
behaviour for the WP tests, using mixed effect
models in R. Results for the WP tests showed that
the probability that an observed surfacing event is
accompanied by feeding behaviour is significantly
lower during the T phase than during the PrT and
PoT phases. For dive time, breathing rate, speed
and directivity we did not find a significant
response that was consistent across individuals for
either device. Continued testing of humpback
whale response to sound and use of ADDs on
commercial fishing gear would be useful in further
determining the potential of such devices for
entanglement mitigation.

Changes in bottlenose dolphin distribution
patterns in response to harmful algal blooms
and hypoxic events in a southwest Florida
estuary
Bassos-Hull, Kim1; Wilkinson, Krystan A.2;
McBride-Kebert, Shauna3; Allen, Jason4;
Barleycorn, Aaron5; Wells, Randall4
(1) Sarasota Dolphin Research Program/Mote
Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, Florida
(2) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program & University of Florida
(3) Smultea Sciences
(4) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
(5) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota
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Cetacean distribution in relation to
environmental parameters between Drake
Passage and northern Antarctic Peninsula.
Bassoi, Manuela1; Acevedo, Jorge; Secchi,
Eduardo; Aguayo, Anelio; Torres, Daniel; de
Oliveira Santos, Marcos César; Azevedo,
Alexandre2
(1) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte
(UFRN), Brazil, Natal, Brazil
(2) Faculdade de Oceanografia, Universidade do
Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Corresponding Author: manu.bassoi@gmail.com

Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the
Charlotte Harbor/Pine Island Sound (CHPIS)
estuarine complex along the southwest coast of
Florida are typically year-round, long-term
residents. This estuary occasionally experiences
extreme environmental perturbations such as red

The Drake Passage is a dynamic oceanographic
region influenced by the main frontal systems of
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tide (Karenia brevis) harmful algal blooms
(HABs), as well as seasonal hypoxic
events. During 2001-2006, boat-based photo
identification surveys (338 boat-days, 1957
sightings) along repeated transects were conducted
to estimate abundance, trends and patterns of
distribution during Jan/Feb and Sep/Oct of most
years. Hypoxic conditions were documented yearly
during the rainy season (Jul-Oct) in northeast
CHPIS near two river mouths. Fewer dolphins
were observed during surveys in northeast CHPIS
during these hypoxic events compared to winter
surveys. During 2005-2006 a severe red tide HAB
occurred along the central and southwest coast of
Florida including the CHPIS inlet passes, and large
fish kills were observed. Fewer dolphins were
observed near these passes during Sep/Oct 2006
compared to non-HAB survey years. Dolphins
were more concentrated in central CHPIS during
these two concurrent environmental perturbations
in Sep/Oct 2006, unlike other survey periods,
possibly as a result of changes in prey availability
and distribution. Following this red tide HAB
event, we received increased reports about begging
or patrolling dolphins. This suggests that such
environmental disruptions not only change dolphin
distribution but may also increase the frequency of
human-dolphin interactions. Public outreach about
safe boating and angling around dolphins to area
stakeholders would be beneficial, especially
following red tide events.

surrounding waters such as temperature,
salinity, fluor, oxygen.
Beyond marine mammalogy and research goals,
these data are used to provide stakeholders with
evidence showing the necessity to establish
conservation measures, establish and monitor
marine protected areas.
The talk will present the present and future Argos
satellites constellation (20 nanosatellites
operational in 2022, allowing an improving revisit
time and a downlink capacity), the Argos-tracked
animals main figures, statistics and maps on around
15,000 marine mammals tracked among the 77,000
Argos wildlife platforms, 3,000 Argos programs
deployed since more than 10 years, and some
interesting case studies from some Argos marine
mammals’ important scientists.
Manatee/green sea turtle behavioral
interactions: Interspecies play?
Bauer, Gordon B.1; Deimeke, Moriah2; Foltz,
Amanda3
(1) New College of Florida, Sarasota
(2) New College of Florida, Sarasota, FL
(3) Mote Marine Laboratory and Aquarium,
Sarasota, FL
Corresponding Author: bauer@ncf.edu
The eminent neuroethologist, Theodore Bullock,
proposed that play and complexity of social
interaction are candidates for establishing a more
complete view of animal intelligence than provided
by traditional learning theory. Here, we
investigated play in an adult, male Florida manatee
(Trichechus manatus latirostris) and adult, male
green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) housed together
at Mote Marine Laboratory where they were
observed to interact frequently. Video analysis
indicated that both animals initiated interactions
including flipper and torso touching, face-to-face
touching, tandem swimming, and body riding
(turtle on manatee and manatee on
turtle). Although these activities might be
attributed to a variety of motivations (e.g.,
affiliation), the complexity and eccentricity of the
behaviors suggests another alternative: play. The
behaviors are consistent with Gordon M.
Burghardt’s five criteria for play: 1) Limited in
immediate function; 2) Spontaneous, apparently
intentional, or autotelic (“done for their own
sake”); 3) Structurally or temporally different than
ethotypic behavior; 4) Repeated but not rigidly
stereotyped; 5) Initiated in an apparently relaxed
field (e.g., free from hunger, adverse health, or
stressful conditions) or competing systems (e.g.,
feeding, mating, predator avoidance). This report
provides unusual examples of play by both manatee

Marine mammals and argos satellite telemetry
Baudel, Sophie1; Salsac Jimenez, Anna Catalina2;
Breonce, Anne-Marie2
(1) CLS ARGOS, Ramonville, France
(2) CLS, Ramonville, France
Corresponding Author: sbaudel@cls.fr
The Argos satellite system is used since 1978 by
the biologists for tracking high-migratory animals
and collecting biodata.
The Argos biotelemetry is used specifically by
marine mammals’ biologists among other scientific
methodologies (photo-ID, genetics, habitat models,
oceanographic environment). Many species of
baleen whales, toothed whales, dolphins, porpoises,
belugas, pilot whales, dolphins, pinnipeds, orcas,
narwhals, etc. have been tagged and provided huge
amount of data allowing to:
•

•

Observe large-scale movements of
cetaceans, map hot spots and delineate
vulnerable areas
Understand behavior processes through
Argos-transmitted data such as depth dive,
accelerometry, and parameters of
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and turtle. Furthermore, it provides rare
documentation of manatee and turtle interspecies
play. Taken within Bullock’s framework, these
observations provide an unexpected example of
cognitive sophistication not traditionally attributed
to manatees and sea turtles.

Fine-scale distribution of harbour porpoise
Phocoena phocoena within a coastal Marine
Protected Area
Beck, Suzanne1; Gibson, Cathy; Mellor, Adam2;
Houghton, Jonathan3; Dunlop, Rebecca
(1) Queen's University Belfast, Belfast, United
Kingdom
(2) Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute, Belfast,
United Kingdom
(3) Queen’s Univeristy Belfast, Belfast, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: Sbeck01@qub.ac.uk

Simultaneously detecting and classifying tonal
and pulsed marine mammal sounds over a very
wide range of frequencies in a single acoustic
analysis system
Baumgartner, Mark
Biology department, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, Woods Hole, MA
Corresponding Author: mbaumgartner@whoi.edu

The designation of protected sites for cetaceans has
been largely shaped by patterns in site fidelity,
often favouring species with clear residency
patterns or highly localised breeding and foraging
areas. Conservation of the harbour
porpoise Phocoena phocoena, a species that does
not typically exhibit strong patterns in site fidelity,
has been challenging. However, studies have
reported predictable foraging hotspots that may be
suitable for long-term monitoring through an MPA
framework. The objective of this study was to
conduct static acoustic monitoring within
the Skerries and Causeway Special Area of
Conservation (SAC), suitable for
the assessment harbour porpoise occurrence at
a fine spatio-temporal scale. The study
aimed to determine the degree of heterogeneity at
this site, identifying any localised hotspots, and
from this discuss the capability of land-based visual
techniques for
ongoing monitoring. Generalised Addictive Mixed
Model (GAMM) revealed site specific differences
in harbour porpoise occurrence with strong
cyclical patterns attributed to
tidal preferences. Foraging click trains were
evident at all sites and so while harbour porpoise
are likely foraging throughout the SAC, the
significant difference in overall detection rates is
suggestive of localised hotspots. The fine-scale (< 5
km) patterns in harbour porpoise occurrence found
in this study can be used to inform MPA
management through the timing of human
activities, for example by avoiding peak porpoise
times or facilitating local eco-tourism
ventures. Further investigation on the seasonal
persistence of the identified hotspots is
recommended as part of long-term monitoring
within this protected area.

Detection and classification of marine mammals
using passive acoustic monitoring is traditionally
conducted on a species-by-species basis using
separate algorithms for each species’ characteristic
calls. When an application requires the detection of
many species simultaneously, this approach
becomes inefficient at best, and impractical at
worst. The low-frequency detection and
classification system (LFDCS) uses (1) pitch
tracking to detect and characterize tonal sounds in a
recording or real-time audio stream, and (2) a
separate discriminant function analysis (DFA) to
classify sounds by call type and species, allowing
the detection and classification of many species
simultaneously in a single processing run. The
LFDCS, like most tonal marine mammal detectors,
relies on spectrograms produced on a linear
frequency scale, despite the fact that sound is both
produced and perceived on a logarithmic frequency
scale. This limits the band of frequencies that can
be effectively monitored to roughly 4 octaves, yet
marine mammals make tonal and pulse sounds over
a range of 12+ octaves. To overcome this
limitation, I have implemented an efficient
algorithm to create spectrograms based on the
constant-Q transform (CQT), a technique to
estimate spectral content on a logarithmic
frequency scale. The same pitch tracking and DFA
approach used in the LFDCS is used on CQT-based
spectrograms to detect, characterize, and classify
tonal sounds from 15 Hz to 50 kHz (e.g., baleen
whale moans to dolphin whistles). The system also
incorporates a detection (Teager-Kaiser energy
operator) and classification (DFA) system for pulse
sounds (e.g., echolocation clicks, minke whale
pulse trains, walrus knocks) that takes advantage of
the wide-band processing required for the creation
of CQT-based spectrograms. The new system is
implemented on a desktop computer for processing
archived recordings and will be implemented on
the digital acoustic monitoring (DMON) instrument
for in-situ real-time detection and classification
from autonomous platforms.

To be seen or to be heard? Combining passive
acoustic monitoring and visual boat-based
observations for studying killer whale
depredation.
BEESAU, Julie; Korycka, Kinga1; Cassiano,
Fabio1; Richard, Gaëtan2; Samaran, Flore2
(1) ENSTA Bretagne, UMR CNRS 6285 LabSTICC, Brest, France
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Netherlands
(5) National Research Council CNR-STIIMA, Bari,
Italy
(6) Department of Computer Science, University of
Bari, Bari, Italy
Corresponding Author: rosalia.maglietta@cnr.it

Within the French economic exclusive zones (EEZ)
of Crozet and Kerguelen Islands (Southern Ocean),
longline fisheries are highly impacted by the
depredation of the Patagonian toothfish mainly by
killer whales. Within the purpose to mitigate
depredation, it is crucial to understand how they
depredate on longlines underwater. However, those
interactions have mostly been assessed from visual
observations from the fishing vessels during the
hauling of longlines. Fortunately, killer whales rely
on acoustic signals for both communication and
foraging. In this context, passive acoustic
monitoring is a good approach to assess the
temporal and spatial behaviour of cetaceans around
fishing gears. Here, near Crozet islands we
deployed one hydrophone on a longline to record
all fishing operations in the vicinity. The aim of
this study is to improve the estimation of
interactions using acoustic encounters of killer
whales (echolocation and vocalization). Thus, 400
hours of recordings collected among 11
deployments of the hydrophone have been
manually processed to assess killer whales acoustic
encounters. In our study, killer whales were
acoustically detected only on 6 deployments.
Acoustic encounters of killer whales around the
hydrophone were compared with visual
observations from the fishing vessel during the
hauling. Almost 80% of the longlines were hauled
in presence of killer whales at the surface, and for
the half, acoustic encounters have been also
detected in the vicinity of the hydrophone with a
maximum detection range estimated between 5 and
10 km. Moreover, almost 20% of killer whale
acoustic encounters have been detected during
hauling sessions with no visual observation from
boats. This revealed that killer whales may remain
near some of the longlines instead of following the
boat. Since echolocation signals (clicks and buzzes)
were recorded during these events, we strongly
suggest that killer whales were foraging or even
depredating.

Photo-identification of cetaceans is labor-intensive
and time-consuming particularly in the case of
large studies when manually performed. To that
regard, Artificial Intelligence (AI) can support
photo-identification studies with an extensive
variety of statistical methods. The unique element
of this work is the development of an AI-based
system which makes decisions in terms of photoidentification not differently than a human mind
would, thus providing users with an automated
dorsal fin cropping and an individual-recognition
pipeline for cetaceans. Both machine and human
intelligences process symbols to interpret and learn
from data. The developed system automatically
identifies two categories of symbols: a) internal
descriptors on the dorsal fin surface and b) outline
descriptors, which are key-points over the fin
contour. Internal and outline descriptors are both
used for individual recognition in the classification
process. The species of interest are the common
bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus and the
Risso’s dolphin Grampus griseus. Sighting data
have been acquired in the Gulf of Taranto in the
Northern Ionian Sea (North-eastern Central
Mediterranean Sea) and in the coastal waters
around Pico Island in the Azores Archipelago
(Eastern Atlantic Ocean). The accuracy of the
dolphin photo-identification, computed by the
proposed system, varies between 85% and 95%.
Experimental results highlight that the developed
automated system supports the work in terms of
photo-identification of dolphin species, as essential
prerequisite for insight studies on their spatial
distributions, habitat uses, residency and migration
patterns. Moreover, to make the proposed system
accessible to a wider users’ community, we have
also invested on the development of a welldocumented graphical interface, together with a
digital platform to smartly collect data.

Application of Artificial Intelligence to the
photo-identification of common bottlenose and
Risso’s dolphins.
Maglietta, Rosalia1; Fanizza, Carmelo2; Cipriano,
Giulia3; Hartman, Karin4; Nitti, Massimiliano5;
Dimauro, Giovanni6; Bellomo, Stefano2;
Santacesaria, Francesca Cornelia2; Stella, Ettore5;
Carlucci, Roberto3; Renò, Vito5
(1) National Research Council CNR-STIIMA,
Jonian Dolphin Conservation, Bari, Italy
(2) Jonian Dolphin Conservation, Taranto, Italy
(3) Department of Biology, University of Bari,
Bari, Italy
(4) Nova Atlantis Foundation, Bakkum,

Determinants of dispersal and phylogeographic
history of a highly mobile cetacean species: The
North Atlantic harbour porpoise.
Ben Chehida, Yacine1; Roisin, Loughnane2;
Thumloup, Julie2; Rosel, Patricia3; Fontaine,
Michael C.2
(1) Groningen Institute for Evolutionary Life
Sciences (GELIFES), University of Groningen, PO
Box 11103 CC, Groningen, The Netherlands.,
Groningen, Netherlands
(2) Groningen Institute for Evolutionary Life
Sciences (GELIFES), University of Groningen,
Groningen, Netherlands
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conservation. This study documented seven species
of marine mammals and 20 taxonomic groups of
birds derived from 110 field surveys. My analysis
found higher relative abundance and greater
biodiversity of both birds and marine mammals on
the south and west facing sectors of the island
compared to the north and east facing sectors. I
attribute this to the greater habitat complexity on
the south and west facing sectors that comprise a
near-shore reef, a mixed kelp forest, and a channel
between the reef and rocky cliffs, areas used
extensively for foraging, nesting, traveling,
socializing, and resting by many of the documented
species. These findings provided the basis for
recommendations to avoid development and to
minimize anthropogenic disturbance on the
southern and western portions of the island
including the adjacent reef and channel. In 2018,
novel results from this study were used to prevent
disturbance to harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) during
pup rearing season, a species of high conservation
concern in Alaska both due to declining numbers
and importance to traditional subsistence harvest
practices. As both the Five Finger Lighthouse
ecosystem and management continue to evolve in
response to changing environmental conditions and
human interests, this study also established a
baseline for future study that will inform future
adaptive management, document changes over
time, and engage community stakeholders in
science and conservation.

Understanding the determinants of individual
dispersal, population structure, and evolutionary
history can provide insights about how species will
evolve with climate change. However, such a task
is complex for highly mobile marine species such
as cetaceans for which it is intuitively difficult to
infer what could limit their dispersal. The harbor
porpoise (Phocoena phococena) is widely
distributed in the North Atlantic. Its biogeographic
history has been shaped by environmental variation
during the last Glaciations with the divergence of
three ecotypes (or sub-species) in the Eastern North
Atlantic (ENA). However, we still do not know the
degree to which populations in the ENA are
connected to those in the Western North Atlantic
(WNA), what environmental determinants drive the
dispersal of porpoises, and whether distinct
ecotypes exist in the WNA. Here we analyze the
genetic diversity of 10 microsatellite loci and onequarter of the mitogenome for an unprecedented
sampling of 1,533 individuals. Using spatially
explicit population genetics approaches, we
investigated fine-scale population structure over the
entire North Atlantic. Our study suggests that
porpoises from the WNA and ENA are part of the
same “continental shelf ecotype” that stretches
from the northern Bay of Biscay to the WNA. We
identified a clear signal of restricted dispersal in the
mitogenome data supporting previous evidence of
female philopatry. We also discovered a cryptic
divergent mitochondrial lineage in one individual
from Western Greenland suggesting a fourth
distinct ecotype may exist. Finally, we
reconstructed the phylogeographic history of these
porpoises using coalescent simulations of
population evolution, shedding light on the likely
scenarios that shaped the current pattern of genetic
diversity. These results provide key insights into
the factors and processes shaping population
structure in this species and will help model its
evolution in the forecasted climate changes.
Marine associated bird and mammal habitat use
at the Five Finger Light.
Beraha, Lori
University of Alaska Fairbanks, Santa Cruz, CA
Corresponding Author: lberaha@alaska.edu

Bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus,
predator – prey responses to red tide harmful
algal blooms.
Berens McCabe, Elizabeth1; McBride-Kebert,
Shauna2; McHugh, Katherine3; Toms, Christina4;
Barleycorn, Aaron5; Allen, Jason6; Wells, Randall6
(1) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Bonita Springs, Florida
(2) Smultea Sciences
(3) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota
(4) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
(5) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota
(6) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
Corresponding Author: eberens@mote.org

In summer 2017 I studied the abundance and
distribution of marine mammals and associated
birds at the Five Finger Lighthouse in Southeast
Alaska. My objectives were (1) to identify the areas
of highest habitat use by species of conservation
concern, (2) to make recommendations for an
ecosystem-based management plan for the island,
and (3) to initiate a citizen science project
supporting continued place-based research and

Red tide blooms, caused by the toxic dinoflagellate
Karenia brevis, occur regularly along Florida’s
west coast and often result in massive fish kills and
marine mammal mortalities. Previous research
during an intense, protracted, and wide-spread
bloom (2005-2006) showed decreases in fish
abundance, species richness, diversity, and changes
in community structure in Sarasota Bay,
Florida. Concurrently, juvenile resident bottlenose
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dolphins, altered activity budgets, increased
sociality, and expanded ranging behavior during
bloom periods. The objective of this study was to
determine the impact of a recent intense but
relatively short-duration bloom (summer 2018 –
winter 2019) on the fish community and on dolphin
foraging in Sarasota Bay, Florida. Data on fish
abundance, species composition, K. brevis cell
densities, and water quality were analyzed to
quantify changes in fish, and specifically dolphin
prey, abundances, overall species richness,
diversity, and community structure. Standardized
dolphin survey data were analyzed to determine
dolphin foraging encounters relative to K. brevis
and fish abundance. During bloom conditions, fish
abundances decreased significantly, species
diversity increased, and community structure
shifted due primarily to changes in temperature and
K. brevis density. Preliminary analyses indicate
that dolphin foraging behaviors were observed
more often at locations lower in K. brevis
density. Hot spot analyses will further explore
spatial relationships between dolphin foraging
encounters, K. brevis density, and fish
abundance. These results support previous findings
that recurrent K. brevis blooms likely play an
important role in regulating fish communities,
specifically by reducing fish abundances, and
altering species diversity and community
structure. Additionally, these analyses indicate that
the recent 2018-2019 bloom event was a relatively
less severe ecological disturbance than the 20052006 bloom. A better understanding of the patterns
and processes of bloom disturbance, as well as the
factors that contribute to ecosystem resilience, are
essential for management and conservation.

NanoPAM, a novel low-cost acoustically
networked PAM system which includes new
hardware and software for l detection of
echolocating cetaceans and acoustic transfer of
data. NanoPAM consists of a broadband
hydrophone (20 kHz – 160 kHz) and ultra-low
energy digital signal processing to detect and
classify cetacean click trains. The high level data
from animal detections is then transferred back to
shore in near real time via an underwater acoustic
communication network, with each NanoPAM
device acting as network router spaced by up to
2km. With a single WIFI connected surface buoy,
networks of up to 256 devices may be deployed to
cover an area of hundreds of km2. The current
NanoPAM development includes algorithms for
harbour porpoise, common bottlenose and whitebeaked dolphin and boat sonar and can distinguish
between regular and foraging buzz clicks.
Performance of NanoPAMs low energy algorithms
compares favourably, in terms of detection and
false positive rates, with state of the art click
logging devices and offline processing of raw
hydrophone recordings. Typical data transmissions
consist of a 1s signal burst each hour, at a source
level of 168 dB centred on 28 kHz, and the device
may be programmed to wait until cetacean
detections have stopped before transmitting.
NanoPAM devices are designed to be moored on
the seabed with no surface buoy required, can be
quickly deployed due to their relatively small size
and weight, and battery life will support up to 12
months deployment.
Exploring oceanographic influences on northern
elephant seal pup and weaner strandings in
California.
Berglund, Chris1; O'Hern, Julia2
(1) The Marine Mammal Center, Aptos, CA
(2) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito,
California
Corresponding Author: 13christopherb@gmail.com

NanoPAM: A novel low-cost acoustically
networked system for marine mammal
monitoring.
Berggren, Per1; Burnett, Richie; Yang, Liangliang2;
Lowes, Gavin; Sherlock, Ben; Neasham, Jeffrey3
(1) Newcastle University, School of Natural and
Environmental Sciences
(2) School of Natural and Environmental Sciences,
Newcastle University, United Kingdom
(3) Newcastle University, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
per.berggren@newcastle.ac.uk

The Marine Mammal Center (TMMC) responds to
stranded marine mammals along 600 miles of the
California coastline annually. These marine
mammals are considered stranded when they are
unable to return to their normal habitat or in need
of medical attention. The present study explores the
relationship between strandings of one of the most
commonly admitted species to TMMC, the
northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris),
and oceanographic conditions. Large-scale indices
reflecting basin-wide conditions such as the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation and the El Nin ̃o Southern
Oscillation that contribute to long-term trends as
well as more temporally and spatially localized
features such as wave energy and water level are
considered. While large storms increase incidents
of maternal separation and elephant seal pup

Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) has become
an important tool to monitor cetacean occurrence
and behaviour ecology by recording and analysing
whistles, calls and echolocation clicks.
Autonomous PAMs require retrieval to download
data, are frequently lost and expensive, limiting
their application. They are also limited to few
species algorithms, sometimes not available to the
user. To address this, we have developed
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mortality at rookeries, the conditions that produce
live elephant seal strandings outside of rookeries
are less thoroughly understood. From 2007-2018,
447 elephant seals under one year of age that
stranded within 30km of the nearest rookery in
January-March are compared to wave energy
determined from NOAA Wavewatch III model
outputs. Strandings near the Point Reyes and An ̃o
Nuevo rookeries in January and February when the
majority of pups are still nursing show a strong
relationship with wave energy while strandings
near the San Simeon rookery in the same time
period do not. In contrast, no conclusive
relationship is found between wave energy and
strandings in March when most pups have weaned
from their mothers. A better understanding of the
oceanographic conditions producing strandings will
enable more informed planning with regards to
stranding response in a future with a changing
global climate.

increase the susceptibility of marine mammals to
infectious pathogens. The examination of cetaceans
stranded in recent years along the coast of Liguria,
North-Western Italy, Pelagos Sanctuary, has shown
that infectious diseases represent an important
cause of death. Moreover, several studies revealed
toxicological stress by organochlorine (OC)
xenobiotics in Mediterranean resident marine
mammals.This study was focused on the
pathogenic role of infectious agents in connection
with toxicological stress, being also aimed at
investigating the putative exposure
sources.Between 2015 and 2018, 32 cetaceans were
found stranded, mostly represented by Stenella
coeruleoalba (81%) specimens. The National
Reference Centre for Diagnostic Activities on Dead
Stranded Cetaceans (C.Re.Di.Ma.) carried out
necropsies and diagnostic investigations on over
80% of cases, including screening for the most
relevant pathogens and specific characterization in
case of positivity. OC levels were detected in the
blubber from some specimens, being also evaluated
for immunotoxicity with the help of theoretical
reference models.Overall, 27 necropsies were
performed (27/32, 84.3%) and it was possible to
hypothesize the cause of death in 25 cases (25/27,
94.5%), mostly attributable to infectious diseases
(20/25, 80%). In 10 individuals (10/20, 50%),
serious coinfections were detected, involving
cetacean viruses and/or pathogens either zoonotic
(Salmonella 1,4,[5],12:i:- antibiotic-resistant
strains, Listeria monocytogenes, Brucella ceti
ST26) or indicative of terrestrial contamination
(Toxoplasma gondii, Aspergillus fumigatus).High
PCB levels were found in all individuals (12/12,
100%) and toxicological stress was evident in 50%
of the cases, in particular in 5 out of 8 animals with
coinfections (62.5%). Our results indicate a high
level of contamination by terrestrial pathogens and
OC xenobiotics along the North Western Italian
coastline and demonstrate the importance of
applying a multidisciplinary approach and of
performing an adequate pathogens’
characterization.

Emerging pathogens and immunotoxic
pollutants in cetaceans stranded along the coasts
of Liguria, Pelagos Sanctuary, Italy
Berio, Enrica1; Ballardini, Marco2; Pautasso,
Alessandra3; Grattarola, Carla4; Iulini, Barbara5;
Varello, Katia5; Bozzetta, Elena5; Giorda,
Federica5; Gallina, Silvia5; Romano, Angelo5;
Goria, Maria5; Peletto, Simone5; Masoero, Loretta5;
Serracca, Laura6; Dondo, Alessandro5; Zoppi,
Simona5; Garibaldi, Fulvio7; Scaglione, Frine
Eleonora8; Di Francesco, Cristina Esmeralda9;
Consales, Guia10; Garofolo, Giuliano; Ramon,
Elena11; Di Guardo, Giovanni12; Marsili, Letizia13;
Mignone, Walter1; Casalone, Cristina5
(1) IZS Piemonte Liguria Valle d'Aosta, Imperia,
Italy
(2) IZS Piemonte, Liguria e Valle d'Aosta, Imperia,
Italy
(3) Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale del
Piemonte Liguria e Valle d'Aosta, Torino, it
(4) Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale del
Piemonte, Liguria e Valle d'Aosta, Turin, Italy
(5) IZS Piemonte Liguria Valle d'Aosta, Torino,
Italy
(6) IZS Piemonte Liguria Valle d'Aosta, La Spezia,
Italy
(7) University of Genova, Genova, Italy
(8) Universityof Turin, Grugliasco (TO), Italy
(9) University of Teramo, Faculty Veterinary
Medicine, Teramo, Italy
(10) University of Siena, Siena, Italy
(11) IZS Venezie, Legnaro (PD), Italy
(12) University of Teramo, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Teramo, Italy
(13) Siena University, siena, Italy
Corresponding Author: marco.ballardini@izsto.it

Conservation implications of loss of both
blubber and muscle mass in cetaceans
Bernaldo de Quirós, Yara1; Moore, Michael J2;
Arregui, Marina3; Niemeyer, Misty4; Tejedor,
Marisa5; Sierra, Eva6; Arbelo, Manuel1; Fahlman,
Andreas7; Rivero, Miguel A8; Velázquez, Alicia9;
Fernandez, Antonio10
(1) University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria,
Arucas, Spain
(2) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
Hole
(3) University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain
(4) International Fund for Animal Welfare,
Yarmouthport

Stranding events are generally multi-factorial and
anthropogenic chemical pollutants can contribute to
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The fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus, is
distributed in all of the world’s oceans. Until now,
only three resident populations are recognized: East
Sea of China, Mediterranean Sea and the Gulf of
California. The latter is a resident population
considered genetically isolated, with an estimated
population of 325 individuals (95% CI: 248-427),
and a low genetic variability. This suggests that the
population is vulnerable to genetic drift,
anthropogenic events, disease, and changes in its
habitat. Even though this population has been
studied for 30 years, most of its reproductive
strategies remain unknown, which makes studies
about reproduction a priority. The objective of this
study was to determine reproductive seasonality of
the fin whale, as well as identifying possible
breeding grounds in the Gulf of California, through
the measurement of steroid hormones in fin whale
biopsies and the analysis of mother-calf sightings.
Skin biopsies were obtained from field work during
2015-2018 along the gulf. Blubber was used to
measure 10 steroid hormones through liquid-liquid
extraction, followed by high precision liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry. Skin
samples will be analyzed to determine sex.
Testosterone, progesterone, 17B estradiol,
androstenedione, aldosterone, 17
hydroxyprogesterone, cortisol, cortisone and
corticosterone were detected and quantified using
50 mg blubber samples (Extraction efficiencies: 6389%; RSD: 0.71-18%). Progesterone peaks and
concentrations coincide with pregnant beluga
whales, which could indicate pregnancy in fin
whales. Once the sex of the individuals is known,
statistical analysis will determine if hormone levels
change throughout the year. The analysis of mother
and calf sightings suggest a higher number of
calves in the winter (January-April; U=12,271,
p<0.05) and breeding grounds in the Southwest part
of the gulf, especially in Bahia Loreto-Bahia La
Paz corridor (U=11,208, p<0.05). Additionally, resighting of mothers during different years suggest a
site fidelity in the breeding ground.

Marine mammals may lose body mass for many
different reasons such as disease and reduced food
availability due to overfishing and/or climate
change. This loss in body mass may have
detrimental effects on the animal’s health and
ability to survive. We studied the relative
distribution of tissues (body composition) in
different species of cetaceans to assess what occurs
when an animal losses body mass. We performed
mass dissections on multiple individuals with
different body conditions from three cetacean
species (Stenella coeruloalba, Delphinus delphis,
and Mesoplodon densirostris). Our results indicated
that animals in poor body condition lost both
blubber and muscle mass. The animal with the
worst body condition lost half of its blubber and
muscle mass. A loss in blubber mass implies a loss
in thermal isolation, which results in a higher
metabolic rate for thermoregulation. Moreover, the
loss in total body mass results in increased massspecific metabolic rate, and the loss of muscle mass
reduces the total O2 store resulting in a reduction in
the aerobic dive limit (ADL). This together reduces
the foraging time. Consequently, an animal with
poor body condition will have to spend more
energy to obtain the same amount of prey at a
higher energetic cost, resulting in greater body
mass loss, leading to a snowball effect that can
have fatal consequences. Reduction of the ADL
might be more critical to deep diving species that
unavoidably need longer dives to reach their prey.
Loss of body mass may have a greater implication
for individual animal survival and marine mammal
conservation than previously thought, especially
given the reduction of available food resources due
to climate change and/or overfishing, and merits
further investigations.

CARIMAM project: Adaptation and
development of standardized protocols for the
study of marine mammals in a Caribbean
context.
Bernus, Jeffrey

Reproductive seasonality and breeding grounds
of the fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus, in the
Gulf of California.
Bernot Simon, Daniela1; Viloria Gomora, Lorena2;
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sightings of individual whales within a year ranged
from 1 to 22 with a mean of 2.8. Residency times
for individual whales were available for 143
occasions where two or more sightings were made
within a year, and ranged between 2 and 168 days
with a mean± SD of 38.8±37.3 days. The first
whales were recorded in March and last in
January. Residency time increased significantly
with year (P<0.05). Most (89%) of all records were
from Counties Cork and Kerry in the southwest.
Mean residency in Kerry (35.5±35.9 days, n=52)
was greater than in Cork (16.9±18.1 days, n=44)
but was not significantly (P<0.05) and this longer
residency likely reflects photo-id opportunities
rather than any biological significance. Residency
times on feeding grounds are often long providing
they are obtaining sufficient food resources.
Humpback whales in Ireland are thought to feed on
sprat, herring and sand-eels and this study
demonstrates the importance of Irish waters for a
small but increasing humpback whale population.

The Agoa Sanctuary (second largest MPA in
France) is leading an INTERREG Caraibes project
called CARI'MAM (Caribbean Marine Mammal
Preservation Network). This project aims to
develop a network of MPAs dedicated to the
conservation of marine mammals in the Caribbean,
a veritable hot spot of biodiversity suspected to
host up to 31 cetacean species.
The technical objective is to standardize scientific
protocols and develop common management tools.
In an international context with strong inequalities
and various levels of knowledge, it is a challenge to
standerdize methods that accord the needs and
possibilities of all.
Several methods ranging from
passive acoustic monitoring to photo-identification
are adapted and used by several territories to study
the diversity and seasonality of species in order to
adapt the associated management measures
(eg periods and locations of seismic campaigns).
Given the high number of islands, the large influx
of data and the need for constant analysis for
comparisons, tools for assisting standerdized data
entry and artificial intelligence algorythms were
favored by valuing as much as possible pre-existing
tools.

Disturbance response of grey seals (Halichoerus
grypus) to small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs).
Bertelli, Chiara1; Mendzil-Griffiths, Anouska2;
Nuuttila, Hanna2
(1) Swansea Uiversity, Swansea, United Kingdom
(2) Swansea University, Swansea, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: c.m.bertelli@swansea.ac.uk
The application of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) in the field of ecology is being
increasingly recognised with a number of studies
using different systems for collecting abundance,
identification and measurement data for monitoring
populations of marine mammals. However, there
are few studies which have looked at the
disturbance effects of UAVs on the animals they
are surveying. The need for setting limits on UAV
height and distance is needed for the management
of the use of small UAVs for surveying marine
mammals to ensure minimal or no disturbance is
caused. Hauled-out seals are an excellent example
where the use of UAVs can reduce costs of survey
work and enable the survey of poorly accessible
sites. This study aimed to test the disturbance
effect of two UAV types, a fixed-wing and a
quadcoptor, at varying heights above two colonies
of grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) on the coast of
Pembrokeshire, UK. An ethogram was created
with six categories of behaviour from rest to flight,
to enable observers to determine fine-scale levels
of disturbance. Data was collected using focal
follows and scan surveys to give a detailed picture
of seal behaviour before during and after UAV
flights. The fixed wing UAV caused no significant
disturbance effect on the seals. The quadcoptor
UAV enabled survey flights at much lower heights
than the fixed-wing. Generalised Linear models

High re-sighting rate and residency time of
humpback whales in inshore Irish waters.
Berrow, Simon1; Massett, Nick2; Whooley,
Pádraig2
(1) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
(2) Irish Whale and Dolphin Group, Kilrush,
Ireland
Corresponding Author: simon.berrow@gmit.ie
Over the 20-year period (1999 and 2019) the Irish
Whale and Dolphin Group recorded 92 individual
humpback whales in Irish waters using photoidentification of tail flukes and dorsal fins, largely
through citizen science. 80% of these individual
whales were recorded more than once with 67%
recorded over five times and 14% recorded over ten
times. One individual has been recorded 48 times.
A discovery curve is still increasing suggesting
there are many more whales to capture from this
population. Over one-half (55.4%) have been
recorded in more than one year, with 9% recorded
in five years or more and one in 13 of the 20 years
of this study. The mean annual re-sighting rate
ranged from 0-83% with a mean ± SD of
37.3±29.6%. The overall re-sighting rate of 55% is
high showing great site fidelity. The number of re-
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were used to look at significant effects of type of
UAV, and UAV height on the disturbance response
of the seals. Results show no significant effect of
the fixed-wing UAV, but a significant effect of the
quadcoptor on the disturbance response of the
hauled-out seals. UAV height of the quadcoptor
had a significant effect on the disturbance response
of the seals, but seals only flushed when the
quadcoptor was flown at 10m high.

Predictions for the 7 bays reveal suitable habitat
potential for all four species ranging from 22%
(humpback whale) to 67% (white-beaked dolphin)
of the total bay areas, highlights potential areas of
conflict with human activities which should be
considered for management and conservation.
Companionship between female Grey Seals
(Halichoerus grypus) on their breeding sites.
Bhattacharjee, Deeya1; Aarts, Geert2; Brasseur,
Sophie3; van Langevelde, Frank; Schop, Jessica
(1) Wageningen University, Netherlands
(2) WMR, Den Helder, Netherlands
(3) WMR, Den Burg, Netherlands
Corresponding Author:
deeya.bhattacharjee@wur.nl

Using multi-model ensemble forecasting to
identify key feeding habitat for four cetacean
species in Icelandic coastal waters
McGinty, Niall1; Rasmussen, Marianne Helene2;
Bertulli, Chiara Giulia3
(1) Mount Allison University, Llanarth, United
Kingdom
(2) Húsavík Research Center, University of
Iceland, Húsavík
(3) Sea Watch Foundation
Corresponding Author: mcgintyn@gmail.com

There has been a significant rise in the grey seal
population in the Netherlands since 2000s . While
grey seals are considered solitary animals during
most of the year, they are also known as colonial
breeders. During the breeding season the species
exhibits natal philopatry and site fidelity, which
results in aggregations of the same individual
females for many successive years. However, past
studies have suggested that the association between
female grey seals may not only be determined by
habitat preferences, but might also be the result of
sociality. This study aimed to gain insight in the
social behaviour of female grey seals during the
breeding season. The study was carried out on the
uninhabited island Griend, located in the Dutch
Wadden Sea, which has seen large morphological
changes, both natural and human-induced. In this
period the total amount of breeding females was
~60 . Photographs of females during the breeding
season (from 2013-2018) were processed using the
photo-id programme ExtractCompare, which
recognises each individual animal by reading the
fur pattern of the neck, head or the flank.
MapSource was used to estimate the GPS locations
of the individuals. The between-year movement of
each individual relative to their geographical
location and that of neighbouring individuals in
preceding years (5 year period) was estimated, to
determine the strength of site-fidelity and
companionship. Understanding sociality in
temporarily aggregating species can contribute
significantly to socioecological models of social
evolution’ .The study showed individual animals
change their locations from the original spot
between years. Any prominent companionship was
not seen between the individuals over years.

Icelandic whales, dolphins and porpoises are under
various anthropogenic pressures such as whaling,
whale-watching and fishing activities in the region,
and knowledge on their habitat preferences is
lacking. The aims of this study were: 1) to
investigate the functional ecological relationship
between environmental variables (EGV’s) and
distribution of four cetacean species in Icelandic
coastal waters, and 2) to predict areas (of seven
bays located from south to northeast) of high
suitability of these species and identity hotspots for
spring (March-June) and autumn (July-October)
months. We used an ensemble forecasting approach
(BIOMOD) which has been shown to capture the
distribution of species more accurately.
Opportunistic sightings (2010-2014) of surface
feeding humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae, N=156), white-beaked dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus albirostris, N=123), common
minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata, N=436),
and harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena, N=121)
occurring on the SW (Faxaflói Bay off Reykjavik)
and NE (Skjálfandi Bay off Húsavík) coasts was
used. Seven EGV’s were included in the models:
depth, slope, SST, chlorophyll a concentration,
aspect, tidal height, and shore distance. Models
show that cetacean feeding distribution was better
explained in the spring by aspect-chlorophyll and
depth and in the autumn by aspect-chlorophyll and
shore distance. Locations of suitable feeding
humpback whales were mainly in northern coastal
run-off areas in the spring and almost absent in the
autumn. Minke whales were concentrated south in
spring but show increased abundance at the
northern coastal run-off areas in autumn. Whitebeaked dolphins were consistently found in deeper
waters in both seasons while harbour porpoises
were limited to deeper waters in southern bays.

Contrasting population-genetic structures in the
Saimaa ringed seal (Pusa hispida saimensis) and
its specialist helminth parasite Corynosoma
magdaleni
Biard, Vincent1; Ylinen, Eeva1; Kunnasranta,
Mervi1; Nyman, Tommi2
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The transition towards unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) in cetacean surveys and the
subsequent shift to the automated collection
and analysis of footage have enhanced our
wildlife research capacity. Considerable
advantages over traditional manned platforms
include reduced costs, decreased noise and
pollutant emissions, improved sighting
accuracy and counting precision, etc.
However, the short observation window
provided by the UAV as well as the subject
animals’ behaviour (e.g., diving asynchrony)
may result in an underestimated group or
population size. Presented in this study is a
new approach to determine the ideal
coverage-to-resolution ratio for two cetacean
species and the accuracy of group size
estimates obtained from UAVs. The
methodology includes survey passes at
altitudes of 60-100 m and a speed of 33 km/hr,
with a 70% front overlap between images;
focal follows of each observed group for a
minimum of 5 min provide for post hoc
comparison with counts from survey passes.
Fieldwork is carried out in the Mediterranean
shelf waters of Israel, recently qualified by the
IUCN as an important marine mammal area
(IMMA) for the common short-beaked and
bottlenose dolphins (Delphinus delphis and
Tursiops truncatus, respectively). The
challenging selection of small-bodied, fastmoving species which form large groups in this
area was aimed to provide for maximal
robustness and protocol standardisation
across research groups and monitoring
programmes employing UAVs.

(1) University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu,
Finland
(2) Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research,
Svanvik, Norway
Corresponding Author: vincent.biard@uef.fi
The Saimaa ringed seal (Pusa hispida saimensis) is
one of the few pinniped species living in a
freshwater environment and is exclusive to Lake
Saimaa, Finland. The endangered population of
approximately 400 individuals shows spatial
genetic sub-structuring, potentially due to the high
fragmentation of its lacustrine habitat. To further
investigate the spatial genetic structure of the
Saimaa ringed seal, we studied the populationgenetic composition of one of its specialist
endoparasites, the acanthocephalan helminth worm
Corynosoma magdaleni.
We sequenced the standard 655-bp DNA "barcode"
fragment of the mitochondrial COI gene from 176
worms collected from 25 seals. We identified 49
variable sites, representing 40 different haplotypes.
Despite the high haplotype diversity, genetic
structuring in the C. magdaleni samples was not
explained by water basin, seal individual or seal
intestinal section, and no pattern of isolation by
distance was found.
We propose two explanations for the contrasting
levels of spatial genetic differentiation in the
Saimaa ringed seal and its helminth parasite C.
magdaleni. First, in addition to the Saimaa ringed
seal, the life cycle of C. magdaleni requires two
intermediate hosts—a crustacean and a fish
species—that could act as additional vectors of
dispersal. Second, the sub-structuring of the seal
population may be attributed to its small effective
population size and its severe demographic
fluctuations, while the effective population size in
C. magdaleni could be much larger, as each seal
may present tens or hundreds of worms. Further
investigation using nuclear markers would enable
to clarify this matter.

Exploring Taiwanese white dolphin
conservation using a social-ecological systems
analysis framework: Process, achievements, and
challenges.
Bing-Heng, Chen
Wild at Heart Legal Defense Association, Taiwan,
Taipei City, Taiwan, Taiwan
Corresponding Author: 1001nights@yahoo.com.tw

Ideal flight parameters for the integration of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in traditional
cetacean surveys.
Bigal, Eyal1; Hodgson, Amanda J2; Cleguer,
Christophe2; Treibitz, Tali3; Levy, Deborah;
Tchernov, Dan; Scheinin, Aviad4
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Israel
(2) Murdoch University, Perth, Australia
(3) University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel
(4) Morris Kahn Marine Research Station,
University of Haifa, Rehovot, Israel
Corresponding Author: eyalbigal@gmail.com

The social-ecological systems [SES] framework
was proposed by Ostrom (2007). It is an integrated
analysis structure serving as a unitary, holistic
framework for researchers coming from different
disciplines and who may be in different geographic
regions, resource sectors, and biological, physical,
socio-economic-political conditions. This
framework facilitates incorporation of empirical
research results by natural resource managers and
policy makers, as well as their analysis of the
process, results, and needed improvements in their
work on conservation and sustainable development.
In 2007 a group of Taiwanese conservation groups
formed the “Matsu’s Fish Conservation Alliance”
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for the purpose of conserving the highly
endangered Taiwanese white dolphin (Sousa
chinensis taiwanensis) and its habitat. The
alliance’s actions have focused on mitigating five
major threats to the TWD, efforts that have
included inter alia: forging alliances between
religious and conservation groups; successful
lobbying for the establishment of a new
government Ocean Conservation Agency;
promoting enactment and amendment of Water
Pollution Act, Marine Coast Act and Wetlands Act;
and stopping major industrial developments
involving large scale land reclamation in TWD
habitat. This research incorporates the SES
framework in analyzing conservation action and
governance process, achievements to date, as well
as recommendations for improvements to
conservation work based on this analysis.

California population (mean = 6.88%) had
significantly higher percent scar cover than the
Western Antarctic Peninsula population (mean =
3.21%) (t = 3.02, df = 49.01 , p = 0.004). Our
results indicate that there are behavioral or
environmental factors related to scarring that vary
between these two populations. Future studies
should include classification of scar type and cause
to better understand what drives this difference.
Our approach provides new information on scarring
rates of these two populations and presents a novel
method for assessing scar cover adaptable to other
species.
New insights about the world’s only known,
predictable winter aggregation of dwarf minke
whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata subsp.) in
the remote northern Great Barrier Reef
(Australia) and their implications for
sustainable swim-with-whales management.
Birtles, Alastair1; Hillcoat, Suzanne2; Sobtzick,
Susan3; Daley, Emily4; Andrews, Russel5; Curnock,
Matt6; Brians, Martha7; Ramirez-Flores, Omar4;
Williams, Genevieve7
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Australia
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Ecology and Telemetry Research, Kingston,
Washington
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A comparison of percent dorsal scar cover
between populations of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) off California and the
Western Antarctic Peninsula
Bird, Clara1; Bierlich, K.C.2; Dale, Julian3;
Friedlaender, Ari4; Goldbogen, Jeremy5; Johnston,
David6
(1) Oregon State University, Royal Oak, MI
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Humpback whale populations are found around the
globe, each influenced by a variety of natural and
anthropogenic factors, including direct interactions
with humans that can result in injury or mortality.
Scarring rates in whales have been studied using
photo ID images of the fluke and caudal peduncle
to estimate prevalence of entanglement and ship
strikes within a population. The present study
compares percent dorsal scar cover between two
populations (California and Western Antarctic
Peninsula) of humpback whales exposed to
different levels of human activity, derived from
Unoccupied Aircraft System (UAS) imagery
collected during foraging seasons from 2017-2019.
Specifically, we use a semiautomated GIS
algorithm to quantify percent scar cover by using a
combination of high and low pass filtering and
Jenks classification to determine the threshold used
to identify scars from the image. This system
extracts the scars and calculates percent scar cover
on the portion of the whales back that is visible and
available for assessment. We found that the

The world’s only known predictable aggregation of
dwarf minke whales occurs at a remote shelf-edge,
northern Australian location in the austral
winter. It supports a long-standing, swim-with
ecotourism industry involving live-aboard dive
vessels under permits from the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority, designed to achieve
sustainably managed interactions. The Minke
Whale Project has been studying this unique
phenomenon for >25 years.
We analyse multiple lines of evidence about the
environmental characteristics of the aggregation
area, its pattern of temporal and spatial use by this
whale population, the life history stages and
behaviour of the interacting animals in order to
explore the significance of this location and its
potential importance for the whales. We now know
that individuals migrate from here to the SubAntarctic and return. Many whales have been
resighted over periods spanning >10 years, with
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some individuals resighted almost
annually. Recent genetic evidence from sloughedskin sampling has shown that this population is
identical with the South-West Pacific dwarf minkes
killed by Japanese Southern Ocean scientific
whaling.

Viability Analyses using Vortex in order to explore
population status under potential management
scenarios. Sensitivity analysis revealed adult and
juvenile female mortality was the most influential
parameter, followed by lifespan and reproductive
rates, indicating the importance of female
reproduction for population growth and persistence.
Standard models showed stable dynamics (r = 0.007) and null probability of extinction (PE = 0)
after 50 years projection. Reducing lifespan from
50 to 30 years (pollution effects) led to a decline (r
= -0.033, PE = 0). Similar results were obtained
when annual adult mortality increased from 3.8%
to 7% (r = -0.032, PE = 0) due to by-catch. A single
catastrophic scenario (oil spill) reducing survival
and reproduction rates led to remarkable decline (r
= -0.046, PE = 0.152). These results help managers
to understand the implications of activities that may
affect this small, genetically discrete bottlenose
dolphin population. Current monitoring strategy
may be insufficient to gain a proper understanding
of population dynamics and we recommend higher
annual survey effort as well as research on those
population parametres which may affect long-term
abundance trends.

Annual fieldwork has been conducted during JuneJuly since 1996. Photo-identification data from
researchers is augmented by tens of thousands of
timed and dated underwater images donated
annually by hundreds of passengers and crew from
the commercial dive-fleet, providing a rich citizenscience-based source of sightings
information. Four years of complete seasonal
censuses of all individual whales identified (>500
in 2006, 2007, 2017 & 2018) are compared and
their resighting patterns analysed to show their
spatial and temporal use of the area. Data on mean
(<10 days) and maximum (38 days) residence times
are presented and satellite tracking data from 26
whales are used to refine the aggregation area use
patterns from 2013-15.
The reasons for this unique aggregation area are
explored and the extent of protection for the
population and this very special location are
discussed.

Association patterns over thirty years and four
generations of Bigg’s (Transient) killer whales in
relation to predation on gray whale calves in
Monterey Bay, California
Black, Nancy1; Schulman-Janiger, Alisa2
(1) California Killer Whale Project, Monterey, CA
(2) California Killer Whale Project, San Pedro,
California
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What if...?: Population viability analysis of
resident Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) in the Shannon Estuary (Ireland) to
help inform management.
Blázquez Hervás, Miguel1; Baker, Isabel2; O'Brien,
Joanne2; Berrow, Simon3
(1) IMBRSea, Madrid, Spain
(2) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
(3) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
Corresponding Author:
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Bigg’s (Transient) killer whales occur year-round
in Monterey Bay, California, which is bisected by a
submarine canyon. Gray whale cow/calf pairs must
cross this canyon on their northward migration to
Alaska from Mexico each spring, leaving the
protection of shore which is advantageous to their
predators. Killer whales periodically patrol the
canyon in search of these calves. Over 30 years, we
photo-identified 180 individual killer
whales. Since 1992, we documented 81 predation
events on gray whale calves, and identified the
individual killer whales most involved in the attack.
They primarily travel in core groups composed of
matrilines: adult females with their offspring. As
the daughters of matriarchs had their own
offspring, they eventually separated from their
mother’s group and formed their own group. Males
usually remained with their mothers for life, but in
some cases the second son left for several years. If
their mothers died, they usually travelled alone or
joined up with other lone males. Twenty-eight
matrilines were regularly sighted, which included
four extended families. Usually 2-4 matrilines

Photo-identification is used to monitor the resident
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the
Shannon Estuary SAC (Ireland) as part of EU
obligations to ensure Favourable Conservation
Status. In 2015 a discovery curve using IWDG data
collected during 77 photo-identification surveys
suggested all animals in the population were
captured providing an abundance of 145, which
resulted in a mark-recapture estimate of
136 ± 18.03, CV = 0.13 (95% CI = 125-202).
Concurrent in 2015, the NPWS funded an
abundance estimate as part of their long-term
monitoring strategy, involving 12 transects. We
compared catalogues to identify any individuals not
included in the IWDG data; there were none. We
used this maximum abundance estimate with new
demographic parameters to run Population
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(range 1-10) were present during calf predations. In
most attacks, a combination of 2-3 out of 5 key
reproductively active females with offspring from
different matrilines were intensely engaged in the
attack, while others watched or participated to a
lesser degree. In the last 10 years, there has been a
shift in key females: now their daughters with
offspring are most involved in attacks. Several
original key females have died, and most adult
males have died. Key females who have spent 20
plus years attacking calves could kill them within
an hour, compared to younger key females with
less experience that took several hours to kill
calves. Cultural transmission is essential for
passing on the necessary hunting techniques to new
generations of whales.

a temporary, potentially permanent, basis which is
the first on scientific record in the western
Mediterranean Sea. This study shows the
importance of collaborations between scientists and
whale watching companies and the usefulness of
correctly recorded data.
Respiration-coupled heart rate changes in
common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus)
Blawas, Ashley1; Fahlman, Andreas2; Allen,
Austin1; Rocho-Levine, Julie3; Nowacek, Doug4
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Costa del Sol: A harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) habitat in the Mediterranean Sea. A
collaboration between OceanSea and CostaSol
Cruceros.
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Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) describes
fluctuations in heart rate (fH) associated with
breathing and is universally observed among
vertebrates. In terrestrial mammals RSA is
characterized by an increase in fH during inspiration
and a decrease during expiration. Marine mammals
are known to exhibit respiration-coupled heart rate
changes, but little has been done to understand the
role of fH and respiration coupling during resting
and diving behaviors in fully aquatic, air-breathing
taxa. Because marine mammals maintain
comparatively lower respiratory frequencies (fR)
than terrestrial mammals and exhibit intermittent
breathing rather than continuous breathing, it
would be expected that respiration-coupled heart
rate changes may be exaggerated in marine
mammals. Likewise, mammals in a marine
environment are more often oxygen-constrained
and therefore a strong cardiorespiratory coupling
may improve gas exchange and reduce cardiac
work. Our aim was to quantify fluctuations in fH in
spontaneously breathing, resting common
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) to
determine the extent of fH variation that may be
attributable to respiration. We measured fH for nine
male dolphins resting at the surface using
respirometry to record respiratory flow and endexpired O2 and CO2 concentrations while
continuously recording the electrocardiogram
waveform, from which instantaneous fH (ifH) could
be calculated. As expected, the maximum ifH above
the mean (16.0 ± 6.2 bpm, n = 207 breaths) in
breath-to-breath segments occurred closely
following the start of a breath (5.5 ± 2.0 s), and the
minimum ifH below the mean (16.7 ± 6.1 bpm)
occurred shortly before the start of the next breath
(6.7 ± 3.5 s). The strength of RSA scaled with fR as:
RSA = 82.11 fR-0.58. These results suggest that, for
all fR’s, respiration has a predictable and significant
effect on fH. We suggest the importance of
respiration-coupled heart rate changes in

The Costa del Sol waters are part of the Alboran
Sea, which was recently identified as an Important
Area for Marine Mammals (IMMA) by the IUCN
(International Union for the Conservation of
Nature). Between 2015 and 2019 the association
OceanSea and Avistamiento Costasol Cruceros
conducted a study in these waters on cetacean and
marine turtle ecology as part of a project aimed
towards their conservation. The data were collected
between Benalmadena and Fuengirola and are a
mixture of opportunistic and transect sightings.
This study with over 500 recorded sightings has
determined the presence and area preference of 6
different protected species in the coastal waters off
the Costa del Sol; namely the bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus), common dolphin (Delphinus
delphis), striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba),
fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) and loggerhead
turtle (Caretta caretta). This being said, the most
important species identified was the harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) as it is currently
considered to be absent in the western
Mediterranean Sea (reference). Sightings of this
species have been recorded in the same area every
year from 2016 to 2019. This recurring presence of
the porpoise means that they are using this area on
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understanding resting and, particularly, diving heart
rates of marine mammals.
An affordable, hand-deployable, rope-less and
acoustically silent mooring design for passive
acoustic monitoring, TOSSIT.
Bocconcelli, Alessandro1; Ochs, Miles2; Zitterbart,
Daniel2
(1) WHOI
(2) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
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Corresponding Author: bocconcelli6@gmail.com
Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) in the ocean
has become a standard technique across the
oceanographic community, and is used for
biological, geological and meteorological
questions.

Fishery interactions are a critical concern for
marine mammal population and ecosystem health.
Fishery bycatch is currently the primary cause of
mortality for marine mammals globally. Focusing
on issues surrounding bycatch and depredation will
help maintain sustainable fisheries and practices
while addressing the impacts of conservation and
management measures. We are using several
methods to document interactions between gillnets
and marine life, including underwater video
cameras mounted on fishing gear, and on-deck
documentation of depredation using scoring
methods previously developed to identify predators
of depredated catch. We are also documenting
depredation using traditional hard-part analysis and
prey DNA sequencing analysis of stomach contents
from bycaught seals. Our objectives are to provide
scientific support to commercial fishermen to allow
for scientific ground-truthing of anecdotal evidence
of depredation events. At the end of this project we
will hold a forum to support community
engagement and share details of findings and
discuss mitigation methods based on
findings. Through this approach, our overall
objective is to build collaboration, trust, and
community among local fishermen, researchers,
and managers including documenting bycatch of
marine mammals; and provide a platform for
scientific research using commercial fishing
operations. To date, we have obtained the first
video footage of sink gillnet actively fishing in the
northeast U.S., with documentation of depredation
via this video analysis and from directly observed
depredated catch. Preliminary results indicate that
sub-adult gray seals (Halichoerus grypus atlantica)
bycaught in gillnet were not engaged in
depredation of the net’s target species at the time of
capture. This was supported by prey DNA and hard
part stomach content analysis. Ongoing video
analysis is underway to quantify and characterize
how and when these events takes place.

Current applications of PAM technology are:
marine mammal population density studies,
measures of anthropogenic noise in the ocean,
soundscape measurements on coral reef to assess
biological activities, monitoring and prediction of
underwater earthquakes and tsunamis, in addition
to several other military application.
During recent years, a plethora of different lowcost PAM recorders have been developed and made
PAM available across a much larger scientific
community, including smaller organizations and
NGO’s. Due to depth restrictions (~500m) of lowcost recorders most installations are conducted
from smaller vessels and deployed by divers or on
mooring lines with surface expressions, and not
with elaborate mooring deployments. This limits
the use of such devices to diving depth or, if simple
mooring lines with surface expression are used,
reduces data quality due to mooring induced noise
like strumming and pulling, especially in highcurrent coastal areas.
Here, we present a low-cost, low self-noise and
hand-deployable mooring design that can be used
on up to 500m water depth and released by hand
from a RIB. The TOSSIT modular mooring system
consists of a light and strong modular non-metallic
frame that can fit a variety of sensors including
PAM instruments, acoustic releases, additional
power packages, and environmental parameter
sensors. The rope less design avoids any risk of
entanglement and keeps the self-noise very low.
We present noise data comparison of three different
deployments in 10-160m water depth with adjacent
deployments on traditional mooring setups.

Assessing the relationship between residency
and population parameters in bottlenose
dolphins off the southwestern Gulf of Mexico
Bolaños, Jaime1; Morteo, Eduardo2; Bello-Pineda,

Characterizing bycatch and depredation in
northeast U.S. sink gillnet fisheries.
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The presence of transient/temporary individuals in
capture-mark-recapture studies may tamper the
assumption on equal catchability, and thus yield
biased estimates. We investigated for the first time
the effects of individual residency in population
parameters for bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the
coastal waters off Alvarado, Veracruz, Mexico. We
hypothesized that known sexual differences in
access to the study area will result in lower
recapture probability (C), (apparent) survival (Phi),
and abundance (N) for male nonresident
individuals. Between 2006-2010, we conducted 76
photo-id surveys and recorded 276 sightings, in
which 235 dolphins were identified. A composite
residency index (IH4) was computed for each
dolphin, and transient individuals (recorded one
time) were not included in the analyses. We split
the sample (N=135 individuals) into three a prioridefined groups: residents (n=52), visitors (n=48)
and temporary (n=35) via the k-means clustering
method (k =3) using IH4 values. Population
parameters were estimated for each group with the
Cormack-Jolly-Seber model (C and Phi) and the
Pollock´s Robust Design (N). There were 75 sexed
individuals, including 60 putative females
(residents 34, temporary 18, visitors 8) and 15 were
putative males (residents 11, temporary 3, visitors
1). No difference was found in the expected
proportion of sexes by residency degree (chi2 =
1.4, p=0.49, df=2). Significant differences amongst
the median monthly C (H=43.6, p<0.001) were
observed for all groups (residents 0.37±0.23,
temporary 0.15±0.12 and visitors 0.09±0.11)
supporting differences in habitat use, although
unrelated to sex. Phi was 1.00 (± 0.00) for all
groups, suggesting a similar impact by local
conditions on all groups. Finally, the median for N
was only different (H=19.04, p<0.001) between
visitors (16±15.4) and residents (48±6.5), being 33
(±16.2) for temporary individuals. These results
highlight the importance of considering residency
when dealing with failures in the goodness of fit
because of heterogeneity in capture rates.

Perfusion of the viscera of the bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) (and possibly other small
cetaceans) is relatively like the human. Available
information on the comparative weight of organs
(brain, heart, lung, liver, spleen, stomach, kidney)
or systems (skeleton and muscle) allow some
speculations on the dynamics of blood circulation.
Given the mass of a specimen, and the blood
volume inside the body (7.4 % of the total body
weight), the minimal specific perfusion flow rate
for each organ can be calculated based on comparisons with human or other small cetacean data. The
dolphin brain is 0,8% of the total body mass and
needs at least 50 ml/min of oxygenated blood for
100 g of tissue. Therefore, a 200 kg bottlenose
dolphin whose brain weighs approx. 1.6 kg requires
a minimal perfusion flow rate of 0.8 l/min (human:
0.75 l/min). However, correlations based on the
said assumptions become hazardous with middlesized cetaceans, and utterly im-possible with large
whales including blue (Balenoptera musculus),
humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae) and sperm
whales (Physeter macrocephalus), and their like.
The major changes are due to brain weight and
blood volume, which are not increasing
proportionally to body mass. Application of the
encephalization quo-tient shows that the brain
weight of the large blue whale is markedly inferior
to what is expected for a mam-mal of such size
(approximately 6.5 kg instead of 800 kg), and
consequently the minimal perfusion flow rate
remains well below the predicted 400 l/min.
According to studies performed in whaling times,
the weight of the blood in a sperm whale is only
3.9% of the whole mass. Here we investigate how
the relationship be-tween vascularization and blood
perfusion changes with the increase of body mass
and the reduction of the expected brain weight in
large whales, and the potential implications for
diving.
Automatic detection of fin whale calls: Is
available software good enough?
Bonilla Garzon, Andrea1; Romero-Vivas, Eduardo2
(1) Universidad Autónoma de Baja California Sur,
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Perfusion requirements of the organs in large vs.
small cetaceans.
Bonato, Marco1; Bagnoli, Paola2; Centelleghe,
Cinzia3; Graïc, Jean-Marie4; Mazzariol, Sandro5;
Cozzi, Bruno4
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Vocalizations studies are helpful to understand
whale’s ecology, population structure, distribution
and links among individuals. Autonomous
recording equipment generates vast amounts of
data which in turn require a great effort for
analysis. Although visual inspection is considered
the gold standard, the time investment makes, in
some cases, this option unfeasible and calls for
autonomous detection methods. Software available
is generally designed for specific taxa, but their use
is often extended to other taxa without being
properly evaluated. Moreover, when autonomous
methods are used, detection rate is usually not
specified in published literature. In this study three
detection algorithms (Spectrogram correlation,
bandwidth energy and energy sum) used in some of
the most cited software (XBAT, PAMGUARD and
Raven Pro) are compared to visual detection. Their
sensibility and specificity within the context of fin
whale (Balaenoptera physalus) call detection is
presented. Audio files from an autonomous system
deployed in the Gulf of California are used for this
analysis. Field recordings include single pulses, call
series, distorted signals, pulses of different
intensity, noisy segments, and clear calls, so the
algorithms are tested for real scenarios. In the best
case only half of the signals were correctly
detected. Since the fine tuning of the algorithms,
parameter selection, and learning curve are also
factors that contribute to the performance of the
algorithms, they were also evaluated. PamGuard
was considered the hardest to learn due to its
modularity, followed by XBAT which is poorly
documented, while Raven Pro was considered the
friendliest environment. Parameter selection was
most critical for XBAT: it presented the highest
sensitivity values for all software tested upon a
right selection, but sensitivity decreased to half
with in other cases. Despite low sensitivity values
obtained in this study, automated detection could
still be useful in studies of marine mammal
detection when sensibly used.

Understanding the population structure and habitat
use of poorly-known cetacean species is a first step
towards scientifically informed management
decisions. Due to their strictly coastal distribution
and isolated populations, Indo-Pacific dolphins are
particularly vulnerable to global changes and direct
anthropogenic impacts. In New Caledonia (South
Pacific), photo-identification and genetic data have
revealed several distinct populations of this species
around the main island, which precarious status and
isolation are alarming. Here, we used a long-term
dataset (20 years, 178 groups) to investigate the
social structure and habitat use of Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins in the southern part of their
New Caledonian range. A total of 928 individual
observations were recorded, among which 310
unique individuals were photo-identified.
Resighting histories revealed three distinct
populations spread over a 100 km axis displaying
variable levels of anthropogenic activities: the
highly frequented southwest lagoon around
Nouméa, the UNESCO world heritage site of the
South Lagoon and the remote Isle of Pines.
Individual home ranges computed with Kernel
Density Estimates showed contrasting movements,
from roaming (range: 32 km wide) to highly
sedentary (range: 50 m wide). Among the latter,
sedentary dolphins mostly confined to inner bays
and isolated reef patches of the South Lagoon. Both
at individual and populational levels, this diversity
of habitat use patterns will be interpreted in relation
to extrinsic factors (shark predation assessed from
scarring) and intrinsic factors (cultural preferences
assessed from social networks). Finally,
anthropogenic threats will be comparatively
assessed over the distinct populations in the
southern waters of New Caledonia. Indeed, in a
context of growing human impacts from maritime
traffic, fishing and recreational activities, further
investigation of collision and by-catch risks is
warranted to evaluate the current conservation
status of Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins in New
Caledonia.

Long-term photo-identification of a data
deficient species, the Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops aduncus), reveals populations
with distinct habitat use and social behavior in
New Caledonia lagoons.
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Life in the fast lane: Foraging behavior of
Antarctic fur seals (Arctocephalus gazella) at
the edge of their southern most breeding
distribution.
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toothfish (Dissostichus mawsoni) which has
been described as its primary prey species.
Toothfish is also targeted from commercial fishery
in the Ross Sea and this may have led to its decline
and forced RSKW to compete with other predators
for smaller and most abundant fish species such as
Antarctic silverfish (Pleurogramma
antarcticum). This might alter the foodweb
delicate balance in the area. The aim of this study
was to investigate the diet of RSKW by means of
stable isotope analysis through a mixing model.
Seven killer whales were skin biopsied, in Terra
Nova Bay (Ross Sea) during austral summer 2015.
Stable ratio isotopes of C and N were determined in
the samples and a list of RSKW potential prey
species in the area, with their stable isotope ratios,
was compiled to run the model. The results
suggested that diet of the sampled killer whales was
mostly based on Antarctic toothfish, which
represented about 35% of the biomass ingested,
followed by Jonah's icefish (Neopagetopsis
ionah) (33%) and by striped rockcod
(Trematomus hansoni) (19%), while all other
seven species identified, including Antarctic
silverfish, showed less than 13% contribution to the
diet. A better understanding of the trophic role of
RSKW in the Antarctic food web represents a key
research priority to inform management measures
to be adopted in the Ross Sea Region Marine
Protected Area as also recommended by
CCAMLR.

At its most southerly breeding range, the Antarctic
fur seal (AFS) operates at its highest field
metabolic rate in an environment challenging the
physiological limits for energy acquisition.
Currently, we have little understanding on how
edge colonies, already coping with high
environmental variability, may deal with additional
variation contributed by specific atmospheric
events. By using a combination of diet estimates
and biologging we evaluated how additional
environmental variability (2014/15 EL NINO year
against regular years) may affect the behavior of
these colonies. Foraging behavior was compared
between all years using 18 variables that represent
five categories: trip duration, recovery time (time
ashore and surface time), diving effort, habitat use
and diet. Differences were found in trip duration
(longer trips), recovery time (shorter time ashore)
and habitat use between 2014/15 and normal years.
No differences were found in diving effort since
colonies are already operating at their physiological
maximum. Diet was no different between years but
prey consumed changes throughout the breeding
season from an specialist diet to generalist feeding
behavior. This suggest that, in critical years,
individuals will not take decisions that may risk the
success of capturing prey (longer but close to shore
trips and shorter time ashore) differing from other
AFS colonies under critical conditions. Adaptive
mechanisms may be shaping the behavior of these
colonies highlighting the importance of research on
evolutionary patterns in colonies living constantly
in the fast lane of life.

An epigenetic clock for aging endangered cook
inlet beluga whales
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Feeding ecology of the Ross Sea killer whale
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The fish-eating killer whale ecotype (C-type),
also known as the Ross Sea killer whale
(RSKW), is a top predator in the Ross Sea,
Antarctica. It is mainly distributed along coastal
areas, especially along dense pack ice.
Knowledge about the diet of RSKW is scarce;
it is not fully understood to which extent RSKW
is dependent on Antarctic

A method for aging living whales and dolphins
from biopsy samples could improve estimates of
life history parameters and population viability.
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Until recently, however, estimates of age have
relied on counting growth layers in teeth or ear
plugs extracted from carcasses. Over the past
decade, advances in mammalian genomics have
revealed correlations between chronological age
and DNA methylation, the addition of a methyl
group to cytosines in cytosine-guanine dinucleotide sequences (CpG sites). Our current
research focuses on beluga whales (Delphinapterus
leucas) from the Cook Inlet, Alaska, USA. Using a
custom hybridization array developed from genes
conserved across many mammal species, we have
measured the methylation levels at over 30,000
CpG sites in the beluga whale genome. In parallel
we have also implemented a candidate gene
approach to identify gene regions containing agecorrelated CpG sites that can be used for targeted
sequencing in future studies. Data from both
methods reveal differential methylation at a subset
of CpG sites that correlate with a calibration dataset
of know-age individuals (n = 72). Using this
relationship, we have built an initial ‘epigenetic
clock’ for the endangered population of Cook Inlet
beluga whales (r = 0.9, p < 0.0001, median age
error ~2.8 years). Our methods and results
contribute to the larger search for a solution to
estimating the age of living whales.

association between cows and escorts.
Additionally, four individuals identified as
maternal escorts were also identified as members of
competitive groups. Significant differences were
found regarding the behavioral frequencies of
unescorted vs. escorted mother-calf pairs. Mc pairs
spent significantly more time resting and diving
when compared with escorted pairs. On the
contrary, McE and McME groups spent
significantly more time traveling and executing
surface-active and social/agonistic behaviors when
compared with Mc pairs (χ28>15.51, p<0.05). No
significant differences when comparing depth and
distance to the coastline data between groups F(4,
208) = 0.564 (p>0.05). In conclusion, the
association between cows and escorts appears to be
transitory in the Gulf of Tribugá, occurs with no
apparent spatial distribution pattern and, has a
behavioral impact on Mc pairs, all consistent with a
male mating strategy.

Escorting of mother-calf pairs of humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in the Gulf of
Tribugá, northern Colombian Pacific, during
the breeding season.
Botero Acosta, Natalia1; Félix, Fernando2
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Geographic and individual-based differences in
the trophic ecology of the Cape fur seal
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Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) from
the Breeding Stock G stock reproduce off the
northwest coast of South America and southeast of
Central America. The association between cows
and escort(s) was examined with photoidentification and behavioral/spatial methods at the
Gulf of Tribugá, northern Colombian Pacific, in
2010 and between 2013-2016. Groups were
classified as mother-calf pair (Mc), mother, calf
and escort groups (McE), and mother, calf, and
multiple escorts groups (McME). Flukes and dorsal
fins were used for individual identification.
Positioned sightings were processed using ArcMap
v10.3 along with public database layers (ERDAP y
GADM) to calculate depth and distance to the
coastline. Spatial variables were processed with a
multivariate analysis. Chi-squared tests examined
the presumed variation of surface behavioral
frequencies among groups. A total of 108 groups
with calves were encountered (22.4% of total).
Despite obtaining fifteen re-sightings during the
study period, there was no evidence of long-term

Information on resource use and trophic dynamics
of marine top predators is important towards
developing a holistic understanding of ecosystem
structure and functioning. Where separate
populations of conspecifics experience different
local environmental conditions, geographic
variability in niche use is expected. Individuals
within populations may also vary in morphology,
physiology and experience, resulting in individuallevel differences and specialisation in resource use.
In this context, isotopic compositions of
incrementally grown tissues such as keratinous
hairs offer valuable insights into individual-level
variance in resource use. The Cape fur seal
(Arctocephalus pusillus pusillus) is the only
pinniped endemic to southern Africa. The breeding
distribution of the species spans across a broad
geographic range which is largely influenced by
two contrasting oceanographic regimes, namely the
Benguela and Agulhas currents. In this study, we
investigated the trophic ecology of female Cape fur
seals using isotopic signatures of serially sampled
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whiskers collected at four breeding sites along the
coast of South Africa. Drawing on over 900
individual isotopic measurements, we assessed
geographic variability in trophic niche width
between colonies as well as the degree of
individual specialisation. Individuals from colonies
located within the Benguela current region
exhibited higher δ15N compared to individuals
elsewhere, while δ13C values were similar across
the distributional range. Despite these marginal
geographic differences, a large overlap in total
trophic niche width between the four colonies was
apparent. Indices of individual specialisation
(WIC/TNW index) were generally low for both
δ15N and δ13C. However, moderate levels of
variation along the length of the whisker were
observed for several individuals. Overall, our study
suggests that while Cape fur seals are
predominantly generalist foragers, within certain
populations, specialisation at the individual level
does occur. Results are further discussed with
regard to individual foraging strategies, ecological
opportunity and observed changes in prey
availability.

were higher than in franciscanas (-15.1±0.6‰ and
17.2±0.4‰) (p<0.05), while δ34S values were
similar (16.2±1.0‰ and 16.9±1.4‰, for bottlenose
dolphins and franciscanas, respectively, p=0.06).
The probability of niche overlap (mean [credible
interval]) between those dolphin species was higher
(57.65 [33-81]) in the case of the probability of a
franciscana being found within the niche of the
bottlenose dolphin than the latter being found
inside the niche of the former (32.62 [18-53]).
These preliminary results showed how these two
sympatric dolphin species coexist by partitioning
their spatial (e.g. δ13C and δ34S) and trophic (δ15N)
dimensions of their niche. Our results will help to
understand the mechanisms that allow the
coexistence of these endangered cetaceans and also
predict changes in marine community structure.
The first assessment of social organisation of the
Indian Ocean humpback dolphin (Sousa
plumbea) along the south coast of South Africa.
Bouveroux, Thibaut1; Kirkman, Stephen2; Danielle,
Danielle3; Vargas-Fonseca1, O. Alejandra3;
Pistorius, Pierre3
(1) University of South Alabama, Dauphin Island
Sea Lab, Dauphin Island, AL
(2) Department of Environmental Affairs, Branch
Oceans and Coasts, Cape Town, South Africa
(3) Nelson Mandela University, Port Elizabeth,
South Africa
Corresponding Author: tbouveroux@gmail.com

Three-dimensional ecological niche of two
endemic coastal dolphins from the Western
South Atlantic
Botta, Silvina1; Monteiro, Danielle2; do Prado
Alves, Juliana2; Secchi, Eduardo
(1) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande-FURG,
Rio Grande
(2) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande - FURG,
Rio Grande, Brazil
Corresponding Author: silbotta@yahoo.com

The Indian Ocean humpback dolphin (Sousa
plumbea) is the most endangered marine mammal
species in South Africa, and the overall decline of
its abundance and group size may affect the social
organization of the species, potentially accentuating
its vulnerability. Understanding the social
organization is therefore particularly relevant to
conservation efforts. From photo-identification
surveys along the south coast of South Africa from
March 2014 to June 2015, we quantified
association patterns and investigated the social
organisation of humpback dolphins using the HalfWeight-Index, social cluster and network analyses.
During the 101 surveys conducted and 553h of
survey effort, 98 sightings of dolphins were
recorded, and 65 individuals identified. Using
individuals seen at least three times, this study
reveals that the social network is well
differentiated, as strong social divisions exist
between individuals that seem to be split into four
distinctive social clusters. Network strength was
low; approximately half of the associations were
low to moderate, while some individuals were
strongly associated, especially between four pairs
of individuals. Although this study is based on a
limited number of individuals, our study
nevertheless suggests that the atypical strong social
bonds recorded here could result from behavioural

The ecological niche of sympatric marine mammals
has been studied through its proxy, the isotopic
niche, in order to evaluate their degree of resource
overlap and partition. Defining the ecological niche
of species is important in order to understand their
role within and ecosystem and to describe speciesspecific niche interactions. In this study, the
ecological niche of two sympatric dolphin species
that are endemic to coastal waters of the Western
South Atlantic Ocean, the Lahille’s bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus gephyreus n=22) and
the franciscana dolphin (Pontoporia blainvillei
n=12) was evaluated in order to characterize their
resource use and overlap. We used δ13C, δ15N and
δ34S values in muscle of stranded specimens found
along the Southern Brazil (31°21’S–33°04’S) to
determine their niche region (95% probability
region in the three-dimensional space) through the
‘nicheROVER’ package. We also estimated the
probability of isotopic niche overlap (95% region)
between species, defined as the probability that an
individual from one species is found in the niche of
the other species. Mean δ13C and δ15N in Lahille’s
bottlenose dolphins (-14.7±0.3‰ and 18.3±1.1‰)
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responses following the decline in group size and
abundance.

seasonal distribution patterns could be used to
minimize this disturbance and improve prospects
for population recovery.

Estimating seasonal movement and distribution
patterns using animal tracking data:
Application to Cook Inlet belugas.
Boyd, Charlotte1; Goetz, Kimberly2; Johnson,
Devin3; London, Josh4; Shelden, Kim5
(1) University of Washington, Seattle
(2) NOAA-AFSC-MML, Seattle, WA
(3) NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center Marine
Mammal Lab, Seattle, WA
(4) Marine Mammal Lab / NOAA, Seattle, WA
(5) Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Seattle,
Washington
Corresponding Author:
boydchar@u.washington.edu

Estimating age and growth of West Greenland
humpback whales through aspartic acid
racemization and eye lens bomb radiocarbon
methods
Boye, Tenna1; Garde, Eva2; Nielsen, Julius3;
Hedeholm, Rasmus3; Simon, Malene
(1) Greenland Climate Research Centre,
Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, nuuk,
Greenland
(2) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources,
Copenhagen, Denmark
(3) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources,
Nuuk, Greenland
Corresponding Author: tebo@natur.gl

Cetaceans and other highly mobile species are
often characterized by seasonal variation in
movement and distribution patterns. The goal of
this study was to estimate seasonal utilization
densities for an endangered population of belugas
(Delphinapterus leucas) in Cook Inlet (Alaska)
using Argos telemetry data. A previous study using
the same dataset described contrasting distribution
patterns in June-November and December-May
based on kernel densities of interpolated hourly
positions. We used new analytical tools and
methods (including the crawl() and ctmcmove()
packages in R and a customized hidden Markov
model) to extract more information on seasonal
distribution patterns than was previously possible.
We combined these tools to (a) estimate maximum
likelihood locations of tracked animals after
accounting for Argos measurement error and land
barriers; (b) objectively partition tracks into
seasonal modes; (c) estimate seasonal movement
patterns as a function of environmental covariates;
and (d) predict seasonally structured utilization
densities. Analyzed tracks were characterized by
three distinct seasonal modes: (i) summer/fall
movements (e.g., June-December) restricted to
coastal areas of northeastern upper Cook Inlet; (ii)
fall-only movements (e.g., September-December)
by some individuals, extending along the coastal
areas of western Cook Inlet; and (iii) winter
movements (e.g., November-March) expanding
away from coastal areas throughout the upper Inlet
and into the lower Inlet. The seasonally structured
habitat selection patterns that emerge from this
analysis provide new insights into the foraging
ecology of Cook Inlet belugas, highlighting the
importance of rivers mouths and bays of western
Cook Inlet in fall. Understanding fine-scale habitat
utilization of Cook Inlet belugas is important as this
endangered population, with fewer than 250 mature
individuals, is subject to increasing disturbance
from activities such as construction, shipping, oil
and gas development. Information on the belugas’

Humpback whales of the North Atlantic were
subject to an intense hunt for centuries and declined
dramatically. In West Greenland, the population
was estimated to constitute less than 200
individuals by the time the whaling moratorium
was enforced. The years after with no hunt led to
an increase in population size and an estimated
annual rate of increase in West Greenland
humpbacks was 9.4% yr-1 for the period 1984-2007
and a population size of 2,100 individuals by 2007.
With the increase in numbers, followed a reopening
of the subsistence hunt on humpback whales in
West Greenland in 2010.
To decrease the risk of unsustainable harvest of
marine mammals, there is a need to obtain
knowledge on key life history parameters including
age and derived attributes such as longevity, age at
sexual maturity and age distribution within a
population. The re-opening of hunt on west
Greenland humpbacks offers a unique opportunity
to sample individuals and gain knowledge on the
biology and life history. Here, we use the eye lens
from 12 humpback whales taken in the subsistence
hunt to obtain age and growth estimates through
aspartic acid racemization (AAR) and bomb
radiocarbon dating combined. Furthermore, a
Gompertz growth curve was fitted to the data.
Based on AAR, five individuals were between 0-9
years, six between 10-19 years and one was ~46
years. Radiocarbon dating showed that all
individuals had elevated pMC values between 103
and 106 and therefore estimated to have been born
in the post-bomb period (i.e. after 1963), thus
backing up the AAR ages. Whales reached their
asymptotic length at approximately age 10.
The results indicate a young population of
humpback whales following the many years of
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overexploitation. Also, radiocarbon dating in
combination with AAR age estimation provides a
valuable tool and steps towards age validation in
difficult-to-age animals.

Excretion of Dehydroepiandrosterone Sulfate
(DHEAS) in polar bears
Brandhuber, Monica1; Curry, Erin2; Roth, Terri2;
Atkinson DeMaster, Shannon3
(1) University of Alaska Fairbanks, Juneau, Alaska
(2) Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Garden,
Cincinnati, Ohio
(3) University of Alaska Fairbanks
Corresponding Author: mebrandhuber@alaska.edu

Deathly silent: Exploring the lack of peerreviewed literature relating to euthanasia
methods and efficacy.
Boys, Rebecca1; Palmer, Emily2; Betty, Emma3;
Stockin, Karen4
(1) Massey University
(2) Massey University, New Zealand
(3) Massey University & Auckland University of
Technology, Auckland, New Zealand
(4) Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand
Corresponding Author: rebeccaboys@hotmail.com

Polar bears (Ursus maritimus) are under threat due
to climate change and habitat disruptions, and
experience poor reproductive success in both wild
and zoo settings. Polar bears are a seasonally
polyestrous species that exhibit embryonic
diapause and pseudopregnancy, complicating
characterization of reproductive function. Whereas
excretion of testosterone and progesterone has been
studied extensively in female polar bears in zoos,
many questions remain about their reproductive
endocrinology. Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) is
a steroid hormone precursor that has been
correlated with reproductive success, age, and body
condition in other species. However, it has not been
characterized in the polar bear. This study aims to
validate a commercial enzyme immunoassay kit to
quantify the sulfated form of DHEA, DHEAS, in
dried polar bear feces to determine if there are
differences in DHEAS concentrations between
juveniles and adults in the breeding versus nonbreeding season. Fecal samples were collected
from juvenile (n = 4) and adult (n = 6) female polar
bears housed in zoos. Steroids were extracted from
0.1g of lyophilized feces using 90% ethanol with
overnight agitation. Four pooled samples
representing juveniles and adults during the spring
and fall seasons were tested for parallelism with the
standard curve. A 1:10 to 1:160 range of serial
dilutions produced a curve with a slope that fell
within 10% of the commercial kit’s standard curve
for each group. Preliminary results suggest that
adult females exhibit elevated DHEAS
concentrations during the spring breeding season
(mean: 923 ng/g, p value = 0.033) when compared
to adult females in the fall (mean: 405 ng/g), or
juveniles during either of the seasons (mean: 131
ng/g spring, mean: 324 ng/g fall) tested. This
indicates that DHEAS may be a useful marker of
sexual maturity in this species.

Euthanasia is key to minimising welfare concerns,
yet is seldom straightforward. Safety as well as the
need for trained personnel and specialist equipment
are always essential considerations. Socioeconomic, indigenous and/or religious beliefs can
further influence decision-making. To understand
current international best practice for marine
mammal euthanasia, we examined the English
language peer-reviewed literature to address (i)
types of euthanasia applied and (ii) efficacy of
methods. A total of 2,113 articles included marine
mammals in the context of ‘euthanize’ or derivative
words in either the title, abstract, keywords or text.
A replica search for ‘hunt’ revealed a further 2,647
articles. Notably, only 3.2% (n=67) of the
euthanasia literature detailed the actual method
applied. Chemical euthanasia was most prolific
(72%, n=48), followed by ballistics (13% n=9).
Within the hunt search, only 2.7%, (n=71) of
papers detailed methodology - the majority
involving hand-held harpoons/spears (52%, n=37)
or ballistics (45%, n=32). Most hunts reported
using multiple techniques in unison. Efficacy of
methods, determined by time to death (TTD), was
detailed in very few euthanasia articles (0.5%,
n=10), and even less in a hunt context (0.4%,
n=11). TTD varied from instantaneous to 49.7h
(mean=4.4h) and instantaneous to ca.3d
(mean=7.1h) during euthanasia and hunting,
respectively. Pinnipeds were the focus of
euthanasia literature (53.7%, n=36), followed by
delphinids (17.9%, n=12) and mysticetes (16.4%,
n=11). In contrast, efficacy of euthanasia primarily
focused on mysticetes (60%, n=6) and delphinids
(20%, n=2). Similarly, most hunt studies involved
pinnipeds (26.8%, n=19), followed by sirenians
(21%, n=15). Whilst, efficacy of hunts focused on
mysticetes (54.5%, n=6), with few pinnipeds (27%,
n=3) reported. Our results highlight a disconcerting
lack of scientific literature detailing marine
mammal euthanasia, and an urgent need for
comprehensive quantitative studies to address this
void.

Assessment of online information as a tool to
improve the documentation of aquatic wildmeat
in Asia.
Brannan, Naomi1; Porter, Lindsay2; Yeung, Niki3
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit (Hong Kong), The
University of St Andrews, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
SAR
(2) SMRU Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, Hong
Kong SAR
(3) SMRU Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
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Of all sirenians, the African manatee (Trichechus
senegalensis Link, 1795) is the least studied
Species. The present study is a survey of ethnoecology and attitude towards the species and is the
first research on the African manatee along the
coast of Campo Ma’an National Park, Cameroon.

Aquatic wildmeat is defined as products derived
from aquatic mammals and reptiles that are used
for bait, subsistence food and traditional uses.
Aquatic wildmeat is obtained through unregulated,
and sometimes illegal, hunts as well as from
stranded and/or bycaught animals. Regular, highvolume take of multiple marine mammal species
occurs in Asia, however, the vast coastlines of the
region make monitoring efforts extremely
challenging. Online media has become a valuable
alternative source of data for terrestrial wildmeat
but has never been explored for aquatic species.
The objectives of this study were to assess if
searching online information was a useful means to
document aquatic wildmeat in Asia. Between 201517, searches of web platforms Baidu and Sina
Weibo were conducted using various keywords.
These searches identified 85 incidences between
2003 and 2017. These incidents involved 6 species
of small cetacean (4 Delphinidae and 2
Phocoenidae). From these data, geographical areas
were targeted for in person visits to fish markets, to
ground truth online information. Further,
interviews were also conducted in areas where
there were no regular reporting. Shandong
Province, China, was identified online as area
where cetaceans commonly occurred in markets,
especially finless porpoise (Neophocaena sp.). In
general, online sources indicated only single
animals were available, suggesting that catch was
opportunistic rather than deliberate. Interviews in
Shandong corroborated this. In contrast, in Vietnam
where online accounts were relatively few,
interviews indicated that marine mammal
availability was relatively common. From the
information extracted, species, the quantity of
carcasses and intended use could be readily
identified in 81.2%, 95.7% and 89.4% incidents,
respectively. Further, relative trends in online
media reflected trends published in systematic
reviews of national strandings documents. In
addition, online searches identified undocumented
incidents. This study showed that online
information, when carefully scrutinised, can
improve the documentation of aquatic wildmeat in
Asia.

It looks into the importance of understanding
human attitudes associated with the manatee and its
habitat in order to develop effective conservation
strategies for the species and its habitat. During
August 2015 to December 2016, a survey on
manatee presence and distribution, as well as
attitude and perception by local people was
undertaken by conducting surveys both on land and
water along the campo coast. The study area was
stratified into ecological zones (coastal, river,
estuary and mangrove). This allowed the survey of
99 fishers and 18 local authorities in six villages
with landing ports using structured and semistructured questionnaires. This work confirmed the
presence of manatees in Campo. Institutions in
charge of wildlife will gain much, as they do for
other threatened species, if the population is
sensitized to the conservation of manatees.
Indigenous fishers consider the manatee as a deity,
while foreign fishers consider this species as food
and/or raw material for rituals. Manatee-fishers
conflict is not very evident as compared to other
areas were manatees also occur (Korup and Lake
Ossa). However, fish marauding is the main cause
of conflicts. Water survey conducted in three
strategic points indicated the presence of the
manatee (grazed vegetation, and floating faeces). It
was reported that there has been a progressive
reduction in the manatee population in recent years.
Conclusively, this study has indicated that the
manatee is still present in campo and fishers have a
good understanding of this elusive species and its
ecology.
Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) social
structure and distribution changes following the
2008 unusual mortality event in the Indian
River Lagoon, Florida
Brightwell, Kristy1; Titcomb, Elizabeth2; Mazzoil,
Marilyn2; Gibson, Quincy3
(1) University of North Florida, Florida
(2) Harbor Branch Oceanographic InstituteFlorida Atlantic University, Fort Pierce, FL
(3) University of North Florida, Jacksonville,
Florida
Corresponding Author: kkbrightwell@gmail.com

Conservation of African manatee (Trichechus
senegalensis. Link, 1795) in the SouthWestern
Periphery of Campo Ma’an National Park. An
ethno ecological and attitude survey.
Bridget Akume, Eduke
The university of yaounde 1, Yaounde, centre,
Cameroon
Corresponding Author: eduke_bridget@yahoo.com

In fission-fusion societies, environmental
disturbances can influence the social and spatial
structure of the population. Within the Indian River
Lagoon (IRL), Florida, bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) have experienced recurrent
unusual mortality events (UMEs) providing an
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opportunity to examine post-disturbance
restructuring within the same population. This
study investigates the impact of the nonepidemiological 2008 unusual mortality event
(UME) on the IRL dolphin population. Photoidentification surveys conducted from April 2006
to May 2010 were stratified into pre- (April 2006–
April 2008) and post-UME (May 2008–May 2010)
time periods. Analyses were limited to individuals
sighted 6+ times (Pre-UME=163, Post-UME=138).
Half-weight indices (HWIs) and network values
were calculated via SOCPROGv2.8, while
univariate kernel density estimates (KDEs) were
calculated within ArcGISv10.4.1 and SASv9.4.
Community associations were highly variable (PreUME range: mean=0.04±0.06–1.00±0.00; PostUME range: mean=0.04±0.09–0.80±0.00), with a
small subset of males (Pre-UME=6, Post-UME=10)
who formed first-order alliances. Mean HWIs
decreased between time periods (Pre-UME
Md=0.02, Post-UME Md=0.01, U=9335, p<0.05),
while mean non-zero HWIs increased (Pre-UME
Md = 0.12, Post-UME Md=0.15, U=5365.5,
p<0.05) indicating fewer associations among
individuals. Further, network analyses showed a
decrease from 12 to 9 social communities in
combination with increased community clustering
post-UME (Pre-UME Md=0.05, Post-UME
Md=0.07, U=7786, p<0.05). Univariate spatial
analyses showed a disconnect between the northern
Mosquito Lagoon communities and the rest of the
IRL population during both time periods. However,
there was no change in KDE overlap among
communities following the UME (95%: PreUME Md=0.46, Post-UME Md=0.38, U=34,
p>0.05: 50%: Pre-UME Md=0.19, Post-UME
Md=0.14, U=49, p>0.05). These results illustrate
the social resilience of IRL bottlenose dolphins to
environmental and demographic changes despite
impairment in adaptive immunity related to
anthropogenic and natural stressors present within
the estuary. Future studies on the effects of the
larger, and more recent 2013-2015 UME will
determine if this population continues to be
resilient to multiple disturbances.

NOAA, Seattle, WA
Corresponding Author: amelia.brower@noaa.gov
Foraging gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus)
occurrence in the eastern Chukchi Sea (67°-72°N,
154°-169°W) increased from 2009 to 2018 based
on visual data collected during annual line-transect
aerial surveys conducted from July to
October. These systematic surveys, part of the
Aerial Surveys of Arctic Marine Mammals
(ASAMM) project, have been conducted since
2009 to document marine mammal relative density,
distribution, and behavior. The Chukchi Sea serves
as important foraging grounds for the eastern North
Pacific gray whale (ENPGW) and is the
northernmost extent of their geographical
range. Foraging gray whale sighting rates (#
feeding gray whales per km flown) in the
northeastern Chukchi Sea (> 69oN) were higher in
2018 than any previous year. Sighting rates here
typically decline in September as gray whales
begin migrating south; however, in 2018,
September sighting rates were three times higher
than in September of any previous year. Gray
whale preferential foraging habitat also shifted
geographically between 2009-2015 and 2016-2018
in the northeastern Chukchi Sea. In the
southcentral Chukchi Sea (< 69oN), gray whales
were observed feeding in dense aggregations in a
benthic hotspot during most years from 2014 to
2018, when survey coverage included that area. In
2018, sighting rates in the benthic hotspot were
high in July but lower in August to October,
compared to previous years. Gray whales may be
depleting benthic prey in some previously preferred
foraging areas and moving to other areas that may
have less nutritional value. Understanding gray
whale foraging habits and habitats in the Chukchi
Sea are key to understanding the health of the
ENPGW population.
A polyphasic approach to determine ecological
and toxilogical consequences of a new and
cryptic species of cyanobacteria (Komarekiella
delphini-convector) recovered from bottlenose
dolphin epidermis
Brown, Amber1; Romanis, Caitlin; Dvořák, Petr2;
Foss, Amanda3; Gibson, Quincy4; Villanueva,
Chelsea5; Jenkins, Phil; Garvey, Alyssa6;
Johnansen, Jeffry7; Hašler, Petr8; Neilan, Brett;
Casamatta, Dale
(1) University of North Florida
(2) Palacký University of Olomouc, Olomouc,
Czech Republic
(3) Green Water Labs/CyanoLab, Palatka, Fl
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(6) University of North Florida, Jacksonville
(7) John Carroll University, University Hights

Changes in gray whale foraging occurrence in
the eastern Chukchi Sea, 2009-2018.
Brower, Amelia1; Clarke, Janet2; Ferguson,
Megan3; Willoughby, Amy4
(1) Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere
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measures. In the lower Rio Negro, AM, Brazil, since
1998 a tourism interaction activity has been
developing in which wild botos are habituated to
remain close to tourists in the water, but no
information on the impacts of this activity for the
botos exists. Here we present the first population
estimates of botos in this area and discuss the
tourism impact. We surveyed 992km between
Manaus and Novo Airão municipalities (an area of
2
1.666km ) in April and October 2016. Boat-based
surveys were performed with double observer
configuration. Data was analyzed with R software
(‘mrds’ package), in a mark-recapture distance
sampling (MRDS) model, with trial configuration
and full Independence assumption. The biological
removal potential (PBR) was calculated according
to Wade (1998). The abundance was estimated as
2.666 botos (IC 95% 1.499 - 4.831, CV = 0,3) and
PBR indicated an annual withdrawal limit of 16
botos. Hipothetising that interacting botos are
withdrawn from their ecological functions, PBR can
be used as a basis for monitoring the impact of this
activity on botos population and this is the first
index produced in this area. In the last five years,
the estimated number of interacting animals
remains at around 50-60 botos and the PBR
indicates that for this time a withdrawal of 80
botos from the population would not cause
population decline. Monitoring and inhibiting the
increase in the number of interacting animals is an
easy-to-use management measure. We conclude
that the touristic activity with botos, if correctly
managed, should not be considered a threath to
this species at a populational level. Population
monitoring to obtain accurate PBRs indexes and
close inspection of this activity are relevant
management measures for boto conservation in
the region.

(8) Palacký University Olomouc, Olomouc, Czech
Republic
Corresponding Author: aosingabrown@gmail.com
On January 15, 2015, an adult bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) was found dead with a thick,
epidermal mat in low salinity habitat. The animal
was matched to the University of North Florida’s
St. Johns River dolphin photo-identification catalog
as Makena, whom had a history of skin lesions.
Toxin analyses of Makena’s hepatic tissue revealed
the presence of either cyanotoxin microcystin or
nodularin, both of which are produced by
cyanobacteria. The composition of the epidermal
mat was then investigated to determine if any
species within this mat could have been the source
of toxins found within the hepatic tissue. A species
of cyanobacteria was grown in culture from the
epidermal mat. Preliminary morphologic
investigations revealed that this species had major
phenotypic plasticity, obscuring identification.
Further genetic (i.e., 16S-23S ITS, full genomics)
analyses revealed that this was a new species of
cyanobacteria. This new species was the second
member of the newly described genus
Komarekiella. Komarekiella is a sister-taxa to the
microcystin-producing genus Nostoc, highlighting
the potential of this species having the ability to
synthesize microcystin. Two types of toxin
analyses (ELISA and the MMPB technique) were
conducted on both the original epidermal mat and
subsequent cultures, producing conflicting and
inconclusive results. The full genome was then
sequenced, and novel genome mining processes
were conducted to determine the biosynthetic
capabilities of this species. Results showed that this
species is very biosynthetically active (48 unique
biosynthetic clusters identified), though the
function of most of the biosynthetic clusters were
not defined due to lack of sequence similarity.
Further genomic analyses will be conducted to
determine if any of these biosynthetic clusters are
related to the synthesis of microcystins.

A photoidentification study reveals a sex-related
skin mark pattern in bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) interacting with artisanal
fishery.
Bruno, Chiara Anastasia1; Leone, Andrea
Benedetto2; Giusy, Bonanno Ferraro; Boitani,
Luigi; Blasi, Monica Francesca
(1) Filicudi Wildlife Conservation, Lipari, Italy
(2) Filicudi WildLife Conservation, Lipari (ME),
Italy
Corresponding Author: brunochiaraana@outlook.it

Amazon river dolphin abundance at an area of
high touristic interest and implications for its
management
Brum, Sannie1; da Silva, Vera2; Valle, Marcele3
(1) National Institute for Amazonian Research INPA, Manaus, Brazil
(2) Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia INPA, Manaus, Brazil
(3) Associação Amigos do Peixe-boi – AMPA,
Manaus, Brazil
Corresponding Author: sanniebrum@gmail.com

Skin marks occur frequently in many cetacean
species across the globe revealing a broad spectrum
of causes, including social interactions, infectious
diseases and injuries produced by anthropogenic
factors. The current study used photo-id data from
2005–2014 to estimate the skin mark pattern on

The boto, Inia geoffrensis, was recently considered
endangered and robust population information is
required to guide effective management
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resident bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
from the Aeolian Archipelago (Italy). Thirteen skin
mark types were identified and their origin,
prevalence and permanence time were examined.
The pattern of skin marks was assessed for the
abundance, richness, distribution and severity in six
body regions and compared among age classes, sex
and degree of dolphins’ interaction with trammel
nets (DIN). Our results showed higher prevalence,
abundance, richness and distribution of skin marks
in adults than in the younger age classes, with the
exception of black marks and white ring lesions.
The prevalence and abundance of skin marks were
higher in males than females, with the exception of
scratches and white patches. Moreover, gunshot
wounds, mutilations and irregular dorsal fin edges
were found only on adult males. Since males
showed higher DIN than females and, in dolphins
with higher DIN, skin marks were more abundant
and frequently distributed in different body regions,
the skin mark pattern in regard to DIN seems to be
sex-related. The more severe marks were observed
on adults, males and dolphins with higher DIN,
namely skin disorder, tooth rake marks, small
shallow indentations, deep indentations and
mutilations. On the contrary, the severity of
scratches, white patches and dark ring lesions was
higher in females than males, but not significantly
related to DIN and age of the individuals. Our
results showed that photo-id data provide an
efficient and cost-effective approach to document
the occurrence of skin marks in free-ranging
bottlenose dolphin populations, a critical step
toward understanding the cause and supporting the
conservation strategies.

however, data from the subsistence harvest can be
used as an index of population health and status.
We compared seal productivity during the 2000s to
the 1960s and 1970s, before sea ice decline.
Pregnancy rate from 2010–2016 (2010s) was
higher for bearded (99%) and spotted (97%) seals
than the earlier periods, and although slightly lower
now for ringed seals has remained relatively high
(80%). A decrease in annual pregnancy rate was
detected for ringed seals during an Unusual
Mortality Event (UME) in 2010 (63%) and 2011
(47%), however, it recovered to 80% by 2012. The
average age of maturity for all three seal species
was lower in the 2010s than the earlier periods;
with ringed seals at 3.6 (vs. 4.6) years old, bearded
at 2.8 (vs. 3.4), and spotted at 3.2 (vs. 3.6).
Additionally, a high proportion of pups were
harvested in the 2010s indicating that pups are
being produced, weaned, and surviving to be
harvested. As of 2016, we had not detected
negative effects in ringed, bearded, or spotted seal
reproduction as was predicted with declining sea
ice, however, record low winter sea ice extent in
the Bering Sea in 2017 and 2018 may affect
productivity. Here we update our results through
2018.
Exploring the genetic basis of boldness in female
grey seals.
Bubac, Christine1; Bowen, Don2; Coltman, David
(1) University of Alberta
(2) Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada
Corresponding Author: bubac@ualberta.ca
Researchers have begun paying increasing attention
towards the study of behavioural variation within a
population or species, and furthermore towards the
study of animal personality. Personality, defined as
inter-individual behavioural differences that are
consistent across time or contexts,influences
various evolutionary and ecological processes
including life-history characteristics, interspecific
interactions, and responses to changing
environmental conditions and anthropogenic
pressures.Unfortunately, many investigations of
personality end prematurely at the descriptive stage
without further exploring proximate mechanisms
underlying the behavioural variation. We have
previously described evidence of a personality
signal in a free-ranging population of female grey
seals (Halichoerus grypus) on Sable Island
National Park Preserve in Nova Scotia, Canada.
High repeatability estimates suggest that boldness
may have an underlying genetic basis. As such, we
are now using molecular genetic association
methodologies to gain insight into processes
shaping and maintaining variation in personality.
With boldness scores for over 450 females, we aim
to perform a genome-wide association study

Ringed, bearded, and spotted seal productivity
in Alaska using harvest-based monitoring,
1960s–1980s and 2000–2018.
Bryan, Anna1; Quakenbush, Lori2; Crawford,
Justin3; Biderman, Louise; Adam, Ryan
(1) Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(2) Alaska Dept. Fish and Game, Fairbanks,
Alaska
(3) Alaska Department of Fish and Game,
Fairbanks
Corresponding Author: Anna.Bryan@alaska.gov
Declines in sea ice are predicted to negatively
affect ice associated seals (ringed, Pusa hispida,
bearded, Erignathus barbatus, and spotted, Phoca
largha), important to Alaska Natives for food and
materials, by reducing their time to rest, pup, nurse,
and molt on sea ice. Concurrent with declines in
sea ice are predicted reductions in snow depth used
by ringed seals to construct pupping lairs. This is
expected to lower productivity and pup survival by
providing less protection from weather and
predators. Estimates of ice seal abundance cannot
be used to detect population trends in Alaska;
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(GWAS) using thousands of single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers to identify genomic
regions contributing to the observed behavioural
variation in the Sable Island population. In
addition, we aim to use a candidate gene approach
as a complementary analysis to the GWAS. We
have sequenced five candidate genes (dopamine
receptor D4, serotonin transporter, oxytocin
receptor, and the melanocortin 1 and 5 receptors)
that have previously been shown to influence
various aspects of behaviour in passerine, nonhuman primates, and domesticated species. Our
sequencing efforts led to the discovery of genetic
polymorphisms in each gene (35 total SNPs),
facilitating genotype-behaviour statistical
association analyses. Results from our study will
contribute knowledge of the genetic architecture
underlying natural behavioural diversity, and in
doing so, will provide a basis for investigating the
rate and direction of selective forces driving
population adaptation in marine mammals.

deployed January-December 2016 and since March
2018 including: a SM3M hydrophone, an Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP), an Acoustic
Zooplankton and Fish Profiler (AZFP), and
chlorophyll-a and temperature/salinity sensors.
Stratified zooplankton samples to validate
ADCP/AZFP data were collected
(n=20); zooplankton (n=20) and fecal samples
(n=12) were used to infer/determine prey of
foraging whales. Backscatter/oceanographic data
were analyzed using standard techniques; passive
acoustic data were analyzed using the Low
Frequency Detection and Classification System
(LFDCS). Acoustically-inferred occurrence of BW
(most commonly detected species), was associated
with thermal fronts, and intermediate/oceanic water
masses versus estuarine water. Clear diel variation
in BW calls was found, which was associated with
zooplankton diel migration. Synoptic variation over
a 16-20-day period was also observed. Seasonally,
we observed a 1-month lag between chlorophyll-a
and zooplankton maxima in March, and peak BW
calls in April. Patterns were less marked for sei and
humpback whales. Blue and humpback whales
appear to feed on euphausiids (Euphausia
vallentini), while sei whales feed on lobster krill
(Munida gregaria). We discuss the possible
processes that drive spatial/temporal distribution of
these species, and make conservation and
management recommendations.

Blue, sei and humpback whale acousticallyinferred distribution in relation to
oceanographic features in Northern Chilean
Patagonia using gliders and fixed timeseries
data
Buchan, Susannah1; Pérez-Santos, Iván2;
Baumgartner, Mark3; Stafford, Kate4; Ramirez,
Nadin5; Calderon, Camila5; Gutierrez, Laura5;
Pizarro, Oscar5; Narvaez, Diego5; Castro,
Leonardo5; Valle-Levinson, Arnoldo6; Neira,
Sergio5
(1) Universidad de Concepción, Concepción, Chile
(2) Centro iMar, Universidad de Los Lagos, Puerto
Montt, Chile
(3) Biology department, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, MA
(4) University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
(5) University of Concepcion, Concepcion, Chile
(6) University of Florida, Gainsville
Corresponding Author: sjbuchan@gmail.com

Living at the limit: Distribution of small
cetacean along Abu Dhabi waters, Arabian Gulf,
UAE.
Bugla, Ibrahim1; Díaz López, Bruno2; Methion,
Séverine3; Das, Himansu4; Al Hameli, Maitha4; Al
Ameri, Hind4; Grandcourt, Edwin4
(1) Environment agency - Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Spain
(3) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
O Grove, Spain
(4) Environment Agency Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates
Corresponding Author: himansu.das@gmail.com

Northern Chilean Patagonia (NCP) is an extensive
estuarine system (S 41°35-46°35) and known
feeding ground for blue (BW), sei and humpback
whales. Understanding whale distribution in this
dynamic and heterogeneous habitat is a challenge.
We seek to determine the distribution of baleen
whales in relation to oceanographic features in the
Corcovado Gulf to better understand underlying
drivers. This is the first study of whales and in situ
oceanography over the meso-spatial scale in Chile,
and the first glider-based survey of cetaceans in
Latin America. Slocum gliders were deployed in
April 2018, and April-May 2019. Gliders were
equipped with a Digital Acoustic Monitoring
instrument (DMON) to detect whales acoustically
in near real time, and chlorophyll-a/turbidity and
temperature/salinity sensors. A mooring was

The Emirate of Abu Dhabi is strategically located
within the Arabian Gulf in a combination of
geographical, oceanographic and ecological
conditions which enable the presence of a rich
cetacean fauna. Although the preservation of
suitable habitats is necessary, the persistence of
cetacean species in Abu-Dhabi waters cannot occur
without a better understanding of their distribution,
demography and use of habitat. Here we report the
distribution patterns and group dynamic of cetacean
species as integral components of the information
needed to manage human impacts on marine
mammals in Abu Dhabi waters. Overall, 13 days
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were spent at sea in April 2017, totaling 107 hours
and 1 145 km of boat-based observations. During
this time there were 57 encounters with cetaceans
(35 with Indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins, 14 with
Indian Ocean humpback dolphins, and 8 with
finless porpoises). During these encounters 268
Indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins, 92 Indian Ocean
humpback dolphins, and 37 finless porpoises were
observed. These surveys confirm Abu Dhabi waters
as an important foraging habitat for all these
cetacean species. Indeed, behavioural data confirm
Abu Dhabi waters as a breeding/nursery zone for
Indian Ocean humpback dolphins and Indo-pacific
bottlenose dolphins. Although the Abu-Dhabi
humpback dolphin population is considered one of
the largest in the genus Sousa in the world, based
on previous studies, the observed decline in
presence of humpback dolphins could be cause of
concern. A number of interacting factors may have
played a role in this decline, ranging from natural
fluctuations to the potential impact of human
activities such as oil and gas exploration (including
seismic surveying) in the Central region during the
surveys period. Therefore, further surveys are
needed to confirm if this decline is result of a shortterm seasonal variation in presence or on the
contrary, is due to a real decline in the occurrence
of this endangered species.

humpback dolphin and one bryde’s whale. We
were not able to identify the other 12 carcasses,
apart from one clearly belonging to a baleen whale
due to its size and general morphological features.
A good step to take from here is to get in contact
with local fishermen and engage them in surveys to
gather better information on stranding incidents as
well as raise their awareness to better document
these events to the best of their abilities, to
ultimately serve as a good tool for population
assessment.
Environmental drivers of grey seal (Halichoerus
grypus) pupping phenology in the Irish Sea.
Bull, James1; Roberts, Andrew2; Borger, Luca1;
Banga, Roma1; Franconi, Novella1; Lock, Kate3;
Morgan, Lisa4; Howe, Lara5; Morris, Ceri6;
Stringell, Tom
(1) Swansea University, Swansea, United Kingdom
(2) Swansea University, Porthcawl, United
Kingdom
(3) Natural Resources Wales, Martin's Haven,
United Kingdom
(4) RSPB, Haverfordwest, United Kingdom
(5) Manx Wildlife Trust, Peel, United Kingdom
(6) Natural Resources Wales, Bangor, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: jimbull@gmail.com

Stranding records of marine mammals in
Kuwait
Buhadi, Yousef
The University of Iceland
Corresponding Author: y.bohadi@gmail.com

The causes and consequences of phenological
shifts resulting from climate change has become a
major area of interest in recent years, across many
ecosystems and geographic regions. In
communities that are strongly regulated by topdown processes, climate change-driven shifts in
predator distributions and dynamics are likely to
have disproportionate effects on whole
assemblages of species and ecosystem function.
Here we focus on grey seals (Halichoerus grypus),
as a well-studied example of the marine predators.
They are an iconic focal group in their own right as
well important indicators of the wider effects of
climate change. Using multi-decade data sets from
major pupping sites in the Irish Sea, we set out to
quantify how changes in the timing and
progression of the grey seal pupping season are
dependent on climatic drivers. We developed a
logistic population growth model and estimated
shifts in the timing and speed of within-season pup
accumulation. We tested hypotheses on local and
regional scale environmental drivers of these
changes. Sea surface temperature was found to
influence pupping season timing, and local winds
affected the length of the season. We explore
differences in these findings between pupping
sites and consider implications for marine spatial
planning.

As attempts to survey the cetacean populations in
the Arabian/Persian Gulf increased in recent years,
so does the need to raise public awareness
regarding these animals and their current state.
While most cetaceans tend to avoid areas with high
human activity, stranded carcasses tend to catch the
public’s eye, and at the same time provide
scientists with valuable data such as the cause of
death, the animal’s dietary consumption, the
amount of pollution it might have in it’s system,
and even the stress levels in a fresh sample. All
these insights can better help us understand the
reality these animals face and better equip experts
to give more crucial advice to the authorities to
better insure their future in these waters. Our aim
here is to provide a recored of the stranding events
that took place in Kuwait from 2013 to 2018, we do
so by examining public records as well as personal
documentation of stranding events. We were able
to put together a recored of 16 Strandings spanning
6 years in Kuwait waters. Some of these records
were published online in press releases while others
were individual sightings personally documented,
or reported from fishermen. Of these carcasses, 2
were identified as finless porpoises, one as a
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Photo-identification of the Mediterranean monk
seal sub-population in the central Ionian Sea,
Greece
Bundone, Luigi1; Panou, Aliki2; Aravantinos,
Panagis; Muñoz-Cañas, Mercedes
(1) Archipelagos-ambiente e sviluppo, Italia,
Venezia, Italy
(2) Archipelagos, Environment and Development,
Athens, Greece
Corresponding Author: luigibundone@tiscali.it

(2) Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für
Polar- und Meeresforschung, Bremerhaven,
Germany
(3) University Bremen, Bremen, Germany
(4) Afred Wegener Instiute for Polar and Marine
Research, Bremerhaven
(5) AWI, Bremerhaven, Germany
Corresponding Author: elke.burkhardt@awi.de
Summertime visual observations suggest that the
region around Elephant Island may serve as an
important feeding area for fin whales. To explore
its year-round relevance, passive acoustic
recordings collected northwest of Elephant Island
(61°0.88’S, 55°58.53’W) from January 2013 to
February 2016 were analysed for seasonal and diel
patterns of fin whale 20 Hz calls. Calls were
detected year-round, although in some years calls
were not present during all months. For all years,
fin whale calls were consistently present from
March to July for more than 90% of days per
month. From August to January, percentage of days
with calls varied between years, with presence
exceeding 75% of days per month throughout 2014,
whereas in 2015 calls were absent in October and
November. In 2013, fin whale calling dropped in
August and increased again towards October and
November. Quantitative analyses of power spectral
density for the 20-Hz and 89-Hz fin whale bands,
showed that fin whale acoustic power in both
frequency bands followed a Gaussian-like temporal
pattern, increasing in late January, peaking during
April-May and decreasing in late August for all
years. A second shoulder peak in PSD seemed to
occur during the second part of July showing
strongest for the upper fin whale band, followed by
a rapid decrease, after which SNR for both bands
dropped to zero. Diel patterns in call activity were
analysed for a 10-month subset of the data from
2013. Fluctuations in call rates did not follow a diel
pattern nor correspond to local insolation.

Since March 2018, a systematic monk seal photoidentification project was launched in the central
Ionian Sea, Greece. From May onward, 8 important
marine caves suitable for resting and reproduction
which were identified in earlier studies (19852002) were equipped with infrared cameras,
thereby strategically covering the entire area of
study. The pictures were analyzed from July
onward; the process is still ongoing. Morphological
characteristics of the fur distinguishing animals in
pup, juvenile, subadult/adult, adult male, as well as
individual scars were used to identify the animals.
Animals were classified as adults only if evidence
of sexual maturity was recorded (female with pup
or adult male fur). The gender was attributed only
to those individuals where the ventral part was
clearly visible (ventral patch for pups; nipples,
penis opening for the other categories, or the
typical coloration of adult males). In the pictures up
to November 2018, we identified and catalogued 18
individual seals: 3 adult males, 1 adult female, 9
sub-adult/adult seals (6 identified as females), 1
juvenile and 4 pups (1 identified as a female, 2 as
males). Gender was evident only in 13 cases.
Several pictures seem not to relate to the 18 already
photo-identified animals but more data are
undoubtedly needed in order to fully identify the
animals. Seals not fully identified yet were not
included in our catalogue in order to avoid an overestimation of the actual numbers. Nevertheless, this
fact indicates that the monk seal sub-population in
the study area is composed of more than 20
animals, at least confirming previous minimum
estimates. These findings outline the relevance of
the central Ionian Sea for the conservation of this
endangered species. The analysis of new material
will reveal additional information on the size and
other relevant parameters of the sub-population in
the Greek central Ionian Sea.

The observed peaks in fin whale call activity
correspond to the periods during which fin whale
super groups have been observed visually in this
region. Our year-round acoustic analysis indicates
that the Elephant Island region likely carries an
important role for fin whales throughout the entire
year.
Remote sensing and mapping the habitat
features important to the large whale
assemblage off Vancouver Island.
Burnham, Rianna1; Duffus, Dave2
(1) Univ. of Victoria, Victoria
(2) University of Victoria, Victoria, Canada
Corresponding Author:
riannaeburnham@yahoo.com

Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) acoustic
presence off Elephant Island (South Shetland
Islands) Antarctica
Burkhardt, Elke1; Boebel, Olaf2; Mattmüller,
Ramona3; Spiesecke, Stefanie2; Thomisch, Karolin;
Van Opzeeland, Ilse Catharina4; Meister, Marlene5
(1) Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für
Polar und Meeresforschung, Bremerhaven,
Germany
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A key issue in cetacean research is understanding
the effect of anthropogenic influences. However,
basic knowledge of many of the large whales,
including presence, number, and habitat use is
lacking. We used ocean gliders to survey regions
once described as productive whale habitat, and
focus on the continental shelf break and areas of
bathymetric relief, such as submarine canyons.
Passive and active acoustic measures, as well as
habitat variables such as conductivity and
temperature, were collected to compare ocean and
prey-scape features coincident whale presence.

individuals, 192,000 of which inhabit the Chilean
Coast (between 17º30’S and 55º58’S): northern
(95,000), central (28,000), and southern (67,000)
Chile and Magallanes (2,000). The aim of this
study is to analyze the population trend of O.
byronia in the five main breeding colonies of
southern Chile and to estimate the total population
on a large scale. Aerial photographic surveys were
conducted in Isla Doña Sebastiana, Isla Metalqui,
Punta Chaiguaco, Isla Guafo and Isla Guamblin
during the austral summers (1998, 2007, 2012,
2013, 2016 and 2018). The individuals in the
colonies were counted and categorized in age
classes by three independent observers. The overall
abundance during the surveyed years was:
30,581±1,223; 32,155±1,286; 48,990±1,960;
55,585±509; 56,310±958 and 38,664±386
individuals, respectively. Isla Metalqui is the main
breeding ground in Chile, with 56% of the
population observed in these colonies during 2013
including 14,331±68 newborn pups. If we analyze
the abundance of the five colonies during the years
1998, 2007 and 2012 (with available abundance
data for the entire Chilean territory) we find that
these colonies accounted for 90%,91%,90% and
41%,31%,34% of the total pups born in southern
Chile and in the entire country, respectively.
Moreover, 56%,64%,74% of the total population in
southern Chile was concentrated in the five
colonies in those years (from 139 colonies). A
linear regression was the best-fitting model, which
can be used in the future to predict the target
species abundance (colonies vs. overall abundance,
r=0.942). This methodological proposal contributes
to the goal of obtaining a large-scale population
estimate with a high level of certainty, reducing the
costs of aerial surveys to provide scientific
information for conservation, potential biological
removal estimations (MMPA) and global
protection measures.

Whale calls in the passive acoustic data is a
proxy to presence. Use of the call repertoire guides
our interpretation the whales’ behaviour and area
use. Tying habitat variables to this can further
strengthen conclusions as well as outline important
habitat areas over space and time.
Large baleen and toothed whales were
located off the west coast of Vancouver Island,
with most calls heard along the shelf break. We
recorded blue, fin, humpback, sperm and possible
sei whales, all of which were heavily targeted by
whaling. Call type suggests the presence of
feeding, socialising, and breeding/calving
behaviours. Spatial analysis shows distinct zoning
in horizontal and vertical space between on- and
off-shelf and relief areas. The comparison of
multiple deployments in the region allows
comparison of winter to spring-like conditions, and
the prey aggregations derived from upwelling.
Creating surfaces from point data allows us to start
to reconcile the spatial mismatch between the scale
at which the habitat data is collected and the area
over which whale calls are propagated.
Establishing patterns in habitat variables helps
predict the importance of these areas to a variety of
large whales species, and the effect that human
activities could have on their use.

Combining citizen science and automatic
identification system to monitor marine
mammals’ distribution patterns
C. A. Martins, Cristiane1; Turgeon, Samuel2
(1) Parks Canada, Tadoussac, Quebec, Canada
(2) Parks Canada, Tadoussac, Québec, Canada
Corresponding Author:
albuquerquecris@gmail.com

Monitoring the population of the South
American sea lion in southern Chile from 1998
to 2018: A methodology for population
estimation at large-scale.
Cárcamo, Daniel1; Orellana, Muriel2; Pizarro,
Marlene3; Durán, L. René4; Oliva Ekelund, Doris5
(1) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
(2) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
(3) Universidad de Valparaíso, Quilpué, Chile
(4) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaiso, Chile
(5) Universidad de Valparaiso, Chile,
VALPARAISO, Chile
Corresponding Author: daniel.carcamo@uv.cl

Monitoring marine mammals’ distribution is
essential for marine spatial planning. However,
systematic data acquisition is expensive, timeconsuming and usually associated with trade-offs
of sampling effort, spatial scale, and ecosystem
representativeness. Citizen Science (CSci) has the
advantage of valuing citizen participation and
increasing the volume of data. Here, we illustrate
the advantages of the combined use of CSci
protocol and Automatic Identification System

The South American sea lion, Otaria byronia, has a
wide distribution in South America. The species
has an estimated abundance of about 500,000
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(AIS) data to the monitoring of large whales’
occurrence and distribution patterns within the
Saguenay–St. Lawrence Marine Park, QC, Canada.
CSci data collection took place from 2012 (pilot
study) to 2018 on board a whale watching boat
with the participation of naturalist guides. Each
time the whale watching boat reduced the speed to
approach a targeted species, the sighting was
reported with an approximate time. AIS data were
stored throughout the season, and in order to
maximize its use, an algorithm was developed to
define the boat's activity (observation versus
travelling/searching) based on its speed, which has
been validated by a systematic and independent
data set. Besides providing information on survey
effort, the combined use of CSci-AIS allowed
positioning the sightings, estimating the time spent
in observation of each species over the season and
mapping of the main observation areas. CSci
provided almost daily information on the
occurrence and distribution of Minke
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata), Fin (B. physalus),
Blue (B. musculus) and Humpback (Megaptera
novaeangliae) whales. Since the beginning of the
monitoring 1545 excursions were sampled on 790
days covering up to 93% of the whale watching
season. More than 3000 sightings of these species
were reported, from which 62% were located.
CSci-AIS allows fine-scale and long-term spatial
data collection at low cost, provides support for
marine spatial planning and conservation efforts
and, additionally, empower naturalist guides and
engages whale watching companies in the
monitoring of the targeted species.

nuclear genome, we performed whole shotgun
genome sequencing on two samples from each
Sotalia species, using Illumina short read
technology. We obtained an average 90,644,338
short reads (150 bp, paired-end) per sample.
Genome assembling is currently underway using
different platforms and algorithms (i.e Unicycler)
and read mapping has been done with Bowtie2 on
Galaxy against the recently published genome of
the Indo-Pacific Humpback Dolphin (Sousa
chinensis), with an overall alignment rate of 94%
for Sotalia guianensis and of 88% for Sotalia
fluviatilis and also against the annotated genome of
the Yangtze finless porpoises Neophocaena
asiaorientalis, resulting on an overall alignment
rate of 82% for Sotalia guianensis and of 84% for
Sotalia fluviatilis. These results are preliminary,
but additional analyses will allow evaluation of
genomic regions related to convergent adaptation to
freshwater environments in these species.
Urinary parameters of the Antillean manatee
(Trichechus manatus manatus) in the Caribbean
Cabrias-Contreras, Lesly J.1; Sanchez Okrucky,
Roberto2; De La Rosa, Francisco; Rivera-Guzman,
Antonio L.3; Mignucci, Antonio4
(1) Puerto Rico Manatee Conservation Center
(2) Grupo Dolphin Discovery, Cancun, Mexico
(3) Puerto Rico Manatee Conservation Center, San
Juan, PR
(4) Manatee Conservation Center, Bayamon,
Puerto Rico
Corresponding Author: vetlesly@manatipr.org
The urinalysis is an easy, rapid, inexpensive and
non-invasive tool that allows the documentation of
renal and systemic functioning through the
increased or decreased elimination of certain
metabolites. For this reason, urinalysis can help
monitor the health status of manatees. However,
there are no reference values for this analysis in
Antillean manatees (Trichechus manatus manatus).
The following work aimed to know the physical,
chemical and microscopic characteristics of the
urine of 23 manatees belonging to this manatee
subspecies under human care in four Caribbean
facilities. The samples were obtained through the
implementation of operant conditioning; the
analysis of the chemical and microscopic
characteristics was carried out through the use of
multiagent chemical test strips, pH reagent strips,
refractrometer, and sediments were analyzed using
a compound microscope. The physical
characteristics found revealed that the urine of the
Antillean manatees presents a straw yellow
pigmentation with a clear appearance and a urinoid
odor. The chemical test determined that glucose,
bilirubin, ketones, proteins, blood, leukocyte and
nitrites were negative and constant in all the
samples analyzed. However, the urine was found to

Comparative genomics of Sotalia guianensis and
Sotalia fluviatilis: Divergence and adaptation to
a riverine environment.
Caballero, Susana1; Baker, C. Scott2
(1) Universidad de los Andes, Colombia
(2) Fisheries and Wildlife Department and Marine
Mammal Institute, Newport, OR
Corresponding Author:
sj.caballero26@uniandes.edu.co
Dolphins belonging to the genus Sotalia are
endemic to Central and South America and two
species have been recognized: Sotalia guianensis,
found in coastal environments along the Caribbean
and the Atlantic as well as in Maracaibo Lake and
the Orinoco River, and Sotalia fluviatilis is found
in the Amazon River and in most of its
tributaries. These dolphin species are an interesting
model to study adaptation and evolutionary
processes in marine and freshwater environments.
Previously, a comparative analysis of the
mitochondrial genome provided evidence of
positive selection, suggesting differences in their
energy metabolism in each environment. In order
to further investigate adaptive selection of the
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be alkaline with an average pH of 8.1 ± 0.80, and a
low specific gravity of 1.010. Urinare sediment
included, few squamous cells (78.3%), erythrocyte
cylinders (8.3%), calcium oxalate crystals (26%),
amorphous urates (4.3%), and triple phosphates
(4.3%). Sperm cells were also found in 6.6% of the
cases. The characterization of the urinary
parameters obtained in this study constitute the first
reference data for this subspecies, which, when
implemented along with veterinary physical
examination and other diagnostic aids, can help
monitor the health status of animals that are under
human care, rescued, and in rehabilitation programs
for later release.

area. Comparison obtained with the two datasets,
suggests that they used to adjust some vocal
behavior features to compensate the environmental
noise. The results obtained from this analysis
suggests that differences found in the vocal
plasticity of bottlenose dolphins whistles seem to
be directly proportional to the underwater noise of
the area they inhabit even if geographical
influences cannot be excluded.
Differential vulnerability to ship strikes between
day and night for blue, fin, and humpback
Whales based on dive and movement data from
medium duration archival tags
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Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus,
Montagu, 1821) and underwater noise pollution:
Simulate the exposure of three Mediterranean
groups..
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Underwater noise represents a relevant threat to
marine mammals. Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus, Montagu 1821) is a cetacean species
categorized as “vulnerable” according to the
International Union for Conservation of Nature Red
List criteria as well as listed in Annex II of the
Habitat Directive. This species inhabits coastal
waters, which are notoriously subject to intense
human use. This work focuses on the assessment of
the anthropogenic noise disturbance on bottlenose
dolphins in the surrounding area of the Port of
Civitavecchia (northern Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy). The
vocal plasticity of bottlenose dolphins in the study
area was evaluated comparing recordings coming
from other two Mediterranean areas (Pianosa Island
and Sicilian Channel) representing two different
scenarios: the first is closer to the study area and
quieter due to the lower marine traffic, the second
is far from Civitavecchia and characterized by an
intense marine traffic.

We examine the dive and movement behavior of
blue, fin, and humpback whales along the US West
Coast in regions with high ship traffic where ship
strikes have been identified as a major concern. All
three species are known to feed in coastal waters
near areas of high ship traffic:1) the Southern
California utilized by ships using the ports of
LA/Long Beach, 2) the Gulf of the Farallones west
of the ports in San Francisco Bay, and 3) the Strait
of Juan de Fuca, the main access for ports in
Vancouver and Puget Sound. We analyzed data
from 33 archival tag deployments representing over
3,000 of data that were attached with suction cups
or short darts for periods >24 hours and recorded
depth (≥1 Hz), fast-lock GPS positions and other
deployment-specific sensors. There were clear
differences among the three species but all showed
a distinct diurnal difference in diving behavior.
While dive depth varied among animals based on
where prey was located, whales spent a high
proportion of their time closer to the surface where
they would be more vulnerable to ship strikes at
night than in the day. This was most pronounced
for blue whales where vulnerability was twice as
high at night compared to the day. We also found
differences in movement patterns of whales
between day and night. Movements were more
localized to specific areas in the day near prey
resources while at night these movements often

The analysis of the whistles features together with
an exposure simulation of local and foreign
whistles datasets to the soundscape characterizing
the Civitavecchia coastal area allowed to evaluate
the noise pollution effect on bottlenose dolphins in
terms of potential masking. Our data suggest a
vocal behavior compensation, in terms of
frequencies and intensity to the ambient noise,
among the resident bottlenose dolphins. Bottlenose
dolphin communications appeared to be masked by
the ambient noise recorded in the main research
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involved directional movements (though sometimes
circling back to the same area by the end of the
night). We show how in several specific areas like
the Santa Barbara Channel, these differences in
movements and locations translate to a very
different overlap with shipping lanes at night
compared to the daytime locations, which is the
basis for most sighting data.

fidelity with sightings clustered seasonally. Second,
small populations of year-round residents with
significantly clustered seasonal sightings were
identified in S2 (n=14) and S6 (n=48). Third, 87
dolphins utilized multiple segments. SAC analyses
revealed that while these dolphins were randomly
distributed within their range, their sightings were
significantly clustered seasonally. Fourth,
preference analyses, SAC analyses, and resight
rates, coupled with the limited number of dolphins
exclusive to each segment, suggest that S3 and S4
are passage zones and that S5 encompasses only
part of individual dolphin ranges. Finally, resights
among S2, S5 and S6 suggest that S5 is a key
mixing area. Further collaborative studies of habitat
use and behavior will help to explicate the yearround importance of these passage and mixing
areas.

Working together to reveal the bigger picture:
Tursiops truncatus truncatus movement
patterns along the U.S. Florida east coast.
Caldwell, Marthajane1; Noke-Durden, Wendy2;
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Bad management and vertical decision-making
are tied with failure in the reduction of bycatch
of Lahille's bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus gephyreus) in a protected area in
southern Brazil
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East coast Florida common bottlenose dolphins,
Tursiops truncatus truncatus, are distributed in a
longitudinal continuum within inland waterways.
Seven regional studies have identified local
populations with resident and seasonally transient
dolphins. However, study area boundaries limit
understanding of distribution and movement
patterns between these geographically separated
regions. To reveal the bigger picture, a multiorganizational consortium conducted semiannual
photo-identification surveys from the FloridaGeorgia border to Titusville, Florida (331 km). The
area was divided into segments to allow a one-day
sampling period: S1 (FL-GA border to S2), S2 (St.
Johns River), S3-5 (connecting waterways), and S6
(Mosquito Lagoon). During 28 surveys between
August 2011 and January 2016 a total of 6,896
dolphins, including 196 neonates, were observed.
Of the 222 distinct dolphins sighted in ≥5 seasons,
78% exhibited significant regional and seasonal
fidelity to one or more segments. Habitat
preference and spatial autocorrelation (SAC)
analyses identified five main discoveries that no
single study could elucidate. First, more dolphins
avoided S1 (92%) than any other region;
additionally, dolphins exclusive to S1 exhibited
random distribution patterns and year-round site

In this work we investigated the artisanal
fishermen's perceptions about Lahille's bottlenose
dolphins and the gillnet fishing exclusion area in
the Patos Lagoon Estuary and coastal areas,
southern Brazil. This protection area (PA) was
established by the Brazilian Government in 2012
aiming at reduce dolphin bycatch. Between April
2016 and December 2017, 49 artisanal gillnetting
fishermen were interviewed using a snowball
approach and semi-structured questionnaire.
During the interviews, fishermen were asked to
draw the areas they use to fish and the geographic
coverage of the PA in a map with known local
references. Maps were digitalized and
georeferenced in a grid of 20mx20m pixels, from
which a series of information were obtained. None
fishermen interviewed perceived dolphins as
competitors nor reported bycatch. Most fishermen
stated, “other fisheries, allowed to operate inside
the protected area, incidentally capture bottlenose
dolphins”. According to the interviews, all
fishermen are aware about the existence of a PA,
but are ignorant about the reasons why this area
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was established and its boundaries. Maps analysis
revealed that the mean fishing area (226km2) is
much larger than the extension of the PA (95km2).
This PA represents 38% of the mean gillnet fishing
area. When operating inside the PA, fishermen uses
62% of its range, concentrating fishing effort where
density of dolphins is highest. Therefore, we have
verified that the artisanal gillnet fishing fleet
continues to operate illegally within the PA and
that other types of artisanal fisheries contribute to
the bycatch – an information corroborated by
recent records of bycatch during beach gillnetting
and trawling activities. We diagnosed that the main
reasons for the failure of the PA would be a topdown decision-making and the subsequent failure
of the Brazilian government in the management
process, which has caused serious social conflicts
in the area where the environmental problem

parameters was POC=45,1%, SST=33,5%, and
Chl-a=11,2%. For this research, the habitat
selection model places the highest probability of
encounter in the Northeast area of the ISC.
Due to the high variability of the marine
environment, determining habitat selection is a
significant contribution to the ecology and
distribution knowledge of blue whales. This allows
us to develop a predictive model for habitat
selection by blue whales, associating field
observations with environmental parameters as
predictors of habitat selection and the probability of
encounter, in this intense climate change scenario.
Home and away: The importance of the Wild
Coast of South Africa as a habitat for IndoPacific bottlenose dolphins.
Caputo, Michelle1; Bouveroux, Thibaut2; Plön,
Stephanie3; Shaanika, Titus4; Froneman, Pierre
William5
(1) Rhodes University and Florida International
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Approach to a predictive model of habitat
selection by blue whales (Balaenoptera
musculus), based on satellite oceanographic
measurements, between Chiloense Ecoregion
and Corcovado Gulf, Chile (42° - 45°S).
Cantergiani, Carlos1; Chiang, Gustavo2
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Blue whales, categorized as "endangered", frequent
the inner sea of Chiloe (ISC) waters in Chile,
intensifying their presence during the austral
summer, associated with high productivity levels,
being a key site for population recovery.
Considering the spatio-temporal difficulties to
register cetacean sightings, an alternative is the
SDM studies through remote sensing. This research
develops approximations to a predictive model for
habitat selection by blue whales, through satellite
oceanographic measurements.

The Wild Coast of South Africa is characterised by
the annual sardine (Sardinops sagax) run which
attracts large numbers of top predators including
cetaceans, fish, and birds during the austral winter.
Adverse sea conditions and limited infrastructure
have largely restricted research on cetaceans to
aerial surveys during this sardine run. The
importance of the region as a habitat for cetaceans
is therefore, poorly understood. Here we present
the main findings of boat-based photographic
identification studies of Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) in the Wild Coast over
the period 2014-2016. The study was conducted in
three marine protected areas (MPA’s), visiting each
at least once per year and selected physicochemical variables were measured. During this
study, 2149 individual bottlenose dolphins were
identified. The majority of animals (90%) were
only observed once, with 225 (10.5%) re-sighted
on 2-4 occasions, with an average of 305 days
(range: 88-705) between re-sightings. However,
162 individuals (7.5%) were re-sighted within a 3week field trip with an average of 3.7 days (range:
1-13) between these re-sightings. Importantly, 12
individuals were re-sighted in one MPA during all
three surveys suggesting some degree of residency
within the region. Environmental factors had

Presence data were recorded from 2014 to 2017
during the summer of the southern hemisphere,
between the Chiloense eco-region and the Gulf of
Corcovado. Environmental satellite data was
obtained from MODIS-Aqua. Spearman test was
applied to determine correlation between
parameters and presence data. To develop the
predictive model, a species distribution model of
maximum entropy (SDM-MaxEnt) was used.
Spearman's test indicates that the association of
PAR + POC (r = 0,785), turns out to be the greater
correlation that explains the habitat selection.
Besides, MaxEnt model provides that the highest
percentage contributions for environmental
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minimal effect on individual and sighting density.
Sea conditions limited surveys/time at sea leading
to insufficient effort to estimate population size.
Indeed, the discovery curve never reached an
asymptote, indicating that a large portion of
individuals remain to be identified. However, the
number of individuals reported here is the largest
for Tursiops spp., suggesting that waters off
southeastern South Africa are sufficiently
productive to support huge numbers of dolphins.
Moreover, findings suggest that the presence of
sardines off the Wild Coast is not the only
mechanism attracting these animals here and
further research is necessary to understand
bottlenose dolphin movement along the
southeastern coastline of South Africa.

6.26), caudal 7.38 (± 5.69), dorsal 8.22 (± 7.31),
central 8.53 (± 7.48) and ventral 10.31 (± 9.18).
Cortisol levels did not vary with sampling location
on the body (Friedman test: X2(4) = 7.84, p =
0.098), suggesting that hormone concentrations are
uniformly distributed throughout the whole body
blubber. In free-ranging marine mammals, blubber
samples are usually biopsied by remote methods.
This approach can be affected by the ability and
training of the operator, likewise by the animal
body size and swimming speed. Therefore, these
results provide new evidence that potential
inaccuracies of projectile biopsy sampling may not
influence blubber cortisol concentrations.
Haul-out behavior of male Antarctic fur seals
Arctocephalus gazella during late summer and
early fall at the South Shetland islands
Cardona, Luis1; Drago, Massimiliano2; Gazo,
Manel3; Parga, Mariluz4; Rita Espada, Diego1
(1) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(2) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
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Influence of sample location on blubber cortisol
concentration in striped dolphins (Stenella
coeruleoalba)
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Béjar, Manel4
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Male Antarctic fur seals aggregate at male only
haul-out sites in the South Shetland islands after the
breeding season. We conducted visual census at
Deception Island in early March 2019 to assess the
demographic structure and population density at
three haul-out sites (Collins Point, Whalers Bay,
Baily Head). We also instrumented 14 subadult
males at Collins Point and satellite tracked them
from late summer to early fall to assess site fidelity
and the duration of feeding and resting bouts.
Demographic structure was rather homogeneous at
the three sites and subadult males represented 4663% of the population everywhere. Furthermore,
males concentrated in the first 80 m above the
water limit at the three sites, although adults
concentrated in the first 40 m and subadults from
40 to 80 m above the water limit. Population
density declined markedly 80 m inland, but some
males moved as much as 220 m inland. Population
density in the preferred part of the beach was much
higher at Baily Head (10 males 400 m-2) than at the
other sites (Collins point: 6.2 males 400 m-2;
Whalers Bay: 4.7 males 400 m-2), probably because
of an easier access from the ocean. On average, the
foraging bouts of subadult males lasted 5.7 ± 1.0
days and they rested at haul-out sites for 2.1 ± 0.6
days. Subadult males usually shifted haul-out sites
between foraging bouts, which resulted in an
extremely low site fidelity: only 5 out of 14
subadult males returned to Deception island at least
once during the first 40 days after tagging and only
1 of them returned to Collins Point. Furthermore, 5
males leaved the Bransfield Sea to move south.

Given that hormone analysis can provide valuable
insights into the animal physiology and the overall
health status, considerable interest is focused in the
measurement of cortisol as a physiological
indicator of stress. In wild cetaceans, blubber
sampled from projectile biopsies is one of the main
matrixes used for cortisol analysis. The body
location from which blubber is collected could
potentially influence the levels of the hormone, but
to date, no studies have yet addressed this issue.
Therefore, the aim of the present study was to
evaluate whether blubber cortisol is affected by the
body region in striped dolphins (Stenella
coeruleoalba). Subjects used were stranded
dolphins found either dead or alive throughout the
Catalan coast. Blubber samples were collected
from 10 individuals at five different locations
during necropsy: cranial and caudal areas in
relation to the dorsal fin, and dorsal, central and
ventral areas in relation to the pectoral flipper.
Cortisol was extracted from blubber following an
adapted organic-solvent extraction method and
determined by enzyme immunoassay. Differences
in cortisol concentrations across anatomical regions
were tested by using a Friedman test. Mean (± SD)
cortisol values obtained were as follows (values are
reported as ng cortisol/mg blubber): cranial 7.45 (±
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Population biology and abundance of Common
Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the
Cap de Creus Marine Protected Area, Northwestern Mediterranean
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Understanding attitudes about engagement in
conservation policy within the marine mammal
scientific community may help non-governmental
organizations, federal agencies, and other
management entities develop and enhance
partnerships with scientists. To assess current
attitudes and levels of engagement and how they
have changed over time, we re-administered a
survey and extended a literature review that were
conducted in 2007 (Cornish and Daniel, Ocean
Conservancy). In the 2007 survey, of the 305
respondents who were marine mammal researchers,
90.5% said their work had conservation
implications and 59.3% believed they should
engage in actions to promote marine mammal
conservation. However, only 28.5% had engaged
with federal, state or local government officials or
agencies. In the twelve years since the initial study,
social media use, the availability of science
communication training, and public awareness and
action around climate change and ocean
degradation issues have increased significantly.
Due to these and other influences, we expect the readministered survey to reveal that the level of
engagement has increased. We provided modern
methods of science communication as survey
response options and included questions about how
researchers receive conservation policy
information. In the previous literature review, of
the 591 Marine Mammal Science journal articles
reviewed from 1985-2007, less than 4% explicitly
referenced conservation. However, almost 15% of
the roughly 880 articles reviewed from the same
journal for the shorter and more recent time period
of 2008-2018 explicitly connect research to
conservation. Our full literature review included
other journals, such as Marine Policy and Aquatic
Mammals, and considered keywords related to
conservation, like ‘policy’ and ‘management’. The
results of this study will be shared broadly with
survey respondents and with interested
stakeholders looking to improve communication
efforts for the conservation of marine mammals.

Common Bottlenose Dolphin (CBD), Tursiops
truncatus, presence in the Cap de Creus Marine
Protected Area (MPA) has the highest density for
this species in the Catalan coast. However, no
dedicated survey had yet been done in the area,
which represents an important habitat for
Mediterranean CBDs, classified as ‘Vulnerable’ by
IUCN, due to underwater canyons present within
two European Sites of Community Importance
(including Cap de Creus canyon). In 2017 we
started a two-year CBD study here to investigate
this population through photo-identification
surveys. 1183 nm of effective effort during 25
surveys days were carried out in 2017 and 1952 nm
during 33 surveys days in 2018. 12 CBD sightings
were recorded in 2017 and 36 in 2018. Average
group sizes recorded were 8.3 (2017) and 10.3
(2018), however maximum group sizes were 25
(2017) and 46 (2018). Presence of calves was
detected in 67% (2017) and 62% (2018) of the
encounters. A total of 6897 photographs in 2017
and 21481 in 2018 were taken, from which best
good-quality pictures were selected to be
processed. Photo-ID efficiency was of 85% (2017)
and 100% (2018). 77 individuals (including 7
calves) were identified in 2017 and 388 (including
46 calves) in 2018; from these 71 (2017) and 337
(2018) were marked individuals. 4 recaptures were
identified within 2017, 3 within 2018 and 4
between 2017-2018, resulting in 300 marked
individuals being registered in this MPA’s
Bottlenose Dolphin Catalogue. Closed population
capture-recapture models were used to assess
abundance from left and right catalogues
separately. 2017 left-catalogue data (n=45) resulted
on a preliminary population abundance estimate of
239 (SE = 110, 95% CI 113-594). Results suggest
this MPA could represent important breeding and
feeding areas for the Mediterranean CBD
population and, as fisheries interaction has been
detected, also stress the need for further
investigation.

Do harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) in
the Baltic Sea prefer certain areas for foraging?
Carlén, Ida1; Kyhn, Line2; Carlström, Julia3;
Tougaard, Jakob4
(1) Stockholm University, Department of Zoology,
Stockholm, Sweden
(2) Institute of Bioscience, Aarhus University,
Roskilde, Denmark
(3) Swedish Museum of Natural History,
Stockholm, Sweden

Connecting conservation policy and marine
mammal science: A survey of attitudes and
trends in publications.
Carini, Roxanne1; O'Donnell, Brady1; Cornish,
Vicki2; Daniel, Raychelle3
(1) Marine Mammal Commission, Bethesda, MD
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first observations of apparent completely hairless
grey (Halichoerus grypus) and harbour seals
(Phoca vitulina) in Swedish waters. Hairless seals
were identified from photos taken in august during
the annual Harbour seal aerial surveys in 20152019. Each photo was combined with a GPS
coordinate allowing us to pinpoint the locations of
the hairless seals. The etiology of this condition is
currently unknown and needs to be confirmed by
close-up observations and sampling. As top
predators marine mammals are ecosystem sentinels
and the emergence of a hair loss syndrome may be
an indicator of an ecological or biological
disturbance in the marine environment.

Protecting foraging areas is essential in the
protection of a species. The harbour porpoise
population in the Baltic Sea is listed by the IUCN
as critically endangered, and in this study we aimed
at identifying areas important for foraging within
its distribution range. Foraging buzzes, defined as
parts of click trains with short inter-click-intervals
(ICIs), were identified in the acoustic dataset from
the SAMBAH project, which collected passive
acoustic monitoring data from the Baltic Sea. The
proportion of buzz ICIs to total ICIs was calculated
per station per day per diel phase (dawn, day, dusk
and night), and a general additive model was
constructed to investigate if foraging areas could be
identified within the harbour porpoise distribution
range. Two main clusters of animals were evident
in the data: one in the southwestern Baltic Proper
and one in the Central Baltic Proper, with the
sample size in the Central Baltic Proper being small
compared to that in the southwestern Baltic Proper.
Results show that on the scale of the 304 sampling
stations (placed in a grid with 23.5 km between
stations) no specific foraging areas could be
identified. However, a significant difference could
be seen in foraging activity between the two
clusters, with a higher proportion of buzz ICIs in
the Central Baltic Proper. Buzz ICIs were present
in all diel phases, but the proportion of buzzes was
significantly higher during night and dawn. Results
are interpreted to agree with previous studies
suggesting that harbour porpoises need to eat
almost constantly, meaning that foraging should
occur in the entire distribution range and
throughout the day. The higher buzz ratio in the
Central Baltic Proper could indicate differences in
porpoise foraging behaviour, prey species, and/or
prey quality between the two porpoise populations.

Variation in ringed seal habitat use and feeding
across a latitudinal gradient of sea ice.
Carlyle, Cody1; Yurkowski, David2; Debets,
Cassandra3; Lange, Benjamin4; Kohlbach, Doreen4;
Young, Brent2; Brown, Thomas5; Michel,
Christine; Roth, Jim6; Ferguson, Steven7
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Canada
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(5) Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
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(7) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
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Ringed seals are vulnerable to rapid climate-driven
sea-ice decline given their dependence on ice for
subnivean lairs, moulting, and ice-associated prey.
Ringed seals have a broad latitudinal range that
experiences large variation in sea-ice coverage
from transient coverage in their southern limits to
persistent coverage in the north. Therefore, ringed
seals likely adjust their habitat use and feeding to
varying regional sea-ice conditions. Our objective
is to investigate how the density, occurrence, and
diet of ringed seals varies with sea-ice conditions
across their latitudinal range. We conducted aerial
surveys using infrared and digital imagery to obtain
density estimates of ringed seals in Alert (82.5°N),
Pond Inlet (72.7°N), and Arviat (61.1°N), Nunavut
in May-June from 2016-2018. Pairing
georeferenced sighting positions with high
resolution remote sensing imagery allowed for
novel investigation of fine scale habitat selection of
ringed seals. Stable isotopes were used to infer
trophic dynamics and highly branched isoprenoid
(HBI) lipids identified the relative contribution of
sea-ice carbon in ringed seal diets using muscle and
liver from Arviat, Pond Inlet, and Grise Fjord,

The curious case of hairless seals.
Ahola, Markus1; Carlsson, Anja2
(1) Swedish Museum of Natural History,
Stockholm, Sweden
(2) Swedish Museum of Natural History
Department of Environmental Research and
Monitoring, Uppsala, Sweden
Corresponding Author: anja.carlsson@nrm.se
Hair loss has been observed in several marine
mammal species and can have consequences for
thermoregulation, impacting on metabolic rate and
nutrition. Phocids spend a significant time on-land
to breed, pup and rest, during which time fur
contributes to an estimated 30% of thermal
insulation. Alopecia, a condition of localized hair
loss, has been observed in a number of seal species.
Complete hair loss in seals has, however, rarely
been reported in the wild. Here, we present, the
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Nunavut (76.4°N), and Qaanaaq, Greenland
(77.5°N) from September-November in 2015-2018.
Ringed seal densities were highest at mid-latitude
Pond Inlet (0.46-0.92 seals/km2), intermediate in
Arviat (0.45 seals/km2), and lowest at high-latitude
Alert (0.05 seals/km2). Seals also selected limited
first-year ice in the multi-year ice dominated Alert.
Muscle samples (n=41) significantly increased in
δ15N from 15.61‰ to 16.48‰ (t=2.88, p=0.0063)
and decreased in δ13C from -21.15‰ to -19.76‰
(t=11.26, p<0.0001) between Arviat and Pond Inlet,
respectively. Liver samples (n=44) similarly
increased in δ15N (t=3.23, p=0.0024) and decreased
in δ13C (t=15.62, p<0.0001) between Arviat and
Pond Inlet. Results from HBIs will also be
discussed. As sea-ice decline continues, our results
provide insights into how a key Arctic species
adjusts to regional sea-ice conditions and inform
co-management with northern communities.

Florida). While the overall increase in stranding
numbers is likely due to a combination of increased
stranding occurrence and response effort following
the DWHOS, HI-related standings increased
independently from the DWHOS. Alabama was
identified as a hotspot of HI strandings, having the
highest density and percentage of (non-oiled) HI
strandings since 2010, primarily fishery
interactions. This study highlights the: 1) value of
high-quality local and regional data to support
analysis of patterns in marine mammal stranding
events, 2) need for sufficient monitoring and
stranding network operations, and 3) importance of
understanding negative and positive human
influences on stranding demographics to support
targeted conservation efforts.

Human influence on common bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) strandings in the northern
Gulf of Mexico
Carmichael, Ruth H.1; Hodanbosi, Matthew2;
Wingers, Noel L.3; Russell, Mackenzie4
(1) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/ University of South
Alabama, Dauphin Island
(2) University of South Alabama/Dauphin Island
Sea Lab
(3) Dauphin Island Sea Lab, Dauphin Island, AL
(4) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/AL Marine Mammal
Stranding Network, Dauphin Island, Alabama
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New kids on the block! Studying stereotyped
whistles in a resident population of common
bottlenose dolphins
Carneiro, Inês1; Rachinas-Lopes, Patricia2; Luís,
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Sobreira, Filipa6; dos Santos, Manuel E.7
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Human interactions (HI) with marine mammals
pose a threat of increasing global concern for
conservation, but human activities can also benefit
stranding response through enhanced monitoring
and reporting of stranded animals. The net effect of
these human influences on stranding demographics
is not well studied but has potential to influence
stranding numbers and how we manage and
conserve populations. To quantify human influence
on stranding events in terms of direct contributions
to strandings and stranding response effort, we
determined the number and proportion of total and
HI-related bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
strandings normalized to shoreline length in each
northern Gulf of Mexico (nGOM) state. We used
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (DWHOS) as a
benchmark to compare periods of lower (pre-) and
higher (post-DWHOS) response effort. Alabama
was used as a case study to define potential
interannual and spatial variation in human
influences on strandings because sufficient data
were available to make comparisons for this state.
Our findings indicate a region-specific increase in
strandings along the nGOM coast from Louisiana
through Alabama, with the greatest proportion of
HI strandings in eastern nGOM (Alabama, western

The Sado estuary, Portugal is home to a small,
resident population of common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) that have been the focus of
multidisciplinary research. The long-term
occurrence of stereotyped tonal calls has been
documented for more than 20 years, and these
emissions with stable frequency modulation
contours have been hypothesized to be signature
whistles. These whistles are thought to broadcast
individual identity, and are considered important
vocalizations to maintain cohesion in bottlenose
dolphin groups. In order to support the attribution
of signature function to stereotyped whistles, the
SIGID criterion has been applied to field
recordings. This study attempts to document the
occurrence of new signature whistles in a wellknown, stable population where newborns were
observed recently. From 2016-2018, bottlenose
dolphins’ underwater emissions were recorded and
the composition of groups was assessed using
photo-identification. The complete census of this
population during this study was at 31 individuals:
25 adults, 2 juveniles, 4 calves. Based on the
acoustic analysis, 169 good-quality whistles were
identified, and classified into categories by four
independent judges, through visual inspection of
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spectrograms. A total of 11 stereotyped whistle
contours were identified, of which 4 were detected
for the first time. Interestingly, during the same
period of time 4 new calves were observed. Only
three whistle types were validated as signature
whistles by the SIGID method: two previously
identified contours and one of the new additions.
Work is in progress to explore the link between
recorded stereotyped whistles and identified
individuals in the groups of these resident
bottlenose dolphins.

stranded between 2008 and 2018. Samples
collected included skin, blubber, liver, heart, lymph
nodes, intestines, stomach, bladder, lung, and
blood. Characterization of degenerative disease
included external clinical signs before death:
emaciation, bone projected lumps from hips,
lumbar vertebrae, shoulders, ribcage, chest and
rostrum; transparent discharge from nose,
weakness, limping, pale mucous or cyanosis,
lethargic behavior, dyspnea, hypoxia, and
dehydration. Necropsy abnormalities showed
ascites or hydrothorax, abnormal coloration of
intestines, hyperplasic bladder, heart with
hyperplasia on left or right side, hemoprotein liquid
in abdomen or thorax, lung collapse with veins
constricted and hemorrhoidal white structures, and
white solid structures around thoracic or abdominal
organs. Formalin fixed samples with H-E stain
confirmed neoplasm in 83% of the cases (N=103).
Acquired data has shown the significant increase of
degenerative cases between 2008 and 2018. from 1
to a median of 12 per year, with a peak of 36 cases
recorded in 2017. The impact of oncogenic
pollutants on marine mammals plays a critical role
in understanding population dynamics and disease
risks. As oceans continue to increase in pollutant
levels, marine mammals are playing a critical role
as sentinel species for possible physiological
effects that could occur in humans, as occurrences
of neoplasm originating in the lymph nodes and
lungs correlated with mercury toxicity. An analysis
of known effects of pollutants and areas of needed
research will be outlined based on these cases.
Understanding the impact of focalized pollution
will be a strong aid in determining the next steps
towards restoring the ocean’s health.

Monitoring marine mammals in Brazil: Beyond
the legal commitments.
Carpeggiani, Barbara Prates1; Almeida, Fernando2;
Rosario, Denise3
(1) UO-BS - Petrobras, Santos, Brazil
(2) PETROBRAS, Santos, Brazil
(3) PETROBRAS, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Corresponding Author:
bcarpeggiani@petrobras.com.br
Since 2015, marine mammals have been monitored
by two different projects conducted by
PETROBRAS to attend legal commitments
established by the brazilian environmental agency,
IBAMA, for the environmental licensing process of
Santos Basin pre-salt province oil production and
transport . They are the biggest monitoring
programns in course in the country considering the
area covered and the types of methodologic
aproaches. One of them is called Santos Basin
Cetaceans Monitoring Program and the otlher is
called Santos Basin Beach Monitoring Program.
The collected data are public acessible and the
information that has been produced is fundamental
for the brazilian biodiversity action plans update
and definition of new ones. Both of them have been
executed by companies and universities, allyng
cientific knowledge with mannagemente
practices contributing to biodiversity conservation.

Predicting the at-sea distribution of sympatric
grey and harbour seals in the United Kingdom
using habitat preference models
Carter, Matt1; Boehme, Lars2; Duck, Callan3;
Grecian, James3; Hastie, Gordon4; McConnell,
Bernie4; Miller, David3; Morris, Chris3; Thompson,
Dave1; Thompson, Paul M.5; Russell, Deborah6
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(2) University of Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(3) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(4) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews
(5) University of Aberdeen, Cromarty, United
Kingdom
(6) Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, Scotland
Corresponding Author: midc@st-andrews.ac.uk

Characterization of degenerative diseases on
marine mammals of Peru: Increased incidence
over 10 years.
Carrington, James1; Yaipen-LLanos, Carlos2
(1) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU
(2) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Lima
Corresponding Author: carrington@orca.org.pe
Research and data on marine mammal health in
Peru has been recorded over the past 18 years by
the Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals (ORCA). This presentation
provides a clear description of degenerative
diseases currently affecting marine mammal in the
Peruvian waters. Seven species were recorded

The United Kingdom hosts globally important
populations of both grey and harbour seals. While
grey seal numbers have increased steadily over the
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last 60 years, harbour seals are experiencing
dramatic population declines in some regions, with
no causal factor identified. The distribution of both
species overlaps in many areas. Grey seals have
been reported to predate harbour seals, and their
similar diets suggest that they may also be
competitors. These factors, coupled with increasing
potential for anthropogenic disturbance due to
offshore construction and habitat modification,
mean that there is a growing need to understand the
drivers of at-sea distribution for both species.
Previous studies have predicted at-sea distribution
based on patterns of space use derived from
telemetry data. However, this approach does not
allow robust predictions of distribution emanating
from haul-outs for which there are no associated
telemetry data. Using high-resolution GPS tracking
data from 95 grey and 280 harbour seals, we
modelled regional habitat preference as a function
of environmental covariates in a use-availability
framework. Environmental drivers of at-sea
distribution varied between the species and among
regions, highlighting the complex spatial dynamics
of phocid seal ecology in the UK. Spatial
predictions of seal distribution were scaled by
population estimates at each known haul-out site,
and merged to create a UK-wide distribution map
for each species for use in marine spatial planning.

imagery of samples of all cohorts using a small
UAS. To address the limitations of the onboard
altimetry included in the UAS, standardized
calibration data were collected within each flight.
Using still images extracted from aerial video and
standard photogrammetry software, we collated
details of body morphology and calculated the ratio
of the dorsal surface area to body length to provide
a condition estimate for each individual. Results
highlight gender-based differences over this period.
For maternal females, body condition remained
consistent throughout the aerial study period (20162019). In contrast, for likely males (i.e. escorts to
mother-calf pairs and adults seen in multiple
groups, presumed mostly males), body condition
estimates increased by 16% in the 2019 season
compared to previous years (t= -2.940, p=0.007).
Combining these findings with our sighting data
suggests a gender-specific response in migratory
behavior during this time. Potentially, males, albeit
in lesser body condition, migrated to the breeding
grounds throughout this period of nutritional stress.
In contrast, female reproductive activity and
associated migratory behavior may have been
constrained by body condition during these
challenging times.
Passive acoustic platforms to investigate
spatiotemporal patterns in distribution and
acoustic behavior of Indo-pacific humpback
dolphins southwest of Hainan island, China.
Caruso, Francesco1; Dong, Lijun1; Lin, Mingli; Liu,
Mingming; Xu, Wanxue Xu1; Li, Songhai2
(1) Marine Mammal and Marine Bioacoustics
Laboratory, Institute of Deep-sea Science and
Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Sanya,
China
(2) INSTITUTE OF DEEP-SEA SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCI,
SANYA, China
Corresponding Author: francesco@idsse.ac.cn

Gender-based differences in body condition in
humpback whales on the Hawaiian breeding
grounds during a period of reproductive decline
Cartwright, Rachel1; Venema, Amy2; Garlington,
Stacy2; Yarborough, Sarah3; Shapiro, Nathan4;
Jaeger, Alan3
(1) The Keiki Kohola Project, Delray Beach, FL
(2) The Keiki Kohola Project, Kihei, Hawaii
(3) California State University Channel Islands,
Camarillo, CA
(4) California State University Channel Islands,
Canyon Country, CA
Corresponding Author:
rachel.cartwright@caringforcalves.org

Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) offers a noninvasive and reliable method to survey acoustically
marine mammals and provide information on their
distribution and activities at high spatiotemporal
resolution. Indo-Pacific Humpback dolphin (Sousa
chinensis) is a species inhabiting the tropical and
warm-temperate waters of the eastern Indian Ocean
and Southeast Asia and a new record was logged in
2014 in the coastal waters southwest of Hainan
Island (South China Sea). The significant recent
increase in coastal development in this area, related
to economic growth linked with touristic business,
has resulted in several activities (e.g. seashore
construction, coastal urbanization, artificial islands)
that could impact the dolphin habitat. We are
investigating the long-term distribution of this
population using an array of underwater platforms
installed in shallow waters (10-20 m depth). In

Between 2013 and 2018, as three potent climatic
disruptions impacted the North Pacific, we
documented a steep decline in the reproductive rate
for the newly designated Hawaiian Distinct
Population Segment of humpback
whales, Megaptera novaeangliae. Encounter rates
for mother-calf humpback whale pairs within our
study area on the Hawaiian breeding grounds fell
by 75% during this period. Additionally, while
numbers of adult whales stayed relatively constant,
anecdotal reports of malnourished whales increased
during this time. Here, we provide regional
encounter rates for the 2019 season, along with
quantitative details of body condition for maternal
females and likely males during this period of
disruption. Beginning in 2016, we collected aerial
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each PAM site, an acoustic stationary recorder
(SoundTrap) is installed periodically from Feb
2018. A sampling frequency of 288 kHz with 16bit quantization was chosen. We established a
recording sampling protocol of 5 min every 30 min,
with about two months of data acquisition with nobattery recharge. The PAM survey that we are
applying with multiple platforms encouraged us to
use automatic analyses methods. A detection
algorithm was developed in MATLAB to identify
echolocation signals (clicks) of Indo-Pacific
humpback dolphin. Here, results on species
distribution are presented across multiple temporal
and spatial scales. Moreover, the accuracy of click
detection process was examined through the
different locations and compared with an acoustic
click data logger (A-tag) installed in each platform.
The acoustic presence of dolphins was checked via
manual approach (spectrogram visualization and
listening, Raven Lite software) and other signals of
interest (natural, biological and anthropogenic
sources) were identified in correspondence with
dolphin vocalizations.

June. Strandings of all species, but especially
bottlenoses and porpoises, occurred more
frequently on the leeward (eastern Algarve) side of
the coast. Of the 887 cetaceans strandings
registered, it was possible to investigate the cause
of stranding for 450 cetaceans (50.7%) and about
50 % of these individuals died of anthropogenic
causes, mainly due to bycatch in fishing gear (31
%). The main factor we suggest that could be
responsible for the increases in cetacean strandings
in southern Portugal in recent years is mainly
increased survey effort. Fisheries interactions,
especially with coastal gears (gill and trammel nets,
purse seine) are in significant part responsible for
mortality patterns for smaller delphinids and
porpoises and worthy of more detailed
investigation. These results highlight the ecological
significance of strandings data from long term
databases as a valuable monitoring strategy in the
region.
Ontogenetic and sex-related diet variation in
Amazonian manatees (Trichechus inunguis)
from central Amazon, Brazil
Carvalho de Carvalho, Camila1; Botta, Silvina2;
Marmontel, Miriam3; Secchi, Eduardo
(1) Universidade Federal de Rio Grande, Rio
Grande, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande-FURG,
Rio Grande
(3) Instituto Mamirauá, Tefé, Brazil
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Spatio-temporal characterization of cetacean
strandings and main causes of mortality along
Western Southern Iberia, 1978-2017
Carvalho, Flávia1; Marçalo, Ana1; Casero, Maria2;
Sequeira, Marina3; Vingada, José4; Nicolau, Lidia5
(1) Universidade do Algarve, Faro, Portugal
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(4) Universidade do Minho, Braga, Portugal
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(CESAM) & Departamento de Biologia,
Universidade de Aveiro,, Aveiro, pt
Corresponding Author:
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Variation in resource use among ontogenetic
classes and sexes have been reported for many
aquatic mammals. For species that inhabit areas of
difficult access, as the endemic Amazonian
manatee (Trichechus inunguis), there are few
studies focused on feeding ecology, these
ecological questions remaining unanswered.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess
variation in the diet of Amazonian manatees from
Amanã and Mamirauá Sustainable Development
Reserves, Amazonas, Brazil. Amazonian manatee’s
dentin and the potential food sources (algae and
macrophytes) were analyzed for carbon and
nitrogen stable isotopes. Mixing models were used
to estimate the proportion of each food source that
contributes to the diet and simulated mixing
polygons were created to verify the adequacy of the
trophic discrimination factors used. Sex and
ontogenetic-related variation in δ13C and δ15N
values were evaluated through generalized linear
models. For all the adults and male adult groups the
highest dietary contributor was C4 plants, while for
juveniles and adult females, C3 aquatic plants
contribute more. However, differences in
contribution between C4 and aquatic C3 plants were
small for all groups (0.04 to 0.18). The best model

Cetacean strandings data can provide insights into
the long-term dynamics of populations, and threats
they face. This work investigated cetacean
strandings collected along the southern Portuguese
coast (Algarve) between 1978 and 2017, seasonal
and annual trends in the number of strandings for
all strandings identified to specie level (N = 887),
and for the five most frequently reported species:
common dolphin, Delphinus delphis (39.0 % of
records), striped dolphin, Stenella coeruleoalba
(9.8 %), minke-whale, Balaenoptera acutorostrata
(7.7 %), bottlenose-dolphin, Tursiops truncatus
(7.4 %) and harbour porpoise, Phocoena phocoena
(4.2 %). Analysis showed that the relative
frequency of strandings on the overall and for the
five most stranded species increased significantly
recently in the most recent period (2010-2017).
Seasonal peaks in strandings frequencies were only
significant for minke-whale, between March and
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(lower AIC) for δ13C included only the variable
ontogenetic class and for δ15N, sex and ontogenetic
class. Adults showed higher δ13C values (-16.1‰),
followed by juveniles (-18.2‰) and nursing calves
(-20.5‰). The lowest δ15N values were observed in
juveniles (8.5‰) and females (8.9‰), and the
highest values in nursing calves (9.9‰) and males
(9.7‰). In conclusion, the differences in stable
isotopic values among ontogenetic classes are
probably reflecting the distinction between nursing
calves’ milk diet and adults’ solid diet, which is
commonly reported for other aquatic mammal
species. Sex-related variation were attributed to
different habitat use patterns due to distinct
energetic reproduction demands, where males
would travel larger distances searching for a
receptive female.

Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie,
Legnaro (Padova), ItalyDepartment Comparative
Biomedicine and Food Science - University of
Padova, Legnaro, ItalyUniversity of Padua,
Legnaro, ItalyIstituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale
del Piemonte, Liguria e Valle d'Aosta, Turin, Italy
Corresponding Author: cristina.casalone@izsto.it
Thanks to the surveillance activity of the Istituti
Zooprofilattici Sperimentali network, coordinated
by the National Reference Centre for Diagnostic
Activities on Dead Stranded Cetaceans
(C.Re.Di.Ma.), the examination of cetaceans
stranded in recent years along the Italian coastline
has shown that infectious diseases play an
important role as cause of death (CD). During the
two-year period 2017-2018, 184 out of the 386
cetaceans stranded along the Italian coastline
(Italian National Stranding Database) were
necropsied (47.6%). The necropsy and the panel of
diagnostic investigations were either complete or
partial, depending on the conservation status of the
carcass. Based on gross and microscopic pathology
and ancillary testing, the most probable CD was
determined and categorized as anthropogenic (subclassified into interaction with fishing
activities/vessel collisions), infectious (subclassified into viral/bacterial/parasitic/mycotic), by
other causes (including metabolic and degenerative
disorders, neonatal/perinatal pathology, etc.), and
undetermined. The CD was determined for 120
animals (65%). Infectious diseases were the most
common CD, involving 72 cetaceans (60%), while
40 specimens (34%) were diagnosed with an
anthropogenic CD, consisting in interaction with
fishing activities in most cases, and 8 (6%) were
considered as affected by other CDs, mostly
perinatal pathology. Noteworthy, the diagnostic
activities allowed to detect well known cetaceanspecific viruses like Dolphin Morbillivirus,
cetacean Alphaherpesvirus and Gammaherpesvirus,
as well as significant pathogens like Salmonella
1,4, [5], 12: i: - and Salmonella Enteritidis, Listeria
monocytogenes, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae,
Brucella ceti and Toxoplasma gondii. These results,
integrating novel findings and published reports,
are valuable for a baseline knowledge of cetacean
pathology and mortality trends in the Central
Mediterranean Sea and may be helpful to
diagnosticians and future conservation policies.

Results of diagnostic activities on stranded
cetaceans, Italy, 2017-2018
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Preliminary mark-recapture analysis of striped
dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) photoidentification data in the Aeolian Archipelago,
Italy.
Caserta, Valentina1; Bardelli, Roberta; Bruno,
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Monica Francesca
(1) Filicudi WildLife Conservation, Baiso, Italy
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watching tourism targeting dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) and manatees (Trichechus manatus
manatus) in the Mexican Caribbean (SKRB). We
applied 64 semi-structured interviews to tourism
operators and fishermen of Punta Allen and Punta
Herrero communities, in order to compilate
information about the offered tours, watching
protocols and local perception. Based on this, we
selected key localities to observe and describe
watching activities and when possible, the animals’
reaction to the boats. For manatees, two zones near
sinkholes located in Caapechen and Bocapaila
lagoons were selected, and observations were
video-recorded using a drone DJI Phantom 3
Advanced. A locality known as ‘El Faro’ was
visited to conduct boat-based observations of
dolphin watching activities, assessing surface
dolphin behavior by focal group sampling over
two-minute intervals. Manatee watching tourism is
conducted by two methods: stationary observations
and active chasing, the latest representing a
potential risk of collision for the manatees.
Likewise, during dolphin watching activities we
observed concerning boat operators behaviors:
direct and close approaching to the dolphins,
aggressive chasing, and excessive number of boats
interacting with the same group. Five local tourism
cooperatives and two private operators offer
manatee/dolphin watching tours to visitors,
showing that this is an important source of income
to community stakeholders. However, our
observations raise a concern as it could be
detrimental to the target species. After several
workshops/meetings with the local tourist operators
and SKBR authorities, we propose guidelines for
watching activities in order to reduce the risks of
marine mammals’ behavioral changes, habitat use
modification and boat collisions. Likewise,
establishing temporal or spatial refuges protecting
biologically important areas (e.g., feeding grounds)
where watching activity is prohibited, could be an
appropriate strategy.

A long-term photo-id study was performed on
Mediterranean striped dolphins (Stenella
coeruleoalba) inhabiting the Aeolian Archipelago
(Southern Italy). Data collected through 412 focal
follows on April-November from 2007-2018 were
used to investigate striped dolphin distribution,
habitat use, degree of residency and pattern of skin
marks. A photo- ID catalogue of the photoidentified individuals was produced (DARWIN)
and a high re-sighting rate was found in markrecapture analysis. The prevalence of skin mark
types found on dorsal fin and the other body
regions (head, flanks, back, tail and flukes) was
assessed and classified according to traumata or
other causes. The distribution of striped dolphin
groups varied with season, i.e. a more
homogeneous distribution was found in the summer
whereas more localized feeding habitats in
spring/autumn, suggesting that the dolphin groups
may move according to prey availability but also to
anthropogenic factors such boat traffic. The
offshore occurrence of the dolphin groups was
related to a mean depth of 420.6 meters and a mean
distance to coast of 2455 meters. These results
suggest that the Aeolian Archipelago is an
important feeding area for Mediterranean striped
dolphins and contribute to implement appropriate
management actions for the conservation of
cetacean species in this area.
Getting way too close to wild dolphins and
manatees: Challenges of marine mammals
watching tourism in Sian Ka’an Biosphere
Reserve (SKBR), Mexican Caribbean.
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Friendly whales? Unusual behavior of
humpback whales that are possibly accustomed
to tourism.
Castro, Cristina1; Kaufman, Gregory2
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Whale watching is one of the fastest growing
tourism industries in the world. In Latin America
whale tourism is in constant growth. In 2014, the
fishing community of Puerto Lopez received more
than $3,000,000 USD between direct and indirect
profits and 60,000 tourists from June to September.
Our main research objective is the population study

Marine mammal watching is becoming an
important non-consumptive use of wild megafauna
in Mexico, mainly in the Pacific and Gulf of
Mexico. Here, we present the first report of
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of the humpback whales Megaptera
novaeangliae and our research question is to know
the impact of tourism on whales.

the conservation-society-policy relationship is
Citizen Science. The society voluntarily
participates in conservation projects based on their
enthusiasm and concern for environmental
problems. In addition to provide important and
reliable data, it has the potential to change society's
attitudes toward science and the conservation of the
planet.

Our study area is located in Puerto Lopez,
Machalilla National Park, Ecuador, which
included Isla de la Plata. From 2016 to 2018, 180
research trips were realized, of which 15 (8%)
instances of ´´friendly whales´´ have been
observed. Pod sizes varied between one to
fifteen animals. The most common behaviors
observed: the competitive, travel and rest groups.

In the case of Mediterranean monk seal
conservation at Madeira archipelago, the RED SOS
Lobo Marinho Network was created under an EU
LIFE project, to gather collaboration and data from
citizens, willing to provide monk seal observations
as well as to warn the competent authority about
threats and problematic situations for seals that
may need intervention. Collaboration agreements
were established with 22 official institutions, 17
whales watching and diving companies, and 17
private volunteers. A protocol of action, which
includes an ethical code of behavior in the presence
of seals and a specific RED SOS telephone
number, has served to coordinate and homogenize
the gathering of information among the
participants, including many spontaneous
collaborators. Between 2014 and 2018, 686 monk
seal sightings have been reported throughout the
whole archipelago, 74% from non-official
institutions (39% citizens, 18% sports divers and
15% fishermen from coast and fishing sailors, 2%
tourists).

Friendly whales are curious whales that during the
whale watching tours come close to the boat and
stay around it, from five minutes to one hour. There
are reports of whales touching the boats without
moving, allowing the tourists to touch them. There
are others that on various occasions will stay next
to the boat doing spy hops and traveling around it.
This study aimed at understanding the behavioral
reactions of individuals to these interactions with
whale watching boats. Observing the behavioral
events performed by individuals during an
interaction can help define the short-term reactions
elicited by the boat presence. We recorded the
behavioral events performed by all individuals. The
frequency of occurrence of all events was
compared depending on the presence of vessels,
their behavior, and the structure and composition
groups.

Observations reports have contributed with good
information about the seals habitat use and with
quality images that have been incorporated into the
seal identification catalogues. It also provided
warnings about seals in difficult situations (mostly
animals disturbed by humans or weak) allowing the
intervention of authorities in 7 occasions, and
allowed the recovery of one carcass for necropsy
purposes. RedSOS has proven to be an effective
public participation tool for conservation and as an
informal educational experience that promotes
environmental awareness.

This document proposes the naming of
"friendly whale" as an unusual behaviour of the
humpback whales in the presence of humans and
whale watching boats. We suggest more studies on
the behaviour, in other breeding areas, to determine
if the growth of tourism is changing the behaviour
of the whales and accustoming them to human
presence.
The contribution of citizen science to the
conservation of Mediterranean monk seal
(Monachus monachus) population at Madeira
archipelago
Cedenilla, Miguel Angel1; Aparicio García,
Fernando2; Muñoz, Mercedes3; Pires, Rosa4
(1) Fundación CBD-Habitat, Madrid, Spain
(2) Fundación CBD-Hábitat, Madrid, Spain
(3) IUCN, malaga, Spain
(4) IFCN, IP-RAM, Funchal, Portugal
Corresponding Author: michcedeni@cbdhabitat.com

Mediterranean monk seals interactions with
fisheries at Madeira archipelago
Centenera Martín, Soledad1; Pires, Rosa2; Muñoz,
Mercedes3; Correia, Jose; Caires, Carolina4;
Ornelas, Gonçalo4; Teixeira, Rodrigo4; Lafuente,
Regina; Fernandez De Larrinoa, Pablo1
(1) FUNDACION CBD-HABITAT, Madrid, Spain
(2) IFCN, IP-RAM, Funchal, Portugal
(3) IUCN, malaga, Spain
(4) Instituto de Florestas e Conservação da
Natureza, IP-RAM, Funchal, Portugal
Corresponding Author: soledad.centenera@cbdhabitat.com

Monitoring to assess situations and spacetemporary trends is fundamental in biodiversity
conservation programs. A particularly powerful
tool which plays a fundamental and growing role in
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Negative interactions with fisheries has been
identified as one of the major threats to
Mediterranean monk seal conservation along its
distribution range. In Madeira, previous studies
showed that most fishermen believe that the species
does not cause damage and are not accidentally
entangled in fishing gear. This may be caused by
the prohibition of fishing nets in the archipelago,
and a low overlapping with seals foraging areas,
due to the great dependency of this sector on the
exploitation of deep-water species, large pelagic
migratory fishes and small pelagic fishes. To
evaluate this interaction, a program of observers
onboard Madeira fishing vessels was developed
between 2016 and 2018 with presence on 200
fishing trips of a duration between several hours
and 3 days, in 20 different boats from 9 different
fishing harbors, using 8 different fishing gears. No
interactions with seals was observed, and only in 2
occasions a seal was observed, both from boats
fishing with traps just hundreds of meters from the
coast. To determine fishermen’s attitude towards
the seals, interviews were performed to 98
fishermen of 45 different boats, with 24 questions
about fishing gear, target species, evolution of
captures, current problems for fisheries, and monk
seals. 47% of fishermen never observe seals while
fishing, 82% think that seals should be in protected
areas without fishing, 52% wouldn’t like the monk
seal population growing, and 2 out of 3 captains
consider that monk seals harm fisheries. In general
fishermen are afraid of being blamed as the
responsible for the monk seal decline.

proximate competition between males and females
to access the best food resources. Particularly,
females appear to be outcompeting males, which
might have forced the latter to explore waters at
higher latitudes to support their large size. Even
though there is evidence of reduced male feeding
success when co-occurring with females, no study
has explicitly assessed intra-specific differences in
diet that could support this hypothesis. In this
study, we aim to compare the diet of female and
male sperm whales in the waters around the
Balearic Islands, a breeding ground for the IUCN
‘Endangered’ population of Mediterranean sperm
whales, where females and males co-occur but
segregate at a fine spatial scale. Dietary differences
will be assessed through the analysis of N and C
stable isotopes in skin samples, and combined with
long-term feeding success and habitat use data to
assess the degree of sexual segregation. Analyzing
sperm whale diet can elucidate critical aspects of
their interactions with conspecifics, the
environment, and other species therein, as well as
provide important information for their
conservation.
Our neighbors the inshore dolphins: A citizen
science mark-recapture assessment of urban
bottlenose dolphins in La Paz Bay, BCS.
Cereceres, Veronica1; Sanchez-Robledo, Erika;
Gonzalez, Manuel2; Herra-Miranda, David3;
Oviedo, Lenin4
(1) UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE BAJA
CALIFORNIA SUR
(2) Deep Baja, La Paz, Mexico
(3) Centro de Investigación de Cetáceos Costa
Rica CEIC, Rincon de Osa, Costa Rica
(4) Centro de investigación de Cetáceos Costa Rica
CEIC, Rincon de Osa, Costa Rica
Corresponding Author:
CERECERES24@ICLOUD.COM

Current interaction with fisheries is low and
restricted to coastal fisheries, but fishermen still
have a reluctant attitude towards them, making
information and awareness campaigns necessary.
Do male and female sperm whales live separate
lives because females outcompete males for the
best food?
Cerdà, Margalida1; Brotons, Txema2; Pirotta,
Enrico3; Vighi, Morgana4; Dillane, Eileen5;
Rendell, Luke
(1) Asociación Tursiops, ES CAÜLLS MARRATXÍ,
Spain
(2) TURSIOPS, Sa Cabaneta, Spain
(3) Washington State University, Vancouver, WA
(4) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(5) Schof Biologycal, Earth and Environmental
Sciences, University of College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Corresponding Author:
m.cerda@asociaciontursiops.org

By the nature of their near-shore distribution,
inshore bottlenose dolphins often suffer from
adverse effects derived from anthropogenic
disturbances such as maritime traffic, fishery
interactions and habitat degradation, which take
place in the temporal scale in the short to mid-term.
In La Paz Bay, these inshore dolphins are
sympatric for over six months with whale sharks
aggregating at less than a mile from the shoreline,
both species represent a very important resource for
the local eco-tourism, a key income-sector for La
Paz. Effective management and conservation
strategies require information regarding their
abundance. This assessment estimates the effective
population sizes of bottlenose dolphins in La Paz
Bay using photo-identification. This case study
aims to contribute to the understanding of the
processes that influence habitat use of free-ranging
populations of inshore dolphins under high levels

Sperm whales are characterized by a complex
social system, with groups of females forming
long-lasting social units, and males becoming
increasingly solitary with age. The evolution of this
complexity may have been partly driven by the
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of anthropogenic pressures due to their almost
urban-occurrence. Using boat excursions focusing
in both charismatic species as platform of
opportunity, photo-Identification data have been
gathered since 2015 and processed to construct a
history of encounters. Open population models
(CJS) were applied to generate Insights in
demography (Φ: apparent survival, p: probabilitycapture) and population size. The best-fitted CJS
model was that considering the effect in all
population parameters, average survival estimates
(0.92; C.I: 0.29-1) and probability of capture (0.25;
C.I: 0.09-0.59) are associated with a population
size of 79 individuals (C.I: 70-90). This abundance
estimate was similar to previous estimations
considering 6 years (1989-1994). The core area of
distribution for the species is characterized by
important biological productivity and low predation
risk, which may promote these demographic
pattern. However, what could be the critical
calving/foraging habitat for this inshore marine
predator is encroached by coastal development.
Citizen science approaches presents a cost-effective
alternative to increase monitoring. A more in depth
assessment of behavior and demography is
currently underway.

females were considered to be receptive at that time
(i.e., no calf or > 2-year old calf if present). Rare
events of what looked like a ‘rooster strut’ and the
annual observation of adult females from the
adjacent communities with the SCR male alliances
(6% of the encounters) also suggest mating
competition, most likely for non-randomly selected
females (i.e., eight out of 67 adjacent females
including two observed in multiple years).
Although both alliances will see a change in the
next few years due to loss of affiliates, two resident
juveniles showed significant preferred affiliates
with a high association index (SI = 0.68) estimated
over the last five years, an indication of future
alliance formation. However, consistent loss of
individuals due to human impacts (i.e., fishing line
entanglement) may deflate the benefits for males to
form alliances and/or increase the competition level
for females if the numbers of SCR resident females
decrease.
Do fin whales avoid noisy area? Analyse of
trajectories in relation to shipping noise.
Chamorro, Eva1; Le Courtois, Florent2; Madon,
Bénédicte3
(1) Shom, San Lorenzo de el Escorial, Spain
(2) Shom, Brest, France
(3) Université de Bretagne Occidentale, Brest,
Brest, France
Corresponding Author: florent.le.courtois@shom.fr

Toward the evidence of male mating strategies
in Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphin populations
along the south-west coastline of Western
Australia.
Chabanne, Delphine
AMRU (Murdoch University) | Evolutionary
Genetics Group (University of Zurich), Murdoch,
WA, Australia
Corresponding Author:
delphine.chabanne@murdoch.edu.au

Western part of the Mediterranean Sea hosts
populations of fin whales. Depending on the
seasons, the animals are known to be located in the
Pelagos Sanctuary (in the Ligurian Sea), and can
migrate around Corsica and Balearic Islands. This
area is also frequented by several shipping
activities: regular ferry lanes, as well as tanker and
super-containers of various sizes. These types of
boat are major contributor to low frequency
ambient noise in the Mediterranean. Such
anthropogenic noise can cause masking of the
communications of baleen whales, and may lead to
the risk of impacts at the population scale.

Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) inhabiting the coastal and estuarine
waters of Perth, Western Australia, define three
socio-geographic resident communities. Their
small sizes and individual long-term interactions
associated with respective site fidelity would
suggest an intra-community complex social
structure. This study investigated the presence of
male alliances within the Swan Canning Riverpark
(SCR) estuarine community, their stability, and
access to females. Association indices along with
tests for preferred and avoided affiliates were
examined using eight years of photo-identification
and behavioral data. Two resident adult male
alliances (one trio and one pair) were detected from
three parameters: high association indices (SI >
0.79), significant preferred affiliates within
alliances, and significant avoidance between
alliances (SI < 0.05). Other males were
occasionally associated with one of the alliances
(SI = 0.37 – 0.21). Males were seen with females in
106 encounters (36%), many of whom (86%) when

In this study, the relation between fin whales
migration patterns and shipping noise levels is
investigated. Positions of animals are retrieved
using tagged data. Received levels are computed
using AIS and propagation model.
Results are firstly analyzed in terms of masking.
Additional behavioral data from the tags, such as
speed and cape, and environmental information,
such as chlorophyll concentration, provide
preliminary framework for risk assessment and
identify suitable management solution for
conservation.
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More than snacks: An analysis of drone
observed blue whale surface lunge feeding
linked with prey data.
Chandler, Todd1; Torres, Leigh2; Barlow, Dawn3;
Burnett, John
(1) Marine Mammal Institute, Oregon State
University, Newport, Oregon
(2) Marine Mammal Institute, Oregon State
University, Newport
(3) Marine Mammal Institute, Oregon State
University, Newport, OR
Corresponding Author:
leigh.torres@oregonstate.edu

Shane6; Trumble, Stephen7
(1) Baylor University
(2) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, CA
(3) University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas
(4) NOAA - Fisheries
(5) University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa
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(6) Colorado State University
(7) Baylor University, Waco, Texas
Corresponding Author:
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To understand how predators optimize foraging
strategies, extensive knowledge of predator
behavior and prey distribution is needed. Blue
whale foraging behavior is primarily driven by krill
patch density, but studies have not fully considered
surface feeding as a substantial ecological
component or significant foraging strategy. Neglect
of surface feeding behavior stems from a paradigm
that krill density is greater at depth. Yet, we use
90.6 h of echosounder data collected on a blue
whale foraging ground in New Zealand to
demonstrate that krill density was greater toward
the surface (< 20 m). Foraging blue whales (n=15
of 32 sightings) had short dive times (2.59 ± 0.28
min) and used habitat with relatively shallow,
dense krill aggregations. These results indicate that
blue whales in this region may exploit shallow krill
aggregations to minimize energetic costs and
oxygen consumption during diving. Additionally,
we used an unmanned aerial system to captured
unique video of a blue whale’s surface feeding
behavior on well-illuminated krill patches.
Kinematic analysis of the video illustrates the
whale’s use of vision to target the patches and
make foraging decisions, with subsequent
biomechanical coordination to maximize prey
engulfment. At strike, the whale’s mouth begins to
open while at maximum speed (3.33 m/s), and
reaches its widest gape angle of 33° 1.5 s after
strike when maximum upward head pitch (15°) and
maximum deceleration (3.7 m s-2) also occur.
Surface krill in the target patch (45 m2) begin to
respond 0.8 s pre-strike when the whale is 2 m
away, and moving 3 m/s. Understanding how blue
whales optimize foraging effort presents logistical
challenges, which may cause incomplete sampling
and biased ecological knowledge. We conclude that
surface foraging could be an important strategy for
blue whales, and integration of UAS with tag-based
studies may expand our understanding of their
foraging ecology.

With increasing changes to the climate and
increasing human presence in Antarctica, efficient
tools are required to monitor the health of Antarctic
ecosystems. Leopard seals (Hydrurga leptonyx) are
important top level consumers of diverse prey in
the Antarctic Peninsula, with a documented topdown effect on other Antarctic fur seals. With
lifetime Antarctic residences, these apex predators
should be an ideal sentinel species for tracking the
health of the Antarctic Peninsula ecosystem.
However, leopard seal diet and contaminant loads
have been sparsely studied. In this study, we
analyzed leopard seal vibrissae for total mercury
(THg) using laser ablation inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). Due to a
lack of suitable microanalytical standards, results
are expressed as ratios of counts of Hg relative to
S, the latter of which has been shown to have
relatively stable concentrations in other natural
keratin- and cuticle-like materials (e.g., hair). Initial
results from two adult female whiskers show that
Hg/S intensity ratios range between 0.007 and
0.080, with respective means of 0.03 and 0.01.
These respective 5-8 year time series suggest that
THg concentrations may fluctuate by over an order
of magnitude during portions of leopard seal lives.
Although preliminary, these data support the
prospect of using whisker-based time series to track
contaminant loads and diet changes over multi-year
intervals. Future analysis will integrate new keratin
microanalytical standards for quantifying “true”
THg concentrations, in addition to stable C and N
isotope analysis to see how seasonal changes in
isotope ratios relate to the LA-ICP-MS Hg time
series.
How do dolphins communicate their emotions?
Potential role of behavioral laterality.
Charles, Aviva; Delfour, Fabienne1; Mercera,
Birgitta2
(1) LEEC- Paris 13 University, Animaux et
Compagnies, Parc Asterix, Paris, France
(2) Parc Asterix, Plailly, France
Corresponding Author: aviva.charles@outlook.fr

Preliminary results of total mercury
concentrations along leopard seal whiskers
Charapata, Patrick1; Costa, Daniel2; Miller,
Nathan3; Goebel, Mike4; Kienle, Sarah5; Kanatous,
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Behavioral laterality, i.e how specific behaviors are
realized using either the left or right side of the
body predominantly, reflects the difference
between the left and the right hemisphere. In
vertebrates’ brain, respectively the left hemisphere
controls routine tasks, and the right hemisphere
emergency responses to unexpected stimuli and
expression of intense, negatively connoted
emotions as fear. According to this theory, social
behaviors should be lateralized. Within their
fusion-fission society, dolphins should
preferentially use their right pectoral fin/eye to
perform and maintain social contacts.

(4) Macquarie University, Sydney
(5) CNRS, Dijon, France
(6) CNRS, Montpellier, France
Corresponding Author: isabelle.charrier@u-psud.fr
A breeding colony of otariids (fur seals and sea
lions) can be described by the loud background
noise and also by its strong smell. During the
breeding season, most otariid adult males develop a
strong, highly characteristic musky smell, that the
human nose can detect from a long distance.
Behavioral observations of Australian sea lions
suggest that breeding males are able to detect the
presence of other breeding males by raising their
rostrum and sniffing the air. To assess if Australian
sea lion males can achieve olfactory discrimination
during the breeding season, we tested in the field
10 adult males and 6 subadult males with two
different scent stimuli: the scent of an adult nonmate guarding male from the colony and a control
natural scent (seaweeds). In addition, in 2015 and
2016, we collected general body scents from both
adult and subadult males within and without the
breeding season in two different colonies for
chemical analysis using Gaz ChromatographyMass Spectrometry (GC-MS). This was to assess
differences in body odour production and to
identify the chemical compounds involved in this
process. We found that males’ responses were
significantly stronger to male scent than to seaweed
scent. Scent samples collected during and outside
the breeding season differed significantly in the
composition of chemical compounds, and we also
found a significant difference in chemical profiles
of males from the two distinct breeding colonies.
The cause of these differences in males’ chemical
profiles and the chemical composition of male
scents are discussed.

We investigated behavioral laterality in 8
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), 2 males
and 6 females, during their social interactions.
Dolphins were observed twice a day for 20 minutes
long each time (n= 66). We recorded the number of
times dolphins used their right vs left pectoral and
investigated visual laterality by recording the
duration each dolphin swam on a conspecific’s left
or right side.
Results at group level didn’t show a significant
right pectoral bias during pectoral contact.
However, at an individual level, females appeared
to be more lateralized than males. One female used
significantly more often her left than right pectoral
fin and two other females swam respectively more
on their partner’s right and left side.
Even if laterality at group level didn’t emerge, our
results show an inter-individual variability. This
suggests that individual characteristics as the age,
sex or affective state potentially influence visual
and motor laterality in cetaceans. One supposed
function of pectoral rubbing is to provide
informations. Moreover, in our study this behavior
frequently occurred after aggressive behaviors in
order to gain appeasement. Consequently, we
suggest that the preferred use of one pectoral fin
depends on social contexts and gives precise
information on individual’s arousal level. Further
studies are required to understand how cetaceans
express and communicate their emotions.

Habitat suitability as a tool to detect spatial and
temporal distribution changes of marine
mammals
Chavez-Rosales, Samuel1; Palka, Debra2; Garrison,
Lance; Josephson, Elizabeth3; Sigourney, Douglas
(1) Integrated Statistics, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts
(2) NMFS/NEFSC, Woods Hole
(3) Integrated Statistics, Woods Hole, MA
Corresponding Author: samuel.chavez@noaa.gov

Man, you smell! A behavioral and chemical
assessment of olfactory discrimination in
Australian sea lion males.
Charrier, Isabelle1; Wierucka, Kaja2; Pitcher,
Benjamin3; Harcourt, Rob4; Schaal, Benoist5;
Barthes, Nicolas6
(1) Université Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Sud,
CNRS, Institut des Neurosciences Paris-Saclay,
91405 Orsay, France, Orsay, Madagascar
(2) The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong S.A.R., China
(3) Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

Modeling distribution change as a consequence of
climate change requires confidence in model
predictions under novel conditions. However,
models often fail if a proper baseline for
comparison is not previously defined. A habitat
suitability model for short-beaked common dolphin
(Delphinus delphis) was developed from dedicated
sighting survey data collected by NOAA- NEFSC
and SEFSC from 2010 to 2017 in the western
North Atlantic. The objectives of this study were:
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1) identify the main environmental covariates
related to the abundance and distribution, based on
generalized additive models to establish
their habitat suitability, and 2) identify changes in
habitat suitability in response to changes in the
environmental covariates that could affect the
species distribution. The most parsimonious model
included SST, distance to the Gulf Stream north
wall, distance to shore, bottom temperature,
distance to the 1000m isobaths and latitude,
explaining 35.3% of the deviance. For validation,
the common dolphin model was applied to the
summer 2004 environmental covariates and
predicted abundance and habitat suitability of the
species. The habitat model estimated abundance
was not statistically different than the abundance
previously reported for 2004 when corrected for
availability bias. In addition, the habitat suitability
map matched the common dolphin sightings
recorded for the season and year. During the study
period clear seasonal changes and interannual
variability were detected, especially in the northern
range of the species distribution within the study
area. The effect of SST on common dolphin habitat
suitability is discussed in terms of the mechanisms
limiting the species distribution that might differ
among geographic regions, or at different times.

approximately 100 m. Consequently, all calls are
believed to be produced by the female. From the
acoustic data, 129 calls were recorded. The calls
were primarily short (ca. < 0.1 sec) and resembled
previously recorded non-song calls from mothercalf groups. Calls tended to be grouped together in
bouts separated by periods of silence, like other
non-song calls. However, calls were produced at a
relatively high rate at almost 52 calls per hour,
more frequent than mother-calf and dyad
groups. Lone female encounters are rare in the
breeding areas and this recording provided a unique
opportunity to learn about the vocal development
of female humpback whales.
Occurrence and feeding activities of Edeni’s
whale, Balaenoptera edeni, in the northern
Beibu Gulf, China
Chen, Mo1; Huang, Shianglin; Wu, Haiping;
Zhigang, Mei2; Wang, Ding3
(1) Guangxi Academy of Sciences, P.R.China,
Nanning, China
(2) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
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(3) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China
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Non-song calls produced by a female humpback
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) in Hawaii
Chen, Jessica1; Pack, Adam2; Au, Whitlow W.L.3
(1) NAVFAC, Kaneohe, Hawaii
(2) University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, Hawaii
(3) Hawaii Inst. of Marine Biology, Kailua, HI
Corresponding Author: jesschen86@gmail.com

Stranding records of Eden’s whales range from the
Yangtze River Estuary to the northern Beibu Gulf,
including the Taiwanese coast, but information
about the distribution, habitat use and population
status of the Eden’s whales in Chinese waters is
limited, and there have been no live observations,
particularly in inshore waters along the Chinese
coast. According to the Eden’s whale occurrence
and feeding sites identifying that based on citizen
science information from collaborative fishermen,
LEK baselines from questionnaire interviews and
records from opportunistic surveys, it provides
preliminary knowledge of the Eden’s whale in the
waters around Weizhou and Xieyang Islands before
conducting the systematically-designed field
surveys. Eden’s whale activities including the
occurrence and trap-feeding have been recorded by
local fishermen since 2016 and from the field trips
by the Beibu Gulf marine mammals joint research
group which was established in 2016 conducted in
May 2017 and April 2018. Questionnaire results
also indicated apparent seasonal activities of
Eden’s whale in the study region. In March and
April, trap-feeding activities become the highest.
Eden's whales primarily feed on schooling fishes,
likely pelagic-neritic anchovy, shad, and sardine.
Eden’s whale occurrence in the waters between
Weizhou and Xieyang Island may associate with
annually periodic activities of their preys. This
possibility needs further investigation.

Recently there has been increased interest in nonsong vocalizations produced by humpback whales
in the quest to understand humpback whale
behavior and communication. However, these
sounds are still relatively poorly studied in many
group types, locations, and from the different
sexes. Here we present the first known calls from a
juvenile female humpback whale and contrast these
with calls from adult dyad groups as well as calls in
mother-calf groups recorded in waters off Maui
during the breeding season. An Acousonde suction
cup acoustic recording and data logging tag,
sampling acoustics at 10 kHz and other sensors at 5
to 800 Hz, was deployed on the juvenile female as
well as whales in the others group types. Three
dyad groups were tagged in March 2016 for a total
of approximately 12 hours, and 3 calves and 7
mothers were tagged March 2014-2016 for 44
hours. All were focal followed to record
behaviors from the surface in conjunction with
acoustic recordings. The juvenile female was
tagged March, 17 2015. During the approximately
2.5 hours the tag recorded, the female did not
approach any other whales closer than
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From small cetaceans to the great whales of the
east
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activity at night, their visual recordings were
highest during spring and summer. Acoustic
analysis shows a prevalence of 33 kHz click
frequency. Acoustic detections of beaked whales
were in 1000m and 3500m contours of the eastern
Hellenic Trench in spring and summer 2018. Sperm
whale sightings were concentrated on the 1000m
contour, but ranged from 500m to 3000m depths,
between the Eastern Hellenic Trench to Kekova.
The sightings were highest in summer followed by
spring and a single acoustic recording in
autumn. Photo-identification data of sperm whales
revealed a presence of five male and one possible
female with a juvenile. The current research is
identifying potentially important marine mammal
area(s) and underlines the importance of local
research effort for collecting the necessary data in
the Eastern Mediterranean.
Whisker stable isotope values indicate long-term
foraging strategies for female New Zealand sea
lions
Chilvers, B. Louise
Massey University, Palmerston North, New
Zealand
Corresponding Author:
docdolphinette@hotmail.com
Determining the foraging strategies for top marine
predators is fundamental to
understanding their role in the marine ecosystem
and essential to gain insight into how species
and populations may respond to environmental
variability and human impacts. The long-term
foraging

The lack of species baseline knowledge is often the
principal barrier to conservation, especially if the
species of concern are under a wide range of
human pressures that are difficult to control or
regulate. While the Western Mediterranean Sea has
attracted a relatively high level of research,
baseline information remains low in the Eastern
Mediterranean. This project aims to fill the
knowledge gaps on sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus ), Cuvier’s beaked whales (Ziphius
cavirostris) and delphinidae in Turkish
Mediterranean waters. The surveys have been
conducted over four seasons between April 2018
and April 2019, with 32 days (420 hours) of
acoustic and visual effort, covering 3732 km from
the Eastern Hellenic Trench to the Anamur. While
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and
delphinidae species (38 groups) were detected in 21
and 38 encounters, Cuvier’s beaked whales and
sperm whales were recorded in 2 and 11
encounters, respectively. Bottlenose dolphins and
delphinidae species were detected from coastal
waters to 3,500m depth. Dolphins detected
acoustically in each season with increased

strategies of individuals can be studied using stable
isotope analysis of whiskers, which
archive keratinous tissue. Here, stable isotope
analysis (δ13C and δ15N) along the length of
whiskers from female New Zealand (NZ) sea lions
Phocarctos hookeri was used to investigate
individuals’ long-term foraging strategies. Previous
telemetry studies showed that individual
female NZ sea lions have one of 2 distinct foraging
strategies that are habitual within and between
years. Furthermore, past stable isotope research
showed that these 2 distinct foraging strategies,
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i.e. benthic (foraging on the sea floor) or
mesopelagic (foraging at various depths in the
water column),

find population structure in the northern fur seal
(Dickerson et al. 2010). The aim of this study is to
clarify the presence or absence of population
structure using new polymorphic makers. We
investigate the genetic variation of northern fur seal
among breeding islands, using 432 individuals
from nine islands (each n=48). To test for genetic
variability and population differentiation among
islands, 13 microsatellite loci, 295 bp from the
mtDNA control region and 1198 bp from the
mtDNA cyt-b region were used. In mtDNA,
consensus sequences from all samples were aligned
in MEGA7. Population structure among population
groupings was performed in Arlequin3.5 and
PopART1.7 was used to create network diagram. In
microsatellite loci, polymorphism was detected
with GENEPOP and Arlequin3.5 was used to
compute unbiased estimates of FST. The most likely
number of populations (K) was estimated using
STRUCTURE2.3.4 and DAPC analysis. In total,
we identified 220 different haplotypes in the
control region and 173 different haplotypes in the
cyt-b region. In 13 microsatellite loci, FST
suggested population structure between some
Russian and Alaskan populations. STRUCTURE
analysis estimated that K=1, but the DAPC analysis
estimated that K=2.

can be identified through δ13C and δ15N stable
isotope values from blood and whiskers. In
the present study, chronological serial stable
isotope sampling of female NZ sea lion whiskers
confirmed
long-term consistency of individual foraging
strategies. Thirty-one of 35 individuals
showed constant benthic (n = 13) or mesopelagic (n
= 18) isotopic values along the length of their
whiskers. The remaining 4 individuals showed
mesopelagic foraging strategies but with slight
oscillations. Serial stable isotope analysis of
whiskers is a powerful tool for investigating the
ecological
niche of top marine predators throughout their adult
life. This tool can be used within the

Site fidelity of Delphinus delphis by photoidentification technique in Samos Island
(Eastern Mediterranean Sea)
Cipriano, Giulia1; Pietroluongo, Guido2;
Karagouni, Niki3; Azzolin, Marta4; Saintignan,
Sebastien4; Antichi, Simone5; Ashok, Karthik6;
Miliou, Anastasia6; Maglietta, Rosalia7; Fanizza,
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(3) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
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(4) Gaia Research Institute Onlus, Turin, Italy
(5) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
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Auckland Islands’ NZ sea lion population to
determine the proportion of the female population
that are exposed to detrimental interactions with
fisheries.
Genetic structure as revealed by mtDNA and
Microsatellites in Northern Fur Seals,
Callorhinus ursinus
Chubachi, Aoi; F. Kita, Yuki; Ream, Rolf1; Mitani,
Yoko2
(1) NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Marine
Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, Washington
(2) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: coolaoi95@gmail.com
The Northern Fur Seal is a widely distributed
philopatric species that breeds on a limited number
of islands across the North Pacific Ocean.
Recently, the number of individuals on breeding
islands in Alaska has been decreasing, but in
Russia it has been increasing. Furthermore, on the
coast of Hokkaido Japan, reports of fishery damage
from this species are increasing. For management
and conservation of this species, it is necessary to
clarify whether population structure exists. Due to
differences in population dynamics among
breeding islands, and because many individuals are
philopatric (Baker et al. 1995), the species can be
classified as two subpopulations as Russian and
Alaska. However, previous studies were unable to

Although several local populations were observed
within the Mediterranean Sea, the short-beaked
common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) is ranked as
Endangered by IUCN due to its sharp decline
during the last decades. Conservation actions to
fulfil targets under the range of several
international agreements and limit potential threats
on this species require robust information on its site
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fidelity, residency patterns and habitat use.
Particularly, identifying critical habitats for D.
delphis seems to be the first step towards the
establishment of an effective conservation strategy
within the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Therefore, a
monitoring study on D. delphis based on photoidentification data was carried out in Samos Island,
providing a knowledge contribution for the Eastern
Aegean Sea.

macrocephalus) and the striped dolphin (Stenella
coeruleoalba) are two common species in the
Mediterranean Sea, with different foraging
strategies and relationships with seafloor features.
Therefore, these species can provide an
understanding of how the use of seafloor
geomorphic features into modelling are related with
two distinct cetacean-habitat relationships. A
standardized ensemble species distribution model
(SDM) framework was selected to model the
performance of models based on common
bathymetric parameters with models based on a
distance metric of seafloor geomorphic features,
combined with occurrence data of these two
cetacean species. The models shows significant
high and low preference for certain seafloor
geomorphic regions, or their surroundings.
Additionally, our study shows that according to
species and modelling technique the model’s
performance can be improved with the
consideration of geomorphic data in comparison
with the use of common bathymetric proxies. To
our knowledge, this study was the first attempt to
use these data as explanatory variables into habitat
modelling. We argue that the use of these
geomorphic features data as explanatory variables
in modelling is providing enhanced insights on the
relationship of cetacean species with seafloor
regions, and has high potential to improve
modelling performance as compared to models
commonly limited to the use of bathymetric proxy
parameters only.

Systematic cetacean surveys and sightings data
were collected from February 2016 to July 2018.
Individual photo-identification was performed
based on a combination of long-term natural marks
and dorsal fin pigmentation patterns. The site
fidelity rate and the long-term residency pattern
were estimated for the photo-identified individuals.
Through the study period, an effort of 164 surveys
with 8200 km covered were applied, obtaining 86
sightings of D. delphis. Photo-identification data
were collected in 38 sightings, providing 73
individuals distinctly identified. The occurrence of
re-sighted individuals was up to 6 times as well as
of multi-year resident dolphins, providing the
evidence that D. delphis showed varied degrees of
site fidelity in the study area. Results suggest the
southern waters of Samos Island as a crucial habitat
for the continuous presence of the species.
However, a long-term research with wider survey
coverage have a critical importance in the
identification of a larger D. delphis population
which will help to understand the currently
unknown migration patterns and habitat use of the
species within the Eastern Mediterranean Sea.

The latest findings on cetacean welfare in
captivity (and how it links to wild research and
conservation)
Clegg, Isabella
Animal Welfare Expertise, Winchester, Hampshire,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: izziclegg@hotmail.co.uk

Seafloor geomorphic data predictors or
bathymetric proxies? An alternative approach
into modelling distribution of cetaceans.
Claro, Bruno; Pérez-Jorge, Sergi1; Frey, Silvia2
(1) MARE – Marine and Environmental Sciences
Centre and IMAR – Institute of Marine Research,
Horta (Faial) - Azores, Portugal
(2) OceanCare, Switzerland
Corresponding Author: brunopclaro@gmail.com

Animal welfare can be assessed scientifically has
recently made the transition from the farm industry
to zoos and aquariums. For the past several decades
the public display of captive cetaceans has led to
controversy due to concerns over the animals’ wellbeing, but which up until recently had not been
studied obejctively. In the last few years such
research has exponentially increased around the
world, mostly on bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus), and this presentation reviews and
collates the first animal-based indicators for
cetacean welfare in general. Cognitive bias testing
has proved a valuable tool, showing that affiliative
behaviour (synchronous swimming) is linked to
positive welfare states. A certain level of
anticipatory behaviour (i.e. preparing for a
predictable event) is likely to reflect positive states,
but at excessive and sustained levels could indicate
poor welfare. Lower frequencies and durations of

Seafloor geomorphic features, such as submarine
canyons, continental shelves, continental slopes or
seamounts, have been rarely attempted in
modelling as explanatory variables, and when they
have been used, usually focus on specific
geomorphic features. Despite some attempts to
provide more defined identification methods of
geomorphic features in research, the prevalence of
such identification remains arbitrary. Currently, a
global seafloor geomorphic features dataset is
accessible, with an objective identification and full
representation for each seafloor geomorphic
feature. The sperm whale (Physeter
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play suggest negative states in cetaceans, since
such parameters decrease following environmental
or social stressors. Strong support is given for other
potential indicators such as cortisol measurement,
Body Condition Scoring (BCS), qualitative ratings
of behaviour, and general health parameters. But is
any of this relevant to wild cetacean research and
conservation? Although perhaps not obvious at
first, there are several crossovers between welfare
science and conservation biology that have recently
been higlighted in the literature, since both focus
on the animal’s holistic response to environment.
Researchers are now suggesting that sometimes an
‘individual animal’ approach is more effective than
population-level conservation, since changes in the
environment will affect individuals differently.
Furthermore, the rapid and irrevocable decline of
some cetacean populations is leading to
consideration of ex situ conservation options (e.g.
VaquitaCPR). Increased collaboration between
wild and captive cetacean researchers, and
integration of welfare principles into conservation
strategy, may significantly enhance our collective
understanding of the impacts of environmental
change on these animals.

2018. In 2018, dolphins from both field sites fed
primarily on fish (MB 74%; BB 91%), with smaller
amounts of decapods (MB 18%; BB 7%) and, in
MB only, cephalopods (9%). In 2011, dolphins in
MB fed primarily on cephalopods (liver 67%,
muscle 48%, and skin 55%), particularly in weeks
prior to sampling. Fish were the dominant prey
group in all other years, while cephalopods likely
comprised < 20% of dolphin diets in those years.
The difference in diets between 2011 and other
years suggests potential interannual variation in the
availability of prey groups, particularly squid. We
found considerable among-individual variation in
carbon isotope values despite diet similarity,
suggesting different foraging habitats rather than
prey groups. Data from the satellite-tracked
dolphins confirm that among-individual variation
in diet maybe related to fine-scale movement
patterns in MB dolphins. By comparing long-term
stable isotope data from common bottlenose
dolphins, and incorporating movement data, we
found that dolphins are capable of considerable
dietary flexibility while maintaining relatively
small ranges.

Spatial, temporal, and individual-level variation
in northern Gulf of Mexico common bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) diet
Cloyed, Carl1; Balmer, Brian2; Zolman, Eric3;
Tumlin, Mandy4; Barleycorn, Aaron5; Rowles,
Teresa; Schwacke, Lorelei6; Carmichael, Ruth H.7
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Research Program, Sarasota
(6) National Marine Mammal Foundation
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Diving behavior of humpback whales
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Ecological factors that change over spatial and
temporal scales may drive dietary variation of
generalist foragers at both population and
individual levels. Using stable isotopes from skin
samples, we examined the diets of common
bottlenose dolphins(Tursiops truncatus)captured in
2018 at two field sites in the northern Gulf of
Mexico: Mobile Bay, Alabama (MB) and Barataria
Bay, Louisiana (BB). We examined in detail
temporal (2011 – 2018) and individual-level dietary
variation in Mobile Bay using isotopes from liver,
muscle, and skin. To provide further insight into
individual-level variation in isotopic signatures, we
also satellite-tracked 18 tagged dolphins in MB in

Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) diving
behavior are relatively well studied in feeding
areas (FAs), but information from breeding (BAs)
and migratory (MAs) habitats is not as well known.
Here we describe the diving behavior of 19
females with calves and 9 males tagged with
archival satellite tags deployed in wintering
grounds of the coast of Brazil prior to the whale’s
migration to their feeding destinations. Tag data
(mean duration=43 days, range=3-127) yielded a
total of 74,059 dives, which were typically shallow
(<180m, 98.7%). The distribution among areas
was: FA (25.3%); BA (34.3%), and MA (40.4%), with
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males showing higher frequency of shallow dives
than females only in FA. Proportion of deep dives
(>180m) was: BAs (2.1%); FAs (32.3%), and MAs
(65.5%), with similar frequency between females
and males in BAs, higher frequency of females in
MAs and higher frequency of males in FAs. Overall,
dive depth in the BA averaged 28.3m (range = 1.5236m) while mean duration was 4.07min (range =
0.1-26min). Females performed relatively
shallower and shorter dives (27.1m and 3.78min,
respectively) than males (29.23m and 4.72min). In
MAs, mean depth and duration were 40.6m (1.5464m) and 3.92min (0.1-30.6min), with no obvious
difference between females and males in depth
(40.1m vs 41.2m) but slightly longer durations for
males (4.38min vs 3.60min). In the FAs, mean dive
depth and duration were 42m (10-320m) and
2.89min (0.26-30.2min) with females slightly
shallow and shorter dives observed for females
(37.14m and 2.74min) when compared to males
(43.03m and 2.92min). Dive shape frequency was
7.6% for V-shape (mean depth = 41m), 41.6% for
square-shape (mean depth = 33m) and 50.8% for
U-shape (mean depth= 44.4m). There is evidence
that foraging dives occurred during the migration
suggesting that animals may be feeding more
often than previously thought during this phase of
their life cycle.

dolphins increases constantly from June to August
2016 -2019, (3.1x10-1 ind.km-1), contrary to what
observed in pre-Sanctuary assessment, when two
peaks, in May and September where observed
(>1.3×10-2 ind.km-1). For winter, we observed a
peak in November (3.2x10-1 ind.km-1) with a
minimum value in January, while a consistent
minimum value (<0.6×10-2 ind.km-1) was obtained
from December to April in 2001-2003. Concerning
fin whales, while summer relative abundance is
similar in the two considered periods, both showing
a peak in August with 5.6×10-2 ind.km-1 and
4.56x10-2 ind.km-1 respectively for pre and post
Sanctuary, strong differences occur for winter.
While relative abundance was almost zero from
November to January 2001-2003, we observed
constant presence of the species with an intense
peak in January with 5.69x10-2 ind.km-1. In general,
higher abundance of striped dolphins have been
observed post-Sanctuary as well as an higher
presence of fin whales in the area during winter
time. Changes in environmental parameters (sea
surface temperature and chlorophyll) were also
investigated.
City Slickers - seasonal occurrence and
distribution of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) in the western New York bight.
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The Pelagos effect: Changes in cetacean
distribution over 15 years along a Fix Linear
Transect in the Pelagos Sanctuary.
Collet, Léna1; Tepsich, Paola2; Moulins, Aurelie;
Rosso, Massimiliano
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Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are
globally distributed in temperate and tropical
climates and along most continental coastlines.
Some populations or “stocks” display high site
fidelity to small regions while others migrate
seasonally, often composed of resident and
transient animals. Their occurrence across the
eastern coast of the United States extends from
Florida to as north as New Jersey, yet there is
limited knowledge about their inshore distribution
in the New York Bight. We examined the
distribution and occurrence of bottlenose dolphins
in the coastal regions of the Western New York
Bight. Sighting and photo-identification data were
gathered opportunistically aboard a seasonal whalewatching vessel and analyzed to evaluate their
distribution including group size and distance to
shore. From April to December 2011–2018, there
were 320 sightings of bottlenose dolphins. We
detected an increase in the numbers of occurrences
(87.16%) over 8 years. Large groups of 25-100

The Pelagos Sanctuary has been established in
north Western Mediterranean Sea in 2004,
considering the higher abundance of cetaceans, and
especially fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) and
striped dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba), in the
area. In order to investigate changes over time in
cetacean distribution and assess possible positive
effect of the creation of the sanctuary, we compared
cetacean relative abundance along a fixed transect
over 15 years. Pre-Sanctuary assessment was based
on Laran and Drouolt-Dulau (2007) based on the
2001-2003 years, while for post-Sanctuary analysis
we used data collected from 2016-2019 along the
same fixed transect. These data were collected
within the FLT MED MonNet project. The most
frequently encountered species were the ﬁn whale
representing 49% of all sightings with 210
individuals, then the striped dolphin with 42% and
1576 individuals. The relative abundance of striped
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animals were regularly observed nearshore in close
proximity to the shoreline (49.26%). The persistent
seasonal occurrence of dolphins in the Western
New York Bight represents the northern extent of
their migratory range. Our findings provide
important baseline data documenting the presence
of this species in the New York Bight and illustrate
the need for continued monitoring efforts in this
area of substantial industrial development.

in the range of 200-800 Hounsfield while shallow
divers’s range between 400-1600.
The objectives of this project are the anatomical
description together with the morphometric and
bone density studies of the Cetaceans’ humerus, to
obtain reference values that could help in a
classification of the degree of growth of the
animals, based on their skeletal development.
Moreover, these data could be used to support
diagnoses of pathologies related to the bone tissue.

Odontoceti’s humerus: A novel study on its
morphometry and bone density using helical
CT.
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The acoustic repertoire of free-ranging
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in
south Abaco, Bahamas.
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Quantifying and characterizing vocalizations
emitted by a species is a necessary first step in
understanding signal function and assessing
intraspecific variability within and across
geographic areas. Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) produce a wide variety of sounds used
for communication among conspecifics and for
interacting with their environment. In this study,
recordings of a resident population of free-ranging
common bottlenose dolphins made on a
moored Loggerhead DSG-ST acoustic recording
device and a 10 m hydrophone array during
nearshore boat-based surveys in south Abaco,
Bahamas from 2008-2018 were analyzed. Results
demonstrated that the dolphins inhabiting this
region emit a variety of signal types consisting of:
whistles, signature whistles, burst pulse (BP)
sounds, low frequency narrow-band (LFN) sounds,
and brays. Whistles had a great frequency range,
between 1.31-30.38 kHz, and the mean acoustic
parameters fell in range with those from other
studies. In total, 11 well-defined, stereotyped
signature whistle contours were identified. LFN
sounds occurred infrequently and had low peak
frequencies (mean = 0.52 kHz ± 0.28), short
durations (mean = 0.09 s ± 0.07) and were either
produced in trains or as components of bray calls.
The identified BP sounds had a mean (±SD) interpulse interval of 2.44 ms (±1.00) with durations
mostly under 0.25 s. We also report on emissions
akin to moans and a potential novel signal type.
This study provides baseline data for a relatively
undisturbed population of bottlenose dolphins and
contributes to the knowledge of the acoustic
repertoire of this species.

Cetaceans are Mammals that have evolved through
a series of morphophysiological adjustments of the
various biological systems that allow them to live
under water. One of them, the bone tissue is not
fully understood and it is related both with the
musculoskeletal and haematopoietic systems.
From 2016 to date, humeri of 90 specimens
belonging to 11 different species were collected
from stranded animals in Canary Islands (Spain).
Samples were analysed by means of helical
computed tomography (CT), a technique
particularly effective in the study of bone tissues,
allowing measurements of bone densities. These
have been measured from specific cross sections of
the distal epiphysis, the diaphysis and the proximal
epiphysis (separating the tubercle from the head of
the humerus). Bone densities of the cortical and
trabecular bone have been measured separately.
Collected data led to trend plots focusing on the
changes of the values along bones cross sections.
Comparing these data, bone densities gradients
showed a similar behaviour in individuals of the
same species according to growth of each animal.
Moreover it was interesting to discover that
animals with similar diving habits have similar
plots, thus differentiating between shallow and
deep divers: deep divers have lower bone densities
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A comparison of the external pigmentation
patterns of two Cuvier’s beaked whale
populations as evidence towards combining
photo identification data for improvements in
future demographic analyses.
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Since 2004, we have documented the orca (Orcinus
orca) who intentionally strand on the beaches of
Punta Norte, Peninsula Valdes, Argentina. This
zone (a maximum of 14 km in length), is delimited
by South American sealion (Otaria flavescens)
colony locations. Arguably, these orca are the most
internationally recognised population world-wide,
due to their foraging behaviour. Our database of 15
years of research illustrates that the population is
extremely small (fewer than 30 individuals). There
are three stable groups based on matrilineal
frameworks, however there is also an element of
fission-fusion structure as there are individuals who
roam between the groups and others who appear for
limited times within only a season or two.

Population demographics, the number of
individuals within a population of know age and
sex, is an important aspect of a species’ biology. A
model has previously been used to reliably sex
Cuvier’s beaked whales using external
pigmentation patterns and scarring density
thresholds. However, this methodology was only
applied to and tested on a population from the
Mediterranean Sea. To test if this methodology was
robust in a different geographic population it was
applied to 49 animals of known sex from the
Southern California Anti-Submarine Warfare
Range. A binomial GLM was fitted using the
dorsal fin zone scarring density of 47 adult animals
(22 females and 25 males) from the Mediterranean.
A density threshold of 0.072 was calculated, with
adult male classification being above this threshold.
This threshold, when applied to the Californian
population, correctly predicted the sex of 46
animals (94%). Furthermore, when the same model
was fitted to the Californian population it correctly
predicted the sex of 43 Mediterranean animals
(91%). It was found that the scarring density
between the between the two populations was not
significantly different for males (F(1,51)= 0.502,
p=0.48) or females (F(1,51)=0.000,p = 0.99). This
study has shown that the modelling methods are
robust across different populations. In addition, the
similarity found in the external characteristics of
these two populations suggests the potential for
using combined photographic datasets from
different populations. This would dramatically
increase the amount of data available, allowing for
further and more complex investigations into the
demographics of this species. For instance scarring
gain rate, a possible proxy for age, could be
calculated from photographic identification
recaptures. Currently only six adult male recaptures
have been analysed from the Californian population
but a scar density gain rate of 0.014 per year was
found.

Foraging, when the orca are at Punta Norte,
includes pinnipeds, cetaceans and birds. When
foraging is focused on sealions, we have
documented up to 70 attacks in a single day (in
2018, when 15 orca were in the group). Success
rates of captures (compared to attacks) during any
one season, ranged from 38% to 68% and was
influenced by the age classes hunting.
Although orca have been documented in all months
of the year at Punta Norte, during the sealion pup
hunting season (February-May), in the eight years
between 2011-2018, orca were typically present on
42.5% of the days, with the longest duration
between sightings being 36 days in 2018. Between
2004-2015 in any one season, this unique
population of orca typically had five to seven
individuals who intentionally stranded to
hunt. Then, in 2016, when younger orca began
hunting, the number increased to 10. As this
foraging strategy is high-risk, training is a prevalent
part of their behavioural repertoire, starting from a
very young age. Given the small number of
animals, this population is fragile and vulnerable.
A new forensic approach on cetaceans to assess
drowning diagnosis and to contribute to the
assessment of bycatch-linked death: The diatom
test.
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Fifteen years of data reveals insights into some
of the most internationally recognised orca
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Some baleen whale populations have recovered
remarkably well, others have not. Some odontocete
populations are thriving, while others are in dire
straits. Climatic and other anthropogenic variation,
overlying more ‘natural’ stressors, in multiple
comparable systems offer opportunities to make
inference on processes driving resultant integrated
differences. However, study sites – ocean basins
for migratory whales, bays or estuaries with their
individual populations of dolphins – all have their
own unique features. It’s unlikely that we will ever
have a clean, split-plot design, from which we can
make inference on processes driving cetaceans’
conservation status. This does not mean that we
must be condemned to inference from anecdote. To
steal from Tolstoy – are all happy cetacean
populations alike, and must each unhappy
population be unhappy in its own way? Or are there
sufficient commonalities in processes driving
conservation issues that we can start to see a bigger
picture? We now have cheap tools photogrammetry; remote sample collections for
physiological and microbiome assessments; health
assessments – to help diagnose the causes of
abundance changes. We demonstrated this recently,
for some of the species on which we have been
working, notably endangered North Atlantic right
whales and Southern Resident killer whales.
However, we can take these tools further,
constructing studies that use a comparative
approach using multiple populations across study
sites - from ocean basins to bays - in order to
strengthen our capacity to make inference on
processes driving conservation status. We will
demonstrate this using some of our recent work as
exemplars. We need to remember that exploring
new ways to make inference only becomes possible
when we choose to look for these new ways. The
field of nonlethal and noninvasive cetacean
research is mature enough now for us to conduct
these studies. Let’s do so.

By-catch is considered one of the major
anthropogenic threats for cetaceans worldwide.
Estimates of mortality caused by fishing activities
is necessary to understand if it’s a real conservation
menace and if mitigation actions are required. Bycatch diagnosis is currently based on gross
findings, which are often non-specific and
generally impaired by postmortem autolytic
changes.These factors limit diagnosis to fresh or
moderately decomposed stranded animals.
Additional forensic approaches are needed to
support by-catch diagnosis in all carcasses
decomposition condition.
The research of diatoms algae used in human
forensic medicine to support drowning has been
investigated also in marine vertebrates: in
preliminary studies, bone marrow has been
considered the most suitable tissue in cetaceans due
to low probability of contamination during the
diatom extraction protocol. This forensic technique
has been further investigated on 4 bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiups truncatus) stranded along the
north-western Adriatic sea coastline between 2017
and 2018. The decomposition code according to
Geraci and Loundsboury (2005) was estimated
being between 3 and 4. 2 of them were deemed to
be died after interaction with fishery, according to
necropsy results. The humeri were sampled for the
research of diatoms in bone marrow, according to
Rubini and colleagues protocol (2018).
In each animal, from 2 to 14 diatoms were found
with no significative differences between the
suspected by-caught ones and the others.
Despite the limited number, these results stress a
relevant question related to the mechanism of death
during by-catch, since it's not yet clear if cetaceans
died for drowning or asphyxia, respectively
allowing or not the passage of diatoms in the
bloodstream. These doubts request further studies
increasing the sample size, to improve this
technique despite it is routinely used in forensic
medicine in terrestrial mammals.

Co-management of marine mammals in Alaska:
A case study-based review.
Cornish, Vicki1; Malek, Jennafer2
(1) Marine Mammal Commission, Bethesda,
Maryland
(2) Marine Mammal Commission, Bethesda, MD
Corresponding Author: vcornish@mmc.gov

A call for more comparative studies in cetacean
conservation biology.
Corkeron, Peter1; Moore, Michael J2; Durban,
John3
(1) New England Aquarium, Boston, Massachusetts
(2) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods

Co-management of subsistence use of Alaska
marine mammals is a key provision of the Marine
Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). Under authority
of Section 119 of the MMPA, US Fish and Wildlife
Service and National Marine Fisheries Service can
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enter into agreements with Alaska Native
organizations (ANOs) to cooperatively manage the
use of marine mammals by Alaska Natives for
subsistence and cultural purposes. Some of the
cooperative agreements have been more effective
than others, and there is general agreement that comanagement partnerships can be improved. The
goal of this review was to strengthen comanagement relationships to improve the
conservation of marine mammals in a region where
they are of critical ecological, social, and economic
importance. The objectives of the review were to:
(1) develop a “working” definition of comanagement for the purpose of the review, (2)
interview co-management partners, marine
mammal hunters, and resource users regarding their
perspectives on co-management, and (3) develop
recommendations to help increase the effectiveness
of co-management relationships. With the help of a
Steering Committee comprised of Alaska Natives
with co-management experiences and federal
resource managers, we selected three case study
agreements: Aleut Marine Mammal Commission,
Aleut Community of St Paul Island, and Eskimo
Walrus Commission. We conducted interviews
with federal agency staff and ANO members and
also held focus group interviews in seven coastal
communities. Findings fell into seven overarching
categories: key elements of co-management;
partner roles and expectations; communication;
organizational structure and accountability;
leadership training and transitioning; agency
practices and decision-making processes; and
challenges of subsistence hunting and the future of
co-management. Based on our findings, we
developed recommendations and suggested action
items with the intent of strengthening comanagement and enhancing conservation of Alaska
marine mammals used for subsistence and cultural
purposes.

(6) Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research (CIIMAR), Matosinhos,
Portugal
(7) CICGE, Centro de Investigação em Ciências
Geo-Espaciais, Faculdade de Ciências da
Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal
(8) Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas (CSIC),
Vigo, Spain
Corresponding Author:
anamafaldacorreia@gmail.com
Using six years of cetacean occurrence data
collected along cargo ship routes between Iberian
Peninsula and NW Africa coasts and the
Macaronesian islands, we developed ecological
niche models (ENMs) to predict the distribution of
the eight most sighted taxa of cetaceans in the area
(seven species and one genus), representative of all
cetacean major groups (small delphinoids, toothed
and baleen whales). Two different modelling
approaches were used: presence/pseudo-absence
with GAMs, including sightings collected during
on effort sampling; and presence only with
MAXENT, including all sightings. Variables used
for model fitting included topographic (depth,
slope, distance to coast, distance to seamounts),
oceanographic (chlorophyll, temperature and sea
level anomalies), detectability (sea-state, wind-state
and visibility), geographic (latitude), and seasonal
(day of the year) features.
The best model for the most frequently sighted
species, Delphinus delphis, explained around 20%
of deviance by GAM. Predictions pointed for a
more northern and coastal distribution with
occurrence peaks in continental (Portugal and NW
Africa) and island (excluding Cape Verde) shores.
MAXENT predicted distribution varied among the
modelled species, illustrating narrow or broadrange (e.g., Ziphius cavirostris VS Stenella
frontalis), coastal or oceanic (e.g., Tursiops
truncatus VS Globicephala sp.), and northern or
southern species (e.g., Delphinus delphis VS
Physeter macrocephalus). Both modelling
techniques were consistent and complementary,
allowing an in-depth analysis on the ecological
significance of each predictor and on the spatial
distribution of species across the study area.

Predicting cetacean distribution in the eastern
north Atlantic (Iberian Peninsula and African
coasts and Macaronesia) to support marine
management
Correia, Mafalda1; Sousa Gueded, Diana2; Gil,
Agatha3; Valente, Raul4; Rosso, Massimiliano5;
Sousa-Pinto, Isabel6; Sillero, Neftali7; Pierce,
Graham8
(1) VAT# PT501413197 Universidade do Porto Faculdade de Ciências, Porto, Portugal
(2) CICGE, Centro de Investigação em Ciências
Geo-Espaciais, Faculty of Sciences, University of
Porto (FCUP)., Vila Nova de Gaia, Portugal
(3) NIF 508792657 - CIIMAR - Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and Environmental Research,
Matosinhos, Portugal
(4) Faculdade de Ciências do Porto, Porto,
Portugal
(5) CIMA Research Foundation, savona, Italy

Our results are an important contribution to
knowledge of cetacean distribution at basin-scale as
baseline data for the European conservation
agenda, especially in less-surveyed areas in openocean. Our models allow the definition of priority
areas, monitoring plans, and conservation measures
within the EEZs, which is essential to comply with
the Marine Strategy Framework Directive
requirements.
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Exceptional survey and acoustic recording of the
wild bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops Truncatus)
during bycatch event in the Adriatic Sea
Corrias, Valentina1; de Vincenzi, Giovanni2;
Sciacca, Virginia2; Sala, Antonello3; Ceraulo,
Maria4; de Lucia, Giuseppe Andrea5; Filiciotto,
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(2) Italian National Research Council, Institute for
Biological Resources and Marine Biotechnologies
(CNR-IRBIM), Messina, Italy
(3) Italian National Research Council, Institute for
Biological Resources and Marine Biotechnologies
(CNR-IRBIM), Ancona, Italy
(4) Italian National Research Council, Institute of
Anthropic Impact and Sustainability in marine
Environment (CNR-IAS), Torretta Granitola (TP),
Italy
(5) Italian National Research Council, Institute of
Anthropic Impact and Sustainability in marine
Environment (CNR-IAS), Torregrande, Oristano,
Italy
Corresponding Author: valcorrias@gmail.com

D-PorCCA, a new tool to study the behaviour of
harbour porpoises
Cosentino, Mel1; Schwarzbach, Patrick2; Tougaard,
Jakob3; Nairn, David; Guarato, Francesco4;
Jackson, Joseph5; Windmill, James5
(1) University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
(2) German Oceanographic Museum, Stralsund,
Germany
(3) Aarhus University, Roskilde
(4) Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering, Department
of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
(5) Centre for Ultrasonic Engineering, Department
of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow (Scotland),
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
orcinus.orca.1758@gmail.com
The behaviour of harbour porpoises can be deduced
from the variation pattern of their vocalisations.
They produce only narrow-band high-frequency
(NBHF) clicks, emitted in so-called click trains.
Therefore, available acoustic recordings can be
used to increase our understanding of their
behaviour. Behavioural studies, however, are time
consuming and require an accurate, automated
classifier and a click train identifier. Here, we
present D-PorCCA, a graphical user interface to
study recordings from harbour porpoises in the
wild. D-PorCCA is an independent tool developed
in Matlab and includes an impulsive-sound detector
and a new high-accuracy porpoise click classifier
(PorCC). PorCC classifies each signal as either:
noise (N), low-quality (LQ), or high-quality (HQ)
porpoise click. The user can decide on the
echolocation events they want to visualise,
specifying the length of the click train (including
both HQ and LQ clicks) and the minimum
separation time between echolocation events. These
events are plotted as time vs amplitude, vs interclick interval, and vs centroid frequency (or
direction of arrival, if available). Additionally, the
waveform, power spectrum, and spectrogram of
each click within the echolocation event is
available. Click trains of interest can be easily
selected by the user and extracted for further
analysis. These events are then automatically
cleaned of echoes and other noise sources, after
which the pattern of the click train is automatically
investigated to determine whether there is one or
more animals vocalising simultaneously (i.e.,
overlapping click trains), as well as which
behaviour the animal was potentially engaged in
(e.g., feeding). D-PorCCA is a user-friendly tool
with potential for behavioural studies of wild
harbour porpoises as well as other NBHF species,
as it focuses on clicks trains, and can be used to fill

Changes in marine mammal vocal structures have
been investigating for decades to assess whether
they correlate with stress levels or stress indicators.
Because of their acoustic plasticity, the
interpretation of acoustic signals of dolphins has
been studied most extensively. This preliminary
study describes the changes in acoustic parameters
detected in whistles spectral contours in a bycatch
event that involved three individuals during a
midwater trawling survey using passive acoustic
monitoring (PAM). The results indicate a total
number of 76 upsweep whistles, 23 during the
catch event and 53 during non-catch events, that
were analyzed and compared. Statistical analysis
highlighted significant differences among upsweep
parameters. Specifically, Dr was significantly
higher (p<0.001) and fMax, fC, and BW were
significantly lower (p<0.001) in the upsweeps of
the catch event (Mann–Whitney U-test; p<0.001).
Furthermore, our data show that vocal production
during the catch event was characterized by a
combination of two signals, an ascending whistle
(upsweep) and a distinctive pulsed signal that the
we denominated “low-frequency burst clouds” in
the frequency band ranged from 4.5 to 7 kHz). This
capture event reveals a novel aspect of T.
truncatus acoustic communication, it confirms their
acoustic plasticity and suggests that states of
discomfort are conveyed through their language.
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knowledge gaps of these elusive species. Moreover,
it has potential for application in large monitoring
project, such as SAMBAH.

(2) Orsted, Boston, Massachusetts
(3) Shell New Energies, Houston, TX
(4) EDP Renewables, Portland, OR
(5) Ecology and Environment, Lancaster, NY
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Aerial surveys for protected marine species
around Norfolk Canyon, Virginia, USA
Cotter, Mark1; Coates, Shannon2; Pusser, Todd;
Bell, Joel3
(1) UMass Dartmouth, Virginia Beach, VA
(2) Ecology and Environment, Inc., Virginia Beach,
VA
(3) Naval Facilities Engineering Command
Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia
Corresponding Author: markpcotter@hotmail.com

Offshore wind development in the U.S. is rapidly
advancing, with multiple recent lease sales on the
east coast and areas under consideration on the
west coast. As projects progress, agencies such as
the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
are preparing and adapting policies that may affect
offshore wind projects to ensure impacts to marine
mammals are within legal limitations as prescribed
in the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Key
challenges with policy development are related to
project scaling and applied worst-case-scenarios
and modeling assumptions. To adapt policies, we
suggest (1) improved regulatory alignment among
agencies for decision-making early in project
evaluation; (2) engagement with key stakeholders
such as developers and the conservation
community; and (3) risk management strategies
that allow more complex and realistic consideration
of marine mammals’ roles in ecological systems.
With respect to offshore wind, we will (1) provide
examples of challenges integrating marine mammal
considerations under different laws and
disconnections that can arise between policies and
ecological goals; (2) make recommendations about
application of policies to meet legal and ecological
needs; and (3) differentiate between potential
policies on the east and west coasts given different
technologies and taxa. An example of a
disconnection between policies and ecological
needs is application of a larger radius to harassment
for vibratory technologies because this discourages
use despite reduced acute noise production.
Another example is that shutdown mitigations for
geophysical surveys often are required to employ
larger mitigation radii than the legal criteria would
suggest are needed. Further, although laws have
different purposes, we recommend early
recognition among agencies of acceptable
modeling approaches and coordination to ensure
appropriate review and consideration of monitoring
and mitigation.

As part of a larger multidisciplinary monitoring
program supporting Atlantic Fleet Training and
Testing (AFTT) activities, the U.S. Navy funded
line-transect aerial surveys to collect baseline
information on marine mammal occurrence,
distribution, composition, and basic behavior
within the Virginia Capes (VACAPES) range
complex in the mid-Atlantic off Virginia Beach,
Virginia. The primary survey area included the
waters between 80 and 160 km offshore of Virginia
Beach, encompassing an area of approximately
9,200 square kilometers. From April 2018 to May
2019, a total of over 13,000 kilometers of trackline
was covered over 23 survey days. Sixteen cetacean
species were identified, including protected species
such as North Atlantic right (NARW), blue, fin, sei,
and sperm whales. Also recorded were True’s and
Sowerby’s beaked whales, which have been rarely
encountered in this region previously. Other
notable observations include two sightings of eight
individual feeding NARW, which were in close
proximity to several other foraging humpback, fin,
sei, and minke whales. Additionally, a rarely
encountered lone adult blue whale was seen over
the continental shelf feeding amongst fin whales. In
addition to cetaceans, turtles, fish, sharks, and rays
were also opportunistically recorded and identified
to species when possible. We have documented two
species of large pelagic rays (Chilean and giant
devil rays) that have likely been misidentified as a
general “manta ray” during past survey efforts
along the U.S. Atlantic coast. This region is a highuse area for commercial shipping and military
activities, and this study is a valuable component of
continued monitoring efforts to document the
occurrence of protected marine species over a
longer temporal span in a seasonally dynamic
environment.

Patterns of persistent organic pollutant
concentrations in common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) at multiple spatial scales.
Cox, Tara1; Leslie, Jaeylyn2; Perrtree, Robin1; Tay,
Sena3; Ylitalo, Gina4; Balmer, Brian5; Bolton,
Jennie6; Boyd, Daryle6; Griffin, Emily3; Rosel,
Patricia7
(1) Savannah State University, Savannah, Georgia
(2) Hampton University, Hampton, VA
(3) Savannah State University, Savannah, GA
(4) Northwest Fisheries Science Center, National

Offshore wind and marine mammals in the US:
Integrating legal compliance and ecological
needs for practicable policy development.
Courbis, Sarah1; Morse, Laura2; Broker, Koen3;
Studds, Tyler4; Guttenplan, Katherine5
(1) Ecology & Environment, Inc., Portland, Oregon
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Persistent organic pollutant (POP) concentrations
increase at high trophic levels through
biomagnification. Common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) are an upper trophic level
species in estuarine and coastal ecosystems; thus,
they accumulate high concentrations of these
persistent, lipophilic contaminants. Dolphins near
Brunswick, Georgia (USA) have some of the
highest recorded blubber concentrations of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) in marine
mammals studied to date. The Sapelo Island
National Estuarine Research Reserve was thought
to be a relatively pristine comparison site for the
Brunswick study, but dolphins studied from this
site also have high concentrations of POPs.
Contaminant concentrations from blubber biopsies
of dolphins in waterways near Savannah, Georgia
(USA) were compared with other dolphins in the
southeastern U.S. Male common bottlenose
dolphins (n=20) were biopsied in Savannah in
spring 2017; additional biopsies were collected in
spring 2019 (n=51; sex to be determined). The
male dolphins sampled in 2017 had significantly
lower mean concentrations of all contaminants
except for dieldrin when compared to
concentrations in males in the Brunswick and
Sapelo locations. In addition, male dolphins in
Savannah had the lowest mean concentrations of
PCBs (31.1 µg/g) compared to males at 14 other
locations in the southeastern U.S. These values
were significantly lower than the values in animals
from Brunswick and Sapelo, Georgia, indicating
that Savannah could serve as a comparison site to
further investigate health effects of POPs in
common bottlenose dolphins from the southeastern
U.S. Contaminants data were coupled with sighting
histories of individuals with ≥10 sightings from
2009-2017 and mapped in ArcMap 10.4 (22.3 ±
12.1 sightings); there were no clear geographic
patterns in historical sighting record versus
contaminant concentrations near Savannah,
Georgia. However, including additional males
sampled in 2019 may indicate fine-scale spatial
patterns in habitat use and contaminant levels
similar to the broad-scale spatial patterns found
between field sites.

Spotted seals (Phoca largha) are pelagic foragers
that use seasonal pack ice for pupping, nursing, and
resting when ice is present (December–June) and
coastal haulout sites for resting during the openwater season (July–November). Decreases in the
extent and duration of ice cover associated with
climate change have eased access to the Arctic for
development and shipping, prioritizing the
identification of areas important to seals. We
worked with Alaska Native hunters to deploy
satellite-linked tags on 24 spotted seals (including
20 CTD tags) in nearshore areas of the Beaufort
and Bering seas during 2016–2018 to study
movements and identify high-use areas. Individual
seals were tracked for 137–638 days. Seals tagged
in the Beaufort Sea moved into the Chukchi Sea
and made recurrent east-west movements, spending
1–27 days foraging near Herald Shoal, primarily in
warm Alaskan Coastal Water, and 0.1–5.7 days
resting on coastal islands. Seals tagged in the
Bering Sea also made recurrent east-west
movements, spending 1–25 days foraging in the
central Bering Sea, primarily between St. Lawrence
Island and St. Matthew Island in Alaskan Coastal
Water and Bering Shelf Water, and 0.03–6.2 days
resting on coastal islands. In December, seals in
the Chukchi Sea moved south, ahead of the
advancing pack ice, into the Bering Sea. By midJanuary, all seals regardless of their tagging
location foraged along the pack ice edge in the
central Bering Sea. CTD data will be used to
identify oceanographic characteristics of the highuse foraging areas. Tagging seals in both the
Beaufort and Bering seas allowed us to identify
spotted seal movements and high-use areas
throughout the continental shelf. Further studies
that include additional tagging locations will likely
identify other important foraging and resting areas.
Is relocation of cetaceans from certified zoos
and aquaria to marine sanctuaries an option?
Culik, Boris
F³: Forschung . Fakten . Fantasie, Heikendorf,
Germany
Corresponding Author: bculik@fh3.de

Oceanographic characteristics associated with
movements and high-use areas of spotted seals
(Phoca largha) in the Chukchi and Bering seas.
Crawford, Justin1; Quakenbush, Lori2; Nelson,
Mark3; Adam, Ryan; Bryan, Anna4; Citta, John1;
VonDuyke, Andrew5; Okkonen, Stephen6
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Animal rights organisations demand relocation of
marine mammals from certified parks to sea-side
enclosures. Is that advisable? By comparison to
their natural habitat, aquaria are small and shallow,
but the same is true for any type of sea-side
sanctuary. What issues are at stake?

Marine construction projects, such as offshore wind
farms and port developments often use techniques
that produce significant levels of noise underwater,
which could have effects on marine wildlife.
Marine Scotland is the government body
responsible for regulating these activities in
Scottish waters and for ensuring that wildlife
populations are protected in line with legislation.

To ensure optimal care, veterinarians, trainers and
technical personnel control a variety of
indispensable activity, health, water and food
parameters. Under optimal conditions, marine
mammals form tight bonds and interact with their
trainers and are frequently rewarded. Similar high
levels of professional care and interaction would be
indispensable in any facility.

Large scale offshore wind farm construction started
off the Scottish east coast in 2017, using piled
foundations. To monitor for potential broad-scale
changes in the distribution of protected cetacean
species during construction activities, Marine
Scotland deployed an array of 30 click detectors
and 10 broadband acoustic recorders across the
Scottish east coast each summer since 2013. Here
we present baseline distributions for dolphins and
harbour porpoises, along with ambient noise levels
recorded concurrently.

Many existing collections are captive-bred hybrids.
They do not match genetic, social, acoustic or
behavioural characteristics or bacterial fingerprint
of wild populations. Unplanned release from
enclosures, by Illegal activities, natural disasters or
mechanical failures cannot be ruled out. However,
their introduction into the wild would put these
animals as well as local environments and
populations at risk and is prohibited by
international legislation.

Dolphin detections across the monitored area are
highly variable, with some locations that are clearly
favoured. Harbour porpoise are ubiquitous and in
more than 60% of locations are detected on 100%
of monitored days. This is likely to mean that there
is more power to detect changes in porpoise
distribution in relation to offshore wind farm pile
driving than for dolphins.

Dolphinids reach old ages, orcas living longer than
50 years and caring for them constitutes a long
lasting financial and ethical commitment. Several
governments and institutions have decided to end
captive breeding and fade out collections.
However, a loss of facilities and expertise will
affect the possibilities to save critically endangered
species.

U.S. import rule on bycatch: An NGO
perspective.
Uhlemann, Sarah1; Cummings, Brendan2;
O’Connell, Kathleen3
(1) Center for Biological Diversity, Seattle, WA
(2) Center for Biological Diversity, Joshua Tree,
CA
(3) Animal Welfare Institute, Washington, DC
Corresponding Author:
suhlemann@biologicaldiversity.org

Sanctuary projects seem to struggle with legal,
professional, and economic aspects and the
duration of the commitment they can guarantee. I
propose to turn the focus of the debate on
commercial capture operations, the welfare of
cetaceans in sub-optimal facilities including sea
pens and to cooperate with certified aquaria in
enforcing best practice and the rescue of
endangered species.

The United States – the world’s largest importer of
seafood – issued a new regulation that will ban
seafood imports from nations whose fisheries kill
marine mammals in excess of the United States’
own strong bycatch standards. The U.S. has already
begun implementing the rule, which will be fully
effective in 2022 and may affect over 120 nations
around the world. Exporting nations have already
begun tracking, assessing, and limiting their
bycatch in response to the rule, in order to maintain
access to the lucrative U.S. market.

Broad-scale acoustic monitoring for cetaceans
and underwater noise in relation to offshore
wind farm construction in Scotland.
Culloch, Ross1; Davies, Ian1; Edwards, Ewan1;
Chevallard, Pablo; Merchant, Nathan2; van Geel,
Nienke3; Brookes, Kate1
(1) Marine Scotland Science, Aberdeen, United
Kingdom
(2) Cefas, Lowestoft, United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: rculloch@gmail.com

The presentation will provide an NGO perspective
on the U.S. imports rule, including its standards
and implementation, and discuss where the rule
may be most effective and its potential limitations.
We will provide case studies evaluating the rule’s
impact thus far, including the U.S. decision to ban
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The 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill and Unusual
Mortality Events in the northern Gulf of Mexico
demonstrated the need for an improved
understanding of bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) movement and ranging patterns in this
area. No mechanism existed for detecting and
monitoring changes in distribution in response to
these events, or for readily identifying the origins
of stranded dolphins. To address these issues, a
collaboration was formed in 2012 involving federal
and state agencies, non-profits, and academia
working on photo-identification projects, as well as
stranding programs and international partners.
The Gulf of Mexico Dolphin Identification System
(GoMDIS) provides a venue to archive dolphin
identification data from collaborating research
groups Gulf-wide, including Cuba and Mexico. The
objectives are: 1) maintain a collaborative
compilation of dolphin identification data, 2) build
and maintain a repository for identification images
and 3) facilitate data sharing among colleagues to
examine dolphin movements throughout the Gulf.
The Chicago Zoological Society’s Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program (SDRP) curates GoMDIS. Data
are provided by our contributors and stored both
offline on our secure server at SDRP, and on Duke
University’s OBIS-SEAMAP that provides an online
workspace for collaborators to go through animal
matching workflow. GoMDIS is constantly
updating, currently including 32 catalogs, 19,456
animals and 33,621 images, yielding 1,248
matches between projects (current and archived)
to date. We expect GoMDIS to grow and evolve as
a long-term conservation tool and resource for
management. We also envision extending our
study region to the wider Caribbean for better
understanding of ranging patterns and shifts. To
ensure continuing success, it will be necessary to
1) find funding for operations, 2) incorporate new
research and stranding programs, 3) receive and
process catalogs with an improved data processing
framework, and 4) maintain communication
between the curator and collaborators.

certain Mexican imports due to bycatch of critically
endangered vaquita. We will conclude by
identifying how researchers, conservationists, and
NGOs around the world can contribute to the
process by providing critical data and information.
The impact of dredging activity on harbour
porpoise, Phocoena phocoena, behaviour in
Dublin Bay.
Cummins, Fiona1; Russell, Clodagh2; Berrow,
Simon3; O'Brien, Joanne4
(1) GMIT, Castleblayney, Ireland
(2) IWDG, Kilrush, Ireland
(3) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
(4) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
Corresponding Author: fiona.eileen04@gmail.com
As part of Dublin Ports 6-year Alexandra Basin
Redevelopment Project parts of Dublin Port and it's
navigational channel are being deepened to -10m
Chart Datum to accomodate larger cargo ships and
cruise liners. This dredged material is dumped
within a designated spoil zone approximately 15km
from Dublin Port and which is located within a
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) for harbour
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena). Specialist
underwater acoustic data collection equipment
called C-PODs have been deployed in this spoil
zone from December 2016 until present. This
equipment collects digital information on detected
cetacean click trains. The objectives of this study
are to use this data to determine the level of
foraging activity within this dump zone using a
click train parameter called inter-click interval, and
to compare foraging activity from before, during
and after dredging activity has occurred. This will
allow the aim of the research to be addressed:
whether dumping activty from dredging work
impacts harbour porpoise behaviour, specifically
foraging behaviour.
Gulf of Mexico Dolphin Identification System
(GoMDIS) – A collaborative program to better
define bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
movements.
Cush, Carolyn1; McBride-Kebert, Shauna2; Wells,
Randall3; Adams, Jeff4; Fujioka, Ei5; Urian, Kim6
(1) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, San Diego
(2) Smultea Sciences
(3) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
(4) NOAA, Fisheries, Silver Spring, Maryland
(5) Duke University Marine Geospatial Ecology
Lab, Durham
(6) Duke University Marine Lab, Beaufort
Corresponding Author: cenglund@mote.org

Persistent organic pollutants in blubber of Sei
whales (Balaenoptera borealis) from South
Atlantic.
da Silva, Josilene; Taniguchi, Satie; Caruso Bícego,
Marcia; Andre Lourenço, Rafael
Oceanographic Institute of the University of São
Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil
Corresponding Author: josilenehsilva@gmail.com
Persistent organic pollutants (POP) such as
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDE), and chlorinated pesticides
are highly lipophilic compounds that can be found
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in several organisms, such as the marine mammals
as Sei whales (Balaenoptera borealis) that are
largely open ocean whales. Sei whale is found in all
oceans, but usually live in temperate waters. It is
believed that this species migrate considerable
distances between higher latitude in summer to
lower latitude in winter. In the southern
hemisphere, the occurrence of this species was
recorded in waters off Brazil, Chile, Peru, South
Africa and South Georgia. A total of seven samples
were obtained from unrestrained living Sei whales
using biopsy darts in Santos Basin, Brazil, for
analysis of POP. The concentration of POP in the
blubber samples were relatively low and presented,
in ng g-1 wet weight (ww), maximum concentration
of 32.0 for PCB, 3.77 for hexachlorobenzene, 1.35
for p,p’-DDE, 1.14 for Dieldrin and 0.26 for
PBDE. The present study showed lower levels of
POP in Sei whales found in South Atlantic
compared to those reported in the Northern
Hemisphere. It may be related to their low level in
the trophic web and can also be associated to a
lower degree of POP contamination in that area.
This study has contributed to mitigate the lack of
scientific data about POP contamination in this
species not only in South Atlantic but also in
Southern Hemisphere.

observations suggest that male aggression against
calves may represent a form of socio-sexual or
group display. Strikingly, and unlike most
documented examples in other species, infanticidelike behavior in botos is most of the time seen to be
a group phenomenon. Even if unintended, the death
of calves from male aggression may have
significant negative population-level impacts, given
how in this species females produce only single
calves at intervals of several years.
Analysis of manatee ear bone chemistry as a tool
to track West Indian manatee migrations in the
northcentral Gulf of Mexico.
DaCosta, Kayla1; Carmichael, Ruth H.2
(1) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/University of South
Alabama
(2) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/ University of South
Alabama, Dauphin Island
Corresponding Author: kdacosta@disl.org
Migration, habitat use, and diet of West Indian
manatees in the northcentral Gulf of Mexico
(nGOM) are minimally studied and critical for
determining population connectivity and
conservation needs. Chemical analysis of inert
tissues with annual growth (i.e. ear bones, otoliths,
baleen, hair) provide information about migration
pathways, habitat use, and diet during an
individual’s lifetime. These analyses can build on
other studies (e.g.; satellite/GPS tags, photo
identification, opportunistic sighting) without
requiring capture or sighting. We examined
variations in trace element ratios (e.g. Sr:Ca,
Ba:Ca, Zn:Ca) and stable isotope signatures (d13C
& d15N) among growth layers within and among
individuals to better understand variations that may
correspond with seasonal migrations or ontogenetic
changes in habitat and/or diet. Manatee ear bones
were collected from necropsied animals along the
nGOM coast from Mississippi to the western
Florida panhandle and the western Florida
peninsula to evaluate regional differences between
these groups. Preliminary results indicate that
Zn:Ca ratios increased within individuals through
time, while some individuals had Sr:Ca and Ba:Ca
ratios that followed annual patterns in variation of
saltwater versus freshwater influence through time.
Changes in Sr:Ca ratios and isotope signatures
occur around 1-2 years, indicating a potential diet
shift as individuals transition from a milk- to
forage-based diet. Regional differences exist in
some elements (Sr:Ca, Mg:Ca, d13C), with trace
element ratios higher and d13C values lower in
animals in the nGOM than peninsular Florida. Use
of these techniques will provide a novel method for
reconstructing past migration, habitat use, and diet
which will aid in understanding current and
historical habitat use by West Indian manatees in
the nGOM.

Aggression towards neonates and possible
infanticide in the Boto, or Amazon river dolphin
(Inia geoffrensis).
da Silva, Vera1; Moraes, Priscila2; Schlichta,
Flavia3; do Carmo, Nívia A. S.3; Hintermayer,
Barbara G3; Araujo, Michelle C3; Martin, Anthony4
(1) Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia INPA, Manaus, Brazil
(2) AMPA- Friends of Manatee Association,
Balbina/., Brazil
(3) AMPA- Friends of Manatee Association,
Balbina, Brazil
(4) Univ of Dundee, Cambs
Corresponding Author: tucuxi@inpa.gov.br
Observations of attacks by adult male Amazon
river dolphins, or botos (Inia geoffrensis), together
with post-mortem examinations of carcasses from
within and near the Mamirauá Reserve, Brazil,
suggest that some proportion of calves suffer direct
aggression from adult males, with some perhaps
dying as a result. No cases of female attacks on
calves and infanticide have been witnessed. The
benefits to males of attacking and killing calves are
currently unknown for botos. As some attacks do
not result in the death of the calf, mortality, if it
occurs, may be an inadvertent consequence of the
behavior rather than the motive for it. Our
observations suggest that males who commit
infanticide are unlikely to gain direct fitness
benefits in terms of accelerated return of females to
reproductive condition. By contrast, our
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Causes of death of common dolphins along the
Irish coastline 2017-2019
Levesque, Stephanie1; O'Donovan, Jim2; Daly,
Mags3; Murphy, Sinead4; O’Connell, Michael5;
Jepson, Paul6; Deaville, Robert; Berrow, Simon7
(1) Irish whale and Dolphin group, Kilrush,
Ireland
(2) Regional Verterinary Laboratories of the
Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine,
Cork, Ireland
(3) Irish Whale and Dolphin Group, Kilkee, Ireland
(4) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
(5) Irish Whale and Dolphin Group, Kilrush, Co.
Clare, Ireland
(6) Institute of Zoology, London, gb
(7) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
Corresponding Author:
stephanie.levesque@iwdg.ie

Long-term bonds: Associations among Atlantic
spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) off Bimini,
the Bahamas.
Danaher-Garcia, Nicole1; Melillo-Sweeting, Kelly2;
Dudzinski, Kathleen2
(1) University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
(2) Dolphin Communication Project, Port Saint
Lucie, Florida
Corresponding Author: ngarcia3@umassd.edu
Social systems are characterized by the associations
and interactions between individuals. For highly
social groups such as delphinids, understanding the
demographics and long-term association patterns of
a population is the first step in interpreting its
overall social structure and specific relationships
between individuals. This study is the first to
investigate the social patterns of a population of
Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) off
Bimini, The Bahamas, during a 14-year period
(2003-2016). We generated association indices and
conducted cluster, network, and temporal analyses
using SOCPROG 2.8. Dolphins in this group
display long-term, year-round residency around
Bimini, as well as long-term preferences in
association with a combination of rapid
disassociation, constant companions, and casual
acquaintances. We found no evidence of distinct
social clusters within the study group; however, we
discovered at least one subgroup with higher
association than the rest of the population. This
group was composed of male spotted dolphins,
which overall tended to associate together more
than females and chose companions with similar
levels of association to themselves. Despite strong
relationships between males, we found no evidence
for the existence of alliances or coalitions. Bimini
spotted dolphins do not experience the same social
forces thought to drive such supportive
relationships in other study groups; they do not
experience aggressive interactions with sympatric
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), nor are
males limited in their access to females. After
defining the close associations between pairs of
dolphins, we discuss alternative reasons for close
partnerships aside from those seen in other
delphinid populations. This study provides a
baseline understanding of the social structure of
this population that will allow us to investigate the
variable relationships between individuals, in
addition to exploring the effects of demographic
changes within the resident population.

Strandings of common dolphins (Delphinus
delphis) have increased year on year along the Irish
coast since 2013, especially over the winter
period (December to February); an increase out of
proportion with other species. Between 2006 and
2010 the Irish Whale and Dolphin Group received
134 records for this species; an average of 27
animals per year. However, in the years 2013 to
2018, this number rose to an average of 84 per
year. The cause for the increased stranding rates is
unclear, though several cases of suspected fisheries
interactions were identified based on post-mortem
examinations of animals necropsied during the
peak stranding period in 2013. Since June 2017, a
cetacean post-mortem scheme funded by the
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund and the
Irish government has aimed to investigate causes of
death in common dolphins, striped dolphins
(Stenella coeruleoalba) and harbour porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena). Here, we present the
findings for common dolphins. Between June 2017
and April 2019, a total of 72 common dolphins
were recovered and necropsied by the Regional
Veterinary Laboratory, with oversight by the UK’s
Cetacean Strandings Investigation Programme
(CSIP) at the Institute of Zoology. Necropsies were
undertaken in accordance with CSIP’s guidelines.
Of the 36 common dolphins necropsied between
June 2017 and March 2018 for which results are
currently available, causes of death were attributed
to infectious disease (36%), starvation/hypothermia
(22%), live stranding (17%), gas embolism (3%),
suspected bycatch (8%), other (8%), or were not
established (6%). Preliminary results suggest that
interactions with fisheries were not a significant
source of mortality in the observed stranded
animals, with incidences of infectious diseases and
starvation higher than reported elsewhere.

Inner ear morphology of early (toothed) baleen
whales (Cetacea: Aetiocetidae) and implications
for the origins of infrasonic hearing in baleen
whales.
Racicot, Rachel1; Boessenecker, Robert2; Darroch,
Simon3; Geisler, Jonathan4
(1) Senckenberg Museum of Natural History,
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60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
(2) College of Charleston, Charleston, South
Carolina
(3) Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
(4) College of Osteopathic Medicine New York
Institute of Technology, Old Westbury, New York
Corresponding Author: rachel.racicot@gmail.com

Countries member of ACCOBAMS and its
Scientific Committee are engaged, since several
years, in identifying Cetacean Critical Habitats
(CCHs), which refer to “those parts of a cetacean’s
range that are essential for day-to-day well-being
and survival, as well as for maintaining a healthy
population growth rate”.

Understanding the evolution of hearing in
cetaceans is crucial to discovering the origins of
underwater hearing modalities, and may also help
the conservation of extant taxa in the context of an
increasingly (and anthropogenically) ‘noisy’ ocean.
While much recent work has centered on modern
baleen whales and recent fossils, aetiocetids
(Cetacea: Aetiocetidae) – the toothed baleen whale
group most closely related to whales possessing
baleen – have not yet been examined. Aetiocetids
are an essential group to study for understanding
the ecologies and origins of modern baleen whale
hearing because of this close relationship to
modern baleen whales and transitional position
representing changes in feeding strategies from
using teeth in raptorial feeding to filter feeding with
baleen. Here, we perform an in-depth analysis of
the bony labyrinth, which can provide data on both
ecology and hearing abilities, of an aetiocetid-like
taxon. We use microcomputed tomography
(microCT) to image and examine two petrosals
belonging to adult and juvenile specimens
(CCNHM 5402 and 4202) from the Pysht
Formation (30.5–26.5 Ma) of Washington, USA.
The cochleae are tightly coiled towards the apex,
and overall resemble a mixture of features similar
to other mysticetes and some odontocetes.
Morphological measurements were added to an
extensive dataset of cetaceans and other
artiodactyls to determine whether this species had
similar hearing abilities to modern mysticetes. The
semicircular canals and vestibule are also measured
and described in detail as they relate to other
aspects of ecology; notably, they are relatively
smaller than some other mysticetes compared to the
cochlea size. Nondestructive microCT scanning
approaches provide unique opportunities to better
understand the evolution and ecology of
aetiocetids, which occupy a crucial position in the
evolutionary and ecological history of mysticetes.

Important Marine Mammal Areas (IMMAs) in the
Mediterranean Sea have been identified during a
joint workshop organized by the IUCN Marine
Mammal Protected Areas Task Force, in
collaboration with ACCOBAMS and the Tethys
Research Institute (Greece, October 2016).
However, in the context of cetacean conservation
and management it is essential to incorporate the
concept of actual and/or potential human activities
and threats at the population level.
The ACCOBAMS Scientific Committee
recommended that in providing advice to the
Countries under the ongoing ACCOBAMS threatbased management approach, the concepts of both
IMMAs and CCH are considered and incorporated.
IMMAs provide an initial biocentric process to be
followed by that of the CCHs, in which the spatial
distribution of threats is identified, quantified and
overlapped to IMMAs. Management advice is then
based upon an integration of the two approaches
and the prioritization of mitigation approaches on a
case-specific basis. This will assist in providing the
parties with advice on targeted and effective
conservation measures, such as those, inter alia,
related to mitigating ship strikes.
Using both the IMMA and CCH approaches in the
ACCOBAMS region will have a significant added
value, since these two concepts reinforce and
strengthen each other. Indeed, the global scope of
IMMAs will help in promoting awareness and
visibility at the international level, while CCHs
provide a tool to foster the regional commitment
and to revise and update the list of areas of special
concern for cetaceans in the ACCOBAMS region,
as well as supporting the related conservation and
management measures.
Behavior-based association patterns in common
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in Boca
Ciega Bay, Florida
Davis, Brooke1; Simard, Peter2; Gowans, Shannon3
(1) Eckerd College
(2) Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, FL
(3) Eckerd College, St Petersburg
Corresponding Author: bedavis@eckerd.edu

Toward the identification of important
cetacean’s areas under threat at a regional
scale: The ACCOBAMS Cetacean Critical
Habitat’s process.
David, Léa1; Panigada, Simone2; SALIVAS,
Maylis3
(1) EcoOcéan Institut, Montpellier, France
(2) Tethys Research Institute, Milan
(3) ACCOBAMS Secretariat, Monaco, Monaco
Corresponding Author: lea.david2@wanadoo.fr

Common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
in Boca Ciega Bay, Florida live in a complex,
fission-fusion society where group membership and
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size change frequently. As dolphins display high
behavioral plasticity, changes in behavioral state
can potentially influence group size and
composition. Individuals may require stronger
associations when engaging in cooperative
behavior, such as group foraging, than when
individuals are competing for access to limited
resources. This study examines the association
patterns of common bottlenose dolphins in Boca
Ciega Bay, Florida, in four different behavioral
states (foraging, socializing, travelling, milling).

tissues in their whiskers, I plan to construct a
dietary timeline across 30 adult females, providing
a continuous dietary analysis across a temporal
range of environmental conditions. Retrospective
analysis of diet on an individual level can provide
insight into the long-term effects that an
increasingly warmer ocean can have on predators
and on trophic interactions.
The lesion profile of cetaceans diagnosed with
neurobrucellosis in Scottish waters 1991 to
March 2019.
Davsion, Nick1; Brownlow, Andrew2; ten
Doeschate, Mariel1; Perrett, Lorraine3; Dale,
Emma-Jane4; Muchowski, Jakub4; Foster, Geoff1;
McGovern, Barry5; Whatmore, Adrian4; Dagleish,
Mark6
(1) Scottish Marine Animal Stranding Scheme,
Inverness, United Kingdom
(2) SRUC, Inverness, United Kingdom
(3) FAO/WHO Collaborating Centre for
Brucellosis, OIE Brucellosis Reference
Laboratory., Addlestone, United Kingdom
(4) FAO/WHO Collaborating Centre for
Brucellosis, OIE Brucellosis Reference Laboratory,
Addlestone, United Kingdom
(5) University of Queensland, Camp Hill, Australia
(6) Moredun Research Institute, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: nick.davison@sruc.ac.uk

Photo ID and group behavioral data records were
collected during 2011-2015 as part of the ongoing
research conducted by the Eckerd College Dolphin
Project, and were analyzed using SOCPROG social
analysis software. Permutation tests, comparing
observed association patterns to random datasets,
revealed differences in association patterns
between the different behavioral states. Significant
preferred associations were revealed in all behavior
states except for foraging; which fits with the lack
of observations of cooperative foraging in this area.
Standardized lagged association rates were
determined within each behavioral state to
investigate differences in the temporal patterning of
associations. Travelling and milling association
rates showed preferential associations over time,
while socializing and foraging association rates did
not. This study provides insight into the role that
ecology plays in the evolution of these social
structures, especially when compared with similar
studies conducted on other populations of common
bottlenose dolphins in Cedar Key, Florida and in
Shannon Estuary, Ireland, as well as Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) in Shark
Bay, Australia.

Brucella ceti was first reported in the early 1990's
and has since become an important pathogen in
cetaceans worldwide. Possibly the most important
disease manifestation is B.ceti-associated
meningoencephalitis or neurobrucellosis in
cetaceans. In Scotland, Brucella sp. have been
isolated from eleven species of cetacean and B.cetiassociated meningoencephalitis in seven. In this
study, we re-examined historical cases for gross
and histological evidence of neurobrucellosis and,
along with new cases, neurological lesion profiling
was performed to determine differences and/or
similarities between cases and sequence types. New
cases with gross lesions suggestive of
neurobrucellosis had their whole spinal cords
removed for histological examination. Histological
sections of brains from defined areas were blinded,
and scored from zero to five; zero being no lesions
present and five being severe lymphocyte
infiltration and/or perivascular cuffing, lesions
typically associated with neurobrucellosis in
cetaceans. Analysis showed that lesions in most
cetacean species occur in the meninges and
increase in severity from rostral (cerebrum) to
caudal (medulla) and lesions in the brain
parenchyma follow a similar pattern. Lesions in the
brain parenchyma were more common in animals
with a more severe meningitis. Cases of
neurobrucellosis were more common in pelagic

Stable isotopes of sea lion whiskers reflect
impact of ocean warming on diet.
Davis, Madison
San Diego State University, San Jose, CA
Corresponding Author: mcdavis@sdsu.edu
Marine biological processes are dependent on
dynamic, seasonal trends in temperature. Observed
and projected periods of oceanographic warming
have the potential to drastically alter basic
oceanographic dynamics. These changes impact
upper trophic level predators significantly, making
changes in their population parameters during
environmental change an indicator of overall
ecosystem state or condition. California sea lions
are abundant predators that occupy the California
Current System and whose weaning and
reproduction are significantly impacted by the
changes in primary productivity and concurrent
shifts in their prey that occur during anomalous
temperature events. By monitoring changes in sea
lion diet through stable isotopes deposited in inert
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delphinids, particularly striped dolphins and
Atlantic white-sided dolphins, but absent in other
species, such as white beaked dolphins, despite
similar numbers being examined and this warrants
further investigation. Cases also occurred in
Sowerby's beaked whales and a novel case of
meningoencephalitis in a single minke whale with
dual Brucella pinnipedialis and herpesvirus
infection. These findings suggest that pelagic
delphinids are more susceptible to B.ceti-associated
meningoencephalitis and this should be a
differential diagnosis for any live-stranded
cetacean.

acoustic structure is important to differentiate
between variant and signature whistles.
International and multidisciplinary network for
the preservation of the good environmental
status of the marine areas of Macaronesian
region and the conservation of their cetacean
populations (SANICET)
De La Fuente, Jesus1; Arbelo, Manuel2; Hernández,
José Juan3; Castro, Ayoze4; Delory, Eric; Neves,
Silvana; Rosa, Fernando5; Almunia Portoles,
Francisco Javier6; Santos, Marco7; Carreira,
Gilberto P.8; Dinis, Ana9; Ferreira, Rita10; Alves,
Filipe11; Marques, Nuno12; Freitas, Luis13; Santos,
Katia14; Bras, Nilson14; Oujo, Carolina15; Lopez
Suarez, Pedro; Fernandez, Antonio
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Gran Canaria (Spain), Arucas (Gran Canaria, Las
Palmas), Spain
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Arucas, Spain
(3) University Institute of Intelligent Systems and
Numeric Applications in Engineering. University of
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain), Las Palmas
de Gran Canaria, Spain
(4) The Oceanic Platform of the Canary Islands
(PLOCAN) (Spain), Telde, Spain
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(11) MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences
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Effect of boat activity on the acoustic
communication of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) of Dolphin Bay, Bocas Del Toro,
Panama
Daw, Rebecca1; Perez, Betzi2; May-Collado, Laura
J3
(1) UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
(2) McGill University / Panacetacea, Panama,
Panama
(3) University of Vermont, South Burlington,
Vermont
Corresponding Author: Rebecca.Daw@uvm.edu
Bottlenose dolphin whistles play an important role
in their communication. There are two types of
whistles: (1) variant whistles that are used by all
dolphins for group cohesion when traveling,
foraging and socializing; and (2) signature whistles,
which are unique to each individual and are used to
maintain contact between specific group members
(e.g. mother-calf). Given the role whistles play on
dolphin communication and behavior, here I study
the impact of boat activity on the emission of
whistles types, the context, and the whistle acoustic
structure. Recordings were obtained from multiple
years using broadband recordings systems
deployed from boats and recently deployed
autonomous recordings systems at the Bocas del
Toro in Panama. Using both active and passive
recordings allowed for the behavioral context of
some whistles to be known, as well as for 24-hour
examination of whistle emission. A total of 1,635
whistles were analyzed with 1,145 being identified
as variant and 490 as signature, following the
Signature Identification (SIGID). Variant whistles
were more common independently of behavior or
boat presence. In terms of acoustic structure, the
two type of whistles are significantly different from
each other, with signature whistles been more
complex than variants with longer durations,
broader frequency ranges, and more modulation. In
the presence of boats, signature whistles showed a
narrowing of their frequency range most likely a
strategy to avoid potential masking by boat noise.
Our study shows that when studying the impact of
noise associated to boat traffic on dolphin whistle

Macaronesian Region is an important biodiversity
hotspot located in the North Atlantic Ocean,
between Europe and Africa, conformed by four
archipelagos (Azores, Madeira, Canary Islands and
Cabo Verde Islands). Among the species that
inhabits this area, cetaceans occupy a remarkable
place in terms of abundance and diversity, having
confirmed the presence of 32 different species
residing or transiting their waters.
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Macaronesian Cetacean Health Network
(SANICET) was conceived with the objective of
carrying out a program of health surveillance of
Macaronesian cetacean populations or, in other
words, to assess and monitoring those possible risk
factors or threats that could affect, directly or
indirectly, the conservation of these cetaceans.
Diverse scientific groups specialists in cetaceans
that usually work in this Region, in different areas
of knowledge: animal health, ecology and
oceanography, joined efforts to integrate and
harmonize procedures and knowledge from a
multidisciplinary and interregional point of view,
connecting them up into a powerful ICT tool of
recent creation, a Collaborative Virtual Community
(CVC) which shares data, information and
methods, overcoming territorial and border
fragmentation in the cetaceans conservation.

whale sharks. In 2010, interview surveys by Dolar
et al. (2011) led to the discovery of the Philippines’
second population of Irrawaddy dolphins (Orcaella
brevirostris) in one of the coastal areas of
NOCWCA. Since then, the awareness on marine
mammals have led to heightened vigilance on
sightings and response to stranding events,
especially with the recent establishment of the
Negros Occidental Coastal Wetland Area
Management Alliance (NOCWAMA), an alliance
of environmental managers tasked to foresee the
sustainability of the wetlands. The Alliance also
recognized the role of the academe in providing
scientific data to contribute to management-related
decisions. In 2017, a marine mammal and whale
shark stranding response and rescue training was
conducted to strengthen the NOCWAMA’s
conservation capabilities and to effectively collect
and report data as well. This study utilized fisher
interviews to investigate the occurrences of other
marine mammals that are often sighted by
municipal fishers when going out to sea, or during
stranding events. The study resulted in mapping out
potential sites for further investigation, including
habitats for endangered dugong and Irrawaddy
dolphins.

This initiative took shape through the MARCET
Project (Interreg-MAC 2014-2020), in which the
scientific studies proposed are directed towards the
management for the preservation of the good
environmental status of Macaronesian marine
areas, the conservation of their cetacean
populations and the promotion of a sustainable
ecotourism model, mainly related to Whale
Watching activity.

Environmental factors related to group size and
habitat use of Guiana dolphins from São Marcos
Bay, northeast Brazil
de Moura, Jailson1; Pagliani, Bruna2; Pivari,
Daniela3
(1) Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Research
(ZMT), Cabo Frio, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora, Brazil
(3) Ecótonus Meio Ambiente e Arquitetura,
Brooklin Novo, Brazil
Corresponding Author: jfu@zmt-bremen.de

Using citizen science to investigate marine
mammal occurrences and respond to strandings
in the Negros Occidental Coastal Wetlands
Conservation Area, Philippines.
de la Paz, Manuel Eduardo1; Sombito, La Vera2;
Gabriel, John Paul2; Luther, Jacob2; Hisu-an,
Jozette2; Salvilla, Regie Antonette2; Festin, Bea
Chiara2; Espinosa, Stiffy Marie2; Cardinal, Johanna
Marie2; Yulo, Vince Ray3; Lotayco, Trisha2;
Montoya, Pamela2
(1) University of St. La Salle, Dumaguete City
(2) University of St. La Salle, Bacolod, Philippines
(3) Provincial Environment and Natural Resources
Office of Negros OCcidental, Bacolod, Philippines
Corresponding Author:
makoy28_delapaz@yahoo.com

Environmental changes can affect the social
structure and disrupt habitat use of marine mammal
species. An impact on the social dynamics of
dolphins, including group size structure, may
attenuate the feeding success and increasing
predation risk, especially considering species
exhibiting small home ranges, which impose
particular habitat dependency and high
vulnerability to environmental changes. In this
regard, the Guiana dolphin, Sotalia guianensisis a
particularly endangered species due to its coastal
distribution considerable small home range. The
aim of this study was first to conduct a spatial
assessment of the dolphin groups sighted during a
fieldwork conducted in the São Marcos Bay (SMB;
Northeastern Brazil), one of the most import port
areas from Brazil, from where about 120 millions
tons of diverse mineral are annually transported
worldwide. The results show an overlap between
the distribution of the dolphin groups and the port
activities area, which includes the loading zone at

The Negros Occidental Coastal Wetlands
Conservation Area is the Philippines’ 7th Ramsar
Site of Wetlands of International Importance. It
consists of 23,000 ha of coastal wetlands which
include the municipal waters of 10 cities and
municipalities of Negros Occidental and are part of
two major marine bodies: the Guimaras Strait and
Panay Gulf. Its biodiversity include 72 recorded
species of migratory birds and the economically
important nylon shell (Paphia undulate) and angel
wings seashell (Pholas orientalis). Despite its
economic importance to the fishing community,
little attention has been given to large marine
vertebrates such as marine mammals, turtles, and
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main port area and the navigation channel used by
large cargo ships and other vessels. Also, a
Generalized Linear Modeling approach (GLM) was
conducted in order to identify the best combination
of selected variables that best predict the group size
of the dolphins. The predictor variables included:
salinity, se surface temperature, depth, water
transparency, distance from the main port area, and
the feeding activity of the groups sighted. The
results indicated that larger dolphin groups were
found in areas closer to the main port area and were
associated to foraging activities. Therefore, the
results suggest that this dolphin population might
be exposed to threats linked to the port activities,
which may include noise pollution, vessel collision
and chemical pollution. This study opens a
scientific avenue for exploring the effect of
potential anthropogenic threats on the Guiana
dolphin population at the SMB.

dead and 4.3% alive from the nets. Small cetacean
meat was used for fisher’s consumption or trade;
the meat was sold US$0.60 – US$1.5 /kg and is
consumed fresh or processed as muchame, a dried
local dish.
Different approaches were identified for
monitoring and reducing cetacean bycatch: 1)
socioeconomic and market studies, 2) incorporate
devices to avoid incidental captures, 3) sensitize
and develop campaigns for reducing demand for
small cetacean meat and 4) enforcement of the law.
Movements of common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) within the Pelagos
Sanctuary (North-Western Mediterranean Sea).
De Santis, Valentina1; Azzellino, Arianna2;
Lanfredi, Caterina3; Airoldi, Sabina4; Bellingeri,
Michela5; Gnone, Guido5; Nuti, Silvio6; Labach,
Helene7; Notarbartolo di Sciara, Giuseppe;
Gonzalvo, Joan8
(1) Tethys Research Institute, Politecnico di
Milano, Italy
(2) Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy
(3) Tethys Research Insitute, Milano, Italy
(4) Tethys Research Institute, Bordighera, Italy
(5) Acquario di Genova, Costa Edutainment
S.p.A.,, Genova, Italy
(6) CE.TU.S. Cetacean Research Center,
Viareggio, Italy
(7) GIS3M, Sausset-les-pins, France
(8) Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
Corresponding Author: vale.desa@tiscali.it

Bycatch, consumption and trade of Burmeister’s
porpoise (Phocoena spinipinnis) inshore
Peruvian southern waters
de Paz Campos, Nelly
ACOREMA; WWF, Lima, Lima, Peru
Corresponding Author: nellydepaz@yahoo.com
It was estimated that in 1990-1993, 15-20,000
dolphins and porpoises were caught in Peruvian
artisanal fisheries. In 1996, a national law banned
dolphin and porpoise capture and trade. However, a
study with onboard observers in the artisanal
fishery resulted in very high mortality rates (levels)
of four species of small cetaceans, among them,
Burmeister’s porpoise (Phocoena spinipinnis).

Common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
research and conservation actions were
implemented in the Pelagos Sanctuary, the largest
marine protected area (87,500 km2) for
Mediterranean marine mammals, within the
framework of project “Dolphins Without Borders”,
Studies were conducted in three areas with a water
surface, respectively (west to east), of 11,000,
2,200 and 8,150 km2, between Nice and Elba
Island. During 203 visual surveys, totaling about
8700 km of research effort under positive
conditions (sea state < 4 on the Douglas scale),
bottlenose dolphins were sighted 101 times. The
unified photo-identification catalogue resulted in a
total of 185 well-marked individuals.Of these, 53
(28%) matched with at least one of the other two
catalogues. Only 2 dolphins (1%), both
mother/newborn pairs, sighted between July and
September 2018, were included in all the three
catalogues. The maximum displacement distance
was measured for each dolphin sighted at least
twice (n=143): mean and median displacements
were respectively 105, and 81 km, with 20% of the
dolphins showing a displacement higher than 188
km, while the maximum displacement recorded
was 272 km. These movements are longer than

Here we presented preliminary results of an
ongoing observer program in artisanal gillnet
fishery from Tambo de Mora (13° 30’ S, 76°11’ W)
and San Andrés (13° 43' S, 76°13' W), southern
Peru. Objectives are: 1) characterize and quantify
capture of small cetaceans, 2) sensitize and increase
awareness about small cetaceans among fishers and
fishing authorities.
On-board observations were registered in surface
gillnets and bottom set gillnets. The target species
were eagle ray (Myliobatis peruvianus), guitarfish
(Rhinobatos planiceps) and whiptail stingray
(Dasyatis brevis), among others. Vessels operated
from 0.5nm to 5nm and the characteristics of nets
were 145m – 182m of length, 9-11 m of height,
12"- 14" of mesh size with 10-15 nets, totalizing
1.85 to 2.22 km of the net. Based on 56 fishing
trips during the period of January 2015 to March
2019, the estimated CPUE for Burmeister’s
porpoise was 0.82 animal/trip-1. Small cetacean
capture composition was 95.8 % porpoises and 4.2
% dusky dolphin and with a 95.75 % recovered
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those reported in a similar study carried out in the
same area, suggesting a possible extension of the
dolphins’ home range over time. The photo-ID data
collected within this project were also matched
with those collected along the French
Mediterranean coast and Corsica within the
GDEGeM project (2014, 381 individuals), resulting
in only 4 matches, all involving individuals moving
between Liguria and the eastern portion of the
French coast. This result seems to confirm that
there are quite stable discontinuities in the
connectivity of the Pelagos bottlenose dolphin
network, in agreement with previous studies.

(5) Institute of Zoology, London, United Kingdom
(6) Wildlife Conservation Society, Arcata
(7) Cornwall Wildlife Trust, Truro, United
Kingdom
(8) University of Exeter, Falmouth, United
Kingdom
(9) Institute of Zoology, London, gb
Corresponding Author: Rob.Deaville@ioz.ac.uk
The collaborative Cetacean Strandings
Investigation Programme (CSIP) has been funded
by UK government since 1990, to provide a
systematic and coordinated approach to the
surveillance of UK stranded cetaceans and to
investigate causes of mortality. In the 29-year
period between 1990 and 2018, the CSIP received
reports of 15814 cetaceans, of which 13956 were
dead strandings, 1155 live strandings and 703
found dead at sea. The CSIP investigated 4039
cetaceans through systematic necropsy during this
period. Of these, 764 were diagnosed as having
died due to incidental entanglement in fishing gear
as non-target species (bycatch), making this the
primary direct anthropogenic driver of mortality in
UK stranded cetaceans. Bycatch or entanglement
was diagnosed as a cause of death in 14 of the 19
cetacean species examined in the UK. Bycatch was
most frequently diagnosed in harbour porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena, n=374, or ~15% of examined
cases) and short-beaked common dolphins
(Delphinus delphis, n=329, or ~42% of examined
cases). Frequently observed external pathologies
included epidermal netmarks or ropemarks,
penetrating wounds to the body wall, excised fins
or flukes or other evidence of trauma consistent
with fisheries interaction. Bycaught animals were
generally in good nutritional condition, had
evidence of recent ingestion of prey and other
significant factors were eliminated. Southwest
England appeared to be a bycatch hotspot in the
UK, with 436 diagnosed cases. Bycatch was also
strongly seasonal, with 418 cases recorded stranded
during the quarter January-March. Bycatch has
been a consistent finding every year since the
inception of the CSIP in 1990. The welfare
implications of bycatch at an individual level are
clear from this study. Bycatch can also represent a
significant conservation pressure, particularly in
small, fragmented or isolated populations. More
efficient integration of regional and global efforts is
needed to improve mitigation of this significant
cetacean threat.

Feeding of humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) in Nicaragua, Central American
Breeding ground.
De Weerdt, Joëlle1; Ramos, Eric Angel2
(1) Association ELI-S, Gujan-Mestras, France
(2) The Graduate Center, City University of New
York, BROOKLYN, NY
Corresponding Author: eliscientific@gmail.com
We report evidence of feeding by humpback
whales in the Central American subpopulation
of this species along the Pacific coast of
Nicaragua during their winter breeding
seasons in 2017 and 2018. Boat-based
surveys were conducted to collect data on
whales as part of ongoing studies at two field
sites: Northern and Southern Nicaragua. We
documented 18 events with either direct or
indirect evidence of whale feeding activity,
exclusively in Southern Nicaragua. Lunge
feeding was observed on 6 occasions and in
12 sightings there was indirect evidence of
feeding including the erratic surface
movements, the presence of feces, and close
associations with feeding aggregations of
seabirds and dolphins. Photo-identification
analysis revealed that at least one whale was
documented feeding in both years, indicating
some whales may regularly feed in this
location to account for the energetic demands
of migration. These findings provide important
insights into the importance of Nicaragua for
migrating humpback whales.
Oh what a tangled web we weave- bycatch in
UK stranded cetaceans
Deaville, Robert; Barnett, James1; Brownlow,
Andrew2; Davsion, Nick3; ten Doeschate, Mariel3;
Penrose, Rod4; Perkins, Matthew5; Smith, Brian6;
Williams, Ruth7; Astley, Kelly8; Jepson, Paul9
(1) BDMLR & CWTMSN, Truro, United Kingdom
(2) SRUC, Inverness, United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Marine Animal Stranding Scheme,
Inverness, United Kingdom
(4) Marine Environmental Monitoring, Cardigan,
United Kingdom

Camera-trap surveillance of the endangered
Mediterranean monk seal in the Gökçeada
Island, Northern Aegean Sea, Turkey
Dede, Ayhan1; Tonay, Arda M.2; Gönülal, Onur3;
Güreşen, Ozan3; Öztürk, Bayram4
(1) Faculty of Fisheries, Istanbul University /
Turkish Marine Research Foundation (TUDAV),
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Istanbul, Turkey
(2) Faculty of Aquatic Sciences Istanbul
University/Turkish Marine Research Foundation
(TUDAV), Istanbul, Turkey
(3) Istanbul University, Faculty of Aquatic
Sciences, Gökçeada Marine Research Unit,
Çanakkale, Turkey
(4) Istanbul University, Faculty of Aquatic
Sciences/Turkish Marine Research Foundation
(TUDAV), İstanbul, Turkey
Corresponding Author: aydede@istanbul.edu.tr

Female sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus)
and their offspring live in stable and matrilineal
social groups called units, characterized by stable
long-term social relationships. Most females stay in
their natal unit while juvenile males disperse before
maturity and aggregate with other young males in
bachelor schools. In 2011, a project was launched
under the Authority of Marine Megafauna
Conservation Organization to study sperm whales
off Mauritius Island. To date, ninety eight sperm
whales are identified using their markings, scars
and color patterns: 17 large males, 65 adult females
and 16 juveniles belonging to at least 5 units. In
order to understand the intra-units’ social dynamic
and to rate the different types of interactions, we
created a social scale following a focal animal 6point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (the weakest)
to 6 (the strongest): 1) individuals seen the same
day but hours and miles apart, 2) individuals seen
at the same time but >100m apart, 3) > 2
individuals without physical contacts but in visual
range (< 20m), 4) socialization: > 2 individual with
physical contacts, 5) dyadic interaction and 6)
nursing. We added sub-criteria to enrich this scale:
for instance 3 and 4 are respectively subdivided
into 3a) sleeping and 3b) swimming; 4a) juveniles
with adults and 4b) juveniles together or with a
nursing female. Five comprised dyadic interactions
with (5a, b, c) and without (5d, e) physical
contacts, and 6 comprised 6a maternal nursing and
6b allonursing. Aerial observations and underwater
videos were carried out from February to May from
2013 to 2017, and from February to August in 2018
for a total 250 hours of audio-video data. After
presenting and explaining in details the scale, its
sub-criteria and the obtained matrix, we discuss the
benefits and pitfalls of using a Likert scale when
interested in wild marine

Gökçeada Island is one of the important
Mediterranean monk seal (Monachus monachus)
habitats in Turkey and existence of the monk seals
has long been well known on the island. There are
only six different caves or haul-out sites on the
northwestern coast which are convenient for monk
seals. This is the first study aims to obtain data on
individual identification and number of seals,
yearly distribution and frequency of habitat usage
and environmental parameters affecting monk seal
presence. The preliminary findings of four months
of monitoring period between 21 June to 21
October 2017 of two caves and one haul-out site
were analysed. Out of 123 monitoring days seals
were photographed on 40 days in haul-out site, 23
and 31 days in caves, respectively. Clear diel
pattern was observed for the haul-out site rather
than the caves. Totally five individuals (adult male
and female, two young and one newborn) were
detected. In one sighting, five seals were
photographed together in a cave. A newborn pup
and nursing behaviour/lactation was observed in
the first week of October 2017. The longest
duration without leaving cave recorded as 43 hour.
Monitoring study still in progress together with
collecting environmental and anthropogenic
parameters (fishing, tourism, sea state etc.) to
understand the current situation of these seals using
the island, consequently to elaborate better
conservation strategies for the survival of this
species in the region.

Vantage points survey of the Black Sea harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena ssp. Relicta) in
Bulgaria.
Delov, Ventseslav1; Vulchev, Kiril2; Dimitrov,
Krastio3; Tasheva, Elena4; Velina, Yana5;
Yordanov, Stoyan4
(1) Department of Zoology and Anthropology,
Faculty of Biology, Sofia University “St. Kliment
Ohridski”, Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia, Bulgaria
(2) Sofia Universityq faculty of Biology, Sofia,
Bulgaria
(3) Department of Ecology and Environmental
Protection, Faculty of Biology, Sofia University
“St. Kliment Ohridski”, Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia,
Bulgaria
(4) Sofia University, Faculty of Biology, Sofia,
Bulgaria
(5) Ministry of Environmant and waters, Sofia,
Bulgaria
Corresponding Author: biofac_uni@abv.bg

A focal animal 6-points Likert scale to rate
intra-unit interactions in sperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus) off Mauritius Island.
Sarano, François; Sarano, Véronique; Adam,
Olivier1; Girardet, Justine; Vitry, Hugues;
Preud'homme, Axel; Heuzey, René; Glotin, Hervé;
Jung, Jean-Luc2; Delfour, Fabienne3
(1) Sorbonne Université, CNRS, Institut Jean Le
Rond d'Alembert, F-75005 Paris, France, Paris,
France
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Corresponding Author:
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During 2015, the Black Sea Harbour Porpoise at
vantage point survey located in 6 regions along the
Black Sea coast of Bulgaria (Agalina, Durankulak,
Emine, Kamchia, Nessebar and Sinemorets) have
been made. For each area, the survey lasted 20
days. The real data have been collected during 06.
2015-07.2015 period. As a result, it was found that
the species is distributed throughout the all coastal
aquatory. The species is observed singly or in
groups of 1 to 7 individuals, on average - 3.05
individuals in a group, most often 1 individual. The
largest number of individuals were registered in
July - 111 from Cape Emine. This determines this
area as the most important for the coastal waters for
the species. From the total of all 6 points, the
species have been registered in 146 observations
with a total of 289 individuals, of which 146
individuals in June and 143 individuals in July. In
the period August 2016 - August 2017, year-round
field observations were carried out from a vantage
point in Varna Bay. This Survey covers 66 field
days and 330 hours. The observations of the
species were 80 and registered individuals - 119.
All registrations were in the northern part of the
bay, no more than 364m from the coast. The
registrations of the species fall into a one-UTM
square - NH78, 74. The detailed analysis of the
favorable period of observation (April-July) shows
that in Varna Bay the highest number of individuals
was observed in July 2017. - 32 individuals. In the
months of May, June and August of 2017, high
rates were also recorded: 23, 26 and 23 individuals,
respectively. This indicates that the favorable
observation period also includes August.

data collection limitations in field behavioral
studies.
PADOC was developed to run on virtually any
Android device. It uses GPS and compass sensors
if available. It is designed to be easily handed over
to part-time researchers.
PADOC allows to record different data types such
as group structure, cetacean movements and
positions (speed, course), and surface events
(jumps, blows, social behavior, etc.). Time and
position are automatically recorded with any
entered data, and a CSV file is generated so that the
data can be easily processed later.
During 2018, behavioral data was collected with
PADOC in simple and complex situations: for
example, during a 6.5 hour sighting of two sperm
whales, each animal's surfacing and fluking times,
blowing rates, were collected together with their
respective positions and movements.On another
occasion, PADOC enabled to store 336 events
during a 2.1 hour sighting of a bottlenose dolphin
school, including 55 surface events and 9
interactions with recreational boats.
Following initial field tests, PADOC is now ready
to be released to field researchers for wider
experimental use.
A dramatic decrease of Risso's dolphin presence
off French Riviera
Delrocq, Sylvie; Gannier, Alexandre
GREC, Antibes, France
Corresponding Author: s.delrocq@laposte.net

Improving behavioral studies of wild cetaceans
with an Android device
Delrocq, Laurent; Gannier, Adrien
GREC, Antibes, France
Corresponding Author: l.delrocq@laposte.net

Over the three last decades, regular small boat
surveys held year round off Antibes, French
Riviera, enabled to monitor the presence of the
Risso's dolphin (Grampus griseus). A total of 37
sightings were obtained from 1989 to 2010 in a
study area between Cap Camarat and Cap Ferrat, to
20 miles offshore. Total effective effort amounted
to 27580 km. Risso's dolphin were observed during
all seasons, being more frequent in winter and
spring once effort was accounted for. Sightings
were located from shelf to deep slope waters
(>2000m depth), with a trend to be farther offshore
during winter. Mean school sizes were stable over
the period (9.16, SD=7.13). We estimated average
sighting rates (ASR) for three consecutive 10-year
periods: 1989-1998, 1999-2008 and 2009-2018.
Sample unit was one year. ASR was 0.226
ind./100km (SD=0.185) for 1989-1998, 0.114
(SD=0.112) for 1999-2008, and 0.015 (SD=0.045)
for 2009-2018. Not a single sighting was obtained
after 2010. Even if yearly sighting rates were
irregular, with high values of 0.615 ind./100km in

Once a contact with wild cetaceans is obtained
under good weather conditions, field behavioral
studies are particularly difficult to carry out due to
the highly dynamic nature of variables. Even in a
simple case, such as a single sperm whale surfacing
and blowing before its next dive, variables seen as
secondary may be missed if data recording is
conducted on a paper form. In a complex case, such
as long lasting focal follow of a dolphin school,
large amounts of data are lost due to our limited
capacity to collect information flows on variables
such as school structure variations, sub-group
movements and surface behaviors, responses to
approaching vessels, etc.
GREC developed and tested an Android software,
named PADOC (Plateforme d'Acquisition de
Données d'Observations Cétologiques) to overcome
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1996 or 0.428 in 1993, the decreasing trend is
further materialized by the frequency of '0 sighting'
years: one for 1989-1998 and 9 for 2009-2018.
Recent literature includes large scale aerial survey
reports showing several Risso's dolphin sightings
well in the oceanic domain, in winter and summer.
Our own survey data showed Grampus can still be
observed over slope waters in various regions. To
explain the dramatic presence drop, one hypothesis
would be that western Ligurian waters are now less
suitable for Risso's dolphin feeding. However, the
species diet is diverse, consisting in various species
of benthic or pelagic squid. Another hypothesis
would be that the sperm whale, also a squid-eater,
takes a larger share of the prey biomass, which is
possible since this species is now more frequent
compared to 20-30 years ago.

yield the best approximation of this static
component. This is tested on simulated data and
accelerometer data from five species, with a main
focus on harbor seals (Phoca vitulina).

Objective separation of body motion and
orientation from accelerometer data
den Haan, Manon1; Brasseur, Sophie2; Thompson,
Paul M.3; Lovell, Philip4; Wilson, Rory5; Aarts,
Geert6
(1) University of Groningen, Groningen,
Netherlands
(2) WMR, Den Burg, Netherlands
(3) University of Aberdeen, Cromarty, United
Kingdom
(4) Scottish Oceans Institute, st. Andrews, United
Kingdom
(5) Swansea University, Biosciences, Swansea,
United Kingdom
(6) WMR, Den Helder, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: manon@denhaan.nu

Features of diagnostics of diseases and causes of
death of wild cetacea of the Black Sea.
Denisenko, Tatyana1; Fedorova, Oxana2; Jikia,
Ekaterina2; Tsidulko, Grigoriy; Beley, Tatiana
(1) K.I.Skryabin Moscow State Academy of
Veterinary Medicine & Biotechnology, Moscow,
Russia
(2) Autonomous Non-Profit Organization
"Scientific and ecological center of dolphins and
other marine mammals rescue "Delfa", Moscow,
Russian Federation
Corresponding Author: denisenkote@yandex.ru

The simulated data demonstrate the capacity of the
method to correctly select the optimal smoothing
window and cut-off filter frequency. In actual
accelerometer, the exact value of optimal
smoothing or filtering varies between species and
types of behaviors. This suggest that a single predefined smoothing window or cut-off frequency
which is currently used may not always be
appropriate. The proposed methodology could
improve estimates for body orientation and motion,
and hence, lead to a more precise description of
how marine mammals behave.

In 2017 at seaside of Krasnodar region, based on
publications of the media, reports of the local
people, as well as on our own observations, a rather
high number of deceasedcetaceans was found with
had skin lesions in the form of erosions. It became
the prerequisites for organizing systematic work on
accounting ofstranded cetaceans and determining
the possible causes of death in 2018-2019.

Animal-borne accelerometers can provide
information on the behavior of marine mammals
underwater, like measures of energy expenditure,
three-dimensional movement and prey-capture
attempts. Accelerometers measure the total g-force
in three axes, consisting of both a static and
dynamic component. The dynamic component
relates to the active acceleration or body
movement, like swimming. The static component
relates to the animal’s body orientation. Changes in
body orientation are generally more gradual than
active acceleration, and can therefore be estimated
by applying either a smoother or filter to the raw
accelerometer measurements. However, which the
choice of filter or smoothing method and defining
the smoothing window width or cut-off frequency
remains subjective.

When dead animals were found, the degree of
preservation / freshness/ decomposition stage of the
corpse was noted, among other things. In cases
when freshness was reliably known, for example,
when recording the time of death of an animal,
biological material was taken for subsequent
microbiological, toxicological, and genetic
research.
While studying the skin lesions
of deceasedanimals, we found no injuries recorded
in 2018 in any individual. However, more than 20
cetaceans showed damage characteristic forbycatch in fishing gear. These are characteristic scars
and drawings left by the nets, as well as cut off
fins and flukes. When studying the presence and
amount of toxicants in the body of this individuals,
all the studied substances were found in
insignificant amounts: organochlorine compounds,

We propose a methodology to separate the static
and dynamic component more objectively. It is
based on the vectorial sum of the three static
dimensions being equal to the gravitational force of
1g (=9.81 ms-2). Therefore, the size of the
smoothing window or cut-off frequency leading to
a static component which is closest to 1g should
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synthetic, organophosphate pesticides and
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane and its
metabolites.

size, we found that GSL in a highly disturbed
colony on San Cristóbal Island had both
significantly higher basal cortisol concentrations
and lower ISR. Lower ISR was also associated with
decreased concentrations of thyroid hormone T3
and glucose, suggesting that individuals with a
reduced ability to mount a stress response to a short
term challenge had downregulated metabolism.
Furthermore, testosterone was high in socially
dense colonies (based on individual abundance),
which likely reflect a more stressful and
competitive environment amongst conspecifics.
These results indicate that several aspects of sea
lion physiology are modulated in areas of high
disturbance and, together with metrics of spatiotemporal and environmental variation, should be
considered when making human-wildlife conflict
management decisions.

As a result of microbiological studies of material
from the fallen harbour porpoise, bacteria were
found in the material from the upper respiratory
tract Streptococcus iniae- hemolytic, significantly
predominant in seeding and Staphylococcus
epidermidis- pathogenicity factors which have not
been established. In the material from the surface
of the skin and from the oral cavity bacteria of
the Staphylococcus, Escherichia, Providencia were
isolated. The presence in the respiratory tract of a
fallen animal of hemolytic streptococcus in
significant amounts may indicate the presence of
infectious pathologies of the respiratory tract,
which could cause the death of the animal.

Acoustic identification of odontocete cetaceans
in coastal waters of the Southwestern Atlantic
Ocean
Destro Barcellos, Diogo1; Santos, Marcos2
(1) Laboratório de Biologia da Conservação de
Mamíferos Aquáticos, IOUSP, São Paulo, Brazil
(2) Laboratorio de Biologia da Conservacao de
Mamiferos Aquaticos, IOUSP, Sao Paulo
Corresponding Author: dbarcellos@usp.br

Inter-island variation in endocrine stress
responses may be linked to anthropogenic
pressures on the endangered Galapagos sea lion.
DeRango, Eugene1; Paez-Rosas, Diego2; Schwarz,
Jonas F.L.3; Trillmich, Fritz4; Crocker, Daniel5;
Krueger, Oliver
(1) Bielefeld University
(2) Universidad San Francisco de Quito, San
Cristobal, Ecuador
(3) Bielefeld university, Bielefeld, Germany
(4) Univ of Bielefeld, Bielefeld
(5) Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA
Corresponding Author: gderango@gmail.com

This is a preliminary study to establish a library of
odontocete whistles for a PAM in southeastern
Brazil. Data were collected in two years in the
northern coast of São Paulo state, specifically at the
Canal de São Sebastião (CSS, 23º49' S; 45º24' W)
and at the Anchieta Island (PEIA, 23º33' S; 45º04'
W). A total of 30 detection events were recorded in
the CSS and 137 in the PEIA. Seven acoustical
variables were extracted from 5,644 whistles of
detection events. The same acoustical parameters
were extracted from whistles of Orcinus orca (Oo),
Tursiops truncates, Stenella frontalis (Sf) and
Sotalia guianensis (Sg) visually recorded through
oceanographic cruises in the study area. PCA was
used for analyses plotted with the averages of the
acoustic parameters of the whistles of the four
delphinids in relation to the whistles of each
detection event, and simultaneously the prediction
from the random Forest (RF) classification model.
A total of 716 whistles and all the acoustical
parameters extracted from the library identification
were considered to train and validate the used
model. The RF multivariate analysis presented 64%
accuracy in species identification predictions.
Based on mean decrease in accuracy, the most
important variables for classification were duration,
and the final, minimum, central and bandwidth
frequencies. The RF analysis showed that Oo and
Sf showed whistles with similar physical acoustic
characteristics. The best species classification was
Sg, with 91% accuracy predictions. The whistles

Pinnipeds are frequently exposed to a multitude of
anthropogenic stressors, including habitat
encroachment, noise or chemical pollution, and
fisheries interactions. These potential stressors may
lead to elevated glucocorticoids (predominantly
cortisol) in individuals, which when sustained, can
ultimately disrupt normal physiological function or
behavior by altering energy mobilization and use.
The Galápagos Islands provide a natural
experiment to assess the physiological impacts of
sustained disturbances on an endangered species
found throughout the archipelago, the endemic
Galápagos sea lion (GSL). Several islands are
uninhabited or restricted, but others consist of
localized hotspots of tourist visitation, human
habitation near sea lion colonies, and consequently,
exposure to pathogens from domestic or introduced
species. We collected serum and compared both
basal cortisol (n = 121) and the induced cortisol
stress response (ISR) mounted during capture (n =
42) in juvenile GSL among several colonies with
vastly different degrees of human influence. We
also quantified thyroid hormones T4 and T3,
glucose, and testosterone to determine associations
between cortisol responses and how metabolism
and reproductive hormones may be altered in
stressed populations. Controlling for sex and body
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identified in the detection events were incorporated
into the RF model. The acoustic detector database
was enriched in training data with 3,274 whistles of
Sg and 12 whistles of Sf. The new RF model
presented 89% accuracy in predictions, increased
the accuracy for Sg identification to 98% and
decreased it for Sf.

whistle production in two poorly studied delphinid
species, and suggest that there may be key
differences in their communication patterns.
Concurrent behavioral observations are needed in
order to understand how whistle matching and
chorusing function in the natural communication
systems of these two species.

It is a match! evidence for whistle matching in
common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) and
Atlantic white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
acutus)
DeWind, Christianna1; Arjasbi, Kayla2;
Bocconcelli, Alessandro3; Rose, Kathryn4; Sharp,
Brian5; Sayigh, Laela6
(1) University of St. Andrews
(2) Biology Department, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
(3) WHOI
(4) IFAW
(5) IFAW, Yarmouthport, us
(6) Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution/Hampshire College, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts
Corresponding Author: christianna@sopris.net

“Fast and judicious”: Foraging kinematics of
South African Inshore Bryde’s whales.
Di Clemente, Jacopo1; Segre, Paolo2; KahaneRapport, Shirel3; Goldbogen, Jeremy4; Wahlberg,
Magnus5; Penry, Gwenith6
(1) Accademia del Leviatano, Denmark
(2) Stanford University, Chico, California
(3) Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford Univeristy,
Pacific Grove, CA
(4) Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA
(5) Marine Biological Research Centre, University
of Southern Denmark, Kerteminde, Denmark
(6) Department of Zoology, Nelson Mandela
University, Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Corresponding Author:
jacopo.diclemente@outlook.com
South African inshore Bryde’s whales
(Balaenoptera edeni) face increased pressure from
reduced prey availability and fishing gear
entanglements, yet their foraging behaviors remain
unknown. Investigating foraging kinematics is
fundamental for assessing foraging energetics and
for adopting efficient conservation efforts. To
understand how they pursue and catch prey, we
deployed 3D movement and camera tags on five
Bryde’s whales in Plettenberg Bay, South Africa,
in April 2018. We identified 145 feeding lunges
and 65 aborted lunges. Feeding lunges were
divided into three phases: acceleration, which
lasted 15.2 s (range: 2.1–81.8 s), engulfment (4.2 s,
range: 0.7–22.1 s), and filtration (50.6 s, range:
32.7–54.1 s). Mean peak lunge speed was 5.2 m s-1
(range: 3.7–7.9 m s-1) and mean minimum speed
during filtration 2.5 m s-1 (range: 1.65–5.89 m s-1).
Foraging lunges occurred at an average depth of 50
m (range: 3–100 m). Individuals foraged at distinct
depth strata and often spent a considerable amount
of time searching for prey, the mean inter-lunge
interval lasting 9.25 min (range: 0–75.4 min).
Whales showed a strong right-sided rolling
preference during acceleration (72% of feeding
lunges) and highly acrobatic manoeuvres, primarily
when feeding in waters <25 m (mean degrees rolled
during lunge: 109°; range: 38–375°). This is the
first fine-scale description of Bryde’s whales lungefeeding kinematics, showing that they lunge faster
than other balaenopterids and often interrupt lunges
before opening the mouth. Our results suggest that
Bryde’s whales have high energetic costs
associated with foraging due to the relatively high
speeds and acrobatic manoeuvres detected. These

Whistle matching has been defined in bottlenose
dolphins as an exchange of the same whistle type
between two or more animals. Although fairly well
studied in bottlenose dolphins, which are known to
copy signature whistles of close associates, little is
known about whistle matching in other delphinids.
We found strong evidence of whistle matching in
common dolphins (Delphinus delphis), and
possible evidence in Atlantic white-sided dolphins
(Lagenorhynchus acutus), from recordings made in
Wellfleet, Massachusetts, USA. In total, 6,287
hours of acoustic recordings (from 2014-2017)
were analyzed. Delphinid vocalizations were found
in 124 hours of recordings, of which approximately
75% were D. delphis and 25% L. acutus. Species
were confirmed using sighting data when available;
otherwise call contour parameters were used. Using
conservative criteria for copying, such that whistles
of the same contour overlapped each other, we
found 157 likely matches and 20 possible matches
in D. delphis, and only ten likely and four possible
matches in L. acutus. Even after normalizing for
recording time, D. delphis produced approximately
10 times more matches than L. acutus. By using the
SIGID method, we made conservative estimates of
how many of these whistles were signature
whistles. In D. delphis, there were 35 signature
whistle matches involving 15 distinct signature
whistles. In L. acutus, nine whistle matches were
signature whistles, involving three signature
whistle types. We also observed two instances of
chorusing, defined as repeated and overlapping
occurrences of the same contour, in D. delphis.
These data provide some of the first insights into
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high-speed manoeuvres performed in shallow
waters may explain the high rate of entanglements
in coastal fishing gear. This study represents the
first step towards understanding the energetics of
foraging in Bryde’s whales and will provide critical
information for effective conservation
management.

each pathogen on the development of the central
nervous system (CNS) lesions affecting.
Noteworthy we obtained direct evidence of B. ceti
within individual lung worm, which most likely
carried the pathogen to the lung parenchyma from
which B. ceti could have started its subsequent
colonization of the other body tissue district
including the dolphin’s central nervous system.

Brucella ceti and cetacean morbillivirus coinfection in striped dolphin from the Adriatic
Coast of Molise region (Italy)
Di Francesco, Gabriella1; Di Renzo, Ludovica2; Di
Teodoro, Giovanni3; Garofolo, Giuliano; Ferri,
Nicola3; Olivieri, Vincenzo4; Quici, Giuseppe5;
Colitti, Michele6; Averaimo, Daniela3; Foschi,
Giovanni3; Tittarelli, Manuela7; Di Guardo,
Giovanni8; Lorusso, Alessio3; Petrini, Antonio3
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dell’Abruzzo e del Molise “G.Caporale", Teramo,
Teramo, Italy
(2) Istituto Zooprofilattico Abruzzo e Molise
G.Caporale, Pescara, Italy
(3) Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale Abruzzo e
Molise "G.Caporale", Teramo, Italy
(4) Centro Studi Cetacei, Pescara, Italy
(5) Azienda Sanitaria Regione Molise, Termoli.,
Italy
(6) Servizio di Prevenzione, Veterinaria e Sicurezza
alimentare Regione Molise, Campobasso, Italy
(7) Centro di Referenza Nazionale per le
Brucellosi, Teramo, Italy
(8) University of Teramo, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Teramo, Italy
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Assessing sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus) occurrence, distribution and
group size in Southern Tyrrhenian Sea through
photo-identification.
Di Paola, Agata Irene1; Blasi, Monica Francesca2
(1) Università degli studi di Catania, "Associazione
culturale Filicudi WildLife Conservation", Catania,
Italy
(2) Filicudi WildLife Conservation, Lipari, Italy
Corresponding Author: agatadipaola7@gmail.com
The sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) is one
of the common species of the Mediterranean Sea
however few studies have documented the
occurrence and group characteristics of sperm
whale in Southern Tyrrhenian Sea. The current
study used photo-identification data collected by
dedicated boat surveys between March-November
from 2013-2018 to investigate occurrence,
distribution and group characteristics (group size,
sex and age class) of sperm whale in the Aeolian
Archipelago (Southern Italy). Totally 42 sperm
whales were sighted on 20 sightings and 24
individuals were photo-identified by mark types on
tail and other body regions. The sex and age class
was determined for 20 individuals(47,6%):
9,5%(n=4) were calves, 26,2% (n=11) immatures
(10 males and 1 female) and 11,9% (n=5) adults
(only females). A sperm whale was resighted in
one case, on March 2013 and twice in 2014 (June
and September). The mean (± St. Dev) group size
was 2,1 ±2,01 ranging from 1 to 8 with the larger
groups sighted in 2013 (6 individuals) and 2016 (8
individuals). The occurrence was higher in
summer(n=9) and similar in spring (n=6) and in
autumn (n=5) ranging from March to November
months. The sperm whale encounters were
classified as: (1) solitary individuals (60%); (2)
social units (10%); (3) bachelor groups (0%) and
(4) clusters (30%). The spatial distribution of sperm
whale groups in the study area was assessed in the
different seasons. These results the Aeolian
Archipelago located in Southern Tyrrhenian Sea is
an important stepping stone and potential breeding
ground for Mediterranean sperm whales. Further
results will be needed to estimate sperm whale
distribution, abundance and behaviour in this area.
Long-term photo-identification efforts and
comparison of photo-id data from other
Mediterranean areas is also needed.

Cetacean Morbillivirus (CeMV) and Brucella ceti,
are two neurotropic concern of cetaceans. Both are
often co-infected pathogens. We herein report B.
ceti and CeMV co-infection in a striped dolphin
(Stenella coeruleoalba) stranded on the Adriatic
Coast of Molise region (Italy) in February 2019.
Many organic tissues and body fluids for a range of
laboratory investigations were collected during
postmortem examination in this dolphin
(preservation code 2). According to the technique
described in the OIE Manual of Diagnostic Tests
and Vaccines, Brucella ceti was isolated from
uterine exudate, mammary gland, liver, spinal cord,
medulla oblongata, bladder, spleen and finally from
a lung warm. The strain was subjected to
identification and characterization. A co-infection
by Cetacean Morbillivirus was demonstrated from
lung, spinal cord, bladder and spleen. The
phylogenesis of the viral strain is underway.
Histologically B. ceti and Cetacean Morbillivirus
were associated with severe lesions of
meningoencephalitis and ganglioneuritis. The two
pathogens were also detected by
immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence. It
is difficult to dissert the individual roles played by
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Characterization of cetacean morbillivirus from
striped dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba)
stranded along the Italian Adriatic coast , 20172019.
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regions in 2017-2019 clustered with those recently
identified in Portugal, Galicia (Spain) and Italy
representing a novel DMV strain of Atlantic origin
which entered the Mediterranean Sea and affected a
naïve striped dolphin population.
Yes, personality matters: Personality and social
organization in wild bottlenose dolphins.
Díaz López, Bruno
Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Galicia, Spain
Corresponding Author: bruno@thebdri.com
Many social animals show clear preferences to
associate with particular individuals to facilitate
survival and fitness. Understanding the
mechanisms that determine who associates with
whom is a recent challenge for behavioural
ecologists. Although animal personality has been
demonstrated in multiple taxa, and affects many
aspects of an individual’s behaviour, life history
and fitness, very little is known about the
relationships between personality and social
organization. Combining long-term behavioural
data and social network analysis, this study
describes personality differences between wild
bottlenose dolphins and quantifies, for the first
time in marine mammals, the influence of
personality on social structure. Personality traits
were assessed by repeatedly measuring the
reaction of individuals of a social community to
novel and threatening conditions as a trade-off
between a risk-prone behaviour (boldness) and a
risk-averse behaviour (shyness). Social structure
was examined based on personality while
controlling for age, sex, gregariousness, habitat
use, and number of cumulative sightings using
Multiple Regression Quadratic Assignment
Procedures and Generalized Affiliation Indices.
Findings of this study reveal a non-random
mixing of individuals in a social network based
on their personality traits. A relationship
between tie strength, temporal stability, and
network centrality and personality was
observed, with bold individuals having a central
role in the social network with denser and more
stable associations than shy individuals. Results
of this study also denote a homophily based on
personality trait that may increase foraging
efficiency through cooperative foraging and
social learning. This study provides a novel
insight on how a marine mammal can adapt via
phenotypic plasticity to environmental changes
and highlights the importance to advance the
understanding of ecological, evolutionary, and
conservation implications of animal personality.

Cetacean Morbillivirus (CeMV) is a RNA virus
infecting marine mammals. Nowadays, CeMV is
regarded as an emerging threat being the cause of
recent epidemics worldwide. In 1990-92, a CeMV
(dolphin morbillivirus-DMV strain) outbreak in the
Mediterranean Sea involved thousands of striped
dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) with high
mortality. Another major epidemic event was the
CeMV outbreak in 2006–08 affecting two cetacean
species along the Mediterranean coast: the striped
dolphin, and the long-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala melas). In this work, we describe the
identification and the genomic characterization of
CeMV strains identified, during the Italian national
monitoring activities, in cetaceans stranded along
the Adriatic coastline of the Abruzzi, Molise and
Apulia regions from 2017 to 2019. During this
period, a total number of six carcasses of striped
dolphins (preservation code from 2 to 3) were
necropsied and samples from several tissues were
collected. Nucleic acids were purified from all
tissues and the presence of CeMV RNA was
investigated by PCR-based assays targeting the P,
H and N genes of CeMV. Nearly all tissues of all
individuals tested positive for CeMV RNA and
sequencing of amplicons revealed a nucleotide
identity of 99.9-100% among the identified strains.
Phylogenetic analysis performed on a portion of the
N sequence showed that CeMV sequences
obtained, cluster with DMV strains recently
identified in Portugal and Galicia and separated
from the Western Mediterranean and Canarian
sequences, including the early CeMV isolates of
1990-92 and 2007-08 outbreaks. Isolation and NGS
of the identified strains is currently underway.
Overall, molecular characterization and
phylogenetic analysis showed that CeMV (DMV)
sequences detected in Abruzzi, Molise and Apulia

Movements of gray seal (Halichoerus grypus)
pups in the New York Bight and Gulf of Maine
DiGiovanni Jr., Robert1; Murray, Kimberly2;
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eastern Ionian Sea. In contrast to other places in the
world, both social groups and mature males occur
sympatrically in these waters. However,
information on the seasonal presence of this species
in the eastern Mediterranean Sea is sparse.
Primarily because observations are limited to visual
cetacean surveys that are typically not conducted
between November and March. In a first attempt to
collect year-round baseline information on sperm
whale occurrence patterns in Greek waters, two
Passive Aquatic Listeners (PAL) were deployed for
19 months, at Pylos Station (36.8 N, 21.6ο E) in the
Hellenic Trench, and at Athos Station (40.0 N,
24.7ο E) in the North Aegean Trough. Results
revealed the year-round presence of sperm whales
at Pylos Station with a higher number of detections
observed during late spring and throughout the
summer. No sperm whale vocalizations were
detected at Athos Station. An ambient sound level
analysis revealed higher winter and lower summer
levels at both sites largely driven by local weather
conditions. Results showed that marine life in the
Hellenic Trench area was exposed to relatively
high low frequency (< 1 kHz) sound levels.
Ambient sound levels below 1 kHz are typically
dominated by anthropogenic sources such as
commercial vessel traffic. Ship strikes and noise
disturbance constitute major threats for the small
Mediterranean sperm whale population. The results
of this study are useful for sperm whale
conservation efforts in the region, most importantly
in the light of the Greek Government’s plans to
open up offshore areas for fossil fuel exploration
and extraction.

The occurrence of Gray seals (Halichoerus grypus)
in the northwest Atlantic has increased
considerably in number and range during the last
two decades. To understand the post weaning
movement of gray seal pups required a partnership
between the Atlantic Marine Conservation Society,
National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast
Fisheries Science center, Marine mammals of
Maine and Cummings School of Veterinary
Medicine at Tufts University. This program will
deploy satellite tags over two seasons (January
through February) and focus on the post weaning
movements of gray seal (Halichoerus grypus)
pups. During the first year of the project eleven
animals were tagged between January 26th to 29th,
2019. The eleven gray seal pups represented by six
males and five females were tagged. Four of the
animals were tagged with SPLASH tags (Time
Depth Recorders) and seven with SPOT 6 (Position
and Temperature Tags) which collect haul out
behavior location and temperature. Three haul out
sites in southern New England and Gulf of Maine
were selected, Muskeget Island MA, Great Point
Nantucket MA, and Seal Island ME. One animal
moved as far south as Delaware Bay over 260
nautical miles from its tagging site, while another
moved east off Nova Scotia. This talk will outline
the project goals and progress, partners and
direction for the second year of sampling.

Building a dictionary of humpback whale song
units as a tool for assessing stock interactions
Djokic, Divna1; Oña, Javier2; Duque Mesa,
Esteban3; Buchan, Susannah4; Sirovic, Ana5;
Garland, Ellen6; Malige, Franck7; Patris, Julie8;
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Baumgarten, Julio15; Padovese, Linilson; SousaLima, Renata; De Weerdt, Joëlle
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Bahía Solano, Colombia
(4) Universidad de Concepción, Concepción, Chile
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(7) Université de Toulon, CNRS, LIS, DYNI team,
Toulon, France
(8) 8. Université de Toulon, CNRS, LIS, DYNI
team, Toulon, France
(9) University of Vermont, South Burlington,
Vermont
(10) State University of Santa Cruz

In the trenches: Year-round acoustic presence of
sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) and
underwater sound levels in the Hellenic Trench,
Greece.
Diogou, Nikoletta1; Klinck, Holger2; Nystuen,
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The sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) in the
Mediterranean Sea make a small, genetically
isolated and endangered population. About 250
individuals are estimated to inhabit the Greek Seas,
concentrated along the Hellenic Trench in the
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Population genomics of the Atlantic spotted
dolphins (Stenella frontalis) across the Atlantic
Ocean.
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South America hosts two stocks of humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), stock A
occupying Southwest waters of the Atlantic, and
stock G, located in the Southeast Pacific. After
breeding in these locations in the austral winter and
spring, both stocks travel in the austral summer to
the feeding areas located in the Magellan Strait,
Corcovado Gulf and Antarctic waters. As being
physically accessible to one another, feeding areas
are the only possible meeting point of two
stocks.·Male humpback whales use complex vocal
displays to communicate throughout the year.
These are known as songs, subjected to constant
evolution. Here, to assess changes in South
American humpback whale song, we have analyzed
units as its simplest elements Units were used to
build the first ever unit dictionary of these stocks
and compare their songs. Unit dictionary is a
common method in studying bird song, while rarely
used in humpback whales. To build the
dictionaries, multiple years of songs from both
stocks were recorded on their breeding grounds,
feeding grounds and during migration, by various
researchers. Using units as the basis highly
enlarged the amount of useable data from this
diverse dataset. Additional adventage of this
methodology is its simplicity, while likely potent to
help uncover stock dynamics and interactions.
Comparing dictionaries of these two stocks
revealed high level of difference in song
complexity, specifically stock G song units appear
much more diverse. Further, stability in the number
of different units varied between stocks, as stock A
had a more stable number of different units used
over the seasons. These findings highlight the
importance of feeding grounds for cultural
exchange and stock interactions, possibly
upholding the dynamics of humpback whale culture
altogether. Used dataset is the outcome of the
largest collaboration effort in humpback whale
acoustics in South America to date.

The Atlantic spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis) is
endemic to the tropical and subtropical Atlantic
Ocean. The most comprehensive analysis
conducted so far based on the mtDNA control
region marker identified different populations in
the Eastern North Atlantic (ENA), Western North
Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Western South
Atlantic (WSA). In order to better investigate the
relationships between some of these populations,
we used Double Digest restriction-site-associated
DNA sequencing method to obtain genome-wide
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). We
successfully genotyped 73 individuals representing
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the following geographical regions: ENA (Canary
Islands, n= 7), Caribbean (Colombia, n=5;
Guadeloupe Island, n=1), WSA (Brazil, n= 61;
Uruguay, n=1). Three different datasets with
different number of SNPs (ranging from 9,450 to
83,512 SNPs) were used to test the patterns of
genetic differentiation and to evaluate specifically
the genetic distinctiveness of WSA population. Our
clustering results and population differentiation
analyses suggests there are at least three regional
groups (Southeastern Brazil, Colombian Caribbean,
and an oceanic group). Our findings revealed that
genetic similarity is primarily correlated with
geography and, to a lesser extent, environmental
conditions. Indeed, we detected a fine-scale
population structure among Southeastern Brazilian
individuals. This substructure is comprised of a
group that inhabits the inner and midshelf (10 – 80
km from the coast) of the Southeast Brazilian Bight
(SBB), and another group that occupies the outer
shelf (80 – 120 from the coast). Dolphins of
this latter group have a similar genetic makeup to
individuals from geographically distant locations,
including the Canary Islands and Colombian
Caribbean individuals. Furthermore, individuals
associated with inner and midshelf waters have a
restricted geographic distribution that is suggestive
of a demographically distinct population. These
findings are meaningful and should be considered
in management and conservation decisions,
especially in the Southeastern Brazil, where
anthropogenic pressure faced by marine organisms
is increasing.

well cetacean sightings from their vessels. An
enormous amount of information that, once
collected, doesn´t get used due to communication
gaps between institutions. During our research on
the governance structure for fisheries in the area,
we found that, as no governmental institution (from
Flag State, Coastal State or EU) includes on its
protocol the requirement for this data to be
submitted, it doesn´t get analysed or made publicly
available for other institutions (i.e. scientific
institutions) to use. This leads not only to data
being underused, but to fishermen feeling their
efforts have no recognition and making them less
keen to participate in any future conservation study.
This case illustrates the fact that existing
communication gaps between sectors, along with
governance, should be thoroughly studied and
identified when analysing accessible bycatch
information for a specific area.
As part of the H2020 project Farfish, we use data
collected by ORPAGU to present research
examples on how this data could be statistically
analysed and what information could be obtained
from it, including species encountered.
Assessing summer body condition of humpback
and blue whales using an Unmanned Aerial
System (UAS) in Skjálfandi Bay, Northern
Iceland
Dodds, Flordespina1; Grove, Thomas1; Tan,
Beverly; Rasmussen, Marianne Helene2; Henry,
Lea-Anne1
(1) University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom
(2) Húsavík Research Center, University of
Iceland, Húsavík
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What if fishermen are doing their homework?
Implications of communication gaps in cetacean
bycatch knowledge. The case of longliners in
Cape Verde.
Doblado Martin, Sonia; Parada, Juana; Rodríguez,
Alexandre; Viðarsson, Jónas R.
Long Distance Advisory Council (LDAC),
MADRID, Spain
Corresponding Author: sonia.doblado@ldac.eu

Numerous and varied anthropogenic activities have
the potential to disturb cetacean populations,
mediated by behavioural and physiological
responses. However, predicting the fitness
consequences of such disturbance, requires
knowledge of baseline body condition and its
variation within a population. Moreover, measuring
fluctuations over time allows potential monitoring
of the impact of stressors on animal health and
fitness. Historically, tissue samples, beached
cetacean carcasses, and active whaling have been
used to study body condition as a proxy of whale
health. Recently, more modern techniques like
unmanned aerial system (UAS, i.e., drones) are
being to be used to assess body condition,
representing an affordable and unobtrusive method.
These studies have largely been conducted in
breeding grounds where waters are clear. However,
monitoring body condition in feeding grounds is
essential to elucidate patterns in energy acquisition,

Bycatch is generally seen as one of the most
important threats for marine mammals, so better
data is needed to understand the impact it has on
their populations. Collection of bycatch data has
been a demand to fisheries operators from the
scientific and environmental sectors, in order to
further investigate the interactions between the
fisheries industry and cetaceans. But what if the
data needed is already being collected?
Here we analyse the case of ORPAGU, a Spanish
long-line operator targeting for swordfish and blue
shark in Cape Verde. ORPAGU has been
voluntarily collecting data for accidental catches of
non-targeted marine megafauna, including marine
mammals, turtles and birds. They do register as
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which may in turn determine the impact of
anthropogenic stressors. In this study, UAS
imaging will be used to monitor body condition of
humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae) and blue
whales (Balaenoptera musculus) in Skjálfandi Bay,
northern Iceland, an important summer feeding
ground. A DJI Phantom 4 UAS will be deployed
from a five-metre research vessel in order to
capture aerial images of single animals.
Measurements of length and widths at 5%
increments followed by calculations of relative
whale surface area (pixels2) will be completed
using R. Following this, absolute values will be
calculated using the height of the UAS above the
animal, determined with an inbuilt pressure sensor.
Errors in UAS altitude, measurement accuracy and
image clarity will be calculated using covariance
and bootstrap resampling methods. This will allow
assessment of the feasibility of this method to
accurately measure body condition in cetaceans in
a northern feeding ground. This method will be
applied to real-time measurement of energy
acquisition during the feeding season and its
variation within a population.

narrowest palate breadth). Furthermore, we
observed that Franciscana dolphins have undergone
a dramatic dietary change since the 1970s and
currently forage at the same trophic level than sea
lions despite major differences in mouth gape.
Conversely, there has been little change in the
isotopic niche of sea lions and fur seals. At the
same time, fishing modified the size class
distribution of some demersal fish species, which
likely improved accessibility to Franciscana
dolphins. Change in the trophic level of
Franciscana dolphins has resulted in a major
change of the topology of the three species in the
isospace. In the 1950s, Franciscana dolphins and
fur seals overlapped largely, but currently the three
species have different isotopic niches.
In conclusion, the impact of fishing on marine
mammals goes beyond the simple reduction in prey
biomass and the response is species-specific and
largely mediated by mouth gape.
Using RNA/DNA ratios and carbon/nitrogen
stable isotopes to assess the nutritional condition
and trophic ecology of two cetacean species in an
oceanic habitat.
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Unexpected dietary shifts resulting from fishing
intensification in marine mammals with gapelimited mouth.
Drago, Massimiliano1; Franco-Trecu, Valentina;
Segura, Angel; Valdivia, Meica; González,
Enrique; Aguilar, Alex2; Cardona, Luis2
(1) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(2) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Corresponding Author: m.drago@ub.edu
Aquatic predators are usually gape-limited and
cannot fully exploit prey populations when
dominated by the larger size classes. In small-gape
marine mammals, the morphology of their rostral
region largely determines their feeding mode and
the maximum size of their prey. However, fishing
may increase the availability of resources for smallgape marine mammals by reducing the average size
of prey, even if total fish biomass decreases.
Here, we analyse changes throughout time in the
isotopic niche of three sympatric marine mammal
species –Franciscana dolphin (Pontoporia
blainvillei), South American fur seal
(Arctocephalus australis) and South American sea
lion (Otaria flavescens)– from the Río de la Plata
estuary to test the hypothesis that fishing modify
the diet of small-gape predators by reducing the
average size of prey.
We found that the three species differ largely in
mouth gape being the palate breadth of Franciscana
dolphins intermediate between those of sea lions
(the broadest palate breadth) and fur seals (the
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Environmental variability can have detrimental
effects on individuals' physiology. In this study, the
RNA/DNA ratios (RDs) were used for the first time
to assess the nutritional condition of two abundant
marine top predators, the common bottlenose
dolphin Tursiops truncatus and the short-finned
pilot whale Globicephala macrorhynchus in
Madeira Island (Portugal). In addition, carbon
(δ13C: 13C/12C) and nitrogen (δ15N: 15N/14N) stable
isotopes (SI) were determined in order to obtain
information on cetaceans’ trophic ecology and
habitat residency. To accomplish these aims,
between 2017 and 2018, cetaceans' skin samples
were collected from free-ranging animals along
with muscle tissue samples from their potential
prey. RDs showed that both species are in good
nutritional condition, with higher values (ANOVA,
P<0.05) being recorded in bottlenose dolphins. In
fact, SI ratios differed between the cetacean species
(PERMANOVA, P<0.05), with bottlenose dolphins
presenting lower average (±SD) δ13C (-18.6±0.4‰)
and δ15N values (10.2±0.7‰) than pilot whales
(δ13C: -17.3±0.5‰; δ15N: 12.5±0.6‰). These,
together with the stable isotope mixing model
results (95%CI), suggest they assimilated different
prey or different proportions of the same prey, and
that bottlenose dolphins present a more
diversified/opportunistic feeding behaviour. RDs
and SI were similar between sexes, and only small
differences were observed between seasons, which
could be due to having sampled animals with
different residency patterns in different seasons.
Higher RDs (ANOVA, P<0.05) were recorded in
visitor pilot whales, and visitor and transient
whales presented higher ranges (PERMANOVA,
P>0.05) in both δ13C and δ15N than resident whales,
which suggests different feeding strategies or
habitats in animals with distinct residency status. It
is shown that the integration of nucleic acid derived
indices and isotopic analysis provide a robust
approach to infer the ecophysiology and food web
dynamics of marine mammals.
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Four Otariidae species have been reported as
occasional or frequent vagrants along the coast of
Brazil. There is limited available information on
health and disease aspects of stranded fur seals in
Brazil yet admission of debilitated animals is
common mainly during austral winter in southern
regions. Increased stranding rates were recorded
during the winter season in southeast Brazil
(Iguape [IG], Ilha Comprida [IC] and Ilha do
Cardoso-Sao Paulo state) during 2018 (n=23 vs n=2
in 2017). This study aimed at reporting the clinicopathologic findings including antemortem
laboratory diagnostic analyzes and most likely
causes of stranding and/or death (CSD) in five
juvenile South American fur seals (Arctocephalus
australis) and one juvenile Subantartic fur seal (A.
tropicalis) admitted for rehabilitation and/or
stranded dead in IG and IC, in 2018. Four animals
stranded alive and two stranded dead. All animals
were male and all but one had poor body condition.
The main hematological conditions on admission
were: dehydration (n=3); normocytic
normochromic anemia (n=2); leukocytosis with
neutrophilia and lymphocytopenia (n=2); and
hypoproteinemia (n=1). Gross and microscopic
pathologic examinations revealed a variety of
lesions, predominating hemodynamic disturbances,
endoparasitism and inflammatory processes of
suspected infectious nature. One animal was
serologically positive for Leptospira interrogans.
One animal was PCR-positive for Sarcocystis sp.
and two were PCR-positive for Neospora sp. All
animals were negative for canine distemper virus,
Brucella spp., and Toxoplasma gondii on
serological and molecular analyses. The most likely
CSD were: starvation (n=3); aspiration pneumonia
(n=1); asphyxia (n=1); and presumed systemic
infectious disease (n=1). These findings add to the
current knowledge on these two species and may be
valuable to first responders, clinicians and
diagnosticians.

Clinico-pathological findings in juvenile fur
seals (Arctocephalus australis and A. tropicalis)
stranded in São Paulo, Brazil, 2018: Preliminary
results.
Duarte Benvenuto, Aricia1; Santos-Costa, Priscilla
Carla2; Mello, Daniela3; Maria Favero, Cíntia4;
Groch, Kátia R.5; Díaz-Delgado, Josué6; CataoDias, José Luiz7
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essential to interpret the impact of environmental
changes on species ecology and ecosystem
functioning. Species distribution models (SDMs)
are helpful tools that link species occurrences to
environmental variables in order to predict a
species’ potential distribution. Studies on baleen
whale distribution in polar regions are comparably
rare, mainly due to financial and logistic
constraints. Here we use SDMs to predict habitat
suitability for fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus)
in Arctic waters.

The Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust (HWDT)
is a marine conservation charity that has been
leading the way for the conservation of cetaceans
on the west coast of Scotland through robust longterm monitoring programmes for the last 25 years.
Through our community sightings network, HWDT
has collated over 28,000 sightings records from
3,284 individual contributors. The launch of the
Whale Track smartphone application and website
in 2017 capitalised on technological advances in
citizen science, providing a quick and convenient
way for users to report sightings, doubling the rate
of reports. Our research vessel, Silurian, has been
monitoring cetaceans through dedicated visual and
acoustic surveys using standard line transect
methodology (Buckland at al., 2001), as well as
photo-identification techniques, since 2003,
generating one of the largest databases of its kind
in UK waters. Silurian has travelled 112,707
kilometres, recording 33,514 animals during 14,337
sightings of 16 different species and collected over
6,000 hours of underwater recordings. Since
January 2019, dedicated surveys have been
conducted during the winter months, providing
crucial year-round monitoring for the first time in
our history. Our research has critically advanced
the understanding of resident and migratory species
in Hebridean seas, and has established the west
coast of Scotland as one of the most important
areas for harbour porpoise (Phoceona phocoena) in
Europe (Embling et al., 2010; Booth et al., 2013). It
has helped identify important areas contributing to
the identification of Marine Protected Areas
(MPAs) for harbour porpoises, minke whales and
basking sharks and is being used to detect trends
and changes in the marine environment, such as the
increase in underwater noise pollution (Findlay et
al. 2018) and monitoring emerging threats like
entanglement. Long-term monitoring of this nature
remains our priority, ensuring we can continue to
provide the evidence needed to inform effective
conservation measures.

A combination of opportunistic and systematically
collected visual observations from 2007 to 2018
was used. Opportunistic data were collected during
ten RV Polarstern cruises in the Arctic Ocean
(including the Barents-, Norwegian and Greenland
Sea). Complementary visual data were obtained
from open source databases. Environmental
variables were chosen based on ecological
relevance to the species, comprising both static and
dynamic variables. We used MaxEnt software to
model the distribution of fin whales, using
presence-only data as a function of carefully
chosen environmental covariates. MaxEnt’s
predictive performance has been shown to be
consistently competitive with the highest
performing methods.
We were able to reveal important factors affecting
the distribution of fin whales in the Arctic Ocean
and how they respond to them. Results demonstrate
the effective use of SDMs to predict species
distributions in highly remote areas, constituting a
cost-effective method for targeting future surveys
and prioritizing the limited conservation resources.
Results can be applied in a variety of purposes,
such as designing marine protected areas and
support the further use of opportunistic data to
understand the ecological drivers of species
distribution.
Citizenry, science, and conservation: Power of
the people.
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Citizen science networks add to the knowledge of
presence and distribution of many cetacean species.
They can coordinate, compile and accurately log
data over wide spaces and long time scales, adding
significantly to the body of data on whale and
dolphin species. This can add directly to, or
complement, more formal scientific endeavors.

Understanding the dynamics of cetacean
distribution in ecologically vulnerable regions is
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More recently we have seen the
involvement of interested citizens to promote
specific areas of research, conservation efforts of
specific species, and create political pressure for
greater protection. From what was originally
engagement in research, the broader public now
creates pressure points that directs research funding
for better science and conservation programs.

2018 while that for sub-adults peaked in October
2018. Of 356 cases admitted July 2017 through
December 2018, 92% were male and 56% were
juvenile. Survival of juveniles was higher
compared to other age classes (P<0.001). There
was no effect of sex. Fewer yearlings and adults in
the study precluded a determination of age-specific
disease characteristics, so, an age class-specific
pathology comparison was based on two age
groups: (1) combined yearlings and juveniles and
(2) combined sub-adults and adults. The first had
significantly (X2 8.225, p=0.0041) higher survival
post admission than the second. At necropsy,
lesions ranged in severity from nephritis with
malnutrition and dehydration to an advanced
uremic syndrome (nephritis, buccal and gastric
ulceration, pulmonary edema, dermatitis and
occasionally, cerebral edema). The full range of
lesion severity was observed in young animals
(group 1). However, for older CSLs, significantly
more presented with the advanced uremic
syndrome (X25.451, p= 0.0196). Further
characterization of the immune response to
infection is underway to investigate whether this
could account for this disparity in pathologic
presentation.

We have engaged in several types of
interactions with citizen groups, such as sighting
networks, intern programmes, and public media.
By drawing on those cases we present examples of
the positive effects, as well as some of the pitfalls
that may be encountered. We also examine how
interested citizens have, through their purchasing
and footfall, media messages and social ‘trending’,
have created platforms for change. Public
engagement encourages an interest of marine
research to a wide audience, and plays an
expanding role in research.
Descriptive epidemiology and pathology of the
2018 leptospirosis epidemic in California sea
lions (Zalophus californianus).
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Leptospirosis, caused by Leptospira
interrogans serovar Pomona, is endemic in freeranging California sea lions (Zalophus
californianus; CSL) with seasonal disease
outbreaks and periodic epidemics of high morbidity
and mortality. Beginning July 2017, there was a
marked increase in CSL admissions at The Marine
Mammal Center with clinical signs of renal
insufficiency including azotemia,
hyperphosphatemia, hypokalemia, and
hypernatremia. Based on standard age class criteria
for this species, the greatest prevalence of infection
was observed respectively among juveniles,
followed by sub-adults, yearlings and then adults.
The epidemic curve for juveniles peaked in August

Despite dedicated longitudinal studies, lack of
information on ranging patterns of “resident”
dolphins can limit our ability to apply conservation
directives at the appropriate scale. Here, we present
satellite-linked-telemetry data on movements over
108 days (1,067 Argos locations) for an adult male
Atlantic spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis) in The
Bahamas. On August 26th, 2018, this dolphin livestranded in the Berry Islands, approximately 110
km east of Bimini, where photo-identification
studies began in 1997. This individual (called
“Lamda”) was known to researchers in the Bimini
area since 2013 where he was seen nine days prior
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to stranding. Lamda was transported to Dolphin
Cay at Atlantis in Nassau on August 30th where he
was diagnosed with pneumonia, gastric ulceration,
gastritis, myopathy and dehydration and treated
with vitamins, antibiotics and swimming
physiotherapy. On October 29th Lamda was
airlifted to the Bimini area, instrumented with a
SPOT6 Finmount location-only satellite-linked tag
and released. He moved south rapidly, covering
410 km in 48 hours, ending up near Cuba, well
beyond what was previously considered his normal
range. Lamda stayed in this southern area (3,572
km2) for 13 days but there were no opportunities to
document behaviors or potential associations with
other dolphins. Over the next 16 days, Lamda
returned to Bimini, and on January 7th, 2019, was
observed in a group with other known Atlantic
spotted dolphins. He remained in the Bimini area
(1,203 km2) until his tag stopped transmitting on
February 14th. Assuming Lamda’s movements are
representative of ranging patterns by nonrehabilitated dolphins, these data provide insights
that have important implications for conservation
of this species. Notably, the majority of Lamda’s
locations were in the Bimini area where there is
pressure from increasing tourism, and his locations
in the southern area overlap with existing
petroleum licenses where test drilling is scheduled
in 2019.

individuals from land-based vantage points. This
study photographs individual animals from four
sites around North Pembrokeshire. Photos have
been collated and organised into an identification
catalogue. The catalogue currently contains 101
individually marked porpoises. New individuals per
month range from 0-9, with on average 2.8
individuals identified each month. Sightings of
individuals range from 1-18, with an average of 2.1
sightings per individual. 30% of individuals have
been sighted on more than one occasion suggesting
patterns of site fidelity or residency.
This study describes the early process and the
preliminary results of an on-going photo-ID study
on harbour porpoises. Already the study highlights
the complexity of local occurrence and movement,
something not identified with larger scale studies
and has shown the potential that photo-ID studies
can have when contributing to the overall
conservation of the species, emphasising the need
to continue this form of study.
A quantitative approach for analyzing surface
interval behaviors of baleen whales in drone
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Photo-ID methods have been used to study
cetacean populations since the late 1970's. Despite
its success in other species, photo-ID is not
commonly used to study harbour porpoises. This is
most likely due to the challenges of photographing
small, typically boat shy cetaceans who exhibit
subtle surfacing behaviours and their lack of
obvious unique markings. Harbour porpoise
populations are often studied at larger-scales,
studies on smaller scales are often in relation to
specific variables such as areas of high tidal
energy. The species is seldom studied at individual
or local levels. This has resulted in loose estimates
of population size and dynamics and a lack of
species protection in regards to the designation of
Special Areas of Conservation.

Foraging in baleen whales is energetically intensive
and requires a surface interval resting period
between each foraging dive. Whales take advantage
of such events to replenish oxygen stores and
conserve energy. Here we provide a
methodological approach for annotating
unoccupied aircraft system (UAS)-based aerial
imagery to encode and analyze exhibited surface
behaviors. Using a Freefly ALTA 6 UAS, video
data were collected synoptically with
photogrammetric still imagery in Monterey Bay,
California during August 2017. During these
flights, foraging and surface interval events of blue
whales (Balaenoptera musculus) were recorded
along the perimeter of the Monterey Bay
Submarine Canyon system. This initial study
evaluates a subset of 5 flights containing behavior
of 6 blue whales, having a mean surface interval of
1 minute and 14 seconds. Using the Behavioral
Observation Research Interactive Software

Recently harbour porpoise photo-ID studies have
developed and have large potential for success. The
Pembrokeshire coast is an area of high harbour
porpoise sightings. This high abundance and
activity has allowed for the photography of
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(BORIS) suite, we developed an ethogram and
encoded surface interval behaviors for each
individual exhibiting a solo swim event. Six
primary behaviors were identified and designated
as either a point- or state-event to address questions
related to event frequency and duration. We then
employed a discrete-time Markov model, using the
coded behaviors, to identity conditional
probabilities of each behavior’s occurrence,
conditioned on prior behaviors. We find that
exhalation events remain 100% probable after
primary surfacing events, and shallow dive and
deep dive events also occur with high probabilities
(60%-70%) after propulsion activities, such as
fluking and pectoral strokes. In summary, this
study demonstrates a quantitative approach to
identifying parameters governing blue whale
surface behavior, an approach that can be extended
to other marine mammals. We find that BORIS is
an effective tool for generating species-specific
ethograms when used alongside embedded imagery
to encode and analyze observed surface behaviors
in UAS video data.

population abundance was about 30,000 individuals
in 2001, with sustained growth reaching 50,000 in
2007; 134,000 in 2012 and 220,000 in 2018. In the
2018 survey 24 colonies (19 rookeries) were
registered in Robinson Crusoe Island and 7 (6
rookeries) in Santa Clara Island. 25% of the
population were pups In Robinson Crusoe and 10%
in Santa Clara. The population of Juan Fernández
fur seals is recovering rapidly and the species is
listed as Least Concern by UICN. Nevertheless,
little is known about the population status in the
Desventuradas Islands, therefore a survey of these
islands is urgently needed. It is important to
highlight that the Juan Fernández fur seal,
Arctocephalus philippii is the most abundant sea
lion population in the southeastern Pacific.
We thank the financial support of CONAF and
CIGREN.
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Population recovery of Arctocephalus philippii
in the Juan Fernández Archipelago,
southeastern Pacific.
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The Juan Fernández fur seal inhabits the Juan
Fernández Archipelago (33º43’S; 79º52’W) and the
Desventuradas Islands (26º19’S; 80º00’W). Due to
intense hunting during the 19th century by British
and American sealers the population was nearly
lead to extinction. In 1964 a few fur seals were
registered by local fishermen, while Aguayo &
Maturana (1969) censused 170-192 in Robinson
Crusoe Island and 300 individuals were counted in
1975 in San Ambrosio Island (Desventuradas). In
2015, UICN moved the species from the category
of ‘Near Threatened’ to ‘Least Concern’. The
colonies are located within the Archipielago de
Juan Fernández National Park. In this context the
Corporación Nacional Forestal (CONAF) has
implemented a monitoring program for the species
in the park since 2001. The surveys were
performed during the austral summer using small
boats to get to the colonies. The estimated

Seasonal distribution of North Atlantic right whales
(NARW) north of 45oN latitude is mostly unknown
due to a lack of systematic monitoring along most
of the eastern Canadian continental shelf. In 2017,
an unprecedented NARW mortality event occurred
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (GSL, ~48oN)
involving 12 documented deaths, several of which
were due to ship strikes and fishing gear
entanglements. The GSL was a previously
unidentified habitat for the whales, and this event
demonstrates the importance of identifying the
contemporary spatio-temporal extent of this
species' distribution. The objectives of this study
are to 1) describe seasonal distribution patterns of
NARW in Canadian waters; 2) identify areas of
NARW presence outside of monitored aggregation
areas, and 3) demonstrate the advantages of using
passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) technologies to
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provide information on the presence of NARWs.
To achieve this, we analyzed PAM data collected
by 73 moorings and 14 gliders (~20,800 recording
days) deployed across the Atlantic Canadian
continental Shelf between 42oN and 58oN during
2015 through 2017. Daily NARW acoustic
presence was assessed using manual validation of
auto-detected upcalls with a low frequency whale
detection and classification system. Generalized
linear models will be used to analyze seasonal and
regional variation of NARW acoustic presence.
Results from the first 34 analyzed deployments
demonstrate the dynamic and widely varying
geographic presence of NARWs. The period that
NARW were present in Canadian waters generally
decreased from south to north. For example,
NARWs are present on the Scotian Shelf (45oN)
nearly year-round (95th percentiles on daily
presence occur between 01-Jan and 05-Dec),
whereas NARW were present in the Cabot Strait
(ca. 50oN) for eight months, from May through
December. This assessment of range-scale
variability in NARW vocal presence demonstrates
the potential of PAM to facilitate efficient
monitoring and sustainable management of the
species.

whale sampled ~27 miles offshore of Oregon. One
of two sighted whales was biopsied, while their
vocalizations were recorded using a drifting
hydrophone. An assignment test using a DNA
profile consisting of mtDNA haplotype, sex, and up
to 15 microsatellite loci identified the whale as
male and confirmed an eastern North Pacific (ENP)
origin through comparison to reference databases.
A spar buoy with a suspended hydrophone (HighTech Inc.) was deployed ~50 m from the whales,
producing a 68.7-min record containing 28 “B” and
6 “A” calls with prototypical ENP blue whale call
structure. Maximum call received levels were ~110
dB re µPa2-Hz-1 at ~90 Hz. Assuming 187 dB as a
call source level, this received level implies a
signal loss of ~77 dB, and thus a ~7 km range from
the hydrophone to the vocal whale. GPS tracking
shows the boat remained in an elliptical area (r~10
km) while circling the pair, consistent with the
sampled whale as the call source. Although it is not
possible to confirm the identity of the calling
whale, our results are consistent with previous
studies showing the ability to link acoustic call
types and the whale’s sex, while offering the
potential to assign an individual to a population.
We plan to link acoustic information and genetic
identity from a larger dataset of blue whales from
southern California to better understand their
population structure.

Combining near-field acoustic records and
genetic identity of an individual eastern North
Pacific blue whale off the central Oregon coast.
Dziak, Robert1; Sremba, Angela2; Mate, Bruce3;
Haxel, Joseph4; Steel, Debbie5; Baker, C. Scott6;
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Sex, age, and hormone correlates of phthalate
exposure among common bottlenose dolphins
(tursiops truncatus) from Sarasota Bay, FL
Dziobak, Miranda1; Wells, Randall2; Pisarski,
Emily3; Wirth, Ed4; Hart, Leslie5
(1) College of Charleston
(2) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
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Phthalates are a class of manmade chemicals added
to personal care products, cleaning products,
cosmetics, and plastics to enhance properties such
as lubrication, flexibility, and fragrance. Phthalates
are of increasing concern to human and
environmental health because of their ubiquitous
use and potential for endocrine disruption.
Phthalates are easily metabolized and excreted in
urine, thus monitoring for urinary phthalate
metabolites using liquid chromatography/tandem
mass spectroscopy is indicative of exposure to
parent compounds. Recently, a pilot study reported
phthalate exposure in 71% of bottlenose dolphins
sampled in Sarasota Bay, FL (N=17; 2016-2017),
suggesting prevalent environmental exposure. The
most frequently detected metabolites (monoethyl

Populations of blue whales worldwide have been
described from acoustic calls and genetic markers.
Although these data sources have been used
independently to assign individual whales to a
population, a direct link between call signal
structure and genetic identity remains undescribed.
The question remains, what is the concordance of
acoustic call types with genetically identified
populations, given call variability? Here we present
acoustic records and a genetic profile of a blue
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phthalate, MEP; mono-2-ethylhexyl phthalate,
MEHP) were from parent compounds added to
personal care products and plastic, with
concentrations sometimes exceeding reported
levels for humans (geometric means: total
phthalates = 2.9 ng/mL; MEP = 5.4 ng/mL; MEHP
= 1.0 ng/mL). In humans, phthalate exposure can
vary by age and sex; however, variation relative to
demography is currently undetermined for
bottlenose dolphins. Similarly, endocrinological
impacts are unknown. To address these knowledge
gaps, comparisons of phthalate metabolite
concentrations between age classes (i.e., juvenile
vs. adult) and sexes will be performed (Mann
Whitney U test, α=0.05) using urine collected from
bottlenose dolphins sampled during additional
years of Sarasota health assessments (20112019). Additionally, associations between serum
hormone concentrations (e.g., thyroid, testosterone,
estradiol) and urinary phthalate metabolites will be
evaluated using correlation tests (α=0.05). To our
knowledge, this is the first study to explore these
relationships in free-ranging
cetaceans. Additionally, this work provides
potentially critical context for preliminary findings
of phthalate exposure in Sarasota Bay dolphins by
examining demographic differences in exposure
and relationships with established biomarkers of
dolphin health.

taking process, A. microchir was detected in 4/5
individuals. Interestingly these specimen were
exclusively found at the junction between the back
and hind flippers. The current findings constitute
the first report of A. microchir infestation in this
unique synanthropic colony of South American sea
lions. Findings on different life stages proved the
complete life cycle of A. microchir to occur on this
bachelor group, despite inhabiting a freshwater
habitat and in absence of females or pups. The noninvasive “telescopic lice comb” opens new
possibilities to collect epidermal samples, such as
fur coat hair, lice, nits and skin tissue, for a wide
spectrum of research without troubling the
animals.
Monitoring small cetaceans using passive
acoustics to inform cross-border conservation
efforts
Edwards, Ewan1; Beck, Suzanne2; Brookes, Kate1;
Risch, Denise3
(1) Marine Scotland Science, Aberdeen, United
Kingdom
(2) Queen's University Belfast, Belfast, United
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(3) Scottish Association for Marine Science,
Dunbeg, United Kingdom
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The waters of the cross-border region between
Scotland, Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland host internationally important populations
of marine mammals. In this region, noisy or
physically disturbing human activities may pose a
threat to these species. Because the impacts of
these activities are not delineated by national
boundaries, two European Union (EU) funded
projects in this region are utilising a network of
buoys to monitor and inform the conservation of
protected areas and species.

First report on Antarctophthirus microchir
(Anoplura: Echinophthiriidae) from freeranging “urban” South American sea lions
(Otaria flavescens) by using a novel non-invasive
method.
Ebmer, David
Institute of Parasitology, Justus Liebig University
Giessen, Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Corresponding Author: david.ebmer@gmx.at
Consisting of five different genera, the family
Echinophthiriidae belongs to the phthirapteran
suborder Anoplura, the sucking lice, and
exclusively parasitize mammals with a semiaquatic
lifestyle, such as pinnipeds and the North American
river otter. Findings of Antarctophthirus microchir
were reported from all six species of the subfamily
Otariinae, the sea lions, showing a wide
geographical distribution in both
hemispheres. Between March and May 2018, an
“urban” bachelor group of South American sea
lions (Otaria flavescens) living in a freshwater
biotope of the southern city Valdivia, Chile, was
examined for their ectoparasite fauna applying a
novel non-invasive method for parasitological
research in marine mammals. Therefore, a lice
comb, screwed on a telescopic rod and fixed with
Tesa® tape, was used for epidermal sample
collection (fur coat hair, lice, nits and skin tissue
samples) from living animals. During sample-

Cetaceans are explicitly protected throughout
European waters, and furthermore EU Member
States are required to designate Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC) for particular species. In
addition to Northern Ireland’s Skerries and
Causeway SAC, Scotland recently designated the
Inner Hebrides and Minches SAC, one of Europe’s
largest marine protected areas (MPA), for the
conservation of harbour porpoises. Scotland is also
working on proposals for the creation of MPAs for
other cetaceans.
These protected sites will require monitoring plans,
so two complementary projects, COMPASS and
MarPAMM (funded through EU INTERREG VA
programme), are using moored passive acoustic
recorders to provide a low cost, long duration
monitoring option for echolocating cetaceans such
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as dolphin and porpoise species. Passive acoustic
monitoring using echolocation click detectors
(Chelonia C-PODs) can collect data continuously
for several months, to allow exploration of
temporal trends which visual surveys cannot
provide.

ecology. We estimated the best combinations of
Maxent’s parameters & evaluated model
performance on a species-specific spatial block
cross-validation to maintain spatial independence
between training and testing data. For each species,
block size and their spatial allocation into crossvalidation folds was objectively determined
according to how much spatial-autocorrelation
exists at occurrences.

Here, the initial results from the COMPASS project
will be presented and discussed, plus the
opportunities of additional data from MarPAMM.
We highlight general differences in occurrence
between monitoring locations and some initial
habitat preference modelling. We introduce the
seasonal patterns in occurrence of both harbour
porpoise and dolphin species, with two of the
monitoring locations demonstrating some
particularly high rates of porpoise occurrence, and
discuss how these data might be used to inform the
conservation of species in this region.

For each of species, we 1) predicted circumpolar
potential distribution, 2) determined the most
important variables, and 3) showed the relationship
between habitat suitability and environmental
variables. We believe that our results would be of
great importance to explain the habitat preference
of species in the Southern Ocean, for the first time
for the majority of studied species. However, we
argue that these models can only represent a
hypothetical, mean state (which actually never
becomes manifest) of the potential distribution of
the species in space, and hence another set of
dynamic models are required to consider the high
dynamic environment in the Southern Ocean and
the migratory nature of whales.

Modelling habitat suitability of whales in the
Southern Ocean
El-Gabbas, Ahmed1; Van Opzeeland, Ilse
Catharina2; Burkhardt, Elke3; Boebel, Olaf4
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Germany
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Occurrence of cetaceans in the Dardanelles
Strait, Turkey in 2018
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The Dardanelles Strait, which is a part of the
Turkish straits system connecting the
Mediterranean and Black Sea basins, serves as an
important transitional zone for marine life. Three
odontocete species are known to occur in the area:
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis) and harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena). Visual and acoustic surveys
aimed at monitoring the cetacean presence in the
area were conducted between March and
November of 2018 from pile driving
platform located near the eastern end of the strait at
approximately 10 km distance from the Marmara
Sea. Observations took place on 117 days resulting
in a total of 308 hours and 28 minutes of visual
observations and 176 hours and 40 minutes of
acoustic monitoring. A total of 52 sightings of
cetaceans were recorded, 43 of which were visual,
and 9 were acoustic. Of the visual sightings, the
individuals in 27 sightings were identified as
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and the
rest of the visual sightings were unidentified
delphinid species. Across the study period the
highest encounter rates were recorded during the
months of June and July (0.18 and 0.11 per hour,

Detailed information on cetacean distribution is
crucial to identify large-scale conservation actions
and management decisions. Understanding the
ecological drivers behind their spatial patterns in
the Southern Ocean is complicated by whales’
mobility and the logistic restrictions in collecting
data in polar environments. Species distribution
models have become essential tools in ecology and
conservation. They relate information on species
occurrence with environmental predictors thought
to influence its habitat use, to predict its potential
distribution and explain environmental drivers of
the observed patterns.
In this study, we compiled opportunistic presenceonly data for seven whale species in the Southern
Ocean from multiple sources. A quality-controlled
data set was then used to model species
distributions using Maxent software (under the
point process modelling framework).
Environmental predictors were prepared from
multiple in-situ and remotely-sensed sources, based
on our experience of the study area and species
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respectively). Average group size was highest in
April with 11 individuals per group. It was possible
to identify the behaviour of the animals for 40 of
the sightings, 28 of which were feeding events,
while the during the rest of the sightings the
animals were observed travelling. The information
gained from this study shows that the animals
utilise the Dardanelles strait mainly for feeding on
fish that migrate seasonally between the Aegean
and Marmara seas. Further studies are needed to
better understand the cetacean populations in the
area in order to identify the main threats
and implement necessary conservation measures.

asphyxiation have been documented. As harbor
porpoises have a very high metabolism, the high
nutritional pay off may be worth the possible risk
of catching a larger prey item. Little is understood
about wild harbor porpoise behavior and reports
such as this helps to better understand their
behavioral repertoire and ecological relationships.
Yawn-like behavior in Tursiops spp.
Enokizu, Akiko1; Morisaka, Tadamichi2;
Murakami, Katsushi3; Sakurai, Natsuko; Kogi,
Kazunobu4; Ueda, Nahoko5; Yoshioka, Motoi6
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Japan
(3) Minamichita beach Land, Chita gun, Mihamacho, Japan
(4) Mikura Island Tourist Information, Mikura
island, Japan
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(6) Mie University, Tsu, Japan
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Harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena
vomerina) catching and handling large fish on
the U.S. West Coast.
Elliser, Cindy R.1; Hessing, Sanne2; MacIver,
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Washington
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Yawning is an involuntary action, which starts with
slow gaping and inspiration (phase-1), maintaining
maximum opening of the mouth for a while (phase2) and ends with quick closure of the mouth
following expiration (phase-3). Yawning has been
widely reported in vertebrates, suggesting yawning
as an evolutionarily conserved behavior. Here we
report yawn-like behavior in captive and wild
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp.) underwater
without inspiration and expiration which does not
fit the classical definition of yawning. In a
seventeen-day (119 h) observation of three captive
bottlenose dolphins in Minamichita Beach Land,
Japan, 1814 cases of mouth-opening behavior were
reported. Obvious intentional behaviors (e.g. threat
from other dolphins or human visitors) and short
mouth-opening behaviors (< 0.3 s) accounted for
246 cases of unintentional mouth-opening activity.
We then selected 54 mouth-opening activities with
phase-1 duration > phase-3 duration (definition of
human fetal yawning). Ten naive observers
reported 5 yawn-like activities as described by
Human Observer Classification Method. These 5
yawn-like actions were characterized by maximum
gaping along with phase-1 being longer than phase3. Level of physical activity was low within 20
minutes before and after yawning, suggesting that
dolphins yawn during drowsy states like humans.
Five cases of yawn-like behavior were observed in
386-day (1816 h) underwater videos of wild IndoPacific bottlenose dolphins, Mikura Island, Japan,
using the same attributes of yawn-like behavior,
viz. maximum gape and phase 1 > phase 3. No
significant differences were found between captive
bottlenose dolphins and wild Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins in total durations as well as
each phase. It may be concluded that bottlenose

The harbor porpoise is a cryptic species, and
information on their behavior is limited. This study
describes the chase and capture of large fish by
harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena vomerina)
in the Salish Sea off Fidalgo Island, Washington
(salmonid species, 2017/2019) and San Francisco
Bay, California (American Shad, Alosa
sapidissima, 2016/2017). For all capture events
similar behavior was observed; the porpoise
accelerated after the fish, swimming in a circle at
the same spot, diving and coming out of the water
head first carrying the fish cross-wise in its
mouth. While the catch of the large prey was
visible just below the surface, it remains unknown
whether the porpoise eventually consumed the
fish. We also document a harbor porpoise that
drowned in drift net gear that had fed on salmonid
species in Cook Inlet, Alaska (2014). The female
harbor porpoise had a large amount of salmon
(likely Pink salmon, Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) in
her stomach and sticking out of her mouth.
Salmonid species and American Shad have not
been documented as prey items for harbor
porpoises along the U.S. West Coast and Salish
Sea, despite diet studies that have spanned over 30
years. These species are, on average, larger than
typical prey species known to be consumed by
harbor porpoises. The morphology of the upper
respiratory tract in odontocetes may make them
more vulnerable to an esophageal obstruction by
large prey items that can lead to asphyxiation, and
indeed cases of harbor porpoises dying from
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dolphins exhibit yawn-like behavior without
respiration, which is supported by the “arousal
hypothesis” of human yawning.
Effects of cold on skin temperature in Florida
manatees (Trichechus manatus latirostris).
Erdsack, Nicola1; Bonde, Robert Bonde2;
Reynolds, John E.1
(1) Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, Florida
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Cold stress is one of the major threats to Florida
manatees. Every year Cold Stress Syndrome (CSS)
affects and kills Florida manatees during prolonged
or intense cold weather periods. In contrast to other
marine mammals, manatees lack essential
thermoregulatory anatomical and physiological
adaptations: sparse thermal insulation, the lack of
arteriovenous anastomoses in the skin, and limited
capabilities for shivering/non-shivering
thermogenesis are only a few of the causes for
sensitivity to cold.
So far, CSS has been associated mainly with
exposure to water temperatures below
approximately 20°C. However, the impact of low
air temperatures on manatee physiology and
manifestation of cold stress is not known.
In a long term study we have been investigating the
impact of air temperature on skin temperature in
two adult male Florida manatees, held in an
outdoor sea water tank at constant water
temperature. For 2.5 years and under varying
environmental conditions we have been collecting
skin temperature measurements at 25 spots
distributed across the entire body surface.
Measured skin temperatures in the smaller, more
active individual have been consistently higher than
those in the larger less active manatee. Within
individuals, average temperature varied by less
than 1°C between measuring spots. Interestingly,
the temperature distribution pattern between
measuring points has been congruent in both
individuals. This congruent and consistent
temperature pattern is another indicator for
manatees’ lack of control of peripheral heat loss,
causing their low tolerance of cold. The pattern
may reflect underlying anatomical conditions, such
as distribution, number and size of blood vessels,
and distribution of blubber composition and
thickness, requiring further investigation.
Our measured values indicate an impact of air
temperature on skin temperature in both manatees.
However, more cold air data are necessary for a
sound conclusion, which we anticipate to obtain
during the coming winter.

Since January 2018, fixed transect surveys for
monitoring cetaceans in the Strait of Gibraltar were
carried out using ferries as opportunistic platforms.
The Strait is an Important Marine Mammal Area
(IMMA) as well as one of the busiest areas for
maritime traffic in the Mediterranean. Presence of
cetaceans was monitored along the two ferry routes
Algeciras-Ceuta (A-C) and Algeciras-Tanger Med
(A-T), following the approach proposed by the
“Fixed Line Transect using ferries as platform for
observation in the MEDiterranean network” (FLT
MED). At least two trained observers located on
the bridge of the ferries were scanning both sides of
the vessel, encompassing an angle of 180˚ and
recording cetacean sightings. Five surveys per
season were undertaken during the year for both
routes with a minimum of one survey per route
each month, depending on sea conditions and
platforms availability. From January 2018 until
March 2019, 2381.75 km for a total of 68 hours on
effort were travelled on 35 routes (20 of the route
A-C and 15 of A-T). Overall 142 encounters of
around 3109 animals were logged. During surveys,
7 species of cetaceans were identified on both
routes, short-beaked common dolphin was the most
common one followed by striped and bottlenose
dolphin, short-finned pilot and sperm whales. Fin
and killer whales were encountered just along the
transect A-T. Moreover, 44 and two sightings of
unidentified small- and medium-sized cetaceans
were also logged. Preliminary results show a high
encounter rate along the routes in the IMMA Strait
of Gibraltar highlighting the benefits of using
ferries as platforms for research, enabling
systematic year-round monitoring over large spatial
scales at low cost.
MISTIC SEAS II: Designing and implementing
pilot monitoring programmes for cetaceans in
Macaronesian waters.
Esteban, Ruth1; Verborgh, Philippe2; Silva,
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A new cetacean monitoring programme along
fixed transect using ferries as platforms in the
Strait of Gibraltar
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Those programmes aimed: (a) COASTAL,
examining a Robust-design mark-recapture
sampling framework for bottlenose dolphins and
(b) OCEANIC, testing line-transect sampling
methodology to obtain design and model-based
abundance estimates for spotted dolphins. Markrecapture abundance estimates of bottlenose
dolphin were 640 individuals (CV 0.25) for Azores,
and 164 (CV 0.03) for Madeira. Insufficient
sightings were available for the Canaries. Markrecapture estimates were also obtained for shortfinned pilot whales in Madeira and Canaries.
Results of the OCEANIC program allowed
obtaining the first baseline estimates for Azores
and Canaries, and updated values for Madeira.
Model-based abundance estimates of Atlantic
spotted dolphins were 2,324 individuals (CV 0.15)
for Azores, 34,851 (CV 0.18) for Canaries and 725
(CV 0.41) for Madeira. Further abundance
estimates were obtained for another fifteen species
or group of species for which there were enough
sightings, although not for all archipelagos. A
STRANDING programme analysed the strengths
and weaknesses of the existing stranding networks,
suggested improvements and designed protocols
for life-history analyses. Vessel collision was the
main anthropogenic cause of death in the Canary
Islands, primarily for sperm whales. Project results
were used to assess GES in Macaronesia, and
reported as part of the MSFD second cycle. In
addition, the project demonstrated the feasibility of
implementing the pilot monitoring programmes and
provided common protocols and additional
information on distribution, habitat use and on the
threats faced by cetaceans in the region.
Interactions between the south american sea lion
and pair trawl fishery in southern brazil
Estima, Sérgio1; Monteiro, Danielle2; Martí,
Leonardo1
(1) NEMA, Rio Grande, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande - FURG,
Rio Grande, Brazil
Corresponding Author:
sergioestima@yahoo.com.br
The southern coast of Brazil is a foraging ground
and resting site for South American sea lions
(Otaria flavescens). Strandings of sea lions are
frequent and part of this mortality is associated
with fisheries interactions. The aim of this study
was to describe the interactions between O.
flavescens and the bottom pair trawl in southern
Brazil. Twenty three fishing trips were surveyed by
observers onboard pair trawl vessels operating in
the continental shelf, from the Uruguayan border
(33º44’S) to Laguna (27º52’S), between November
2011 and April 2019. A total of 1048 sets, in depths
ranged from 10 to 83 meters, were recorded. The
interaction was registered in 46% of the sets, with a

The project MISTIC SEAS I selected common
species and Management Units (MUs) in European
Macaronesia islands (Azores, Madeira and the
Canary Islands) and defined thresholds and
environmental targets to help determine the Good
Environmental Status (GES) of this functional
group in Macaronesia following the requirements
of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(MSFD). MISTIC SEAS II, designed and
implemented pilot monitoring programmes to
estimate abundance baseline values of those MUs.
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coastal populations given their increased
exposure to human pressures and the fact that
they often exist as small, apparently discrete
populations. Determining whether a species is
at favourable conservation status requires an
assessment of population trends. Using two
survey approaches (visual line transects by
vessel with Distance sampling and Photo-ID
Capture-Mark-Recapture studies), trends in
bottlenose dolphin abundance are examined
over an 18-year period both within and beyond
two designated marine protected areas.
Numbers using the sites have fluctuated over
the last two decades, the time period over
which an assessment is made profoundly
affecting any conclusions reached over trends
observed. Furthermore, the two methods
yielded different patterns of variation. Photo-ID
studies provided estimates with lower CVs
especially when a Robust Design model is
used that allows for the population to be open
to immigration and emigration. Movement, not
only between but also within years, occurs
between the SACs and the wider region. This
highlights the importance of determining
population structure at the appropriate spatial
scale, since even within the study area, groups
of animals show different degrees of site
fidelity and movement. Although a recent
decline has been observed, the change in
numbers over the last ten years has not
reached the 30% threshold advocated for
assessment whether the species in the region
is no longer at favourable conservation status.

mean of 5.3 sea lions/set (SD= 5.0). The
interactions were observed in all seasons, but in the
austral summer the number of sets with interaction
was higher (48%) and lower in the spring (12.4%).
On the other hand, the average number of sea
lions/set was higher in spring (6.2 animals/set) and
lower in winter (4.1 animals/set). In most of the
sets (74%) the interaction occurred during the day.
The interactions occurred during the hauling, where
in 92% of these events, the sea lions were eating
the fish trapped in the net or discarded. Damage to
the net occurred in four sets only, but without
significant loss of the catch. Furthermore, we
recorded incidental captures of 12 dead and one
alive specimens of O. flavescens, four males (Total
Length (TL)= 116, 150, 186 e 193cm), seven
females (TL= 111, 149, 156, 174, 174, 177, 182cm)
and two individuals of unidentified sex. The
interactions between O. flavescens and pair trawls
are frequent and occur throughout the year, with
few losses in catches. These interactions represent a
threat to this species due to the high fishing effort
in the region.
The challenges for assessing favourable
conservation status in coastal bottlenose
dolphins
Evans, Peter1; Lohrengel, Katrin2; Bsines, Mick
E.1; Camp, Richard3; Feingold, Daphna1;
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(4) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, gb
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Kingdom
(6) CREEM, University of St Andrews, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
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Nuuk, Greenland
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University, Menai Bridge, United Kingdom
(9) Bangor University, Menai Bridge, United
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Heavy metals in bones from Harbour Porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena) from the Western Black
Sea Coast
Evtimova, Violeta1; Parvanov, Dimitar2;
Grozdanov, Atanas3; Tserkova, Feriha4; Delov,
Ventseslav5
(1) Sofia University, Bulgaria
(2) Research Department, Nadezhda, Women’s
Health Hospital, Sofia, Bulgaria
(3) Sofia University, Faculty of Biology,
Department of Zoology and anthropology, Sofia,
Bulgaria
(4) Institute of Fish Resources, Agricultural
Academy, Varna, Bulgaria
(5) Department of Zoology and Anthropology,
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Ohridski”, Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia, Bulgaria
Corresponding Author: vilka@abv.bg

Under the EU Habitats Directive, European
Member States are obliged to designate sites
as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) for
the maintenance, at a favourable conservation
status, of particular vulnerable species, within
their territorial waters. One such species is the
bottlenose dolphin, with emphasis upon

During the last few years, the Western Black Sea
coast has documented increase in the number of
stranded marine mammals, particularly the harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena). This species is
subject to threats such as exposure to contaminants,
fishery by-catch and introduced new marine
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species. The aim of this study was to analyse
spatial and age trends in bone metal concentration
in harbour porpoises from the Western Black Sea
Coast. Selected heavy metals (Cu, Pb, Zn, Cd and
Ni) were measured in bones of 33 harbour
porpoises stranded along the Bulgarian Black Sea
Coast from 2017. Spatially, we found higher metal
levels in the harbour porpoises stranded in the
Northern region compared with those from the
Southern region. The effect of aging was evident
only for Zn content – the levels were higher in
juveniles than in adults. The obtained results
suggested that heavy metal contamination represent
an important threat encountered by harbour
porpoises.

suggest that the MIG-seq method is more suitable
for determining the origin of northern fur seals
visiting Japan.
No free lunch: Estimating the biomass and exvessel value of target catch lost to depredation
by false killer whales (Pseudorca Crassidens) in
the Hawaii longline deep-set tuna fishery.
Fader, Joseph1; Read, Andy2
(1) Duke University Marine Lab
(2) Duke University, Beaufort
Corresponding Author: joseph.fader@duke.edu
False killer whales depredate bait and catch of
Hawaii deep-set longline fishing vessels, resulting
in economic losses for the fishery and increasing
the likelihood of hooking or entanglement of
whales in fishing gear. Observers from the National
Marine Fisheries Service monitor 20% of all trips
in this fishery and collect data on depredation and
bycatch of marine mammals. Odontocete
depredation on captured fish is distinctive and can
be scored reliably by observers. Typically, the
entire fish posterior of the gills is consumed,
leaving the head attached to the gear. Our goal in
the present analysis was to estimate the biomass of
fish lost to odontocete depredation and associated
economic losses to the pelagic longline fishery.
Depredation occurred in 6% of sets from 20042017, involving a total of 12,577 hooked fish. Most
(61%) depredated fish were bigeye (Thunnus
obesus) or yellowfin (Thunnus albacares) tuna,
followed by dolphinfish (Coryphaena spp.), billfish
(Istiophoridae spp.), and wahoo (Acanthocybium
solandri). We used length-weight relationships
from intact fish caught on the same or nearby sets
to estimate the biomass of depredated fish. We
estimate that an average of 71.8 metric tons (range
45.0 – 104.0 t, sd = 19.0) of tuna was lost to
depredation by odontocetes annually from 20042017. Using available market records from the
Honolulu tuna auction, we estimate that odontocete
depredation cost the fleet an average of USD
840,890 (ex-vessel value) per year from 2012-2017
(range USD 693,910 – 1,025,783, sd = 148,010).
These losses do not account for the opportunity
costs associated with depredation of bait nor the
time and expenditures of additional fishing effort to
make up for lost catch. We discuss our results in
the context of overall longline fishing in the central
North Pacific, where the US fleet represents 5-10%
of total fishing effort.

Genetic structure analysis of northern fur seals
(Callorhinus ursinus) using MIG-seq method.
F. Kita, Yuki; Chubachi, Aoi; Suzuki, Miwa1;
Ream, Rolf2; Mitani, Yoko3
(1) Nihon University, Fujisawa, Japan
(2) NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Marine
Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, Washington
(3) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: y2bridge@tsc.u-tokai.ac.jp
The northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus) is
widely distributed across the North Pacific, and a
portion of the species feeds in the waters around
Hokkaido, Japan, from winter to spring. Recently,
the fishery damage caused by this species has
increased around Hokkaido, and management
measures are needed. To address this problem, it is
necessary to clarify their genetic background for
the management. Although the species has been
considered as one population based on previous
population genetics studies, this conclusion might
be due to the small number of polymorphic markers
used. In this study, population genetics analysis
was performed using the multiplexed inter-simple
sequence repeats genotyping by sequencing (MIGseq) method on subsamples of six populations
(Tyuleny; n = 16, Lovushiki; n = 16, Srednego; n =
16, Bering; n = 16, Bogoslof; n = 16 and San
Miguel island; n = 15) used in previous reports.
This method provides genome-wide singlenucleotide polymorphism genotyping using the
next-generation sequencing platform. 161
polymorphic sites under Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium were detected. The STRUCTURE
analysis, which used all specimens, yielded the
highest delta K value of 5.87 for K = 2 (delta K
values for K = 3 to 5 ranged from 1.85 to 3.47),
whereas the value of K with the highest loglikelihood was K = 2 (log-likelihood = -16207;
those for K = 1 and K = 3 to 6 ranged from -16759
to -16262), indicating the presence of two genetic
groups (Evanno et al. 2005). By comparison,
previous research, using seven polymorphic
microsatellites, suggested K = 1. Our results

Persistent Organic Pollutants and Mercury in
estuarine coastal bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) of the Gulf of Guayaquil, Ecuador: A
first ecotoxicological assessment.
Fair, Patricia1; Alava, Juan José2; Calle, Paola3;
Biedenbach, George4; Alvarado Cadena, Omar3;
Jiménez, Pedro5; Maruya, Keith6; Lao, Wenjian7;
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contaminants and can be used as sentinel species of
ecosystem health to monitor pollution in the region
to support ecotoxicological risk assessment and
inform pollutant management.
Preliminary estimates of vital rates from
Cuvier’s beaked whales on a military training
range
Falcone, Erin1; Keene, Erin2; Schorr, Gregory1;
Rone, Brenda2; Watwood, Stephanie3; Moretti,
David4
(1) Marine Ecology & Telemetry Research,
Seabeck, Washington
(2) Marine Ecology & Telemetry Research,
Seabeck, WA
(3) US Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport,
Rhode Island
(4) Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport, RI
Corresponding Author: efalcone@marecotel.org
Vital rates are key inputs to Population
Consequences of Disturbance (PCoD) models used
to estimate impacts of sub-lethal stressors that may
reduce fitness over time. We report preliminary
vital rate data from an ongoing photo-identification
study of Cuvier’s beaked whales (Zc) at the
Southern California Antisubmarine Warfare Range,
where military sonar and explosives are tested
regularly. From 2006-2018, 222 unique individuals
were photographed on or near SOAR. Eighty-four
whales were photographed on 2-9 separate days
(mean = 3.3) and over periods of up to 11 years
(mean = 3.6). Each whale was classified to age and
sex each day it was photographed using genetic,
life history, and visible trait data (e.g. presence of
teeth, pigmentation patterns, scarring density), as
available. By adapting published methods for aging
and sexing Zc from photographs for use with suboptimal photo sequences, the age and sex of only
5% of whales could not be classified with at least
some confidence. The age classified sample
included 86 adult females, 52 adult males, 12 subadult females, 22 sub-adult males, 16 unsexed
juveniles, and 20 unsexed calves, as of the most
recent sighting. Seventeen individuals (9 female, 6
male, 2 unknown sex) transitioned through an age
class (14 sub-adult to adult, 1 juvenile to sub-adult,
2 calf to juvenile), providing sex-specific data on
maturation rates. Twenty females had one calf, two
had two calves, and seven mother-calf pairs were
resighted together over periods from 1-954 days,
providing insights into calving rates and time-toweaning. The sparseness and variability of these
data, despite concerted effort to collect them,
underscores the importance of establishing photoID studies promptly when the need for vital rate
data is apparent; it also elevates the importance of
comparable long-term data from other study sites to
evaluate whether vital rates for impacted
populations warrant concern.

The bottlenose dolphin is the most common
cetacean found in the coastal waters, estuaries and
mangroves of Ecuador; however, as a vulnerable
species, its population size is gradually declining in
the Gulf of Guayaquil, where anthropogenic factors
including habitat degradation, uncontrolled dolphin
watching, maritime traffic, sediments dredging,
bycatch and environmental pollution are suspected
to affect the population health of this species. Very
little is known concerning contamination by
persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and mercury in
bottlenose dolphins from the west coast of South
America. To address this research gap, the first
assessment of total mercury (THg) and POPs,
including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
organochlorine pesticides (OCPs), and
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), in
bottlenose dolphins in mangroves (El Morro
Mangrove Wildlife Refuge) of the Guayaquil Gulf,
was conducted in Ecuador in 2018. Using biopsy
dart collection technique, nine dolphin samples (i.e.
skin and blubber), were obtained for contaminant
analysis. POP concentration ranged 0.60-16.4
mg/kg lw, while THg ranged 1.40-4.0 mg/kg dw.
The dominant POPs were OCPs (51% of ∑POP),
followed by PCBs (43.5%) and PBDEs (5.54%);
particularly, p,p’-DDE, the main DDT metabolite
and a potent anti-androgenic, accounted by 44% of
∑POP, ranging 0.12 to~9.0 mg/kg lw, followed by
PCB 153 (8%) and PCB 180 (5%). BDE 47
accounted by 2% of ∑POP. While the POP
concentrations are lower to those found in dolphins
from other regions of the world (e.g., PCBs were
much lower, ranging 0.3-6.0 mg/kg lw, to those
measured in dolphins along the southeastern coast
of USA), the THg concentrations are lower or
within the concentration range found in dolphins
from the USA southeastern coast. Our finding
shows that bottlenose dolphins are exposed to
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Surface drifting helium balloons posing
ingestion and entanglement risks to marine
mammals and turtles in the New York bight,
USA.
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The dynamics, distribution and size of the
humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae)
population in the Southwestern Indian Ocean
region remain poorly documented. The Sainte
Marie channel, such as the other coastal waters in
Madagascar, is one of their migration areas and
was described as an important site for breeding and
calving. Photo-identification data collected
between 2009 and 2018 on touristic boats in the
Sainte Marie channel were analyzed to determine
females return rates and site fidelity to this area.
The capture-recapture technique was used and the
recaptures were visually identified by comparing
the photos within year and between years. Females
were defined by the presence of a calf beside them.
A total of 2,263 unique individuals were identified
from 3,386 processed photos. The results showed a
very low degree of site fidelity (R = 0.017) and
almost no fidelity from females (R = 3.3. 10-6).
Within year recapture intervals have shown that
humpback whales using the Sainte Marie channel
remain on average 13 days. A total of 33% of the
individuals photographed in Active Surface Groups
were subsequently recaptured with calf in a
mother-calf groups, showing the diversification to
their social structure. The maximum recapture
interval 31-days show a high degree of mobility of
individuals during the breeding season. Citizen
science is a basic and an accessible method for the
photo identification of cetaceans, especially species
frequenting coastal areas; in this study it allowed to
make a first determination of the seasonal and
annual presence of female humpback whales in the
Sainte Marie channel. Keywords: Humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae), females, return rates,
site fidelity, photo-identification, population
dynamics, Sainte Marie channel.

Global plastic production has increased from 1.5
million tons in 1950 to 348 million tons in 2017.
Plastic pollution has become a major threat to the
marine environment. The impact of plastic on
marine mammals, turtles and seabirds has become a
cause for concern as ingestion and entanglement
has been recorded. This study shows the abundance
and distribution of surface drifting helium balloons
in the New York Bight, USA. Additionally, this
study looked at the abundance and distribution of
marine mammals and turtles in the same study area
during the same time period. The data were
collected by Protected Species Observers onboard
the RV Ocean Researcher from June to December
2018 during a geophysical survey for the Empire
Wind project. In the study area (321 km2), over 791
individual balloons were counted in 628 sightings.
There were 421 sightings of marine mammals and
turtles resulting in a total of 2388 individuals.
Sightings of marine mammals included humpback
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae), fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus), minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata), bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus), short-beaked common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis) and gray seal
(Halichoerus grypus). Turtle species encountered
included green (Chelonia mydas), Kemp’s ridley
(Lepidochelys kempii), leatherback (Dermochelys
coriacea) and loggerhead (Caretta caretta) turtle.
The distribution of surface drifting helium balloons
overlapped with sightings of marine mammals and
turtles. This poses ingestion and entanglement risks
to species using the New York Bight as a core
habitat or migration corridor. In conclusion, this
study demonstrates the exposure of marine
mammals and turtles to the high levels of surface
drifting helium balloons in the New York Bight.
Humpback whale, fin whale and all turtle species
observed in this study are listed under the
Endangered Species Act. Therefore, monitoring the
impact of plastic pollution on marine mammals and
turtles is essential.

Genetic diversity of Atlantic spotted dolphin
(Stenella frontalis) from Southwest Atlantic
Ocean and global genetic differentiation
Faria, Drienne1; Siciliano, Salvatore2; Rosa de
Oliveira, Larissa3; Ott, Paulo Henrique4; Silva-Jr,
José Martins5; Farro, Ana Paula6
(1) Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, São
Mateus, Brazil
(2) Instituto Oswaldo Cruz/FIOCRUZ
(3) Grupo de Estudos de Mamiferos Aquáticos do
Rio Grande do Sul, and Laboratório de Ecologia
de Mamiferos, Universidade do Vale do Rio dos
Sinos, Cristo Rei, Brazil
(4) Universidade Estadual do Rio Grande do Sul
(UERGS) & Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos
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Seasonal presence and annual return of female
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in
the north-eastern coast of Madagascar.
Faneva Ramanampamonjy, Aina1; Saloma,
Anjara2; RABETAFIKA, Lydia Laurence
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Celtic Sea waters were designated as a Whale and
Dolphin Sanctuary to protect their high
cetacean biodiversity. The southern part of Ireland
is considered a foraging hot-spot for fin, minke and
humpback whales, and common dolphins, this last
species being the most abundant. These toppredators feed extensively in the area on herring
and sprat during autumn and winter. While the
information available about the Celtic sprat stock is
insufficient to assess its status, the herring stock
has not recovered from the significant depletion
that it suffered in 2013. Currently, the herring
biomass, fishing mortality and recruitment are all
outside sustainable limits. The associated fishery
lost its Marine Stewardship Council sustainability
certificate in 2018. The effects of these fluctuations
on higher trophic levels are still unknown. The
objectives of this study are to analyse spatiotemporal trends in abundance and distribution of
common dolphins and prey species derived from
acoustic fish surveys carrying cetacean observers
over 14 years and investigate the drivers behind
them. Responses of dolphins (in terms of presence
and local abundance) to changes in prey
availability are explored. During the study, 16.732
km of survey effort were completed and there were
1226 cetacean sightings including 796 of common
dolphins. Generalized Additive Models were used
to relate common dolphin sightings to
environmental conditions and acoustic indices of
fish abundance. While dolphin presence and
sightings rate were related to several environmental
variables (e.g. depth, chlorophyll concentration) no
relationship was found with herring density and
only a very weak positive relationship with sprat
density. Results suggest that acoustically measured
local fish density is a poor predictor of dolphin
presence and abundance at the scale considered in
this study. Results on cetacean abundance and
distribution from this study are nevertheless
potentially valuable to inform indices of
biodiversity under the EU Marine Strategy
Framework Directive.

Recent molecular studies have shown fine-scale
population structure in highly mobile cetacean
species with continuous distributions despite the
continuity of the marine environment. Here we
assessed the genetic diversity and differentiation of
the Atlantic spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis),
endemic to warm and pelagic waters of the Atlantic
Ocean. We evaluated 463 bp of the mtDNA control
region of 24 specimens from the Brazilian coast
(Southwest Atlantic Ocean). Seven haplotypes
were identified and haplotype diversity (h) and
nucleotide diversity (π) were 0.7935+/-0.0662 and
0.006863+/-0.004099, respectively. One haplotype
(H1) encompasses the majority of specimens (N =
10). We also compared 270 sequences of the
Atlantic Ocean, the Brazilian coast (this study +
three published sequences) and 243 published
sequences from six other locations
(Azores/Madeira, Bahamas, Gulf of Mexico, Puerto
Rico, Caribbean Sea, Northwest Atlantic Ocean).
We identified 122 haplotypes and the haplotype
diversity was higher for Bahamas (1.0000 +/0.0000, n=1) and lower for Brazilian coast (0.8063
+/- 0.0501, n=27), the nucleotide diversity was
higher for Northwest Atlantic Ocean (0.126364 +/0.061569, n=49) and lower for Puerto Rico
(0.000000 +/- 0.000000, n=1). Pairwise F-statistics
revealed significant differentiation among locations
(Brazilian coast with Azores/Madeira, with Gulf of
Mexico, with Northwest Atlantic Ocean, with
Caribbean Sea; Azores/Madeira with Northwest
Atlantic Ocean), and, among divisions of the
Atlantic Ocean (Southwest Atlantic Ocean,
Northeast Atlantic Ocean and Northwest Atlantic).
These results suggest genetic isolation of the
Brazilian coast population from the majority of the
North Atlantic Ocean locations (east and west).
These results highlight the importance of studies of
population genetics in micro-scale even for species
with high mobility and continuous distribution as
the Atlantic Spotted dolphin.

Sleepless whales: Characterization of cetacean
melatonin receptors and clock genes, and
associated behavioral activity patterns.
Fasick, Jeffry1; Beyes, Danielle2
(1) The University of Tampa, St. Petersburg,
Florida
(2) The University of Tampa, Tampa, FL
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Does common dolphin distribution respond to
changes in prey availability and environmental
conditions?
Fariñas, Andrea1; Pierce, Graham2; Berrow,
Simon3; Valavanis, Vasilis; Wall, Dave4
(1) SECAC, Arrecife de Lanzarote, Spain
(2) Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas (CSIC),
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(4) Irish Whale and Dolphin Group, County Clare,
Ireland

Circadian rhythms, ranging from biochemical
processes to behavioral responses, are ubiquitous in
nature and are generated by a biological clock at
the cellular/molecular level. The core oscillator
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operating this clock is composed of an
autoregulatory transcription-translation feedback
loop controlled by a set of clock genes that are
entrained to day and night rhythms by solar
irradiation. Although most mammals possess well
defined diel behavioral rhythms, baleen whales are
believed to be arrhythmic with regards to
behavioral activity. To elucidate the underlying
molecular mechanisms that would result in
arrhythmic behavior, the melatonin receptors,
MTNR1A and MTNR1B, the enzymes controlling
the synthesis of melatonin (Aanat and Asmt), as
well as the clock genes (Clock, Bmal, Per1 & 2,
Cry1 & 2, and Rev-Erbα & β), were examined for
function by analyzing six high coverage cetacean
genomes: minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata), sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus), baiji dolphin (Lipotes vexillifer),
finless porpoise (Neophocaena phocaenoides),
beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas), and orca
(Orcinus orca). Results from this study show the
lack of MTNR1A genes in all cetaceans examined,
as well as considerable mutations in the MTNR1B,
Aanat and Asmt genes, suggesting cetaceans lack
the biochemical processes to synthesize and bind
melatonin. The eight clock genes examined appear
to be functional in most species, however, three
single point mutations were identified in three
different genes from three different species
suggesting pseudogenization. We have reviewed
previously published telemetric data for a variety of
behaviors including foraging, resting, traveling and
exploring that reported behavioral activities for
more than 24 hrs. Although there were clear
incidents supporting arrhythmic behaviors, the
majority of behaviors were defined as being
rhythmic. However, when these individual
behaviors were incorporated together into an
artificial 24 hour day, the results strongly suggest
that the animals are active throughout a 24 hour
period with intermittent sleep bouts.

IUCN, Bridport, Dorset, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: fedutin@gmail.com
Socially transmitted behavioral patterns – cultural
traditions – were observed in many whale species
from large baleen whales to small dolphins.
However, no traditions have been described so far
in beaked whales – elusive and poorly studied
group of toothed whales. We studied Baird’s
beaked whales in the coastal waters of the
Commander Islands (Russia) for eleven years
(2008-2018). Among 184 Baird’s beaked whales
identified in the Commander Islands, about one
third came to the study area regularly year after
year, while other animals were registered only once
over the study period. Baird’s beaked whales are
normally sighted in deep-water regions, but 60 out
of 446 encounters in our study area occurred in
rather shallow waters (100-300 m). All of the
shallow-water encounters were represented by
‘resident’ animals that have been regularly sighted
in the Commander Islands, while ‘transient’ whales
have never been observed in shallow waters. About
half of the shallow-water encounters involved
groups consisting of females with calves. We
hypothesize that ‘resident’ animals familiar with
the area are targeting some specific prey (for
example, Pacific cod, Pacific halibut or rougheye
rockfish) which is abundant on the shelf of the
Commander Islands at depths of 50-350 m.
‘Transient’ whales unfamiliar with the area follow
the typical foraging behavior for this species: they
hunt prey along the shelf slope at depth (typically
700-1800 m). The observed difference in
behavioral patterns between ‘resident’ and
‘transient’ animals suggests that hunting in the
shallow waters is a cultural tradition of the local
Baird’s beaked whale community, maintained
through the social transmission of knowledge on
the prey distribution in the coastal waters of the
Commander Islands. Shallow-water foraging can
be especially beneficial for females with calves
because it is less energy consuming. The study was
supported by the RFBR grant 18-04-00462.

Cultural tradition in Baird’s beaked whales
(Berardius bairdii)
Fedutin, Ivan1; Filatova, Olga2; Mamaev, Evgeny3;
Titova, Olga4; Chukmasov, Pavel5; Burdin,
Alexandr; Hoyt, Erich6
(1) Moscow State University, Moscow, Russian
Federation
(2) Moscow State University, M, Russian
Federation
(3) (6) S.V. Marakov’s State Nature Biosphere
Reserve «Komandorski», Nikolskoe, Russian
Federation
(4) Kamchatka Branch of Pacific Institute of
Geography DVO RAS, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky,
Russia, Russia
(5) M.V. Lomonosov Northern (Arctic) Federal
University, Arkhangelsk, Russian Federation
(6) WDC, Whale and Dolphin Conservation; also,

Application of molecular techniques to the
diagnosis of Cetacean Morbillivirus and
Herpesvirus in beaked whales stranded in the
Canary Islands.
Felipe Jiménez, Idaira1; Sierra, Eva2; Arbelo,
Manuel3; Bernaldo de Quirós, Yara3; PUIG
LOZANO, RAQUEL PATRICIA4; Câmara,
Nakita5; Arregui, Marina6; San Martín-Lorén,
Paula; Fernandez, Antonio7
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Palmas, 35416, Spain., Las Palmas de Gran
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Presence of rake marks in common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) across age and sex
classes: What's normal?
Fellner, Wendi1; Wells, Randall2; Stamper, M.
Andrew3
(1) Disney's The Seas, Winter Haven
(2) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
(3) Disney's Epcot's The Seas, Lake Buena Vista,
Florida
Corresponding Author: wendi@wendiops.com
Common bottlenose dolphins live in a fissionfusion society with a complex social structure that
changes across their lifespan. Rake marks (i.e.,
epidermal scratches delivered by conspecific’s
teeth) are obvious, long-lasting indicators of social
interactions and can vary in severity from
superficial to deep. The presence or absence of rake
marks is one way of assessing the degree and kind
of interactions in which individuals engage, but
little is known as to what constitutes a normal
number of rakes or whether differences should be
expected between age and sex classes. This study
seeks to describe normal rake coverage in the longterm resident Sarasota Bay bottlenose dolphin
community measured during health assessments.
The entire bodies of 24 temporarily-restrained
dolphins (13 male, 11 female, ages 2-33 yrs) were
examined and their rakes mapped, counted, and
categorized by depth. Adult males had the most
rakes (M=32.1, SD=14.9), followed by subadult
males (M=20.5, SD=3.5), subadult females
(M=11.5, SD=3.5), adult females (M=8.2, SD=6.6),
male calves (M=8.0, SD=1.0), and female calves
(M=3.3, SD=2.8). Males had significantly more
rakes than females (p=0.0004), and adult males had
more rakes than younger males (p=0.047). Overall,
7.77% of the rakes were categorized as “deep” (i.e.,
dermis visible), and this was similar across sexes.
Information on normal rake coverage for all age
and sex classes of free-ranging dolphins provides
an indicator of the quality of recent social
engagements of individuals observed in the ocean,
stranded dolphins, and dolphins living in aquaria.

The aim of this study was to perform an evaluation
of population health among beaked whales
stranded in the Canary Islands, focused on
Cetacean Morbillivirus (CeMV) and Herpesvirus
(HV). A total of 54 beaked whales, stranded
between 1999 and 2017, were analyzed, including
34 Cuvier’s beaked whales (Ziphius cavirostris)
and 20 specimens belonging to the Mesoplodon
genus. The analyzed samples included skin, lung,
liver, intestine, mesenteric or mediastinal lymph
node, kidney, spleen and brain. A real-time
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was carried out
for CeMV, with primers designed from a partial
consensus sequence of the phosphoprotein gene
obtained from a dolphin morbillivirus (DMV)
detected in a bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus), a pilot whale morbillivirus detected in a
short-finned pilot whale (Globicephala
macrorhynchus) and a CeMV detected in a guiana
dolphin (Sotalia guianensis), amplifying a product
of about 150 base pairs (bp). A conventional nested
PCR was performed for HV, amplifying a fragment
of the DNA polymerase gene of the Herpesviridae
family of about 200 bp. Only 1/34 animal (2.9%)
was positive for DMV in the Ziphius cavirostris
group. The sequence showed a 100% homology
with a sequence detected in a striped dolphin
(Stenella coeruleoalba) stranded in Portugal in
2007 (GenBank Acc. No.: KP835995); and 4/34
animals (11.76%) were positive for HV, with
sequences showing the highest homology with an
alphaherpesvirus 1 sequence detected in a Cuvier’s
beaked whale stranded in the Mediterranean in
2012 (GenBank Acc. No.: KP995682). Mesoplodon
genus was not positive for CeMV, while 3/20
animals (15%) were positive for HV, with
sequences showing the highest homology with an
alphaherpesvirus detected in a Blainville's beaked
stranded in the Canary Islands in 2004 (GenBank
Acc. No.: JN863234). This study increases the
knowledge about viruses affecting beaked whales,
being primary pathogens causing diseases, and
even death, in some cases.

Ringed seals at the edge of their geographic
range undergo acute seasonal and annual
blubber depth changes compared to core
populations.
Ferguson, Steven1; Yurkowski, David2; Young,
Brent2; Fisk, Aaron3; Muir, Derek4; Zhu, Xinhua2;
Thiemann, Gregory5
(1) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg, MB,
Canada
(3) University of Windsor, Windsor, ON, Canada
(4) Environment Climate Change Canada,
Burlington, ON, Canada
(5) York University, Toronto, ON, Canada
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Ecological theory suggests that demographic
responses by populations to environmental change
vary depending on whether they occur centrally or
peripherally within a species geographic range.
Here, we test this prediction by assessing ringed
seal (Pusa hispida) body condition response to
long-term and seasonal environmental changes. We
compare a population located at high latitudes in
core species range (central) with a population
located at the southern extremity of the species
range (peripheral). First, we examined long-term
patterns in sea ice and a climatic index, key
environmental variables shown to influence ringed
seal demography. For the central region, ice
conditions shifted in the early 1990s to increasingly
warmer conditions; whereas a later shift in 1999
occurred in the peripheral region. We chose to test
for seasonal and annual changes in seal blubber
depth over the recent environmental period since
the shift (after 1990 and 1999 in the central region
and peripheral region, respectively). Although both
central and peripheral seals responded to similar
environmental changes associated with initiation of
spring, duration of open water, and the North
Atlantic Oscillation; only peripheral seals varied in
blubber depth with season and year. Central seals
displayed minimal changes in body condition by
season and year while peripheral seals varied
considerably with season displaying a 20-60%
amplitude change in body fat with a phase shift to
earlier initiation of fat accumulation and loss
relative to central seals. Lack of variation in central
seal condition by season and year may indicate an
evolved match between species adaptations and
environmental perturbations. Knowing how
different populations respond to environmental
change depending on geographic location within a
species range can assist in managing population
specific responses to climate warming.

A male calf bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
stranded alive in Tarifa (Cádiz, Spain). After
several attempts of reintroduction, the animal was
transported to a rehabilitation centre (Regional
Government of Andalusian). It was still dependent
on the mother’s milk and its body condition was
progressively declining. After being under human
care for eleven days, the animal finally died. A
complete standardized necropsy was performed and
tissue samples were collected and fixed in 10%
neutral buffered formalin for histopathological
analysis. Grossly, multiple rounds to oval,
sometimes rectangular, irregular, slightly raised
and discolored skin lesions were diffusely
distributed from the head to the caudal peduncle of
the specimen. A peripherical and central depression
of the skin was a characteristic feature of the
lesions. Histologically, a regular hyperplasia was
observed characterized by the presence of mitotic
figures at the basal layer (stratum germinativum). A
slight interstitial edema was present at the midsuperficial layers of the stratum spinosum and a
marked hyperkeratosis with abundant death cells
was present at the upper layer (stratum externum)
of the epidermis intermixed with some tortuous
empty or slightly basophilic tracks. The PAS and
the Grocott stains revealed the presence of
abundant hyphae-like structures within the
hyperqueratotic layers. These hyphae positively
reacted with an anti-Trichophyton antibody, and it
came out negative with a panel of other primary
reagents against different fungi. Dermatophytes are
fungi that grow on the outermost layers of the skin
of animals, including muco-cutaneous membranes,
genitalia, external ears, as well as dead skin or hair.
Infections caused by dermatophytes, seem to be
rare in marine mammals, and therefore also in
cetaceans. Up to date a single case of Trichophyton
spp. isolated from widespread superficial nodules
on the trunk of an Atlantic bottlenose dolphin kept
in captivity in Japan has been reported.

Dermatophitosis by Trichophyton spp. causing
generalized skin lesions in a bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus): First report in a freeranging cetacean.
Fernández Maldonado, Carolina1; Sierra, Eva2;
Arbelo, Manuel3; Jensen, Henrik-Elvang; Vivas,
Maria Soledad; Montes, Eugenio4; Fernandez,
Antonio5
(1) IUSA, Veterinary school, University of Las
Palmas de Gran Canaria, Oviedo, Spain
(2) Atlantic Cetacean Research Center, Institute of
Animal Health, University of Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, Spain, Arucas, Spain
(3) University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria,
Arucas, Spain
(4) Consejería de Agricultura, Ganadería, Pesca y
Desarrollo Sostenible, Sevilla, Spain

An integrated framework to assess the carrying
capacity of whale-watching tourism and the case
of Praia do Forte, Northeastern Brazil.
Fernandes, Luena1; Rossi-Santos, Marcos2
(1) Universidade Federal da Bahia, Mata de São
João, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal do Reconcavo da Bahia
Corresponding Author: luenafernandes@gmail.com
Whale-watching has been increasing around the
world and there is growing concern about its
potential effects on the targeted animals. In order
to be sustainable it is important to determine its
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carrying capacity. Based on a literature review on
sustainable whale-watching management and the
concept of tourism carrying capacity, we propose
an integrated framework that includes an
evaluation of biological , social and economic
aspects, considering the stakeholders involved and
the current management capacity in place at a
specific locality. The case of Praia do Forte,
northeastern Brazil, is analyzed under this
framework, considering tourist satisfaction and
operator questionnaires, the current scientific
knowledge on the targeted humpback whale
population and the legislation and management
measures in place. during 2015, 284 trips took
place with 3,117 tourists. In the same year, 50% of
tourists interviewed had their expectations fully
satisfied and 96% would go whale-watching in
Praia do Forte again. The activity employed a total
of 39 permanent staff and an additional 14
temporary staff during the whale-watching season,
of which 26 are from the local communities. All
operators considered the activity financially viable
and profitable for their companies and expected it
to expand in future years. Three out of five
operators believed there could be more boats
operating in Praia do Forte. Operators also pointed
out the lack of involvement or support from public
authorities in the development, marketing and
management of this activity as a limiting factor.
The humpback whale population targeted has
been recovering from exploitation at an estimated
7.4 to 15.2% annual rate and reoccupying former
breeding areas along the Brazilian coast. Based on
this analysis we consider that whale-watching in
Praia do Forte is currently below its carrying
capacity, however, we recommend limiting the
activity to its current level, until more data and
management capacity become available.

Animal Health, University of Las Palmas de Gran
Canaria, Arucas, Spain
(8) Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo
Corresponding Author:
antonio.fernandez@ulpgc.es
The occurrence of disease in aquatic organisms will
be probably one of the long-term consequences of
climate change and environmental degradation.
Cetaceans are regarded as sentinel species to
monitor marine and marine-terrestrial interface
ecosystems wherein humans are strictly integrated.
Cetaceans are exposed to environmental stressors
either anthropogenic, e.g., chemical and acoustic
pollution, fisheries, maritime traffic, tourism
industry, and non-anthropogenic, hereafter
‘natural,’ e.g., biotoxins, pathogens (bacteria, fungi,
parasites, viruses). . Some of these pathogens have
epizootic potential, are zoonotic or display complex
pathogeneses in which biotic, e.g., genetic stock,
immunologic dysfunction, and abiotic, e.g.,
chemical pollutants, may play a major role.
This study describes the pathologic findings and
most probable causes of death (CD) of 224
cetaceans stranded along the coastline of the
Canary Islands (Spain) over a 7-year period, 2006–
2012. Most probable CD, grouped as pathologic
categories (PCs), was identified in 208/224 (92.8%)
examined animals. Within natural PCs, those
associated with good nutritional status represented
70/208 (33.6%), whereas, those associated with
significant loss of nutritional status represented
49/208 (23.5%). Fatal intra- and interspecific
traumatic interactions were 37/208 (17.8%). Vessel
collisions included 24/208 (11.5%).
Neonatal/perinatal pathology involved 13/208
(6.2%). Fatal interaction with fishing activities
comprised 10/208 (4.8%). Within anthropogenic
PCs, foreign body-associated pathology
represented 5/208 (2.4%). A CD could not be
determined in 16/208 (7.7%) cases. Natural PCs
were dominated by infectious and parasitic disease
processes. Herein, our results suggest that between
2006 and 2012, in the Canary Islands, direct human
activity appeared responsible for 19% of cetaceans
deaths, while natural pathologies accounted for
81%. These results, integrating novel findings and
published reports, aid in delineating baseline
knowledge on cetacean pathology and may be of
value to rehabilitators, caregivers, diagnosticians
and future conservation policies.

Veterinary pathology of stranded cetaceans in
Canary Islands (06-12)
Fernandez, Antonio1; Arbelo, Manuel2; Sierra,
Eva3; Sacchini, Simona2; Andrada, Marisa3; Vela,
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Marine habitat use by the Mediterranean monk
seal population of Madeira archipelago
Fernandez De Larrinoa, Pablo1; Pires, Rosa2;
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Kenady5; Aparicio García, Fernando6
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The Guiana dolphin Sotalia guianensis is restricted
to bays, estuaries and shallow waters along the
western South Atlantic and Caribbean coast,
occurring in Central and South America. In the
Amazon estuary (north coast of Brazil), this
dolphin is one of the cetaceans most affected by
incidental catches in gill nets, and consequently the
most observed in strandings. This report is a
preliminary approach about Guiana dolphin
strandings in the Amazon estuarine regions of
Marajó Island and northeast Pará State, recording
between the years 2005 and 2016. We analyzed the
annual frequency of strandings, and its seasonality
variations based in the local rainy (December May) and dry seasons (June - November). In
addition, we estimate the age composition of 80 of
the most preserved stranding specimens, by
counting the Groups of Growth Layers (GLG) in
teeth, to associate with the seasonal stranding
pattern. During the twelve years of monitoring
were recorded 608 strandings specimens: 70
females, 71 males and 467 of unknown sex. The
lowest number of stranding occurs in 2016 (N=18,
Mean=3±2SD), and a maximum number in 2013
(N=124, Mean=10±6SD). The stranding specimens
ages ranged from one to 35 years old
(Mean=12±7SD), and the more frequent ages were
2 and 10 years. The age classes from six to 18 years
included 55% of the analyzed sample, containing
only physically immature specimens frequently
stranded in the rainy season. Changes in the
strandings seasonality pattern were observed over
the years. In six years, a major proportion of
strandings (56 - 70%) occurred in the rainy season
while in the other six years a dry season has the
greater values (56 - 98%). These stranding
seasonality changes and a number of immature
specimens recorded are probably related to
variations in the fishing activity/effort over the
years in the Amazon estuary.

The Madeira archipelago is home to one of the few
surviving Mediterranean monk seal populations in
the world. Information about marine habitat use,
range of movements, and foraging areas for this
population has never been available due to the
difficulty of tagging individuals. The development
of ankle bracelets and Fastloc GPS to tag monk
seals at the Cabo Blanco monk seal colony opened
the possibility to also tag individuals from the
Madeira population. Using the same methodology,
5 bracelets equipped with GPS tags and Time
Depth Recorders were deployed on 4 different
individuals (3 breeding females and 1 adult male).
One of the bracelets was lost and the others were
recovered after deployment durations of 378, 355,
355 and 30 days. The full archive of dive behavior
was available for all the deployments, resulting in
1115 monitoring days. The maximum depths
recorded were 393 m for an adult male and 429 m
for a breeding female, but most of the dives
(82.26%) were shallow < 50 m. Only 0.39% of the
dives were to depths > 200 m. We identified 4
distinct dive types: traveling, shallow and deep
bottom foraging, and bottom resting. The foraging
dives occurred, on average, at 26 m and 102 m.
Fastloc GPS antennas suffered from heavy damage
due to abrasion with stones. Consequently, only
193 and 98 days of at-sea locations were obtained
for 2 deployments of breeding females. The
resulting GPS locations were distributed around
Desertas and Madeira main island, but inside the
200 m depth contour. This suggests that monk seal
foraging habitat at this archipelago is within this
shelf area, which is limited to only 743 km2. The
quality of the marine environment and fisheries
management in this area may play a key in the
recovery and sustainability of this endangered
population.

Using passive and active acoustics to explore
spatio-temporal patterns of behaviour in coastal
bottlenose dolphins and their prey
Fernandez-Betelu, Oihane1; Fernandes, Paul G.2;
Graham, Isla1; Thompson, Paul M.1
(1) University of Aberdeen, Cromarty, United
Kingdom
(2) University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, United
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Stranding records of the Guiana dolphins
Sotalia guianensis (van Bénéden, 1864) in the
Amazon estuary, northern coast of Brazil
Fernandez Ruenes, Greicy1; Laeta, Maira2; Rosa de
Oliveira, Larissa3; Emin-Lima, Renata; Siciliano,
Salvatore4
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Cyclic patterns of top predators are predicted to be
related to those of their prey. However, obtaining
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direct evidence of predator responses to prey
behaviour remains challenging. We aimed to
characterise seasonal, tidal and diel patterns of
behaviour in a coastal population of temperate
bottlenose dolphins and compare these to the
spatio-temporal variation in the occurrence and/or
behaviour of their prey. We used a 2010-16 dataset
from passive acoustic devices (CPODs) to
characterise variation in dolphin presence at three
high density inshore sites in NE Scotland. Data
revealed site-specific cyclical patterns in dolphin
presence, with a strong tidal effect at one but not all
sites, and a strong interaction between season and
diel patterns. Notably, dolphin occurrence became
highly nocturnal in autumn, which we predicted
was due to an influx of wintering Clupeiid prey that
exhibit nocturnal vertical migrations. To test this,
we conducted monthly transects through 2018 at
two study sites using a Simrad echosounder and
38kHz transducer. In addition, we repeated earlier
studies that used a vertical array to estimate dolphin
dive depths, with the aim of exploring whether dive
depths also varied seasonally and nocturnally.
There was marked short-term and seasonal
variation in the 3D spatial distribution of prey
schools that was related to observed seasonal and
diel patterns of dolphin occurrence. However, we
found no evidence of tidally related changes in prey
at the site that exhibited strong tidal use by
dolphins; most likely because these are probably
related to changes in occurrence of large migratory
prey that were less likely to be detected in
echosounder surveys. Our findings demonstrate the
value of integrating passive and active acoustics to
better characterise predator-prey relationships in
these coastal environments, but also highlight the
need to consider other approaches to characterise
the full range of prey available.

were hunted to near extinction by the early 1900’s.
The population is now protected and has been
increasing, however information on health is
limited. A total of 78 GFS pups and yearlings that
stranded alive in California between 2015 and 2018
during an Unusual Mortality Event were treated at
The Marine Mammal Center (Sausalito, CA, USA).
All were emaciated and the majority were
considered anemic (hematocrit <35%: Hct) based
on similar species blood value ranges. Anemia in
stranded otariids often occurs secondary to
malnutrition, trauma, parasitism or chronic disease,
and usually resolves with improved nutrition and
supportive care. However, progressive, severe
anemia (Hct as low as 7%) occurred in five GFS
with no evidence of concurrent disease during
rehabilitation. Diagnostic testing varied but
generally included fecal parasitology, radiography,
ultrasound, and gastroscopy. Bone marrow aspirate
and biopsy were performed in two cases. Infectious
disease testing of (Sarcocystis, Toxoplasma,
Neospora, Leptospira, Mycoplasma and Bartonella)
was negative. Three animals recovered; two died:
cause of anemia was not identified in any of these
five cases. Trace element analysis from these five
animals showed a severe decrease (10-fold or
greater) in serum copper (range 0.2-1.78 to <0.020.16 ug/ml) with wide-ranging iron levels (42-109
to 27- 227 ug/dl) between admission and prior to
release (n=3) or death (n=2). Samples from an
additional 31 stranded GFS were analyzed for trace
elements and 10 anemic GFS also had a large
decrease in copper levels (0.52-1.45 to 0.04-0.19
ug/ml) and a similarly wide range of iron levels
(30-158 to 41-195 ug/dl). Copper deficiencyassociated anemia is rarely reported in humans and
other species but should be considered in stranded
GFS with persistent anemia where other cause is
not identified.

Hematological abnormalities in stranded
Guadalupe fur seals (Arctocephalus townsendi)
Field, Cara1; I. Stacy, Nicole2; Rios, Carlos1;
Norris, Tenaya3; Fauquier, Deborah4; Viezbicke,
Justin5; Johnson, Shawn6; Gulland, Frances;
Duignan, Pádraig J.3
(1) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito,
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(2) Department of Comparative, Diagnostic, and
Population Medicine, College of Veterinary
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(3) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito
(4) National Marine Fisheries Service, Office of
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Use of MOTE systems to augment argos data
collection and maximize temporal resolution of
GPS locations for a narwhal tracking study in
Milne Inlet, Nunavut.
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Sima; Rouget, Phillippe2
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The potential effects of commercial shipping on
narwhal movement along an active shipping route
in Milne Inlet, Nunavut, were investigated by
analyzing animal-borne tag data relative to AISbased ship movements during the 2017 open-water
season. High-resolution spatial and temporal data is
required to effectively resolve fine-scale
behavioural responses of narwhal relative to vessel
distance. Location data was obtained from 15

Guadalupe fur seals (Arctocephalus townsendi;
GFS) are endemic to the west coast of North
America from Mexico to Washington State and
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narwhal outfitted with Argos satellite biologging
tags (SPLASH-10 backpack tags with Fastloc GPS
technology; Wildlife Computers) over a period of
33 to 94 days during the 2017 open-water season.
Two Wildlife Computers MOTE installations
(ground-based receiver stations) were used to
augment successfully received tag transmissions in
the local study area. The inclusion of MOTE data
roughly doubled the data retrieved, compared to
that collected by Argos satellites alone. Analysis
of the realized Argos, MOTE and Fastloc data
performance from 2017 allowed for an estimate of
the highest potential rate of successful Fastloc GPS
fixes and highest data throughput possible. When
balancing data collection with data recovery, it was
estimated that up to 12 successful Fastloc GPS
locations may be recovered from a one-hour period.
Tag programming in 2018 was modified to allow
for collections of Fastloc GPS data at this
maximum potential rate. Current analysis of 2017
movement data indicates that narwhal elicit
behavioural responses to ships moving at distances
up to 5-km, corresponding to an exposure period of
approximately 30 minutes. This finding highlights
the need for narwhal GPS location data with
increased (sub-hourly) temporal resolution.

of which resolved to species level. Sand lance
(Ammodytes spp.) was the most frequently
consumed prey group (N = 70/82, 85.4%),
consistent with previous studies, but Atlantic
menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus), the second most
frequently consumed species (N = 32/82, 39.0%),
was not previously documented in USA grey seal
diets. We found site effects on prey alpha and beta
diversity, and the presence of several prey groups,
whereas effects of seal sex were important only in
the occurrence of one prey group (Rajidae). Our
results indicate a metabarcoding approach to
deciphering seal food habits can yield important
new ecological insights, but traditional analyses of
hard parts from pinniped scats does not
underestimate consumption of species (e.g., Gadus
morhua, Salmo salar) that are particularly
economically important in this system.
Dammed to extinction? The precarious status of
Southern Resident Killer Whales.
Fletcher, London; Clapham, Phil1; Balcomb,
Kenneth2
(1) Seastar Scientific, Vashon, Washington
(2) Center for Whale Research, Friday Harbor, WA
Corresponding Author:
londonafletcher@gmail.com

Utilizing next-generation sequencing to identify
prey DNA in western north Atlantic grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus) diet.
Flanders, Kelly1; Olson, Zachary2; Ono, Kathryn
A3
(1) University of California- San Diego
(2) University of New England, Biddeford, ME
(3) University of New England, Biddeford, Maine
Corresponding Author: kflander@ucsd.edu

As an 11-year-old with a keen eye to the
planet’s future, I have become involved in a
flagship environmental issue for the region in
which I live: Southern Resident killer whales
(SRKW, Orcinus orca). Here, I and my
collaborators review the status of this
endangered population. The current estimate
of abundance for SRKW is 75 animals in 3
pods, down from 98 in 1995. Reproduction is
low, with only 6 calves born since 2015.
Neonatal survival is also low, with
approximately 70% of all calves dying in their
first year. In addition, recent aerial
photogrammetric images have shown that the
body condition of some individuals is poor and
indicative of nutritional stress. Various factors
have been invoked as explanations for the
decline in SRKW, including pollution, noise,
harassment from whale watching vessels, and
insufficient prey. Of these, the lack of prey is
widely regarded as the principal factor
affecting recovery. SRKW preferentially target
fat-rich Chinook salmon, the abundance of
which has declined, in large part because of
anthropogenic degradation of habitat. In Puget
Sound, only 22 of at least 37 historic Chinook
populations remain. The remaining wild
Chinook salmon are at 10% of their historic
numbers. The single most effective
conservation action to assist SRKW would be
breaching of four dams on the Snake River to
restore free passage of spawning salmon; yet

Traditional studies of pinniped diets rely on
analysis of hard parts, or material surviving
digestion, collected from scats. However, hard
parts analysis can be biased because 1) seals can
consume soft parts of large prey items, excluding
hard parts, 2) certain prey possess fragile otoliths or
other parts which degrade easily, and 3) some prey
lack identifiable hard parts. Alternative methods
such as fatty acid and stable isotope analyses of
pinniped tissues are limited as they frequently can
only identify prey with coarse taxonomic
resolution. To counter these limitations and collect
novel data on USA grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)
feeding habits, we utilized next-generation
sequencing of vertebrate prey DNA from seal scat
using 16S amplicons. Our overall aim was to better
understand grey seal foraging ecology amidst rising
social, political, economic, and ecological
controversies with increased seal abundance in the
Gulf of Maine. We collected seal scat (N = 82)
from two breeding colonies in Massachusetts,
USA, and assigned seal sex to scat samples using a
revised PCR assay. We detected 27 prey groups, 21
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despite broad agreement on the importance of
this, it remains seemingly politically
intractable. Considerable funding has been
proposed by the Governor of Washington
State for SRKW recovery, but unless salmon
populations are restored, SRKW will likely
continue to decline.

Small-scale patterns of distribution and
ecotoxicological features in bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) in the southern Gulf of
Mexico
Flores Sanchez, Erik de Jesus1; Delgado-Estrella,
Alberto2; Barrientos-Medina, Roberto Carlos3;
Ruiz-Ramos, Ruben4
(1) Universidad Autonoma del Carmen, Mexico,
Mexico
(2) Universidad Autonoma del Carmen, Ciudad del
Carmen, Mexico
(3) Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan, Merida,
Mexico
(4) Universidad Veracruzana, Boca del Río,
Mexico
Corresponding Author: erik_s59@hotmail.com

Abundance and terrestrial habitat preferences
of the Guadalupe fur seal (Arctocephalus
philippii townsendi) at Isla Guadalupe, México
Flores Hernández, Edgar Octavio1; Heckel, Gisela2;
Pardo Rueda, Mario Andrés
(1) CICESE
(2) CICESE, Ensenada, Mexico
Corresponding Author: zintonisa@hotmail.com

The Flora and Fauna Protection Area Laguna de
Términos in Campeche, Mexico, has great
ecological importance due to its biotic diversity, as
well as being the most important area for bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the southern Gulf
of Mexico. However, this area has environmental
issues, among them, the extraction of
hydrocarbons, urbanization and agricultural
activities that bring on the presence of pesticides in
water, sediments and species of this coastal lagoon.
The aim of this study was to identify the
distribution zones and critical habitats for dolphins
using ethological variables, delimit their home
range using telemetry tracking in six adult
specimens and finally, describe the spatial
relationship between the dolphins and the presence
of organochlorine pesticides, (mainly DDT and
chlordane) in sediments and blubber of the
dolphins tracked by telemetry. The results show
three important sites for feeding of this species
based on ethological records, as well as differences
in the pollutants profiles of the six tracked
specimens, such differences match with the spatial
pattern of these compounds in sediments within the
lagoon. These are the first results that combine data
on patterns of marine mammal distribution and
toxicology in the southern Gulf of Mexico and
suggest that the distribution patterns of dolphins
affect the concentrations of organochlorine
pesticides on blubber on a small scale, these
differences are usually found in populations that
are located hundreds of kilometers.

Guadalupe Island has the largest colony of
Guadalupe fur seals (Arctocephalus philippii
townsendi), located 240 km off the western coast of
the Baja California Peninsula, in the northeastern
Pacific Ocean. During the 19th century, the
Guadalupe fur seal was hunted intensely, causing a
severe population decline. It is currently protected
in Mexico. Populations have been monitored
occasionally since the 1970s and their numbers
have increased. All counts have been performed
from boat or on land, and no aerial count for this
taxon has been reported. In this work, the
population abundance of the fur seal colony on
Guadalupe Island was estimated through a
correction function for the population estimates, by
comparing boat counts and the simultaneous taking
of images from an UAV (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle). A total of 29,972 organisms were counted
in photographs taken from the UAV, while
observers from the boat counted 11.4% less. Aerial
monitoring was significantly more efficient than
boat monitoring for the total count of organisms
(p<0.05); however, detectability by categories is
not affected by the increase in the number of
organisms (p>0.05). In addition, observations were
made from land on three beaches south of the
island to determine terrestrial habitat preferences
during the day, both by categories and by
substrates. The response of the population density
(individuals km-2) to the daytime environmental
temperature was inferred by categories and
substrate. The model suggests that tolerance to the
increase in atmospheric temperature, and therefore
the need to enter water for thermoregulation, varies
according to the age / sex category. The density of
pups, females and subadult males on land decreases
faster with the increase in temperature, while that
of adult males is maintained at slightly higher
temperatures. No preferences were found for any
type of substrate in relation to the increase in
temperature.

Increase in large whale entanglements in 2018 in
the Pacific northwest reflect improved reporting
and changes in whale occurrence
Flynn, Kiirsten1; Sandilands, Doug2; Huggins,
Jessie3; Tackaberry, Jennifer4; Lambourn, Dyanna5;
Jeffries, Steven6; Wilkinson, Kristin7;
Calambokidis, John8
(1) Cascadia Research Collective
(2) Sealife Response Rehab and Research
(3) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia,
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Research Collective; Center for Coastal Studies,
Monterey, CA
(5) Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Olympia, Washington
(6) WDFW, Lakewood, Washington
(7) NOAA Fisheries, Protected Resources Division,
Seattle, Washington
(8) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia
Corresponding Author:
kflynn@cascadiaresearch.org
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This research work connects different Global
Objectives of Sustainable Development, SDGs
(United Nations, 2018):
•
•
•
•
•

Entanglements are one of the leading humancaused mortality risks to large whales. Off
California, entanglement reports to the
entanglement network increased dramatically
around 2015, resulting in considerable management
attention to this issue. A similar increase did not
occur in the Pacific Northwest (Washington and
Oregon), an area where there are generally fewer
reports, until 2018 when the network received 19
credible reports (15 confirmed), with evidence of
additional unreported large whale entanglements.
This was a marked increase over previous years, in
which the number of entanglement reports had
always been under 10. Of these entanglements in
the Pacific Northwest in 2018, humpbacks were the
most commonly reported (n=12), followed by gray
whales (n=6). Here, we examine potential causes
for this increase, including heightened public
awareness, dedicated survey effort, and changes in
whale occurrence. From 2016 to 2018, we
increased education and outreach efforts with an
emphasis on timely reporting and documentation
engaged local fisheries, management and the
public. Research survey effort that directly resulted
in some 2018 reports was also higher in 2018 than
in previous years, due to a combination of NOAA
ship surveys and small boat effort. Humpback
whale numbers have also increased throughout the
Pacific Northwest with an expansion of distribution
into the Salish Sea and evidence of whales
remaining for longer periods. In 2018, several
hundred humpback whales were documented in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca coincident with a gillnet
fishery in that area. For gray whales, 2018
represented a year with increased sightings of
emaciated animals lingering in areas of high fishing
activity as well. We propose that the increase
entanglement reports in 2018 represent a
combination of better reporting for this region as
well as shifts in whale occurrence bringing them
into greater contact with fishing activities.

Nº.6 Clean water and sanitation.
Nº 9 Industry, innovation and
infrastructure.
Nº11 Sustainable cities and communities.
Nº14 Life below water.
Nº17 Alliance to achieve the objectives.

Water is a scarce resource essential for shared life
among all the living beings that inhabit it, we must
work for its conservation; overpopulation, climate
change and poor management of resources have a
negative impact on water and ecosystem services
linked to it, this affects the economy of the country.
Water resources should be included in the
management policies of the countries as an added
value of the circular economy of these, currently
it's not considered.
This work analyzes the water cycle in a house and
its effects in the ecosystemics systems from the
mediterranean area using a simulation program
developed by PolyhedraTech, improving it the
habitants from the inhabited nuclei can decide
which are the best strategies to improve their use of
clean water, taking into account its effects in the
circular economy, minimizing the impacts on
ecosystem services and, finally, acting as a
knowledge brokerage between the different actors
and society to advance in the reduction of human
impact in the environment
There are several actors from different groups with
converging concerns in this aspect, but projects that
work in a transdisciplinary way have rarely been
articulated; this work links architects, biologist and
enginers with a same purpose, to minimize our
effects in the ecosystemics systems and to optimize
the water consumption.
Blubber stratification of Tursiops australis and
implications for using remote biopsies
Foord, Chantel1; Robb, Kate2; Nugegoda,
Dayanthi3
(1) Marine Mammal Foundation & RMIT,
Australia
(2) Marine Mammal Foundation, Mentone,
Australia
(3) RMIT, Bundoora, Australia
Corresponding Author: chantel.foord@rmit.edu.au

Discharge water effects study consumed by the
inhabited dwellings in ecosystem systems from
the Mediterranean area, within the circular
economy and climate change circle.
Fonseca, Carme
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Remote blubber biopsies can provide vital
information on the life history, genetics, health
biomarkers, toxicant levels, and diet of free ranging
marine mammals in a minimally invasive manner.
However, for a number of marine mammals the
blubber layer does not have uniform composition
with the level of stratification differing between
species. Knowledge of any stratification that exists
within a study species is crucial in the
interpretation of blubber biopsy analysis. Tursiops
australis is a newly described dolphin species, with
two genetically distinct and isolated populations in
Victoria, Australia. Due to the recent description in
2011, limited research has been undertaken on this
species, however stable isotope analysis suggests
the diet of these two populations differ. We identify
the degree of blubber fatty acid stratification in the
newly described T. australis. Whole blubber layer
samples have been collected from stranded
individuals, sub sampled into vertical layers and
fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) analysis conducted
to determine the level of stratification. This
provides the base knowledge of fatty acid
distribution within the species and provides context
to the use biopsies of free ranging individuals to
assess the diet within each population.

positively correlated with mean stopover times.
Using mark-recapture models of seasonal
abundance combined with bioenergetics models
and a diet analysis we found that the highest
predation impact of leopard seals was on gentoo
penguins (between 4 and 30% of the estimated Bird
Island population), and even in years with low total
numbers of seals, predation could be high because
of increased stopover times. These results indicate
that long-term changes in the sea-ice extent can
determine the migration phenology of the leopard
seal, with consequences for the prey populations
they exploit at their winter destinations.
Are there enough Chinook salmon for Southern
Resident Killer Whales?
Fortune, Sarah1; Sato, Mei2; Trites, Andrew W.3
(1) University of British Columbia, Vancouver
(2) Univeristy of British Columbia, Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada
(3) UBC Marine Mammal Research Unit,
Vancouver
Corresponding Author: s.fortune@fisheries.ubc.ca
Southern Resident Killer Whales show signs of
poor body condition, which suggests they are
unable to obtain enough of their preferred prey
(Chinook salmon). However, it’s unknown whether
this apparent energy deficit is due to reduced
abundance and quality of salmon from overfishing
or environmental change, or reduced salmon
accessibility by killer whales due to vessel traffic
and acoustic disturbance. We sought to test the
hypothesis that the availability and/or abundance of
Chinook salmon is insufficient to support a healthy
population of Southern Resident Killer Whales. To
determine whether food limitation is driving the
poor health and recovery of the Southern Residents,
we conducted a co-located, fine-scale, predatorprey study to compare the availability and
abundance of Chinook salmon using multifrequency echosounders and simultaneous
recordings of foraging behaviour of Southern and
Northern Resident Killer Whales (a contrastingly
healthy population). Knowing the vertical
distribution and abundance of salmon encountered
by actively foraging killer whales is critical for
evaluating how prey may be limiting the foraging
success of these salmon specialists. The results of
our study provide important insight into the
mechanisms driving the apparently poor health and
recovery of Southern Resident Killer Whales and
ultimately help determine how to best manage this
endangered species.

Leopard seal migration phenology responds to
long-term variation in sea ice extent
Forcada, Jaume1; Staniland, Iain2
(1) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge
(2) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: jfor@bas.ac.uk
The phenology of migration is poorly understood in
pinnipeds with large distribution range and
relatively low abundance such as the leopard seal.
Yet, it is important to understand how long term
environmental variation and change is affecting
their populations, local communities, and the wider
ecosystem. In the Scotia Sea (southwest Atlantic),
migrating seals reach the South Georgia
archipelago –over 1000 km North from the packice in a straight line– between February and
November, and have stopover periods ranging
between one day and a few months, when seals
predate on locally abundant prey including other
seals, seabirds, fish and crustaceans. Here, using
photoidentification of 402 individuals between
2005 and 2018, we show that at Bird Island,
northwest South Georgia, leopard seals migrating
from the pack-ice arrive earlier, stay longer and
their numbers fluctuate significantly with trends
consistent with long-term variation in the sea ice
environment. Our study period encompassed a
temporary absence of warming in the Antarctic
Peninsula and increased sea-ice extent in the
Weddell Sea, which negatively correlated with the
arrival of individuals and their total numbers, and

Insulin and blubber deposition in rehabilitating
harbor seal pups (Phoca vitulina).
Fowler, Melinda1; Sirpenski, Gayle2
(1) Springfield College
(2) Mystic Aquarium, Mystic, CT
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Seals and sea lions (pinnipeds) go through naturally
occurring stages of nutrient restriction alternating
with rapid weight gain. Recent work has focused
on how pinnipeds manage fuel stores during
periods of fasting, whereas the physiological
management of weight gain has been less wellstudied. Pinnipeds undergoing rehabilitation were
used in a controlled setting to investigate the
relationship of an important metabolic hormone,
insulin, to mass gain and lipid deposition. Over two
seasons, 16 rehabilitating harbor seals pups were
monitored as they were fed a steady caloric intake.
Plasma insulin levels, mass gain and blubber
deposition were measured over the 8 week
rehabilitation period. Plasma insulin levels were
low, but increased significantly across the sampling
period and were positively related to blubber
deposition and overall mass gain. These results
indicate that despite low circulating levels, insulin
may play a lipogenic role in seals and that insulin
sensitivity may be an important labile physiological
variable affecting lipid metabolism during different
life history phases. Quantifying insulin sensitivity
in blubber as well as additional mediators of
lipogenesis such as adiponectin during rapid lipid
accumulation will further elucidate the mechanisms
by which pinnipeds modulate the relationship
between insulin and lipid metabolism.

Species distribution models (SDMs) provide a
useful analytical framework to study the
environmental and anthropogenic factors that
influence species distribution patterns, returning
information that can help to define their
geographical ranges and clarify which areas
constitute important/sensitive habitat for their
survival. For cetaceans, it has been recently shown
that SDMs can be significantly improved by
analyzing the species’ distribution in relation to
their prey, to try to account for the biotic
interactions of these species with other community
members on which they depend. We show here
how identify areas with high probability of
occurrence for two species of delphinids, one
characterized by predominantly coastal habits (the
bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus), the other
pelagic (the striped dolphin, Stenella coeruleoalba)
by modelling species’ spatial location information
in conjunction with their main preys. We used 1)
dolphins’ presence-only pooled records gathered
over a 12-year period (2008-2019) by different
research groups in the central Tyrrhenian Sea and
systematically derived from shared photos/videos
by boaters/maritime operators on social media, and
2) data on distribution and biomass of some fish
and cephalopod species targeted by bottlenose and
striped dolphins resulting from MEDITS survey
program (International bottom trawl survey in the
Mediterranean). This information has been used to
model bottlenose and striped dolphins’ distribution
in combination with different environmental
parameters, anthropogenic factors and biological
cues as covariates. Log-Gaussian Cox point process
models were fitted relating the dolphins’ presence
records to the biomass of their preys and
covariates, also accounting for spatial correlation.
As expected, the estimated intensity functions
differed between the two species, and clear-cut
relation patterns emerged especially for bottlenose
dolphin. This approach could facilitate the
prediction of the species’ geographic distributions
and the spatial identification of possible trophic
interactions among species, together with the
associated environmental setting, to assist
management and conservation strategies.

Modeling bottlenose and striped dolphins’
distribution in relation to their prey's biomass in
the Mediterranean Sea
Frachea, Alessandro1; Arcangeli, Antonella2;
Giacomini, Giancarlo3; Silvestri, Margherita4;
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Jessica8; Cafaro, Valentina; Angeletti, Dario9;
Pavan, Gianni10; Papale, Elena11; Jona-Lasinio,
Giovanna12; Moro, Stefano3; Ardizzone,
Giandomenico3; Pace, Daniela Silvia4
(1) Università di Roma La Sapienza, Fonte Nuova,
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(2) ISPRA, Roma, Italy
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Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
(4) Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
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(6) UNIVERSITY OF VITERBO "LA TUSCIA" ACCADEMIA DEL LEVIATANO, Viterbo, Italy
(7) Accademia del Leviatano Onlus, Rome, Italy,
Rome, Italy
(8) Associazione Me.Ri.S. Mediterraneo Ricerca e
Sviluppo, Favara, Italy
(9) Tuscia University, Viterbo, Italy
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Echo-devo: Ontogeny and evolution of the sound
generating structures in dolphins (Odontoceti:
Delphinida).
Frainer, Guilherme1; Benites Moreno, Ignacio2;
Galatius, Anders3; Serpa, Nathalia4; Huggenberger,
Stefan5; Wiedermann, Dirk
(1) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS, Imbé, Brazil
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The Ocean Modeling Forum at the University of
Washington, Seattle, USA, has convened a Marine
Mammal Bycatch Working Group in response to
the US Marine Mammal Protection Act (US
MMPA) Import Provisions, issued in 2016 by the
U.S. National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). The rule requires nations
that wish to continue exporting fish or fish products
to the United States to adhere to bycatch standards
comparable to those of the United States. The
working group is compiling resources and
developing scientific tools to help nations comply
with the rule, with a special emphasis on data-poor
fisheries. The project draws from case studies in
Chile and Iceland, and uses management strategy
evaluation tools to simulate how fisheries
management might perform with sparse or biased
data, while still meeting standards that are
comparable in effectiveness to US MMPA
objectives. The working group has four planned
projects. The first two will address important steps
in setting and applying bycatch standards: practical
tools for estimating marine mammal abundance,
and assessing bycatch mortality rates. The third is
an online tool to synthesize data and evaluate
potential management strategies. The fourth further
evaluates applicability of the potential biological
removal (PBR) method, the primary U.S. bycatch
standard. Our objective is to provide tools and
approaches to countries that aim to demonstrate
standards that are comparable in effectiveness to
US standards, even in cases where data quality or
quantity may fall below those of many wellmonitored US fisheries. Our objective in presenting
the Marine Mammal Bycatch Working Group
program at the World Marine Mammal Science
Conference is to update marine mammal scientists
and managers from >60 countries on progress
made, encourage beta testing of our products, and
identify opportunities to collaborate on
implementation in countries where such tools are
needed and our assistance may be welcomed.

The ontogeny of the main structures involved in
sound generation and modulation in dolphins was
investigated through the comparison of the soft
nasal structures between fetal, perinatal, neonate
and adult specimens of three families
(Pontoporiidae, Phocoenidae and Delphinidae).
Fetal samples were sectioned at 10 µ in saggital
and coronal view, and stained. Existing CT and
MRI-scan series were combined with new data to
better represent the ontogenetic stages of the three
groups. The image series were analyzed in 3DSlicer to characterize the topographical
arrangement of the tissues surrounding the nasal
passage. The muscles and connective tissues
surrounding the blowhole region were dissected,
layer by layer, to describe and lay out the nasal soft
tissues. Morphological ontogenetic-based
transformations were used to create
transformational characters for phylogenetic
inference. The morphogenesis of the soft nasal
tissues in dolphins was remarkable for its
transformation during early fetal stages: the origins
of the melon and the vestibular air sac were
detected between Carnegie stages C16 and F22.
The three groups analyzed presented distinct
formation of the nasal plug and nasal plug muscles,
mainly on the loss of fat pathways (or their
maintenance in Pontoporiidae) and the
hyperdevelopment of the nasal plug muscles in
both sides (e.g. during perinatal development of
Phocoenidae) or just on the left side (e.g. during
postnatal development in Delphinidae). We suggest
that ancestral forms of all known delphinidans
might have exhibited unique soft nasal tissue
morphology capable of producing highly
directional sounds as known for some narrow-band
high frequency species. Thus, broad-band
vocalizing delphinidans, such as most delphinids,
might have evolved under heterochronic events
acting on the formation of the rostrum and
vestibular air sacs formation, as well as on the
transformation of the branches of the melon, in turn
leading to a reduced directionality of the sonar
beam.

Postmortem attractions: Humpback whales
investigate the carcass of a killer whale
depredated gray whale calf.
Frediani, Jodi1; Black, Nancy2
(1) Jodi Frediani Photography, Santa Cruz,
California
(2) California Killer Whale Project, Monterey, CA
Corresponding Author: JodiFredi@aol.com

Scientific tools for estimation of bycatch impacts
on marine mammal populations: An ocean
modeling forum working group.
Francis, Tessa1; Punt, Andre2; Williams, Rob3

Postmortem attentiveness to members of one’s own
species, thanatology, has been observed in various
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animal taxa and includes cacophonous aggregations
in crows, skull fondling by elephants, and leaf
dropping/adornment of the deceased by
chimps. Cetaceans have been observed to care for,
attend to, be aroused by, or show interest in dead or
dying individuals. This includes a female southern
resident killer whale who pushed or carried her
deceased calf for 17 days and 100’s of miles. To
date, nearly all records of postmortem attentive
behavior (PAB) in cetaceans are from
odontocetes and directed towards members of their
own species. Among the mysticetes only one
observation of PAB has been recorded in the
literature. This involved two adult humpbacks
displaying interest in, and being sexually aroused
by, a dead adult conspecific, believed to have died
participating in a competitive group. Here we
report on two adult humpback whales investigating
and making gentle physical contact with a dead
gray whale calf depredated by killer whales. This
extends the list of hypersocial behaviors exhibited
by humpbacks, and provides the first report of
interspecies postmortem attentive behavior (iPAB)
between wild species of cetaceans.

sperm whale (Kogia sima), false killer whale
(Pseudorca crassidens) and pygmy killer whale
(Feresa attenuata). The short-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala macrorhynchus) and the melonheaded whale (Peponocephala electra) account for
most strandings events (ca. 31% and 19%,
respectively). The mean annual number of cetacean
strandings events has been 2.1, with a maximum
number of 5 in 2015. Mass strandings represented
ca. 40% of all events, with numbers ranging
between 3 and more than 200 animals. No
significant differences in number of strandings
where observed between the winter (NovemberApril) and the summer (May-October) months.
Unfortunately, the lack of technical and logistic
resources has made it almost impossible to
investigate the potential causes behind these
cetacean strandings. To develop a Cabo Verde
National Stranding Network which includes;
training staff, veterinarian support, capacity
building, funding, outreach and education in order
to better deal with these events are essential
priorities.
Macroplastic counts at sea in the southeastern
Thyrrhenian Sea and northwestern Ionian Sea
Frey, Silvia; Claro, Bruno
OceanCare, Switzerland
Corresponding Author: sfrey@quickline.ch

Cetacean strandings on Boa Vista Island
(Republic of Cabo Verde): 2000-2019.
Freire Lopes, Katia1; Lopez Suarez, Pedro1; VaroCruz, Nuria2; Oujo, Carolina3; S. Delgado
Rodrigues, Maunel4; De La Fuente, Jesus5; Lima,
Liza6; Correia, Sandra7; Wenzel, Frederick8
(1) BIOS.CV, Sal Rei, Cape Verde
(2) UTE CEAMAR ALNILAM ADS, Playa Honda
(San Bartolomé), Spain
(3) Bios.CV, Boa Vista, Cape Verde
(4) Naturalia, Sal Rei, Cape Verde
(5) Atlantic Center of Cetacean Research. Institute
of Animal Health. University of Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria (Spain), Arucas (Gran Canaria, Las
Palmas), Spain
(6) Direçao Nacional do Ambiente, Praia, Cape
Verde
(7) Instituto Nacioanal para o Desenvolvimentos
das Pescas, Mindelo, Cape Verde
(8) Protected Species Branch, NOAA, NMFS,
Woods Hole, MA
Corresponding Author: katia.f.lopes22@gmail.com

It is evident today that plastic debris is a major
threat to cetaceans and other marine life. The
Mediterranean Sea has been identified as one of the
worldwide “hotspots” for land- and sea-based
sources of plastic and microplastics. However,
information on the quantitative extent of marine
plastic pollution and the temporal evolution of the
abundance of floating plastics are still sparce. In
the context of a long-term cetacean monitoring
project along the northeastern and eastern coast of
Sicily (incl. Strait of Messina), Mediterranean Sea,
we started to examine the extent of the plastic
pollution in the surface waters based on visual
debris counts. Floating debris on the water surface
has been counted continuously during line transect
surveys and recorded on a standardised protocol in
20-minute intervals. Counts were assigned to 12
categories (e.g. fragments, nets, bags, and nonplastics). Density maps (plastic items/km2) have
been established. Floating debris has been counted
during 916.9 km, 1,233.9 km, and 1,490.4 km in
2016, 2017, and 2018, respectively. Our results
confirm that floating debris is ubiquitous as almost
no count interval resulted in 0 observed floating
items. More than 90% of observed debris consisted
of plastic fragments. Highest numbers of floating
plastic items have been found in the more northern
part of the study area near the Strait of Messina.
Our first study results allow to identify local
“hotspots” of floating plastic debris in the study

Twenty-four cetacean species have been described
in the waters of the Cabo Verde Islands, Northwest
Africa. Boa Vista (620 km2), with a coastal
perimeter of ca. 115 km, constitutes the
easternmost island of the archipelago and has the
largest shelf, with shallow coastal and offshore
waters, and occurrence of nearshore reefs. More
than 40 cetacean strandings (>800 animals) has
been reported here since 2000, involving 13
species, 2 Mysticetes and 11 Odontocetes. First
records of four species in Cabo Verde include:
minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), dwarf
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area and thus add information about the habitat
quality. Our sampling efforts will be continued in
the future and complemented by microplastic
surface sampling, as well as the analysis of the
chemical composition of both floating plastic and
microplastic. Moreover, our data may serve as a
basis for future modelling approaches to better
understand the spatial and temporal distribution of
floating plastic debris in the area.

Population structure of two minke whales
species (Balaenoptera acuturostrata and B.
bonaerensis) in the southern hemisphere.
Teodoro, Sarah; Fruet, Pedro1; Cypriano-Souza,
Ana Lucia2; Dalla Rosa, Luciano3; Liberali
Wedekin, Leonardo4; Secchi, Eduardo; Negrete,
Javier; Melo-Santos, Gabriel5; Bonatto, Sandro;
Proietti, Maira
(1) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa e Conservação de
Mamíferos Aquáticos, Santos-SP, Brazil
(2) Socioambiental Consultores Associados,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(3) Instituto de Oceanografia, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande - FURG, Rio Grande,
Brazil
(4) Socioambiental Consultores Associados,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(5) Sea Mammal Research Unit - Scottish Oceans
Institute - School of Biology - University of St
Andrews UK, BioMA - Biology and Conservation
of Amazonian Aquatic Mammals, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: pfruet@gmail.com

Policy approaches for more sustainable marine
wildlife watching
Frisch-Nwakanma, Heidrun1; Mancini, Agnese2;
Cesario, Amina3; Fumagalli, Maddalena3; Virtue,
Melanie1; Notarbartolo di Sciara, Giuseppe
(1) UNEP/CMS Secretariat, Bonn, Germany
(2) Grupo Tortuguero de las Californias, La Paz,
Mexico
(3) Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
Corresponding Author: heidrun.frischnwakanma@un.org
Since its inception in 1979, the Convention on the
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild
Animals (CMS) has produced many resolutions and
decisions that contribute to the overall goal of
conserving species with an unfavourable
conservation status and their habitats. One topic of
recent focus is that of marine wildlife watching,
including both boat-based activities and in-water
interactions. The growing popularity of recreational
wildlife encounters has in some areas resulted in
unsustainable pressure being put on local animal
groups. This has resulted in a benign use of wildlife
to turn into a potential threat. Negative effects of
unregulated marine wildlife watching activities
include changes in habitat use and/or displacement,
changes in short-term natural behaviour, chronic
stress, changes in energy expenditure with potential
negative consequences on individuals and overall
population health, as well as injuries and death as a
consequence of collision with boats or other
motorized vessels. In response to this, particularly
with respect to cetaceans, much guidance has been
produced, including the 2018 Online Whale
Watching Handbook co-produced by the IWC and
CMS. CMS has also produced guidance for other
affected species groups, namely pinnipeds and
sirenians, sharks and rays, marine turtles and sea
birds. While to date the focus was mostly on
wildlife watching from boats, current and future
work is dealing particularly with effects and
management of in-water interactions. This poster
explores key issues to address and the policy
responses to them, outlines gaps and shows the role
of different actors in supporting future decision
making and facilitating implementation of the
agreed actions.

In this study, we assessed the population genetic
structure of Antarctic (Balaenoptera bonaerensis)
and common (B. acuturostrata) minke whales in
the Southern Hemisphere (SH), with special
attention to the potential connectivity between
western South Atlantic (WSA) and Antarctic
Peninsula (AP). Mitochondrial DNA control region
sequences were obtained for 21 samples (AP n=12,
North n=1, Southeast n=5, and South Brazil n=3)
of Antarctic minke whale and for 10 samples
(South Brazil n=9, AP=1) of common minke
whale. The latter were compared to sequences
previously reported on GenBank (Northeast Brazil
n=8; Chile n=3; South Atlantic n=1 and South
Pacific n=14 sectors of the Southern Ocean) to
infer population structure at larger scale in the SH,
totaling 36 sequences (320bp). Antarctic minke
whales showed a high genetic diversity (H=0.994;
π=0.8%), with 19 haplotypes (715bp) defined by 55
variable sites. No genetic differentiation was found
between WSA and AP whales. The mtDNA
sequences for common minke whales revealed a
high genetic diversity (H=0.860; π=0.5%) with 12
haplotypes (one newly described) defined by 26
variable sites. South Pacific sector samples were
genetically different from all other localities.
Additionally, animals sampled in the Northeast
were differentiated (Fst=0.23; p=0.05) from those
of Southeast Brazil. Mismatch distributions and
neutrality tests indicated that populations of both
species are not in equilibrium and are possibly
experiencing a demographic expansion. Our results
showed no genetic structuring between AP and
WSA for Antarctic minkes based on mtDNA
analysis. Such lack of structure has been previously
reported for common minkes in the SH. However,
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we pinpointed a possible population subdivision
within the WSA for B. acuturostrata. Such findings
are important for better understanding the
population structure and the migratory connections
of minke whales in the SH, and should be
complemented with other molecular markers for
obtaining finer-scale results.

Behayve: Configurable iPhone app maps
behaviors and tracks with real-time display,
integrating with ArcMap™ and supporting
focal, scan, behavior and ad libitum sampling.
Fulton, Bill1; Luscombe-Newman, Robbi2
(1) Living Ocean Center for Marine Studies,
Wagstaffe, Australia
(2) Living Ocean, Palm Beach, Australia
Corresponding Author: bill@livingocean.org.au

Antimicrobial resistance determinants in freeranging Australian pinniped pups.
Fulham, Mariel1; Power, Michelle2; Gray, Rachael3
(1) University of Sydney, Australia
(2) Macquarie University, North Ryde, Australia
(3) The University of Sydney, Camperdown NSW
Corresponding Author:
mful3486@uni.sydney.edu.au

Researchers from Australia’s Living Ocean NGO
have developed and deployed a configurable
cellphone app that integrates the capture of
behavioral, tracking and environmental
data. Concurrent focal, scan, behavior and ad
libitum sampling is supported with the ability of
behaviors to have multiple roles and modifiers.

The rapid emergence of antimicrobial resistance
(AMR) is a major concern for wildlife and
ecosystem health globally. The clinical class 1
integron is a mobile AMR determinant used as an
indicator of anthropogenic pollution, being rarely
present in environments less affected by humans.
We previously identified a class 1 integron in an
Escherichia coli isolate from a single Australian
sea lion (Neophoca cinerea) pup indicating that
AMR determinants are polluting marine systems.
The objective of this study was to determine the
distribution and prevalence of class 1 integrons in
the faecal microbiome of neonatal N. cinerea,
Australian fur seal (Arctocephalus pusillus
doriferus) and long-nosed fur seal (Arctocephalus
forsteri) pups from eight breeding colonies along
the Southern Australian coast. A subset of faecal
samples (300 of 824) and E. coli (n=682) isolated
from 824 faecal samples collected from 2016-2019
were analysed for class 1 integrons using PCRs
targeting the conserved integrase gene (intI1).
Class 1 integrons were detected in 14% of faecal
samples (n=42) and 7.4% of E. coli isolates (n=51).
Positive samples were from seven of the eight
colonies investigated and in all three species
sampled. The highest prevalence was in A. p.
doriferus (12.5%), followed by N. cinerea (5.4%)
and A. forsteri (1.6%). DNA sequencing of the
variable gene cassette region identified diverse
genes conferring resistance to six antibiotic classes.

Each behavior in a custom ethogram may be
illustrated with a sample image, video or audio clip
for reference.
Animal behaviors and tracks, along with
associated data, are displayed on the device in
real time using a Google™ map or custom
onboard map, affording immediate insight. A
predictive function suggests the present position of
animals, useful in relocating lost targets.
Data is gathered by manual or automated
means. Range can be captured automatically
from a wireless laser rangefinder, and compass
bearing by putting a target in the crosshairs
onscreen. Data from ship’s instruments, such as
water depth and temperature, may also feed in over
a wireless connection via a serial-to-wireless
adapter.
Data may be reviewed and corrected at any time
and may be synced to the cloud or a laptop.
Positions can be determined even where SatNav is
unavailable, using a grid map and relative
positioning.
Integration with ArcMap™ GIS allows
voluminous data to be effortlessly displayed in
organised form with extensive labor saving. A
mixture of SatNav and grid-map observations can
be seamlessly displayed. Google Earth™ and
Google My Maps™ are also supported. Selecting
an observation on the map displays associated data.

The results of this study suggest that all three
species are exposed to anthropogenic pollution with
the carriage of AMR determinants demonstrating
the extent that resistant bacteria have polluted the
marine environment. As AMR determinants are
frequently associated with bacterial pathogens,
their occurrence suggests that all three pinniped
species are potentially vulnerable to further
anthropogenic pollution and unknown health risks.
The implications of AMR carriage for individual
and population health are a key focus of ongoing
investigations.

A facility is provided to sync data between the
cellphones of colleagues at different locations.
This fully autonomous app can be re-configured in
the field and is suitable for non-invasive studies of
marine, terrestrial and avian species even in the
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most challenging environments. Most recently the
app has been utilised successfully in an extended
humpback study and is now being offered for
review and feedback.

(1) Hokkaido University
(2) Ogasawara Whale Watching Association and
Hokkaido University, Japan
(3) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: shiho-96@eis.hokudai.ac.jp

Plasma and fecal sex steroid analysis for
monitoring reproductive function in captive
Risso’s dolphins.
Funasaka, Noriko1; Watanabe, Yurie2; Inamori,
Daiki2; Kirihata, Tetsuo2; Hashizume, Ryoko3;
Kusuda, Satoshi3; Yoshioka, Motoi1
(1) Mie University, Tsu, Japan
(2) Taiji Whale Museum, Higashimuro, Wakayama,
Japan
(3) Gifu University, Gifu, Gifu, Japan
Corresponding Author: funasaka@bio.mie-u.ac.jp

Songs, which consist sequences of sounds
produced repeatedly, have been produced by some
baleen whales mainly for reproductive functions.
Fin whale songs consist of regular sequences
repeated 20 Hz pulses. Based on their Inter-pulse
intervals (IPIs), their songs can be classified into
some types. These types show geographic
differences, therefore, song structure is suggested
to indicate population or stock structure. After the
dramatic transformation of the marine ecosystem in
the Pacific Arctic and recovering from depletion by
commercial whaling, the number of migrating fin
whales appears to be increased in this area.
However, little is known about song features and
group structures in this area. In this study, we
aimed to reveal the song types in the southern
Chukchi Sea and to examine the group structures of
fin whales in this area.

The Risso’s dolphin Grampus griseus has a
worldwide distribution in tropical and temperate
waters. Despite their wide distribution, the life
history of this species is poorly known. A better
understanding of the reproductive biology and
physiology of the species is essential for effective
conservation and management of wild dolphin
populations. The present study aimed to monitor
gonadal function by means of plasma and fecal sex
steroid analysis in five sexually mature captive
Risso’s dolphins (two males and three females).
Blood samples were collected once per month in
males and twice per month in females, and fecal
samples were collected once per week in males and
at 2–3-day intervals in females over a one year
period. Plasma progesterone (P4), estradiol (E2),
and testosterone (T) were quantified by
fluorescence immunoassay, whereas fecal
progestagen (iP), estrogen (iE), and androgen (iA)
metabolites were quantified by enzyme
immunoassay. Fecal steroid metabolites profiles
tended to appear similar to plasma steroid profiles.
T and iA levels in males showed seasonal changes,
with an increase from spring to autumn. High P4
and iP levels were detected in two females during
pregnancy, and cyclic rises of P4 and iP returned
one month after neonatal death and two months
after parturition, in one female. The estimated
mean (± SD) these cycle length was 34.4 ± 4.6 days
(n = 4). In the other female, prolonged cyclic P4
and iP elevations with an iE peak before elevations
were detected during the study period; the
estimated mean cycle length was 102.3 ± 22.1 days
(n = 4). This report is the first to characterize
reproductive physiology in Risso’s dolphins. These
findings demonstrate that the two females exhibited
two different types of physiological cycles, and
further investigation is necessary for understanding
this phenomenon, including the normal estrus cycle
length in this species.

We used an Automatic Underwater Sound
Monitoring System (AUSOMS; AquaSound Inc.,
Japan) to record fin whale songs from July 2012 to
June 2015 in the southern Chukchi Sea. We
selected 1-hour data every week of call detection
periods and measured IPIs of the songs. Based on
IPIs, song types were classified and compared with
the previous research to investigate similar song
types.
Songs were recorded from August to November in
2012–2014. Only one type with two IPIs
(10.51±1.40 s and 19.56±3.92 s) was observed. It is
suggested that only one group migrated to this area.
However, this song type was different from the
previously reported song types in the Bering Sea
and Northern Chukchi Sea recorded in 2007–2010.
Future research is needed to compare with the song
of the other sea area of the same year.
Feeding ecology of narrow-ridged finless
porpoises in Ise and Mikawa Bay, central Japan,
using carbon and nitrogen stable isotope
analysis.
Furuyama, Ayumu1; Yodo, Taiga2; Funasaka,
Noriko2; Wakabayashi, Ikuo3; Oike, Tatsuya4;
Yoshioka, Motoi2
(1) Mie University
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Songs of fin whales in the southern Chukchi Sea
Furumaki, Shiho1; Tsujii, Koki2; Mitani, Yoko3
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Stable isotope analysis is a powerful tool for
understanding food habits. We analyzed carbon and
nitrogen stable isotope ratios (δ13C, δ15N) of
narrow-ridged finless porpoises (Neophocaena
asiaeorientalis) in Ise and Mikawa Bay, central
Japan, to understand their food habits. A total of
199 muscle samples (94 males and 105 females)
were collected from dead individuals via bycatch
and stranding from 1994 to 2018. Relation of δ13C
and δ15N with sampling month, year, area, sex and
body length was analyzed by Generalized Additive
Models. Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) was
used for model selection. Lowest AIC indicated the
best model. For both δ13C and δ15N, explanatory
variables of the best models were sampling month,
year and body length. Sex and sampling area were
not selected. Data indicated that δ13C and δ15N
decreased over 25 years, possibly due to variations
in stable isotope ratio of primary producer or sea
water in the study area caused by environmental
changes. In general, δ13C and δ15N were low in
February and March. Furthermore, δ13C and δ15N
showed high levels after birth and gradually
decreased with growth until a body length of 1.1 m
was reached. In addition, trends of δ13C and δ15N
apparently changed at a body length of 1.4 m,
which was regarded as length at sexual maturity.
These results suggest that: 1) food habits of finless
porpoises are not different for males and females;
2) finless porpoises move back and forth between
the two bays; 3) food habits of finless porpoises do
not differ each year; 4) feeding location and food
habits change with season; 5) newborn calves wean
till a body length of approximately 1.1 m is
reached, and 6) food habits change at sexual
maturity.

(EDTA tube) from the gluteal vein, and
using a capillary tube, was processed on
an automated analyzer. The median and
standard deviation for age classes were
calculated, and ANOVA and Tukey test
were performed to identify potential
differences between weight, age class and
sex. Neonates exhibited the lowest Hct
values (40.7 ± 3.7%; n= 50) followed by
weaners (45.4 ± 5.6%; n= 58) and
juveniles (44.9 ± 3.1%; n= 25) with the
highest Hct observed in adults (48.1 ±
6.2%; n= 21; only samples from females
were collected). Hct% was not related to
weight and sex (p> 0.05) between age
classes. Significant differences were
observed only between neonates and
adults. Our results demonstrate that, from
early growth stages, GFS develop efficient
and suitable oxygen stores to carry out
long trips regardless of sex. Thus, these
potential movement capacities could be
linked to a recent high dispersal GFSs that
eventually ended up in strandings of
emaciated weaners and juveniles along the
California Coast, including southern areas
in Mexico. Knowledge of variation in Hct
among age groups is vital for our
understanding of the ecology and biology
of the species. It is also an important
parameter of health assessment,
particularly relevant as warming ocean
waters affect prey availability which in
turn affects foraging ecology, nutrition,
and survival.

¡Hurry, up up! The hematocrit development of
an oceanic top predator:The Gudalupe fur seal.
Gálvez, Casandra1; Elorriaga-Verplancken,
Fernando R.; Field, Cara2; Norris, Tenaya3
(1) CICIMAR-IPN, La Paz, Mexico
(2) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito, CA
(3) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito
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kasandragalvez@hotmail.com

Long-term prey selection of polar bears in a
region of rapid ecological change in the eastern
Canadian Arctic
Galicia, Melissa1; Thiemann, Gregory2; Dyck,
Markus; Ferguson, Steven3; Stirling, Ian4
(1) York University
(2) York University, Toronto, ON, Canada
(3) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
(4) University of Alberta and Environment Canada,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Corresponding Author: mgalicia@yorku.ca

Hematocrit (Hct) is related to diving and
foraging behavior of oceanic top predators
such as the Guadalupe fur seal
(Arctocephalus philippii townsendi) (GFS),
which perform the second longest
foraging trips (up to 600 km) among
otariid species. The aim of this study was
to estimate the ontogeny of GFS Hct from
the neonatal to adult stage of free-ranging
individuals on Guadalupe Island during
2016 and 2017. Blood was collected

Declining sea ice will negatively affect polar bears
(Ursus maritimus) via habitat degradation and
reduced foraging opportunities. However, diversity
and availability of prey, and regional
environmental conditions may influence the rate
and severity of the impacts of sea ice loss. We
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investigated spatiotemporal changes in polar bear
diet over 18 years in Foxe Basin and tested the
hypothesis that polar bear scavenging on bowhead
whale (Balaena mysticetus) carcasses has increased
over time, mediated by increased subsistence
harvest and killer whale (Orcinus orca) predation.
We analyzed adipose tissue from 358 polar bears
harvested from 2010 - 2017 and archived fatty acid
data from 109 polar bears harvested from 1999
- 2003. Individual diets were characterized using
quantitative fatty acid signature analysis. Polar bear
diet varied spatially across 3 regions within the
subpopulation: Hudson Strait, northern Foxe Basin,
and southern Foxe Basin. Ringed seal (Pusa
hispida) and bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus)
were the primary prey in all 3 regions, followed by
harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus) in Hudson
Strait, harbour seal (Phoca vitulina) in southern
Foxe Basin, and walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) in
northern Foxe Basin. Bowhead whale was found in
similar proportions across all 3 regions within Foxe
Basin. We also found bowhead whale consumption
and frequency of occurrence in polar bear diets has
increased over time across the subpopulation.
Bowhead whale was present in 42% of bears from
1999 - 2003 and 97% of bears from 2014 - 2017.
Our results suggest that scavenging on bowhead
whale carcasses has become increasingly common,
and polar bears in Foxe Basin may be shifting to
alternative prey in response to environmental
variability. Increasing abundance of killer whales
in Foxe Basin may be indirectly benefitting polar
bears via the provision of bowhead whale carcasses
and potentially helping mitigate the demographic
effects of declining habitat, at least in the near
term.

University of Haifa, Rehovot, Israel
Corresponding Author: ori_g_inal@yahoo.com
In the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, few studies have
been preformed on cetacean populations. Although
a handful of research cruises have been executedno long term ecological research has been
conducted, with the exception of the Israeli coast
(196 km). In 1998, IMMRAC (Israeli Marine
Mammal Rescue and Assistance Center) began its
near-shore monitoring program for coastal
dolphins. Between the years 1998 – 2018 ; 782
ship-board surveys covered a total of 18,802 NM
and 247 dolphin sightings were recorded. Surveys
were carried out year round, with totaled-surveysper-month ranging between 49-83, and totaledsightings-per-month ranging between 14-27. The
majority of effort concentrated on the central and
Northern regions of the country's coastline, though
in recent years, regular surveys begun in the South
as well. Search patterns were mostly randomcovering areas between the depths of 30-60 meters,
though when nearing a trawler or fish farm- course
is changed to search their surroundings, as dolphins
are often associated with the two, due to the
availability of food around them. Data recording
methods have evolved over the years- starting with
handwritten notes and culminating into a versatile
phone app- DELPHIS, that enables all researchers
to conveniently collect data during any outing to
sea. Over these last 20 years changes in species
presence and distribution have been observed:
Tursiops truncatus - had been present along the
entire coastline- has become scarce in the north
since 2013, while Delphinus delphis – that had
appeared absent from Israel's coast, has been
observed in the South from 2009 onwards. The
changes observed in dolphin distribution may
reflect small-scale environmental changes or
anthropogenic affects, but could also reflect larger
basin-wide changes in the Eastern Mediterranean
region where knowledge is lacking. To better
assess the variation in distribution, further research
is underway- modelling environmental variables
that shape dolphin habitat preferences.

20 years of coastal dolphin population surveys in
the eastern Mediterranean
Galili, Ori1; Kerem, Dan; Oz, Goffman2; RoditiElasar, Mia3; Bigal, Eyal4; zuriel, Yotam5;
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Scheinin, Aviad7
(1) Haifa University, Haifa, Israel
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Investigating the seasonal effect of disturbance
on the energetics and population dynamics of a
marine predator
Gallagher, Cara1; Grimm, Volker; Kyhn, Line2;
Nabe-Nielsen, Jacob3
(1) Aarhus University, Roskilde, Denmark
(2) Institute of Bioscience, Aarhus University,
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For marine species that depend on sound to
navigate, forage, and communicate,
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anthropogenic noise can affect population
dynamics and conservation status. However,
predicting the impacts of noise on a population
requires an understanding of how disturbances
affect the physiology, energetics, and fitness of
individuals. Here we present a mechanistic,
spatially realistic individual-based energetic
modeling framework for simulating the effects
of nonlethal disturbances on marine
populations. We use the model to evaluate the
effect of anthropogenic noise from seismic
surveys on a marine species that has been
noted to have exceptionally high metabolic
costs, the harbor porpoise, Phocoena
phocoena. This model serves as a novel
approach to evaluate the threat of disturbance
both seasonally and spatially to identify not
only where but also when a disturbance may
most endanger a population, allowing for
better informed marine management and
spatial planning.

salinity. This habitat modelling serves as the basis
to determine which population was recorded on the
hydrophones. We reproduce an approach presented
by Gallus et al. 2012 using a proxy station for the
occurrence of the BS subpopulation by selecting a
reference position in western German Waters under
the hypothesis that porpoises from the BP show
differences in habitat use, especially in winter
times. Studying the spatial distribution of these
cetaceans can provide crucial data essential for the
design of efficient conservation strategies.
Complex social Interactions of sperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus) in the Strait of
Gibraltar: The sighting of a marguerite
formation with the probable presence of a calf.
Gámez, Ana1; Martín Bernal, Cristina2; Tierno de
Figueroa, Jose Manuel3; Carpinelli, Eva Chiara4
(1) Turmares Tarifa S.L., tarifa, Spain
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Influence of environmental factors on the spatial
distribution of two harbour porpoise
subpopulations in the Baltic Sea
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The sub-population of sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus) resident in the Mediterranean Sea
shows a spatial distribution dependent on various
factors. Particularly, spring and autumn movements
are observed between the West basin and the Strait
of Gibraltar, normally attributed to adult and
subadult males in a foraging behaviour. In this
study, we describe a complex sperm whale
behaviour observed in the Strait of Gibraltar on
September 25th, 2017. The sighting consisted in a
gathering of at least 10 individuals performing a
marguerite formation, a typical defensive behaviour
in order to protect an individual of the group. In
fact, a considerably small individual was observed
in this formation, surrounded by pilot whales and
bottlenose dolphins. Therefore, it is highly probable
that the formation was taking place to protect a calf
or a juvenile. During the sighting, photos of the
individuals were taken and further compared to the
photo-ID Turmares Tarifa catalogue of the Strait of
Gibraltar. The results did not match with any of the
individuals in the catalogue. We presume new
individuals may have approached the area, and the
possible presence of a young individual could mean
the presence of females. The occurrence of females
with youngsters, if repeated, could potentially
represent a new use of the area by sperm whales,
and would enhance the importance of the Strait of
Gibraltar in the conservation of the species.

The harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is a
highly mobile cetacean found in coastal waters
across the Northern hemisphere with different
subpopulations in European waters. Since the
SAMBAH project the continued existence of the
critically endangered Baltic Proper (BP) porpoise
subpopulation east of the Darß Sill and south of the
Limhamn Sill is no longer in doubt. This
subpopulation differs genetically, morphologically
and ecologically from the subpopulation of the Belt
Sea (BS). Porpoises furthermore inhabit water
basins that vary broadly in salinity, temperature,
and food availability potentially driving
differentiation among (sub-)populations. To study
the habitat use of porpoises, we deployed C-PODs
in the German Baltic Sea for up to nine years on up
to 15 positions nearly continuously. We calculated
porpoise positive days and hours to provide
unbiased estimates of local occurrence rates. These
data are modelled in dependence of abiotic
environmental variables assumed to be good
indicators of lower trophic level species
distribution and thus potentially good proxies of
top predators’ distribution such as distance from
the shore, slope, depth, sea surface temperature and

“Small delphinids” identification: From
scientific confusion to conservation issues.
Gannier, Odile; Gannier, Alexandre
GREC, Antibes, France
Corresponding Author: odile.gannier@gmail.com
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Taxonomic confusion can lead to misestimation of
population and to lack of accurate data
guaranteeing a reliable conservation status
assessment. Small delphinids have been confused
since ancient times, and unfortunately it is still the
case for other reasons. Ancient scientists as
Aristoteles only distinguished ‘dolphins’ from
fishes or from whales. Renaissance scholars
already stated differences between several
vernacular names for the presumed same animals,
whereas several similar species could be confused
under the same name, as ‘dolphin’ and ‘porpoise’.
For example, the striped dolphin (Stenella
coeruleoalba) presumably inhabits the
Mediterranean Sea since centuries without being
specifically described, as a proper name (and
precise associated identification criteria) was
missing until the middle of the 19th century (before
Gray and Gervais). This situation led to
misidentifications and confusion with the so called
“common dolphin”, Delphinus delphis, considered
as the only common dolphin in the area or used as a
generic name. Finally, the name “delphinus
coeruleoalbus” was retroactively given after
Meyen, who described and sketched this animal off
Brazil (1833), during a German expedition on the
Prinzess Louise. Consequently, the striped dolphin
Mediterranean presence was certainly
underestimated. But, whereas the difference seems
now clearly established, the status of the common
dolphin remains uncertain in the Mediterranean
Sea: geographical repartition, abundance trends
remain in question. This taxonomic confusion is
still observed and can lead to an incorrect
assessment of present species conservation status.
Moreover, the latest method for abundance
estimation, by aerial survey, is likely to reduce
knowledge instead of increasing, because both
dolphins are often processed under one single
appellation, “small delphinids”. In case of fisheries
bycatch issues, such as in the Bay of Biscay, the
conservation status of each species is regrettably
again unsure, because ‘safe’ bycatch thresholds are
expressed as a fraction of population estimates (for
example 1%).

(7) University of Plymouth
Corresponding Author: 114221359@umail.ucc.ie
Understanding spatio-temporal variations of habitat
use is fundamental when designing appropriate
conservation schemes for cetacean populations. In
the Northeast Atlantic, pelagic bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) are genetically and socially
distinct from coastal populations, but their habitat
preferences are unknown.
To investigate how the presence of these pelagic
dolphins relates to environmental parameters, we
developed generalised additive models (GAMs)
using data from aerial surveys of the Irish EEZ
over two summers and two winters. Binomial
GAMs were trained on the two later seasons.
Models were first run across the entire study area,
and then including an interaction term with habitat
type, dividing the region into continental shelf,
slope, and abyssal waters. Their goodness of fit and
predictive capacity were tested on concurrent data
and on observations from the first two survey
seasons.
Sea surface and bottom temperature, mixed layer
depth, primary productivity, seabed aspect and
rugosity all played a significant role in bottlenose
dolphin distribution, as did proximity to the
coastline and various depth contours. Most
covariates were only significant in one season.
Notably, including the interaction term altered the
effect of most variables on dolphin presence, with
some predictors only appearing significant in shelf
or slope waters and the shape of the relationships
changing between habitats. Higher probability of
dolphin occurrence was predicted near the
southwest coast in summer and throughout most of
the continental shelf and slope in winter.
Predictions were less accurate for the first two
seasons, possibly reflecting variability in habitat
use over longer periods than those investigated
here.
This baseline study of pelagic bottlenose dolphin
habitat use in the Northeast Atlantic increases our
understanding of how their distribution relates to
environmental factors. Our results highlight that
this population’s habitat preferences are seasonand habitat-specific, which will help inform marine
spatial planning.

This must be the place: Habitat preferences of
pelagic bottlenose dolphins in the Northeast
Atlantic.
Garagouni, Maria1; Pirotta, Enrico2; Cañadas,
Ana3; Breen, Patricia4; Jessopp, Mark5; Ó Cadhla,
Oliver6; Ingram, Simon7; Rogan, Emer5
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Ocean missions: Towards a long term citizen
science program to protect the Arctic.
Garcia Ovide, Belén1; González de la Peña, Daniel;
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(1) Universidad de La Laguna, San Cristobal de La
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litter. Physical adverse effects of marine litter on
cetaceans are well known and include
entanglement, suffocation, and obstruction of the
digestive system. However, chemical effects
related with the ingestion of marine litter, and
particularly of plastic, are still under assessment,
and have been mostly associated with the toxicity
of plastic additives and plasticizers. Among the
compounds involved in the production of plastic,
organophosphate flame retardants (OPFRs) might
cause adverse reproductive, endocrine and systemic
effects in long-term exposed animals. In this study,
we analyzed OPFRs concentrations in the muscle
of North Atlantic fin whales and in samples of its
main prey, the krill Meganyctiphanes norvegica. 19
OPFR compounds were measured in 20 samples of
fin whales and 10 samples of krill collected in 2015
in Iceland. 7 and 5 out of 19 OPFR compounds
were detected in fin whale and krill samples,
respectively. IPPP (Isopropylated Triphenyl
Phosphate), TNBP (tri-n-butyl phosphate) and
TPPO (Triphenylphosphine oxide) were the most
abundant compounds in both types of
samples. Mean ∑OPFR (the sum of all OPFR
compounds measured) concentration, expressed on
a lipid weight basis, was 985 (SD=2,239) ng g−1 in
fin whale muscle, and 949 (SD= 1,090) ng g−1in
krill. These results do not suggest a
biomagnification of OPFRs, but provide a first
evidence of their presence in fin whale tissues.

Clear evidence worldwide shows that most of our
oceans and seas are highly polluted with marine
litter, particularly plastics and fishing gear, among
other types of toxic products. Iceland is home to
more than 20 different species of cetaceans,
including endangered blue whales (Balaenoptera
musculus), fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) and
even rare hybrids. Some of the largest and most
threatened colonies of seabirds such as the Atlantic
puffin (Fratercula artica) can still be spotted here.
While wildlife watching is now one of the most
attractive touristic activities, whaling and hunting
of threated species including seals still occurs.
During the week-long pilot project expedition April
2019 we conducted floating plastic surveys (>1
mm) with a Low-tech Aquatic Debris Instrument
(LADI) manta trawl. Plastics were present in all the
study areas (n=6) including cod spawning areas and
strategic whale feeding grounds. Fishing lines and
fibers were the most abundant particles.
Furthermore, fishing gear was also present on
beaches (n=2), remote nesting colonies and even
entangling bird´s bodies. Pure science seems to be
not enough to make a rapid change in a fast
changing marine environment. Ocean Missions
wants to inspire and engage people to take straight
action towards ocean conservation supporting
scientific efforts by a combination of science,
education and adventures sailing in the fragile
Arctic and Sub Arctic regions

Research supported by project CGL2015-70468-R
(MINECO/FEDER,UE)
Resource partitioning between five species of
mysticeti inhabiting Icelandic waters
Garcia-Vernet, Raquel1; Aguilar, Alex2;
Víkingsson, Gísli3; Halldorsson, Sverrir4; Borrell,
Asunción5
(1) Universitat de Barcelona
(2) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(3) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
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(4) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
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First evidence of OPFRs presence in fin whales.
Garcia-Garin, Odei1; Borrell, Asunción2; Eljarrat,
Ethel3; Sala, Berta3; Vighi, Morgana1; Víkingsson,
Gísli4; Chosson, Valérie4; Aguilar, Alex1
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(3) IDAEA-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
(4) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
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The high productivity of waters off Iceland makes
this area an important summer feeding ground for
baleen whales. The blue whale (Balaenoptera
musculus), the fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus),
the sei whale (Balaenoptera borealis), the common
minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) and the
humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) are
frequent visitors in the region. Coexistence in the
same habitat of species with similar ecological
requirements often entails spatial or trophic
segregation to avoid competitive exclusion. With
the aim of studying how these species share habitat

The fin whale, Balaenoptera physalus (Linnaeus,
1758), is a cosmopolitan cetacean. It is found in
most of the world oceans, where it performs annual
migrations between low-latitude breeding areas and
high-latitude feeding areas. During these longrange migrations, fin whales cross water masses
that may be contaminated by different types of
pollutants, including the ever-increasing marine
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and trophic resources, we analyzed the δ13C, δ15N
and δ34S values in 90 skin samples obtained from
them. Preliminary results evidenced substantial
niche partitioning between most of the species. The
only exceptions were fin and blue whales, whose
isotope ratios overlapped highly. Minke and
humpback whales showed relatively higher δ15N
values, probably reflecting a larger contribution of
fish in their diet. However, these two species
presented dissimilar δ13C values, the minke whales
being more enriched in 13C than humpback whales,
thus suggesting some degree of allopatry. In
contrast, sei whales had lower δ15N and higher δ13C
values than blue and fin whales. Overall, our results
support limited interspecific competition between
the species, with the only possible exception of
blue and fin whales, that appear to share ecological
resources.

14 and hormones. This on-going study investigates
the elements in each tusk layer using two methods:
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) and Laser
Ablation Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). Our hypothesis is that
the elemental profiles of whole tusks can uncover
the location of the whales at a specific time
(summer/winter grounds and migration routes), and
thereby population structure, and the environmental
changes these areas underwent during the lifetime
of the whales, hereunder the influence from
climatic changes that have occurred during this
period.
Tusks have successfully been mapped using XRF
and elemental profiles are constructed using LAICP-MS. Preliminary results show a clear variation
of some elements, e.g. Strontium and Zink, through
the layers. We are currently working towards
identifying the most likely cause of these
variations, and correlating them within a
chronological framework that includes independent
temperature records from narwhal specific areas.
The results of this work will be presented at the
meeting.

Research supported by project CGL2015-70468-R
(MINECO/FEDER,UE)
Can elemental analyses in narwhal tusks reveal
population structure and environmental
changes?
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Spatial and temporal distribution of humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in the
Babuyan Marine Corridor, northern Luzon,
Philippines.
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Jo Marie3; Nakagun, Shotaro4; Aca, Elson5
(1) BALYENA.ORG, Worcester, MA
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(4) Obihiro University of Agriculture and
Veterinary Medicine, Obihiro, Japan
(5) BALYENA.ORG, Jagna, Philippines
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The long, spiralled tusk of the narwhal (Monodon
monoceros) is unique not only because of its
exceptional form and structure, but because the
tusk potentially contains information about the life
history and environment of its owner.

Humpback whales wintering in the northern
Philippines belong to the western North Pacific
subpopulation, now recognized as a distinct
population segment. The numbers for this
subpopulation are low and in the Philippines threats
are apparent in the breeding ground. We are
presenting the spatial and temporal distribution of
humpback whales in the Babuyan Marine Corridor
breeding ground from 2001 to 2019. Surveys were
conducted during the season from February to May.
Based on our analysis of 1,078 sightings, mothercalf (MC) pairs generally preferred shallower
waters while all other group types occurred in a
wider range of depth. In particular, competitive
groups (CG) were found, on average, at waters
>200m deep. This habitat preference coincides with
other literature on humpback whale breeding
grounds. Based on departure date and sighting role
type proportion analysis, different group types also
showed patterns of arrival and departure times

The narwhal tusk itself provides a chronological
framework. It is built of dentine layers – one for
each year in the whale’s life – containing major and
trace elements incorporated during growth. The
resulting elemental composition, and any variations
in it, has the potential to serve as an environmental
and area specific record. As narwhals are longlived, with tusks that grows continuously
throughout their lifespan, the tusk can provide
unique habitat information in time and
geographical space using elemental analyses.
Narwhal tusks from Greenland, spanning a time
period of ~75 years, from the 1940’s to 2018, have
been collected with the purpose of constructing
profiles including age, elements, isotopes, Carbon-
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wherein MCs leave the latest while CGs leave
much earlier. This pattern appears to be shifting
progressively earlier in the season, as the median
and average proportion of MC sightings have
increased over time, and CGs have not been sighted
since the 2015 season. These results suggest that
recent surveys are observing later stages of the
breeding season’s departure pattern than earlier
survey years, particularly since 2016, at least
around one island. Therefore, our data suggest that
humpback whales in the Babuyan Marine Corridor
segregate themselves spatially and temporally
according to role type, and that while temporal
distribution patterns appear to remain relatively
consistent in terms of departure order, the actual
departure dates of different role types are shifting
earlier, possibly in response to warming sea
temperatures as a result of El Nino
events. Understanding patterns of spatial and
temporal distribution is important in the planning
for the protection of breeding grounds of this
threatened subpopulation.

From these groups 13 whales were identified with
photo-ID, 16 with genotyping and 22 with both
methods. A total of six whales were equipped with
satellite tracking devices. The density of humpback
whales was relatively low (0.041 whales/km
surveyed on average), with the highest
concentrations found in the inner shallow waters of
the reef complex and the neighbouring off-shore
shallow banks. Surprisingly for a breeding area, the
sex ratio was very skewed towards females
(1M:2.8F). A large proportion of the groups
encountered included a mother and calf (45%),
especially in the most sheltered waters south of the
Chesterfield plateau. Photo-ID and genetic
comparisons suggest a strong connectivity with the
New Caledonian South Lagoon breeding area to the
east, but no connectivity has been detected to-date
with the Australian Great Barrier Reef breeding
population to the west. Satellite-tracking of three
females (including one with calf) suggest use of the
South East Australian migratory corridor at least
during south-bound migration This study revealed
that humpback whales are still inhabiting the
Chesterfield-Bellona archipelago two centuries
post-whaling, potentially playing a connecting role
across breeding grounds of the western South
Pacific.

Searching for humpback whales two centuries
post-whaling: What is left in the ChesterfieldBellona archipelago?
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Further insight into fin whale subpopulation
structure in the eastern North Atlantic.
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Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)
were severely depleted by commercial whaling
throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Understanding key factors of their recovery is a
crucial step for their conservation worldwide. In
Oceania, the Chesterfield-Bellona archipelago was
one of the primary humpback whale whaling sites
of the 19th century, however, given its remoteness,
it has remained almost unaffected by anthropogenic
activities since then. In this study, we report on the
first large-scale multidisciplinary dedicated surveys
conducted in the Chesterfield-Bellona breeding
area to assess the current status of humpback
whales in this region two centuries post-whaling.
Surveys were conducted in 2016 and 2017, totaling
24 days of effort and 57 groups were encountered.
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Highly migratory marine species pose a challenge
for the identification of management units due to
the absence of clear oceanographic barriers. The
North Atlantic fin whale was subject to intense
whaling operations during the 20th century and
since then has recovered with varying degrees of
success between locations. Subpopulation structure
has been investigated through several
methodologies since the 1960s but it is still the
subject of an ongoing scientific debate. Here we
measured stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, and
oxygen in skin samples from 151 fin whales
collected in Iceland, Galicia (NW Spain), the
Azores archipelago and the Strait of Gibraltar. In
Gibraltar and Galicia, samples were collected all
year long from three age classes (calf, juvenile,
adult), while samples from the Azores and Iceland
consisted in only adult whales sampled between
April and September. We used univariate and
trivariate analysis of variance and niche region
analysis via tridimensional ellipses to investigate
possible movement patterns. We found differences
in stable isotope ratios between areas, seasons and
age classes. Our findings indicate that individuals
sampled in Gibraltar, Galicia, Iceland and the
Azores may share a common feeding ground in the
Northeast Atlantic at different times during the year
and that fin whales from the Strait of Gibraltar use
this common feeding ground in the summer but
exploit Mediterranean resources during the winter
months. This further supports the existence of a
limited but current exchange of individuals
between these two basins though the Strait of
Gibraltar.

Underwater acoustic technologies have provided a
useful method for monitoring marine mammal’s
distribution and habitat use. However, surveys are
affected by bias in detection probability. The
relation between site specific conditions and the
probability of detecting cetaceans has been
modeled through Generalized Additive Models
(GAM). These models are useful to analyze big
datasets that usually contain a surplus of zeros.
However, when data is sparse, they tend to over fit
easily. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are more
adaptable to such problems. We propose their use
to model bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
presence in a Mexican coastal lagoon. Two
hydrophones were placed at the entrance and the
end of a 6 km long channel that connects the
lagoon (Ensenada de La Paz) to the adjacent bay
(Bahía de La Paz, Baja California Sur). The
relationship between dolphin presence (indicated
by recorded whistles) and oceanographic and
physical variables was modeled with GAMs and
ANN. The GAM incorporates six variables and
describes 36.0 % of the data. The presence of
animals varied mostly as a function of
oceanographic variables (tidal height and tidal
flow) and lunar forcing (6.5 % and 5.1 %). A threelayer feed-forward network trained through scaled
conjugate gradient backpropagation was tested. The
network considered nine input variables and
predicted 90.4 % of the encounters of bottlenose
dolphins correctly, in a balanced set. The most
influent variables might be related to productivity
variability due to hydrographic and seasonal
conditions, and food accessibility affected by tidal
height and direction. Our results highlight the
suitability of using ANN to model detection
availability for studies of abundance and
distribution of dolphins in coastal habitats, essential
for conservation purposes.
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Stable isotope analysis as a tool to investigate
foraging and group dynamics in bottlenose
dolphins
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A whistle in the model - prediction of bottlenose
dolphin presence by an Artificial Neural
Network
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Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are social
animals with a network of relationships and varied
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foraging techniques. A population of approximately
300 dolphins resides near Cedar Key, Florida, most
of which are permanent residents. Previous longterm research on this population has documented
role specialization, which is unusual in animals that
cooperatively hunt. We used stable isotopes of
carbon and nitrogen to examine additional
questions about the foraging behavior of these
dolphins, as these markers are integrated through
the diet and reflect foraging habits over an
extended time period. Skin biopsy samples were
collected from 63 dolphins in 2010. The objectives
of our study were to examine potential drivers of
this variation including sex, foraging techniques,
habitat use, and group dynamics. We found
considerable variation in isotopic values among the
samples. We found that female dolphins had lower
carbon isotopic values than males (2 sample t-test,
male mean -17.5, female mean -16.6, p-value =
0.008251). Nitrogen isotope values did not differ
significantly with sex. We did not find differences
in isotopic values by foraging technique. Ongoing
analyses include examining if isotope values vary
by group membership and home range size. Stable
isotope data can provide more information about
the foraging habits of the bottlenose dolphin
population in Cedar Key beyond observations from
sightings.

A total of 51 vessel-based surveys were performed
randomly with 125 h of sampling effort and 897
km² covered in the study area. For each sighting,
we reported group size, young specimens and
associated any species in order to estimate
abundance, distribution and use of habitat. The
dorsal fin photo-id method was adopted.
A total of 44 sightings of T. truncatus were
collected, 1 of Delphinus delphis, 3 of Grampus
griseus, 1 Stenella coeruleoalba; 235 individuals
were estimated. For T. truncatus sigthting
frequency is 0.47, the encounter rate is 0.05.
This study is a contribution to assist the regional
efforts with scientific knowledge regarding the
cetaceans frequentation of the IMMA area of
Lampedusa and to foster tourists active
participation to environmental and conservation
actions throughout the educational element.
30 years of Kogia spp. strandings in South
Australia: Distribution, diet and pathology
investigations.
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Ecotourism and cetaceans monitoring in the
Pelagie Islands (Strait of Sicily)
Giardina, Fabio1; Corrias, Valentina2
(1) Mar.Eco Osservatorio della Natura
Association, Lampedusa, Italy
(2) Italian National Research Council; Institute of
Anthropic Impact and Sustainability in marine
Environment CNR-IAS; Italian National Research
Council, Institute for Biological Resources and
Marine Biotechnologies (CNR-IRBIM); University
of Tuscia, Italy
Corresponding Author: fabiogiardina2@gmail.com

Pygmy and Dwarf Sperm whales, Kogia spp., are
widely distributed in temperate and tropical waters,
yet are among the least understood of cetaceans
found in Australian waters. Since 1989, 36 Kogia
spp. strandings were documented from the South
Australian coast but they were not evenly
distributed, with stranding occurring more
frequently in the Great Australian Bight. Twentyeight (15 juveniles, 13 adults) of these form the
basis of this study. Post-mortem examinations were
conducted on 16 K. breviceps and 2 K. sima, with
meaningful histopathology for 6 animals.
Circumstance of death was, 5 live stranded, 1
probable entanglement, 2 possible boat strikes and
10 unknown circumstance. Twelve whales had a
robust body condition, two were emaciated and for
the remainder, body condition could not be
determined due to decomposition. Nematodes and
cestodes were recorded in 12 animals. Severe
subcutaneous haemorrhaging was found in 12
animals, mostly around head and neck region. Four
animals had bone fractures on ribs and vertebrae
but the circumstance of death could not be
attributed to boat strike. Histopathology results
showed mild to moderate interstitial pneumonia in
3 juveniles and mild myocardial degeneration with
passive hepatic congestion and pulmonary
congestion an adult animal. This heart pathology
appeared to have a little similarity with pathology

Research ecotourism has a great potential as
platform of opportunity for the collection of data on
whale or dolphin distribution, habitat use, and longterm photo-identification studies at a frequency that
is rarely feasible through directed research. In 2018
Mar.Eco Osservatorio della Natura Association set
up a cetaceans monitoring project called
“Cetaceans of the islands” in Pelagie Islands, that
represent a high biodiversity area for cetaceans in
the Mediterranean Sea, and it is supported by
tourists participating financing. It aims to provide
detailed knowledge of the spatial-temporal
distribution and abundance of cetacean species
occuring in the surveyed area. In this work are
shown the prelinimary results of the monitoring
activity carried out during summer 2018.
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information from other areas of Australia.
Eighteen K. breviceps stomachs were examined, 13
had hard-part remains of prey (primarily
cephalopod beaks and crustacean remains), five
stomachs contained nematodes. Kogia sima (n=2)
stomach contents included cephalopod beaks and
nematodes. Dietary information can assist in
determining habitat use, foraging behaviour,
preferred prey and in assessing direct or indirect
interactions with fishery operations. Our study will
provide critical baseline information for these
species, as well as fill some of the gaps in
knowledge for Australian cetaceans.

Calf survival to Y1 was positively correlated with
number of associates (r=0.23, p<0.05) and
negatively correlated with mean HWI (r=-0.21,
p<0.05). Calf survival to Y3 was negatively
correlated with maximum HWIs (r=-0.26, p<0.05)
and associates/sightings ratio (r=-0.12, p<0.05).
This pattern may be explained by SJR dolphins’
large group sizes, which provide protection for
vulnerable calves.
Spatio-temporal distribution and habitat
preferences of cetaceans in the Continental
Economic Exclusive Zone of Portugal.
Gil, Agatha1; Correia, Mafalda2; Valente, Raul3;
Sousa-Pinto, Isabel4
(1) NIF 508792657 - CIIMAR - Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and Environmental Research,
Matosinhos, Portugal
(2) VAT# PT501413197 Universidade do Porto Faculdade de Ciências, Porto, Portugal
(3) Faculdade de Ciências do Porto, Porto,
Portugal
(4) Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research (CIIMAR), Matosinhos,
Portugal
Corresponding Author: hthagil@gmail.com

Sociality and reproductive success of female
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the
St. Johns River, Florida.
Gibson, Quincy1; Brightwell, Kristy2; MacVicar,
Alexandra3; Mason, Andrea3
(1) University of North Florida, Jacksonville,
Florida
(2) University of North Florida, Florida
(3) University of North Florida, Jacksonville, FL
Corresponding Author: QuincyAnne@Gmail.com
The relationship between sociality and reproductive
success (RS) varies among social mammals; high
sociality is associated with both positive and
negative reproductive effects. Within dolphins, the
relationship between female sociality and RS is
unclear and complicated by the use of different
measures across studies. Thus, we tested this
relationship using multiple measures of sociality
and RS for bottlenose dolphins in the St. Johns
River (SJR), FL. Data were collected via boatbased photo-identification surveys (Mar. 2011–
Aug. 2017) and the data set was restricted to
females with 5+ sightings (N=87) with calves first
sighted as YOYs (newborns; N=179). Sociality
measures included each female’s number of
associates, mean non-zero half-weight index
(HWI), maximum non-zero HWI, and mean group
size. To account for sample size differences among
females, a ratio (number of associates to number of
sightings) was calculated. Number of associates
and HWIs were calculated using SOCPROG v.2.8.
Inter-birth intervals were calculated for subsequent
YOYs. RS was quantified as the proportion of
calves born during the study that survived through
years one (Y1) and three (Y3). Sample sizes varied
for each RS measure based on available sighting
data. Females’ number of associates ranged from
22-212 (mean=129.53±5.25), maximum HWIs
from 0.12-0.48 (mean=0.24±0.01), and average
group size ranged from 5.80-20.33
(mean=12.46±0.31). Mean inter-birth interval
(N=56) was 3.03 years. Overall, 76.52% of calves
survived to Y1, whereas 50.63% of calves survived
to Y3. On average, females had 1.13±0.07 calves
survive to Y1 and 0.62±0.07 calves survive to Y3.

Cetaceans are key species in marine ecosystems
and the knowledge on their distribution patterns is
fundamental for the conservation and management
of the ocean. In the Portuguese continental waters,
24 species of cetaceans are known, however data
on their occurrence are fragmented and scarce.
Hence, this work aimed at assessing habitat
preferences and the spatio-temporal patterns of
distribution for cetacean species in the Portuguese
Continental Economic Exclusive Zone. Cetacean
occurrence data was collected during summer
months (July to October), from 2012 to 2017,
within CETUS Project, a monitoring program using
platforms of opportunity. About 43258 km were
surveyed resulting in 19 cetacean species
identified. A total of 962 sightings (686 on-effort)
was recorded, totaling an encounter rate of 1,58
sightings per 100 Km. Delphinus delphis was the
most frequently sighted species followed by
Stenella coeruleoalba, Tursiops truncatus and
Balaenoptera acutorostrata. Assessment of the
preferences for depth, distance to the coast, latitude
and longitude was conducted for the most
frequently sighted species. Baleen whales’ species
shared similar latitudes, longitudes and distances to
the coast, however, they showed significant
differences in depth. Sperm and beaked whales
were found in very similar habitats and showed
preference for southern latitudes, a fact possibly
related to the location of a steep seamount, the
Gorringe. The spotted dolphin had preferences for
southern latitudes and deep waters. Bottlenose and
common dolphins were recorded in habitats
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significantly different from the other species. Based
on the results, priorities for future research were
defined: year-round surveys to assess/confirm the
degree of occurrence and seasonality of the species,
and dedicated surveys in the coastal waters of the
North of Portugal and in the Gorringe
seamount which seem to be suitable areas for
several species.

injuries from fisheries do occur in bottlenose
dolphin populations around the main Hawaiian
Islands. Additional research is needed to assess the
significance of these results on a stock-by-stock
basis in Hawaiʻi.
Winter distribution of endangered belugas in
Cook Inlet, Alaska
Gill, Verena1; Sims, Christy2; Mahoney, Barbara3;
Fairfield, Carol; Shelden, Kim4
(1) NOAA Fisheries, Anchorage, Alaska
(2) Marine Mammal Laboratory, Alaska Fisheries
Science Center, NOAA Fisheries, Seattle, WA
(3) Alaska Regional Office, NMFS, NOAA,
Anchorage, AK
(4) Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Seattle,
Washington
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Prevalence of fishery-related scarring on the
mouthlines of common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) around the main Hawaiian
Islands
Gill, Kathleen1; Baird, Robin2; Gorgone, Annie3
(1) Cascadia Research Collective, Puyallup, WA
(2) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
(3) Riverside, contractor for National Marine
Fisheries Service/SEFSC - Beaufort Lab, Beaufort,
North Carolina
Corresponding Author:
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Cook Inlet belugas (CIB) were listed as endangered
in 2008 with a recovery plan finalized in 2016. The
CIB is also one of NOAA’s Species in the
Spotlight; an effort to save the most highly at-risk
marine species. In 2018, NOAA and the Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), undertook a
multi-year project to document the winter
distribution of CIB using aerial surveys. Long-term
NOAA surveys show the summer range of CIB has
contracted to areas of upper Cook Inlet (UCI).
However, CIB winter distribution is not nearly as
well documented. The last winter surveys and
satellite-tagging studies occurred in 2002. With
concerns that CIB may be adversely affected by
increasing development in lower Cook Inlet (LCI)
a broader picture of distribution is needed. In 2018,
we began winter shoreline surveys and sawtooth
transects throughout Cook Inlet. Survey sightings
showed belugas in both UCI and LCI. A relatively
ice-free November 2018 survey recorded belugas
only in UCI. Notable LCI beluga sightings
occurred in Tuxedni Bay March 2018 and 2019.
Previous studies have also documented beluga
presence in Tuxedni in March where whales may
be taking advantage of spring herring runs. March
sightings near Kalgin Island (LCI) may also
coincide with a herring run. Belugas were also
observed in the Kenai River (LCI) in March.
Historically Kenai has been an important foraging
location year round but a dramatic increase in
human activity may be contributing to belugas
utilizing the river only during the ‘off” season.
Although our initial results show belugas utilizing
LCI in the winter, their winter range still appears
more contracted compared to the range in the
1970s,. Additionally, CIB are now remaining in
UCI waters year round. Winter range information
is important to take into consideration as oil and
gas exploration expands in this increasingly icefree and accessible environment.

Fisheries interactions pose a serious threat to the
conservation of many species of marine mammals.
It is often difficult to directly observe and record
these interactions, and many fisheries lack observer
programs. Around the main Hawaiian Islands,
multiple species of cetaceans have been
documented interacting with both recreational and
commercial fisheries, including common bottlenose
dolphins, which have been observed depredating
bait or catch from hook and line fisheries. To better
assess non-lethal interactions between bottlenose
dolphins and fisheries, photographs from a longterm (1987-2018) photo-ID catalog were examined
for wounds or scarring that may have resulted from
hooking or entanglement with fishing gear. The
sample included known males and females and all
age groups. Assessments included individuals from
all four island-associated stocks among the main
Hawaiian Islands. Photographs were examined
showing mouthlines where hookings are most
likely to occur. Individuals with mouthline scarring
were also assessed for injuries on the leading edge
of the dorsal fin and the head and/or peduncle,
which may be damaged when individuals are
hooked and struggle against gear. In total,
photographs of 610 individually identified
bottlenose dolphins were examined. Mouthline
injuries consistent with fishery interactions were
only found on adults. Analyses restricted to adults
with ≥50% of the mouthline visible (n=432)
revealed 14 (3.2%) with injuries consistent with
fishery interactions, including 13 with mouthline
injuries and one with a dorsal fin injury. Some
individuals had additional evidence of line wraps
on the head or peduncle. Individuals with such
injuries were found from all four insular stocks, but
were most prevalent from the Hawaiʻi Island stock.
These results provide evidence that non-lethal
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Current review of Pacific blue whale
(Balaenoptera musculus) populations
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Several European conventions and agreements
propose the establishment of marine protected areas
(MPA) for cetacean as one of the available tools to
preserve populations and their habitats. This areabased protection has been mainly driven by the
implementation of the Natura 2000 network of
MPAs under the Habitat Directive (92/43/EEC).
Only bottlenose dolphins and harbour porpoise are
listed as cetaceans species that deserve the
establishment of special areas of conservation.
Nevertheless, other species such as the
Mediterranean common dolphins should benefit of
area-based protection to face their main threats.
Here, we evaluate if the Natura 2000 network is
protecting the common dolphins in the Alboran Sea
through a systematic conservation approach.
Furthermore, we use this endangered species as a
case scenario to understand how the addition of
fisheries information may influence the
conservation planning output. Overall, our results
suggest that the current MPA network largely
overlap with the “core areas” for this population
protecting 22% of its abundance. However some
important gaps in conservation planning are
detected at the western side of their distribution.
Further, offshore areas are also systematically
selected as important areas for common dolphin
conservation when fishing effort is included as a
cost for conservation. This is because fishing effort
at such offshore areas is very low compared to that
within main “core areas” for dolphins distribution,
so they are “cheaper” to protect. However, these
areas represent the marginal distribution of the
species and their protection may have undesirable
ecological consequences such as the conservation
of potentially low quality individuals while harmful
interactions would continue in the main “core
areas”. Owing to the spatial congruence between
dolphins and fisheries’ distribution, effective
conservation actions will certainly have costs on
this essential supporting service. Then conservation
decision-makers must achieve a trade-off between
cetacean conservation and fisheries.

Blue whales in the eastern North Pacific (ENP)
migrate in summer/fall from Mexican and Central
American waters to coastal feeding areas off of the
west coast of North America (from Baja California
to the Gulf of Alaska). An aerial photogrammetric
analysis of ENP blue whales indicates that they are
similar in total length (TL), tail length and rostral
length to the pygmy blue whale (Balaenoptera
musculus brevicauda) described from the Indian
Ocean. Blue whales taken in fisheries along the
Aleutian Islands were likely a separate Central No.
Pacific population (based on TL data and acoustics)
while blues taken in the Sea of Japan comprised a
Western No.Pacific population that is likely
extirpated.
A recent publication concluded that blue whales
found during winter and early spring in the Gulf of
California are morphologically different from the
described ENP blue whales. This was based on tail
lengths derived proportionally (as no TL data were
available). The paper suggests, based on a recent
genetics study, that Gulf of California blue whales
may in fact be migrants from the southern
hemisphere.
In response to this publication, in this presentation,
morphometric data for ENP blue whales (derived
from aerial photogrammetry and fishery data) were
stratified geographically and graphically presented.
Results indicate that ENP blue whales sampled at
different latitudes along the Pacific are similar in
external morphology (albeit sample size was small
for some locations such as the Costa Rican Dome).
Furthermore, the likelihood of a blue whale
population in the Gulf of California that is separate
from the ENP population will be discussed based
on current and historical information. The
relationship between eastern South Pacific (ESP)
and ENP blue whales will also be discussed.
Revisiting Natura 2000 network from a
Systematic Conservation Planning perspective:
The endangered Mediterranean common
dolphin subpopulation as a case study.
Giménez, Joan1; Cañadas, Ana2; de Stephanis,
Renaud3; Ramírez, Francisco4
(1) MaREI Center - University College Cork

Environmental factors driving short-beaked
common dolphin coastal distribution and
habitat suitability in NW Spain.
Giralt Paradell, Oriol1; Díaz López, Bruno1;
Methion, Séverine2
(1) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
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Marine ecosystems, especially those located
in coastal areas are heavily affected by human
activities. Research conducted in these areas
should be aimed at improving the conservation
of threatened species and habitats.
Environmental factors have been used to
understand species distribution and the latter
has proven to be a fundamental tool to
promote effective conservation measures and
management plans. The present work
explores the use of species distribution models
like the Environmental Niche Factor Analysis
(ENFA) to assess the habitat suitability of
common dolphins (Delphinus delphis) in
Northwest Spain, and its application to the
development of effective conservation and
management measures. Although recent
studies on the distribution of the species in
Atlantic waters show that the Northwest
Iberian Peninsula is an important area for
common dolphins, there is a lack of
information on the ecological niche and the
spatial distribution of the species in coastal
areas. Presence-only data was linked to
ecogeographical variables (EGV) to assess
the potential distribution of the species. Data
were collected during 273 days at sea,
covering a total distance of 9 417 km between
March 2014 and October 2017 with a total of
91 common dolphin encounters. The study
reveals that tide level and sea surface salinity
are the main EGVs driving common dolphin
distribution in coastal areas. Furthermore, the
study shows that fisheries might have an
impact on the species distribution as they exert
an intense pressure in areas that include the
most suitable habitat for common dolphins.
Findings of this study contribute to a more
comprehensive understanding of common
dolphin coastal distribution and highlight the
importance of species distribution models in
the development of effective conservation and
management strategies.

Natural elements of anomalous white hair or skin
coloration are observed in many animals. These
elements can be either small patches lacking
pigmentation (piebaldism) or fully depigmented
body surface. Such cases are relatively rare among
cetaceans. Here we present the first report on one
fully white and several piebald bottlenose dolphins
Tursiops truncatus (Montagu, 1821) in the Black
Sea.
In result of photo-identification of bottlenose
dolphins covering all the coastal areas of the Black
Sea and the Bosphorus Strait (n=751), piebald
animals (n=30) have been recorded in most of
areas, and a fully white dolphin has been observed
in the north-eastern Black Sea between 2007 and
2013. Also, the greatest concentration of piebald
dolphins was found in the north-eastern areas
(Sudak, 13%, and Balaklava, 9%), significantly
more than in the other areas. The lesser percentage
was in the Bosphorus Strait (4%), and only few
sightings have been reported from the northwestern and eastern Black Sea. Cases of piebaldism
were not recorded in the southern Black Sea.
Therefore, there is a gradient in geographic
distribution of piebaldism in the Black Sea
bottlenose dolphins with the maximum in the
north-eastern area. In most cases, the white patches
were located on the dorsal fin: they were small, of
irregular shape, often nearly symmetrical at the left
and right sides. In some cases there were white
patches on the dorsal side of the body or peduncle,
on tail flukes. This kind of coloration can be caused
by several mutations or metabolic mechanisms.
Meanwhile, frequent occurrence of piebald animals
in local populations can be explained by gene drift,
founder effect and/or inbreeding. This could be an
evidence for population divergence.

Geographical variation of piebaldism in Black
Sea bottlenose dolphins
Gladilina, Elena1; Chevallard, Pablo2; Shpak,
Olga3; Kryukova, Anna; Popov, Dimitar4;
Romulus-Marian, Paiu5; Savenko, Oksana;
Kopaliani, Natia; Ninua, Levan; Uluduz,
Nastassia6; Vishnyakova, Karina7; Gol'din, Pavel8
(1) Ukrainian Scientific Centre of Ecology of the
Sea, Odessa, Ukraine
(2) Marine Scotland, Antalya, Turkey
(3) A.N. Severtsov Institute of Ecology and

Establishing skin cell cultures in gray whales to
examine their sensitivity to marine
contaminants (PAHs, PFCs, PCBs, oil).
Godard-Codding, Céline1; Wittmaack, Christiana2;
Pierro, Jocylin3; Jacobsen, Jeff; Lang, Aimee4;
Surles, james3
(1) Texas Tech University, Luubock, Texas
(2) Texas Tech University
(3) Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX
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Pacific walrus foraging success depends on both
prey biomass and the proximity of foraging areas to
haulout sites. Reduced summer sea ice availability
constrains walrus habitat to secondary coastal
haulout sites, which may deplete prey at those
locations. Female and juvenile walruses are at an
increased risk of nutritional stress, requiring
shallow, densely aggregated prey to efficiently
forage within their shorter aerobic dive limits,
while meeting the additional energetic costs of
growth and reproduction. Females nurse and forage
with their calves almost continuously, giving birth
to the next calf shortly after weaning the previous
calf. Stored lipids are an important resource for
offsetting the increased reproductive costs of
lactation and pregnancy, and during periods of
limited foraging. Pinnipeds preferentially
metabolize polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)
because they require less oxygen to convert into
ATP. Fatty acids were extracted and analyzed from
Pacific walrus skeletal muscle samples obtained
through Native subsistence harvests during spring
in Alaska between 2009 – 2015 (n = 50). Muscle
saturated fatty acids (SFA), at an average of 73% of
total lipids, were more than twice concentrations
previously noted in walrus blubber or muscle lipids
analyzed in phocids. The range in SFA proportions
differed between males and females, with males
ranging between 33% and 88%, while females only
differed between 71% and 89%. Spring walrus
migration from southern to northern habitat, as well
as pupping, have the potential to limit foraging in
males and females and increase the reliance on
stored lipids for fuel. The high proportion of SFAs
in walrus skeletal muscle may indicate that the
animals have exhausted the available PUFAs and
MUFAs in blubber stores and have switched to
mobilizing SFAs. This potentially indicates that a
higher proportion of males are actively foraging
during migration, while females are entirely reliant
on stored lipids.

The gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) often
travels and feeds close to dense coastal human
populations. Marine contaminants including
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
(incomplete combustion products), per/polyfluorinated compounds (PFCs) (industrial products
with anti-stick and flame-retardant properties) and
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) (historically
produced as electrical insulators), have been
detected in cetacean blubber. Crude oil is released
in the marine environment from both anthropogenic
activities and natural sources. Little data exists on
the effects of these contaminants in E. robustus.
Our aim is to understand whether organic
pollutants are cytotoxic in gray whale tissue and
whether these toxicants are of concern for the
species. Cell culture is invaluable in research
involving protected species as it is minimally
invasive and allows for multiple investigations
using a single biopsy. We cultured primary
fibroblasts that were propagated from skin biopsies
obtained from three free-swimming eastern gray
whales. Cells were maintained in DMEM/F12
media supplemented with 15% cosmic calf serum,
1% glutamax, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and
0.1% sodium pyruvate. Cultures were incubated in
a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C.
Cytotoxicity was measured via MTT
(methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) and
LDH (lactate dehydrogenase) assays. Toxicants
selected were media accommodated fractions of
crude oil and/or Corexit (an oil dispersant) or
benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) or PCB 126 in
concentrations of 10µM, 1µM, 0.1µM, or 0.01µM
or perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) in concentrations
of 500µM, 50µM, 5µM, 0.5 µM, or 0.05µM.
Exposure time points were 24h, 48h, 72h, and 96h
for each toxicant. Cytotoxicity was measured
colorimetrically via spectrophotometer. Cellular
viability was significantly reduced after exposure to
B[a]P, PCB 126, and PFOA at various
concentrations and time points (p<0.05).
Additionally, cellular viability was significantly
reduced after exposure to B[a]P at environmentally
relevant concentrations. Preliminary results suggest
that cellular viability was reduced after exposure to
Corexit. Further investigation is currently
underway.

Adapting to climate change: Trends in Weddell
seal abundance over two decades.
Goebel, Mike1; Borras-Chavez, Renato2
(1) NOAA - Fisheries
(2) Center of Applied Ecology and SustainabilityCAPES, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
Punta Arenas, Chile
Corresponding Author: megoebel@ucsd.edu
Climate change has significantly impacted coastal
marine ecosystems of Antarctica. In the last several
decades, the western Antarctic
Peninsula (wAP) has experienced massive ice
losses, represented by glacier retreat, ice-shelf
collapses and sea-ice reduction. The surrounding
waters of the South Shetland Islands (SSI), a major
archipelago of the wAP, are now ice-free yearround in most years. The Weddell seal (WS) has a

Fatty acid content of Pacific walrus (Odobemus
rosmarus divergens) skeletal muscle lipids.
Godfrey, Genevieve1; Trumble, Stephen2
(1) Baylor University
(2) Baylor University, Waco, Texas
Corresponding Author: jen_godfrey@baylor.edu
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circumpolar distribution and is an abundant
predator in coastal areas of the SSI. The pagophilic
nature of WS has led some to predict that loss of
sea ice will adversely affect this species. Here, we
examined 20 years (1997-2016) of weekly census
data(November –February) for Cape
Shirreff, Livingston Islandlocated in the SSI. We
tested the hypothesis that the regional presence
of off-shore ice and WS preference for ice results
in fewer numbers hauled out on land. Contrary to
predictions, there was no indication that regional
offshore ice affected on-shore
abundance. Furthermore, our results indicate a
stable to increasing abundance of Weddell seals on
land at Cape Shirreff. Despite a preference for nearshore ice, this species appears toadapt well to
breeding and foraging in ice-free habitat.

Management-Crimean Agricultural and
Technological University, Simferopol, Crimea,
Ukraine
Corresponding Author: evgeny_goldin@mail.ru
Straits are very important in cetacean life cycle; the
Kerch Strait (KS) as unique passage between Sea
of Azov and Black Sea is among them. A length of
KS Crimean coast between Khroni and Takyl
Capes is 42.7–45.0 km. KS and adjoining area are
the sites of highest fish diversity and resources
concentration in the basin. Meanwhile, it is arena of
rising anthropogenic pressure on marine
environment, especially during last time.
Cetaceans, mainly bottlenose dolphins (TT) and
harbor porpoises (PP), occur in KS all year round
(85.4% in summer), except of season of extremely
hard ice conditions in KS and the Sea of Azov; and
it is very interesting ecosystem for investigations.
The analyzed materials were obtained from
information of about 4000 students, local people,
sailors and fishermen in 2002–18 (153 of
respondents are residents of Kerch Peninsula); 200
sightings (TT – 34.0%, common dolphins (DD) –
17.9%, and PP – 48.1% of identified cases) and 75
strandings (TT – 20.5%, DD – 12.8%, and PP –
66.7% of identified cases) were reported. Crimean
KS coast was divided into three sectors: North
(Azov) – Yeni Kale Light House, Kerch ferry boat,
Borzovka, and Kapkany; Center (Kerch) –Tuzla
Spit, Kerch Bay and beaches, Arshintsevo, and El
Tiygen; and South (Black Sea) – Tobechik and
Takyl Cape. Some differences in cetacean
taxonomic structure were distinguished: in the
North and Center PP dominated in
sightings/strandings – 68.2/55.6%, and 46.3/74.1%,
but in the South balance between TT (50.0/33.3%)
and PP (50.0/66.7%) was another. The most of
sightings observed in Kerch ferry boat (10.0%),
Kerch Bay (49.0%), and El Tiygen (12.0%).
Strandings were discovered in Azov coastline
(9.2%), Kerch Bay (58.5%), Yeni Kale Light
House and El Tiygen (in 6.2%). The annual peaks
of cetacean occurrence were in 2008 (23.0%), 2003
and 2012 (in 7.5%).

Fish legacy or evolutionary novelty: Hitherto
unknown bones reflect evolutionary
heterochronies in cetacean skull.
Gol'din, Pavel
I.I. Schmalhausen Institute of Zoology of National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine,
Kiev, (select), Ukraine
Corresponding Author:
pavelgoldin412@gmail.com
The cetacean skull is characterized by delayed and
incomplete postnatal ossification of skull sutures.
Also, there are a few additional non-typical bones
and clefts appearing in the skull vault and temporal
region of various cetaceans, both mysticetes and
odontocetes. Some of them can be interpreted as
Wormian bones; however, others are large and not
located within the cranial sutures. These
ossification centers can be identified or interpreted
as postparietal, tabular, lateral extrascapular,
posttemporal and supratemporal bones, and,
therefore, they can be classified as atavisms
typically lost in mammals but existing in early
reptiles, amphibians or even sarcopterygian fishes
and the earliest tetrapods. Also, two ossification
centers were found for the parietal bone,
confirming its dual origin in amniotes. Slowing
development rate well explains these phenomena,
and, therefore, non-typical features of cetacean
skulls, whether they are atavistic or novel, are
interpreted as a result of paedomorphosis. The
possible function of delayed skull ontogenetic
development is the prolonged development of the
braincase, temporal region and the upper jaw, as
well as the skull kinetism for suction and gulp
feeding.

“Whales from The Hill”: A platform for
studying humpback whales in the northeast of
Brazil.
Gonçalves, Maria Isabel1; Sousa-Lima, Renata2;
Padovese, Linilson3; Teixeira, Niel4; Tonolli,
Fernanda5; Campelo, Mariana5; Righi, Bianca6;
Baumgarten, Julio6
(1) State University of Santa Cruz
(2) Laboratório de Bioacústica, Departamento de
Fisiologia e Comportamento, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Rio Grande do
Norte, Brazil
(3) Laboratório de Acústica e Meio Ambiente,
Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Crimean coast of the Kerch Strait: Original
evidences about cetaceans.
Goldin, Evgeny
Southern Branch of the National University of
Biological Resources and Environmental
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(6) Applied Ecology and Conservation Lab,
Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz, Ilhéus,
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Corresponding Author:
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Over last decades, plastics litter have become a
major problem due to its persistence and
widespread distribution in the marine environment.
Smaller fragments derived through environmental
degradation from larger plastic can be easily
incorporated in food chain, particularly
microplastics (MPs), <5mm particles, that are
ingested mistakenly by marine organisms and may
cause long-term adverse effect as transfer and
accumulate associated toxic chemicals into animal
tissues. Phthalate esters (PAEs) are plasticizers that
induce endocrine toxicity may have sublethal
effects in hormone synthesis and, alter reproduction
or other physiological and metabolic functions. The
principal objective of the present study is to
determine the concentration of PAEs in four whale
species with economic, social and environmental
importance to mexican community (Balaenoptera
physalus, B. musculus, Eschrichtius robustus and
Megaptera novaeangliae). To this aim, biopsies has
been collectedin the whale feeding and breeding
grounds areas: San Ignacio Lagoon (gray whale: 5
males and 5 females), Los Cabos (humpback
whale: 10 males) and Gulf of California (fin whale:
17 males). In addition, 8 zooplankton/MPs samples
will be taken from two areas of the Gulf of
California (Bahía de Kino and San Luis Gonzaga).
In respect to PAEs, five diesters and their main
monoester metabolites will be detected (DEHP,
MEHP, DIOP, MIOP, BBzP, MBzP, DBP, MBP
and DiBP, MiBP) using the GC-MS technique.
Profiles of these chemical compounds in blubber
will serve as plastic tracer of MPs and to assess
whether the variation in feeding areas and habitats
is reflected in their PAEs levels. Moreover,
zooplankton/MPs samples will allow information
about the ingestion/exposure to MPs and
contaminated prey that affects two feeding grounds
of whales in the Gulf of California.

The humpback whales from the breeding stock A
are recovering and currently, the whales are
observed throughout northeastern Brazil. Since
2014, monitoring studies of humpbacks have begun
in Serra Grande, a region where the continental
shelf is narrower in the Brazilian coast, allowing
the whales to approach near the coast. Land-based
visual monitoring using a total station, and passive
acoustic monitoring using Oceanpods deployed on
the seabed at a sampling rate up to 16 kHz were
conducted between July and October in 2014, 2015
and 2018. The objective of this project is to use
these platforms with unique characteristics to
monitor humpback whales, evaluating habitat use
and movement patterns, as well as the evolution of
acoustic communication of this population. The
number of individuals observed at the peak of the
seasons has increased over the years, with a
maximum of 21 individuals observed per hour.
Most of the groups observed were in waters of less
than 50 m depth. The movement patterns, as net
speed (5.49±2.73 km/h) and linearity (0.81±0.18),
have remained constant over the years. Singing was
the predominant vocal activity, but at least 13
social calls were also detected. Ten song themes
were described: four themes were maintained
between 2014 and 2015, and only one between
2015 and 2018. The next steps are the description
of the repertoire of social sounds of this population
and the study of song evolution applying the
Levenshtein Similarity Index. Intra- and interpopulation song comparisons are also planned
within a newly formed research network in Latin
America. The continuity of these monitoring efforts
in the long term will allow us to identify the
population and behavioral trends of the breeding
stock A, building a baseline database about
humpback whales before the construction of the
new Port complex in the vicinity of Serra Grande
area.

Temporal distribution and multi-scale habitat
preference analyses for Azorean blue whales
González García, Laura1; Pierce, Graham2; Autret,
Emmanuelle3; Torres-Palenzuela, Jesús Manuel4
(1) Universidade de Vigo, Futurismo Azores
Adventures, Vigo, Spain
(2) Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas (CSIC),
Vigo, Spain
(3) Laboratoire d’Océanographie Physique et
Spatiale, IFREMER, Brest, France, Brest, France

Comparison in phthalates concentration in four
species of whales with different feeding
behaviour from Mexican Pacific
Goñi Godoy, Gara1; Panti, Cristina2; Baini,
Matteo2; Galli, Matteo2; Maria Cristina, Fossi3;
Viloria Gomora, Lorena4; Urban, Jorge5
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Blue whales are sighted every year around the
Azores islands, which apparently provide an
important seasonal foraging area. In this study we
aim to characterize habitat preferences and analyse
the temporal distribution of blue whales around São
Miguel Island. To do so, we applied Generalized
Additive Models to a seven-year opportunistic
cetacean occurrence dataset (2008-2014) and
remotely sensed environmental data on bathymetry,
sea surface temperature, chlorophyll concentration
and altimetry (MSLA). Oceanographic dynamism
in the Azores has been recently studied at a
regional scale. However, detailed information at a
more local scale is still scarce. As our study area is
well limited and relatively small, here we provide a
high-resolution description of the oceanographic
conditions around São Miguel Island based on the
environmental variables previously cited. We
emphasize its high spatio-temporal variability. In
order to capture this dynamism, we used
environmental data with two different spatial
resolutions (low and high) and three different
temporal resolutions (daily, weekly and monthly),
thus accounting for both long-term oceanographic
events such as the spring bloom, and shorter-term
features such as eddies or fronts. Blue whales’
temporal distribution was analysed for sightings
recorded between 2008 and 2018, accounting for a
total of 188 records. Interannual differences in the
number of blue whale sightings are apparent. Our
results show that blue whales have a well-defined
ecological niche around the Azores. They usually
cross the archipelago from March to June, every
year, and habitat suitability is highest in dynamic
areas (with high Eddy Kinetic Energy)
characterized by convergence or aggregation zones
where productivity is enhanced. Multi-scale studies
are useful to understand the ecological niche and
habitat requirements of highly mobile species that
can easily react to short-term changes in the
environment.

The resident bottlenose dolphins of the Archipelago
of Bocas del Toro are regularly exposed to intense
interactions with dolphin-watching boats. Despite
these intense interactions, the dolphins remain in
the area for two reasons: the bay’s safety from
predators and abundance in food resources.
However, ongoing studies indicate that while the
preferred food source, sardines, is abundant, they
provide low caloric gain. This means that the
dolphins must eat regularly. Previous research has
shown that Bocas dolphin foraging behavior is
disrupted throughout the day by tour boats. This
has created concerns about the health of the
population, particularly lactating mothers and the
potential effects on calf survival. In this study, we
used mark-recapture data from 2004 to 2015 to
infer dolphin female reproductivity and calf
mortality rates. A total of 35 females were
identified from 140 dolphins in the current catalog.
Twenty-three of these females are regular users of
Dolphin Bay. The bay is part of their home range
where they regularly interact with dolphin watching
boats. Each female in this population had between
one and three calves during the study period, with
an average calving cycle of 62 months (SD: 21.91
months, Range: 24-97 months), longer than
other known populations. Furthermore, calf
mortality was estimated to be 0.46, which is higher
than reported for other bottlenose dolphin
populations. The survival rate for this population is
estimated to be 0.54. Understanding female
reproductive success in this local population of
dolphins may provide a quantifiable measure of
health and individual fitness, which are essential to
protect this population.
Characterization of side scan-sonar images
produced by Amazonian River dolphins (Inia
geoffrensis) to reduce potential confusion during
surveys of Amazonian manatees (Trichechus
inunguis).
Gonzalez-Socoloske, Daniel1; Carvalho de
Carvalho, Camila2; Marmontel, Miriam3
(1) Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan
(2) Universidade Federal de Rio Grande, Rio
Grande, Brazil
(3) Instituto Mamirauá, Tefé, Brazil
Corresponding Author: gonzalezd@andrews.edu

Female productivity and calf survivorship of
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in
Bocas, Panama
Gonzales, Kahlia1; Swack, Natalia2; Gamboa
Poveda, Monica3; Palacios, Jose David4; Perez,
Betzi5; Barragán-Barrera, Dalia6; May-Collado,
Laura J7
(1) UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
(2) University of Vermont, Chicago, IL
(3) Costa Rica Por Siempre, San Jose, Costa Rica
(4) Fundacion Keto, San Jose, Costa Rica
(5) McGill University / Panacetacea, Panama,
Panama
(6) Fundación Macuáticos Colombia, Medellín,

Side-scan sonar (SSS) has been successfully used
to detect West Indian and African manatees,
however confirmed sonar images of Amazonian
manatees have not been obtained yet. One potential
difficulty is differentiating manatee images from
other large aquatic vertebrates. The Amazonian
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manatee shares most of its habitat with two
cetaceans, the Amazonian River dolphin (ARD,
Inia spp.) and the Tucuxi (Sotalia fluviatilis). In
this study we characterize the sonar image
produced by the ARD and make notes on behavior
observed during surveys for Amazonian manatees.
Boat surveys using SSS were conducted during the
high (July 15-30, 2017 and March 17-21, 2019) and
low (December 13-21, 2017) water seasons in
Amanã Lake, Amanã Sustainable Development
Reserve, Amazonas, Brazil. Sonar surveys were
recorded and then analyzed with ReefMaster Sonar
Viewer (v. 1.0.36). Unlike the acoustic images
produced by manatees, ARD acoustic images
contain sharper angles and narrower shadows. At
slow speeds (1-3 km/h), the shadow resembles an
ARD, with a low profile dorsal fin, a narrow beak,
and a narrow tail with a fluke. At faster speeds (4-5
km/h), the acoustic image can be elongated with a
wavy tail due to the ARD swimming alongside the
boat. ARD in Lake Amanã repeatedly followed our
boat for kilometers during several hours, swam
under the boat and approached the SSS transducer,
suggesting they could hear the sonar, but were not
distressed by it. ARD were usually seen in small
pods (1-4), however several pods would aggregate
over time in relatively large numbers (10-20)
around the boat. In conclusion, ARD acoustic
images have unique characteristics and can be
reliably distinguished from known manatee
acoustic images, however due to the behavior of
ARD and their propensity to approach survey
boats, care must be taken when surveying for
Amazonian manatees.

proportion of identifiable individuals. Another
option, particularly for projects of short duration
and smaller populations, is to identify all
individuals by also including individuals with
short-term marks (STM), such as tooth rakes, scars,
color variation on dorsal fin or body, and
associations (e.g., mom/calf pairs). We compared
abundance estimates from a sample where all
individuals were identifiable using LTM and
STM. During 8‒26 January 2018, we conducted an
MR study of estuarine-resident common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in North Carolina,
USA. All photographed dolphins were individually
identified (n=476), 31% (n=146) of which were
identified from STM. Using only LTM dolphins
with the proportional adjustment, the abundance
estimate was 806 (CI=683‒972, CV=0.09). Using
all identified individuals (LTM and STM), meaning
that no proportional adjustment was needed, the
abundance estimate was higher (941, CI=828‒
1090, CV=0.07). In this example, the method using
the proportional adjustment may underestimate
abundance. Identifying all (or most) individuals,
including those with STM, is more time intensive,
may have false positives/negatives, and be limited
in use outside of the timeframe of a study. These
issues can be offset with computer-assisted
matching (e.g., FinFindR) and experienced photoidentification researchers. In addition to improving
estimates of population size, the ability to identify
as many individuals as possible has other benefits,
such as elucidating distribution and movements as
determined through photo-identification.
Changes in gillnets fishery in Polish Baltic
waters in the last decade in the contex of the
conservation of critically endangered population
of harbor porpoises Phocoena phocoena
Górski, Wojciech1; Koza, Radomił; Podgórski,
Michał2; Arciszewski, Bartłomiej; Pawliczka,
Iwona3
(1) University of Gdańsk, Gdansk, Poland
(2) University of Gdańsk - Tax ID 584-020-32-39,
Poland
(3) Hel Marine Station University of Gdansk, Hel,
Poland
Corresponding Author: ocewgo@ug.edu.pl

Return on investment – does the inclusion of
short term marks in mark-recapture studies
improve abundance estimates?
Gorgone, Annie1; Shertzer, Kyle2; Byrd, Barbie3;
Hohn, Aleta A.4
(1) Riverside, contractor for National Marine
Fisheries Service/SEFSC - Beaufort Lab, Beaufort,
North Carolina
(2) NOAA, Beaufort, NC
(3) Riverside Technology Inc., contractor for
National Marine Fisheries Service / SEFSC Beaufort Lab, Beaufort, North Carolina
(4) NOAA/NMFS/SEFSC, Beaufort
Corresponding Author: annie.gorgone@noaa.gov

Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena L.,1758) is
the only species of cetacean enhabiting the Baltic
Sea. Due to low abundance of the Baltic population
of harbor porpoises resulting from excessive
bycatch among other threats, it was recognized by
International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) as critically endangered in 2008. The major
threat for this species in Polish Baltic waters is
bycatch in gillnets which are the most popular
gears used by fishery fleet below 12 meters
operating in coastal zone, what is not beneficial to
protecting the species. The area in Polish Baltic

Photographic mark-recapture (MR) analysis
traditionally provides abundance estimates only for
those individuals identifiable from long-term marks
(LTM), such as nicks and notches on dorsal
fins. The number of unmarked individuals is
accounted for separately using two primary
methods. Most commonly, the estimates are
adjusted by the proportion of images with
unmarked fins, which may include repeated
sampling of individuals in groups to estimate the
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waters, where over 40% of total reported bycatch
of harbour porpoises was reported in years 19901999 was the Puck Bay. For that reason the area
was chosen to investigate the gillnet fishing activity
posing a threat of bycatch for harbour porpoises.
To precisely recognize the spatial and temporal
fishing effort counting the set nets in situ, together
with collecting the positions and types of nets were
performed. Surveys were made in two periods:
2009-2010 and 2017-2018 years, what allowed to
determine changes in fishing activity over the
years. At the same time the data from the logbooks
and monthly catch reports from fishery sector were
analyzed, to identify spatial and seasonal fishing
strategy in Polish Baltic waters. Research results
indicated a significant reduction of number of
gillnetters and the number of used gears operating
both in Puck Bay and in Polish Baltic waters. The
fishing data was confronted with the results of
harbour porpoise bycatch and acoustic detections.
The detailed knowledge of the strategy of small
boat gillnet fishery which is not reflected in the
state fishery statistics gives a unique opportunity to
adjust the least harmful and well – targeted
measures of reducing the mortality of harbour
porpoises on a local level.

the individuals have been sexed molecularly. The
mitochondrial control region will be sequenced to
provide insight in haplotype variability.
Furthermore, 20 microsatellite loci are going to be
analysed to investigate population structure as well
as relatedness between individuals to test if kin
selection might be a possible trait that evolved in
humpback whales that feed on the Icelandic coast.
These data will give an insight about the overall
genetic variability in the Icelandic humpback whale
population, which is in important information
regarding rapid changing environments due to
climate change and other human-induced stressors.
Presence of marine debris in the stomach
contents of the marine mammals stranded in the
Santos Basin, southwest Brazil.
Goulart, Suelen1; Antonelli, Marzia2; Alcala,
Marina2; Lorenço, Janaina; Ferreira, Emanuel3;
Barbosa, Carla Beatriz4; Castilho, Pedro5; Cremer,
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Paraná
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(12) Biopesca Institute, Paulista University, Santos,
Brazil
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Genetic variability and social structure in northeast Atlantic humpback whales (Megaptera
noveangliae) off the Icelandic coast.
Gose, Marc-Alexander1; Pampoulie, Christophe
S.2; Halldorsson, Sverrir3; Rasmussen, Marianne
Helene4; Víkingsson, Gísli2; Schweinsberg,
Maximilian1; Tollrian, Ralph1
(1) Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, Germany
(2) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
(3) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Kópavogur, Iceland
(4) Húsavík Research Center, University of
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The variability within the genes of a species gives
important information on the population dynamics,
which can be useful for conservation and
sustainable management of endangered
populations. Although north-east Atlantic
humpback whales (Megaptera noveangliae) are not
considered endangered by the IUCN, these highly
mobile and long living cetaceans face multiple
challenges like climate change and pollution
through waste and noise. Species with high genetic
variability are considered to be less susceptible to
these changes and have a higher chance of evolving
adaptions. In this study 110 biopsy samples of
north-east Atlantic humpback whales have been
collected throughout the last two decades (98 from
the south-west coast and 12 from the north-east
coast). DNA was extracted from these samples and

Marine debris, mainly plastic, are important threat
to different habitats and marine biodiversity. Fauna
can be heavily impacted thought the ingestion of
residues and also by the entanglement and potential
injuries, compromising their lives. In this context,
the present study aims to investigate the presence
of anthropogenic residues in the stomach contents
of marine mammals along the coast of south and
southeast of Brazil, from 2015 to 2019. The
samples were collected through the records
generated from the Santos Basin Beach Monitoring
Project (PMP-BS), one of the monitoring programs
required by Brazil's federal environmental agency,
IBAMA, for the environmental licensing process of
the oil production and transport by Petrobras at the
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Santos Basin pre-salt province. The carcasses that
had been found were sent to necropsy and analysis
of stomach contents, a total of 2476 stomachs were
evaluated and waste was present in 91 individuals.
Plastic fragments such as nylon, plastic seal,
microplastics, straws and disposable cups were the
recorded items in cetacean and pinniped stomachs.
Pontoporia blainvillei was the species that had
greatest interaction with marine debris, plastic was
present in 63 animals showing large scale impact in
this endangered species. The Franciscana Dolphin
inhabits coastal zones and also interacts strongly
with other anthropic activities such as fishing.
Other species with a substantial number of
individuals affected by plastic were Arctocephalus
australis and Sotalia guianensis and a total of ten
species of marine mammals showed interactions
with marine debris. Therefore, it is important to
investigate the occurrence of anthropogenic
residues in the stomach contents of marine
mammals in order to demonstrate the extent of their
damage and to suggest mitigating measures
supporting conservation action of marine life and
tier habitat.

feasible to fully digest the gut contents. Nile Red
staining along with a hot needle test and a visual
examination under a compound scope was used to
confirm if particles were plastic. Preliminary
analysis of 10 carcasses indicated high-levels of
microplastic contamination, present in all sections
of the digestive tract. 80% of the manatees
contained microplastics which were missed during
the routine necropsies. Macroplastics were detected
in 10% of the carcasses (one individual) during
routine necropsy; however, we did not detect
microplastics in this individual. Therefore 90% of
the manatees examined contained plastics in the
digestive tract. As we sub-sampled the digestive
tract, it is possible this is an underestimate of
plastic load in manatees. This work confirms that
manatees are routinely consuming microplastics,
and herbivory is an additional route for
microplastic trophic transfer.
The response of harp seals to long-term changes
in Arctic sea-ice cover
Grecian, James1; Biuw, Erik Martin2; Boehme,
Lars3; Buchanan, Pearce4; Folkow, Lars5; Goulet,
Pierre6; Haug, Tore7; Jeffreys, Rachel; Jonsen, Ian8;
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Smout, Sophie11
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Microplastics in the digestive tracts of manatees
in Tampa Bay Florida
Gowans, Shannon1; Felde, Shane2; Sorace,
Sabrina2; de Wit, Martine3; Siuda, Amy NS2
(1) Eckerd College, St Petersburg
(2) Eckerd College, St Petersburg, Florida
(3) FWC-Marine Mammal Pathobiology
Laboratory, St. Petersburg, Florida
Corresponding Author: gowanss@eckerd.edu
Microplastics are of increasing concern in marine
ecosystems, with potential effects on organisms
including chemical leaching and physiological
changes. Microplastic ingestion has been examined
in carnivorous fish, marine mammals, seabirds, and
plankton, little is known about effects on
herbivores including West Indian Manatees
(Trichichus manatus). As manatees graze in
seagrass beds, where microplastics may
accumulate, manatees may play an important role
in trophic transfer of microplastics. This is the first
study to examine microplastic ingestion by
manatees. We selected manatee carcasses from
Tampa Bay with intact digestive tracts. All
manatees were necropsied using standard protocols
by the Marine Mammal Pathobiology Lab which
includes visual examination and manual palpation
of the entire digestive tract for large plastic
items. Digestive tracts were sub-sampled for
smaller plastic particles by collecting 250-500 gm
of material from five digestive tract segments
(stomach, duodenum, cecum, distal and proximal
colon). Subsamples were concentrated on 200 µm
sieves and visually inspected for microplastics. Due
to the high cellulose diet of manatees, it was not

The Arctic is undergoing rapid environmental
change; it is warming at twice the global
average and could be ice-free as early as
2050. While these perturbations will likely
result in widespread impacts, the
consequences of reductions in ice cover on
ecosystem function remain poorly understood.
As the most abundant pinniped in the North
Atlantic and a seasonal migrant between
subarctic and Arctic waters, harp
seals (Pagophilus groenlandicus) provide an
excellent indicator for climate change impacts.
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Harp seals rely on sea-ice for
breeding, and spend much of the year in
association with the ice margin. In this study,
we track the migration of harp seals from three
breeding populations across the North Atlantic
using satellite relay data loggers deployed
over the last three decades. We estimate
individual migration paths from satellite
locations using a continuous-time state-space
model, and investigate the link between harp
seal migratory behaviour and summer sea-ice
retreat using a space-time log-Gaussian Cox
process model. We use these methods to
quantify the influence of sea-ice on harp seal
migratory behaviour, and then estimate the
impact of changes in sea-ice under a range of
future emission scenarios based on outputs
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project. Our findings provide crucial insight
into the impact of climate-change driven
reductions in sea-ice cover on a key Arctic
marine mammal.

(median=15 months). We hypothesized that
segments of vibrissae from stranded sea lions
representing pre- and post-weaning periods would
have differences in δ13C and δ15N during
anomalous years (2009, 2013, 2014, 2015) verus
normal years (2008, 2011, 2012); and that there
would be differences in δ13C and δ15N between
dead-stranded and live-sampled individuals (i.e.
survivors). Using generalized linear models, we
detected differences in δ13C and δ15N values by
year; however, differences were not observed
during all anomalous years. Sample year was a
significant predictor of δ13C values in segments
from pre- and post-weaning periods, and birth year
was a significant predictor of δ15N in segments
from pre-weaning periods. There were no
differences between live-sampled and deadstranded sea lions in vibrissae segments from preor post-weaning periods (p > 0.05; Student’s ttests). Our findings suggest that young, newly
independent sea lions and nursing females are
capable of altering their foraging behavior. We
recommend the collection of vibrissae from dead
stranded otariids because they are easy to collect
and store, resistant to degradation, and contain a
time series of information.

Using carbon and nitrogen stable isotope
signatures in vibrissae to search for clues for the
cause of a California sea lion (Zalophus
californianus) unusual mortality event.
Greig, Denise1; Norris, Tenaya2; Orr, Anthony3;
Prager, Katherine4; Pemberton, Sue5; Fauquier,
Deborah6; Flannery, Maureen
(1) California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco,
California
(2) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito
(3) The Marine Mammal Laboratory/AFSC/NOAA,
Seattle
(4) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of California, Los Angeles
(5) California Academy Of Sciences, San Francisco
(6) National Marine Fisheries Service, Office of
Protected Resources, Silver Spring, Maryland
Corresponding Author: denisejgreig@gmail.com

Research and protected areas, the key to
conservation and to raising interest in sea
mammals in the local community.
Gribaudo, César Augusto; Gribaudo, Fabio Alcides
Museo Educativo Patagonico, Caleta Olivia,
Argentina
Corresponding Author: cesargribaudo@gmail.com
In 1986, the Museo Educativo Patagonico (Atlantic
Patagonia) formulated the objective of surveying
areas of importance to the conservation of sea
mammals, creating protected natural areas,
managing them, encouraging future research and
sharing findings with nearby communities in order
to spark interest in the local population.

From 2013-2016, an unusual mortality event
(UME) was declared by National Marine Fisheries
Service because increased numbers of young (6-24
month old) California sea lions (Zalophus
californianus) stranded along the coast of
California, USA. The primary factor was
malnutrition; and no significant infectious disease
was detected. Environmental conditions affecting
prey were identified as the preliminary cause of the
UME. We submitted vibrissae segments to the UC
Davis Stable Isotope Facility for carbon (δ13C;
foraging location) and nitrogen (δ15N; trophic level)
stable isotope analysis from dead sea lions that
stranded from 2008 to 2015 (before and during the
UME; n=36) as well as from live sea lions sampled
during health assessments (2013 to 2015; n=15).
Sea lion ages ranged from 8 to 21 months

This is how the first survey came to be, counting
1198 specimens with 125 infants of Otaria
flavescens in a reduced area. Nowadays, those
numbers have increased to more than 18000 adults
and 4600 offspring.
As a result of that research, 10 more protected areas
were created, whose main aim is the conservation,
research and diffusion of data on cetacean diversity
and behavior.
Until 1934, registers show the presence of hundreds
of whales in the Saint George Gulf. After a decade
of commercial hunting, they disappeared for 70
years. In 1998, 7 individuals, were registered, and
in subsequent years, whales were observed
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regularly. With the objective of setting the
foundation for long term research (genetics,
migration, identification of individuals, behavior),
the museum began to register the sightings of
species spotted along the coasts of Caleta Olivia.
Individuals and groups of the following species
were observed: Megaptera
novaeangliae, Eubalaena australis, Balaenoptera
musculus, Balaenoptera physalus, Balaenoptera
borealis, Balaenoptera acutorostrata, Balaenoptera
bonaerensis and Balaenoptera edeni.

and research work being done. These scientists
include Amy Knowlton, Scott Kraus, Stormy
Mayo, Moe Brown, Michael Moore, Bill McLellen,
Dan Pendleton and others from the right whale
world. The Calvineers experience two whale
watches guided by right whale scientists. They
produce their own presentations about the
endangered whales that they give to schools and
organizations and have posted six award winning
podcasts about current research. The Calvineers
have also attended and presented at three SMM
Biennial Conferences in Quebec, Tampa and
Halifax. These experiences give the Calvineers a
unique look into the world of science. They see
that science is a complex, messy business that can
be as frustrating as it is rewarding. Three
Calvineers are doing research about white belly
heredity, ocean acidification and plastic rope
respectively. They have taken up the cause and
advocate for implementation of rules reducing
entanglements as well as writing Congress
encouraging them to pass a bill allocating much
needed funds to help save the North Atlantic right
whale from extinction. The CALVIN Project is a
model for successful STEM education programs at
all levels.

In the past 3 years, more than 3000 specimens were
descried each season, with permanent presence of
whales. Not only the specimens’ journey was
registered, but also their feeding habits, copulation,
socialization patterns, etc.
The increase in sightings of Mysticetos in the area
suggests that a recolonization of areas historically
inhabited by the species will take place in the
future as the number of individuals gradually
grows. Today the conservation area is offers the
largest diversity in whales, and it houses the
biggest population of Otaria flavescens in the
world.

Right whales in southern Brazil: Occurrence
and photo identification in a wintering area.
Groch, Karina1; Renaut-Braga, Eduardo Pires2;
Morais, Camila3; Bezamat, Carolina4; Bolis, Katia2;
Lima de Albernaz, Thaise2; A.C. Flores, Paulo5
(1) Instituto Australis - Right Whale Project,
Imbituba, Brazil
(2) Projeto Baleia Franca / Instituto Australis,
Imbituba, Brazil
(3) Instituto Australis, Imbituba, Brazil
(4) Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, Brazil
(5) Área de Proteção Ambiental (Environmental
Protection Area) Anhatomirim, ICMBio, MMA,
Florianópolis, Brazil
Corresponding Author: karinagroch@gmail.com

The CALVIN Project: Middle school students
embedded in ongoing research; The ultimate
STEM program producing (Marine Mammal)
scientists in partnership with the North Atlantic
right whale recovery program.
Griffith, Charlotte1; Sheahan, Hazel2; Ergas, Max2;
Jackson, Quinn2; Tobey, Caitlin2; Cukierski, Jack;
McWeeny, Bill3
(1) Adams School/THE CALVIN PROJECT,
Castine, Maine
(2) Adams School, Castine, Maine
(3) Adams School/THE CALVIN PROJECT,
Castine
Corresponding Author:
cgriffith0011@castineschools.org

The main wintering area of the southern right
whale in Brazil is located in the south-central
region of Santa Catarina State, along 130km of
coast protected since the year 2000 by the Right
Whale Environmental Protection Area (RWEPA).
In this area, the Right Whale Project / Instituto
Australis have been conducted aerial surveys for
photoidentification and monitoring of the species.
From 2001 to 2018 (except 2014), aerial surveys
parallel to the coast were carried out annually in
September covering the entire RWEPA. A total of
1338 whales (including 562 calves) were recorded
with an annual average of 78.70 whales. The year
that resulted in the lowest number of whales was
2017, with 28 whales (including 14 calves). In the
year 2018, the largest number of whales were
recorded, with 259 individuals (including 119

The fifteen-year-old CALVIN Project embeds
middle school students in ongoing, authentic
science activities. The students call themselves the
Calvineers. A high percentage of Calvineer
graduates have careers in STEM fields and four are
currently working in marine science fields while a
number are majoring in marine science in college.
The students meet once a week after school to do
their own research. Students from Adams School
in Castine, Maine attend three unique experiences
each year where they interact with scientists from
the Right Whale Consortium and the New England
Aquarium who are carrying on research toward the
recovery of the endangered North Atlantic right
whale. Students listen to talks at conferences, talk
to scientists about histories, mortalities, mitigation
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calves). There is a trend in increasing whale
numbers over the years. Since the species has a triannual reproductive cycle, a three-year analysis of
variance was performed that did not indicate a
significant difference between them (Kruskall
Wallis p=0,245). From the analysis of the
individual photographs, a total of 838 whale were
catalogued, including 174 calves. The
photoidentified individuals were included in the
Brazilian Right Whale Photoidentification
Catalogue which contains whales photoidentified
since 1987.

studies. The camera traps for the in cave use
monitoring study was financed by STAR Refinery.
Validating the use of fatty acids for quantitative
diet estimation in marine mammals.
Guerrero, Alicia1; Rogers, Tracey2
(1) Universidad de Valparaiso
(2) University of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia
Corresponding Author: aliciagv@live.cl
Fatty acids (FAs) have proven to be a useful
qualitative tool to elucidate dietary patterns;
however, its quantitative use in foraging studies has
seen a slow growth compared to other biochemical
methods such as stable isotopes. Here, we use the
Bayesian tool, MixSIAR, to estimate diet of five
species of marine and terrestrial mammals, based
on FA data of consumers with known diets.
Simulations based on real FA data derived from
feeding studies allowed us to evaluate performance
under different scenarios: using different subsets of
FAs; using calibration coefficients (trophic
fractionation) derived from other consumers and/or
other sources; and when animals had been fed
single or multiple diets; as well as when diets had
changed over time. In most cases, FAs correctly
predicted diet preferences, even when the
calibration coefficients used were derived from
other species. The use of a subset of FAs produced
more accurate results and reduced computational
time. The use of calibration coefficients derived
from other consumers does not seem to have a
great impact on the predicted outcomes, however,
if the calibration coefficient is derived from an
animal eating a food source, which at the same time
is one of the sources used in the model, it could
lead to overestimation of that source. Given these
results, we then applied this method to wild
Antarctic seals, using blubber FAs and whisker
stable isotopes to estimate diet. Both biotracers
correctly identified the main components of the diet
of each seal, but FAs provided a better taxonomic
resolution, due to their greater power of distinction
among prey species. This work promotes the use of
FAs when feeding experiments are not feasible. We
suggest that this Bayesian approach, formerly only
applied to stable isotopes, has the potential to
correctly estimate diets when applied to FA data.

The status of mediterranean monk seal
(Monachus monachus) in Çandarlı Bay from
2015 to 2018, Turkey
Guclusoy, Harun1; Ceyhuni-Szabo, Zsuzsa
Gizella2; Veryeri, N. Ozan3; Akçalı, Barış2
(1) DEU Institute of Marine Sciences and
Technology, Balcova, Turkey
(2) Dokuz Eylül University, Institute of Marine
Sciences and Technology, Balcova, Turkey
(3) Underwater Research Society Mediterranean
Seal Research Group, Ankara, Turkey
Corresponding Author: harun.guclusoy@deu.edu.tr
This study was conducted to evaluate the current
status of endangered Mediterranean monk seal
(Monachus monachus) between 2015 and 2018 in
Çandarlı Bay, Turkey. The study was performed by
collecting monk seal sighting records of previous
two years from local fishers in the area, and the
asessment of the footage captured in the coastal
caves by camera traps that were placed within the
context of marine monitoring works of the STAR
Refinery.
During the questionnaire surveys which conducted
between 21 March 2017 and 21 August 2017, a
total of 11 monk seal sightings were obtained from
58 coastal fishers in Aliağa, Yeni Foça, Yenişakran
and Çandarlı. Out of 11 monk seal sightings, 7 of
them obtained from Yeni Foça, 1 of them gathered
in Aliağa, and 3 of them obtained from Yenişakran.
Considering the demographic distribution of the
observed individuals by fishers, it was reported that
the percentage of the adult individuals had the
highest ratio (73 %), while the younger individuals
had the lowest (9 %). Out of 45,356 pictures taken
at six coastal caves during in cave monitoring, no
seal footage was obtained.

Spatiotemporal trends and risks of per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances in Indo-Pacific
humpback dolphins from the Pearl River
Estuary, China.
Gui, Duan; Wu, Yuping
Sun Yat-Sen University
Corresponding Author: guiporpoise@gmail.com

All in all, with very few sightings and no
recordings of any monk seals from caves dictates
the fact that the area is no longer used by the
resident monk seals in Çandarlı Bay. However,
possible visiting individuals around Yenifoça
should not be overlooked in the future monitoring
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The Indo-Pacific humpback dolphin population
(Sousa chinensis) from the Pearl River Estuary
(PRE) have suffered catastrophic declines in recent
decades, primarily due to degradation of habitat
quantity and quality. High levels of environmental
pollutants found in the PRE humpback dolphins
could potentially disrupt immune and reproduction
system, making them vulnerable to disease and
leading to dwindling birth rates in exposed
populations. However, baseline knowledge of
PFAS levels and trends in humpback dolphins from
the western PRE is still lacking. Per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs) are a group of
highly persistent chemicals that have different
bioaccumulation behavior in relation to lipophilic
POPs. Sixteen PFAS compounds were measured in
liver and kidney tissues of the PRE
dolphins between 2004 and 2016. The average
concentrations of PFOS, PFOA and most of the
other PFASs in liver samples were respectively
greater than any records previously reported in
cetaceans globally. For the first time, we found a
U-shaped trend for the distribution pattern of
PFCAs between liver and kidney with increasing
carbon chain lengths, whereas a descending trend
was found for PFSAs, which may be explained by
binding efficiencies of PFAS analogues to proteins.
The fine-scale spatiotemporal distribution pattern
of PFASs in dolphins from the estuarine region
indicated that stranding location and time might be
important predictors in the contaminant load in
these animals. Risk assessment results showed that
46% of PFOS concentrations exceeded the
Tentative critical concentration for PFOS than 35%
of those in Hong Kong dolphins were above this
value. Therefore, we suggested that PFOS exposure
is an important understudied concern for the PRE
dolphins, especially for females. Our findings
contribute to the knowledge of tissue distribution
and spatiotemporal trends of PFASs in the PRE
dolphins, which are valuable for us to understand
the PFASs exposure risk and their industrial
emission in Southern China.

definition of environmental targets, followed by the
adoption of monitoring programmes in 2014 and of
programmes of measures in 2016.
13 thematic monitoring programmes were worked
out in France, among which one is dedicated to
marine mammals and marine turtles, with 5 subprogrammes:
•
•
•
•
•

SP1: Coastal populations of cetaceans
SP2: Seal populations
SP3: Marine mammals and marine turtles
at sea
SP4: Stranding of marine mammals and
marine turtles
SP5: Interactions with human activities

Each sub-programme includes different monitoring
systems that gather data in order to inform GES
criteria, but also to evaluate the achievement of
environmental targets and the efficacy of measures.
This first monitoring programme will end in 2020
and discussions have started to update it for next
cycle 2020-2026. Recommendations were made by
the European Commission in 2017, and a critical
analysis was conducted in 2019 to assess the
relevance of each monitoring system with regards
to the revised GES criteria of EU Decision
2017/848 and to the 2018 evaluation of marine
mammal GES in France.
For the second cycle, a combination of new and
upgraded monitoring systems will be implemented
to fill the data gaps, notably for large species and
for the Mediterranean Sea, including an acoustic
monitoring of coastal (SP1) and pelagic (SP3)
cetaceans, aerial counting of the main seal hauling
sites (SP2), observers on ferries (SP3) or bycatch
surveys (SP5). In response to European and
national requirements, the use of new monitoring
technologies and data from citizen science will be
also tested.

A critical analysis of the French marine
mammal monitoring programme for MSFD first
cycle, and perspectives for second cycle 20202026.
Guichard, Benjamin1; Spitz, Jérôme2
(1) French Agency for Biodiversity
(2) Observatoire Pelagis UMS 3462 LRUniv CNRS, La Rochelle, France
Corresponding Author:
benjamin.guichard@afbiodiversite.fr

Energetic consequences of human disturbances
and changes in krill preyscape on blue whales
foraging in the Estuary and Gulf of St.
Lawrence, Canada.
Guilpin, Marie1; Lesage, Veronique2; Jeanniard-duDot, Tiphaine3; Brosset, Pablo4; Winkler, Gesche5
(1) Université du Québec à Rimouski, Rimouski,
Quebec, Canada
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Mont Joli,
Quebec, Canada
(3) CNRS, Villiers en Bois, France
(4) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Mont-Joli,
Canada
(5) Marine Science Institute – University of Québec

The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD,
2008/56/EC) aims to restore the Good Ecological
Status (GES) of European marine waters through
six-year action cycles. The first cycle started in
2012 with an initial evaluation of the GES and the
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High juvenile mortality rates are typical of many
long-lived marine vertebrate predators. Insufficient
dive and foraging ability are considered key drivers
of this, which for many species need to develop
rapidly as individuals quickly transition from full
parental care and provisioning to complete
independence. However, direct links sparse,
predominantly due to the difficulties of remotely
observing free-ranging marine animals that may not
return to land.

Blue whale survival and fitness is highly contingent
on successful foraging and efficient food
acquisition during intense feeding seasons. For
marine air-breathing mammal, efficient foraging is
constrained by oxygen acquisition at the surface
and krill patches density and availability at depth.
Thus factors that affect either of these components
are likely to alter foraging effort and overall
foraging efficiency. Here we examined the
energetic consequences of a demonstrated
reduction in blue whale dive and breathing times
caused by vessel proximity, and of potential
variations in krill preyscape as a result of selective
fishery or global warming on foraging effort and
energy storage capacity. Blue whale net energy
gains and foraging efficiency were estimated
through model simulations for different scenarios
of krill density, vertical distribution, and krill
species dominance ratio (2 different species), and
for different degree of perturbation in foraging time
and breathing time. Vessel proximity within 400 m
of foraging blue whales reduced net energy gain by
15% when continuously present over a 3h period,
and by more than 50% for a simulated continuous
presence over a 12 hr daylight foraging period.
While variations in krill species composition,
density or vertical distribution, had more moderate
effects on blue whale net energy gain over the
range of scenarios tested in this study, they were
still notable in some cases, particularly in the event
of a decrease in krill density. For a species like the
blue whale, which relies on a short feeding season
and almost exclusively on krill for building energy
reserves, changes in energy gain through altered
krill preyscape or repeated human disturbances
might be of special concern for the conservation
and management of this endangered population.

In this study, we present a new method for the
remote abstraction and transmission of
accelerometer data collected via bio-logging
technologies. Using this technique, we tracked the
fine-scale behaviours and movements of 20
juvenile southern elephant seals Mirounga leonina
during their first months at sea following weaning.
Retrieved archival data from 9 individuals was
used for validation. Links between survival
outcome (determined via double tagging) and dive
and forage ability were then investigated using a
combination of Cox’s proportional hazard
regression and penalised shrinkage.
Abstracted transmissions included estimates of
time spent in prey catch attempt behaviours and
swimming effort, and reflected those from
standardised processing of retrieved archives. Of
the 20 individuals tracked, nine died and 11
survived. Common causes of death included
increased horizontal travel speeds, decreased
development in dive and forage ability, and habitat
type visited.
The methods presented in this study can be used to
provide novel insight toward the behaviours and
movements of free-ranging marine predators from
whom logger retrieval is challenging. Moreover,
the factors driving early mortality can also be
elucidated. For southern elephant seals, the first
few months of life following independence
represent a critical period for survival, when small
deviations in behaviour from the norm appear
sufficient to increase mortality risk. As such, this
species may be particularly vulnerable to changes
in climate and environment, which will have
concomitant consequences on the demography and
dynamics of populations.

The use of novel bio-logging technologies to
investigate high mortality rates in juvenile
southern elephant seals and links to dive and
forage ability
Guinet, Christophe1; Cox, Sam L2; Authier,
Matthieu3; Orgeret, Florian; Gesta, Mathieu;
Rodde, Charles; Heizer, Isaac; Weimereskirch,
Henry4
(1) Centre d’Etudes Biologiques de Chizé (CEBC),
Chize, France
(2) UMR-MARBEC/CNES, France
(3) Observatoire Pelagis UMS 3462 LRUniv CNRS, La Rochelle, France
(4) Centre d'Etudes Biologiques de Chize - CNRS,
Villiers-en-Bois, France
Corresponding Author:
christophe.guinet@cebc.cnrs.fr

Analysis of scars on dorsal fins caused by
conspecifics indicate sex-specific differences in
the behavioral patterns of lahille´s bottlenose
dolphin (tursiops truncatus gephyreus)
Gurgel, Raphaela1; Genoves, Rodrigo2; Fruet,
Pedro3
(1) Federal University of Rio Grande (FURG), Rio
Grande, Brazil
(2) Federal University of Rio Grande,
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Due to its strictly aquatic habit, free-living cetacean
behaviour observation is very limited, especially in
turbid waters. However, inferences about
behavioral patterns of some highly social species
can be made by analyzing scars on their bodies
caused by conspecifics. The current work evaluated
the potential sex-specific differences in
aggression of bottlenose dolphin throughout the
analysis of temporary and permanent marks on
dorsal fin of 20 adult individuals of know sex (10
males and 10 females). We selected high-quality
dorsal fin photographs obtained during photoidentification surveys of bottlenose dolphins in
Patos Lagoon Estuary, southern Brazil. Temporary
marks were evaluated for intensity and proportion
of dorsal fin coverage, plotting the entire fin
surface and calculating the scars percentage relative
to the total dorsal fin area in pixels using
Photoshop software. For this analysis, only photos
of the left side of the dorsal fin of each individual
taken during the cold season (May to October)
were used. Changes in permanent marks pattern
were monitored over an 8yr period according to the
number of marks and tissue loss intensity (smooth,
moderate or significant). A higher intensity and
coverage of temporary marks on the male’s dorsal
fin were observed (mean=32%; DP=6%)
comparing to the females (mean=16%; DP=3%)
(t=7.6393; p<0.001). Overall, females presented
few and smoothed to moderated permanent marks
in their dorsal fins that remained constant
throughout the years, while males presented much
higher number of permanent marks and significant
tissue loss, which amplified in length and depth
over the years. The results indicate a more
aggressive behavior among males, probably related
to social battles for female access, which appear to
be more tolerant in their social life. Our results
indicate that data from natural dorsal fin marks can
be used as an additional feature for sex recognition
of individuals in this population using photoidentification.

Cetacean stranding gives us valuable information
on marine mammal diversity and their ecology.
However, no long-term survey of stranded
cetaceans has been conducted in Jeju Island,
Republic of Korea. Reports of stranded cetaceans
in Jeju Island have been recorded through maritime
police network. Among the collected data, the
following credible information are used to
investigate regional and seasonal stranding
distribution: date, location, and species. From
March 2014 to November 2018, 125 finless
porpoises (Neophocaena phocaenoides) (76.2%),
28 Indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) (17%), and 11 other cetaceans (6.7%)
were stranded. Finless porpoises were mostly
stranded between November and April, and they
were regionally distributed on the Northern coast of
the island. On the other hand, Indo-pacific
bottlenose dolphins showed seasonal variation but
no significant patterns in regional distribution.
Among other cetacean species, two were
unidentified, and no regularity was found in both
region and season. According to previous
researches, finless porpoise lives in inshore of the
South and Yellow Sea of Korea. There is a high
probability that finless porpoises were caught by
bycatch during winter fishery activities in their
habitat area and drifted to the northern coast of Jeju
Island. Additional research of habitat, distribution
and population size is necessary to further
understand this result and the ecology of the
species. As a residential population, Indo-pacific
bottlenose dolphin lives all around the inshore of
Jeju Island, therefore, non-significant differences in
regional distribution of stranding were noted. The
seasonality of the standing may be explained by the
higher number of visitors to the inshore area during
summer to witness and report the stranding to the
authority. The life history of Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins has not been fully explored in
this study area. More detailed and extensive
research of stranded Indo-pacific bottlenose
dolphin can increase our understanding of the
species’ ecology.

Regional and seasonal distribution of stranded
cetaceans in Jeju Island, Republic of Korea,
from 2014 to 2018
Ha, Jeongjoo1; Jang, Soojin2; Kim, Mi Yeon3;
Choe, Jae Chun4; Jang, Yikweon5; Kim, ByungYeob6
(1) Ewha womans university
(2) Ewha Womans University, South Korea
(3) Kyoto University
(4) Division of EcoScience, Ewha Womans

Assessing the performance of open source, semiautomated pattern recognition software for
harbour seal (Phoca vitulina) photoidentification data
Hague, Emily1; Langley, Izzy2; Arso Civil,
Mònica2
(1) University of St Andrews, St Monans, United
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Shetland has long been an important area for
cetaceans and seals due to its proximity to the
European continental shelf. However, the isolated
o
and exposed position at 60 N also makes it
difficult for surveying with most data collection
restricted to land based surveys by citizen
scientists. The last few years have seen substantial
increases in sightings around Shetland. Since 1970,
there have been over 4500 cetacean sightings with
1600 (36%) in the last decade. The question arises
whether this is a genuine increase or a
consequence of improved communication
networks. Are we simply getting better at
reporting their presence around our coastal
waters? Here we assess the sighting trends of five
regular species: harbour porpoise, Risso’s dolphin,
killer whale, minke whale, and humpback
whale. For the larger species, there are sighting
increases that correspond with when particular
social media platforms came on stream. However,
for harbour porpoise there is an opposite trend
with citizen scientists only reporting unusual group
sizes. A comparative analysis with effort corrected
density data found that these large increases were
unsupported. Sightings data were also examined
to better understand site fidelity and
movements. Photo ID was formerly restricted to
scientists but through camera improvements and
the power of social media, the quality and
availability of photos has improved dramatically.
Increasing social media reporting (Shetland Orca
Sightings Facebook 14,000 followers and the
WhatsApp group 256 users) means it is now
possible to track killer whale pod movements in
real time, or determine whether sightings of
humpback whales or Risso’s dolphins, days, or
even years apart, are the same individuals. These
findings show that social media can play an
important role in both future conservation and
public awareness of cetaceans but that data
collection methods need to evolve to work with
these platforms.

Photo-identification (photo-ID) is a wellestablished, non-invasive, and cost-effective
technique to collect longitudinal data of species
that can be individually recognized based on
natural markings. This field has been
revolutionised by computer-aided software for
pattern recognition, speeding up the processing of
large numbers of images. Freely available
algorithms exist for a wide range of species, but the
choice of algorithm can have significant effects on
the accuracy of the individual histories and,
consequently, on derived demographic parameter
estimates. We tested the performance of three open
source, semi-automated pattern recognition
algorithms on harbour seal photo-ID data: Wild-ID,
I3S Pattern and ExtractCompare. We also tested for
the effects of database size and of data collection
method (camera-lens versus camera-scope) to
inform future fieldwork protocols. All algorithms
generate similarity scores between pairs of images
and the top 20 potential matches were inspected.
The false rejection rate (FRR) of each software and
the cumulative density function (CDF) for the
ranks of true matches were calculated. Wild-ID had
the lowest FRR (0) and ranked true matches highest
(70% at rank 1). I3S Pattern had a higher FRR (0.1)
than Wild-ID and ranked true matches lower than
both Wild-ID and ExtractCompare (50% at rank 1).
ExtractCompare had the highest FRR (0.2) but
ranked true matches higher than I3S Pattern (60% at
rank 1). Database size had a smaller effect on
algorithm performance than expected, and the
method of data collection by camera-lens
outperformed camera-scope in every trial. Software
algorithms have their own specific limitations, but
ExtractCompare is currently the only pattern
recognition software that accounts for orientation
and torsion by using a 3-dimensional model.
However, by selecting an area of the body where
torsion is limited (i.e. the head), we are confident
that Wild-ID outperforms both I3S Pattern and
ExtractCompare in harbour seal photo–ID data
processing.

Cetacean strandings in Iceland 1980-2018
Víkingsson, Gísli1; Halldorsson, Sverrir2
(1) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
(2) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Kópavogur, Iceland
Corresponding Author:
sverrir.daniel.halldorsson@hafogvatn.is

How social media is changing the way we learn
about cetaceans in remote locations: Bringing
60o N sightings to the masses.
Hall, Karen1; Evans, Peter2; Harvey, Paul3; Harrop,
Hugh4; Bertulli, Chiara Giulia5
(1) SNH, Lerwick, United Kingdom
(2) Sea Watch Foundation, Amlwch, United
Kingdom
(3) Shetland Amenity Trust, Lerwick, United
Kingdom
(4) Shetland Wildlife, Quendale, United Kingdom

Since 1980, the Marine and Freshwater Research
Institute (MFRI) has systematically kept records on
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habitat. Understanding summer fin whale
distribution is key to identifying areas with
potentially high collision risk. We developed
predictive models to predict summer fin whale
distribution using a Generalised Additive
Model (GAM) and MaxEnt, and identify high
risk areas along ferry routes in the Sanctuary.
Data were collected in summer 2016-2017 on
board ferries crossing the central area of the
Sanctuary. Environmental predictors included
bathymetry and mean sea surface chlorophyll
concentration (chl) of the annual spring bloom
period. We compared the predictive ability of
GAM and MaxEnt based on current scientific
knowledge of fin whale distribution in the
Sanctuary. Collision risk was estimated as a
function of the overlap between the probability
of fin whale occurrence and ferry density
estimated from AIS data. A total of 81 surveys
were conducted in 2016-2017, resulting in 127
fin whale sightings. GAM (deviance
explained=23.9%) predictions were relatively
more reliable than that of MaxEnt. MaxEnt’s
predictive ability was likely hampered by the
inability to incorporate the temporal component
of data into model construction. Despite the
differences, both models highlighted two
recurring high collision risk areas in the
summers of 2016 and 2017: in the western
offshore region and the south-east region over
the Bonifacio gyre. Other areas were less
predictable, with risk being more widespread in
2017. Our results showed that the spring
bloom chl is a unique predictor allowing a
yearly forecast of summer fin whale
distribution and demonstrated the possibility to
dynamically manage whale-vessel collisions in
the Sanctuary. Overcoming the modelling
limitation related to MaxEnt would present an
opportunity to collate data from various
sources, including opportunistic sightings, to
increase sample size and improve model
predictions.

cetacean strandings in Iceland. Such long-term
stranding databases are generally regarded as an
important method of collecting information on the
marine environment. Information from strandings
constitutes the most important source of
biological/ecological data on many species of
cetaceans in Icelandic and adjacent waters.
Depending on circumstances (species, accessibility
etc.) the MFRI and cooperating scientist have
arranged for sampling and measurements of the
carcasses.
Here we analyse the data on whale stranding in
Iceland in the period 1980 to 2018. A total of 480
stranding events have been registered in the period
consisting of 18 identified species. The total
number of animals were 714 with the pilot whale
accounting for the highest number of animals or
256 (including two mass strandings). The most
frequent species to strand was the sperm whale
(Physeter macrocephalus) (86 events, 98 animals)
The database includes several records of two
species, previously unknown for the Icelandic
waters, the striped dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba)
and Sowerby’s beaked whale (Mesoplodon bidens).
Both species have their main distribution south of
Iceland.
The number of reported strandings has increased
over time, but the reason for this is unclear and it is
possible that the schematic cooperation between
corresponding parts introduced in 2007 has made
the reporting more efficient.
In the year 2018, 42 stranding were registered in
the MFRI database, the highest number ever. The
unusually high number (19) of Northern bottlenose
whales (Hyperoodon ampullatus) and other
Ziphiids (4) are noteworthy in the light of an
unusually high number of strandings of these deep
divers in the eastern North Atlantic that same year.
The cause(s) of these events is still a matter of
scientific debate and investigation.

Estimation of population dynamics for the
Antarctic blue whale using bayesian state-space
models
Hamabe, Kohei; Matsuoka, Koji; Kitakado,
Toshihide
Tokyo university of marine science and technology,
Kamagaya-shi, Japan
Corresponding Author:
hamabe.kaiyodai@gmail.com

Predicting summer fin whale distribution in the
Pelagos Sanctuary to identify dynamic whalevessel collision risk areas
Ham, Gin Swen1; Lahaye, Elise2; Rosso,
Massimiliano3; Moulins, Aurelie; Hines, Ellen;
Tepsich, Paola
(1) Universität Bremen
(2) DIBRis university of Genova, Savona, Belgium
(3) CIMA Research Foundation, savona, Italy
Corresponding Author: hgswen@hotmail.com

The Antarctic blue whale was decreased its
abundance by commercial whaling from 1920s to
1960s, and it has been listed as an endangered
species in IUCN. Providing a valid estimate of the
current abundance and increasing rate are crucial to
see the extent of recovery of this population.

Mediterranean fin whales aggregating in the
Pelagos Sanctuary in summer to feed are
exposed to vessel collision risk, particularly
from high-speed ferries travelling through their
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However, due to a limited number of detections of
this species during surveys, the precision of
abundance estimates in each survey itself has large
uncertainty. To overcome this difficulty, we
propose the use of Bayesian state-space models to
strengthen the separate estimates over space and
time.

Data were collected by citizen scientists on ferries
between April and October in 2006 - 2017.
Common dolphin sightings data from the Bay of
Biscay (n= 569), a short ferry route in the SW of
Cornwall (n= 260), and English Channel (n= 75)
were used to estimate detection probabilities with
detection functions. Density Surface Models
estimated density across ferry routes.

Sighting surveys for this species were conducted by
several research programs such as IDCR-SOWER
(1978/79-2003/04) and JARPA/JARPAII (1989/902008/09). In this study, we analyzed population
abundance and dynamics of an area of south of 60
degrees South latitude between 70 degrees east to
170 degrees west longitude. Abundance estimate in
Branch (2008) were used previous studies for
IDCR-SOWER and those for JARPA/JARPAII
were updated. Based on those abundance estimates,
state-space surplus production models were
estimated using a Bayesian method.

Overall detection probability was highest in the
English Channel (0.384) and Bay of Biscay
(0.348), and lowest in the SW of Cornwall (0.158).
Common dolphins were estimated to occur in
higher densities off Cornwall (0.400 per km2) and
the Bay of Biscay (0.319 per km2), with low
densities in the English Channel (0.025 per km2).
Densities off Cornwall appear relatively stable on
the ferry route since 2006 with a slight decrease in
2017. Densities peaked in the Bay of Biscay in
2013 with lower numbers since. The general trend
in the English Channel appears to be increasing
densities of common dolphins over time since
2009.

As results, the current depletion level of this
species was still very low while the intrinsic rate of
natural increase was estimated as slightly higher
than those for other baleen whales. Although this
analysis has not accounted for any species
interactions among whale species and
environmental changes in the Antarctic Ocean and
it is not easy to construct a whole ecosystem
models, we will introduce results by possible
extensions of our models to incorporate estimated
population dynamics of other species as densitydependent factors beyond species.

This study highlights the effectiveness of citizen
science data to investigate the distribution and
density of cetaceans. The densities and temporal
changes shown by this study are representative of
those from wider-ranging robust estimates. We
highlight the ability of citizen science to collect
data over extensive periods of time which
complements traditional surveys.
Allied whale UME stranding analysis on the
northern Maine coast
Harcourt, Julia1; Jones, Lindsey2; Longsworth,
Gordon
(1) College of the Atlantic, Nottingham, NH
(2) College of the Atlantic
Corresponding Author: jharcourt20@coa.edu

Citizen science in the marine environment: A
case-study estimating common dolphin densities.
Babey, Lucy1; Robbins, James2; Embling, Clare3;
Hamilton, Sally4
(1) ORCA, Portsmouth, gb
(2) Portsmouth University, Portsmouth, United
Kingdom
(3) Plymouth University, Plymouth, United
Kingdom
(4) ORCA, St Helens, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
sally.hamilton@orcaweb.org.uk

The goal of this study was to complete a
comprehensive mapping analysis of seal stranding
events documented during the Northeast Pinniped
Unusual Mortality Event (UME) along the coast of
Maine. Under the United States’ Marine Mammal
Protection Act, an UME is "a stranding that is
unexpected; involves a significant die-off of any
marine mammal population; and demands
immediate response.” Data for this study were
collected by Allied Whale’s Marine Mammal
Stranding Response Program at College of the
Atlantic. The environmental factors analyzed in
ArcGIS Pro included geology, weather conditions,
substrate, and coastal population. These geographic
and environmental conditions were mapped to
observe how each factor may affect documentation
and reporting of a stranding event. Our main focus
of this study was on the variance in surficial

Citizen science is increasingly popular and has the
potential to collect extensive datasets at lower costs
than traditional surveys. Ferries have been used to
collect data on cetacean populations for decades,
providing long-term time series allowing for
monitoring of cetacean populations. We estimate
common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) densities in
north-east Atlantic and investigate the use of
citizen science data to identify changes in marine
mammal densities and areas of importance.
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geology present at stranding locations in northern
Maine. Marine mammal species habitat use
patterns and human population size were compared
with surficial geology and weather patterns in order
to theorize where hotspots of future strandings may
be found. We found that stranding events most
commonly occur on favorable surfaces, either due
to human overlap with marine mammals or due to
the unique condition of the animal, and therefore
could assist in understanding where significant
numbers of future strandings occur. This study
focuses on critical locations for marine mammal
strandings to provide location information to
prioritize close monitoring for future strandings.
We have found a high preferability to ledge and
mud flat environments in pinniped strandings.
Approximately 50% of all pinniped strandings in
2018, most of which were associated with the
UME, were found on ledges or mud flats. The
remaining 50% were found on seventeen various
substrates. A continuation of the study will be
conducted to compare substrate preferability of
pinnipeds from 2008 to 2018.

SD=10.04%) and chose to participate 92.16% of
the time with an average latency to response to the
first sample of each session of 12.09 sec. During
sessions, educators explained the science and
delivered conservation messages (e.g., effects of
ocean noise) to guests. Our approach provided the
dolphins with choices to engage in naturalistic
behaviors in the form of foraging sessions, our
guests with conservation and science education,
and scientists with data: Dolphins can use vision
alone to discriminate both still and mobile marine
species. This cognitive/perceptual capacity is
necessary for dolphins to rely on vision as part of a
successful foraging sequence. Vision’s role in
natural prey detection should not be discounted in
management decisions.
Quantifying behavioural responses of minke
whales to sonar activity during Navy training
exercises
Harris, Catriona1; Martin, Steve2; Martin,
Cameron3; Helble, Tyler4; Henderson, Elizabeth5;
Ierley, Glenn6; Durbach, Ian1; Paxton, Charles1;
Thomas, Len1
(1) CREEM, University of St Andrews, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(2) nmmf, san diego, CA
(3) National Marine Mammal Foundation, San
Diego, CA
(4) SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego, CA
(5) SPAWAR/Navy Marine Mammal Program, San
Diego, California
(6) Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla,
CA
Corresponding Author: catriona.harris@standrews.ac.uk

Stealthy foraging: Dolphins can discriminate
among marine species using vision alone.
Harley, Heidi E.1; Fellner, Wendi2; Odell, Kim3;
Stamper, M. Andrew3
(1) New College of Florida, Sarasota
(2) Disney's The Seas, Winter Haven
(3) Disney's Epcot's The Seas, Lake Buena Vista,
Florida
Corresponding Author: harley@ncf.edu
Prey capture requires stealth, however, broadband
echolocation clicks may alert prey to odontocetes’
interest. Using vision to identify prey would enable
dolphins to remain silent, but little is known about
their ability to distinguish among other ocean
inhabitants visually. Will vision serve? We
investigated the ability of 3 adult male bottlenose
dolphins in a 5.8-million-gallon mixed-species salt
water habitat to discriminate among 35 marine
species of teleosts, elasmobranchs, and reptiles in a
matching-to-sample task: Dolphins viewed a still
photo or video sample (e.g., a permit) in one
underwater window located 4 m below the surface
and chose from among 3 video alternatives (e.g., a
swimming look-down, permit, or palometa) in an
adjacent window presented in 18-trial sessions
balanced for sample identity and alternative
position. Observers naïve to the presented sample
identified the dolphin’s choices. In later sessions,
stimuli projected on the window alerted the
dolphins to the opportunity to engage in these
trainerless, self-initiated “foraging” sessions; if
dolphins chose to participate, correct matches led to
food fish appearing at the water’s surface. The
dolphins successfully discriminated 30 3alternative sets (5 sessions per set; M=81.20%,

Data from passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) of
navy training ranges can be used to test predictions
of marine mammal responsiveness to naval sonar
established through experimental behavioural
response studies. Minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) vocalizations were detected,
classified, localized and associated into individual
tracks from data collected on bottom mounted
hydrophones on the U.S. Navy’s Paciﬁc Missile
Range Facility, Hawaii. Data were analyzed from
before, during and after naval undersea warfare
training activities in February 2014 (126 tracks)
and 2017 (203 tracks). Speed and turning angles
were derived for each track, and tracks were
aligned with relevant contextual variables
(environmental, ship and sonar-related). Firstly,
the spatial distribution of tracks was modelled
using latitude, longitude, depth, year and phase
(Before, During, After) as covariates. It was found
that, as well as inter-annual variability across all
phases, the distribution of calling whales changed
in both years, with fewer tracks in the vicinity of
the centre of ship activity in the During phase
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compared with Before. Secondly, Generalized
Estimating Equations (GEE) were fit to speed and
turning angle with year, phase, and time to and
since the nearest sonar exposure as covariates. In
both years speed increased and turning angle
decreased with time since the start of the During
phase. As the data are from PAM, it is unknown
whether the change in spatial distribution of tracks
across the range is a result of whales moving away
from the range or ceasing calling, or perhaps a
combination of both. The expectation from
experimental studies is that minke whales will
exhibit avoidance in response to naval sonar. The
GEE results indicate a horizontal movement
response, but to confirm whether this is an
avoidance response will require combining the
whale track data with the ship/source position
data.

process for Renewal issuance, and the materials
that an applicant should submit when requesting an
IHA Renewal.
Entanglement survivors; Assessing the impact of
non-fatal entanglements on Scottish minke
whales.
Hartny-Mills, Lauren1; Dudley, Becky2; van Geel,
Nienke3; Bland, Lynsey4; Lomax, Alison1; Gordon,
Jonathan5
(1) Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust,
Tobermory, United Kingdom
(2) Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust,
Tobermory, Isle of Mull, United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
United Kingdom
(4) Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust, Isle of
Mull, United Kingdom
(5) SMRU, St Andrews, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: science@hwdt.org

Renewals of incidental harassment
authorizations under the U.S. Marine Mammal
Protection Act: Process streamlining.
Harrison, Julia1; Wheeler, Holly2
(1) NOAA/NMFS
(2) National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Silver Spring
Corresponding Author: jolie.harrison@noaa.gov

Marine mammal entanglement in fishing gear is a
global problem, and a growing concern in Scottish
waters. For minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata), it has been identified as the single
largest cause of death, and up to 22% of live
animals show some entanglement evidence
(Northridge et al. 2010). In June 2018, six
organisations partnered to form the Scottish
Entanglement Alliance (SEA) to better understand
the scale, impact and risks of entanglement in
Scottish waters from a conservation, welfare and
economic perspective.

To provide compliance with the U.S. Marine
Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), which prohibits
all “take” of marine mammals including
harassment unless authorized or exempt, the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) issues
Incidental Harassment Authorizations (IHAs) for
U.S. citizens conducting activities that are expected
to harass marine mammals, provided certain
findings can be made and mitigation, monitoring,
and reporting requirements are included. These
IHAs can take five to eight months for the agency
to process, and even longer in certain
circumstances. NMFS has begun implementing an
expedited process (with processing completed in
approximately 60 days) whereby the agency may,
on a case-by-case basis, issue a one-year Renewal
for IHAs provided certain conditions are met and
the activities covered by the proposed Renewal
consist of either: 1) another year of identical, or
nearly identical, activities as were covered by the
initial IHA (or a subset of those activities) or 2) a
subset of the activities covered by the initial IHA
because the originally planned activities were not
completed within the effective dates of the initial
IHA and are planned for completion under the
proposed Renewal. This expedited process is
designed for application to simple, relatively lowimpact projects with little to no uncertainty
regarding the impacts of the activity on marine
mammals, including type and amount of expected
take. Here, we describe the conditions that must be
met in order for an IHA Renewal to be issued, the

As part of this work, the Hebridean Whale and
Dolphin Trust (HWDT) aims to provide an updated
assessment of the proportion of minke whales that
experience non-fatal entanglements. To achieve
this, photo-identification data collated by HWDT
between 1990 and 2018 have been analysed to
assess the number of animals that show evidence of
entanglement. From 485 encounters, 235 individual
whales were identified, adding an additional 103
whales to the catalogue since it was last evaluated
in 2008 (Northridge et al. 2010). Initial analysis
indicated that 5.5% of animals showed scars
potentially resulting from entanglements.
Laser photogrammetry, which positions two
reference points on the animal’s body to allow
measurements to be taken, is also being used to
classify scars from interactions with fishing gear.
Preliminary analysis of the laser photogrammetry
data shows that it is possible for this method to be
used to measure scars, but the number of successful
captures has been low, primarily due to weather
conditions interrupting the laser beams reach.
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these species. Ultimately, longitudinal assessments
of body condition can be used to identify critical
periods when seals may be most vulnerable to
disturbance or environmental change.

The analysis of this long-term dataset allows some
of the previously identified knowledge gaps to be
addressed (e.g. quantifying accumulation rates of
marks and scars), and will contribute to the
assessment of the rate and risk of non-lethal
entanglement in Scottish waters. This is crucial to
identify suitable mitigation measures, and inform
management and conservation measures.

Photographic capture–recapture analysis
reveals a largely non-resident population of
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) inhabits coastal waters off the North
West Cape at World Heritage listed Ningaloo
Reef Marine Park, Western Australia.
Haughey, Rebecca1; Hunt, Timothy2; Hanf,
Daniella3; Rankin, Robert4; Parra, Guido J.5
(1) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Perth, Australia
(2) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
(3) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Australia
(4) Thompson Reuters, Torronto, Canada
(5) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Bedford Park, SA,
Australia
Corresponding Author:
rebecca.haughey@flinders.edu.au

Seasonal changes in body condition for spotted,
ringed, and bearded seals
Hartwick, Michelle1; Reichmuth, Colleen2;
Thometz, Nicole1
(1) University of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
(2) University of California Santa Cruz and Alaska
SeaLife Center, Santa Cruz, California
Corresponding Author:
mnhartwick@dons.usfca.edu
As high-latitude species, Arctic seals manage
considerable changes in environmental and
ecological conditions annually. They depend upon
sea ice for rest, predator avoidance, and to carry
out key life-history processes; however, this critical
substrate is declining rapidly in persistence,
thickness, and extent. During times of nutritional
stress and/or when energy demands exceed
energy intake, seals can mobilize lipids from their
insulating layer of blubber to fuel metabolic
processes. Thus, blubber thickness can vary greatly
throughout the year and is often used as a metric
of body condition. Here, we used the traditional
truncated cones method to examine fine-scale
changes in blubber mass for three Arctic seal
species. Subjects included 4 spotted (Phoca
largha), 3 ringed (Pusa hispida), and 1 bearded
(Erignathus barbatus) seal. Energy intake was
allowed to vary naturally and seals were trained to
participate in data collection. Photogrammetric
and direct morphometric measurements were
collected weekly at defined locations along the
body. Blubber depth was measured at the same
locations using a portable ultrasound machine. All
measurements were averaged monthly for a
minimum of 1 year and used to determine body
composition. On average, spotted seals
experienced a 43% annual change in blubber mass,
although this value was highly influenced by one
individual (range 27% - 72%). Ringed seals incurred
a 19% annual change in blubber mass (range 13% 26%), while the bearded seal exhibited a 12%
change. In spotted and ringed seals, blubber mass
decreased prior to and through the molt, followed
by an increase post-molt; this relationship was less
defined for the bearded seal. Our data suggest
physiological and environmental parameters are
important in driving body condition patterns in

Studying the demographic parameters of open
populations of wide-ranging delphinids is difficult.
This challenge increases when studying open
populations containing a high proportion of nonresident individuals that use the study area for short
periods. Failure to account for these individuals can
lead to biased estimates of population demographic
parameters. In this study, we used site fidelity
indexes and capture-recapture models to estimate
the site fidelity and abundance of an open
population of bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the
coastal waters off the North West Cape of Western
Australia, located within the World Heritage listed
Ningaloo Coast and home to the Ningaloo Marine
Park. Photo-identification data was collected during
boat-based surveys off the North West Cape
between 2013 and 2015. A standardised site fidelity
index (SSFI) estimated extremely low site fidelity
(SSFI = 0.019) at the population level.
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of individual
re-sight rates showed that 58% of individuals
identified exhibited low levels of site fidelity,
indicating that most individuals in this population
are non-resident. POPAN modelling estimated a
super-population size of 309 (95%CI: 261-356)
individuals over the study period. A maximum
likelihood transient model which considers both
resident and non-resident individuals in the
population, estimated a resident population of 148
(95%CI: 127-169) individuals and a superpopulation of 398 (95%CI: 347- 449) individuals.
These models indicate that a moderately large
population of bottlenose dolphins inhabits the
waters off the North West Cape. The large number
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of both resident and non-resident bottlenose
dolphins found throughout the study area suggest
the coastal waters off the North West Cape are used
frequently by this species. The substantial number
of non-resident individuals and low site fidelity
suggest, however, that bottlenose dolphins occupy
a much larger area and future studies and
conservation decisions should consider
neighbouring waters within and outside the marine
park.

confirming TiO2 contamination in Southeastern
Brazil, since Ti binds to MT only in nanoparticle
form. In addition, high oceanic TiO2 diffusion was
noted, due to oceanic currents and/or differential
prey distribution, as S. bredanensis lives in
offshore waters further from the coast than P.
blainvillei but still presented MT-Ti correlations. Ti
was associated to reduced glutathione (GSH) in
both species, indicating possible Ti-GSH binding
and detoxification. These findings indicate that the
TSF is a valuable tool concerning Ti detoxification
assessments in cetaceans, which may be applied to
conservation efforts.

Subcellular distribution and metalloprotein
detoxification of titanium, a contaminant of
emerging concern, in Pontoporia blainvillei and
Steno bredanensis from southeastern Brazil.
Monteiro, Fernanda; Lemos, Leila1; Moura,
Jailson; Eocha, Rafael; Moreira, Isabel; Di
Beneditto, Ana Paula M.; Kehrig, Helena; Bordon,
Isabella C.; Siciliano, Salvatore2; Saint’Pierre,
Tatiana D.; Hauser-Davis, Rachel3
(1) Oregon State University, Rio de Janeiro
(2) Instituto Oswaldo Cruz/FIOCRUZ
(3) Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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From phocine distemper to avian influenza: An
ecological perspective on immunogenetic
diversity of two sympatric pinniped species.
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Frederick6; Cammen, Kristina7
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Rimouski
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(5) Tufts University, Cummings School of
Veterinary Medicine, North Grafton,
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(6) Protected Species Branch, NOAA, NMFS,
Woods Hole, MA
(7) University of Maine, Orono, Maine
Corresponding Author:
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Titanium (Ti) is a contaminant of emerging
concern used in personal care products in the form
of nanoparticles (TiO2), which can bioaccumulate
and biomagnify along trophic webs, eliciting
deleterious effects. Ti content and detoxification
data for aquatic organisms is scarce in general,
while no assessments concerning marine mammals
are available.Therefore, subcellular Ti distribution
and detoxification were assessed in
endangered Pontoporia blainvillei and datadeficient Steno bredanensis specimens from
southeastern Brazil, in order to assess intracellular
and, thus, bioavailable Ti contamination for the
first time in both species. Kidney, muscle and liver
samples were heat-extracted and insoluble (ISF),
thermos-labile (TLF) and heat-stable (TSF)
fractions were obtained. The TSF also contains
metallothionein (MT), a metal-detoxification
protein that binds to metals for subsequent
excretion. MT concentrations were
spectrophotometrically determined, Ti was
determined by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) and Ti TSF detoxification
was characterized by high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) coupled to ICP-MS. Timetalloprotein detoxification was observed in
kidney (~10%), liver (~15%) and muscle (~25%)
TLF and TSF, respectively in P. blainvillei, while
ISF Ti ranged up to 50%. All S. bredanensis tissues
exhibited Ti detoxification, although ISF levels
were high (~75%), establishing a differential Ti
detoxification pathway mostly unmediated by MT.
A Principal Component Analysis verified Ti-MT
associations in both species,

Gray (Halichoerus grypus) and harbor seals (Phoca
vitulina) are sympatric species that inhabit the
North Atlantic and have been subject to mortality
events from disease outbreaks, particularly phocine
distemper and avian influenza virus. Across
mortality events, gray seals tend to be more
immunologically robust, exhibiting a higher
survival rate. This difference could be explained by
various ecological factors impacting rates or
direction of selection in parts of the genome related
to the immune system. These factors could include
haul-out site density, habitat, and degree of
inter/intraspecies interaction. This research aims to
compare selection for genetic diversity within the
Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) class I
among gray and harbor seals. The MHC is a group
of genes that allow the immune system to recognize
foreign pathogens, with class I responding to viral
pathogens in particular. Possessing greater genetic
diversity at this region can be tied to greater
immunocompetence. Due to its duplicated nature,
MHC class I diversity has been challenging to
evaluate across multiple gene regions at a
population scale, but recent advances in sequencing
technology enable high-throughput genotyping of
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POPs in gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) but
contemporary data were lacking. Here, we report
on baseline concentrations of contaminants in gray
whale blubber across life history parameters
including sex, age, and reproductive status. Blubber
biopsies (n=120) were collected from freeswimming whales between 2003 and 2017 along
the Pacific coast from southern Canada to Baja
California, Mexico. A rare sample collection of 19
mother and calf pairs provide the first direct
assessment of patterns of maternal offloading of
contaminants in gray whales. POP blubber
concentrations (mean ± SEM in ng/g lipid weight)
were 226 ± 26 ΣPCBs, 230 ± 35 ΣDDTs, 88 ± 7
Σchlordanes, 74 ± 9 Σpolybrominated diphenyl
ethers, and 74 ± 5 Σhexachlorocyclohexans.
Overall mean PCB and DDT burdens were found to
be lower on average than previously reported for
gray whales. Statistical modeling of 20 select
compounds revealed significant sex, age, and
reproductive status-related POP trends. Immature
whales in this study had similar POP
concentrations across sexes. Adult males had
higher POP burdens than immature males. Female
POP burdens varied little across age-groups, with
the exception of DDT metabolites and some higher
chlorinated PCBs, which were higher in adult
females. Significant differences in adult male
versus adult female POP burdens for most
compounds were attributed to maternal transfer of
contaminants during reproduction. Contaminant
loads of most compounds were marginally higher
in mothers than in calves, further suggesting
significant maternal offloading during
reproduction. This study provides current POP
concentrations in gray whales and enhances our
understanding of POP trends across life history
stages. Such information should aid in the design
and interpretation of contaminant burden
monitoring in this protected species.

complete MHC regions. In this study, MHC
diversity across multiple class I exons is assessed
using amplicon sequencing to compare the degree
of copy number variation, number of alleles and
amino acid sequence diversity between species and
among populations. We test the hypothesis that
gray seals will exhibit greater diversity consistent
with their higher survival rate during viral-induced
mortality events. These analyses will be performed
on tissue biopsy samples from harbor seals bycaught in the Northeast US and live, weaned gray
seal pups from three locations in the Northwest
Atlantic. This research aims to address how
differences in ecology drive evolutionary
differences in two closely related species and
investigate how sympatric species evolve in the
face of natural stressors.
Persistent organic pollutant burdens in blubber
of eastern North Pacific gray whales
(Eschrichtius robustus) and the influence of life
history parameters.
Hayes, Kia R. R.1; Ylitalo, Gina2; Anderson,
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Jennie8; Martínez-Aguilar, Sergio9; BrünicheOlsen, Anna10; Subbiah, Seenivasan3;
Calambokidis, John11; Gribble, Matthew12; GodardCodding, Céline13
(1) Texas Tech University
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Marine Fisheries Service, Seattle, WA
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Health, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
(4) Universidad Autonoma de Baja California Sur,
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(5) Makah Fisheries Management, Makah Tribe,
Neah Bay, WA
(6) NMFS, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, La
Jolla, California
(7) Environmental and Fisheries Sciences Division,
Northwest Fisheries Science Center, National
Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, seattle, wa
(8) NOAA Fisheries, Seattle, WA
(9) Departamento de Biología Marina, Universidad
Autónoma de Baja California Sur, La Paz, Mexico
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Physical maturity in bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) from Sarasota Bay, FL.
Hazelkorn, Rebeccah1; Wells, Randall2; Siders,
Zachary3; DeLynn, Ruth4; Lovewell, Gretchen5
(1) Mote Marine Laboratory
(2) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
(3) University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
(4) Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, Florida
(5) Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, FL Florida
Corresponding Author: rhazelkorn@mote.org
Physical maturity in cetaceans is defined as when
growth ceases and all epiphyses are fused to the
vertebral body such that the suture line is no longer
visible. Many studies have shown that this is highly
variable among individuals and in-depth
examinations into fusion variability have been
lacking. We analyzed the vertebral columns of 38

Bioaccumulation of persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) in lipid-rich blubber tissues puts marine
mammals at risk of developmental dysfunction,
reproductive failure, and immunosuppression.
Research conducted in the 1960s-1990s reported
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(n=22 female; n=16 male) stranded common
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) known
from the well-studied Gulf of Mexico, Sarasota
Bay resident community. For each specimen,
vertebrae were examined by anatomic region for
the degree of fusion on the anterior and posterior
side of each centrum and categorized as un-fused
(1), fused with open suture lines (2), fused closed
with the entire suture line visible (3), fused closed
with partially visible suture lines (4), and fused
closed with invisible suture lines (5). An ordinal
logistic regression was used to estimate a given
joint’s degree of fusion probability. The model had
fixed effects for an individual’s age, number of
calves, sex, and sexual maturity and a random
effect for joint. Physical and sexual maturity are
not synonymous, though often linked. Our results
definitively show that age and reproductive status
significantly explain an individual’s degree of
fusion. Sex alone however, had a non-significant
effect on fusing. Adult females with fewer calves
had higher fusing of the vertebral epiphyses than
those with more reproductive experience across
multiple ages. The relationship between energetic
demands of reproduction vs preconceived
definitions of physical maturity is worth examining
more closely. The long-term partnership between
the Sarasota Dolphin Research Program and the
Stranding Investigations Program at Mote Marine
Laboratory offers this relationship, as well as
genetic findings, to be further examined.

2018) along the Dutch coast. For the hard-part
analyses, faeces samples were washed and
remaining hard parts were examined and brought to
species level. For the DNA extraction, different
methods were used to dissolve the faecal samples;
Ethanol, water and/or freeze-drying and PBS
buffer. Ethanol resulted in the fixation of particles,
obscuring the analysis of hard parts. The Qiagen
Fast DNA Stool Kit was used to extract DNA. To
identify prey DNA, a ~77 base pair fragment of the
16S mtDNA was used. Since not only fish DNA is
targeted, but also other chordate animal species like
seals, a blocking primer was added to block (most
of) the seal DNA. Next Generation Sequencing was
used to sequence all present faeces DNA. By
comparing the hard parts with the DNA based
analyses we were able to make a (more) complete
analysis of the very variable diet of harbour and
grey seals living in the southern North Sea, thus
obtaining a first insight in their role in the
ecosystem.
Risk of collisions between fin whales and marine
traffic in the Garraf coastal area, Balearic sea
Heinrich, Lucas1; Tort, Beatriu2; Amigo, Natalia3;
Degollada, Eduard4
(1) freelance, Split, Croatia
(2) EDMAKTUB, Molins de Rei, Spain
(3) EDMAKTUB, Barcelona, Spain
(4) EDMAKTUB Association, Barcelona, Spain
Corresponding Author: lucas.heinrich@gmail.com

Diet analysis of seals in the southern North Sea
based on faeces; A comparison between
molecular and physical analysis.
Heidstra, Boukje1; Luttikhuizen, Pieternella2;
Brasseur, Sophie3
(1) WMR, NIOZ, University of Groningen, Den
Hoorn Texel, Netherlands
(2) NIOZ, 't Horntje Texel, Netherlands
(3) WMR, Den Burg, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: boukjeh123@gmail.com

Ship strikes are a major non-natural source of fin
whale (Balaenoptera physalus) mortality in the
Mediterranean Sea, as has been proven in the past
and possibly pose a sinister threat for the health of
this understudied population, or as recent insight
suggests, populations. Even though
these problematics have already been a focus of a
previously done research for a certain part of the
Mediterranean, this study focuses on the negative
relationship between the fin whale spatial
distribution and the trajectory of cargo ships in
front of the Garraf Coast, Balearic Sea. This study
is a part of a much larger overall and ongoing
multiannual research of fin whales frequenting the
nutrient rich area of the Garraf coastal waters in the
spring season. Using the sightings data that was
acquired over the years it was possible to gain
insight into the distribution pattern of the whales in
the research area, as well as attain data of shipping
tracks from cargo vessels that pass through the
research area. In addition, local fishermen shared
the location of several whale bones from carcasses
that they fished out, suggesting possible collision
events. By mapping fin whale distribution in the
Garraf coastal area against the marine traffic data,
this study proves a considerable spatial overlap
within this fin whale feeding ground and the marine
traffic, exposing that the discussed area is one with

Diet is key to understanding an animals'
requirements and its role in the ecosystem. We
investigated the diet composition of two seal
species occurring in the southern North Sea, the
harbour (Phoca vitulina) and grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus), based on their faecal
remains. Both species recently grew exponentially,
and may play an important role as top predator. The
methodology used traditionally is limited to hard
parts recovered from excrements, but this method
lacks the possibility to detect prey without bony
structures or hard parts that did not
survive digestion. Analysing fragmented DNA of
consumed prey may give a better and broader
insight into these seals' diet. This study compares
both approaches. For this we used frozen seal
faeces samples collected over several years (2011 -
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a high probability of ship strikes and also locates
the most problematic hotspots in the
area. Furthermore, the bones found in the area by
the fishermen contribute to the notion that ship
strikes do happen, but are largely unreported. The
presented study serves as a warning and hopefully
an instigator for stakeholders to take action towards
mitigation policies, as well as a benchmark when
those policies begin implementation.
Comparison of the timing abilities of a harbour
seal (Phoca vitulina) and a South African fur
seal (Arctocephalus pusillus)
Heinrich, Tamara; Hanke, Frederike; Dehnhardt,
Guido
University of rostock, Rostock, Germany
Corresponding Author: tamara.heinrich@unirostock.de

A multi-year satellite tagging effort was conducted
on humpback whales off the island of Kauai from
2017-2019. Nineteen whales were successfully
tagged, with tag durations lasting 1.6 – 12.3 days.
All seven whales tagged in 2017 transited west to
the island of Niihau after being tagged; six of the
whales continued traveling northwest following
islands and seamounts, while one began traveling
directly north from Niihau. In 2018, four of the six
tagged whales also traveled west to Niihau and on
to the closest seamounts, while one animal traveled
to Oahu and another animal started traveling to
Oahu but then went to Niihau. Finally, in 2019 one
animal traveled west to Middle Bank before turning
around and returning to Niihau; one animal
remained close to Niihau; one animal remained
close to Kauai; and a female and primary escort
from a competitive pod stayed together for at least
four days while traveling to Oahu. During this field
effort, the location, group size, and group behavior
were recorded for all encountered humpback
whales. A habitat use analysis was conducted on all
encountered groups to determine if different social
groups occurred in specific habitats or if they were
randomly encountered in a variety of habitats. For
example, mother/calf pairs were typically
encountered in nearshore, shallow waters on the
southwest side of Kauai, while stationary dyads
were often encountered in shallow water off the
west side. Variables such as Julian date, latitude
and longitude, water depth, distance from shore,
and the number of other animals in the area were
included in a Generalized Estimating Equation of
group behavior. In addition, the social role and
behavior of the tagged animals were examined to
determine if the habitat or social role in which the
tagged whales were encountered was related to
where the animals traveled once tagged.

Living in the marine environment might require a
precise sense of time as for example tides control
access to food as well as haul-out places. Good
timing abilities thus seem to be essential for
foraging decisions, but also for navigation and
orientation when estimating speed of movement for
example. A previous study showed, for the first
time, the high sensitivity of a phocid, the harbour
seal, in discriminating time intervals. In the present
study, we compared the harbour seal’s timing
abilities with the timing abilities of an otariid, the
South African fur seal. This comparison seemed
essential as phocids and otariids differ
tremendously in many respects including lifestyle
and habitat and might thus also differ regarding
their timing abilities.
The experiments were conducted under constant
light conditions inside an experimental chamber. In
a two-alternative-forced-choice procedure, the
animal was required to discriminate between
standard and longer comparison time intervals
marked by a white circle on a black background
that was displayed for the respective time interval
on a monitor. Time difference thresholds were
determined for several standard time intervals in
the millisecond to second range by a staircase
method.
Contrary to our expectation, the timing abilities of
an otariid and a phocid are comparable, with mean
Weber fractions of 0.1 for the fur seal and 0.13 for
the harbour seal. Timing might thus be a
fundamental cue for pinnipeds in general to be used
in various contexts thereby complementing
information provided by the classical sensory
systems.

In vivo measurements of ringed seal (Pusa
hispida) lung volumes: Insights from biomedical
imaging.
Hermann-Sorensen, Holly1; Woodie, Kathy2;
Thometz, Nicole3; Reichmuth, Colleen4
(1) University of California Santa Cruz
(2) Alaska SeaLife Center, Seward, AK
(3) University of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
(4) University of California Santa Cruz and Alaska

Habitat use and behavior of satellite tagged
humpback whales off Kauai
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Pinnipeds rely on blood, muscle, and lung oxygen
stores to support breath-hold diving. Defined by
impressive blood volumes, hemoglobin
concentrations, and myoglobin content, pinnipeds
have a greater capacity to store oxygen in their
blood and muscles than their terrestrial
counterparts. Thus, these parameters are more
commonly the focus of comparative physiological
research, with lung structure and function less well
studied. Deep diving pinnipeds rely heavily on
blood and muscle oxygen stores while diving and
collapse their lungs at depth to avoid tissue trauma
and pressure related injury. More shallow diving
pinnipeds may not fully collapse their lungs on
routine dives, and likely rely on lung oxygen stores
to a greater degree. Ringed seals (Pusa hispida) are
among the smallest phocids. They are relatively
shallow divers that exhibit short dive durations
(typical dives < 100 m and < 8 min), and may rely
on lung oxygen stores to a greater extent than other
phocids. Currently, there are few studies aimed at
understanding how respiratory control and lung
oxygen storage is regulated in living marine
mammals. Most studies rely on postmortem
excised lungs to estimate total lung volume. In this
study, we used high-resolution CT scans to provide
the first in vivo measurements of total lung volume
in ringed seals (n=5) ranging in age from 5 months
to two years. All seals were anesthetized and
intubated for scheduled veterinary procedures. Full
body scans were obtained in 2.5 mm sections at a
range of lung pressures (0, 30, and/or 37 mm Hg).
By determining total lung volumes from 3dimensional models of air spaces in living animals,
we advance current understanding of diving lung
oxygen stores. Further, these data can be combined
with previously established estimates of blood and
muscle oxygen stores to evaluate overall diving
capacity and constraints in this species.

It has been observed at the end of the last century
and during the first decade of the present that the
abundance and distribution of gray whales in their
wintering grounds is related with sea ice extent in
their feeding grounds. Changes in the sea surface
temperature (SST) have also been reported in their
breeding grounds due to El Niño/a events. For that
reason, the goal of the present work was assess the
impact of climate variability on the population of
gray whale that used Ojo de Liebre Lagoon (OLL)
in the past 15 years, and evaluate the occurrence of
the described patterns in the past. For that, we
made correlations and regressions analysis between
gray whale censuses in OLL and the environmental
variability in their breeding grounds in the coast of
the Baja California Peninsula and their feeding
grounds in the Arctic (Bering, Beaufort and
Chukchi Seas). During these 15 years, the
relationship between ice extent in Bering Sea over
the other Arctic grounds as well as production of
calves has been observed again (RSpearman=-0.63,
p<0.05). This relationship shows that a lesser
amount of ice at the Bering Sea in the summer
increases the production of calves the following
winter, confirming the importance of this region as
feeding ground for the pregnant females. There is
also a meaningful relationship between sea ice
extent at the Beaufort Sea in October, the
northernmost feeding ground, and the date of the
maximum peaks of abundance within OLL
(RSpearman=-0.79, p<0.05). This relationship
suggests a delay in the migration date when there is
little ice in the Beaufort Sea and vice versa.
Early development of in-air and underwater
sound production in harbour seals (Phoca
vitulina)
Hernandez, Ariana1; Wahlberg, Magnus2; Højer
Kristensen, Jakob3; Thuelund, Cecilie
(1) University of Southern Denmark
(2) Marine Biological Research Centre, University
of Southern Denmark, Kerteminde, Denmark
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Impact of climate variability on the abundance
of gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus) in Ojo de
Liebre Lagoon, Baja California Sur, Mexico.
Hernández, Lorena1; Salvadeo, Christian; Urban,
Jorge2; Gonzalez, Eduardo3; Gómez, Alejandro4;
Martínez-Aguilar, Sergio5; Viloria Gomora,
Lorena6; Meléndez, Everardo7
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Harbor seal pups are unique among phocid seals in
their rapid adaptations for swimming and diving.
They are known to produce both in-air and
underwater calls to keep in contact with the mother
during the lactation period. We studied the acoustic
development of their vocalizations both in air and
underwater through simultaneous hydrophone,
microphone and video recordings of two seal
births, one female and one male, in the outdoor
facility at Fjord&Bælt, Denmark. The pups made
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their first in-air vocalizations 1-3 min after birth.
They started to move around 13-25 min and both
went into the water 39 min after birth and almost
immediately started diving. Their first underwater
vocalizations were heard 60-162 min after birth, or
21-123 min after first entering the water. Most
sounds were heard during the first day post-partum,
and for all days recorded, most sounds were
produced underwater. The in-air and underwater
sounds resembled one another, but also showed
differences in terms of frequency content and
sound intensity. The mothers only produced very
infrequent sounds in air and probably never under
water. This shows that harbour seals rapidly
develop their abilities to produce sounds both in air
and underwater, and that they use the sounds to
stay in contact with their mother. The fact that they
predominantly produce underwater sounds and that
they enter the water very rapidly after birth
compared to other seals indicate that not only do
their diving abilities develop at a very early age,
but so does also their sound production and
probably also their hearing abilities. This has
important implications for understanding not only
how sounds are used between mothers and pups
during the lactation period, but also how
anthropogenic noise may affect the bonds between
the mother and the pup.

explained variance of 62.2%. Reliability analysis of
the complete 13-item scale showed good internal
consistency, with a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of
0.81. In conclusion, the instrument showed
satisfactory validity and reliability for social
assessment with regard to views of the state of the
ecosystem of marine mammals, in this case the
dolphin.
Genetic diversity of leopard seal Hydrurga
leptonyx at Danco Coast, Antarctic peninsula.
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Construction and validation of a dolphin habitat
measurement instrument (Tursiops truncatus)
in the Port of Veracruz.
Hernández, Tania1; García, Emmanuel1; CruzLopez, Cecilia; Martinez-Serrano, Ibiza2
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(2) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa Veracruz,
Mexico
Corresponding Author: paoh_rh@outlook.com
Opinion surveys are used for data collection in
social sciences, and one of the areas where such
tools are often required is biology research. The
aim of this study was to create a social assessment
instrument to explore the opinions of the residents
of the Port of Veracruz with regard to a dolphin
species (Tursiops truncatus) present in the Veracruz
Reef System and its habitat. This species is
considered a natural indicator of environmental
health in the areas where it is distributed. The
questionnaire was designed to include 13 Likerttype social impact questions, grouped into two
sections: the first six items focused on general
information about the species and the remaining
seven assessed the respondents' perception of the
danger faced by the species and its habitat. Factor
analysis based on data obtained in a pilot study
with 80 participants revealed a three-construct
structure (knowledge of the habitat, risks for the
species and conservation of the species) with all 13
items showing sufficient factor loadings and a total

The Leopard seal, Hydrurga leptonyx, has a wide
distribution throughout the Antarctic circumpolar
region. They have solitary habits, haul out on pack
ice for long period, and individuals tend to
congregate in the same area of the ice for
reproduction. The leopard seal shows site fidelity to
reproductive sites, which may imply restricted gene
flow between groups. In order to conduct the first
assessment of genetic diversity of leopard seals in
waters around Danco Coast, we amplified
mitochondrial DNA Control Region (mtDNA-CR,
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423 bp) from DNA extracted from 13 blood
samples collected in Primavera base during 20112012 austral summer. Our results show high
haplotype diversity, represented in unique
haplotype for each sample, and only haplotype
shared between two samples. Network analyses
confirm high diversity with some divergent
haplotypes, which suggest that individuals sampled
belong to one population. Due to ice dynamic as a
consequence of climate change, many individuals
are shifting their diet habits, showing dietary
specializations which may have the potential to
promote genetic differentiation in the long-term.
Given the lack of leopard seals genetic studies this
hypothesis cannot be tested. Research studies using
mitochondrial and nuclear markers are needed to
assess the genetic

Protecting the critically endangered vaquita
porpoise: Update on illegal net removal efforts.
Hidalgo Pla, Eva1; Cárdenas-Hinojosa, Gustavo2;
Jaramillo Legorreta, Armando; Sanchez, Laura;
Rojas-Bracho, Lorenzo3; Ruiz Sabio, Diego
(1) Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, Barcelona,
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(3) Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso
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ABSTRACT
The vaquita porpoise (Phocoena sinus) is the most
endangered marine mammal in the world. This
cetacean is endemic to the Mexican region of the
Upper Gulf of California, and its population
estimated to be at less than 22 individuals.
Accidental entanglement in illegal gillnets used to
capture totoaba bass (Totoaba macdonaldi) fueled
by a lucrative illegal trade for their swim bladders,
is the leading cause of mortality for vaquitas.

A global analysis on the energy content of the
diet of the harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena)
Hessing, Sanne1; Duchateau, Marie José1; Leopold,
Maarten Frederik2
(1) Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands
(2) Wageningen Marine Research, Den Helder,
Netherlands
Corresponding Author: s.hessing@students.uu.nl

Despite a ban on the use of gillnets placed by the
Government of Mexico in 2015 and extensive
enforcement efforts, illegal nets continue to exist
within the range of the critically endangered
Vaquita. Incidental by-catch mortality of other
species of biological importance also occurs in the
area. This includes several other species of marine
mammals and endangered marine fauna.

The harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is an
opportunistic predator to which quantity of prey
might be more important than quality. In the North
Sea, prey is often small and/or of low energy
content (e.g., gobies, whiting). However, harbour
porpoises should probably strive to consume prey
with higher energy content to maintain energy
balance. In this global analysis, diet studies on
stomach contents of stranded or bycaught harbor
porpoises were analyzed in more detail regarding
average energy contents of ingested prey. The
calculated average of all these studies resulted in an
energy content of 6.1 kJg-1. However, variation in
energy contents in different locations was
considerable. In Europe, low energy contents were
found in the UK (4.9 kJ·g-1 ), the Netherlands (5.0
kJ·g-1 ) and Germany (5.0 kJ·g-1 ), whereas much
higher values were found in the Bay of Biscay (6.3
kJg-1), Ireland (6.8 kJ·g-1) and Kattegat/Skagerrak
(7.8 kJ·g-1). Studies at the east coast of the USA
showed high energy contents in the Gulf of Maine
(6.6 kJ·g-1) and in the Bay of Fundy (8.4 kJ·g-1 ).
In contrast, harbour porpoises in the Salish Sea
along the west coast of the USA, took mostly lean
blackfin sculpin (Malacocottus kincaidi), resulting
in an energy content of only 4.2 kJ·g-1. There is a
lack of knowledge on the relationship between diet
and fitness of harbour porpoises. Therefore, further
monitoring studies that relate prey quality to
harbour porpoise vital rates, such as calving rates,
age at first fecundity and survival would be
recommended.

The removal of entangling gillnets from their
habitat is considered one of the most urgent and
important tools for the immediate protection of this
species of porpoise. Started by Sea Shepherd’s
Operation Milagro in collaboration with the
Mexican Navy in 2015, the net retrieval efforts
were expanded under the lead of the Department of
the Environment (SEMARNAT) together with
WWF-Mexico, Museo de la Ballena and the
fisherman’s organization PESCA ABC and
Cooperativa Islas del Golfo. Since its formal start
in 2016 more than 1100 entangling nets have been
removed from the Vaquita habitat through these
collaborations. Current net removal efforts are
focused in the area of the Vaquita Refuge
(established in 2005) where the highest density of
vaquitas is estimated to occur, based in acoustic
detection trends.
Investigating potential gray whale individual
foraging specializations within the Pacific Coast
Feeding Group
Hildebrand, Lisa1; Sullivan, Florence2; Norman,
Robyn3; Henkel, Sarah3; Torres, Leigh4
(1) Marine Mammal Institute, Oregon State
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Although individual niche specialization within
populations has been widely documented,
populations are typically managed based on the
assumption that all individuals are ecologically
equivalent. This approach can be problematic when
a single management strategy is not effective at
protecting all individuals within a population
equally due to distinct ecological patterns. We
examine the presence and degree of individual
foraging specialization within the Pacific Coast
Feeding Group (PCFG) of gray whales feeding
near Port Orford, Oregon, USA. The 264 PCFG
gray whales already display a hierarchical form of
foraging specialization: At a species level they are
the only baleen whale to feed benthically; at a
population level PCFG whales do not migrate to
the Bering Sea with the other 26,000 Eastern North
Pacific gray whales; at a sub-group level there is
evidence of temporally and spatially restricted
resource exploitation (e.g., ghost shrimp foraging
in WA, USA). We tracked 96 gray whales in the
nearshore habitat using a theodolite (405 hours)
during the same 4 week summer period in four
consecutive years (2016-2019). Behavioral
classification of these tracks revealed that whales
spent almost half of their time foraging (47%),
while searching (28%) and travelling (15%) were
less prominent. Simultaneous to data collection on
whale movements, we collected zooplankton prey
samples using a research kayak. Community
analysis of these zooplankton samples reveal
distinct spatial and temporal patterns in prey
availability to whales. We link whale movement
and prey data in space and time to assess individual
foraging specializations of PCFG whales. With the
potential resumption of the Makah tribal gray
whale hunt and increased anthropogenic coastal
use, increased understanding of the PCFG foraging
ecology is needed. Our research will inform
management decisions of this small, culturally
distinct population unit by identifying resources of
high importance to individuals and determining
differences in their foraging.

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) that
breed in the western North Pacific (WNP) are listed
as endangered under the U.S. Endangered Species
Act. Previous research in the WNP concluded that
the full extent of humpback whale breeding areas is
unknown. Small-boat surveys were conducted
during February-March 2015-2018 off the island of
Saipan in the Mariana Archipelago to collect
humpback whale photos for
individual identification and biopsy samples for
genetic analysis. Fourteen
mother-calf pairs and 27 other non-calf whales
were encountered, leading to a photo-identification
catalog of 43 individuals. Seven non-calves
were re-sighted in multiple years, including 4
females associated with calves in one or more
years. This site fidelity of reproductive females and
the presence of newborn calves and competitive
groups indicate that whales are using the area for
breeding. Comparisons of the Mariana
Archipelago humpback whale photo-identification
catalog with other North Pacific
humpback whale catalogs resulted in 10 matches to
breeding (Japan and Philippines) and 3 matches to

Humpback whales in the Mariana archipelago:
Local breeding habitat and links to other
western north Pacific breeding and feeding
grounds.
Hill, Marie1; Bradford, Amanda2; Steel, Debbie3;
Baker, C. Scott4; Ligon, Allan; Ü, Adam; Acebes,
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feeding (Russia) grounds in the WNP.
DNA profiles of biopsy samples from 24
individuals (14 females, 10 males) revealed 7
mitochondrial DNA haplotypes. The mtDNA
haplotype frequencies from the Mariana
Archipelago showed significant differentiation
from the Okinawa, Japan and Philippines breeding
grounds and the greatest identity (i.e., least
differentiation) with the Ogasawara, Japan,
breeding ground and the Commander Islands,
Russia, feeding ground. The study area off Saipan
represents only a small portion (12%) of the
available breeding habitat with depths <200 m
2
(1,283 km ) within the Mariana
Archipelago. Future surveys should include
other shallow-water areas to determine how many
whales are using the Mariana Archipelago and to
what extent. The Mariana Archipelago should be
considered as a breeding area for WNP humpback
whales in ongoing research and conservation
efforts for this endangered population.

history stages during 41 commercial swim-with
encounters from 2017–2018. Preliminary results
suggest there is no difference among sexes or size
classes for close approaches; however, two
individual whales were responsible for 26% of all
recorded approaches closer than 3m. Similar
findings have been reported for other higher-risk
behaviours such as physical contact, and these
patterns of occurrence suggest that the short-term
desensitisation of some individuals is occurring.
Our study also examines the longer-term sightings
history of individual whales to assess the potential
for repeat exposure over multiple years to influence
risk-taking behaviour.
This detailed understanding of how anthropogenic
interactions influence the risk-taking behaviour of
dwarf minke whales can assist in appropriately
mitigating the threats that arise from such
interactions. Furthermore, this study contributes
insights into the behavioural ecology of a typically
elusive oceanic rorqual rarely observed outside of
the Great Barrier Reef.

Is risk-taking behaviour among dwarf minke
whales learned or innate?
Hillcoat, Suzanne1; Birtles, Alastair2; Gardiner,
Naomi3; Curnock, Matt4
(1) James Cook University, Belgian Gardens,
Australia
(2) James Cook University, Townsville
(3) James Cook University, Douglas, Australia
(4) CSIRO, Douglas, Australia
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Using dynamic energy budget models to assess
the impact of disturbance on life history and
population dynamics of medium-sized cetaceans.
Hin, Vincent; Harwood, John; Roos, André M.
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: V.Hin@uva.nl
A challenge in conservation is to assess the levels
of disturbance that cause significant adverse effects
on wildlife populations. To address this, the
Population Consequences of Disturbance (PCoD)
framework provides a conceptual model that links
behavioural and physiological changes in disturbed
individuals to the response of the population. We
use Dynamic Energy Budget (DEB) modelling to
implement the PCoD framework for medium-sized
cetaceans, in particular long-finned pilot whales
(Globicephala melas). In the DEB model, life
history unfolds from the balance between energy
increasing processes of resource and milk feeding
and energy demanding processes of lactation,
gestation, metabolism and growth. With this model
we assess how varying levels of disturbance affect
the life history of female pilot whales, and how the
impact of disturbance changes with changes in
abundance and seasonal variation of their prey.
Calves born to young females are most sensitive to
disturbance, because young females have lower
capacity to carry energy reserves, while being faced
with high demands of lactation. Higher levels of
disturbance also affect survival of calves born to
older females, as well as degrading female survival
and body condition. These results change when
density-dependence operates through prey
depletion by pilot whale individuals. In the densitydependent case, disturbance leads to a mortality

Inquisitive behaviours towards humans and boats
have been observed in many cetacean species. Such
behaviours can increase the risk of vessel strike and
entanglement, and repeated interactions can result
in desensitisation or habituation, which may also
have indirect impacts on fitness and survival from
less time spent on critical behaviours.
Dwarf minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata
subsp.) are renowned for their inquisitive
behaviour. During austral winter, they regularly
approach vessels and swimmers in the Great
Barrier Reef, often to within a few metres, and
occasionally to less than a metre. Inquisitiveness
has been associated with specific life-history stages
in some cetacean species, as seen in juvenile
humpback whales and bottlenose dolphins. While
previous research has identified several factors
associated with close approaches by dwarf minke
whales, such as group size and previous exposure
to the stimuli, the incidence of such behaviours
among demographic cohorts remains unknown.
We investigated the prevalence of close approaches
by dwarf minke whales between sexes and life-
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peak among young, lactating females that have
produced their first calf. However, the remaining
individuals benefit from an increase in prey
availability resulting from the abated top-down
control. This leads to an earlier onset of
reproduction, increased reproductive output later in
life, and increased body condition. Although high
levels of disturbance will eventually cause
population to go extinct, density dependence is able
to mask adverse effects of disturbance on female
life history. These results call for a better
understanding of density-dependent processes and
advocate for caution in the management of marine
mammal populations.

quite high in this analysis, we caution that risk
could be generalized and overestimated. There is a
critical need for formal surveys in this area.
First evidence of fish in the diet of long-finned
pilot whales (Globicephala melas edwardii) In
New Zealand waters
Hinton, Beth1; Betty, Emma2; Badlani, Yash3;
Stockin, Karen4
(1) Massey University, New Zealand
(2) Massey University & Auckland University of
Technology, Auckland, New Zealand
(3) University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada
(4) Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand
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A spatial bycatch risk assessment for dugongs in
northwestern Sri Lanka.
Hines, Ellen; Verutes, Gregory1; Ponnampalam,
Louisa2
(1) University of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago
de Compostela, Spain
(2) The MareCet Research Organization, Shah
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Corresponding Author: ehines@sfsu.edu

Knowledge of foraging ecology is important to
identify overlap – and therefore potential
interactions – between cetaceans and commercial
fisheries. However, despite the high frequency of
long-finned pilot whale (LFPW; Globicephala
melas edwardii) strandings on the New Zealand
coast, their diet remains poorly understood. To
assess LFPW diet and how it may relate to
commercial fisheries within New Zealand, we (1)
examined stomach contents from a mass-stranding
event on Farewell Spit in February 2014 (n=39),
and (2) compared these to previously reported data
from mass-stranding events that occurred in the
same location in 2005 (n=10) and 2008 (n=11).
Multivariate analyses were applied to determine
temporal and sex differences in the number and
size of hard part remains recovered from stomachs
during post-mortem sampling. Prey items were
evident in 87% (n=34) of individuals examined
from the 2014 stranding event (20 females and 14
males). Five individuals (1 female and 4 males)
were recorded with empty stomachs. Prey primarily
comprised cephalopod remains (542 lower and 476
upper beaks), with the lower beaks belonging
exclusively to arrow squid Nototodarus spp. Fish
remains were reported in the stomachs of four
males – representing the first report of fish in the
stomachs of LFPWs from New Zealand waters.
Although no temporal difference was evident,
significantly higher numbers of Nototodarus beaks
were recorded in the stomachs of stranded females
compared to males across all years (2005, 2008 and
2014). Differences in diet observed both between
sexes and across all stranding events are discussed
in the context of international studies of LFPW
diet. Furthermore, first evidence of fish in the diet
of LFPWs in New Zealand waters is explored along
with the apparent importance of commercially
fished arrow squid to the diet of LFPWs in this
region.

Marine mammal bycatch, a major threat to
sustainable populations, poses a particular
challenge in developing countries. Data to
document bycatch and the effects of bycatch are
often lacking. We have created a spatial and
temporal risk bycatch risk assessment (ByRA)
toolbox that makes use of existing data and creates
a framework for data acquisition that provides local
practitioners and scientists the tools they need to
evaluate bycatch risk. ByRA calculates areas of
bycatch risk based on the presence or absence of
management strategies, the intensity of fishing
activity by gear type, and an estimate of the spatial
likelihood of interaction between fisheries and
species. Our objective was to apply the ByRA
toolbox to assess the spatial exposure of dugongs to
incidental bycatch in the blue swimming crab
(Portunus pelagicus) fishery in Palk Bay and the
Gulf of Mannar in northwestern Sri Lanka. We
traveled to Sri Lanka to meet with agency experts
and local scientists. In Palk Bay and the Gulf of
Mannar, we met with community leaders and
traveled to fishing villages, mapping net use and
fishing areas. From observations and conversations,
we concluded that the exposure of dugongs to the
crab nets is low, due to the placement and
configuration of the nets. However, shark/ray nets
commonly used by villagers, and illegal
commercial trawling close to coasts are risky to
dugongs, and also have a highly unsustainable
bycatch of marine turtles. ByRA outputs show that
the risk of bycatch is most directly associated with
areas of fishing occurrence. For the dugong, most
of this risk is in the Gulf of Mannar, in areas with
illegal trawlers and shark/ray nets. As uncertainty is

Ontogenetic changes in trace element ratios
track lifetime freshwater exposure in bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus).
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Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus) are known for
their heavily scarred appearance, which is primarily
the result of social interactions with conspecifics.
Scarification also results from interactions with
other species of delphinid, prey species and
anthropogenically induced stressors, such as fishing
gear and boats. Another reason for extensive
scarring on individual dolphins may be as a result
of various epidermal diseases and parasites. Skin
diseases have been extensively studied in various
species of odontocete, however very little is known
about the various cutaneous disorders affecting
free-ranging Risso’s dolphins. Some studies have
shown that the presence, epidemiological pattern
and severity of skin disorders can reflect the
general health of the population being studied and
provide more information as to the level of various
environmental and anthropogenic stressors.

Prolonged freshwater exposure can have harmful
effects on bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus),
ranging from skin lesions and electrolyte
abnormalities to organ failure and death.
Determining if a dolphin has been exposed to
freshwater for prolonged periods of time can be
difficult without costly and labor-intensive direct
observation. We tested the feasibility of
reconstructing long-term freshwater exposure in
bottlenose dolphins using trace element ratios in
teeth, which are comprised of annual growth layer
groups (GLGs) that assimilate elements reflective
of environmental conditions throughout life. Teeth
were collected from dolphin carcasses that stranded
along the Alabama, USA, coastline between 2011
and 2019. These years encompassed a range of
precipitation and freshwater discharge in this
freshwater-dominated system. Individuals from
multiple size- and age-classes were analyzed using
laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). There were
differences in elemental composition between
enamel and lifetime GLGs. Ontogenetic shifts were
seen in some elemental ratios (Zn:Ca, Ba:Ca,
Pb:Ca) between prenatal and postnatal GLGs,
including interannual variation (spikes in Ba:Ca) in
postnatal GLGs consistent with seasonal freshwater
inputs to the system. Zn:Ca and Ba:Ca were tightly
coupled in postnatal dentin while Pb:Ca and Ba:Ca
showed similar trends throughout development.
These data suggest Alabama resident bottlenose
dolphins experience interannual variation in
environmental conditions, particularly seasonal
pulses of low-salinity that are traceable using
elemental ratios in teeth. These results support the
potential for trace elements in teeth to be used for
assessment and historical tracing of habitat
variation, including freshwater and associated
contaminant exposure in bottlenose dolphins
throughout their lifetime.

Images of individual Risso’s dolphins’ dorsal fins,
heads and bodies taken during photo-identification
surveys off the west coast of Scotland and Bardsey
Island in Wales between 1997 and 2018 are being
used to assess the presence and prevalence of skin
disorders, including lesions and epidermal diseases.
There is evidence of potential fishery related
injuries and collisions with vessels. Interestingly,
initial analysis has shown there to be a significant
number of individuals with strange ‘cow teeth’
shaped scars, similar to but startingly different
from, bites of the cookie cutter shark which has not
been reported in UK waters although suitable
habitat exists. However, lampreys are present in
UK waters and a similarity with their wound
pattern cannot be denied although a detailed
comparison has yet to be done. We are only aware
of a few similar such wounds having been
documented elsewhere and are keen to understand
more about the prevalence of skin patterns, lesions
or wounds which might be symptomatic of disease,
predator-prey interactions or human-induced
trauma.
Automated seal counts using aerial images and
machine learning techniques
Hoekendijk, Jeroen1; Brasseur, Sophie2; Schop,
Jessica; Meijboom, Andre3; Cremer, Jenny3;
Verdaat, Hans4; Aarts, Geert3
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Skin disorders in Risso’s dolphins off the west
coast of the UK; A photographic assessment.
Hodgins, Nicola1; Eisfeld-Pierantonio, Sonja2
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During the breeding and moulting seasons, a
predictable proportion of grey seals Halichoerus
grypus and harbour seals Phoca vitulina haul out
on land in the Wadden Sea. These seasonal
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aggregations provide excellent opportunities to
make accurate population size estimates.
Traditionally, hauled out seals are manually
counted, either directly during aerial surveys or
from images collected during the survey. In this
study we provide an alternative approach, using
machine learning techniques (i.e. computer vision)
to identify and count seals from aerial survey
images.

critical. Characteristic patterns of stable isotopes of
carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur have the potential to
predict the source habitat— estuary, coast, or
offshore—of stranded dolphins. Using stable
isotope measurements from skin of dolphins, we
developed a finite mixture model in a Bayesian
framework to classify individuals according to their
source habitat. Classification accuracy was
evaluated using a training data set (n=141 biopsy
samples). Results were applied to additional biopsy
samples (“test” subsample) (n=292) and samples
from strandings (n=462). For the test subsample,
the predicted stock was consistent with likely stock,
determined from the location and season of
sampling, for all (n=14) offshore, 92% (n=189 of
205) of coastal, and 72% (n=53 of 74) of estuarine
dolphins. For strandings (n=471), the predicted
stock was consistent with location of stranding (or
genetics for the offshore morphotype) for 100%
(n=28) of offshore, 90% (n=346 of 386) of coastal,
and 56% (n=27 of 48) of estuarine strandings. The
largest discrepancies occurred for predicted
estuarine dolphins found on or along the coast,
which is consistent with known movements of
estuarine-resident dolphins into coastal
waters. Stable isotopes are a powerful approach in
concert with other information for identifying the
source habitats of stranded and bycaught dolphins
in North Carolina.

A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
pretrained on a large benchmark dataset, was
trained using manually annotated aerial images of
seals. By using a pretrained CNN, the time to train
the network was significantly reduced and training
could be done on a single GPU. Resulting seal
counts from the CNN were cross validated with
manual counts.
The method presented in this study dramatically
reduces the time required to process aerial images,
while also eliminating the potential effect of
observer bias. By using the same architecture and
parameter values, the method can easily be
employed elsewhere. This process is known as
transfer learning and requires only a relatively
small set of additional annotated training images
and little time to (re)train the network for other
regions and/or seal species.

Growing pains: How the juvenile period
influences adult male social position and
reproductive success within multi-level dolphin
alliances.
Holmes, Kathryn1; Allen, Simon2; Connor,
Richard3; Gerber, Livia4; Krützen, Michael5;
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Use of finite mixture models with stable isotopes
to identify source habitat of stranded common
bottlenose dolphins
Hohn, Aleta A.1; Shertzer, Kyle2; Gorgone, Annie3;
Byrd, Barbie4; Macko, Stephen5
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Strandings are valuable indicators of fisherycetacean interactions, particularly where observer
programs are insufficient. When multiple stocks of
a species are parapatric, the stock of stranded or
bycaught animals may not be apparent. Five stocks
of common bottlenose dolphin, two estuarine, two
coastal and one offshore, occur in North Carolina,
USA. To date, only the offshore morphotype is
distinct. The estuarine stocks are small and are
subject to fishery interactions that may exceed
sustainable levels. Thus, at least being able to
differentiate estuarine from coastal stocks is

In many animal societies, fitness is affected by
social factors at various organizational levels of
adult social networks. However, few studies have
examined whether future fitness can be predicted
from juvenile sociality. Indeed, in many gregarious
mammals, juveniles are understudied, yet
investment in social bonds during this critical
period of social development may impact adult
reproductive success. In Shark Bay, Western
Australia, adult male bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) form multi-level alliances within a
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fission-fusion society. Allied males work together
to herd single estrus females and these alliance
relationships are crucial for each male’s
reproductive success. Although alliance
membership does not crystallize until after sexual
maturation, these cooperative partnerships start to
develop before males become sexually mature.
Here, we use 30 years of data to quantify the
changing structure of the social networks of 31
male bottlenose dolphins from their juvenile period
through to early adulthood. We quantify how early
social network centrality, and social investment (as
measured with activity budgets) predict a male’s
future centrality within the alliance network, as
well as his reproductive success (as measured via
consortship rate, which is highly correlated with
paternities). Our results reveal significant interindividual differences in temporal change in ego
network structure, where individual males engineer
their social positions as they mature. This suggests
that an individual’s gregariousness is a significant
determinant of allied male social network position
and reproductive success. These findings highlight
the importance of including immature life history
periods in studies of long-lived species to reveal
how early social behavior affects future
fitness.

observations were completed. Of the twelve NOAA
viewing guidelines, tour operators violated, on
average, five (42%) guidelines, with two
companies violating seven (58%) guidelines. All
eco-tour companies (100%) violated three of the
guidelines: 1) Do not view dolphins from a distance
of less than 50 yards; 6) Never pursue or follow
marine wildlife; and 7) If approached by a marine
mammal, put your vessel’s engine in neutral; allow
the animal to pass and move slowly away. The
guideline with the next highest rate of noncompliance (75%) was 9) Avoid excessive vessel
speed or sudden changes in speed or direction, and
do not maneuver a vessel in a way that may change
the animal’s behavior. Within this guideline, 22%
of the 64 total dolphin sightings observed involved
eco-tour vessels maneuvering with the intent to
induce wake riding. Possible factors affecting
compliance include tour educational outreach,
captain perceptions and awareness of guidelines,
and number of years in business.
Creation of an atlas for the assessment of skin
disorders in Canary Islands atlantic spotted
dolphins (Stenella frontalis)
Hopfer, Deborah Johanna1; Walzer, Christian2;
Martin, Vidal3
(1) Sociedad para el Estudio de Cetaceos del
Archipielago Canario (SECAC); University of
Veterinary Medicine Vienna, San Bartolome, Spain
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Eco-tour boat compliance to NOAA marine
mammal viewing guidelines in Naples, Florida.
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An oceanic form of Atlantic Spotted dolphin
(Stenella frontalis) inhabits the temperate waters
off three mid-Atlantic archipelagos of the
Macaronesian region (Azores, Madeira and Canary
Islands). Despite scarce information about its
biology and state of conservation in the area, there
is evidence that the species is threatened by
anthropogenic factors, especially pollution and
fisheries interactions. Skin disorders can be an
indicator of free-ranging cetaceans’ health status
and can be assessed through the analysis of good
quality photographic material. We report on the
assessment of skin disorders in Atlantic Spotted
dolphins in the Canary Islands through photos
obtained from standard procedures during boatbased cetacean surveys carried out between
September 2004 and October 2014. In first step, a
visual atlas was created to facilitate assignment of
the observed lesion linking to their probable
etiology. Dolphins were stratified into six age
classes based on relative size, morphology and
coloration (presence and extent of spotting). A total
of 17.318 images were recorded from more than

Knowledge of compliance to marine mammal
viewing guidelines is essential to understand the
interactions and potential impacts of tour
operations on cetaceans. This is particularly
important in areas of thriving ecotourism, as in
Naples, Florida, where in March 2019 tourism
contributed an estimated $3.69 million to the
economy. Our study examined the compliance of
Naples eco-tours operating around bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) to the U.S. NOAA
Marine Mammal Viewing Guidelines, and the ways
in which captains’ perceptions influence this
compliance. Compliance was assessed via 16
observations of 8 boat-based eco-tours during
March - April 2019. Captains’ perceptions of their
compliance to the guidelines, as well as their
opinions of the guidelines, were obtained through
an online questionnaire distributed after the field
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254 sighting events of the species in the
archipelago. All images fulfilling the pre-defined
quality requirements such as close-up views
(flanks, back, tailstock, head and dosal fin), good
focus, light, resolution, allowing the identification
of dermal disorders with detail were used in the
analysis. Skin disorders were divided into: 1) skin
lesions of possible infectious origin, 2)
abnormalities in coloration and 3) nonlethal
traumas of different origins. Atlantic spotted
dolphins showed 16 types of dermal disorders,
including tattoo skin lesions, coloration
anomalies (piebald), natural (shark predation) and
anthropogenic traumas (especially related to fishing
interactions). The preliminary results constitute a
useful tool that facilitates future research and
standardization among researchers.

sighting rates for all marine mammal species
observed in August and September from 1987–
2016. Our analysis revealed increased sighting
rates of humpback whales, minke whales, gray
seals, and harbor seals; and decreased sighting rates
of right whales. Sighting rates for the planktivorous
right whale were negatively correlated with those
of the piscivorous minke whale, humpback whale,
and gray seal (p<0.05). Sighting rates of minke
whales, fin whales, and harbor porpoise were all
positively correlated with each other (p<0.05).
Grey and harbor seal sighting rates had the
strongest pairwise correlation out of all species
tested (r= 0.67, p<0.05). These changes in sighting
rates coincide with warming waters and are likely
due to shifting prey resources. Our results provide
insights into how marine mammals have responded
to rapid climate change and highlight the
importance of consistent monitoring efforts. By
assessing these trends, we hope to better understand
the changes in marine mammal use of the Bay of
Fundy in the context of the larger Northwest
Atlantic climate narrative, which in turn will help
inform long-term resource management and
conservation efforts.

Interannual variation and trends in marine
mammal sighting rates over 30 years (19872016) in the Bay of Fundy, Canada
Howe, Kelsey1; Pendleton, Dan2; Brown, Moira3;
Hagbloom, Marianna4; Hamilton, Philip5;
Knowlton, Amy4; Marx, Marilyn6; Pettis, Heather7;
Zani, Monica8; Kraus, Scott9
(1) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium, Somerville, MA
(2) New England Aquarium, Boston, Massachusetts
(3) Canadian Whale Institute/Campobello Whale
Rescue Team, Wilsons Beach, New Brunswcik,
Canada
(4) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium, Boston
(5) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life, Boston,
Massachusetts
(6) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at New
England Aquarium, Boston, MA
(7) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium
(8) Anderson Cabot Center at the New England
Aquarium, Boston, MA
(9) New England Aquarium, Boston, MA
Corresponding Author:
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Participatory science and directed survey
methods: A case study with delphinids in the
Maui Nui region of the Hawaiian Islands.
Howe, Marian1; Lammers, Marc2; Baird, Robin3
(1) Marine Mammal Commission
(2) Oceanwide Science Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii
(3) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
Corresponding Author: merra.howe@gmail.com
Given the difficulties and costs often associated
with surveying cetaceans, enlisting members of the
public to collect data offers a promising alternative
approach with proper project design and
implementation. Furthermore, comparison of
cetacean “participatory science” (aka citizen
science) data with data collected during traditional
scientific studies helps reveal strengths and
weaknesses of a participatory science approach and
may also improve the robustness of the results.
With a large number of vessel operators on the
water throughout the year, including dolphinoriented tour boats, the Hawaiian Islands offer an
ideal study site to employ such a dual-method
comparison to enhance understanding of nearshore
Hawaiian dolphin distributions relative to
bathymetry. This study recruited tour and fishing
vessel operators using the shallow Maui Nui basin
of the Hawaiian Islands to report delphinid
sightings. In addition, researchers conducted
standard dolphin surveys within the same region.
Water depths at locations where sightings were
recorded were compared between methods for
commonly-observed delphinid species. The
participatory science approach was successful in

The Gulf of Maine (GOM), one of the fastest
warming bodies of water in the world, has
experienced profound environmental and biological
changes over the last decade. As waters warm,
marine mammals are predicted to shift their ranges.
The objective of this study was to describe
observed changes in marine mammal sighting rates
in the Bay of Fundy, an important and highly
dynamic habitat in the northern GOM and a
seasonally important feeding ground for
endangered North Atlantic right whales. Our
analysis leverages 30 years of vessel-based surveys
conducted by the New England Aquarium—with
consistent data collection protocols and observation
platform across all years. We analyzed annual
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generating a large sample size of sightings from
five different species, and these observations
occurred in similar depth ranges as those recorded
during standard surveys for all species except
spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) and shortfinned pilot whales (Globicephala macrorynchus).
However, both methods indicate that pilot whales
occur in the deepest sectors of the study area, while
common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus),
false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens) and
spinner dolphins occupy areas of shallower depths.
Certain improvements are recommended for the
participatory science methodology of this study,
including documenting the level of effort expended
by volunteers and the geographical extent of their
observing effort. Ultimately, however, the findings
demonstrate the potential value of participatory
science and of using a multimethod approach to
infer odontocete distribution trends relative to
bathymetry in areas where both methods are
feasible.

tested using a chi-square goodness-of-fit test, α =
0.05. Results show that feeding observations were
not equally distributed among the three tidal flows
X2 (2, N = 1280) = 16.98, p = 0.0002. The highest
number of feeding observations occurred during
ebb tide, followed by slack tide. While this study is
exploratory, it shows that tidal flow is one the
many factors that can help predict whale surface
feeding patterns. Determining patterns of when
whales are likely to be at the surface can aid in
planning of shipping routes and fishing gear
placement, and ultimately help reduce injuries and
mortalities.
Aerial drone photography to highlight habitat
challenges of critically endangered taiwanese
white dolphin
Hsu, Hsin-Ting1; Tsai, Chia-Yang2
(1) Matsu Fish Conservation Union, Taiwan,
Taipei City, Taiwan
(2) Matsu Fish Conservation Union, Taipei City,
Taiwan
Corresponding Author: twsousa@gmail.com

Predicting whale surface feeding activity due to
tidal tnfluences in the Stellwagen Bank national
marine sanctuary
Howes, Laura
Boston Harbor Cruises/University of
Massachusetts Boston
Corresponding Author:
lhowes@bostonharborcruises.com

The Taiwanese white dolphin (Sousa chinensis
taiwanensis) is Taiwan’s only endemic cetacean.
The population was listed as CR by the IUCN in
August 2008. There are about 65 of the animals
remaining, all of which reside along the coast of
western Taiwan. According to a paper published in
2013 (Sloonton), a rate of death due to human
causes of more than one per seven years will result
in extinction.

Predicting behaviors and distribution is a crucial
aspect of understanding the ecology of species
which spend the majority of their time beneath the
surface. Stellwagen Bank National Marine
Sanctuary (SBNMS), located in Massachusetts
Bay, is a feeding ground for numerous whale
species. Understanding when surface feeding
behaviors occur can help prevent fishing gear
entanglements and ship strikes with whales.
However, it is poorly understood how exactly
whales locate their mobile prey, and so predicting
when they will be at the surface is difficult. There
have been few studies on tidal influences on whale
feeding behavior, and none have investigated the
Massachusetts Bay region. This study investigates
if tidal flow influences the surface feeding patterns
of baleen whales in the SBNMS. Standardized
observations of surface feeding behaviors of
Megaptera novaeangliae, Balaenoptera physalus,
Balaenoptera acutorostrata, Balaenoptera
borealis, and Eubalaena glacialis were collected
from opportunistic sighting platforms via
commercial whale watch vessels from March 2014
- November 2015. Tidal data was obtained from the
NOAA Tides and Currents database and
categorized into flows of ebb, flood, and slack. As
there is no specific SBNMS tide station,
Provincetown, Massachusetts station was chosen as
it is the closest proximity to SBNMS. Values were

Taiwan ended nearly forty years of martial law in
1987. With the lifting, the floodgates were opened
to massive and irreversible development of the
west coast such as coal and gas fired power plants,
waste disposal dumps, industrial parks,
petrochemical and steel plants and so on. After
nearly more than thirty years of this unrelenting
development Taiwan’s west coast has become
seriously polluted and the non human natural
environment severely compromised. There is but
one way to save the TWD from extinction, and that
is to preserve the remaining natural habitat.
This is a video compiled from aerial drone
photographed footage taken along the coast of the
TWD’s confirmed habitat and illustrates the current
state of heavy human alteration of the sea and land.
We hope this video will increase public awareness
and understanding of the challenges posed by
development to the survival of this population of
severely endangered cetaceans having a small and
very limited range. We intend to illustrate that
protecting the TWD is tantamount to protecting the
ocean, rivers and all the beings that rely on these
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habitats, as well as demonstrating the benefits that
the human animal will derive.

and threats in the country. This project is an
important example of integrating knowledge from
diverse sources – from fishers’ tales, to social
media, to research conducted by local researchers –
to fill major data gaps and guide conservation
actions for Myanmar's marine mammals.

It started with a fisher’s tale: Interdisciplinary
research on marine mammals, their history, and
their threats in the Gulf Of Mottama, Myanmar.
Hte, Wint1; Htay, Yin Yin2; Soe, Aung Naing3;
Paing, Minn Thet3; Htet, Nyan Lin3; Oo, Zun
Pyae4; Oo, Zun Pwint4; Whitty, Tara Sayuri5
(1) Point B Design + Training Myanmar Coastal
Conservation Lab, Myanmar
(2) Point B Design + Training's Myanmar Coastal
Conservation Lab
(3) Point B Design + Training Myanmar Coastal
Conservation Lab, Mawlamyine, Myanmar
(4) Mawlamyine University, Mawlamyine,
Myanmar
(5) International Union for Conservation of Nature
Corresponding Author: winthte94@gmail.com

Habitat selection of Yangtze finless porpoise in
the Yangtze River
Huang, Jie1; Zhigang, Mei2; Wang, Ding1
(1) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China
(2) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences
Corresponding Author: jhuang1990@outlook.com
Information on habitat selection of critically
endangered Yangtze finless porpoise (YFP) is
important for effective conservation, but this
information is still poorly understood. Generalized
additive models were used to assess the YFP
abundance and distribution in relation to
environmental factors and boat traffic in the
Yangtze River. The relative abundance of YFP was
conditionally dependent on low chlorophyll-a
concentration, high dissolved oxygen
concentration, high pH, high ORP, moderate
turbidity, high fish density and low ship
density(<2.5 ship/km). YFP selected the locations
in the river with greater Ratio (ratio of main
channel greatest width to smallest width) than area
where YFP were absent. Our results indicated that
the most likely reason for YFP to prefer the
sections of the river with greater Ratio is the
relative lower ship density in these area. Although
one third of the length of distribution Range of
YFP in Yangtze River were already reserves of
YFP, human activities (especially boat traffic) in
the reserves are still inevitable. With the economic
development of the Yangtze River basin, the boat
traffic is increasing rapidly. Thus, YFP abundance
may decline further due to impact of increasing
boat traffic. Based on our results, to design better
preforming conservation measures, ship density
was suggested to be controlled below 2.5 ship/km
at least in the reserves of YFP.

Very little research has been conducted on
Myanmar’s coastal marine mammals, though it is
probable that they, like marine mammals globally,
face serious threats. Dedicated research and
conservation projects, and local capacity for
both, are desperately needed. At the Point B
Myanmar Coastal Conservation Lab, led by young
local researchers, we combined interdisciplinary
research with stakeholder engagement and
capacity-building for research at a never-before
studied site: the Gulf of Mottama (GoM), along the
central part of Myanmar’s coastline. This project
began in mid-2018, based on conversations with
fishers alerting us to the likely presence of coastal
cetaceans in the area. Local Ecological Knowledge
(LEK) interviews and boat-based surveys
confirmed the presence Indo-Pacific Finless
porpoises (Neophocaena phocaenoides), Irrawaddy
dolphins (Orcaella brevirostris), and Indo-Pacific
Humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis). LEK
interviews indicate that: there is small-scale
fisheries bycatch of these species; bycaught
cetaceans are often sold and consumed, for meat
and medicinal purposes; their distribution has
shifted and abundance declined over time; fishers
generally have positive perceptions about
cetaceans. This work laid a foundation for our
ongoing activities, including research on population
abundance and bycatch, engagement with
communities through participatory research and
outreach, and reporting to government entities as
part of the larger, multi-sector Gulf of Mottama
Project’s work to link research to management. To
better understand the broader context of
Myanmar’s coastal marine mammals, we
conducted a systematic social media search for
posts about marine mammal sightings and
strandings, for the whole coastline. We mapped the
posted marine mammal incidents to supplement the
limited knowledge of marine mammal distribution

Humpback whale mother and calf diving and
vocal behaviour during the breeding season in
Madagascar.
Huetz, Chloé1; Saloma, Anjara2; Adam, Olivier3;
Charrier, Isabelle4
(1) Université Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Sud,
CNRS, Institut des Neurosciences Paris-Saclay,
91405 Orsay, France, Orsay, France
(2) Cétamada, Sainte Marie, Madagascar
(3) Sorbonne Université, CNRS, Institut Jean Le
Rond d'Alembert, F-75005 Paris, France, Paris,
France
(4) Université Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Sud,
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generation. Therefore, these lips were called phonic
lips and are characterized by grooves running
parallel to the general nasal air stream. These
grooves on the anterior nasal passage epithelium
are shimmed by the anterior dorsal bursae. This
situation was found in delphinids, such as the
bottlenose dolphin and the humpback dolphin, in
the harbor porpoise and in physeterids.
Interestingly, in the Franciscana dolphin,
Pontoporia blainvillei, the situation is slightly
different. As revealed by careful macroscopic
examination of 7 heads, the position of the grooves
- a series of small wrinkles oriented parallel to the
air stream - representing the ‘monkey lips’ is more
medial and slightly more distal than the position of
the dorsal bursae, at at the border of the dorsal
aperture of the nasofrontal air sacs. This means, the
area with these characteristics (the area of the small
grooves) usually called ‘monkey lips’ in delphinids
and porpoises has a slightly different topography to
the (anterior) dorsal bursa in P. blainvillei.
Accordingly, the anterior dorsal bursae do not shim
the ‘monkey lips’ in P. blainvillei. This means in
turn, that the epithelial area shimmed by the
anterior dorsal bursae is not characterized by
grooves or wrinkles in P. blainvillei. Although data
on the histological structures are still missing in P.
blainvillei our results point to the working
hypothesis that the phonic lips and the ‘monkey
lips’ may be not homologous in this species.

In Humpback whale, the mother-calf pair is the
only stable social unit, and as in all mammal
species, the social bond between the mother and
her calf is very strong. Here, we investigate how
this bond translates into their diving profiles,
swimming and vocal behaviour. We deployed
Acousonde on mothers, on calves and on both
individuals during 5 successive breeding seasons in
Madagascar (2013-2017). We recorded their diving
activities, their accelerometry profiles as well as
their vocal interactions (20 single deployments, 8
mother-calf simultaneous deployments).
Simultaneous deployments showed a very high
degree of synchrony, the mother initiating the dive,
the calf following its mother and leaving it to
breath at the surface several times during a dive.
Accelerometer data showed that the swimming
behaviour of calves is not as stable and well
controlled than adult females. The vocal repertoire
of the mother-calf pair was described and
correlated with the diving profile. Such
investigation allowed us to determine if these calls
are emitted in a particular circumstance (surface or
bottom activity, descending or ascending phase of
the dive) and thus we can suggest a specific
behavioural context. On the 27 calls of the vocal
repertoire we focused on 5 calls likely produced by
mothers (100Hz, basses, booms, trills, and wop),
and 1 call type (heek sounds) by calves. Heek
sounds were produced during surface activities and
mostly while descending. Basses and wops were
recorded mostly during surface activities, trills
during shallow dives while descending, whereas
booms and 100Hz sounds were produced during
diving and mostly while the ascending diving
phase. Thus, these different contexts of vocal
production suggest different roles or functions for
these different types of social calls.

Localizing and assigning whistles to individual,
free-ranging dolphins using a drifting
hydrophone array.
Huijser, Léonie1; McGovern, Barry2; Ovsyanikova,
Ekaterina1; Dunlop, Rebecca; Noad, Michael3
(1) University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
(2) University of Queensland, Camp Hill, Australia
(3) University of Queensland, GAtton, Australia
Corresponding Author: l.huijser@uq.edu.au
A key element in animal communication studies is
the localization of vocal signals to individuals. This
is often difficult to achieve for aquatic animals such
as dolphins. Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp.)
communicate using frequency-modulated tonal
whistles. Due to the difficulty of identifying
vocalizing individuals when dolphins are not
isolated, most knowledge on dolphin whistle use
comes from studies with captive dolphins or
temporarily restrained wild dolphins. However, the
findings of such studies are not fully representative
of natural behavior and allow only limited
inference regarding wild populations. Previous
studies on free-ranging wild dolphins have used
towed hydrophone arrays with limited localization
possibilities. Fixed hydrophone arrays have been
used successfully, but mainly in shallow waters
close to shore. Here, we propose the use of a
drifting hydrophone array as a novel and accurate

The Franciscana's phonic lips
Huggenberger, Stefan1; Benites Moreno, Ignacio2;
Frainer, Guilherme3
(1) Witten / Herdecke University, Institute of
Anatomy, Witten, Germany
(2) Centro de Estudos Costeiros, Limnológicos e
Marinhos (CECLIMAR), Campus Litoral Norte,
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul,
95625-000, Brazil., Imbé, Brazil
(3) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS, Imbé, Brazil
Corresponding Author: st.huggenberger@unikoeln.de
In the nasal complex of toothed whales there is a
valve-like structure, the Monkey Lips – Dorsal
Bursae complex, which is involved in sound
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method of localizing whistles of free-ranging
dolphins in open waters and present preliminary
results on its performance. We focus on whistles of
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (T. aduncus), a
species underrepresented in studies of dolphin
vocalizations.The array consisted of three
hydrophones, each suspended under a free-drifting
buoy and attached to an acoustic recorder within
the buoy. The buoys were connected to a GPS that
continuously logged their position and the
recordings were synchronized acoustically. The
source location of recorded whistles was then
determined using pairwise differences in whistle
arrival time between hydrophones. In conjunction
with boat-based behavioral observations, footage
from an unmanned aerial vehicle, and photoidentification using a camera equipped with a
compass and inclinometer, localized whistles were
then assigned to individually identified dolphins.
With the ability to localize whistles and assign
them to individuals, this methodology will provide
us with valuable new insights on the social and
behavioral context of whistle use in wild dolphins.

submitted. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs),
observed richness of species diversity (α-diversity),
and differences between control and experimental
samples (β-diversity) were assessed to determine
differences in bacterial species associated with the
control and UME samples. Microbiota from over
500 genera and nearly 1800 bacterial species have
been identified in the gut and evidence was found
for differences in the bacterial communities
between the two experimental groups. Sequencing
the gut microbiome can help to identify diagnostic
species, such as toxic gut microbiota, and irregular
community assemblages signifying a physiological
change. This high-throughput approach can add to
the tools used to investigate this and future UMEs
in manatees.
Variances in contour patterns of dugong chirps
suggest individual signature.
Ichikawa, Kotaro1; Ponnampalam, Louisa2; Alfian,
Kee3; Kittiwattanawong, Kongkiat; Arai, Nobuaki1
(1) Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
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Investigating an ongoing Florida manatee
Unusual Mortality Event through gut
microbiome metagenomics
Hunter, Maggie1; Iwanowicz, Deborah2; Givens,
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Signature calls of marine mammals are useful cues
to maintain group cohesion, favoring information
about the sender’s identity and location. These calls
can be important for mothers and calves of dugongs
(Dugong dugon) that form close cohesion during
their nursing period. A previous study has shown
that dugongs chirps were used to advertise the
location of the sender in the context of vocal
exchange (Ichikawa et al., 2011). Here we predict
that identity of the sender is also embedded in the
dugong chirps. In this study, vocalization contours
of chirps of free ranging dugongs were classified.
Frequency components of contours were fed into
the X-means clustering method. The X-means
clustering determines appropriate number of
clusters, or k, of the k-means clustering method
based on the Bayesian information criterion.
Contours of 84 chirps of free ranging dugongs
inhabiting the coastal water around Sibu Island,
Johor, Malaysia, were classified using the X-means
clustering. The chirps were classified into four
different groups. Group A chirps showed up-sweep
contour patterns with 33 samples, group Bs were
down-sweep chirps with 27 samples, group Cs
were up-down sweeps with 23 samples, and group
D with only one sample. The samples from Johor
were also compared with 64 chirps from
anonymous dugongs in Thai waters recorded in
2008, 42 chirps from a 7-year-old captive female
dugong in Underwater World Singapore, and 19
chirps from a 25-year-old captive female dugong
kept in Toba aquarium. Contours of each of the

A dramatic reduction of seagrass due to long-term,
non-toxic phytoplankton blooms in the Indian
River Lagoon preceded a Florida manatee unusual
mortality event (UME) in Brevard County, Florida.
This UME is ongoing since 2012, and a dietary
change due to little or no seagrass availability is a
hypothesized contributor. To further investigate the
gut microbiota and diet consumed by manatees in
the area affected by the UME, a high-throughput
metagenomic barcoding approach was
implemented. The Illumina MiSeq next-generation
platform was used to generate non-overlapping
2x300 bp paired-end DNA barcode sequences to
provide comprehensive and rapid indexing of
species. A targeted sequencing approach based on
the bacteria 16S rRNA genes was employed to
PCR amplify loci of available microbial species
present in the gut. Manatee fecal material (N=20)
from UME-associated animals was compared to
‘control’ samples (N=10) killed by boat strikes
from the same area. The MiSeq runs produced
millions of sequences with a minimum Phred score
of 20 on trimmed reads. This represents a minimum
base call accuracy of approximately 99%,
providing high confidence in the quality of DNA
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chirps outside Malaysian waters were different
from those recorded in Malaysia. These results
support a hypothesis that dugong chirps are unique
to individual or local population as suggested in
Anderson and Barclay (1995). In general, the
signature calls are acquired through vocal learnings
by calves from their mothers. Our findings
contribute to estimate social structure of wild
dugong population.

uncertain. It is thought that the obtained data were
below actual figures since there was no functioning
stranding network for Turkish Mediterranean
coasts. Therefore; a stranding network from where
continuous monitoring data to be gathered, and
necessary first aid were given to ailing animals
should be operational.
Estimation of relationship between density
surface of humpback whales and environmental
factors in the north Pacific ocean using IWCPOWER data
Inai, Kanako; Kitakado, Toshihide; Matsuoka, Koji
Tokyo University of Marine Science and
Technology, Tokyo, Japan
Corresponding Author:
m187001@edu.kaiyodai.ac.jp

The evaluation of cetacean strandings on the
mediterranean coasts of Turkey between 2009
and 2019
İlkılınç, Cansu1; Guclusoy, Harun2
(1) Mediterranean Conservation Society, Izmir,
Turkey
(2) DEU Institute of Marine Sciences and
Technology, Balcova, Turkey
Corresponding Author: ilkilinccansu@gmail.com

A new cetacean research programme in the North
Pacific Ocean, the Pacific Ocean Whaling and
Ecosystem Research coordinated by the IWC
(IWC-POWER), started in 2010. Although the
ultimate objective of this programme is to provide
information on the status of populations of large
whales found in North Pacific Waters, knowing the
current levels of population is a crucial element of
this goal. Among several species, we targeted the
humpback whales, which population size was
decreased globally once and has been recovered
rapidly.

Although some studies exist about the cetacean
strandings on the coasts of Turkey, there are still no
systematic stranding network system for cetaceans
in the Turkish Mediterranean. In this study, the
cetacean stranding cases that were occurred were
assessed according to the parameters such as the
number of individuals, species, geographical
distribution and the status of case interventions on
the Mediterranean coasts of Turkey. The data were
obtained based on existing images, reported or
validated cases were collected from television and
newspaper news, web sites, related dissertations
and published articles between 2009 and
2019. 89.5% (N=114) of the stranded individuals
belong to dolphins, 9.6% to whales and 0.9% to
porpoises. The percentages of the stranded species’
individuals are as follows; fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus) 0.9%, minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) 0.9%, sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus) 0.9%, beaked whale (Ziphiidae)
0.9%, Cuvier's beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris)
4.4%, Mesoplodon sp. 0.9%, bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) 21.1%, striped dolphin
(Stenella coeruleoalba) 25.4%, short-beaked
common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) 8.8%, Risso's
dolphin (Grampus griseus) 1.8%, harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) 0.9% and unidentified
specimens 33.3%.

To understand the population size, design-based
methods with a line transect survey have been used.
Recently, development of model-based methods
using information on environmental factors
contributing to inferring the distribution and
abundance are one of active areas of research. In
addition to possible improvement of precision of
abundance estimation, outcomes of the approach
can contribute to spatial conservation and
management. In this study, to examine the
environmental factors influencing on the spatial
density distribution of the North Pacific humpback
whale, the IWC-POWER sighting data were used.
The detection function and effective strip half
width were estimated by considering wind speed,
survey year and cue as covariates. The spatial
density distribution was predicted using the
generalized additive model (GAM) with location
and environmental variable such as the sea surface
temperature (SST).

According to the IUCN Red List, the identified
individuals’ conservation status are as
follows; 9.5% DD (Data Deficient), 1.4% LC
(Least Concern), 72.9% VU (Vulnerable), 16.2%
EN (Endangered). Of the stranding cases occured,
8.8% were alive stranding cases. Necropsies were
performed for only 17.5% of the carcasses. While
75% stranded indiviuals’ causes of death are
unknown, 17% died due to disease (infection,
parasite, etc.), deliberate killing, drowning (fishing
nets), trauma (internal bleeding) etc., 9% are

As a result, although different models were selected
by different criteria (AIC and deviance explained),
the predicted density distribution and abundance
estimates were quite similar, which means the
results is robust. It is also suggested that the
distribution of humpback whales is explained by
SST and the ocean depth. The same approach can
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be applied to other species in the North Pacific, and
the integration of analyses may allow us to
investigate habitat preferences with link of
environmental variables.

mechanics and the bone form-function
relationship in fully submerged aquatic
mammals, whose bodies are supported by
buoyant forces in the water column.

Cetacean vertebral trabecular bone mechanical
properties and structure among swimming
styles and diving behaviors
Ingle, Danielle; Porter, Marianne
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL
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Integrating accelerometer and environmental
data into state-space models to investigate
harbour seal foraging
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Among cetaceans, interspecific variation in
vertebral bone contributes to axial body
displacement and skeletal loading during
swimming. Previous research on terrestrial
mammals has detected links between bone
mechanical behavior and architecture, and we
expect similar findings in caudal oscillating
cetaceans. We quantified trabecular bone
mechanical properties (yield strength,
stiffness, and toughness) and structure (bone
volume fraction, trabecular thickness, and
trabecular number) among cetacean functional
groups and regions of the vertebral column.
We categorized ten species of cetaceans
(Families Delphindae and Kogiidae) into
functional groups determined by swimming
style (rigid vs. flexible) and diving behavior
(shallow vs. deep). We hypothesized that the
greatest differences will be observed in
shallow-diving species which have rigid torsos,
habitually overcome surface drag and wave
turbulence, and are associated with enhanced
swimming speeds. Vertebrae were dissected
from four regions of the vertebral column
(thoracic, lumbar, and two caudal) and microcomputed tomography (µCT) scanned at 2535 µm. Bone volume fraction, trabecular
thickness, and trabecular number are being
calculated from regions of interest within
3
vertebral bodies. Six mm cubes were then cut
from vertebrae and compression tested in
three orientations at 2mm/min using an Instron
dynamic testing instrument. Stiffness, yield
strength, and toughness were calculated from
stress-strain curves. We found that rigidbodied, shallow-diving cetaceans (delphinids)
mechanical properties different than those
from flexible, deep-diving animals (kogids),
while animals with rigid bodies that habitually
dive deep (delphinids) were intermediate
between the two. These data may indicate that
in addition to whole body rigidity, animals that
navigate forces at the water’s surface have
increased skeletal loading during active
swimming compared with those that
incorporate prolonged glides during deep
dives. We seek to understand skeletal

Biologging offers important insights into marine
mammal underwater behaviour. Spatial movement
data and dive depth profiles can be used to identify
animal’s behavioural states. However, coastal
species such as harbour seals consistently make
square-shaped bottom dives, making it difficult to
characterise core foraging areas or periods of
foraging activity.
This study aimed to 1) combine movement and
accelerometer data to improve classification of
harbour seal at-sea behaviour and 2) assess how
spatio-temporal variation in static and dynamic
environmental variables influenced their foraging
activity.
We used data from two complete foraging trips
from each of five adult harbour seals that were
tagged with GPS-GSM tags in the Moray Firth,
Scotland in 2017. Shed tags were recovered after
the moult, providing archived accelerometer data
and fine-scale dive profiles. Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) were used to classify behavioural
states from GPS data, and dive activity parameters
and environmental variables were used as
covariates. Dive activity parameters were obtained
from the accelerometer data, and a water column
stratification index was calculated from the
temperature data collected by the tag.
Based on GPS movement data alone, the HMM
identified three behavioural states: transit,
searching and foraging. Several dive parameters
derived from accelerometer data (e.g., angles of
descent and ascent, prey capture attempts and
cumulative mean dynamic acceleration) where
found to be in close correspondence to the
behavioural states defined by the HMM. These
findings were then incorporated into more complex
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HMM that included both dive metrics and tagderived environmental covariates. These results
provide new insights into the role of static and
dynamic environmental variables in shaping
harbour seal foraging patterns. Furthermore, they
highlight how vast amounts of accelerometer data
can be summarised to facilitate data-transmission
and how such fine-scale movement and dive
summary data can be integrated into location-based
movement models.

concentrated around the Maui Nui region, but
additional sampling at other islands and during
different parts of the reproductive season would
help us understand how whales from different
feeding areas throughout the North Pacific may
vary in their timing and geographic use of the
islands.
Cetacean bycatch intensity in Bangladesh
southeastern and south central coastal marine
water.
Islam, Mohammad
Cetacean Research & Conservation
Program(CRCP),Marinelife Alliance, Bangladesh,
Bangladesh
Corresponding Author: marinelife.al@gmail.com

A Synopsis of Hawaiian humpback whale
movements, including migration routes to
foraging destinations, from satellite-monitored
tracking between 1995 and 2018.
Irvine, Ladd1; Palacios, Daniel M.1; Lagerquist,
Barbara1; Follett, Thomas1; Hayslip, Craig2;
Winsor, Martha3; Mate, Bruce1
(1) Oregon State University, Newport, Oregon
(2) Oregon State Universtiy, Newport, OR
(3) Oregon State University, Newport, OR
Corresponding Author:
bruce.mate@oregonstate.edu

We have been monitoring cetacean bycatch along
the southeast coast and south central coast as part
of our marine megafauna program in Bangladesh
for the last 22 years. Bycatch study includes
flagship species viz., sea turtle, all cetaceans, whale
sharks. Small to large cetaceans have been recorded
along the coast of Cox Bazar, Chittagong, Bhola
and Patuakhali coast. Data were collected by
offshore marine survey, stranding record, dead
washed specimen, live observation, data from
offshore fishermen, citizen science and marine
megafauna bycatch information. 3151 Artisanal
marine fishing boast have so far been investigated
during the long 2 decades of years. Habitat
diversity included estuary, rivers, coastal channels,
intertidal flats, mangrove canals, offshore area etc.
The diversity of the cetacean species is the least.
The region is a very important trans-boundery
habitat with Myanmar marine territory. The
recorded species include Indopacific humpback
dolphin (Sousa chinensis), Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops aduncus), Irrawaddy dolphin
(Orcaella brevirostris), Risso's dolphin (Grampus
griseus), Spinner dolphin (Stenella longirostris) and
Finless porpoise (Neophocaena phocaenoides). The
habitat loss mostly happened due to indiscriminate
construction of dam for shrimp farming, use of
estuarine and marine set bag nets (ESBN and
MSBN) as well as fishing gears setting across
waterways those entirely blocks cetacean
movement especially in Naf river, Moheskhali
channel, canals of Sonadia-Moheskhali mangrove.
Indo-pacific Humpback and Irrawaddy dolphins
have been observed very close to coast at
Matarbari, Kutubdia, Haserchar, Sonadia and in
several other spots along the Teknaf peninsular
coast. Interactions with nearshore fishing activity
was observed common along Sonadia west coast,
near Reju canal and Naf estuary. Alarming number
of dead washed individuals due to bycatch during
fishing were recorded every year. Major threats
observed; gears across rivers/canals, entanglement
in fishing gears in offshore fishing

Humpback whales wintering in Hawaii were
satellite-tagged between 1995 and 2018 to study
movements, migration characteristics, and dive
behavior (duration, depth, and lunges/dive) for up
to 160 d. Whales used the Maui Nui region and
Penguin Bank extensively, and moved between
islands. Mean residence time in Hawaii from
tagging to departure was 12.3 d. Migratory
destinations included northern British
Columbia/Southeast Alaska (5) and eastern
Aleutian Islands (4), two of which continued to
Kamchatka Peninsula and one continued to the
Gulf of Anadyr. Incomplete migration trajectories
reinforce the importance of Aleutian Islands and
Bering Sea as possible destinations. Two
humpbacks tagged 19 years apart extensively used
an area ~160 km south of Unimak Pass, suggesting
this as important feeding habitat. The north and
west coasts of Haida Gwaii, British Columbia,
were also high-use foraging areas. Tagged whale
ID photos submitted to Happywhale identified
resights from Washington, Oregon, and Vancouver
Island. Photographs of two tagged whales near
Vancouver Island documented expected tag-wound
healing. In 2018, tags summarized 61% of dives.
Breeding ground dives were generally <100 m,
occasionally reaching 400 m. Migration dives were
similar, except whales made longer (>15 min) and
deeper (>200 m) dives at night during the first 7-14
d. The purpose of such dives is unclear, but may be
related to acoustic orientation or magnetic
navigation. One whale foraging near the Aleutians
had diel differences in dive duration and depth,
while whales near Haida Gwaii did not. This study
revealed new and complex migratory linkages to
high-latitude feeding areas. Tagging was
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activities, indiscriminate movement of vessel
through dolphin habitat.Each of the MSBN has the
bycatch record.

Distribution of Pacific white-sided dolphin and
Dall’s porpoise in the western coast of
Hokkaido, Japan.
Iwahara, Yuka1; Horimoto, Takanori; Chimura,
Masayuki2; Tanaka, Hiroshige; Mitani, Yoko3
(1) Hokkaido University
(2) Hokkaido National Fisheries Research Institute,
Kushiro, Japan
(3) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: yuka.iw.irk@gmail.com

Marine mammal biodiversity in Oaxaca
analysed through the mitochondrial genetic
characterisation of strandings and eDNA.
Islas Villanueva, Valentina1; Tamayo Millan,
Carlos2; Villa-Melchor, Abraham3; Villegas,
Francisco4; Fátima, Castillejos-Moguel3;
Wangensteen, Owen5
(1) Universidad Del Mar, Puerto Angel, Mexico
(2) Universidad de Mar, Universidad de Antioquia,
Puerto Angel, Mexico
(3) Universidad del Mar, San Pedro Pochutla,
Mexico
(4) Universidad del Mar, Puerto Angel, San Pedro
Pochutla, Mexico
(5) UiT The Arctic University of Norway, Tromsø,
Norway
Corresponding Author:
v.islas.villanueva@gmail.com

We compared the environment of distribution area
of two small cetaceans, Pacific white-sided dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus obliquidens) and Dall’s porpoise
(Phocoenoides dalli) which are distributed in
sympatric area. We used the sighting data
conducted in the western coast of Hokkaido,
northern Japan, onboard Research Vessel Hokko
maru in May of 2015-2016, when two species
move northward to the Okhotsk Sea. We compared
the environmental factors (water depth, slope, sea
surface temperature (SST) and distance from
shoreline) of each cetacean’s position at 4km grid
resolution. For estimate of spatial niche overlap,
niche similarity index (Schoner’s D) was calculated
by Software ENM tools. During the whole survey
period, 24 and 114 schools of Pacific white-sided
dolphins and Dall’s porpoises were observed,
respectively. Pacific white-sided dolphins were
observed in the southwestern coast of Hokkaido
with warmer SST (above 10 ), whereas Dall’s
porpoises were observed in the northwestern coast
with colder SST (7.5-12.5 ). Pacific white-sided
dolphins were observed closer to land (range = 230 km, median = 10km) than Dall’s porpoises
(range = 1-120 km, median = 55km). Pacific whitesided dolphins are considered to move to north later
and prefer warmer area than Dall’s porpoises. In
addition, Dall’s porpoises were not observed in the
northern inshore area even when Pacific whitesided dolphins were not distributed. These
differences could result in the low spatial niche
overlap (D: 0.32). In the previous study conducted
in the eastern coast of Hokkaido in fall, when two
species finished to move north, lower spatial niche
overlap was also observed. It might be caused by
the difference in their feeding habit, that is, Dall’s
porpoise prefer offshore and deeper area because
they commonly feed on mesopelagic fish, not to
avoid pacific white-sided dolphins spatially.

Strandings of marine mammals can bring a reliable
estimation of the biodiversity of this group in a
given region. The state of Oaxaca in the Mexican
Pacific ranks first in Mexico in biodiversity of
terrestrial taxa but little is known about the marine
environment. Paradoxically Oaxaca is one of the
poorest regions in Mexico which makes it very
difficult to obtain funds for dedicated surveys of
marine mammals. The most recent study reveals
that there are 21 species contained in 5 families
present in the region but it is not known if these are
resident or pelagic populations. Through the
analysis of mitochondrial genetic sequences we can
determine or confirm the species present in the
area, along with information of the lineages
inhabiting these coasts, their genetic variability and
their connectivity to neighbouring populations as
well as the tempo of their regional appearance.
Environmental DNA (eDNA) is a non-invasive
technique ideal for biomonitoring that has become
an accurate source of species presence information
in a given area, but this information is more reliable
if there is a reference library of sequences from the
taxa that could be detected. We aim to match and
compare the information of species richness and its
genetic variability obtained using eDNA from
sediments and high-throughput sequencing, to the
one obtained by strandings. Partial sequences of the
mitochondrial control region and COI gene
obtained with Sanger sequencing were analysed for
a total of 25 individual strandings and compared to
the data obtained from a total of 24 samples of
eDNA in several localities along the central coast
of Oaxaca. These results will provide a reliable and
quick tool for monitoring marine mammals in an
area where conventional surveys are difficult to
carry out.

Growls and downsweeps: Foraging ground
vocalisations of blue whales.
Iwata, Takashi1; Akamatsu, Tomonari2; Schnitzler,
Joseph3; Rasmussen, Marianne Helene4; Baltzer,
Johannes5; Lucke, Klaus6; Aoki, Kagari7; Sato,
Katsufumi7; Wahlberg, Magnus8; Siebert, Prof. Dr.,
Ursula9
(1) Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, The
University of Tokyo, Japan
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As Europe's inland sea, the Baltic is subject to
intense anthropogenic pressure, and the Gulf of
Finland is the most affected by human activity.
Since the second half of the 1990s the Eastern Gulf
of Finland coast has undergone extensive
development including the construction of sea
freight terminals which increase shipping traffic
and lead to decrease of undisturbed natural habitats.
The Gulf is inhabited by a population of Baltic
Ringed seals (Pusa hispida botnica). The
population has decreased from estimated 3000 in
1970ies to some hundreds in modern times and
the historic continuous distribution has shrunk to
the easternmost parts of the sea area. Initially, the
decline in numbers was attributed to environmental
pollution and unsustainable seal hunting, but the
population collapse occurred after a total ban
of hunting was introduced in all coastal countries
in 1980. Mass mortality of adult seals occurred in
1991, the cause was not established. We carried
out aerial census of ringed seals on spring ice in
2018 which resulted the haul-out population
estimate of only 113 seals in the sea area. Nineteen
ringed seals have been marked with telemetry tags
between 1999 and 2018. The sea use patterns in ice
free period show decrease of range over time and
confinement of distribution to an island-reef system
in the eastern part of the gulf. Ice formations at the
northeast coast are used for breeding. None of the
marked animals left the Gulf, neither any of ringed
seals marked in other sub-populations of the Baltic
ringed seals have entered the area. The current core
habitats are affected by lack of ice due to climate
change, exposed to increasing shipping and
other anthropogenic disturbance. We find that
the isolated population is critically endangered.
Dedicated study of health and reproduction success
are urgently needed to detect the factors behind the
population collapse. IUCN status of the Baltic
subspecies, currently 'Least Concern', needs
revision.

Blue whales are known to use vocalisations for
social communication in the breeding grounds. Few
studies have reported blue whale vocalisations from
foraging grounds, therefore the role of these
vocalisations is as yet unknown. In this study, we
investigate vocalisations of blue whales in their
foraging grounds in Skjálfandi Bay, Iceland.
Acoustic and behavioural data loggers were
attached to the back of whales using a suction cup.
59 hours of acoustic and behavioural data were
obtained, including 1141 deep dives. A deep dive
was defined when animals dove more than 10
metres and the dive started from a depth of 1 metre.
Maximum, minimum and average dive depths were
131, 18, and 48 metres, respectively. Behavioural
data were categorized as foraging, travelling, and
resting referring depth and acceleration/compass
profiles. Whales emitted two types of sounds:
growls and downsweeps. Growls showed
broadband frequency structure without any clear
frequency peak. Growls were emitted at around 10
metres depth, at the beginning and end phases of
foraging dives at random. Blue whales may
experience rapid air volume change in their body
because double or half of ambient pressure shifting
between the surface and the depth at 10 metres.
Downsweeps from 100 to 40 Hz were detected
during travelling and resting immediately before or
after consecutive foraging dives. Previous studies
reported similar characteristics of blue whale
downsweeps in other areas suggested the function
of downsweep sounds is likely related to social
interaction. This study suggests that downsweeps
may also function as a contact call.

Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the
Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay, USA
Jacoby, Ann-Marie1; Collier, Melissa2; Wallen,
Megan2; Patterson, Eric3; Mann, Janet4
(1) Duke University
(2) Georgetown University, Washington, DC
(3) Office of Protected Resources, National Marine
Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, SILVER SPRING, Maryland
(4) Georgetown University, Washington

Population status and habitat use of a critically
endangered ringed seal population in the Gulf of
Finland, the Baltic Sea.
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waters, especially in the North Sea and the western
parts of the Baltic Sea. Large efforts have been
made to determine the population numbers and
distribution of harbour porpoises. This has been
done by large- and small-scale surveys, satellite
tagging, and acoustic monitoring. Despite of these
efforts, the knowledge about harbour porpoise
distribution is rather limited, especially in local
areas and for critical periods of their life cycle,
such as breeding, nursing their young, and
foraging. In this project, we use a newly developed
app to obtain detailed information on the
distribution of harbour porpoises around the island
of Funen, Denmark. The app, available on IPhone,
IPad and Android platforms, was distributed via
radio programs, web pages and social media, as
well as organized meetings with sea-related sports
clubs, such as sailors and winter bathers. The app
was also distributed to ´common citizens´ by
posters. Within three weeks after launch, the app
had been downloaded and utilized by more than
400 users actively reporting hundreds of harbour
porpoise sightings. After data processing to remove
double entries and obviously erroneous sightings,
the remaining data were used to identify important
harbor porpoise sites around Funen as well as
potential calving areas. The data provides insight
into the detailed lives of harbour porpoises, which
can be used in conservation efforts of this species
during the most vulnerable time periods of their life
cycle.

In the late 1800s, bottlenose dolphins swam not far
from where the Lincoln Memorial now stands in
Washington, DC. Were they always there? The
ecology of the Chesapeake Bay has been heavily
studied, but little is known about one of its top
predators, the common bottlenose dolphin. To fill
this data gap, the Potomac-Chesapeake Dolphin
Project launched a study of bottlenose dolphin
behavior and population dynamics in the Potomac
River and Chesapeake Bay area in 2015. Between
July 2015 and October 2018, over 500 individuals
were identified within a 37km sq. area with a
resight rate of 26%. The linear increase in the
number of unique individuals sighted after coding
for quality, suggests that many more unique
individuals remain to be identified. Although
dolphins have been sighted every month between
April to October, the mean number of sightings per
km of search effort peaks during June (2), July
(3.5), and August (3.6), corresponding to peak
water temperatures. Group sizes per sighting range
from 1 to 163 (n=115) with a mean of 18 animals
(+27 SD). Most groups were observed traveling
(67%, n=112), followed by foraging (19%),
socializing (11%), and resting (2%). Socializing
behaviors, such as mounting, as well as the number
of mother-calf pairs (105), including neonates (31)
and young of the year calves (33), suggest that the
Chesapeake Bay is an important breeding area.
Calves have been observed in infant position across
multiple years with the longest dependencies
extending beyond three years. Dolphins sighted in
the Potomac-Chesapeake have been sighted off
New Jersey, Virginia Beach, and North Carolina
based on contributions to the Mid-Atlantic
Bottlenose Dolphin Catalog. Given these matches
and the presence of bioindicators (i.e. Xenobalanus
globicipitis), the animals sighted in the PotomacChesapeake likely belong to the Northern North
Carolina Estuarine and the Northern Migratory
Stocks.

Tackling cetacean bycatch on the Indian west
coast, using innovation
Jamalabad, Abhishek1; D'Lima, Coralie2
(1) WWF-India, Mumbai, India
(2) World Wide Fund for Nature - India, Panaji,
India
Corresponding Author:
abhishek.jamalabad@gmail.com
Fisheries interactions are widely known to result in
bycatch, threatening cetacean populations and their
conservation globally. In Indian coastal waters,
existing data that identifies this threat is based
largely on fishery landings only. Very little is
known about the nature of these interactions, their
spatial distribution, and the various aspects of
fishing practices that might influence interactions
causing bycatch. Further, the logistical constraints
of surveying vast areas, the diverse fisheries sector,
and the lack of effective monitoring and
management, impede effective data collection. We
used fisher reporting networks, fisher interview
surveys (n=46), and a user-friendly mobile phone
application as tools to gather cetacean-fisher
encounter data on interaction nature, frequency,
distribution, bycatch occurrence and species.
Preliminary results indicate that 30% of fisheries
reported bycatch of small cetaceans in their gear,

Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) local
hot spots found using citizen science
Jakobsen, Freja1; Kaarsted, Thomas2; Thybo,
Mette3; Nørager Johansen, Danielle Louise2;
Wahlberg, Magnus4
(1) Freja Jakobsen, Odense C, Denmark
(2) University of Southern Denmark, Odense M,
Denmark
(3) Fjordogbælt, Kerteminde, Denmark
(4) Marine Biological Research Centre, University
of Southern Denmark, Kerteminde, Denmark
Corresponding Author: frjak15@student.sdu.dk
Harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) live in
many Northern Hemisphere temperate coastal
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including Spotted Dolphin (Stenella attenuata),
Spinner Dolphin (Stenella longirostris), and Finless
Porpoise (Neophocaena phocaenoides). Through
fisher community networks, we received verifiable
geo-tagged records of cetacean presence not
previously reported by systematic surveys in the
region. These included Orcas (Orcinus orca),
aggregations of Common Dolphins (Delphinus
capensis), and Baleen Whales (Balaenopetra sps.).
Future analysis of these data could be used to
model the risk of cetacean bycatch across the
Western coast of India. Fishers in the network are
keen to voluntarily help conserve cetaceans and
mitigate the impact of bycatch, owing to their
traditional reverence for cetaceans, and potentially
to obtain access to sustainability/conservationoriented seafood markets. Such interest and active
involvement must be harnessed, to understand and
tackle the issue of cetacean bycatch and address the
related conservation gap along the Indian West
coast.

flowing water and surface turbulence influenced by
certain tidal states. Although tidally energetic sites
are linked with foraging opportunities, it is
increasingly difficult to observe small species
where sea states above 3 are common, decreasing
the chances of observing a surfacing cetacean. To
obtain useable, statistically strong data that can
relate to wider populations, suitable research
techniques should be determined and standardised,
incorporating our knowledge on the current issues
in the field. We demonstrate that it would be
unwise to rely on one method alone and suggest
using a multi-methodological approach to study the
habitat use of small cetaceans at tidal energy sites.
Coastal habitat use of Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) in Jeju Island,
Republic of Korea.
Jang, Soojin1; Choe, Jae Chun2; Jang, Yikweon3;
Kim, Byung-Yeob4
(1) Ewha Womans University, South Korea
(2) Division of EcoScience, Ewha Womans
University, Seoul, Korea, Republic of
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Sciences, Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Korea,
Republic of
(4) College of Ocean Science, Jeju National
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The challenges of monitoring small cetaceans in
tidally energetic environments
James, Angharad1; Nuuttila, Hanna2; Bertelli,
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Rhian2
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A residential population of about 120 Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins resides throughout the year
along the Coast of Jeju Island, Republic of Korea.
Jeju is one of the most popular sightseeing spots in
Korea and its coastal areas are currently
undergoing rapid development. The habitat use of
this species is poorly understood and conflicts often
arise with respect to coastal development and
conservation. We investigated spatiotemporal
variations in coastal habitat use of Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins around Jeju Island for three
years from 2014 to 2016. Sighting frequency,
behavior type, and activity budgets were collected
by land- and boat-based survey. More than 90
percent of dolphin groups were seen in shallow
waters <20 m deep and showed no seasonal
variations. Ninety-five percent (K95) of the kernel
density estimate was used as a measure of
alongshore home range, and 50% of the estimate
(K50) was used to reveal two core habitat area
(CHA) which were located in the northeast and
southwest area of Jeju Island. Around the CHA,
dolphin groups showed socializing and resting
behavior, while traveling and feeding behavior
were observed in an area outside of the CHA. This
is the first multiyear study of habitat use that
defined the core habitat areas for Indo-Pacific
bottlenose Dolphins in Jeju Island. This study
provides a concrete evidence that both northeast

Great Britain holds great potential for marine
renewable energy (MRE) developments to support
the reduction in fossil fuel dependency that
contributes to climate change. Wales is well
positioned for tidal resource utilisation due to its
exposure to highly dynamic waters. Tidal energy
environments often overlap with sites frequented
by small cetaceans but their behaviour at these
locations is difficult to monitor. To mitigate the
impacts of tidal energy developments, it is
important for developers and regulators to
understand the main challenges involved in
studying target species in order to design an
effective monitoring programme for pre- and postdeployment data collection. Here, we examined the
challenges of observational and static acoustic
monitoring techniques that were used to study the
harbour porpoise, the most common and therefore
likely cetacean to be affected by MRE
developments. We identified logistical, physical
and analytical constraints throughout the study and
several solutions were explored. Harbour porpoises
were visually and acoustically detected at tidal sites
and Generalised Additive Models (GAMs) were
applied to assess the effects of environmental
variables on habitat use. Visual encounters were
mainly associated with a tidal race, an area of fast
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and southwest area of Jeju Island should be
preserved to protect the population.

seasonal movement from south to north (winter to
summer) related to their prey. However, sightings
at the beginning of summer at Bahía de La Paz
(BLP) and their absence at the end, led to the
hypothesis, that their movements are more
complex. Here we present new information of their
movement from seven Argos satellite tags deployed
at BLP (July, 2018) and Puerto Libertad (January,
2019). The behavior mode was related with remote
sense data (SST, Chlo-a, POC, bathymetry) and
distance to shoreline. A hierarchical Difference
Correlated Random Walk Switching Model was
applied to the satellite tag's data to characterize
movement behavior as either “area-restricted
searching” (ARS, an indication of foraging) or
“transiting” between foraging patches. In both
seasons the predominant behavior identified was
ARS (77 and 67 %), during which travel speed was
slower (1.6±1.09km/h) than during transiting mode
4.07±2.33km/h. The ARS mode was related to
shallow waters (-135±147m) and faraway to the
coast line in summer and close to it during winter
(32-41km). On January fin whales occupied areas
with high POC (369±137 mg/m-3) and Chlo-a
(1.5±0.86 mg/m-3) values for feeding activities and
they did not move to the south of the GoC. On July
two individuals moved to the Midriff Islands. One
retuned to BLP. For the first time there is evidence
of one fin whale leaving the GoC with ARS mode
at the Pacific waters; probably feeding on sardine.
Our finding suggests, the part of the population
may present spatial segregation related with high
productivity areas for feeding (year around) and
probably reproductive activities in winter. And a
second seasonal movement to the Midriff Islands
during summer.

Clarifying the taxonomy of the delphinoid
cetaceans: A comprehensive review of all
nominal species.
Jefferson, Thomas
Clymene Enterprises, Lakeside, California
Corresponding Author: sclymene@aol.com
The taxonomy of several genera of small cetaceans
is confused, and often has been for decades or even
centuries. Recent taxonomic revisions of some
genera (e.g., Orcaella, Sotalia, Sousa,
Lagenorhynchus) have clarified things, but there
are still other genera that await thorough taxonomic
treatments, which are sure to recommend generic
recombinations and new or resurrected species
(e.g., Orcinus, Tursiops, Stenella,
Platanista). Among the impediments to such
resolution is the challenge of identifying proper
nomenclature when taxonomic revisions are made,
and when new taxa are proposed. There are 353
nominal species of delphinoid cetaceans (most
described in the nineteenth century), yet only 50 of
these are currently recognized as valid
species. Many of the remainder of these names are
currently considered to be nomina dubia (i.e., of
questionable identity), yet information in the
literature and examination of the relevant type
specimens have often not been adequately
pursued. This study is a long-term project, with the
objectives of reviewing the status of all nominal
species of delphinoids, and documenting their type
specimens. Ultimate goals are to identify as many
of the nomina dubia as possible, and to facilitate
the inclusion of data and material (both
morphological and molecular) from relevant type
specimens into future taxonomic studies.

Probability of passive acoustic detection of right
whales from autonomous platforms equipped
with a near real-time monitoring system
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Environmental influences in the summer and
winter movements of satellite monitored fin
whales in the Gulf of California
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Mitigation of anthropogenic impacts on North
Atlantic right whales and other at-risk species is
critical but challenging given the cryptic nature of
whale behaviour and the limitations of
conventional visual surveys. Using passive acoustic
monitoring (PAM) to alert ocean users to whale
presence in near real-time can provide an effective
mitigation option. The Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI) has developed the digital

The movement of the population of fin whales
inhabiting the Gulf of California (GoC) was
described for the first time through the use of
telemetry technology. It seems, that they have
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acoustic monitoring (DMON) instrument and lowfrequency detection and classification system
(LFDCS) to detect and classify baleen whales in
near real-time from autonomous platforms (e.g.,
buoys and gliders). A limitation of many PAM
systems, including the DMON/LFDCS, is the
uncertainty in acoustic detection range from the
PAM platform. Our goal was to determine the
range-dependent probability of detection of the
DMON/LFDCS on mobile and fixed platforms.
Over a 4-week period in spring of 2017, we
concurrently deployed a 4-element vertical line
array (VLA), an 8-element horizontal line array
(HLA), a DMON/LFDCS-equipped Slocum glider,
and a DMON/LFDCS buoy at a shallow (~30m)
site ~15 km southwest of Martha’s Vineyard,
Massachusetts, USA. We used a normal mode
back-propagation technique with the HLA/VLA
data to localize right whale upcalls, and then
conducted a quantitative call-by-call comparison
among calls detected on the HLA/VLA and those
detected by the glider or buoy using logistic
regression to determine the range-dependent
detection probability among platforms. The results
improve our interpretation of DMON/LFDCS
detection data from different platforms, which in
turn informs how we use this tool to disseminate
more accurate information about whale distribution
and near real-time locations to research,
government, and industry stakeholders.

the recording duration to just a few days,
constraining the range of behaviours and biological
conditions that can be sampled. Here we show that
recording durations can be greatly extended by
careful electronics and software design that
enhance memory and power efficiency with little
trade-off in performance. The resulting DTAG-4
tags have yielded 3-8 week continuous high
resolution sound and movement recordings on
harbour seals, elephant seals and manatees enabling
studies of noise exposure, respiration rates, prey
encounters and time/energy allocation. Smaller
versions of the tag record for 5 days on penguins
and fur seals. An active biomimetic sonar version
of the tag with 1-2 month duration collects finescale data on the biotic environment experienced
by marine animals and predator-prey interactions
that have only previously been possible with
echolocating toothed whales. With such long
recording durations, accurate positioning is needed
to georeference behaviours, prey encounters and
noise events. To this end the tags contain a tightlyintegrated, low-power snapshot GPS which is
interpolated by dead-reckoning. Combined with
data from AIS logs, the closest approach distance
and ship speed can be calculated for each vessel
pass, enabling detailed investigations of shipping
noise. We offer a roadmap showing the range of
species and tasks to which the new long-duration
tags are being applied as well as software tools for
data analysis. To help identify suitable applications,
we also provide a simple methodology to estimate
tag lifetime as a function of sampling rate and
sensor type.

New active and passive sound and movement
tags enable long-duration studies of behaviour,
ecology and effects of disturbance
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Niche partitioning in the largest Antarctic fur
seal, Arctocephalus gazella, colony revealed by
stable isotopes in whiskers
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Niche partitioning relaxes competition for
resources and can enhance the effective carrying
capacity of a population. It may play a crucial role
in population dynamics of marine predators, which
are typically colonial and exhibit central place
foraging as breeding locations are limited. We
aimed to quantify resource partitioning of Antarctic
fur seals breeding at South Georgia, which hosts
the highest densities of the species in the world.
Antarctic fur seal whiskers, which grow
continuously and are not moulted, were collected

Sound and movement tags (e.g., DTAGs) are
powerful tools for exploring the sensory, foraging
and social behaviour of cetaceans, and their
responses to environmental noise. These tags
continuously record wide bandwidth sound along
with data from accelerometers, magnetometers and
pressure sensors, providing a wide array of
behavioural inferences. However, high data rates
and associated power consumption typically limit
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from 20 males and 20 females at Bird Island, South
Georgia. Stable isotope ratios were quantified
every 5mm along the length of each whisker.
Nitrogen isotope ratios (δ15N) were used as proxies
for trophic level, while carbon isotope ratios (δ13C)
were used as broad indicators of foraging habitat.
Synchronous oscillations in δ13C values
corresponded to annual migrations and revealed
that on average male whiskers grew 1.5 x faster
than female whiskers. Spatial segregation was
evident between the sexes: δ13C values were
significantly lower in males than females,
indicating that males generally spent more time
foraging south towards the Antarctic continent. The
δ13C values in females revealed two main foraging
strategies: 6 out of 20 females spent most time
foraging north of the Polar Front and the remainder
to the south of the Polar Front. Female seals that
foraged north of the Polar Front had higher δ15N
values and consumed different prey species to
those foraging elsewhere. Antarctic fur seals in
these age and sex classes face different degrees of
inter-specific competition as well as environmental
and anthropogenic stressors. This study emphasises
the requirements to consider the variability in
ecological niches among sex and age groups when
formulating plans to conserve species and
highlights the importance of niche partitioning in
enhancing population carrying capacity.

approaches, and led to high-speed, energetic chases
that persisted over time significantly impacted
female behavior. Females with calves (FC) were
significantly more likely to be chased by lone
males than females without calves (FNC)
suggesting that increases in energy expenditure are
greatest for lactating females. Overall, 21.4%
(22/103) of FC groups were chased compared to
2.2% (2/89) of FNC groups. Chased females swam
significantly further distances at increased speeds
and spent less time resting than females that were
not chased. A significant relationship between
fluke size, age and male behavior was also found.
Although fluke sizes ranged up to 4.53m in males
and 4.61m in females, none of the males that
chased females or females that were chased had
flukes larger than 4.1m, and none of the males or
females of known maturity chased or were chased.
Our results suggest that, similar to other mammals,
male aggression toward females with calves is
commonplace, and raise the possibility that lone,
sub-adult males may use this as an alternate mating
tactic.
Variations in ecological niche in norwegian
killer whales (Orcinus orca) inferred from
dietary descriptors and observational evidence
Jourdain, Eve1; Andvik, Clare2; Karoliussen,
Richard1; Tougard, Christelle3; Vongraven, Dag4;
Ruus, Anders; Borgå, Katrine
(1) Norwegian Orca Survey, Andenes, Norway
(2) University of Oslo, OSLO, Norway
(3) Institut des Sciences de l'Evolution de
Montpellier, Montpellier, France
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Male-female interactions in humpback whales
during the breeding season are affected by
relative body size and male aggressiveness
Jones, Meagan1; Darling, James D.2; Brault,
Solange; Nicklin, Charles3
(1) Whale Trust, Makawao
(2) Whale Trust, Makawao, Hawaii
(3) Whale Trust, Makawao, HI
Corresponding Author: mjones@whaletrust.org

Killer whales (Orcinus orca) in Norway have long
been thought to rely on Atlantic herring (Clupea
harengus) as main food source. However, recent
observations in various regions and seasons report
additional fish and marine mammal prey species.
Prey preferences yet remain poorly understood. We
summarize field observations over six years from
2013 to 2018, and dietary descriptors (stable
isotope profiles) from skin samples collected in
2017 and 2018 (n=38) of individual killer whales
focal-studied throughout the year to draw the first
comprehensive evaluation of dietary preferences
among killer whales in this region. Of the 1,082
marked identified individuals in northern Norway,
91% (n=988) had wintering herring as seasonal
food source. Further, 31% (n=339) were observed
in the spring and summer months, after the herring
has departed. Identification of prey consumed
revealed pinnipeds and lumpfish (Cyclopterus
lumpus) as alternative prey resources for these
whales, with a seasonal diet switch for a minimum
of 75 individuals. Low isotope variance and nonoverlapping ecological niches confirmed seasonal

Breeding aggregations of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) are comprised of
individuals that vary in sex, reproductive class,
age-class, and body size and condition, but how
this range of individual physical characteristics and
physiological states influences male-female
interactions during the breeding season is poorly
understood. We investigated how relative body
size, age-class and aggressive behavior by lone
male humpbacks interrelate and contribute to
variability in female time budgets, behavior, and
movement patterns. Focal follows with 36 female
no-calf groups (male-female pairs) and 29 femalecalf groups (escorted mother-calf groups) were
conducted on the Hawaiian breeding grounds.
Relative fluke size (n=30) and age-class (n=9,
sighting histories) was determined for 39
individuals within these groups. Multiple and direct
approaches by males to < 1 body length of the
female, and chasing, which included multiple
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prey specialization of herring and lumpfish-eating
killer whales, reflective of temporary prey
abundance. Higher trophic position and wider
isotopic niche measured for seal-eating killer
whales sampled in all seasons suggested predation
on pinniped prey throughout the year, and an
inclusion of both fish and mammalian prey to the
diet for these groups. Because foraging ecology
may influence genetic structuring by shaping social
behaviors in killer whales, our results are relevant
to assess both the conservation status and role of
killer whales in marine ecosystems.

neonate calves were observed in only two groups.
Adults accounted for 85% of all individuals
photographed, while young and neonate calves
represented 13% and 2% respectively. Further
perspectives include contribution of this study to a
long-term and integrated monitoring of the
population along the French Mediterranean coast.
Marine megafauna distribution and threats
along the offshore Islands of Trat Province,
Thailand.
Junchompoo, Chalatip1; Laovechprasit,
Weerapong2; Sapkaew, Chalida2; Gero, Sitakarn
Tawisuwan3; Thongchai, Chinnakorn4; Thanaphan,
Chomcheun5
(1) Department of Marine and Coastal Resources,
Thailand, Chon Buri, Thailand
(2) Department of Marine and coastal resources,
Thailand, KLAENG, Thailand
(3) Department of Marine and coastal resources,
Thailand, Phuket, Thailand
(4) Phuket Marine Biological Center, Phuket,
Thailand
(5) Department of marine and coastal resources,
Ministry of natural and environment, Rayong,
Thailand
Corresponding Author: junchompoo@yahoo.com

Distribution, site fidelity and habitat utilisation
of common bottlenose dolphin in the Gulf of
Marseille, southern France (Mediterranean Sea)
Jourdan, Julie1; Dhermain, Frank2; Labach,
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Benjamin
(1) GECEM, Sausset les Pins, France
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The bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) has
been studied along the French Mediterranean coast
since the 90’s, but little is known about this species
within the Gulf of Marseille. The temporal
distribution of dolphins, group dynamics, site
fidelity, and habitat utilisation were assessed
through mark-recapture photo-identification
methodology. A total of 343 hours of boat-based
observation, spanning 70 days, were spent at sea
between January 2017 and March 2019 in the 2 600
km2 study area. During this period, dedicated
surveys along with opportunistic sightings resulted
in 26 groups of bottlenose dolphins being photoidentified. A total of 141 individuals were
identified, 35% of which were seen more than
once, with sighting frequency ranging from one to
twelve. School membership was mixed, typical of
fission-fusion societies already described for
bottlenose dolphins. 85% of schools were linked by
common members. The discovery curve indicates
that a large part of the population remains
undiscovered. Bottlenose dolphins were observed
throughout the year, although seasonality was
apparent with more encounters during spring and
summer. Photo-identification highlighted that 13
individuals used the Gulf of Marseille on a regular
basis, while others were present less often. Thirtynine dolphins were previously identified in the
sector and 4 catalogued dolphins were known from
surveys at other coastal sites as far as Genova
(Italy) or Barcelona (Spain), thus demonstrating
large scale movements of some individuals using
the Gulf of Marseille. Foraging was the most
frequent behaviour observed. One group was
observed feeding on white seabream (Diplodus
sargus). Most groups (70%) included young, while

Marine megafauna distribution around the offshore
Islands of Trat Province, eastern Thailand, was
investigated via systematic aerial surveys on 28
January–3 February 2018 (7 flight days). This is
the first time that aerial survey methods have been
employed in this area. Since 2013, boat-based
surveys conducted around the islands yielded only
four sightings in 11 survey days. This survey was
conducted using parallel line transects and covered
the waters of Ko Chang, Ko Mak and Ko Kud.
These islands are tourism destinations. Fifty-two
sightings were observed in water depths ranging
12-15 m, and the total area surveyed was 3382.4
km2. Minimum six marine megafauna species were
identified such as Hawksbill turtle, Green turtle,
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphin, Irrawaddy dolphin,
Dugong, and Whale shark. The sighting of sea
turtles comprised 13.4% (n=38) of sightings and
were mostly in the shallow reef areas, dolphin
sightings comprised 10.0% (n=7) of sightings,
while dugong sightings comprised 2.1% (n=4) of
sightings and were observed around seagrass areas.
The Department of Marine and Coastal Resources
have been collecting data on stranded marine
megafauna from 2014-2018 resulting in a total of
175 carcasses of sea turtle and cetacean. Necropsies
and observations indicated causes of deaths were
from incidental catch in fishing gears such as
hooks, longline hooks and gillnets (6% n=10),
sickness (13% n=23), and garbage (1% n=1). Our
survey provides valuable information on the
relative abundance and density of animals at
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particular locations but is not adequate to measure
trends or further discern habitat preferences. More
surveys over a longer duration will assist in filling
those information gaps. However, our survey
enables us to discern areas of marine megafauna
overlap with that of human activities. Currently,
these Islands are being developed rapidly as
tourism destinations, so that conservation and
management actions may be recommended.

Barkley Canyon is a productive submarine canyon
approximately 60 km southwest of Vancouver
Island, Canada. The canyon’s nutrient flow is
affected by multiple regional currents, and draws
aggregations of euphausiids, hake, and herring, as
well as various marine mammal species. The
Barkley Canyon node of the North-East Pacific
Time-series Undersea Networked Experiments
(NEPTUNE) observatory, operated by Ocean
Networks Canada, is instrumented with a variety of
oceanographic instruments including a hydrophone.
A subset of acoustic data collected from the 20132015 hydrophone deployment on the upper slope of
the canyon was manually annotated for marine
mammal presence as part of a research project
focusing on marine mammal habitat use, and in
support of development of a random forest
classifier. This data set, which is being made
publicly available for further use, includes stronglabel annotations of phonations from blue whales
(Balaenoptera musculus), fin whales (Balaenoptera
physalus), humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae), sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus), orcas (Orcinus orca), Pacific
white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
obliquidens), Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus),
and other delphinids that could not be identified to
species. All regional orca communities are
represented within the data set, and phonations are
labelled to ecotype level and to pod level when
possible. This data set could be further used in a
number of ways, including classifier development,
investigations into habitat use and seasonality, or
combining the acoustic data with data collected
from co-located oceanographic instruments to
investigate links between marine mammal presence
and oceanographic conditions.

Determing the preferred swimming styles of
leopard seals through skeletal muscle
physiology.
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The majority of pinnipeds swim using either hindflipper or front flipper-propulsion. In all of the
pinnipeds we have measured, there was a
significantly greater aerobic capacity and oxygen
storage in their swimming muscles as compared to
their non-swimming muscles. Based on this
information we set out to determine the preferred
locomotory style of the leopard seal by measuring
the physiological profiles of both the longissimus
dorsi (the main propulsory muscle for hind-flipper
locomotion) and the pectoralis major (the main
muscle for front-flipper propulsion). The
combined results for male and female leopard seals
show no difference between the two muscle groups
indicating that leopard swim using both forms of
propulsion. However when we separated the data
into male and female groups, we found a very
interesting result. There was a significant
difference in males showing that they preferentially
swim with their hind-flippers where as it was the
females that use both forms of propulsion. This
data in combination with our data on fuel
utilization and dive behavior will allow us to
establish energetic profiles for both male and
female leopard seals and permit us to predict their
energetic requirements in a changing climate.

“Squeak-Thunks”: Sequences of multi-element
calls produced by bottlenose dolphins while
foraging and socializing off Bimini, The
Bahamas.
Kaplan, J. Daisy1; Maust-Mohl, Maria2
(1) Dolphin Communication Project
(2) Manhattan College
Corresponding Author: daisykaplan@hotmail.com
Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) produce a
variety of calls across different behavioral contexts,
including low-frequency vocalizations. While
descriptions of low frequency calls vary across
bottlenose dolphin populations, low-frequency calls
in some populations have been described as
occurring in sequences and/or in combination with
other vocal elements. Low-frequency calls are
usually recorded in social or foraging contexts. In
this study, we documented occurrences of lowfrequency “squeak-thunk” vocalizations and
sequences produced by bottlenose dolphins off
Bimini, The Bahamas, and described the acoustic

Recycling data: A publicly available, annotated
acoustic data set with potential uses for marine
mammal research and classifier development
Kanes, Kristen
Ocean Networks Canada, Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada
Corresponding Author:
ksjkanes@oceannetworks.ca
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parameters and behavioral contexts in which they
were produced. Squeak-thunks were defined as a
call that contained a squeak, or short, narrowband
whistle that overlapped with a thunk, a broadband
low-frequency pulse (range: 300 – 4000 Hz); these
calls may be biphonal in nature. A squeak-thunk
sequence could include several repetitions of
squeak-thunks, as well as combinations of
additional low-frequency elements such as other
thunks, gulps, or wheeze gulps (gulps with multiple
harmonics). Bottlenose vocalizations were recorded
during 17 encounters across 2010-2018 (~8 hours
of recording). Group size ranged from 2 – 15
dolphins. Squeak-thunks were present in 9 of these
encounters. We analyzed 99 individual or
sequences of vocalizations that included squeakthunks. We found that the behavioral states during
which squeak-thunks were recorded were foraging
and/or socializing. Squeak-thunk sequences appear
to be similar to bray-type sequences reported by
other researchers and may be representative of an
excitement or a food-related call. Analysis is
ongoing to continue to describe and document
occurrences of squeak-thunks near Bimini to better
understand their function.

features in three dimensions. Horizontal
temperature gradients were calculated from tag
temperature measurements and foraging behavior
distinguished from non-foraging behavior using
transit rate and dive profile shape. Temperature
gradients from near-surface to 250 m were
significantly higher where seals exhibited foraging
behavior than where they exhibited transit or drift
dive behavior (p<0.001). Seals showed increased
foraging behavior in primarily submesoscale
temperature features (third quantile of horizontal
extent of features < 20 km), scales which are
challenging to resolve using satellite data. These
analyses demonstrate a positive relationship
between foraging behavior and variability in water
temperature, providing evidence that deep-water
prey congregate around such water column
features. Recording behavior of a predator utilizing
the understudied mesopelagic zone provides
valuable insight into the distribution of prey
relative to three dimensional oceanographic
features, which also sheds light on the spatial
foraging ecology of other more cryptic marine
mammals, such as beaked whales, that similarly
rely on mesopelagic prey.

Deep-diving northern elephant seals forage in
temperature features measured in three
dimensions by biologgers.
Keates, Theresa1; Robinson, Patrick2; Hückstädt,
Luis A.3; Costa, Daniel2
(1) University of California Santa Cruz
(2) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
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Implementing the Population Consequences of
Disturbance (PCoD) Framework: A case study
for marine mammals of the California current.
Keen, Kelly1; Hückstädt, Luis A.2; Mate, Bruce3;
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Patrick5; Costa, Daniel5
(1) University of California, Santa Cruz
(2) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
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(4) Marine Ecology & Telemetry Research,
Seabeck, Washington
(5) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
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Corresponding Author: keakeen@ucsc.edu

A crucial question in marine ecology, especially in
a rapidly changing climate, is the influence of
oceanographic processes on foraging success.
Associations between marine predators and
oceanographic features have been observed across
species and systems. These studies have primarily
used satellite-derived temperature or altimetry data
to identify surface oceanographic features such as
fronts and eddies; few utilize subsurface
oceanographic data at the scale and resolution of an
animal’s behavior. Subsurface hydrographic data
are especially important when considering deepdiving predators whose prey are further removed
from near-surface oceanographic processes. We
deployed time-depth recorders or conductivitytemperature-depth data loggers measuring in situ
temperature on 154 adult female northern elephant
seals (Mirounga angustirostris) between 2004 and
2010 to investigate the foraging behavior of a
mesopelagic predator relative to temperature

The increasing overlap of anthropogenic
activities and marine mammal populations is of
major concern in conservation and resource
management, necessitating the development
of decision frameworks and quantitative
models to assess the population-level effects
of disturbance. The Population Consequences
of Disturbance (PCoD) framework is one
approach, and requires assessing a
population’s likelihood of exposure and linking
disturbance-induced changes in individual
behavior with changes in health, vital rates,
and population dynamics. Significant progress
has been made applying the PCoD framework
to individual species. For this study, however,
we apply the PCoD framework to forecast the
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effects of disturbance for multiple species (or
populations/stocks), using a simulated 3D
seismic survey offshore southern California as
a case study. We begin by using a decision
framework (developed under the Office of
Naval Research-funded PCoD+ project) to
identify and prioritize species for which
detailed population-level assessments are
needed based on species-specific life history
and residency patterns relative to survey
activities. We also consider the duration and
exposure probability for a given individual and
population based on current distribution from
sightings and tracking data for available
species (e.g., blue, humpback, and Cuvier’s
beaked whales). Once priority species are
identified, we use bioenergetic models to
estimate the energetic costs of the seismic
survey on female and calf/pup survival, and
the resulting impacts on population dynamics.
For species with limited data to parameterize
the model (e.g., beaked whales), we provide
guidance for how to apply existing data based
on life history traits. The PCoD framework is a
powerful tool to quantify the potential impacts
of disturbance on a population, as well as
explore the potential consequences of
changes in disturbance, including
environmental variation, on long-term
population dynamics. Ultimately, this
information can be used to inform practical risk
assessments, as well as effective
management and conservation strategies.

accounted for 59% of the sample. Of mature
females (n = 14), 11 were pregnant and/or
lactating. Body condition was robust 48 dolphins.
Externally, bruising was observed in all dolphins.
Net and rope marks were seen on 75% of dolphins,
mostly on the head, trunk and peduncle.
Broken/missing teeth were noted in 65% of
dolphins, sometimes associated with superficial
cuts. All dolphins had subdermal haemorrhaging
(moderate to severe in 96%), particularly around
the head. Deep haemorrhaging was common,
including on occipital and flipper condyles, and
organs. Abundant fluid was present in the thorax
and abdominal cavities of half of the dolphins.
Fluid and froth were observed in lungs of 98% and
38%, respectively. Acute, unhealed bone fractures
were documented in 48% of dolphins, primarily for
the skull, ribs and vertebrae, and most were
associated with haemorrhaging. Stomachs
contained partially digested prey in 61% of
dolphins. We conclude that blunt trauma was the
primary cause of death. Many dolphins also had
mild heart pathology that in preliminary results
showed little similarity to dolphins from Eastern
Tropical Pacific tuna purse seining, a different
method from SASF. Future research includes
investigating South Australian beach-washed
carcasses in relation to the characteristics described
in our study.
Interactions between small-scale fisheries and
marine mammals in the Eastern Mediterranean:
Case studies from the South Adriatic and the
Levantine Sea.
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Characterising injuries and pathology of
common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) mortalities
in the South Australian sardine fishery
Kemper, Catherine1; Tomo, Ikuko2; Bovari,
Giorgia1; Hamer, Derek; Gibbs, Susan1; SegawaFellowes, Tomoyo1
(1) South Australian Museum, Adelaide, Australia
(2) South Australian Museum, Adelaide
Corresponding Author:
Catherine.Kemper@samuseum.sa.gov.au
Mortality of dolphins in fishing operations is a
concern worldwide yet its magnitude is often
under-estimated, as shown by studies of beachwashed carcasses. Linking evidence obtained
during necropsies with fishing method is
fundamental to understanding the extent of
mortality. The South Australian Sardine Fishery
(SASF) has operated in inshore waters since 1991,
with mortality of common dolphins high prior to
2005. Our study characterised the injuries and
pathologies associated with mortality in this purse
seine industry. Forty-nine dolphins were collected
from SASF (2006–2019). Necropsies were
performed, and life history and skeleton fractures
later evaluated. Neonates, calves and juveniles

In the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, bycatch rates are
unknown, underestimated or seriously
underreported, while information on fishing effort
and marine mammal populations is widely
absent. Yet, fishery is considered as one of the
main threats on marine mammal populations
in the Mediterranean Sea. It is, therefore, crucial to
evaluate the magnitude of this threat to
reveal possible impacts on the regional population
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status. The current pilot study aims to
assess the extent of the interactions between smallscale fisheries and marine mammals in the
Eastern Mediterranean Sea and intends to delve
into the unexplored research niche that exists
in the region; case studies from the Levantine Sea
(Antalya Bay, Turkey) and the South
Adriatic Sea (Montenegrin/Albanian coastline)
were examined. The following methodology
was chosen, representing a mix between
quantitative and qualitative data-gathering: i)
interviews with local fishermen, ii) spatial data on
marine mammal distribution and iii) GPS
logger data on small-scale fisheries operations.
ArcGIS was used for habitat and fishing
effort mapping. Overlap was observed between the
core zones of targeted species distribution
and the fishery territories in certain occasions.
Gillnetting is the fishing method that was
mostly implicated in bycatch in all study sites. The
resulting overlap between fishing
operations and marine mammal distribution poses a
threat towards both directions: higher
risk of species entanglement and economic burden
on fishermen due to net destruction. At the
same time, it reveals possible foraging grounds for
marine mammals since in these areas
there is high prey abundance. Lastly, by identifying
the overlapping zones, specific
management and conservation actions shall be
proposed, with the aim to reduce bycatch
pressure on key populations.

energetic status of individual animals from longterm sampling efforts can help to monitor these
potential consequences. Steroid hormones were
extracted from blubber biopsy samples (n = 185)
collected from photo-identified female humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) between 2004
and 2017 in the Gulf of St Lawrence, Canada.
Blubber progesterone was quantified as a marker of
pregnancy status. Cortisol, a glucocorticoid
hormone involved in the long-term regulation of
both energy intake and storage, was quantified as
an indicator of physiological state. Annual calving
rates declined over the study period (range between
0.05 and 0.52 with an overall decrease of 0.02 per
year), and were positively correlated with
pregnancy rates in the previous year (linear model:
p < 0.001). The decline in observed calving rates
could therefore be the result of decreased
pregnancy rates rather than a reduction in calf
survival.
Environmental data were collated from satellite
images (phytoplankton bloom magnitude), the
Atlantic Zone Monitoring Program (zooplankton
biomass and copepods abundances) and fish stock
assessments (herring and mackerel). A generalised
additive model (GAM) showed that blubber
cortisol concentrations were negatively correlated
with the magnitude of the spring phytoplankton
bloom, the summer zooplankton biomass, and the
herring spawning stock biomass in the previous
year (GAM: R2 = 0.3, deviance explained = 38%).
These relationships were strongest for pregnant and
immature females showing that the highest cortisol
concentrations, indicating increased lipolysis, were
measured in years of reduced primary productivity
and prey abundance particularly for these
reproductive classes. A better understanding of
baleen whale reproductive and physiological state,
and their links to environmental conditions is
fundamental to appreciate how populations will be
affected by changing environments in the coming
decades.

Annual variation in female humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) pregnancy rates,
calving rates and physiological state linked to
changes in prey abundance in the Gulf of St
Lawrence
Kershaw, Joanna1; Ramp, Christian2; Brosset,
Pablo3; Plourde, Stéphane3; Miller, Patrick4; Hall,
Ailsa5
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St. Andrews, United
Kingdom
(2) Mingan Island Cetacean Study ; Sea Mammal
Research Unit, School of biology, University of St
Andrews, UK, Montreal, Qc, Canada
(3) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Mont-Joli,
Canada
(4) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(5) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews,
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Common minke whale calves (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) in high latitudes of the Northeast
Atlantic during winter months
Kett, Gary1; Kavanagh, Ailbhe, Sarah2; Richardson,
Nick3; Rogan, Emer1; Jessopp, Mark1
(1) University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
(2) University College Cork, Ringaskiddy, Ireland
(3) MaREI Centre, Environmental Research
Institute, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Corresponding Author: 111306776@umail.ucc.ie
Common minke whales (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) occur throughout the North Atlantic,
yet their seasonal movements and the location of
important habitats are poorly known. Adults and
sub-adult minke whales are sighted throughout the

The consequences of shifting environmental
conditions as a result of climate change are of
concern for many marine mammal populations
worldwide. Data on the reproduction, health and
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year in Irish waters, however mother-calf pairs are
rarely observed during winter months. A common
hypothesis describes autumnal migration to low
latitude breeding and calving grounds, although
this has previously been challenged. Herein we
report high latitude winter sightings of unweaned
minke whale calves in offshore waters of the
northeast Atlantic, almost 200 km from the Irish
coast. These sightings support the hypothesis that
some individuals within a population forego the
typical migration route by over-wintering and
perhaps calving at high latitudes in the warmer
waters of the North Atlantic Drift. The inherent
difficulties of offshore visual data collection during
winter months challenges our understanding of
species distribution and habitat use. Thus, rare
sightings such as these reported are vital for
understanding animal movement ecology and
implementing appropriate conservation measures.

motivation to communicate with its calf after
weaning. And weaned calf also seemed to have a
motivation to reunite with his mother, while he
showed join and separate without vocal response to
his mother.
First-ever vocalization study of wild IndoPacific Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus)
at Jeju Island, Republic of Korea: Whistle
characteristics and its response to ambient
noise.
Kim, Mi Yeon1; Koshima, Shiro2
(1) Kyoto University
(2) Wildlife Research Center of Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan
Corresponding Author: miyeonkim88@gmail.com
Dolphin vocalization mediates complex social
behavior and navigation while obtaining
environmental information. Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins, Tursiops aduncus, produce numerous
type of acoustic emissions including clicks, pulsed
signals, and tonal calls. Tonal calls are the diverse
repertoire of whistles and signature whistles for
communication which exhibits a variation between
geographically separated populations of T.
aduncus. Additionally, recent studies have shown
the importance of both natural and anthropogenic
ambient noise on the whistle production of dolphin
in response to signal masking. First, the baseline
study of whistle characteristic was conducted by
measuring the following: whistle class, contour
inflections, harmonics, beginning frequency, end
frequency, maximum frequency, minimum
frequency, and duration. Whistles occurred in the
frequency range of 0.011-23.34 kHz (mean 6.7511.7 kHz) with durations of 0.32 – 1.86 s. The
whistle characteristics are significantly different
from the closely located T. aduncus population in
Japan and showed a less whistle contour
complexity. To further investigate the whistle
production, we examined the effect of concurrent
natural and anthropogenic ambient noise (both the
broadband signal (20 Hz–24 kHz) and one-thirdoctave band levels centered on frequencies from 20
Hz to 22.4 kHz). The linear regression analysis
indicated that the minimum frequency had
significant positive relationships with the ambient
noise present at the time of the whistles. Also, an
increase in anthropogenic noise mainly caused by
dolphin-watching vessels below the dolphin’s call
bandwidth resulted in shifting up of the produced
whistles on the minimum frequency, and reduction
of whistle repetition. The noise induced change of
dolphin acoustic behavior may reduce the overall
effectiveness of communication. Additionally, the
shift in whistle characteristic during a continuous
disturbance by dolphin-watching vessels may result
in group separation and significant loss of energy in
efforts for group cohesion.

Behavior of adult female and its weaned calf in
the Amazonian manatee after releasing into the
river.
Kikuchi, Mumi1; M. P. Sicchar, Carlos2; SanchezBabilonia, Juan3
(1) Wildlife Research Center of Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan
(2) Amazon rescue center, Loreto, Peru
(3) Asociación para la Conservación de la
Biodiversidad Amazónica - Dallas World
Aquarium. Amazon Rescue Center (CREA) Iquitos Perú, Iquitos, Peru
Corresponding Author: mumikomo@gmail.com
The Amazonian manatee (Trichechus inunguis) is
endemic to the Amazon region. Amazonian
manatees are difficult to observe in natural
environments, due to the water turbidity and their
solitary, cryptic behavior. In this study, we
monitored the behavior of adult female and its
weaned male calf after releasing into the river, in
order to investigate the interaction between mother
and its weaned pup. Adult female was rescued and
kept in captivity for 10 years and its calf was born
in the semi-captive lake, 2 years in captivity. We
confirmed that the male calf was already weaned
before releasing. Two types of animal-born digital
recorders were attached to the adult female in order
to monitor the behavior and underwater sounds,
and behavioral recorder was attached to the male
calf. Recording duration was 2.5 and 0.5 days in
adult female and male calf, respectively. Four
hours after releasing, male calf seemed to separate
from his mother. He showed repeated diving, while
adult female stayed shallower depth. After 13
hours, he seemed to rejoin with his mother.
Vocalizations were confirmed in the adult female,
and it continued for up to two days. But there was
no vocal response by another manatees. We
considered that mother seemed to have a high
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Fishing for change- development alternative
fishing gear for saving the Vaquita
Kindt-Larsen, Lotte1; Kehler Villadsen, Mikkel2;
Königson, Sara3
(1) DTU Aqua, Technical University of Denmark,
Charlottenlund, dk
(2) DTU Aqua, Kgs.Lyngby, Denmark
(3) SLU Aqua, Department of Aquatic Resources,
göteborg, Sweden
Corresponding Author: lol@aqua.dtu.dk

Fatty acid oxidation provides approximately 90%
of energetic requirements in northern elephant seals
(NES), yet little is known about the composition of
their skeletal muscle fatty acids (FAs). Here, we
report the skeletal muscle FA composition of NES
within different age classes (adults {AD}, 1-year
olds {1YR}, weaned pups {WP}) and sex. We
analyzed 207 samples, spanning from 2012-2016,
via GC-FID (WP n=102, 1yr n=32, AD n=73; male
n=116, female n=91). A subset of 17 FAs,
accounting for 93% of FAs, were normalized and
transformed using an additive logratio
transformation. Saturated fatty acids (SFAs)
dominated muscle tissue (74%-78%) in all age
classes, monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs, 1015%) were the second most abundant and
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) were the least
abundant (9-11%). Muscle tissue was
predominantly composed of four FAs, C16:0,
C18:0, C18:1n9c and C20:2 (78% total FA).
Multivariate analysis (MANOVA) of FA groups
(SFA, MUFA, PUFA) and chain-length/doublebond groups (MC-SFAC18:0, MC- MUFAC18:1
and PUFA) both indicated a significant effect of
age class (F[4,248]= 14.40 p<0.0001; F[8,244]=
8.46,p<0.0001) but not sex. A significant effect for
age class (F[4,388]=31.22,p<0.001) and sex
(F[2,194]= 8.92, p<0.0001) was reported within the
17 FAs. Univariate statistics with post hoc tests
revealed WP significantly differed from both
AD/1YR across FA groups and chainlength/double-bond groups (p<0.0001 for all
ANOVA/Tukeys; no sig difference for AD*1YR).
Weaned pups drove the model sex effects through
four FAs (ANOVA, F[1,1138]=1.21,p<0.000;
Tukeys p<0.0001 C11:0, C16:0, C16:1, C17:0).
WP differed from AD/1YR for 8 FAs (5 SFAs, 2
MUFAs, 1 PUFA, Bonferroni p<0.017) and
differed from 1YR for 4 FAs (1 SFA, 2 MUFAs, 1
PUFA, Bonferroni p<0.017). These results suggest
there may be a developmental difference in NES
skeletal muscle FAs, possibly relating to the period
of diving development that occurs between
weaning and becoming a deep diving NES.

The Vaquita porpoise (Phocoena sinus) has almost
been driven to extinction by incidental by-catches
in gillnet fisheries in the Upper Gulf of California.
The Mexican government has thus banned the use
of gillnets in the entire distribution range of the
Vaquita. To find alternative fishing gears for the
enrolled gillnet fishers, a project developing
vaquita-friendly fish pots was pushed forward by
ECOFT (Expert Committee on Fishing
Technologies) supported by the Mexican
government and in collaboration with WWF
Mexico. The aim was to create fish pots, as an
alternative fishing gear to gillnets in the no-gillnet
zone of the Upper Gulf of California. To ensure the
best performance of the pots, an experiment was
conducted testing three different baits available to
the fishers. Three baits were selected and tested in
the area of San Luis Gonzaga, Mexico. Fish
attraction were recorded using GoPro cameras. The
results showed that in daylight Flat-iron Herring
proved to be the most effective bait, whereas the
results from the night were inconclusive. In total
three different pot types were tested, two floating
and one bottom standing. The results showed that
the bottom standing pot design had the highest fish
catches but the species caught were very area
dependent. During the trials the average catch per
fishing journey was 25 kg. Total catches, however,
can be improved by increasing the numbers of pots
used, placing the pots at the best possible fishing
grounds and leave the pots in the water with
optimal soak times. Thus if fishers are willing and
capable of fulfilling these requirements, fish pots
can turn out profitable and become a viable
alternative to gillnets in the Upper Gulf of
California. However, more trials are needed to
conclude this.

Statistical modelling for spatio-temporal
population mixture for marine mammal species
Kitakado, Toshihide
, Tokyo, Japan
Corresponding Author: kitakado@kaiyodai.ac.jp

Fatty acids and diving development: Age class
and sex differences in skeletal muscle fatty acid
compositions the northern elephant seal
(Mirounga angustirostris).
Kirkpatrick, Aaron1; Kanatous, Shane2; Crocker,
Daniel3; Trumble, Stephen1
(1) Baylor University, Waco, Texas
(2) Colorado State University
(3) Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA
Corresponding Author: a_kirkpatrick@baylor.edu

A new approach for spatio-temporal modelling is
proposed for expressing population mixture over
space and time. The study was inspired by the fact
that migration patterns of multiple populations of
marine mammal species could change over years,
which implies that their spatial mixture patterns can
accordingly be altered dynamically. The study was
also motivated by another fact that understanding
of spatial and temporal population structure is one
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of crucial components for developing better
conservation and management plans. Some mixture
models are constructed with simple random walk
models or latent random fields accounting for
spatio-temporal patterns in mixture probabilities.
Here, use of genetic data is assumed, and an
integrated likelihood function is employed for
parameter estimation and model selection.
Parameters of primary interest are those describing
the population mixture. In addition, other many
population specific parameters such as genetic
allele frequencies are also estimated
simultaneously. As a computational algorithm,
software implementing a Laplace approximation
with automatic differentiation is used. Better
precision for estimating mixture pattern by models
with spatial and temporal structure was
demonstrated compared to conventional
approaches. In addition to the theoretical aspects,
the practicability to marine mammal species is
discussed. Furthermore, a possible extension of
model with use of other non-genetic sources of
information such as morphometric data is examined
to increase the information on the mixture since
genetic differentiation between populations tend to
be weak for marine mammal species.

humpback whales, white-beaked dolphins, harp
seals, fulmars and kittiwakes. Multiple returning
pattern of the tagged whale, was observed for
Hotspot 1 (residence time 6 hours) and Hotspot 4
(residence time 12 hours). The development of tag
sensors, tag attachment and tracking abilities the
last decade, make now this type of ecological
approach to an ecosystem using an individual
tagged whale as a biological track possible,
and would also be extensively strengthened while
combined with prey field mapping and trawl
sampling along the track.
Geometric morphometric analysis of sterna of
harbor porpoises using spherical harmonics
(SPHARM) reveal heteromorphic variation
Klemens, Lisa1; Wirkner, Christian; Dähne,
Michael2
(1) German Oceanographic Museum; University of
Rostock, Rostock, Germany
(2) German Oceanographic Museum, Stralsund,
Germany
Corresponding Author: lisa.klemens@unirostock.de
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Benke1, Michael Dähne1

Increasing the understanding of multispecies
feeding events in marine hotspots by medium
term instrumentation and tracking.
Kleivane, Lars; Øien, Nils
LKARTS-Norway, Skutvik, Norway
Corresponding Author: lkarts@lkarts.no
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General & Special Zoology
Harbor porpoises are the only cetacean species,
which reproduces in German waters of the North
Sea and Baltic Sea. Previous morphometric
analysis on the skull of harbor porpoises have
shown that porpoises in the North Sea, the Danish
Straits and the Baltic Proper can be separated into
three different populations. This separation is
supported by microsatellite and single-nucleotide
polymorphism genetic analysis. However,
morphological and genetic variation between
subpopulations in the Baltic Sea are small. To
establish and optimize a geometric morphometric
approach and to increase the accuracy of a potential
separation we used SPHARM (Sperical Harmonics;
Center for Computational Biology and
Bioinformatics, Indiana University School of
Medicine) on a simple bone with high variability:
the sternum of the harbor porpoises. Fourty sterna
of porpoises found in the North Sea, the Danish
Straits and the Baltic Proper were scanned using a
computer tomograph (SOMATOM Definition AS,
Siemens). The resulting picture files were
processed with Amira (FEI, ZIB, Mercury
Computer Systems, Berlin). A three-dimensional
volume rendering of each bone was used to
generate a triangular mesh surface. On this surface

From a case study focusing on surface rate
behavior of minke whales, we tracked a vhf tagged
whale for multiple days in the waters of Svalbard ,
Norway, in 2007. The tag was deployed with the
whale-tag-launcher ARTS (Aerial Remote Tag
System), and the tracking was enabled by the radio
directionfinder ADF setup with 4 yagi antennas.
The VHF tag had a signal path of 240ppm, with
30ms signals length, which gave 2 to 6 signals
during a surfacing. The data was sampled by a
custom made voice recorder including a computer
linked to a GPS and a microphone. However, the
spinoff of this project was all what the tag did not
record, and is what we would like to spotlight here.
That would be the time between and the residence
time at different Hotspots, and the mix of cospecies and other species in these Hotspots
observed during the 116 hours tracking event. A
total of 193 nm biological track was registered
during these days, crossing the waters of
Storfjorden, mapping in total 4 Hotspots, with a
residence time varying between 2 hours to 12
hours, with all from very dense areas to wider
spacing. Observations during the presence in
Hotspots 1-4, included for all a number of minke
whales and fin whales, while for some also
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nine pre-defined homologue three-dimensional
landmarks were positioned. The triangular mesh
surface including the landmarks was used as a
template for the SPHARM-models. SPHARM
calculates a complex Fourier-Transformations of
spherical harmonics coefficients used for a bone
comparison based on principal component analysis.
The results show allometric scaling and no
separation of the three different populations, sex.
Therefore, a geometric-morphometry analysis of
the sternum of the harbor porpoise cannot be used
to establish population differences based on this
limited dataset. However, the methodology can
now be implemented for other bone material and
may allow for more morphological discriminative
power for instance using the skull.

among different geographical regions. MinION
offers an inexpensive and portable means of
genetic sequencing virus genotypes and host
biomarkers in real time. Following an RNA
extraction and purification protocol, we are using a
panel of virus-specific primers in a multi-segment
(MS-RTPCR) for influenza or tiling (RT-PCR)
approach for PDV to obtain full genome amplicons
as input cDNA in library preparation. Raw
nanopore read data is processed and mapped to
viral genomes using reference-based assembly, to
generate consensus sequences for evolutionary
analysis and virus genome annotation. Analysis of
viral genome variation is crucial for understanding
virulence, transmission, and susceptibility of
marine mammal species to RNA viruses among
different environmental interfaces. This data can be
integrated into the evaluation of how ecological
and physiological factors impact the health of
marine mammal populations in Alaska.

Adapting nanopore (MinION) next generation
sequencing methods to detect novel RNA virus
genomes in Alaskan marine mammal species.
Klink, Amy1; Bishop, Amy2; Burek-Huntington,
Kathleen3; Sawatzki, Kaitlin4; Puryear, Wendy5;
Runstaedler, Jonathan4; Bortz, Eric6
(1) University of Alaska Anchorage
(2) Alaska SeaLife Center, Seward, AK
(3) Alaska Veterinary Pathology Services, Eagle
River, AK
(4) Tufts University, Cummings School of
Veterinary Medicine, North Grafton,
Massachusetts
(5) Tufts, North Grafton, MA
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AK
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Educating marine audiences about the benefits
of rope-less fishing technologies
Klyver, Richard Zack
Blue Planet Strategies, LLC, Bar Harbor, ME
Corresponding Author: zackklyver@yahoo.com
Rope-less fishing technologies for fixed fishing
gear could provide a long-term solution to the
annual entanglement and death of dozens of large
whales in US waters. Whales are especially
vulnerable to the millions of fixed gear lobster and
crab traps fished in the waters of New England, the
Gulf of Maine, and from California to Alaska. The
development and use of rope-less fishing gear
systems may prove essential to the recovery of the
endangered North Atlantic Right Whale, as their
population numbers just 411 animals (2018 NOAA
estimate). Photographic studies conducted by
scientists have shown that 85% have signs of rope
scars and necropsies of dead animals show that
fishing entanglement is the highest documented
cause of mortality.

Emergence of RNA viral infections is a growing
concern among North American marine mammal
species. Morbillivirus (phocine and cetacean
distemper viruses) and influenza A viruses are
pathogenic, negative sense RNA viruses that cause
serious infections in the respiratory, gastrointestinal
and sometimes central nervous systems. In 2018,
an unusual mortality event was declared for over
2000 grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) and harbor
seals (Phoca vitulina) stranded along the Atlantic
coast (NOAA UME 67). Preliminary diagnostic
PCR indicates mortality was caused by phocine
distemper virus (PDV). Influenza A was also
detected, however, it is not considered the main
cause of mortality. Preliminary detection of PDV
and influenza A, using PCR diagnostic assays, have
been observed in Alaskan marine mammals
including PDV in sea otters (Enhydra lutris) and
morbillivirus in a Steller sea lion (Eumetopias
jubatus). Existing viral diagnostic methods are not
optimized for understanding genotypic variation,
pathogenicity or transmission properties across
different wildlife interfaces. We are analyzing
complete virus genomes using Oxford Nanopore
Technologies (MinION) to map virus variation

A variety of rope-less designs concepts have and
are being rapidly developed. The first may have
been a system called the Fiobouy that was invented
by Fiomarine systems in Tasmania, Australia in the
1990’s. A Washington State non-profit engineering
team called SMELTs, Sea Mammal Education
Learning Technology Society collaborating with
Teledyne technologies, and have built a lift bag
system that is launched be an acoustic signal from
the surface and inflates an airbag. Dessert Star
Systems in California have completed an acoustic
release control unit system and free rope-less
fishing app for fishermen to track their gear. Many
other systems are being developed around the
world.
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Occurrence of false killer whales in Ryukyu
Archipelago including Okinawa Islands, Japan.
Kobayashi, Nozomi1; Okabe, Haruna2
(1) Okinawa Churashima Research Center,
Okinawa Churashima Foundation, Motobu, Japan
(2) Okinawa Churashima Research Center,
Okinawa Churashima Foundation, Okinawa, Japan
Corresponding Author: n-kobayashi@okichura.jp

support the teeth. The periodontal ligaments are
collagenous fibers that fill the gap between the
roots and the alveolar bone (periodontal space) .
The ligaments hold the teeth in the alveolar sockets
and function as a cushion giving mobility to the
teeth. In the odontocetes, the alveolar sockets are
large for the size of teeth. This was assumed to
mean the development of periodontal ligaments.

Although false killer whales are known to
distribute throughout the tropical and subtropical
waters in the world, the species is one of lesser
unknown large odontocete. Using the data
corrected in Ryukyu Archipelago from 1982 to
2019, we investigated the seasonal occurrence, the
distribution, the water depth and the group size of
false killer whales in this area. We analyzed the
stranding data corrected between 1982 and 2019 as
well as the boat sighting data corrected between
2007 and 2019. As a result, 10 stranding and 37
sighting records were confirmed within the years.
According to both records, false killer whales were
found only during winter to summer (December to
August) and none of them was observed in fall
(September to November) when the mode of
occurrence was in the beginning of spring
(February and March). 78% of all the sightings
were confirmed in the water depth shallower than
350m. The estimated number of individuals in a
group was 1 to 100 (Average=17.3). A total of 536
estimated individuals were observed in 37 groups
and 90.3% of all the groups were groups of less
than 40 individuals which shows similar trend
reported in Hawaii and New Zealand. We identified
68 individuals with the photographs of distinctive
scars or characters on their dorsal fins and all of
them were observed only once within the 12 years
of the survey period. In Hawaii and New Zealand,
same individuals were observed several times in
years. Our result indicating that the false killer
whales in Ryukyu Archipelago are possibly
migrating seasonally around this area and move to
the other areas mainly during the fall seasons.
Although, the results obtained basic information on
false killer whales in Ryukyu Archipelago, further
researches are essential to understand more detailed
life history of this species in this area.

In the present study, we observed dolphins teeth
roots, periodontal ligaments, and alveolar sockets
with a light microscope for decalcified tissue
section and micro CT. We used some samples of
Delphinidae which died of accidents or diseases in
some aquariums. As a result, the alveolar bone was
crude and spongy like the cancellous bone. The
lamina dura which is a hard layer of the alveolar
surface was not observed and the teeth are attached
directly to the spongy bone. These characters are
not found in other common mammals. The
periodontal ligaments were highly developed and
composed of two layers. The inner layer fibers
radially spread out from the cementum like humans
and mice. On the other hand, the outer layer fibers
penetrate the spongy bone and run in a complicated
way. Between these inner and outer layers, a thick
nerve fiber bundles were running that could not be
found in human or mice periodontal ligaments.
Therefore, we conclude that there is a possibility
that the periodontal ligaments of dolphins are more
sensitive than humans and mice.
Mixed-species groups of common dolphins and
bottlenose dolphins in the Alonissos National
Park, Greece.
Koemtzopoulos, Kimon1; Bearzi, Giovanni2;
Bonizzoni, Silvia2; Dendrinos, Panagiotis1
(1) MOm/Hellenic Society for the Study and
Protection of the Monk Seal, Athens, Greece
(2) Dolphin Biology and Conservation, Cordenons,
Italy
Corresponding Author: k.koemtzopoulos@mom.gr
Mixed species groups (MSG) occur among
different mammalian species, ranging from related
species to species belonging to different orders.
MSG may enhance foraging and predator
avoidance, or provide social benefits. These
advantages, however, may not be equally
distributed between the participating species.
Although the habitat of Mediterranean common
dolphins Delphinus delphis (Dd) and common
bottlenose dolphins Tursiops truncatus (Tt) often
overlaps, few reports exist of associations between
these species. During boat-based visual surveys
conducted in the summers of 2017 and 2018, we
recorded 8 MSG of Dd and Tt in the coastal waters
of the National Marine Park of Alonissos, Northern
Sporades, Greece. These MSG accounted for 8 of a
total of 29 Dd encounters (28%), and 8 of a total of

Observation of the periodontal tissue of
Delphinidae.
Kodera, Ryo; Uekusa, Yasuhiro; Kodera, Haruto;
Inoue, Koji; Chiba, Toshie; Sato, Tetsuji
Tsurumi University School of Dental Medicine,
Yokohama city, Kanagawa prefecture, Japan
Corresponding Author: kodera-r@tsurumi-u.ac.jp
Mammalian teeth are in the oral cavity and used to
hold, cut, crush, and grind food. What plays an
important role in these performances is not only the
dental hard tissue, but also periodontal tissue that
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10 Tt encounters (80%). MSG, observed in nonconsecutive days, were composed of 6–15
individuals, with a prevalence of either species.
The longest observation lasted 94 min, though
animals were associated when encountered and
remained associated when left. Of a total of 471
min of MSG observations, 125 min (27%) included
both species engaged in the schooling and chasing
of epipelagic fish (possibly sardines) near the
surface. Observations, occurring over depths
ranging between 3 and 250 m, and distances from
shore ranging between 3 and 3720 m, also included
synchronous diving or travelling. The largest MSG
(12 Dd, 3 Tt) included one Dd calf and one Tt
juvenile (the latter being observed swimming in a
tight formation with adult common dolphins, and
bowriding with them). Future research should focus
on the reasons behind these associations, their
potential benefits, the occurrence of actual
cooperation between the two species, and whether
MSG may occur as a consequence of common
dolphin low and declining abundance.

environmental features at the producer and the
receiver were correlated to call detectability on the
tag. Our results showed that long-finned pilot
whales can indeed use calls to detect each other
when vertically separated. Predicted call detection
was correlated to variation in call characteristics
such as duration and amplitude, while ambient
noise levels also affected detection. Combined, our
results reveal how acoustic signals can aid sociality
and how different acoustic features can contribute
to optimal signal transmission in a deep-diving
whale. Since ambient noise levels in the ocean have
increased due to anthropogenic activities, it is
important to get more understanding of the acoustic
detection between foraging pilot whale group
members and how their behaviour might be
affected by the changing ambient noise.
Visual, tactile, and acoustic interactions among
captive Belugas (Delphinapterus leucas)
Komatsu, Natsumi1; Yuka, Mishima; Morisaka,
Tadamichi2; Mishima, Yuki3; Daisuke, Hirano3;
Sakai, Mai4
(1) Mie University, Osaka, Japan
(2) Cetacean Research Center, Mie university, Tsu,
Japan
(3) Shimane Aquarium, Hamada, Japan
(4) Kindai University, Nara, Japan
Corresponding Author:
leucas13.o.l.o.h@gmail.com

Diving apart together: Exploration of vertical
call propagation in long-finned pilot whales.
Kok, Annebelle1; van Kolfschoten, Lisette2;
Campbell, James1; von Benda-Beckmann,
Alexander3; Miller, Patrick4; Slabbekoorn, Hans1;
Visser, Fleur5
(1) Leiden University, Leiden, Netherlands
(2) Naturalis, Leiden, Netherlands
(3) TNO, The Hague, Netherlands
(4) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(5) Kelp Marine Research, Hoorn
Corresponding Author:
a.c.m.kok@biology.leidenuniv.nl

Belugas (Delphinapterus leucas) exchange distinct
pulsed sounds, called “creaking calls (Mishima et
al. 2018); however, information about their visual
and tactile interactions are limited. We compared
visual, tactile, and acoustic interactions among
captive belugas to reveal how belugas use such
communications. We obtained 14-h recordings via
simultaneous video and stereo sound recordings for
11 days from two adult females and one juvenile
male in 2015 and from one juvenile male and one
female calf in 2018 using two hydrophones at
Shimane Aquarium, Japan. An initiator and a
receiver were observed for visual and tactile
behaviors. Furthermore, an initiator who produced
the first creaking call and a responder who called
back by creaking call within 1 s were identified
using time difference in sound arrival. Visual (pair
swim, head jerk, mouth open, flee, face, watch,
pass-by, approach, and leave), tactile (bite and
contact), and other behaviors (play catch) were
significantly higher between calves than between
an adult and a calf and between adults (KruskalWallis test: x2 = 32.66, 38.21, and 17.73,
respectively, p < 0.001, Tukey-Kramer HSD test:α
= 0.05). In contrast, sound exchanges were
significantly higher between adults than between
others (Kruskal-Wallis test: x2 = 27.24, p < 0.001;
Tukey-Kramer HSD test: α = 0.05). Time
differences between the first and the next creaking

Staying in touch can be of vital importance for
animals that live in social groups. To keep contact,
far-reaching acoustic signals can be critical,
especially when the habitat is dark or cluttered with
vegetation. Many deep diving odontocetes live in
long-term stable social groups at the surface.
However, these groups temporarily separate when
they start foraging individually at depth.
Odontocetes are well-known for their vocal
behaviour, but are their calls detectable over large
vertical distances? We combined theoretical and
empirical investigation to investigate if calls can be
used for detecting group members in long-finned
pilot whales (Globicephala melas). First, we used
acoustic propagation modelling to investigate the
potential for call detectability over the distance that
our study animals were separated. Second, we
verified our propagation model with acoustic
recordings from simultaneously tagged pilot whale
pairs in the same social group. Finally, we
investigated how call characteristics and
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calls (call-call response) were significantly shorter
than those between a creaking call and the next
behavior (call-behavior response), between a
behavior and the next creaking call (behavior-call
response), and a between behavior and the next
behavior (behavior-behavior response) (MannWhitney U test with Bonferroni correction: p <
0.01), implying that belugas respond to the
creaking calls of others by creaking calls, and not
by other behaviors. Overall, belugas maintain their
relationship by sound exchange among adults and
by visual or tactile behaviors among calves.

in the last decade, especially in 2017 and 2018,
reflected the greater abundance and availability of
this fish species in the western North Pacific.
Group composition and social behavior of
migrating Steller Sea Lions on a haul-out in
Hokkaido, Japan.
Kooriyama, Takanori; Abe, Sara; Kurosawa, Runa
Rakuno Gakuen University, Ebetsu, Japan
Corresponding Author: kooriyam@rakuno.ac.jp
The Asian stock of Steller sea lions (SSLs)
reproduces at rookeries in Russia from June to
September, and the group migrates to the Hokkaido
coast from October to May every year. However,
little is known about how the group is maintained
and socially composed except that the motherinfant relationship continues during the migration
period. In this study, we characterized the group
composition and social behavior of SSLs during
their migration. SSLs use a haul-out (tiny island) to
rest in the waters off Otaru, Hokkaido, Japan
between feedings on herring from January to
March. We continuously observed SSLs on the
haul-out using a 24-hour fixed-point video camera
for 55 days. We analyzed the number and hourly
pattern of landings and entry into the water at the
haul-out. We also classified the groups into types
by comparing the group type with that seen at and
around the rookeries. The social behavior of the
SSLs was classified and the frequency of the
behavior was analyzed. SSLs became active and
entered the water at sunrise around 0600–0700, and
they returned to the haul-out at sunset at 1700–
2000. The average number on the haul-out changed
from 65 to 34, from January to March. It was
revealed that the SSL group types were similar to
those in the rookeries. We named the groups
Bachelor-like (a dozen bulls only), Idle Bull-like (a
few bulls), and the Harem-shifted group (several
bulls, 5–10 females and 5–6 pups). Affiliative
behavior was frequently seen between mothers and
pups in the Harem-shifted group. Threatening
behavior was shown as territorial behavior against
SSLs from the haul-out. In the present study, we
clarified the group composition and sociality of
SSLs during migration, and showed that some SSL
groups may be sequential between the Russian
rookeries and the Hokkaido haul-out.

Changes in sei whale feeding habits in response
to fish species replacement in the western North
Pacific during 2002-2018.
Konishi, Kenji1; Isoda, Tatsuya1; Nakai,
Kazuyoshi; Tamura, Tsutomu2
(1) Institute of Cetacean Research, Chuo-ku, Japan
(2) The Institute of Cetacean Research, Chuo-ku,
Japan
Corresponding Author: konishi@cetacean.jp
Western North Pacific sei whales Balaenoptera
borealis feed on a wide spectrum of prey species
such as zooplankton and small pelagic fish. The
prey availability of sei whales is highly dependent
on small pelagic fish transported into offshore
waters of the western North Pacific by the
Kuroshio Current. Japanese anchovy Engraulis
japonicus and Japanese sardine Sardinops
melanostictus are important prey species for sei
whales in this region. These fish species fluctuate
in occurrence and abundance in decadal scales.
Recent fisheries catch statistics show that Japanese
anchovy was replaced by Japanese sardine during
the last decade in the western North Pacific. We
hypothesized that, given their greater availability,
Japanese sardines should be the predominant prey
species for sei whale in the recent years. This study
investigates the changes in feeding habits of the sei
whales in response to decadal-scale changes in prey
species. The study was based on the analysis of
stomach contents of sei whales sampled by the
Japanese Whale Research programmes during the
2002-2018 summer seasons. The prey species of sei
whale in the 2000’s was diverse including Japanese
anchovy, copepods (Neocalanus plumchrus, N.
cristatus), euphausiids and mackerels (Scomber
japonicus, S. australasicus). The occurrence of
Japanese anchovy in the stomachs decreased after
2011, and the Japanese sardine became the
predominant fish prey species after 2013. In fact, in
2017 and 2018, the diversity of prey species
decreased and the Japanese sardine became the
most dominant prey species for sei whales.
Changes in the diversity of prey species in sei
whales reflected changes in the availability of prey
species through the years. As expected, the
intensive feeding of sei whale on Japanese sardine

Cetacean Virtopsy: 3D surface and radiological
scanning and reconstruction for postmortem
investigation
Kot, Brian Chin Wing; Tsui, Henry Chun Lok
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong
Kong S.A.R., China
Corresponding Author: briankot@cityu.edu.hk
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In the course of the pioneering virtopsy-driven
stranding response program in Hong Kong and
adjacent waters, virtopsy using three-dimensional
surface scanning (3DSS), computed tomography
(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
ultrasonography have been implemented to provide
supplementary or complementary information to
conventional necropsy. Since March 2014, a total
of 189 deceased cetaceans were confirmed in the
Hong Kong waters. Either whole body or
regional virtopsy of 150 carcasses were performed
and analyzed for biological health and profile
investigations. Two cetacean species, Sousa
chinensis and Neophocaena phocaenoides (55
males, 64 females, 31 unknown sex; calf to adult;
50–365 cm in length), were included, with the
carcass code ranging from 1–5.

Corresponding Author: yvonne.krueger@unirostock.de
Harbour seals perceive water disturbances with
their highly sensitive vibrissae. This enables them
to track hydrodynamic trails left behind by prey
fish. These trails differ depending on the fish
species, the fish’s body shape, size, and swimming
style and may thus reveal information about their
generator. Most of these complex fish trails contain
vortex rings as a main hydrodynamic component.
Even single vortex rings, created in C-start escape
responses or other natural situations, might convey
useful information to a seal. In a previous study we
could show the ability of blindfolded stationary
harbour seals to perceive a variety of artificially
generated single vortex rings and furthermore that
they are able to analyse them regarding directional
information. As vortex ring size correlates with the
size of a potential prey fish, it can be considered
important information for a seal. In this study, the
harbour seal’s ability to differentiate two vortex
rings based on their size has been investigated. In a
pool two vortex ring generators were fixed under
water on either side of a point directly ahead of the
stationary seal. Single vortex rings with predefined
sizes, velocities, and accelerations similar to those
found in natural fish wakes were generated
consecutively by each generator. One of the two
vortex rings travelling to the seal’s vibrissae was
bigger than the other one. The animal had to
identify the bigger vortex ring and responded by
pushing its snout against one of two response
targets in a left/right forced choice procedure. The
seal was able to successfully differentiate vortex
rings at least to a size difference of 17.63 mm. In
natural situations in which no complex
hydrodynamic trail is available, the ability to
successfully analyse single vortex rings regarding
their size by using hydrodynamic reception should
be advantageous for harbour seals when hunting
fish.

The 3DSS protocol had been developed to provide
surface documentation of external patterned
injuries. CT was useful in diagnosing fatal
hemorrhage, organ herniation, and pathological gas
collection, as well as determining the number,
shapes and characteristics of the fractures sites and
the direction of external force. MRI was effective
in evaluating soft tissue lesions, musculoskeletal
injuries, integrity of spinal cord and brain
herniation. Radiological assessment of the degree
of epiphyseal fusion/ossification at postcranial
skeleton allowed individual age-at-death
estimation, supplementing the data obtained by
dental growth layer group pattern. Gradual
increment of postmortem gas accumulation in
various tissues could be quantified with CT, which
might gain invaluable insight to the individual
death interval.
This long-term study demonstrated virtopsy is a
potentially powerful tool, providing non-invasive
and objective measurements to supplement the
necroscopic findings for cetacean biological health
and profiles investigation. Virtopsy could also
facilitate veterinary personnel to perform imageguided target specimen necropsy and sampling for
histology and toxicology. The calibrated 3-D
documentation and analysis of virtopsy findings
would lead to qualitative improvements in
conventional
necropsy, and pose precise conservation measure of
local cetaceans caused by anthropogenic and
natural injury.

Global phylogeography and genetic diversity of
the long-finned pilot whale Globicephala melas,
with new data from the Southeast Pacific
Kraft, Sebastián1; Perez Alvarez, Maria Jose2;
Olavarria, Carlos3; Poulin, Elie4
(1) Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular, Instituto
de Ecología y Biodiversidad (IEB), Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile,
Santiago, Chile
(2) Escuela de Medicina Veterinaria,Universidad
Mayor; Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular,
Instituto de Ecología y Biodiversidad, Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Chile; Centro
Investigación Eutropia., Chile
(3) CEAZA, Coquimbo, Chile
(4) Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular, Instituto
de Ecología y Biodiversidad (IEB), Facultad de

Discrimination of vortex ring size by a
stationary harbour seal (Phoca vitulina)
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(1) University of Rostock, Biosciences, Sensory &
Cognitive Ecology, Rostock, Germany
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Robust methods to assess nonhuman animal
emotion are essential for ensuring the welfare of
animals under human care. A promising tool for
assessing animals’ emotional states is the cognitive
bias test. It measures an individual’s tendency to
judge ambiguous information based on its
emotional state or mood. In humans, cognitive
biases are known as “optimism” and “pessimism”
and it has been shown that being more optimistic is
correlated to better subjective well-being. The
cognitive bias as a tool to evaluate animals’
emotional states has been implemented in a number
of mammals and birds, and very recently for
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) whereas
generally very little research on welfare indicators
has been conducted in cetaceans. In the present
study, we describe for the first time the
characteristics of cognitive biases in killer whales
(Orcinus orca), evaluate intra-individual and interindividual variability and investigate the
interrelation between their cognitive bias and other
potential welfare indicators (behaviour, hormones
and vocalisations). Our study aids in establishing
further research directions and can be practically
implemented to improve the welfare of captive
killer whales, e.g. by testing the efficiency of
(cognitive) enrichment programs and training
protocols.

The matrilineal long-finned pilot whale presents an
antitropical distribution in temperate to cold waters
and is divided in two subspecies. Globicephala
melas edwardii is found in the Southern
Hemisphere, while G. m. melas is restricted to the
North Atlantic and Mediterranean. To date,
population genetic and phylogeographic studies on
this species have included localities around most of
its Northern Hemisphere distribution, while in the
Southern Hemisphere only the Southwest Pacific
has been included in such studies. Here we add new
genetic data (n=90) from the unsampled
Southeastern Pacific to the published sequences,
obtained from two mass strandings in the Chilean
Patagonia. Low mitochondrial and nuclear diversity
was encountered in this new area, as previously
reported for other localities. Four haplotypes were
found, with only one new for the species. In the
global dataset, fifteen haplotypes were detected,
underlining the low diversity of the species. As
previously reported, both subspecies shared two
haplotypes and presented a strong phylogeographic
structure (Snn phylogeographic test =0.830,
P<0.001). The current geographic distribution of
this species has been related to dispersal and
colonization events associated to the Last Glacial
Maximum. Using the complete genetic dataset and
Approximate Bayesian Calculations, this study
supported this historical biogeographic scenario.
Approximate dates were estimated for the range
expansion at around 18.200 years ago and the
subsequent post-LGM distribution split and growth
9.750 years ago. From a taxonomic perspective,
even if genetic analyses do not support the
subspecies category, this study endorses the
incipient divergence process between both
hemispheres. Thus maintaining their status and
addressing them as Demographically Independent
Populations is recommended.

Pearls before porpoises - modifying gillnets to
reduce harbor porpoise bycatch.
Kratzer, Isabella1; Bilgin, Sabri2; Özdemir,
Süleyman; Stepputtis, Daniel3
(1) Thuenen Institute for Baltic Sea Fisheries,
Rostock, Germany
(2) Sinop University, SİNOP, Turkey
(3) Thünen-Institute for Baltic Sea Fisheries,
Rostock, Germany
Corresponding Author:
isabella.kratzer@thuenen.de
The interaction between gillnet fisheries and harbor
porpoises has been recognized as a fatal problem
since several decades. The exact reason, why
harbor porpoises entangle in gillnets is not yet
identified, but a possible explanation is that they
fail to recognize the net as an obstacle they cannot
penetrate. One way to mitigate this issue could be
the addition of objects to the net at short distances
to make it appear as a wall. In a systematic study,
we modelled the acoustic reflectivity of a large
range of objects for different combinations of
object size and material properties. We found that
acrylic glass spheres of less than 8mm in diameter
resonate at 130 kHz. The spheres have a similar
target strength as a table tennis ball and a
qualitative sonar image of a prototype gillnet with
spheres showed that the net becomes highly visible
compared to a standard net. In order to quantify the
efficacy of the spheres to reduce bycatch of harbor

Welfare and cognitive bias in captive killer
whales (Orcinus orca).
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(1) Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology
(2) Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
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(4) Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology,
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(5) Loro Parque Fundación, PUERTO DE LA
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porpoises in a commercial setting, 10 paired hauls
with 5 days of soak time each, are carried out in the
Turkish part of the Black Sea between June and
September 2019. Two sets of gillnets (total:
2000m) are equipped with 8mm acrylic glass
spheres at around 0.3m distance and compared to a
standard net of the same length and equal net
characteristics. A reduction of bycatch in the
modified net while keeping fish catches constant
could be a possible solution for the conflicting
interests between nature conservation and fisheries.

presence, continued unsustainable fishing practices,
ongoing pollution and sediment deposits were all
observed and these factors likely contributed to
changes in the Irrawaddy dolphin population
density and distribution.
A large-scale oil spill, which took place on 31
March 2018 and affected an area of 20,000 ha,
urges the need for continuous monitoring of the
cetacean populations. The dependence of the
Irrawaddy dolphin population on a relatively small
and restricted habitat requires that appropriate
coastal spatial planning be implemented as a matter
of urgency. The area has been identified as an
important marine mammal area by the IUCNMMPA Taskforce and has been marked as such in
the new government 20-years coastal spatialplanning document in progress, which may provide
some concrete protection needed.

Long-term population and distribution
dynamics of an endangered Irrawaddy dolphin
population under rapid industrial development
in Balikpapan Bay, Indonesia.
Kreb, Danielle1; Lhota, Stanislav2; Porter,
Lindsay3; Redman, Alexandra4; Susanti, Imelda;
Lazecky, Milan
(1) RASI Conservation Foundation
(2) Faculty of Tropical Agri Sciences, Czech
University of Life Sciences Prague, Teplice, Czech
Republic
(3) SMRU Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, Hong
Kong SAR
(4) Port Townsend Marine Science Center, Port
Townsend
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Human-related and natural body scars in
coastal dolphins off Hurghada, Northern Red
Sea, Egypt
Kreicker, Sina1; Ziltener, Angela2
(1) University of Zuerich, Dolphin Watch Alliance,
Germany
(2) Dolphin Watch Alliance; University of Zurich Department of Anthropology, Zurich, Switzerland
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Worldwide, cetaceans are impacted by human
activities and those populations that occur in
shallow-nearshore habitats are particularly
vulnerable. The paper presents a long-time study of
the response of such a population, in terms of
distribution and abundance, to widespread changes
within a restricted environment.

Anthropogenic threats to dolphins, particularly in
coastal areas, are rapidly increasing worldwide.
The prevalence of body injuries, scars, and
entanglements can provide measures of humanrelated or natural threats, hence, offering important
information for the assessment of conservation
strategies. To date, most studies on the origin of
body scars and injuries in living cetaceans have
been investigated based on photographs collected
in boat-based surveys or capture-release studies.
However, boat-based surveys mainly permit the
inspection of the dorsal body area of individuals
and therefore, likely miss marks on lower lateral,and ventral body parts. This study applied a
worldwide unique research approach as it
additionally included underwater-based research
data collected during SCUBA dives, which allowed
for complete body assessments. Photographs and
videos from Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops aduncus) off Hurghada, Northern
Egyptian Red Sea, collected since 2009, were
investigated based on descriptions in the public
literature and cross-validations from experts. Marks
were classified into injuries resulting from human
interaction (fisheries interaction, boat strike) and
natural sources (shark predation, intraspecific
interaction). Results show that most dolphins with
distinctive scars not attributable to conspecific
interactions were of anthropogenic origin with
fishing gear scars and entanglements being most

Boat-based, line-transect surveys were conducted
over 15 years between 2000-2015 (totaling 76 days
and 4045 km), in Balikpapan Bay, East
Kalimantan, Indonesia. Irrawaddy dolphins were
sighted on 164 occasions. In addition, Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins, finless porpoise and
dugongs were sighted here as well on 8, 6 and 10
occasions. The density of Irrawaddy dolphins was
estimated through distance analysis. A decrease
was noted from 0.47 dolphins/km2 in 2000-2001
(CV=25%) to 0.38 dolphins/km2 in 2008
(CV=30% as well as in 2015 (CV=29%). Markrecapture analysis indicated a population size of 47
in 2008 (CL=46-56) and of 56 (CL=52-79) in 2015.
Individuals exhibited high site-fidelity during this
seven-years period.
In 2000-2002, Irrawaddy dolphins occurred
throughout the Balikapapan bay area, however, by
2008-2015, the population appeared to be restricted
entirely to the upstream areas of the bay.
Throughout the study period, an increased boat
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prevalent, followed by boat injuries and sharkinflicted scars. This study contributes to the evergrowing body of evidence that human activities are
considerable threats to coastal dolphins.
Furthermore, it urges the necessity for discussing
adequate conservation management strategies with
regards to fisheries interaction and boating
activities, including dolphin tourism.

studies expanded beyond the study area are needed
to verify if the individuals sighted in the north
coastal, south coastal and inshore strata are distinct
social units.
Overview of the U.S. navy’s living marine
resources (LMR) program.
Kumar, Anu1; Shoemaker, Mandy2; Kitchen,
Danielle3
(1) US Navy, Port Hueneme, CA
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Port Hueneme
(3) Chief of Naval Operations, Energy and
Environmental Readiness Division, N454,
Washington, DC
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Ranging patterns of indo-pacific humpback
dolphins (Sousa chinensis) in the matang
important marine mammal area in Perak,
peninsular Malaysia.
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In its ongoing effort to reduce potential impacts to
marine mammals while meeting at-sea training and
testing requirements, the U.S. Navy supports both
basic and applied research to improve the
understanding of marine mammals in regards to
occurrence, exposure, response, and consequences.
The Living Marine Resources (LMR) program is
responsible for funding applied research, and works
to address the Navy's key research needs and
transition the results and technologies for use
within the Navy's at-sea environmental compliance
and permitting processes, with the goals of
improving marine species impact analysis
(including marine mammal take estimates),
mitigation measures, and monitoring capabilities.
The program's funding priorities includes:

Understanding the ranging patterns of threatened
wildlife is important for informed decisions for
conservation. This study investigated the ranging
patterns of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins (Sousa
chinensis) in the inshore and coastal waters of
Matang, an IUCN Important Marine Mammal
Area. Between 2013 and 2016, 14 boat-based
surveys were conducted over 125 days to collect
positional, photo-identification and behavioural
data in the inshore, north coastal and south coastal
strata. A total of 128 sightings were recorded and
206 distinctive individuals were identified. Of the
112 distinct individuals sighted inshore, 17 were
sighted 10-17 times and their home range sizes
varied between 75 and 287 km2 (mean 191.1 ± 67.7
km2). These individuals mostly occurred within 8
km from the estuaries, and moved alongshore for
up to 50 km. Approximately 13 to 20 km farther
from the estuaries, 28 and 66 distinct individuals
were identified in the north and south coastal strata
respectively and were mostly sighted once. Four
individuals were sighted three to five times solely
in the north coastal stratum, while three individuals
were sighted three times solely in the south coastal
stratum. Dolphins sighted close to the estuaries
appeared to be locally resident with an alongshore
range. Conversely, the dolphins sighted farther
from the coast were not sighted in the estuaries and
were likely to have a wide ranging area, ranging
beyond the boundaries of the study area.
Behavioural observations suggested that the
inshore and north coastal strata serve as important
feeding, foraging and nursing grounds, whereas the
south coastal stratum were mostly used as
socializing and mating grounds. Further
investigation including genetics and social structure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data to Support Risk Threshold
Criteria
Improved collection and processing of
protected species data in areas of Navy
interest
MonitoringTechnology Demonstrations
Standards and Metrics
Education and Outreach, Emergent
Opportunities

The LMR program is currently heavily invested in
data to support risk threshold criteria, passive
acoustic monitoring technologies, and automated
methods of acoustic data analysis. These methods
are seen as an integral component of the Navy's
current monitoring plan. We present an overview of
the LMR program, how we fit and work with the
Office of Naval Research's marine mammal
program and the U.S. Navy's marine species
monitoring program and LMR’s current
investments related to marine mammal research.
The LMR program is sponsored by the Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO) Energy and
Environmental Readiness Division (N45) and
managed by the Naval Facilities Engineering and
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Expeditionary Warfare Center (EXWC). An
advisory committee, comprised of representatives
within the US Navy, solicits input from all
commands to establish the annual research needs
topics and assist in evaluating and selecting
projects for funding.

East Asian finless porpoises (Neophocaena
asiaeorientalis sunameri) have numerous tubercles
on their specific dorsal ridge. However, their
function is still unknown. In this study, we
examined the tubercles histologically to consider
their function.

Opportunistic use of game camera traps to
assess rare subpopulation of the Baltic ringed
seal
Kunnasranta, Mervi; Niemi, Marja; Arponen, Heidi
University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu, Finland
Corresponding Author: mervi.kunnasranta@uef.fi

The tubercle had conic shape with approximately
1 mm in diameter at its base and 0.5 mm height. In
the dorsal ridge area (tubercle area), the epidermal
layer except tubercles was constituted of the cells
having nucleus, showing that the region is
keratinized incompletely and soft. Contrarily, the
tubercles were composed of the cells lacking
nucleus and less stained by HE staining. Therefore,
it is indicated that the tubercle is keratinized
completely and very hard. In addition, there are
many mechanoreceptors such as Meissner
corpuscles, Krause end bulbs, and Golgi-Mazzoni
corpuscles, which participate in senses of touch and
pressure, in the dermal layer and the dermal
papillae (10.5 mechanoreceptors per a section of 2
cm-square). Furthermore, some undescribed nerve
corpuscles were found. Free nerve endings running
into the epidermal layer were also confirmed. In the
cervical area (non-tubercled area), the epidermal
layer was composed of the incompletely
keratinized cells. Few mechanoreceptors and few
free nerve endings were also observed (0.15
mechanoreceptors per a section of 2 cm-square).

The southern subpopulations of the Baltic ringed
seal (Pusa hispida botnica) in the Gulf of Riga, the
Gulf of Finland and the Archipelago Sea are few in
number and vulnerable. Climate change poses a
significant threat, not only for the breeding success,
but also for the reliability of population monitoring
of those stocks. Mild winters hamper accurate
aerial surveys and therefore novel monitoring
approaches are urgently needed for estimating the
status of these subpopulations. Ringed seals are
known to have permanent, unique ring-shaped fur
patterns, which enable individual identification and
the usage of photo-ID approaches for varied
purposes. During open water seasons May–August
in 2016 to 2018, game cameras with time lap (one
photo in every 60 minutes) were set in a terrestrial
haul-out site in the Archipelago Sea (regional
population estimate 200-300 seals) in southwestern Finland. The biggest numbers of seals were
recorded at the beginning of the study periods
annually, which indicate moulting of the seals.
Pilot camera-trapping effort produced some 30 500
images and around 30 individuals were identified
manually, based mostly on fur patterns of their
belly. Images provided new info on site fidelity,
regional numbers and behaviour patterns of ringed
seals. In addition, images showed long term and
relatively common (over 15% of identified
individuals) unknown sinus infection of the seals.
This relatively small camera-trapping effort,
provided already versatile info on the local seals.
Therefore, camera trapping as a monitoring tool
should be incorporated into long-term monitoring
programs of rare southern ringed seal stocks.

In summary, there are much more
mechanoreceptors in the dorsal ridge are than in the
cervical are. This result indicates that the dorsal
ridge is a highly sensitive area for touch and/or
pressure. It is also notable that conical and very
hard tubercles on the soft epidermal layer. When
the tubercles are touched or pressed, they are easy
to roll, and the both ends of tubercle bottom must
swing largely. In other words, it is considered that
the structure that the hard cones placed on the soft
layer has a role to amplify the vibration.
Clicks-sound production and frequency
determining mechanism in the head of small
toothed whales; Functional morphology with
acoustical interpretation.
Kuroda-Matsuo, Mika1; Sasaki, Motoki2; Yamada,
Kazutaka3; Miki, Nobuhiro4; Matsuishi, Takashi5
(1) Hokkaido University, Japan
(2) Department of Basic Veterinary Medicine,
Obihiro University of Agriculture and Veterinary
Medicine, Obihiro, Japan
(3) Department of Veterinary Medicine, Azabu
University, Sagamihara, Japan
(4) School of Systems Information Science, Future
University Hakodate, Hakodate, Japan
(5) Global Institution for Collaborative Research
and Education, Faculty of Fisheries Sciences,
Hokkaido University, Hakodate, Japan

Function of the tubercles on the dorsal ridge of
East Asian finless porpoises, Neophocaena
asiaeorientalis sunameri.
Kurihara, Nozomi1; Amano, Masao2; Tajima,
Yuko3; Yamada, Tadasu K.3
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a single-stranded RNA virus of the family
Paramyxoviridae (genus Morbillivirus). In this
study, we conducted virological and serological
survey of morbillivirus infection among Caspian
seals. Samples as nasal, buccal, urogenital, rectal
swabs and blood were collected from 176 animals
in three locations of the Kazakhstan’s part of the
Caspian Sea between 2007 and 2017. The samples
were screened for presence of morbilliviruses by
reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR), with oligonucleotide primers targeting
conserved sequences in the phosphoprotein (P)
gene of that virus genus. As a result of RT-PCR,
the expected products of 429 base pairs have been
found in six seals out of 13 sampled in 2008. All
the positive specimens belonged to individuals
under two years old. The nucleotide sequences of
PCR-positive for morbillivirus samples
corresponded to those of CDV and differed from
other members of the genus Morbillivirus. Further,
no positive specimens were detected in the samples
of broad timespan of subsequent years (20092017). Advanced research of materials using «Panparamyxovirus» primers specific for L-gene of all
Paramyxoviridae family members also gave
negative results. Since 2009, juvenile Caspian seals
were not sampled and mostly large and adult
animals were caught for satellite marking purposes.
In serological analyses, antibodies to CDV were
detected in six out of 74 seal serum samples (8.1%)
harvested from 2007 to 2017. Three positives
belonged to adult seals out of 18 sampled in 2016.
The obtained data demonstrates possible decreasing
trend of CDV prevalence in the Caspian seal
population in last decade.

Click sounds of toothed whales are roughly divided
into wide band (WB) clicks with a gentle peak in
30-100 kHz and narrow-band high-frequency
(NBHF) clicks with one peak only around 130 kHz.
The current ratio of extant NBHF species is about
20% of whole toothed whales. While the generating
mechanism of NBHF clicks has been discussed for
a long time, most conventional studies have been
focused on the structural comparison of NBHF
species and WB species without acoustical
investigation. From the structure of sound source of
clicks, NBHF clicks might be generated by
reducing the bandwidth of WB clicks on the
propagation path, leading to the idea of silencing
mechanism in the lower frequency band by
silencers. Some NBHF species had vestibular sacs
with structure with many folds, considered to filter
the sound with frequency below 100 kHz. Here,
authors proposed this idea as “silencer hypothesis”
and investigated the hypothesis in the current study.
To confirm folded vestibular sacs work as a
silencer, transmittance around the folded vestibular
sacs of harbor porpoise (NBHF) and Dall’s
porpoise (NBHF) were calculated. To confirm the
head of NBHF species works as a high-pass filter,
frequency response was measured by using real
heads of melon-headed whale (WB) and harbor
porpoise (NBHF). To confirm only NBHF species
have folded vestibular sacs, anatomical structure of
almost all toothed whales were investigated using
conventional studies and CT data. From the results
of these investigations, the silencer hypothesis was
acoustically supported as a possible producing
mechanism of NBHF clicks. However, the
producing mechanism of NBHF clicks could not be
explained by a single mechanism, because some
NBHF species did not have any folded structures
but quite similar head structure as WB species.

Mercury in toothed whales: A systematic review
about brain concentrations and detoxification
mechanisms.
López, Gabriel1; Peñalver, José2; Martínez-López,
Emma3
(1) Toxicology Area, Veterinary Faculty,
University of Murcia, Murcia, Spain
(2) Region of Murcia, Murcia, Spain
(3) University of Murcia, Murcia, Spain
Corresponding Author: gabriellb95@gmail.com

Virological and serological surveillance of
canine morbillivirus infection among caspian
seals (2007-2017).
Kydyrmanov, Aidyn; Karamendin, Kobey1;
Kassymbekov, Yermuhammet1; Goodman, Simon2
(1) LLP "Scientific production center for
Microbiology and Virology", Almaty, Kazakhstan
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Corresponding Author:
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Toothed whales (Odontoceti) are top predators of
marine food webs with great life expectancies and
they move around wide areas in the oceans, which
makes them possible extraordinary accumulators of
persistent pollutants. They also possess developed
brains, complex behaviors and complicated social
structures. Mercury can impair brain normal
functioning; however, information about Hg in
brain tissue and the derived neurotoxic effects in
these species is extremely scarce. We carried out a
systematic and extensive review in Google Scholar,
PubMed & Scopus from 1976 to 2017 in order to
know the status of this knowledge.We only found

Canine morbillivirus (canine distemper virus,
CDV) infection in Caspian seals (Pusa caspica) has
been reported since 1997 and implicated in mass
mortality of this species in 2000. CDV is caused by
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22 studies which provided Hg concentration in
brain tissue, which added up 333 samples from 9
different species worldwide. Odontocetes have
shown to possess extremely high Hg concentrations
in brain (range 0.00-48.60 ppm ww) and these
values exceed in many cases those neurotoxicity
thresholds established for mammals. High values of
[Hgliver]/[Hgbrain] ratio were obtained (range 4.8932.16; median 16.63), which could suggest liver Hg
sequestration as a protection mechanism against
neurotoxicity. Additionally, other detoxification
pathways as MeHg demethylation also appear to be
quite efficient in odontocetes brain, as MeHg
proportion in relation to total Hg is much lower
than in other species. Hg and Se antagonism
mechanisms could explain the aforementioned.
Thus, researchers have found very strong positive
correlations of Hg and Se in brain of odontocetes.
Furthermore, Se:Hg molar ratios in brain are
usually higher than 1, which virtually implies Se
availability to counteract Hg neurotoxicity.
Nevertheless, despite these apparently efficient
detoxification mechanisms, odontocetes
accumulate extremely high amounts of Hg in their
brains which could overwhelm their capacity to
face its toxic effects. Further research is needed to
consider whether mercury is causing a decline in
health of toothed whales populations and by which
mechanisms it does occur.

(Phocoena phocoena), the minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata), the Risso’s dolphin
(Grampus griseus), the striped dolphin (Stenella
coeruleoalba), the killer whale (Orcinus orca), the
fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus), and finally the
humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae), the
long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) and
the sei whale (Balaenoptera borealis) each with the
same number of encounters. Most records were
within 15 nmi from shore, however, due to
topographic features this distance corresponds to
sizeable differences in depth. Records of the
harbour porpoise and the bottlenose dolphin,
protected species by the EC Habitats Directive
(92/43/EEC) and also considered in the
ACCOBAMS agreement, were registered every
year (ca. 250 and 1200 sightings in total,
respectively) confirming both species are regular
users of the area. Year-round surveys and more
extensive habitat use studies are essential to
provide a better assessment of the importance of
this region for cetaceans and to fill the gap of
knowledge.
Species distribution models and a novel
approach to include soundscape information for
north atlantic right whales and other species at
risk
LaBrecque, Erin1; Hodge, Lynne2; Ashe, Erin3;
Williams, Rob4
(1) None, Thornton, NH
(2) Duke University, Beaufort, North Carolina
(3) Oceans Initiative
(4) Oceans Initiative, Alert Bay
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Important area of conservation for cetaceans in
southern iberian peninsula
Laborde, Marina I1; Cid, André2; Castro, Joana3
(1) AIMM & MARE, Portugal
(2) AIMM, Lisboa, Portugal
(3) AIMM, Portugal, Portugal
Corresponding Author:
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Species distribution models (SDMs) are a suite of
analytical tools that relate species distribution data
with information on the environmental and/or
spatial characteristics of those locations. SDMs
typically incorporate static (e.g., depth and distance
to shore) and dynamic (e.g., temperature, salinity,
and distance to ephemeral oceanographic features)
environmental variables that describe the physical
environment. Despite the importance of the
acoustic environment for marine organisms,
acoustic attributes have not been incorporated into
SDMs. Given recent developments in the field of
marine acoustics, we can now provide richer
insights into species distributions related to the
acoustic environment. Our ability to use acoustic
detections of marine mammals in SDMs is
challenged by the uncertainties inherent in passive
acoustic data such as animals being present but
silent and masking during periods of increased
ambient noise in addition to variability in detection
distances of animal calls due to the dynamic nature
of soundscapes. Adding to the complexity, sound
can influence an animal’s behavior and movement
patterns in various ways, such as altering

Information available on the occurrence and
distribution of cetaceans in mainland Portugal is
still very limited, despite recent efforts to improve
this. Most information available comes from
strandings, limited surveys and interviews with
fishers. In the Southern coast of the country
(Algarve) data is even scarcer although the region
seems to be particularly interesting for marine
megafauna species. Since 2010, we have been
conducting surveys using a dedicated vessel and
whale watching boats. Surveys take place over six
months of the year allowing us to collect
increasingly consistent data on the cetacean species
present in the area. Eleven species were recorded
corresponding to over 4500 sightings. Odontocetes
accounted for the majority of the encounters, while
only 3% were mysticetes. The common dolphin
(Delphinus delphis) and the bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) together made up 88% of the
sightings. They were followed, in decreasing order
of number of sightings, by the harbour porpoise
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communication space, alerting predators to the
presence of prey, and causing avoidance of the
sound source. SDMs could be improved by the
incorporation of soundscape data and acoustic
species detection data. Here, we devise novel
methodologies for incorporating acoustic data into
SDMs, both at a species level using endangered
North Atlantic right whales as a case study and at a
community level focusing on richness and
diversity, to provide a generalizable framework for
ecological inference from these types of
models. When parameterized by data from welldesigned surveys, relevant predictors, and an
appropriately identified model, SDMs can
characterize the natural distributions of species and
subsequently provide ecological insight and predict
a species distribution across a seascape.

by the upper trophic levels of ecosystems remains
unclear. A unique bio-physical dataset recorded by
southern elephant seals reveals that East Antarctic
polynyas are a key winter foraging habitat for male
seals. During their post-moult trips from Isles
Kerguelen to the Antarctic continental shelf, a total
of 18 out of 23 seals visited 9 different polynyas,
spending on average 25 ± 20% (up to 75%) of their
total trip time inside polynyas. Changes in seal
foraging and diving behaviours are observed inside
polynyas as compared to outside polynyas. Two
polynya usages by seals are observed for the
inactive and active polynya phases, pointing to
different seasonal peaks in prey abundance. During
the active polynya phase, we link seal foraging
behaviour to changes in the physical stability of the
water-column, which likely impact the seasonal
biological dynamics within polynyas.

Coastal polynyas: Winter oases for subadult
southern elephant seals in East Antarctica.
Labrousse, Sara1; Williams, Guy2; Tamura,
Takeshi3; Bestley, Sophie4; Sallée, Jean-Baptiste5;
Fraser, Alexander6; Sumner, Michael7; Roquet,
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Clive13; Hindell, Mark14; Charrassin, Jean-Benoit5
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Manatee chat — a combination of citizen science
and deep learning for identification of manatee
calls and mastication sounds
Lace, Natalija
Cetalingua Research Project, Tampa, Florida
Corresponding Author: kodzaks@yahoo.com
Identification of biological sounds in large acoustic
data sets can be difficult and time-consuming. Deep
Convolutional Learning Networks have been used
for sound identification and classification, but they
require a substantial amount of labeled data.
Manatee Chat, a citizen-science project currently
housed on the Zooniverse platform, allows
participants to easily label sound files.
Over 2,000 citizen scientists inspected 9,259 audio
files by listening to the sounds and visually
examining the spectrogram. Each 10-second file
was rated 15 times by different citizen scientists.
Three identification categories were used: manatee
calls, mastication sounds and nothing — resulting
in 138,885 classifications. The obtained Fleiss’
Kappa (multi-raters reliability) was 0.48, indicating
moderate strength of agreement.
Next, 2,523 sound files that had at least 80%
agreement among raters were selected to train and
test the Deep Convolutional Neural Network
model. The training set included 1,697 labeled
spectrograms, and the validation set included 726
labeled spectrograms. The trained model achieved
97% accuracy on a validation set. The model was
tested on 100 new spectrograms that were not a
part of the testing or validation set and achieved
85% accuracy.
Data augmentation could further improve model
accuracy and the ability to generalize. A number of
citizen scientists doing the initial data labeling and

Antarctic coastal polynyas are regions of persistent
open water and are thought to be key bio-physical
features within the sea-ice zone. However, their use
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subsequent training of Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks could provide effective and accurate
tracking and identification of manatee calls and
mastication events in large acoustic data sets.

emphasising the need for further research as their
primary habitat becomes increasingly targetted for
exploitation.
Patterns of cranial directional asymmetry
among Odontocete species and families
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Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them:
Modelling the distribution of deep diving
cetaceans in the eastern North Atlantic.
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Bilateral directional asymmetry in odontocete
skulls has been described in extant species as well
as fossils, with different degrees of intensity. This
asymmetric condition has widely been associated
with biosonar and communication. This study used
2-dimensional geometric morphometrics to analyse
and compare the cranial asymmetry of five
odontocete families: Iniidae, Pontoporiidae,
Delphinidae, Monodontidae and Phocoenidae. We
used photographs of skulls in dorsal aspect from
150 specimens, without stratification by sex or age.
Twenty-six homologous anatomical landmarks
were selected to allow repeatability and reliability
among different taxa. The configuration included
landmarks along the central axis of the skull, and
paired, corresponding landmarks at each side of the
skull. Procrustes ANOVA demonstrated the
presence of significant directional asymmetry with
a higher variance than fluctuating asymmetry.
Principal component analysis of the asymmetric
shape component presented a general leftward shift
of the dorsal midline in combination with increased
dimensions of right-side bones. The first principal
component presented torsion of the rostral tip and
the brain case to the left side, whereas the nasal
bones and the premaxilla shifted to the right.
Meanwhile, the second component represented
opposite torsions, and also demonstrated greater
magnitude in these distortions. Analysis of vectors
describing species-specific deviation from
symmetry revealed that the patterns of asymmetry
were largely similar among species and families.
Comparisons of species-specific magnitudes of
asymmetry revealed the both monodontids were
among the most asymmetric species. Pontoporia
had the most symmetric skulls, followed by first
Inia and then phocoenids. Delphinidae were the
most diverse family and demonstrated a remarkable
spectrum of lower and higher magnitudes of
asymmetry, independent of size and the skull
shape.

As Governments increasingly seek sources of clean
renewable energy, the search is turning
increasingly to deeper waters further offshore.
These habitats are relatively undisturbed compared
to some of the more coastal environments, and as
such, conservation of both the habitats and the
species that rely on them is a pressing issue.
Beaked whales, and other deep diving cetacean
species such as sperm whales and pilot whales are
some of these species. They are challenging to
study at sea due to their long dive times and
relatively short periods of time at the surface
between dives. This makes them difficult to detect
on conventional sightings surveys. As a result,
there are typically only very low numbers of
detections from large scale surveys resulting in
insufficient data to model the spatial distribution of
these animals in their offshore habitat. However,
combining data collected from many different
platforms of opportunity with those from specific
cetacean surveys can maximise the data available
for analysis, allowing investigations that would not
otherwise be possible.
This study combines deep diving cetacean data
collected on the SCANS-III, ObSERVE and NASS
cetacean surveys with equivalent data collected on
more than 30 years of seabird surveys carried out
throughout the North Sea and European Atlantic.
Data were modelled using GAMs to find the
relationships that best explained variability in
distribution as a function of a variety of static (e.g.
depth, slope) physical (e.g. SST) and biological
(e.g. chlorophyll a) oceanographic variables, based
on a rigorous model selection framework.
Preliminary results highlight the importance of
depth and slope to these deep-diving species,
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Cholangiocarcinoma in a harbour porpoise
from the North Sea.
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fluke infections in this case needs to be further
investigated.

The harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is the
only native cetacean species in the German North
and Baltic Seas and classified as least concern in
the North Sea, whereas critically endangered in the
Baltic Sea. Anthropogenic impacts like fishery,
offshore windfarm construction and pollution are
its main threats. Persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) may impair immune and endocrine systems
but also induce tumours known from Saint
Lawrence Estuary belugas. Cetaceans rarely
display neoplasia. Few cases are described in
harbour porpoises, especially in the gastrointestinal
and reproductive tracts. Hereby, we report a
cholangiocarcinoma as new case. In 2018, a male,
adult harbour porpoise with dyspnoea and moderate
nutritional status stranded alive and died on
Amrum, Germany. In the necropsy, the liver
displayed diffuse, whitish, firm, up to 3 cm large
nodules and a ventral bile duct cyst, potentially
caused by trematodes (Campula oblonga), although
none were located macroscopically. The abdominal
lymph nodes near the aorta showed whitish foci on
the cut surface. An infiltrative, poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma was determined histologically,
originating from the bile duct epithelium.
Infiltrative metastases were located in the
abdominal lymph nodes and right adrenal gland.
Furthermore, inflammations associated with
parasitic infections were detected in the liver, lung,
stomach, intestine and right ear. The
tumourigenesis is uncertain. Genetic predisposition,
pollutants or infectious agents may be responsible.
The liver is an important POP metabolising organ
and accumulates a higher amount of certain POPs
than blubber. PCBs are cancer promotors and
immunosuppressors. Chronic bile duct
inflammation caused by flukes generates
hyperplasia and proliferative epithelium alterations,
being potential tumour precursors. Cholangitis, bile
duct cysts and trematode infection are described as
human cholangiocarcinoma risk factors, which can
also be found in harbour porpoises. A connection
between the tumours and POPs as well as liver

Ex vivo tissue culture is a powerful technique that
allows the study of complex cellular mechanisms
that are relevant to physiological responses in
animals while overcoming the challenges presented
by studying animals that are not tractable. In a
primary cell culture system, certain proliferating
cells can be functionally reprogrammed into other
cell types via overexpression of key genes. Dermal
fibroblasts can be reprogramed into muscle
progenitor cells (myoblasts), which are often
challenging to obtain but offer a unique system to
study metabolic responses, by overexpression of
the myogenic transcription factor MyoD. We
isolated dermal cells from Northern elephant seal
(NES) skin samples using enzymatic digestion and
propagated them in primary culture. NES dermal
cells stained positive for the fibroblast marker
Platelet-derived growth factor receptor. Primary
NES fibroblasts were amenable to eGFP
transfection by both, lipofection and
electroporation. Maximal transfection efficiency
was achieved using the Neon Electroporation
system and corresponded to 55% of living cells.
We overexpressed MyoD in NES fibroblasts and
conducted antibiotic selection of MyoD-expressing
cells with 2 ug/mL puromycin for 3 days. As
expected, expression of MyoD was significantly
higher (17-fold) in overexpressing cells according
to RT-qPCR analysis (t-test p< 0.05). We are
currently evaluating the capacity of MyoDexpressing dermal fibroblasts to differentiate into
muscle fibers and comparing differentiation and
metabolic profiles with fibers differentiated from
primary NES myoblasts. Establishing differentiated
muscle fibers from other mature cell types such as
fibroblasts could provide a unique platform to
conduct mechanistic studies in marine mammal
species where muscle biopsies cannot be obtained
from live animals.

Direct reprograming of dermal fibroblasts
derived from Northern elephant seals into
muscle cells
Lam, Emily1; Torres-Velarde, Julia2; Allen,
Kaitlin3; Crocker, Daniel4; Vazquez-Medina, Jose
Pablo2
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Factors influencing the duration of implantable
satellite tags in humpback (Megaptera
novaeangliae) and right whales (Eubalaena
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occur through direct consumption as well as
through trophic transfer. While these mechanisms
are known to occur, patterns of accumulation
across species and geographic areas are only
starting to be explored. Marine mammals offer an
opportunity to analyze this, as they feed on lower
taxa. This study aims to look at plastic
bioaccumulation directly through stomach content
analysis of newly stranded marine mammals.
Carcasses that wash ashore at Año Nuevo state
park in Pescadero, Ca will be analyzed for levels of
plastic ingestion. While the sample size and species
studied will be dependent upon what washes
ashore, it is predicted that species of pinnipeds such
as the northern elephant seal (Mirounga
angustirostris), the stellar sea lion (Eumetopias
jubatus) and the California sea lion (Zalophus
californianus) will be among the most common as
these species haul out in and around Año Nuevo.
Through direct observations of plastics in the
stomach, the study seeks to correlate the amount
and type of plastic to carcass demographics such as
species, sex, age class, and size. Plastic analysis
will be done by visual inspection of gut content,
using the naked eye for macro plastics and
microscopy for micro plastics. The other goal of
this study is to test for a correlation between the
observed plastic accumulation and diet, through
stable isotope analysis of pinniped vibrissae. The
vibrissae will be analyzed for δ13C (carbon 13
isotope), which will provide an indication as to
where in the water column the animal was feeding.
While not a direct analysis of diet, if a correlation
is found, it could suggest a link between feeding
ranges and plastic bioaccumulation, which has not
been widely studied

Implantable satellite tags have provided new
information on movements, migration, distribution
and behavior of large whales. These tags are
designed to provide long-term tracking and
currently remain attached for several weeks to
several months. In this study, factor influencing
implantable tag duration were evaluated for
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) and
right whales (Eubalaena sp.). Data were extracted
from published papers and reports or from
unpublished tag deployments. Generalized linear
mixed-effect models were used to assess whether a
series of explanatory variables (sex, tag model,
species and deployment location) influenced
duration. Non-collinearity was verified between
variables using chi-square Test of
Independence (p≤0.5). The results were evaluated
considering the most parsimonious model and also
the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC). Mean duration for tags deployed in
humpback whales was 33 ± 38.5 days, for
the Eubalaena australis mean was 69.1 ± 61.2;
for Eubalaena japonica mean was 40.7 ± 15.3 and
for Eubalaena glacialis mean was 22.9 ± 13.7. The
most supported model indicated that sex and
models of trasmitters were the variables
to significantly influence the tag duration. The tag
model could be influence on the durability due to
constantly improving in the attachments of tags to
whales to ensure long-term retention. The
differences on the attachments must be evaluated.
The influence of sex suggests that differences of
behavior between males and females is an
important factor in the duration of both
species. Further analysis should include other
factors (e.g., social role) and other species to
further understand retention of implantable tags on
large whales.

Site use and connectivity of adult female grey
seals (Halichoerus grypus) in Wales and the
Celtic Sea
Langley, Izzy1; Rosas da Costa Oliver, Tobias;
Hiby, Lex2; Stringell, Tom; Morris, Ceri3;
Pomeroy, Paddy4
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit - University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(2) Conservation Research Ltd., Cambridge,
United Kingdom
(3) Natural Resources Wales, Bangor, United
Kingdom
(4) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: il32@st-andrews.ac.uk

Analysis of plastic bioaccumulation in stranded
marine mammals and correlation to diet
through stable isotope analysis.
Langford, Christina
University of Californa Santa Cruz
Corresponding Author: Cmlangford13@gmail.com

The grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) is listed in
Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive and is a
qualifying feature of three Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC) in Wales. Since 1992, Natural
Resources Wales and its collaborators have
maintained a photographic identification (photoID) database, surveying seal breeding and haul-out

Plastics are pervasive in marine ecosystems, which
can lead to bioaccumulation of those plastics in
marine predators. This ingestion of plastics can
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sites around the Celtic and Irish Seas. Here, we
investigated site use and connectivity of female
grey seals within the Celtic and Irish Sea database.
A total of 2,857 individual females were identified
from left heads and 2,789 from right heads (there
were few opportunities to link left and right sides)
within the computer-aided pattern recognition
software ExtractCompare. In comparison, pup
production in Wales was 1,650 in 2017. Capture
histories were generated for uniquely identifiable
individuals using a spatially-explicit capturerecapture algorithm. Most recorded individuals
were only seen once (77% left heads, 78% right
heads). For individuals seen more than once, 12%
from left heads and 13% from right heads were
recorded twice, and <1% were recorded seven
times or more. One individual first identified at
Skomer Island was “recaptured” 12 times between
1993 and 2016 at locations around Skomer and
Ramsey Island. For individuals seen more than
once, transition probabilities were calculated to
investigate connections (implied movements) of
seals between main locations. The highest
transition probability was Bardsey Island:Lleyn
Peninsula (0.7) which are both within Lleyn
Peninsular and the Sarnau SAC. Transitions
occurred between locations within an SAC (e.g.
Bardsey:Cardigan Bay, 0.09) and between
locations within and outside of SACs (e.g.
Bardsey:Anglesey, 0.06). There was a high
transition probability (0.5) between the Dee
Estuary and Anglesey, but neither of these haul-out
sites are included in a SAC. This shows that female
grey seals move throughout the Celtic and Irish
Seas and are not limited to the site at which they
breed.

focused on the skull internal anatomy and tooth
germ development, resorption, and baleen growth.
The anatomy was analyzed using traditional and
iodine-enhanced computed tomography (CT and
diceCT) scanning of 10 specimens of both minke
whale species, spanning from the earliest fetal
stages to full term. Using these non-invasive
methods allowed reconstruction of virtual 3D
models of the specimens and geometric
morphometric (GM) analyses, in addition to
providing traditional qualitative descriptions. Tooth
germs appear to resorb completely just before
eruption of the of the baleen from the gums, and
they are still present for a brief period along with
baleen rudiments. GM analyses show that the
rostrum progressively grows in length relative to
the braincase, and that the supraoccipital shield
elongates anteriorly during gestation. Both changes
contribute to a defining feature of cetaceans,
telescoped skull. This information aid in the
interpretation of fossil morphologies that exhibit
intermediate traits between modern filter feeders
and raptorial feeders, but caution is needed when
comparing prenatal extant specimens to adult
fossils. This new data greatly enhances our
understanding of baleen whale ontogeny and of the
role of developmental transformation in the
evolution of mysticetes.
Sea otter (Enhydra lutris) seasonal diet
composition in southern Southeast Alaska
LaRoche, Nicole1; King, Sydney2; Eckert, Ginny3;
Rogers, Matthew4; Pearson, Heidi5
(1) University of Alaska Fairbanks
(2) University of Wisconsin Green Bay, Green Bay,
WI
(3) University of Alaska Fairbanks, Juneau, AK
(4) NOAA Fisheries, Alaska Fisheries Science
Center, Auke Bay Laboratories, Juneau, AK
(5) University of Alaska Southeast, Juneau, Alaska
Corresponding Author: nlaroche@alaska.edu

Let it grow: Ontogenetic growth of the minke
whale skull and implications for the teeth-tobaleen transition in Mysticeti (Cetacea).
Lanzetti, Agnese
San Diego State University, El Cajon, CA
Corresponding Author: agnese.lanzetti@gmail.com

Until translocation efforts in the 1960s, sea otters
(Enhydra lutris) were absent from Southeast
Alaska due to extirpation from the fur trade in the
18th and 19th centuries. About 400 sea otters were
reintroduced to six Southeast Alaska locations with
consistent population growth to date. Previous
foraging studies throughout the sea otter range have
shown that sea otters will reduce invertebrate prey
biomass when recolonizing an area. By quantifying
sea otter diets and caloric intake according to
recolonization patterns, we can better understand
the ecosystem impacts of sea otter population
increase and range expansion. We hypothesized
that sea otter diet will vary according to age,
reproductive class, seasonality, and time since
recolonization. Foraging data were collected
around Prince of Wales Island to determine diet
composition during the summer. Sea otter vibrissae

Baleen whales (Mysticeti) have an extraordinary
fossil record documenting the transition from
toothed raptorial taxa to modern species that
employ baleen plates for filter feeding. However,
while adults bear baleen plates, tooth germs still
develop unerupted in utero. Ontogenetic data,
combined with present knowledge of modern and
fossil mysticete skull anatomy, provide a better
understanding of the mechanisms of this unique
macroevolutionary transition. Though, currently
little information is available on prenatal
development of baleen whales, especially regarding
tooth resorption and baleen development. Here, I
present the first comprehensive description of the
ontogenetic sequence of minke whales
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata and B. bonaerensis),
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were obtained from subsistence hunters to assess
seasonal changes in sea otter diets by using bulk
stable isotope analysis. Sea otter prey items were
collected in three seasons (spring, summer, and
winter) to measure caloric value and stable isotopes
of carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N). Overall
population-level diet composition consisted of 69%
of the biomass derived from clams, with butter
clams (Saxidomus gigantea) as the main clam
species in this mixed-bottom habitat. This study
aids in the future management of shellfisheries,
subsistence hunting, and co-management of a
protected species by providing quantitative diet
composition data for stakeholders. This work is a
part of a large-scale project examining how the
recovery of sea otters structures nearshore marine
ecosystems, provides ecosystem services and
affects community sustainability.

franciscanas incidentally caught were recorded for
each fishing trip. Fishing occurred within an area of
164km2, ranging in depths of 15-28m. The drift
(surface) gillnets used had (mean±SD) 818±151m
in length, 11m in height and mesh sizes of
8.2±0.25cm. A total of 50 surface sets were
accompanied with soaking time of 0.7±0.24h,
resulting in the capture of 1,106kg of target species
(Pomatomus saltatrix) and none franciscana.
Bottom trammel nets used had 3,728±1,265m in
length, 1.95±0.09m in height and mesh sizes of
20±0.0cm (inner panel) and 60±0.0cm (outer
panels). A total of 21 bottom sets were
accompanied with soaking time of 27.5±9.7h,
resulting in 1,234kg of target species (mainly
Micropogonias furnieri and Paralichthys
orbignyanus) and six franciscanas by-caught
(Catch-per-unit-effort [CPUE] =
0.000003franciscanas/m/h). Our preliminary results
indicate higher CPUE values for franciscanas in
bottom gillnets than those reported for the same
area in the 2000s
(CPUE=0.000002franciscanas/m/h). Continuity of
the fishery monitoring is essential to estimate
annual mortality and assess its seasonality, as well
as to understand the effects of the current bycatch
on the long-term viability of franciscanas.

After 12 years of knowledge gap: New data on
franciscana bycatch in the artisanal gillnet of
Torres and Passo de Torres, southern Brazil,
assessed through onboard observers.
Larre, Gabriel1; Lang, Maurício2; Pinheiro,
Leonardo3; Ott, Paulo Henrique4; Daniewicz,
Daniel5; Sucunza, Federico6
(1) GEMARS, PORTO ALEGRE, Brazil
(2) Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos Aquáticos do
Rio Grande do Sul, Torres, Brazil
(3) Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos Aquáticos do
Rio Grande do Sul (GEMARS), Torres, Brazil
(4) Universidade Estadual do Rio Grande do Sul
(UERGS) & Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos
Aquáticos do Rio Grande do Sul (GEMARS),
Osório, Brazil
(5) Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos Aquáticos do
RS
(6) Federal University of Juiz de Fora, Juiz de
Fora, Brazil
Corresponding Author: gglarre@gmail.com

Whose pregnant? Parsing out postpartum and
parturient Pacific walruses using endocrine
profiles.
Larsen, Jenell; Atkinson DeMaster, Shannon
University of Alaska Fairbanks
Corresponding Author: jtlarsen@alaska.edu
The reproductive cycle of female Pacific walruses
(Odobenus rosmarus divergens) is characterized by
breeding in winter, an embryonic diapause from
conception until summer and parturition the
following spring. Like other pinnipeds, female
walruses likely undergo a postpartum estrus, but
the function for this is unknown as males are
thought to be infertile outside of the breeding
window. In this study we assessed the reproductive
statuses of female walruses categorized as
postpartum, embryonic diapause, full-term
pregnant and unbred. Ovarian tissues and
reproductive status were provided by Alaska Native
hunters from animals taken in Alaska in May of
2011, 2015 and 2016. Progesterone was measured
using enzyme immunoassays and total estrogen
concentrations were determined using
radioimmunoassays in corpora lutea (CL) of
ovaries. For progesterone, CL of postpartum
females (n=11) had the lowest concentrations
(77.31 ± 58.21 ng/g) whereas CL from unbred
females (not pregnant or postpartum) (n=3) had the
highest progesterone concentrations (2170.01 ±
246.29 ng/g). One CL was present from a female
known to be near full-term pregnancy (62.92 ng/g),

The franciscana (Pontoporia blainvillei) is endemic
of coastal waters from Brazil (18°25'S) to
Argentina (42°10'S). The species is considered the
most threatened cetacean in the western South
Atlantic due to high bycatch mortality in gillnets
fisheries. Four Franciscana Management Areas
(FMAs) are recognized. Bycatch levels in FMA-III
(Brazil/27o37'S- Uruguay/34o34'S) are the highest
among all FMAs, but since the middle 2000s
fishery monitoring have been interrupted. This
study reports preliminary results of resuming
efforts to estimate franciscana bycatch in artisanal
gillnets fisheries with onboard observers at
Torres/Passo de Torres, southern Brazil
(29°19’S/49°42’W, north FMA-III). From
June/2018 to April/2019, 27 one-day fishing trips
of two vessels were accompanied by observers.
Location of fishing grounds, gear type, target
species, fishing effort, and the number of
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as well as one CL from a female known to be in
embryonic diapause (108.48 ng/g). For total
estrogens, CL from postpartum females had the
lowest concentrations (n=8; 15.38 ± 10.17 ng/g).
Total estrogens of CL were similar among females
that were unbred (n=2; 693.19 ± 467.30), full-term
pregnant (n=1; 313.58 ng/g), and in embryonic
diapause (n=1; 551.14 ng/g). In this study neither
CL progesterone nor estrogen profiles alone were
able to differentiate between states of pregnancy in
female walruses, with such low sample sizes. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that these
reproductive hormones have been measured in
ovarian tissues for this species.

intervals in ZooPhysioTrak represent zoo and
aquarium cetaceans at the population-level and
serve as a frame of reference for future
development of community-wide health protocols.
For the species with smaller sample sizes, prior
baseline physiological biomarker values are
extremely limited and our results establish a
protocol for collecting comparable samples in the
future. ZooPhysioTrak will enable animal care and
veterinary staff to enhance clinical care by quickly
accessing the expected intervals for a given
physiological biomarker on an individual level.
Significant improvement of habitat-based
distribution models for cetaceans in atlantic
canada facilitated by a novel amalgamation of
biotic and abiotic data
Lawson, Jack1; Goulet, Pierre2; Sheppard, Lee3
(1) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, St. John's,
Newfoundland, Canada
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, St. John's,
Newfoundland, Canada
(3) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, St. John's, NL,
Canada
Corresponding Author: jack.lawson@dfompo.gc.ca

Reference intervals for traditional and novel
physiological biomarkers for healthy common
bottlenose dolphins, Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins, Pacific white-sided dolphins, and
beluga whales.
Lauderdale, Lisa1; Walsh, Mike2; Granger,
Douglas3; Mellon, Jill4; Mench, Joy5; Miller,
Lance1
(1) Chicago Zoological Society, Brookfield, IL
(2) University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
(3) University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA
(4) Portland State University, Portland, OR
(5) University of California Davis, Davis, CA
Corresponding Author: lisa.lauderdale@czs.org

Recent cetacean modelling efforts in Atlantic
Canada have employed MaxEnt models, with
relatively few abiotic inputs and using chlorophyll
α concentration persistance and magnitude as a
proxy for prey for all species. For apex predators
like the killer whale the use of chlorophyll is a poor
prey substitute, and the MaxEnt approach itself
relies on several subjective choices by the
modeller. DFO has spent more than six years
cataloguing a variety of georeferenced data strata,
including abiotic (such as BPI, distance to shelf
edge, dynamic oceanographic features) and biotic
variables (such as distribution of higher trophic
level forage fish and seabirds with diets similar to
the cetaceans of interest). In addition, DFO has
conducted recent broad-scale cetacean surveys and
continues to expand its autonomous acoustic
monitoring programme.

Physiological reference intervals are useful when
assessing the health status of individual animals.
Few zoos or aquariums care for enough cetaceans
within their facility to develop functional reference
intervals given high inter-individual variability in
physiological biomarkers in cetaceans. Further,
previously published intervals are limited in their
functionality as differing sample collection
procedures, analysis methods and inter-laboratory
variation render results not directly comparable. To
develop functional reference intervals for
traditional and novel physiological biomarkers of
welfare applicable across facilities, data were
collated from cetaceans housed at 43 locations in
seven countries. Blood and fecal samples were
collected from common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus), Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops aduncus), Pacific white-sided
dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens), and
beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucus). Samples
collected from clinically healthy animals between
July 2018 and March 2019 and analyzed with
respect to species, age, sex, pregnancy (females)
and month of the year. Reference intervals were
generated for 40 hematologic, serum, and plasma
biochemical variables, three hormone biomarkers,
and one antibody. After establishing reference
intervals for the physiological parameters, intervals
were made available in the new iOS mobile
software applications, ZooPhysioTrak. Reference

In this study we used habitat-based distribution
models to integrate these data for a varied
niche spectrum of small and large cetaceans.
We then used the survey and monitoring data
to assess the performance of the models with
several approaches (such as binomial testing).
These models performed better than previous
MaxEnt-based assessments when challenged
with the systematic survey/acoustic data. With
their richer range of data inputs, the improved
habitat models will better predict where
cetaceans in Atlantic Canada might occur in
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response to climate-related prey changes.
Moreover, they will allow researchers to
implement superior monitoring in the future by
focussing on areas with a higher probability
that species of interest will be present.

Assessing pinniped response to diadromous fish
conservation efforts in the Penobscot River
estuary
Leach, Lauri1; Stevens, Justin2; Lipsky, Christine2;
Cammen, Kristina3
(1) University of Maine, Orono, ME
(2) NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science Center,
Orono, ME
(3) University of Maine, Orono, Maine
Corresponding Author: laurina.leach@maine.edu

Atlas, frequency and pathology of skin lesions in
beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) from the
St. Lawrence estuary, Quebec, Canada.
Le Net, Rozenn1; Larrat, Sylvain2; Michaud,
Robert3; Lair, Stéphane4
(1) Université de Montréal, Lyon, France
(2) Clinique vétérinaire Benjamin Franklin, Auray,
France
(3) Group of Research and Education on Marine
Mammals, Tadoussac, Québec, Canada
(4) Université de Montréal, ST. HYACINTHE
Corresponding Author: rozenn.le.net@gmail.com

Following historical overexploitation across the
North Atlantic, seal populations have increased in
the Gulf of Maine since federal legislation aimed at
their conservation was passed in 1972. More
recently, reports of seals in the Penobscot River
Estuary have increased. The Penobscot River
Estuary in Maine, USA is the site of almost a
decade of collaborative diadromous fish
conservation and habitat recovery efforts.
Successful conservation efforts have resulted in the
growth of some populations of forage fish that use
the river and estuary as spawning habitat. The
objectives of this research are to evaluate trends in
abundance and distribution of seals in the
Penobscot River and assess their overlap with
changes in the biomass of diadromous fish. A
feasibility assessment of using photo-identification
techniques to study individual patterns of seal
spatial distribution and seasonal use will also be
presented. To achieve these objectives, pinniped
abundance and distribution data will be compared
to hydroacoustic fish density data, both of which
have been collected since 2012. Between 20122018, 11-18 surveys were conducted each
year. Following an initial drop from peak
observations in 2013 (47.7 sightings/survey), seal
sightings in the river have generally increased since
2014. Seal sightings are typically highest from
mid-April through May, partially overlapping with
the peaks of several diadromous fish runs. This
study provides an opportunity to assess pinniped
ecology in a recovering system. This research will
also evaluate the impacts of conservation efforts on
predator-prey dynamics, which could inform future
management decisions on how to best reconcile the
competing objectives of marine mammal protection
and fish restoration. This insight could be
applicable to other systems involving protected
species, as well as systems that are recovering from
habitat loss and overexploitation.

Our knowledge on the diversity, frequency, and
causes of skin lesions in free-ranging belugas
(Delphinapterus leucas) is limited. The objectives
of this study were 1) to establish a classification
system of skin lesions in belugas from the St.
Lawrence Estuary based on macroscopic
appearance, 2) to estimate the frequency of skin
lesions categories (SLC) observed during
photographic surveys of this population and 3) to
explore the causes of SLC in this population. A list
of 18 SLC was suggested and their frequency on St.
Lawrence Estuary belugas was assessed using
26,020 photographs, representing 5,388 randomly
selected individual sightings, collected from 2003
to 2014 as part of a photo-identification program.
Images of individual sightings of sufficient quality
were screened by one observer for the presence of
SLC. In individual sightings of gray and white
belugas, “rake marks” (gray: 77.2%; white: 69.5%),
“single linear scars” (gray: 55.1%; white: 55.0%),
and “circular depressions” (gray: 39.9%; white:
34.9%) were most often observed, while “single
linear fissures” (21.9%), “single linear scars”
(19.2%) and “ulcer-like lesions” (17.1%) were
most frequent in individual sightings of neonates.
In addition, cutaneous lesions from 111 St.
Lawrence Estuary belugas stranded between 1983
and 2017 were characterized
microscopically. Needle-like foreign bodies were
found within some “pinhole erosions” and a
gamma-herpesvirus was detected by PCR in a
wound. The potential cause and significance of
most SLC observed in this study remain largely
undetermined. “Yellow patches”, “circular
depressions” and “map depressions” may be partly
associated with seasonal molting in gray and white
belugas. Postnatal molting could partly account for
“ulcer-like lesions” and “single linear fissures” in
neonates. This is the first study which investigates
skin conditions in belugas in the St. Lawrence
Estuary.

Reproductive parameters of Indo-pacific
humpback dolphin (Sousa chinensis
taiwanensis) in Taiwan
Lee, Chieh-Chih1; Lien-Siang, Chou2
(1) Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
National Taiwan University
(2) Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
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National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan
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from seabed moored ARUs to those taken using a
single seismic streamer. Using a range of predictive
models, we aimed to ascertain if the highest quality
recordings could be obtained using the streamer
method as opposed to the increased investment
needed using ARUs.

Female reproductive parameters are important for
understanding population dynamics and helpful for
conserving small or declined population, i.e., the
Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis
taiwanensis) population in Taiwan. In total of 25
breeding females and 33 different mother-calf pairs
were identified from 359,452 photographs, which
collected though 1056 boat surveys from Miaoli to
Tainan county between 2008 to 2017. Overall,
female dolphins gave birth all year around, and
higher in spring and summer (May to September).
The average crude birth rate was 0.032 with
calving interval 5.01 years. Comparing the calf
survivorship from age 1 to age 3, both calf survival
rates and age-specific survival rates decreased in
recent years. In average 1.2 independent calves
were recruited into population each year, indicating
the population were in slow growth rate. Our
results indicate an emergency sign for this small
population and active conservation management
are immediately requested.

Killer whale (Orcinus orca) dive behaviour in
the eastern Canadian Arctic
Lefort, Kyle1; Matthews, Cory2; Ferguson, Steven3
(1) University of Manitoba
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada
(3) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
Corresponding Author: klefort@unb.ca
Climate-mediated decreases in summer sea ice
have provided killer whales (Orcinus orca) longer
access to a more extensive open-water season in the
Canadian Arctic. Recent findings have suggested
that killer whale occurrence in the Canadian Arctic
is increasing, and photographic capture-markrecapture studies have indicated that ~93
individuals visit the Canadian Arctic’s Lancaster
Sound ecoregion seasonally. According to local
Inuit knowledge, killer whales prey on narwhal
(Monodon monoceros) and energetic modelling
indicates that this predation may have populationlevel effects; this is unfavourable for Inuit
communities who rely on narwhal for sustenance.
However, stable isotope studies and analysis of
tooth wear have suggested that killer whales may
subsidize their energetic requirements with
Greenland sharks (Somniosus microcephalus),
lessening the consumptive effects on narwhal
accompanying increases in killer whale occurrence.
The objectives of this study, which is the first to
characterize killer whale dive behaviour in the
Canadian Arctic, were to use satellite transmitters
to better understand killer whale vertical habitatuse, and in particular, to investigate if killer whales
are diving to the seafloor, which would support
predation on benthic Greenland sharks. In
September 2018, a multi-sensor satellite
transmitter, which recorded depth at 75 s intervals,
was surface-mounted on the dorsal fin of an adult
male killer whale near Pond Inlet, Nunavut. During
the ten-day deployment, the killer whale’s
maximum-recorded depth was 352m, although
comparison with the region’s bathymetry indicated
that none of the animal’s dives were benthic. While
this suggests that feeding on Greenland sharks is
unlikely, deep dives (>50m) occurred almost
exclusively at night, which may represent the
pursuit of pelagic marine fishes undergoing a
diurnal vertical migration. An improved
understanding of killer whale dive behaviour and
possible feeding on Greenland sharks is necessary
to assess the effects of predation on culturally,

How do noise measurements made with seismic
streamers compare to those made using marine
autonomous recording units (ARUs)?
Lee, Robert1; Milner, Emma2
(1) Gardline, Tobermory, United Kingdom
(2) Gardline, Great Yarmouth, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: robert.lee@gardline.com
Measuring the source levels of anthropogenically
produced underwater noise and its subsequent
propagation is often a pre-requisite for geophysical
surveys or marine construction projects, such as
wind farms. Regulators rely upon these source level
measurements to ensure mitigation zones for
marine mammals are adequate, to keep track of
incidental harassment of animals throughout a
project’s lifespan, and to confirm the accuracy of
predictive models used during the planning stages.
However, for optimal recordings to be made,
additional personnel and specialist equipment are
required including at times the inclusion of an
additional vessel. Along with delays to the start of a
project, this can add significantly to a project’s cost
and carbon footprint, and to the cumulative sound
exposure levels from having an additional vessel on
site.
On many geophysical surveys a seismic streamer
will be towed behind the vessel. It will be made up
of many hydrophones and often exceed a length of
10 km. This has been proposed as a method to
measure the source level and propagation loss in
situ without use of additional equipment, staff, or
vessels. In this study we compared the recordings
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economically, and ecologically valuable marine
mammals in the Canadian Arctic.

mRNA expression levels were significantly higher
in porpoises from human care compared to
bycaught (p=0.004) and stranded animals. In
addition bycaught animals showed significantly
higher expression levels than stranded animals.
Correlation analyses between lymphocyte
proliferation data and cytokine mRNA levels
revealed that both TGF-β (p=0.028; rs=0.448) and
TNF-α levels (p=0.038; rs=0.0425) significantly
correlate with ConA-induced lymphocyte
proliferation. Results reveal an impaired function
of peripheral blood leukocytes in severely diseased
harbor porpoises, indicating immune exhaustion
and increased disease susceptibility. The
development of novel approaches in marine
mammal immunology will help to better
understand anthropogenic impacts upon cetaceans
in the future.

Reduced cytokine expression and lymphocyte
proliferative capacity in diseased harbor
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) – biomarkers
for health assessment in wildlife cetaceans
Lehnert, Kristina1; Siebert, Prof. Dr., Ursula2;
Reißmann, Kristina; Bruhn, Regina; McLachlan,
Michael S.3; Müller, Gundi; Van Elk, Cornelis E.;
Ciurkiewicz, Malgorzata; Baumgärtner, Wolfgang;
Beineke, Andreas
(1) Institute of Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research, University of Veterinary Medicine
Hannover, Büsum, Germany
(2) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), University of Veterinary
Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Buesum,
Germany
(3) Department of Environmental Science and
Analytical Chemistry, Stockholm University,
Stockholm, Sweden
Corresponding Author: kristina.lehnert@tihohannover.de

Detection of the distribution of the Yangtze
finless porpoises between the mainstream of the
Yangtze River and Poyang Lake via passive
acoustic monitoring
Lei, Peiyu; Li, Weilun; Wang, Zhitao; Wang,
Kexiong; Wang, Ding
Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China
Corresponding Author: lei_py@ihb.ac.cn

Harbor porpoises are the only reproducing cetacean
species in the North and Baltic Seas and exposed to
anthropogenic influences including acoustic stress
and environmental contaminants. Organochlorine
compounds can have detrimental effects on the
health and physiology of odontocetes and recent
studies show that the effects of PCB pollution
continue to affect cetaceans in European waters.

As the confluence of the mainstream of Yangtze
River and Poyang Lake, the mouth area of Poyang
Lake is a significant place reflecting the present
status of the dynamic communication and possiblyexisting isolation of the Yangtze finless porpoises
(Neophocaena asiaeorientalis asiaeorientalis)
between the River and the Lake. However, there is
lack of elaborate information of the distribution
patterns of the YFP in the area and impacts from
anthropogenic activities, which is urgently needed
for informing better conservation actions. In this
research, a monthly and appropriately spaceextended monitoring of the YFP population in the
area has been carried out for the last whole year.
Passive acoustic monitoring methods deployed on a
moving platform—with two compact selfcontained underwater sound recorders towed in
tandem behind a boat on one rope, are used to
detect the acoustic signals of the YFP. In the
meantime, the ship courses were recorded by a
GPS to acquire the distribution patterns of the YFP
in the study area. 12-month data have been
collected and a custom-made YFP acoustic signals
detecting program based on MATLAB 2014a has
been developed to obtain the time and frequency of
the signals. Combined with the data of GPS, 12
pictures of the distribution patterns of YFP for each
month in a whole year would be presented. In the
next phase, the influence of the water level,
shipping as well as two transcurrent bridges near
the mouth area would be taken into consideration

In order to evaluate immune responses in healthy
and diseased harbor porpoise cells, lymphocyte
proliferation assays and cytokine expression
together with toxicological analyses were
performed in stranded and bycaught harbor
porpoises as well as in animals kept in permanent
human care. EDTA blood samples were taken from
the epidural vein of 9 porpoises in human care, 11
free-ranging animals, and 4 stranded harbor
porpoises found diseased. Lymphocyte
proliferation assays were performed and blood
contaminant levels measured. Immuno-relevant cell
mediators (cytokines TGF-β & TNF-α) were
analysed by real time RT-qPCR.
PCB concentrations were highest in the
investigated harbor porpoise blood samples,
followed by DDE and DDT concentrations. All
compounds were correlated, indicating coaccumulation of investigated xenobiotics. Severely
diseased harbor porpoises showed a reduced
proliferative capacity of peripheral blood
lymphocytes together with diminished transcription
of transforming growth factor- β and tumor
necrosis factor- α compared to healthy controls.
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and analyzed with the distribution of YFP. We
expect to get knowledge of and also present at the
conference the temporal and spatial variation of the
distribution of YFP during the experiment and the
impacts of possibly related factors, through which
we could have better understanding of the
population status and inform better conservation
initiatives for the Yangtze finless porpoises.

The IWC at 75 years: Evolving with the
challenges.
Ferriss, Sarah1; Allison, Cherry2; Wilson, Kate3;
Lent, Rebecca4
(1) International Whaling Commission, Cambridge,
United Kingdom
(2) IWC, Cambridge, United Kingdom
(3) International Whaling Commission, ImpingtonCambridge, United Kingdom
(4) International Whaling Commission
Corresponding Author: rebecca.lent@gmail.com

Diel and seasonal variation in feeding calls of
humpback whales in the Kitimat fjord system,
BC, Canada.
Lelong, Davide Michel; Wray, Janie1; Meuter,
Hermann; Rogan, Emer2; Pirotta, Enrico3
(1) North Coast Cetacean Society, Qualicum
Beach, British Columbia, Canada
(2) University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
(3) Washington State University, Vancouver, WA
Corresponding Author: leloegoliath92@gmail.com

The International Whaling Commission (IWC) is
one of the world’s oldest environmental
organizations (est. 1946). The Convention’s
objective remains to ‘provide for the proper
conservation of whale stocks and thus make
possible the orderly development of the whaling
industry.’ This vital post-war mandate to ensure
food supply has evolved in response to its everchanging global context. Today’s IWC addresses a
growing number of population-level threats from
activities other than direct harvest, reflecting how
the world has changed over the lifespan of the IWC
with a tripling of global human population (2.5 to 8
billion) and extensive environmental impacts of
industrialization. While some cetaceans have made
remarkable progress and even recovery (eastern
North Pacific gray whales) due in large part to the
1986 commercial whaling moratorium, the IWC
now faces considerable, complex obstacles in
making progress on these emerging sources of
population decline, as evidenced in a recent
extinction (baiji) and another on the brink
(vaquita). The IWC has stepped up to these
challenges through scientific research and more
recently through engagement in design and
implementation of monitoring and mitigation. The
globally recognized science and stewardship
programs of the IWC provide evidence of the
impacts of these new threats and options for action,
including: bycatch and entanglement in active and
ghost fishing gear (killing over 300,000 cetaceans
each year); underwater noise, marine debris and
other habitat pollutants; and climate change and its
impact on range, feeding, and reproductive
activities. The IWC’s work program now features
expert groups, coordinators, training and guidelines
on issues such as bycatch, stranding events,
entanglement response and whale watching. This
helps explain why, in 75 years the Commission has
grown from 15 whaling nations to 89 member
governments and a large body of observers and
contributors reflecting the broad stakeholder
interest in cetaceans, their conservation and
management.

Humpback whales Megaptera novaeangliae, known
for their songs, produce other sounds on their
feeding grounds, whose functions are not
fully understood. In South-East Alaska and
Northern British Columbia, Canada, the production
of a series of ‘feeding calls’ are associated with
bubble-net feeding, a cooperative and coordinated
feeding strategy where a group of humpback
whales feed on a prey school corralled by a spiral
of bubbles. These call sequences can last more than
one minute and comprise single calls that are
mainly tonal in their frequency and are centered
around 500 Hz. In the present study the diel and
seasonal production of feeding calls was
investigated for a population of humpback whales
in the Kitimat fjord system, British Columbia,
Western Canada. Continuous recordings were
analysed from May to October 2015 and the
occurrence and rate of the calls was recorded for
every hour and analysed using GEE and GAM
models. Calls were recorded in all months with
very few calls recorded in May and a peak in calls
recorded in July. Feeding calls were recorded only
during daylight hours from May to July and also
during night-time from August to October. The
intensity of the calls was greater during daylight
hours than night, when it was absent or low. The
consistent presence of calls from June to October
suggests this feeding strategy is an important
component for the ecology of the species and the
strong diurnal component strengthens the
hypothesis that whales, aided by sound as an
additional corralling tool, rely heavily on sight for
prey detection. Annual variations in the patterns of
vocalizations when using this bubble-net prey
capture strategy could be used to provide further
insights into the ecology of this species and the
status of the ecosystem and provide insights into
the culture of this species.

Assessing respiratory microbiome of small- and
medium-sized cetaceans using unmanned aerial
systems: Breath sampling humpbacks is so 2016.
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Despite the increased use of unmanned aerial
systems (UAS) in marine research, there have been
no documented attempts to use drones to collect
samples to examine respiratory microbiome in
small and medium-sized cetaceans. Remote
methods of breath sampling for assessment of the
respiratory microbiome, including pathogens, has
the potential to minimize harassment of
individuals, reduce biases in sampling associated
with reactions to vessels, and maximize sampling at
reduced economic costs. In 2018 and 2019 we
carried out UAS breath sampling feasibility
assessments with two species of medium-sized
odontocetes off Hawaiʻi Island. UAS sampling was
undertaken with short-finned pilot whales and false
killer whales at an altitude of approximately 2 m
above the surfacing animal. Three different drones
(DJI Inspire 2, Phantom 4 Pro, Mavic 2 Pro) were
used to collect nine animal samples (two from false
killer whales, seven from short-finned pilot whales)
from a total of thirteen attempts. No reactions were
detected for nine attempts; for three, reactions were
minimal (e.g., individual rolling to look at drone).
During an attempt on a logging pilot whale the
individual rolled on its side and associated nontarget individuals responded and abruptly dove,
although all returned to pre-attempt behavior within
two minutes. From 2018 sampling, two of four
breath and three of four control samples yielded
sufficient DNA for ribosomal DNA sequencing.
Preliminary results revealed common seawater
microbes (SAR11 and Prochlorococcus, ≥98%
nucleotide match) from control samples while the
best breath sequence was Methylobacteriumsp.
(99% nucleotide match), a facultative
methylotrophic bacterium that could be
environmentally derived. These proof-of-concept
studies demonstrate the ability to use drones to
breath sample medium-sized odontocetes that may
not be readily approachable by boat for traditional
pole-based sampling. The operational system and
protocols in development will increase the
reliability of sample collection while minimizing
reactions in future efforts.

2. First, we reviewed available records on
cetacean stranding around Hainan from 1978 to
2016. Second, a local ecological knowledge (LEK)
dataset was obtained through large-scale
questionnaire-based interviews with 510 fishermen
around Hainan. Lastly, we yearly carried out boatbased surveys in this region since 2014.

1. The South China Sea (SCS) is known to
support diverse wildlife, yet the cetacean fauna is
poorly investigated. To fill this knowledge gap, we
used multiple ways to conduct a pilot investigation
around Hainan Island in the SCS.

3. In total, we obtained 112 stranding records,
which involved 17 cetacean species, (5 baleen
whale species and 12 toothed whale species). We
established the Database of Cetacean Stranding
Records around Hainan Island (DCSRHI,
http://www.cetacean.csdb.cn/) and a cetacean
rescue network in this region. Our LEK dataset
served as conservation-valuable information
source to investigate by-catch of cetacean in this
region, and also provided insights into effective
community-based conservation through
understanding fishers’ experiences and perceptions
of cetaceans. Combined with stranding records,
our LEK dataset obtained meaningful information
on coastal cetacean diversity.
4. During ~300 boat-based survey days, we
sighted 5 toothed whale species for ~50 times, with
the majority of sightings involving Indo-Pacific
humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis). A resident
population of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins was
recorded in coastal waters southwest off Hainan,
which expanded the known southernmost
distribution range of this species in Chinese waters
by more than 300 km. Besides, we also sighted
Indo-Pacific finless porpoises (Neophocaena
phocaenoides), pantropical spotted dolphins
(Stenella attenuata), false killer whales (Pseudorca
crassidens) and Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops aduncus) around Hainan.
5. To conclude, our multiple-source data indicate
a high species diversity of cetacean around Hainan.
More in-depth studies using novel techniques and
collaborative approaches around Hainan are needed
to provide baseline data for effective research,
conservation and management.

A preliminary investigation of cetacean
occurrence and diversity around Hainan Island
in the South China Sea.
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Seasonal, ontogenetic and sexual variation in
South American fur seal (Arctocephalus
australis) diet: Insights from stable isotope
analysis of whiskers and teeth.
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much more diverse diet, which is probably a result
of their dispersive nature.
The relationship between estuary ecosystem and
behavior of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphin
(Sousa chinensis taiwanensis) in Yunlin, Taiwan.
Lin, Chi-Hung1; Lin, Hsing-Juh2; Suen, Jian-Ping3;
Lien-Siang, Chou4
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National Taiwan University
(2) Department of Life Science, National Chung
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The South American fur seal is commonly found
along the coasts of southern Brazil, Uruguay and
Argentina. Main reproductive activity occurs in the
Uruguayan coast in spring/summer. Males disperse
to foraging grounds in autumn/winter, while
females tend to remain closer to the breeding
colonies. The goal of this study was to evaluate the
ontogenetic, seasonal and sexual variation in
resource use through stable isotope analysis. Teeth
(n=22) and whiskers (n=20) obtained from stranded
adult animals in southern Brazil (31-33°S) were
longitudinally sampled and had their δ15N and δ13C
values analyzed. Dentin powder was extracted from
each Growth Layer Group (GLG) with a 300µ
micro drill and data were attributed to age-classes
according to sexes different life histories (Males:
adults ≥9yr, subadults 6-8yr, juvenile 2-5yr;
Females: adults ≥4yr, juvenile 2-3yr). Whiskers
were sectioned every 3mm and data were attributed
to seasons according to available growth-rates.
Isotope mixing models (SIMMR package) were
used for estimating ontogenetic (teeth) prey
contribution using published isotopic data. Sex was
an important factor for whisker δ15N and δ13C
values (Two-Way-ANOVA p<0.05), while season
was not (p=0.5). According to teeth GLGs data,
adult and subadult male diets were diverse, with
almost even contribution of demersal-benthic,
demersal-pelagic, pelagic-fish and squid (17-21%
each). For juvenile males, crustaceans (14%), squid
(20%) and pelagic-fish (21%) were the most
important. A high contribution of squid (53%) to
adult female diet was found, while for juveniles,
demersal-benthic fish showed almost half of total
relative contribution. Our analysis showed that fur
seals have sexual and ontogenetic variation in
feeding preferences, which is probably related to
differential energetic requirements of each sex and
age-class. Both males and females seem to have a
steady diet throughout the year. Males showed a

The Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins inhabit near
shore along the western coast of Taiwan. This
species has been claimed to be associate with
estuary habitat. This study is aimed to explore the
association between dolphin sighting rates and
estuary environmental factors, including physical
factors (i.e. rainfall, runoff, turbidity…) as well as
biological factors (net primary production,
chlorophylla). We collected physical factors in
estuary area and dolphin data collected through 45
transect-line boat surveys between 2017 to 2018.
Dolphin sighting rate is positively correlated with
chlorophylla while it is negatively correlated with
runoff and rainfall. Behavioral analysis indicates
feeding behavior is negatively correlated with low
turbidity while traveling behavior is positively
correlated with high concentration of chlorophylla.
High turbidity can decrease photosynthesis of algae
and thus reduces productivity and further influence
the dolphin activity through food web. Overall, the
environment factors affect the dolphin activity
through food web in estuary.
Food-risk trade-off in the Indo-Pacific
humpback dolphin: An exploratory case study.
Lin, Mingli; Caruso, Francesco1; Liu, Mingming;
Lek, Sovan; Li, Kuan; Gozlan, Rodolphe; Li,
Songhai2
(1) Marine Mammal and Marine Bioacoustics
Laboratory, Institute of Deep-sea Science and
Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Sanya,
China
(2) INSTITUTE OF DEEP-SEA SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCI,
SANYA, China
Corresponding Author: mingli@idsse.ac.cn
Based on the optimal-foraging theory, animals are
expected to maximize foraging benefits whilst
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minimizing risks. Despite being highly subjected to
anthropogenic impacts such as water
contamination, marine traffic and underwater noise,
estuaries have been identified as the preferred
habitat of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphin (Sousa
chinensis, IPHD). However, it still remains unclear
why this endangered species favour such risky
habitats. Here, we conducted an exploratory case
study in Zhanjiang estuary (China) to test the
assumption that IPHD select estuaries habitats as a
trade-off that maximizes foraging opportunities
whilst minimizing mortality risk. We showed that
IPHD accept greater mortality risks for higher food
reward, but select habitats with lower risks when
food rewards are similar between two locations.
Although this type of data is important to underpin
individual based models for dolphins, its principle
role is to show environmental protection agencies
why IPHD favours estuaries despite increased
mortality risks. Habitat Conservation Plan should
carefully consider prey stocks, possibly through the
presence of marine protected areas near estuaries,
as local overfishing may lead vulnerable cetacean
populations to take greater risks.

as they emerged from snow lairs. This time series
of emergence provides information on the optimal
timing for future aerial surveys, information sorely
needed to quantify trends in abundance. We further
relate trends in emergence to environmental
covariates that are expected to shift under climate
change, including snow depth, melt onset,
temperature, and precipitation derived from
satellite passive microwave data and regional
reanalysis. This study thereby provides valuable
information on the importance of snow and sea ice
to ringed seal reproductive ecology, with
implications for the species’ future in a warming
Arctic, and will inform successful monitoring and
management.
Media coverage on cetacean stranding in
Chinese waters, 2007-2018: A source of
information for a nationwide stranding
recording network.
Liu, Xin1; Zhigang, Mei2; Hao, Yujiang3
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Quantifying ringed seal lair habitat and
emergence timing in the eastern Bering and
Chukchi Seas
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Systematic recording of cetacean stranding
provides lots of significant information and
valuable basic data for conservation actions, yet an
effective nationwide stranding recording system is
still lacking in Chinese waters. Media coverage,
serve as an important approach to obtain
information, providing us with an economical
method of collecting data to establish the national
network. In the present study, 1083 media reports
were collected and analyzed on cetacean stranding
from 2007 to 2018. A total of 1,334 individuals
were recorded in these reports, which could be
identified at least 7 species of Mysticeti (n=54) and
22 species of Odontoceti (n=1280). Among them,
Finless porpoises (Neophocaena phocaenoides),
Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis)
and bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) were
the most common species, consisting of 49.18%,
8.77% and 3.52%, respectively. With the highest
number of reported stranding in Taiwan Province
(n=179), followed by Guangdong Province
(n=154), Hong Kong (n=127) and Fujian Province
(n=111). The diversity of stranded cetaceans was
highest in Fujian Province, with 20 species
involved. Cetacean stranding occurred in all
months, but most frequently recorded from March
to May (35.83%). In the recent decade, the annual
numbers of media coverage on cetacean stranding
in Chinese waters increased significantly (t=6.16,
p<0.01), which might not only due to the increasing
individual of stranding, but also reflect an

Climate warming presents considerable challenges
for Arctic marine mammals that have evolved a
strong dependence on snow and sea ice. Ringed
seals (Phoca hispida) are ice-associated Arctic
pinnipeds that are a vital resource for Arctic
indigenous peoples, and are ecologically important
as the primary prey for polar bears. These seals rely
on snow-covered lairs in the spring to protect their
pups from hypothermia and predation when they
are young and vulnerable. There is a paucity of
information on the amount and duration of snow
required for pupping, and the timing of seal
emergence from snow lairs. In this study, we use
observations of ringed seals during the spring
denning period from two extensive aerial surveys
conducted in the Bering (2012-2013) and Chukchi
Seas (2016). In total, these surveys covered
116,000 km of survey track and detected 8,449
ringed seals. Both surveys were a product of U.S.Russian collaboration, and used a combination of
thermal and color cameras to detect ringed seals on
sea ice and categorize them by age class. We use
generalized additive models to describe increases in
the number of ringed seal detections (pups and
adults) over the spring denning period (April-May)
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increasing public response and conservation
awareness on such events. Although the growing
social attention, some problems are still existing on
media coverage, such as the lack of comprehensive
and detailed, which limits a great knowledge of the
status of cetaceans. Hence the standardization of
media reporting is recommended to providing
accurate information source, and the establishment
of an effective nationwide stranding recording
network to promoting the scientific management
and effective conservation of Chinese cetaceans.

high (40-60%) proportions of the variation in
foraging behaviour metrics. Using the co-efficient
of variation in foraging metrics as a measure of
consistency within individuals revealed substantial
differences in specialization between
individuals. Of the intrinsic variables investigated,
linear models indicated relationships only for
Standard Length and the degree of consistency in
dive duration and dive depth (both positive). The
observed variability of foraging specializations and
low fidelity to foraging sites, provides insight into
the adaptability of AUFS under the constraints of
future environmental variation.

Foraging-site fidelity and behavioural
consistency in female Australian fur seals
Lloyd, Sebastian1; Hoskins, Andrew2; Hindell,
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Genetic assignment of humpback whales,
Megaptera novaeangliae, from feeding grounds
in the eastern North Pacific to Distinct
Population Segments.
Lohman, Karen1; Steel, Debbie2; Calambokidis,
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Individual specialization has profound implications
for population dynamics and how species adapt to
environmental variability and, therefore,
understanding the degree of inter- and intraindividual variation within populations is important
for predicting how species may respond to future
changes in their ecosystem. The Australian fur seal
(Arctocephalus pusillus doriferus, AUFS)
represents the largest marine predator biomass in
south-eastern Australia, currently one of the fastest
warming oceanic regions in the world, and is
expected to experience significant changes to the
distribution and abundance of prey. While
numerous studies have investigated the at-sea
movements and diving behaviour of female AUFS,
revealing they forage almost exclusively on the sea
floor of the shallow continental shelf of Bass Strait,
little is known of the degree of individual
behavioural consistency within the species. The
present study investigated foraging site fidelity and
behavioural consistency in female AUFS
provisioning pups from Kanowna Island (northern
Bass Strait). Matched data from females
instrumented with GPS and dive behaviour data
loggers conducting ≥2 foraging trips (4.7 ± 0.5)
were obtained from a total of 36 individuals.
Bhattacharyya’s Affinity Index on the overlap of
95% foraging area utilization distributions within
individuals ranged from 0.004 - 0.85 (0.21 ± 0.17),
suggesting a generally low degree of foraging site
fidelity. However, Variance Components Analysis
indicated that individuals accounted for moderate-

Humpback whales undertake a seasonal migration
from warm-water, winter breeding grounds to highlatitude summer feeding areas. During this annual
migration population segments overlap on
migration corridors and in shared feeding
destinations, creating a mix of multiple breeding
stocks or distinct population segments (DPS). At
least two breeding stocks overlap on the feeding
grounds along the coasts of California, Oregon and
Washington: the Mexican DPS and the Central
American DPS, listed as threatened and endangered
respectively under the US Endangered Species Act.
Entanglement rates of humpback whales on these
eastern North Pacific feeding grounds have recently
increased due to interactions with fisheries activity.
This increase in entanglement rates has raised
concern about exceeding limits of Potential
Biological Removal (PBR) allowed under the US
Marine Mammal Protection Act for these
management stocks. Here we present genetic
differences between feeding aggregations and
assignment to DPS for n = 864 samples of
humpback whales sampled in the eastern North
Pacific, using a standard DNA profile of genetic
sex, mtDNA haplotype and 10 microsatellite loci.
Preliminary analyses indicate mtDNA haplotype
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frequencies differ by latitude for humpback whales
feeding in California, Oregon, and Washington,
representing different proportions of individuals
from each DPS in mixed-stock feeding
aggregations. Population assignment procedures
using microsatellite genotypes allow a probabilistic
assignment of individuals to DPS and an alternate
estimate of mixing proportions. Greater confidence
in assigning individuals to DPS through genomewide analysis (ddRADseq) is pending. Inclusion of
genomic markers and improved analysis of
breeding ground samples provides data necessary
for informed management decisions, as fisheries
closures could be imposed to reduce incidental
mortality exceeding the allowed PBR of either
DPS.

trends at lower cost and pinpoint areas that may
benefit from further more refined study.
Seal and polar bear behavioral response to an
icebreaker vessel in Petermann Fjord,
Northwest Greenland.
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Using data collected from opportunistic
platforms to assess marine mammal abundance
and distribution in Cardigan Bay, West Wales
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Icebreaker vessels are important scientific tools,
enabling access and research within the polar
regions of the world. These vessels have the
potential to overlap with marine mammal habitats
in infrequently studied areas. Marine mammal
behavioral responses to icebreaker vessel presence
and distance are not well documented or
understood. During the Petermann 2015 Expedition
on icebreaker Oden, seal and polar bear (Ursus
maritimus) data were collected in Petermann Fjord
(Northwest Greenland), adjacent Nares Strait
region, and transit to/from Thule, Greenland July
30 – August 30, 2015. We examined behavioral
responses from four seal species: bearded
(Erignathus barbatus), ringed (Pusa hispida), harp
(Pagophilus groenlandicus), and hooded
(Crystophora cristata) and the polar bear to an
icebreaker vessel in a rarely studied region. We
investigated rate of flush response, entering the
water from a previously hauled out location on ice,
in relation to seal distance to icebreaker. Our
results showed significant difference (independent
t-test, P ≤ 0.001) between seal distance to vessel
when a flush response occurred (mean = 467.1 m,
SD = 212.39 m) and when no flush response
occurred (mean = 1334.0 m, SD = 433.89 m).
There were fewer flush responses by seals at
distances > 600 m and no flush responses by seals
at distances > 800 m. We used a logistic model to
describe the relationship between the proportion of
seals that flushed and distance from the icebreaker;
estimated distance at which 50% of the seals
flushed was 709.45 m (SE = 9.24, t = 76.8, P <
0.0001). Three polar bears were recorded during
transit and a behavioral response (e.g. look,
approach, move away) was recorded for all three
sightings. Our preliminary findings are relevant to
assess potential impacts of increasing vessel
activity in the Arctic and to assist in the
development of effective monitoring and mitigation
strategies.

p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 10.0px 0.0px; font:
11.0px 'Trebuchet MS'; color: #000000; -webkittext-stroke: #000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none}
Collecting scientific data from opportunistic
platforms is becoming increasingly common due to
the financial burden of line transect surveys.
Opportunistic platforms provide not only the
opportunity for inexpensive data collection, but
also the prospect to enhance public attitudes and
awareness towards the marine environment.
However, the scientific robustness of such data is
often questioned. Data were collected by trained
Sea Watch volunteers participating and completing
both dedicated surveys and observations aboard
opportunistic platforms between the years of 201417 inclusive within the Cardigan Bay Special Area
of Conservation in West Wales. Data collected
from opportunistic platforms and dedicated surveys
were compared to assess the potential of using the
former to accurately estimate population abundance
and sighting rates and for visualising potential
marine mammal hot spots. Opportunistic and line
transect data showed similar trends and gave an
insight into sighting hot spots. Although dedicated
line transect data can yield absolute abundance
estimates with much improved confidence levels
compared to data collected from opportunistic
platforms, this study highlights that data collected
from opportunistic platforms such as wildlife trip
boats should not be disregarded as they may
provide a broad understanding of distribution and
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Distribution, abundance and residency time of
humpback whale mother/calf pairs off NW Boa
Vista or why to protect the Bay of Sal-Rei and
adjacent waters
Lopez Suarez, Pedro1; Ryan, Conor2; Delgado,
Manuel Simão3; Jann, Beatrice4; Berrow, Simon5;
Freire Lopes, Katia1; Veiga, Nadia; Yeoman, Kate;
Oujo, Carolina6; Correia, Sandra7; Lima, Liza8;
Almunia Portoles, Francisco Javier9; Wenzel,
Frederick10
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(5) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
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(9) Loro Parque Fundación, PUERTO DE LA
CRUZ, Spain
(10) Protected Species Branch, NOAA, NMFS,
Woods Hole, MA
Corresponding Author: curral_velho@hotmail.com

of 14 mom/calf pairs.These results may have
important implications for conservation and
management measures that could contribute to the
recovery of this endangered population, including
the delimitation of a marine protected area and the
regulations of human activities that could have a
detrimental impact to these animals.
Impact of past climate changes on narwhal
population structure and demographic history.
Louis, Marie1; Skovrind, Mikkel2; Castruita, Jose
Alfredo Samaniego3; Garilao, Cristina4; Kaschner,
Kristin5; Gopalakrishnan, Shyam3; Haile, James3;
Lydersen, Christian6; Kovacs, Kit M.6; Garde,
Eva7; Heide-Jørgensen, Mads Peter7; Postma,
Lianne8; Ferguson, Steven9; Willerslev, Eske10;
Lorenzen, Eline
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(3) National History Museum of Denmark,
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
(4) GEOMAR Helmholtz-Zentrum für
Ozeanforschung, Kiel, Germany
(5) University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
(6) Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø
(7) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources,
Copenhagen, Denmark
(8) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg,
Canada
(9) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
(10) Centre for GeoGenetics, Copenhagen,
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The Cabo Verde Islands constitutes the only known
breeding ground for humpback whales in the
eastern North Atlantic. Research activities of this
population began in 1991. Since 2008, whale
watching boats have been used as platforms of
opportunity to monitor the population off the west
coast of Boa Vista. The breeding season occurs
between February and May. Fluke matches have
been found between Cabo Verde and high latitude
feeding grounds off Norway, Iceland and Ireland.
The Bay of Sal-Rei has been identified as the single
most important habitat for winter breeding, calving
and nursing whales in the eastern North Atlantic.
Cabo Verde Islands/Northwest Africa is regarded
as one of the four humpback whale distinct
population segments listed as endangered. Based
on photo-identification, the small Cabo Verde
humpback whale population (<300 individuals) has
relatively high inter-annual re-sighting rate (ca.
50%) that suggests strong site fidelity to this
breeding ground. Here we present inter-annual
fluctuations in the spatial and temporal distribution,
numbers and residency time of mom/calf pairs in
Sal-Rei Bay and adjacent waters (<70 m deep) over
the last three breeding seasons (2017, 2018 and
2019). Residency time has been defined as the
minimum number of days that individuals remained
in the same area. Results were quite consistent in
2017 and 2018, in terms of number of MC pairs (14
and 16, respectively), maximum residency time (ca.
30-35 days) and average residency time (ca. 8
days).Preliminary results for 2019 breeding season
are pending analysis but does include a minimum

Climate warming is currently happening at an
unprecedented pace on our planet. However, Earth
has experienced severe climatic oscillations in the
past. Understanding the responses of species to past
climatic perturbations can provide useful insight
into their resilience to on-going and future climatic
shifts. The Arctic is experiencing warming at 2-3
times the rate of the rest of the planet and has
already undergone major changes in the last few
decades in terms of sea ice cover (declines) and air
and ocean temperatures (increases). However,
predicting how these changes are likely to impact
endemic Arctic marine mammals is challenging
due to a lack of information regarding how past
climatic shifts have impacted the populations of
these top trophic animals in the Arctic. The
narwhal is considered to be one of the most
vulnerable Arctic marine mammals to sea ice losses
because of its limited distribution and narrow
ecological niche. Here, we present complete
mitogenomes and low-coverage nuclear genomes
from narwhal samples (n=121) collected across the
present distribution range of the species. We find
low levels of genetic differentiation and a lack of
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geographic structuring of mitochondrial
haplotypes. Demographic history analyses indicate
that narwhal effective population size increased
threefold after the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM),
from ~9,000 years BP. This expansion is correlated
with a drastic post-glacial increase in the amount of
suitable habitat available for narwhals, as inferred
from species-distribution models. The response of
narwhals to post-LGM deglaciation is in marked
contrast to the patterns seen for Arctic terrestrial
mammals, which showed population declines or
extinctions. However, it mirrors the responses of
several marine top predators in the Southern Ocean,
which experienced population expansions
following the release of new breeding and/or
foraging habitats. Our analyses suggest the amount
of available habitat has been critical to the success
of the narwhal.

without assistance, and five were euthanized. Sex
ratio was nearly equal (37 females, 34 males).
Minimum and maximum lengths were 609 cm and
1,541 cm, respectively, and there was no difference
in length by sex (F2,82=0.786; p=0.459). Mean
length was significantly different among 5-year
periods (X2=9.702; df=3; p=0.02;) and increased
from a mean of 886 cm (±200 SD) from 2000-2004
to 972 cm (±131 SD) from 2015-2019. Fifty-six
carcasses were fresh to moderately decomposed, all
received an external examination, and 29 (52%)
received a partial or complete necropsy. Half of
those 56 (n=28) whales scored YES for human
interaction (HI), three scored NO, while status HI
could not be determined for 25. Twenty-two
carcasses displayed lesions consistent with
entanglement or vessel interaction, and two
displayed both. Four cases scored YES, but the
cases could not be reviewed further, and lesion/HI
type was not determined. Of 13 carcasses with
entanglement lesions, all but two had
recent/healing lesions that were suspected to be
associated with the stranding. Of the 13 with vessel
interaction lesions, seven had lesions consistent
with blunt trauma and six had propeller lesions.
These results demonstrate that humpback whales
are year-round visitors to the mid-Atlantic and that
the leading cause of strandings are anthropogenic.

A review of humpback whale strandings and
human interaction in Virginia and North
Carolina on the southern Mid-Atlantic coast of
the United States.
Barco, Susan G.1; Clark, Karen2; Costidis, Alex3;
Piscitelli-Doshkov, Marina4; Doshkov, Paul5;
Harms, Craig6; Lovewell, Gretchen7; Thayer,
Victoria8; McLellan, William9
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(6) College of Veterinary Medicine, and Center for
Marine Sciences and Technology, North Carolina
State University, Morehead City, NC
(7) Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, FL Florida
(8) NC Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead
City, NC
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Antarctic fur seal males: Tourists, trouble
makers or an appropriate sentinel of the
Antarctic marine ecosystem?
Lowther, Andy1; Lydersen, Christian2; Kovacs, Kit
M.2
(1) Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø, Norway
(2) Norwegian Polar Institute, Tromsø
Corresponding Author:
drew.lowther73@gmail.com
In the Antarctic, seals and seabirds are used to
monitor change in marine ecosystems arising from
climate change or other anthropogenic impacts
such as fishing. The logistical constraints imposed
by the remote location and harsh climate of the
Southern Ocean has resulted in monitoring
programmes focusing on species that are accessible
during the austral summer at land-based sites. For
example, various species of seals and seabirds are
monitored during breeding at colonies along the
West Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) and Scotia Sea,
the region of Antarctica experiencing the most
rapid warming and the primary area for Antarctic
krill fishing. Foraging and breeding indices of these
predators have been used to infer changes in krill
availability in this region. However, adults that
provide parental care must return regularly to land
to feed dependent offspring, restricting how much
time can be spent at sea. Consequently, breeding
and foraging indices derived from parents will only
integrate information over restricted parts of the

The humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) is
the most commonly stranded baleen whale along
the southern mid-Atlantic US coast. We
investigated 93 stranding reports in Virginia and
North Carolina, USA, from 2000 to 2019 to assess
seasonality, demographics, and stranding cause.
Strandings occurred in every month and every year,
with significantly more (n=73) occurring in cooler
months (Dec-May; W=466.5; p=0.0002). Twentyfive whales were initially sighted as floating
carcasses, with 11 eventually beaching or being
towed to shore. Nine events involved live
strandings. Two live-stranded whales refloated
independently and were not re-sighted; two died
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marine environment and inferring changes in prey
variability from such predator indices may be
flawed. To highlight this limitation, we use data
from an unmonitored and unconstrained life history
stage of a monitored species; adult male Antarctic
fur seals. We present data collected from 18
individuals instrumented with electronic tags on the
South Orkney Islands shortly after breeding. Using
telemetry data in addition to biogeochemical
markers from whiskers, we demonstrate that the
pattern of foraging is consistent over years,
overlaps in time and three-dimensional space with
breeding chinstrap penguins (a monitored species)
and that they use the same areas as the krill
fishery. We suggest that indices collected from
unconstrained predators may be more informative
regarding ecosystem change than those currently
used, which do not integrate information across
large areas and may be subject to interference
competition from unmonitored species.

secondary – ABCAM 205723) dilutions were
tested for each species, and optimal parameters
were established by chemiluminescence. For GST
activity, optimal CDNB and GSH concentrations
were: 12.4-24.9 mM and 3.5-7.0 mM for T.
truncatus, 12-24 mM and 2.1-4.3 mM for B.
brydei, and 12.5-25 mM and 2.1-4.3 mM for S.
longirostris, respectively. Regarding CYP1A, 10
µg was the optimal protein load, and primary and
secondary antibodies dilutions were established at
0,1 µg/mL and 0,15 µg/mL, respectively, for T.
truncatus and S. longirostris, and the secondary
antibody at 0,3 µg/mL for B. brydei. Results
indicate similarity among species, suggesting that
tissue features might be more important than
species for analytical standardization. Nonetheless,
optimal substrate concentrations obtained for GST
are higher than those described in standardized
protocols and reinforce the need of standardization
of such methods to avoid any unbiased results.

Standardization of protocols for quantifying
GST activity and CYP1A levels in integument
biopsies of Tursiops truncatus, Stenella
longirostris and Balaenoptera brydei
Lüchmann, Karim Hahn; Righetti, Barbara P.H.;
Mattos, Jaco J.; Lima, Daína; Lanzarin, Lígia H.;
Rodrigues, Luiza M.; Bôas, Luiz O.B.V.; Bainy,
Afonso C.D.
Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina UDESC; Centro de Educação a Distância - CEAD,
Brazil
Corresponding Author: karim.luchmann@udesc.br

Identifying novel predictors of bycatch of
protected species in static net fisheries to better
inform mitigation.
Luck, Cian1; Cronin, Michelle2; Rogan, Emer3;
Gosch, Martha3; Cosgrove, Ronan4; Healy,
Kieran5; Jessopp, Mark3
(1) University College Cork, Ringaskiddy, Ireland
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The widespread occurrence of xenobiotics in
marine waters has prompted the development of
pollution monitoring programs to guide the
conservation of marine mammals, focused on
determining contaminant levels and evaluating the
biological related-effects on biota through the
analysis of biomarkers. Nonetheless, their use may
be limited due to the absence of standardized
methods specific to integument of cetacean species.
Thus, this study aimed to standardize the protocol
of two classic biomarkers: glutathione S-transferase
(GST) activity and cytochrome P450 1A (CYP1A)
immunodetection in integument of Tursiops
truncatus, Stenella longirostris and Balaenoptera
brydei. The samples were collected during the
Cetacean Monitoring Project (PMC-BS), required
by Brazil’s federal environmental agency for the
environmental licensing process of oil production
and transport by Petrobras at the Santos Basin presalt province. For the GST activity, kinetic curves
were constructed for the substrates 2,4dinitrochlorobenzene (CDNB) and reduced
glutathione (GSH), and fitted to Michaelis-Menten
non-linear regression. For CYP1A
immunodetection, microssomal protein loads and
antibody (primary – ABCAM 126887 and

Bycatch of protected species in static net fisheries
is a global conservation concern, and is currently
considered the dominant anthropogenic threat to
many marine mammal species worldwide.
Effective bycatch mitigation remains challenging,
contingent on an understanding of the underlying
mechanisms that cause individuals to become
entangled. We combined data collected by
scientific observers and fishers to identify the
strongest drivers of seal bycatch in static net
fisheries along the west, southwest, and south
coasts of Ireland. We included in our analysis
factors relating to the type of net used (mesh size)
and the environment in which they were set
(distance to major seal colony, water turbidity,
depth, and the occurrence of seal depredation of
catch). Based on a negative binomial generalised
linear model, the rate of seal bycatch significantly
increased in nets with larger mesh size, when seal
depredation occurred, and in waters that were more
turbid. The effect of distance to major seal colonies
on bycatch rates varied with season; increasing
closer to colonies in spring, summer, and autumn.
Our results identify reliable predictors of seal
bycatch that can be used to identify future bycatch
risk and target mitigation measures accordingly.
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This is the first study to identify the effect of water
turbidity on bycatch of protected marine species.
Increasing net visibility in turbid waters may
provide a novel approach to mitigating against
protected species bycatch in static net fisheries.

Netherlands
Corresponding Author: j.luksenburg@yahoo.com
Dolphins are impacted by a variety of threats but
little is known about spatial, temporal and interspecies variation in injuries. Our review of studies
which quantified the prevalence of injuries in
dolphin populations shows that different criteria are
being used for classifying injury types and that
injuries are reported using different methods. We
argue that the cause of injuries is often speculative
and therefore unsuitable as the primary basis for a
classification system. The lack of a universal
method for reporting the prevalence of injuries in
marine mammals hampers comparative studies of
geographic, temporal, and inter- and intra-specific
variation in the prevalence of injuries. To remedy
these problems we propose a classification system
for quantifying external injury types in marine
mammals which defines injury types on the basis of
their external morphology. We will test the
proposed classification system with several photo
databases. We review current knowledge about the
cause(s) of these injury types and identify topics for
further study. Standardized reporting of injuries
will hopefully deepen our understanding of factors
that affect the health and survival of marine
mammal populations worldwide.

Geo-spatial analysis on oil-spill risks for marine
mammals in Peru: In need of an action plan.
Luckow, Kendra1; Yaipen-LLanos, Carlos2
(1) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Canada
(2) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Lima
Corresponding Author: luckow@orca.org.pe
Oil spills are a worldwide concern when it comes
to the long-term effects that impact the marine
ecosystem. Oil can be toxic through contact with
skin, inhalation and ingestion. There is currently no
formal oil spill response plan for Peru, yet the
Peruvian coast is home to 30+ marine mammal
species that are at risk or endangered. We analyzed
the risks of a potential oil-spill considering the geospatial distribution of marine mammals to produce
an efficient proposal of an oil-spill action plan.
Geo-positional system coordinates were taken for
fixed rockeries for three pinniped species, as well
as frequency of coastal sightings and strandings of
ten cetacean species. Overlap mapping of these
coordinates was confronted with the physical
distribution of current oil platforms and gas plants.
Geospatial analysis helped us to identify the areas
where oil production is high: Over 40 platforms in
Tumbes and Piura states in the northern coast; six
oil distribution plants in Lima and Ica in the central
coast, and thirteen distribution platforms are
projected in Moquegua state in the south.
Amazingly, these states are of ecological
significance and most of the platforms are within
the range of Natural Reserves, carrying >80% of atrisk species, including the endangered marine otter.
Several lessons have been learned following past
oil-spill events, and it is clear that prevention plans,
buffer zones and safety guidelines must be
developed in Peru. In the event of an oil spill, only
ORCA’s South Pacific Marine Mammal Center in
Lima can provide medical assistance. In
consequence, we found that the overall result today
would be that of a high risk and a severe impact.
This further proves our need to advocate for an oil
spill action plan for marine mammals as the next
step in the conservation and protection of coastal
Peru.

Quantifying habitat use of killer whales in
Vestmannaeyjar, Iceland.
Lyal, Rebecca1; Samarra, Filipa2
(1) ORCA, St Albans, United Kingdom
(2) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
Corresponding Author: realyal91@gmail.com
Animal movements largely depend on the
proximate (immediate) or ultimate (long term)
requirements of the animal, and whether the habitat
resources can meet those requirements. Orcinus
orca are a globally distributed species, but tend to
occur in higher numbers in temperate and polar
regions. In Iceland, killer whales are annually
sighted in the summer months on the spawning
grounds of the Icelandic Summer-Spawning (ISS)
herring stock, located on the gravel beds around the
Vestmannaeyjar archipelago, south Iceland. To
understand if killer whales occur in this region to
feed on spawning herring we used ArcGIS to
investigate killer whale habitat use based on data
collected in July for six years, and environmental
data (substrate type and depth) from the European
Marine Observation Data Network (EMODnet).
The location of sightings was obtained from the
GPS locations of killer whale images collected
during surveys. Data layers were built upon a
170m² grid, firstly intersected with survey vessel
tracks, the presence or absence of orca per surveyed
cell, and lastly the environmental data layers,

A classification scheme for external injuries of
dolphins: Towards objective quantification and
comparison across space and time.
Luksenburg, Jolanda1; Sangster, George2
(1) Leiden University, Valkenburg zh, Netherlands
(2) Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Leiden,
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resulting in maps of orca habitat use around
Vestmannaeyjar (556 km²). A generalised linear
model tested the effect of the explanatory variables
(substrate type and depth) on killer whale presence.
The results showed coarse sediment, which
accounted for approximately 40% of the total study
area and is the material most suitable for herring
spawning, was the strongest determinant of orca
presence (p < 0.0005). Sightings’ depth was also
more strongly correlated with habitat suitable for
herring spawning than not. This study suggests that
within this region, killer whales are choosing areas
suitable for herring and targeting this prey, but
further research will be necessary to investigate if
there are temporal or individual/group-specific
variations in habitat use.

lethally entangled. Entanglement threat is
influenced by many dynamic factors, such as gear
type, the co-occurrence of animals and gear/debris,
and lack of familiarity (e.g. changes in habitat use
and/or fishing effort) and/or inexperience of
animals (e.g. age class considerations). Changes in
effort may also influence reporting. Starting in
2013, significant population-level changes (e.g.
sighting rates, habitat usage, animal condition)
began to be documented in the Hawaii distinct
population segment. These changes likely
influenced entanglement threat. While confirmed
entanglement cases reported on the feeding grounds
off Alaska have decreased the last 2 years, they
generally have remained constant over the longterm. However, reports off British Columbia have
shown a general increase since
2015. Entanglement reporting on the
breeding/calving ground off Hawaii varied less,
perhaps in part due to an increase in reports
originating from British Columbia. Reports of
subadults entangled off Hawaii have decreased,
possibly as a result of greater energetic costs of
entanglement and a changing environment (e.g.
limited resources) on subadults. However, the rate
of non-lethal entanglements, as determined through
scar analysis in Hawaii, has not changed
significantly over the period. The percentage of
reports from Alaska feeding grounds involving
nearshore-set gear, as well as, involving the mouth
have tripled and doubled, respectively, perhaps a
result of differences in local habitat use by whales.
Information gained by evaluating entanglement risk
remains our best strategy for reducing
entanglement threat. However, broad-based
changes, such as environmental trends and cycles,
may provide additional challenges to understanding
an already dynamic threat – entanglement,
affecting humpback whales and other species.

Are recent population level changes in the
central North Pacific humpback whales,
Megaptera novaeangliae, affecting entanglement
threat and reporting rate?
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From here to there: Distance reproduction in a
harbor seal.
Maaß, Eric1; Dehnhardt, Guido2; Hanke, Frederike
(1) Rostock University, Rostock, Germany
(2) University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany
Corresponding Author: eric.maass@uni-rostock.de
Harbor seals and other marine mammals regularly
commute between haul-out places and feeding
grounds. Mostly it was speculated that the seals’
orientation and navigation abilities are based on
cues derived from external sensory systems.
However, at first glance the open ocean does not
seem to provide many external cues for orientation.
Therefore, we propose that seals might rely on
information that can solely be derived from internal
cues, if necessary. These internal cues could help
the animal to continuously document distances
travelled as a parameter for spatial orientation.

Entanglement in fishing gear and marine debris is
considered a principal anthropogenic threat to large
whales. Over a hundred whales are reported
entangled in the North Pacific annually. In some
regions scar studies have indicated that
approximately 50% of the animals have been non-
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aggregation
s occur. In
response,
NMFS
Alaska
Region and
National
Park
Service
(NPS)
biologists
have
worked
together
since 2011
to produce
weekly
whale
sightings
maps that
improve
situational
awareness
for bridge
teams on
cruise ships
and the
Alaska
Marine
Highway
state
ferries. Cru
ise ships
and state
ferries are
the target
audience
because
their prior
experience
with whale
strikes
motivates
them to
improve
situational
awareness
and avoid
collisions.
These
weekly
maps
helped to
inform
mariners'
whale
avoidance
and
proactive
measures,

Here, we tested a harbor seal in a distance
reproduction task along a 43 m long stretched belt
system in the water. The seal was familiarized with
a standard distance interval, which it immediately
had to replicate by keeping the same swimming
direction. The seal was able to reproduce a given
distance very accurately and independently from its
absolute position. Furthermore, it could decrease its
error of replication to less than 10% when asked to
replicate specific distances repeatedly. We could
also show that the seal did not learn specific
endpoints during the reproduction and might have
focused on motor cues by swimming specific
motion patterns for each given distance. Its
performance was also almost unimpaired in the
absence of optical cues. Thus, we conclude that
distance estimation and reproduction could assist
spatial orientation in the seals’ natural
environment, even when external information is
missing.
Using whale alert in southeast Alaska: Creating
safe waters for both mariners and whales.
Mabry, Kristin1; Wiley, David2; Gabriele,
Christine3; Taylor-Thomas, Louise4; Jensen,
Aleria5; Neilson, Janet3
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After
discussions
among
stakeholder
s about
whale strike
avoidance
in
Southeast
Alaska, the
maritime
community
sought the
ability to
avoid
whales and
take
proactive
measures
(i.e.
reducing
their speed)
in areas
where
whale
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however
the
sightings
were up to
a week old
when
delivered in
this format.
Real-time
whale
sightings
were a
mutual goal
realized
in May
2016, when
mariners
and
biologists
were able
to
share sighti
ngs in the
Whale Alert
online
mapping
system and
smart
phone
applications
. After the
first 3
seasons of
digitally
capturing
and
reporting
sightings,
we'll
present
lessons
learned and
a path
forward for
continued
conservatio
n.

Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Corresponding Author: maciel.bio@hotmail.com
Acoustic repertoires may change in temporal and
spatial scale, which can result from new social
alliances, by changes in the acoustic soundscape or
geographic variation. Considering the increase of
the anthropogenic impacts in Sepetiba Bay (Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil) over the years and the movements
of Guiana dolphins (Sotalia guianensis)
between Sepetiba and Ilha Grande bays (Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil), the goals of this study are: 1) to
evaluate the temporal changes in whistles of
Guiana dolphins in the last 20 years in the Sepetiba
bay; 2) spatially compare the acoustic repertoire
between Sepetiba and Ilha Grande bays. We
divided our database of acoustic recordings in two
settings: “past time” (Sepetiba Bay between 1998
and 2002) and “present time” (Sepetiba and Ilha
Grande bays 2015 to 2018). In order to compare
whistles in temporal and spatial scale, we compared
frequency contours over tow time series and
between bays. We compared 200 frequency
contours in each population using the ARTwarp
method. For this comparison, we used a 96%
vigilance with contours re-sampled at 10ms. We
identify a total of 74 contour types in Sepetiba bay
and 114 in Ilha Grande bay. The temporal
comparison indicated 63 contour types only in the
past, 4 in the only in the present and 8 in both time
series. The spatial comparison indicated a total of
10 whistles shared among populations. Previews
studies point to an increase of anthropic impact in
Sepetiba bay and indicate that Guiana dolphins are
changing their acoustic behavior over time. Thus,
the observed temporal changes may indicate
acoustic changes due to anthropic impacts in the
bay. In addition, spatial changes indicate that even
spatial separation between Guiana dolphins in this
bays, they may remain social connection.
Capturing fishermen's knowledge to understand
the scale and impacts of marine animal
entanglement in Scottish waters from a
conservation, welfare and economic perspective.
MacLennan, Ellie1; Brownlow, Andrew2; Dearing,
Kirstie3; Dolman, Sarah4; Hartny-Mills, Lauren5;
Jarvis, Dan6; Philp, Alistair
(1) Scottish Marine Animal Stranding Scheme, Isle
of Skye, United Kingdom
(2) SRUC, Inverness, United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Natural Heritage, Perth, United
Kingdom
(4) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom
(5) Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust,
Tobermory, United Kingdom
(6) British Divers Marine Life Rescue, Hayle,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: ellie.maclennan@sac.co.uk

Does Guina dolphin repertoire change over
time? 20 years of recording data.
Maciel, Israel1; Melo-Santos, Gabriel2; Tardin,
Rodrigo3
(1) Federal Rural University of Rio de Janeiro
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit - Scottish Oceans
Institute - School of Biology - University of St
Andrews UK, BioMA - Biology and Conservation
of Amazonian Aquatic Mammals, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(3) Department of Ecology, Universidade do
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Marine animal entanglement in fishing gear is a
growing problem worldwide, considered by many
to be the single most significant marine mammal
welfare issue of our time. In Scottish waters the
reported prevalence of entanglements over the last
20 years has remained low, but based on data
collected by the Scottish Marine Animal Stranding
Scheme (SMASS) the incidence and range of
affected species appears to be increasing.
Entanglement in static gear has now been identified
as the largest cause of non-natural mortality in
Scottish baleen whales, however a thorough
scientific understanding of the impacts of these
incidents remains limited due to underreporting,
constraints of post-mortem examinations, and the
low likelihood of retrieving carcasses. In a bid to
address this, the Scottish Entanglement Alliance
(SEA) was established in June 2018. A partnership
between six marine research, industry and
conservation and welfare bodies, SEA is working
closely with small-scale static fishermen to provide
a co-ordinated, comprehensive monitoring and
engagement programme to better understand the
scale and impacts of marine animal entanglements
from various perspectives. To achieve this, inshore
creel fishermen have been participating in
anonymous interviews regarding their fishing
practices, wildlife encounters and experiences and
knowledge of entanglements. To date 109
interviewed have been completed and 105 separate
and previously unreported entanglement incidents
involving cetaceans and other species have been
recorded. This is the first time this type of research
has been conducted in the UK and feedback from
fishers so far is highlighting several technical,
policy and social challenges surrounding
entanglement in small-scale fisheries. However
over 80% of those interviewed have expressed an
interest in engaging in measures to reduce the risks
of future entanglements. This demonstrates the
potential to develop practical, industry-led
solutions to this issue in Scottish waters, which will
form the next stage of this work.

Southeast U. S. Marine Mammal and Sea Turtle
Viewing Guidelines (henceforth, Wildlife Viewing
Guidelines, WVG) to promote responsible use of
bottlenose dolphin stocks in Florida; however, little
work has been focused on determining the efficacy
of these policies. The Eckerd College Dolphin
Project documented HI encounters
opportunistically from 2009-2018, providing a
long-term dataset for which boater compliance to
the WVG could be analyzed. We assigned a
compliance code to each HI encounter (n = 151) in
our dataset for a range of compliance from noncompliant and negligent (3) to compliant (0). We
then performed a stepwise multiple regression as a
function of vessel characteristics, such as vessel
type, in order to identify key explanatory factors
for encounter compliance in the study area. Vessel
activity was the key explanatory variable identified
by the model for HI encounters, where vessels
engaged in wildlife viewing tended toward a
greater degree of non-compliance. We assessed
baseline public awareness of the WVG by
distributing a survey to beachgoers. We calculated
a policy awareness score for each respondent (n =
225) determined by the number of questions
specifically addressing the WVG answered
correctly. Then we performed a stepwise multiple
regression as a function of demographic data,
highlighting key predictors for policy awareness.
This preliminary survey provides insight on
potential targets for increased public education
measures as gender, education level, and age were
the most important predictors of policy awareness.
Thus, this study provides a dual approach for
analyzing boater compliance to the WVG and
public awareness of these conservation policies.
Managers could use such information to better
target allocation of enforcement and education
resources.
Morphological and molecular identification of
gastrointestinal parasites in free-living striped
dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba) of the Gulf of
Taranto (Northern Ionian Sea, Central
Mediterranean Sea)
Fanizza, Carmelo1; Maglietta, Rosalia2; Carlucci,
Roberto3; Marangi, Marianna4
(1) Jonian Dolphin Conservation, Taranto, Italy
(2) National Research Council CNR-STIIMA,
Jonian Dolphin Conservation, Bari, Italy
(3) Department of Biology, University of Bari,
Bari, Italy
(4) University of Foggia, Foggia, Italy
Corresponding Author: carmelo@joniandolphin.it

Examining patterns in human interaction with
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) and
assessment of public awareness of policy: A
multiple regression model provides a dual
approach for understanding a conservation
issue in Tampa Bay.
MacQueeney, Meredith1; Collier, Michelle;
Simard, Peter1; Gowans, Shannon2
(1) Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, FL
(2) Eckerd College, St Petersburg
Corresponding Author: memacque@eckerd.edu

The striped dolphin Stenella coeruleolba has been
reported to be host of several gastrointestinal
parasites as protozoa, nematoda, cestoda, trematoda
and acanthocephalan, some of them considered to
be highly pathogenic and cause of death for this

It is well documented that human interaction (HI)
with cetaceans can have detrimental population
level effects. To mitigate this stress, the National
Marine Fisheries Service has established the
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small odontocetes. Generally, parasitological
investigations on the gastrointestinal parasites have
been carried out on stranded and dead dolphins and
only occasionally the necropsy provided
information on death cause. Conversely, data on
gastrointestinal parasites in free-living dolphins are
still limited due to the difficulty in collecting
samples and the cost effort in performing
experimental studies. The present study provides
results on the gastrointestinal parasites fauna
infecting S. coeruleolba free living in the Gulf of
Taranto, by using non minimally invasive methods
to collect fecal samples. Standardized vessel-based
surveys targeting the striped dolphins was carried
out from September 2018 in the study area, and
GPS position, depth (m) and number of observed
striped dolphins were recorded during sightings.
Each fecal sample was subjected to coprological
examinations and molecular techniques in order to
identify/characterize the parasites. Analysis
revealed that S. coeruleolba harboured 3 parasites
species (2 protozoa and 1 nematode) with some of
them bearing zoonotic and/or pathogenic potential.
Although preliminary, this study represents the first
parasitological monitoring in free living dolphins
within the Mediterranean Sea providing a baseline
for studies on dolphin’s health as well as a
contribution towards the development of effective
conservation plan for species in this biogeographic
region.

In this framework, a common register for the
Mediterranean basin for the monitoring of
impulsive noise was developed in line with the
European Commission Decision 2017/848 and
following technical recommendations from the TGNoise. The conception is based on the first
demonstration tool developed by ACCOBAMS in
2016. The development also took advantage of
similar initiatives on Descriptor 11 in European
seas (OSPAR, HELCOM and ICES).
This Impulsive Noise Register in the Mediterranean
region (INR-MED) facilitates the assessment of
pressure levels for D11 in the process relative to
the MSFD or to the Ecosystem Approach led by
Barcelona Convention (for EU and non-EU
Mediterranean Countries). Indeed, once data are
uploaded, the reported noise events are displayed in
a map interface and calculation of Criterion 1 of
D11 (Anthropogenic impulsive sound in water) is
automatically provided, facilitating the
interpretation.
For moving forward with future combined risk and
impact analysis, the project QUIETMED2, also
funded by the DG Environment, will facilitate the
assessment through the establishment of a link
between the pressure and the associated
environmental risk.
Interactions between cetaceans and purse seine
fisheries in the Madeira archipelago (NE
Atlantic)
Magnan, Melanie; Tejerina, Raquel1; Hermida,
Margarida; Dinis, Ana4
(1) Oceanic Observatory of Madeira, Funchal,
Portugal
(2) MARE
(3) Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre,
Funchal, Portugal
(4) MARE/ARDITI/OOM, Funchal, Portugal
Corresponding Author:
melanie.mmagnan@gmail.com

The International Impulsive Noise Register for
the Mediterranean Sea Region (INR-MED)
Maglio, Alessio1; Sanchez, Marta2; SALIVAS,
Maylis3; Ben Nakhla, Lobna4
(1) SINAY, Valbonne - Sophia Antipolis, France
(2) Centro Tecnológico Naval y del Mar. CIF: G30772438, Fuente Alamo (Murcia), Spain
(3) ACCOBAMS Secretariat, Monaco, Monaco
(4) SPA/RAC, Tunis, Tunisia
Corresponding Author: alessio.maglio@sinay.fr
The QUIETMED project, funded by the EC-DG
Environment, aims to enhance cooperation among
Member States (MS) in the Mediterranean Sea to
implement the Second Cycle of the Marine
Directive through: i) promoting a common
approach at Mediterranean level to update GES and
Environmental targets related to Descriptor 11 on
underwater noise; ii) development of
methodological aspects for the implementation of
ambient noise monitoring programs; iii)
development of an impulsive noise joint monitoring
program based on a common register, including
gathering and processing available data on
underwater noise. The project was developed by a
consortium composed of 10 entities coordinated by
CTN. It ended in December 2018, after 24 months
of duration.

The waters off Madeira archipelago present a large
diversity of marine mammals. Of the 38 species
that can be encountered in the Atlantic Ocean, 29
have been recorded here. Despite this great
abundance, this study provides the first assessment
of the range and impact of cetacean interactions
with fisheries for this region. One observer
collected data aboard three artisanal purse seine
fishing vessels small targeting small pelagic fish
species, covering 100% of the fleet, during 13
months. Data collected covered cetacean sightings,
fishing event parameters and interactions. Thirtysix sightings were registered on 21 trips, from a
total of 72 trips monitored. The common bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) was the main cetacean
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species sighted and seen interacting, followed by
the short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus
delphis). From the several variables analysed, only
the association of sardine (Sardina pilchardus) total
catch biomass and cetacean presence was found to
be statistically significant (P value = 0.0333) . In
Madeira, sardines have low commercial value, thus
there is no pressure from fishermen to take action
or to implement measures in order to decrease this
interaction. However, some negative reactions,
including one by-catch event with mortality, were
observed, suggesting that mitigation measures may
be needed to protect cetaceans. The fact that all the
fishing trips occurred at night, with limited
visibility, made the correct identification of
cetacean species difficult, and a relatively low
percentage of trips was surveyed. This might have
influenced the data analysis and conclusions
towards good local stock availability, and little or
no competition between fishermen and top
predators. These results should be regarded with
caution as further studies covering more trips and
other types of fishery should be undertaken to lead
to a more complete assessment of the range and
impact of fisheries on cetaceans, in this important
oceanic region.

a strategy which may have assisted these
populations’ recovery.
The aim of this study is to investigate the
occurrence, habitat use, sex ratio and physical state
of humpback whales in an Icelandic subarctic
feeding ground during the breeding season
(January–March) in comparison to the more
traditional May–October feeding season. The
physical state observed is sexual receptivity, based
on sex hormone levels (testosterone, oestradiol and
progesterone), and stress based on cortisol levels.
Such measurements will allow for an investigation
of mating opportunities in the subarctic, pregnancy
rate and whether humpbacks experience more
stress during the subarctic winter months compared
to other seasons. Such information provides insight
into the trade-off strategy between overwintering
and migrating. The biopsy samples are collected
from free roaming humpback whales during the
winter (November-February), late spring (AprilMay), late summer (August) and fall (October).
The preliminary results from the first year, i.e.
2018-2019, of a three years study will be presented.
The findings could provide a new global
perspective of the life history dynamics of this
species and their possible response to the rapidly
changing climate of the Polar Regions.

Subarctic winter whales: An overwintering
strategy of humpback whales in Icelandic
waters.
Magnúsdóttir, Edda Elísabet1; Hall, Ailsa2;
Pampoulie, Christophe S.3; Víkingsson, Gísli3;
Miller, Patrick4
(1) University of Iceland, Reykjavík, Iceland
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews,
United Kingdom
(3) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
(4) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: eddaem@hi.is

Long-term mom/calf associations in roughtoothed dolphins (Steno bredanensis) off the
island of Hawaiʻi: Evidence of a stable
matrilineal social structure in a deep-water
dolphin?
Mahaffy, Sabre1; Baird, Robin2
(1) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia,
Washington
(2) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
Corresponding Author:
mahaffys@cascadiaresearch.org
Documenting long-term mother/calf associations in
cetaceans is often challenging due to the
inconspicuous nature of calves. For rough-toothed
dolphins however, individuals can be identified
using pigmentation patterns visible from birth,
allowing for assessing the associations of calves.
Using photo-identification data from Hawaiʻi
Island (2003-2018), associations between moms
(n=5) and their calves (n=16) were assessed for
pairs initially seen in close, constant association
and demonstrating synchronous surfacing. Mothers
selected were first sighted with calves in
2003/2004, allowing sufficient time to document
calf association. Mothers were re-sighted over
periods of 4.0-13.7 years (median=11.5). The
number of calves per mom ranged from 3-4
(median=3) and calves remained associated up to
9.9 years (median=4.2). Older calves typically
remained in association with the mother,

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) were
near depletion during the mid-20th century, but for
the last two decades they have been recovering
rapidly, particularly in polar regions for the last few
years. The humpback is a migrating baleen whale
whose behaviour is believed to be largely discrete
between their winter breeding and summer feeding
grounds. Recent research on the migration
behaviour of humpbacks in the North Atlantic has
shown a delayed winter migration and even
overwintering of humpbacks in the subarctic.
Recent findings by the author showed how males
engage in active singing (a male breeding display)
during their reported breeding season in the
subarctic, indicating a trade-off between growth
and reproduction on a high latitude feeding ground;
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consistently lower dolphin usage in the west
Lantau area that overlapped with the bridge
alignment while their habitat use became
much more confined in north Lantau.
Furthermore, individuals’ ranges have shifted
from north Lantau to west Lantau since the
construction commenced. There was also a
marked decline in individual movements
between northwest and west Lantau through
what is believed to be an important traveling
corridor for the dolphins and which may now
be obstructed by the physical presence of
bridge piers. Even though a series of
mitigation measures has been adopted during
the bridge construction, dolphins were
evidently displaced from their once prime
habitat (in north Lantau). Given the decreasing
trend in dolphin abundance and the everincreasing threats in the waters surrounding
Lantau Island, other conservation measures
are urgently needed because the current
mitigation actions taken do not appear to be
effective at stopping the continuing decline in
dolphin numbers using Hong Kong’s waters.

occasionally into adulthood, even after new calves
were observed, often traveling with the new calf
between them. In fact, three of the moms were seen
traveling with three different calves, with older
calves either surfacing on the fringe of the group or
with new associates. All offspring considered subadults or younger (n=9) when last sighted (with the
exception of one juvenile not re-sighted past 2006
and assumed to have died) remained with the
mother for the duration of the study. One adult
male remained with the mother for 7.6 years and
either left following arrival of a new calf, or died,
and one presumed adult female was last sighted
with the mom two years after reaching maturity.
Inter-calf intervals, estimated using the date each
new calf was first observed, ranged from 3.7-5.0
years; median=3.8, n=6. Despite sample size
limitations, this study provides evidence of longterm associations between mothers and calves,
suggesting that if dispersal occurs, it is likely at
attainment of sexual maturity. More research is
needed to determine whether calves eventually
disperse or remain in the natal group for life.
Impacts of bridge construction on the IndoPacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis) in
Hong Kong’s waters
Mak, Viena Hei Man1; Wang, John Y.2; AraújoWang, Claryana3; Hung, Samuel K.4
(1) Hong Kong Cetacean Research Project, Hong
Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R., China
(2) CetAsia Research Group / Trent University,
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(3) Botos do Cerrado, Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(4) Hong Kong Cetacean Research Project,
Kowloon, Hong Kong SAR
Corresponding Author: vienamak@gmail.com

Towards ecologically-based management for
recreational whale watching.
Malcolm, Christopher1; Burnham, Rianna2; Duffus,
Dave3
(1) Brandon University, Brandon, MB, Canada
(2) Univ. of Victoria, Victoria
(3) University of Victoria, Victoria, Canada
Corresponding Author: malcolmc@brandonu.ca
Current guidelines for recreational whale watching
have little scientific foundation and are largely used
because they provide an enforceable regulatory
procedure. In light of the growth of cetacean-based
tourism and the increase in the breadth and depth of
research, we advocate for a stronger ecological and
life history grounding to enhance the efficacy of
these codes of conduct in reducing whale
disturbance. We provide four areas for
consideration to refine whale watching
management: adaptation to the ecological setting of
whale aggregations; quantification of acoustic
disturbance by vessels and aircraft; the exclusion of
sensitive species, populations, or individuals at
critical life stages from the tourism resource base;
and the need to assess the cumulative effects of
stressors on whales. In each case we draw on
examples from our long-term research site on the
west coast of Vancouver Island, where foraging
gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) are the focal
species of tourist activities, but believe these
elements are broadly applicable to other species.
We suggest mitigation measures such as ‘quiet
zones’, and time-area restrictions on viewing,
including more stringent restrictions on encounter

Coastal development is a major threat to the
Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins that inhabit
Hong Kong’s waters. Since 2012, the impacts
on the local dolphins caused by the
construction of an artificial island and
extensive pier structure for several connecting
bridges to the artificial island, were revealed by
line-transect boat-based surveys, individual
photo-identification work and shore-based
theodolite tracking. This development project
is part of an expansive bridge alignment of the
Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge, which is the
world’s longest sea-crossing bridge connecting
three major cities across the Pearl River
Estuary, and was undertaken over dolphin
habitat around Lantau Island. Line-transect
data revealed a dramatic decline in dolphin
abundance in northeast Lantau (from 11 in
2011 to 0 in 2018) where the artificial island is
situated and also in nearby northwest Lantau
(from 39 in 2011 to 6 in 2018). Dolphin
densities calculated in a grid system indicated
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lengths, approach distance, and the viewing of
animals most sensitive to human-derived stressors.

region (well below the 10% of the Aichi
Biodiversity Target of 2020) makes their
conservation all the more difficult. To resolve this
issue, several countries have created marine
mammals’ sanctuaries covering their entire EEZ or
at least large zones of it.

Introducing the Risso's dolphins of the Isle of
Man
Manley, Bryony1; Felce, Tom2; Adams, Jennifer1
(1) Manx Whale and Dolphin Watch, Peel, Isle of
Man
(2) Manx Whale and Dolphin Watch, Peel, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: bryony@manley.org.uk

Along with national and international policies
dedicated to marine mammals, this may be one the
best way to ensure protected areas large enough to
encompass marine mammals’ high mobility.
However some of these sanctuaries aren’t
recognized by the IUCN’s world database on
protected areas and most of them don’t have any
management plan or enforcement in place.

The Isle of Man is a small island situated in the
middle of the shallow Irish Sea. There have been
no dedicated publications addressing cetacean
presence in Manx waters, only brief mention in
other British Isles studies. Manx waters are one of
the few places in the British Isles where Risso’s
dolphins (Grampus griseus) are seen regularly
throughout the summer months very close to the
coast. Manx Whale and Dolphin Watch have
collected over a decade of public sightings, boat
based, land based, and photo-identification data for
Manx cetaceans including the Risso’s dolphin.
Presented here is an overview of these data to
introduce the Isle of Man as what appears to be an
important habitat for Risso’s dolphins in this part of
the world. These data highlight an area of
consistent summer seasonal use by Risso’s
dolphins with good sighting numbers, and photo-ID
catalogue size and re-sightings rates comparable to
other published British Isle ‘hot-spots’ such as
those in Wales and the Scottish Hebrides as well as
regional photo-ID matches. Compared to regions
such as the Azores, the British Isles shows lower
re-sighting rates of Risso’s dolphins, perhaps
suggesting larger home ranges and a wider use of
the region as a whole. As a central point in this
region the Isle of Man may serve as an important
‘mixing’ location for Risso’s dolphins from the
north and the south which will only be evidenced
by a greater focus on consistent photoidentification data and a strong collaboration
between parties studying this fascinating species
around this region.

In the direct line of the Sistership Sanctuary
Network initiated by the Stellwagen Bank National
Marine Sanctuary (NOAA), the European Project
CARI’MAM, led by the Agoa Sanctuary (French
Biodiversity Agency), aims to form a network of
marine protected areas dedicated to marine
mammal conservation in the Wider Caribbean
region and beyond. Among the action led trough
the project, emphasis is put on capacity-building
for managers and development of common
management tools. The Transatlantic MPA
Network also initiated a twinning program
specifically dedicated to marine mammals
throughout the Ocean, which led during the last
year to the development of tools specifically
designed to answer marine mammals’ management.
Together, these projects develop new opportunities
to enhance the conservation of marine mammals in
the Caribbean and their inclusion in national and
international policies.
Social structure in a resident population of
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in NW
Spain (Galicia)
Manusset, Laurène1; Methion, Séverine2; Díaz
López, Bruno3
(1) University of Tours
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
O Grove, Spain
(3) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Spain
Corresponding Author:
laurene.manusset@laposte.net

Marine protected areas dedicated to marine
mammals in the Caribbean
Mannaerts, Gérald
Agence française pour la biodiversité, Fort-deFrance, Martinique, France
Corresponding Author:
gerald.mannaerts@afbiodiversite.fr

Social network analysis is important for
studying the evolution of social systems. The
aim of this study is to describe the social
structure of a resident population of common
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). Data
were collected between January and June
2017 onboard a research vessel in the Ria de
Arousa (Galicia, North West of Spain).

The Caribbean Sea is a hot spot for marine
mammals biodiversity with over 31 species
suspected among the 80 identified worldwide.
However the low coverage of marine protected
areas of national and international waters in this
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Dolphins were identified by the natural marks
present on their dorsal fin with photoidentification analysis. The strength of the
associations was measured using the Half
Weight Index (HWI). Social structure and
network analysis were carried out with
SOCPROG. 111 sigthings were recorded and
118 individuals were identified. Analysis was
restrictred to adult marked individuals
observed on more than six differents days (n =
42 dolphins). On average, each individual was
seen 12 times (se = 0.65). Permutation
analysis showed preferred association
between individuals. The average HWI was
0.29 (sd = 0.11), the sum HWI was 12.84 (sd =
4.53), and the max HWI was 0.65 (sd = 0.12).
The affinity of this population was 12.86 (sd =
2.16), the strenght was 11.84 (sd = 4.53), the
eigenvector centrality was 0.14 (sd = 0.06), the
reach was 160.23 (sd = 68.66), and the
clustering coefficient was 0.44 (sd = 0.07).
Temporal analysis demonstrated that dolphins
showed rapid dissociations and preferred
companions. Modularity analysis reported a
population divided in 5 different social groups.
These findings report a social structure
characterized by fission-fusion dynamics with
preferred associations between individuals.
Further studies are needed to understand the
potential factors (e.g., sex and behaviour)
determining the observed differences in
association between individuals.

Over 725 southern right whale (Eubalaena
australis) calves died at Península Valdés,
Argentina during 2003-2018. No such mortality has
occurred at other right whale calving grounds.
While pathogenic microbes are often suggested to
cause mortality in cetaceans, to date there is no
evidence supporting bacterial infections as a
leading cause of right whale calf deaths in
Argentina. In this study we aimed to identify the
bacterial community in the guts of stranded right
whale calves and explore whether some of those
bacteria were pathogenic and potentially linked to
calf mortality. We used high-throughput
sequencing and culture methods to characterize the
bacterial communities from the small and large
intestine of stranded calves (n=44) that died in
2005-2010. We found 108 bacterial genera, most
identified as Firmicutes or Bacteroidetes, and 9
genera that have been previously implicated in
diseases of marine mammals including
Mycoplasma, Streptococcus, Erysipelothrix and
Clostridium. Clostridium perfringens was present
in all samples. Moreover, all C. perfringens isolates
(n=38) were positive for alpha, 50% for beta 2
(n=19) and 47% for enterotoxin (CPE) genes
(n=18). Clostridium perfringens is associated with
food-poisoning and gastrointestinal diseases in
humans and possibly other animals. The prevalence
of the cpe gene found in the Valdés calves is
unusually high compared with other mammals.
However, insufficient histologic evidence of
gastrointestinal lesions in the gut of stranded calves
(possibly masked by autolysis), and absence of
enterotoxins, precludes conclusions about the role
of C. perfringens in calf deaths. This is the first
reported characterization of the microbial
community that lives within the intestines of baleen
whale calves and one of the few to study potential
pathogenic bacteria in stranded whale carcasses.

Microbial diversity in the intestine of stranded
southern right whale calves (Eubalaena
australis)
Marón, Carina F.1; Kohl, Kevin D.; Chirife,
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A new, multidisciplinary approach to monitor
the health status of free-living fin (Balaenoptera
physalus) and sperm (Physeter macrocephalus)
whales in the Pelagos Sanctuary, CorsicanLigurian-Provençal basin.
Marangi, Marianna1; Airoldi, Sabina2; Beneduce,
Luciano1; Giangaspero, Annunziata1; Zaccone,
Claudio1
(1) University of Foggia, Foggia, Italy
(2) Tethys Research Institute, Bordighera, Italy
Corresponding Author: marianna.marangi@unifg.it
Fin and sperm whale Mediterranean populations
are classified respectively as vulnerable and
endangered in the International Union for
Conservation of Nature Red List and potentially
threatened by both infectious diseases and
anthropogenic factors. Parasites, bacteria, as well
as organic and inorganic pollutants, are considered
among the main causes of whale’s death or factors
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predisposing them to other pathologies. To date,
most of the investigations on these species have
been carried out on stranded and dead whales and
performed by necropsy, occasionally providing
information on the death causes. Nowadays, data
on health status in free-living whales are limited,
mainly due to both the difficulty and the high costs
of sampling. In order to get information on the
health status of fin and sperm whales living in the
Pelagos Sanctuary, a preliminary, multidisciplinary
study was carried out analysing three faecal
samples (2 samples from fin whales and 1 sample
from sperm whale) collected with a non-invasive
sampling method in the framework of a 30-years
long research project on the ecology of these two
populations. Each faecal sample underwent
parasitological, microbiological and chemical
analysis. Results revealed that fin and sperm
whales harbour Blastocystis sp., a protozoan
parasite with an anthropozoonotic potential, which
was never recorded before in these species.
Furthermore, a more diverse bacterial community
and a higher concentration of heavy metals (i.e.,
As, Co, Hg) were found in the sperm whale sample
compared to fin whale ones, while the
concentration of 16 EPA PAHs and 21 PCBs was
<2 ppb in all tested samples. This preliminary study
represents the first report of a multidisciplinary
approach in live whales investigation, and may
provide a baseline for both future monitoring
studies on the relationships between health status
and anthropogenic pressure, and the development
of effective conservation plan for these species in
the Mediterranean Sea.

with the purse seine fishery best documented.
However, work is still needed to evaluate the level
of the events and work towards mitigation
strategies. We used face to face interviews (n~200)
along the Algarve coast covering the most
important fishing ports (n=11) to identify areas,
fishing gears and cetacean species of most concern.
We found that interactions occur mainly along the
whole Algarve coast between the purse seine and
common dolphins, Delphinus delphis with
occasional bycatch. On the other hand, for set net
fisheries (gill or trammel nets), interactions are
frequent with bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops
truncatus, and mainly in the leeward (eastern
Algarve) side of the coast, where damage of catch
and fishing gear were highly reported and bycatch
levels are low. Minimizing cetacean–fishery
interactions requires the implementation of casespecific management strategies with the active
participation of fishers. Ongoing work using a
participatory multi-actor approach involving
various stakeholders is taking place to find the best
mitigation approaches as also in a way to obtain
better results in local marine management and
conservation.
Morphological and molecular characterization
of Pennella sp. (Copepoda: Pennellidae) isolated
in sperm and fin whales from the
Mediterranean Sea.
Marcer, Federica1; Marchiori, Erica2; Tessarin,
Cinzia2; Dotto, Giorgia2; Paoletti, Michela3;
Mattiucci, Simonetta4
(1) Department of Animal Medicine, Production
and Health MAPS, Legnaro (PD), Italy
(2) Dept. MAPS, University of Padova, Italy,
Legnaro (PD), Italy
(3) Dept. Biological and Ecological Sciences,
Viterbo (VT), Italy
(4) Dept. Public Health and Infectious Diseases
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Improving evaluation of cetacean interactions
with fisheries in a stakeholder participatory
context: A running example in Southern
Portugal (Algarve).
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Pennella Oken, 1816 is a genus of mesoparasitic
copepods, infecting cephalopods, teleost fishes and
marine mammals. Two species are mainly reported
in fish (P. instructa and P. filosa), while P.
balaenopterae is the species described in cetaceans.
The aim of this report is to characterize
morphologically and molecularly adult and
immature stages of Pennella sp. collected in sperm
and fin whale stranded along Italian coastlines.
Specimens of Pennella sp. were collected from
skin-blubber of three sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus) and six fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus) stranded along the Apulian, Sardinian
and Tuscan coasts between 2008 and 2015. The
samples were preserved in 70% ethanol and studied
by stereomicroscopy, microscopy and

The Algarve (southern Portugal) is an important
fishing region in Portugal, with a high potential for
cetacean-fishery interactions. Increasing
interactions between fisheries and marine protected
species (e.g. cetaceans) are a reality and occur
worldwide in many forms. The negative aspects of
these interactions for both fishermen (e.g. loss of
catch through depredation or gear damage) and for
the animals (e.g. incidental capture leading in most
cases to death) are of most concern. The only
works available regarding this subject for the
region, indicate that several cetacean species
interact with many coastal fisheries in the area,
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environmental scanning electron microscope. The
adult copepods (from sperm whale and fin whale)
were identified as P. balaenopterae (Abaunza et al.,
Crustacean 74: 193-210, 2001), while the immature
copepods were referred to Pennella filosa,
according to the morphological features reported by
Thompson (1905, Biol Bull 8 (5): 296-307).
Portions of adult and immature specimens were
also submitted to molecular analyses by a PCR,
amplifying the mtDNA cox1 gene (using the
primers LCO1490 and HCO2198 (Folmer et al.,
1994; Mol Mar Biol Biotechnol. 3(5): 294–299)).
The sequences were compared with those present
in GenBank and previously obtained from
specimens of P. filosa (from bluefin tuna) and P.
instructa (from swordfish). Alignment of the
sequences was performed using BioEdit and
genetic analysis (MP, NJ) by MEGA6.0 was
performed. The preliminary results of this study
indicate a genetic similarity among all the different
Pennella spp., suggesting that they could be
morphotypes adapted to different hosts. This result
would support the hypothesis that P. balaenopterae
and P. filosa are conspecific (Fernandez et al., Dis
Aquat Org, 128:249-258, 2018). Hereafter, the use
of other markers will be also useful to clarify this
aspect.

population monitoring cues. During the 2018
breeding season in Madagascar, two humpback
whale calves (Megaptera novaeangliae) stranded.
Necropsies were conducted on both extracting the
larynx from the relatively fresh carcasses. Results
were compared to an adult specimen from a 2016
stranding. We investigate anatomical features that
could explain the surprising range of low to midfrequency social calls produced by calves recently
discovered. Findings revealed that the calf larynx
had the same anatomical structure as an adult
larynx, including a laryngeal sac and cartilages
(epiglottic, thyroid, cricoid, corniculate, arytenoid).
The arytenoids support the U-folds, and appear to
generate sound from airflow between lungs and
laryngeal sac. However, laryngeal structures
showed more flexibility and cartilages had not
reached their final thickness traits likely attributed
to the calves’ early age. The pliability of laryngeal
structures may restrict calves to a narrow range of
vocalization frequencies. This may be due to an
unstable cartilaginous frame that compromises
muscle actions. Muscles pulling against weak
attachments may cause difficultly producing high
frequency sounds. Specific sounds require the Ufold aperture to be held at certain angles (adduction
or abduction) against ingressive or egressive
airflow, requiring higher muscle
tension. Additional muscular energy may be
needed to maintain an effective posture of
cartilaginous frame. Complete arytenoid adduction
or abduction are probably easier to hold compared
with intermediate positions. Calves may tire more
easily from this muscle strain, perhaps accounting
for their narrow vocal production range. Also, we
explore new combined and non-invasive techniques
to estimate with accuracy early calf age, observing
the presence, and settlement spreading of a
parasitic barnacle (Coronula) Encouraging
preliminary result allowed a age class
categorization of the two calves. Confirming this
potential estimation technique, will need further
testing on known age specimens.

Just a miniature larynx? Unique laryngeal
anatomy of humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) calves may limit their acoustic
production.
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Environmental factors driving cetacean
distribution off the central Catalan coast
Marcos Ayala, Ricard1; Giralt Paradell, Oriol2;
Rizo, Eva; Mas, Abraham
(1) Associació Cetàcea, Barcelona, Spain
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
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Several species of cetaceans have been recorded off
the Catalan coast. Previous studies and stranding
records carried out since the 1970s suggest that
cetaceans are present year round in the
Northwestern Mediterranean Sea, however, there is
a lack of information on cetacean distribution off

Strandings are dramatic events, but also significant
opportunities to collect anatomical data as
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the central Catalan coast. Understanding species
distribution has proven to be a crucial factor in
developing effective conservation measures and
management plans. The present work aims to
assess the factors that influence cetacean
distribution off the central Catalan coast by using
data collected as part of 2 different projects
conducted by Associació Cetàcea since 2013. Data
were collected year round in two periods (march
2013 – June 2014 and April 2016 – December
2018) during 79 days at sea, covering 2955 nautical
miles. In total, 122 sightings of 6 different species,
including fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus),
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), striped
dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba), Risso’s dolphins
(Grampus griseus), sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus) and common dolphins (Delphinus
delphis) were recorded during that period. A
presence/absence method was used to assess the
distribution of the different species and to link it to
a series of geographical and environmental factors.
Preliminary results show that species distribution
might be highly influenced by the characteristics of
the seafloor, namely depth, slope, aspect and by the
presence of geographical accidents such as
underwater canyons. The study provides a better
understanding of the cetacean distribution off the
central Catalan coast, an area included in a recently
developed Specially Protected Area of
Mediterranean Importance, and will contribute to
the development of effective conservation
measures as a valuable baseline information on
cetacean distribution.

differences have been interpreted as behavioural
adaptations to geographical variation in prey
resources rather than as sex-driven choice of
foraging strategies. Here we aim to uncover how
the dependence of benthic resources of sperm
whales in low latitudes differ between two areas
where this species has genetically distinct
populations: the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and the
Mediterranean Sea (Med). We used data gathered
with sound and movement recording DTAGs from
16 sperm whales (8 GOM, 8 Med) summing some
117 deep dives in 125 tag-hours. Clicks were
identified with a supervised automatic detector and
echograms were formed to locate seafloor echoes
generated by the clicks. All sperm whales fed
within the mesopelagic realm, but approximately
50% of deep dives entered the Benthic Boundary
Layer (BBL, 0-200 m altitude above the seafloor).
Sperm whales have an important role as toppredators in offshore waters, where they consume a
large biomass and contribute to the recirculation of
nutrients, and potentially pollutants, from deep to
shallow waters. Understanding their trophic
ecology and their dependence on different niches is
essential for trophic web modeling and to assess the
vulnerability of the species to human resource
exploitation.
New urban habitat for humpback whales:
Foraging for fish in San Francisco bay.
Markowitz, Tim M1; Keener, Bill2; Webber, Marc3;
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The role of sperm whales as benthopelagic
predators.
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Although humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) populations in the Eastern North
Pacific have mostly recovered, the Mexican
Distinct Population Segment (DPS) remains
threatened, and mortality from ship strikes and
entanglements along the California coast have
increased in recent years. Shifts in humpback
whale distribution and increased overlap with
human activities may exacerbate these
threats. Over the past three years, we observed an
unprecedented influx of humpback whales into San
Francisco Bay, with photo-identification records
confirming individuals from the Mexican
DPS. Multiple humpback whales entered the bay
to feed on northern anchovy (Engraulis mordax)
during the spring-fall, with a total of 989 sightings

Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) produce
powerful clicks that allow them to echolocate prey
at long ranges in the darkness of the deep ocean.
They use information gleaned by echolocation to
choose dynamically the foraging habitat targeted in
each dive. At high latitudes they exploit epi-, meso, and benthopelagic prey with highly variable
diving patterns. This contrasts with their
stereotyped diving behavior at low latitudes, where
whales do not feed on epipelagic prey and maintain
a typical maximum dive depth of 600-800 m. These
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by trained observers during April-November of
2016-2018. The three seasons varied in length and
intensity, with peak daily numbers in summer
reaching 24 whales in the strait west of the Golden
Gate Bridge and 15 whales inside the bay east of
the bridge. Whales were not resident in the bay
throughout their spring-fall feeding seasons. Rather
they transited to and from the habitat in a tidallydependent pattern. We compiled the first photoidentification catalog for San Francisco Bay
humpback whales based on comparisons of fluke
images. Of 61 cataloged whales, 41 were matched
to North Pacific catalogs, including 27 known from
their breeding grounds in Mexico. Photoidentification confirmed whales using the bay in
successive years. Although arrival of humpback
whales in San Francisco Bay may herald recovery
of both the Mexican DPS and the bay estuary
ecosystem, conservation concerns include potential
adverse interactions with vessel traffic in this urban
habitat. In addition to disturbance by recreational
users making close approaches, the risk of large
ship strikes increases as whales enter the narrow,
congested Golden Gate Strait. While a relatively
new phenomenon, annual feeding by humpback
whales may play a significant role in the San
Francisco Bay ecosystem.

retardants, PAHs, MeHg and BPA. The 3 species
from the Sea of Cortez showed higher basal activity
of MICA and lower levels of DDTs and PCBs than
the Mediterranean species. A Pearson's linear
coefficient equal to -0.59 also confirmed this
tendency to have high levels of MICA and low
total OC levels. Treatment of cultured fibroblasts
with different contaminants mostly resulted in the
upregulation of MICA protein expression by at
least one treatment dose; downregulation was also
found in some species or treatments. MICA
alteration indicates a state of stress of the organism
and a modification of the immune system's
response and can be proposed as a noninvasive
immunological marker that can be measured in skin
biopsy samples, thus offering a good alternative to
blood measurements.
Whale watching platforms as a tool for the
monitoring of the health status of wounded
cetacean individuals in the Strait of Gibraltar
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Insights into cetacean immunology: Do
ecological and biological factors make the
difference?
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Whale watching is a globally ever-growing activity
which under good practice can offer a more
sustainable, eco-friendly alternative to massive
tourism. Apart from observing animals in their
natural habitat, these opportunistic platforms can
act as a potential tool for scientific research and
environmental education purposes. In the Strait of
Gibraltar, whale watching has been developing in
the last couple of decades. This area sustains
populations of seven resident or transient cetacean
species, while it is one of the most important
maritime pathways, being the only connection
point between the Atlantic Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea. Consequently, the huge volume
of commercial maritime traffic, together with the
presence of recreational boats, daily fast ferries and
intensive fishing activity, represent sources of high
anthropogenic pressure for the cetaceans. During
the whale watching trips of Turmares Tarifa,
scientific data are collected and photographs are
taken by the biologists-guides onboard, with the
datasets growing in quality and quantity year by
year. The analysis of more than 45000 photos since
2012 has revealed injuries and wounds on various
sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus), bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), killer whale (Orcinus
orca) and pilot whale (Globicephala melas)
individuals. Such marks can be either attributed to
natural causes (e.g. genetics, pathology,

The aim of this study was to evaluate the
expression of Major Histocompatibility Complex
(MHC) class I chain-related protein A (MICA) in
fibroblast cell cultures of cetaceans (skin biopsies
of free-ranging specimens and skin samples of
freshly stranded cetaceans) by an
immunofluorescence technique and to outline
possible variations in MICA expression linked to
different ecological and biological factors, while
also investigating MICA expression after in vitro
treatments with different contaminants. Freeranging or stranded specimens of cetaceans were
sampled in the Sea of Cortez (Mexico)
(Balaenoptera edeni, Delphinus capensis and
Orcinus orca) and in the Mediterranean Sea
(Balaenoptera physalus, Physeter macrocephalus,
Tursiops truncatus and Stenella coeruleoalba). Cell
cultures were treated with an OC mixture, flame
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interactions with other animals) or to human
activities directly (e.g. collisions) or indirectly (e.g.
pathogen transfer). Thanks to the continuous data
collection during whale watching trips, the
evolution of some cases and the health status of the
affected individuals have been monitored
throughout a timescale varying from months to
years. Moreover, the passengers are directly made
aware of this problematic situation which forms a
large part of the threats cetaceans face in the area.
This study highlights the potential contribution of
this eco-touristic activity to the conservation
policies of cetacean species in the Strait of
Gibraltar.

protecting nature can support science through a
crowdfunding platform in Mexico.
Do controlled exposure experiments with navy
sonar signals elicit a startle response in
cetaceans?
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Joining efforts to protect a species? "Expedición
Vaquita 2017" a crowdfunding experience.
Martínez Hernández, Benjamín
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Corresponding Author:
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The startle reflex is a response to sounds that reach
a level of 70-90 dB (depending on species) above
the hearing threshold within milliseconds of the
onset of the signal. This reflex, which results in a
sudden muscle contraction (flinch), appears to be
present in all mammals. A recent study showed that
startle responses can occur in stimuli with rise
times of up to 100 ms but response magnitude is
lower at long rise-times. In contrast to most other
sounds, repeated exposure to startling sounds can
lead to a sensitization of subsequent avoidance
response in most animals. The characteristics of
military sonar sounds have the potential to elicit
startle response. Here, we investigate whether longfin pilot whales (n=5), killer whales (n=5), sperm
whales (n=4), humpback whales (n=5) and northern
bottlenose whales (n=1) show an acoustic startle
response to military sonar. These animals were
exposed to 1-2kHz sonar stimuli in the 3S
controlled exposure experiments between 2006 and
2013. We measured the animals’ muscle
contractions using triaxial accelerometers and
magnetometers recorded with DTAGs during the 1
second window after the start of the stimulus and
compared it to movements within a second before
and a second after the end of the stimulus as a
control. None of the killer whales and long-fin pilot
whales here studied appear to show a clear flinch
when exposed to stimuli of received levels between
100 and 177 dB re 1 µPa and rise times of 50 ms.
This result suggests that the methodology in this
study was unable to detect weak flinches above
background muscle activity and/or that the test
stimuli were unable to elicit the reflex. On-going
analysis of the other species will give an indication
on the presence or absence of acoustic startle
responses and whether they are followed by
sensitization or habituation.

Described for the first time in 1958, the vaquita
(Phocena sinus) has remained virtually anonymous
and despite national and international efforts,
populations have shown a constant decline from
600 individuals in 1997, to today’s estimates of just
a few tens, meaning it is currently on the verge of
extinction. In 2017 “Explorando la Vida” joined in
efforts to protect the vaquita, through the creation
of “Expedicion Vaquita 2017” The project’s
purpose was to improve the conservation of this
species by fostering increased public and policy
maker’s awareness, supporting the running of
population studies and cleaning the vaquita habitat
from ghost and illegal fishing nets. Throughout the
project, which was financed through crowdfunding,
we made allies and worked with policymakers,
museums, schools, universities, NGO´s, scientist,
science disseminators, and others passionate
people, who helped in making the vaquita known
and promoted the crowdfunding through didactics
and ludic fundraising activities. The support of the
media and a group of celebrities allowed us to
receive donations around the globe. From 17th22nd August 2017, we cruised the vaquita refuge,
especially in the areas that historically had the
highest acoustic detection; near “Roca Consag”
(31° 07’ N, 114° 29’ W) aboard the “Narval” the
Scientific Vessel from the "Museo de la Ballena y
Ciencias del Mar". Main activities were tracking to
locate ghost nets, revision, data recovery and
reinstallation of hydrophones. Survey efforts
involved power binoculars (big eyes), video and
photographic documentation and the testing of a
new tool; a drone with a thermal camera. A
highlight of expedition was the rescue of
shipwrecked fishermen three days after their engine
failed. The project faced several challenges but sets
a precedent showing how people interested in
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Seasonal patterns of the presence of bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and photo id in the
South of Iberian Peninsula
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It is proposed by this study to declare small sized
MPA´s to be able to preserve habitat, minimize the
risk of by-catch and lower stress from noise or any
other disturbance. Enforcement is compulsory
together with effective awareness programs and
long-term research.
Next generation of animal telemetry, getting
more data from marine mammal satellite tags
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The waters between Algeciras and Gibraltar are
well-known for the presence of short-beaked
common dolphin (Delphinus delphis), but there is
little information about others species of dolphins
in the area. The Mediterranean subpopulation of
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are
considered vulnerable species by the IUCN, widely
distributed in the Mediterranean Sea and
considered resident in the Straits of Gibraltar.
In order to understand if the presence of bottlenose
dolphins exhibit seasonal patterns in these waters, a
study was carried out from January 2016 until
December 2018. Data was gathered on board
opportunistic dolphin-watching platforms including
photo ID data to be able to identify the
individuals. The study compromised of 14,909.4
miles and 2,247 sightings recorded of various
species of cetaceans, of these 133 were bottlenose
sightings. Encounter rates varied seasonally,
revealing a peak in spring. A total of 62 bottlenose
dolphin individuals were Photo ID catalogued
showing a high proportion of re-sighted
individuals.

Understanding the movements of large marine
animals at varying spatial scales is a
fundamental need for conservation,
management, and research. BOEM and
NASA’s Advanced Exploration Systems
Division are working to accelerate small
satellite technology development for the next
generation of animal tracking systems. A
crowdsourcing ideation challenge and a high
altitude balloon experiment were conducted to
conceptualize the feasibility of a new telemetry
network leveraging small satellites for tracking
highly mobile marine megafauna.

The groups were located in shallow waters, close to
shore, near rivers, inside harbours; as well as in
deeper waters of the slope along the submarine
canyon located in the middle of the Bay.
Preliminary behavioural observations and
photographic evidence suggested that bottlenose
dolphins use these waters as a feeding ground.

Large marine animal tracking is challenging
because of the physical constraints of
operating in the ocean and the very large
distances that animals may travel over small
periods of time. Understanding their
movements depends upon tools like satellite
telemetry. Nearly all satellite telemetry
research is transmitted via the Argos system,
which is constrained by bandwidth and
numbers of satellites. Advances in tag design
have improved dramatically, but data
transmission from space remains limited and
costly. Small satellites, or CubeSats, are
revolutionizing the space industry as they
significantly reduce the economic costs
associated with assembly and launch.

Conservation actions taken to prevent population
decline in these species have not been effective to
date. The waters between Algeciras and Gibraltar
are considered one of the busiest shipping lines in
the world, alongside with intense commercial and
recreational dolphin watching, as well as
commercial and recreational fishing activities.
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Approximately 18,000 CubeSats will be
orbiting Earth in the coming decade;
leveraging this network could dramatically
improve studies of marine animal movements.

to at least two population units, one coastal and one
offshore. The goal of this study is to clarify the
relation between the coastal population with the
one from Central America, which is considered
endangered by the NOAA. The study is based in
order to identify their movements and migratory
origins (photo-identification and stable isotopes
signatures) and their genetic differences
(haplotypic diversity). The photo ids were obtained
from our team in Baja California Sur and the
collaboration with 5 research groups from the states
of, Sinaloa, Nayarit, Colima, Guerrero, Oaxaca.
and in Central America. We photo-identified 2,800
different humpback whales from 2013 to
2019. The skin samples were collected in three
different locations in the Mexican Pacific: Los
Cabos (BCS), Barra de Potosí (Guerrero)., and
Puerto Angel, (Oaxaca)., during the winter seasons
of 2018 and 2019 and we obtained 165 skin
simples. Preliminary results from the photoidentification indicated a strong relationship
between the whales from Guerrero, Oaxaca, and
Centramérica in the south, and between the whales
from Colima, Nayarit, Sinaloa and Baja California
Sur in the north. The analysis of the haplotypes and
stable isotopes will be presented in December.

NASA’s Center of Excellence for Collaborative
Innovation convened a global ideation
challenge in 2018 to conceptualize an
improved telemetry network, the first in a
possible series addressing Next Generation
Animal Tracking. An expert group consisting
of BOEM, NASA, and independent scientists
working on telemetry studies developed entry
requirements. The challenge had 432 entrants
from 32 countries with 36 proposals
submitted; two winners were selected. Results
of the balloon flight demonstration and
submissions to the initial challenge will inform
potential future solutions for open system
architecture and software integration.
Differentiation and characteristics of the coastal
population units of the humpback whale in
Mexico and Central America
Martínez Loustalot, Pamela1; Guzon, Oscar2;
Audley, Katherina3; Villegas, Francisco4; Olio,
Marilia1; Ortega, Christian5; Frisch, Astrid6;
Cheesman, Ted7; Islas Villanueva, Valentina8;
Steel, Debbie9; Baker, C. Scott10; Urban, Jorge11
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La Paz, Mexico
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(4) Universidad del Mar, Puerto Angel, San Pedro
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(5) Universidad de Colima, Colima, Mexico
(6) Ecologia y Conservacion de Ballenas,
ECOBAC, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
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Evaluation of gray whale´s body condition in
Laguna San Ignacio, BCS, Mexico. during 2018
and 2019 breeding seasons.
Martínez-Aguilar, Sergio1; Ronzón, Floryser2;
Swartz, Steven3; Calderón, Erandi4; Urban, Jorge5
(1) Departamento de Biología Marina, Universidad
Autónoma de Baja California Sur, La Paz, Mexico
(2) Departamento Académico de Ciencias Marinas
y Costeras- UABCS, La Paz, Mexico
(3) Laguna San Ignacio Ecosystem Science
Program, Darnestown
(4) Departamento Académico de Ciencias Marinas
y Costeras, La Paz, Mexico
(5) Universidad Autonoma de Baja California Sur,
La Paz
Corresponding Author: yellowwhale@hotmail.com
The Eastern North Pacific (ENP) gray whale
(Eschrichtius robustus) population feeds during the
summer around Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas,
and migrates to winter breeding and calving
grounds along the Pacific coast of Baja California,
in Mexico. Measurements of the whales’ body
condition upon arrival at the breeding ground is an
indicator of “health and reproductive condition,”
and indirectly is an indicator of the health of the
environment. We photographed and evaluated the
body condition of gray whales in Laguna San
Ignacio (LSI) in Baja California Sur in 2018
(n=287) and in 2019 (n= 569). Photographs were
sorted into two reproductive-sex categories:
Females with calves, and Single whales (male or
female without a calf). Condition was scored as

The humpback whales make migrations in all the
oceans of the world. Although, the structure of their
populations in the North Pacific is complex, it is
known that these whales have high fidelity to their
feeding areas and that there is very little exchange
of individuals among them. A different situation
occurs in its winter aggregations, where its fidelity
is lower, and the exchange between congregations
is frequent, either in the same or in different
seasons. Recently, it has been proposed that the
humpback whales from the Mexican Pacific belong
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“good”, “fair”, or “poor.” using a method
developed for the Western North Pacific (WNP)
gray whales. In LSI the proportion of single whales
with “good condition” in 2018 was 43.5%; "fair"
48.3%, and "poor" 8.2% and in 2019 were 22.1%,
54.3%, and 23.6%, respectively. The percent of
“poor” body condition in 2019 is the highest
observed in LSI. The proportion of females with
calves with “good,” "fair", and "poor" condition in
2018 were 43.8%, 53.7%, and 2.5%, respectively,
and in 2019 were 50.0%, 50.0%, and 0%,
respectively. The decrease of single whales in
“good” condition during 2018-2019 was not
reflected in the percent of females with calves, but
may be the result of a small sample of female-calf
pairs photo-identified in 2018 (n=86) and 2019
(n=41), compared to the average 226 pairs photoidentified from 2011 to 2017. We conclude that the
body condition of all whales were probably
similarly affected; however, comparison and
correlated with environmental data from the
feeding grounds is needed to understand the factors
that contribute to the whales’ body and
reproductive condition.

Dolphin health monitoring program off the
central coast of Veracruz, México.
Martinez-Serrano, Ibiza1; Suarez-Dominguez,
Emilio2
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa Veracruz,
Mexico
(2) Biology School. Universidad Veracruzana,
Xalapa, Mexico
Corresponding Author: ibimartinez@uv.mx
The National Park “Sistema Arrecifal
Veracruzano” (Veracruz Reef System, VRS),
located in the middle of the Gulf of Mexico, is a
65,000 ha Federal Natural Protected Area of
biological, ecological, economic, and social
importance. However, one of the largest urban
development projects in the country is currently
being held here: the Veracruz Port expansion.
Thus, it is imperative to develop in-depth research
using bio-indicators such as dolphins, which can
reflect the long term impacts of human activities on
marine ecosystems. The main goals of this program
are: to assess dolphin spatio-temporal distribution,
density, and habitat use; to study behavior, with a
focus on trophic ecology; and to determine heavy
metal concentrations in dolphins’ tissues. From
systematic boat-based censuses, distinct techniques
were applied to collect ecological (linear
transects, ad libitumand scan sampling
observations, GIS, photo-identification) and
physiological data (biopsy samples). From June
2016 to February 2019, three species were
recorded: Tursiops truncatus,Stenella
attenuata and Steno bredanensis, all showing a
coastal distribution (up to 40 m isobath), mainly in
the northern zone of the VRS polygon. Two photoidentification catalogues (for T. truncatusand S.
bredanensis) with 154 and 110 individuals,
respectively, were built, and more than 50% were
resident animals. It was detected that dolphins have
habitat preferences for their different activities.
Thanks to long-term monitoring pictures, distinct
processes and diseases were recorded such as
lobomycosis (Lacazia loboi) occurrence, and a 3month healing rate from a shark bite.
Physiologically, high concentrations of six heavy
metals (Pb, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn) were estimated and
preliminary results from stable isotope analyses
indicated the dolphins’ trophic level in the marine
food chain. This study constitutes the first effort
towards a long-term health monitoring program in
the VRS, and provides relevant scientific
information for environmental stakeholders in
order to promote marine ecosystems conservation.

Hg and Se in tissues of three species of dolphins
stranded in the Mediterranean coastline of
Southeastern Spain.
Martínez-López, Emma1; Peñalver, José2; Lara,
Luisa2; García-Fernández, Antonio Juan1
(1) University of Murcia, Murcia, Spain
(2) Region of Murcia, Murcia, Spain
Corresponding Author: emmaml@um.es
Hg and Se concentrations have been measured in
liver, kidney, brain, lung and muscle samples of 5
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), 4 common
dolphins (Delphinus delphis) and 4 Risso´s dolphin
(Grampus griseus) stranded along the Murcia
coast, Southeast Spain, in order to estimate
potential risks associated to Hg exposure. Our
results were similar to those described for other
dolphins in the Mediterranean Sea during the same
period of study. Positive correlations between Hg
and Se in liver (r=0.930, 30 p<0.001) and in kidney
(r=0.917; p=0.001) were observed; and the ratio
Se/Hg molar was higher than 1 in most cases.
These results confirm that Mediterranean Sea is
more polluted in than other seas and oceans;
however, it seems a decreasing trend in Hg
concentration in this ecosystem, which is reflected
in cetacean´s tissues. Our results suggest a
protective effect of Se against Hg toxicity is
occurring in cetaceans. However, we have detected
levels of Hg described as responsible liver damage
and neurotoxicological effects. So other tools, as
biochemical markers, should be included and more
studies are needed to evaluate the risk of Hg
contaminant exposure in dolphins from Murcia
coastline.

Residency patterns of Risso’s dolphins off São
Miguel and inter-island matches with Pico
Island (Azores).
Martins, Rafael1; González García, Laura2;
Hartman, Karin3
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Intestinal parasites are an understudied but
potentially consequential stressor for marine
mammal species. These parasites are often found in
marine mammals at necropsy. Although they are
infrequently identified as a cause of mortality, these
parasites could drive cryptic declines in individual
fitness – including declines in nutritional status –
by acting synergistically with other stressors.
Nematodes in the family Anisakidae are intestinal
parasites that are ubiquitous throughout the world’s
oceans and are transmitted to marine mammal hosts
through the consumption of fish and cephalopod
prey. There is growing evidence that the prevalence
of these parasites is increasing around the world
across many fish species, and we sought to assess
whether marine mammals face a rising risk of
intestinal infection due to this increase in anisakid
burden of their potential prey items. We used data
compiled from a recent meta-analysis of anisakid
abundance in fish and invertebrates over the past 50
years. We then reviewed the diets of 33 species of
IUCN- or ESA-listed marine mammal species to
identify their key prey species. We extracted data
on anisakid burden for each of the key prey species
and tested whether anisakid abundance in these key
prey species had increased over time. Our
preliminary findings suggest that anisakid burden
in key marine mammal prey species has increased
over the past fifty years and could play a role in
slowing the recovery of endangered and threatened
marine mammals.

The Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) is a
frequently sighted species in the Azores. Major
studies concerning this species have been
conducted in the central group of the archipelago,
where social structure, residency and nursery
patterns have been investigated for a long term
followed population off Pico Island (n=1250).
Here, we aim to identify and analyse the
distribution of Risso’s dolphins around São Miguel
Island, using photos taken during whale watching
trips between 2009 and 2018. A photo-ID program
to classify dorsal fin marks was developed. The
resulting catalogue currently consists of 569
individuals identified from 1124 photographs.
Individuals were classified as “residents” if resighted in the study area (south of São Miguel
Island) during at least 4 different years with a
minimum of 15 sightings. All the other individuals
were classified as transient. Accordingly, we
identified 557 transient Risso’s dolphins and only
12 resident ones in our study area.

The importance of marine mammals at Isla
Foca, Peru: Small scale monitoring and its
large-scale conservation impact.
Matias, Mariah1; Yaipen-LLanos, Carlos2
(1) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU
(2) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Lima
Corresponding Author: matias@orca.org.pe

This resident pod has been sighted every year of
the study except in 2012 and 2013. Since 2014,
three new individuals were added to the group.
Nowadays (April 2019), this pod is formed by 9
adult females and 3 calves.
Comparing individuals identified off São Miguel
with the catalogue from Pico island, we found
inter-island matches of at least four different male
individuals that were sighted in 2012 off São
Miguel. These males were sighted more than 200
times in Pico since 2004 until 2017 but did not
appear in 2012. This indicates that presumable
“residents” move through the archipelago.

Peru has become an epicenter for some of the
world’s most expansive extractive activities such as
fisheries, mining and oil exploitation. With a 30%
poverty rate in the country, these activities offer a
source of employment and the opportunity to fight
poverty. The region of Piura, in northern Peru, has
70% of Peru’s extractive activities, and at the same
time possesses the largest sources of anthropogenic
disruptors. Here we analyze the importance of
marine mammals at Isla Foca (S5°12’06.27”
W81°12’31.47” – S5°12’51.18” W81°12’16.22”),
to be identified as a geo-strategic center for
monitoring human impact, critical for the
conservation of the marine ecosystem in the north
of Peru. By an observational, descriptive,
exploratory and longitudinal methodology, we used
geo-spatial analysis from the Landsat-5 imagery
with high resolution monitoring the distribution and

Further research will focus on comparing the
catalogues of both islands and analysing habitat
conditions for resident vs. transient individuals.
Evaluating long-term change in the risk of
parasitism by anisakid spp. nematodes for
endangered and threatened marine mammals.
Mastick, Natalie1; Fiorenza, Evan2; Wood,
Chelsea2
(1) University of Washington
(2) University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Corresponding Author: nataliemastick@gmail.com
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expansion of extractive activities, compared with
cetacean sightings and pinniped population at Isla
Foca since 2010. Our findings reveal a significant
increase of threats surrounding Isla Foca and La
Islilla, a small-scale fishing village, also exposed to
these threats. Mining and oil distribution plants
originally absent are now present. Increased density
of fishing boats (from 15 to 157) overlapped the
decline of cetacean sightings (N=177 for 6 species)
from 36 to 3 per year while sea-lion population
declined from 982 to 114 individuals in the same
time period. In the outcome of this analysis, we
were able to visually and interpret the geooceanographic extent and increase in fisheries, oil
platforms and mining. The rapidly expanding
extractive activities and their potential hazards can
cause irreversible damage, while there is a growing
concern for its implications on the marine
biogeochemical cycle that can affect marine
mammals, humans and the ocean’s health. Until
today, the proposal of Isla Foca as part of the Mar
Pacifico Tropical (Tropical Pacific Sea) Protected
Area remains archived.

A total of 188 (31%) fish were removed in
altruistic manner with the participation of all five
dolphins. Two dolphins preferred the role of
‘consumer’, three preferred to be ‘actors’.
Reciprocation was recorded only on a single
occasion, while food-sharing between kin (98
occasions) and non-kin (90 occasions) was near
equal. Positive correlation was found between
partner choice in food-sharing and other social
activities. In conclusion, group augmentation is a
more likely explanation for food-sharing than
reciprocity or kin-selection.
Our study provides an example of how ex-situ
experiments could support conservation efforts by
modelling and investigating behaviours that are
observed in the wild but lack of full understanding.
Migration and foraging areas of baleen whales
revealed by radiocarbon isotopic signatures of
baleen plates.
Matsuda, Ayaka1; Nagata, Toshi2; Matsuishi,
Takashi3; Tajima, Yuko4; Yamada, Tadasu K.4;
Miyairi, Yosuke5; Yokoyama, Yusuke2
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Fish in - fish out! I pull - you bite!
Matrai, Eszter1; Boos, Michael2; Pogány, Ákos3
(1) Ocean Park Hong Kong, Hong Kong
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Corresponding Author:
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Food-sharing is a prime example of altruism, a
behaviour that reduces the actor’s fitness while
increases the recipient’s. Despite of Darwin’s
theory of the survival of the fittest, altruistic
behaviours are present in both human and nonhuman populations, including cetacean. According
to our knowledge, this study is the first systematic
testing, designed to investigate altruistic foodsharing in dolphins, focusing on role separation and
mechanism.

We investigated the use of radiocarbon isotope,
carbon-14, in the baleen plates for reconstructing
the migration history and foraging area of baleen
whales in the western North Pacific Ocean. This
new approach relies on the prominent latitudinal
gradient of dissolved inorganic carbon Δ14C values
in surface seawater, which is characterized by low
values (ca. -50 ‰) in the subarctic area (influenced
by Oyashio Current) and high values (ca. 30 – 40
‰) in the subtropical area (influenced by
Kuroshio). Because Δ14C -DIC signatures are
transferred to higher trophic level organisms via
food chain, the position-dependent change in Δ14C
of a baleen plate, from its root to tip, reflects the
shift in the baleen whale’s foraging area, serving as
a useful recorder of its migration history. We
examined five individuals of baleen whales
stranded on the coast of Japan, including a calf of
blue whale, a juvenile and an adult humpback
whales and two minke whales. The tissues were
sampled at a 1 cm interval from root to tip. The
Δ14C-baleen values of the blue whale and the

The study involved five, male Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus), including a
father-son pair and three dolphins from the same
mother. A novel cognitive enrichment device was
designed for potential altruistic food-sharing, made
of a PVC tube with two caps and handles. One end
of the device was fixed to the poolside the other
was free for the dolphins to interact with it. The
device contained an internal plastic plate that could
hold five capelins and was connected to the free
handle with an elastic band. Thus, the fish could
only be accessed if one dolphin pulled and kept the
device open revealing the internal plate. In addition
to the trial outcomes, the dolphins’ partner choice
in play and swim activities was also recorded.
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juvenile humpback whale were low regardless of
position, suggesting that these individuals foraged
only in the subarctic area. In contrast, the Δ14Cbaleen values of the adult humpback whale
displayed an unimodal pattern, with low Δ14C
values at the root and tip and high Δ14C values in
the middle. This indicates that the adult humpback
whale migrated over a large scale, covering the
subarctic and subtropical areas during the period of
its baleen formation. The Δ14C -baleen values of
the minke whale stranded on the coast of Japan Sea
and the coast of Pacific were high and low,
respectively, indicating the presence of intraspecies variability in the foraging area among
minke whales around Japan.

and it reported harbour porpoise in Japan appear
sex maturation at least from 8 years old male and 3
years old female. Even though previous research in
Atlantic Ocean or east Pacific Ocean reported
considerable number of harbour porpoises under 1
year or pregnant individuals were stranded, it
recorded 3 cases in the past 10 years in Japan as far
as we know. In this way, it suggested that coast
areas of Hokkaido were not used as a breeding
area.
Assessment of Pacific white-sided dolphin
migration patterns by burst pulse monitoring off
the coast of the Syakotan Peninsula, Hokkaido,
Japan.
Matsushiro, Marin1; Mizuguchi, Daisuke2;
Kooriyama, Takanori1
(1) Rakuno Gakuen University, Ebetsu, Japan
(2) Korea Brain Research Institute, Dong-gu,
Korea, Republic of
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The growth and sex maturation parameters of
harbor porpoise around Hokkaido, Japan.
Matsui, Natsuki1; Sasaki, Motoki2; Kobayashi,
Mari3; Shindo, Junji4; Matsuishi, Takashi5
(1) Sciences Graduate School of Fisheries
Sciences,Hokkaido Univ., Hakodate Minato-cho,
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Pacific white-sided dolphins (PWS) migrate within
both the Sea of Japan and the western North Pacific
along the Japanese archipelago. Shakotan
Peninsula, Hokkaido, Japan is known as an
important route of PWS migrating along Sea of
Japan. Little is known, however, about their
migration patterns or their schooling patterns along
the peninsula. Here we investigated seasonal and
diurnal patterns of PWS occurrence along the
peninsula by continuously recording their
underwater vocalization. Two autonomous
recorders were moored from April through June
2018 to capture their burst pulse (BP) sounds 24hours. The largest number of BPs was recorded in
early May and in the morning, indicating the
seasonal and diurnal peak of their activity. In
addition, BPs were recorded over several hours
continuously, suggesting that dolphins did not
merely pass through the area but stay there for
feeding and/or resting. Additionally, the PWS
produced stereotypic combinations of BPs (90
types in total), which should be used as groupspecific signals. Of these, 14 types were repeatedly
recorded over multiple days, and further 6 types
were recorded even over multiple years.
Furthermore, some types of BPS were recorded in
pairs on multiple days. These results suggest that
the same groups might regularly migrate to the
Peninsula with other familiar groups. The present
study reveals the migration pattern of PWS in the
waters near the Peninsula and also the degree of
intimacy in this PWS group affecting its fissionfusion dynamics.

Harbour porpoises are susceptible to human
activities because their habitats are mainly in the
coastal areas. The biological parameters of harbour
porpoises are extremely poor in Japan, even though
it is essential to understand effect of human
activities. Especially sexual maturation and growth
are the factors that determine population dynamics.
The activities of Stranding Network Hokkaido
(SNH) enable to obtain samples of Harbour
proposes on Hokkaido coast. In this study, we
report sexual maturation and growth parameters of
harbour porpoise in Japan. Date, location and
length of 140 stranded porpoises were provided
from SNH. Moreover, teeth of 58 porpoises were
provided and age determination was conducted by
using Growth Layer Groups (GLGs) to assess
growth parameter. As a result, while the growth
rate of males after 4 years old was less than 1cm
per year, females grew up after 4 years old.
Application of the Gompertz growth model to
length at age data indicated an L∞ of 177.1 cm in
females and 135.8 cm in males, and it reflected
sextual dimorphism. In sex maturation parameter,
sexual maturation was determined based on Kasuya
(1978) using 38 males and 19 females. The number
of mature animals was only 1 male and 2 females,

Status of marine mammals in Papua New
Guinea waters.
Mavea, Wilma1; Beasley, Isabel2; Mungkage,
Augustine3
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There has been very little study of marine
mammals in Papua New Guinea (PNG) waters,
with most confirmed records from opportunistic
sightings or limited dedicated surveys. As of 2007,
16 marine mammals were confirmed to inhabit
PNG waters. At present the larger cetaceans are
protected under national Whale Act & CITIES
Appendix 1 and 2 at international level, there is no
formal protection for small cetaceans at national
level, only Dugongs and turtles are protected under
the Fauna Protection and Control Act.

The results of this study have provided the PNG
Government with a comprehensive summary of
marine mammal diversity and important habitats in
PNG waters. The data obtained from this study has
been entered into a custom-made database to
facilitate PNG’s marine mammal’s records and will
be available for marine protected area planning.
The database will soon be launched and it is hoped
the study can now contribute information towards
development of appropriate legislation to protect
small cetaceans.

Beaked whale species are offshore, deepdiving, and cryptic, and some species have
never been observed alive in the wild. Their
phylogeny remains unresolved and a new
species was proposed as recently as 2016. A
dark-colored morph (“black form”) of Baird’s
beaked whale (Berardius bairdii) in the North
Pacific was suggested to represent a third
unnamed Berardius species based on fixed
differences within the mitochondrial control
region. With the proposition of a new beaked
whale species, the phylogeny of the genus
Berardius and its evolutionary position with
other beaked whale genera warrants revision.
We sequenced complete mitochondrial
genomes and whole-genome sequences for
the three putative Berardius species.
Divergence time estimates and phylogenetic
relationships between the three species as
well as between all five genera of beaked
whale lineages were based on mitogenomes,
modeled using a fossil-calibrated Bayesian
phylogenetic approach. B. arnuxii and B.
bairdii gray-form mitogenomes were most
similar (98.1%), while the B. bairdii black form
was less similar to B. bairdii gray-form and B.
arnuxii (95.4% and 95.5%, respectively). The
mitochondrial genomic analysis supported B.
bairdii as a paraphyletic group, differing from
its initial delimitation as monophyletic. For the
draft genomes, the scaffold N50s were
between 14,560 and 15,499 base pairs, and
genome coverages were 31x (B. arnuxii), 17x
(B. bairdii black-form) and 1x (B. bairdii grayform). Effective population size trends in deep
time were assessed by pairwise sequentially
Markovian coalescent (PSMC). The complete
mitogenomes and whole-genome sequences
produced in this study provide a valuable
resource for further beaked whale comparative
genomics.

Mitogenomic phylogeny and comparative
genomics support a third species in the genus
Berardius.
McCarthy, Morgan1; Gatesy, John2; Springer,
Mark3; Tange Olsen, Morten4; Morin, Phillip5
(1) Københavns Universitet - University of

Cortisol binding globulin response to repeated
ACTH administrations in juvenile northern
elephant seals (Mirounga angustrirostris)
McCormley, Molly1; Khudyakov, Jane2; Crocker,
Daniel3; Houser, Dorian4; Champagne, Cory4
(1) JISAO, University of Washington

The lack of dedicated marine mammal study and
appropriate legislation has resulted in limited
knowledge of, and subsequent protection for, small
cetaceans in PNG waters.
The project aims were to a.) provide a
comprehensive review of marine mammal status in
PNG waters, b.) critically evaluate factors that may
influence the success of coastal boat based surveys
in PNG.
The comprehensive review resulted in 18 marine
mammal species being confirmed from PNG
waters, including two vulnerable coastal dolphins;
the Australian snubfin dolphin (Orcaella
heinsohni) and Australian humpback dolphin
(Sousa sahulensis). These two species are not
currently found elsewhere in the Pacific Islands.
Constraining factors identified to do further marine
mammals studies in PNG waters includes; limited
local expertise, lack of government awareness,
funding, and high logistic costs.
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(2) Department of Biological Sciences, University
of the Pacific, Stockton, California
(3) Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA
(4) National Marine Mammal Foundation, San
Diego, CA
Corresponding Author: mmccorml88@gmail.com

ecosystems as they shape community structures via
top down effects. Following near extirpation in the
mid-1900s, grey seal populations continue to rise
today in the northwest Atlantic. Many
controversies surround grey seal diet in terms of
competition with local fish populations, but few
studies have attempted to analyze the impact of
grey seals on invertebrate communities in United
States waters. Invertebrate prey remains may be
quickly digested, leading to potential bias in diet
studies that rely on the passage of in-tact hard prey
remains. Hard parts analysis of seal scat samples
(N=113) was combined with next-generation
sequencing of prey DNA in seal scat from two
breeding sites in Massachusetts, USA. A
metagenomics approach also allowed for the
assessment of grey seal parasitic infection rates and
potential correlations between parasite species and
grey seal predation on invertebrate and vertebrate
prey. Invertebrate prey was detected in 6 samples
via hard parts (6.1%) but in 35 samples via next
generation sequencing (36%). Similarly, 5 species
from Decapoda and Bivalvia were detected via
hard parts, whereas 10 orders were identified
through sequencing, including Decapoda, Copelata,
and Mytilida. At least one type of parasite was
present in 86% of seal scat samples, with nematode
infections (83%) more prevalent than either
trematode (33%) or tapeworm (20%) infections.
Neither seal sex, parasite load, nor parasite type
affected the number of prey species per sample,
prey biomass per sample, or the diversity of prey
species within each sample. The results indicate
previous studies on grey seal diet may be
underestimating the diversity and importance of
invertebrate prey in the diet, but further research is
needed to address how parasitic load could be
affecting grey seal diet.

Total cortisol concentration is frequently used in
stress assessments. However, most circulating
cortisol is bound with its carrier protein, cortisol
binding globulin (CBG), and only a fraction of total
cortisol is unbound (“free” in circulation) and able
to interact with target receptors. Understanding
stress-related fluctuations in CBG will better enable
interpretations of increased cortisol concentrations.
We previously administered ACTH to juvenile
northern elephant seals (n = 7) once daily for four
consecutive days and assessed total circulating
cortisol levels in a time series of samples collected
after ACTH administration on days 1 and 4 (a
single sample was taken prior to ACTH
administration on days 2 and 3). Here, we
measured corresponding concentrations of CBG
and calculated CBG influence on circulating
cortisol. Statistically significant variation in CBG
concentration followed the first ACTH
administration on day 1 (p < 0.05), but there was no
difference between baseline and subsequent
samples (Dunnett’s test; p > 0.05). No differences
were found in CBG concentrations on day 4
relative to the day 4 pre-ACTH sample. Bound
cortisol concentrations increased on day 1 but did
not fluctuate on day 4, likely due to an ACTHinduced increase in total cortisol concentration and
subsequent saturation of CBG. Free cortisol
concentrations significantly changed on day 1 and
day 4 (p < 0.05); CBG levels in most samples from
each day were higher than pre-ACTH levels from
that day. These results suggest that CBG
concentration may not significantly alter
interpretations of the total cortisol response to
ACTH administration in juvenile northern elephant
seals.

Long-term variability in spinner dolphin
acoustic activity measured at two resting bays
off Oahu, Hawaii
McElligott, Megan1; Lammers, Marc2
(1) University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Hawai'i
Institute of Marine Biology
(2) Oceanwide Science Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii
Corresponding Author:
meganmmcelligott@gmail.com

Investigating the presence of invertebrate prey
and parasitic load via hard parts analysis and
next-generation sequencing in a northwest
Atlantic population of the grey seal (Halichoerus
grypus)
McCosker, Christina1; Olson, Zachary2; Flanders,
Kelly3; Dufault, Michelle; Mellone, Dominique4;
Bair, Halli; Ono, Kathryn A1
(1) University of New England, Biddeford, Maine
(2) University of New England, Biddeford, ME
(3) University of California- San Diego
(4) University of New England
Corresponding Author: cmccosker@une.edu

Spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) frequent
the Waianae coast of western Oahu as part of their
daily behavioral routine of foraging at night on
offshore, mesopelagic prey and resting during the
day in shallower, inshore waters. Dolphin resting
habitats are in close proximity to human
activities—particularly swim-with dolphin tours—
which raises concern for the potential disturbance
of their crucial resting behavior. Makua Beach and
Kahe Point are two well-studied spinner dolphin
resting habitats on the Waianae coast. Recent

Pinnipeds such as the grey seal (Halichoerus
grypus) are ecologically important in marine
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deployments of bottom-moored acoustic recorders
have sampled the soundscape at both locations
intermittently from 2016 to 2019. Acoustic data
were also collected from both sites in past studies
between 2008 and 2009. These historical data
provide the opportunity to quantify the difference
between soundscapes and dolphin acoustic activity
over time at these locations. Data subsets were
taken from March-May of 2008, 2017, and 2019
for Makua Beach, and from March-May of 2009
and 2019 for Kahe Point. Daytime recordings from
these deployments were manually scanned for
dolphin signals, and dolphin acoustic activity was
quantified using an index based on the amount and
type of calls in each recording. Acoustic activity
was then used as a proxy to examine variability in
the spinner dolphins’ use of the two resting habitats
over an approximately 10-year period.
Additionally, the mean sound pressure level of each
deployment was calculated in 1-octave frequency
bands to characterize the ambient noise levels.
Determining the variation in dolphin acoustic
activity and ambient noise between years and
across sites can inform management of spinner
dolphins’ potential to adapt to changing
environments.

arousal/aggressive and high arousal/sexual. We
then determined whether differences in signature
whistle parameters (i.e. start/end/min/max
frequency, bandwidth, duration, inflection points,
frequency trend) were linked with different
behavioral states. A total of 18 days of recording
produced 772 useable whistles to analyze (i.e. high
signal to noise ratio, localizable, in camera view).
Results from the preliminary analysis of one adult
male’s signature whistle (n = 82) indicate that
whistle duration increased, and whistle end
frequency decreased, as the individual’s arousal
level increased. Based on terrestrial studies, whistle
duration was expected to increase with arousal,
however, end frequency was not expected to
decrease. These preliminary results suggest that
signature whistles do contain other information
besides individual identity. However, further
analyses on the other group members and more indepth behavioural analyses are needed to determine
whether this is linked to motivational state.
Turning the tide: Addressing increasing adverse
human-dolphin interactions through
complementary research and outreach
approaches.
McHugh, Katherine1; Bassos-Hull, Kim2; Tyson
Moore, Reny3; Mann, David4; Lovewell,
Gretchen5; Isaac-Lowry, O. Jacob6; Alessi, Sarah
C.6; Wells, Randall7
(1) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota
(2) Sarasota Dolphin Research Program/Mote
Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, Florida
(3) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, FL
(4) Loggerhead Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL
(5) Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota, FL Florida
(6) FlyWire Cameras, Lexington, KY
(7) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
Corresponding Author: kmchugh@mote.org

What’s in a name? Motivational information
within signature whistles of Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus).
McGovern, Barry1; Noad, Michael2; Ovsyanikova,
Ekaterina3; Dunlop, Rebecca
(1) University of Queensland, Camp Hill, Australia
(2) University of Queensland, GAtton, Australia
(3) University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
Corresponding Author: bmcgovern100@gmail.com
Bottlenose dolphins produce individually
distinctive whistles called “signature whistles”.
These are thought to contain individual
identification information within the frequency
modulation pattern and function as contact calls
between conspecifics. Here, we investigate if
signature whistles also contain other information
regarding the vocalizing individual, for example
their motivational state. “Motivation” in nonhuman animals refers to the drive to carry out a
behavior, and previous research on terrestrial
species’ has identified vocal parameters which
carry this information. Signature whistles from a
group of 11 provisioned wild Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) were
recorded using a static hydrophone array. Each
whistle was localized and assigned to the
vocalizing individual. Simultaneous video footage
was used to record the behavior of the whistling
individual at the time of whistling. From the video
footage, three behavioral states were classified
using a K-means cluster analysis with a principal
components analysis; low arousal, high

Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in
Sarasota Bay, Florida experienced a dramatic
increase in adverse human interactions (HI)
following a severe red tide (Karenia brevis)
harmful algal bloom that decimated prey fish
populations in 2005-2006. Injuries from
recreational fishing gear and unnatural foraging
behaviors focused on anglers’ bait and catch spread
throughout the long-term resident dolphin
community and remained elevated for several years
post-bloom, motivating sustained research and
outreach efforts to better understand and mitigate
HI. In addition to fisheries interactions, dolphins in
Sarasota Bay face high levels of recreational boat
traffic with frequent disturbance from close
approaches and boat-based viewing activities. Here
we summarize field and outreach approaches that
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and advocacy are all important components of
marine mammal research and conservation.
How do individual members identify within
these three categories? How much overlap is
there? Do you feel confident in all three areas,
or would you prefer to partner with others that
can help provide data for your advocacy
campaigns, or educational curriculum?
Collaborations can connect specialists with
outcomes that can empower each other to
improve methods, materials and impact.

have been most effective to assess and address the
large suite of HI concerns in our region, including
new techniques we are testing to monitor
interactions and engage stakeholders, which may
be applicable at other sites dealing with impacts
from widespread recreational fishing and boating
activities. Traditional photographic-identification
surveys document anthropogenic injuries and
provide baseline data to assess long-term trends in
prevalence and frequency of unnatural foraging
behaviors by resident dolphins. Stranding network
reports facilitate opportunities to rescue injured
animals and confirm fates of those succumbing to
anthropogenic injuries. Dedicated sampling at
identified HI hotspots, including focal animal
behavioral observations and remote monitoring via
deployment of passive acoustic and multi-view
video systems enhances these efforts, providing
comprehensive interaction data helpful to more
efficiently target educational outreach
efforts. Community engagement focuses on
stakeholder groups whose activities overlap with
and impact resident dolphins, encouraging best
practices in three areas: 1) safe boating and fishing
near dolphins, 2) preventing injuries through
marine debris reduction, and 3) effectively
reporting injuries and interactions to expedite
intervention and facilitate monitoring.

Reduction in Australian fur seal pup numbers
limited to the larger breeding sites.
McIntosh, Rebecca1; Sorrell, Karina2; Thalmann,
Sam3; Mitchell, Tony4; Arnould, John5; Dann,
Peter1; Kirkwood, Roger
(1) Phillip Island Nature Parks, Summerlands,
Australia
(2) Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
(3) Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment, Hobart, Australia
(4) Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning, Orbost, Australia
(5) Deakin University, Burwood
Corresponding Author:
rmcintosh@penguins.org.au
Ecosystem change may be evident in trends of
annual pup production by fur seals, which are toppredators with large biomasses. South-eastern
Australia is a global hot-spot for ocean warming
and Australian fur seals (Arctocephalus pusillus
doriferus) reside year-round in these waters.
Changes to prey species availability due to local
ocean warming will likely result in changes to
Australian fur seal distribution and pup production.
Our aim has been to establish a monitoring system
to document trends in pup production, and clarify
factors causing change. After near extirpation in the
1800s, and a stifled population recovery caused by
on-going lethal interactions with emerging
fisheries, the population increased during the
1990s. To document population status, four
species-wide censuses were performed in the
Austral summers of 2002, 2007, 2013 and 2017.
These, plus opportunistic estimates at individual
colonies, were used to examine population trends
since 1989. In 2007, pup numbers peaked at
22,900. Then, for the first time since recovery
began, numbers reduced between 2007 and 2013, at
an apparent rate of 4.2% per annum (p.a.).
Breeding sites with >2000 pups experienced a 20–
50% reduction, but some smaller sites showed
increases. The apparent decline might have been
due to annual variability; however, further
monitoring has confirmed the decline. In 2017, pup
numbers had reduced again, at a rate of decline of
1.4% p.a., to 15,600 pups. Factors considered to be
contributing to this reduction include fisheries

Celebrating our marine mammal community:
Researchers, educators and conservationists.
McInnis, Cynthia1; Alps, Diane2
(1) The Whalemobile, Topsfield, Massachusetts
(2) California Whales and Wildlife, San Pedro,
California
Corresponding Author:
cyndebierman@hotmail.com
The diversity of members of the marine
mammal community is rich, and wide-ranging.
The typical Biennial conference hosts an
average of 1,700 attendees, with over half of
them giving presentations on a broad-range of
topics, from anatomy and taxonomy, to policy
and education. What is the common thread
amongst this diverse community? Is it just the
subject matter? And as a community, who are
we? Is the overarching interest of the
community solely information gathering? Is
there a fundamental concern for conservation
and awareness? Looking at the interests and
motivations of individual members of the
community will help to identify the overall
motivation and aspirations of the entire
community.
A survey of the marine mammal community
investigates these questions to develop a
baseline understanding of the community’s
interests and strengths. Science, education
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interactions and environmental pollutants affecting
survival and reproductive rates. Teasing out
changes due to ocean warming and those due to
other factors will require on-going monitoring.
Current research is focussed on using drones to
increase survey frequency and minimise the
disturbance caused by on-ground based pup
counting methods, partnering with the fishing
industry to reduce marine debris entanglement and
bycatch and documenting changes in prey species
abundances, and identifying health factors affecting
vital rates.

sea.
McNIe, Fiona1; Hammond, Philip2
(1) Natural England, Ottery St Mary, United
Kingdom
(2) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, gb
Corresponding Author:
Fiona.mcnie@naturalengland.org.uk
Marine mammal sightings and effort data have
been collected annually in the Celtic Sea by the
Irish whale and dolphin group during Irish Marine
Institute research cruises since 2004, and by
Marinelife during CEFAS research cruises since
2013. Fin whales have been increasingly seen in
certain areas but there have been no specific studies
to investigate when and why Fin whales are present
in the Celtic sea. Recent studies suggest fin whale
distributions are changing globally, and that they
are utilising productive mid latitiude feeding
grounds along migration routes more than
before. This project merged different datasets for a
broader spatial and temporal resolution, to
investigate the key drivers of distribution for the fin
whales during the autumnal months when the
surveys occur to test the hypothesis that they are
feeding there. There were significant challenges to
using the combined dataset and methods were first
developed to correct inconsistencies in the data,
including cutting and combining segment sizes to
create evenly sized segments which met the
assumptions required for distance sampling
techniques. Then a two-stage count model was
developed using Multiple Covariate Distance
Sampling to calculate a detection probability and
correct the fin whale densities. The corrected
counts were used with General Additive Models to
explore which environmental covariates were
significant to the distribution of fin whales. Initial
results show that fin whales prefer depths between 100 and -70 metres below chart datum; and either
high or low tide heights between -0.5 to -1.5 m
below, or 1 to 2m above chart datum, but
seemingly avoiding slack tide. Further data is
being added to the model to continue to investigate
their distribution and in particular test the
significance of the Celtic deep as a likely feeding
area.

Using side-scan sonar with GIS applications for
marine mammal research
McLarty, Mindy1; Gonzalez-Socoloske, Daniel2;
Alvarez Aleman, Anmari3; Angulo-Valdes, Jorge4
(1) Andrews University
(2) Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan
(3) Center for Marine Research, University of
Havana
(4) School of Natural Resources and Environment,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
Corresponding Author: mclartym@andrews.edu
Understanding how animals interact with their
environments is crucial to aiding conservation and
habitat preservation. Since the benthic zones of
marine habitats are not always easily observable
from the surface, it is necessary to employ alternate
techniques. Side-scan sonar is one such technique
that is both time and cost effective. Side-scan sonar
allows large areas to be surveyed in a relatively
short amount of time, providing information about
benthic substrates as well as bathymetric data.
These data can then be paired with GIS
(Geographic Information Systems) applications to
assess habitat use. In this study, the reliability of
low cost side-scan sonar to accurately identify soft
substrates such as grass and mud was tested. A total
area of 11.5 km2 was surveyed with the sonar in a
large, brackish mangrove lagoon system. Individual
points were ground-truthed for comparison with the
sonar recordings to provide a measure of accuracy.
Five substrate types were identified: Dense
seagrass, sparse seagrass, mangrove soil, mangrove
soil with rock, and silt. A zoned benthic substrate
map was created from the sonar recordings. Dense
seagrass was most accurately identified. Sparse
seagrass had the lowest accuracy. A bathymetric
map was also created from the sonar recordings
with depths ranging from 0 to 10.3 m.
Georeferenced manatee sightings were overlaid on
these maps using QGIS (Quantum Geographic
Information System) to preliminarily assess habitat
use. Most manatee sightings occurred in areas 2–6
m deep and characterized as mangrove soil.

An assessment of UAS technology for studying
Atlantic spotted dolphins.
McPherson, Liah1; Herzing, Denise2
(1) University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
(2) Wild Dolphin Project and Florida Atlantic
University, Dept of Biological Sciences
Corresponding Author: liah@live.unc.edu
Studying dolphins in the wild is complicated by the
limited effectiveness of vessel-based
observation. In particular, visually observing
dolphins in a manner which allows researchers to

An investigation into the fine scale habitat use of
fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) in the Celtic
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track individuals and their interactions with
conspecifics and the environment is
challenging. The presence of a research vessel may
also cause behavioral disturbance. We address
these issues by assessing the feasibility of a small
unmanned aerial system (UAS) for behavioral
observation, habitat classification, and both
respiration and photogrammetric measurements. In
2018, we conducted 6 UAS flights to follow and
record Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis)
in the Northern Bahamas. Dolphins displayed no
observable behavioral response to the UAS at
altitudes as low as 5 meters. During video review
we documented 19 different behaviors within 5
behavioral states: travel, rest, play/socialize,
aggression and courtship. Referencing the vesselbased or underwater observation notes taken prior
to each flight, 92% of fused (mature adult, n=14),
100% of mottled (young adult, n=2), 50% of
speckled (juvenile, n=8) and 60% of two-toned
(calf, n=5) individuals were identifiable in videos
for which group size was small (<10 dolphins). All
dolphins documented underwater prior to a UAS
flight were identifiable in respective video. Benthic
habitats sand (n=4), sand/grass (n=5), reef/rock
(n=1), and deep water (n=1), were visually
discernable in all flights. Respiration rates of
traveling dolphins were quantifiable at altitudes of
up to 60 meters and averaged at 1.8 breaths per
minute. Additionally, preliminary photogrammetric
measurements of a stranded, rehabilitated, and
released dolphin suggest that body measurements
via UAS are feasible. These findings indicate
that UAS have the potential to improve fieldwork
methodologies, allowing more detailed
observations and measurements of dolphins and
their environment. We anticipate UAS technology
becoming more prevalent in both our continuing
research, and that of other marine mammal
scientists.

education process as it integrates many facets of
learning. Scientists are constantly educating
themselves. They are life long learners by
default. Nobody has to learn how to be a scientist,
quite the contrary. People have to learn how not to
be scientist. Almost every young person is curious
and therefore naturally acts like a scientist by
asking questions, performing experiments,
collecting data and forming conclusions. Have you
ever seen a four year old examine a caterpillar?
Puberty is a critical time when young people begin
to put their curiosity aside and instead start dealing
with social, emotional and physical growth. Young
people lose their curiosity easily if they are not
encouraged, especially at school where much of
their life centers. Young people stay curious if they
are exposed to authentic science experiences. But
these experiences are few and far between. Science
teachers benefit greatly when scientists interact
with their students. The formula for keeping
students engaged in the sciences includes direct
contact with scientists and their work. This is a
clear call for scientists to share their work with
young people. Scientists are natural teachers and
through the articulation and translation of their
work to young people scientists strengthen their
own understandings and students are inspired to
become scientists. Scientists can help maintain the
curiosity in young people simply by engaging
young people in their own work. Examples of
scientists mentoring middle school students and
inspiring students to go into STEM fields are
provided from a teacher’s perspective.
The characterization of the toxicologic effects of
particulate hexavalent chromium in female and
male fin whale cells.
Meaza, Idoia1; Speer, Rachel2; Toyoda, Jennifer2;
Wise, John Pierce3
(1) University of Louisville
(2) University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky
(3) School of Medicine University of Louisville,
Louisville, KY
Corresponding Author: imisus01@louisville.edu

Science education; The redundant phrase that is
a call to action for all scientists to “Pay it
Forward” by adopting young students and
sharing their work. A win-win model for
inspiring STEM careers.
McWeeny, Bill1; Knowlton, Amy2
(1) Adams School/THE CALVIN PROJECT,
Castine
(2) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium, Boston
Corresponding Author:
bmcweeny@castineschools.org

Chromium is a global marine pollutant and high
chromium levels have been reported in North
Atlantic whales including fin whales. This study
focuses on hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] and uses
zinc chromate as a representative particulate Cr(VI)
compound because it is commonly used as an
antifouling and anticorrosion agent on marine boats
and equipment, making it a likely source of
chromium exposure for whales. We characterized
the toxicity of particulate Cr(VI) in skin fibroblasts
from both sexes of fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus). Hexavalent chromium is a known
carcinogen and reproductive and developmental
toxicant. Although the mechanism underlying its
toxicity is uncertain, it is clear DNA damage,

Student engagement in STEM fields is enhanced by
direct contact with established scientists working
on current projects. Given the opportunity to rub
shoulders with scientists, students are more likely
to explore and choose a career in the sciences. It is
a simple fact that doing science is the ultimate
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manifested as strand breaks and chromosomal
changes, plays a central role. Therefore, in this
study we analyzed the cytotoxic and genotoxic
effects of both acute (24h) and prolonged (120h)
particulate Cr(VI) exposures. Particulate Cr(VI)
induced a cytotoxic and genotoxic response in a
concentration dependent manner in both sexes.
Both acute and prolonged exposure induced similar
amounts of cytotoxicity, but prolonged exposure
induced less genotoxicity than acute exposure.
Intracellular chromium was lower after prolonged
exposure than acute exposure. These data suggest
whale cells may have mechanisms to reduce Cr
accumulation inside the cell that may trigger cell
death pathways. Cells from both sexes responded
similarly. Overall, compared to previously
published data in human cells, both fin whale sexes
showed a resistance to Cr(VI), as prolonged
particulate Cr(VI) exposures in human cells
increased the amount of toxicity. This suggests
marine mammals may have developed cellular
mechanisms to counterbalance chromium induced
toxicity. In the future, assessing cellular
mechanisms activated after the Cr(VI) exposure,
such as, Cr transport, DNA repair and cell death
pathways, could provide insights into why fin
whale cells are resistant to genotoxic agents. This
work was supported by NIEHS grant ES016893
(J.P.W.).

proposed mitigation measures, but only 42%
assessed relative effectiveness. The latter studies
recently decreased, implying less time is spent
discussing improvements. Community engagement
is essential for conservation, but was the least used
approach (39%). Nonetheless, it has increased
greatly, as the past decade represented 84% of
these publications. This increase appears correlated
with studies describing management approaches at
the expense of typical bycatch assessments.
European and North American fisheries were the
most studied, whereas those in Africa were the
least. Mitigation approaches were categorized as:
(i) spatio-temporal fishing closures (30 studies);
and modifications (ii) within existing gear
configurations (3); (iii) beyond existing gear
configurations (18); or (iv) to operational and/or
post-capture handling (7). These categories were
assessed in ‘strength, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats’ (SWOT) analysis. While common strengths
and weaknesses varied, opportunities and threats
were similar. From success studies (68%),
mitigation measures should optimally benefit
multiple species (‘strengths’), avoid regular
maintenance (‘weaknesses’), improve
governmental aid and community engagement
(‘opportunity’), and consider non-compliance
(‘threats’). Options are available to protect
mammals from SSF, but these require impetus for
adoption, which is best done via community
engagement.

Collateral mortalities of marine mammals in
small-scale fisheries: Too big to ignore.
Meireles de Castro, Rita1; Broadhurst, Matt2;
Domit, Camila3
(1) IMBRSea
(2) NSW Department of Primary Industries,
Fisheries Conservation Technology Unit, Coffs
Harbour, Australia
(3) Centro de Estudos do Mar/UFPR, Pontal do
Paraná
Corresponding Author: rita_de_castro@live.com.pt

Risk of collision between Tursiops truncatus
(Montagü, 1854) and merchant ships in the
National Park “Sistema Arrecifal
Veracruzano”, México.
Melgar-Martínez, Natalia Michelle1; MartinezSerrano, Ibiza2; Suarez-Dominguez, Emilio3
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa de Enríquez,
Mexico
(2) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa Veracruz,
Mexico
(3) Biology School. Universidad Veracruzana,
Xalapa, Mexico
Corresponding Author: natmelmar@hotmail.com

Small-scale fisheries (SSF) often are perceived as
individually sustainable, but comprise 95% of
global fishers and cumulatively represent marine
ecosystem threats, which encompass collateral
mortalities. Marine mammals are particularly
vulnerable to SSF and have been the focus of
conservation strategies. However, in many cases,
such strategies have fallen short of objectives and
effectiveness. This study aimed to elucidate the
associated issues by compiling global mitigation
measures among SSF and identifying: (i) successful
measures and their influencing factors; (ii)
information deficits; and (iii) a coherent approach
to success. Among 113 peer-reviewed articles
(1994–2019) there was exponential temporal
output, and while gillnets were the most studied
(72%), efforts have recently expanded to other
gears. Approximately 68% of publications

The Veracruz Reef System National Park
[UdMO1] (PNSAV by its acronyms in Spanish) is
an area of economic, social, cultural and ecological
importance which houses more than 3,000 species
such as coral reefs, seagrasses and vertebrates
including marine mammals. Currently, the local
port is expanding their facilities, so was needed a
monitoring program to assess the potential impacts
in the local wildlife and the marine ecosystem. In
order to analyze spatial and temporal density and
the risk of collision between merchant ships and
bottlenose dolphins, 63 boat-based navigations
were developed from 2016 to 2017 troughout the
study zone divided into four zones, recording
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geographical positions of both dolphins and ships
and an index of collission was estimated. A total of
274 individuals of T. truncatus were registered
mostly in front of the port of Veracruz, while 380
merchant ships had a greater density in zone three
in front of the Jamapa river. In terms of temporal
density, bottlenose dolphins and ship presented a
higher density in the Cold Fronts season, being
distributed closer to the coast. Likewise, the
general Collision Index was 0.78, indicating that
there is a high risk of collision. In the same way, a
higher Collision Index was found in the northern
season and in the area in front of the port of
Veracruz. This study is one of the first to analyze
the risk of collision between bottlenose dolphin and
ships in the PNSAV, and constitutes a valuable
input for both the port administration and
environmental skateholders to conserve this species
as a bio-indicator of marine ecosystem health.

environment and human activities), understanding
the physiological stress response and coping
mechanisms is of growing importance. Here we
validated assays for steroid hormones in blubber
samples from live and stranded blue (n=73) and
gray (n=15) whales, and then evaluated existing
relationships among hormone concentrations,
health status, and reproduction.
Reproductive status was determined for females
(pregnant vs. non-pregnant) using progesterone
concentrations and for males (immature vs mature)
using testosterone concentrations, coupled with
sighting history data. Validation of stress-related
corticosteroids indicated that detection and
concentrations of corticosterone, cortisol and
aldosterone varied among species and between
sexes. In blue whales, cortisol was validated in both
sexes, while corticosterone was detectable only in
females, and aldosterone only in males. Preliminary
results show higher corticosterone concentrations
compared to cortisol, in stranded animals, but not
in live whales. No difference in concentrations of
either of these hormones was found between
pregnant and non-pregnant females. In gray whales,
assays of both sexes validated for all three
corticosteroid. Corticosterone and cortisol
concentrations showed no difference between
males and females, in this species. Blubber depth
analysis showed cortisol to be more concentrated in
the outer layers (closer to skin), while
corticosterone concentrations did not change across
the depth of the blubber sample. Hormonal
biomarkers linked with resighting histories of large
whales provides valuable insight into long lived
animals whose populations are in need of
supplemental life history information.

Keywords: density, distribution, Collision Index,
marine mammals, merchant ships.

[UdMO1]Please check if other papers how is it
mentioned? English or Spanish?
Hormones and whales: Unveiling physiological
mysteries of blue and gray whales in the North
Pacific Ocean.
Melica, Valentina1; Atkinson DeMaster, Shannon2;
Calambokidis, John3; Gendron, Diane4; Lang,
Aimee5; Mashburn, Kendall6; Osborne, Tonia7;
Scordino, Jonathan8
(1) University of Alaska Fairbanks, College of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, Juneau, AK
(2) University of Alaska Fairbanks
(3) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia
(4) CICIMAR - IPN, La Paz B.C.S.
(5) NMFS, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, La
Jolla, California
(6) University of Alaska Fairbanks, Juneau, AK
(7) University of Alaska Southeast, Juneau, Alaska
(8) Makah Fisheries Management, Makah Tribe,
Neah Bay, WA
Corresponding Author:
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Examining shark bite scars on bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off Bimini, The
Bahamas
Melillo Sweeting, Kelly1; Maust-Mohl, Maria2
(1) Dolphin Communication Project, North Haven
(2) Manhattan College
Corresponding Author: melillok@hotmail.com
Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off of the
coast of Bimini, The Bahamas have scarring and/or
injuries that can be attributed to non-fatal shark
attacks. However, the rate of shark predation on
small cetaceans in general is limited as it is often
dependent on the identification of crescent-shaped
injuries or scars as indicators of shark attacks.
Photo-ID and behavioral research in Bimini is
ongoing and can be used to assess the prevalence of
shark-induced injuries on bottlenose dolphins to
evaluate their predation risk. In this study,
photographs of individual dolphins were analyzed
to describe the presence, shape (e.g., crescent or
linear), and location of scars. Initial analysis

Identification of biomarkers that reflect the
physiological status is fundamental for assessing
population health, as well as to provide more
accurate estimates of life history parameters.
Recovered from commercial whaling, both blue
(Balaenoptera musculus) and gray (Eschrictius
robustus) whale populations feed on lower trophic
levels and migrate between the Eastern Tropical
and the Eastern North Pacific Ocean. With
increasing disturbances (e.g., changing
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suggests at least 10 (7.7%) of the 130 dolphins in
the current catalog have scars or injuries likely
attributed to sharks, with another 22 dolphins
(16.9%) with undetermined scars. Most of these
scars were located on the dorsal side of the
peduncle area, rather than the ventral side which
would more likely result in fatality. Based on the
regions these scars are located, we estimate the
angle of attacks resulting in non-lethal bites and
compare these injuries to reports of attacks on
dolphins in other geographic locations as well as
sympatric Atlantic spotted dolphins. This
information contributes to longitudinal studies of
the dolphins in this region and provides insight into
the predator-prey relationship between shark
species and dolphins off Bimini.

lance (Ammodytes americanus), summer flounder
(Paralichthys dentatus), and winter flounder
(Pseudopleuronectes americanus), with Atlantic
cod only making up 0.3% of the total
biomass. These data support the hypothesis that
grey seals in New England are not contributing to a
decrease in the cod population, an important
commercial target species, and indicate that other
factors need to be examined to explain the decline
in major fish populations.
Photo-identification and movements of
bottlenose dolphins in the waters around Sicily
(Italy).
Melodia, Carolina1; Giacoma, Cristina; Azzolin,
Marta2; Notarbartolo di Sciara, Giuseppe;
Panigada, Simone3; Pierantonio, Nino4; Buscaino,
Giuseppa; papale, elena5; buffa, gaspare; Ceraulo,
Maria6; Alessi, Jessica7; Bruccoleri, Fabrizio;
Cafaro, Valentina; Monaco, Clara8; Pellegrino,
Giuliana; Blasi, Monica Francesca
(1) Filicudi Wildlife Conservation, Lipari, Italy
(2) Gaia Research Institute Onlus, Turin, Italy
(3) Tethys Research Institute, Milan
(4) Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
(5) Institute for the study of Anthropogenic Impacts
and Sustainability in the Marine Environment,
National Research Council and Department of Life
Sciences and Systems Biology, University of
Torino, Italy
(6) Italian National Research Council, Institute of
Anthropic Impact and Sustainability in marine
Environment (CNR-IAS), Torretta Granitola (TP),
Italy
(7) Associazione Me.Ri.S. Mediterraneo Ricerca e
Sviluppo, Favara, Italy
(8) Marecamp association, Aci Castello, Italy
Corresponding Author:
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The truth in scat: Effects of season, location, and
year on diet composition of grey seals
(Halichoerus grypus) in New England.
Mellone, Dominique1; Bair, Halli; Dufault,
Michelle; McCosker, Christina2; Ampela, Kristen3;
Ono, Kathryn A2
(1) University of New England
(2) University of New England, Biddeford, Maine
(3) HDR, Inc., San Diego, California
Corresponding Author: dmellone@une.edu
The expanding Northwest Atlantic population of
grey seals, Halichoerus grypus, has generated a
number of presumed conflicts
with commercial fisheries in New England. This
has led to an ethical debate with many now
questioning the ecological roles of grey seals in the
New England ecosystem. We used hard parts
analysis of grey seal scat to determine if grey seals
are contributing to the depletion of commercially
important fish species, most notably Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua), to assess determinants of diet
variation, and to ascertain their overall diet
composition. Two hundred fifty seven scat
samples were analyzed from two locations,
Muskeget and Monomoy Islands, MA over
multiple seasons from 2004-2018. Analysis
included sieving samples to identify prey remains;
otoliths found were identified and measured to
calculate prey species and biomass, as the length
of an otolith can be used to calculate the length and
wet weight of a prey item. Three variables were
examined in relation to biomass and prey richness
(the number of prey species present in each
sample): season (spring/summer), location, and
period (old = 2004-2009, recent=2010-2018). It
was determined that season (p=0.018), location
(p=1.44x10-6), and period (p=0.001) all had
significant effects on total prey biomass, but only
season (p=0.004) and period (p=0.009)
had significant effects on prey richness. The three
main species contributing to prey biomass across
all variables and samples were American sand

The abundance estimates and movements of
Mediterranean bottlenose dolphins living along the
Italian coast have not yet been determined,
although different photo-identification efforts have
been reported. Here we present information on
bottlenose dolphin photographic recaptures across
six different areas along the coast of Sicily based
on data collected between 1997 and 2018 by
different research organizations. Specifically, we
compared images for 42 dolphins identified in the
Aeolian Archipelago (northern-eastern Sicily;
Catalogue A), 25 dolphins identified in the Strait of
Messina (eastern Sicily; Catalogue B), 103
dolphins identified along the Mazara coast (western
Sicily; Catalogue C), 47 dolphins identified along
the Agrigento coast (south-western Sicily;
Catalogue D), 27 dolphins identified in the waters
nearby Catania (eastern Sicily; Catalogue E) and 83
dolphins identified around the Island of Lampedusa
(southern Sicily; Catalogue F). We found only 12
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matches among catalogues, an average (± SD) of
0.8 ± 2.5 matches for pair ranging from 2-10
matches for pair. Particularly, we found 10 matches
between C and D catalogues, which are
neighboring areas, suggesting that some dolphins
may move across the coastline both in the western
and south-western of Sicily. We also found 2
matches between the A and B catalogues,
suggesting some seasonal movements, most likely
for feeding purposes, from areas in the Aeolian
Archipelago and those in the nearest coast of Sicily
and/or the Strait of Messina. These results support
previous findings showing that Mediterranean
bottlenose dolphins tend to aggregate primarily
with individuals coming from the same sub-area
and only few animals roam widely connecting with
different subgroups living in distant areas. The few
matches found in this study suggest that
geographically isolated bottlenose dolphins might
remain within relatively small areas, where they
exhibit specialized behavior and feeding habits and
face a high risk of local extirpation.

monitoring and surveying pinniped and cetacean
populations and habitats in remote and challenging
coastal areas of Wales. Particular challenges
discussed are associated with: (i) UAV
deployment, (ii) location, (iii) UAV type, (iv)
weather, (v) regulatory limitations, and, (vi) flight
operations. Here, we share our knowledge to the
scientific community and regulators surrounding
potential barriers and considerations to improve
survey design to ensure efficient data capture and
develop mitigation measures for future UAV
marine mammal studies in coastal regions.
It also considers future UAV application
opportunities and advances within the marine
mammal research field such as: remote sample
collection, photogrammetry and camera types, and
highlights our UAV marine mammal associated
research within Wales.
First scientific field research and citizen science
for bottlenose dolphin conservation in the
Calabrian (Italy) Ionian Sea.
Menniti, Maria Assunta1; Alessi, Jessica2; Suraci,
Vincenza3; Vella, Adriana4
(1) Centro Studi e Ricerca Ambiente Marino
CE.S.R.A.M., GUARDAVALLE, Italy
(2) Associazione Me.Ri.S. Mediterraneo Ricerca e
Sviluppo, Favara, Italy
(3) Centro Studi e Ricerca Ambiente Marino
CE.S.R.A.M., Brancaleone, Italy
(4) Conservation Biology Research Group,
University of Malta,, Msida, Malta
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Skies with limits: Optimising Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) as a marine mammal survey
tool for remote and challenging environments –
a Welsh case study.
Mendzil-Griffiths, Anouska1; Bertelli, Chiara2;
Nuuttila, Hanna1; James, Angharad3
(1) Swansea University, Swansea, United Kingdom
(2) Swansea Uiversity, Swansea, United Kingdom
(3) Swansea University, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
A.F.Mendzil@swansea.ac.uk
Conservation, management and policy surrounding
marine mammals are dependent on monitoring
population levels, behaviour, disturbance and their
habitats. Lightweight Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), or drones, have become an important and
reliable survey tool for successful data capture and
are replacing traditional survey applications. Until
recently, marine mammal monitoring surveys have
focussed on time and resource intensive manned
aircraft, land or boat-based observation surveys. In
the last decade, UAV technology, applications and
accessibility has improved dramatically,
revolutionising traditional surveying techniques,
not only within the marine mammal field, but
enhancing cross-disciplinary research and into the
wider science and regulatory community.

Many studies demonstrated that protection through
the institution of a marine protected area (MPA)
can be effective for marine mammals resulting in
the improvement of their survival. Cetaceans are
impacted by different anthropogenic pressures and
particularly bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus), the subject of this study, suffer from
multiple pressures due to their preference in coastal
waters. As this vulnerable species is protected
under the European Habitat Directive and various
other conventions (Bern, Barcellona, Bonn) and
agreements (ACCOBAMS), it requires MPAs
(such as SCIs - Sites of Community Importance
and SACs -Special Areas of Conservation) for their
protection. Bottlenose dolphin research and citizen
science carried out in the stretch of the Ionian Sea,
between Brancaleone and Botricello, is necessary
as there is still a gap in knowledge in this region on
the presence and distribution of cetacean species.
This first year-long study has been
developed through the regional operational
program 2014-2020, 6.5.a.1- sub-action 2
"Conserving, restoring and protecting habitats and
species of the Natura 2000", funded by EU FESR –
FSE for the Calabria Region. The project involves

In order to better inform the scientific community,
regulatory bodies and policies for conservation and
management, it is important to examine the
challenges and applications associated with using
UAVs within the marine mammal field. In this
study we examine common challenges and
opportunities associated with using different UAV
types i.e. fixed-wing Vs multi-copter UAVs, in
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a multi-action approach including scientific field
research in order to study the distribution and the
habitat used by the dolphins; a citizen science
approach in order to increase knowledge and
awareness regarding the marine environment and
dolphins conservation; removal of the marine litter
in the SCI Fondali di Stalettì, in order to reduce the
negative impact these could have on the health of
the bottlenose dolphins (entrapment in abandoned
fishing ghost nets, plastic ingestion, etc.).
Preliminary results on the presence and distribution
of the bottlenose dolphins is presented. This project
contributes towards effective conservation
management efforts for the bottlenose dolphin, in a
geographic area that is under-investigated despite
presence of this species as demonstrated by past
stranding events and citizen sightings.

mammal species in the region. We present risk
maps which highlight the areas of greatest risk for
exposure to impulsive and continuous (i.e.
shipping) noise for a range of marine mammal
species, and areas of relatively low risk. We then
demonstrate how quantitative noise exposure
indicators can be derived from these maps,
enabling the management of cumulative levels of
noise pollution according to the predicted risk to
marine mammal populations.
Maternal foraging trip durations: Establishing a
monitoring index of prey availability for the
northern fur seal.
Merrill, Gregory1; Burns, Jennifer2; Testa, J. Ward3
(1) Duke University, Durham, NORTH CAROLINA
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Seattle, WA
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Exposure of marine mammals to noise pollution
in the Northeast Atlantic.
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Since 1998, the Pribilof Islands population of
northern fur seals (Callorhinus ursinus) has been in
decline with variation observed between islands
[St. George (STG) & St. Paul Islands (SNP),
Alaska]. Maternal females from groupings of
breeding rookeries (rookery complexes) forage in
geographically distinct habitats, primarily on
walleye pollock. Females alternate between visits
ashore to nurse pups and feeding trips at sea, the
duration of which [maternal foraging trip duration
(MFTD)], is an indicator of foraging condition (e.g.
prey availability). This study aimed to identify
variation in MFTD at the rookery level (averaged
across females) across the lactation period and
determine if that variation could explain observed
population trends between islands. Between 2010 –
2018, 264 females at six rookeries were tagged
with VHF radio transmitters to monitor individual
MFTD. Data was used to examine whether longer
MFTDs were associated with negative trends in
population and if unfavorable foraging conditions –
reduced pollock biomass and increased ocean
temperature – were associated with increased
MFTD aggregated by rookery complex using
resource selection functions (RSF). Average MFTD
was shorter for STG than SNP females; population
indices show a declining SNP but relatively stable
STG populations. Amongst the STG rookeries,
animals from the SG-North complex made slightly
longer seasonally-averaged foraging trips than
those from SG-South. Because MFTD varied by
complex, MFTD may be most appropriately used to
understand conditions of the local marine
environment at the rookery-complex level. At the
SP-East complex, RSFs explained variation in
MFTD in the early portion of the season (74%) but
not later in the summer/fall. Early season MFTD
was shorter in years where pollock biomass was
greater, and surprisingly when surface temperature

Evidence of adverse impacts to marine mammals
from underwater noise pollution has grown rapidly
in recent years, including indirect mortality,
permanent and temporary hearing impairment,
behavioural responses, physiological stress, and
acoustic masking of communication signals. To
understand the risk of impact, many governments
and intergovernmental organisations have begun
monitoring and assessing levels of noise pollution
in their waters. In some cases, high-level
commitments have been made to ensure that noise
pollution is at levels which do not harm marine
ecosystems.
In the Northeast Atlantic, countries coordinate
marine environmental policy through the OSPAR
Convention, and since 2015 an impulsive noise
registry has been recording relevant noisegenerating human activities (explosions, seismic
surveys, pile driving, sonar and acoustic deterrent
devices) in OSPAR waters. Joint monitoring
programmes have also been established to measure
and map levels of shipping noise in the North Sea
and Northeast Atlantic.
In this study, we build on this monitoring effort to
combine maps of the pressure from underwater
noise pollution with the distributions of marine
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was warmer. Because MFTD varied with trends in
population, it may serve as a population-level
monitoring index of prey availability related to
the foraging environment.

Grove, Spain
Corresponding Author: severine@thebdri.com
Identifying foraging variation within a population
and assessing its relationship with social structure
is essential to increase knowledge about the
evolution of social systems. Here, we investigated
individual foraging variation in bottlenose dolphins
and its potential influence on their social
organization. We used generalized association
indices and applied social network analysis to data
collected over 4 consecutive years of research in a
coastal area subject to significant use and pressure
by humans. Our findings revealed variation in
foraging behavior among individual bottlenose
dolphins, which in turn shapes their social
organization. We demonstrated that bottlenose
dolphins preferred to affiliate with other individuals
with similar foraging strategies (i.e. homophily).
Our results also indicated that individuals that
regularly foraged within human-altered areas
exhibited denser and longer-lasting associations.
These bottlenose dolphins profit from a reliable and
easily located food source which may increase their
energy intake. We suggest that these individuals
could benefit from increased cooperation and
reduced intragroup competition, which is likely to
facilitate social learning processes related to the
development and maintenance of efficient foraging
strategies in this human-altered environment. We
further propose that these foraging strategies may
be perpetuated by both horizontal and vertical
transmission of information between individuals.
Additionally, the observed homophily could
promote, through time, a segregation of the
population into behaviorally distinct groups. These
findings provide valuable insight into the evolution
of bottlenose dolphin social systems and their
response to human-induced changes in the marine
environment.

Interactions between short-finned pilot whales
(Globicephala macrorhynchus) and the Atlantic
Pelagic Longline Fishery in the Cape Hatteras
Special Research Area (CHSRA) off Cape
Hatteras, USA.
Mesa, Roosevelt1; Fader, Joseph2; Read, Andy3;
Webster, Daniel4
(1) Duke University
(2) Duke University Marine Lab
(3) Duke University, Beaufort
(4) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
Corresponding Author: ramesagut@gmail.com
Short-finned pilot whales (Globicephala
macrorhynchus) are susceptible to bycatch in the
Atlantic Pelagic Longline (PLL) fishery along the
east coast of the United States. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) estimates that,
on average, interactions between pilot whales and
the PLL fishery resulted in 192 serious injuries or
mortalities annually between 2010 and 2014. This
level of mortality is above the Potential Biological
Removal level for this stock of pilot whales, which
is 159. In 2009, the Atlantic Longline Take
Reduction Team recommended establishment of
the Cape Hatteras Special Research Area (CHSRA)
in response to a high rate of interactions between
pilot whales and the PLL fishery in this area of the
shelf break off Cape Hatteras. Our goal was to
assess the overlap between pilot whales and PLL
fishing effort in the CHSRA using the tracks of 57
pilot whales tagged off Cape Hatteras and the
distribution of PLL fishing effort from logbook
records provided by the Southeast Fisheries
Science Center (SEFSC). We analyzed spatial and
temporal overlap between the fishery and pilot
whales in the CHSRA between May of 2014 and
December of 2016. During the spring, summer and
fall, pilot whales and the PLL fishery both occur
frequently in the CHSRA. Kernel density analyses
showed that approximately 70% of the CHSRA can
be considered an area of high overlap between pilot
whales and the PLL fishery. Our study highlights
the importance of the CHSRA as an area likely to
continue to present high rates of interactions
between pilot whales and the pelagic longline
fishery.

Using citizen science to assess migration
patterns of humpback whales in Australia.
Meynecke, Jan-Olaf; McCulloch, Sarah
Griffith University, Australia
Corresponding Author:
o.meynecke@griffith.edu.au
Globally, baleen whales have been recognised to
undergo changes in migration, behaviour and
health and these shifts have been attributed to
climate change in some cases. These changes raise
concerns over the future of whale recovery even for
populations that have reached near pre-whaling
numbers. Detecting such changes requires longterm data and detailed observations over large
spatial scales. However, migratory species like
humpbacks whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) are
difficult to monitor due to their vast home ranges.
Acquiring extensive datasets on these animals can

Individual foraging variation drives social
organization in bottlenose dolphins.
Methion, Séverine1; Díaz López, Bruno2
(1) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
O Grove, Spain
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
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be expensive and time consuming. We have
compiled a large data set comprising of a minimum
of species, number of animals and sighting location
with some data including calf sightings and
behaviour categories for Australian coastal waters.
The data set contained over 100 000 entries
covering up to 25 years of observation. The
majority of this data originated from citizen science
projects. We have assessed the data for suitability
of detailed analyses. A spatial and temporal
representation of the sightings suggests that
breeding grounds, migratory corridors and resting
areas are covered. Migratory patterns and number
of calves sighted were compared between regions
showing similar trends between the east and west
coast of Australia. However, collection methods
and effort varied greatly between data sets and
required standardisation. A number of standards
and rules were identified that would improve the
value of citizen science data and make it more
comparable for future research projects. Overall,
we conclude that large-scale data sets derived from
citizen science projects can assist in predicting
future movement and populations of humpback
whales.

RNAlater for subsequent analysis of natural
cytokine expression. Despite high qPCR
efficiency, samples from N. cinerea pups
frequently produced qPCR Ct values approaching
or below quantifiable limits, suggesting the need
for the development of more sensitive methods for
detection.
Here we describe the development and utility of the
novel molecular biology technique, droplet digital
PCR (ddPCR), as a highly precise, more sensitive
and reliable method for measuring cytokines of N.
cinerea that by the current gold standard
methodology, qPCR, are too low or impossible to
detect. The application of novel methodologies
such as ddPCR, which requires lower sample
volumes and provides absolute quantification of
immune markers, provides greater insights into
managing populations resilience in the face of
endemic and emerging diseases and population
decline. These methodologies can be applied to
both individual and population health
investigations in N. cinerea and other threatened
pinniped species.
Bite me: Using cookie-cutter shark bite scars to
estimate age of Blainville’s beaked whales in
Hawaiian waters.
Mickey, Suzanna1; Baird, Robin2; Mahaffy, Sabre3
(1) Coker College
(2) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
(3) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia,
Washington
Corresponding Author:
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Evaluation of the immune response in the
threatened Australian sea lion using novel
technologies: qPCR and ddPCR
Meza, MariaIgnacia1; Gray, Rachael2; Higgins,
Damien3
(1) The University of Sydney
(2) The University of Sydney, Camperdown NSW
(3) The University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
Corresponding Author:
mariaignaciamezac@gmail.com

Beaked whales (family Ziphiidae) make up almost
a quarter of all cetaceans. However, with the
exception of a few species taken in whaling
operations, little is known of their life history,
ecology or population structure, due primarily to
their offshore distribution and long dives.
Blainville’s beaked whales (Mesoplodon
densirostris) have been studied extensively around
the main Hawaiian Islands and a long-term photoidentification catalog has revealed a small resident
population off Hawaiʻi Island. Adult individuals in
this population have large numbers of scars from
cookie-cutter shark (Isistius spp.) bites, and such
scars remain visible for up to at least 21 years,
aiding in identifying individuals. To determine
whether scar acquisition rates could successfully
predict age, we compared age estimates derived
exclusively from scarring to those from a photo
identification catalog using a sample of 18 whales
seen over long time spans (median=8.5, max=19.6
years). A standardized area three times the length
and the height of the dorsal fin centered beneath the
fin was assessed for sightings of individuals with
good or excellent quality photos where the full area

The Australian sea lion, Neophoca cinerea, is listed
as endangered (IUCN Red List, 2008) and ongoing
population declines have been identified due to a
number of factors including the species’ breeding
life history and anthropogenic disturbances. More
recently, disease in pups was identified as a threat
contributing to population declines. In two South
Australian colonies, Seal Bay and Dangerous Reef,
hookworm infection (Uncinaria sanguinis) affects
100% of neonatal pups causing high morbidity and
mortality. Novel approaches in pinniped
immunology will help to pave the way for
understanding mechanisms that affect survival after
infection and improving management decisions
when new disease arise. In order to address key
knowledge gaps for the species in relation to
immunocompetence, quantitative PCR (qPCR)
primers were designed and optimised for the
detection of relative gene expression of proinflammatory (Il-6, TNFα) and regulatory
cytokines (IL-10, IFNg, IL4) in N. cinerea. As field
limitations precluded the use of lymphocyte
stimulation assays, samples were collected into
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of interest was visible. We both quantified the total
number of scars and the area of the scars measured
within the polygon. Of the two methods, individual
scar acquisition rates produced more realistic age
estimates than changes in scarring areas, due to
overlap among bites over time. Acquisition rates
will be used to estimate age when individuals were
first encountered to derive estimates of longevity
and sexual maturity (i.e., age first seen with a calf
for females or tooth eruption for males). Possible
age-related and individual variability in scar
acquisition rates need to be explored to better
assess the utility of this method, however it shows
promise as a way to better understand life history
and population dynamics of this species.

four samples. Phylums Proteobacteria (90%) and
Firmicutes (10%) were detected. Among
Proteobacteria, Enterobacteriales were the most
common class found (32%), followed by
Pseudomonadales (31%) and Aeromonadales
(25%). Class Bacili was the most common among
Firmicutes. Alpha diversity indexes were similar to
values reported for human and cow milk (Shannon
Index SI= 4.67 ± 0.13; Simpson Index = 0.0016 ±
0.0011; Chao = 484.15 ± 255). These milk samples
are also being researched, used with traditional
microbiologic techniques in order to identify which
of these bacteria could be grown to produce
nutritional and probiotic supplements for manatees
under human care.

Initial results of Antillean manatee (Trichechus
manatus) milk microbiome
Mignucci, Antonio1; Arbeláez, Alejandro2;
Caballero, Susana3; Vives, Martha4; CaicedoHerrera, Dalila5; Sanchez Okrucky, Roberto6
(1) Manatee Conservation Center, Bayamon,
Puerto Rico
(2) Universidad de Los Andes, Bogota D.C,
Colombia
(3) Universidad de los Andes, Colombia
(4) Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá, Colombia
(5) Fundación Omacha, Bogotá, Colombia
(6) Grupo Dolphin Discovery, Cancun, Mexico
Corresponding Author: mignucci@manatipr.org

Community outreach as a tool for Antillean
manatee conservation in Puerto Rico
Mignucci, Marina1; Diaz-Vazquez, Andres2;
Cordero, Paola S.2; Rivera-Ramos, Annilu2; PerezMorales, Patricia2; Rosado-Rolon, Karina M.2;
Calderon-Yanez, Erandi A.2; Sanchez-Seijo, Jessica
R.2; Perez-Guzman, Dianne A.2; Rivera-Perez,
Carla Ivette3; Mendez-Gallardo, Vanessa4;
Mignucci, Antonio5
(1) Inter American University of Puerto Rico
(2) Puerto Rico Manatee Conservation Center, San
Juan, PR
(3) Inter-American University of Puerto
Rico/Puerto Rico Manatee Conservation Center,
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Alejandro Arbeláez, Antonio A. MignucciGiannoni, Dr Roberto Sanchez Okrucky, Dalila
Caicedo-Herrera, Martha Vives, Susana Caballero
Microbiome in milk is an essential component calf
growth of a healthy gut microniome. Previous
studies on milk microbiome on different mammals
(humans, cows, otters) have found a high variety of
bacteria, including Staphylococcus epidermidis,
Bifidobacterium longum, Clostridium sp, and
Clostridium coccoides. The aim of this study was
to describe the microbiome on Antillean
manatee milk in order to develop techniques to
improve nutrition of manatee calves rescue and
under human care, particularly in the Caribbean
and South America. Milk DNA was obtained from
4 lactating females, three in México and one in
Colombia. Milk was treated with saline solution to
allow separation of fat, followed by DNA
extraction with a commercial kit. DNA was then
used for library preparation and whole shotgun
genome sequencing was done on an Illumina
platform. 22.343.699 reads were generated and
read quality was assessed using Fastqc followed by
analyses in Qiime 2 and Mothur pipelines on
Galaxy to identify OTUs. Among 19.349.392
unique reads aligned with 16s available databases,
111 OTUs were identified. All OTUs belonged to
Bacteria, with similar groups found in each of the

Antillean manatees are endangered in Puerto Rico
initially from extensive hunting, but today due to
watercrafts collisions, habitat degradation and
encroachment. While research and government
management efforts have existed since the late
1970s, and intensified during the past 30 years,
conservation efforts must include a community
component to be effective. With this in mind, we
have developed an extensive community outreach
campaign to address public knowledge and the
role they can play into contributing directly to
manatee conservation. These public efforts include
the distribution of printed materials, a public
service announcement campaign, and an active
presence in the web and social networks, in
addition to participating in local environmental
activities and receiving visitors at our Manatee
Conservation Center. The guided tours, given by
volunteers and interns, allow visitors to see
firsthand the active conservation efforts on behalf
of the species and helps inspire them to become
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active in their respective day-to-day to preserve
and care for manatees, the ocean and the
environment. Parallel to this, the Center was
instrumental in 2013 in the enactment of a Puerto
Rico law that declares the manatee as Puerto
th
Rico’s national mammal and established the 7 of
September as the “Day for the Conservation of the
Caribbean Manatee.” During the past years, over
1,000 teachers were trained and 148,650 students
celebrated this day with different environmental
activities in their own school and communities. All
together, these varied community outreach and
education efforts have increased over the years;
the sum of all during the past 5 years is some
17,513,459 people impacted. Academic research
and government management guide recovery
efforts for endangered species, such as the
manatee, but its true recovery from
endangerment can only be secured if the
community is involved and their detrimental habits
are turned towards positive conservation
behaviors though education.

Images of the tattoos were taken during subsequent
handling events and tattoo marks scored for impact
and efficacy. The longest duration between mark
application and imaging was 132 days. All tattoo
marks became less defined over time but remained
obvious and readable. There was no health
complications or damage to the tissue as a result of
the instantaneous tattoo.
The initial evidence from this study shows that this
marking technique is effective for phocid seals, has
no impact on the animals’ anatomy, physiology and
their ability to perform natural
behaviours. Although this study was relatively
short in duration and longer testing is required to
confirm the durability of marks, it demonstrates a
refinement of marking method and should be
considered as an alternative to current methods.
Monitoring the abundance of common
bottlenose dolphins in Vis archipelago (Central
Adriatic Sea, Croatia)
Miočić-Stošić, Jure1; Frleta-Valić, Maša2; Pleslić,
Grgur3; Holcer, Draško4
(1) Blue World Vis, Komiža, Croatia
(2) Blue World Institute of Marine Research and
Conservation, Veli Lošinj, Croatia
(3) Blue World Institute of Marine Research and
Conservation, Veli Lošinj, Croatia
(4) Blue World Institute of Marine research and
Conservation, Veli Losinj, Croatia
Corresponding Author:
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Instantaneous stamp tattoo: A refined marking
method in Phocid seals.
Milne, Ryan1; Moss, Simon2
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: rm610@st-andrews.ac.uk
Wildlife research often involves marking animals
to facilitate the collection of data specific to
individuals over time. Minimising the short- and
long-term effects of marking on the animal's
behaviour and health is not only imperative for
animal welfare, but ensures that the data collected
can be perceived as natural, with little or no effect
from the identification mark/tag.

Data on the occurrence of the common bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) within a study area
centred around Vis Island (Adriatic Sea, Croatia)
has been collected during summer seasons from
2007 to 2018. We used this long-term photoidentification dataset to obtain annual abundance
estimates and test for a trend in abundance. Boatbased surveys resulted in a total of 13,673 km of
research effort in favourable weather conditions.
There was a total of 660 encounters with bottlenose
dolphins in this period, from which 1060
sufficiently distinctive individuals were identified.
Annual abundance estimates were calculated using
the mark-recapture closed population model and
the Mth estimator of Chao. These were then
corrected for the proportion of non-distinctive
individuals. The resulting corrected estimates
ranged from a minimum of 353 (95% CI: 287-483)
to a maximum of 600 individuals (95% CI: 462866). The annual variations in abundance are
possibly attributable to non-uniform research effort
or habitat use patterns of the studied community,
rather than actual changes. This is corroborated by
the regression analysis results which did not
indicate a statistically significant trend in annual
abundance. The bottlenose dolphin community in

Here we describe the first documented use of an
instantaneous stamp tattoo as a marking method in
phocid seals and assess its efficacy and impact.
Short term captive grey (Halichoerus grypus),
n=11, and harbour seals (Phoca vitulina), n=3, held
at the Sea Mammal Research Unit Pool Facility,
were marked with an instantaneous tattoo, under
anaesthesia, during handling for associated
procedures. Uniquely identifying marks were
applied to the hind flipper webbing using modified
ear tattoo pliers, 7mm alphanumeric stamps and
tattoo ink. The application of the tattoo was carried
out in seconds and the procedure had a negligible
impact on the animal. The equipment used is
portable and the application process required
minimal training.
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the study area appears to have been stable within
the reported period. This data contributes to
informed management of the SCI for bottlenose
dolphins (HR3000469) which is part of the chosen
study area.

Species, respectively. Together, both species
represented 70,14% of the total recorded mortality.
The stranding majorities occurred in the months
August, September and December in the Northeast
coast, and between June to October in the South.
The analysis provided important overview of
marine mammal information for management and
conservation actions.

Stranding monitoring program in Brazilian
coast: Analysis of reports.
Miranda, Adriana1; Fruet, Pedro2; Filardi, Ana
Carla3; Ataliba, Camila; Sousa, Glaucia4; Soares,
Matheus3; Rebouças, Gabriel5; Luna, Fábia3
(1) ICMBio/CMA, Maringá, Brazil
(2) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa e Conservação de
Mamíferos Aquáticos, Santos-SP, Brazil
(3) Centro Mamíferos Aquáticos (ICMBio/CMA),
Santos, Brazil
(4) Departamento de Medicina Veterinária,
Faculdade de Zootecnia e Engenharia de
Alimentos, Universidade de São Paulo,
Pirassununga, Brazil
(5) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa e Conservação de
Mamíferos Aquáticos (ICMBio/CMA), Santos,
Brazil
Corresponding Author: dricamirandav@gmail.com

Abundance estimate of beaked whales (Family
Ziphiidae) in the Canary Islands from a distance
line transect acoustic survey.
Miranda, Daniel1; Aguilar de Soto, Natacha2
(1) La Laguna University, S/C de Tenerife, Spain
(2) University of La Laguna / University of St
Andrews, Tenerife, Spain
Corresponding Author: dmirandaglez@gmail.com
The Canary Islands archipelago (Spain) is one of
few places in the world where beaked whales
(Ziphiidae) are known to occur year-round. These
deep-water cetaceans are especially vulnerable to
acoustic pollution and affected by other human
impacts also, such as ship-strikes or debris
ingestion, which cause strandings at the
archipelago. However, there are no data on the
local abundance of Ziphiid species to evaluate their
conservation status. This study reports the first
abundance estimate of the family Ziphiidae in the
Canary Islands, derived from a line-transect
acoustic Distance survey performed using a stereo
towed hydrophone array in autumn-winter 20092010; this resulted in 99 transects totalling 3030 km
length. Acoustic detections of beaked whale clicks
were extracted and processed in PamGuard
software to obtain perpendicular distances of the
whales to the transect line, horizontal distances
correction assuming animal depths from DTAG
data was applied to reduce bias. Distance Sampling
methods were applied to estimate absolute
abundance within the sampled area of 52933 km2
including the national territorial waters. A
previously estimated g(0)= 0.3 was applied to
correct for the availability bias. AIC criteria
selected a hazard-rate model without adjustment
terms as the best model for the detection function,
with an effective detection distance of 500 meters.
The detection function was estimated using 104
event detections. The best density estimate is 0.013
beaked whales/km2 (95% CI 0.005 – 0.026), and
the best abundance estimate is 688 (95% CI 311 –
1386) individuals for the survey area. This study
provides a starting point for future work to monitor
the status and population dynamics of beaked
whales in the Canary Islands, essential for the
conservation management of the species.

Marine mammals stranding occurs worldwide due
to natural and human-related factors. In Brazil there
are many different activities that can negatively
impact marine mammals. Fishing is important to
many people, yet impacts from fisheries on marine
mammals are still difficult to measure. Oil and Gas
Industry is another relevant sector that can affect
negatively the animals. Pre-salt oil region
exploration brought a major concern as it is a huge
area where the number of boats has been
increasing, besides seismic studies, underwater
noise, oil spill, number of ports and others. Some
researches are analyzing the impact of this activity
on marine mammals in a long term, however no
one knows the real impact. As part of Oil and Gas
Licensing, governmental environment agency
requires the development of environmental
programs, including stranding monitoring program
(PMP). The main objective of PMP is to collect
data to evaluate the interference of hydrocarbons
extraction on marine tetrapods. Different
institutions are contracted by Oil Companies to
execute PMP. Most of them are member of the
Stranding Network coordinated by ICMBio/CMA
which created a working group to analyze marine
mammals reported by PMP in five geographical
areas covering 3.388km between Ceará and Santa
Catarina State. From 2010-2017 a total of 2.594
individuals stranded. Besides remarkable spatialtemporal variation in mortality and the overall high
number of stranded animals, the most immediate
issue is the stranding of 1.325 Guiana Dolphin
(Sotalia guianensis) and 1.234 Franciscana
(Pontoporia blainvillei) individuals, classified as
EN and CR in the National List of Endangered

Tracking northern fur seal migrations using
14C in whiskers and satellite tags.
Mitani, Yoko1; Hirakawa, Yukino; Matsuda,
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The relationship between science and law is
complicated for a number of reasons, including:

Northern fur seals (Callorhinus ursinus; NFS)
breed on the islands mainly in the Okhotsk Sea
(Tyuleny and Kuril islands), and the Bering Sea
(Commander and Pribilof islands) during June–
August. Overwintering NFS makes southward
migration, and in the past decade, they have been
reported to interact with coastal fisheries along the
Hokkaido coast of the Sea of Japan. Previous
studies using flipper tags suggest that NFS
overwintering in the Sea of Japan was from islands
in the Okhotsk Sea and the Bering Sea, however,
there is little information after the population in the
Pribilof islands has depleted. In this study, we
aimed to reveal migration patterns of NFS from the
Sea of Japan by using radiocarbon (14C) and
satellite tags. In Japanese waters, cold Oyashio
Current with low ∆14C flows southward along the
Kuril islands, through Pacific coast of northern
Japan. And warm Kuroshio Current with high
∆14C run northward along the Pacific coast of
Japan. The Tsushima Current, split from the
Kuroshio Current, flows from into the Sea of Japan.
Therefore, analyzing whiskers of NFS can produce
sequential records of habitat use. We attached
satellite tags on 5 NFSs caught off the coast of
Hokkaido, and sampled whiskers in 2017. Each
whisker was sectioned from root to tip, and used
for 14C analysis. Two tags transmitted long enough
to reach breeding islands, Commander islands.
∆14C values in whiskers showed several
oscillations with the lowest values (-40 ~ -50‰),
which may indicate values in the Bering Sea, and
with the highest values (10 ~ 20‰), which may
reflect the values in the Sea of Japan. Therefore, it
is suggested that NFS traveld back and forth
between the Bering Sea and the Sea of Japan. The
combination of bio-logging and chemical tracers
enabled us to track individual long-term migration.

Marine mammal research is advancing rapidly,
with technological developments (e.g. animalborne sensors and processing of big data) enabling
scientists to learn more about their subjects than
previously. Many marine mammal populations,
however, remain data deficient with a lack of
knowledge of their biology (e.g. distribution,
abundance and life history) and conservation status.
In addition, there will also be statistical
uncertainty.

•

•
•

Scientific knowledge is uncertain, open to
revision in light of new evidence and tends
to advance more quickly than law;
Science deals with uncertainty in ways
that do not match legal systems; and
Law is frequently limited to a particular
jurisdiction, whereas scientific subjects are
often transboundary in nature.

The UK has more than twenty species of marine
mammals living in its waters and a number of legal
frameworks protecting them. Extensive scientific
research has been undertaken in the UK for many
decades. Despite the wealth of knowledge this has
provided there is no UK legislation dedicated to the
protection of marine mammals. Instead, there is a
legal patchwork, with some legislation decades old
and initially established to protect terrestrial species
and habitats.
This presentation will analyse the difficulties in
reconciling science and law and the role of
scientific research in the creation and
implementation of a legal framework for marine
mammals. It will further review the effectiveness of
UK legislation and the challenges of ensuring strict
protection under the Conservation of Offshore
Marine Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and
the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2017. In particular it will consider the
difficulties in enforcing offences such as deliberate
disturbance and intentional or reckless damage or
destruction of habitats, together with the
implications of such enforcement, or potential lack
of, going forward.
Euthanasia of an adult humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in South Brazil.
Miyaji Kolesnikovas, Cristiane Kiyomi1; Amorim,
Derek2; Antonelli, Marzia3; Wickert, Janaína
Carrion2; Severo, Magnus Machado4
(1) Associação R3 Animal, Florianópolis
(2) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS Campus Litoral Norte (CLN) Centro de
Estudos Costeiros, Limnológicos e Marinhos -

Science, law and marine mammals - analysis of
a complex relationship and review of the legal
framework in place to protect marine mammals
in the UK.
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Live whale strandings are always challenging and
when rescue is not possible, euthanasia is a choice
to be considered. IWC recognizes mechanical and
chemical methods for large whale euthanasia and
here we describe a successful procedure in an adult
humpback whale that stranded in Solidão Beach/RS
(-30.57497;-50,38458). On 27th February the
authors were informed about a live stranded
humpback whale. It was 12.7m long, estimated
20tons of weight, had corneal, palpebral and pain
reflexes, could follow people with eyes and was
vocalizing. As it had half of the body buried in the
sand, was considered in poor body condition and
beach conditions did not allow any kind of safe
rescue, the staff decided for euthanasia. Animal
was monitored by the staff and drugs for euthanasia
were acquired. In an adaptation of published
protocols to the available drugs, on 2nd March we
decided for the following protocol: 1-local block
with lidocain, small incision on dorsal bubbler for
best access to the epaxial muscle. 2-IM injection of
midazolam (0,05 mg/Kg), acepromazine
(0,25mg/Kg), cetamin (2,47 mg/Kg). 3-IM
injection of xylazine (2,5mg/Kg). 4-after reflex
loss, local block with lidocaine and intracardiac
injection of KCl (200mg/Kg). After 20 min of the
first IM injection, the animal started to show
nystagmus and had lowered palpebral reflex.
Xylazine administration was performed after 40
min of the start of the procedure and leaded to
palpebral reflex loss. We did a local block, the
manufactured stainless steel needle was inserted
just behind right pectoral fin insertion and KCL
was administrated in the heart. The animal stopped
breathing just after the start of KCL administration.
After 40min after the last breath, the animal was
considered dead. Although there are published
papers about chemical euthanasia in large whales,
every case is unique and has new important
information to be shared.

Objective In 2006, one common bottlenose
dolphin Tursiops truncatus having a pair of pelvic
fins was found and kept alive. It was expected to
elucidate the molecular mechanism of
loss/regeneration of pelvic fins of cetacean and
unveil the mystery how they lost their hind limbs
during their evolution through the research of the
four-finned dolphin. Unfortunately, this dolphin
died without generating offspring. Here, we
focused our studies on establishments of (1) cell
lines derived from the four-finned dolphin
fibroblasts to conserve its genome resources, and
(2) induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells to utilize
them for various studies.
Methods (1) Four-finned dolphin fibroblasts
were cultured and infected with recombinant
lentivirus encoding immortalizing factor SV40T or
hTERT. These lentivirus also have a blasticidin Sresistance gene. In infection experiments, either
individually or mixed virus solutions were used.
Two days after transfection, blasticidin S was
added to select infected cells. (2) Four-finned
dolphin cell lines were co-transfected by
electroporation with human derived reprogramming
factors Oct3/4, Sox2, L-Myc, Klf4, Lin28. A week
after electroporation, these cells were re-seeded on
feeder cells and cultured for 3 weeks. Also, we are
trying to construct vectors encoding dolphin
derived reprogramming factors.
Results (1) Blasticidin S-resistance cells were
obtained under conditions with SV40T alone, or
mixture of SV40T and hTERT. These cells have
replicated past the Hayflick limit. Then, we
collected single cell clones and made growth
curves. All transfected clones showed remarkable
increases in growth rate compared to the nontransfected cells. Also, SV40T expression was
detected from these clones by Western blotting. (2)
A month after electroporation, iPS cell-like
colonies appeared. In addition, these colonies
showed positive reactions by ALP staining
suggesting that these colonies may be in a dedifferentiated state.

Establishment of fibroblast cell lines and
induction of pluripotent stem cells derived from
four-finned dolphin Tursiops truncatus
Miyashita, Rina1; Takayanagi, Atsushi; Kirihata,
Tetsuo2; Hayashi, Katsuki3; Ohsumi, Seiji4;
Yoshioka, Motoi5; Kato, Hidehiro6; Asakawa,
Shuichi7
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(3) Taiji Whale Museum, Wakayama, Japan
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Historical distribution of whales in the Eastern
North Pacific based on data from the US Whale
Discovery Marking Program, 1962-1969.
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Between 1962 and 1969, the US whale Discovery
marking program conducted 14 exploratory
research cruises, mostly in winter months. The
surveys ranged from northern California to the
southern tip of Baja California, east to mainland
Mexico and west to the Revillagigedo
Archipelago. Winter surveys in these areas were
and remain uncommon. Data from these cruises
provide rare insights on historical winter
distribution of whales.

In Japan, harbour seals inhabit the Pacific side of
Hokkaido, and major breeding grounds are located
in four administrative districts: Erimo, Akkeshi,
Hamanaka and Nemuro. Breeding site in Erimo is
150km away from the closest site in Akkeshi, while
each breeding ground in Akkeshi, Hamanaka and
Nemuro are separated by 20km. Japanese harbour
seals are known to disperse in non-breeding season
but come back to the same breeding site in
subsequent years. The past population genetic
studies using mtDNA and microsatellite markers
suggested they are separated into two populations;
Erimo and eastern Hokkaido. The eastern
Hokkaido is strongly affected by the gene flow
from the north east, where currently much larger
breeding ground is located (>1000). In this study,
we compared the genetic characteristics of eastern
Hokkaido harbour seals divided into four groups;
Akkeshi-breeding, Hamanaka-breeding and
Nemuro-breeding and non-breeding, to see how the
immigration from the north east affect the breeding
groups in eastern Hokkaido. Genetic differentiation
was observed only between Hamanaka-breeding
and non-breeding for microsatellite Fst (p<0.05).
MtDNA marker on the other hand suggested
population differentiation between Hamanakabreeding and Akkeshi-breeding for Fst (p<0.05),
and Hamanaka-breeding and non-breeding for both
Fst (p<0.05) andΦst (p<0.01). PCA analysis
indicated only the second axis was significant
(p<0.01) which accounted for 41.39%. Hamanaka
and Akkeshi-breeding were genetically the farthest
away while Nemuro-breeding and non-breeding
showed genetic similarities. Our result based on
both mtDNA and microsatellite markers supported
seals breed in Hamanaka has the largest genetic
differentiation compared to the other groups,
suggesting the seals here are least affected by the
immigration from the north east, making them
subgroup in eastern Hokkaido. Furthermore, this
study suggested importance in sampling seasons for
understanding the relationships of subgroups of
harbour seals within population.

During these cruises, 991 groups of whales were
sighted, including one group of right whales, 514
groups of gray whales (approximately 6 whales
marked, no recoveries), 70 groups of humpback
whales (44 marked, no recoveries), 73 groups of
minke whales, 74 groups of Bryde’s whales (19
marked, no recoveries),31 groups of sei whales (12
marked, 2 recoveries), 79 groups of fin whales (56
marked, 11 recoveries),73 groups of blue whales
(84 marked, no recoveries), 54 groups of sperm
whales (176 marked, 7 recoveries), and 17 groups
of killer whales. There were also five sightings of
a species similar in size to Bryde’s and sei whales,
seen in a mixing area for these species, which the
experienced observers (DWR, KCB) found difficult
to identify. Based on field descriptions, they may
have been Omura’s whales.
Gray and fin whales were seen throughout the
entire area surveyed. Humpback whales were seen
in different areas off Baja California
seasonally. Minke whales were not seen in the
lower third of Baja California but were seen in
southern areas offshore. Sperm whales were
mostly seen north of Baja California. Blue whales
were seen in large numbers off Baja California in
winter. Sei whales were seen north of the southern
third of Baja California and Bryde’s whales were
seen in the middle and southern areas of Baja
California, although never sighted north of 26°
N. Killer whales were seen sporadically along the
entire coast.whale

Relative abundance of humpback whales in
Maui Nui--preliminary results of 2019-20 aerial
surveys.
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Comparisons and relationships of genetic
characteristics of Japanese harbour seals in
eastern Hokkaido between breeding and nonbreeding seasons.
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Evidence from 2016-2018 suggested that the
Hawaiian humpback whale distinct population
segment may be in decline. Earlier aerial
surveys (1993-2003) of the main Hawaiian
Islands showed the wintering population to be
increasing at a rate of 7% per year, with
highest densities in the Maui Nui (Maui,
Molokai, Kahoolawe and Lanai) and Penguin
Bank regions. The goal of 2019-20 aerial
surveys is to replicate that earlier effort to
detect changes in relative abundance and/or
distribution in the latter high density areas.
The first year’s results (2019) are reported
here.

and Biological Sciences, Viterbo, Italy
Corresponding Author: c.molino@unitus.it
Cetaceans are long living species, that occupy
different trophic levels in the food chain. Most
cetaceans are wide ranging, showing seasonal
movements and changes in habitat use, which can
be very variable even at individual level. Due to
their position at the top of the food chain, the low
rate of their metabolism and the presence of a layer
of blubber, which accumulates lipophilic
pollutants, cetaceans bioaccumulate high quantities
of marine contaminants. For these reasons,
cetaceans are considered good indicators of the
status of marine waters. In more recent years,
several studies have associated the death of many
of these organisms to the ingestion of marine litter,
mainly constituted by plastic debris, which can
become a major source of pollutants. Di(2ethylhexyl)-phthalate (DEHP) is the most
abundantly used plastic additive and it has been
reported to affect multiple biochemical processes
both in humans and wildlife. Nevertheless, there is
limited information on the toxicological effects of
DEHP on marine organisms, in general, and on
cetaceans, in particular. In this study, we evaluated
the cytotoxic and genotoxic effects of DEHP on
Bottlenose dolphin skin cell line, employing
specific in vitro tests to assess cell viability and
DNA damage. Cytotoxicity tests showed a slight
dose-response decrease of cell viability after 24 h
of exposure to DEHP. Genotoxicity tests, such as
Comet and Cytokinesis-Block MicroNucleus
(CBMN), detected only a slight increase of DNA
strand breaks but a clear indication of a significant
micronucleus induction after treatments. The
overall results demonstrate that in vitro exposure to
DEHP has cytotoxic and genotoxic effects on
Bottlenose dolphin skin cell line. Moreover, these
results are discussed in comparison to DEHP
effects detected on the standardized Chinese
Hamster Ovary cell line (CHO).

Surveys were performed from a twin-engine
Partenavia P68 aircraft flying at an altitude of
244 m (800 ft) and a speed of 100 knots.
Tracklines consisted of north-south systematic
lines spaced 14 nmi apart, extending 7 nmi
past the 1000-fathom depth with random lines
connecting endpoints. GPS, altitude, distance
from the trackline, group size and presence of
a calf were collected for each sighting. Survey
crew consisted of a data recorder and two
observers, one on each side of the aircraft.
Surveys were conducted on dates to
correspond to peak whale densities (Feb. 8, 18
and March 1) based on prior surveys. A total of
174 whales were sighted across 1,709 km effort
for an overall encounter rate (ER) of 0.102
whales/km. ERs from earlier surveys ranged
from 0.062 in 1993 to 0.101 in 2003. Despite
earlier evidence of a rapidly increasing
population, the 2019 ER was equivalent to that
in 2003. The percent of groups containing a
calf was higher in 2019 (9.2%) than that seen
earlier (from 5.2% in 1995 to 8.6% in 2003).
Thus, the 2019 surveys presented conflicting
evidence regarding the current status of the
wintering population in the Maui Nui region
necessitating additional state-wide surveys.

The Navy Acoustic Effects Model (NAEMO):
Adapting to Changing Requirements.
Moll, Tara1; Blackstock, Sarah2; DePietro,
Cassandra2; Watwood, Stephanie3; Fayton, Joseph4;
Fothergill, Jessica2; Wertman, Christina; Borcuk,
Jocelyn2; Robinson, Emily5; Hulton, Peter4
(1) Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division
Newport, Newport, Rhode Island
(2) Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division
Newport, Newport, RI
(3) US Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport,
Rhode Island
(4) Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport, RI
(5) emily.r.robinson@navy.mil, Newport, RI
Corresponding Author: peter.hulton@navy.mil

In vitro evaluation of cytotoxic and genotoxic
effects of Di(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate (DEHP) on
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) skin cell
line
Molino, Chiara1; Filippi, Silvia2; Giovani, Giada2;
Peruffo, Antonella3; Centelleghe, Cinzia3;
Marchini, Sofia2; Angeletti, Dario4; Meschini,
Roberta5
(1) University of Tuscia, Department of Ecological
and Biological Sciences, Rome, Italy
(2) Tuscia University, Department of Ecological
and Biological Sciences, Viterbo, Italy
(3) University of Padua, Legnaro, Italy
(4) Tuscia University, Viterbo, Italy
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The Navy Acoustic Effects Model (NAEMO) was
developed in 2008 to assess the potential level of
behavioral disturbance and physiological impacts
(e.g., temporary and permanent threshold shifts) for
individual marine mammals and sea turtles likely to
be in the vicinity of Navy training and testing
activities. Recent updates to NAEMO include a
web-based data collection system and the continual
incorporation of the best available scientific data
(e.g., marine species density and distribution data,
updated acoustic impact criteria and thresholds).
NAEMO has been adapted to consider different
output requirements based on the level of analysis
required, such as analyzing groups of species (i.e.,
stocks or guilds) instead of only assessing potential
impacts at the individual species level. As NAEMO
enters its fourth generation of software, the Navy is
evaluating how to adapt the inputs and apply
analytics to account for future regulatory requests
or requirements. Potential enhancements may
include analyzing how density layers are used in
the model, examining the number of simulations
required for densely or sparsely populated species,
increasing the complexity of the event being
modeled, increasing resolution in environmental
data, accounting for the effects of moving animals,
incorporating potential mitigation and avoidance,
and developing additional statistics to inform
results. These prospective changes will be explored
considering the best available science and
evaluated to determine their potential to better
understand the acoustic impact of Navy activities
on marine species.

with wide ranging distributions, high mobility and
cryptic behaviours. Ne and Nc are key parameters
for the conservation and management of wildlife
because they can determine the degree to which
populations are at risk. While Nc impacts
demographic and ecological processes, Ne affects
genetic drift, loss of genetic diversity and levels of
inbreeding. Genetic methods have recently gained
popularity for estimating Ne due to the
development of various statistical approaches, and
the availability of user-friendly software. Blue
whales (Balaenoptera musculus) were reduced to
very low numbers during the whaling era, with
some subspecies and populations impacted more
heavily than others. Here we estimate
contemporary Ne for populations of three blue
whale subspecies (B. m. musculus, B. m.
intermedia, and B. m. brevicauda) using a singlesample estimator based on the Linkage
Disequilibrium (LD) method, and a panel of
>15,000 unlinked single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) loci. Samples (n= 277) originated from
Antarctica, Eastern South Indian, Western South
Pacific, Eastern North Pacific, Eastern Tropical
Pacific, and Eastern South Pacific. Population
genomic analysis in general indicated higher
differentiation and low contemporary migration
rates between subspecies, and lower differentiation
and moderate migration rates between populations
within subspecies. Ne estimates ranged from 43 to
455 (mean= 240, SD= 140), depending on the
population, and Ne/Nc (for populations with Nc
estimates available) ranged from 2 to 41% (mean=
0.20, SD= 0.17). Simulations indicated that factors
impacting robustness of estimates include
migration rates, strength of bottlenecks, sample
sizes and scheme, and choice of parameters for
estimation. This study identifies issues to be
considered when planning genomic estimates of Ne
for cetacean populations, and assists in interpreting
estimates within a conservation management
context.

Genomic estimates of effective population size
for blue whales.
Moller, Luciana1; Attard, Catherine2; SandovalCastillo, Jonathan; Lang, Aimee3; Galletti
Vernazzani, Barbara4; Torres, Leigh5; Jenner, Curt;
Gill, Peter; Barcelo, Andrea6; Jenner, MichelineNicole; Sironi, Mariano7; Cabrera, Elsa4;
Beheregaray, Luciano8
(1) Flinders University, Bedford Park
(2) Flinders University, Bedford Park SA
(3) NMFS, Southwest Fisheries Science Center, La
Jolla, California
(4) Centro de Conservación Cetacea, Santiago,
Chile
(5) Marine Mammal Institute, Oregon State
University, Newport
(6) Flinders University, Marion, Australia
(7) Instituto de Conservación de Ballenas, Buenos
Aires, Argentina
(8) Flinders University, Bedford Park, Australia
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Updating a photo-id catalog of bottlenose
dolphin off Catania.
Monaco, Clara1; Sciacca, Virginia2; Pellegrino,
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(2) Econscience, Mascalucia, Italy
Corresponding Author:
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Updating a photo-id catalog of bottlenose
dolphin off Catania.
Monaco C.1, 2, Susini C. 1, Pellegrino G. 1, 3

Estimation of effective population size (Ne) and
abundance (census size, Nc) remains challenging to
derive for wildlife species, particularly for those

clamonaco@unict.it
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The franciscana (Pontoporia blainvillei) is endemic
to the western South Atlantic Ocean and the most
threatened cetacean species in South America
mainly due to the bycatch in gillnet fisheries. In the
coast of Rio Grande do Sul, Southern Brazil, the
overlap between franciscana distribution and gillnet
fleets results in a high bycatch rate resulting in
thousands of stranded franciscanas along the beach.
In 2012, the Brazilian Government published a
norm to regulate gillnet fisheries by reducing the
fishing effort and establishing no-fishing zones.
Consequently, a decrease in bycatch and stranding
rates of franciscanas should be expected in most
recent years. Generalized Additive Models (GAM)
with a time series of five years before (2008-2012)
and five years after (2014-2018) the publication of
the norm were used to evaluate the temporal
stranding patterns. Bycatch data collected by
onboard observers in commercial fishing vessels
were used to estimate the mortality during the
white croaker (Micropogonias furnieri) and striped
weakfish (Cynoscion guatucupa) fishing seasons,
from 2013-2015 and 2018-2019 using Hierarchical
Bayesian models. The stranding rate showed a
slight and non-significant decline after 2012
(p=0.19). The strandings were highly seasonal with
peaks from November to February which coincided
with a higher gillnet fishing effort for the white
croaker. The estimated number (Mean; [Credible
Interval]) of franciscanas killed in the croaker
season ranged from 93[6; 2014] in 2015 to 574 [83;
1157] in 2018. For the weakfish season, the
estimated number ranged from 259 [16; 591] in
2015 to 508 [85; 988] in 2018. Current levels of
fishing-related mortality of franciscanas are similar
to previously reported estimations (i.e. before the
norm), thus are still very high and may not be
sustainable. Long-term monitoring of incidental
captures through on-board observers and beach
surveys are essential to evaluate trends in this
mortality and to guide management actions.

3 Accademia del Leviatano. Viale Astronomia 19,
00144 Roma.
To fill the gap of data on presence, distribution and
social interactions of cetaceans off the coast of
Catania, after a decade of interruption of the photoidentification works in the Gulf of Catania (Ionian
Sea, Italy), the Marecamp association decided to
update an existing old catalog of dorsal fin of
bottlenose dolphins living in the area (Monaco et
al., 2010). The visual method of Würsig & Würsig
and the computer-assisted programs DARWIN
(Stanley, 1995) and SOCPROG were used
(Whitehead, 2009).
The old catalog contained 39 individuals identified
from 1997 to 2008 while the new one permitted to
update many reference photos of 3 previous
classified specimens and also to add new items,
reaching 49 bottlenose dolphins photo-identified
until 2018. We collected 320 new photos during 2
hours of sighting overall, for a total effort of 90
hours of monitoring.
According to fission-fusion grouping patterns
typical of medium size bottlenose dolphins’ herds,
we saw some confirmed individuals of the catalog
maintain relationships between them, while other
individuals, confirmed matches and not, established
new social associations, moving North-South and
back across the Gulf.
Using mark-recapture principles for population
study and observing the high slope of the discovery
curve, we found that the investigated population
has not been still completely identified. Moreover,
ongoing studies with some Sicilian organizations
are conducting in order to verify any old and/or
new relationships with specimens from adjacent
areas to the Gulf and to better comprehend
population dynamics.

Marine mammals matter: Combining applied
research with education to inspire community
conservation action.
Montemurro, Matt1; Robb, Kate2
(1) Marine Mammal Foundation, Rosebud,
Australia
(2) Marine Mammal Foundation, Mentone,
Australia
Corresponding Author:
montemurro.matt@gmail.com

Temporal trends in mortality patterns of the
endangered franciscana dolphin (Pontoporia
blainvillei) in southern Brazil
Monteiro, Danielle1; Prado, Jonatas2; Botta,
Silvina3; Estima, Sérgio4; Secchi, Eduardo
(1) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande - FURG,
Rio Grande, Brazil
(2) APA Baleia Franca - ICMBio-MMA, Imbituba,
Brazil
(3) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande-FURG,

Education is key to empowering community and
individual capacity to undertake effective
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conservation and sustainability management within
marine environments. With an increasing amount
of research dedicated to the impact of plastic and
marine debris in marine mammals, such as
entanglements and ingestion, it is important to raise
awareness to promote positive change. As marine
mammalogists we have a unique ability and
responsibility to educate the community, foster
environmental connection through compassion of
whales, dolphins and seals, and empower and
inspire action towards a better tomorrow. From
communities living in close proximity to coastal
environments to those that are geographically
distant, understanding key ecological processes,
anthropogenic threats and influences, and
management and mitigation are important factors in
the application of community conservation
initiatives. The Marine Mammal Foundation is a
not-for-profit research, education, and conservation
organisation. With our wide range of education
programs, community outreach programs, and
citizen science activities, we are uniquely placed to
combine applied research with action for
conservation and understanding of south-east
Australian marine environments. We highlight
innovative outreach and education programs that
together have reached over 18,832 community
members (2017-2019). From curriculum-based
school incursions bringing real research into the
classroom; litter mitigation programs Marine Litter
Project, Bin Not Bay and Litter Free Lakes;
community citizen science program Lakes
Champions, to our youth empowerment
program Marine Champions, these crucial
initiatives aim to connect, empower and create
change. The outcomes include raising awareness of
local marine mammals; highlighting impacts of
anthropogenic threats such as recreational boating
and litter and marine debris; strategies to mitigate
threats; encourage youth participation in applied
science; and empower individual and community
conservation and sustainability action. Volunteer
contribution, collaboration between industry,
community groups, and other stakeholder
organisations, and ongoing funding support has
proved vital in the successful implementation of
not-for-profit education and outreach programs.

(3) Universidad Autonoma de Baja California Sur,
La Paz
(4) NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center, La
Jolla, CA
(5) NOAA/SW Fisheries Science Center, La Jolla
(6) Oregon State University, Newport, Oregon
(7) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia
(8) Southwest Fisheries Science Center, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, La Jolla,
California
Corresponding Author: jeff.e.moore@noaa.gov
NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center
(SWFSC) conducted the California Current
Ecosystem Survey (CCES) from June – December
2018. Made possible by the Pacific Marine
Assessment Program for Protected Species
(PacMAPPS) – a partnership between NOAA, the
US Navy, and the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management – this ambitious and first-of-its-kind
multi-disciplinary survey encompassed waters from
Vancouver Island, Canada, to southern Baja
California, Mexico, out to 200 nautical miles
offshore. This was the 8th large-scale marine
mammal and ecosystem survey of the California
Current conducted by SWFSC since 1991;
however, it was the largest of these in its latitudinal
scope, and in addition to the standard large-vessel
visual line- and strip-transect abundance and
distribution surveys for cetaceans and seabirds, it
also included data collection by drifting acoustic
spar buoy recorders (DASBRs) for deep diving
cetaceans; continuous acoustic backscatter for prey
species; and – in collaboration with Cascadia
Research Collective – an unprecedented biopsy
sampling and photographic identification effort for
humpback and other baleen whales. The cetacean
sighting rate was twice that of any previous survey,
almost certainly because survey effort was more
heavily concentrated over the continental shelf than
for past surveys. The NOAA large vessel working
together with the Cascadia small-boat facilitated us
collecting hundreds of biopsies and thousands of
identification photographs. CCES data will be used
to update and improve marine mammal stock
assessments for the California Current, and
additionally, to update cetacean density maps,
address trophic ecology questions (predator-prey
distributions), improve fishery stock and integrated
ecosystem assessments (prey consumption
estimates), provide greatly improved population
size estimates for beaked and sperm whales, and
provide stock-delineation and population biology
inferences for humpback whales to inform
management associated with high numbers of
entanglements in pot and trap fishing gear.

The 2018 California Current Ecosystem Survey:
A multi-disciplinary assessment of predators
and prey off southern Canada, the USA and
northern Mexico.
Moore, Jeff1; Rojas-Bracho, Lorenzo2; Urban,
Jorge3; Henry, Annette4; Barlow, Jay5; Ballance,
Lisa T.6; Calambokidis, John7; Demer, David8
(1) NOAA - SW Fisheries Science Ctr, La Jolla,
California
(2) Comisión Nacional para el Conocimiento y Uso
de la Biodiversidad, Ensenada, Baja California,
Mexico., Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico

The effect of marine traffic on bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) behavior in The
Ría de Arousa in Galicia, Spain.
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Photo-identification is a method of using
photographs of natural markings, such as scars and
pigmentation patterns, to identify individuals. The
study area where photographs of long-finned pilot
whales (Globicephala melas) were collected is the
North-West Mediterranean Sea from 1999 to 2017.
The sampling effort was being mostly carried out in
the Pelagos Sanctuary (marine protected area for
cetaceans since 1999) with a total of 18 surveys
and more than 30 hours of observation at sea. The
photo identification process carried out for this
project was based on natural markers described in
the following publications: Sergeant and Fisher
(1957), Sergeant (1962a), Kastelein et al. (1990),
Gowans and Whitehead (2001). To describe the
distribution and abundance of the marks along the
flank and the dorsal fin, each mark type found in
the photographs was analysed. During the 12 years
of sampling (from 2006 to 2017), 18 sightings of
long finned pilot whales occurred, and 8211 photos
of Globicephala melas were collected and 161
individual of long finned pilot whales were
identified with photos of different quality rating.
Among these 161 individuals, only one is a calf, all
the others are adults or sub-adults. Parameters
related to the left side and the right side, was
calculated analysing individuals with Quality
Rating ≥1 (the best): 83 individuals for left sides,
115 individuals for right sides. Analysis revealed
the presence of 1337 marks. In general, from the
data obtained is possible to assert that the right side
is more injured than the left side, indeed the right
side present 791 total marks compared to the 546 of
left side. On the basis of this injuries was possible
establish the frequency of recapture from which
showed that the 20% were photographically
captured (recaptures) more than once.

Understanding the dynamics between bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) behavior and
anthropogenic behavior is essential for the creation
and implementation of effective conservation
strategies for the species. Due to a general trend
towards coastal urbanization, bottlenose dolphins
encounter frequent disturbances due to human
activities, facing increased threats to fitness and
survival. This study examined the effects of marine
vessel traffic on a resident population of bottlenose
dolphins in the Ría de Arousa of Galicia, Spain.
Marine vessel traffic, specifically commercial
mussel farm boats, fishing boats, and tourist
catamarans, is the most common anthropogenic
threat faced by the Ría’s dolphins. Using landbased observations, data were collected on group
behavior and marine vessels interacting with a
group. These data were used to compare
differences in behavioral transitions, behavioral
budgets, and bout durations in the presence and
absence of marine vessel interactions. The Ría’s
resident bottlenose dolphin population was more
likely to continue traveling and less likely to
remain resting in the presence of marine vessel
traffic. The behavioral budget analyses indicated
they also spent a higher proportion of time
traveling and a lower proportion resting. The
average length of behavioral bouts was
significantly different in impact situations, during
which dolphins experienced longer traveling and
socializing bouts and shorter resting bouts. These
short-term consequences may result in long-term
decreases in reproductive success and survival at
the individual and population levels. Thus, steps
should be taken to improve local legislation and
increase public awareness with the goal of
conserving this resident population of bottlenose
dolphins.

Management strategy evaluation for a feedback
regulatory system to limit marine mammal
bycatch: The bottlenose dolphin case-study.
Moreno, Paula1; Punt, Andre2; Mathews, Michael;
Brandon, John
(1) USM, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, Ocean
Springs, Mississippi
(2) School of Aquatic and Fishery Sciences,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
Corresponding Author: Paula.Moreno@usm.edu

Photographic identification of long-finned pilot
whales (Globicephala melas) in the Pelagos
Sanctuary
Morati, Micaela; Rosso, Massimiliano1; Moulins,
Aurelie; Griggio, Matteo; Bonato, Marco2
(1) CIMA Research Foundation, savona, Italy
(2) University of Padua - Department of Biology,
Padova, Italy
Corresponding Author: moratimicaela@gmail.com

Bycatch in commercial fisheries is considered a
global threat to marine mammals. However,
regulatory initiatives to monitor and limit bycatch
from commercial fisheries are still limited. The
Potential Biological Removal (PBR) and fisheries
classification system offers a regulatory framework
implemented in the United States’ Economic
Exclusive Zone to limit bycatch of marine
mammals in commercial fisheries. PBR is
calculated for each population against which
bycatch is compared to classify each commercial
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fishery as having ‘frequent’, ‘occasional’ or
‘remote’ bycatch. In principle, only fisheries
classified as ‘frequent’ and ‘occasional’ trigger
bycatch management measures. This system is to
be applied to fisheries operating outside the US that
export fishing products to the US. However, a
formal evaluation of the combined management
components (PBR and fisheries classification) has
not been conducted. In this study, we use a
simulation approach (management strategy
evaluation; MSE) to determine the performance of
the bycatch management system, in particular the
proportion of correct and incorrect fishery
categorization under scenarios of bycatch
(moderate/high), distinctiveness of fishery
categories (clearcut/fuzzy) and precision of bycatch
and abundance estimates for a population of 10,000
bottlenose dolphins. Correct classification was
generally high, in particular for categories that
should lead to management measures, i.e.
‘frequent’ and ‘occasional’. Misclassifying
‘frequent’ as ‘remote’ and vice-versa rarely
occurred, while misclassifying a fishery that is
‘remote’ as ‘occasional’ can become common
when bycatch is high, an expected outcome for a
precautionary system. Unintuitively, the ‘remote’
to ‘occasional’ misclassification was exacerbated
for clearcut fishery categories, and the effect of
precision of bycatch and abundance estimates
varied across scenarios. MSE offers a valuable tool
to test the robustness of management frameworks
aimed to mitigate marine mammal bycatch in
commercial fisheries and can be applied to
populations with a range of demographics and
conservation status.

warm-temperate waters worldwide. However, there
are few descriptions of the echolocation clicks of
the species, and most studies are concentrated in
the Pacific Ocean. In Brazil, previous works on
their acoustic signals were recorded generally near
the coast and reported mostly the whistle
descriptive parameters. This work aims to
contribute with the acoustic description of the
species and to provide more data on their click
parameters in the South Atlantic Ocean. Acoustic
data was collected during the visual and acoustical
vessel-based survey at the 2019 Summer expedition
implemented by the Santos Basin Cetacean
Monitoring Project (PMC-BS/PETROBRAS). A
towed hydrophone array and an acoustic processing
system (hydrophones RESON4013, NIDAQ
500kHz and PAMGUARD) were used to monitor
the biological signals in real time. The signals were
analyzed automatically using the Band Limited
Energy Detector of the software Raven Pro 1.5 and
manually using a custom LabVIEW based
program. A group of approximate 15 dolphins
(visual confirmation of group size and species) was
recorded on April 3rd, 2019 at a distance of 145 mn
from shore (25.1698°S, 41.2942°W) and 2,789 m
of depth. An animal was observed with a fish in the
mouth, suggesting that the group was foraging. We
analyzed 1,018 echolocation clicks of this
detection. The preliminary results of 39 minutes of
recording presented higher peak (median = 37.10
kHz; range = 14.64 – 72.26 kHz) and center
(median = 39.06 kHz; range = 21.48 – 83 kHz,)
frequencies than previous described for the Pacific.
However, the values were close to another study at
the South Western Atlantic. This work is an
important step for additional research on the
species in the Atlantic Ocean, contributing to the
discussion and understanding of different
populations distributed in different ocean basins.

Echolocation clicks of rough-toothed dolphins
(Steno bredanensis) at the South Brazil Bight,
South Western Atlantic
Moron, Juliana1; Anzolin, Daiane2; Versiani,
Leonardo3; Alves, Ana Kássia4; Paro, Alexandre5;
Rossi-Santos, Marcos6
(1) Socioambiental Consultores Associados,
Sorocaba, Brazil
(2) Socioambiental Associados, Toveri,
Florianopolis, Brazil
(3) Instituto de estudos do Mar Almirante Paulo
Moreira (IEAPM) and Universidade Federal
Fluminese (UFF), Arraial do Cabo, Brazil
(4) VitaNeotropica Serviços Especializados em
Fauna e Meio Ambiente Ltda., São Francisco do
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(5) Ecowaves Tecnologia e Serviços, São Paulo,
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Successful DNA extraction, bisulfite conversion
and amplification of baleen whale lamina
growth layers in earplugs for use in epigenetic
analysis
Morris, Brooke1; Crain, Danielle2; King, Bryan3;
Kamanda, Patricia3; Usenko, Sascha1; Trumble,
Stephen4
(1) Baylor University
(2) Baylor University, Hewitt, Texas
(3) Baylor University, Waco, TX
(4) Baylor University, Waco, Texas
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Epigenetics is the study of changes in gene
expression which does not involve alterations to the
underlying DNA sequence; a change in phenotype
without a change in genotype. To date, studies of
epigenetics have shown that alterations in DNA
expression are a regular and natural occurrence
influenced by age, environment, and disease states

The rough-toothed dolphin (Steno bredanensis)
occurs throughout tropical and
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called epigenetic drift. Recent advances in
epigenetics have shown drift patterns can provide
insight into many biological processes such as
aging as well as how environmental pressures
influence species. However, to date, there has never
been a suitable matrix for extracting a methylation
profile over the entire lifespan of a long-lived
species. We extracted DNA from annually
deposited lamina of baleen whale earplugs,
historically used as an aging proxy, using a novel
method we developed from modern forensic
techniques. From our method, we extracted DNA
from < 30 mg of earwax material. DNA underwent
bisulfite conversion and amplification for Whole
Genome Bisulfite Sequencing for use in
downstream analysis. Few epithelial cells are
trapped in the waxy tissue, making the DNA
difficult to separate from this matrix. Furthermore,
Next Generation Sequencing is difficult to perform
on extracted DNA due to low starting material from
museum samples, the extraction process, and
subsequent conversion of the DNA with bisulfite.
However, we were able to extract DNA
concentrations of < 100 ng for full bisulfite
conversion and amplification which we validated
with a Quibit Fluorometric Quantificationä
measurement. This method will allow for future
analysis of epigenetic drift in accordance with
aging to assess how baleen whales deal with
environmental stress.

surveys and half weight coefficients of association
(HWCA) amongst 103 sexed resident individuals
over an eight-year period. We also analyzed the
isotopic signatures of δ13C and δ15N in dentine
formations from growth layer groups (GLG) on
five stranded individuals within the study area.
From 319 sightings, 45% were all-female, whereas
39% were mixed sex. Overall, 72% of the sightings
had fewer than 10 members, and 94% of female
groups had less than 7 individuals. HWCA amongst
the 73 resident adult females were low (x=0.3,
sd=0.06), but stable within the first three months,
and decreased exponentially towards the third year.
However, eleven females formed long lasting
associations (HWCA>0.5) with <3 particular
females over time. Also, HWCA values from 20
mother-calf pairs (12 of them with 1-3 offspring)
showed high and stable companionships (x=0.5,
sd=0.17), that decreased linearly since birth
towards the fifth year (r2=0.99). Furthermore,
isotopic signatures in both elements also decreased
from the prenatal layer towards the GLG of years
1-2, and increased between the GLG of years 3-5,
suggesting feeding independence after the second
year of age. Small groups have been related to
lower detectability by fishers in this dolphin
community. Also, long-lasting associations
between known females may help to ease the
nursing costs under stressful conditions of
harassment by humans and male dolphins. The
short nursing period may be a response to the stress
produced by the high vessel traffic (x=20 h-1) in the
area.

Dangerous hood? Build trust and prosper:
Associations of female bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) and their calves in the
Southwestern Gulf of Mexico.
Morteo, Eduardo1; Quiroga-Bermudez, Mariana2;
Aguilar-Badillo, Liza3; Mendoza Martínez,
Jahzeel1; Delfín-Alfonso, Christian4; AbarcaArenas, Luis4
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(2) Marine Mammal Laboratory (LabMMar, IIBICIMAP), Xalapa, Mexico
(3) Marine Mammal Laboratory (LabMMar, IIBICIMAP), Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa,
Mexico
(4) Instituto de Investigaciones Biológicas,
Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
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Fine-scale habitat use variation in a common
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
population.
Mosca, Olga1; Díaz López, Bruno2; Methion,
Séverine3
(1) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Spain
(3) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
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Corresponding Author:
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Understanding the physical processes and
environmental variables influencing cetacean
movements on a small scale is necessary to discern
the ways in which these top predators utilize their
habitat. In this study we analyze the variables
related to the presence of common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in two adjacent but
environmentally distinct areas within the Ria De
Arousa (Galicia, Spain) using land-based data
collection techniques. The first location is a wide,
open area of varying water depths and bottom
substrates, and the second a more protected,

The coastal waters off Alvarado are highly
productive and dolphin-fisheries antagonistic
interactions are frequent although uncommon in
resident individuals due to spatial segregation.
Social affiliations in female coastal bottlenose
dolphins are often unstable, and commonly involve
multiple partners across the years. Conversely,
mother-calf pairs last several years, until offspring
reach maturity and independence. We studied the
dynamics of such associations using 98 photo-id
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shallow channel leading to an estuarine area
characterized by a muddy bottom. Environmental
factors driving dolphin presence within each area
were modelled using General Additive Models
(GAMs). Environmental and dolphin sighting data
were collected from January to November 2018
with a total of 359 hours in the field, 191 dolphin
sightings and an average of 0.53 sightings/hour.
Dolphin presence was significantly different
between the two areas (average sighting
frequency 1.12 and 0.20 sightings/hour) and
dolphins appeared to prefer deeper water and
varied bottom substrates. A temporal variation
(monthly and circadian), as well as tide level
variation in dolphin presence was observed overall
and within the wider of the two areas. Within the
shallow channel, however, none of the
environmental variables measured appeared to
significantly influence dolphin presence. This study
shows that, even at a small scale, marine top
predators are very selective in the way they utilize
different areas of their habitat based on different
environmental variables through time. While most
cetacean studies are often conducted on very large
scales, the scale at which this study was completed
allows for a more relevant understanding of a local
population of marine top predators, information
which is crucial to ensure a tailored and efficient
protection and conservation plan.

the aerial survey trackline. Imagery was reviewed
for time periods coinciding with narwhal sightings
during the survey and narwhal images were
classified as calves, yearlings, other subadults, and
adults based on size and colouration. Totals of
4002 and 1993 narwhals were classified in 2014
and 2015, respectively. Numbers of narwhals in
each of nine geographic strata were estimated for
each survey in each year using observer
sightings. Proportions of animals of each size class
from analysis of the imagery were extrapolated to
each stratum to estimate numbers of calves in each
stratum and overall in the Pond Inlet
Complex. During aerial surveys of the main
summering period from 1 August to 2 September
2014 and 1-31 August 2015, 9.4% and 6.7%,
respectively, of narwhals present were estimated to
have been calves. During both years, large influxes
of narwhals entered the study area during August
with different age classes entering in 2014 than
2015. Such large interchanges between summering
areas have not previously been documented and
likely influenced the proportion of calves among
narwhals present.
Foraging habitat influences pup size in southern
elephant seals
Muelbert, Monica1; Campagna, Claudio; Lewis,
Mirtha2; Eder, Elena2; Ferrari, Mariano2; Hindell,
Mark3
(1) Oceanography Institute UNIFESP, Rio Grande
(2) CENPAT, Puerto Madryn, Argentina
(3) Univeristy of Tasmania, Hobart
Corresponding Author: monica.muelbert@furg.br

Importance of the pond inlet-eclipse soundmilne inlet area as nursery and calf-rearing
habitat for narwhals (Monodon monoceros)
Moulton, Valerie1; Koski, William R.2; Thomas,
Tannis3
(1) LGL Limited
(2) LGL Limited, King City
(3) Golder Associates Ltd., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada
Corresponding Author: vmoulton@lgl.ca

Maternal foraging success is an important
determinant of offspring size and survival in many
pinniped species. Environmental factors such as
sea-ice extent and climate are known to influence
this in southern elephant seals, but broad-scale
habitat preferences of mothers (i.e. Antarctic vs
sub-Antarctic foraging areas) have also been
influential in some populations. We used stable
isotope values in the whiskers of newly weaned
southern elephant seal pups in Peninsula Valdes
(Argentina) collected over two years (2011 (n=60)
and 2012(n=68)) to quantify the influence of
habitat on the size of pups produced by mothers.
We identified four patterns of maternal habitat use:
(i) predominant use of the Patagonia Shelf (7% of
individuals), (ii) focused oceanic foraging (55%),
(iii) exploratory oceanic foraging (16%) and (iv)
intermediate oceanic foraging (23%). Pups of
mothers that foraged on the Patagonian shelf were
longer (mean=143.6±7.5(s.d.) cm) than the oceanic
groups, and pups of mothers with focused oceanic
foraging were longer (137.6±9.6 cm) than the other
two oceanic groups (132.5±11.1 and 135.5±9.5 cm
respectively). The patterns of habitat use also
varied among the two years, with more mothers

The Pond Inlet - Eclipse Sound – Milne Inlet area
(Pond Inlet Complex) is traditionally used during
summer by one of six narwhal stocks that inhabit
the Canadian High Arctic. Although some
interchange of animals between summering areas
has been documented, most narwhals are thought to
return to the same summering area each year. The
reasons that narwhals return to the same
summering areas is unknown, but possible reasons
include to calve, rear young, avoid predators such
as killer whales, and feed.
We analyzed digital imagery obtained during aerial
surveys conducted in the Pond Inlet Complex
during 1 August-22 October 2014 and 1 August-17
September 2015. Imagery was obtained by two
DSLR cameras oriented obliquely to either side of
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using the Patagonian Shelf in 2012 than 2012 (10%
vs 3%). In 2012 more mothers exhibited the
exploratory oceanic foraging strategy (53%) than in
2011 (46%), resulting in the pups being overall
significantly smaller in 2012. We contrasted
phytoplankton abundance (from satellite ocean
colour) from within the core winter foraging areas
identified in previous satellite tracking studies and
demonstrated that there was lower phytoplankton in
the Patagonian shelf (PS) between the study years,
but the values were similar in the oceanic foraging
areas. Thus, although the PS is highly productive
and consistent physical environment foraging
conditions on the shelf may have been poorer in
2012 than in 2011 as reflected by pup size and SI
composition.

movement was interpreted as “slow
travelling/resting” behaviour. A mean of 43 % of
the individuals' locations were classified as slow
travelling/resting, 52 % as foraging and 5 % as fast
travelling. As pups undergo behavioural
development through time, information collected
from adult behaviour such as values for speed and
turning angle, cannot easily be transferred to
identify behavioural states of pups. The EMbC
analysis does not base on prior information and
thus provides an objective approach to classify the
pups’ behavioural states, contributing to our
knowledge of grey seal pup behaviour.
Facial nerve homologies in cetartiodactya
Mueller-Thomsen, Lennart1; Frainer, Guilherme2;
Huggenberger, Stefan3
(1) Department of Anatomie, University of
Cologne, 50931, Germany
(2) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul UFRGS, Imbé, Brazil
(3) Witten / Herdecke University, Institute of
Anatomy, Witten, Germany
Corresponding Author: Lennart.muellerthomsen@uk-koeln.de

Identification of behavioural states of grey seal
pups in the southern North Sea
Mueller, Sabine1; Peschko, Verena2; Schwemmer,
Philipp; Mercker, Moritz; Lienau, Peter3;
Rosenberger, Tanja4; Sundermeyer, Janne4; Garthe,
Stefan5
(1) University of Kiel, Büsum, Germany
(2) University of Kiel, Germany
(3) Seal Station Norden Norddeich, Norden,
Germany
(4) Seal Centre Friedrichskoog, Friedrichskoog,
Germany
(5) FTZ, University of Kiel, Büsum, Germany
Corresponding Author: sabine.mueller@ftzwest.uni-kiel.de

In the human face, the facial nerve (N. VII) is
divided in five rami, each for a defined horizontal
level. In the terrestrial cetartyiodactyls, such as the
bovine, the motor branches of the face are divided
in two Rami buccales, a dorsal branch and a ventral
branch. Here, in general, the ventral buccal branch
innervates muscles associated the lower jaw while
the dorsal branch extends to the nasal region. In the
toothed whales dissected macroscopically for this
study (porpoise Phocoena phocoena and dolphins
such as Grampus griseus and Stenella attenuata)
we found only a strong dorsal branch reaching the
facial muscles of the nasal complex but no ventral
branch. Thus we hypothesize that the welldeveloped dorsal branch in toothed whales is
homologous to the Ramus buccalis dorsalis of
terrestrial Cetartyodactyls while the Ramus
buccalis ventralis is missing.

Grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) have become an
important part of the ecosystem in the southern
North Sea over the last 50 years. The largest colony
in German waters is located on Helgoland, a small
island 48 km from the German coastline in the
south-eastern North Sea. Information on behaviour
of juvenile grey seals after weaning is scarce.
However, this period is a crucial phase of their life
cycle, when pups need to develop successful
foraging strategies to cover the high-energy
demands of survival and growth. Knowledge on
behaviour and changes within, with the pups’ age,
is essential to understand processes influencing the
population and its adaptability. We therefore
recorded the movements of 11 juvenile grey seals
born at Helgoland between 2015 and 2017.

Source parameters estimates of free-ranging
Irrawaddy dolphins (Orcaella brevirostris)
echolocation clicks while foraging in Brunei
Bay, Malaysia.
Muhamad, Hairul Masrini1; Xiaomei, Xu2; Xuelei,
Zhang3; Jaaman, Saifullah Arifin4
(1) Xiamen University, China, Taiping, Malaysia
(2) Xiamen University, Xiamen, China
(3) Marine Ecology Research Center, First
Institute of Oceanography, Qingdao, China
(4) Institute of Oceanography and Environment,
Universiti Malaysia Terengganu, Kuala
Terengganu, Malaysia
Corresponding Author: xne.best@gmail.com

For identification of behavioural states, we applied
the Expectation-Maximization binary Clustering
(EMbC), a robust non-supervised multi-variate
clustering algorithm. It allocates the different
behavioural states based on speed and turning angle
and assigns each location to one of four clusters.
Fast directional movement was interpreted as “fast
travelling” behaviour, the two states with high
turning angles were merged into one and
interpreted as “foraging” and slow directional
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Free-ranging Irrawaddy dolphin clicks were
recorded using a towed two-channel hydrophones
system in shallow habitat of Brunei Bay.
Recordings were made during foraging. Mean
apparent source level peak-peak (ASLpp) of
clicks was 201.23 dB (SD=7.31) re 1 µPa at 1
m. Mean ASLrms was 190.58 dB (SD= 7.53). Mean
peak frequency and centroid frequency were
116.51 kHz (SD=15.19) and 116.17 kHz
(SD=14.47) respectively. The clicks were with
mean duration of 21.14 µs (SD=7.16), -3dB
bandwidths of 51.83 kHz (SD=17.66), -10dB
bandwidth of 100.97 kHz (SD=20.29), and RMS
bandwidths of 26.79 kHz (SD=4.87). The clicks of
Irrawaddy dolphins have a mean inter-clickinterval of 46.39 ms (SD=32.05). High repetition
rate and low source level of clicks produced by the
Irrawaddy dolphins in Bay of Brunei possible
adaption towards shallow foraging ground and
short range detection.

change in seasons (Ridgway & Harrison, 1998;
Wells & Scott, 1998), by predation and prey
availability (Heithaus, 2001; Heithaus & Dill,
2002), and by habitat preference, as well as
differences with age (Toth et al., 2011).
Preliminary analyses from 2014-2016 show a
significant difference in location by species
(p<0.001) and by year (p=0.014). Significant
differences between species and years also exist in
male (p=0.046) and female (p<0.001) abundances.
A comprehensive analysis of age class and sex
differences for both delphinid species will help
identify group composition and behavior at this
location, as well as how these factors might impact
possible responses to changes in the habitat.
Infrared thermal imaging of sperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus) off the western North
Atlantic outer continental shelf.
Murley, Laura1; McLellan, William2; Nowacek,
Doug3; Boisseau, Oliver4; McLanaghan, Richard4;
Levenson, Jacob5; Bosyk, Jennifer R.6; Westgate,
Andrew7; Pabst, Ann8
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Atlantic spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis) and
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
nearshore habitat utilization, Bimini, the
Bahamas.
Muller, Skylar1; Melillo-Sweeting, Kelly2;
Dudzinski, Kathleen2; Amy, Hirons3
(1) Nova Southeastern University, Hollywood,
Florida
(2) Dolphin Communication Project, Port Saint
Lucie, Florida
(3) Nova Southeastern University, Dania Beach
Corresponding Author: sm3260@mynsu.nova.edu
Bimini, The Bahamas include two islands
surrounded by a diverse assemblage of ecosystems
and a large array of organisms, including two
delphinid species, Atlantic spotted dolphins
(Stenella frontalis) and common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus, inshore ecotype).
Distribution and sighting data of both delphinid
species have been collected since 2003 (Dolphin
Communication Project). Baseline group
composition by species and nearshore habitat
utilization exist (Melillo-Sweeting et al. 2015), but
an investigation by age class or sex does not. Since
this initial study, several potentially influential
events have occurred, including Atlantic spotted
dolphin immigration, hurricanes, continued and
varied tourism and boating, pier construction
(dredging, pile driving) and new-use phase of the
commercial pier. This study examines Atlantic
spotted and bottlenose dolphins’ use of coastal
areas immediately offshore of Bimini, with
attention to potential age class and sex variation for
years 2003-2018. Studies on resident dolphin
populations from around the world have shown
significant differences in distribution by sex
(Michaud, 2005; Ruckstuhl & Neuhaus, 2005;
Rossman et al., 2015; Sprogis et al., 2018), with

Deep diving cetaceans must maintain a high,
relatively constant body temperature as they
thermally “migrate” between warm surface and
cold deep waters multiple times per day. Although
they possess anatomical and physiological
adaptations to conserve heat, there exist few direct
measures of the thermal biology of these mammals.
Using infrared (IR) thermography, we investigated
the thermal biology of sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus) encountered during research
cruises off the western North Atlantic outer
continental shelf in winter and spring 2019 (NOAA
Permits 14809-03 and 16473). Sperm whales
foraging in this region experience a range of
ambient temperatures as they travel between warm,
Gulf Stream surface waters (mean 22.8 ºC in this
study) to cooler, abyssal waters below. IR images
(FLIR P50) were collected when weather and sea
state permitted and analyzed using FLIR
ThermaCam Researcher 2001. Dorsal fin,
dorsolateral body, head and fluke surface
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temperatures were measured and compared to
independently collected water temperatures for
each sighting. Preliminary analyses of thermal
images demonstrate that the dorsal fin and flukes
were on average 0.2–1ºC warmer than surface
water temperatures, while the head and dorsolateral
body surfaces were 1.00–1.5ºC cooler. A single
individual, tracked over a 10 min period at the
surface, displayed warming of the dorsal fin and
dosolateral body from temperatures 0.5 – 1.0ºC
cooler, to temperatures 0.5 – 1.0ºC warmer, than
water temperature. These preliminary data
demonstrate that the sperm whale body surface is
thermally dynamic and heterogeneous. Ultimately,
our goal is to collect thermal images of D-tagged
individuals to investigate how surface temperatures
change with dive behavior. These thermal profiles
provide baseline data for future studies that may (a)
test the efficacy of IR as a mitigation tool for, and
(b) directly measure the response of deep divers to,
anthropogenic stressors such as seismic surveys.

(4 models with AUCs >0.783), as in Hawaii. The
100 m isobath is 3-4 km offshore and the wet
season models suggest that it is associated with
areas of higher primary productivity.Our analysis
indicates that the location of dolphin sightings in
Lovina is predictable and that the suitable habitats
extend beyond the usual tourism interaction areas
and outside the MPA boundaries. This result
suggests that the boundaries of the MPA should be
extended to include additional dolphin habitat and
that the spatial management of tour activities
should be considered as an additional conservation
tool to reduce boat crowding.
Ecological implication of marine mammal
foraging in deep depth in relation to global
warming: A case study of northern elephant
seal.
Naito, Yasuhiko1; Takahashi, Akinori2; Adachi,
Taiki3; Robinson, Patrick4; Holser, Rachel5; Costa,
Daniel4
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Predicting spinner dolphin (Stenella
longirostris) habitats in Lovina (Bali,
Indonesia): Implications for the management of
dolphin watching tourism.
Mustika, Putu Liza Kusuma1; Putra, Mochamad
Iqbal Herwata2; Birtles, Alastair3; Marsh, Helene3
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Northern elephant seals dive continuously into the
mesopelagic zone in the Northeast Pacific, shallow
at night (400-600m, shallow mesopelagic zone) and
deep during the day (500-1000m, deep mesopelagic
zone). We investigated foraging behavior using jaw
motion recorders (kami kami recorders) and video
recorders to measure the efficiency of feeding at
these extreme depths. Our studies indicated more
than 40% of their feeding events occurred in the
deep mesopelagic zone, which overlaps with the
oxygen minimum zone (OMZ). We predicted that
prey, mostly fish, in this low-oxygen environment
were metabolically limited and, therefore, easier to
capture. We examined this prediction using video
recorders and found (1) many fish were drifting
motionless in the water column until the seals were
very close, (2) seals did not use a quick attack
motion for the large benthic fish but instead chased
them slowly until the fish were exhausted into a
motionless condition due to low oxygen content,
(3) this slow attack feeding mode (silent attack)
may enhance foraging efficiency when feeding on
large prey, which would be more difficult in an
oxygen-rich environment. Furthermore, we predict
that seals, which attempt to optimize foraging
efficiency, may consume a large amount of prey
and energy from this zone – perhaps more than the

Boatmen in the Lovina Marine Protected
Area(Bali, Indonesia) have been taking tourists to
see spinner dolphins offshore from their villages
since 1987. Generating more than USD 4 millions
of attributable expenditures (2008 and 2013 data),
this industry has attracted many participants (e.g.
182 independent tour boats in 2010). Surveys of
western tourists, the most important customers,
indicated high levels of dissatisfaction with boat
crowding and inconsiderate boat driving
behaviours. Suggested reforms include improved
codes of practice and reduction in the number of
boats. We explored the potential for alternative
reforms by investigating the spatial distribution
patterns of spinner dolphins in Lovina across
different seasons (wet and dry). We analysed
spinner dolphin sightings using data from 30 scan
samplings days (2008, 2009) and 12 point survey
days (2009, 2010) over 100 km2 using Maximum
Entropy modelling to identify dolphin habitat
suitability based on 56 independent sightings and 6
environmental variables. Irrespective of the
sampling methods, the spinner dolphins were
consistently sighted close to the 100m isobath
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day-time feeding in the shallow mesopelagic. The
advantages of foraging in the OMZ may also occur
in the deep-diving whales.
Recent global warming affects the deep ocean
environment around the world, including the
Northeast Pacific, by shoaling the OMZ. This could
be beneficial to deep-diving species by further
increasing foraging efficiency at a population scale.
Investigation of the social preferences of
bottlenose dolphins using a dolphin acoustic
touch panel
Nakahara, Fumio1; Komaba, Masayuki2; Komaba,
Kumiko2; Sato, Ryoichi3; Kaku, Masato3;
Kawakubo, Akihiro3
(1) Tokiwa University, Mito
(2) Aquament Inc., Kobe, Japan
(3) Saikai National Park Kujukushima Aquarium,
Sasebo, Japan
Corresponding Author: fnakahar@tokiwa.ac.jp

The laryngeal sac is a ventral diverticulum of the
respiratory tract of baleen whale, but its function is
not defined. We hypothesized that, if this organ
play an important role of sound generation,
intersexual morphological differences would be
observed on it, because several species of male
baleen whales, including common minke whale
emit a typical sound so called as “song” to appeal
to the other individuals in the breeding season.
Therefore, we aimed to reveal intersexual
difference on the laryngeal sac in the North Pacific
common minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata). Sixty-one animals (male: n=40,
female: n=21) were sampled through JARPNII and
NEWREP-NP. We measured the length of eleven
sights and the weight of laryngeal sac. Sexual
dimorphism was analyzed by comparing the
relative growth equation of each measurement sight
to the body length. The relative growth pattern of
seven measurement sights showed significant
sexual differences. The differences were mainly
detected in the depth of the sac and the thickness of
the surrounding muscular layer around the sac.
Although sexually mature males had different
development rate of the muscle of laryngeal sac,
this rate showed a positive correlation with the
weights of testis. Furthermore, as to sexually
mature animals, the male laryngeal sac weighed
about 1.5 times heavier than females. The
intersexual gap on the weight became conclusive
among the animals which were more than 6 m in
their body length. This indicates that the male
laryngeal sac would rapidly develop for preparation
of sexual maturity. Present study clarified that the
volume of the laryngeal sac shows clear sexual
dimorphism and proposed that the development
rate of this organ would be associated with its
sexual status. Finally, we concluded that the
laryngeal sac of baleen whale plays an important
role not only in sound generation but also in “song”
generation.

The ability to discriminate between group members
is important for social animals. Much is known
about social cognition by vocalizations through
auditory playback experiments. However, visual
information may also be important for individual
cognition. Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
are known to produce individually distinctive
signature whistles that broadcast the identity of the
caller. Conversely, in dolphins, external forms such
as body color and body shape differ depending on
the species and individual; thus, the possibility of
visual species and individual cognition may be
considered. In this study, we examined the social
preferences of bottlenose dolphins using a Dolphin
Acoustic Touch Panel (DATP; AquaSound Inc.).
This device can visualize dolphin echolocation
clicks as well as function as an acoustically
operated touch screen. We presented dolphins with
two different stimuli on the screen and recorded the
number of time they selected each stimulus. As
stimuli, whole body photographs of conspecifics
and other species of dolphins were used. When a
dolphin selected (touched by clicks) a stimulus
(still image) on the screen, a video of the individual
associated with the stimulus was played back.
Dolphins preferred to view the video images of
themselves, familiar individuals (conspecifics or
other species), or conspecifics. Dolphins also
showed a specific response to the video images of
familiar individuals. These results indicate that
bottlenose dolphins can discriminate individuals in
video images and show social preferences.
Sexual dimorphism observed in the laryngeal
sac of common minke whale: Functioning for
“song” generation?
Nakamura, Gen1; Hirose, Ayumi2; Yamada,

Identifying suitable habitats for harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) conservation in
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Galician waters, NW Spain.
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1999) conducted in Abu Dhabi waters revealed a
71% decrease in small dolphin sightings (Tursiops
aduncus, Sousa plumbea and Neophocaena
phocaenoides). In the past thirty years, the UAE
coastal waters have experienced drastic changes
with a five-fold increase in human population,
extensive land reclamation, overfishing and
increased water pollution.

Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) are an
increasingly used conservation tool to protect the
oceans and its biodiversity. The harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) is elegit to such protection
by Annex II of the EU’s Habitats Directive;
particularly the Iberian harbour porpoise, a
genetically distinct population, is in need of such
conservation measures. This study aims to define
the Iberian harbour porpoise ecological niche and
identify suitable areas for its conservation in
Galician waters (NW Spain). Boat-based surveys,
recording ecogeographical data and harbour
porpoise presence, were carried out throughout
August and September 2017 along the northwesters coast of Spain. Data was analysed in the
software Biomapper through Ecological Niche
Factor Analysis, a presence-only model that
predicts habitat suitability across the entire study
area, based on the environmental conditions
encountered during harbour porpoise sightings. The
dataset used in this study, generated a good quality
model which defined harbour porpoise ecological
niche as narrow, based on a clear specialisation
pattern of shallow areas with high salinity and high
tidal coefficients. The habitat suitability map
highlighted this narrow niche breadth by
identifying three regions, only covering 0.15% of
the study area, as highly suitable, because harbour
porpoises’ ecological preferences differed greatly
from average conditions across the study area. In
future conservation and management plans for the
Iberian harbour porpoise, these three areas within
and near the Ría of Arousa should be further
assessed for their suitability as SACs; in particular
evaluating anthropogenic impacts within them.

We utilised a multidisciplinary approach (survey
questionnaire, opportunistic sightings, boat-based
and land-based surveys) to: a) confirm the species
present in the coastal waters, b) identify their
distribution range and frequency, c) determine
preferential habitat characteristics, d) provide
baseline information for estimating population
trends.
Sixty-one questionnaires were administered among
boat users, 84% reported seeing dolphins – the
majority, in the 2 months prior to the interview. In
Dubai coastal waters, 55 boat-based transect
surveys were conducted in 2014, covering 3799
km, recording 20 sightings and confirming all three
abovementioned species as most frequent. Photoidentification analysis identified 23 humpback
dolphin and 89 bottlenose dolphins with a resighting rate of 39% and 22% respectively. In Abu
Dhabi 109 land-based surveys (tot 406 hours) were
conducted and recorded 69 sighting of only
humpback dolphins. A total of 1296 occasional
sightings reported by the public, validated the same
frequent species, with another 4 recorded only
occasionally. Ecological niche modeling (using
Maxent) for the three most common species
confirmed a clear preference for coastal habitats
and identified distinct preferred habitat for each
species.
We concluded that these three species regularly
occur in UAE coastal waters and their habitat
greatly overlaps with areas highly affected by
anthropogenic activities. Distinct habitat
preferences for each species further suggest the
need for regular monitoring and species-specific
mitigation plans, if current trends of reduced
cetacean occurrence are to be reversed.

Protect or forget? Multidisciplinary approach
reveals occurrence of small cetaceans in highly
anthropogenic-impacted waters: Dubai and Abu
Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Natoli, Ada1; Moura, Andre2; Sillero, Neftali3
(1) Zayed University, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
(2) University of Lincoln, Lincoln, United Kingdom
(3) CICGE, Centro de Investigação em Ciências
Geo-Espaciais, Faculdade de Ciências da
Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal
Corresponding Author: ada.natoli@gmail.com

What the public knows & thinks about whales &
dolphins - an international survey.
Naylor, Whitney1; Parsons, E.C.M.2
(1) George Mason University, Fairfax, VA
(2) University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: ecm-parsons@earthlink.net
In 2015, an online survey was conducted to
investigate public attitudes and perceptions toward
key cetacean (whale, dolphin, and porpoise)

In the Arabian/Persian Gulf limited dedicated
cetaceans surveys have been conducted and most of
them are outdated. Two aerial surveys (1986 and
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conservation and 'hot topic' issues such as
legislative protection, whaling and cetaceans in
captivity (n=858). Perceptions of participants on
the conservation priority of cetacean species did
not match with the factual IUCN status, where
most participants assumed that the larger and more
charismatic whales (blue whale, 24.01%;
humpback whale, 22.14%; and killer whale,
23.43%) were more endangered or more important
to conserve than the small cetacean species such as
the Vaquita or Hector's dolphin. 39.74% of
participants indicated the bottlenose dolphin was
the most important to conserve. The majority of
participants considered dolphins and whales to be
"under protected" or only "slightly protected"
(29.95%; 41.96%, respectively) and expressed that
marine mammal conservation laws and policies
were "very important" or "important" (47.43%; and
37.88%, respectively). In addition, 86.83% of
participants expressed opposition to the hunting of
dolphins and whales (57.93% "strongly opposed"
and 28.90% "opposed"); however, only 47.44% of
participants were aware that several countries are
still involved in whaling. Respondents were
significantly more likely to be opposed to
displaying dolphins and whales in marine theme
parks and aquariums (opposed to captive display:
54.43%; support captive display: 45.57%). Only
5% of US respondents from the USA strongly
supported keeping dolphins and whales in marine
theme parks and aquariums. Participants that
support cetaceans in captivity were significantly
more likely to believe cetacean conservation is not
important. Six times as many respondents, or 86%,
preferred to view cetaceans in the wild via whalewatching (61% preferring boat-based, 25% landbased) versus in captivity. A lack of awareness of
the conservation status of whales and dolphins
suggests that greater outreach to the public about
the conservation status of whale and dolphin
species is needed.

identify and quantify threats with fishermen and
other local people on Senegal’s central coast from
Mbour to Toubacouta, in 22 villages around Lake
Guiers, and along the Senegal, Faleme and Gambia
Rivers within Senegal. Questions addressed
frequency of manatee sightings, presence of threats
and poachers, knowledge of manatees killed,
injured or caught, and other sighting information.
Threats identified by this study included (in order
of significance) accidental capture in fishing nets,
mortality in dam structures, entrapment behind
dams, illegal poaching, and habitat loss due to
human development. Results indicated that
fisheries bycatch is frequent in both marine and
inland waterways throughout the country, but
difficult to quantify due to fishermen’s fear of
arrest. Two dams along the Senegal River have
killed a minimum of 10 manatees since 2009,
through capture in gates and entrapment during the
dry season. We found only three locations where
manatees are still poached in Senegal. Rainy season
floodplain habitat loss along the Senegal River was
quantified for the first time using Google Earth. We
also documented locations of motorized boats, as
they are likely an emerging threat for manatees.
Results are being provided to the Senegal Water
and Forestry and Fisheries Ministries as evidence
for them to enforce laws to stop poaching and
bycatch mortality. We are also working with the
dam authorities to reduce mortality in the Senegal
River. Lastly, we are raising awareness through
education programs and encouraging reporting
through a new hotline.
Blubber fatty acid signature analysis of harbor
seals in Alaska over 14 years
Neises, Victoria1; Karpovich, Shawna2; Keogh,
Mandy3; King, Ryan4; Trumble, Stephen5
(1) Baylor University, Robinson, Texas
(2) Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Juneau,
Alaska
(3) Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Marine
Mammals Section, Douglas, AK
(4) Baylor University, Waco, TX
(5) Baylor University, Waco, Texas
Corresponding Author:
Victoria_Neises@baylor.edu

African manatee (Trichechus senegalensis)
threat assessments in Senegal.
Ndong, Ibrahima1; Keith Diagne, Lucy2; Gaye,
Yacine3
(1) African Aquatic Conservation Fund, Senegal
(2) African Aquatic Conservation Fund, Chilmark,
MA
(3) Université Cheikh Anta Diop, Dakar, Senegal
Corresponding Author:
ibrahima@africanaquaticconservation.org

While a predator’s blubber fatty acid (FA) profile
does not exactly match their prey, it has been
shown to reflect the FA profile of consumed prey
in many marine taxa. As natural and anthropogenic
changes in ocean conditions cause prey populations
to migrate further offshore, pinnipeds will likely
respond by adjusting their diet. In this study, we
examined long-term spatial and temporal trends in
the blubber FA composition of Alaskan harbor
seals (Phoca vitulina) to determine (1) if FA
profiles vary spatially and temporally, and (2)
could potentially be used as an index to monitor

In Senegal, the African manatee exists both along
the coasts as well as inland in rivers, lakes and
seasonal floodplains. Manatees were previously
heavily hunted in Senegal and were believed to be
almost extinct, but recent surveys have shown it to
be present in all aquatic and marine systems. In
2018-2019, we conducted 167 interview surveys to
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long-term changes in their environment. Blubber
samples were collected across 14years (n=760)
from Kodiak (KOD, n=158), Prince William Sound
(PWS, n=254) and Southeast (SEA, n=348),
Alaska. A subset of 16 FAs (comprising 90% of the
total) was used in analysis. Relationships among
blubber FA signatures, regions, and seasons were
analyzed using random forest. The model classified
regions with 93.68% accuracy, identifying C20:1n11 as the major predictor of region. Within PWS,
the model classified season with 81.10% accuracy,
with summer having the least misclassifications
(3.11%) compared to spring (63.63%) and winter
(75%). Within KOD, the model classified season
with 95.57% accuracy, with summer having the
least misclassifications (1.59%) compared to fall
(4.65%) or spring (22.22%). Lastly, within SEA,
the model classified season with 75.57% accuracy,
with fall having the least misclassifications
(12.94%) compared to spring (24.82%) or summer
(75.68%). Important seasonal predictors within
each region varied, with C16 identified as a major
seasonal predictor in PWS, C20:1n-9 in KOD, and
C22:1n-9 in SEA. These results suggest that
blubber FAs do exhibit regional and seasonal
variation. When individual FAs were graphed
seasonally over time, individual FA concentrations
did change, suggesting that certain FA signatures
could potentially be used as an index to monitor
environmental changes.

model for the spatially explicit behaviour,
physiology and reproduction of female eastern
North Pacific (ENP) blue whales (Balaenoptera
musculus). Our aim was to investigate the spatiotemporal patterns of behaviour that would
maximise individuals’ overall reproductive output,
and to predict the effects of changing
environmental conditions and increasing human
disturbance on reproductive success. The baseline
scenario resembled ENP blue whales’ observed
energy dynamics, movement patterns and
reproductive strategies; over a year, lactating
females had a 9% additional net loss in blubber
mass compared to non-lactating females,
individuals’ migratory path tracked prey resources’
seasonal variation, and the mean inter-birth interval
was 2.42 yr, with a mean of 6.34 yr between the
production of calves surviving to age one.
Disturbance scenarios suggested that environmental
changes could have severe consequences on
reproductive success; inter-birth interval decreased
to 2.26 yr due to calf abandonment, but the mean
interval between the production of calves surviving
to age one increased to 12.1 yr. In contrast, whales
appeared to compensate for substantial levels of
anthropogenic disturbance. Only year-round
disturbance, or one in the summer feeding grounds,
resulted in an effect size of similar magnitude to
that of environmental disturbance. However, the
combination of anthropogenic and environmental
disturbances that individually had no impact led to
small changes in female survival and small to
moderate changes in reproductive success,
suggesting a synergistic relationship. Across all
scenarios, larger body size buffered against
disturbance. Moreover, our results implied that
females prioritise their survival over their current
reproductive attempt, presumably because of their
long lifespan.

The effect of anthropogenic disturbance in a
changing environment on the lifetime
reproductive success of eastern North Pacific
blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus).
New, Leslie1; Pirotta, Enrico1; Costa, Daniel2;
Goldbogen, Jeremy3; Harwood, John; Hin,
Vincent4; Irvine, Ladd5; Mate, Bruce5; McHuron,
Elizabeth; Palacios, Daniel M.5; Schwarz, Lisa6;
Mangel, Marc
(1) Washington State University, Vancouver, WA
(2) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, CA
(3) Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA
(4) University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam,
Netherlands
(5) Oregon State University, Newport, Oregon
(6) Institute of Marine Sciences, University of
California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA
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Cetacean habitat use in the Central North
Atlantic: A comparison between baleen whales
and deep-diving odontocetes.
Neyman, Lisa1; Ramirez-Martinez, Nadya2;
Víkingsson, Gísli3; Mikkelsen, Bjarni4; Hammond,
Philip5
(1) Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission
(2) University of St Andrews (SMRU), University of
Veterinary Medicine Hannover (ITAW), Bogota,
Colombia
(3) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
(4) Faroese Museum of Natural History, Tórshavn,
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(5) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, gb
Corresponding Author: lisaneyman15@gmail.com

Animals make behavioural and reproductive
decisions in the context of a variable environment
that require trade-offs between survival and
lifetime reproductive success. This can be
formalized by modelling individuals’ energy levels,
which can help quantify population-level
consequences of anthropogenic and environmental
stressors. We developed a dynamic state variable

The central North Atlantic Ocean is an important
feeding ground for many species of cetaceans. Six
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of the most commonly encountered species in this
region are the balaenopterid fin, humpback, and
common minke whale and the deep-diving
odontocete sperm, northern bottlenose, and longfinned pilot whale. The general distribution and
abundance of these species have been documented
throughout the central North Atlantic; however,
little is known about the environmental features
that drive their patterns of distribution. Improving
understanding of this is important in the context of
changes taking place in the North Atlantic as a
result of climate change. Using data collected
during the North Atlantic Sighting Survey 2015
and environmental covariate data for this region,
habitat-use models were developed for each of the
six study species, including the first of its kind for
the northern bottlenose whale outside the Scotian
Shelf. The baleen whales were primarily associated
with dynamic variables including three-monthlagged chlorophyll concentrations, sea surface
temperature, and absolute dynamic topography.
The deep-diving odontocetes were associated with
both dynamic and static variables, including sea
surface temperature, three-month-lagged
chlorophyll concentration, slope, depth, and
distance to the shelf edge. The predicted high-use
areas for all three baleen whales overlapped while
those for the deep-divers were spatially separated.
These high-use areas generally differed between
the two groups, however all six species were
predicted to use the waters west of Britain and
Ireland. These results provide additional insights
into the environmental features that influence the
distribution of cetaceans in the central North
Atlantic and provide valuable baseline information
for studying the effects of ongoing climate change.

proprietary and expensive), close or hard-to-modify
source code. Our aim is to provide an alternative
free and open-source solution, by developing an
interactive graphical application in R (which can
run on any operating system supporting R and
Rstudio, like Windows, Mac and Linux). This can
easily be extended by the user with other R-based
features. This application supports basic features
like current available tools, e.g. make/save/load
long-term spectrograms with the ability to process
many files in parallel (especially useful in desktop
computers with many cores and a lot of memory);
pre-processing by using well-known filters
(Hamming, Hanning, Blackman-Harris, etc.);
read/write compressed sound files such as lossless
FLAC files directly from memory without installing
any third-party tool, which saves 50-70% storage
(compared to the usual WAV files) and one can
embed meta-data (like date/time in headers without
having to specify them in the file name). Apart
from the classical Fourier spectrogram, the
application supports Hilbert spectrogram and
click/buzz detection using Hilbert-Huang
transform which has been shown to perform better
in low signal-to-noise ratio data compared with
Fourier methods. The application can also import
time-depth recorder (TDR) data as well as GPS
positions allowing visualization of the detections in
different datasets. Features like wavelet transforms
and more complex acoustic feature recognition will
be included in the future. It is user-friendly and
does not require any programming skill to use, and
more experienced users can adapt the open-source
code for custom use.
A take on years of wrangling over a
controversial taxonomy: Delphinus spp. in
South African waters.
Ngqulana, Sibu1; Christiansen, Michael; Hoelzel,
Rus2; Galatius, Anders3; Pistorius, Pierre4; Plön,
Stephanie5; Hofmeyr, G. J. Greg6
(1) Nelson Mandela University
(2) University of Durham, Durham, United
Kingdom
(3) Aarhus University, Roskilde, Denmark
(4) Nelson Mandela University, Port Elizabeth,
South Africa
(5) Bayworld Centre for Research and Education
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An interactive open-source acoustic analysis tool
in R.
Ngo, Manh Cuong1; Tervo, Outi2; Ditlevsen,
Susanne3; Heide-Jørgensen, Mads Peter4
(1) Greenland Institute of Natural Resource, Nuuk,
Greenland
(2) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources,
Copenhagen, Denmark
(3) Mathematical Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
(4) Greenland Ins. of Natural Resources,
Copenhagen K, Denmark
Corresponding Author:
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With the rapid development of technology, it is
now possible to collect vast amounts of acoustic
data both with stationary acoustic recorders and
animal-borne archival tags. There is hence an
increasing demand for automatic software to
support scientists to understand the ocean life
better. Currently there are many available tools, but
many of them are written in MATLAB (which is

The taxonomy of common dolphins (Delphinus
spp.) remains contentious despite much attention
over the past few decades. Various techniques,
such as the analysis of cranial and external
morphology, postcranial material and different
molecular markers, have been used to address this
issue. These analyses have generated conflicting
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phylogenetic reconstructions, leaving taxonomic
uncertainties. The situation in South African waters
is no different. We assessed the taxonomy of
common dolphins on the South Africa coast using
an integrative approach, combining analysis of
molecular biology with cranial and external
morphology. Analyses included the type specimen
of D. capensis (BM 41.1734). Sequences were
obtained from teeth in the 5’ segment of the D-loop
region with 458 bp. To add a global perspective,
additional sequences were included from GenBank.
For the morphology component, crania were
photographed in both dorsal and ventral aspects,
and geometric morphometric analyses conducted.
Molecular and cranial analyses were performed on
the same individuals. In addition, 17 external
measurements from 45 individuals were analysed.
Molecular phylogenetic results suggest that South
African specimens belong to a single, highly
variable species. The maximum likelihood
phylogenetic tree showed some degree of clustering
of the specimens. There were no significant
differences in terms of cranial size or shape among
three clusters identified by hierarchical cluster
analysis of morphometric data, in both aspects.
Furthermore, the results of the molecular, cranial
and external morphology analyses did not show
coherence, indicating that morphological variation
in the sample is not a function phylogenetic
affiliation. Thus, the three lines of investigation
supported the presence of a single species of
common dolphins in the region. This result is
especially important given that South Africa is the
type locality of D. capensis, demonstrating that
further research into the relationships of these
dolphins with other groups of Delphinus is
warranted.

(10) Division of Marine Science and Conservation,
Nicholas School of the Environment, Duke
University Marine Laboratory, Beaufort, North
Carolina
(11) Duke University, Beaufort
(12) University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, California
Corresponding Author: rcnichol@ucsc.edu
Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)
arriving along the Western Antarctic Peninsula
(WAP) after migrating from tropical breeding
grounds are in relatively poor body condition,
having fasted for several months, and must
replenish energy stores rapidly. Previous work
indicates that humpbacks optimize energy gain in
part by increasing feeding lunges per dive as prey
density increases with depth. In austral fall,
whales track the vertical movement of krill and
forage only at night when krill move into the upper
water column, requiring less energy/time to search
for and consume prey. Little information exists
regarding humpback foraging behavior in early
summer when light availability is consistent, and
krill are more common in surface waters. We
deployed high-resolution motion-sensor tags on
humpbacks to test the hypothesis that during
periods with extended daylight, foraging will be
more consistent throughout the day and whales
will increase feeding rates when diving deeper,
commensurate with increases in krill
density. From 2016-19, 16 tags were deployed
near Anvers Island. Three-dimensional dive
profiles were created and motion-sensor
information was used to quantify feeding rates on
a per dive basis. In 2018 (n= 6 deployments and
4,120 dives), foraging occurred during all hours of
the day, however deeper dives were concurrent
with hours of highest solar irradiance: 90% of dives
>20 meters occurred between 0700-1900.
Preliminary analyses indicate that whales feed
primarily at shallow depths with only 90% of all
dives being <20 m, consistent with the foraging
depths of other sympatric krill predators (e.g.
penguins). Our results fill a critical data gap in our
knowledge of how humpback whales feed and
maximize energy gain early in the feeding season
and can be combined with data on body condition
and demography to better understand recovery
from past exploitation in a rapidly changing
environment and the potential for competition
among krill predators.

Humpback whale foraging in the Antarctic
Summer
Nichols, Ross1; Cade, David2; Bierlich, K.C.3;
Cimino, Megan4; Larson, Greg5; Modest,
Michelle6; Pallin, Logan7; Pickett, Erin8; Swaim,
Zachary9; Johnston, David10; Nowacek, Doug11;
Read, Andy11; Friedlaender, Ari12
(1) University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, California
(2) Stanford University
(3) Duke University Marine Lab, Beaufort, NC
(4) Institute for Marine Sciences, University of
California Santa Cruz, SANTA CRUZ, California
(5) Division of Marine Science and Conservation,
Nicholas School of the Environment, Duke
University Marine Laboratory, Beaufort, NC
(6) UC Santa Cruz, Los Angeles, CA
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Spatio-temporal patterns in harbour porpoise
density: Implications for conservation in UK
seas.
Nielsen, Kimberly1; Robbins, James2; Embling,
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Fisheries-induced mortality poses a threat to the
conservation of small cetaceans, particularly
opportunistic predators whose ranges throughout
productive shelf-seas expose them to commercial
activities. Harbour porpoises Phocoena phocoena
are ubiquitous in UK coastal waters, but despite
their prevalence, estimated levels of bycatch have
given reason for concern. A deeper understanding
of how distributions vary in space and time is
required to assess impacts. While wide-scale
distance sampling surveys are financially and
temporally constrained, citizen science programs
which collect standardized data aboard platforms of
opportunity can help uncover density patterns to
identify areas of importance. Data collected on
ferries from 2006-2017 were analyzed to estimate
harbour porpoise densities along routes southwest
of Cornwall, the English Channel, and the North
Sea. Region-specific detection functions were
calculated to account for the number of individuals
missed along transects and provide more accurate
estimates of relative abundance. Generalized
additive models (GAMs) were used to elucidate
relationships between distributions and ecological
covariates. The highest densities were found in the
southwest (0.070 porpoises/km2), followed by
routes in the North Sea (0.044 porpoises/km2), and
English Channel (0.006 porpoises/km2). Average
density in the North Sea appear to have increased
by ~30% (95% CI ±0.015 porpoises/km2) over the
study, and distributions shifted into the English
Channel, suggesting new areas of relative
importance. Space-use was region specific, but
selected models reflect strong relationships with
coastal waters, sea surface temperature,
chlorophyll-a, and water column dynamics.
Contrasting preferences for highly stratified waters
in the North Sea and well-mixed areas in the
English Channel suggest distinct foraging behavior.
Hotspots in the southwest and northeast UK
identify areas for mitigation efforts, especially in
Cornish waters where porpoises are highly
vulnerable to bycatch. The findings highlight how
citizen scientists, together with robust density
estimation, can contribute to the conservation
management of a common, although threatened
species.

Entanglements and their associated injuries are one
of the leading anthropogenic causes of stranding
and death for pinnipeds on Cape Cod and
southeastern Massachusetts. Over the past 20 years
(1999-2018), 156 confirmed cases of entangled
pinnipeds have been responded to in this
region. Of the 111 cases that had gear present, the
majority (n=80) involved neck entanglement in
monofilament netting. This type of entanglement is
consistent with active gillnet fisheries due to
entanglement configuration, prevalence of yearround fisheries and lack of gear fouling. Other
entangling material included fishing weirs (n=4),
trap/pot gear (n=7), trawl netting (n=2), other
fisheries gear (n=5), marine debris (n=7) and
uncategorized (n=4). The majority of these cases
were gray seals (n=129), but harbor and harp seals
were also affected. Out of the 76 live cases, 63%
(n=48) were successfully disentangled and either
transferred to a rehabilitation facility or treated and
immediately released. Due to the extent of the
entanglement-related injuries, 5 seals died and 3
were humanely euthanized. More than half the
cases were reported dead (n=83), including 43 with
gear present. Necropsies were conducted whenever
logistics and carcass decomposition permitted
(n=47). Significant necropsy findings in cases with
chronic circumferential constricting monofilament
net entanglements around the neck included severe
lacerations, embedded line, sepsis, and poor body
condition. Other findings of note included multiple
entanglement-induced tracheotomy and large
volume pyothorax. The severity of these injuries
highlights the serious animal welfare concern that
entanglements represent for pinnipeds. Future
work should focus on the need to further
understand where and how these entanglements
occur in an effort to prevent them through
mitigation measures.

A chronic problem: A 20 year summary of
confirmed pinniped entanglement cases on Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, USA.
Niemeyer, Misty1; Sharp, Sarah2; Moore, Michael

Project: Towards sustainable coexistence of
seals and humans.
Niemi, Marja; Biard, Vincent; Kunnasranta, Mervi
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the differences in water salinity are reflected in the
kidney anatomy.

The project “Towards sustainable coexistence of
seals and humans, CoExist” (duration 2019-2022)
is targeted to take science based actions towards
human-seal coexistence in two freshwater lakes
situated in Finland and NW Russia. These lakes are
inhabited by two ringed seal subspecies (Pusa
hispida saimensis and P.h. ladogensis). The Saimaa
ringed seal is endangered (EN) with only ca. 400
seals and the Ladoga ringed seal vulnerable (VU),
with population size around 5 000 seals. These
seals differ by genetically, morphologically and by
their behavior. Nevertheless, they share common
challenges from incidental by-catch and climate
change aggravated by human activities. In addition,
the goals for conservation of these seals are
common. This can be achieved by strengthen the
Russian-Finnish cross-border cooperation and by
enhancing environmental awareness among local
residents, visitors, stakeholders and companies. The
goals of the project are to produce and share new
information on conservation biology on seals by
using varied methods (e.g. photo identification and
telemetry) and to develop new cost-effective
monitoring tools via computer vision together with
Finnish and Russian experts. We will use best
practices in seal-fisheries conflict mitigation and
sustainable seal tourism, and produce
recommendations based on gained information.
One of the aim is to involve decision-makers taking
actions towards sustainable conservation of these
endangered seals. University of Eastern Finland
coordinates the project that is implemented together
with The Finnish Association for Nature
Conservation (FIN), Lappeenranta University of
Technology (FIN) and Interregional charitable
public organization “Biologists for nature
conservation” (RUS). The project is granted by
South-East Finland –Russia CBC 2014-2020
programme funded by the European Union, the
Russian Federation and the Republic of Finland.

We collected samples from 17 Saimaa ringed seals
that had been found dead. The kidneys were
examined through anatomical dissection,
histological stainings and silicone casts. The most
notable difference we found was the number of
renculi, which was smaller in Saimaa ringed seals
when compared to previous studies on ringed
seals.
The biggest challenge in our research was the small
number of animals due to small population size of
Saimaa ringed seals and number of available Baltic
ringed seals. Especially in Saimaa ringed seals the
age distribution was also emphasized on the subadult individuals, and because of the way of
obtaining sample material, autolytic changes were
often from moderate to severe.
Mutual interactions between Norwegian grey
seals and small-scale fisheries.
Nilssen, Kjell Tormod1; Lindstrøm, Ulf2
(1) Institute of Marine Research, Tromsø, Norway
(2) Institute of Marine Research, Tromsø, Norway
Corresponding Author: kjelltn@hi.no
Grey seals in Norwegian waters are most abundant
from mid-Norway to Finnmark county in the
northeast. Population modelling indicated an
increase from 3100 animals in the 1980ies to 8740
(95% CI: 7320–10170) grey seals in 2011 (Øigård
et al. 2012). Pup counts in 2014-2018 showed a
significant reduction in pup production in the most
abundant grey seal area from Trøndelag to Lofoten
in mid-Norway. In other less abundant grey seal
areas, pup production was stable. We estimated the
grey seal population to be 3850 (95% CI: 35044196) animals in 2018. The reduction in grey seal
abundance in mid-Norway is most probably due to
increase in by-catches in small-scale gillnet
fisheries. Annual by-catch was estimated to be 560
grey seals, mainly in fisheries for monkfish
Lophius piscatorius and cod Gadus morhua, based
on data obtained from the Reference Fleet (fishing
vessels hired to report on all catches by the Institute
of Marine Research).

Anatomy of the kidneys of Saimaa ringed seal
(Pusa hispida saimensis)
Nihtilä, Heini; Laakkonen, Juha; Jernvall, Jukka
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Corresponding Author: heini.nihtila@helsinki.fi

We used diet sampling and bio-energetic modeling
to estimate the grey seal prey consumption along
the Norwegian coast. The mean total annual
consumption by 3850 grey seals was estimated to
be 8084 tons (95% CI: 6166-10191) of various
fishes in Norwegian waters; saithe Pollachius
virens (3059 tons), cod (2598 tons) and wolffish
Anarchchus spp. (1364 tons) were consumed in
highest quantities. Grey seals are assumed to prey
on both the coastal component of cod and the

The Saimaa ringed seal is an
endangered subspecies that lives only in the fresh
water lake Saimaa in Finland. The Saimaa ringed
seals have been isolated from the Baltic and
Ladoga ringed seal populations for about 9500
years, and during that time they have become
genetically very different from other ringed seal
subspecies. We studied the kidney anatomy of
the Saimaa ringed seal and compared it to the other
ringed seal subspecies in an effort to see whether
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migrating Northeast Arctic cod. Norwegian annual
fishery catches of coastal cod and Northeast Arctic
cod were 35 000-39 000 tons and 192 000-378 000
tons, respectively, in the period 2003-2015. Leisure
and tourist catch of coastal cod were estimated to
be 13 000 tons in 2015. We conclude that
consumption of cod by grey seals is very low
compared to fishery catches.

populations showed different haplotypes, but all
members of each population had the same
haplotype. The mean value of relatedness among
females are significantly higher than those of males
for the Steno and Miyazaki Feresa populations.
Furthermore, some male-female pairs belonging to
different matrilineal groups had high r values for
Steno, and the mean r value among males in the
male-biased Fukuoka Feresa population was
relatively high. These results suggest that both
species have stable matrilineal social systems, and
males migrate between matrilineal groups.
Additionally, some of Feresa males possibly
remain in their natal group.

Kinship of mass-stranded populations for Steno
and Feresa.
Nishida, Shin1; Kurihara, Daiki2; Miyashita,
Yuichi2; Kashiwagi, Nobuyuki3; Tatsukawa,
Toshiyuki4; Ochiai, Mari5; Aizu-Hirano,
Mitsuhiro6; Kurita, Toshio7; Yamada, Tadasu K.8;
Tajima, Yuko8; Amano, Masao9
(1) Faculty of Education, University of Miyazaki,
Miyazaki, Japan
(2) University of Miyazaki, Miyazaki, Japan
(3) Kagoshima City Aquarium, Kagoshima, Japan
(4) Shimonoseki Marine Science Museum,
Shimonoseki, Japan
(5) Center for Marine Environmental Studies
(CMES), Ehime University, Matsuyama, Japan
(6) Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan
(7) Miyazaki Cetology Study Group, Miyazaki,
Japan
(8) National Museum of Nature and Science,
Tsukuba, Japan
(9) Nagasaki University, Nagasaki
Corresponding Author: shin.nsd@nifty.com

Observations on the orbicularis oculi muscle
and the facial nerve distribution of striped
dolphin (Stenella coeruleoalba), Dall’s porpoise
(Phocoenoides dalli) and finless porpoise
(Neophocaena phocaenoides).
Nishimaniwa, Keiko1; Sekiya, Shin-ichi2; Yamada,
Tadasu K.3; Amano, Masao4
(1) Tsukuba University, Tsukuba, Japan
(2) Niigata College of Nursing, Joetsu, Japan
(3) National Museum of Nature and Science,
Tsukuba, Japan
(4) Nagasaki University, Nagasaki
Corresponding Author: maniwa2718@gmail.com
To consider homology of facial muscles of
dolphins with those of the terrestrial muscles
detailed description of the facial nerve is necessary.
We dissected four striped dolphins, one Dall’s
porpoise and two finless porpoises, either stranded
or by-caught. In addition to the careful dissection
of the facial muscles, the facial nerve branches
were traced from the stylomastoid foramen to the
antorbital notch. Dissections were made under
stereo microscope when necessary.

Delphinid species have various social systems.
Killer and pilot whales form stable matrilineal
groups. Bottlenose dolphins show a fission-fusion
social system with bisexual dispersal. However,
kinship among members of a group is unknown in
many Delphinid species. Mass-stranding event is
one of the opportunities to gain information about
their social system. Pygmy killer whales, Feresa
attenuata, and rough-toothed dolphins, Steno
bredanensis, are oceanic delphinids distributed in
tropical and warmer waters. Here, we investigated
the population genetic structure and relatedness (r)
among individuals of mass-stranded Feresa and
Steno by maternal (mtDNA control region; over
900 bp) and biparental microsatellite DNA analyses
(over 10 loci). Samples were mainly from three
mass-stranded events in Japan: 12 Steno dolphins
(male 6, female 6) stranded at Tanegashima Is,
Kagoshima in 2017, 6 Feresa whales (male 5,
female 1) at Fukuoka in 2000 and 7 Feresa whales
(male 3, female 4) at Miyazaki in 2017. These
individuals were estimated to be adult based on
body length and genital conditions, with exception
of one sub-adult Feresa male (BL: 160 cm) from
Fukuoka. All female individuals had identical
haplotype for the Steno population, and males had
different types for each individual except for one
male. For Feresa, the Fukuoka and Miyazaki

The dorsal part of the orbicularis oculi muscle
(OC) in all the samples contained an aponeurotic
(tendinous) area. The forms of that area vary from
species to species. Sihler’s stain clearly revealed
the intramuscular distribution of the facial nerve in
the OC. Two branches to the OC, diverged from
the facial nerve running parallel to the outer margin
of the zygomatic bone, at the anterior tip of
squamous bone and the palpebral fissure,
distributed almost solely to the ventral part of the
OC, with only a few nerve fibers to the dorsal part
of the OC.
Although previous studies reported the OC
formed a well-developed muscle around the eye,
we confirmed the OC did not surround the dorsal
part of the eye. This indicates the dorsal part of the
OC is weaker and their eyelids may close from
below. The difference of aponeurotic areas among
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species might be caused by the differences of
behavior, swimming velocity or the way they use
the eyes. Comparison of the mode of innervation of
the OC in dolphins we observed and that of the
terrestrial mammals in publications revealed that
the diverging point of and the route of the branches
to the muscle are different. These differences can
be explained by the overlapping of the nerve paths
in odontocete caused by the specific transformation
of head morphology.

exuberant surface behaviours that are hard to miss,
leading to the question why, if there is indeed an
returning occurrence of breeding whales, this was
not described in the past. One explanation might be
that Saba bank is comparatively far away from
shore and has limited vessel-based tourism. In other
areas those are often a source of opportunistic
sightings of cetaceans. As a monitoring method,
PAM can provide long-term potentially continuous
data on cetacean acoustic activity in a specific
location and yield valuable information on
distribution patterns, habitat use, behaviour and
changes thereof. In this case it has provided
information that warrants a more in-depth look to
determine the importance of this area as a potential
breeding area for humpbacks. This is in particular
relevant in the context of developing an effective
cetacean management plan for the

Singing at Saba: Long-term acoustic monitoring
provides new insights on humpback whales
habitat use in the Dutch Caribbean.
Noort, Cornelis Albert1; Berges, Benoit2; De Haan,
Dick3; Geelhoed, Steve4; Hoogerwerf, Mathilde2;
Risch, Denise5; Scheidat, Meike6; Verdaat, Hans7
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(4) Wageningen Marine Research, Yerseke,
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(5) Scottish Association for Marine Science,
Dunbeg, United Kingdom
(6) Wageningen Marine Research, Wageningen
University, Haarlem, Netherlands
(7) Wageningen Marine Research, 't Horntje,
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Corresponding Author: bart.noort@wur.nl

Results of real-time passive acoustic monitoring
during the 2018 Pacific Region International
Survey of Marine Megafauna (PRISMM) off
Western Canada
Norris, Tom1; Riddoch, Nicholas2; Küsel,
Elizabeth3; Gruden, Pina2; Abernethy, Robin4;
Nichol, Linda M.5; Doniol-Valcroze, Thomas6
(1) Bio-Waves, Inc., Encinitas
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(6) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Nanaimo,
British Columbia, Canada
Corresponding Author: thomas.f.norris@biowaves.net

We monitored the acoustic activity of humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in the Yarari
Marine Mammal and Shark Sanctuary, located in
the Antillean Island chain in the Caribbean.

We present results for real-time passive acoustic
monitoring (PAM) conducted as part of a largescale line-transect survey of marine mammals in
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) waters off the west
coast of Canada. The offshore component of this,
first ever, systematic survey of outer coastal waters
was conducted for approximately five weeks, from
July 5th to August 11, 2018, aboard the 69meter Canadian Coast Guard Vessel, John P. Tully.
This survey was conducted by Fisheries and
Oceans Canada to assess the distribution and
abundance of marine mammals. The real-time
PAM components consisted of a four-element,
towed hydrophone array and a sonobuoy system. In
addition to making digital recordings, both systems
were monitored 24/7 by experienced bioacousticians. The towed array system was deployed
for approximately 640 hours representing 78% of
the time underway. Approximately 144
independent detections were made and classified to
the highest taxonomic level possible. Sperm

At the Saba Bank, one Marine Acoustic Recording
Unit (MARU) (2011 – 2012) and two Autonomous
Multichannel Acoustic Recorders (AMAR) were
deployed (2015 – 2019). The analysis of the data
was performed in stages: 1. A sub-sample of the
data was scrutinized to identify humpback
vocalisations from spectrograms 2. These were
used as reference to automatically classify
humpback vocalisations in the overall dataset. 3.
the performance of the automated detection process
was tested with an independent sub-sample.
Humpbacks were recorded during the breeding
season, from end of December to April in all
recording years. Most detections occurred in
February and March and consisted of singing
animals. This pattern was consistent between the
years studied, suggesting that humpbacks return to
the Saba Bank each year to breed. Humpback
whales in reproductive areas tend to show
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whales (n=53) and porpoises (n= 49) represented
just over two-thirds of all detections. Localizations
were made when possible, with ten localizations for
sperm whales and 31 for porpoises, representing
just over 60% of all (n=67) high quality
localizations. Sonobuoy effort consisted of semisystematic deployments, both during the day and
night, and also during sightings of large baleen
whales. Excluding three sonobuoys deployed
during initial system testing, a total of 112
sonobuoys (type AN/SSQ-53F and AN/SSQ-53G)
were deployed in DIFAR (i.e. directional) mode.
Sixteen (14%) of sonobuoys failed for unknown
reasons. Marine mammal calls were recorded on
32% (36) of sonobuoys. Detections included calls
and whistles from killer whales, sperm whale
clicks, dolphin clicks, fin whale calls, and blue
whale calls (both B and D type calls). More
detailed results will be presented with examples of
acoustic detections, localizations and unusual
bioacoustics signals recorded during this survey.

our knowledge. Here we have highlighted the
difficulty in obtaining DNA from wild cetaceans,
despite improved collection success. We suggest
future studies attempt to improve DNA
detectability through using robust preservatives
such as an ethanol-sodium acetate solution and
employing adapted techniques which are
compatible with the species being targeted. If this
method is to be viable as a conservation tool for
estimates of respiratory bacterial loads and
population abundance of small cetaceans, further
optimisation is required.
Fine-scale population structure and connectivity
of bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, in
European waters and implications for
conservation
Nykänen, Milaja1; Louis, Marie2; Dillane, Eileen3;
Alfonsi, Eric4; Berrow, Simon5; O'Brien, Joanne6;
Brownlow, Andrew7; Pablo, Covelo8; Dabin,
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La Rochelle-CNRS, La Rochelle, France
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Don’t hold your breath: Limited DNA capture
using non-invasive blow sampling protocol for
small cetaceans.
Nuuttila, Katariina
Corresponding Author: hannanuuttila@gmail.com
Non-invasive conservation strategies currently used
to monitor small cetaceans mainly focus on photo
identification of individuals as a method to
generate estimates of population status. With
increasing anthropogenic pressures, in the form of
renewable energy developments, fishing and
tourism, there is the need for implementation of
molecular techniques to more accurately measure
population structure and health status of freeranging cetaceans. Previous non-invasive DNA
sampling has consisted of faecal, skin and exhaled
breath (blow) sampling, with emphasis on the
pathological information obtained particularly from
sampling the blow. To date, blow sampling
methodology has not been sufficiently optimised
and thus scarcely applied to small cetaceans such as
short-beaked common dolphin (Delphinus delphis)
and bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus). In this
study, we attempted to optimise a previously
developed blow sampling protocol to enhance field
sample collection and DNA recovery for both D.
delphis and T. truncatus. Following previous
recommendations, we streamlined the sampling
approach to reduce the occurrence of avoidance
behaviour and improve the precision for individual
targeting. Overall, we collected 37 blow samples
from D. delphis (n:30) and T. truncatus (n:7),
however only managed to successfully extract
target species DNA from one D. delphis sample,
which is the first reported DNA detection of a
small free-ranging cetacean from exhaled breath to
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Protecting species often involves the designation of
protected areas, wherein suitable management
strategies are applied either at the taxon or
ecosystem level. Special Areas of Conservation
(SACs) have been created in European waters
under the Habitats Directive to protect bottlenose
dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, which forms pelagic
and coastal ecotypes. The SACs have been
designated in coastal waters based on photoidentification studies that have indicated relatively
high site fidelity to these areas. However,
individuals can carry out long-distance movements
which suggest potential
for demographic connectivity between the SACs.
Previous studies on the species in this area used
different sets of genetic markers and therefore
inference on the fine-scale population structure and
demographic connectivity has not yet been made at
a wider scale. A common set of microsatellite
markers was used in this study to provide the first
comprehensive estimate of genetic structure of
bottlenose dolphins in European Atlantic waters.
As in previous studies, a high level of genetic
differentiation was found between coastal and
pelagic populations. Genetic structure was defined
at an unprecedented fine-scale level for coastal
dolphins leading to identification of five distinct
coastal populations inhabiting the following areas:
Shannon estuary, west coast of Ireland, English
Channel, coastal Galicia, east coast of Scotland,
and Wales/West Scotland. Demographic
connectivity was very low among most populations
with less than 10% migration rate indicating no
demographic coupling among them and suggesting
that they should be monitored separately. The
results of this study have the potential to be used to
identify management units in this area and thus
offer a significant contribution to the conservation
of the species in European Atlantic waters. Future
studies should prioritize obtaining biopsies from
free-living dolphins from areas where only samples
from stranded animals were available in order to
reduce uncertainty caused by sample origin, as well
as from areas not included in this study.

Obtaining total length estimates from freeswimming individuals may provide an insight into
the species group dynamics that are reflective of
the population’s dynamics and status. The dorsal
fin was identified as a potentially useful and
obvious feature to base total length estimates from
since it displays an allometric relationship to the
species overall size. An easy to use, standardised
scaled image procedure was developed to enable
the collection of measurable data from dead
individuals with known total lengths and/or genders
using citizen scientists and researchers from May
2017 – present to efficiently gather data to be
measured retrospectively while avoiding observer
bias that may occur between individuals taking
physical measurements. Images of live dolphins
were taken using a pair of lasers set to a known
scale off the Southwest Irish coast to enable noninvasive laser photogrammetry to be carried out.
Measurements were made of both the dorsal fin
height (DH) and base length (DBL) but DH was
found to be the better predictor of total length using
a polynomial regression. Currently, eleven live
common dolphins have been measured that
displayed indicative size estimates ranging from
1.83 – 2.18 m in length using DH as a predictor
from 22 dead individuals. This technique has not
been applied to common dolphins previously but it
may provide new insights into group composition
(age class), recruitment rates (number of juvenile
length individuals) and potential sexual
segregations within pods to improve our current
understanding of the common dolphins at sea life
history to aid conservation efforts.
Non-invasive blow and aerial imagery collection
for genetic and photographic comparison of
putatively discrete groups of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in northern British
Columbia, Canada.
O'Mahony, Eadin1; Wray, Janie2; Keen, Eric3;
Gaggiotti, Oscar4
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Estimating the length of short-beaked common
dolphins (Delphinus delphis) using laser
photogrammetry off Ireland
O'Callaghan, Sean1; Berrow, Simon2
(1) IWDG, Killarney Co. Kerry, Ireland
(2) Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
Corresponding Author:
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The humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) is a panglobal balaenopterid
that undertakes impressive annual migrations
between seasonal breeding and feeding
grounds. The North Pacific population is
estimated to have surpassed pre-whaling
numbers and may now find itself nearing
carrying capacity, as recent studies suggest
possible population stabilization or decline.

Short-beaked common dolphins occur in large
numbers around the coast of Ireland annually but
very little is known about this species life history at
sea. It is thought that the species may segregate
depending on age and gender at particular times of
the year based on current bycatch records.
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Despite being one of the best studied and
most successfully recovering baleen whale
populations on Earth, we still lack adequate
knowledge to fully assess the risks of coastal
development in several remote feeding
grounds where multiple breeding populations
are thought to share foraging space. We have
launched an effort to elucidate the population
structure of a seasonally resident feeding
aggregation within a fjord system in northern
British Columbia, Canada, that is both
proposed humpback whale critical habitat and
a planned shipping lane. Long-term photoidentification surveys suggest that two
separate social networks of humpback whales
feed in this area using different foraging
techniques in different microhabitats within the
fjord system and at different times of year. We
aimed to use non-invasive exhaled breath
condensate (blow) collection to genetically
assess which breeding population(s)
contribute to this subpopulation, and to
estimate the levels of interchange with feeding
aggregations to the north and south. Using
novel quadcopter drone technology, blow was
collected for DNA extraction and LIDAR and
aerial imaging was collected for ongoing
assessments of whale nutrition and pregnancy
rates. Here we present preliminary results on
population structure, interchange, nutritional
status, and demographics of these two
putatively discrete feeding groups resident to
the area. Deepening our understanding of this
humpback whale subpopulation is particularly
timely as we prepare to assess the impact of a
recently approved liquefied natural gas (LNG)
tanker route, which will be in daily use through
the study region beginning in 2023.

Distance sampling (DS, e.g. line or point transects)
is a commonly used method for estimating wildlife
abundance. One critical assumption is that all
animals on the line/point are detected with
certainty, often referred to as g(0)=1, where g(y)
describes the detection probabilities with increasing
distance y from the line/point. Mark-recapture
distance sampling (MRDS) allows g(0) to be
estimated. Here, two observation platforms are
required where for the trial configuration platform
2 sets up trials for platform 1 requiring
independence of platform 1 from platform 2. For
the independent observer configuration, both
platforms set up trials for the other requiring
independence both ways. Ensuring independence is
often challenging logistically or due to observation
conditions or animal behaviour. We discuss new
avenues in the MRDS context for improving
independence using new or existing technology and
software. Two example studies serve to illustrate
the methods:
•

•

Mark recapture distance sampling – new
opportunities for acoustic platforms using
recent advances in technology and software
Oedekoven, Cornelia1; Rankin, Shannon2;
Marques, Tiago3; Harris, Danielle1; Thomas, Len4;
Thode, Aaron5; Blackwell, Susanna B.6; Conrad,
Alexander S.7; Kim, Katherine7
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Simultaneous visual and acoustic line
transect surveys for offshore dolphins
where visual and acoustic platforms set up
trials for each other, the latter using a
towed hydrophone array. We show that
during a passing mode survey in the
eastern tropical Pacific, estimated
probability of detecting schools of roughtoothed dolphins (Steno bredanensis) on
the trackline for both visual and acoustic
teams were imperfect and declined with
increasing Beaufort sea state.
Acoustic surveys using multiple stationary
sensors where for each sensor, detections
on the surrounding sensors formed the
trials. We illustrate the method using the
example of bowhead whales (Balaena
mysticetus) in the Beaufort Sea where
acoustic detections were made using an
array of sensors mounted on the sea floor.
Call detections were matched between
sensors and localised if detected by more
than one sensor. We demonstrate how
absolute detection probabilities decrease
with increasing distance around the
sensors and compare these with detection
probabilities estimated using conventional
DS assuming g(0)=1.

Baleen whale faeces in the Azores
Ojeda, Víctor1; Van der Linde, Miranda1; Fonseca,
Maria Raquel1; Gardoki, Marina C.2; Soares,
Miguel1; González García, Laura3
(1) Futurismo Azores Adventures, Ponta Delgada,
Portugal
(2) Futurismo Azores Adventures, University of
Azores, Ponta Delgada
(3) Universidade de Vigo, Futurismo Azores
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Okinawa from 2009 to 2018, we investigated ER
for humpback whales as well as ER for mother-calf
pairs for evaluating the trend in ER of humpback
whales in Okinawan waters. ER for each whales
were calculated by dividing a total number of
whales by a total number of days of surveys. As a
result, a total of 4190 whales in 2209 groups have
been sighted in 381 days in Kerama and 4004
whales in 2174 groups in 314 days in Motobu,
respectably. The mean ER for whales for Kerama
was 10.85 when it was 12.93 for Motobu during the
survey years and there was no significant increase
or decrease tendency have confirmed for past ten
years. The ER for mother-calf pairs was 0.51 for
Kerama when it was 0.46 for Motobu. Although
there was no significant trend confirmed for ER for
mother-calf pairs, it also showed gradual growth in
recent few years in both areas. Despite our result
indicating that there was no serious decreasing
tendency occurs in Okinawan waters in recent
years as confirmed in Hawaii and Alaska, continue
monitoring for the population tendency in
Okinawan water is needed for effective
conservation plan for the humpback whale
population in North Pacific.

Cetacean faecal samples have been used to study
diet, steroid hormones, exposure to parasites and
biotoxins, individual genetic identification and
assessment of microplastic ingestion in whales and
dolphins. Baleen whale faecal samples are not
usually easy to collect. However, as in the Azores
whale watching platforms spend long time on the
water and run trips year-round, they provide great
opportunities to collect these samples. We review
the baleen whale faeces records registered from
whale watching platforms around São Miguel
(Azores) between 2012 and 2018. During the seven
years of the study, there have been registered 48
baleen whale faecal records, all of them between
March and July. Of them, 77% were of fin whales,
17% of blue whales and only 6% of sei
whales. These data support the Azores as a
potential feeding ground for fin whales, blue
whales and sei whales during the spring. During the
spring, we have also registered krill patches on the
surface in several occasions and feeding behaviour
of the three species. The different colour of the
faeces of each species may indicate differences in
their diets: mostly red for blue whales, wider range
of colour from orange, brown to red for fin whales;
and even with a small number of records, yellow
for sei whales. Furthermore, we create an
appropriate protocol to collect and store faecal
samples during the whale watching trips. In 2019
we start to use this non-invasive method as a new
source of information here in the Azores.
Nowadays we are looking for collaborators to go
forward with the analyses of the faecal samples.

Impact of fisheries on bottlenose dolphin
behaviour in the Ría de Arousa (NW Spain).
Olhasque, Oihana; Methion, Séverine1; Díaz
López, Bruno2
(1) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
O Grove, Spain
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Spain
Corresponding Author: oihana.olhasque@orange.fr
Interaction between bottlenose dolphins and
fisheries is a growing problem worldwide. The
fisheries sector in the Ría de Arousa (Galicia, NW
Spain) is one of the most important of Europe,
however the effect of fisheries activities on the
behaviour of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) remains poorly known in the area. This
study is a first approach to analyze the interactions
between bottlenose dolphin and two type of
fisheries in the Ría de Arousa: gillnets and fishing
cages. The study was conducted from direct
observations by boat from May to June 2017 by
coupling presence of fishing activities with
bottlenose dolphin behavioural data. Over a period
of two months spent in the field, 15 daily boat
surveys were carried out and 54 bottlenose dolphin
groups were encountered. The results of this study
show that bottlenose dolphins are present in the Ría
de Arousa in presence and absence of gillnets and
fishing cages. In addition, when gillnets and fishing
cages were present, the behaviour of bottlenose
dolphins changed significantly. In the presence of
gillnets and fishing cages, bottlenose dolphins
tended to reduce their social and feeding activities,

Estimating the trend in encounter rate of
humpback whales in the recent years in the
western waters of Okinawa (Ryukyu) Island,
Japan.
Okabe, Haruna1; Kobayashi, Nozomi2; Higashi,
Naoto
(1) Okinawa Churashima Research Center,
Okinawa Churashima Foundation, Okinawa, Japan
(2) Okinawa Churashima Research Center,
Okinawa Churashima Foundation, Motobu, Japan
Corresponding Author: h-okabe@okichura.jp
Humpback whales in North Pacific migrate to their
feeding areas in higher latitudes in summer as well
as breeding areas in lower latitudes in winter,
including Okinawa, Japan. Although the increase
tendency of humpback whales have been reported
for recent years in North Pacific, there is also a
report that the encounter rate (ER) in Hawaii and
Alaska is decreasing drastically in past few years
possibly because of the climate anomalies. Using
the data corrected through January to March off the
coast of Kerama Islands and Motobu peninsula in
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and to travel more. These results are not consistent
with predation behaviour on nets reported by many
authors for this species. This information has
important conservation implication for the
bottlenose dolphins present in this area.

This study was supported by projects FIP 2018-54,
FIP 2014-29 and FAP ID 4728-46-LP11.
From the shore to the stage: How stranded and
bycatch cetaceans can provide knowledge,
engage in conservation and foster awareness.
The Galleria Cetacei of the Centro di
Educazione Ambientale e alla Sostenibilità
Laguna di Nora (Sardinia, Italy).
Fadda, Daniela1; Ollano, Giuseppe2; Lenti,
Giovanni; Orrù, Andrea3; Sulis, Alessandra3;
Zinzula, Luca4
(1) Centro di Educazione Ambientale e Alla
Sostenibilità (CEAS) Laguna di Nora, Pula, Italy
(2) Centro di Educazione Ambientale e alla
Sostenibilità (CEAS) Laguna di Nora, Pula, Italy
(3) Centro di Recupero Cetacei e Tartarughe
Marine (CRCTM) Laguna di Nora, Pula, Italy
(4) The Max-Planck Institute of Biochemistry,
Department of Molecular Structural Biology,
Martinsried, Germany
Corresponding Author: info@lagunadinora.it

Population assessment of the southern sea lion
in the southeast Pacific between 18° and 48°S:
New information for future stock assessment
report.
Oliva Ekelund, Doris1; Cárcamo, Daniel2; Pizarro,
Marlene3; Canto, Anahi4; Orellana, Muriel4;
Herrera, Pablo4; Sepulveda, Maritza5; Durán, L.
René6
(1) Universidad de Valparaiso, Chile,
VALPARAISO, Chile
(2) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
(3) Universidad de Valparaíso, Quilpué, Chile
(4) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
(5) Centro de Investigación y Gestión de Recursos
Naturales (CIGREN), Universidad de Valparaiso,
VINA DEL MAR, Chile
(6) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaiso, Chile
Corresponding Author: Doris.Oliva@uv.cl

Cetacean museum collections represent a major attraction for
the public and play a fundamental role in delivering scientific
knowledge and raising awareness towards the conservation of
marine mammals. Since 1993, the Centro di Educazione
Ambientale e alla Sostenibilità (CEAS) Laguna di Nora is
involved - through its operating arm Centro Recupero Cetacei e
Tartarughe Marine (CRCTM) and the network Rete
Regionale per la Conservazione della Fauna Marina of the
Regione Autonoma della Sardegna - in the monitoring,
investigation, rescue and museal recovery of cetaceans stranded
or bycatch along the south-western coast of Sardinia. To
valorize the results of its activity in the field for educational
purpose, the CEAS Laguna di Nora conceived and created
the “Galleria Cetacei”, a permanent exhibition of cetacean
osteological specimens that functions as a work-in-progress, selfimplementing museal laboratory. Hanging from the roof or
placed inside wood-and-glass frames under a real-size sperm
whale-shaped building, skeletons of Sperm Whale (Physeter
macrocephalus), Common Dolphin (Delphinus delphis), Longfinned Pilot Whale (Globicephala melas) and Risso’s Dolphin
(Grampus griseus), as well as skulls and disarticulated bones
from Bottlenose Dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) and False Killer
Whale (Pseudorca crassidens) are displayed. Every specimen is
inserted in a conceptual path of narratives and materials
informing on its story and educating about the species natural
history and conservation status. Multi-media and
instrumentations guide the visitor through an interactive process
of experiential learning. Specially dedicated to school-age
students, the active participation to the operational workflow
that brings newly-acquired osteological specimens from the
disinterment, through the assembly and then the museal
display, allows first-hand interaction with the CRCTM
scientists and field operators. Overall, the Galleria Cetacei
provides the visitor a unique opportunity to undertake a
holistic cognitive and emotional journey that can shape
perspectives and behaviors into sustainable actions towards
marine mammals and the entire marine environment.

South American sea lion (SSL), Otaria byronia,
range along the Pacific and Atlantic coast of South
America. The species interact with the mainly
export fisheries in Chile (Chilean silverside,
Chilean jack mackerel, Patagonian toothfish,
swordfish, hake, southern hake, Patagonian
grenadier) and salmonculture (Atlantic salmon,
coho salmon and rainbow trout). The aim of this
study is to assess the population of SSL along the
Chilean coast, for contributing to the stock
assessment report associated to the Marine
Mammal Protection Act and its Import Rule.
During the reproductive season 2019, aerial
photographic surveys were conducted between
18°S and 48°S covering more than 3400 km of
coast. According to biogeographical and genetical
information the population was divided in four
prospective stocks: northern, central, southern and
austral. In the study area a total of 242 colonies
were registered, 102 in northern, 56 in central and
84 in southern Chile. The photographs are still
under analysis, nevertheless based on survey data
from 2012, 2013 and 2015 the population
estimation was of 190,000 individuals, 95,000 in
the northern, 28,000 in the central and 67,000 in
southern stock. In the 3 zones the pups estimation
was of 35,244 (59%); 2,063 (7%); and 22,832
(40%) respectively. This is the first time that a
survey included three of the four prospective stocks
in a reproductive season, so the new information
will allow to calculate population trends, the
Potential Biological Removal (PBR) and link this
information with the bycatch for the main export
fisheries to assess and reduce SSL mortality from
incidental fisheries takes.
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Cortisol concentrations in baleen from a
suckling calf fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus)
Olvera Maneu, Sergi1; Tallo-Parra, Oriol2; Carbajal
Brossa, Annaïs1; Domingo Álvarez, Mariano3;
López Béjar, Manel4
(1) Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB),
Bellaterra, Spain
(2) Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
Barcelona, Spain
(3) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Autonomous
University of Barcelona, Bellaterra, Spain
(4) Autonomous University of Barcelona,
Bellaterra, Spain
Corresponding Author: sergi.olvera@uab.cat

(1) Laboratório de Mamíferos Aquáticos-UFSC,
Florianopolis, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(3) Socioambiental Consultores Associados,
Florianópolis, Brazil
Corresponding Author: omsgabriela@gmail.com
Cetaceans are indicators of environmental health.
The skin condition analysis of these animals is a
non-invasive tool, which enables the identification
of lesions of different sources, such as intra or
interspecific interactions, diseases and
anthropogenic impacts. However, there are few of
these studies off Brazil, especially offshore. In this
study, we describe the occurrence of skin lesions
on cetaceans, photographed in coastal and oceanic
waters of the Santos Basin, Brazil, by Projeto de
Monitoramento de Cetáceos na Bacia de Santos
(PMC-BS), a project financed by PETROBRAS
and demanded by IBAMA. Fourteen boat surveys
were carried out from December 2015 to October
2018. We recorded skin lesions on animals from 22
species (7 mysticetes and 15 odontocetes) and
classified them according to 13 appearance-based
categories: nodules; open wounds; depressed round
lesions; white patches; whitish velvety lesions;
deformation; pox-like, lobomycosis-like,
anthropogenic interaction, cookie-cutter shark
interaction, ulcerative lesions, killer whale
interaction and miscellaneous. The most frequent
types of lesions were: cookie-cutter shark
interactions (75% of the species), nodules (68%),
white patches (64%), miscellaneous (64%) and
open wounds (50%). The species that showed a
greater variety of lesions were Megaptera
novaeangliae (11), Stenella frontalis (11), Tursiops
truncatus (10) and Balaenoptera borealis (8).
Killer whale interactions and red patches were only
recorded on M. novaeangliae. Lobomycosis-like
lesions only occurred on T. truncatus. A Stenella
frontalis had a rostral deformation of
unknown etiology. Potential anthropogenic
interactions were recorded for 7 species: B. brydei,
M. novaeangliae, Sotalia guianensis, Stenella
attenuata, Stenella clymene, S. frontalis, Stenella
longirostris and T. truncatus. A Bryde´s whale had
deep propeller scars on its back from a vessel
collision, and at least six dolphins had their dorsal
fins partially or totally mutilated by fishing gear.
This study shows novel results, contributing to the
health assessment of cetaceans in Brazil.

Baleen is a keratinized structure involved in
feeding that is unique to mysticetes. Previous
studies have demonstrated the ability of this matrix
to accumulate steroid hormones, and the
retrospective information of life history that these
samples could offer. Hunt et al., (2017) showed
that cortisol is detectable in baleen from eight
whale species, including two specimens (subadult
and unknown age) of fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus; Conserv Physiol. 5:1-14). The main
objective of the study was to determine if cortisol is
detectable in baleens from a suckling calf fin whale
and to assess cortisol levels variation at different
locations along the baleen plate, to determine in the
future whether baleen might contain a record of the
physiological events. Twelve baleens with a length
of 9.25 ± 0.48 cm (mean ± SD) from the dorsal
plate of a dead calf fin whale were used. The
baleens were divided in three sections: proximal,
medial and distal to the gingiva. Samples were
mechanically pulverized, afterwards cortisol was
extracted by a methanol-based method and
analysed by enzyme immunoassay. Results
demonstrated that cortisol concentrations from the
proximal sections of the baleen plate were
significantly higher (0.43 ± 0.19 pgCORT/mg
baleen) than those from medial (0.23 ± 0.01
pgCORT/mg; p-value = 0.009) and distal (0.21 ±
0.03 pgCORT/mg; p-value = 0.001) sections.
Similar results were obtained in 11 immature and
mature bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus),
where cortisol levels were higher in the proximal
sections of the baleen plate (Hunt et al., 2014.
Conserv Physiol. 2:1-12). In conclusion, the
highest cortisol concentrations from baleen of a
suckling calf fin whale were detected proximal to
the vascularized zone. Further studies are needed to
determine how cortisol is deposited in the baleen
and if baleen cortisol levels can be correlated with
stress responses to past physiological events.

What do grey seals (halichoerus grypus) in New
England really eat, and what is the best way to
determine diet?
Ono, Kathryn A1; Dufault, Michelle; McCosker,
Christina1; Mellone, Dominique2; Flanders, Kelly3;
Lerner, Jacob2; Olson, Zachary4
(1) University of New England, Biddeford, Maine

Skin lesions on the cetacean community of the
Santos Basin, Brazil
Oms, Gabriela1; Costa-Silva, Samira; Daura-Jorge,
Fábio G.2; Liberali Wedekin, Leonardo3
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Caspian seals are an endangered landlocked, small
bodied phocid that diverged from a shared ancestor
with Gray seals (Halichoerus grypus) and Ringed
seals (Pusa hispida) around 1-2 million years ago.
However, the evolutionary history of this group is
still not fully resolved. We have been working on
the de novo genome and transcriptome assembly of
the Caspian seal (Pusa caspica). Our datasets
include short read Illumina HiSeq paired-end
sequencing data (60x coverage), long read PacBio
single-molecule real time (SMRT) and Oxford
Nanopore real-time long read sequencing data (8x
coverage and 30x coverage, respectively) in
combination with Illumina HiSeq RNA-seq data
from six different tissues. To date, assemblies have
been produced using short-read only data which
resulted in estimated genome sizes of 2.6 Gbp and
N50 contig size of 3.4 Kbp, although the N50 of
the assemblies is expected to increase by multiple
orders of magnitude with the inclusion of the longread data. Currently eight additional pinniped
genomes are publicly available, and sequencing
efforts for further seal species are underway.
Together these sequencing resources will facilitate
detailed analyses of the evolution and genomic
basis of the highly diverse ecological and lifehistory traits observed within pinnipeds, with a
primary focus on lactation strategies. The Caspian
seal genome can be expected to provide insights
into adaptations to the unique Caspian environment
and, in combination with other genomes, may offer
finer resolution to the evolutionary history of the
Pusa-Phoca-Halochoerus clade. Further, effective
population sizes (Ne) will be calculated from the
genome assembly using Pairwise Sequentially
Markovian Coalescent model (PSMC), to infer
demographic variation and colonisation dates in
relation to palaeoenvironmental scenarios. This
presentation will report the current state of the
genome and transcriptome assemblies, discussing
the various pipelines implemented as well as
preliminary analyses into the demographic history
of Caspian seals.

Grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) appear to be a
species at odds with commercial fisheries no matter
where they live: Europe, Canada, United States. It
is imperative that their diet is clearly delineated so
that the overlap with commercial fisheries is
known. Researchers use a number of techniques to
determine pinniped diets which utilize different
types of samples that represent varied time periods,
cost and labor, and each with its own benefits and
restrictions. We studied several of these techniques
in an attempt to determine which yielded the best
estimate of the grey seals’ true diet, and compared
their results. Four of the techniques utilized scat
samples, which do not require physical contact with
the seals, but only include the last few days of
feeding: hard parts, prey species specific PCRDNA, prey species specific quantitative PCRDNA, and next generation DNA analysis
(metabarcoding). Hard parts analysis allowed
quantification of prey species proportion in diet and
biomass, which the other techniques generally did
not. However, the DNA based techniques found
prey species not detected through hard parts, and
next generation DNA analysis uncovered even
more previously undetected species. These DNA
based techniques primarily yield frequency of
occurrence in samples. Other techniques require a
sample taken from a restrained or dead seal. Stable
isotope analysis revealed diet over months,
however, it was difficult to differentiate between
species with similar isotope ratios. Fatty
acid/quantitative fatty acid, and stomach content
analysis have the advantage that the individual
sampled is known. All of these studies have
indicated that diet can vary with sampling location,
season, year, sex and age of the seal. Overall, there
is agreement between techniques that US grey seals
eat primarily sand lance (Ammodytidae spp.),
flatfish (Pleuronectidae), and hake (Urophycis
spp.).

Insights into the Brucella ceti genome
Orsini, Massimiiano1; D'Alterio, Nicola2; Zinzula,
Luca3
(1) IZSVe, Legnaro, Italy
(2) Istituto Zooprofilattico dell'Abruzzo e del
Molise, Teramo, Italy
(3) The Max-Planck Institute of Biochemistry,
Department of Molecular Structural Biology,
Martinsried, Germany
Corresponding Author: morsini@izsvenezie.it

De novo genome and transcriptome assemblies
of the Caspian seal
Orr, David1; O'Connell, Mary2; Carr, Ian3;
Goodman, Simon4
(1) University of Leeds
(2) Computational and Molecular Evolutionary
Biology Group, Nottingham, United Kingdom
(3) Leeds Institute of Biomedical & Clinical
Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, United
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(4) Institute of Integrative and Comparative
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1 Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell'Abruzzo
e del Molise “G. Caporale”, Campo Boario,
Teramo, Italy.

abundance of baleen whales coming into the area,
with two main companies operating in the bay.
Therefore, many of the studies previously
conducted here over the years have focused on
these other species. This study aims to gather all
the data collected over the past 10 years to give an
estimation of the annual and seasonal distribution
of this species in the bay in relation to the survey
effort carried out. Thus, the kernel distribution
analysis showed a clear hotspot for harbour
porpoises on the west side of the bay, which might
be related to the fish abundance as this area appears
to be relevant for other cetacean species too.
Additionally, a correlation analysis will be carried
out with environmental variables such as tide,
depth, slope and day time to assess whether the
presence/absence of harbour porpoises could be
related to them. The outcome of these analyses
would be interesting in order to conduct further
studies of this species in the North of Iceland and
for future conservation and managing purposes.

2 The Max-Planck Institute of Biochemistry,
Department of Molecular Structural Biology, Am
Klopferspitz 18, Martinsried, Germany.
Brucella ceti is a dominant but poorly studied
marine zoonotic organism that causes infectious
diseases in marine mammals populations
worldwide. B. ceti is a close relative of the
pathogen B. melitensis, and constitutes the second
genus, together with B. pinnipedialis, of the
Brucellaceae family clade that is capable to occupy
the marine environment. The increase of reported
infections in cetaceans together with the need of
understanding their zoonotic potential and the
impact in human interventions, led us to perform a
comparative analysis of B. ceti genomes. Here, the
seven available B. ceti sequences were compared to
115 genomes of all Brucella available in Refseq
databank. Comparative genomic analyses revealed
a high degree of similarity among the marine
Brucella, as well as with other terrestrial strains,
with extensive pseudogenization in marine Brucella
despite a global 97-99% similarity at genome level.
Peculiarities of aquatic strains were found in
pathways related to energy, transport of metabolites
and regulation of transcription. Differences
between B. ceti and B. pinnipedialis were found
related to cell wall, plasmatic membrane and
motility. Genomic traits potentially driving
geographical strains distribution and host
preference did not show clear correlations. This
study provides new insight into the B. ceti genome
plasticity, identifying genes that may contribute to
the evolutionary success of this organism in
infecting marine mammal species and spreading
through the marine environment

Insights into the intestinal microbiota of the
West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus)
Otalora, Paula; Mignucci, Antonio1; Vives,
Martha2; Caballero, Susana3
(1) Manatee Conservation Center, Bayamon,
Puerto Rico
(2) Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá, Colombia
(3) Universidad de los Andes, Colombia
Corresponding Author: pausaota@gmail.com
The intestinal microbiota is essential for the
metabolism in herbivorous mammals, releasing
simple sugars from the complex plant
polysaccharides, as is the case of cellulose (which
comprises 70% of plant biomass). The crystalline
structure of cellulose makes it resilient to biological
hydrolysis, but certain bacteria and fungi in the
microbiota are able to hydrolyze it through
cellulases activities. With the notable exception of
ruminants, little is known about the intestinal
microbial diversity from herbivorous vertebrates. In
this study, we characterized the intestinal
microbiome of the West Indian manatee Trichechus
manatus, a strictly herbivorous aquatic
mammal. Fecal samples were obtained from two
manatees under human care. Half of each sample
was diluted and cultured to isolate cellulosedegrading bacteria. The other half was used for
total DNA extraction and shotgun genomic
sequencing, as well as 16s amplification, followed
by DGGE, run for band cutting and direct
sequencing. Amplification and sequencing of the
16s established the presence of phylum Firmicutes
genera, followed by Proteobacteria and
Actinobacteria. Shotgun genomic sequencing
resulted in 11.676.441 unique reads among all four
samples, from which, 454 OTUs were identified.
Bacteria and 21% as Archaea were identified from

Harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) annual
and seasonal distribution in Skjálfandi Bay,
Iceland. Using opportunistic data over the past
10 years (2009-2018) collected from whale
watching platforms.
Ortega Calvo, Marina1; Rasmussen, Marianne
Helene2
(1) Rannsóknasetur Háskóla Íslands á Húsavík,
IMBRSEA MASTER, Madrid, Spain
(2) Húsavík Research Center, University of
Iceland, Húsavík
Corresponding Author:
marina.ortega2393@gmail.com
The harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is
present in Skjálfandi Bay (Iceland) all year long.
Whale-watching activity reaches its highest point
during the summer season due to the high
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79% of the readings. Firmicutes were confirmed as
the most abundant phylum, with 58% of the total
readings, followed by 21% of the Archaea phylum
Euryarchaeota, 13% to Proteobacteria, 5% to
Actinobacteria, and less than 1% as Bacteroidetes
and Verrucomicrobia. Alpha Diversity indexes
were consistent with those reported from terrestrial
herbivores (Shannon = 6.079 ± 0.06; Simpson =
0.04 ± 0.015) but the Chao Abundance Index was
higher (Chao = 2489 ± 780). From the cultured
portion of the microbiome, four strains with
cellulolytic activity in CMC agar were isolated and
identified as members of the genus Klebsiella, for
which cellulolytic capacity has been previously
reported.

placed at short intervals that constrict the lumen
and divide the airways in chambers. In fin and
sperm whales, smooth muscle bundles (SMB) were
observed throughout the terminal bronchioles until
the entrance of the alveolar sacs. However,
contrarily to the MESs system, these latter
structures do not constrict the lumen. Cartilage
rings were present until the level of the entrance to
the alveoli in the lungs of all the species. On the
other hand, the alveolar size and wall thickness
varied greatly. All the Abs used showed positive
immunolabeling in all species sections, except for
the smooth muscle myosin, which was not
detectable in the sperm whale tissues. The present
study provides the first IHC and quantitative
morphometric analyses of the terminal portion of
the lungs in selected cetacean species.

Micro-anatomical and immunohistochemical
characterization of the terminal portions of the
lung in the sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus), the fin whale (Balaenoptera
physalus), and the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus)
Otero Sabio, Cristina1; Centelleghe, Cinzia2; Graïc,
Jean-Marie3; Cozzi, Bruno3; Arbelo, Manuel4;
Fernandez, Antonio5; Peruffo, Antonella2
(1) Dipartimento di Biomedicina Comparata e
Alimentazione (BCA) - Università degli Studi di
Padova, Legnaro, Italy
(2) University of Padua, Legnaro, Italy
(3) University of Padova, Legnaro, Italy
(4) University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria,
Arucas, Spain
(5) Intitute of Animal Health (IUSA) University of
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Arucas, Spain
Corresponding Author: cristina.akris@gmail.com

Hair testosterone levels of Northern fur seals
correlate with month and testicular
morphometric parameters.
Otsuki, Mayuko1; Horimoto, Takanori; Kobayashi,
Motoki; Ijiri, Shigeho; Mitani, Yoko2
(1) Hokkaido University
(2) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: motsuki@ees.hokudai.ac.jp
Hair samples can be used as endocrine markers to
assess the reproductive status of animals, as hair is
known to reflect endocrine activities spanning
several weeks or months prior to the time of
collection. However, it is unknown whether
pinniped reproductive status can be assessed from
hair samples. Northern fur seals (Callorhinus
ursinus) are found off Hokkaido, Japan during nonbreeding season. Knowledge about the reproductive
statuses of free-ranging seals provides important
data to inform population dynamics analyses. Here,
we show that sexual maturity of northern fur seal
males during the non-breeding season off
Hokkaido can be distinguished using hair
testosterone levels. A total of 57 male fur seal hair
were collected during the non-breeding seasons of
2011-2018. Time-resolved fluoroimmunoassays
were validated for testosterone through parallelism
and gas chromatography. We found that the
testosterone levels of juvenile seals (age < 4) were
significantly lower than those of mature seals (age
≥ 4). Elongated spermatids, the final phase of
spermatogenesis, were present in the seals collected
between April and June. The seals collected in
May, as spermatogenesis progresses, showed the
highest testosterone levels. Our overall model
revealed that testis weight and month were
significant predictors of hair testosterone
levels. Our results demonstrate that the juveniles
can be distinguished from mature males using hair
testosterone levels in May, preceding breeding
season. Hair testosterone levels of seals, thus, likely
reflect endocrine activity at approximately the time

The lungs of cetaceans underwent physiological
and anatomical adaptations that facilitate extended
breath-holding during the dives, including the long
and deep ones. On the contrary, the time spent at
the surface for gas exchange is very short. Here we
present our results on the relatively unknown
micro-anatomy of the terminal portions of the lungs
of fin (Balaenoptera physalus) and sperm (Physeter
macrocephalus) whales. For comparison we
examined also the most investigated lungs of the
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus). Our study
focuses on small bronchioles, cartilage rings and
alveoli. For this purpose, we executed routine
histological techniques, and performed both an indepth immunohistochemical (IHC)
characterization, and a morphometric analysis of
the terminal portions of the lung. For the IHC
analyses, we employed commercial anti-human
antibodies (Abs) against i) smooth muscle actin; ii)
smooth muscle myosin; and iii) desmin. Results
revealed that, in the bottlenose dolphin, a system of
myo-elastic sphincters (MESs) is present up to the
alveolar end of the terminal bronchioles. This
MESs system consists of a series of sphincters
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of sampling. Data on male reproductive status
enhances our understanding of fur seal ecology,
such as distribution of the seals off Hokkaido
during the non-breeding season, and clarifies the
connection between non-breeding and breeding
seasons. This method can be applied in various
species of pinnipeds, and is especially useful for
those that spend time offshore during the nonbreeding season, since hair can be biopsied.

latitudinal sexual segregation
of B. bonaerensis (especially of pregnant females)
and a calving area of B. borealis in mid-latitude
waters of the SWAO. Also, a hypothesis of a larger
calving area (from ~17oS to 35oS) than previously
expected for B. acutorostrata emerged from the
compiled data. Finally, although stock structure and
taxonomy still need to be better resolved for
different species, the information
about Balaenoptera strandings are now
comprehensively organized and exposed
considering a greater dataset than any previous
review in the east coast of South America.

A review of Balaenoptera strandings in the East
coast of South America
Ott, Paulo Henrique1; Morais, Igor2; Siciliano,
Salvatore3; Zerbini, Alexandre4; Tribulato, Andrea
Sebastiano5; Machado, Rodrigo6; Milmann, Lucas6
(1) Universidade Estadual do Rio Grande do Sul
(UERGS) & Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos
Aquáticos do Rio Grande do Sul (GEMARS),
Osório, Brazil
(2) Fundação Jardim Zoológico de Brasília,
Brasília - DF, 70610-100, Brazil
(3) Instituto Oswaldo Cruz/FIOCRUZ
(4) Marine Mammal Laboratory, Alaska Fisheries
Science Center, Seattle, WA
(5) Université Paris-Sud, Orsay, France
(6) Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos Aquáticos do
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Corresponding Author:
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Gollum is dead: Presentation of a cetacean
online relational database under a Creative
Commons license.
Ouled-Cheikh Bonan, Jazel1; de Stephanis,
Renaud2
(1) CIRCE, Conservation, Information and
Research on Cetaceans, Roda De Berà, Spain
(2) CIRCE, Conservation, Information and
Research on Cetaceans, Algeciras, Spain
Corresponding Author: jazelouled@gmail.com
Databases are a key aspect of scientific research.
They are of capital importance not only to store and
organize data but to analyze and design long term
research plans. Relational databases are of special
interest as they are structured in different tables that
are connected with each other. This fact allows an
effective way of performing the CRUD (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) operations using
the Structured Query Language (SQL). Here we
present a marine survey online relational database
structure implemented in PostgreSQL, an open
source database management system. It is hosted in
an online server provided by ElephantSQL,
allowing the CRUD operations to be executed from
any device around the world using the SQL
language. The online database can be connected to
R statistical software through the server credentials
(username, password, and server name), a fact that
allows an easy and effective way to import and
analyze the data. The database is structured in more
than 50 tables and contains more than 20 years of
data on cetaceans and birds from the
Mediterranean and North Atlantic. This
point makes it not easy to interact with the database
structure directly so an interactive way of making
the CRUD operations is also presented using the
Shiny package from R Studio. The database and the
data included are under a Creative
Commons license, allowing its use by anyone.

The genus Balaenoptera comprises seven species
and 15 subspecies with conservation status ranging
from “Endangered” to “Least Concern” and “Data
Deficient”. Despite data from whaling and offshore
cruises, much of information related to seasonal
distribution and ecology of these whales in the
southwestern Atlantic Ocean (SWAO) comes from
analysis of beached carcasses. A review of
published and unpublished confirmed records
on Balaenoptera strandings along the east coast of
South America (from ~12oN to 55oS), comprising
six countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Suriname,
Uruguay, Venezuela) and the Falkland/Malvinas
Islands was used to evaluate spatio-temporal
ecological and habitat use patterns of these whales.
A total of 196 strandings from the seven species
were documented from 1865 to 2018. Records
varied largely across
species: B. edeni/brydei (n=81), B. acutorostrata
(n=45), B. bonaerensis (n=23), B. borealis (n=19),
B. physalus (n=18), B. musculus (n=9), and B.
omurai (n=1). As expected, most of the species
occur in higher numbers during winter and spring
migration season to/from low latitudes. When all
records were gathered, the permanence
of B. edeni/brydei and some individuals of B.
acutorostrata in the Brazilian coast year-round
became more evident than previously. Moreover,
analysis of a greater number of studies brought
strength to different theories, such as a possible

“Dolphin dictionary”: Using a self-organizing
map to categorize the whistle repertoire of a
group of bottlenose dolphins and identify
signature whistles.
Ovsyanikova, Ekaterina1; McGovern, Barry2;
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Defining the repertoire of a species is important in
understanding its communication system. While
delphinids generally have complex acoustic
communication, the consistent and repeatable
categorization of their vocalizations is difficult. In
this study, we define the whistle repertoire of 11
wild Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) and identify individually distinctive
signature whistles (SW) within it. We recorded
vocalizations of provisioned wild dolphins at
Tangalooma, Australia. Recordings from a
hydrophone array were used with video footage
and photographs to localize whistles and identify
the vocalizing individual(s). We used a selforganizing map (SOM) to create an automated
categorization of dolphin whistles and tested its
performance in clustering whistles from
individuals. A number of tests were performed to
identify the optimal parameters for the SOM
resulting in a map with 64 whistle categories.
These were assessed using a method for
identification of SW by their temporal production
(SIGID), identifying those containing potential
SW. Visual assessment of the categories was also
performed to subjectively evaluate the similarity of
whistle contours within each category. Categories
with potential SW were confirmed as belonging to
the same animal by localizing whistles from them
consistently to one dolphin. The SOM performed
well in clustering similar whistles together.
However, due to an overrepresentation of some
SWs, these were split across several categories. Out
of the 64 categories, 27 were identified as
containing SWs. In three of these categories, less
than 75% of whistles were correctly assigned,
based on visual assessment. Other categories,
however, had an average of 96% accuracy. The
SOM was found to be a suitable method for mass
categorization of the dolphins’ repertoire and
assisted in further fine-scale SW identification. It
provided a valuable first step in reducing the
number of categories to be tested, while the
definitive identification of SW could be achieved
using other methods.

During September 2018, an Israeli research
team of biologists and acousticians set out to
survey the humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) population around the Bazaruto
Archipelago, off the coast of central
Mozambique. The entire Mozambique and
Madagascar region serves as breeding grounds
for southern hemisphere hupback whales of
‘Breeding Stock C’, through 3 different
migration routes, during the austral winter, with
the population in question belonging to the ‘C1S
Breeding Sub-stock’. The project's main goal
was to observe mother-calf interactions and
record vocalizations between them. Surveys
were carried out over 13 days and the team
collected 872 images for photo identification,
enabling the identification of 63 individuals,
including 11 mother-calf pairs, as well as videos,
both above and below water, for behavioral
analysis. Upon reviewing the photos, an peculiar
pattern emerged: 8 mature individuals (4 of
them mothers) with fresh cuts on one or the
other side, just below and behind their dorsal
fins. Repetative abrasions at this body location
have not been documented in other humpback
populations and it is possible that this stock
exhibits a unique behavior that causes the cuts.
This expedition also preformed the first acoustic
recordings for the C1S Breeding Sub-stock,
distinguishing between two types of
communication: male songs and social-calls, the
latter for both mother-calf and
competitive group interactions. As part of the
project, an open-source Matlab toolbox for bioacoustic data analysis and denoising was
developed, available at
https://github.com/mosheman5/deep_voice. This
project comprises preliminary research on a
unique and scarcely documented region, seting a
baseline for future studies in this area, so as to
gain insight into the social dynamics of the
humpback whale population around this
archipelago and in the Mozambique region in
general.

Preliminary investigation of humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in the Bazaruto
Archipelago, Mozambique
Oz, Goffman1; Galili, Ori2; Borsani, Junio
Fabrizio3; Faran, Michael4; Michelashvili,
Michael5; Reininger, Dana; Marco, Shlomi
(1) Haifa University IMMRAC, Haifa
(2) Haifa University, Haifa, Israel

Cetacean stranding records on the central
Turkish Black Sea coast in May 2017 - April
2019
Ozsandikci, Ugur1; Tonay, Arda M.2; Danyer,
Erdem3; Dede, Ayhan4
(1) Sinop University, Turkey
(2) Faculty of Aquatic Sciences Istanbul
University/Turkish Marine Research Foundation
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Between May 2017 and April 2019, monthly
stranding surveys were conducted along the coasts
of Sinop Province in the central southern Black
Sea. The study is the first regular stranding survey
on the central coasts of the Turkish Black Sea,
which is known for intense artisanal and industrial
fishing activities. During the study, the sandy
beaches of the total length of 14.5 km were
surveyed within the 63 km-long coastline. Stranded
cetaceans were recorded, photographed and
measured. Beside the surveys, media and citizen
reports were analyzed, which constituted 28.5% of
all records. In total, 42 stranded cetaceans of three
species living in the Black Sea were found –23
common dolphins (55%), 15 harbour porpoises
(36%), 3 bottlenose dolphins (8%) and 1
unidentified specimen. The highest number of
strandings was recorded in spring, that is, in April
(50%), followed by May (21.4%) and March
(19%). The number of stranded individuals per km
in spring months were as follows: 0.62 in May
2017, 0.55 in March 2018, 1.24 in April 2018 and
0.21 in April 2019. After spring, most of the
strandings were seen in autumn (7.14%). More than
half of the strandings were at an advanced stage of
decomposition (stage 4 and 5, 60%), which made it
impossible to determine the cause of death. In total,
13 individuals (31%), all of which were recorded in
spring (9 common dolphins, 2 harbour porpoises, 2
bottlenose dolphins), were considered to be
incidentally caught due to net marks on their bodies
and missing fins/tail flukes. High number of
stranded cetaceans in spring, especially in April, is
considered to be related to the increased use of
turbot gillnets in these months. Additionally, in
spring being the ending period of industrial fishing
season, purse seiners may also be another cause of
mortality for those cetaceans.

In order to optimize the conservation of a species, it
is important to understand how individuals allocate
energy to the various phases of their life cycle. In
the case of mysticetes, migration and breeding
are taxing on females and quantifying the energetic
costs associated with these behaviors can help
inform management on the importance of certain
habitats. Gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) carry
out some of the longest migrations ever recorded.
This project aims at quantifying the energetic
budget of female gray whales and their calves on
their breeding ground in San Ignacio Lagoon, Baja
California, Mexico. Non-invasive archival tags
(DTAGs) were deployed on both females and their
calves to quantify diving behavior, acoustics and
energetic expenditure using respiration rates as a
proxy. A total of 10 tags were deployed: five on
adult females and five on calves. A total of 70
hours of recording were collected and focal follows
on two mother/calf pairs were conducted for a total
of seven hours. We present preliminary results on
dive profiles, minimum specific acceleration
(MSA) and acoustic behavior of these animals.
Results will be compared to available and
equivalent datasets from humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) and southern right
whale (Eubalaena australis) breeding grounds,
thereby providing insights on the importance of
these areas across mysticete species. In addition,
results will provide a better understanding of the
specific adaptations to long distance migration and
gray whales' resilience to anthropogenic stressors.
Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) mothercalf behaviour revealed by drone observations
Palacino-Gonzalez, Gema1; Torres Ortiz, Sara2;
Wahlberg, Magnus2
(1) Marne Biological Research Centre, University
of Southern Denmark, Denmark
(2) Marine Biological Research Centre, University
of Southern Denmark, Kerteminde, Denmark
Corresponding Author: gepal17@student.sdu.dk

Energetic budgets of gray whale mother-calf
pairs on their breeding ground in San Ignacio
Lagoon, Mexico.
Pacini, Aude1; Sorensen, Pernille2; Madsen, Peter
Teglberg3; Martínez-Aguilar, Sergio4; Swartz,
Steven5; Urban, Jorge6; Christiansen, Fredrik7;
Videsen, Simone; Bejder, Lars8
(1) Marine Mammal Research Program, Kane'ohe
(2) University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
(3) Aarhus university
(4) Departamento de Biología Marina, Universidad
Autónoma de Baja California Sur, La Paz, Mexico
(5) Laguna San Ignacio Ecosystem Science

Due to their aquatic lifestyle and wide distribution,
studying cetacean behaviours in the wild is
difficult, especially when it comes to understanding
their group structure and social behaviour. One of
the less known species is the harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena). Despite being Denmark's
only year-around whale, significant gaps still
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20th century. Along the Western Antarctic
Peninsula (WAP) this recovery is occurring in a
rapidly warming environment. To fully assess the
recovery of these whales, understanding the effects
of environmental drivers on their demography is
critical. Since the 1990s, biological and physical
variability in this marine ecosystem have been
described as part of the National Science
Foundation’s Long Term Ecological Research
program. As part of this program, we have
collected skin and blubber biopsy samples from
humpbacks since 2010. We assessed pregnancy, via
blubber progesterone concentrations, in 266 female
humpbacks during the austral feeding season
between 2010-2016. Using a Pearson’s time series
correlation, we found a strong positive relationship
between pregnancy rates (year of birth) and the
extent of summer sea ice in the same year (r = 0.87,
n = 5, p = 0.04) and local krill abundance in the
year of conception, i.e., one year prior to
pregnancy (r = 0.67, n = 5, p < 0.05). These results
are similar to observations made from other
Antarctic krill predators (southern right whales and
gentoo penguins) and reveal linkages between
variation in the Antarctic climate and the biological
processes driving humpback whale population
dynamics along the WAP. These are some of the
first quantitative observations linking the recovery
of a baleen whale to ecological drivers in the
Antarctic. Our results contribute to a better
understanding of the effects of climatic change on
whales and other large marine predators in the
Southern Ocean.

remain in our understanding of the behaviour and
development of the species. Most of our knowledge
comes from studies performed in captivity, and
almost nothing is known about their social lives,
group structure and bonds between conspecifics in
the wild. Such information is of great importance
for protecting porpoises, known to be vulnerable to
by-catch and different types of pollutants,
especially calves during the most vulnerable period
of their life cycle. Unmanned aerial vehicles or
drones represent an innovative and effective way to
observe cetaceans in their natural environment. The
aim of this study was to assess the affiliative
relationship of mother-calf pairs by measuring the
length and relationship (in terms of distances)
between the mother and her calf in two different
periods of the neonate's life cycle. Data analysis
was performed from drone-based video recordings
with the help of a new computer software
developed at the University of Southern Denmark.
During the first months after birth, calves stayed
significantly closer to their mother and
synchronized their breathing with her more often
than during the final part of the lactation period.
This shows that the bond between the mother and
the calf is stronger during the first months after
birth and gradually decrease during lactation. This
has important implications for our understanding of
harbour porpoise behaviour and how to design
relevant and adequate conservation measures.
Ecological drivers of reproductive rates in
humpback whales along the Western Antarctic
Peninsula.
Pallin, Logan1; Baker, C. Scott2; Steel, Debbie3;
Johnston, David4; Nowacek, Doug5; Read, Andy5;
Kellar, Nick6; Cimino, Megan7; Friedlaender, Ari8
(1) University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, CA
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Cruz, California
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The spatio-demographic trends of sperm whale
(Physeter macrocephalus) strandings in New
Zealand: A review.
Palmer, Emily1; Stockin, Karen2; Peters, Katharina
J.3; Liggins, Libby
(1) Massey University, New Zealand
(2) Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand
(3) Massey University, Adelaide, Australia
Corresponding Author:
emilyisobelpalmer@gmail.com
Despite the frequent sperm whale (Physeter
macrocephalus) strandings in New Zealand waters,
to date, there has been no review of their spatiodemographic trends. We used historical stranding
records to assess spatio-temporal patterns of
strandings on the New Zealand coast between 1873
and 2018. A total of 591 sperm whales stranded
during 277 independent events. Using sex, age
class, season and location, potential spatiodemographic trends were evaluated. Both sexes
strand throughout all austral seasons and along all
coast lines of New Zealand, in addition to two
offshore islands. The majority of single stranded
females occurred north of 44º S, which supports
anecdotal distribution records of sperm whales

Antarctic humpback whale populations are
recovering after intense commercial whaling in the
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within New Zealand. Of the strandings for which
sex was determined (n=140), single strandings
consisted of 39 females and 101 males (1:2.6).
Austral summer (Dec-Feb) exhibited the highest
(n=98) number of single stranding events. Across
all seasons, the west coast had the highest number
of single stranding events (n=111), followed by the
east coast (n=94) and Stewart and Chatham Islands
(n=24). All mass stranding events (n=23) occurred
north of 44º S or on Chatham Islands (44.02º S).
Mass stranding events for which group type was
determined (n=18) consisted of 11 bachelor pods
and seven matriline groups. Austral spring (SepNov) displayed the largest number of mass
strandings events (n=8) whereas austral autumn
(Mar-May) had the greatest number of individuals
stranding (n=151). The west coast recorded the
highest number of mass stranding events (n=13),
with eight of the 11 bachelor pods stranding on the
west coast. Our preliminary findings suggest most
live strandings included adult females. This is
contrary to previous studies which indicate the
New Zealand population consists predominantly of
bachelor pods. Here, strandings data provide an
invaluable resource to gain critical information
about populations and species for which little is
known.

Parametric statistics using model approaches was
used to examine predictors (e.g. year, season, time
of day and interactions) of call detections. In
general, detections peaked in austral winter on the
southern hydrophone but austral summer on the
northern hydrophone. There was significant
interannual variability in the number and timing of
call detections. This study provides new
information on a (likely) recently described species
of whale over a long time-series in the northern and
equatorial Indian ocean region where visual
surveys and information on baleen whale ecology
are wanting.
Mediterranean monk seal habitat use in the
Central Ionian, Greece
Panou, Aliki1; Bundone, Luigi2; Aravantinos,
Panagis
(1) Archipelagos, Environment and Development,
Athens, Greece
(2) Archipelagos-ambiente e sviluppo, Italia,
Venezia, Italy
Corresponding Author: aliki.panou@yahoo.gr
Projects for the conservation of the Mediterranean
monk seal in the Ionian Islands of Kefalonia, Ithaca
and the islets of Atokos, Formicula, Kalamos,
Kastos and Meganisi started in 1985 and were
regularly carried out until 2002. Over that period,
140 marine caves/overhangs were registered and
were surveyed on a regular basis with respect to
habitat availability and the use by monk seals. A
total of 40 caves/overhangs were found to be used
at least once: 16 caves were regularly used, in 5 of
which pupping was registered. In 2018, a photoidentification project was launched in this area
aiming at (a) establishing actual seal numbers and
(b) updating the use of caves. After thorough cave
surveys (continued throughout the project), in May
2018 infrared cameras were installed in 8 caves out
of those used most frequently in 1985-2002
including 4 of the 5 pupping caves, thereby
strategically covering the entire study area. Up to
November 2018, evidence of use was registered in
7 out of the 8 caves monitored. Thus, the general
pattern of cave usage has not changed substantially
since the aforementioned early studies, contrary to
information on the situation from other parts of
Greece. Only in 4 out of the aforementioned 16
caves, no evidence of seal use was recorded, all of
them in W. Ithaca where coastal
development/tourism have significantly increased
compared to the past. Three out of the five known
pupping sites were found to be still used for
pupping including one cave not monitored by
cameras. Up to six animals were recorded together
in the same cave while previously only up to three
seals were recorded simultaneously in a cave.
These findings highlight the crucial importance of
this area in the overall conservation and recovery of

Temporal patterns of a low-frequency baleen
whale call from Diego Garcia waters in the
Indian Ocean.
Panicker, Divya1; Stafford, Kate2
(1) University of washington, Cochin, India
(2) University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
Corresponding Author: divya145@gmail.com
Passive acoustic monitoring provides a window
into understanding the occurrence and seasonality
of cetaceans in remote regions by studying their
vocalizations. The Diego Garcia downsweep
(DGD) described first by Sousa and Harris (2015)
is a dominant baleen whale call type in the 18-50
Hz band recorded from hydrophones that are part
of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty off
Diego Garcia Atoll. This study uses a decade of
data (2008-2018) from these hydrophones to
examine potential species identity of the signal and
report on the inter-annual, seasonal, and diel
patterns of this call off Diego Garcia Atoll. Based
on comparisons with recordings from Madagascar
and western Australia, we believe these signals to
be produced by Omura’s whale (Balaenoptera
omurai). The other possibility is Bryde’s whale (B.
edeni). Long-term spectral averages were used to
examine annual and seasonal patterns from 20102017 and 2010-2014 at the southern and northern
hydrophone which monitor the southern and north
western Indian Ocean, respectively. Spectrogram
correlation was used to build a detector that
identified DGD calls from the time series.
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to better understand the extent to which
bottlenose dolphins alter their vocalizations in
the presence of airguns and provide evidences
for predicting its potential effects on
populations.

the species, particularly with respect to the
Adriatic-Ionian region.
Acoustic response of bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) to airgun noise in the
Adriatic Sea (Italy)
Papale, Elena1; Silvestri, Margherita2; Giacomini,
Giancarlo3; Dalle Mura, Ilaria; Pavan, Gianni4;
Grammauta, Rosario; Ardizzone, Giandomenico3;
Pace, Daniela Silvia2
(1) Bioacoustics Lab, IAMC Capo Granitola,
National Research Council, Torretta Granitola
(TP), Italy
(2) Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
(3) Department of Environmental Biology,
Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
(4) University of Pavia, Italy, Pavia, Italy
Corresponding Author: elena.papale@unito.it

What whales say at night: Diel trends in the
acoustic behavior of humpback whales on the
North Atlantic feeding grounds.
Parks, Susan E1; Ribeiro Guimaraes Dombroski,
Julia2; Johnson, Mark3; Shorter, K. Alex4;
Thompson, Michael A.; Wiley, David5
(1) Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
(2) Syracuse University, Brazil
(3) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(4) University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
(5) Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary,
NOAA National Ocean Service, Scituate, MA
Corresponding Author: sparks@syr.edu

Underwater airgun impulses can generate both
acute effects, such as temporary/permanent
threshold shift in marine mammals hearing,
and behavioral reactions. Dolphins are able to
adjust their communication signals in relation
to fluctuating noise from natural or
anthropogenic sources; however, little is
known about the variation of communication
signals during prolonged exposures to airgun
impulses. This work aimed at evaluating the
acoustic response of bottlenose dolphins to a
continuous low frequency airgun emission in
the Adriatic Sea (Italy). We examined
37dolphins’ acoustic detections, 10 of which,
corresponding to 10.3 hours, were recorded
during 87 hours of airgun activity, occurred at
th
about 180 km in Montenegrin waters, from 21
th
to 27 November 2018. 3D seismic surveys
began off the coast of Montenegro on
th
th
November 11 and ended on December 19 ,
2018, using airguns firing approximately every
8 seconds at a depth range of 50–100m.
Whistles occurrence and acoustic structure in
presence of airgun noise were analyzed in 6
detections and compared to the ones collected
in its acoustic absence, during the days before
and after the emissions recorded. Whistles
frequency parameters were modeled as a
function of the intensity of airgun impulses. A
higher whistles’ occurrence was documented
during airgun activities than in their absence,
as well as the presence of different signature
whistles, a greater whistles’ modulation and
diversity. These findings seem to indicate an
increased communication effort by bottlenose
dolphins, outlining a way airguns could
potentially affect species’ sociality and ecology
through direct/indirect paths. The behavioral
responses of dolphins to acoustic stimuli vary
widely depending on species, context, and
properties of the stimuli. This study could help

Humpback whales are known for their diverse
acoustic repertoire. Numerous studies have
explored the spatial and temporal production of
song by this species. Less is known about the nonsong vocalizations used in social interactions on the
feeding grounds. Significant diel trends in sound
production have been described in many other
baleen whale species, yet little is known regarding
these temporal trends in social sounds produced by
humpback whales in the North Atlantic,
highlighting an important gap in our understanding
of their acoustic behavior with relevance to passive
acoustic detection. Previous studies have described
primarily daytime acoustic signal production, with
identification of two novel signal types recorded on
some night tag data from the Gulf of Maine. In this
study, we use suction-cup attached acoustic
recording tags (DTAGs) to characterize the diel
trends in acoustic repertoire usage of humpback
whales in the Western North Atlantic on the
feeding grounds off the coast of Massachusetts in
the United States between 2016-2019. These tags
record sensor and GPS data to provide temporal
and spatial context to sounds produced by the
tagged whale, combined with data on the acoustic
environment experienced by the whales. We
collected data including both day and night-time
data from 8 humpback whales (19-45h recording
duration) between 2016-2018, with additional
deployments planned for the summer of 2019. We
present an analysis of the acoustic repertoire by
behavioral state recorded on the tags and assess the
spatial and temporal trends in sound production in
this habitat to explore variation in the acoustic
behavior between day and night time periods.
Close-range received levels of Hawaiian monk
seal (Neomonachus schauinslandi) underwater
calls
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network analyses to investigate dyadic
relationships, assortative interactions, and
social clustering in the Australian humpback
dolphin (Sousa sahulensis). Boat-based
surveys were conducted between May 2013
and October 2015 around the North West
Cape, Western Australia. Our results indicated
a fission–fusion society, characterized by
nonrandom dyadic relationships. Assortative
interactions were identified both within and
between sexes and were higher among
members of the same sex, indicating samesex preferred affiliations and sexual
segregation. Assortative interactions by
geographic locations were also identified, but
with no evidence of distinct social communities
or clusters or affiliations based on residency
patterns. We noted high residency among
females. Models of temporal patterns of
association demonstrated variable levels of
stability, including stable (preferred
companionships) and fluid (casual
acquaintances) associations. We also
demonstrated some social avoidance. Our
results point to greater social complexity than
previously recognized for humpback dolphins
and, along with knowledge of population size
and habitat use, provide the necessary
baseline upon which to assess the influence of
increasing human activities on this endemic,
Vulnerable species.

Aquatically mating phocids are known to produce
underwater vocalizations during the breeding
season. However, for the tropical Hawaiian monk
seal (Neomonachus schauinslandi), the breeding
season is protracted and underwater sound
production has only recently been documented.
This study provides the first amplitude estimates of
underwater calls produced by a male Hawaiian
monk seal. Spontaneous underwater vocalizations
were recorded year-round from an adult male
Hawaiian monk seal living in human care at Long
Marine Laboratory, Santa Cruz, CA, USA. Six call
types were identified. These were generally lowfrequency, short-duration sounds with average peak
frequencies ranging from 48 Hz to 292 Hz. Sound
pressure level (SPL) was measured over the 90%
duration of 20 to 40 calls of each type. Received
levels at distances of 0 to 7 m ranged from 123 to
169 dBre 1 µPa. Mean SPL values per call type at
distances of 0 to 7 m ranged from 137 to 153
dBre 1 µPa. Call types with relatively brief
durations (< 600 ms) tended to have higher SPLs
than the call types with longer durations (> 1300
ms). These bioacoustic data for Hawaiian monk
seals can be used to determine upper boundaries of
intraspecific communication ranges for these seals
in different ambient noise conditions, and have
implications for potential conservation and
monitoring efforts using passive acoustics.

Population identity and occupancy
characteristics of humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) in the New York Bight apex
Brown, Danielle1; Sieswerda, Paul2; Robbins,
Jooke3; Boye, Tenna4; Jones, Lindsey5; Kopelman,
Arthur H6; Laurino, Melissa7; Mallette, Sarah8;
Pepe, Monica9; Ramp, Christian10; Rosenbaum,
Howard11; Sears, Richard12; Parsons, E.C.M.13
(1) Rutgers University, Neptune City, New Jersey
(2) Gotham Whale, Staten Island, New York
(3) Center for Coastal Studies, Provincetown,
Massachusetts
(4) Greenland Climate Research Centre,
Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, nuuk,
Greenland
(5) College of the Atlantic
(6) Coastal Research & Education Society of Long
Island, West Sayville, New York
(7) Cape May Whale Watch and Research Center,
Cape May, New Jersey
(8) Virginia Aquarium and Marine Science Center,
Virginia Beach, VA
(9) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Plymouth,
MA
(10) Mingan Island Cetacean Study ; Sea Mammal
Research Unit, School of biology, University of St
Andrews, UK, Montreal, Qc, Canada
(11) Wildlife Conservation Society, Ocean Giants

Assortative interactions revealed in a fission–
fusion society of Australian humpback dolphins.
Parra, Guido J.1; Allen, Simon2; Bejder, Lars3;
Hunt, Timothy4
(1) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Bedford Park, SA,
Australia
(2) University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
(3) Marine Mammal Research Program, University
of Hawaii at Manoa, Hawaii Institute of Marine
Biology, Kaneohe, Hawaii, HI
(4) Cetacean Ecology, Behaviour and Evolution
Lab, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
Corresponding Author:
guido.parra@flinders.edu.au
Understanding individual interactions within a
community or population provides valuable
insight into its social system, ecology, and,
ultimately, resilience against external stimuli.
Here, we used photo-identification data,
generalized affiliation indices, and social
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Age is a key piece of demographic data
contributing to an understanding of the age
structure of populations, and critical for
interpreting the behavior, ecology and health of
individuals. Accurate chronological age estimates
improve our ability to parameterize population
dynamic models, infer individual and populationlevel effects from contaminants data, and predict
disease impacts across the population as a whole.
Common approaches for wildlife age estimation
include counting patterns of annually accrued
cemental deposition in mammal teeth and wax in
ear plugs for mysticete cetaceans. More recently,
acid racemization of the eye lens has been used to
estimate ages of balenopterids. Unfortunately, these
methods rely on tissues collected during necropsy
or post-mortem processing. Attempts to age marine
mammals from skin samples using changes in
telomere length over time has been filled with both
promise and pitfalls, and the relationship between
telomere length and age has been found to be very
weak in many species. Development of molecular
biomarkers of age that could be applied to tissue
biopsies would be beneficial for a variety of
applications. DNA methylation (DNAm) is
involved in gene expression, and age effects on
DNAm have been documented in humans,
humpback whales and other mammals. Age-related
patterns of DNA methylation (DNAm) can be used
to construct so-called “DNAm clocks” to quantify
these changes in methylation patterns at specific
CpG sites across the epigenome. Using skin
biopsies, we developed a DNAm clock for killer
whales based on 111 samples from the endangered
Southern Resident killer whale population,
including 90 known age killer whales born since
1971. Based on 100s of CpG sites, we built a
regression model that is able to predict the age of
an individual with a precision of 2.42 yrs. This
species-specific model demonstrates the potential
of DNAm as a molecular biomarker for aging
living cetaceans.

Cetacean research has historically been limited in
the New York Bight apex (NYBA), which includes
the Port of New York and New Jersey and adjacent
waters. However, increased sightings, documented
mortalities, and high levels of commercial and
recreational activity suggest the need for a better
understanding of humpback whales in this area.
Opportunistic sightings and photo-identification
data for 54 individuals from the New York City
Humpback Whale Catalog were used to determine
occupancy, occurrence, and annual return in the
NYBA. Photographs were also shared with
regional and basin-wide catalogs to determine the
origins of these individuals and their exchange with
other areas. Mean occupancy length in the NYBA
was 30.5 days, mean occurrence was 2.3 days, and
mean rate of return was 39.1%. Individuals
photographed in the NYBA had sighting histories
in the greater New York Bight area (Cape May, NJ
and Montauk, NY) and in the greater mid-Atlantic
region (Virginia). There were also matches to
primary feeding grounds, including 36% (n=18) to
the Gulf of Maine and 2% (n=1) to Newfoundland.
Sighting records suggest that most individuals were
immature when seen in the NYBA. There were
within-season sightings with both Montauk and
Cape May suggesting that individuals may utilize
the entire New York Bight during the feeding
season. The NYBA may be of increasing
importance to juvenile humpback whales as a
supplementary feeding ground.
The age of epigenetics: A molecular biomarker
for ageing killer whales using DNA methylation
patterns from skin.
Parsons, Kim1; Thompson, Michael2; Hanson,
Bradley3; Park, Linda4; Horvath, Steve5
(1) Northwest Fisheries Science Center, NOAA
Fisheries, Seattle, WA, SEATTLE, wa
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Examination of combined isotopic signals as
evidence for oceanographic regime shift within
the Gulf of Maine.
Pastor, Natasha1; Robbins, Jooke2; Weinrich,
Mason T3; Todd, Sean4; Zoidis, Ann5
(1) College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, ME
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Within the past fifteen years, the Gulf of Maine has
experienced dramatic increases in temperature and
impacts to the Gulf’s marine ecosystem—including
its population of baleen whales—are not yet fully
understood. One hypothesis suggests that increases
in temperature have reduced productivity, affecting
prey distribution. Tracking changes in resulting
prey choice is challenging; however, analytical
methods such as stable isotope analysis (SIA) allow
researchers to examine trophic dynamics in
consumers over various time scales and assess
ecological impact of possible oceanographic
regime shifts. Here, we report the results of the first
year of a five-year SIA study to examine the
trophic dynamics of humpback (Megaptera
novaeangliae) and fin (Balaenotera physalus)
whales using samples collected in situ via a
crossbow-delivered biopsy dart. The results were
compared to those from a similar study, completed
in 2003, prior to the latest warming period.

single location; where the dolphins have been
intensively studied. Recent studies have shown that
the Hauraki Gulf, south of this location, it is also an
important area for them. For the first time, we
examined the association patterns among
individually identifiable bottlenose dolphins in the
Hauraki Gulf and therefore the social network
structure of the dolphins frequenting this area. Data
for this study were obtained from the Hauraki Gulf
bottlenose dolphin catalogue between 2008-2013.
We (i) describe the social structure of bottlenose
dolphin in the area, (ii) determine the duration of
association among individuals, and (iii) assess
preferred/avoided companions among individuals.
Results showed that of the 159 dolphins photoidentified in the study area, all were linked by
association in one large social network. In general,
dolphins exhibit weak associations (Mean HWI=
0.30 [SD=0.14]); however, some dolphins can
associate with particular dolphins in this area (Max.
HWI= 0.81 [SD= 0.16]). The associations in this
area appear stable in the first 50 days, slightly
decreasing after 110 days, but dolphins can have
long-lasting preferred companionship in this area.
The best fitting model for preferred/avoided
companionships was casual (short-term)
acquaintances and constant (long-term)
companions. In this area, 44% of the dolphins
observed at a specific time with a given dolphin
will form long-term associations.

A multivariate analysis of our 2018 data suggests
that fin whales (n = 2) have a lower trophic level
signature in comparison to humpbacks (n = 13),
similar to findings from prior to the warming
period (p < 0.0148), specifically due to differences
in δ13C values (p = 0.0384). Although more
samples are needed to increase statistical power,
the 2018 isotopic signature for fin whales appears
not to have changed since 2003. However, the 2018
isotopic signature for humpbacks appears to have
shifted—specifically, δ13C values have become
significantly more negative (p = 0.0002), while
δ15N values have remained statistically similar.
Using isotopic fractionation enrichment constants,
humpback isotopic values map well to
contemporary samples of Atlantic herring (Clupea
harengus). Thus, we find that humpback isotopic
values have changed to some extent over the past
fifteen years. This may be because of changes in
diet, or because of changes in prey isotopic values.

Can sustainable whale watching update on
occurance of protected species? The common
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) case in
Maltese waters.
Patti, Patrizia1; Mifsud, Carmen2
(1) Eco Marine Malta, Mosta, Malta
(2) Ecomarine Malta, Mosta, Malta
Corresponding Author:
patrizia@ecomarinemalta.com.mt
The Maltese Channel above the Tunisian plateau is
known to be of high ecological importance in the
Mediterranean region (Notarbartolo di Sciara, et
al. 2017). EcoMarine Malta has been performing
the first ‘whale’ watching activities in Maltese
waters with the aims of sustainable tourism and
collection of scientific data on protected marine
species (listed in the Habitat Directive and other
multilateral environment agreements).

Social structure of bottlenose dolphins in the
Hauraki Gulf, New Zealand
Patiño-Perez, Jessica1; Brunton, Dianne H.2
(1) Massey University, Colombia
(2) Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand
Corresponding Author: jjessicap@gmail.com
The social structure of a population has been
described as the content, quality and patterning of
relationships among individuals within a group. It
is a synthesis of how individuals interact with each
other and is an important determinant of the
biology of the population, influencing fitness, gene
flow, and spatial patterns. Dolphins are gregarious
animals that form complex social structures, from
fission-fusion societies to social alliances. The
North Island population of bottlenose dolphins in
New Zealand was thought to be restricted to a

Visual and acoustic surveys were conducted in
2017 and 2018 (between May and September) in
territorial waters, in bathymetry of 100 and 1,000
2
meters and an approximate area of 366 Km . Daily
tours covered circa 32 nautical miles and included
both the northern and southern coastal areas.
During the surveys, the species sighted is the
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bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) (N=10,
100% of the sightings). 80 % of the sightings
occurred around the south-east fish farms. No
sightings were however recorded during the
above-mentioned tours, near the northeast fish
farms. Fishermen’s interviews confirm the
presence of the species in the southern area also
in winter. In contrast, in the north-west, where no
fish farms are present, bottlenose dolphins are
observed further off-shore, at a distance of about
6 nautical miles from the shore.

However, it has yet to be applied to populationscale data and still requires robust validation of
genotype calls. We will evaluate the feasibility and
accuracy of this approach through deep-pedigree
reconstruction in a natural population of IndoPacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) in
Shark Bay (Western Australia). Pedigrees allow
robust evaluation of population parameters,
assessment of selective events, determination of the
genetic basis of traits, and are a strong complement
to behaviour data. We will provide genotypic data
on 80 T. aduncus from a long-term study
population with known relationships using a
repurposed panel of 2499 STR loci developed with
BaitSTR for Australian humpback dolphins (Sousa
sahulensis). Ultimately, we posit that through
pedigree reconstruction and comparison to known
pedigrees, we can broadly assess the power and
practicality of employing BaitSTR as the genetic
tool of choice in non-model population studies

This preliminary data further confirm the
attractiveness of fish farms for this species, as was
observed in other Mediterranean areas. Further
investigations are necessary to correlate species
occurrence with different ecological features and
human interactions, to better understand the
species habitat selection around Maltese waters
and aid the development of appropriate
management strategies.

“Measuring Glacial Ice Castles from the Sky”
Using drones to quantify glacial ice habitats
used by pinnipeds in Alaska
Pegus, Courtney1; Atkinson DeMaster, Shannon1;
Quinn, Terry2; Pyare, Sanjay3
(1) University of Alaska Fairbanks
(2) University of Alaska Fairbanks, Juneau, Alaska
(3) University of Southeast Alaska, Juneau, Alaska
Corresponding Author: ccpegus@alaska.edu

BaitSTR facilitates simultaneous large scale
genotyping of STR loci in non-model organisms
– a test case in deep-pedigree reconstruction of
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
Pedersen, Haley1; Gerber, Livia2; Kistler, Logan3;
Wittwer, Samuel4; Krützen, Michael5
(1) University of Zürich, Zurich, Switzerland
(2) University of Zurich, Zürich, Switzerland
(3) Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of
Natural History, Washington, DC
(4) University of Zurich, Zürich, Switzerland
(5) University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
Corresponding Author:
haley.v.pedersen@gmail.com

Harbor seal (Phoca vitulina) populations have
experienced significant declines which might be
related to climate-driven changes to habitat.
Approximately 10-15% of harbor seals in Alaska
use tidewater glacial ice as substrate for pupping,
molting, and resting, but these habitats are
disappearing due to warming temperatures. Little is
known about the fine-scale characteristics of glacial
habitats used by these animals, making it difficult
to identify and quantify habitat changes over
temporal and spatial scales. The present study 1)
evaluates the accuracy of using unmanned aerial
systems (drones) to measure fine-scale dimensional
characteristics of floating objects 2) evaluates the
accuracy of using cameras mounted to electronic
gimbal systems to measure fine-scale dimensional
characteristics of glacial ice. Height measurements
of objects were obtained from images captured
from land, water, and air platforms, and statistically
compared with the true heights of objects. There
were no statistical differences between the true
heights of objects placed on land or water surfaces
and the calculated heights of these objects from
images that were captured from the airborne UAS
(χ2range1.8-0.39;n=;df=9;p=0.98), or the UAS
placed on either water (χ2range10.81.89;n=5;df=9;p=0.98), or land surfaces
(χ2=1.41;n=9;p=0.98). There were significant
differences (p<0.00001;F=46.18) in the mean error

Increasingly accessible next-generation sequencing
technologies have enabled genome-scale analysis
of non-model species. Most studies that use nextgeneration sequencing focus on single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs). However, for many
questions in population genetics, SNPs are an
insufficient or inefficient marker choice,
particularly when studying short-term populationlevel events or when species show low genetic
variation. Conversely, short-tandem repeats (STR)
offer fine-scale resolution of recent demographic
events and have a much higher information content
per locus. The recently developed ‘BaitSTR’
approach facilitates the identification, development,
and genotyping of thousands of STR loci through
target capture and massively parallel sequencing.
This method does not require a reference genome
and is therefore highly amenable to use in nonmodel species. BaitSTR offers a data-dense and
cost-effective solution to the impracticality of
genome-scale analysis in natural populations.
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ratios of measurements made for different surfaces.
Images of objects (n=5) that were placed on land
surfaces and captured from an air platform had the
least mean error ratio (-0.009±0.01) compared to
objects (n=5) placed on water surfaces and
captured from the camera placed on a water
platform (0.013±0.019) and objects (n=5) placed on
a land surface and captured from a land platform (0.022±0.024). Our study indicates that remote
sensing is a highly accurate method to estimate
measurements, but the platform type used to
capture the images (F-Distribution(1,24)=33.68) as
well as the distance between the object and image
(F-Distribution(2,24)=11.32) had significant effects
on the error ratio.
Inferring the distribution of cetacean species in
deep waters of Gabon. The potential of seismic
prospecting surveys as a source of marine
mammals data in data-scarce regions.
Pena, Ursula1; Vilela, Raul2; Bachl, Fabian
(1) Oceansea Conservación del Medio Marino
(2) Bioconsult-SH, Husum, Germany
Corresponding Author: ursulapena@gmail.com

Since 1980, the leading causes of mortality in
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis)
have been collisions with ships and entanglements
in fishing gear, which combined caused an
estimated 50% of all detected right whale deaths. In
addition, 83% of all right whales display scars or
carry ropes indicative of past entanglements in
fixed fishing gear. Deaths from vessel strikes have
declined as a result of recent legislation to reduce
vessel speeds in right whale coastal habitats.
However, despite a nearly 20-year effort by the
U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service to reduce
accidental kills of whales in fishing gear, no
improvements in these rates of entanglement have
been detected. In the present study, we used the
North Atlantic Right Whale Catalog PhotoIdentification Database to identify records of
serious injury and mortality from entanglement.
We found that entanglements increased
significantly over a 35-year period, especially in
the most recent decade. Since about 2009 the
migratory phenology of right whales has changed
dramatically. Right whales are no longer
aggregating in most of their traditional feeding
grounds during the expected times of year. Historic
right whale habitats in the Gulf of Maine have
warmed at an unprecedented rate. Changes in
temperature and circulation have been linked to
reductions in Calanus finmarchicus, the primary
prey of right whales, and declines in residency
patterns of right whales. Right whales are
responding to a rapidly changing climate in
realtime. In contrast, the resource management
structure has not adapted to these changes. This
phenological mismatch between humans and
whales highlights the need for industry-wide
blanket protective measures that will reduce or
eliminate entanglement altogether. Reduced
breaking strength ropes, ropeless fishing, and effort
reduction are all options that should be considered
throughout their range from Florida to Iceland.

Gabon has recently approved the biggest network
of marine protected areas in Central Africa.
However, to date there have been no focused
surveys of cetaceans outside the coastal zone. This
information gap can be filled using data collected
by marine mammal observers during seismic
surveys in deep waters. Between 2013 and 2017,
13 surveys were conducted in Gabonese deep
waters. A first estimation of cetacean distribution
has been estimated for the region based on visual
sightings and acoustic detections, combined with
corresponding effort data. To this end, we
assumed the spatial location of cetacean
occurrences as a point process to propose a
model-based inference using a spatial log-Gaussian
Cox process. The method adopts a flexible
stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE)
approach to model spatial structure in density and
Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA)
for Bayesian inference. It allows simultaneous
fitting of detection and density models and
permits prediction of density at fine scale while
specifically accounting for distance sampling and
the local-scale dependence structure of the data.
This methodology can be used to develop
informed management plans and give insights of
species distribution in data-scarce regions where
offshore seismic surveys are available.
Entanglements Of North Atlantic right whales
increase as their distribution shifts in response
to climate change: The need for a new
management paradigm.
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Frequency patterns in humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) song.
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The Archipelago of Bocas del Toro (BDT), on the
Caribbean site of Panama, is the home of a small
and genetically isolated population of bottlenose
dolphins. In Dolphin Bay, dolphins are regularly
exposed to intense dolphin-watching interactions.
Previous research has found evidence that intense
vessel traffic and its associated noise can generate
stress on marine mammals. This is of major
concern in coastal areas where dolphin habitat
overlaps with various human activities. The
objective of this project was to determine if boat
traffic increases the concentration of cortisol
hormone, a common biomarker of stress in marine
mammals, and the reproductive hormones
(progesterone and testosterone). These steroid
hormones were used to evaluate the possible
negative physiological effects to dolphin watching
activities. During the last three years we collected
26 remote biopsies samples using a PAXAMRS
rifle system during high and low tourist season.
Preliminary data shown that mean cortisol
concentration of this population tended to be
significantly higher (0.52 ng/g + 0.31; mean+SD)
during the high tourist season compared with the
low season (0.26 ng/g + 0.14); t-test t(13)=2.30,
p=0.038, no significance relationship between
cortisol and reproductive hormones have been
found yet. Understanding the physiological
consequences of boat traffic, particularly dolphin
watching activities, will significantly contribute to
current management and conservation efforts.
These efforts may include changing this population
IUCN designation from vulnerable to threatened at
local level. Ongoing research includes the
collection of biopsy samples from a control
population of dolphins that is not involved in
dolphin-watching activities.

Acoustic signals are a primary mode of
communication for species in a variety of terrestrial
and aquatic habitats. The need to exchange signals
with conspecifics beyond visual proximity is
especially important across large territories or
home ranges, or for migrating species. Humpback
whales produce songs that are highly structured.
Despite the wide range of frequencies produced by
humpback whale singers, and the fact that signal
frequency determines how far sounds propagate
underwater, little attention has been given to how
singers organize their use of sound frequencies
within songs. Based on the distances over which
songs travel, we predicted that singing humpback
whales consistently produce units with energy
focused in one or more specific frequency bands to
maximize transmission efficacy. Songs recorded
from 2013-2016 in the Gulf of Tribugá, Colombian
Pacific suggest that not only do singers favor
specific frequencies, but that they consistently
concentrate their sound production within three
frequency bands across years. One band spanning
frequencies between 250-475 Hz is the most stable
and consistently used band. Further analyses
revealed that singers often cycle through
predictable sequences of frequencies within song
sessions. Transition probabilities between
frequency bands show that singers commonly
switch between medium and low bands, but not
between low and high bands. Collectively, these
findings suggest that singing humpback whales
produce sequences of peak frequencies that are as
predictable, and perhaps even more predictable,
than the pattern sequences that traditionally have
been the main focus of song analysis. Whether
singers change their use of frequency bands in
response to increased anthropogenic noise, social
interactions, or as themes evolve over time, is an
important question for future research.

Whale watching activity as a useful tool to
monitorize the population of bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) in the Strait of Gibraltar
Perez Lopez, Laura1; Martín Bernal, Cristina2;
Merino González Pardo, Lucía3; Anfruns
Fernández, Iris4; Fernández Llorente, Mónica5
(1) Turmares Tarifa S.L., Spain
(2) Turmares Tarifa, Spain
(3) Turmares Tarifa, TARIFA, Spain
(4) Turmares Tarifa, Parets del Vallès, Spain
(5) Turmares Tarifa S.L., Tarifa, Spain
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Physiological response of an isolated population
of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) to
anthropogenic stressors, Bocas del Toro,
Panama.
Perez, Betzi1; Melica, Valentina2; Atkinson
DeMaster, Shannon3
(1) McGill University / Panacetacea, Panama,
Panama
(2) University of Alaska Fairbanks, College of
Fisheries and Ocean Sciences, Juneau, AK

The Strait of Gibraltar is a unique habitat where up
to seven different cetacean species can be found in
the area throughout the entire year or in distinct
seasons. These consist in either high level predators
taking advantage of the highly productive waters
due to the particular oceanographic conditions, or
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transient migrators moving between the
Mediterranean and the North Atlantic. Over the last
20 years, the area has become a hotspot for whale
watching activities which, when performed
responsibly, can serve as an additional tool for
cetacean conservation through established data
collection protocols for opportunistic platforms.
One of the most sighted resident species in the
Strait is the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus), with an extensive dataset collected
during whale watching activities.In this study we
have analysed photosale of bottlenose dolphin
dorsal fins taken during the period 2011-2018 using
photo-ID methods, in order to create a catalogue of
the individuals seen during whale watching trips
along the Strait of Gibraltar. Our aim is the
assessment of social group composition of this
species and the identification of any changes in
time. Long-term photo-identification studies can
provide insight into habitat use, movements, and
life history characteristics of individual cetaceans at
individual and population levels, adding valuable
information for conservation efforts.

into account. Preliminary results show a more
frequent display of vigilance behavior (mean ± SD
= 21.82 ± 11.46% of seals) and less proportion of
resting seals (62.34 ± 13.13%) under disturbed
compared to undisturbed conditions (6.26 ± 3.10;
73.70 ± 15.79% of seals vigilant and resting
respectively). The results of this study have
identified the need for increased conservation
efforts as well as a strict code of conduct for boat
users in the area to reduce the effect of disturbance.
The one that got away? Evidence of failed
predation events between a grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus) and a harbour porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena).
Perkins, Matthew1; Deaville, Robert; Jepson, Paul2;
John, Shinto1
(1) Institute of Zoology, London, United Kingdom
(2) Institute of Zoology, London, gb
Corresponding Author: matthew.perkins@ioz.ac.uk
The relatively recently observed phenomenon of
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) predation
by grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) has been well
documented in Europe over the last few
years. These include numerous observer records,
photos, videos, as well as multiple porpoise
carcasses being recovered around the UK coastline
with pathological evidence of grey seal
interactions. Evidence obtained from these
examinations include characteristic teeth and claw
marks and the removal of large areas of
blubber. However, as with all predator-prey
interactions, the success rate is not 100%. The UK
has conducted necropsies on four porpoises that
suggest that the initial non-fatal interaction between
the two species resulted in a bacterial infection with
Streptococcus phocae. In all cases investigated the
initial route of infection was suspected to be via
penetrating cutaneous injuries found on the tail
stock. The injuries found were consistent with bite
marks from a set of canine teeth, the measurement
of which indicated that these had most likely been
made by adult male grey seals. The seal bite most
likely led to the S. phocae infection, subsequent
loss of condition and ultimately the death of the
porpoises. In 3 out of 4 cases S. phocae was
isolated from samples of the brain and in the fourth
case from the liver. The tale stock lesion (bite
wound) of one individual was also found to have
severe infectious processes, with a large volume of
purulent material present and highly reactive tissue
around the puncture wounds. S. phocae was
isolated directly from this site. The interval
between the initial bite and eventual death is
unknown, but the generally poor nutritional
condition of the animals examined suggests this
may have been a prolonged period.

Assessment of anthropogenic disturbances due
to ecotourism on a grey seal (Halichoerus
grypus) colony in the Blasket Islands, SW
Ireland.
Pérez-Tadeo, María; Gammell, Martin; O'Brien,
Joanne
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology, Galway,
Ireland
Corresponding Author:
maria.pereztadeo@research.gmit.ie
Wildlife-oriented tourism has experienced a rapid
growth in recent decades. While ecotourism aims to
promote conservation, its actual impacts on wildlife
and populations must be assessed, especially during
critical stages of the life cycle. The grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus) is a protected species in
Ireland and therefore, its population is subject to
monitoring programs. Consequences of
anthropogenic disturbances due to ecotourism are
being assessed on a grey seal colony over prebreeding, breeding and mating seasons in the
Blasket Islands Special Area of Conservation
(SAC), SW Ireland. Here, the tourist season
overlaps with part of the pupping period, and
consequently the most sensitive time in terms of
potential disturbances. Disturbance might adversely
affect the fitness of this species by reducing resting
and nursing times, forcing them into the sea and
leading to abandonment of offspring. Impacts of
ecotourism are being evaluated by investigating
differences in the behaviour of grey seals hauled
out on the beach between undisturbed and
disturbed conditions due to approaching ferries,
powerboats and walking tourists. Response
distance of seals to approaching ferries is also taken
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Welfare in the wild: The status and future
research needs of UK marine mammals.
Perry, Joe1; Dolman, Sarah2
(1) Cefas, Defra, Norwich, United Kingdom
(2) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: joe.perry@cefas.co.uk

The Baltic grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) can be
heavily infected by acanthocephalan parasites
(Corynosoma sp) in the ileocaeco-colonic region
and ulcers are often seen in the area at necropsy. To
investigate temporal and spatial trends of these
lesions, intestines from 2172 seals from 1977-2016
were examined.

Concerns regarding marine mammal welfare have
grown significantly in the last century, often
focussing attention on negligent practices by
animal performance and aquaria. The welfare of
wild marine mammals, however, receives less
attention, despite the implications of poor welfare.
Welfare in this context can be defined as meeting
the environmental and biological needs of a marine
mammal, e.g. food supply, habitat, physical health,
thus diminished welfare is defined as failing to
meet these needs. This can cause a wide range of
adverse impacts such as reproductive failures and
beaching. Fatal threats to marine mammals, such as
whaling, have received significant public support,
whereas researching and improving the welfare of
marine wildlife through the lens of whether its
needs are being met is as an overlooked theme.
This is reflected in the lack of consideration of
marine welfare in the planning and management of
marine spaces.

The erosions and ulcers in the intestinal mucosa
were evaluated on a 4 degree scale: < 4 mm
erosions (0), 4-10 mm erosions (1), > 10 mm
erosions or ulcers (2) and > 10 mm ulcers also
affecting the muscular layer (3). Lesions of
moderate (2) and severe (3) degree were considered
to be pathological (and referred to as ulcers). The
number of acanthocephalan parasites in colon was
not counted as there can be thousands of them, but
evaluated as no (0), slight (1), moderate (2) or
severe (3). Generalized models assuming a
binomial error structure were applied to test of the
influence of age, year, area and parasites on the
occurrence of ulcers.
An increase in prevalence of ulcers was observed in
the early 1980s and up to mid/late 1990s, followed
by a decrease until 2016. The overall frequency of
ulcers was 43% in the Bothnian Sea, 38% in the
Bothnian Sea and 23% in the Baltic Proper. Since
about 2000 the temporal trend in the three areas
have been similar (decreasing from about 50% to
20%).

We have undertaken a review that assesses how
welfare has been examined compared to changes in
behaviour and physiology in marine mammals. We
considered research articles published in the UK
from 1990-2016 and scored studies based on their
interpretation of welfare. The results of this review
indicate that welfare is both misrepresented and
underrepresented in the current literature. Welfare
is seldom explicitly examined, rather it is assumed
or not appropriately investigated. We find there to
be a distinct lack of studies examining chronic poor
welfare, and identify this a key research need. To
better inform management decisions relating to
welfare, greater research focus should be given to
the chronic implications of not meeting the
environmental and biological needs of marine
mammals, particularly from emerging and
geographically underrepresented threats.
Proportionate mitigation should be adopted by
decision-makers using a precautionary approach
where evidence is lacking

Perforation of the colonic wall was the cause of
death in 26 of the investigated Baltic grey seals.
One of them was less than one year old and the
others were 1-37 years old. As far as we know,
only one case of intestinal ulcer in grey seals has
been reported outside the Baltic Sea (Baker, 1980),
so this adverse health situation seems unique to
grey seals in the Baltic Sea.
Should I stay or should I go? Grey seal pups
disperse widely in the southern North Sea.
Peschko, Verena1; Mueller, Sabine2; Schwemmer,
Philipp; Mercker, Moritz; Lienau, Peter3;
Rosenberger, Tanja4; Sundermeyer, Janne4; Garthe,
Stefan5
(1) University of Kiel, Germany
(2) University of Kiel, Büsum, Germany
(3) Seal Station Norden Norddeich, Norden,
Germany
(4) Seal Centre Friedrichskoog, Friedrichskoog,
Germany
(5) FTZ, University of Kiel, Büsum, Germany
Corresponding Author: peschko@ftz-west.unikiel.de

Temporal trend of intestinal ulcers in the Baltic
grey seal (1977-2016).
Persson, Sara1; Roos, Anna2; Rigét, Frank3;
Bäcklin, Britt-Marie
(1) Swedish museum of natural history, Stockholm,
Sweden
(2) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources
(3) Aarhus University, Roskilde, Denmark
Corresponding Author: Sara.Persson@nrm.se

Grey seal numbers in the southern North Sea have
been increasing over the last 50 years, and thus
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their role in the ecosystem has become more and
more important. However, little is known about
their spatial utilisation of the southern North Sea,
especially in relation to the dispersal of grey seal
pups after weaning. We investigated these littleknown aspects by recording the movements of 11
grey seal pups born at the largest German colony
(Helgoland) between 2015 and 2017 for between
one and nine months after leaving the colony. The
individuals moved widely throughout the southern
North Sea, some individuals moved long distances,
along the Danish coast or to Dutch and UK waters.
Based on a point process modelling approach we
were able to show that pups strongly increased their
distance to Helgoland already in the first weeks and
also generally during the first 70 days at sea. We
furthermore found that the foraging behaviour
increased in frequency until week four which
indicates that grey seal pups increasingly used their
environment for foraging during these weeks after
weaning. Our findings reflect the transition from
naïve to more experienced pups which gradually
increase their foraging effort and range to cover
their increasing energy demand for survival and
growth. This study contributes to our knowledge of
the spatial utilisation of the southern North Sea by
an increasingly important top predator, its
behaviour as well as changes of these aspects with
increasing age of the pups.

determine the principal drivers behind these events,
it is essential to collate the available information.
Here, we describe a series of unusual sightings and
strandings of northern bottlenose whales in
Skjálfandi Bay, Iceland, between July and October
2018. We used opportunistic platforms, specifically
whale-watching vessels and land-based
observations, to record sightings and to collect
photographs and behavioural data. Twenty-four
individuals were identified through photographic
analysis. Within the whole period, we observed a
drastic change in the behaviour, diving patterns and
sightings distribution of animals, together with a
decrease in body condition and severe skin lesions.
At least six individuals died in the bay during four
separate events. A first adult female live stranded a
month after the first sighting, soon followed by the
live mass stranding of three sub-adult females.
Finally, a dead stranded juvenile of unknown sex
was found, as well as an adult female floating in
the bay. To our knowledge, this is the first
description of such extreme events for northern
bottlenose whales. These findings will add to our
current knowledge of the species and hopefully
contribute to determining the drivers behind the
UME of beaked whales across the North-east
Atlantic during summer and autumn 2018.

Mass stranding and unusual sightings of
northern bottlenose whales (Hyperoodon
ampullatus) in Skjálfandi Bay, Iceland
Petitguyot, Marie1; Grove, Thomas2; Senglat,
Chloé3; Kosiba, Danny4; Rasmussen, Marianne
Helene5
(1) CSIC - Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas,
Vigo, Spain
(2) University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United
Kingdom
(3) Institut Universitaire Européen de la Mer,
Université de Bretagne Occidentale, Plouzané,
France
(4) Húsavík Research Center, The University of
Iceland, Húsavík, Iceland
(5) Húsavík Research Center, University of
Iceland, Húsavík
Corresponding Author: mpetitguyot@gmail.com

The North Atlantic right whale consortium: A
model for advancing science and conservation of
marine mammals.
Pettis, Heather1; Hamilton, Philip2; Kenney,
Robert3; Baumgartner, Mark4; Kraus, Scott5; Marx,
Marilyn6; Moore, Michael J7
(1) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium
(2) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life, Boston,
Massachusetts
(3) University of Rhode Island, Graduate School of
Oceanography, Narragansett, RI
(4) Biology department, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, MA
(5) New England Aquarium, Boston, MA
(6) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at New
England Aquarium, Boston, MA
(7) Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods
Hole
Corresponding Author: hpettis@neaq.org

Beaked whales, such as the northern bottlenose
whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus) are odontocetes
characterised by their extreme, deep-diving
behaviour and are therefore rarely seen in coastal
and shallow waters. During summer and autumn
2018, unusually high numbers of northern
bottlenose whale sightings, in addition to
strandings of multiple beaked whale species, were
reported around the coast of Iceland. These events
coincided in time with the beaked whale Unusual
Mortality Event (UME) around the British Isles. To

Research collaborations on all aspects of a species’
biology throughout its geographic range are critical
for effective marine mammal conservation.
Challenges to such collaborations include sharing
data and developing standardized data-collection
protocols and frameworks to manage access to the
data. The North Atlantic Right Whale Consortium
(NARWC), formed in 1986 by five organizations
independently studying the endangered North
Atlantic right whale along the east coasts of the
United States and Canada, is an example of a
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collaboration that successfully met these
challenges. The NARWC’s goal to coordinate
research efforts and protocols and share data
among these founding organizations facilitated a
broader understanding of North Atlantic right
whale biology and conservation needs, including
critical information on distribution, reproduction,
mortality, and anthropogenic impacts. Expanding
on this success, the NARWC developed an open
membership model that now includes research and
conservation organizations, industry stakeholders,
and municipal, state, and federal agencies in both
the United States and Canada. Committed to the
open exchange of information, the NARWC
oversees multiple right whale databases,
submissions to which are voluntary yet
comprehensive. The NARWC database
frameworks include well-defined QA/QC
protocols, open access for management data
requests, and peer review of access requests for
research and publications. These approaches have
resulted in many collaborations, multi-group
publications, and a broad community understanding
of detailed aspects of North Atlantic right whale
biology. An annual meeting, a public website
(narwc.org), and an annual “report card” are used
to disseminate the latest information on right whale
science and conservation progress and needs. The
NARWC has served as the cornerstone for right
whale research and conservation since its inception
and its data sharing and collaborative framework is
unparalleled in the marine mammal arena. Such an
approach serves as a model for establishing other
species related consortia, particularly for threatened
and endangered populations.

commonly administered. Aggressive behaviour and
injury to both dolphins and staff were also recorded
, as was calf mortality and the transfer of dolphins
between facilities.
Under the requirements of the EU’s Zoo Directive,
EU member states must ensure all zoos implement
a number of conservation measures, including
“keeping of up-to-date records of the zoo's
collection appropriate to the species recorded”.
This requirement is also mirrored in legislation
implementing the Zoos Directive in Germany.
Open source, autonomous, camera system to
facilitate the monitoring of Mediterranean
monk seal caves
Pfyffer, Julien1; Gonzalvo, Joan2; Georges, Cédric3
(1) Octopus Foundation, Lausanne, Switzerland
(2) Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
(3) Kosamare, Erisos (Kefalonia), Greece
Corresponding Author:
jpfyffer@octopusfoundation.org
Mediterranean monk seal Monachus monachus is
the rarest seal species in the world and it is
classified by IUCN conservation as Endangered.
An Open Source, autonomous and connected timelapse camera monitoring system was designed,
assembled and installed in the Greek Ionian islands
between May-November in 2018 and 2019 to test
its feasibility as a possible affordable tool to assess
the site-fidelity and distribution of the species. The
first two prototypes were assembled using standard
but sturdy electronic components in an attempt to
keep the total price low (< 2000€) while being able
to monitor simultaneously outside and inside a
remote and partially flooded coastal cave, where
monk seals rest and reproduce. Preliminary tests in
2018, monitoring two different caves found on the
Northern tip of Kefalonia Island resulted in monk
seals being recorded on two occasions and
provided regular monitoring of human activity
(e.g., boats, kayaks and divers) in the vicinities of
the caves. Technically, both deployed systems
proved to be autonomous using solar energy from
beginning of June to mid November, successfully
recording pictures 85% and 92% of the time
respectively. Cameras were set to trigger images
every 15 minutes during day and night. These
images were recorded locally on a USB key and
remotely sent to a server in Switzerland using a
3G/4G router. This way researchers could not only
have access to the generated data from anywhere,
anytime (e.g., on their tablets or smartphones) but,
most importantly, it provided immediate back up of
the data stored locally in case it got accidentally
damaged or even stolen. A third system will be
installed on an inlet in the Inner Ionian Sea
Archipelago, where monk seals are regularly

Data deficient! A review of zoo record-keeping
for captive bottlenose dolphins in Germany.
Pfender, David; Williamson, Cathy
Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Chippenham,
United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: David.Pfender@whales.org
Data was obtained from the husbandry and
veterinary records of 25 common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) held at the Tiergarten
Nűrnberg (TgN) in Nuremberg, Germany between
the years 1989 - 1991 and 2000 – 2014.
A systematic review of the data revealed that the
records were neither standardized nor
regularly recorded. Therefore, it was impossible to
evaluate the behaviour and health of the dolphins in
a scientific way.
A number of different drugs were administered to
the dolphins, with Diazepam the most
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observed and regular visits by tourists (i.e.,
disturbance) pose an important threat.

Raman spectroscopic analysis for polymer
identification.

Microplastics in marine top predators - A pilot
study from German waters.
Philipp, Carolin1; Unger, Bianca2; Fischer, Elke3;
Siebert, Prof. Dr., Ursula4
(1) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research, University of Veterinary Medicine
Hannover, Foundation, Buesum, Germany
(2) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), University of Veterinary
Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Büsum, Germany
(3) Center for Earth System Research and
Sustainability, University of Hamburg, Hamburg,
Germany
(4) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), University of Veterinary
Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Buesum,
Germany
Corresponding Author: carolin.philipp@tihohannover.de

With those valuable data collection, we were able
to analyse the occurrence of MPPs in the GIT of
marine mammals from German waters for the very
first time.
The investigation on marine debris occurrence of
all sizes and its impacts on marine biota and
habitats are essential for implementing the
European Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(MSFD).
The relationship between polychlorinated
biphenyls in blubber and levels of nematode
infestations in harbour porpoises, Phocoena
phocoena, using standings data from 1992-2012.
Phillips, Rebecca1; Lee, Martin1; Deaville, Robert;
Jepson, Paul2; Bull, James1
(1) Swansea University, Swansea, United Kingdom
(2) Institute of Zoology, London, gb
Corresponding Author: 637612@swansea.ac.uk

Plastics build a high share of marine debris
pollution in our oceans. Next to large debris objects
detectable by the naked eye, the fractions beyond
visible detection came into focus of modern
research in recent years. The so-called microplastic
particles (MPPs) operate as accumulators and
circulators of toxins, chemicals, bacteria and
viruses. Especially, marine mammals as top
predators are susceptible of accumulating both.
Besides, the physical impacts of MPPs are widely
unknown. Before the impacts and effects of MPPs
can be fully understood, the presence and extent
within the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) have to be
assessed. Therefore, the occurrence, amount and
composition of MPPs in top predator species need
to be investigated.

Post-mortem examinations of harbour
porpoises, Phocoena phocoena, regularly reveal
heavy parasitic worm burdens. These same postmortem records show varying levels of
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) accumulating in
the blubber of porpoises. Using a data set
comprising harbour porpoises stranded in the UK
between 1989 and 2002, previous research has
shown a positive relationship between parasitic
worm burdens and PCB accumulation in harbor
porpoises. However, overall levels of PCBs
declined sharply during that period and may be
below proposed concentration thresholds for
negative health effects. Here, we ask the question
whether the relationship between parasitic worm
burden and PCB accumulation still exists, using
data gathered between 2002-2012. Overall, we find
that there is still a positive relationship but this is
more pronounced in parasite burdens recovered
from the cardiac stomach than bronchi or
pulmonary arteries. Suppression of the immune
system is the proposed mechanism for increased
parasite susceptibility and our findings suggest that
the legacy of PCB pollution continues to have
adverse effects on harbor porpoise health in UK
waters.

GIT samples of stranded marine mammals found
on the coasts of Schleswig-Holstein (Germany)
were collected during regularly conducted
necropsies since 2014. The target species are the
regularly occuring top predators in German waters:
harbour porpoise [Phocoena phocoena], harbour
seal [Phoca vitulina] and grey seal [Halichoerus
grypus]. We investigate 10 stomachs, 60 intestine
samples, and 30 faeces samples collected on a
sandbank, to assess the occurrence of MPPs in the
GIT of the target species since 2014.

UAV derived photogrammetric assessment of
Mediterranean monk seal Monachus monachus
body-length and condition
Pierantonio, Nino; Gonzalvo, Joan
Tethys Research Institute, Milano, Italy
Corresponding Author:
nino.pierantonio@protonmail.com

Furthermore, the already established method by
Bravo Rebolledo (2013) was improved and the
utilisation decreased secondary pollution and
conservable loss. Moreover, the found MPPs were
successfully identified by Nile Red staining using a
fluorescence microscope and were verified, a by
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Measurements of body-size and mass can be used
to understand several ecological and life-history
traits of a species and are key towards the
assessment of an organism’s body condition, a
proxy for its ecological fitness. We obtained bodylength measurements and assessed body condition
of Mediterranean monk seals Monachus monachus
observed in the Inner Ionian Sea (Greece). Given
the species’ reclusive habits, direct manual
morphometric information is difficult to gather. We
obtained nadiral photographs using an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) and applied a
photogrammetric approach to obtain standard
body-length and width details. These were
subsequently used to derive an index for body
condition (BCI). UAV onboard camera and altitude
sensors were previously calibrated to obtain a
regression equation relating flight elevation and
pixel distances measured on photographs. Highresolution images were extracted from videos
recorded during each flight and linked to flight
data. During three flights, over 64 minutes of video
were recorded and 311 images were extracted and
later used for photogrammetric analyses. Average
derived seal standard body-length and BCI were
148.8 cm (range= 103.1-189.6 cm) and 4.6 (range=
3.6-5.7), respectively. While repetitive
measurements were obtained for each same
individual seal, no interannual recaptures were
obtained preventing the evaluation of annual
growth and changes in BCI. This study is the first
to apply UAV technology and photogrammetry
methods to assess body-length and condition in
Mediterranean monk seals. Although preliminary,
our results show that this non-invasive approach
provides a valuable tool to monitor this reclusive
species. Using simple metrics such as body-length
and condition, the influence of a variety of
environmental and physiological factors can be
evaluated. In this context, our results therefore pose
the basis for further research with the potential to
provide pivotal information to inform management
and conservation of an Endangered charismatic
species.

Shorewatch is a citizen science project, organized
by Whale and Dolphin Conservation, that records
the occurrence of cetaceans during regular
standardised watches (duration 10 minutes, spaced
at least 1 hour apart) from a series of locations
along the coast of Scotland (UK). Observer training
and a clearly define protocol help deliver a valuable
source of information about cetacean occurrence
and activity along the coast. Since 2005, over
52000 watches have generated over 11000
sightings of at least 18 cetacean species, In addition
to species, time and location of sightings, observers
record group size, presence of calves, and sea state.
Statistical models of sightings rate for the most
commonly sighted species (bottlenose dolphin,
harbour porpoise and minke whale) demonstrate
seasonal, geographical and year-to-year differences
in occurrence. Thus, bottlenose dolphin sightings
show a clear seasonal cycle, highest in May and
lowest in November. Harbour porpoise sightings
declined from 2013 to 2014 but increased again
until 2016. Minke whale sightings increased
steadily from 2012 to 2017, peaking in May to
July. While the bottlenose dolphin sightings rate
was highest in Spey Bay (near Elgin in the Moray
Firth), harbour porpoise and minke whale were
most frequently sighted at Tiumpan Head (Isle of
Lewis). The power to detect declines in local
abundance (sightings rate) over a 6-year period
(following European legislation) depends on the
underlying sightings rate, the number of watches
and the rate of decline. Based on the highest
sightings rate (for bottlenose dolphins at Spey Bay
in June) and assuming a binomial distribution of
sightings per watch, around 500 watches (each
year) are needed for an 80% likelihood of detection
of a 10% per year annual decrease. Ongoing review
and analysis of data from this successful citizen
science programme will identify best practice and
ensure usefulness to scientists and policy-makers.
Diet ecology assessment of cetaceans and
Mediterranean monk seals stranded between
2017 and 2019 on Samos Island, Eastern Aegean
Sea, Greece.
Pietroluongo, Guido1; Gerussi, Tommaso2;
Mayrhofer, Nicola; Quintana Martin-Montalvo,
Belen3; Ashok, Karthik3; Antichi, Simone4
(1) Archipelagos institute of Marine Conservation,
Samos Island, Greece
(2) University of Padova - BCA, Tricesimo, Italy
(3) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
Pythagorio, Greece
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Patterns and trends in cetacean occurrence
revealed by Shorewatch, a land-based citizen
science programme in Scotland (UK)
Pierce, Graham1; Gutiérrez Muñoz, Paula2;
Walters, Alice3; Dolman, Sarah4
(1) Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas (CSIC),
Vigo, Spain
(2) Instituto de Investigaciones Marinas, Vigo,
Spain
(3) Whale and Dolphin Conservation (WDC),
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An assessment of the digestive system content was
performed for 19 dolphins (S. coeruleoalba, T.
truncatus and D. delphis) and 5 M. monachus
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found stranded along the shores of Samos Island,
Eastern Aegean Sea, Greece. According to the
condition code of the carcasses, a complete or
partial assessment of the digestive system content
and morphometric measurements were performed.
Prey and other items, such as marine litter, were
isolated and categorised, a taxonomic classification
was performed and conserved when possible.
Percentage by number (%N), percentage frequency
of occurrence (%FO), percentage by weight (%W)
and Index of Relative Importance (IRI) were used
to investigate the occurrence and relative
importance of the prey. Despite some stomachs
being found empty, the results of the study show a
pelagic and demersal prey species composition for
both cetaceans and M. monachus, indicating
surface and benthic feeding habits. The local
dietary assessment needs improved tools and
efforts to investigate the distribution range and the
role of these species within the marine
environment, including the interaction with
important ecosystem services such as fisheries.
Further molecular analyses, diet-habitat
associations, prey selection and foraging
mechanisms studies are required on stranded and
alive individuals to fully understand their ecology
in the study area. Such research is crucial to
empower efficient conservation strategies
especially for those species like M. monachus and
D. delphis which are facing a drastic decline caused
by anthropogenic impacts.

2018, were subjected to ultrasonographical (US)
investigations. A portable ultrasound scanner with
a 3.5/5 MHz convex probe was placed in the
pectoral region over the xiphoid process to assess
the blubber thickness. The ultrasound image was
comprised of fur, skin, subcutis, which contains the
blubber, musculature, and thoracic cavity. The
echogenicity of these anatomical structures
increased with animal growth and its visualization
was, therefore, better as the animals grew. The
combined skin and blubber thickness were
measured at arrival and repeatedly during the
rehabilitation process. Later, they were correlated
to several morphometric parameters (weight,
length, and axillary girth); which showed a positive
correlation between blubber thickness variation and
all the morphological parameters, most
significantly with the animal's weight (R2 =
0.8208). One of the aims of the project was to
assess if ultrasound was a reliable tool to measure
blubber thickness; and it was demonstrated that the
technique was useful, as the ultrasound
measurements were consistent with manually-taken
measurements performed during post-mortem
examinations. Finally, ultrasonography-based body
condition scoring (BCS) was compared with
standard BCS classification (nine-point scale).
Some differences were found between the two BCS
systems; in particular the categorization of seal
pups with BCS ranging from three to five was more
challenging compared to the categorization at the
extreme classes. In conclusion, ultrasonography has
been proven to be an objective and useful
instrument to assess the body condition of harbor
seal pups admitted for rehabilitation.

Ultrasonographic blubber thickness changes
and body condition determination during
rehabilitation in harbor seal (Phoca vitulina)
pups.
Pinamonti, Benedetta1; Rubio-Garcia, Ana2; Gnudi,
Giacomo3; Sabbioni, Alberto3; Carlson, Daryll4;
Salazar Casals, Anna5
(1) Università degli studi di Parma, Trento, Italy
(2) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine Utrecht
University, Sealcentre Pieterburen, Pieterburen,
Netherlands
(3) Università degli studi di Parma, Parma, Italy
(4) Stanford University, Department of Earth
System Science, Stanford
(5) Sealcentre Pieterburen, Pieterburen,
Netherlands
Corresponding Author:
benedetta.pinamonti@gmail.com

Monitoring marine mammals and floating
marine litter in the Western Mediterranean’s
transect: The new Barcelona-Tangier transboundary transect.
Piquer, Ivan1; Garcia-Garin, Odei2; Borrell,
Asunción3; Aguilar, Alex2; Arcangeli, Antonella4;
Vighi, Morgana2
(1) Department of Evolutionary Biology, Ecology
and Environmental Sciences; IRBio, Faculty of
Biology, University of Barcelona, Castelldefels,
Spain
(2) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(3) Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(4) ISPRA, Roma, Italy
Corresponding Author: ipiquer99@gmail.com

Pinnipeds, as most marine mammals, possess a
specialized fat layer in the subcutaneous tissue
called blubber that supports multiple functions
(thermoregulation, reproduction, and buoyancy).
The thickness of this fat layer is frequently used as
an indicator of body condition, nutritional status,
and health. In the current study, 34 harbor seal
(Phoca vitulina) pups that were admitted for
rehabilitation at the Sealcentre Pieterburen in June

The Mediterranean Sea is one of the most polluted
seas in the world but at the same time it hosts a
number of threatened species, including sea turtles
and cetaceans. Several monitoring programs are
active across the basin to estimate abundance,
distribution and trends of these populations. On a
long term basis, the Fixed Line Transect (FLT)
Mediterranean network joints international research
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organizations (e.g. universities, NGOs) to
systematically monitor using passengers ferries the
presence of marine mega-fauna (i.e. cetaceans, sea
turtles, seabirds) and its threats, specifically marine
litter. We here present the results obtained from the
new trans-boundary fixed transect implemented
since November 2018 in the Western
Mediterranean Sea along the route BarcelonaTangier. This new transect, made possible through
the collaboration with the Grimaldi Lines
Company, covers approximately 1200 nautical
miles from Barcelona (Spain) to Tangier (Morocco)
and back. The whole transect is completed in 4
days and, thanks to the departure times from the
two harbours, the portions of transect covered in
daylight during the onward and the return routes
are complementary. During each transect, one
dedicated observer monitors marine mega-fauna
from each side of the ferry, using the distance
sampling method. A further observer monitors
marine macro-litter using the strip-transect method
according to the standardised protocol defined by
the MEDSEALITTER project. A fourth volunteer
records the information collected by the observers.
Data obtained from this monitoring transect will fill
the gap of information available on the presence of
marine mega-fauna in this scarcely studied area.
The route will also cover on a long-term basis the
recently designed "Corredor de migración de
cetáceos del Mediterráneo" protected area.
Furthermore, data on marine litter would provide
baseline information for future assessment of this
threat in the area as well as the information
necessary to plan prevention, mitigation and
conservation measures.

amount of feeding occurring therein and thus the
different behavioral strategies in which the seals
engage. The fitness implications of these strategies
can be assessed by looking at the resulting variation
in individuals’ condition, which in turn affects the
condition and survival of their offspring. Therefore,
our results shed light on the processes affecting an
individual’s decision-making as it moves and feeds
in the environment. In addition, we demonstrate
how the model can be used to simulate realistic
patterns of disturbance at different stages of the
trip, and how the predicted accumulation of lipid
reserves varies as a consequence. Particularly,
disturbing an animal in periods of high feeding
activity or shortly after leaving the colony was
predicted to have the potential to lead to starvation.
In contrast, an individual could compensate even
for very severe disturbance if such disturbance
occurred outside the main foraging grounds. Our
modelling approach is applicable to marine
mammal species that perform drift dives, and can
be extended to other species where an individual’s
buoyancy can be inferred from its diving behavior.
Morphological plasticity of the respiratory
system in cetaceans: Advances and its correlates
to physiology.
Piscitelli-Doshkov, Marina1; Vogl, A. Wayne2;
Raverty, Stephen3; Barco, Susan G.4; Clark,
Karen5; Doshkov, Paul6; McLellan, William7;
Ostertag, Sonja8; Thayer, Victoria9; Shadwick,
Robert10
(1) University of British Columbia - Vancouver,
Kill Devil Hills, NC
(2) University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
B.C., Canada
(3) The Animal Health Center, Abbotsford, British
Columbia, Canada
(4) VA Aquarium & Marine Science Center,
Virginia Beach, Virginia
(5) NC Wildlife Resources Commission, Corolla,
NC
(6) National Park Service, Nags Head, NC
(7) University of North Carolina Wilmington,
Wilmington, NC
(8) University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada
(9) NC Division of Marine Fisheries, Morehead
City, NC
(10) University of British Columbia, Vancouver,
Canada
Corresponding Author: piscitellim@gmail.com

Modelling the functional link between
movement, feeding activity and condition in a
marine predator.
Pirotta, Enrico1; Schwarz, Lisa2; Costa, Daniel3;
Robinson, Patrick3; New, Leslie1
(1) Washington State University, Vancouver, WA
(2) Institute of Marine Sciences, University of
California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA
(3) Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa
Cruz, CA
Corresponding Author: pirotta.enrico@gmail.com
The ability to quantify animals’ feeding activity
and the resulting changes in their body condition as
they move in the environment is fundamental to our
understanding of a population’s ecology. We use
satellite tracking data from northern elephant seals
(Mirounga angustirostris), paired with
simultaneous diving information, to develop a
Bayesian state-space model that concurrently
estimates an individual’s location, feeding activity,
and changes in condition. The model identifies
important foraging areas and times, the relative

Despite extensive research on the morphology of
the cetacean respiratory system (reviewed in
Piscitelli et al., 2013), there is still considerable
mystery of how this system has mechanically
adapted to a strictly aquatic environment and to
withstand both rapid and extreme pressure changes
associated with ventilation and diving. In this
study, we shed light on new structural variations of
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the cetacean respiratory system that have direct
mechanical and physiological consequences and
give morphological evidence for ideas where there
were only hypotheses before. We summarize
detailed morphological adaptations across six
families of cetaceans. This study revealed that all
cetacean lungs have a monopodial branching
pattern with morphometrics that create an overall
low resistance to airflow. In addition, all species
had discontinuous spiralling cartilage that extends
through the terminal airways to the level of the
alveolar duct, a smooth muscle/elastin network that
creates sphincters in the terminal airways, and a
double capillary network with one on each side of
the alveolar septum. Cetacean lungs are exposed to
changes in pressure both during breathing and
during diving, and thus lungs of species that fill
different ecological niches vary in degree of
enhancement of these anatomical adaptations in
order to meet the demands of that environment. For
example, results showed that the terminal airway
sphincters of the shallower diving, fasterventilating species possessed a 2-fold decrease in
elastin and collagen, a 2-fold increase of smooth
muscle and were 3.2-fold larger (more robust) with
an 8-fold increase in abundance and more regular
distribution compared to the deeper diving, slowerventilating species. Based on morphology
observed, the cetacean respiratory system can be
classified into three general types of breathingdiving strategies with each strategy optimized for
specific mechanics, physiology, and phylogenetic
history.

sample design for this assessment was appropriate.
Active dolphin searches were performed applying
linear transects along the four sections of the river:
Abunã, Mutum, Caiçara and Canteiro. About 986
hours of total effort were carried out during 40 days
along 250 km of the river in falling, low, rising and
high water levels. A total of 24 sightings were
recorded BDC in the direct dam influence area (N
= 49), while 42 sightings were documented ADC
(N = 120). Abunã presented the highest number of
records during both periods (BDC: N = 37; ADC:
N = 107). A higher number of dolphins was
detected during the falling and low seasons (BDC:
N = 44; ADC: N = 92). This is expected, due to
water level decreases and the highest concentration
of dolphins in areas presenting higher food
availability. An adequate statistical analysis was
not possible, due to the unsatisfactory sample
design and non-standardized data collection by
different research groups. Implementing a
standardized methodology, alongside experienced
specialists during the entire survey period, is
essential to provide adequate estimates for the
monitoring of this population, assuring the best
survival conditions for these dolphins.
Spatial and temporal variation occurrence of
Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) in
southwestern coast of Portugal
Poças, Ana; Magalhães, Sara
Mar Ilimitado, Sagres, Portugal
Corresponding Author: pocas.ana@gmail.com

Monitoring a critical population of the Bolivian
river dolphin (Inia boliviensis) before and after
closing the floodgates of a hydroelectric dam in
the Amazon Basin, Brazil: A sample design
issue.
Pivari, Daniela1; Lemos, Leila2
(1) Ecótonus Meio Ambiente e Arquitetura,
Brooklin Novo, Brazil
(2) Oregon State University, Rio de Janeiro
Corresponding Author: daniela@ecotonus.com.br

The presence of Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus)
has been documented in the Azores and Madeira
archipelagos, but in mainland Portugal it has been
very poorly studied. From 2005 to 2018, a total of
4342 opportunistic surveys were carried out by a
qualified observer on board dolphin watching tours
in Sagres, resulting in a total of 7375,79 h of search
effort under Beaufort Sea state £3 and up to 12 Nm
off the coast. Weather conditions, GPS position and
survey track, depth, SST, group size and
composition, and behaviour were collected.

Dam construction threatens aquatic fauna,
degrading their habitat and causing population
fragmentation. In this context, environmental
impact studies were carried out from March 2010
to July 2015 as part of the licensing process
concerning the Jirau Hydroelectric Dam
construction, located on the Madeira River, Brazil,
aiming to assess its impacts on the local fauna. The
dam closed its gates in December 2012, creating a
~303 km2 reservoir. Inia boliviensis presents a
restricted distribution in Northern Bolivian and
Brazilian rivers, which may be aggravated by dam
interference. This study aimed to assess the
presence of I. boliviensis before (BDC) and after
dam construction (ADC), also evaluating if the

Sighting Index (SI), Abundance Index (AI) and
Kernel estimates were calculated in order to
investigate the seasonality and habitat use. During
the study, 83 Risso’s dolphin sightings were
registered, of which 72 during search effort.
Sighting distance to shore ranged between 0.3 and
9.3 Nm (4.06 ± 0.27) and depth between 20 and
716 m (118.74 ± 13.18) (n=83). The occurrence of
the species was not constant through time, being
absent in two study years, and not recorded in the
months of January, March or December, which can
however be a result of a smaller effort during
winter months. Spring (SI=0.016) and Autumn
(SI=0.017) showed peaks in sightings (n=72),
possibly related to seasonal migrations/movements
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due to changes in water temperature and prey
availability.

Mexico
(3) Biology School. Universidad Veracruzana,
Xalapa, Mexico
(4) Faculty of Statistics and Informatics,
Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
Corresponding Author: frpm.08@gmail.com

Estimated group size varied between 1 and 100
(10,70 ± 1.48) with no significant variance between
seasons. Calves were present all year round, which
could indicate proximity to reproductive areas
which are not well identified yet.

The study of biotopes and the species distributions
for communities have concerned the biogeography
area to understand the existence, as well as the flow
of life of the flora and fauna, considering climatic,
biotic and environmental features for their aims.
This refers that one of its tasks focuses on gestating
predictive models for the activity of the specimens
within a defined geographic space, through
environmental data collected and under the basis of
statistical and mathematical techniques. This
research study was designed to present as an
alternative the Python and R Project programming
languages for the generation of species distribution
models since they are free software and with
accessibility to perform data analysis in various
areas. The analysis was carried out from the
information obtained about the bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus), a species which lives in the
Veracruz Reef System located in the Gulf of
Mexico, for the manifestation of the importance of
this species and an identification of the distribution
patterns within the residing biome. According to
the data analyzed, three models were obtained, the
first to locate the distribution of the dolphin, the
second which predicts the presence of the species
and finally the third model that calculates the
absence of the dolphins. In conclusion, the
programming languages used for this application
had good efficiency and effectiveness to analyze
this type of data. In addition, extensive results such
as data cleaning, creation of vectors, models,
predictions and visual representations (maps) were
obtained using the different libraries and packages.

Although studies based on opportunistic surveys
have limitations, they provide highly valuable
information that otherwise would be unavailable. In
this case, this opportunistic platform allowed the
first insight into the coastal occurrence of this
species in Southwest Portugal and during a
relatively long period (14 years).
Recolonization of a grey seal /Halichoerus
grypus/ in Polish Baltic coast
Podgórski, Michał1; Pawliczka, Iwona2
(1) University of Gdańsk - Tax ID 584-020-32-39,
Poland
(2) Hel Marine Station University of Gdansk, Hel,
Poland
Corresponding Author:
michal.podgorski@ug.edu.pl
Together with the increase of the grey seal
Halichoerus grypus number in the Baltic Sea the
recolonization of its southern coast has been
observed. First appearance of several individuals
on the islets in the mouth of Vistula river has given
an opportunity to record the settlement process of
this unique haul-out. Year-round video monitoring
station was established in 2010. The results
collected so far allow to estimate the size of the
seal group over the seasons but also provide the
knowledge on their behavior in changing
environment, inter-individual interactions, life
cycle and human activity contributing to the
disturbance in the area. These information is crucial
for the development of a guidelines for touristic
boats and enable direct reaction on disturbing
human behavior. Moreover records of large groups
of moulting seals in April and early May may
contribute to re-consideration of the period of
international census of grey seals in the Baltic Sea
so far performed during the agreed moulting season
at the turn of May and June.

The times, they are a'changin: How longitudinal
parturition dates of Scottish grey seals
Halichoerus grypus affect colony birth curves.
Pomeroy, Paddy1; Morris, Chris2; Duck, Callan2;
Fedak, Michael A.3; Twiss, Sean4
(1) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(2) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
(3) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews,
Scotland, United Kingdom
(4) Durham University, Durham, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: pp6@st-andrews.ac.uk

Alternative of species distribution models using
R and Python in the study of bottlenose dolphin
in the Veracruz Reef System, Mexico.
Polanco, Francisco1; García, Emmanuel1; MartinezSerrano, Ibiza2; Suarez-Dominguez, Emilio3;
Garcia, Alejandra1; Zavaleta-Sánchez, María
Yesenia4
(1) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(2) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa Veracruz,

Synchrony in breeding can structure sub-groups
within a population. Timing of breeding at UK
grey seal colonies follows a clockwise cline from
SW to SE. In Scotland, mean pupping date (derived
from aerial survey, 1986-2016) at a colony with
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declining pup production, North Rona (NR, Outer
Hebrides) varied from 06Oct-16Oct, at the Isle of
May (IM, Firth of Forth) with recently stable pup
production, it varied between 26Oct-05Nov.

Malaysia
(5) The MareCet Research Organization, Subang
Jaya, Malaysia
Corresponding Author:
louisa.ponnampalam@gmail.com

Colony-specific mixed models were used to
investigate how a mother’s parturition date (PD)
was affected by intrinsic variables (maternal
identity, age, mass at parturition) and a Year effect
in longitudinal data from known individuals, over
nearly 4 decades (1978-2014). We asked if
observed changes in colony average pupping dates
were likely due to changes in the age/size
composition of animals present or to common
responses to large scale environmental (Year)
effects.

The Indo-Pacific finless porpoise (Neophocaena
phocaenoides) is one of 27 species of marine
mammals found in Malaysian seas. Although an
ubiquitous species throughout much of Southeast
Asia, scientific information on finless porpoise
distribution, habitat use, feeding habits and bycatch
risk remains limited. Coupled with the species’
apparent lack of charisma (i.e., small size,
inconspicuous behaviour) when compared to
delphinids and whales, it does not attract the same
attention warranted to those other cetaceans, yet
there are growing concerns over its conservation
status. The Langkawi Archipelago, a UNESCO
World Geopark, is a cluster of tropical islands off
the north-western coast of Peninsular Malaysia. In
2018, the area was recognized as an Important
Marine Mammal Area (IMMA), largely owing to
the significant presence of finless porpoises, with
Langkawi considered as one of the most ideal
locations in the region to observe this elusive
species. Systematic boat-based surveys in 2010 –
2013 totaling 117 survey days, 5498 km and 370 h
of search effort found that the species was the most
frequently encountered cetacean in Langkawi (n =
294 sightings), with an estimated abundance of 900
– 2000 individuals in an area measuring 1616 km2.
Boat-based surveys in 2016 – 2018 also found that
the porpoises are still the most frequently
encountered cetacean species in Langkawi (n = 148
sightings). Group sizes ranged 1 – 73 individuals,
being some of the largest groups ever recorded in
this region. However, 17 cases of dead porpoises
recorded since 2010 (plus probably
more unrecorded), with three occurring within the
span of four days in 2018, puts the species’
conservation status into concern. A Bycatch Risk
Assessment will be presented highlighting the
magnitude of risk the porpoises face in Langkawi.
It is necessary that conservation attention be given
to this highly overlooked porpoise both in
Langkawi and the overall IMMA.

Age and mass ranges of sampled mothers were
similar but on average NR mothers were older and
heavier: (mean±sd: NR 19.2±6.4yr, range 4-36yr,
n=101: IM 16.6±6.3yr, range 5-40yr, n=135: NR
187±22kg, range 127-253kg : IM 176±24kg, range
109-264kg). At each colony, mean pupping dates
of sampled mothers tracked colony means.
At NR, PD was highly variable between
individuals, became earlier with maternal mass and
became earlier with age . At IM, PD was also
highly variable between individuals and became
earlier with maternal mass, but varied as a
quadratic function of age. Linear Year effects in
mixed models indicated a mother’s PD became
later at NR (+0.26d/yr) but earlier at IM (-0.1d/yr),
suggesting different regional influences.
Based on effect sizes, NR’s gradual increase in
mean birth date is likely from loss of older females
and environmental effects, while IM mean birth
dates vary more than expected in a numerically
stable colony and could indicate intermittant
breeding colony use by some mothers.
Shining the spotlight on a highly overlooked
porpoise within an IUCN important marine
mammal area – Indo-Pacific finless porpoises
(Neophocaena phocaenoides) in the Langkawi
Archipelago, Malaysia, deserve conservation
attention.
Ponnampalam, Louisa1; Verutes, Gregory2; Kuit,
Sui Hyang3; Ng, Jol Ern; Teoh, Zhi Yi4; Jamal
Hisne, Fairul Izmal5
(1) The MareCet Research Organization, Shah
Alam, Malaysia
(2) University of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago
de Compostela, Spain
(3) Institute of Biological Sciences, Faculty of
Science, University of Malaya
(4) Institute of Biological Sciences, Faculty of
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Strong impact of epizootics on long-finned pilot
whales (Globicephala melas) in Strait of
Gibraltar
Pons, Miquel1; Genovart, Meritxell2; de Stephanis,
Renaud3; Verborgh, Philippe4; Esteban, Ruth5;
Gauffier, Pauline6; Carrasco, Alvaro; Félix
Zarzuela, Francisco Manuel7
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(2) IMEDEA/CEAB, Blanes, Spain
(3) CIRCE, Conservation, Information and
Research on Cetaceans, Algeciras, Spain
(4) Madeira Whale Museum, OOM-ARDITI,
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The Strait of Gibraltar is one of the world’s areas
with more maritime activity, and cetaceans
inhabiting this area, as is the long-finned pilot
whale population, are threatened by noise and
chemical pollution, overfishing and collisions by
the many boats crossing the strait. One of the
greatest threat identified until now for the species
in the Mediterranean are epizootics that severely
affect the most sensitive vital rate in long live
species: adult survival. By multi-event analysis of a
16 years’ database of photo-identification capturerecapture data, we analyse adult survival in the
Strait of Gibraltar resident population and evaluate
the effects of epizootics. We identify the severe
effect of an epizootic morbillivirus episode
occurred in 2006, but we also evidence a second
collapse in survival in 2011, probably due to an
another morbillivirus epizootic. These episodes
seem to differently affect both sexes, with females
being less affected than males. Interestingly,
morbillivirus epizootic not only sharply decreased
survival after the episode but the effect extended
over time, probably showing a post-epizootic
chronic effect. Epizootics seem to be dramatically
frequent in the Gibraltar area. These lethal disease
outbreaks are often the consequence of herd
immunity decline that could be linked to
anthropogenic threats like organochlorine
contamination, thus the strong maritime activity
and contamination at the area may put this
population and the whole ecosystem at higher risks
of epizootics. We warn about the conservation
status of the long-finned pilot whale population and
suggest revising their conservation classification at
a local scale. We also advise to apply measures to
reduce contamination on this nutrient-rich to
improve conditions for many marine species
inhabiting this area.

Species of nematodes of genus Anisakis infect
cetaceans worldwide. The life cycle includes
crustaceans as intermediate hosts, fish and
cephalopods as paratenic (transport) hosts, and
cetaceans as definitive hosts, in which worms
typically reproduce in the stomach. These
nematodes are of significant health concern
because they can infect humans, provoking
anisakiasis, and/or eliciting allergic reactions. In
cetaceans, individuals of Anisakis spp. often
generate ulcers, which, in severe infections, can
perforate the stomach wall causing peritonitis and,
eventually, death. In this study, we report on ulcers
provoked by Anisakis spp. in cetaceans stranded in
the Northwest Atlantic along 2017-2018, and
compare the frequency of occurrence and severity
of these ulcers with data from a study carried out in
cetaceans stranded in the same area during 19901996. Open ulcers were found in 32 of 43 shortbeaked common dolphins, Delphinus delphis; 1 of
7 bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus; 3 of 5
striped dolphins, Stenella coeruleoalba; 1 of 3
harbor porpoises, Phocoena phocoena, and 0 of 1
long-finned pilot whale, Globicephala melas. In the
cetacean species with an acceptable sample size,
i.e. common dolphin, the mean abundance of ulcers
per dolphin was 1.1 ± 0.9, and their average
diameter 24.9 ± 16.7 mm (range: 3-80 mm). Scars
of old ulcers were found in 3 additional common
dolphins. Areas with extensive fibrosis (maximum
diameter ranging from 50 to 210 mm) occurred in 9
dolphins. Compared with common dolphins in the
period 1990-1996, there has been a very significant
increase of ulcer prevalence (74.4% vs. 15.0%) and
abundance (1.1 vs. 0.22). Although we cannot rule
out that common dolphins currently suffer from
more environmental stress, thus being more
susceptible to the pathological effects of Anisakis,
these results support the possibility that Anisakis
populations have increased in the area over the last
decades.

Prevalence of ulcers provoked by Anisakis spp.
in cetaceans from the Northwest Atlantic: A
signal of a long-term increase in anisakis
populations?
Pons Bordas, Claudia; Hazenberg, Amber1;
Hernandez Gonzalez, Alberto2; Pablo, Covelo3;
Sánchez Hermosin, Pablo2; López Fernández,
Alfredo4; Saavedra Penas, Camilo5; Fraija,
Natalia6; Fernández Martínez, Mercedes1; Aznar
Avendaño, Francisco Javier1
(1) Instituto Cavanilles de Biodiversidad y Biología
Evolutiva (Universitat de València), Valencia,
Spain
(2) Instituto Español de Oceanografía (IEO) Centro Oceanográfico de Vigo, Vigo, Spain

Are lungworm infections in the striped dolphin,
Stenella coeruleoalba, higher during DMV
outbreaks?
Pool, Rachel1; Chandradeva, Nilani; Gkafas,
Georgios; Raga, Juan Antonio1; Fernández
Martínez, Mercedes2; Aznar Avendaño, Francisco
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The Coastal Acoustic Buoy (CAB) represents a
new generation of passive acoustic monitoring
devices for marine species and underwater noise
monitoring. There are currently two versions; a
lightweight design housed in a floatation collar that
can be deployed from a small boat and a robust
cylindrical pack that can be installed on existing
large buoys, therefore enabling deployment in more
offshore areas. The lightweight version has a
battery life of 14 days and the installation version
has a battery life of 35 days. A choice of up to three
channels and various sampling rates (maximum
500 kHz) provide multiple configurations and
maximum flexibility. In conjunction with
PAMGaurd software, marine mammal echolocation
clicks, whistles and other tonal calls can be
identified with existing detectors and classifiers
designed for baleen whales, dolphins and porpoise.
Modules can also be utilised measure ambient
noise levels in rms, 0-peak, peak-peak and SEL
across a customisable range of frequencies and
time scales. Processed data can be sent real time
using radio link to a base station or near real time
via the cellular network and raw acoustic data is
stored onboard. To date, CABs have been
successfully deployed in Hong Kong, for IndoPacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis) and
the USA, to detect harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) and orca (Orcinus orca). As with all
PAM systems, the range of detection is dependent
on species and site-specific conditions. Such a
flexible tool can provide large amounts of
information in a relatively short period of time on
marine mammal species that are elusive, rare or,
most importantly, of conservation concern. Thus,
conservation authorities are empowered to make
meaningful management decisions in shorter time
periods.

Mediterranean striped dolphins, Stenella
coeruleoalba, suffered two mortality outbreaks
caused by the dolphin morbillivirus (DMV) in
1990-92 and 2007-08. In the first outbreak, at least
two contributory factors have been linked to nonrandom mortality caused by the virus. In particular,
high level of pollutants and inbreeding depression
could have enhanced susceptibility of individual
dolphins to DMV effects. An open, interesting
question is whether dolphins killed by DMV also
harboured unusually high parasite loads. This
pattern could either reflect low immunocompetence
and/or play a contributory role in generating
mortality. In this study, we examined this
hypothesis by focusing on lungworm infections in
92 striped dolphins that stranded along the
Mediterranean coast of Spain in the summer and
autumn between 1987 and 2018. Animals were
grouped into three periods, i.e., dolphins that
stranded in 1990-92 (first epizootic); dolphins that
stranded in 2007-08 (second epizootic); and
dolphins from other years (non-epizootic).
Prevalence and intensity of lungworm infections
were analysed using GLMMs with period, host
body length and gender as fixed effects and year as
a random effect. Although the intensity of
lungworm infection in the first epizootic period
(mean intensity: 42.41, 95% CI: 27.50-69.68) was
higher than that from the second epizootic (mean
intensity: 19.00, 95% CI: 8.50-29.50) and the nonepizootic period (mean intensity: 34.96, 95% CI:
19.09-62.09), only host body length (regardless of
period) had a statistically significant effect on
infection parameters. Accordingly, we found no
evidence that dolphins affected by DMV had
unusually high burdens of lungworms. However,
we must bear in mind that the non-epizootic sample
consisted of stranded dolphins, which do not
necessarily represent the natural population and,
therefore, the purported association between
parasitism and DMV is open to further analysis.

Evidence for a fission-fusion society in a
population of rough-toothed dolphins (Steno
bredanensis) in Guerrero, SW Pacific Mexico.
Pouey-Santalou, Victoria1; Ramos, Eric Angel2;
Weiss, Michael3; Audley, Katherina1
(1) Whales of Guerrero
(2) The Graduate Center, City University of New
York, BROOKLYN, NY
(3) University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: v.pouey@hotmail.fr

The coastal acoustic buoy: A new tool for
remote and real-time acoustic monitoring.
Porter, Lindsay1; Lee, Arthur2; Wood, Jason3;
Turner, Jesse3
(1) SMRU Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, Hong
Kong SAR
(2) SMRU Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
S.A.R., China
(3) SMRU Consulting, Friday Harbor, WA
Corresponding Author: lindsay.jp@gmail.com

Toothed whale populations often exhibit complex
association patterns and social structure that are
important to understanding their biology. Studies of
well-studied species, such as bottlenose dolphins,
sperm whales, and killer whales demonstrate that
sociality varies across different regions and
between species. The lesser known rough-toothed
dolphins typically inhabit deep oceanic waters
in understudied regions. Because of this, and
despite indications of complex sociality, the degree
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to which their populations are structured in most
areas is unknown.
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(13) Dirección Regional Patagonia Austral
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We evaluated the social structure of a population of
rough-toothed dolphins in the Southwest Pacific
Mexican state of Guerrero. Sighting (n = 82) and
photo-identification data gathered during boatbased surveys from 2014 to 2018 (1688 hours of
survey effort) were analyzed. Some individuals
were observed interannually (up to 4 different
years), suggesting site fidelity and residency. The
half-weight index was used to quantify the strength
of associations between all resighted individuals
(76 individuals of 175 dolphins identified).
Permutation tests showed strong evidence for nonrandom social structure, and estimation of social
differentiation suggested a well-differentiated
society (S = 0.73). Cluster analysis revealed 7
different clusters, with a modularity index
indicating significant divisions in the population (Q
= 0.34). These results suggest that rough toothed
dolphins form a fission-fusion society where
animals associate non-randomly to form groups of
varying size and composition over time.
Associations between individuals may be
influenced by ecological factors and/or kinship.
Our results suggest coastal rough toothed dolphin
social structure is comparable to other coastal
delphinids such as bottlenose, Guiana or Hector's
dolphins. Additional study would be required to
further test this hypothesis. The relatively easy
access to this particular coastal population and
calm environmental conditions provide a rare
opportunity to describe social structure and
determine its importance to their lives.

The Commerson’s dolphin Cephalorhynchus
commersonii includes two recognized subspecies:
C. c. commersonii from southern South America
and the Falkland/Malvinas Islands, and C. c.
kerguelenensis, restricted to the subantarctic
Kerguelen Islands. Following the West to East
model of dispersal/diversification proposed for the
genus, the latter subspecies is thought to have
originated from a long distance dispersal event
from South America. In order to improve the
evaluation of this biogeographic scenario, new
samples from southern Chile (n=6) and the
Kerguelen Islands (n=23) were added to previously
published mtDNA control region sequences from
South America (n=292) and the Kerguelen Islands
(n=11). To complete the range-wide distribution,
new samples were also added from the
Falkland/Malvinas Islands (n=52), adding up to a
total of n=384 samples. From the 28 haplotypes
identified, four were private to the
Falkland/Malvinas Islands and three to the
Kerguelen Islands. Significant phylogeographic
structure was found among the three areas, being
much higher between Kerguelen Islands and South
America together with Falkland/Malvinas Islands
(Φst=0.44-0.51) than between South America and
Falkland/Malvinas Islands (Φst=0.11-0.14). Using
the frequencies and phylogenetic relationships of
the haplotypes, the proposed historical
biogeographic scenario of colonization was tested
with Approximate Bayesian Calculations. Initial
trials show that the dispersal event from South
America and Falkland/Malvinas Islands to
Kerguelen Island may have occurred in the early
Holocene and was followed by a population

From settlers to subspecies: Genetic
differentiation in Commerson’s dolphins
between South America and the Kerguelen
Islands.
Poulin, Elie1; Kraft, Sebastián2; Olavarria, Carlos3;
Moraga, Rodrigo4; Baker, C. Scott5; Steel, Debbie6;
Tixier, Paul7; Guinet, Christophe8; Viricel,
Amelia9; Brickle, Paul10; Costa, Marina10; Crespo,
Enrique A.11; Loizaga, Rocío12; Pimper, Lida13;
Perez Alvarez, Maria Jose14
(1) Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular, Instituto
de Ecología y Biodiversidad (IEB), Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile.,
Santiago, Chile
(2) Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular, Instituto
de Ecología y Biodiversidad (IEB), Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile,
Santiago, Chile
(3) CEAZA, Coquimbo, Chile
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(5) Fisheries and Wildlife Department and Marine
Mammal Institute, Newport, OR
(6) Fisheries and Wildlife Department and Marine
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expansion process in Kerguelen Islands. These
results support the model of postglacial
colonization of Kerguelen by South American C.
commersonii followed by a still ongoing
differentiation process.

(5) NOAA, Charleston, South Carolina
Corresponding Author: james.powell@pdx.edu
Common bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus,
are utilized as indicators of ecosystem health in
long-term research projects both through postmortem evaluation of beach-cast individuals and
capture-release health assessments. To establish
bone density as a useful health and life history
parameter for the bottlenose dolphin, a primary
target skeletal site in the radius of the dolphin
pectoral flipper was comprehensively defined and a
normative reference dataset was developed for the
species. Bone mineral density (BMD) was
measured in radii from 280 dolphins using dualenergy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). BMD
throughout the radius was analyzed and a single
region of interest (ROI) was selected that had a
high correlation to the density of the overall bone
(R2=0.98). Traditional methods for bone density
measurement, such as DXA, utilize radiographic
(X-ray) scanners that have limited potential in
open-water field settings due to inherent limitations
of access, regulation, and the radiographic nature of
the technology. Alternatively, quantitative
ultrasound is portable, non-invasive, and does not
expose patients or technicians to radiation, thus
making it an ideal diagnostic tool for field
applications. In laboratory measurements on
disarticulated flippers collected from beach cast
dolphins, a strong correlation was established
between bone density as measured with X-ray and
quantitative ultrasound (R2=0.93). Differences in
BMD values for male and female dolphins, left and
right flippers, dolphins from different geographical
regions, and dolphins with varying nutritional
status were examined. Initial trials to develop
clinical protocols and demonstrate the ultrasonic
technique as truly non-invasive were conducted on
managed care dolphins under veterinary
supervision. Successful assessments were
subsequently conducted to ultrasonically assess
BMD in live, free-ranging dolphins during capturerelease health assessments during 20142019. Development of this technology enables
assessment of dolphin bone tissue to become part
of the armamentarium of biologists and
veterinarians and additionally broadens the
understanding of dolphin and overall ecosystem
health.

Occurrence and distribution of False killer
whales (Pseudorca crassidens) in Central
America
Pouplard, Etienne1; Oviedo, Lenin2; HerraMiranda, David3; Sanchez-Robledo, Erika; De
Weerdt, Joëlle4
(1) Association ELI-S, Carantec, France
(2) Centro de investigación de Cetáceos Costa Rica
CEIC, Rincon de Osa, Costa Rica
(3) Centro de Investigación de Cetáceos Costa
Rica CEIC, Rincon de Osa, Costa Rica
(4) Association ELI-S, Gujan-Mestras, France
Corresponding Author:
etienne.pouplard@orange.fr
False killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens) is a
poorly known species with “near threatened” IUCN
status. Knowledge is lacking on their movement
patterns and social structure. Little data is available
on this species along coastlines as it is a pelagic
species. and no data is specifically available in
Central America. In order to get more insights on
their general ecology and movement patterns we
compared the photo-identification catalogue and
investigated their occurrence in Nicaragua, Costa
Rica and Panama. Data were gathered during boat
based surveys on three sites in Central America
between 1999 and 2017. A total of 36 sightings
were made in the three countries (3 in Nicaragua,
27 in Costa Rica and 6 opportunistic sighting in
Panama) covering a total of 465 hours over 3 years
of effort in Nicaragua and 6100 hours from 2001 to
2015 in Costa Rica. Out of 36 sightings, only 16
sightings had photo-identification data. No
recapture was made within and between sites and a
total of 68 individuals were identified. Average
group size was 10 in Nicaragua, 10 in Panama and
35 in Costa Rica. We recommend to include more
data from adjacent countries to understand the
distribution and occurrence of false killer whales in
Central America. This is the first known attempt to
characterize false killer whale population in Central
America.
Clinical assessment of bone density in the
common bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus
Powell, James1; Duffield, Deborah2; Kaufman,
Jonathan3; Wells, Randall4; McFee, Wayne5
(1) Portland State University, Portland, Oregon
(2) Portland State University, Portland, OR
(3) CyberLogic, Inc., New York, NY
(4) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida

Defining residency: Can a standardized
approach with photographic-identification data
be used to classify site fidelity patterns for
coastal and estuarine small cetaceans?
Powell, Jessica1; Balmer, Brian2; Cox, Tara3;
Perrtree, Robin3; Horstman, Stacey4
(1) NOAA Fisheries Service, Southeast Regional
Office, St. Petersburg
(2) National Marine Mammal Foundation, Johns
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United Kingdom
(2) British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge
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Kingdom
Corresponding Author: eva.prendergast@mac.com

Residency is a qualitative term used heavily in
peer-reviewed literature to classify marine
mammals’ recurring use of habitat or localized
movements; however, there are few systematic
criteria or quantitative metrics that have been used
across studies and/or species to define
residency. The ability to apply standardized
metrics and classify residency is essential for the
development and application of appropriate
management strategies. The U.S. Marine Mammal
Protection Act requires designation and
management of individual populations, and
estimates of anthropogenic serious injuries and
mortalities (i.e., takes) to each respective
population. If the estimated takes exceed a
sustainability threshold, additional management
and conservation measures may be required. In the
Southeastern U.S., common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus truncatus) are particularly
challenging with numerous coastal and estuarine
populations that in some cases have overlapping
ranging patterns. A standardized definition of
residency for these populations is necessary to
assign serious injuries and mortalities accurately,
and assist with population delineations that are
based primarily upon genetics with supplemental
photo-identification and telemetry data. The goal
of this study was to conduct a review of marine
mammal literature from 1995-2018 that provide
definitions or metrics for residency and/or site
fidelity. “Residency metric scenarios” were then
developed from compiled residency definitions to
quantify the best descriptor of
population movements using long-term photoidentification data. In Savannah, Georgia, the
numbers of resident animals ranged from 39 to 125,
highlighting the differences among various
scenarios. These scenario outcomes were used to
develop a universal residency definition
recommendation with metrics that are best suited
for coastal and estuarine common bottlenose
dolphins in the Southeastern U.S., with the
potential applicability to other small cetacean
populations worldwide.

th

During the 20 century, blue whales
(Balaenoptera musculus) were heavily
exploited by the commercial whaling industry,
reducing the population to less than 0.1% of its
pre-exploitation abundance. Globally, blue
whales are divided into four sub-species based
on morphological and geographical
distinctions. However, their sub-species and
population divisions are poorly understood and
the distinctions between them are vague
beyond their presumed geographical
separation. Assessments of population
structure and genetic diversity only exist for
North Pacific and Southern Hemisphere blue
whales in the literature. Northern Indian Ocean
blue whales have little available data and no
such evidence is available for North Atlantic
blue whales (B. m. musculus). To conduct this
study, I identified and assembled a dataset of
23 North Atlantic blue whale samples dating
from the early whaling period (18651953), available through museum collections,
which I have sampled and analysed. The DNA
analysis of these bone samples provides a
rare opportunity to establish the genetic
diversity and population structuring of blue
whales across the North Atlantic at the start of
modern whaling, to measure how genetically
distinct this population is from other blue whale
populations worldwide and to estimate how
long ago the ancestors of this population
colonised the North Atlantic Ocean. Here, I
describe the mtDNA (control region) diversities
of North Atlantic blue whales in order
to measure pre-whaling diversity and
population structuring within the North Atlantic
as well as assessing population connectivity
and timing the divergence of this population
from other blue whale populations. No
evidence of distinct blue whale populations
within the North Atlantic before whaling has
been found as there was no significant
differentiation between Eastern and Western
North Atlantic populations. North Atlantic and
North Pacific blue whales should be
considered as distinct sub-species given their

Pre-whaling population structuring and
diversity of blue whales (Balaenoptera
musculus) in the high latitudes of the North
Atlantic
Prendergast, Eva1; Jackson, Jennifer2; Dowdeswell,
Julian3; Sabin, Richard4; Buss, Danielle5; Glover,
Adrian4; Goodall-Copestake, Will6
(1) Scott Polar Research Institute, University of
Cambridge and British Antarctic Survey, Durham,
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Estimating abundance trends of humpback
whale population in Southeast Alaska from 2008
to 2019.
Prieto Gonzalez, Rocio1; Szabo, Andrew2
(1) Laboratori d'Aplicacions Bioacústiques (LAB),
Vilanova i la Geltrú, Spain
(2) Alaska Whale Foundation, Petersburg, Alaska
Corresponding Author:
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high levels of inter-population differentiation,
the levels of divergence seen between the
North Atlantic and North Pacific.
AragoJ – A free, open-source software to aid
single camera photogrammetry studies
Prieto, Rui1; Aleixo, Francisco2; O'Callaghan,
Sean3
(1) MARE – Marine and Environmental Sciences
Centre; IMAR Centre at the University of the
Azores, Horta, Portugal
(2) Aptoide, Lisbon, Portugal
(3) IWDG, Killarney Co. Kerry, Ireland
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In 2008, Calambokidis et al published a
collaborative, ocean-basin-wide study on the
abundance and distribution of North Pacific
humpback whales (SPLASH; Calambokidis et al
2008). This study created widespread enthusiasm
among the scientific community showing that
humpback whale numbers had risen in the North
Pacific by an order of magnitude from ~1,200
individuals estimated shortly after the cessation of
whaling (Rice & Wolman 1982) to ~20,000 four
decades later. Similar increases in whale abundance
elsewhere, lead to the removal of 10 of the world’s
14 humpback whale stocks from the US
Endangered Species List. However, recent
observations in Southeast Alaska, a principal
foraging ground for North Pacific humpbacks, have
revealed declines in whale abundance, record-low
calf sightings, and an increase in the number of
whales in poor body condition which appear to be
foregoing their migration to winter breeding
grounds. Whether this trend is true, and further,
whether it is linked to underlying changes in the
marine ecosystem remains unclear. Resolving these
issues is crucial to understanding the future
trajectory of whale populations and establishing
appropriate management strategies. Furthermore, as
indicator species, changes in whale abundance can
signal underlying changes in their ecosystem.
Therefore, assessment of abundance of humpback
whale population in Southeast Alaska can be a
valuable tool for conservation and monitoring the
health of our changing oceans.

Single-camera photogrammetry (SCP) is a wellestablished procedure to retrieve quantitative
information from objects using photography. It is
often used in biological sciences when direct
handling of individuals is unpractical, which is the
case in many marine mammal studies. In fact,
unprecedented access to aerial imagery from
remotely operated aircrafts has boosted
morphometry studies based on SCP. Studies using
SCP can be of two types: 2D photogrammetry,
where distance and angle measurements are used to
quantitatively describe an object’s attributes, and
3D photogrammetry, where object true shape is
reconstructed from landmark coordinates.
Paradoxically, software packages to deal with the
complex calculations demanded by 3D
photogrammetry are widely available, but software
specifically designed to aid in 2D photogrammetry
are scarce, and are often tailored for specific
problems, narrowing their applicability. In 2D
photogrammetry, workflow usually involves some
or all of the following steps: 1) calibration and
correction of picture distortion when using nonmetric cameras; 2) measuring the relevant
structures in the photographs; 3) scaling
measurements, either by using a scale in the image
or based on camera parameters and distance to an
object; 4) transcribing measurement and metadata
to a database. Researchers often utilize diverse
software to complete these tasks, increasing
processing time and chances of transcription errors.
Here we present a new cross-platform open-source
software, AragoJ, that integrates and streamlines
photogrammetry workflow. The software includes
several measurement tools admitting both forms of
scaling. Metadata inscribed in digital images EXIF
information is easily selectable for export. It
includes a module for self-camera calibration, and
produces undistorted images. It also includes a
module for storing mathematical expressions that
can be called inside the software. Measurements,
calculation results, and image metadata can be
exported as a csv file. In tests, processing time
using AragoJ was halved when compared with a
competing methodology.

In this study we compare abundance estimation of
humpback whale population in 2008 versus 2018
and 2019 in Frederick Sound and lower Stephens
Passage. In 2008, whales were surveyed from sets
of stratified-random line transects across the
summer, while in summer 2018 and 2019,
systematic point transect surveys were repeated.
Preliminary results show an estimated whale
abundance of 228 (CV = 26.4%, 95% CI = 163319) in 2008 and 155 (CV = 38.9%, 95% CI = 74326) in 2018.
Anticipatory and overnight whistling behaviour
of bottlenose dolphins in human care
Probert, Rachel1; Bastian, Anna1; Elwen, Simon2;
Gridley, Tess3
(1) University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban, South
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In the context of oil exploration development off
French Guiana, three boat campaigns were
conducted to study the little-known cetacean
community. From July 2011 to June 2012, for four
days every two months, GEPOG NGO conducted a
campaign; COHABYS consultancy led a campaign
for five days per month from January to May 2018;
OSL NGO conducted their campaign for 17 days in
June-July 2018 and 19 days in September-October
2018. Surveys efforts in favorable weather
conditions (Beaufort ≤ 4) took place over 1953 km,
1491 km and 3140 km respectively. Fifteen
cetacean species were identified. The total number
of group sightings and encounter rates (number of
group sightings per 100 km effort) were: 52 groups
and 3.2±2.6 groups/100km for GEPOG, 17 groups
and 1.0±0.7 groups/100km for COHABYS, 64
groups and 2.0±0.4 groups/100km for OSL. We
identified the dominant species for each habitat i.e.
accounting for more than 20% of the encounter rate
in the habitat under consideration at least for one
campaign. These dominant species were: Sotalia
(Sotalia guianensis) in the coastal area (0-20m);
bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), Atlantic
spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis) and common
dolphin (Delphinus delphis) on the shelf (20m100m); bottlenose dolphin, spinner dolphin
(Stenella longirostris) and pantropical spotted
dolphin (Stenella attenuata) on the upper slope
(100m-1500m); pantropical spotted dolphin and
sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) on the
lower slope (1500m-3500m). These species were
observed all year round and mother and calf pairs
were sighted for all of them but the common
dolphin. Two sightings of humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) mother and calf pairs
were also recorded. These results provide strong
evidence of the importance of French Guiana EEZ
to a diverse and abundant cetacean community.
Data are now being processed to identify the areas
and seasons that should be given priority
consideration for their conservation.

Bottlenose dolphins are highly social marine
mammals and vocal communication is an important
way in which they maintain contact. They are the
most common cetacean found in human care, and
are therefore one of the most studied of the
cetacean species. Nevertheless, their overnight
vocal activity is not very well understood. One
method to analyse change in vocal behaviour is to
look at change in whistle production over time.
Whistles are a major component of their vocal
repertoire and are primarily used to indicate
heightened excitement, arousal or stress. The set
routines of a dolphinarium can result in
anticipatory behaviour in the dolphins and
understanding the changes in whistle behaviour in
response to this could be a valuable animal welfare
tool for dolphin-keeping facilities. Continuous
overnight recordings were collected over 24 nights
in May, July and August 2018 from 17:00 to 7:00
at the uShaka Sea World dolphinarium, Durban,
South Africa. A signature whistle catalogue of 10
known signatures was created, eight of which were
confidently allocated to eight of the 10 individuals.
Whistle production was measured using total
signature whistle counts as well as counts of other
non-signature whistle categories. Preliminary
results indicate an obvious trend in whistle
production during pre-feeding, feeding and postfeeding activities, which suggests an increase in
whistle production in response to the anticipation
of the morning feed. Further results will indicate
whether this trend is statistically sound using
generalised additive models, and give the first
account of nocturnal vocal behaviour of the
dolphins at uShaka Sea World.

Resighting and movement patterns of right
whales (Eubalaena glacialis) sighted in an area
designated for offshore wind energy
development
Quintana, Ester1; Kraus, Scott2; Cole, Tim3;
O'Brien, Orla4; Hagbloom, Marianna4; Henry,
Allison5; Mayo, Charles6
(1) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium, MEDFORD, MA
(2) New England Aquarium, Boston, MA
(3) Northeast Fisheries Science Center National
Oceanic Atmospheric Administration, Woods Hole,
MA
(4) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life at the
New England Aquarium, Boston
(5) Northeast Fisheries Center National
Oceanographic Administration, Woods Hole

First description of the cetacean community in
French Guiana eez
Pusineri, Claire1; Martinez, Ludivine2; Bordin,
Amandine3; Rufray, Vincent3; de Montgolfier,
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(2) COHABYS, La Rochelle, France
(3) GEPOG, Rémire-Montjoly, France
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France
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Depredation is defined as the damage or removal of
fish or bait from fishing gear by predators. The
long term objective of the PARADEP project is to
reduce toothed whale depredation impacting
pelagic longline fisheries targeting swordfish and
tuna. This objective comes in three main
components.

North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis)
are exposed to numerous human activities during
their migratory movements. We studied right
whales at a 3,671 km2 site designated for wind
energy development south of Martha’s Vineyard
and Nantucket (MVN), off northeast U.S.A, to
provide baseline information to developers. We
examined the distribution, demographics,
residency, and movements of identifiable right
whales before and after they occurred at MVN
using data collected from 232 aerial surveys and 42
days of opportunistic observations in 20112019. Sighting rates (animals/1000 km) were
significantly higher in the spring than any other
season (p < 0.05). Spatial sightings per unit effort
analyses indicate that whales concentrate in
different areas at different seasons. Preliminary
photo-analysis indicates that at least 267
individuals have been identified, which represents
>50% of the right whale population. Over the study
period, 51% (137 whales) were sighted multiple
times: 80 were resighted within a season (2-5
times) and 73 were sighted over multiple years (3-6
years). Adult males constituted the most common
demographic group (40%), similar to the malebiased population sex ratio, and all age and sex
classes were observed. In the winter and spring,
examination of distance movements suggests that
right whales were at northern [Gulf of Maine
(GOM), Jeffreys Ledge, Cape Cod Bay (CCB)],
and southern (Florida, Georgia) locations within
months prior to visiting MVN. Several whales (4%)
went back and forth between CCB and MVN, but
most individuals were progressively spotted up
north (GOM, Bay of Fundy, Gulf of Saint
Lawrence) by summer. In the fall, they were first
sighted at nearby locations (New York, Great South
Channel, Jeffreys Ledge). These results coupled
with observations of feeding, courtship, and calf
presence, indicate that MVN is an important
habitat. Our project outcomes will inform the
spatial planning and construction of the offshore
wind farm.

The scientific objective of PARADEP includes two
sub-objectives. The first one is to develop a
physical depredation mitigation device. This
innovative device will have three protective skills:
physical (barrier between the fish and the predator),
visual (hiding of the fish) and passive acoustic
(modification of the fish acoustic signature).
Device trials will be held in Reunion Island (Indian
Ocean) onboard commercial pelagic longliners.
The second objective is to acoustically monitor the
depredation process. Hydrophones, cameras and
accelerometers will be deployed on the fishing gear
along with the devices. This will allow to detect
toothed whale presence, identify the involved
species and analyze their acoustic behavior when
they interact (or not) with the devices.
The economic objective of PARADEP will assess :
i) the direct and indirect loss due to toothed whale
depredation impacting the Reunion Island pelagic
longline fishery, ii) the device position in the
market of fisheries equipment, based on its
estimated price.
The communication objective of PARADEP is to
share the knowledge resulting from this approach
to the public, political managers, stakeholders,
scientists and fishermen. This will be done by the
use of several communication supports, including
the construction of a dedicated website
(https://paradep.com) and the participation to
various workshops, conferences and meetings.
PARADEP is funded by the European Funds for
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries (FEAMP), and is
due to last 30 months (July 2018 – December
2020). It involves three partners: two research labs
(IRD MARBEC and CEBC CNRS) and one
pelagic longline fishing company (ENEZ DU,
based in Reunion Island).

Depredation mitigation device for pelagic
longline fisheries: The PARADEP project.
Rabearisoa, Njaratiana1; Guinet, Christophe2;
Guérin, Philippe3; Bach, Pascal4
(1) Institut de Recherche pour le Développement,
Sète, France
(2) Centre d’Etudes Biologiques de Chizé (CEBC),
Chize, France
(3) ENEZ DU - REUNIMER, Le Port, France
(4) Institut de Recherche pour le Développement,
Victoria, Seychelles

What can acceleration tell us about the
movements of an animal? An in-depth analysis
of dolphin behavior.
Rachinas-Lopes, Patricia1; B. Paixão, Vitor2; M.
Costa, Rui2; dos Santos, Manuel E.3
(1) MARE-ISPA, Lisboa, Portugal
(2) Champalimaud Neuroscience Programme,
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In-depth marine mammal survey work has never
been conducted before in Guerrero, SW Pacific
Mexico and no official protection or monitoring
measures are in place. We conjectured that
humpback whales found off of Mainland Mexico
include two distinct population segments, classified
as threatened and endangered. In order to
contribute to a clearer characterization of the North
Pacific humpback whale population and generate
conservation strategies, we conducted 1688 hours
of boat-based surveys off of Guerrero (17.6417° N,
101.5517° W) between 2014–2018. We determined
site fidelity and habitat use via photo identification,
group type, location and acoustics and collected
sloughed off skin samples for genetic analysis. Of
310 fluke IDs catalogued, 36 were resighted in
Guerrero between 2014-2018. Intraannually, 21
individuals were seen more than once (2015(5),
2017(5) and 2018(11)) and interannually, 16
whales were resighted with encounters ranging
from 345 to 1,103 days (mean:488d). There was an
increasing number of sightings (n=638) along
years, with effort time variation per encounter
ranging from 6.86 and 1.38 h/sgt (mean:3.32).
Solitary whales were the most frequent group type
(LO:34.1%); followed by dyads (D:25.2%) and
groups including calves (MC+:23.5%); the last two
showed an inversely proportional relationship
along years. Singing was detected 137/266 days
(52%) that a hydrophone was deployed. Presence
of competitive groups and singers, as well as
mother/calf pair habitat use and behaviors suggests
that this region is a calving and breeding ground.

Obtaining detailed information about the
behavior patterns of wild marine mammals has
been a challenge over the years, and new
techniques have been developed to automatically
monitor movements. Accelerometry has
shown serious potential in providing information
about an animal’s behavior; however, a validation
of the behavior patterns is necessary. The goal of
unsupervised classification is to be able to
automatically identify the behavior performed by a
dolphin without the requirement of video cameras.
This validation is often impossible in the wild, so it
is essential to do it in a controlled environment. For
a data collection program involving two male
adult captive dolphins (contexts: “alone” and
“accompanied by other animal”), a total of 86
behaviors, grouped into 8 categories, were correctly
classified by the algorithm: the Lateral Ascent,
Lateral Swim, Lateral Dive, Inverted Dive, Glance
Up, Dorsal Swim, Dorsal Dive and the Head Up.
The most common behavior observed for both
dolphins and contexts was Dorsal Swim. Sequence
of behaviors were also analyzed and the results
showed similar behavior sequences between both
animals and both contexts, emphasizing
that behavior patterns did not change because of
this condition. An entropy analysis indicated that
the dolphins’ behavior contains a highorder structure that may allow the prediction, by a
statistical model, of which behavior will follow a
specific action. As far as we know, this is the first
study building a behavioral map with the
combination of the possible postures for a more
complete behavior analysis. The unsupervised
classification algorithm will make it possible to
extract rare behavior patterns or those that
researchers do not normally observe directly,
including possibly anomalous behaviors. Even
thought the algorithm is specific for bottlenose
dolphins, it has the potential to be applied to other
cetacean species and also other aquatic animals.

In order to foster local stewardship, all data was
collected in partnership with the fishing community
and findings were publicly shared during weekly
events and annual safe whale watch training
programs. This approach resulted in the
development of a successful community-led marine
mammal monitoring and stranding network and
effective coordination between tour guides. Federal
recognition of the region as a whale watch zone is
underway.
Field observations and Google Earth detections
reveal mud ring feeding behaviors by bottlenose
dolphins in Corozal Bay, Belize and Chetumal
Bay, Mexico.
Ramos, Eric Angel1; Santoya, Leomir2; Verde,
Joel2; Walker, Zoe3; Castelblanco-Martínez,
Nataly4
(1) The Graduate Center, City University of New
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Humpback whale site fidelity, group
composition types, behaviors and habitat use in
Guerrero, Southwest Pacific Mexico.
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Marine mammals sometimes evolve rare and
complex feeding strategies involving learned
behaviors adapted for targeting preferred prey in
certain ecosystems. Rarely have the same complex
tactics been detected in geographically distinct
populations. Mud ring feeding is a behavior of
bottlenose dolphins, reported only in Florida, USA,
in which one dolphin kicks its flukes against the
muddy bottom to create a circular mud plume to
ensnare prey fish. Here we report evidence of mud
ring feeding behaviors by coastal bottlenose
dolphins in Corozal Bay, Belize and Chetumal Bay,
Mexico documented from 2010–2019 during longterm monitoring of marine protected areas. Mud
ring feeding events in Belize (n = 4) were directly
observed from a small boat, plane, and drone, and
inferred from aerial images of circular trails in the
seafloor. Analysis of drone-based behavioral
observations revealed that unlike dolphins in
Florida, local dolphins created larger rings and
spent more time hunting within and around the
expanding mud plume. Visual searches for mud
ring trails in satellite imagery covering both bays
within Google Earth resulted in the detection of 94
trails and an instance of dolphins exiting mud
plumes along the shores of Chetumal Bay in 2010.
Size comparisons of mud rings and plumes imaged
from the drone with remotely-sensed ring trails
confirmed their similarity. The distance between
our study site and Florida (ca. 1,100 km) and the
millennia since these populations diverged suggests
dolphins in these shallow muddy habitats
independently innovated the creation of mud rings
and converged on a similar feeding specialization.
These findings illustrate dolphins are capable of
converging upon the creation of complex objects to
facilitate feeding, and stimulates the need for
further study to investigate the prevalence of this
tactic in the Caribbean Sea and its implications for
the management of local dolphin populations.

Passive acoustic methods have proven to be
effective for monitoring beaked whales; however,
classifying beaked whale acoustic detections to
species can be difficult for large datasets with
multiple beaked whale species. Manual
classification of acoustic data requires significant
time investment by highly trained technicians and
is difficult to reproduce. Here we develop and test a
novel approach to beaked whale acoustic
classification. BANTER is a newly developed
machine learning approach to acoustic event
classification that utilizes information from
multiple rather than single call types (e.g. dolphin
whistles, clicks and burst pulses). BANTER
performs stably and yields a high rate of correct
classification when applied to dolphins. Its
conceptual framework easily lends itself to other
species, study areas, and taxa. In an effort to apply
this compound classification scheme to events
consisting solely of click detections, we developed
a series of alternative detectors, measurements and
call classifiers to allow for BANTER acoustic
classification of beaked whale species. Multiple
click detectors were developed within Pamguard
and applied to beaked whales detected on drifting
recorders (US West Coast, Hawaii) and towed
arrays (US Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Mexico).
Measurement of spectral peaks/notches as well as
measures derived from Wigner-Ville plots provide
additional measurements for call classification. For
overall event classification, BANTER considers
results from these multiple call classification
results. Correct classification scores for 917 beaked
whale events detected in the US west coast
(comprised of five putative beaked whale species)
ranged from 89% to 100%. BANTER provides
systematic and reproducible results in
minutes. Also, BANTER’s systematic approach
combined with its tools to estimate model
performance can be used to inform potential
geographic variation. These results will be used to
further develop a series of open-source software
packages to facilitate BANTER event classification
for data analyzed in Pamguard.

Beaker BANTER: A machine learning approach
to acoustic classification of beaked whales.
Rankin, Shannon1; Sakai, Taiki2; Archer, Frederick
(Eric)3; Barlow, Jay4; Cholewiak, Danielle5;
DeAngelis, Annamaria6; Keating McCullough,
Jennifer7; Oleson, Erin8; Simonis, Anne9;
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A calorific map of harbour porpoise prey in the
North Sea
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The distribution of harbour porpoises (Phocoena
phocoena) is thought to be prey driven but our
understanding of prey availability is currently
limited. Harbour porpoises have restricted energy
storage, and high foraging and metabolic rates.
Energy balance is therefore crucial to our
understanding of porpoise ecology, including
caloric content of prey. This project provides a first
attempt to describe the spatiotemporal variation in
energy available from different prey species to
porpoises in the North Sea.

The mainland Mexico state of Nayarit is an
important breeding/calving area for the
‘Threatened’ Mexican humpback whale population
and acts as a migratory corridor to the
‘Endangered’ Central American humpback whale
population. However, knowledge of the species’
seasonal distribution and habitat use throughout the
state is limited. Without a major container port, and
it’s geographic location sheltered by the Baja
California peninsula, Nayarit was previously one of
the only Mexican Pacific states not to receive
heavy shipping. In the last five years, several large
port developments have been proposed in the
region, whilst maritime traffic is already increasing
due to rapid tourism growth and coastal
development. Vessel strike is the major modern
global threat for large whales, particularly for small
or endangered populations. Humpback whales are
one of the most commonly hit species, and a
significant proportion of the Mexican population
bare propeller scarring, suggesting that vessel strike
is already an issue. To characterize the distribution,
composition and movement of whales, we
conducted aerial and vessel surveys during two
humpback whale breeding seasons (2018 and 2019)
in coastal Nayarit. We identified high humpback
whale site fidelity to Nayarit, long residency times
within breeding seasons (over a month for some
mother-calf dyads), and found strong migratory
connections with Central American breeding areas.
Humpback whale distribution models suggested
differences in habitat use of migrating and
breeding/calving activities, and identified critical
areas of humpback whale habitat. Using the
distribution models with AIS shipping data we
quantified the risk of vessel strike in this region,
identifying areas of current and projected risk
based on planned developments. Our results allow
for effective planning of port developments through
the spatial assessment of the placement of shipping
lanes to minimize vessel strike and the
establishment of a Marine Protected Area to
regulate commercial shipping and marine tourism.

Energy maps were produced for Atlantic cod,
Atlantic herring, European sprat, sandeels and
whiting, for the most recent two years that North
Sea-wide cetacean surveys were carried out (2005
and 2016). A cleaned dataset of the International
Bottom Trawl Survey was used. Relative gear
efficiency factors per prey species and size class
were used to correct for catchability. Biomass
values were converted to energetic content using
published energy density values. These energetic
content estimates were used to create density
surface models using Generalised Additive Models
with soap filters to avoid smoothing across
boundary features.
Overall mean estimates of total energy available
from the modelled species in the North Sea ranged
between 21,610 (winter) megajoule (MJ) per km2
in 2005 and 76,938 MJ per km2 (summer) in 2016.
Large amounts of prey energy were predicted with
consistent high contributions from sandeels and
whiting. Sprat and herring added considerably to
the overall energy dependant on the season. Wild
harbour porpoise daily energy requirements vary
between 9-31 MJ. This suggests that even within
“low” energy areas there would be sufficient
energy to sustain porpoises if this energy was
available to them. However, the energy predicted
may not correspond to the actual available energy
for porpoises given the role of other marine
predators and the fishing industry present in the
North Sea, prey patchiness, and 3D distribution of
prey.

Swimming dynamics of humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) calves accompanied
by their mother.
Ratsimbazafindranahaka, Maevatiana Nokoloina1;
Razafimahatratra, Emilienne2; Huetz, Chloé3;
Charrier, Isabelle4; Mathevet, Robin5; Adam,
Olivier6; Saloma, Anjara7
(1) Zoology and Animal Biodiversity - University of

Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae)
spatial ecology and the risk of vessel strike in a
Mexican breeding area facing extensive coastal
modification
Ransome, Nicola1; Smith, Joshua2; Medrano
González, Luis3; Loneragan, Neil4
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Pinniped entanglement in marine debris and fishing
gear is a global issue of increasing concern. With
the growing number of entangled pinnipeds
worldwide comes a greater need for protocols to
safely respond to these animals. There are many
different entanglement response methods employed
to respond to entangled pinnipeds including
physical restraint on land (herding boards, nets,
etc.), physical restraint in the water (tangle nets,
hoop nets, purse seine, etc.), non-remote (hand
inject) sedation, and remote (i.e., dart projector)
sedation. However, there are currently no
standardized best practices for pinniped
entanglement response. Therefore, the National
Marine Fisheries Service sought to incorporate the
most successful techniques used by responders in
various geographic regions into one national Best
Practices document. First, we developed a
questionnaire asking marine mammal stranding
network members and Pinniped Entanglement
Group members for their own best practice
documents, training manuals, and entanglement
response forms and reports. We then summarized
all existing protocols into one overarching National
Pinniped Entanglement Response Best Practices
document. This document covers best practices for
preparing for an entanglement response,
procedures, equipment, and drugs used during a
response, assessing risk and mitigation, and
identifying future research needs. Examples of best
practices include: making human and animal safety
a top priority; using a decision matrix and incident
command system to assess and minimize risks to
animals and responders; ensuring responders are
well-qualified; clearly defining team roles and
responsibilities; and continuing to adapt and search
for better capture tools and techniques for
maximizing safety. Once this Best Practices
document is finalized, it will be available to
pinniped entanglement responders worldwide to
enable knowledge sharing and collaboration as we
seek to continually improve our entanglement
response techniques.

A study of the swimming dynamics of humpback
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) calves
accompanied by their mother was conducted in the
Sainte Marie channel (Madagascar). Our
knowledge on such topic is quite limited and thus
we aimed to prove the existence of specific
swimming configuration offering energetic
advantages for calf in mother-calf dyad, and to
compare mother-calf swimming behavior. Through
kinematic analysis, opportunistic underwater video
clips of travelling mother-calf dyads were used to
investigate the variation of calf’s relative
swimming effort (tailbeat frequency based
parameter) according to the swimming
configuration. Dive profiles collected using multisensor tags were used to compare the swimming
control and stability. Analysis of 21 short video
clips extracted from 4.5 hours of videotapes
showed that calves swim mainly in echelon (close
to its mother’s mid-lateral flank) to save energy
evidenced by a 23.5% reduction of swimming
effort, and they also show a right-biased lateralized
behavior. Analysis of 129 dive profiles from three
tagged dyads showed that calves’ active swimming
behavior is much less elaborated compared to those
of their mothers but the gliding is already fairly
controlled. These findings highlight the importance
of the proximity between mothers and their
offspring and the necessity of strict regulations for
their observations in order to minimize the risks of
mother-young separation.

Protozoal agents infecting tissues from hunter
harvested beluga (Delphinapterus leucas) in the
Beaufort and Bering Seas
Raverty, Stephen1; Zhang, Elizabeth2; BurekHuntington, Kathleen3; Wendte, Jered M.4;
Sweeny, Amy R.4; Nielsen, Ole5; Loseto, Lisa6;
Grigg, Michael4
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Submarine canyons are hotspots of productivity in
the deep sea, and important habitat for top
predators. Canyons potentially concentrate midtrophic level prey providing enhanced foraging
opportunities for deep-diving marine mammals, but
this relationship has rarely been tested. The
continental shelf off Otago, New Zealand, is
incised by a network of canyons which to date have
been poorly studied. To investigate diversity and
distribution of marine mammals, we conducted
visual line-transect and passive acoustic surveys off
the Otago coast between 2016 and 2019, in depths
from 50 to 1300 m. For a subset of the surveys we
recorded water-column acoustic backscatter
(assumed to be a proxy for mid-trophic level
biomass) with a 38 kHz scientific echosounder
sampling concurrently with the visual survey. In all
we completed 886 km of survey effort over 15
days, of which 272 km had associated backscatter
data. We recorded 64 cetacean encounters
representing nine species, and 217 sightings of
New Zealand fur seals. The most frequently sighted
cetaceans were dusky dolphin (n=27 encounters),
sperm whale (n=10), and long-finned pilot whale
(n=9). The poorly known Shepherd’s beaked whale
was seen on four separate occasions. Acoustic
detections of sperm whales were made in every
season, suggesting year-round presence of the
species in deep water habitat in this region. Counts
of fur seals per 1km survey segment were related to
bathymetric and oceanographic variables and
potential prey abundance via generalised additive
models. The best model (32% deviance explained)
indicated a negative relationship with distance to
the coastline, and positive relationships with SST
gradient and epipelagic and mesopelagic
backscatter. Our results suggest that submarine
canyons modify the availability of pelagic biomass
and hence influence the distribution of marine
mammals, reiterating the importance of these
keystone features at a time when the human
footprint on deep sea ecosystems is rapidly
expanding.

The extent to which protozoan parasites infect
arctic populations of hunter harvested Beluga is
unknown. These marine mammals are a source of
nutrition for first nation peoples in the Western
Canadian Arctic and Alaska, highlighting the
importance of determining whether zoonotic
protozoan parasites infect these populations. Two
populations of Beluga from the Beaufort Sea
(n=48) or Bering Sea (n=28) sampled between
2008-2018 were assessed for protozoal infection
using PCR-DNA sequencing. The genetic analyses
identified two protozoal agents. A new species,
Sarcocystis monodontidis, was detected in 36/76
(47%) animals. S. monodontidis was statistically
more prevalent in Beaufort Sea Beluga than Bering
Sea Beluga (65% vs. 18%; p=0.00011, two-sided
Fisher’s Exact test). Toxoplasma gondii, a
prevalent zoonoses, infected 9/76 (12%) whales
and was equally represented between the two whale
stocks. Whales infected with S. monodontidis
possessed light to heavy infections with individual
sarcocysts noted within striated muscles of the
tongue, esophagus, and diaphragm, as well as
skeletal muscle fibers throughout the torso. No
inflammation was associated with intact cysts.
Toxoplasma parasites were detected in the heart
and diaphragm of infected whales and
immunohistochemical staining confirmed the
presence of Toxoplasma cysts in the heart of one
whale, establishing the presence of transmissible
forms of the parasite. Multilocus genotyping of T.
gondii infected whales identified two, previously
uncharacterized, recombinant strains. This is the
first study to genetically characterize chronic T.
gondii infections in healthy, free-ranging Beluga
with no associated histopathology of active
toxoplasmosis. These whales are wide ranging and
the source(s) of parasite exposure have not been
identified. However, detection of novel,
recombinant strains of T. gondii infecting Beluga
may indicate the definitive felid host is expanding
this parasite in the Arctic, since Beluga are not
carnivorous, and were likely infected by ingestion
of T. gondii oocysts, products of the parasite’s
sexual cycle.

Depredation by coastal bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) in the Southwestern Gulf
of Mexico in relation to fishing techniques
Rechimont, Maria Emilia1; Martinez-Serrano,
Ibiza2; Morteo, Eduardo; Equihua, Miguel3;
LARA-DOMÍNGUEZ., ANA LAURA3
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Diversity and distribution of marine mammals
over the submarine canyons off Otago, New
Zealand.
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Cetacean–fishery interactions are a recurring
problem. These interactions are conflict prone,
especially between fishers and those seeking
marine mammal conservation. In the southwestern
Gulf of Mexico, a large fleet of artisanal fisheries
operates using a range of different techniques. We
recorded 90 fishing operations in two different
fishing areas of Veracruz, Mexico, between 20092010 and 2014-2015, assessing whether dolphin
interactions negatively affects fish catch and fish
gear. These potential impacts were using three
generalized linear models (GLMs) hypothesizing
that (1) depredation decreases catch per unit effort
(CPUE), (2) the predator presence modifies catch
composition, and (3) prey species presence
increases the likelihood of depredation. Of the
gillnet hauls analyzed, 27 were subject to
depredation by bottlenose dolphins, despite
conditions and fishing methods varying among
sites. Higher CPUE attracts larger pods, but a
negative effect by depredation was not detected.
We also found that depredation probability
increased when there were higher capture volumes,
when mackerels and jacks were present, and when
operations were most southwesterly. Despite the
short distance (< 80 km) between sites, we found
that bottlenose dolphins on each site displayed
different feeding behaviors towards fishing nets.
Regarding conservation, bycatch caused by
dolphins does not seem to be problematic. In fact,
the increase in boat traffic and declining prey
abundances due to overfishing could be the main
causes of fishers’ economic loss. Dolphin–fishery
interactions may not represent an actual challenge
for marine conservation managers, but
stakeholders, fisheries, and governmental
institutions should be aware that diminishing
returns due to overfishing could exacerbate the
apparently false notion of dolphins competing for
the fish.

Harbour porpoises are the most abundant cetaceans
in the North and Baltic Seas. Lungworm infections
(Metastrongyloidea, Pseudaliidae) are the most
health impacting parasitic infections of porpoises in
those waters. They are regularly associated with
secondary bacterial infections causing severe
bronchopneumonia, often resulting in the animal’s
death. Additionally, effects of anthropogenic
activities have the potential to cause chronic stress
and may contribute to severe pulmonary infections.
Since exhaled breath (blow) sampling has been
successfully established for hormone evaluations in
large whales, the best tools to effectively collect
blow samples and the necessary amount of exhales
for an evaluable harbour porpoise sample were
identified. Three different collection methods were
tested and a simple Falcon 50mL Conical
Centrifuge Tube was identified as most suited
device. Since the amount of exhaled tissue is
minimal (< 1 µl), the analyses had to be limited to
one steroid hormone, and cortisol was chosen as
first parameter. The next steps are to correlate blow
cortisol levels with blood samples to evaluate if
blow is a suitable matrix for non-invasive stress
monitoring in porpoises.
For the detection of lung nematode antibodies in
blood samples, serological tests were performed on
blood from stranded carcasses and individuals in
rehabilitation. The samples were grouped into
positive (infection proven through necropsy or
bronchoscopy) and negative (animals born in
human care) clusters. Blood from animals in longterm human care was additionally evaluated for
changes in antibody persistence over time. Since an
ELISA with HRP-conjugated Protein A as
secondary antibody was not able to discriminate
between positive and negative samples, western
blots are currently evaluated for their suitability as
diagnostic tool.

Developing minimally invasive diagnostic
methods for monitoring lungworm infections
and cortisol in harbour porpoises (Phocoena
phocoena)
Reckendorf, Anja1; Schmicke, Marion2; Bunskoek,
Paulien3; Everaarts, Eligius4; Højer Kristensen,
Jakob5; Siebert, Prof. Dr., Ursula6; Strube,
Christina7
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Research (ITAW), Büsum, Germany
(2) Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg,
Halle (Saale), Germany
(3) Dolfinarium, Harderwijk, Netherlands
(4) Stichting SOS Dolfijn, Harderwijk, Netherlands

These diagnostic tests can become important tools
to monitor antibodies against lungworms as well as
stress levels in free-living and rehabilitated harbour
porpoises and help to further understand harbour
porpoise population health.
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At least 65 species of marine mammals occur in the
offshore waters of the USA. Currently, twenty-nine
US States, Washington, D.C. and three territories
have adopted renewable portfolio standards to
diversify their energy resources, promote domestic
energy production and encourage economic
development. As of April 2019, the Bureau of
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), under the
Department of Interior, oversees 15 commercial
wind energy leases in the Atlantic and industry
interest in California and Hawai’i is increasing.
BOEM’s mission, in part, is to ensure that these
activities are done in an environmentally
responsible way. During the first two years of area
identification (i.e. planning and analysis), BOEM’s
subject matter experts study potential offshore wind
energy sites to identify areas of environmental
sensitivity/importance, and develop lease areas
appropriately. After a lease is issued, leaseholders
conduct surveys to characterize the site and assess
the wind resource. BOEM works closely with
lessees to ensure the necessary environmental data
is provided, and/or collected, to support plan
submissions. BOEM requires this data to assess
the potential impacts to protected species from the
proposed activities. BOEM’s renewable energy
authorization process includes approximately 8
years to assess and/or collect environmental and
protected species data before any construction plan
is reviewed. BOEM’s Environmental Studies
Program (ESP) solicits study ideas from the public
on an annual basis. The ESP provides funding to
other Federal agencies, academic institutions and
researchers to design and execute studies to address
these data gaps, including sound impacts to marine
mammals, marine mammal distribution and habitat
use, entanglement and vessel strike risks from all
BOEM-related activities. In addition, BOEM uses
the results of these studies to inform mitigation
strategies, including protected species observers,
monitoring and exclusion zones, vessel speed
restrictions, sound source verification and noise
reduction technology.

Population genomic datasets have great power to
detect cryptic and complex population structure and
can generate information to address real-world
issues in conservation and management of marine
fauna. Killer whales (Orcinus orca) have highly
complex population structure worldwide, and are
currently assigned as data deficient by the IUCN.
In Australia, there is limited information currently
available about their population structure, but two
regions with high seasonal use have been recently
discovered: one located mostly inshore in Ningaloo
Reef, north-western Australia (NWA), and the
other offshore in the Bremer sub-basin, off southwestern Australia (SWA). There is
little knowledge about their feeding strategies in
these regions, but observations suggest they prey
upon multiple cetacean species, various fish
species, including sharks, and cephalopods. Here,
we present a population genomic assessment of
killer whales from these two Australian regions.
This was accomplished by using a genome-wide
dataset of 9,035 high quality single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNPs), and sequences of the
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region. The
results indicate that killer whales from these two
regions represent genetically distinct populations,
with low contemporary migration between them,
and negligible levels of inbreeding within each
population. Genomic estimates of effective
population size using a linkage disequilibrium
method resulted in 11 (95% CI 3-62.6) individuals
for NWA, and 39 (95% CI 24.6-78.1) individuals
for SWA. Analysis of mtDNA revealed only two
haplotypes; one was predominantly found in SWA
and the other in NWA. These results are consistent
with studies of killer whale populations from other
oceanic regions that showed low haplotypic
diversity and high female philopatry. Additional
SNP data to be generated from other Australian and
New Zealand samples will be used to further clarify
demographic parameters of relevance for
conservation management of killer whales in the
Australasian region.

Population genomics of killer whales (Orcinus
orca) in Australia.
Reeves, Isabella1; Totterdell, John2; Barcelo,
Andrea3; Pitman, Robert4; Sandoval-Castillo,
Jonathan; Attard, Catherine5; Ballance, Lisa T.6;
Donnelly, David7; Wellard, Rebecca7; Beheregaray,
Luciano8; Moller, Luciana9

Mapping prey fields of foraging humpback
whales in British Columbia, Canada.
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Effective conservation of whale and fish
populations requires an understanding of trophic
ecology that is difficult to obtain without
concurrent acquisition of prey data and whale
foraging observations. Developing a cost-effective
sampling framework for obtaining time-series data
on prey composition and spatiotemporal dynamics
of baleen whale feeding remains a major challenge.
We investigated a sampling method that measured
a variety of surface and deep-water prey
characteristics in North Pacific Humpback Whale
feeding areas near northern and southern
Vancouver Island, British Columbia (B.C.),
Canada. The vertical distribution of prey was
continuously recorded near feeding Humpback
Whales from a small vessel using an Acoustic
Zooplankton and Fish Profiler (AZFP), following
fine-scale transects to map three-dimensional prey
fields. The surveys were conducted in daylight
hours in regions with and without foraging
Humpback Whales to describe prey in the areas
used by the whales. Regional mid-water prey
sampling informed the species composition of
acoustic signal data, while humpback fecal
sampling provided information about which prey
species were actually consumed. Results showed
consistent differences between feeding regions,
with Humpback Whales targeting shallow Pacific
Herring aggregations off northern Vancouver
Island but deep layers of Walleye Pollock and
euphausiids in southern Vancouver Island waters.
Fecal samples from surveyed whales in southern
waters comprised mainly bones from juvenile
Walleye Pollock or Pacific Cod, while surface
observations documented juvenile herring as the
dominant humpback prey in northern waters, thus
linking Humpback Whale foraging to concurrent
measures of prey from the AZFP. Given the current
lack of knowledge about Humpback Whale diet
and the whales’ impact on forage fish in B.C., this
combined approach provides a framework for
intensive baseline sampling that is needed for
accurately estimating diet and regional prey
requirements of Humpback Whales at the level
required for making important fisheries decisions.

Killer whales are top predators known to feed on a
wide range of prey species, including fish and
marine mammals. In some regions, killer whale
dietary specialization warrants, along with
supporting movement, behavior, morphological
and/or genetic differentiation, classification of
subpopulations as separate ecotypes. Two ecotypes
have been proposed in the North Atlantic based on
limited and largely observational data, but remain
unconfirmed. The existence of a North Atlantic
generalist, which feeds on fish and occasionally on
marine mammals, and a North Atlantic specialist,
which feeds on marine mammals, have been
proposed. The goal of this review is to evaluate
existing evidence for the occurrence of North
Atlantic ecotypes and to identify key data gaps
required to clarify this question. Data acquisition is
complicated because the observation of killer
whales foraging in the wild is only occasional,
often seasonal and may not accurately reflect the
long-term diet of a population. Likewise, data on
stomach contents is scarce and only available in
necropsy cases. Thus, non-lethal, time-integrated
chemical tracers have been applied to assess the
diets of killer whales in the North Atlantic Ocean.
Stable isotopes have shown that Norwegian and
Icelandic whales rely on herring. However, the data
resolution was low and could not clearly delineate
groups. Therefore and to our knowledge,
confirmation of specific ecotypes based on feeding
differences remains elusive. Other dietary tracer
approaches, some of which have been employed to
successfully identify North Pacific killer whale
ecotypes, include comparisons of concentrations of
biomagnifying pollutants, blubber fatty acid
signatures, and compound-specific isotopes
analysis. Ecotypes delineated based on feeding
ecology could face differences in risks posed by
climate-driven changes in prey availability and by
exposures to environmental contaminants. Thus,
improved conservation strategies should include
renewed efforts to resolve the question of the
existence of multiple North Atlantic killer whale
ecotypes.

A review of the current evidence on the
classification of North Atlantic killer whales
(Orcinus orca) as distinct ecotypes.
Remili, Anais1; Dietz, Rune2; Sonne, Christian2;
Letcher, Robert3; Ferguson, Steven4; Eulaers, Igor2;

Inter-governmental framework for tackling
cetacean bycatch
Renell, Jenny1; Virtue, Melanie2; DescroixComanducci, Florence3; Frisch-Nwakanma,
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The vocal repertoire of Antillean manatees in
Mexico and their association with different
behaviors is largely unknown. We sought to
identify and categorize the vocal repertoire of a
captive population of manatees (7 females, 11
males) at the facilities of Dolphin Discovery in
Quintana Roo, Mexico. The animals were held in
groups of seven (Puerto Aventuras), three
(Dreams), four (Cozumel) and four (Isla
Mujeres) individuals per aquarium. We conducted
40 minute recordings per manatee, and 40 minutes
per group when individual isolation was
impossible. The recordings were collected in WAV
format with an SQ26-08 hydrophone and Tascam
DR05 digital recorder resulting in 408 minutes of
acoustic recordings. Recordings were samples in 5minute intervals and analyzed in spectrograms with
Raven acoustical analysis software. We measured
the maximum frequency, minimum frequency, and
duration of calls. During the spectra analysis, the
main challenge consisted in isolating manatee
vocalizations, since dolphin vocalizations,
anthropogenic sounds (boat propellers, aerial
drone), and other environmental noise masked the
sounds emitted by manatees. The noise frequency
evidenced in the aquariums oscillated between
1600.0–8123.1 Hz, whereas the frequency of
manatee vocalizations ranged between 3730.8–
5561.8Hz, and 0.1 to 0.5 s. Vocal production rate
was highest (3.53 vocalizations per 30 min) in
groups of three or more manatees during
socializing. We identified numerous recognized
acoustic categories including tonal sounds with
varying structures (e.g., increasing, decreasing, UShaped, complex modulation). To our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to study the vocal behavior
of Antillean manatees in the Mexican Caribbean.

Accidental entanglement in fishing gear is
generally considered the most serious threat to
cetacean populations, as well as many other marine
species. Addressing it requires effective
collaboration between the environment and fishing
sectors, a challenge that conservationists have been
grappling with for decades. Using the example of
the UN Agreement on the Conservation on Small
Cetaceans in the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish
and North Seas (ASCOBANS), the poster outlines
the collaborative framework set up to combat
bycatch and key aspects of the guidance given and
work underway. In particular, this includes
Resolutions for guiding member countries in how
to address bycatch; action plans and regional
groups to help stakeholders implement measures in
a coordinated fashion; and workshops in order to
understand issues better and to develop guidance.
ASCOBANS and ACCOBAMS, the Mediterranean
and Black Seas sister agreement to ASCOBANS,
have established a joint working group on bycatch.,
which addresses their respective mandates. In
providing its advice, the working group will liaise
as necessary with other relevant bodies and fora,
including working groups of the two Agreements,
the ICES Working Group on Bycatch of Protected
Species, the IWC bycatch initiative, Regional Seas
Fishery Management bodies, RFMOs and NGOs
active in the field. The Convention on Migratory
Species (CMS), under which ASCOBANS was
concluded, also gives bycatch a high priority. The
Conference of the Parties has passed a number of
resolutions on the subject. The CMS Scientific
Council has an Appointed Councillor for Bycatch,
who not only provides expert advice on the matter
but also takes the lead in liaison with RFMOs and
the monitoring of relevant research and
technological developments. This poster will
showcase the framework provided by the
ASCOBANS and ACCOBAMS Secretariats for
countries to combat bycatch in their waters and on
the high seas.

Potential impacts of vessel noise on
Commerson´s dolphins in Patagonia Argentina
Reyes Reyes, Maria Vanesa1; Iñiguez, Miguel2;
Melcón, Mariana3
(1) Fundación Cethus, Whale and Dolphin
Conservation, Universidad de Buenos Aires,
Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina
(2) Fundacion Cethus, Buenos Aires, Argentina
(3) Fundación Cethus, Olivos, Argentina
Corresponding Author: vanesa.reyes@cethus.org

Who’s talking? The challenges of bioacoustics
research in captive manatees in Mexico.
Reyes Arias, Jessica Dayanh1; CastelblancoMartínez, Nataly2; Henaut, Yann Lucien1; Ramos,
Eric Angel3
(1) El Colegio de la Frontera Sur ECOSUR,
Chetumal, Mexico
(2) Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnología,
Universidad de Quintana Roo, Departamento de
Ciencias e Ingeniería, Chetumal, Mexico

Anthropogenic noise is a source of pollution in
many coastal areas and can potentially affect
marine species. Some of the impacts include
reduction in range over which individuals can
effectively receive acoustic signals, alteration of
sound properties, among others. This study
quantifies increases in ambient noise levels
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produced by individual vessels in two coastal areas
of the Patagonia Argentina inhabited by
Commerson´s dolphins, Cephalorhynchus
commersonii. Acoustic data were collected using a
dipping hydrophone from a drifted-boat. Thirdoctave band received levels were calculated
empirically for three categories of vessels, and
ambient noise. Two scenarios of sound propagation
were considered: cylindrical and spherical, and
compared to empirical measurements. Percentages
of reduction in range for communication and
echolocation were calculated for each vessel in
comparison to ambient noise. Sounds were also
obtained in presence of Commerson´s dolphins in
order to examine possible changes in their acoustic
repertoire that could be indicative of a noise
impact. Single vessels produce median increases in
received levels higher than 10 dB in the broad
range of frequencies used by the species. Vessel
noise potentially reduced up to 98% the range for
communication of Commerson´s dolphins, within
100 meters of the noise source. Non-significant
differences were found among commercial,
recreational and ecotourism vessels. Variations in
the acoustic repertoire of Commerson´s dolphins
were registered in noiser environments compared to
quieter environments, such as an increase in the
proportion of clicks with higher peak frequencies.
While these results incorporate several simplifying
assumptions, this work contributes to establish a
baseline for future assessment of impacts of vessel
noise on the species, and proposes
recommendations for the management of certain
nautical activities, such as dolphin watching to
strengthen conservation measures for the species in
Patagonia Argentina.

slightly protuberant) known from juvenile and
genetically sexed, and ii) MdHX50, a sub-adult
male, based on the more arched lower jaw. Due to
that, MdHX50 could be older than MdHZ3. During
the behavior both individuals initially face at each
other at a distance of approximately 20 m. Then
they approached frontally at low speed until they
were less than three meters apart. After that
MdHZ3 rolled over his body and both met head to
head and back to back slipping and spinning over
each other. Then they separated, swam in circles
and repeated the whole sequence. What followed
was what seemed to be a chase-beating and
retreating behavior: MdHX50 chased and beat
MdHZ3 in the flank, while this one insistently
retreated. This behavior was performed from
MdHX50 over MdHZ3 a number of times, until
both animals separated, with no signs of apparent
wounds or scars. After that, they stayed in the area
together swimming synchronously. Similar
behavior has been documented in adult males of
Northern bottlenose whales. No female seemed to
be present in the near area. The purpose of the
behavior described remains unclear; it might
suggest training for “real” fighting once adults,
playing behavior or maybe even hierarchical
purposes.
Population features and threats to the IndoPacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus)
in Iranian Dolphins’ Bay Natural Heritage in
the Strait of Hormuz, eastern Persian Gulf
Rezaie-Atagholipour, Mohsen1; Waerebeek, Koen
Van2
(1) Qeshm Environmental Conservation Institute
(QECI), Iran
(2) Conservation and Research of West African
Aquatic Mammals (COREWAM),, Accra, Ghana
Corresponding Author: mra@qeci.org

Documenting sub-adults Blainville's beaked
whales male-male agression: First underwater
video ever recorded (El Hierro, Canary islands).
Reyes Suérez, Cristel1; Schiavi, Agustina1; Aguilar
de Soto, Natacha2
(1) Universidad de La Laguna, San Cristobal de La
Laguna, Spain
(2) University of La Laguna / University of St
Andrews, Tenerife, Spain
Corresponding Author: cristelreyes@gmail.com

Background and aims: although small cetaceans in
the Persian Gulf suffer from massive anthropogenic
impacts, population biology and conservation status
of their communities are unknown in most parts of
this semi-enclosed shallow sea. A semi-resident
community of Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
inhabits the Dolphin’s Bay Natural Heritage, a
nationally protected area (~97 Km2) and the only
Iranian dolphin-watching tourism site, located in
the Strait of Hormuz. This study was undertaken to
estimate for the first time size, structure, home
range, and threats to this dolphin community.

Sexual dimorphism appears in Blainville’s beaked
whales. Adult males have a heavily arched lower
jaw with a tusk-like tooth erupted at each side. The
forehead and back is full of scars, presumably from
male-male aggressions to gain access to females.
Here we present the first known video that shows
two sub-adults Blainville’s males performing what
seems to be a male-male aggression. The video was
taking off El Hierro (Canary islands). The whole
action took part between 1 and 10 meters deep. The
individuals engaged in the behavior were i)
MdHZ3, a 7 years-old sub-adult male (lower jaw

Activities: data were collected during 16 small-boat
surveys (~ 27 hours) in December 2017 and
February 2018. The photo-identification technique
was used to estimate the community size.
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Findings and conservation implications: the size of
the bottlenose dolphin community was estimated at
126 individuals. In addition, at least four neonates
were observed during February, confirming the bay
is a breeding habitat for this community. The group
size ranged from eight to 100 individuals, observed
in one to five subgroups, a mixture of adults,
juveniles and calves. Based on previous
observations, dolphins usually migrate to unknown
areas seaward during late spring and summer
months. Our surveys showed that during their
presence, their home-range exceeds the easternmost
limit of the bay, which calls for an immediate
measure to expand the boundaries of the protected
area. Fishing activities (e.g. purse-seines, fish
hooks, cage-liked traps), which were recorded
during 60 % of boat surveys, are the main putative
threat for the dolphins. Further, while skippers are
not trained for responsible dolphin-watching,
tourism boat traffic is another threat for the
dolphins. Therefore, the top priority is to cooperate
with local communities aiming to promote
responsible dolphin-watching, help develop
alternative livelihood options for fishers and
encourage fishing outside the protected area in
order to reduce incidental bycatch and competition
for fish resources.

carcasses were collected from stranded and bycatch
dolphins of the coast of São Paulo, Brazil. Stranded
during the Santos Basin Beach Monitoring Project
(PMP-BS), one of the monitoring programs
required by Brazil's federal environmental agency,
IBAMA, for the environmental licensing process of
the oil production and transport by Petrobras at the
Santos Basin pre-salt province. Blubber samples
were collected and frozen at -20°C (n=96). After
extraction, hormonal analyses were done by
enzyme immunoassay and were performed on two
units of hormone concentration (ng/g and ng/mg).
The inter-assay coefficient of variation was 6.89%,
the intra-assay coefficient of variation was 7.82%.
The progesterone assay presented parallelism
F1.5=0.87, p= 0.45, the mean extraction efficiency
was 66%. No difference was found between
measurement units. Progesterone levels were
higher in females (x̅ =14.29±18.87 ng/g) than males
(x̅ =6.25±9.60ng/g) (Z=-2.15; p=0.03), mature
female (x̅ =32.93±23.39ng/g) than immature
(x̅ =8.03±10.62ng/g) (Z=2.57; p<0.01), adult
females (x̅ =26.35±25.75ng/g) than juveniles
(x̅ =3.84±4.13ng/g) and calf (x̅ =14.05±13.65ng/g)
(H(2, N=46)=9.68; p<0,001). Hormone levels of
females had no correlation with age (r=0.35;
p=0.07). Pregnant animals (x̅ =52.35±26.44ng/g)
had higher levels of progesterone than the rest of
the specimens (x̅ =8.79±11.79ng/g) (Z=-3.03;
p<0.001), than mature (x̅ =23.78±21.3ng/g) and
immature females (x̅ =8.65±10.78ng/g) (df=2;
F=16.39; p<0,001), generating a biological
validation of the use of blubber to estimate
pregnancy in this species. These results showed all
methods could be validated for Pontoporia
blanvillei.

Measurement of progesterone in the blubber of
the Franciscana dolphin, Pontoporia blainvillei
(Cetartiodactyla; Pontoporiidae), off the coast of
São Paulo, Brazil.
Ribeiro, Vanessa1; Mello, Daniela2; de Oliveira,
Cláudio3; Valle, Rodrigo4; Cabral, Juarez5; Spinelli,
Lucas6; Bertozzi, Carolina7
(1) Instituto Biopesca, Praia Grande, Brazil
(2) Instituto de Pesquisas Cananéia - IPeC,
Cananeia, Brazil
(3) University of São Paulo - USP, São Paulo,
Brazil
(4) Biopesca Institute, Paulista University, Santos,
Brazil
(5) Biopesca Institute, Praia Grande, Brazil
(6) São Paulo State University - UNESP, São
Vicente, Brazil
(7) UNESP, São Vicente, Brazil
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Quantifying individual manatee exposure to
watercraft disturbance using GPS and longterm acoustic tags.
Ribeiro Guimaraes Dombroski, Julia1; Parks, Susan
E2; Ross, Monica3; Johnson, Mark4
(1) Syracuse University, Brazil
(2) Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
(3) Clearwater Marine Aquarium Research
Institute, Clearwater, FL
(4) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: jribeiro@syr.edu

The Franciscana dolphin (Pontoporia blanvillei) is
a small odontocete endemic to the east coast of
South America impacted by anthropic activities,
mainly bycatch. The hormonal measurement in
biological matrices (feces, urine, milk, etc) has
been increasingly used in aquatic mammals for
reproductive parameters. The present study
validated the method of extraction and
measurement of progesterone in blubber in this
species besides correlating hormone concentration
with gender, sexual maturity, age, stage of
development and occurrence of pregnancy. The

Estimates of population consequences of
disturbance require information about how often,
how long, and where individuals are exposed to the
source of disturbance. Exposure data is also key to
estimate the cumulative effects of multiple sources
of disturbance. Florida manatees (Trichechus
manatus latirostris) are exposed to boat traffic
throughout their habitat. Collision with watercraft
is the primary anthropogenic cause of manatee
mortality and passing boats are known to disturb
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manatee behavior. However, the cumulative effects
of boat disturbance are currently unknown in part
because limited information is available on the
level of watercraft exposure experienced by
individual manatees. Recreational watercraft are
not required to carry the Automated Identification
System (AIS). Therefore, it is particularly
challenging to predict individual manatee exposure
levels on biologically relevant scales using
traditional co-occurrence methods. To quantify
individual exposure to boat traffic, we deployed
long-term sound and motion tags (DTAG-4) on
three rehabilitated manatees. These individuals
were considered naïve with limited exposure to
watercraft disturbance before release. DTAGs were
integrated into GPS tracking gear and were set to
continuously record for up to 48 days at 32kHz
sampling rate. GPS positions were collected every
15 minutes. Using the acoustic record from the tag
to detect boat passes, we calculated hourly
encounter rates and interpolated GPS positions to
estimate the location of each encounter.
Preliminary results indicate that boat encounters
ranged from 0 to 14 passes/hour. Boat passages
interrupted feeding and resting and manatees
responded to some passes by engaging in travelling
behavior, suggesting that there could an energetic
cost to boat disturbance. Spatial and temporal
exposure data were combined to produce
individual-based exposure maps with estimates of
disturbance and cumulative effects of watercraft
traffic on Florida manatees.

1991, male LMS of 369 individuals ranged from 010 mates (mean = 1.43; variance = 3.41) with 40%
of known-age males not known to have reproduced.
The standardized variance in male LMS (i.e. the
opportunity for sexual selection) (Is = 1.66)
was low but varied amongst cohorts (Is range =
0.60-4.99). Non-breeders represented a significant
variance component of LMS explaining between
13%-71% of the total variation in LMS among
cohorts. In addition across all cohorts male bears
had a positive Bateman gradient (βss = 0.99, r2 =
0.93, p < 0.001), which indicated lifetime
reproductive success was positively influenced by
LMS. Our results support a growing body of
evidence that suggests that male-biased size
dimorphism and polygynous mating systems need
not be associated with high variance in male mating
and/or reproductive success.
Evaluating the utility of drone technology to
survey the remote population of Pribilof Island
harbor seals
Richmond, Erin1; London, Josh2; Boveng, Peter2;
Moreland, Erin3; Seymour, Alexander4; Divine,
Lauren; Newton, Everette
(1) Marine Mammal Lab, NOAA, Seattle, WA
(2) Marine Mammal Lab / NOAA, Seattle, WA
(3) Marine Mammal Lab / NOAA, Seattle,
Washington
(4) Duke University, Beaufort, North Carolina
Corresponding Author: erin.richmond@noaa.gov
Harbor seals are found throughout much of
Alaska’s coastal marine habitat and have long
been significant subsistence and cultural
resources of Alaska Native communities.The
Pribilof Island stock is a very small, isolated,
and under-surveyed population of harbor
seals. Historic counts range from 150-300
seals but no effort was made to conduct
surveys of all haul-out sites over the same
time period. In the summer of 2018, the Aleut
Community of St. Paul Island Tribal
Government, the Duke University Marine
Robotics and Remote Sensing Laboratory, and
the NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center
began a collaborative research project with the
main objectives of obtaining a comprehensive
survey of the Pribilof Island harbor seal stock
and to evaluate the utility of drone survey
technology on a remote seal population.
Shore- and boat-based surveys were
conducted with the use of multiple, small
unmanned aircraft systems (sUAS). Two
senseFly eBee Plus fixed-wing drones were
used to map harbor seal haul-out habitats
while collecting high resolution color and
thermal IR imagery. A DJI Phantom 4
multirotor drone was also flown over targeted
haul-out sites to collect color imagery. Counts

Cohort variation in male lifetime mating success
and the opportunity for sexual selection in a
solitary carnivore, the polar bear
Richardson, Evan1; Stirling, Ian2; Derocher,
Andrew3; Lunn, Nicholas4
(1) Environment and Climate Change Canada,
Winnipeg, MB, Canada
(2) University of Alberta and Environment Canada,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
(3) University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
(4) Environment and Climate Change Canada,
Edmonton, AB, Canada
Corresponding Author: evan.richardson@canada.ca
Despite the important role that population density
plays in ecological and evolutionary processes,
studies of solitary species that occur at low
densities remain scarce. Within the context of
mating systems, density is expected to influence the
ability of males to find and monopolize mates, in
turn influencing variance in lifetime mating success
and the opportunity for selection. We investigate
variance in male lifetime mating success (LMS)
and the opportunity for sexual selection in a
sexually dimorphic marine mammal, the polar bear
(Ursus maritimus) using a multi-generational
pedigree. Across 17 cohorts, born from 1975 to
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from the 2018 surveys summed to 239 harbor
seals ashore. Using an approximate correction
for seals likely in the water, the current
abundance estimate for the Pribilof Islands is
478 seals. This collaborative effort represents
the first comprehensive survey of harbor seals
conducted in the Pribilof Islands and initial
steps towards developing a long-term
monitoring and data collection program with
the Aleut Community of St. Paul Island.

existence. Such phenomena can be grouped
together according to their causal or constitutive
properties or processes, allowing reliable
predictions and explanatory power. The facts of the
matter for social kinds are determined (in part) by
social factors, rather than (only) physical,
biological, or psychological factors. I draw on
feminist and critical theory to make my case that
culture is grounded in systems of social
relationship, and that animal culture need not be
precluded.

Partnering with lobster fishermen to reduce
entanglement of North Atlantic right whales in
the Gulf of Maine with ropeless lift bag fishing
systems.
Riels, Richard
SMELTS, Sedro Woolley , WA
Corresponding Author: hayden2748@gmail.com

When it comes to cultural heritage value,
conservation is widely considered an inherently
values-based activity that can be understood as an
expression of meaning and values that are attached
to material objects. This can be extended to
meaningful landscapes, plants and animals as
‘natural heritage’, and symbols, meanings,
knowledge and know-how as ‘intangible heritage’.
The value of cultural heritage comes down to the
significance that phenomena have for social
groups, including the SRKW population.

Sea Mammal Education Learning Technology
Society (SMELTS ) has created a patent pending
Ropeless fishing system that uses compressed air
with variable buoyancy lift bags to bring gear to the
surface which completely eliminates the vertical
line and buoy. The system is complemented by an
acoustic modem used to track gear location and
trigger lift bag inflation. This is a negatively
buoyant fishing retrieval system that has the ability
to lift heavy loads from the seafloor to the surface
with ease.

Actual population size and growth trends of the
Galapagos otariids
Riofrio-Lazo, Marjorie1; Torres, Jorge2; PaezRosas, Diego3
(1) Universidad San Francisco de Quito,
Galapagos Science Center, Pto. Baquerizo
Moreno, Ecuador
(2) Direccion Parque Nacional Galapagos, San
Cristobal, Ecuador
(3) Universidad San Francisco de Quito, San
Cristobal, Ecuador
Corresponding Author: marjorieriofrio@gmail.com

Cultural heritage in animals: What is it and why
does it matter?
Ring, Rebecca
York University
Corresponding Author: ringr@yorku.ca

Currently, the Galapagos sea lion (GSL) (Zalophus
wollebaeki) and Galapagos fur seal (GFS)
(Arctocephalus galapagoensis) are within the most
important endemic species for conservation in the
Galapagos Archipelago. Both are classified as
“Endangered” since their populations have
undergone a drastically decline over the last
decades. In this study we determined the population
size of both otariids and their growth trends based
on 5-years counts (2014 a 2018) of animals in all
their rookeries, and the influence of environmental
variability on pup abundance. The GSL population
size in 2018 in the archipelago, after applying
correction factors to the counts, is estimated at
17,000 to 24,000 individuals and has increased at
an average annual rate (ʎ) of 5.8% over the last
four years. The highest number of GSL counted in
the archipelago was in 2014 followed by a
population decline of 23.8% in 2015, which
corresponded to a strong ENSO year. After that, the
population increased mainly in northern, center and
western rookeries. While GSL pup abundance
showed a decreasing trend with the increasing in

Policy on biodiversity and species conservation is
normally couched in terms of habitat or genetic
preservation. I argue that where there exists culture,
cultural features and cultural diversity need to be
taken into account and valued in policy and
management processes. My research focuses on the
critically endangered Southern Resident Killer
Whale (SRKW) population. These cultural beings
are not reducible to their ecological or
physiological features, so ensuring their continued
existence goes beyond protecting their genetic
heritage and habitat. For SRKWs to exist, their
cultural heritage must be conserved. First, I argue
that their social practices count as culture. Second,
I argue that the reasons we have for valuing human
cultural heritage apply to the SRKW case, and
show how this can inform conservation policy and
management.
What is culture? I argue that cultures are real social
kinds, which are socially constructed ideas or
objects that depend on social practices for their
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the intensity of ENSO event. The GFS population
size in 2017, based on counts corrected, is
estimated at 7,000 to 10,000 individuals and has
increased at ʎ = 4.3 % from 2015 to 2017. The
highest number of GFS counted was in 2014
followed by a population reduction of 38% in 2015
mainly in the western rookeries. After that, the GFS
population experienced interannual fluctuations
with different growth trends among regions of the
archipelago. The GFS pup abundance has a strong
decreasing tendency with the increasing in the sea
surface temperature (SST). Our results show both
species are highly vulnerable to changes in the SST
associated to periodical oceanographic-atmospheric
events in the Galapagos ecosystem which impact
prey abundance and the flow of energy in the
ecosystem.

trophic web and can be detected in cetacean tissues.
However, further research is required as some
factors, e.g. the coastal habitat of T. truncatus or
the mesopelagic prey preferences of G. griseus,
appear to affect the abundance and Uk’37 index of
the alkenones in their tissues.
Research supported by project CGL2015-70468-R
(MINECO/FEDER,UE)
Revisiting differential reproductive rates in Gulf
of Maine humpback whales in relation to
mitochondrial lineages
Rivera Leon, Vania Elizabeth1; Robbins, Jooke2;
Bérubé, Martine3; Hoekendijk, Jeroen4; Suarez,
Marcos5; Mattila, David6; Palsbøll, Per7
(1) Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
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Strengthening the ecological toolbox: Analysis of
alkenones in four cetacean species to estimate
environmental water temperature.
Rita Espada, Diego1; Borrell, Asunción2; Aguilar,
Alex1
(1) University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
(2) Universitat de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Corresponding Author: diegorita@ub.edu
Alkenones are a group of molecules synthesised by
cosmopolitan haptophyte organisms. These
molecules are extremely resistant to degradation
and the unsaturation index (Uk’37) of di- versus triunsaturated C37 alkenones (C37:2·(C37:2+C37:3)-1)
can be used to estimate the temperature of the
water in which the alkenone-producing organisms
grew. Thus, alkenones can be found in thousandsof-years-old sediments and palaeoceanographers
have used them to measure the water temperature
in the past. However, this useful technique has
received little attention in other fields. In this study,
we developed a method to detect the alkenones in
cetacean tissues and analysed them on one
mysticete from the North Atlantic (Balaenoptera
physalus) and three odontocetes from the
Mediterranean (Tursiops truncatus, Stenella
coeruleoalba and Grampus griseus). The results
show the presence of alkenones in most samples of
the blubber of B. physalus and the krill present in
their stomach, as well as in the blubber of S.
coeruleoalba and G. griseus, but they were present
in only a few blubber samples of T. truncatus. The
low prevalence of alkenones in T. truncatus may be
caused by the coastal distribution of this species, in
contrast with the oceanic distribution of the other
three. The environmental temperature derived from
the Uk’37 in the samples from B. physalus and S.
coeruleoalba was consistent with the average of
their habitat while some of the G. griseus samples
indicated values that were too low for the
Mediterranean Sea (below 10 ºC). Our results
confirm that alkenones are transmitted through the

Variance in reproductive success among conspecificindividuals can potentially result in changes
in haplotype (i.e. alleles) frequencies. A prior study
found differential reproductive rates in two clades
of humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) sampled in the Gulf of Maine, and
predicted an 11% decline in one clade versus a
30% increase in the other over a 75-year
period. Here, we re-examined evidence for this
finding after increasing the sample size by an order
of magnitude and extending the period of
observation by 21 years. The mt control region
(mtCR) was sequenced for 1507 individual
humpback whales sampled in the Gulf of Maine,
including 318 mature females. Twenty-three
haplotypes were identified among the mature
females and used to build a Bayesian genealogy
which confirmed two well-differentiated clades
(BCD and IJK). Calving rates were estimated
annually by clade for the same period as the prior
study (1979-1995) and also extended through 2016.
Whereas significant differences were found in
reproductive rates over time in the prior study,
larger sample sizes revealed comparable trends for
both clades, both within the prior period and in
subsequent decades. No statistically significant
differences in reproductive rates were found at
different levels of the maternal co-ancestry. Our
study indicates that mt haplotypes and mt clades
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are not correlated with a differential reproductive
rate in female humpback whales in the Gulf of
Maine, and suggests against significant short-term
mtCR-based selection.

that C. groschafti and S. travassosi infect only
manatees and dugongs, respectively, in marine
habitats in which they feed primarily on sea
grasses. In contrast, C. fabaceus infects manatees
living in fresh-water habitats in which they feed
primarily on fresh water aquatic vegetation. Some
manatees in Florida were infected with both
species, indicative of their movement between
marine and fresh-water habitat and their combined
diet of sea grasses and other aquatic vegetation.
This study documents how Chiorchis spp. serve as
ecological bio-indicators of manatee habitat
distribution and markers of their herbivorous diet.

Molecular identification of trematode parasites
of West Indian manatees (Trichechus manatus),
and their role as bio-indicators of their
distribution and diet
Rivera-Perez, Carla Ivette1; Caballero, Susana2;
Caicedo-Herrera, Dalila3; De La Rosa, Francisco;
de Wit, Martine4; Rivera-Marchand, Bert5;
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Comparative morphology of the prostate of
odontocete cetaceans: A histological,
histochemical, immunohistochemical and
ultraestructural study.
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Sirenians are hosts to a variety of parasites, which
cause little or no pathology. In the Greater
Caribbean, West Indian manatees (Trichechus
manatus) harbor several major metazoan
endoparasites, including a stomach nematode
(Heterocheilus tunicatus), a nasal trematode
(Pulmonicola cochleotrema) and five intestinal
trematodes (Nudacotyle undicola, Monoligerum
blairi, Anaplocephalasp., Chiorchis
fabaceus, and Chiorchis groschafti). Parasitological
studies have recommended the use of the latter two
as bio-indicators of population distribution.
Manatees live in varied habitats (marine, estuarine,
fluvial, lake), but the relationship of these to their
life history, and thus how it relates to their internal
parasites, has not been studied. We sought to
identify Chiorchis spp. through molecular analysis
in different areas of the Caribbean. Ribosomal
RNA gene of trematodes collected from 43
carcasses of manatees from Puerto Rico, Florida,
Dominican Republic, and Colombia were
amplified using the degenerate primers. For
comparison purposes, intestinal trematodes were
also collected from a dugong from Malaysia.
Seventy-seven samples were sequenced and
phylogenetic reconstruction was made with 313 bp
of the 18S rRNA sequences using representative
samples of each geographic location. The trees
produced the same values of 100% of the posterior
probability for Bayesian Inference and bootstrap
values for Maximum Likelihood analysis
for Chiorchis spp. and S. travassosi. We found

The prostate is the only male accessory gland
described in cetacean. Only the anatomy and
histology of the prostate of few species of these
mammals has been described in the literature, and
for most species this organ has not been studied.
Pathologies of the cetacean’s prostate has been
reported and potentially can impair the
reproduction, hence the importance of investigating
the normal anatomy of this organ in such species.
The aim of this work was to describe the
morphological characteristics of the prostate of
different odontocete cetaceans by histological,
histochemical, immunohistochemical and
ultraestructural techniques. The prostatic gland of
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47 animals of nine different species was grossly
and microscopically studied. Members of the
family Delphinidae, Zhiphiidae y Physeteridae
were included. In general, the prostate was a
musculo-glandular organ with two distinct parts:
The Corpus prostatae and the Pars disseminata. In
the pygmy sperm whale (Kogia breviceps) and the
Cuvier’s beaked whale (Ziphius cavirostris), the
prostate was a discrete gland with a small Corpus
prostatae. Histologically the prostate consisted in
acini and ducts, lined by a simple cuboidal
epithelium, and organized in lobules. The prostates
of mature and immature animals were compared.
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed
using low and high molecular weight cytokeratin,
vimentin and prostatic specific antigen (PSA)
commercial antibodies. Electron microscopy of the
prostate of a bottlenose dolphin was performed and
cytomorphological differences among major
epithelial components of the prostatic epithelium
were described. This work represents a
comparative analysis of the morphology of the
prostate of various cetaceans’ species.

and behavioural observations were undertaken, and
geospatially mapped to identify areas of
significance for core-biological activity (i.e.
feeding, resting/milling). In addition, habitat
assessment and biotope mapping of key areas were
undertaken via the Combined Biotope
Classification Scheme (CBiCS). Methodologies
included Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(transect and mosaicked images) and drop cameras
(point location) collecting georeferenced seabed
imaging for benthic flora and fauna composition
and seabed features; and single-beam acoustic
transects for seabed assessments. These
assessments resulted in the classification of
approximately 11 habitat biotopes, four of which
were newly described for the Gippsland Lakes.
Finally, to assess whether the benthic structure and
habitat are key drivers in seasonal distribution of
the dolphins, we used geospatial mapping to
overlay the sightings and behaviour with the habitat
biotopes.
Fin whale behaviours change during closeencounters with large ferries: Investigating ship
strikes from platforms of opportunity.
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Burrunan dolphin (Tursiops australis),
anthropogenic or environmental influences?
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An unknown number of vessels collide with whales
(‘ship strike’), causing mortality and injury. In
addition to these direct impacts, indirect impacts
are likely as ships may alter whale behaviour when
a close encounter or near miss occurs. Fin whales
(Balaenoptera physalus) are the most frequently hit
whale species globally. The Bay of Biscay presents
an ideal area to study ship strike risks due to high
densities of fin whales in summer months, coupled
with extensive shipping traffic. A partnership
between a university, a marine conservation
charity, and an industrial partner operating large
ferries across the Bay of Biscay has enabled novel
research into interactions between large whales and
ships. Data on fin whale behaviour, breathing rates,
and surface intervals were collected, alongside
distance and bearing to the ship, from the bridge of
a large ferry (185m length). The non-lethal effects
of close-encounters between large vessels and fin
whales were investigated and near-miss encounters
quantified. During 4,828km of survey effort in the
pilot study, 34% of fin whales sighted came within
500m of vessels, and on eight occasions the ship

The Gippsland Lakes, Victoria, Australia, supports
a small resident maternal-based population of
Burrunan dolphins (Tursiops australis). The
Burrunan dolphin, recognised as vulnerable fauna
within the Gippsland Lakes Ramsar site, is
currently listed as Endangered under Victoria’s
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act. There is now a
high priority to protect this geographically and
genetically isolated population. Seasonally, we see
a dramatic and repeated shift in Burrunan dolphin
distribution across the 75km long estuarine lake
system. Potential drivers for this shift in
distribution include habitat use, benthic structure
(supporting lower trophic levels), prey availability
and anthropogenic activities such as vessel use. The
observed distribution shift coincides with a
seasonal increase in vessels, with a high degree of
non-compliance to approach Regulations observed.
But is this the cause of the seasonal shift? To
explore this further, seasonal boat-based surveys
(2017-18) recording Burrunan dolphin sightings
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altered course to avoid collisions with animals. The
breathing rates of animals increased significantly as
the vessel approached, and dives were longer after
close encounters with a vessel. This pilot study
showed that large ferries provide an appropriate
platform of opportunity for research into ship
strikes and near-misses and can provide context of
whale behaviours and drivers that may affect the
likelihood of ship strikes. The continuation of this
monitoring work is discussed, including the use of
videogrammetry to measure accurate distances,
bearings and to collect behavioural data at a finer
scale. These findings will be used in models to
highlight areas of risks and possible mitigation
strategies.

Brazil.
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First record of a grey seal predating a shark in
the UK: Combined evidence of a global trend
for novel seal diet, or something we’ve missed all
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The franciscana, Pontoporia blainvillei, is endemic
and one of the most threatened small cetacean in
the Southwest Atlantic Ocean. Due to its coastal
habits (up to 50m) gillnet fisheries bycatch is the
main conservation threat faced by the species. In
southern Brazil (SBr)(Franciscana Management
Area III–FMAIII), bycatch is considered
unsustainable for franciscanas. Here, we used data
from official logbooks to assess the spatial
distribution of the industrial gillnet fishery fleet off
SBr in 2017. Additionally, franciscana’s sightings
recorded during aerial surveys conducted off SBr in
the summer of 2014, up to 50m deep, were used to
evaluate the existence of an overlap between
franciscana occurrence and net sets locations.
Density (sets/km²) and encounter rate (ER) of
franciscana’s group/km were calculated between 010m,11-20m, 21-30m and 31-50m isobaths for the
whole period and for the summer. The FMAIII was
divided in FMAIII-N (27°S to 30°S) and FMAIII-S
(30°S to 33°S). A total of 4,081 sets was analyzed
(FMAIII-N: n=133, 0.014/km²; FMAIII-S:
n=3,948, 0.144/km²). Density and ER varied as
followed: FMAIII-N i) 0-10m: annual=0.001/km²,
summer=0/km², ER=0/km; ii)11-20m:
annual=0.007/km², summer=0/km², ER= 0.181/km;
iii)21-30m: annual=0.017/km², summer=0.001/km²,
ER=0.041/km; iv) 31-50m: annual= 0.013/km²;
summer=0.0003/km², ER=0.056/km and FMAIII-S
i)0-10m: annual=0.067/km², summer=0.013/km²,
ER=0/km; ii)11-20m: annual=0.194/km²,
summer=0.039/km², ER=0.053/km; iii)21-30m:
annual=0.195/km², summer=0.052/km²,
ER=0.030/km, iv)31-50m: annual=0.059/km²;
summer=0.025/km², ER=0.013/km. Our findings
shown that sets/km² and ER are mostly
concentrated at the same interval of depth (1130m), revealing a large overlap between the
franciscanas and fishing nets. These results could

Predator-prey interactions have significant effects
on food web stability, population dynamics and
ecosystem linkage, and for threatened species in
conflict with human food industry, a clear
understanding of their trophic ecology is critical.
Here we report the first record of a managed
predator that is in conflict with commercial
fisheries in the UK, the grey seal (Halichoerus
grypus), killing and consuming a managed shark
species, tope (Galeorhinus galeus). We present
scenarios that may explain why this is the first
recorded case, and discuss important ramifications.
Competition with commercial fisheries and harbour
seals (Phoca vitulina), plus climate-driven prey
scarcity could be driving individual specialisation
for feeding on tope and/or be responsible for a
wider trophic shift in the diet of grey seals in the
UK. Both paradigms could have serious
implications for management of protected species
and other threatened shark species that may be
involved. The scenarios and evidence presented
here could have important implications for our
understanding of grey seal diet not only in the UK,
but also across their range. Evidence indicates that
seal species globally may be altering their diet,
which could have significant effects on managed
species, fisheries and food webs worldwide.
Methodologies to improve our understanding of
seal diet are also suggested.
Assessment of spatial distribution of industrial
gillnet fishery fleet and its overlap with
franciscanas (Pontoporia blainvillei) in southern
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explain the high level of franciscanas´s bycatch in
FMAIII. Due to the lowest sets/km² and higher ER
in FMAIII-N, we suggest the withdrawal of the
industrial gillnet fleet beyond 50m (~27km from
the coast) in this area. Seasonal variation on the
franciscana´s occurrence and the spatial
distribution of the artisanal fleet should be also
considered to build an effective conservation plan
for the species.

of the top human threats to whales, managers need
to consider pursuing greater cooperation with speed
limits and expanding those limits to key areas of
risk.
Genetic study using mitochondrial ADN of
sperm whales (Physether macrocephalus) of the
Macaronesia.
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The sperm whale is a cetacean with a cosmopolitan
distribution and a complex matriarchal social
structure. It is common in the Canary Islands
throughout the year, suggesting that the archipelago
holds a resident population. However, there is
scarce knowledge about the biology and population
structure of the sperm whale in the archipelago and
overall Macaronesian region. This species is
considered vulnerable and suffers a high ship-strike
mortality in the Canary Islands, affecting mainly
females and young, and it has been proposed that
the archipelago could be an attractive sink habitat
for Macaronesian sperm whales. Here we
investigate this possibility by assessing genetic
connectivity among the Canary, Madeira and
Azores archipelagos. The results confirm the
known low variability of mitochondrial DNA in
sperm whales and shows an apparent lack of female
connectivity between i) Azores, and ii) the Canary
Islands and Madeira archipelagos, while there is
some genetic flux of both sexes between the
Canary Islands and Madeira. These results are
consistent with previous findings in other places of
site-fidelity in females and long ranging males.
Observed photoID recaptures of female sperm
whales among archipelagos can be reconciled with
our results if there are subpopulations with
different degree of site fidelity in Macaronesia.
Results are applicable for conservation
management of the species, as they suggest that the
genetic replacement of female sperm whales dead
by ship strike will be geographically limited. This
increases the potential for a population level impact
of ship strikes on sperm whales in the Canary
Islands. The results also underline the need to
increase sample size in the archipelago and
surrounding region to base conservation measures
for the species in the Macaronesia.

Ship strikes are a major source of death for
endangered blue, humpback and fin whales on the
U.S. West Coast. Quantifying and mitigating ship
strikes is an important step to ensure the recovery
and resilience of whale populations. We used an
encounter rate model based on ship data from AIS
and whale habitat models to examine ship strikes in
two high-risk areas: waters off Los Angeles/Long
Beach and San Francisco Bay. We estimated ship
strike deaths and their spatial patterns over five
years for each location. In addition, we modeled
and compared the effect of past voluntary and
incentivized programs on whale mortality. Next,
we simulated scenarios in which greater
proportions of vessels complied with speed limits
to examine the potential impact of increased
participation in current speed programs or
instatement of mandatory regulations. Finally, we
identified additional areas outside the current extent
of speed management that show the greatest
additional mitigation potential and evaluated the
hypothetical reduction in mortality from adding
speed limits in those areas. Cooperation with
voluntary speed limits increased moderately with
management efforts and maximum reduction of
modeled mortality in the managed areas was about
13% compared to before speed limit were
implemented. Some of that reduction was from
management efforts, but some stemmed from a
long-term decline in ship speeds as companies
employ ‘slow steaming’ to decrease costs and
lower emissions. Off San Francisco, high
compliance (80-90%) similar to that achieved with
mandatory regulations on the U.S. East Coast could
result in approximately twice the decline in deaths
as has been achieved. The implementation of
additional speed management areas would further
decrease strike deaths. To effectively address one

Are acoustic devices with low sampling rates
effective in ecological studies of coastal
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bottlenose dolphins?
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Echolocation is used by odontocetes for navigation
and foraging. Passive acoustic monitoring efforts
use detection of echolocation clicks to study
distribution, habitat use, and behavior of many
species. In general, however, acoustic devices with
a sampling rate of up to 500 kHz are expensive.
Thus, the use of recorders with a lower sampling
rate and lower-cost, such as 48 and 96 kHz, may be
an alternative for monitoring programs. Although
the clicks produced by bottlenose dolphins are
broadband, in general ranging from 0.01 to 150
kHz, the proportion of clicks emitted at lower
frequencies are still unknown. Here, we
investigated the proportion of clicks that can be
detected below 24 and 48 kHz, in recordings up to
96 kHz. We used a Sony PCM-D100 digital audio
recorder with a sampling rate of 192 kHz,
connected to a Reason TC 4032 hydrophone
(frequency range: 0.005 to 120 kHz) to record
coastal bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus
gephyreus) from a resident population in southern
Brazil. We conducted the recordings in a lagoon
system (mean depth of two meters, muddy bottom).
We analyzed 1h15min of recordings of six different
groups of dolphins. We used Raven Pro 1.5 to
create spectrograms and analyze the clicks. We
counted a total of 27,108 clicks recorded up to 96
kHz. Approximately 99.6% of the total clicks were
detected below 48 kHz and 94.6% at frequency
below 24 kHz. The proportion of clicks detected
below 48 kHz is significantly higher than the
proportion of clicks detected below 24 kHz
(χ²=1198.7, df=1, p<0.001). However, less than 6%
of the total clicks are undetected below 24 kHz. We
conclude that, at least for coastal bottlenose
dolphins, ecological studies can use lower-cost
acoustic devices with sampling rates of 48 or 96
kHz with no substantial loss in detection rates of
clicks.

The European Marine Strategy Framework
Directive (MSFD) aims at implementing a
precautionary and holistic ecosystem-based
approach for managing European marine waters,
towards achieving their Good Environmental Status
(GES). Eleven high level qualitative descriptors
(D1-11) aim to describe what the environment will
look like after GES has been achieved. The
CeNoBS project was designed to “Support MSFD
implementation in the Black Sea through
establishing a regional monitoring system of
cetaceans (D1 - Biodiversity) and noise monitoring
(D11-Energy) for achieving GES”. The Black Sea
is a semi-enclosed sea with a narrow connection to
the Mediterranean, containing the largest anoxic
water mass on the planet. Three Black Sea cetacean
subspecies (Tursiops truncatus, Delphinus delphis,
Phocoena phocoena) are already under much
anthropogenic stress such as bycatch, pollution,
underwater noise, prey depletion due to overfishing
and human-mediated biological invasions. It has
been impossible, however, to evaluate the level of
such impacts as there have been only scarce
baseline data available on the population
abundance and distribution of these cetaceans in
recent times. By implementing a dedicated aerial
survey using the line transect distance sampling
method in summer 2019, CeNoBS will strongly
contribute to provide these baseline data, which has
been anticipated in the Black Sea for over a
generation. Moreover, CeNoBS will aim to
elucidate the bycatch pressure and enhance the
methodology of bycatch assessment, as well as to
reinforce national expertise to implement effective
noise monitoring. A great number of partners from
the Black Sea riparian countries (Ukraine, Bulgaria,
Romania, Turkey, Georgia) collaborate to
implement the largest cetacean survey ever

CeNoBS – a step closer in completing a
generation dream: Basin-wide survey of
cetaceans in ACCOBAMS area.
Romulus-Marian, Paiu1; Mirea-Candea, Mihaela1;
Belmont, Julie2; Descroix-Comanducci, Florence2;
Le Ravallec, Célia3; Gol'din, Pavel4; Amaha
Ozturk, Ayaka5; Mihail, Otilia6; Meshkova,
Galina7; Duzgunes, Ertug8; Spînu, Alina9;
Robinson, Miroslava10; Panayotova, Marina11
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conducted in their region, which will complement
the macro regional approach undertaken by the
ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative (ASI) for
improving the conservation of cetaceans and their
habitats in the agreement area. Keywords: Black
Sea; CeNoBS; MSFD; GES; Harbour porpoise;
Bottlenose dolphin; Common dolphin; European
Union

which typically inhabit remote regions far from the
office computer.
Life at the edge: The limits on underwater
behavior of air breathing Southern Ocean
predators.
Roncon, Giulia1; McMahon, Clive2; Wienecke,
Barbara3; Hindell, Mark4; Bestley, Sophie5
(1) Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies
(IMAS) - University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia
(2) Sydney Institute of Marine Science, Mosman,
Australia
(3) Australian Antarctic Division, Kingston,
Australia
(4) Univeristy of Tasmania, Hobart
(5) University of Tasmania, Battery Point,
Australia
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Mobilizing Hawaiian monk seal data
accessibility for the 21st century.
Ronco, Hope1; Johanos, Thea2; Khurana, Vikram2;
Robinson, Stacie3
(1) Hawaiian Monk Seal Research Program,
NOAA, Honolulu, HI
(2) Hawaiian Monk Seal Research Program,
Honolulu, HI
(3) NOAA
Corresponding Author: hope.ronco@noaa.gov

Marine mammals and seabirds undertake a form of
central-place foraging because they must obtain
their food at depth yet are obliged to return to the
surface to breathe. Prey are not evenly distributed
in space and time requiring predators to balance
their metabolic needs. Over the last four decades,
advances in data-logger technology have greatly
increased our ability to study the diving of freeranging marine animals, to quantify extreme
behaviours – such as the deepest and longest dives
– and how marine predators regulate their dive
cycle. In our study, we aim to identify the
underlying processes that characterize marine
predators’ diving capacity using historical and
contemporary time-depth recorder data of three
species of seals and three species of penguins
inhabiting the East Antarctic sector of the Southern
Ocean. By performing a comparative analysis of
relationships between basic dive parameters (e.g.
dive duration, dive depth, post-dive interval) and
between dive parameters and body mass across
species we investigate marine predators diving
limits. Through application of the first hunting time
method, we examine how different species adjust
their diving behaviour whilst foraging, and
particularly how the diving response adjusts during
high foraging effort (e.g. in response to changed
prey distribution). Marine predators have been
monitored as indicators of ecosystem change in the
Southern Ocean. Understanding what determines
the ability for an animal to dive is essential to
elucidating its feeding ecology and important for
answering broader ecological questions regarding
ecosystem energy flow.

Hawaiian monk seal (Neomonachus shauinslandi)
research has generated one of the world’s most
comprehensive marine mammal population data
sets. In its current form, much of the data are not
accessible in real time, particularly in remote field
settings where the majority of monk seals reside.
The goals of this study are to identify and evaluate
new technologies to streamline data collection, and
put valuable data at the fingertips of biologists in
the field where access to critical life history
information like molt status or previous handling
sensitivity can radically alter the immediate course
of action for both research and response activities
for a given individual. Electronic tablets were
deployed during the 2018 field season to determine
the feasibility of live data entry into a master
database. Seal population assessment data were
collected using two methods: on paper forms with
data entry following the survey and on tablets
where data were entered directly into the master
database. Little difference was observed in time
expenditure between the methods, and field
personnel found tablet use in the field challenging.
To address limitations identified in this pilot
season, focus has shifted to using smaller mobile
devices as reference resources rather than data
entry tools. During the 2019 field season, we will
evaluate paper reference resources updated
manually against mobile reference databases
updated electronically through the master database.
We hypothesize this will save time by minimizing
manual updates to paper forms, and increase both
accuracy and consistency within the data
by minimizing user error. The development of an
accessible mobile database will contribute to monk
seal population assessment and conservation
activities by increasing efficiency, aiding decisionmaking, and enhancing animal safety. Mobile data
management systems have the potential to aid
research for numerous marine mammal species

Metals in cetaceans in Greenlandic waters
Roos, Anna1; Boye, Tenna2; Simon, Malene
(1) Greenland Institute of Natural Resources
(2) Greenland Climate Research Centre,
Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, nuuk,
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anthropogenic disturbance, however such changes
could also be caused by natural factors. Humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) have a breathing
pattern typical of cetaceans. Their breathing
behavior can be divided into two main aspects: 1)
long dives with extended breath-hold, and 2)
surface breathing bouts involving a series of
relatively rapid breaths and shallow dives. The aim
of this study was to determine the most important
predictor variables for both breathing behavior
components to better understand how a whale’s
breathing behavior can fluctuate according to its
social and environmental context. A total of 40
migrating, adult humpback whales were tagged
using digital recording tags (DTAGs) and focally
followed from a land-based station and/or a small
research vessel. Predictor variables measured
included dive depth, swim speed, social context
(e.g., number of males in the group), windspeed
and water depth. Long breath-hold durations (>75
s), number of breaths in a breathing bout, and
timing of breaths during a breathing bout were also
measured. Two different modelling analyses were
performed: one to explain the long breath-hold
durations according to the predictor variables, the
other to explain the breathing bout behavior.
Preliminary results found that an increase in the
number of males in the group (which was
correlated with swim speed) shortened long breathhold duration. This could be explained by increased
energetic expenditure. This, in turn, influenced the
breathing bout behavior: breath interval decreased
with increasing preceding long breath-hold
duration. This baseline information is necessary to
determine whether observed changes in humpback
whale breathing behavior occur because of changes
in a whale’s natural context or anthropogenic
disturbance.

Pilot, killer and humpback whales and whitebeaked dolphins have become increasingly more
common in Greenlandic waters in recent years. All
species, except killer whales, constitute part of the
human diet in Greenland. We have analyzed metals
in muscle from 12 humpback whales and four
minke whales from west Greenland and nine pilot
whales, 10 white beaked dolphins (WBD) and two
killer whales from east Greenland. Eleven metals
were analyzed including arsenic, cadmium,
mercury, lead and selenium.
As expected, concentrations of mercury were
highest in pilot and killer whales (up to 15,9 mg/kg
wet weight (ww)). A maximum limit of methyl
mercury in whale meat for human consumption is
set to 0,3 mg/kg ww in Japan. All pilot and killer
whales and 70% of the WBD had concentrations
above 0,3 mg/kg ww.
Methylmercury can be detoxified by forming
mercury selenide together with selenium in the
liver. The ratio of Hg:Se on a molar basis can play
an important role in an individual's health and a 1:1
relationship indicates an excess of mercury. In the
present study, this ratio was between 0,012-1,70
(mean 0,46), indicating that there most often was
an excess of selenium in relation to mercury.
However, ten individuals had a ratio above 1 (all
pilot whales and one killer whale).
Concentrations of arsenic were low and similar
within the different species (0,11-0,68 mg/kg ww),
with humpback whale showing the largest range
and minke whale and killer whales had some of the
lowest concentrations. Lead was below level of
detection (<0,03 mg/kg ww) in all but two samples
(WBD). Concentrations of cadmium were very low
in all species except the pilot whales, where two
had concentrations above 0,5 mg/kg ww, which is
the EU recommended maximum level for cadmium
in fish muscle for human consumption.

The harmful effects of captivity and chronic
stress on the well-being of orcas (Orcinus orca).
Marino, Lori1; Rose, Naomi2; Visser, Ingrid3;
Rally, Heather4; Ferdowsian, Hope5; Veronica,
Slootsky6
(1) Whale Sanctuary Project, Kanab, UT
(2) Animal Welfare Institute, Wash, DC
(3) Orca Research Trust, Tutukaka, New Zealand
(4) Foundation to Support Animal Protection,
Norfolk, VA
(5) Univ of New Mexico School of Medicine,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
(6) Mid-Atlantic Permanente Medical Group,
Burke, Virginia
Corresponding Author: Marinolori@outlook.com

Predictors of breathing in migrating humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)
Roos, Marjoleine1; Noad, Michael2; Dunlop,
Rebecca
(1) University of Queensland, The Hague,
Netherlands
(2) University of Queensland, GAtton, Australia
Corresponding Author: marjoleineroos@gmail.com

Orcas are large, deep-diving cetaceans who are
known for their global distribution, wide-ranging
behavior, intelligence, and social complexity. They
possess one of the largest and most complex brains
in the mammalian kingdom. They are also the third

After diving, cetaceans must surface and breathe to
replenish their oxygen reserves while offloading
carbon dioxide. Changes in breathing behavior
have been used as indicators of stress due to
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most common species of cetaceans kept in
aquariums and marine theme parks. Most spend
many years, and sometimes decades, in captivity.
At the time of writing, 63 individuals are held in
concrete tanks globally.

ports. One of the strategies to collect information
and promote different social groups to familiarize
with the dolphins is citizen science. In less than a
year, the registration of 25 groups of five cetacean
species has been made by fishermen, tour operators
and the coastguard of the army. Through these
records, the presence of three species that have
not been reported before in the Gulf (Stenella
frontalis, Stenella attenuata and Delphinus
delphis) have been confirmed. I has also been
possible to cover areas that do not include weekly
monitoring of the project. These results have a
great importance considering that in project
monitoring had only registered two species in the
area (Sotalia guianensis and Tursiops
truncatus), with a limited distribution only to the
west region of the Gulf, and with a probability of
sighting of less than 10% in the others areas within
the Gulf. The success of this strategy of integrating
the community, has generated that local
organizations have joined efforts to learn about
marine fauna, generate productive alternatives
around them and to make new rules for anthropic
activities that promote conservation.

The scientific data on how both wild-caught and
captive-born orcas fare in captivity is increasingly
robust in demonstrating that they cannot thrive
under artificial circumstances in concrete tanks. In
captivity, orcas exhibit a wide range of abnormal
behaviors and often die at an early age from
infections and other health conditions that are
uncommon in a wild setting. Though numerous
papers and reports describe these adverse effects,
they do not offer a clear and systematic explanation
for why captive orcas suffer chronic stress and how
it affects their well-being.
We describe likely mechanisms for the high levels
of morbidity and mortality in captive orcas,
including the impact of chronic stress on the
immune system, physiology and illness. We
conclude that orcas are poor candidates for
maintenance in captivity and suggest that a radical
shift is required in their treatment, in order to meet
their complex needs.

Singing activity and song structure of breeding
stock G wintering off the coast of Costa Rica
and Panama
Rosten, Shelby1; McAree, Danielle2; Ziegler,
Kate2; Chereskin, Emma2; Rasmussen, Kristin3;
Palacios, Jose David4; Gamboa Poveda, Monica5;
Trejos, Lissette6; May-Collado, Laura J7
(1) UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
(2) Department of Biology, Burlington, VT
(3) Panacetacea, Saint Paul, MN
(4) Fundacion Keto, San Jose, Costa Rica
(5) Costa Rica Por Siempre, San Jose, Costa Rica
(6) Ministerio del Ambiente, Panamá, Panama
(7) University of Vermont, South Burlington,
Vermont
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Citizen science as a tool for cetacean monitoring
and conservation in the Gulf of Urabá,
Colombian Caribbean
Rosso Londono, Maria Camila1; Gartner,
Alexandra; Caicedo-Herrera, Dalila2; Díaz,
Stefanía3; Leal, Jenny3; Trujillo, Fernando4;
Portocarrero, Marcela5; Crespo, Enrique A.6
(1) Universidad de Antioquia, Neccoclí, Colombia
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Male humpback whales produce songs at their
breeding areas presumably to attract females and
compete with other males for access to females.
These songs are composed of elements structured
hierarchically and are population specific. Recent
research shows that humpback whale song
emission continues at their feeding areas. Thus,
feeding areas that are used by whales from different
breeding areas represent an opportunity for cultural
transmission. Southern humpbacks migrate from
feeding grounds in Antarctica to breeding grounds
in Central America. Here we describe the acoustic
activity and song structure of southern humpbacks
breeding in Caño Island in Costa Rica and Secas,
Coiba, and Perla Islands in Panama. Data was
collected using multiplerecording systems
including autonomous underwater recorders and
recordings from the boat. After accounting for

Citizen science interconnects formal science generated by academic institutions- and
other stakeholders; promotes the knowledge and
empowerment of local communities on the
environment that surrounds them and
allows them to obtain information in areas and
times beyond the systematic monitoring of
scientific programs. In the Gulf of Urabá, the
Colombian Caribbean, the “Delfín Gris
Project” characterizes the populations of dolphins
that use the ecosystem, in terms of presence,
abundance and habitat use to create conservation
tools and face the environmental changes
that are generated by the construction of three
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differences in recording effort, our results indicate
that whale singing activity is significantly higher in
Caño Island than in all Panamanian sites. In all
sites whale songs were detected throughout the day,
but in Caño Island there was a slight decrease
between from 7 a.m. to noon. Singing activity
peaked up in October for Caño, Secas, and Coiba.
The song structure consisted of 13 unique units in
Caño Island, 52 for Secas, 11 for Coiba, and 13 for
Perlas. Only 12% of the units were shared among
all sites. Within Secas the pace of annual theme
change was slow with a rapid change between 2015
and 2017. Our results find considerable song unit
differentiation between breeding areas in Costa
Rica and Panama suggesting that these sites are
probably used by males (at least some) from
different feeding areas within Antarctica. If this is
the case our results have important management
implications. Future research will involve
standardization of long-term recording methods
between sites and expansion to include northern
humpback whales migrating from California which
are speculated to

relevant in informing conservation policies. We
illustrate it on harbour porpoise population
(Phocoena phocoena) in the Bay of Biscay and
Channel.
Incidences of netmarks on two dolphin species
caught in bather protection nets along the
KwaZulu-Natal coastline, South Africa (20102017)
Roussouw, Natasha1; Wintner, Sabine2; Hofmeyr,
G. J. Greg3; Plön, Stephanie4
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The Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
aduncus) and the Indian Ocean humpback
dolphin (Sousa plumbea) are commonly found
along the east coast of South Africa. Since
2009, detailed health investigations of the
animals incidentally caught in bather protection
nets along the KwaZulu-Natal coast have
yielded a valuable dataset which allows for the
assessment of netmarks, and evaluation if
these can be used as reliable indicators of
entanglement in stranded dolphins. Marine
mammal dissection and necropsy reports as
well as photographs of 125 animals known to
have been caught in bather protection nets
between 2010 and 2017 were investigated to
determine prevalence of netmarks as well as
any correlations with species, sex, age, and
season. Our results showed that only 23.2% of
the investigated 125 dolphins known to have
died in nets presented signs of netmarks on
the skin. There were clear differences between
the two species, with only 13.8% of Sousa
showing signs of netmarks, while 86.2% of
Tursiops had netmarks. Furthermore, females
were more likely to exhibit netmarks on the
skin when compared to males (58.6% vs
41.4%). Adults were least likely to exhibit
netmarks (31.0%), with the majority of dolphins
being juveniles (69.0%; juveniles included
calves, neonates and subadults). Seasonal
differences were also observed, with more
netmarks recorded in winter (37.9%), while
summer appeared to have the least number of
dolphins with netmarks (10.3%). This result
was of particular interest as it contrasted with
the assumption that increased temperature
attributed to decay of dolphin carcasses and
thus affected netmark occurrence. Netmarks
and other injuries are considered to be a clear

Marine mammals vital rate estimation through
a new regression approach
Rouby, Etienne
, LA ROCHELLE, France
Corresponding Author: etienne.rouby@univ-lr.fr
Marine mammal populations are globally
threatened but effective conservation requires
detailed knowledge, especially on population vital
rates such as survival and fecundity to assess the
effects of pressures, both environmental and
anthropogenic. Survival analysis can be undertaken
either with (longitudinal) capture-recapture data or
(cross-sectional) time-to-event (e.g. death) data.
The latter design can used age data collected on
stranded individuals to construct life-tables. We
developed a flexible regression approach to
estimate survival rates from stranding data, that
allows for seamless incorporation and testing of
covariates (e.g. sex effects). Our approach is
parametric and models the hazard (i.e.
instantaneous mortality rate) as a mixture of two
components that may be interpreted as juvenile and
adult hazards. The latter includes frailty (hidden
heterogeneity). We implemented our approach in a
Bayesian framework, using Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo with software Stan. We carried out a
simulation study to assess the performance of our
proposed model, and to determine adequate sample
size for estimating survival rates. This exercise
revealed that sample size of 500 individuals were
adequate and realistic for accurate estimation of
survival rates. Our approach is promising for
species where capture-recapture design are not
feasible. Low data requirement and estimation
effectiveness make our approach parsimonious and
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indication of entanglement. However, our
study found that only a small percentage of
bycaught animals actually present these signs
of entanglement. Thus, other methods, in
addition to netmark presence, are required to
reliably identify entanglement cases in
strandings.

vascularized space. We will describe how these
structures vary, both absolutely and relativey, along
the length of the vertebral column and across
species.
Health parameters of common bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in various salinity
environments within the Barataria Basin,
Louisiana
Rowles, Teresa; Takeshita, Ryan1; Smith, Cynthia2;
Gomez, Forrest3; Balmer, Brian4; Schwacke,
Lorelei5
(1) National Marine Mammal Foundation,
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Comparative morphology of the spinal cord and
associated vasculature in shallow vs. deep diving
cetaceans.
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In cetaceans, the spinal cord and vascular supply
for the entire central nervous system (CNS) lie
within the vertebral canal. Unlike most terrestrial
mammals, the cetacean brain is not directly
supplied by carotid or discrete vertebral arteries,
but instead by multiple intricate retia mirabilia.
Thoracic and cervical retia mirabilia supply the
epidural rete mirabile, which lies within the
vertebral canal and feeds both the spinal cord and
brain. The vertebral canal also contains the venous
components of the epidural rete and the veins that
drain the CNS. Thus, the cetacean spinal cord lies
within a highly derived, vascularized space within
the vertebral canal. Our goal is to examine the
relative sizes of these structures across cetacean
species that display differences in diving ability.
We ask whether (1) the size of the spinal cord, a
metabolically expensive tissue, will be relatively
smaller in deep vs. shallow diving cetaceans, and
(2) vascular structures within the vertebral canal of
deep divers will occupy a greater relative crosssectional area than in shallow divers, because of
their larger blood volumes. We section whole
frozen vertebral columns at each intervertebral
disc, take scaled photographs of the vertebral canal
contents, and digitally measure areas of all
structures in Image-Pro Plus. We are investigating
the shallow diving Tursiops truncatus, intermediate
diving Delphinus delphis, and deep diving Kogia
breviceps, Mesoplodon europaeus, and Ziphius
cavirostris. Preliminary analyses at a mid-thoracic
vertebra (T5) demonstrate that in Z. cavirostris, the
vascular tissues represent 97%, and the spinal cord
2%, of the vertebral canal cross-sectional area. In
T. truncatus, these values are 86% and 10%,
respectively. Thus, in both shallow and deep divers,
the thoracic vertebral canal is predominantly a

As part of a study to establish baselines of common
bottlenose dolphin movements in various salinity
gradients within the Barataria Basin, Louisiana,
veterinarians conducted dolphin health assessments
that included physical examination and skin
assessment. Sample collection included blood for
hematology and serum chemistry, tissue biopsies
for histology, and serum/plasma/urine for
osmolality. Pulmonary and reproductive ultrasound
were also performed to provide further insight into
individual animal health. Dolphins were sampled
in two time periods in which salinity differed: June
2017 (salinity ranges at the site of capture = 0.710.2 ppt) (N = 13) and September 2017 (salinity
ranges at capture = 17.7-20.3 ppt) (N = 22).
Hematology and serum chemistry data were
organized into panels representing organ systems or
pathologic processes, and abnormalities were
identified by comparing panel parameters with
established reference ranges. Nonetheless, a high
prevalence of skin lesions was identified, as well as
abnormalities in serum biochemical markers and
urine:serum osmolality ratios for dolphins sampled
in the more northern (and lower salinity) portions
of the basin. Unfortunately, this study was not
designed to assess the dolphins’ health after
prolonged exposure to low salinity. Evidence from
peer-reviewed literature and field studies suggest
that continued exposure to low salinities may lead
to adverse health effects. A synthesis and analysis
of records using a standardized approach for
assessments will be valuable in determining the
long-term impacts of low salinity exposure in both
natural events (e.g. extreme weather) and
anthropogenic events (e.g. trapped behind levee
construction). This project was funded through the
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A variable policy landscape for protecting
marine species during offshore wind
development
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The offshore wind energy sector in the United
States is growing rapidly. The existing leases and
planning areas for offshore wind development on
the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) also
coincide with important areas for marine protected
species. While U.S. federal laws, the Marine
Mammal Protection Act and the Endangered
Species Act, are designed to ensure that offshore
wind development does not negatively affect
marine protected species, regulators and
stakeholders are oftentimes not always approving
developer plans prior to survey operations. As a
result, wind energy companies can hold multiple
permits and communications in relation to marine
species monitoring and mitigation, which can
ultimately lead to conflicting information between
documents. From a Protected Species Observer
(PSO) perspective, this can lead to confusion
among vessel personnel during on-water
operations, and lack of protection for marine
mammals. Our research suggests that on- water
operations would benefit from a mitigation
hierarchy, directed by Federal agencies, that allows
for adaptability while ensuring environmental
responsibility is upheld by all personnel from
management to deckhands. In addition, our
research demonstrates that the lack of standardized
monitoring procedures, methods for recording data,
and sharing of data continues to be inefficient for
PSO operations. The transparency of data collected
during offshore activities is essential for better
understanding the impacts of activities on marine
species, and to fill in data gaps on species
distribution and behavior. This poster will present
our findings in support of the following
recommendations: 1) a single, industry wide PSO
datasheet that is easily transferrable, 2) A “Notice
to Leases” for the Atlantic OCS similar to that of
the Gulf of Mexico, 3) a public data repository that
would benefit scientists, policy makers, and marine
protected species research, and 4) a requirement for
comprehensive training opportunities for PSO
professionals.

The Sealcentre Pieterburen, the Netherlands,
rehabilitates stranded harbour (Phoca vitulina) and
grey seals (Halichoerus grypus). Most seals
stranded on the Dutch coast are orphaned pups or
young seals with parasitic pneumonia that are
admitted to the Sealcentre with critical health
status. Different aspects during the rehabilitation
process such as feeding, water and environment
may affect the gut microbiome of the seals.
Therefore, we investigated the distal gut
microbiome of the seals before and during
rehabilitation using 16S amplicon next generation
sequencing.
During summer 2015 and winter 2015-2016, rectal
swabs were collected from 200 harbour seals that
were admitted for rehabilitation to the Sealcentre.
Samples were collected at admission, during
rehabilitation (days 8 and 15) and just before
release. Seals that died were sampled during
postmortem examination. Here we present the
changes observed in the microbiome of seals that
did not receive antibiotic treatment during their
rehabilitation.
From all swabs collected, DNA was isolated and
amplicon sequencing was performed using Illumina
Miseq 2x300bp sequencing of 460 bp of the 16S
V3–V4 region. Reads were analyzed using
DADA2. Alpha and beta diversity were determined
using Phyloseq and tested for significant
differences between sample groups adjusting for
confounders using Linear Mixed-Effects Models
and PERMANOVA.
The distal gut microbiome of harbor seals at the
rehabilitation center was primarily composed of
bacteria of the phyla Firmicutes, Fusobacteria,
Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria and Gracilibacteria.
We observed that age, duration of stay in
rehabilitation, change from milk to salmon feeding

Effect of rehabilitation on the distal gut
microbiome of stranded harbour seals (Phoca
vitulina)
Rubio-Garcia, Ana1; Rossen, John2; van Zeijl, Jan3;
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and the individual itself had a large effect on alpha
diversity. In addition, rehabilitation did not result in
a lower alpha diversity. However, beta-diversity
differences were observed between the microbiome
of wild animals and rehabilitated animals.

Observations of 37 individual blue whales
(Balaenoptera musculus) were recorded off the
southern coast of Sri Lanka during the Southwest
Monsoon Season (SWM). Sightings were made
during a scientific geophysical survey campaign
conducted in July and August 2017. Whilst blue
whales are regularly recorded on the continental
slope of southern Sri Lanka during the Northeast
Monsoon Season (NEM) (December - March) and
during the two inter-monsoonal periods (March April and September - October), limited data is
available for the SWM (May - September) mostly
due to unfavourable weather conditions and very
little survey effort. In the northern hemisphere, blue
whales undertake seasonal migrations from higher
latitude feeding grounds to lower latitude breeding
and wintering areas. However it has been suggested
that a population of blue whales in the
Northern India Ocean (NIO) remains in lower
latitudes year round taking advantage of the rich
upwelling areas off Somalia, southwest Arabia and
western Sri Lanka. Data from this study
nevertheless support a theory that a certain
number of individuals remain off the southern coast
off Sri Lanka during the SWM, suggesting that the
productivity in this region is sufficient to support
their year-round presence. This study therefore fills
a knowledge gap regarding the presence and
movement of blue whales in the NIO highlighting
the importance of data obtained from platforms
of opportunity.

Cetacean morbillivirus in Spanish
Mediterranean Sea: Update.
Rubio-Guerri, Consuelo1; Melero, Mar2; CrespoPicazo, Jose Luis3; Garcia-Parraga, Daniel3;
Sanchez-Vizcaino, Jose Manuel2
(1) Fundacion Oceanografic de la Comunitat
Valenciana, VALENCIA, SPAIN, Spain
(2) VISAVET Center and Animal Health
Department, Veterinary School, Complutense
University of Madrid,, Madrid, Spain
(3) Fundación Oceanografic de la Comunitat
Valenciana, VALENCIA, SPAIN, Spain
Corresponding Author: crubioguerri@gmail.com
Cetacean morbillivirus (CeMV) has caused
thousands of deaths in cetaceans worldwide. The
first known outbreak happened in 1988 on the
USA’s Atlantic coast. Since then, different
outbreaks have affected cetacean populations in the
northern hemisphere, especially in the
Mediterranean and on the Atlantic coast of the
USA. In Mediterranean Sea, two important
outbreaks affected to striped dolphin population,
first one was in 1990 and second in 2007. Both of
them started at the same location, in Valencian
Community coast (Spanish Mediterranean Sea).
Therefore, this zone has been transformed in an
important place for better understanding of CeMV
epidemiology. Since 2010 all cetaceans that have
stranded in Valencian Community coasts have been
analyzed for CeMV. In 2011, we identified a third
outbreak of CeMV in western Mediterranean Sea
that affected to 50 striped dolphins in only two
months. Sequence that was found in all positive
animals were phylogenetically close to 2007 CeMV
outbreak sequence. Additionally, since 2012 to
present we have detected that a novel sequence of
CeMV is circulating in Mediterranean striped
dolphin population and has an Atlantic origin. We
have identified this novel sequence in 5 striped
dolphins and one common dolphin from Western
Mediterranean coast. In this work we review the
current state of knowledge on CeMV in western
Mediterranean Sea and epidemiology of the
disease.

Four decades of stranding response: Hotspots,
coverage gaps, and shifting baselines in North
central Gulf of Mexico.
Russell, Mackenzie1; Wingers, Noel L.2; Nelson
Seely, Courtney2; Carmichael, Ruth H.3
(1) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/AL Marine Mammal
Stranding Network, Dauphin Island, Alabama
(2) Dauphin Island Sea Lab, Dauphin Island, AL
(3) Dauphin Island Sea Lab/ University of South
Alabama, Dauphin Island
Corresponding Author: mrussell@disl.org
Cetacean stranding data from Alabama (AL) in the
northern Gulf of Mexico (nGOM) have been
recorded since 1978, with dedicated stranding
response beginning in 1987. Currently, no
publications summarize historic and modern
stranding trends in this state, which connects the
eastern and western nGOM coastlines. To define
long-term stranding patterns, we analyzed available
Level A data collected in AL between 1978 and
2018, stratified by stranding response agency to
account for variation in response effort through
time. From 1978-2018, 788 stranding events were
recorded involving at least 13 different cetacean
species. Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
were the most commonly reported stranded
cetacean in AL (n=683, 87.9%) followed by

Blue whales off the Southern coast of Sri Lanka
during the Southwest Monsoon Season.
Russell, Grace1; Bridge, Marcus2; Nimak-Wood,
Maja2
(1) Gardline Limited, Norwich, United Kingdom
(2) Gardline Limited, Great Yarmouth, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: grussell924@gmail.com
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Stenella spp. (n=32, 4.1%). Most strandings
recorded during this forty year study occurred on
Dauphin Island, Fort Morgan, and Orange Beach,
indicating specific stranding hotspots in AL. Three
unusual mortality events (UMEs) occurred in the
nGOM during this period: 1990, 1993, and 20102014 with increased strandings in AL (n=61, 48,
169, respectively). Mean annual stranding numbers
during years of dedicated response from 1987-2006
were 20.1 strandings per year. In 2007 and 2008,
there was a response agency coverage gap,
reflected in low stranding numbers with an average
of 4.5 strandings per year. During the 2010-2014
nGOM UME, there were 36.2 average annual
strandings. Post-UME stranding values remained
elevated from 2015-2018 with 39.1 average annual
strandings. The elevated annual averages in years
after the 2010-2014 UME compared to mean
stranding numbers before 2010 indicate a possible
shift in baseline stranding trends for AL, potentially
due to a combination of increased strandings after
the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill in 2010 as well as
increased awareness and effort by area responders.
The examination of historical and modern stranding
demographics will allow for more focused
stranding response and evaluation of changing
trends in the nGOM.

a DJI Phantom 4 drone and supplemented with
boat-based photographs in 2018. Whales were
identified using scars from natural sources and
from hunting wounds. Analyses of the 2017 images
indicate that approximately 36% of the population
is marked and at least 43 whales were
photographed with markings that appeared to be
unique and likely to persist over long periods of
time. Four whales were photographed and
identified in both 2017 and 2018. Group sizes
ranged from 1-16 whales with an average group
size of 3.7 whales. Approximately 70% of the
population were classified as adults, 16% as
juveniles, 7% as calves, and the remainder were
unknown; these classifications were made based on
color, size, and proximity to adults. Creating a
photographic identification catalog for this
population will allow us to infer life-history
characteristics (e.g. calving rate and survival)
which is needed for understanding population
growth and for monitoring the population. Gaining
a better understanding of the Cumberland Sound
beluga whale population demography will allow for
the development of more effective conservation
and management strategies.
Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus) as an
indicator species for the monitoring plan of the
Cabrera Archipelago National Park, the largest
marine National Park in the Mediterranean Sea
Sánchez Jones, Alexander1; Frey, Silvia2; Suter,
Anna; Frantzis, Alexandros3; Sagarminaga, Ricardo
(1) Alnitak, Spain
(2) OceanCare, Switzerland
(3) Pelagos Cetacean Research Institute,
Vouliagmeni, Greece
Corresponding Author: alexander@alnitak.org

Photographic identification of beluga whales in
Cumberland Sound, Canada.
Ryan, Kasey1; Ferguson, Steven2; Marcoux,
Marianne3; Koski, William R.4; Young, Brent5;
Watt, Cortney3
(1) University of Manitoba
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
(3) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada
(4) LGL Limited, King City
(5) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg, MB,
Canada
Corresponding Author: Pamelaryan3@yahoo.com

In February 2019, Spain upgraded Cabrera
National park to a total extent of more than 90.000
hectares, mainly offshore from the original Park
created in 1986. One of the main features protected
by this extended MPA is the Emile Baudot
Escarpment, which offer a unique foraging habitat
for species feeding on deep sea cephalopods. The
Risso’s dolphin (Grampus griseus) is known to
feed on mesopelagic squid over areas with steep
bottom topography and is one of the most
commonly observed predators in the region.

Photographic identification is a valuable tool in the
monitoring and management of at-risk marine
mammal populations, providing insights into their
movements, site fidelity, social structure, and
reproductive history. The isolated beluga whale
population in Cumberland Sound, Baffin Island,
Nunavut, was commercially exploited for several
decades until the 1960s. The population was
reduced from over 8,000 whales to its current size
of approximately 1,400 whales, and it is still
harvested by the local Inuit community
Pangnirtung at a rate of 41 whales landed per year.
Consequently, it has been listed as threatened
(COSEWIC and SARA). The objective of our
study was to develop a catalog for future analyses,
including a capture-mark-recapture technique to
estimate population abundance. Photographs of
belugas were taken in August 2017 and 2018 using

Monitoring a large offshore MPA poses a series of
logistic and economic challenges. After being
involved in collecting data that has contributed to
the declaring of this National Park, the research
organisation Alnitak is now focused on ensuring
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1

whaling historical data. This is done using a
presence only habitat model Maximum Entropy
(Maxent), and Generalized Additive Model (GAM)
with nine submerged topographic variables.
Maxent predicted a wider area of distribution than
GAM, and its distributions agreed best with the
whaling sighting data. We found that distance to
coast, distance to -5000m depth contour, and
submarine key features such as trough and trench
are important variables that characterises sperm
whale habitat. The results firstly show that in four
areas in east part of Indonesia no seasonal
differences occur in sperm whale distribution,
while noticeable seasonal differences in
distributions were observed in other areas. This
historical distribution can be a baseline in assessing
present sperm whale distribution. Our study
demonstrates the benefits of incorporating
unconventional datasets such as historical whaling
data into species distribution models to inform
conservation management of cetaceans.

the long-term monitoring through EMS and the
use of indicator species such as the Risso’s dolphin.
In this study we present the results of the
development of an “open source” photo
identification catalogue for Grampus griseus hosted
at the Organismo Autónomo de Parque Nacionales
(OAPN), which is the managing body of the
upgraded area.
In addition to a schedule of 4 dedicated surveys per
year in all seasons, we present a citizen science
APP that should allow the input of images by
opportunistic observers, thus contributing to our
database and supporting the determination of
baseline information to provide recommendations
on management and conservation.

Behavioral development of infant carrying
behavior in captive Commerson's dolphins
Sakai, Mai1; Honda, Natsuno; Wakabayashi, Ikuo2
(1) Kindai University, Nara, Japan
(2) Toba Aquarium, Toba, Japan
Corresponding Author: maimorisaka@gmail.com

Revealing former sperm whale distribution in
Indonesian waters based on historical whaling
data using habitat models
Sahri, Achmad1; Putra, Mochamad Iqbal Herwata2;
Mustika, Putu Liza Kusuma3; Murk, Tinka4
(1) Marine Animal Ecology Group, Wageningen
University & Research, Wageningen, Netherlands
(2) Marine Megafauna Reasearch Group, Misool
Foundation - Savu Sea Program, Indonesia,
Larantuka, Indonesia
(3) 1. James Cook University; 2. Cetacean Sirenian
Indonesia, Townsville, Australia
(4) Marine Animal Ecology Group, Wageningen
University, Wageningen, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: achmad.sahri@wur.nl

Infant carrying behavior is vital for cetacean
mother and calf dyads as it provides protection
from predators when foraging with an undeveloped
neonate. We investigated the development of infant
carrying behavior for Commerson’s dolphin
(Cephalorhynchus commersonii) in Toba aquarium,
Japan. We recorded the dyad’s position (e.g.,
echelon, infant, other position during pair
swimming or solo swimming), and defined infant
carrying as the mother engaging in stroking
behavior more frequently than a calf during 3
second period. We also video-recorded and
analyzed distance per stroke (DPS) during echelon
position and solo swimming. A male neonate and
its mother were observed from day of 5 to 199 after
birth, for 16 days in total. About 30% of the
observation time the dyad adopted the infant
position throughout the study period. During day 5,
the dyad adopted the echelon position most
frequently (52%), with preference for this position
declining gradually over time. In contrast, solo
swimming increased up to 50% by day 107. Infant
carrying was observed 29% of the time on average
during the first month, and declined during and
after the second month (< 10%). Video analysis
revealed that DPS of the mother during echelon
position was 43% (1.2m) comparing to its solo
swim (2.1m). On the other hand, DPS of the
neonate was 1149% (7.4m) comparing to its solo
swim (0.6m) in day 6. DPS of the neonate during
echelon position decreased drastically in the second

Knowledge on the presence and habitat preference
of species are important for conservation purposes.
However, in Indonesian water records of animal
occurrence that cover vast areas are lacking. The
most abundant available record concerns historical
whaling data for sperm whale. In 1935, Charles
Haskins Townsend recorded sperm whale captures
from 1761-1930, a species that is ubiquitous around
equatorial Indonesia. However, since Townsend
only depicted the points where whaling occurred,
the information on their distribution and seasonal
movement pattern were never available. This study
aims to assess the former sperm whale distribution
and seasonal movement patterns by applying
known sperm whale habitat preferences to the
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month (2.7m, 338% of solo swim (0.8m)) and the
third month (2.0m, 154% of solo swim (1.3m)).
These results suggest that infant carrying behavior
occurred mainly in the first month. Quantity and
quality of infant carrying behavior might change
depending on a calf’s swimming ability and
physical development.

Plasticizers and flame retardants in dolphins
from the Mediterranean Sea.
Sala, Berta1; Giménez, Joan2; de Stephanis,
Renaud3; Barceló, Damià1; Eljarrat, Ethel1
(1) IDAEA-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain
(2) Institut de Ciències del Mar (ICM-CSIC),
Barcelona, Spain
(3) CIRCE, Conservation, Information and
Research on Cetaceans, Algeciras, Spain
Corresponding Author: bertasalasola@gmail.com

Three-dimensional hierarchical prey search
behavior of lactating northern fur seals
Sakuragi, Yuta1; Burkanov, Vladimir2; Andrews,
Russel3; Mitani, Yoko4
(1) Hokkaido University, Hakodate, Japan
(2) Marine Mammal Laboratory, AFSC, NMFS,
NOAA, Seattle, Washington
(3) University of Alaska Fairbanks and Marine
Ecology and Telemetry Research, Kingston,
Washington
(4) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author:
spottedseal7gomasio@eis.hokudai.ac.jp

The present study investigates the occurrence of
halogenated and organophosphate flame retardants
(HFRs and OPFRs) in blubber of 8 individuals of
endangered common dolphins (Delphinus delphis)
from the Alboran Sea (Mediterranean Sea). HFRs
are applied to materials to increase their fire
resistance. Polybromodiphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are
the most used HFRs and can be found in plastics,
furniture or electronic devices. OPFRs are a large
class of FRs, which are also used as plasticizers.
Both HFRs and OPFRs are endocrine disruptors
affecting thyroid glands and some reproductive
functions and can cause neurotoxic effects. OPFRs
were also suspected carcinogens affecting liver,
kidney and testes tissue. PBDEs were detected in
all individuals at concentrations ranging from 93.3
to 2045 ng/g lipid weight (lw), with a mean value
of 1050 ng/g lw. OPFRs were also detected in all
the samples with total concentrations between 151
and 2159 ng/g lw, with a mean value of 1146 ng/g
lw. If we take into account that OPFRs represent
around 15% by volume of the FR total global
production, whereas HFRs represent around 30%
by volume, the environmental occurrence of HFRs
should be something higher. Moreover, higher
bioaccumulation potential of HFRs versus OPFRs
has been previously described, as well as limited
OPFR biomagnification through food web probably
due to biotransformation processes. All these data
suggested that HFR levels in dolphins, with a high
trophic level, should be higher than those of
OPFRs. Thus, the similarity on the range of
concentrations for both groups of pollutants could
indicate an additional OPFR source of pollution in
addition to their use as FRs. Precisely, the OPFR
use also as plasticizers, as well as the large amount
of marine plastic debris could contribute to the
OPFR levels found in dolphin tissues.

Marine prey are often distributed hierarchically,
wherein small, high-density patches are nested
inside larger, lower-density aggregations threedimensionally. Marine predators usually adjust
their movements according to the hierarchical
distribution of their prey, and their adjusted
movement often appears as area restricted search
(ARS). The foraging behavior of lactating northern
fur seals (Callorhinus ursinus; NFS) can be defined
on three time scales, a single dive, a succession of
dives (a bout), and the foraging trip (one or more
dive bouts). Previous studies examined bout- and
trip-scale ARS in two dimensions. Here, we used
spherical first passage time (SFPT) to detect
volume-restricted search (VRS, term for 3D ARS).
We aimed to examine VRS behavior in a single
dive-scale and bout-scale by using SFPT. In 2006,
four lactating NFS were instrumented with GPS
and 3D data loggers and recovered after 1-3
foraging trips. We reconstructed 3D dive paths by
using depth, tri-axis acceleration, tri-axis
magnetometry and swim speed. We identified the
spatial-scale of VRS using SFPT analysis on 3D
paths of the bottom phase in each dive and for dive
bouts during each night. We used vertical turns
considered as a prey encounter index to examine to
foraging effort during each dive. VRS scale for
individual dives (small VRS) was 4-5 m in
diameter and VRS scale of dive bouts (large VRS)
was 32.4±5.8 m. Of all dives for each seal,
22.1±6.0% were dives with small VRS. However,
vertical turn rate did not differ between dives with
and without VRS. Large VRS included both dives
with and without small VRS. Therefore, it appears
that searching on the dive bout scale is important in
NFS foraging. In the future, we should pay
attention to bout-scale behavior to examine
foraging efficiency of NFS during foraging trips.

The ACCOBAMS certification for highly
qualified Marine Mammals Observers.
SALIVAS, Maylis1; Lyne, Patrick2; David, Léa3
(1) ACCOBAMS Secretariat, Monaco, Monaco
(2) Irish Whale and Dolphin Group,
Castletownbere, County Cork, Ireland
(3) EcoOcéan Institut, Montpellier, France
Corresponding Author: msalivas@accobams.net
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During their Sixth Meeting in 2016, Countries
member of the ACCOBAMS expressed the
importance of providing a standardized training
programme for Marine Mammals Observers
(MMOs) and Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM)
Operators operating during human activities
generating noise. In this context, a Resolution was
adopted in order to guarantee, throughout the
Agreement area, a high-quality standardized
training of MMOs/PAM.

CNRS, Institut des Neurosciences Paris-Saclay,
91405 Orsay, France, Orsay, France
(4) University of Antananarivo, Antananarivo,
Madagascar
(5) Sorbonne Université, CNRS, Institut Jean Le
Rond d'Alembert, F-75005 Paris, France, Paris,
France
(6) Université Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Sud,
CNRS, Institut des Neurosciences Paris-Saclay,
91405 Orsay, France, Orsay, Madagascar
Corresponding Author:
anjarasalomavola@gmail.com

The aim was to propose recognized and credible
certification with standard training for the whole
ACCOBAMS area. In this context, ACCOBAMS
countries are encouraged to give permits, in
priority, to industrial companies employing Highly
Qualified MMOs/PAM operators.

Humpback whales use vocalizations during diverse
social interactions or to organise activity such as
foraging or mating. Unlike songs, which are
confined to males, social calls are involved in
social interactions, and have been reported to be
produced by all types of individuals, adult males
and females, juveniles and calves alike. Recent
studies have described these social calls in different
geographic areas; however, the context and
biological functions of these social calls remains
unknown. This study, aims to investigate the vocal
repertoire of humpback whale calves during
interactions with their mothers. We recorded
mother-calf vocal activity during the breeding
season in Madagascar by using Acousondes tags
attached to mother-calf pairs (either mother or calf
or both). Based on a previous description of the
vocal repertoire of social sounds in the study area,
we were able to identify 9 types of calls by calves,
varying from low to mid-frequency, including one
call presenting amplitude modulation. Two of the
calves’ vocalizations reported in this study were
similar to calves’ vocalizations described in the
literature of other geographic areas, and four call
types appeared to be group-specific. Though
humpback whale calves’ vocalizations are in
general relatively simple in structure, we found that
calves are also able to produce combined calls,
composite calls and sequenced calls. Such diversity
in call production may be part of the vocal
ontogeny of humpback whales, and could lead to a
more stable and complex vocal repertoire at
adulthood.

In 2018, the ACCOBAMS Permanent Secretariat,
with the assistance of the « ACCOBAMS
MMO/PAM Courses Committee», finalized the
standard high level course material. This material
was provided to the three current accredited
“ACCOBAMS highly qualified MMOs/PAM
operator” trainer organizations, that will be
responsible for running the training in the
ACCOBAMS Area (to date: Blue world Institute,
Oceanomare Delphis Onlus and DMAD).
Most of the measures proposed to be implemented
in the ACCOBAMS area are standard, with some
peculiarities including a more conservationist
approach and an adaptability: i.e. the mitigation
zone should be defined on site with in-situ
measurements and take into account the level of
noise that is known to be harmful to cetacean
species based on more recent knowledge, and
should be expanded for behavioural impacts.
The first ACCOBAMS training for High Quality
MMO/PAM Operator has been carried out by
ACCOBAMS in Constanta, Romania (12 to 16
September 2018). Twelve trainees from five
countries of the Black Sea undertook the training
provided by four relevant experts and professional
MMO/PAM operator. Subsequent trainings will be
delivered by accredited “ACCOBAMS highly
qualified MMOs/PAM operator” trainer
organizations. For more information see the
website “Netccobams.com”.

The ‘Glider and Whales’ project: How to
explore occurrence and distribution of whales in
the Indian Ocean using acoustic glider.
Samaran, Flore1; BEESAU, Julie; Dreo, Richard2
(1) ENSTA Bretagne, Brest, France
(2) NATO STO Centre for Maritime Research and
Experimentaion (CMRE), La Spezia, Italy
Corresponding Author: flore.samaran@enstabretagne.fr

Humpback whale calves’ vocal repertoire in the
Sainte Marie channel breeding ground.
Saloma, Anjara1; Martin, Mathilde2; Huetz, Chloé3;
Andrianarimisa, Aristide4; Adam, Olivier5;
Charrier, Isabelle6
(1) Cétamada, Sainte Marie, Madagascar
(2) Cetamada, Sainte-Marie, Madagascar
(3) Université Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Sud,

In this project named ‘Gilder and Whales’
an autonomousglider SEAEXPLORER equipped
with one hydrophone was used tostudy marine
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mammals by listening to the sound they produce,
through 3 missions in the Indian Ocean (IO). The
glider’s speed was close to 0.5 knots, which was
slow enough to ensure a good listening quality. It
embedded several equipment for positioning,
communication and data transmission, and for
oceanographic monitoring (pressure, temperature,
light)to describe the oceanographic habitat in which
the detected animals live. In May 2017, the glider
made its first mission in the western part of the
Indian Ocean to explore the south of Madagascar in
the southeast of Walters Shoals. During 10 days, it
traveled nearly 200 km and continuously collected
acoustic data with a sample rate of 32 kHz as well
as environmental data. In February – April 2018,
the glider made two other missions of 17 days each,
to explore the eastern part of the Indian Ocean and
specially waters around Amsterdam and Saint Paul
islands. Through these 3 missions, the glider
collected more than 500 Go of acoustic data.
Among them, calls, songs, echolocation clicks and
whistles produced by different cetacean species
including Antarctic blue whales, Madagascar
pygmy blue whales, fin whales, sperm whales and
dolphins had been manually detected. Detection of
cetacean sounds were analyzed to assess the
temporal distribution and mapping of species in the
studied areas, the time of the days when detection
occurred and the ocean depths where acoustic
encounters were recorded. This project could attest
the capability and the efficiency of the glider
technology for cetacean study and highlights how
the glider provides a useful alternative to fixed
passive acoustic monitoring to explore remote
areas.

killer whales switch from a preferred herring prey
to mackerel in this context remains to be tested.
Given the similar trophic position and diet of
herring and mackerel, it is difficult to test dietary
preferences for either prey using standard chemical
tracer analyses of killer whale tissues. Thus, we
investigated spatial associations with both fish
species by conducting marine mammal
observations onboard the International Ecosystem
Summer Survey in the Nordic Seas taking place in
offshore Icelandic waters in July 2015 and 2017.
Simultaneously, we monitored killer whale
occurrence and feeding behaviour in an inshore
herring spawning ground, Vestmannaeyjar. Killer
whale sightings in offshore regions (n2015 = 15 and
n2017 = 2) suggested more likely associations with
herring catches than mackerel. In inshore herring
spawning grounds, killer whales occurred regularly
(19 days with killer whale sightings in 2015 and 10
days in 2017) and were observed feeding on
herring. These results suggest preferential feeding
on herring, despite decreasing prey availability and
increasing availability of an alternative resource.
This may be because prey requirements are being
met even under the current decreased stock levels
or because strict prey specialisation, as seen in
other populations, constraints diet switching but
future work will be required to estimate the prey
stock size required to sustain this population.
Dietary preferences of Tursiops truncatus and
Globicephala macrorhynchus in Madeira
Archipelago (NE Atlantic) inferred from fatty
acids of biopsy samples.
Sambolino, Annalisa; Góis, André3; Rita, Ferreira4;
Valente, Raul5; Gil, Agatha6; Correia, Mafalda7;
Tejerina, Raquel4; Hermida, Margarida; Rosso,
Massimiliano8; Sousa-Pinto, Isabel9; Alves,
Filipe10; Kaufmann, Manfred11; Dinis, Ana12;
Cordeiro, Nereida3
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Funchal, Portugal
(3) University of Madeira, Funchal, Portugal
(4) Oceanic Observatory of Madeira, Funchal,
Portugal
(5) Faculdade de Ciências do Porto, Porto,
Portugal
(6) NIF 508792657 - CIIMAR - Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and Environmental Research,
Matosinhos, Portugal
(7) VAT# PT501413197 Universidade do Porto Faculdade de Ciências, Porto, Portugal
(8) CIMA Research Foundation, savona, Italy
(9) Interdisciplinary Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research (CIIMAR), Matosinhos,
Portugal
(10) MARE - Marine and Environmental Sciences
Centre, Portugal
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Killer whale dietary preferences during a period
of contrasting availability of prey resources.
Samarra, Filipa1; Eleman, Ayça2; Pinfield, Roisin3;
Ólafsdóttir, Anna1; Óskarsson, Guðmundur1;
Gunnlaugsson, Thorvaldur1; Víkingsson, Gísli1
(1) Marine and Freshwater Research Institute,
Reykjavík, Iceland
(2) Bogazici University, Ankara, Turkey
(3) School of Biological, Earth & Environmental
Sciences, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Corresponding Author: fipsamarra@gmail.com
In the North Atlantic, killer whale occurrence is
generally related with the spatial distribution of
lipid rich fish species. In Norway and Iceland,
killer whales appear to specialise on herring
although this dietary preference may be seasonal.
Indeed, in the Norwegian Sea, killer whales
associated with mackerel but not herring in the
summer. In Icelandic waters, mackerel has been
increasingly observed in the summer and currently
greatly surpasses the estimated stock size of the
Icelandic summer-spawning (ISS) herring, which
has been declining. Whether herring-specialist
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The common bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) and the short-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala macrorhynchus) occur year-round in
the waters off Madeira Archipelago, and present
island-associated populations, yet no literature is
found about their diet composition in this region.
Bottlenose dolphins are usually opportunistic
feeders inhabiting coastal waters, but oceanic
groups also occur offshore. Pilot whales inhabit
offshore deep waters, with a diet based almost
exclusively on cephalopods, but encounters of
inter-specific mixed groups are very frequent in
Madeira and are likely explained as occasional
foraging associations. Analysis of fatty acids (FAs)
profiles has been revealed as a powerful technique
for quantitative and qualitative assessments of
cetaceans’ diet. This method is based on the
principle that FAs are transferred almost
unmodified from the prey to the blubber of the
predators. Following this approach, we analised 34
different FAs in order to obtain fine-scale profiles
from blubber samples of free-ranging bottlenose
dolphins (n=30) and short-finned pilot whales
(n=30), and compared them with those from
samples of the three most abundant small pelagic
fish species in the region (Scomber colias, n=15;
Trachurus picturatus, n=18; Sardina pilchardus,
n=16), and squids (Sthenoteuthis pteropus, n=6;
unidentified squid, n=5). Samples collection
occurred year-round in 2017-2018, covering all
seasons. This is the first study aiming to clarify diet
composition and seasonal dietary preferences of
these top-predator key species in Madeira
Archipelago, using fatty acids analysis, and
discussing trophic relationships among these two
species. The results are showing us which are the
predominant prey species and also if there is a shift
in prey abundance in the study area. This
knowledge is crucial when implementing
conservation measures for these protected species
of cetaceans and in the management of the fishery
activity in the archipelago, given the commercial
relevance of these prey species in the region.

Cetacean morbillivirus (CeMV) causes epidemics
fatalities worldwide. Three strains are characterized
(DMV, PMV and PWMV) and a novel strain
Sotalia guianensis-CeMV was described in Brazil.
Interactions between fishing and morbillivirus
might accumulate effects increasing population
vulnerability. To investigate the occurrence of
CeMV and identify possible fishing interaction in
cetaceans off Paraná coast. Since September/16, 51
dead stranded cetaceans recorded by the Projeto de
Monitoramento de Praia da Bacia de Santos*
(PMP-BS) - a monitoring program required by
Brazil’s federal environmental agency, IBAMA,
for the environmental licensing process of the oil
production and transport by Petrobras at the Santos
Basin pre-salt province (25°05’S 42°35’W to
25°55’S 43°34’W) - were necropsied. From 25,
lungs and central nervous system (CNS) samples
were collected to histological and
immunohistochemical (anti-CeMV) evaluation.
Species stranded included S. guianensis (SG)
[60%], Pontoporia blainvillei (PB) [16%], Tursiops
truncatus (TT) [12%], Steno bredanensis (SB)
[4%], Stenella frontalis (SF) [4%] and
Balaenoptera acutorostrata (BA) [4%]. Bycatch
was suggested as causa mortis for 14 animals (9
SG, 4 PB, 1 SF). In lungs, pneumonia [44%],
edema [16%], bronchopneumonia [16%],
pleuropneumonia [8%], pleuritis [4%] and
hemorrhage [4%] were observed. CNS findings
included encephalitis [12%], meningoencephalitis
[8%], spongiosis [4%], polioencephalomalacia
[4%] and meningitis [4%]. Seven animals
presented lesions suggestive of morbilliviruses. The
IHC assay revealed immunolabeling in 11 CNS
fragments (5 SG, 3 PB, 1 TT, 1 SF and 1 SB) and 8
lungs (6 SG, 1 TT and 1 SB), contrasting with
previous studies where pneumotropism
predominated in SG. This difference may be related
to a higher neurovirulence strain. All the
morbilliviruses transiently infect the CNS, but the
development depends on the efficiency of the
immune system response. This disease induces
immunosuppression, survivals of sub-acute
condition may progress to secondary infections. In
conclusion, CeMV occurs on the Paraná coast,
potentially facilitating the bycatch

Morbillivirus infection and fishing interaction
affecting cetacean species in the Paraná state,
southern Brazil.
Sampaio Santos, Vivian1; Brunaldi Marutani,
Victor Hugo; Rorato Nascimentos de Matos,
Andressa Maria; Parra Cesar Nogueira Carreira,
Lucas1; Moreira, Jessica Regina; Farias de
Nóbrega, Daniela; Domiciano Guarnier, Isabela;
Domit, Camila2; Frederico Rodrigues Loureiro
Bracarense, Ana Paula
(1) Universidade Estadual de Londrina - UEL,

Assessment of marine mammals bycatch rates in
Chilean demersal fleets
San Martín, Marcelo1; Saavedra-Nievas, Juan
Carlos2; López, José2; Román, Catalina2
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species distributions and abundances due to the
bias and uncertainty associated with the noise
produced by the vessels. Cetaceans in the UK
North Sea waters have been widely studied and
seismic survey effort and sighting data
systematically collected, thus constituting a perfect
test area to account for the bias and assess the
accuracy of the distribution and abundance of
different cetacean species based on data collected
in seismic surveys.

Bycatch of marine mammals by fishing fleets has
become an issue of global concern, mainly due to
drastic declines in population abundances of
several species and increasing evidence of such
interactions from monitoring programs. As a
response, many RFMOs and countries have taken
actions to afford this issue. Consequently, as of
2013 Chile incorporated permanent monitoring
programs to register bycatch and discards during
fishing operations through observers on board.
Considering records and operational information
obtained during 2017, this work evaluates marine
mammals bycatch rates in different industrial fleets
that operated in demersal Chilean fisheries. The
study included: one crustacean trawling fleet
(CRTF, 29°S–38°S), two hake trawling fleets
(SHTF, 33°S-34°S; LHTF, 34°S-40°S), two multispecific trawling fleets (FRTF and FATF, 41°S57°S), and two long line fleets (PALF and SHLF,
46°S-57°S). The bycatch rate estimators used were
based by cluster sampling design. The results
showed that two species of sea lions, Otaria
byronia and Arctophoca australis, were caught
incidentally by the fleets studied. Both, the FRTF
and FATF fleets did not exhibited marine mammals
bycatch. Contrarily, higher rates were observed in
the SHTF fleet (0,262 animals/haul) and, to a lesser
extent, in the LHTF (0,127 animals/haul). Bycatch
rates of 0,054 animals/haul were observed in FRTF
and FATF, while, lower rates were observed in the
CRTF fleet (0,004 animals/haul). Regarding to
mortality of specimens caught, it varied between
34% and 90% depending on the fleet. The
differences observed may be explained by the
proximity of the operations to sea lions’ colonies.
Thus, higher rates were observed in fleets that
operated closer to the coast and during winter
season when animals search for food. These results
provide evidence of the impact of each fleet on
marine mammals bycatch, allowing focusing and
customizing the mitigation efforts according to the
scale and features of the problem.

Data from 1467 seismic surveys between 1996 and
2018 were examined and compared to previous not
biased works. To take into account detection bias
and environmental conditions while specifically
addressing the local-scale dependence structure of
the data, we use a model-based inference approach,
which assumes occurrences spatial locations as a
point process using a spatial Log-Gaussian Cox
process. The method adopts a flexible Stochastic
Partial Differential Equation (SPDE) approach to
model spatial structure in density and Integrated
Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA) for
Bayesian inference, simultaneously fitting
detection and density models at fine scale.
Over 11,500 sightings and acoustic detections of
cetacean species were identified, being whitebeaked dolphins the most frequently encountered
species, followed by Atlantic white-sided dolphins
and minke whales. Sperm whales, harbour
porpoises and long-finned pilot whales were also
commonly found, while fin whales, killer whales
and short-beaked common dolphins were
moderately sighted.
Results are compared with previous abundance and
habitat use studies in the area for the main species.
Bias estimation opens the door to the use of this
type of data to estimate the potential distribution
and abundance of cetaceans in other regions where
there is a lack of independent data but seismic
surveys occur.
Conservation of the Amazonian Manatee
Trichechus Inunguis (Sirenia: Trichechidae), in
Loreto - Peru.
Sanchez-Babilonia, Juan1; Perea, Carlos2
(1) Asociación para la Conservación de la
Biodiversidad Amazónica - Dallas World
Aquarium. Amazon Rescue Center (CREA) Iquitos Perú, Iquitos, Peru
(2) Asociación para la Conservación de la
Biodiversidad Amazónica–Dallas World Aquarium
Zoo. Amazon Rescue Center (CREA)., Iquitos, Peru
Corresponding Author: juan.babilonia@gmail.com

Estimation of bias in distribution and
abundance of different cetacean species using
data collected during seismic surveys.
Sanchez Cabanes, Alicia; Vilela, Raul1; GarcíaGómez, Jose Carlos2
(1) Bioconsult-SH, Husum, Germany
(2) UNIVERSIDAD DE SEVILLA. Laboratorio de
Biologia Marina (Zoologia), SEVILLA, Spain
Corresponding Author: alicia@gustavosanchez.es
Marine mammal data are often difficult and
expensive to collect. Seismic surveys generate
abundant data on marine mammals and may reach
extensive offshore areas but is rarely used to assess

The Amazonian manatee Trichechus inunguis is a
purely aquatic herbivorous mammal hunted for its
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meat and marketed as pets, regularly trapped in
blackwater lakes and streams in and near the
Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve in northeastern
Perú. These are also accidentally caught in fishing
gear by fishermen who also use the meat as bait to
catch some species of Amazonian fish. If we do not
reduce human impact, these species may disappear.

and intra/interspecific interactions, as well as
human interactions. In addition, we found many cut
dorsal fins, which could be due to on-going
interactions of dolphins with deep water artisanal
hook fisheries, or with debris. These results have
implications for the conservation and management
of this critical species in the Canary Islands and
highlight the need to evaluate the interactions with
fisheries and other human impacts within existing
SACs designated in the archipelago to protect
bottlenose dolphins.

Since 2007 the Amazonian manatee has been
conserved, with the “Rescue, rehabilitation and
release” program of this species, it has managed to
rescue 51 manatees that were living in captivity and
in deplorable conditions, 23 individuals (45.10%)
were released in areas protected natural, being
monitored for 8 to 10 months by a radio telemetry
system, 17 individuals (33.33%) died in the
rehabilitation process, most of these were found in
a cachexic state; currently there are 11 individuals
(21.57%) among offspring, juveniles and adults, 08
of them ready for the next releases. It was reported
the birth of 02 manatees in captivity, guaranteeing
the survival of this species for future populations.

Studies of Northern elephant seal (Mirounga
angustirostris) population demographics and
social structure at Piedras Blancas, California:
A multi-faceted collaborative effort.
Santos Elizondo, Gabriel1; Peck-Burnett, Tyler2;
Edwards, Paige; Cooper, Cameron3; Weitzner,
Emma; Voisinet, Melissa; Liwanag, Heather3
(1) California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo, Monterrey, Mexico
(2) California Polytechnic State University San
Luis Obispo
(3) California Polytechnic State University, San
Luis Obispo, California
Corresponding Author: gabriel.se@hotmail.com

An educational program is also developed, with the
purpose of generating environmental awareness
and positive emotions in children and adults
regarding the conservation of this species in rural
communities and cities in our region, using
different methodologies, such as: talks, workshops,
leisure activities, guided tours and especially
contact with nature and thus guarantee future
generations of young people who can protect our
resources. In the last 3 years the hunting of this
species has been reduced and an increase of the
populations in the conservation areas is observed. It
is advisable to encourage the monitoring of threats,
and the establishment of abundance index and basic
information for decision making, including local
people for the conservation of this species.

Piedras Blancas (PB), California is home to the
largest mainland northern elephant seal (Mirounga
angustirostris; NES) rookery (breeding site) in the
world. It comprises 6 miles of unconnected beaches
housing around 25,000 NES. Cal Poly has initiated
the first formal study of this population. Here we
report the results of our pilot efforts, during the
2018 and 2019 breeding seasons. Our current
objectives are to: (1) record NES movement
between breeding sites, (2) collect baseline
population demographic data, (3) analyze mating
success of males in relation to beach geography,
and (4) measure basic morphometric data for
weanlings. We tracked NES movement using dye
marks, flipper tags, and re-sights. Citizen scientists
assisted with re-sights, expanding our efforts.
Demographic data and mating success were
investigated through visual male-female
aggregation (harem) counts via weekly visual
surveys. Weaning weights and morphometrics were
collected from pups within 5 days of weaning. In
each breeding season, we conducted 26 surveys,
marked and/or tagged 425 NES, and measured 50
weanlings. Across seasons, we have obtained over
500 re-sights of individuals, including
approximately 50 re-sights contributed by citizen
scientists. Preliminary analyses of 2019 NES
weanling data suggest an 8% higher average
weaning mass for males compared to female
weanlings (P = 0.022), indicating an earlier
manifestation of sexual dimorphism than observed
at other rookeries. We have also documented
differences in overall weaning weights between

Using photo-ID for assessing bottlenose dolphin
skin lesions
Sanchez-Cami, Estel1; Aguilar de Soto, Natacha2
(1) Universidad de la Laguna, Sabadell Barcelona, Spain
(2) University of La Laguna / University of St
Andrews, Tenerife, Spain
Corresponding Author: estel.sanchez5@gmail.com
PhotoID studies have provided information about
effects of natural and anthropogenic impact factors
on different species of cetaceans. In this study we
analysed photographs of the bottlenose
dolphin Tursiops truncatus collected between the
years 2012 and 2018 at El Hierro (Canary Islands,
Spain) to identify signs of interactions or lesions on
the skin of the dolphins. We found signs of viral,
bacterial, mycotic and parasitic infections,
neoplastic diseases, other non-infectious diseases,
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beaches within the rookery, suggesting lower
weaning weights at beaches subject to greater
human disturbance. The PB population of NES is
growing exponentially and migrating to new
beaches to meet their spatial needs. We are
working with California State Parks, which
manages the land, to ensure the data we collect
informs the management plan for this rookery as
the NES population continues to grow and humanseal interactions become more common.

changed during the post-boat scenario, with an
increment in speed and linearity and a decrease in
reorientation, which suggests that fin whales move
from rest to travel. Also, for resting behavior, the
speed increased during February, the month where
WW intensifies. Similar results were observed in
this month for travelling behavior, with an
increment in speed. It is important to note that the
speed of whales decreased during 2017-2018 years,
which could be associated to an improvement in
approaching techniques of tour operators after
participating in a sustainable tourism workshop.
Even when our results indicate that fin whales are
being impacted by WW, an appropriate behavior of
tour-operators seem to diminish impact the shortterm responses by fin whales.

Modeling behavioral responses of fin whale
(Balaenoptera physalus) to whale-watching
tourism in the Marine Reserve Isla Chañaral,
northern Chile.
Santos-Carvallo, Macarena1; Perez Alvarez, Maria
Jose2; Barilari, Fernanda3; Pavez, Guido4;
Gutierrez, Laura5; Araya, Hector3; Sepulveda,
Maritza6
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Naturales (CIGREN), Universidad de Valparaiso,
Viña del Mar, Chile
(2) Escuela de Medicina Veterinaria,Universidad
Mayor; Laboratorio de Ecología Molecular,
Instituto de Ecología y Biodiversidad, Facultad de
Ciencias, Universidad de Chile; Centro
Investigación Eutropia., Chile
(3) Universidad de Valparaíso, Valparaíso, Chile
(4) Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile
(5) University of Concepcion, Concepcion, Chile
(6) Centro de Investigación y Gestión de Recursos
Naturales (CIGREN), Universidad de Valparaiso,
VINA DEL MAR, Chile
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The cave use of Mediterranean monk seal
(Monachus monachus) in the Gökova special
environmental protection area between 2016
and 2018
Saydam, Ezgi1; Guclusoy, Harun2
(1) Mediterranean Conservation Society, Izmir,
Turkey
(2) DEU Institute of Marine Sciences and
Technology, Balcova, Turkey
Corresponding Author: ezgisaydam91@gmail.com
This study was conducted between 2016 and 2018
in the Gökova Special Environmental Protection
Area. The purpose of the study was to identify
monk seal caves and classify them according to
frequency of use, and to estimate the local monk
seal population in the area to identify primary
monk seal habitats as core zones.

Whale-watching (WW) has exponentially grown
over the last few years, becoming not only an
economic alternative for local communities, but
also an important educational tool. However,
several studies have shown that some cetaceans
exhibit behavioral changes in response to WW
boats, and thus there is concern that this activity
may be detrimental to target species. In Chile, the
Marine Reserve Isla Chañaral is an important place
for whale-watching activities, due to a high
diversity of cetaceans and the frequent occurrence
of the fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus). During
austral summers from 2014 to 2018 we analyzed
short-term responses (travelling and resting
behaviors) of fin whales to the WW tourism using
the theodolite method. We modeled changes in the
reorientation, linearity and speed as variable
responses. The co-factors used were: tourism
scenario (absence of boats, with boats and after
boats), month, year, group size, number of boats
and distance from land station. For resting
behavior, the most significant co-factors for all the
variable responses were month and tourism
scenario, while for travelling month and year were
the co-factors. At rest, the three variable responses

First, the local fishers and sailors were interviewed
for the location identification of the seal caves.
Afterwards, these caves were checked by skin
diving whether they are suitable for monk seal use,
and the camera-trap installations. Six camera-traps
in four caves were mounted for monitoring. The
camera trap settings were adjusted motion trigered
in hybrid-mode taking both video images (10 - 20
sec) and three photos. After photo shootage 3 to 7
min-pause was also set. The recordings (N= 6,778
events comprising both three photos and a video
footage) from all caves were analysed to determine
the use (resting and/or breeding) and its frequency,
seasonal and circadian cave usage, and identified
individuals’ gender and the age group.
Three of the caves mounted with cameras were
identified as possible breeding and/or nursery
grounds, confirmed by the presence of monk seal
juveniles inside. It is found out that the cave usage
increases in Spring. Besides, the existence of
juveniles in early winter proved breeding. The data
were compared with Pearson’s Chi-squared test,
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and it is found out that there were significant
differences among the caves according to their
location and use of day-periods. Monk seals were
mainly using the caves nocturnally, and revealing a
diurnal activity pattern. During the study, four adult
females and two juveniles were identified. The
main observations of mother-juveniles highlight the
important breeding/nursery grounds where core
protection areas to be considered. This study was
funded by the Zoological Society of London The
EDGE of Existence Programme.

transiting the area, but occupied the area for some
time, possibly exploiting local food patches.
Additionally, the presence of song on the Antarctic
feeding ground indicates that some individuals mix
feeding or migratory movement with reproductive
behavior. In an ongoing project, further analyses
will provide additional insights into the acoustic
behavior and population identity of humpback
whales on the Antarctic feeding grounds.
Visual and passive acoustic monitoring of the
diel activity of wild harbour porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena) in Fyns Hoved, Denmark
Schartmann, Hannah; Kratzer, Isabella1; Stepputtis,
Daniel2; Dähne, Michael3
(1) Thuenen Institute for Baltic Sea Fisheries,
Rostock, Germany
(2) Thünen-Institute for Baltic Sea Fisheries,
Rostock, Germany
(3) German Oceanographic Museum, Stralsund,
Germany
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Spatio-temporal patterns in humpback whale
acoustic behavior in the Southern Ocean
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The harbour porpoise Phocoena phocoena is the
only resident cetacean species in the Baltic Sea.
Since it has been classified as “Critically
Endangered” in the Baltic Sea in 1996, protection
of this species is immediately necessary. In this
study, the activity pattern of the harbour porpoise
in the coastal waters of Fyns Hoved, Denmark was
investigated acoustically using passive acoustic
monitoring devices (C-PODs) as well as visually
with a tachymeter. 10 C-PODs were deployed
continuously from 30th July to 2nd September 2018
in Fyns Hoved. The visual observation was
conducted during daytime from a cliff in the study
area. The results demonstrate that the detections of
porpoises were significantly higher at the deeper CPOD stations than at the shallow stations during the
evening. We found that significantly more harbour
porpoises were detected during night than during
the rest of the day. The comparison of visual and
acoustic porpoise detections has shown that more
porpoises were detected visually than acoustically.
The results have extended the current knowledge
about the diel activity pattern of harbour porpoises
in three ways: 1) This is the first study which
indicates that the occurrence of harbour porpoises
varied on even a very small space. 2) We assume
that the harbour porpoise may be hunting during
the day mainly with the special feeding behavior
“bottom-grubbing”. We conclude that the harbour
porpoise could not be detected by the C-PODs
during this behavior. These findings should be
taken into consideration when planning further
monitoring studies. 3) Because of the result that
more porpoises were detected visually than
acoustically, we recommend to compensate this
potential limitation of the C-PODs during the day

Evidence for off-season humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae) acoustic presence in
high latitude feeding areas is accumulating for
Northern Hemisphere waters. By contrast, to date,
long-term studies investigating humpback whale
vocal behavior in the Southern Ocean are limited to
the coastal region. This study uses multi-year data
from the HAFOS (Hybrid Antarctic Float
Observing System) recording network in the
Weddell Sea to investigate spatio-temporal patterns
in humpback whale vocal behavior. Between 2010
and 2017, passive acoustic data were collected
along the Greenwich meridian, in the central
Weddell Sea and off Elephant Island. Humpback
whale calls were automatically detected and
manually verified to obtain hourly presence
information. Humpback whales were acoustically
present primarily during austral summer and
autumn (March, April, May, June and July).
Acoustic presence was most pronounced (>60% of
recording days per month containing calls) when
sea ice concentration was close to zero.
Furthermore, humpback whale song was present at
various recording sites in April, May, June and
July. The length of the period during which songs
were present, as well as the number of song hours
per day, increased with decreasing latitudes of the
recording sites. At least seven distinct phrase types
are identifiable across all recording sites. This
study demonstrates that substantial humpback
whale presence in the Southern Ocean is not
limited to the coast, but extends to pelagic regions.
The presence of social sounds and song during
extended periods suggests that whales were not just
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with visual monitoring to secure precise data
collection. However, we suggest to conduct more
research on this topic before a general conclusion
can be made.

WHS designation. We highlight how the mandate
of the WHS relates to those defined under EU and
national laws/agreements to identify mismatches.
Our aim is to clarify what role of the WHS can play
to find a way forward to determine the conservation
status of the harbour porpoise in the WHS.

World Heritage Site “Wadden Sea” – a
challenging habitat for cetacean conservation
and management.
Scheidat, Meike1; Teilmann, Jonas2; Siebert, Prof.
Dr., Ursula3; van den Bosch, Inger4
(1) Wageningen Marine Research, Wageningen
University, Haarlem, Netherlands
(2) Aarhus University, Roskilde, Denmark
(3) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), University of Veterinary
Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Buesum,
Germany
(4) Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment - Rijkswaterstaat, Amsterdam,
Netherlands
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Variation in ringed seal (Pusa hispida) bone
mineral density from 1897-2018.
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The Wadden Sea is an area in the southern North
Sea consisting of a complex landscape including
islands, mud flats, tidal channels, estuaries, rivers
and a highly convoluted coastline. In 2014 national
parks and EU - Special Areas of Conservation in
Danish, German and Dutch waters were combined
under the umbrella of the World Heritage Site
(WHS) “Wadden Sea”.
In the last decades the distribution of the North Sea
harbour porpoise has changed notably by shifting
south. Numbers in coastal areas, in particular the
southern German Bight and along the Dutch coast,
have increased substantially, with indications that
this increase extends into the Wadden Sea as well
as estuaries and rivers.

Various factors, such as contaminants, might
affect process of bone structuring and can lead
to an imbalance causing systemic or local
bone mass. In the Baltic Sea, pollution with
DDT and PCBs have been claimed to
influence bone structure and composition as
well as reproductive success leading to a
decrease in the local ringed seals populations
in the 1970’s.

To provide a first insight on the conservation status
of harbour porpoises in the WHS we compiled
available information from aerial surveys, satellite
telemetry, acoustic monitoring, incidental
sightings, drivers for prey availability as well as the
potential impact of predation by grey seals. This
unique habitat with strong tides, narrow channels
and turbid waters poses a challenge to porpoises
that need to navigate and find food. New studies
with tagged porpoises provide evidence that some
animals have specialized to live in this habitat year
round. Passive acoustic studies indicate that others
may seasonally follow migrating fish up rivers or
adapt their feeding activity to tidal patterns.

The aim of the present study was to analyse
temporal changes in bone mineral density
(BMD) over time in Baltic ringed seals using
samples of the Swedish Museum of Natural
History. 106 skulls were used for bone
investigations and were divided into three
periods according to the collection year:
between 1897 and 1905, between 1973 and
1985 and after 1985 up to 2018. All skulls
were examined by dual-energy x-ray
absorptiometry and the obtained results on
BMD were correlated with the historical PCB
and DDT presence with the potential risk of
influencing bones constitution. It seems that
males had a higher BMD than females (linear
model: p-value=0.0579, F-value=32.07). Bone
mineral density fluctuated between the three
study periods (linear model: p-value=6.98e-09,
F-value=39.87) with the lowest BMD content

The WHS is not only a highly complex habitat, it
also has a highly diverse management set-up. The
patchwork of regional stakeholders with different
interests co-existed in this area long before the
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found between 1897 and 1905. An ANCOVA
to test BMD versus period and skull length
revealed a decreasing, non-significant trend
(p-value=0.0738, t-value=-1.855, Fvalue=2.908) with respect to the relationship
between length and the second period.
Moreover, this study links these findings with
the contaminant values of PCB and DDT for
the respective years. The highest peak was
observed in the Gulf of Bothnia in the second
period.

vocalizations, then these cues may only be reliable
at short distances, such as within feeding, social, or
competitive groups.
An alternative to captive cetacean displays in
the Mediterranean: The Aegean Marine Life
Sanctuary.
Schofield, David1; Martínez-Macipe, Míriam2;
Pietroluongo, Guido3; Miliou, Anastasia4
(1) NOAA Fisheries Pacific Islands Regional
Office, Marine Mammal Health and Stranding
Response Program, Honolulu, HI
(2) FAADA, BARCELONA, Spain
(3) Archipelagos institute of Marine Conservation,
Samos Island, Greece
(4) Archipelagos Institute of Marine Conservation,
Pythagorio, Greece
Corresponding Author: David.Schofield@noaa.gov

In conclusion, the variations between 1897 and
2018 may to a certain extent reflect normal
fluctuations; however, an effect of PCBs and DDTs
cannot be excluded. It was explored if the
contaminant burden may explain the difference
between early years showing low BMD and late
years showing higher.

The future of captive cetaceans comes into question
as the popularity for their use for entertainment
purposes declines. More travel companies are no
longer offering visitation to facilities holding
captive cetaceans; new technology is effectively
replacing the educational function of dolphin
displays and research innovations are taking place
on-site via non invasive studies on free living
animals. Therefore, captive cetaceans should be
rehomed and their welfare should be the priority
when keeping them for a lifetime.

Sound propagation changes formant-like
spectral peaks in humpback whale song.
Schneider, Jennifer1; Mercado III, Eduardo2
(1) Associate Professor LCC International
University, Klaipeda, Lithuania
(2) University at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY
Corresponding Author: jschneider@lcc.lt
The aim of this study was to assess the viability of
acoustic communication of size-related cues
(specifically, formants) by baleen whales. Songs
often travel many kilometers before reaching
potential recipients and are therefore susceptible to
propagation degradation. Spectral cues are
susceptible to modification during transmission as
reflections from the surface and bottom result in
frequency-dependent constructive and destructive
interference, possibly masking information cues
typically found in terrestrial mammal vocalizations.
Playback studies were conducted off the west coast
of Puerto Rico using synthetic sounds, without
formants, and humpback whale song units, with
formants. Sounds were recorded at various
distances (up to 1500 m) from the source, and the
spectral content at varying distances was compared.
Formant-like peaks and notches were found in the
recordings of synthetic sounds, which were not
present in the source recording. Spectral envelopes
of the same sounds of both types also differed
between recording distances. In addition, a
recording was made of a singing whale over
approximately 40 minutes as the boat drifted at
different angles from the whale and a steep
underwater slope. Spectrograms of the same phrase
type at different points in the recording also
showed shifts in formant peaks. The addition and
modification of formant-like peaks indicate that
size-related cues are not reliable transmitted over
long distances. If baleen whales do produce
reliable, formant-based size cues in their

The Aegean Marine Life Sanctuary will provide
home to dolphins at a natural environment,
providing them expert veterinary care at a research
and educational facility at the Greek bay of Lipsi.
After a comprehensive analysis of different
potential sites, the setting at Vroulia Bay fulfills all
necessary environmental and social criteria: the
geomorphic and oceanographic characteristics,
high biodiversity and water quality, overwhelming
local support at a remote but easily accessible
island in the northern Dodecanese.
So far, negotiations for land agreement, mapping
the extent and assessing the health of seagrass
meadows, analysis of species biodiversity and
water quality and preparation of the veterinary
clinic have been the main actions of the team along
with the numerous protocols prepared and the
licensing process.
Using renewable energy sources, under an strict
non-breeding policy will make sure no new
cetaceans are required to remain at the sanctuary,
and an invitation-only policy for visitors will
ensure the minimal disturbance to the animals.
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The project is an innovative endeavour based on a
scalable and cost-efficient model that can be easily
replicated.

Comparison of eye dimensions in toothed whales
Schroeder, Sophia1; Hamacher, Christoph;
Huggenberger, Stefan2
(1) Department of Anatomy, Cologne, Germany
(2) Witten / Herdecke University, Institute of
Anatomy, Witten, Germany
Corresponding Author: sophia.schroeder@ukkoeln.de

Quantifying and characterizing acoustic activity
patterns of Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins
(Sousa chinensis) in Hong Kong's waters using
Passive Acoustic Monitoring.
Schormans, Erin1; Araújo-Wang, Claryana2; Wang,
John Y.3; Hung, Samuel K.4; Frasier, Tim5
(1) Saint Mary's University/CetAsia Research
Group, Canada
(2) Botos do Cerrado, Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(3) CetAsia Research Group / Trent University,
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(4) Hong Kong Cetacean Research Project,
Kowloon, Hong Kong SAR
(5) Saint Mary's University, Halifax
Corresponding Author: erin.schormans@live.ca

The eyes of cetaceans and other marine mammals
are well adapted to life underwater by a thick sclera
protecting the eye from high pressure or
temperature related damages and the almost
spherical lens compensating the low refraction
power of the cornea. However, there are few
detailed data about the composition and sizes of
cetacean eyes. In this study, eyes of five different
cetacean species were imaged by CT and MRI. 3D
models of the eyes were reconstructed and the
volumes of the sclera, the vitreous body and the
lens were measured in relation to the size of the
skull. The Amazon river dolphin (Inia geoffrensis)
had the smallest eyes among the species studied
here (864mm³). The closely related Franciscana
dolphin (Pontoporia blainvillei) had similar eye
volume (985mm³). The harbor porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) had more than 7 times voluminous eyes
(7,323mm³) than the first two species. Bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) had an eye volume of
12,714mm³. Interestingly, the late-fetal Sowerby’s
beaked whale (Mesoplodon bidens) had the biggest
eyes (33,773mm³) These results reveal that the eyes
of the so-called river dolphins (I. geoffrensis, P.
blainvillei) are far smaller than the eye of the
harbor porpoise despite their similar body length.
This fact is also reflected by the data of eye axis
length in relation to skull width (I. geoffrensis 11%,
P. blainvillei 12%, P. phocoena 19%). The
functional background, however, of this fact is not
clear.

Understanding the behavioural ecology of
cetaceans in environments with high human
pressure can increase our effectiveness in
minimizing the conflicts between the needs of
cetaceans and humans. Indo-Pacific humpback
dolphins (Sousa chinensis) of Hong Kong’s waters
are threatened by many human activities and
declining in number as a result. Cetacean Porpoise
Detectors (CPODs) offer a non-invasive method to
study these dolphins and reduce several limitations
of visual observations and thus, can provide
valuable information on the occurrence, daily
activity and habitat use of the dolphins. As part of a
passive acoustic monitoring study to understand the
occurrence of the dolphins within two marine
protected parks in Hong Kong (Sha Chau and Lung
Kwu Chau Marine Park - SCLKCMP and the
Brothers Marine Park - BMP), three CPODs were
deployed within each of the marine parks between
June 2017-18. A diel pattern in acoustic activity
was found with significantly more detection
positive minutes (DPMs) per hour recorded at night
than during the day. Acoustic activity also varied
throughout the year with the highest number of
DPMs in November to January in SCLKCMP
compared to the highest numbers from January to
March in BMP. Lastly, DPMs also varied greatly
among the six CPOD sites with the highest DPMs
observed at the central site within SCLKCMP and
lowest at the northwest site within BMP which is
closest to a major development project. In addition,
the mean DPMs per day was higher at the
SCLKCMP sites (combined) than at the BMP sites
(combined). The results of this passive acoustic
monitoring study compliment information obtained
through visual surveys and together provide a
better understanding of dolphin activity patterns
within the two marine protected parks, which can
help to improve the conservation of humpback
dolphins in Hong Kong’s waters.

How strong is the link between the distribution
of sand eels and harbour porpoises in the northeastern German Bight?
Schubert, Alexander1; Rose, Armin2; Vilela, Raul3;
Limmer, Bente4; Diederichs, Ansgar5
(1) BioConsult SH GmbH & Co. KG, Husum,
Germany
(2) BioConsult SH GmbH & Co.KG, Husum,
Germany
(3) Bioconsult-SH, Husum, Germany
(4) Institute of Applied Ecology, Hamburg,
Germany
(5) BioConsult SH GmbH & Co. KG, Husum, de
Corresponding Author: a.schubert@bioconsultsh.de
The seasonal abundance and distribution of harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) in the German
North Sea shows a strong variation. However, on a
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more local scale the seasonal occurrence may
follow a constant pattern in consecutive years. We
conducted digital aerial surveys covering all
seasons over several years to obtain abundance and
distribution of harbour porpoise in a ca. 3300 km²
study area in the north-eastern German Bight. In
parallel, we collected continues data on porpoise
acoustic activity with C-PODs at 12 different
positions inside the study area. Based on ICES fish
bottom trawl survey data we inferred sand eel
distribution within the survey area. By comparing
harbour porpoise distribution to sand eel
distribution a close connection during spring and
summer could be proven.

six-months after the tour (all p < 0.010). It is
recommended that management revisit the current
measures in place to better suit the industry today
and that passenger education during whale
watching tours be included as a potential
management tool to encourage operator
compliance. As vessel presence increases in this
region, adherence to updated whale watching
guidelines/regulations is likely to become
increasingly important to mitigate the cumulative
effects of short-term changes to whale behavior.
The deep, the shallow and the indecisive:
Foraging strategies of Galápagos sea lions.
Schwarz, Jonas F.L.1; DeRango, Eugene2; Zenth,
Friederike3; Mews, Sina; Krueger, Oliver
(1) Bielefeld university, Bielefeld, Germany
(2) Bielefeld University
(3) University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Corresponding Author: jonas-frederic@web.de

Effects of whale watch tourism on humpback
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) behavior and
understanding passenger attitudes toward
regulations in Juneau, AK.
Schuler, Alicia1; Piwetz, Sarah2; Steckler, David3;
Mueter, Franz4; Pearson, Heidi5
(1) University of Alaska Fairbanks
(2) Texas Marine Mammal Stranding Network,
Galveston, Texas
(3) Mysticetus LLC, Preston, WA
(4) University of Alaska Fairbanks, Juneau, AK
(5) University of Alaska Southeast, Juneau, Alaska
Corresponding Author: alicia.r.schuler@gmail.com

Hunting in the tropical waters off the coast of
Ecuador, Galápagos sea lions are confronted with
strong, irregular fluctuations in prey abundance due
to El Niño and La Niña events. Despite living in
dynamic environments, marine predators frequently
exhibit different, stable individual foraging
strategies. Different foraging strategies are
especially closely connected to the survival of an
individual or its offspring, with large effects on
population dynamics. Hence we studied individual
differences in foraging behavior of Galápagos sea
lion mothers during the 2018 El Niño conditions.
The study colony, located on an islet in the center
of the archipelago, has been part of a long-term
study, providing life history data for the focal
animals since 2003. Eighteen adult females,
nursing a pup or one-year-old, were equipped for
two weeks with biologgers collecting dive depth,
location, and acceleration data. Exploring the dive
data, we run a Principal Component Analysis
followed by a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis,
identifying four different foraging strategies. To get
a better understanding of those strategies, dive
depth and volume of 3D utilization distribution was
analyzed, as well as the state-dependent
distributions, calculated with hidden Markov
models. To study the mechanisms and
consequences of those strategies, we (1) used the
long-term dataset to investigate the influence of
those strategies on the mothers’ body conditions
and on the weight gain of their pups, two important
components of individual fitness; and (2) compared
the individual diving behavior to the space-use and
behavior in the colony, obtained through resight
rounds, focal animal observations and behavioral
response tests. Studying the different diving
strategies of this decreasing population of
pinnipeds, and their consequences, not only gives
an insight into how these animals handle current

The North Pacific humpback whale’s feeding
grounds in Juneau, Alaska have rapidly developed
into a popular whale watch destination during the
summer months (May-September). The Juneau
whale watch industry has tripled in size in the last
18 years, currently numbering over 65 vessels.
Viewing guidelines/regulations established in 2001
are outdated and may no longer be effective to
manage the industry. The aim of this study is to
provide a holistic understanding of whale watch
tourism in Juneau by assessing 1) humpback whale
movement and behavioral responses to vessel
presence and to the number of vessels present and
2) passenger attitudes and knowledge regarding
whale watching guidelines/regulations. Data were
obtained during summer 2016-2017, comprising
shore-based tracking and observations of 201
humpback whales and surveys completed by 2331
passengers. Linear mixed effects models indicated
that whales in the presence (vs. absence) of vessels
exhibited a 40% higher deviation in linear
movement (p = 0.001), a 6% increase in swimming
speed (p = 0.047) and a 7% decrease in inter-breath
intervals (IBI) (p = 0.025). For each additional
vessel present, deviation in linear movement
increased by 6% (p = 0.022) and IBI decreased by
4% (p = 0.001). Compared to before a whalewatching tour, passenger awareness of whale
watching guidelines/regulations doubled and strong
support for guidelines/regulations increased
immediately following a whale-watching tour and
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and future challenges, but also contributes to gain a
better understanding of how these strategies
develop.
How to get mutual benefit for whale watching
companies and cetaceans
Scuderi, Alessia1; García Sanabria, Javier2; Tiberti,
Rocco3; Cardoso Martins, Filomena4
(1) University of Cadiz, Puerto Real (Cádiz), Spain
(2) University of Cádiz, Cádiz, Spain
(3) University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy
(4) Univeristy of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal
Corresponding Author:
alessia.scuderi1@gmail.com
Educational outreach can be achieved through
responsible Whale Watching (WW). Here, we
investigate the factors affecting customers’
satisfaction on WW experience in the Strait of
Gibraltar Important Marine Mammal Area.
Between July and September 2017 and 2018,
guides of the WW company TURMARES Tarifa
submitted 398 questionnaires to customers
randomly selected during the final part of each trip.
Collected data included a general evaluation of the
WW experience (a binary satisfaction index), an
evaluation of the WW company (a mark from 1 to
10) and details on the profile of the customers, their
evaluation of the educational activities associated
to the experience, the perceived compliance with
current legislation for WW activities, and the
customers’ change of awareness. Sighting and trip
details were associated to the customers’ answers
to identify the factors affecting their opinion on the
WW experience and on the company. 96.48% of
customers expressed a general positive evaluation
of the WW experience and most customers
positively evaluated the WW company (mean ± SD
= 8.6 ± 1.1). Results from multiple linear
regression analysis and generalized linear models
indicate that customer satisfaction and their
evaluation of the WW company are not related to
customer profile and trip details. Conversely, they
are correlated to the overall quality of the WW
experience and they significantly increase when
customers are fulfilled with the information
received during the trip and with some aspects
related to the animal welfare, such as a slow
approach to cetaceans. Customers asserting their
awareness about cetaceans increased after the trip
also better judged the WW company. In
conclusion, improving education outreach and
communication, and a respectful attitude during
sightings, could produce higher customers
satisfaction rates changing their level of awareness,
with mutual benefits for the WW company,
cetaceans and related potential conservation issues.

Marine mammals are routinely exposed to a
plethora of acute and chronic stressors, both natural
and anthropogenic. Effects of these stressors range
from short-term changes in behaviour to long-term
changes in reproductive fitness, foraging
effectiveness, and spatial habitat
usage. Concentrations of cortisol, a stress
hormone, are used as a quantifiable measure of
stress in free-ranging animals. Traditionally,
cortisol levels are analysed from blood serum or
plasma. However, sample collection is invasive,
and confounding effects from the stress of research
handling may make it challenging to get accurate
baseline cortisol measurements using this
technique. Acoustic behaviour could provide an
alternative matrix for measuring stress noninvasively and at a fine time scale. In this
study, acoustic and hormonal data collected during
health assessments conducted on the Bristol Bay
beluga population were used to evaluate belugas’
vocal behaviour as it relates to the stressor of live
capture. Acoustic recordings made during each
animal’s assessment (n=19) were analysed, and
trends in vocal behaviour were related to serum
cortisol concentrations measured at the beginning
and end of each assessment. Acoustic and
movement data collected remotely using DTAGs
were used to relate vocal behaviour to the expected
decrease in stress after release for eight of the 19
animals. Metrics measured by the DTAG’s
accelerometer and magnetometer, such as swim
speed and circular variance in heading, were
calculated to assess changes in the tagged whales’
behavioural patterns. Characteristics and acoustic
parameters of calls made throughout the tag
deployment were compared to those made during
the health assessment process. This allowed for
fine-scale analysis of how vocal behaviour differed
across stress contexts. Preliminary evaluation of
acoustic recordings suggests that the assessment
process had a silencing effect on beluga calling
behaviour. Few phonations were recorded during

Acoustic analysis as a methodology for assessing
stress in belugas (Delphinapterus leucas)
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assessments and in DTAG recordings made
immediately following release.
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Baseline soundscape analysis of a humpback
whale breeding ground before port construction
in the Gulf of Tribugá.
Seger, Kerri1; Perazio, Christina2; Gonzales,
Valeria; Botero Acosta, Natalia3
(1) Applied Ocean Sciences. LLC
(2) University at Buffalo, University of New
England, Portland, ME
(3) Macuáticos Colombia Foundation, Medellin,
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Corresponding Author:
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When considering the dolphin evolution, actual
morphological characters of target structures,
which subject to the selective pressure, should be
observed and described with extreme care.
We dissected both forelimbs of one Pacific whitesided dolphin to observe the brachial plexus
morphology and nerve distribution to the flippers.
Spinal segmental levels of the nerves were
examined by the fascicle and fiber analyses.

Humpback whales annually migrate to Colombian
waters to mate and give birth. The acoustic
communication system of the humpback whale
relies on an individual’s ability to establish and
maintain contact with conspecifics across vast and
proximate distances. Current levels of tourism and
artisanal fishing activities that support the
livelihood of local communities in the Gulf of
Tribugá (Colombia) are low, but a significant
increase in industrial and commercial maritime
traffic could mask critical communication space for
whales to find, mate with, and protect one another.
Considering the current government's interest in
building a port in the area, a passive acoustic
monitoring device (Ecological Acoustic Recorder
(EAR)) was deployed in the Gulf of Tribugá
between September and November 2018. Acoustic
data were processed using an in-house Matlab GUI.
Power spectral densities (PSDs) were computed in
dB re 1 µPa2/Hz and estimated to 3-Hz resolution
each minute, by averaging FFT snapshots
(overlapped 50%) over one minute intervals.
Results show that dominant sound contributors are
humpback whale song, boat traffic, snapping
shrimp, and fish, with some contributions from
delphinid species and unidentified distant sound
sources. Observations of spectrograms indicate that
humpback whale songs stop during boat passes
with enough acoustic energy to mask the song
units. Three-dimensional propagation modeling
maps have been generated to illustrate the ranges
over which humpback whale song and boat engine
noise could spread through all directions in the
water column. These baseline levels of sound
sources, the observed acoustic behavioral responses
to noise, and maps of masking potential in the area
will be discussed as the first part of a Before-After
Control-Impact (BACI) marine study.

The brachial plexuses were formed by the union of
the ventral rami of the lower six cervical nerves
and the first thoracic nerve. These roots fused with
each other to form three trunks in the left cervical
region and four trunks in the right. These trunks
fused into a flattened nerve cords. At the axilla, the
cords gave off nerves to supply muscles and skin of
the flippers.
The phrenic nerve (C3-5) and the suprascapular
nerve (C3-6) arose from the cranial margin of the
plexuses. The pectoral nerves (C5-7) arose from the
ventral surface of the plexus. In contrast, the dorsal
scapular (C4), the subscapular (C4-7), the axillary
(C4-7), and the radial (C5-8) nerves arose in turn
from the dorsal surface of the brachial plexus. The
median and ulnar nerves reached the forearm as a
common trunk and gave off many cutaneous nerves
for the skin of the flipper.
The boundary between the distribution areas of the
median and ulnar nerves was on the third digit in
the palmar side, and on the third digit or in the cleft
between the third and fourth digits in the dorsal
side. Most of the intrinsic muscles of the forelimb
have degenerated except for some scapular
muscles. The results of this study suggest that
motor innervation has been lost in the flipper while
the sensory nerve remains in the same pattern as
that of the terrestrial mammal forelimb.
Interactions between killer whales (Orcinus
orca) and the Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus
eleginoides) fishery at Crozet Archipelago:
Insights from preliminary signature fatty acid
analysis.
Sellers, Ben1; Virtue, Patti2; Nichols, Peter D3;
Revill, Andrew4; Tixier, Paul5; Guinet, Christophe6
(1) University of Tasmania, MOWBRAY, Australia
(2) Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies,
University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia
(3) CSIRO, Hobart, Australia
(4) CSIRO Oceans and Atmosphere, Hobart,

Brachial plexus and segmental innervation of
the forelimb in the Pacific white-sided dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus obliquidens).
Sekiya, Shin-ichi1; Tajima, Yuko2; Yamada,
Tadasu K.2
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these groups of endogenous lipids are still curious.
In this study, we are focusing to identify
possibilities of technologies to discover unsolved
synthesis of lipid classes of wax esters and
branched-chain fatty acids (BCFA) in toothed
whales. In this review, various sources of
information and literature were categorized into
four major study areas of lipidomics, proteomics,
transcriptomics and genomics. All the references
were screened under each study area and finally
possibilities to identify unusual lipid synthesis
pathways of toothed whales were suggested for
further investigations. In lipidomics studies, recent
mass spectroscopic methods like HILIC and
C30RP chromatography are identified to study
neutral and phospholipids separately, however,
determination of the structure of lipids is very
challenging. As lipids interact with proteins in the
animal body, lipidomics and proteomics need to be
correlated by creating lipid-binding proteome maps
to easily understand metabolism pathways. Recent
advances of Illumina Hiseq NGS of RNA and DNA
helps to identify positive genes for the lipid
metabolism in these animals. The results of this
literature review concluded that a combination of
four of these study areas can make a clear picture
of curiosity of metabolism of lipids in toothed
whales.

Crozet Archipelago killer whales are known to feed
on elephant seals, penguins, large whales, and to
depredate Patagonian toothfish (Dissostichus
eleginoides) from the local fishery. We used
combined and complementary biochemical
techniques to elucidate the trophic position of killer
whales at Crozet Archipelago. Blubber biopsies of
killer whales (Orcinus orca), sampled in proximity
of the Patagonian toothfish fishery at Crozet, were
analysed for signature fatty acids and amino acid
compound- specific stable isotope analysis (CSSIA). Potential prey species of killer whales were
also analysed with a view to understand the diet of
distinct killer whale social units in this area. Fatty
acid profiles of fishery associated killer whales
known to depredate longlines were distinct from
the non-fishery associated killer whales. These
differences were driven by six exogenous fatty
acids (22:6ω3c (docosahexaenoic acid: DHA),
20:5ω3 (eicosapentaenoic acid: EPA), 20:1ω9c,
18:2ω6, 22:1ω11c, and 22:1ω9c). Fatty acid
profiles of both fishery associated killer whales and
Patagonian toothfish were also distinctly different,
suggesting metabolic modification of fatty acids is
taking place or an alternative non-sampled prey
source is contributing, possibly juvenile toothfish.
Trophic interactions between killer whales,
elephant seals (Mirounga leonina) and potential
prey fish species were inferred from fatty acids
profiles, with the fatty acids data also suggesting a
fish based diet for the non-fishery associated killer
whale. We will also present CS-SIA using amino
acids of killer whale biopsies (extracted blubber
tissue) and potential killer whale food sources. The
power of the CS-SIA approach lies in the
differential fractionation of individual amino acids
during trophic transfer. CS-SIA has allowed an
examination of resource utilisation and trophic
dynamics in the Crozet Archipelago.

Vulnerability of a marine top predator to
coastal storms in central chile
Sepulveda, Maritza1; Esparza, Cesat2; Quiñones,
Renato3; Carrasco, Pablo3; Pedreros, Eduardo4;
Winckler, Patricio2
(1) Centro de Investigación y Gestión de Recursos
Naturales (CIGREN), Universidad de Valparaiso,
VINA DEL MAR, Chile
(2) Universidad de Valparaiso, Valparaiso, Chile
(3) Interdisciplinary Center for Aquaculture
Research (INCAR-FONDAP), Universidad de
Concepción, Concepcion, Chile
(4) Universidad de Concepcion, Concepcion, Chile
Corresponding Author: maritza.sepulveda@uv.cl
The frequency and intensity of coastal storms in
Central Chile has increased in the last decades,
affecting many species, including the South
American sea lion (Otaria byronia). The breeding
colony of Cobquecura, the most important for this
species in central-south Chile, is highly exposed
and it is located in front of a long sandy beach with
no protection to ocean waves. In recent years, the
stranding record of pups at the beach during the
summer have notoriously increased, presumably
due to the increase in the frequency and intensity of
coastal storms. To validate this hypothesis, a
database with historical sea states was built from
the coupling of a generation wave model
(WAVEWATCH III) and a coastal wave
propagation model (STWAVE), in order to

The curiosity of metabolism of lipids in toothed
whales; Multi-omics approach.
Senevirathna, Jayan1; Asakawa, Shuichi2
(1) Uva Wellassa University, Badulla, Sri Lanka
(2) The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Corresponding Author: duminda@uwu.ac.lk
Lipids in toothed whales are unusual compared to
the other mammals. The lipid synthesis pathways in
the suborder Odontoceti, the toothed whales might
be evolved for various adaptations from the
terrestrial environment to the marine environment
like fast swimming, deep diving, feeding and
echolocation. Therefore synthesis and function of
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correlate the statistical wave parameters in the
vicinity of the colony with stranding records of
pups during summer, from 2009 to 2018. For the
first half of January and the last of February, the
comparison between the number of pups drowned
per day have a low correlation with the wave
period, the significant height wave and the
normalized wave power parameters. These
correlations significantly increases when compared
wave parameters and pups stranded in the second
half of January and the first of February. Three
massive strandings in 2011, 2017 and 2018
coincide with normalized power values exceeding
100 m2/s. Thus, the number of stranded pups is
very sensitive to wave power above a certain
threshold corresponding to extreme events. The
stranding records during intense coastal storms
represent ca.10% of the annual birth rate at the
Cobquecura colony, so they can have critical
effects on the survival of the pups, and
consequently on the population growth in the
sector.

the Spanish Mediterranean coast. Observer-based
surveys covered 515.70 km2 and allowed the
detection of 472 targets. Photographic-based
surveys covered 101.85 km2, and 331 marine
targets were detected in the 10,000 images
collected. Both techniques allowed the
identification of anthropogenic debris such as
marine litter (i.e. plastic items), natural debris and
mega-fauna. Results showed that marine megafauna densities obtained through the two methods
were comparable, while floating marine macrolitter density was higher using the photographicbased method and birds density was higher using
the observer-based one. The results of this study
offer a first validation of the photographic-based
method for monitoring floating marine macro-litter
and mega-fauna.
Research funded by the project Interreg-Med
MEDSEALITTER.
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The sensory science discipline applies the
principles of experimental design and statistical
analysis to human senses (sound, sight, smell, taste,
and touch) for the purposes of evaluating consumer
products. These principles can be applied to just
about anything that is perceived. Our linguistic
ability makes humans particularly well suited for
the task of analyzing humpback whale sounds, as
they vocalize predominantly in the human
frequency range and produce songs that are
syntactical, rhyming, rapidly evolving and
culturally transmitted. Here we apply sensory
science methods to describe and classify humpback
whale feeding calls. The goal is to develop
additional objective measures for improved vocal
fingerprinting and provide insight into
pod leadership and task specialization. Feeding
calls are used by North Pacific humpback whales to
herd herring schools toward the surface. Unless
foraging alone, it has not been possible to assign
the calls to flukes, as calling typically occurs from
individuals hidden in large, compact, subsurface
groups. In this study, we recruit three groups of
respondents (bio-acousticians, sensory scientists
and musicians) for on-line interviews using the
repertory grid methodology. The panelists
evaluated 12 of 18 humpback whale bubble net

Floating marine macro litter is known to cause
severe environmental problems, particularly in
closed seas where it may accumulate and threaten
endangered marine fauna. Density and distribution
of marine litter and mega-fauna (i.e. cetaceans,
turtles and large fish) have traditionally been
monitored through observer-based surveys,
including aerial ones. However, the use of
photographic-based methods has developed rapidly
in recent years. To make possible the inclusion of
new photographic-based results in previous data
base, a validation of data collected through the two
methods is needed. The aim of this study was to
compare the observations obtained from the
concurrent application of both methodologies
during aerial surveys. Data were collected from
four aerial surveys performed in March 2018 over
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calls in an incomplete block design of 4 triads. Data
was analyzed by Generalized Procrustes Analysis
(GPA) and frequency counts were utilized to
generate consensus terms. Descriptors were
derrived that contribute to call differentiation,
including those already measured
instrumentally and those likely to be most
accurately measured by a trained panel. These
techniques aim to improve communications
between research groups via a well-developed
lexicon and augment instrumental methods via new
sensory measures.

covered a 13.8km2 area located south of an area of
deep water (>100m). Group size was significantly
larger for foraging groups and foraging groups
were often associated with gannets (Morus
bassanus). There was no significant relationship
between group size and depth.

White-beaked dolphin hotspot and seasonal site
fidelity identified off Northumberland, North
Sea
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Zachary3; Foley, Heather4; Janik, Vincent5; Read,
Andy2
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This study highlights the importance of a relatively
discreet area of the North Sea as important habitat
for white-beaked dolphins. Foraging opportunity
for epipelagic prey species may be an important
driver for seasonal habitat use.

White-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus
albirostris) occupying North Sea and UK waters
are considered a separate management unit to other
North Atlantic populations. The species is listed as
a priority under the UK’s Biodiversity Action Plan
but limited data on population sub-structuring,
distribution, abundance and movement have
prevented effective conservation and management.
To investigate suggested high sighting rates near
the Farnes Deep glacial trench, North Sea, 36
opportunistic surveys were conducted between
2013 and 2018 during summer months. A total of
35 dolphin groups were encountered during which
a diver recorded underwater video using GoPro
Hero 3&4. Data on location, group size, group
composition, foraging activity and association with
other animals were collected.

Ship strike mortality is a major conservation
concern for humpback whales along the U.S.
Atlantic coast. Nearly 90 humpbacks have stranded
since 2016 and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration has declared these
strandings to be an Unusual Mortality Event; half
of the necropsies show evidence of ship strikes or
entanglement. One of the most intense conflicts
occurs at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay during
winter, where the foraging area of juvenile
humpback whales overlaps with shipping channels
that are intensively used by large ships. Unlike
other balaenopterid whales, humpbacks are “fight”
rather than “flight” strategists when responding to
predators, which could affect how they respond to
other potential threats, such as approaching ships.
In this project we are deploying digital sound and
movement recording tags (DTAGs) and conducting
focal follows of humpback whales, while
simultaneously collecting Automatic Identification
System (AIS) data from transiting vessels, to
analyze the behavior of humpbacks during close
ship approaches in the Virginia Beach shipping
lanes. Eight tags were deployed in 2017 and two in
2019, with additional deployments planned in
2020. We will use fine-scale accelerometry from
the DTAGs to determine if and how animals react
to oncoming vessels, and, if so, at what distance or
sound level threshold. We will examine how
reactions vary with vessel distance, speed, and
acoustic profile, to evaluate which ship
characteristics elicit responses. We will also

Individual dolphins were photo-identified from
high quality still frames using unique marks on the
body, head and dorsal fin. Distinctive individuals
were catalogued when both right and left sides of
the individual were available. Sighting location
data were projected in Arc GIS and 50 and 95
percentage volume contours (PVC) were created
from kernel density estimation. Difference in group
size between foraging and non-foraging groups and
the relationship between group size and depth were
investigated.
A total of 69 individuals were identified over the
study, within year resightings were low but 22%
were observed in more than 1 year, demonstrating
some level of site fidelity. The 50 PVC contour
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analyze whether the animal’s behavioral state
(foraging or non-foraging) affects their likelihood
of response. Foraging behavior has not been
described in this area, where juvenile humpbacks
are foraging primarily on Atlantic menhaden
Brevoortia tyrannus in extremely shallow water.
Understanding the behavior of humpback whales
around ships is critical to developing measures to
reduce the risk of ship strike mortality and promote
the recovery of this population.

breeding activity, were recorded in the both
seasons. In late March of the 2018/19 season, two
pairs of mother and calf were confirmed, although
it is unclear whether the calves were born around
Hachijo Island or not. However, it seems
appropriate to consider that Hachijo Island is their
new wintering area. We should continue
monitoring to further clarify the cause for
humpback whales in the North Pacific to expand
their wintering ground.

Expansion of wintering ground of the humpback
whales in the North Pacific: Beginning of the
seasonal migration to around Hachijo Island,
Izu Archipelago.
Katsumata, Taiki1; Nakamura, Gen2; Hirose,
Ayumi3; Nakajo, Ken; Shibata, Chieri; Murata,
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Seasonal characteristics of diving behavior of
spotted seals in Rebun Island, Hokkaido, Japan
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Our previous research found that the adult spotted
seals (Phoca largha) inhabiting Rebun Island,
Hokkaido, Japan mainly breed in the sea-ice area of
the Tatar Strait, and their breeding season is
between January and April, and molt after April.
However, how their diving behavior and the range
change by various annual life events or the season
has not yet been clarified. In this study, we aim to
identify changes in the diving behavior of spotted
seals equipped with satellite transmitters during
their annual life events with relation to age class
and sex. We used the finite mixture model and the
regression was carried out using the R version 3.3.1
(R Core Team, 2016) and flexmix package version
2.3-13 (Gruen et al., 2015; Gruen and Leisch,
2008). It is a combination of two or more
probability density functions. By combining the
properties of the individual probability density
functions, mixture models can approximate any
arbitrary distribution. In this analysis, we created
mixed models of dive duration and depth. As a
result, during the breeding period in the Tatar
Strait, the diving patterns of adult seals differed
from the patterns before and after the breeding
period. Both the adult female and male used the
shallow water for a short time only during the
breeding period. They probably limited their
foraging behavior and hauled out frequently to
devote themselves to breeding activity during the
breeding period. Also, it is likely that the diving
behavior of adult seals during the breeding period
becomes passive. Furthermore, the female
conducted deeper and longer dives before the
breeding period than the male. This is probably
because females need to accumulate more energy
resource than males in order to maintain the growth
of their fetus and prepare giving birth and nursing.

Around Japan, it was considered that humpback
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) migrate to
Okinawa (26°13’N, 127°41’E) and Bonin Islands
(27°04’N, 142°13’E) for breeding. Hachijo Island
(33°06’N, 139°47’E) is one of Izu Archipelago and
located further north than those wintering grounds.
In the winter of 2015/16, a number of humpback
whales were confirmed around Hachijo Island, and
a monitoring project of humpback whales around
Hachijo Island has been initiated since the 2016/17
winter season. Here, we report the results of two
subsequent year monitoring since the 2016/17
season with some new sporadic findings obtained
from the 2018/19 season. We established track
lines around the island, and whales were searched
and photo-identified from a dedicated vessel (12t).
The survey was carried out two times a month in
average from November to April, totally 32 days in
the first season and 34 days in the second.
Humpback whales were sighted from November to
March in the both seasons, and total sightings were
205 and 397 animals in the 2016/17 and 2017/18
seasons, respectively. Sightings per unit effort in
the 2017/18 season (11.7 animals/day) was
approximately twice as large as the first season (6.4
animals/day). Some individuals were photoidentified repeatedly during the same season,
suggesting that the area is not just a migrating
corridor but the one for other purposes to stay.
Songs and competitive behaviors, relating to
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Distribution and habitat of deep diving
predators, sperm (Physeter macrocephalus) and
Baird’s beaked whales (Berardius bairdii),
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Helminth parasites of cetaceans are usually studied
on stranded or by-caught individuals, and the
helminth studies are scarce in Asia. In this study,
the odontocetes stranded or by-caught in Japanese
coasts were examined and the helminth fauna was
investigated. Totally 194 individuals of 11 species
were collected during the year 2012 to 2019
(narrow-ridged finless porpoise, harbor porpoise,
striped dolphin, spinner dolphin, bottlenose
dolphin, Indo-pacific bottlenose dolphin, melonheaded whale, Risso’s dolphin, false killer whale,
pygmy sperm whale, and dwarf sperm whale). The
cranial air sinuses, lungs, liver, stomach, and
intestine were observed macroscopically, then
washed and precipitations were inspected under
stereomicroscope to collect helminthes. 11 species
of nematodes: Anisakis spp., Crassicauda
grampicola, Halocercus lagenorhynchi, H. pingi,
H. sunameri, Pharurus asiaeorientalis, P.
sunameri, Stenurus globicephalae, S. minor, S.
nanjingensis, and Torynurus convolutus; 11
trematodes: Brachycladium nipponicum,
Brachycladium sp., Campula oblonga, Nasitrema
globicephalae, N. gondo, N. spathulatum, N.
sunameri, Nasitrema sp., Oschmarinella
laevicaecum, Synthesium nipponicum, S. tursionis;
2 cestodes: Diphyllobothrium sp., Tetrabothrius
spp. and 2 acanthocephalans: Bolbosoma spp.,
Corynosoma sp. were found. Many of the
helminthes of narrow-ridged finless porpoise (H.
pingi, H. sunameri, P. asiaeorientalis, P. sunameri,
S. nanjingensis, N. spathulatum, and N. sunameri)
were host-specific. Finless porpoises
(genus Neophocaena) are distributed in Asian
coastal waters, thus these helminthes are limited to
Japanese or Asian waters. Three species (B.
nipponicum, N. gondo, and O. laevicaecum), which
are rarely found in previous studies in areas other
than Japan, were found from the delphinid hosts. N.
gondo and Brachycladium sp. were in cranial air
sinuses and liver of dwarf sperm whale. The latter
might be an undescribed species and this is the first
record of trematodes from the genus Kogia. The
helminth fauna in Japanese waters was suggested to
be characterized by several endemic species.

Sperm whale (SW) and Baird’s beaked whale
(BBW) coming around Hokkaido, northern Japan
in Autumn, have similar feeding habits; feeding
depth and diets. Previous sighting surveys
conducted in North Pacific off Honshu showed that
BBWs distribute nearer coast than SWs, however,
it is unclear how both species segregate around
Hokkaido. In this study, we conducted sighting
survey in Autumn around Hokkaido, in order to
quantify habitat preference of SW and BBW.
Sighting surveys were conducted from the T/S
Ushio-maru (Hokkaido university) in September
and October (2009-2018) in the Pacific coast of
Hokkaido (PCH) and the Nemuro Strait. Their
habitats were estimated using software Maxent
with five factors; depth, slope, distance from coast
and, distance from 1000- and 3000-m isobath. Off
PCH, SWs were found in the Kushiro Submarine
Canyon, whereas BBWs were found in the Hidaka
Bay. There were significant differences in slope
and distance from 3000-m isobath. SWs were
observed in steeper, closer to 3000-m isobath area
than BBWs. As results of habitat estimation, SWs
were predicted to be distributed in 800-3000m
depth, while BBWs were predicted to be only in the
Hidaka Bay. This prediction of SWs distribution
was caused by the Kushiro Submarine Canyon.
Difference between two species distribution was
probably affected by their migration routes. BBWs
were distributed on the continental shelf off
northeastern Honshu, and migrate northward to the
Hidaka Bay along 1000-m isobath. While SWs
migrate northward from offshore isobath (> 3000m isobath) to Kushiro Submarine Canyon. In the
Nemuro Strait, both species were observed in the
northern area, where steep slope deeper than 2400
m exists in the north-central part. There were no
significant differences in environmental factors.
Therefore, the different distribution of these species
off PCH may be caused by distance of their most
prefered isobath.

NOAA and navy sound monitoring in
sanctuaries
Shoemaker, Mandy1; Hatch, Leila2; Kitchen,
Danielle3; Kumar, Anu4
(1) US Navy Living Marine Resources Program,
Port Hueneme
(2) Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary,
Scituate, Massachusetts
(3) Chief of Naval Operations, Energy and
Environmental Readiness Division, N454,
Washington, DC

Investigation for the helminthic parasites of
odontocetes using stranded/by-caught
individuals in Japan.
Shiozaki, Akira1; Amano, Masao2
(1) National Museum of Nature and Science,
Tsukuba, Japan
(2) Nagasaki University, Nagasaki
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As part of a settlement agreement, the U.S.
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Navy are
engaged in a multi-year effort to monitor
underwater sound within the U.S. National Marine
Sanctuary System. The agencies are working with
numerous scientific partners to study sound within
seven national marine sanctuaries and one marine
national monument, including waters off the U.S.
east coast, west coast and Hawaiian archipelago.
The project is designed to provide standardized
baseline information important for contextualizing
both how much sound is introduced within these
protected areas by specific sources and the
potential for each type of source to impact the
areas’ marine taxa and habitats.

Potentially harmful concentrations of heavy metals
have been recorded in marine mammals as far north
as the Arctic Beaufort Sea. Bowhead whales
(Balaena mysticetus) annually migrate from their
winter foraging grounds of the Bering Sea into the
Chukchi Sea and eastward to the Beaufort Sea
(summer). A single baleen plate from a bowhead
whale grows continuously and can store more than
20 years of dietary and, subsequently,
environmental data. Analysis of heavy metals in
western Arctic bowhead whale baleen plates, via
atomic absorption spectrophotometry, confirmed
successful detection of twelve heavy metals (Cd,
Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Se, V, Zn). Baleen
plates obtained from subsistence-harvested
bowhead whales between 1966 and 1999 were
analyzed, providing first-ever heavy metal data
from 1947-1999. Previous stable carbon and
nitrogen isotope analyses from the same baleen of
these whales ascertained the general locations and
seasons (Beaufort Sea in summer/fall;
Bering/Chukchi seas in winter/spring) along the
western Arctic population’s migration path.
Comparing heavy metal concentrations to the
respective stable isotope values of the same sample
allowed concentrations to be attributed to general
season and region. There were significant
differences among elements (X2(11)=341.44,
p=<2.2e-16), with copper, vanadium, and zinc
having the highest average concentrations (338
ppm, 835 ppm, 226 ppm, respectively), and
cadmium, chromium, and manganese having the
lowest (4 ppm, 2 ppm, 3 ppm, respectively). All
metal concentrations fluctuated temporally, but did
not increase nor decrease over time. Seasonally,
nickel and zinc were highest in winter and spring
(Bering and Chukchi seas), while mercury was
generally highest in summer and fall (Beaufort
Sea).

The agencies selected approximately 30 recording
locations where sound conditions and acoustically
sensitive species are of management interest.
Regional teams began deployment rotations using
identical, temporary bottom-mounted sensors at
these locations in fall 2018. Recording efforts will
continue for 3 to 4 years. Collaboration with
partners will make use of other technologies and
existing acoustic recordings at locations where
further time series or comparisons are of interest.
To inform the project’s development, the agencies
sponsored an expert workshop in May 2018.
Workshop participants emphasized standardized
approaches to facilitate comparison in soundscape
attributes among international projects with longerterm and larger-scale monitoring focus.
Discussions also highlighted the importance of
defining ecologically meaningful measures and
producing visualization methods that can support
both management processes and public
communication. These recommendations have
guided the project’s priorities and work to develop
analysis techniques for characterizing both the
overall sound levels and specific contributions from
marine animals, physical processes and human
activities. Unprocessed data will be archived and
made publicly available through NOAA’s National
Center for Environmental Information. A web
portal for further access and exploration of
products is also under development.

Leucism in Brazilian dolphins: A phenotypic
trait associated to specific populations?
Siciliano, Salvatore1; Bonvicino, Cibele2; Cardoso,
Júlio3; Francisco, Arlaine3; Pacheco, Shirley4;
Hauser-Davis, Rachel5
(1) Instituto Oswaldo Cruz/FIOCRUZ
(2) INCA, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(3) Projeto Baleia à Vista, São Sebastião, Brazil
(4) Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e
Tecnologia de São Paulo, Campus Caraguatatuba,
Caraguatatuba, Brazil
(5) Fiocruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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Using subsistence-harvested bowhead whale
baleen as a multi-decadal contaminant recorder
Shore, Samantha1; Amy, Hirons2; Giarikos,
Dimitrios3; Duffy, Lawrence4
(1) Nova Southeastern University
(2) Nova Southeastern University, Dania Beach
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Leucism is defined as a total lack of pigmentation
throughout the entire body. This type of
hypopigmentation occurs despite the normal
production of the enzyme tyrosinase and melanin,
as no melanin deposition occurs in skin cells, hair
follicles or feathers, due to an inherited defect in
the pigment transfer process. Leucism can be
caused by one of several different mutations and
gives rise to seemingly similar phenotypes. Thus,
leucistic animals are white or whitish all over but
have normally colored eyes. The very rare
occurrence of leucistic individuals is normally due
to the mating of two heterozygous, normal-colored
individuals each carrying a rare, recessive leucism
allele. Recently, in Brazil, cases of anomalously
white dolphins have been reported, involving one
juvenile rough-toothed dolphin (Steno
bredanensis), as well as recurrent cases in Guiana
dolphins (Sotalia guianensis). The leucistic S.
bredanensis was reported off Ilhabela, São Paulo,
on 9 December 2017. In addition to this single
record of an anomalously white-pigmented S.
bredanensis in Brazilian waters, photograph
comparisons of previously catalogued individuals
suggest a common hypopigmentation pattern, i.e.,
whitish patches throughout large portions of the
body, observed off the coasts of São Paulo and Rio
de Janeiro, SE Brazil. It is generally believed that
leucistic animals present reduced fitness, perhaps
due to higher predation risks or pleiotropic effects
on other physiological functions. However,
although often reported as a deleterious trait, adult
leucistic dolphins have been reported globally in
cetaceans, from cold to tropical waters. As such, as
evidenced in two coastal species of dolphins off
Brazil, this study provides evidence of maintenance
of geographical color variations in small cetacean
populations in a particular habitat or area. Further
investigations concerning the prevalence of such an
anomalous coloration in coastal dolphin
populations are essential for assessing the
prevalence of leucistic individuals in this habitat.

Scotland, Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) farming
industry is mainly on the west coast, northern and
western islands, waters that host some of the
highest densities of harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) in Europe. The aim of this study was to
determine when and how often porpoises approach
fish farms on Scotland’s west coast. Passive
Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) for porpoise
echolocation using SoundTraps and C-PODs was
undertaken at seven farms and nearby navigation
buoys. Hydrophone arrays were deployed to
understand the fine-scale movement and behaviour
of porpoises around farm infrastructure. The fish
farm soundscape was recorded to identify noise
characteristics emitted by industry activities. Wild
fish aggregations around farms were surveyed
through video recordings and sonar to establish if
they may be prey for porpoises. Results indicate
porpoises are found around salmon farms, but
presence varies between locations and may be
dependent on time of day, tidal state, site
bathymetry, and farm activity. Frequent detections
and the occurrence of feeding buzzes suggest that
porpoises forage around farms. Soundscape
analysis revealed distinctive acoustic characteristics
of activities such as fish feeding, electricity
generators, acoustic deterrent devices (ADDs), and
net cleaning. The significant background noise
associated with these activities affected C-PODs
through masking, clipping and sensitivity loss, and
subsequent bespoke configurations successfully
optimised the recorders. The present study affirms
that interactions between aquaculture and porpoises
commonly occur on the west coast of Scotland, and
that farms may represent a foraging resource. The
precise nature of the relationships between industry
infrastructure, farmed salmon, discarded salmon
feed, wild fish and porpoises remain to be
investigated.
Sex differences in skin marks patterns in
common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus).
Simões, Sara1; Methion, Séverine2; Díaz López,
Bruno3
(1) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute, Anadia,
Portugal
(2) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute - BDRI,
O Grove, Spain
(3) Bottlenose Dolphin Research Institute BDRI, O
Grove, Spain
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The occurrence and behaviour of harbour
porpoises around Scottish salmon farms
Sim, Texa1; Wilson, Ben2; Benjamins, Steven2;
Carter, Caroline3
(1) Scottish Association for Marine Science, United
Kingdom
(2) Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Natural Heritage, Perth, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: texasim92@gmail.com

Cetaceans frequently display skin marks which can
be caused by diseases, parasites, and interactions
among conspecifics and with human activities. For
the present study, we used one year of photoidentification data for resident bottlenose dolphins
of the Ría de Arousa (NW Spain). The aims of this
study were to assess the types of skin marks found

The nature and extent of interactions between
cetaceans and aquaculture are largely unexplored, a
key knowledge gap. Potential interactions may
represent a trade-off between foraging
opportunities and exposure to industry activities. In
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on bottlenose dolphins and compare them between
adult males and females. Four body sections
(anterior, ventral, central and posterior) were
defined to assess the prevalence, abundance,
richness, and distribution of the marks. Boat-based
surveys were carried out on 65 days between
January and October 2017 for a duration of 352
hours, with 218 groups of dolphins observed during
98 hours. A total of 178 individuals were identified,
and 21 adult sexed individuals (12 males and 9
females) were used for the analysis. Social-induced
marks (tooth-rakes, nicks, and linear marks) and
skin disorders (diseases and parasites) were
observed, but none of the individuals showed
human-induced injuries. All skin marks, except
parasitic marks, were found on all individuals. The
abundance of marks was higher in males (mean ±
SD = 130.7 ± 20.7) than in females (mean ± SD =
88.3 ± 17.5). The richness in tooth-rakes was
significantly higher in males, while the richness in
skin disease marks were significantly higher in
females. Skin mark types were dependent on body
section, with the posterior section exhibiting the
most skin marks for all individuals. The differences
in social-induced skin marks between the sexes
may be explained by behavioural variation, with
males exhibiting more aggressive and agonistic
behaviour than females. These results show that
photo-identification provides an efficient approach
to recording body marks in bottlenose dolphin as a
way to understand the social behaviour of this
species.

acoustic recorder and an echosounder over one
week in early February 2019. Using only calls with
high signal-to-noise ratios, we measured whale
occurrence in the vicinity of the moored recorders.
Fin whale 20 Hz and 40 Hz calls were commonly
recorded during the first four days, but almost
entirely absent during the last three days. Blue
whale song and D calls, on the other hand, were
persistent during the first six days, but substantially
decreased on the seventh day. Both 40 Hz and D
calls were more common than songs for both
species, possibly indicative of social and foraging
behaviors. The distribution and abundance of
acoustically-detected krill varied throughout the
study period. Dense backscatter layers at 20-40 m
depths were common during the first three days,
but they were largely absent in subsequent days,
replaced by more dispersed layers. On the sixth
day, a dense, shallow backscatter layer appeared
and coincided with an increase in blue whale D
calls and fin whale 40 Hz calls. Backscatter
substantially decreased after that event, coinciding
with the cessation in detection of calls by either
species. These data shed light on foraging
preferences of these two large krill consumers in
the Antarctic ecosystem.
Where are those Maui dolphins?
Slooten, Liz1; Hengeveld, Geerten2; Mooij, Wolf3;
de Jager, Monique3
(1) Otago University, Dunedin, New Zealand
(2) Wageningen University, Wageningen,
Netherlands
(3) NIOO, Netherlands Institute for Ecology,
Wageningen, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: liz.slooten@otago.ac.nz

Mesoscale dynamics of blue and fin whales and
Antarctic krill off East Antarctica
Sirovic, Ana1; Wood, Megan2; Warren, Joe3;
Stafford, Kate4; Miller, Brian5
(1) Texas A&M University Galveston, Galveston
(2) Texas A&M University Galveston, Galveston,
TX
(3) Acoustic Laboratory for Ecological Studies,
School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, Stony
Brook University, Southampton, NY
(4) University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
(5) Australian Antarctic Division, Kingston,
Australia
Corresponding Author: asirovic@tamug.edu

An individual-based model was used to analyse the
movements and distribution of Maui dolphin
(Cephalorhynchus hectori maui). For each run of
the model, simulated movements were compared
with field data. The resulting Goodness-of-Fit
estimates were used to calibrate the model. The
number of 1 kilometre moves per hour varies for
each dolphin and every hour in the model. The
number of moves per hour follows a Poisson
distribution which the scaling exponent µ. This
resulted in movements that approximate a Weibull
distribution, resulting in a very good fit to the field
data. The dolphins’ depth preferences follow a
sigmoid function: (1 + 0.011-d/δ)-1 where d is water
depth (in metres) and δ is the depth-preference
exponent. We used a simple step function for the
dolphins’ schooling preference, with dolphins
moving to a new location at each time step with
preference = 1 if there are no dolphins present and
1+ σ if there are other dolphins present in the new
location. After calibration, the best fitting
parameters were: Movement exponent µ = 5.1,
depth preference δ = 50, home range exponent η =

Blue and fin whales occur seasonally in the
Southern Ocean to forage, primarily on Antarctic
krill. These species are typically found in different
pelagic environments, with blue whales often
associated with sea ice and fin whales occupying
areas away from sea ice. When they co-occur,
however, it is not known if they compete over the
same type and size of krill swarms, or if they have
distinct swarm size, density, or krill life stage
preferences. We investigated co-occurrence of blue
and fin whales and krill in an open water area off
East Antarctica using a bottom-moored passive
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27.5 and schooling preference σ = 322. The
resulting maps of Maui dolphin distribution show
considerable overlap with gillnet and trawl
fisheries. We recommend adjusting the boundaries
for protected areas in which gillnets and/or trawling
is banned, to provide more effective protection.
Recommendations by the International Whaling
Commission (IWC) and IUCN are included in the
set of management options. The IWC has
recommended extending protection to 20 nautical
miles offshore for Maui dolphins. The IUCN has
recommended extending protection to the 100
metre depth contour for both Maui and Hector’s
dolphins. The New Zealand government is
currently considering improvements to the
protection of Maui and Hector’s dolphins, with a
decision expected in August 2019.

Mitochondrial genetics of narwhals (Monodon
monoceros): A study in a minimally destructive
method of ancient DNA extraction in narwhal
tusk material.
Smith, K.M.C.1; Smith, Iain S.; Parsons, E.C.M.2;
Crerar, Lorelei3
(1) George Mason University, TACOMA, WA
(2) University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
(3) George Mason University, Annandale, VA
Corresponding Author: kcouch2@gmu.edu
Narwhals, Monodon monoceros, are elusive
animals, and have inspired myths, legends, and awe
for centuries, which is exacerbated by their
inaccessibility in the heavily iced high Canadian
Arctic waters. With a current “Near Threatened”
classification by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
(IUCN) and a total population estimate of roughly
80,000 animals, unlocking the genetic code of this
species may be the key to beginning to unravel
much of the mystery that surrounds them, both in
the past and the future. This study aims to provide a
reliable, minimally destructive method to extract
ancient narwhal DNA from samples that wish to
remain physically unmarred for display purposes.
Short pieces of unprocessed pre-1972 narwhal tusk
(n=50) have been obtained by the author from Pond
Inlet, Nunavet Canada. This study utilized narwhal
cytochrome b mitochondrial gene data from the
National Center for Biotechnology Information’s
(NCBI) GenBank, where two primers, NAR-4 (581
bp) and NAR-6 (241 bp), were created for use in
this study during Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR). Using a grinding technique on the tusk
surface, the study outlines a reliable method to
extract ancient deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) from
narwhal tusk and amplify it for further analysis
using PCR. The amplified DNA from the grinding
method was compared to the traditional drilling
method using electrophoresis and demonstrated
that the grinding method yields the same level of
amplification level of DNA as the drilling method.
The extracted DNA was then sequenced using the
designed primers and compared to narwhal
mitochondrial gene samples in GenBank to
positively confirm narwhal tusk sample’s identity.
This study’s grinding technique showed significant
reduction in physical marring to the surface of the
narwhal tusk samples and provides evidence for a
reliable method to extract ancient narwhal DNA
while preserving historical samples for unmarred
display.

Permanent placement trends and survivorship
of stranded, non-releasable marine mammals
Smith, Courtney1; Rutland, Jordan2; Skidmore,
Jennifer3; Wilkin, Sarah4; Sloan, Amy3
(1) Ocean Associates, Inc. / NOAA Fisheries Office
of Protected Resources, Washington, D.C.
(2) Georgia Sea Grant / NOAA Fisheries Office of
Protected Resources, Silver Spring, Maryland
(3) NOAA Fisheries Office of Protected Resources,
Silver Spring, MD
(4) National Marine Fisheries Service, Office of
Protected Resources, Silver Spring, MD
Corresponding Author: courtney.smith@noaa.gov
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)
Marine Mammal Stranding Network program
attempts to successfully rehabilitate and release
back to the wild each stranded marine mammal that
is admitted into rehabilitation, as intended by the
Marine Mammal Protection Act. However, in some
cases, the attending veterinarian of the
rehabilitation facility may determine that the
release of a rehabilitated marine mammal is
unlikely to be successful given the physical
condition, age, and/or behavior of the animal, as
outlined in the NMFS Marine Mammal Release
Criteria. In these cases, NMFS may deem the
marine mammals non-releasable and subsequently
place themwith a permanent care facility for the
purposes of public display, research, or national
defense. We evaluated more than 150 individual
placements, representing 13 unique species (4
cetaceans and 9 pinnipeds), over a seven-year
period (2012-2018) and identified leading causes
for non-releasable determinations (e.g., physical
condition, age, or behavioral), factors influencing
placement timelines, and survivorship of marine
mammals following permanent placement. Results
from this study will be used to inform stranding
partners, placement facilities, and NMFS managers
regarding future rehabilitation and placement
efforts.

Shifting focus: Using stable isotope analyses to
distinguish carbon sources of Alaskan polar
bears.
Smith, Malia1; Horstmann, Lara2; Stimmelmayr,
Raphaela3
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(3) University of Queensland, Brisbane
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Dugongs (Dugong dugon) are fully marine
mammals that live entirely independently of fresh
water, but little is known about how they regulate
water and electrolyte balance in a hyperosmotic
environment. To investigate the osmoregulatory
capabilities of dugongs, osmolality and electrolyte
(Na+ and K+) concentrations were measured in
matched plasma and urine samples collected from
51 live wild dugongs in Moreton Bay, Australia.
Maximum values for urine osmolality (1468 mOsm
kg –1) and Na+ and K+ concentrations (757 mmol L–
1
and 131.3 mmol L–1, respectively) indicate that
dugongs are capable of concentrating urine above
seawater and could potentially realise a net gain of
free water from mariposia (the drinking of
seawater). However, mean urine osmolality of
932.57 (± 46.29) mOsm kg–1 suggests that
mariposia is unlikely to be an important
osmoregulatory mechanism. Dugongs may obtain
enough preformed water from their seagrass diet
and through metabolic oxidation to maintain
homeostasis in the absence of fresh water. Mean
plasma osmolality was 339.46 (± 1.75) mOsm kg–1,
which is higher than in manatees but within the
range reported for fully marine cetaceans.
Relatively high mean plasma Na+ (175.19 ± 1.72
mmol L–1) and K+ (6.9 ± 0.1 mmol L–1)
concentrations, as well as mean urinary
Na+ (469.55 ± 22.05 mmol L–1) and K+ (32.17 ±
4.46 mmol L–1) concentrations were observed and
can possibly be explained by the dugong’s diet of
salt-rich seagrasses. Pregnant females had higher
mean plasma osmolality (355.3 ± 4.9 mmol L–1)
than males and non-pregnant females (337.9 ± 1.7
mOsm kg–1), suggesting that fluid retention was not
a feature of pregnancy, however, no evidence of
electrolyte retention was found. Further research is
required to better understand water and electrolyte
balance in this species, including differences
observed between population cohorts.

We analyzed collagen stable isotopes of two
Alaska polar bear (Ursus maritimus)
subpopulations over the past 60 years. The
Southern Beaufort Sea (SBS) polar bear
subpopulation is declining in response to sea ice
loss, while the Chukchi Sea (CS) subpopulation
appears stable. We used polar bear bones from
1954–2018 provided by the University of Alaska
Museum and samples collected by Native
subsistence hunters. We developed a stable isotope
timeline of bone collagen to explore polar bear
carbon sourcing within the SBS and CS
subpopulations, e.g., switch from marine to
terrestrial carbon. A total of 104 samples were
extracted for bone collagen and analyzed for
bulk δ13C and δ15N. In addition, we analyzed
collagen for compound-specific stable isotopes of
amino acids (AA). Our aim was to determine if
there is a shift towards more terrestrial carbon
sources following the North Pacific regime shift of
1976/77 and after a major Arctic sea ice minimum
of 2007. After Suess correction, CS and SBS bears
had significantly different bulk δ13C (-13.0±0.6‰
and -14.8±1.1‰, respectively) that was mirrored in
phenylalanine δ13C (-20.2±2.4‰ and -24.5±1.3‰,
respectively) speaking to different primary
production baselines in the two
ecosystems. Bulk δ13C and δ15N of SBS bears
declined over the 60-year period by 2‰ and 1‰,
respectively. δ13C of glycine of SBS bears
significantly declined (before 76/77 (B): 7.5±2.7‰; after 76/77 (A1): -9.9±4.1‰; after 2007
(A2): -23.2±1.2‰), as did serine (B: 0.9±4.7‰;
A1: -4.2±4.1‰; A2: -12.6±3.0‰), and isoleucine
(B: -14.0±1.2‰; A1: -15.3±2.0‰; A2: 17.9±2.2‰). Polar bear values after the regime
shift closely reflect or approach those of brown
bears (Ursus arctos) sampled from the coastal
Beaufort Sea from 1960–2005 (glycine: 26.0±1.7‰; serine: -7.1±2.0‰; isoleucine: 24.2±1.7‰). Together with published accounts
on δ13C values of AA in aquatic and terrestrial
foodwebs, our results suggest a gradual increase of
terrestrial carbon in polar bear diets.

Analysis of growth layer groups in harp seal
(Pagophilus groenlandicus) teeth reveals
temporal changes in stable isotope ratios.
Smout, Sophie1; de la Vega, Camille; Jeffreys,
Rachel; Stenson, Garry2; Frie, Anne Kirstine;
Kershaw, Joanna3
(1) University of St Andrews, Sea Mammal
Research Unit, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(2) Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, St. John's
(3) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St. Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: scs10@st-andrews.ac.uk

Osmoregulation and electrolyte balance in a
fully marine mammal, the dugong (Dugong
dugon).
Smoll, Laetitia1; Beard, Lyn2; Lanyon, Janet3
(1) University of Queensland, West End, Australia
(2) The School of Biological Sciences, St Lucia,
Australia

Changes in the trophic level of apex predators can
reflect variations in the availability and quality of
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food resources, with pinnipeds widely used as
indicator species for marine conditions in polar
regions. Harp seals (Pagophilus groenlandicus) are
the most abundant pinniped in the North Atlantic
and remove appreciable quantities of commercial
fish prey, along with crustaceans e.g. amphipods
associated with the ice edge. The diet of foraging
seals is expected to reflect the local food web
baseline. Satellite telemetry shows harp seals
travelling between subarctic and Arctic waters,
suggesting that their foraging success may depend
on them integrating conditions across wide
geographic areas during their seasonal migrations.

enhancing devices used or useful to meet U.S.
regulatory requirements for marine mammal
mitigation/monitoring during low-light periods of
offshore wind development activities for Ørsted
and Deepwater Wind in the U.S. Atlantic.
Evaluation focused on cetacean detection at
distances of 200, 500 and 1000 m from a vessel.
Information compiled included available literature,
personal communications with experts, our own infield results and internet searches of equipment.
Results indicate that for regulated zones <200 m in
radius, recently used specific hand-held infra-red
(IR) and hand-held light-enhancing devices are
considered reasonably effective. At distances of
200-500+ m, more expensive yet reasonably
priced mounted IR devices providing automatic
detection software, image stabilization, remote
display, and/or delineation of mitigation zones
improve objective mitigation decision-making and
alleviate observer eye strain associated with
handheld devices. Multiple camera use and video
or still image review capability improve sighting
effectiveness and reduce false negative
indications. Device performance is influenced by
weather conditions (e.g., fog, rain). Our field
results indicated that mounted IR cameras detected
whales and delphinid groups 2+ km away in good
conditions (low sea state, minimal ambient light,
clear conditions). Newly available devices should
be reviewed on a continuum to identify
improvements/affordability. Testing of night/lowlight vision devices via controlled systematic
studies is needed for regions where offshore wind
development and operations occur during low-light
conditions, focusing on seasons and areas where
sample sizes of cetacean visual detections can be
maximized. Compilation and statistical
comparisons of our field data with data already
collected using such devices during other U.S.
Atlantic marine mammal monitoring is highly
recommended to examine robustness and
effectiveness under various conditions.

The chemical and mineral composition of tooth
dentine is stable over time, potentially providing a
through-ontogeny archive of seal diet. Dentine
(containing collagen) is deposited annually, and
can be subdivided into clear growth layer groups
(GLGs). We describe a methodology whereby
collagen from harp seal teeth GLGs can be
separated and analysed to allow age and year
specific estimates of stable isotope ratios (d13C
and d15N). We present initial results from the
analysis of historical archives of harp seal teeth
from the North West Atlantic and from the Barents
Sea (East Ice). Individual variation between
animals is pronounced, but temporal variation in
both populations is detectable despite this ‘noise’ in
the data. The North West Atlantic harp seal teeth
show significant differences in stable isotope ratios
for d13C and d15N between decades (1981, 1991
and 2001). Harp seal teeth from the East Ice in the
Barents Sea also revealed significant temporal
trends in d13C and d15N from 1950 to 2000. Given
substantial environmental change in the Arctic
region, these observed changes may be caused by
shifts in the baseline, the food web structure, or
both.
Review of specific night vision technologies for
cetacean detection
Smultea, Mari1; Silber, Gregory K.2; Donlan, Paul;
Wilson, Stephanie3; Morse, Laura4; Fertl, Dagmar5;
Steckler, Dave6
(1) Smultea Sciences
(2) Smultea Environmental Sciences, Washington
Grove
(3) Deepwater Wind Wind Power Ørsted,
Providence, RI
(4) Orsted, Boston, Massachusetts
(5) Ziphius Ecoservices, Magnolia, Texas
(6) Mysticetus, Redmond, Oregon
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Guiana dolphin skin disorders as proxies for
short-term anthropogenic disturbances in port
areas
Soares, Estela1; Frederico Rodrigues Loureiro
Bracarense, Ana Paula; Cantor, Mauricio2; Domit,
Camila3
(1) Center for Marine Studies of the Federal
University of Paraná, Pontal do Paraná, Brazil
(2) Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina,
Florianópolis, Brazil
(3) Centro de Estudos do Mar/UFPR, Pontal do
Paraná
Corresponding Author: esteladibo@yahoo.com.br

Data are sparse on specific model, specification,
and cost- and at-sea effectiveness of visionenhancing devices for detecting cetaceans during
low-light conditions (e.g., darkness). We identified,
evaluated, and compared 15 specific vision-

Anthropogenic activities can impact the marine
ecosystems functioning and biodiversity health.
Port areas are of particular concern for marine
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megafauna due to the typical intense boat traffic
and sources of noise and chemical pollution. The
synergistic effect of such disturbances can lead to
increased stress levels and immunological
depression in marine animals, decreasing their
overall health. In cetaceans, poor health status can
be visually detected as skin diseases and lesions.
Here we compare such visual cues of health status
in Guiana dolphins, Sotalia guianensis, inhabiting
one of the largest port areas in southern Brazil and
an adjacent marine conservation area. From 18
daily surveys actively searching for Guiana
dolphins, we encountered 70 groups (33 in the port,
37 in the protected area) and photographed their
dorsal fins for individual identification and all their
body visible above water to investigate skin lesions
and diseases. After cataloguing all groups, we
compared all skin lesions with those reported in the
literature for cetaceans. The most common skin
diseases were lobomycosis-like and nodules, and
the most common lesion of intraspecific
interactions were tooth marks, while the most
common lesion of possibly infectious were
hyperpigmentation and hypopigmentation. We
found that resident dolphins from the port area
showed proportionally higher evidence of skin
diseases and lesions associated (70%), while
dolphins resident in the protected area showed only
lesions (51%). While revealing a causal
relationship between anthropogenic activities, skin
diseases, and health status requires future research,
our current findings suggest that the port areas may
indeed pose a higher risk to the dolphins’ health.

their microbiota, revealing the relationship
between many aspects of host’s biology, health
and associated microorganisms. In this
connection, killer whale blowhole samples was
conducted in the area of Starichkov Isl., Far
East, Russia in August 2018. One individual of
killer whale was identified - AV062 – “Ikar”.
Microbiota was sampled in sterile Petri dishes
according to the Karina A. Acevedo-Whitehouse
method. Then blowhole samples was
transported by sterile tubes with Amie’s
bacterial transport medium with activated
carbon that to remove bacterial waste products.
Also, bacterial water control of same area was
conducted directly during blowhole sampling.
Bacterial seeding was carried out on culture
media: meat-peptone agar, meat-peptone broth,
blood agar, Endo agar, mash agar, Czapek-Dox
agar. Isolated pure bacterial cultures were
identified by a mass-spectrometer Microflex
Brucker Daltonik MALDI Biotyper, BRUKER,
Germany. As a result, P. stutzeri and Candida
spp. were identified. P. stutzeri is a
nonfluorescent denitrifying bacterium widely
distributed in the environment. P. stutzeri
strains have natural transformation properties,
making it relevant for study of the transfer of
genes in the environment. P.
stutzeri several strains are able to fix dinitrogen
and others participate in the degradation of
pollutants or interact with toxic metals. Also
may be isolated as an opportunistic pathogen
from different species of Mammalia. The
obtained data can be used for comparative
characteristics with microbiota isolated from
killer whales contained in captivity for correct
diagnosis in case of disease. Potential pathogens
of significance to humans and other species of
animals were recovered.

Pseudomonas stutzeri and Candida spp. isolated
from blowhole samples and associated with freeranging killer whale (Orcinus orca) in coastal
waters of Kamchatka Peninsula.
Sokolova, Olga1; Savinkin, Oleg2; Generalova,
Nina3; Konovalov, Ilia4; Pavlov, Nikolai5
(1) Department of Vertebrate Zoology, Faculty of
Biology, Lomonosov Moscow State University,
Moscow, Russia
(2) A.N. Severtsov Institute of Ecology and
Evolution Russian Academy of Sciences, laboratory
for the sensory systems of vertebrates, Moscow,
Russian Federation
(3) Moscow State budgetary educational institution
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Moscow, Russian Federation
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Hydrostatic analysis to design a buoyancy
prosthesis for a negatively-buoyant West Indian
manatee (Trichechus manatus).
Soler-Santiago, Laura V.1; Castro, Miguel2;
Rodriguez, Angelica2; Torres-Padilla, Dorcas3;
Mignucci, Antonio4
(1) Department of Natural Science and
Mathematics, Inter American University of Puerto
Rico, Arecibo, Puerto Rico
(2) Inter American University of Puerto Rico,
Bayamon Campus, Bayamon, Puerto Rico
(3) Inter American University of Puerto Rico,
Bayamon, Puerto Rico
(4) Manatee Conservation Center, Bayamon,
Puerto Rico
Corresponding Author: lauravsoler@gmail.com

Experts in marine biology face the challenge of
finding ways to assess the health risks of freeranging populations of cetaceans. One possible
solution is to conduct research into the
interactions and relationships between hosts and

The West Indian manatee is endangered due to
anthropogenic activity, most often in the USA due
to water-craft collisions. If the animal survives the
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collision, they are commonly scared or
permanently injured, as in the case of a subadult
Florida manatee rescued and rehabilitated in 2008,
but with a permanent negatively buoyancy
condition due to scar tissue in the caudal section of
its right lung, thus not a candidate for release.
Other than this condition, the animal is healthy and
has been able to compensate to breath at the surface
in a shallow water tank under human care. To
enhance his general welfare under human care, we
seek to develop an appropriate prosthesis to bring
back his neutral floatation capacity and allow him
to swim normally in the water column. To
accomplished this, it was necessary to calculate the
current position of manatee’s center of gravity
(CG) and center of buoyancy (CB), as it is
understood that both CG and CB have suffered
some displacement in this particular manatee as
compensation to his negatively buoyant condition.
We investigated this by means of hydrostatic
analysis using data from necropsies performed in
manatees in Puerto Rico and morphometric data
from manatee itself. The density of the manatee
was obtained using two methods, the water
displacement method, and a cinematic/dynamic
analysis. The model described in previous literature
was applied to obtain the position of the CG and
the CB of the manatee. In addition, to compare the
results obtained, the manatee was modeled using
the SolidWorks software to obtain the CB. In the
case of CG, the second method used was by
obtaining the net torque. With this information, a
study of the characteristics of possible materials for
the construction of the prosthesis and a tentative
design was conducted, and is here presented.

formation, ringed and largha seals moved away to
areas not yet covered with ice. In contrast, bearded
seals, did not avoid ice, changing their resting
ground from land to ice. This behavior relates to
the benthic feeding of bearded seals in shallow
waters. With increased ice formation, bearded and
ringed seals were almost never recorded in waters
deeper than 100 m, excluding one region: during
migrations along the eastern coast of i. Sakhalin all
animals move around oil platforms in deeper
waters. In ice period, all three species of seals
preferred one-year ice of high concentration.
To study population structures of seals in Okhotsk
Sea, it is necessary to understand the relationship
between feeding and reproductive areas. Both
tagged larghas spent the winter in the region of the
known reproductive area in the Tatar Strait.
Bearded seals were registered in Sakhalin Bay and
on northern and eastern coasts of i. Sakhalin. Key
habitats of ringed seals were located in all the
above regions.
Thus, dynamics of the ice formation determined
migration times between seasonal areas for all three
species. Water depth had the strongest influence on
seasonal habitat choice for bearded seals, while for
largha and ringed seals the presence and type of ice
cover was the key factor.
Population structure and patterns of habitat use
of sperm whales in the Gulf of Mexico revealed
by seven years of passive acoustic monitoring
Solsona Berga, Alba1; Posdaljian, Natalie2;
Baumann-Pickering, Simone3; Frasier, Kait4;
Hildebrand, John4
(1) Scripps Institution of Oceanography
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Movements of three species of seals tagged in
2013-2014 in the Okhotsk Sea.
Solovyeva, Maria1; Glazov, Dmitry2; Kuznetsova,
Daria2; Rozhnov, Vyacheslav2
(1) A.N. Severtsov Institute of the Ecology and
Evolution, Russian Academy of Sciences
(2) A.N. Severtsov Institute of the Ecology and
Evolution, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
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Corresponding Author: solovjova.m@gmail.com

The Gulf of Mexico is an important habitat for
globally endangered sperm whales (Physeter
macrocephalus), which may use the region as a
breeding or nursing ground. Their population
structure and seasonal movements in the Gulf are
poorly understood. Presence of sperm whale
echolocation clicks was documented in nearly
continuous passive acoustic recordings collected at
three long term monitoring sites in the Gulf from
2010 to 2017. Sperm whales show strong sexual
dimorphism in body size, therefore a method was
developed to determine population structure using
the distribution of distinct inter-click intervals (ICI)
and correlated with inter-pulse intervals (IPI) as a

True seals (Phocidae) remain poorly studied in
Russian seas. From 2013-2014 we installed satellite
transmitters on 10 bearded (Erignathus barbatus), 5
ringed (Pusa hispida) and 2 largha (Phoca largha)
seals in the Sakhalin Bay of the Okhotsk Sea, an
area and adjacent waters of eastern Sakhalin
characterized by high anthropogenic load (fishing
and oil production).
All animals resided close to the tagging site during
summer and autumn and almost all movements
were restricted to waters of shallow depth, less than
20 m deep. With the onset of early fast ice
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proxy for body size. The inter-pulse intervals were
converted into size categories using an established
method for estimating animal acoustic length and
further correlated to the inter-click intervals.
Distribution of inter-click intervals were compared
across sites and over time. Three different classes
were found, one with a mean ICI and IPI of 0.8 s
and 4.6 ms respectively, which corresponds to adult
males, a second with mean ICI and IPI of 0.6 s and
3.6 ms respectively, which corresponds to social
units of sperm whales (mixed groups with adult
females and their offspring), and a third class with
mean ICI and IPI of 0.7 s and 4 ms respectively is
believed to contain adult females and sub-adult
males. A majority of detections consisted of small
females and mid-sized animals. The mixed group
was present all year at two northern sites in the
Gulf but was only seasonally present at one
southern site. In contrast, only three percent of
observations consisted of adult males, which were
occasionally present throughout the year at the two
northern sites. This supports the prior hypotheses
that the Gulf of Mexico may be an important
location for sperm whale reproduction.

5.2±1.2 kHz and a mean inter-click-interval of
4.8±0.1 seconds. While previous findings have
proposed that the inter-pulse-interval may allow
females and other males to assess the size of the
male source, the multi-pulse structure will not
travel far, limiting such assessment to short ranges.
Slow clicks have the lowest frequency emphasis of
any sperm whale click and instead, we therefore
suggest that females may choose males by selecting
for those producing slow clicks of the lowest
frequency. Thus, males may be producing an
honest signalling of size when emitting slow clicks,
being constrained by their size, and hence the size
of their sound-producing organ.
Developing shared socioeconomic pathways for
whale watching to support climate impact
assessments in European islands
Sousa, Andreia1; Encarnação Coelho, Ricardo2;
Costa, Hugo2; Capela Lourenço, Tiago2; Nunes,
João Pedro2
(1) Centre for Ecology, Evolution and
Environmental Changes (CE3C), Lisbon, Portugal
(2) CE3C – Centre for Ecology, Evolution and
Environmental Changes, Lisbon, Portugal
Corresponding Author: agsousa@fc.ul.pt

Acoustic properties of male sperm whale
(Physeter macrocephalus) slow clicks with
implications for their function.
Sorensen, Pernille1; Madsen, Peter Teglberg2
(1) University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
(2) Aarhus university
Corresponding Author:
pernille.sorensen@bristol.ac.uk

Climate change is altering chemical, physical and
biological processes in the marine environment,
further exacerbating environmental pressures on
ecosystems and interfering with human activities
and economic sectors related to the Blue Economy.
The need for methodologies that improve our
understanding of climate impacts, vulnerabilities
and risks has led to the development of the Shared
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs), a new scenario
framework describing a set of alternative future
trends in the evolution of the environment and
society. In our work narrative scenarios were
extended to whale watching, aiming to serve as
input to a set of climate impacts, vulnerability and
adaptation assessments and ultimately as part of a
decision support tool for this sector. Four whale
watching SSP narratives were developed from the
European scale SSPs through the identification and
description of key elements relevant for the
activity. The SSPs elements and assumptions were
validated by experts and local stakeholders, namely
whale watching companies. The extended whale
watching SSPs were regionally assessed for the
Macaronesia Atlantic region. Current and projected
trends for each element were then evaluated
through expert judgment elicitation methods and
further quantified using available socioeconomic
data. The consistent and harmonized narrative
scenarios for whale watching in the Atlantic region
are intended to assist comparability across study
areas and to be combined with Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCPs). This will produce
the basis for an integrated scenario analysis and the

Sound is the primary sensory modality of
cetaceans, enabling navigation, prey detection,
predator avoidance and communication. Whereas
some toothed whales employ different sounds for
different functions, such as whistles for
communication and clicks for echolocation, others
such as sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus)
use clicks to fulfil both functions. Sperm whales
produce at least four types of clicks or click
sequences; usual clicks, buzzes, codas and slow
clicks. Interestingly, the latter is only produced by
males suggesting a communicative function of
sexual display, but not much is known about the
acoustic properties of slow clicks and their
implications for function. We tested the hypothesis
that slow clicks are used for long-range
communication of size in male sperm whales by
quantifying the acoustic properties of slow clicks
from a close encounter with a male sperm whale
emitting slow clicks in the proximity of a group of
females off the coast of the Seychelles. The male
produced numerous multi-pulsed slow clicks (N =
66) at known (measured with a range finder) ranges
from the hydrophone at a mean apparent source
level of 201±8 dB re 1µPa peak-peak (up to 229 dB
re 1µPa peak-peak), a mean centroid frequency of
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development of future climate adaptation and
biodiversity conservation measures across
European Islands.

is not directed by a single force driving this
phenomenon.
To eat of not to eat: tradeoff between food and
fear in fecal ingestion from communal latrines
of a semi-aquatic mammal
Laurentino, Izabela1; Sousa-Lima, Renata2; Corso,
Gilberto3; Sousa, Rafael3
(1) Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte,
Natal, Brazil
(2) Laboratório de Bioacústica, Departamento de
Fisiologia e Comportamento, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Rio Grande do
Norte, Brazil
(3) UFRN, Naral, Brazil
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The song of the humpback whale (Megaptera
novaeangliae) in the Abrolhos Bank across 18
years
Sousa-Lima, Renata1; Helena Engel Coitinho,
Márcia; Marcondes, Milton2; Brito, Marcos R.3;
Hatum, Paula S.3; Gonçalves, Maria Isabel4;
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Fisiologia e Comportamento, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Rio Grande do
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(2) Instituto Baleia Jubarte, Caravelas, Brazil
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Communal latrines have important biological
and ecological roles for the latrine builder
species and for other taxa that visit these sites
and use feces to obtain nutrients and
microorganisms that aid in digestion of
compounds hard to process. Nonetheless,
coprophagous animals must deal with the
costs associated with parasites and other
pathogens present in the latrines. Parasites
and pathogens are found in Neotropical otter
latrines. This species is piscivorous and uses
latrines for territorial marking. The objective of
this study was to identify vertebrate species
associated with otter latrines and species that
use feces as food resource. Latrines were
monitored with camera traps monthly in 24hour cycles. We recorded nine species of
vertebrates visiting these sites. Latrines are
visited by birds, reptiles and mammals.
Feeding dependency from latrines in the
Atlantic Forest may not be related to less
productive periods (dry season). Visitors that
ate at the latrines do not have the same
feeding habits as otters. The assumption that
mammals would fear diseases caught in the
latrines did not hold, since two mammals did
not avoid ingesting feces. We speculate these
two species might be less resistant or less
susceptible to pathogens found in otter
latrines.

The Abrolhos Bank off Brazil receives, during
every austral winter and spring, humpback whales
that are thought to reproduce and calve in the
region. During this period males present vocal
displays that are considered one of the most
complex behaviours in nature: the song. It is
comprised of long repetitive patterns structured
hierarchically into units, phrases and themes. Each
population converges to a specific version of the
song that changes over time in variable rates. Given
the recovery of the stock A of humpback whales,
we were interested in tracking the song versions
across time, defining the song structure from 2000
to 2018 and comparing the inter-annual variation
of themes sung in the Abrolhos Bank. Recordings
were made from vessels while monitoring the
behaviour of individual males. Sounds were
acquired using portable recorders at a sampling rate
of 48kHz for at least 20 minutes. In order to
quantify the annual changes in song structure, we
calculated song similarity using the Levenshtein
distance following the most recent methods
described in the literature. The results enabled
verifying song cultural evolution in small temporal
scale when comparing consecutive years, and
medium temporal scale when assessing a longer
time interval (2000 to 2018). Inter- and intraindividual variation were found in different
hierarchical levels of the song: unit, phrases and
themes, probably reflecting the dynamics of the
species’ sexual selection process. Qualitative
analyses showed different rates of change in the
song over the years, demonstrating no single
pattern. These results indicate that song cultural
evolution within the population that visits Abrolhos

How much is too much? A global review of
thresholds of ‘acceptable’ impacts on marine
mammal populations.
Sparling, Carol1; Tollit, Dominic2; Wood, Jason3;
Thompson, Dave4; Verfuss, Ursula; Cook,
Aonghais; Stringell, Tom; Brookes, Kate5; Smith,
Kate6; Smout, Sophie7; Sinclair, Rachael8; Bennet,
Finlay9
(1) SMRU consulting, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(2) SMRU Consulting North America, Canada
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Understanding the factors which influence foraging
behaviour and success in marine mammals is
crucial to predicting how their populations may
respond to environmental change. While its
population is still recovering from the overexploitation of the commercial sealing era, the
Australian fur seal (Arctocephalus pusillus
doriferus, AUFS), the largest of the fur seal
species, represents the greatest marine predator
biomass in south-eastern Australia. The area is
currently one of the fastest warming oceanic
regions in the world, with anticipated changes
to oceanographic conditions likely to greatly
impact the distribution and abundance of prey
species. Adult female AUFS forage almost
exclusively on the seafloor of the shallow
continental shelf of Bass Strait and are, thus, highly
susceptible to fluctuations in prey availability
within this restricted foraging range, with direct
consequences for reproductive success. Therefore,
knowledge of how environmental variables
influence foraging behaviour and success in the
species is crucial to predicting how its population
may respond to the climate change. The present
study analysed diving behaviour in 135 adult
females provisioning pups during the winters of
1998-2019, covering 8.05 ± 9.10 foraging trips per
individual (total 1086) and 201.5 ± 62.5 dives per
individual per day (total 592,159). Successful
foraging dives were identified from ascent/descent
rates using previously videovalidated relationships, and indices of foraging
success were calculated as the proportion
of successful dives and successful dives per metre
of vertical distance travelled. The results revealed
complex relationships in the influence of broadscale environmental indices and individual
characteristics on diving behaviour and foraging
success, with inter-annual variability suggesting
cycles in prey availability linked to patterns in
the prevailing oceanographic currents. These
findings provide insights into the
potential population trajectory of the Australian fur
seal population in response to the
predicted changes within its broader ecosystem.

Predicting the level of change that marine mammal
populations may undergo as a result of an
anthropogenic stressor is a complex task, which
requires an understanding of the biological and
ecological processes governing populations as well
as the nature and scale of stressors. Furthermore,
deciding how much change may be “acceptable”
requires not only an understanding of population
dynamics but also the legal framework and societal
context of any particular species, population and
stressor. We review the methods that have been
used across the world to decide on ‘acceptable’
levels of population change and manage marine
mammal populations under a variety of stressors,
legislative frameworks and management regimes.
We present a number of case studies to illustrate
that the typical approaches that have been adopted
fall into three categories: predictive population
modelling, rule or algorithm based approaches and
simple percentage based approaches. The degree of
variability presented across all examples highlights
that this is not a simple issue to solve – the same
issue has been tackled by a variety of experts
across the world and no universal solution has been
found. Despite this, there is some commonality
across different legislative frameworks, ecosystems
and stressors in the principles applied and the
factors driving decisions. The key factors
influencing decisions on acceptable levels of
impact are as follows: legislation, conservation
status of the species or population concerned, data
availability/uncertainty, stakeholder influence and
the societal or economic value of the driver
responsible for the change. In particular, the
sustainable development of the renewable energy
sector, with its importance for the mitigation of
climate change and the development of a low
carbon energy future provides a new context for
decisions on acceptable impact in the
permitting/licencing process. We present a number
of guiding principles for setting thresholds of
impact for such projects.
Environmental and individual influences on
diving behaviour and foraging success in female
Australian fur seals.
Speakman, Cassie1; Hoskins, Andrew2; Hindell,

DNA profiling by SnotBot® sampling from the
spout of a whale
Sremba, Angela1; Kerr, Iain2; Rogan, Andy2; Steel,
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Sampling the spout of a whale using an aerial drone
or SnotBot®, offers a non-invasive alternative to
biopsy sampling. However, most non-invasive
sampling techniques provide low quantity and
quality of DNA, reducing the success of a DNA
profile. Here, we develop methods to extract DNA
from the spout of the whale and to assess the
quantity of DNA using digital droplet PCR
(ddPCR). The estimated copy number of target
DNA as determined by the ddPCR is compared to
the ‘success’ of the sample as determined through
conventional PCR and sequencing of the mtDNA
control region. Spout samples were collected in
several geographic locations from humpback and
blue whales between 2016 and 2018. From 103
samples, we successfully sequenced mtDNA
haplotypes from 63 samples (61%). Concentrations
of DNA in ‘successful’ samples ranged from 0.25100.25 copies/µl. The lowest concentration with a
positive result was similar to the lower threshold
for successful barcoding with environmental DNA
collected from seawater in the path of whales.
Success of amplification and mtDNA sequencing
increased through time from 54% in 2016 to 92%
in 2018. Success with amplification of other
markers (e.g. sex and microsatellite loci) was more
variable but also improved with time. The mtDNA
haplotypes of SnotBot® samples were compared to
worldwide databases and identified matches to blue
whales reported in the North Pacific and humpback
whales in the Gulf of Alaska and the Southern
Hemisphere. In addition to confirming presence of
haplotypes in sampled regions, we also identified
previously unreported haplotypes. This research
confirms the potential for SnotBot® samples to
provide genetic information in parallel with highresolution images for individual identification and
photogrammetry. Further developments in drone
piloting, with assistance from artificial intelligence,
could enhance sampling opportunities, including
launch and recovery from land stations or from
large ships, while underway.

Interactions with fishing gear are a known threat
to cetacean populations globally, including in India.
However, threat assessments in India are
restricted to unravelling the bycatch problem and
not depredation. Depredation, a frequently underreported issue, has serious implications for both
the fishing community and the dolphins, which
could escalate to conflict over resource use in this
region. To obtain a preliminary understanding of
Indian humpback dolphin (Sousa plumbea)
depredation in coastal purse-seine fisheries, and
the broader ecological and economic implications,
we collected fisheries-dependent data during
multiple trips and seasons aboard a fishing vessel.
A binomial exact test revealed a 49% probability of
depredation occurrence based on observed fishing
events (n = 70), resulting in catch loss as well as
costly damage to fishing gear. Approximately,
48.64% of these events involved adults with
calves, suggesting social transmission of this
behaviour among dolphin groups. Standard markrecapture and foraging ecology studies may
explain if the problem is more widespread in the
larger dolphin population than reported here. To
propose potential mitigation measures, we tested
which factors of the fishing operations, including
location & habitat parameters and catch
characteristics, might be predictive metrics of
depredation. Binomial logit-link regression showed
that catch species had no measurable influence on
dolphin depredation (contrary to the fishers’
beliefs, assessed via interviews); total catch
quantity did influence it to some extent, while
water depth and distance from shore had a
stronger influence—based on a sample entirely
within the spatial range of humpback dolphin
occurrence in our study area. While fishing crews
frequently and unsuccessfully employ underwater
explosives to deter depredating dolphins, the sublethal effects of these deterrents are unknown and
require further study. Our study provides
important evidence that depredation is a rising
problem in coastal waters and minor modifications
in fishing operations could potentially, reduce
conflict.

Indian humpback dolphin depredation in
coastal purse-seine fisheries – An unrecognized

Epidemiologic survey on the period prevalence
of pinniped ocular disease and husbandry
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The use of technology has increasingly revealed the
cryptic behaviours of marine mammals such that
biologging studies are now commonplace.
However, because of financial, ethical and
logistical constraints they are usually limited in
duration or sample size. Here we report on the
analysis of over 1400 deployments of telemetry
tags (TDR,PTT and GPS loggers) on female
Antarctic fur seals breeding at South Georgia
spanning 17 years. This unique dataset is
complimented by an acoustic survey, targeting the
seals’ main prey Antarctic krill, which is run
annually in the waters where they forage. These
data provide us an exceptional opportunity to
determine how these predators adapt their foraging
behaviour in the face of temporal fluctuations in
local krill abundance. Antarctic fur seals at South
Georgia, representing 95% of the world population,
have recently shown local declines that are thought
to be linked to global climate change and reduced
prey availability. We show how using at sea
foraging telemetry we can infer how changes krill
abundance are manifested at scales pertinent to the
predators such as swarm/patch size and distribution
in order to better understand the mechanisms
underlying these observed population changes.

A high prevalence of ocular disease from captive
pinnipeds and its contributing factors from
husbandry has been discussed in the past. However,
there have been only a few primary studies and
their data originates mainly from US-American
marine parks. Therefore, an epidemiologic survey
was conducted to assess pinniped morbidity as well
as the husbandry of Central European facilities.
The period prevalence of ocular disorders within a
timespan of two years was analysed for
interdependencies between management and
husbandry parameters, such as (ocular) medical
training, (supplemented) saltwater, water
change/filtration system, ozone/chlorine
disinfection and chemical/bacteriological water
screenings. Twenty-five facilities from Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, keeping 35 pinniped
groups consisting of 209 animals, took part in the
study. There was an overall period prevalence of
32 %. The data showed a difference between the
period prevalence of otariids and phocids, and
otariids were more often kept in disinfected water.
The proportion of males was higher in groups of
phocids, and there was a strong correlation between
the number of male pinnipeds in a group and the
number of diseased males, which was not the case
amongst females. In addition, ocular trauma was
only reported in phocids. A significant difference in
period prevalence was found between animals kept
only in fresh water and those living in saltwater or
offered an additional saltwater pool. However, no
difference resulting from salt concentration was
detected. Within the study sample, lower period
prevalence was seen in groups with medical
training, filtration systems and water chlorination.
In conclusion, intraspecific fighting might be the
main cause of period prevalence differences
between otariids and phocids and suggests that
facilities should keep groups with a higher
proportion of females or neuter males. In addition,
saltwater, water filtration and disinfection can
lower period prevalence. Frequent water screenings
and daily medical training may help to prevent
ocular disease.

What attracts Baltic Sea grey seals to seal-safe
cod-pots, how do they behave and when do they
attempt to attack fish in the pots?
Stavenow, Jasmine1; Ljungberg, Peter2; KindtLarsen, Lotte3; Königson, Sara4
(1) National Veterinary Institute in Sweden (SVA),
Uppsala, Sweden
(2) Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
(SLU), Lysekil, Sweden
(3) DTU Aqua, Technical University of Denmark,
Charlottenlund, dk
(4) SLU Aqua, Department of Aquatic Resources,
göteborg, Sweden
Corresponding Author:
jasmine.stavenow@gmail.com
Seals and coastal fishery depend on the same fish
stocks in the Baltic Sea, leading to inevitable
competition. Seals raid fishing gear resulting in a
loss in fish catch, damaged gear, and also seals
caught and drowned as by-catch. Researchers have
been active in developing 'seal-safe' fishing gear
(cod-pots) which will be unattractive to seals and
resistant to attacks. This study investigated
presence of grey seals (Halichoerus grypus) around
these gears, and the attempts to take fish from
them. Baited and camera-equipped cod-pots of
three designs and mesh types were set out close to a
seal haul-out site east of the island of Gotland
(Sweden) in the Baltic Sea, and the behaviour of
visiting seals filmed with underwater cameras was
observed and analyzed using a Generalized Linear
Model (GLM). As well as the cod-pot

Prey availability vs prey abundance:
Understanding the mechanisms underlying a
population decline though a long-term
biologging study of Antarctic fur seals.
Staniland, Iain
British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: ijst@bas.ac.uk
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characteristics, the variables used for modelling
included the time of day, whether bait fish were
alive or dead and the quantity of fish in each pot.
Seal behaviour varied and was divided it into
eleven categories. The most important cod-potcharacteristic for seal presence and 'attack
behaviour' was the physical design of the cod-pot.
The most attractive design had loose netting around
the upper chamber, in contrast to the other two
designs which had tightly stretched mesh. Neither
mesh size nor material showed any correlation with
seal presence or attack behaviour. It was also found
that the most important overall factor for predicting
attack behaviour was the time of day. The
'investigation' behaviour was most commonly
observed and most attack behaviours were targeted
towards moving fish and no attacks occurred on
dead fish. These results could suggest that seals
visit cod-pots because of curiosity and not
primarily because of hunger.

(PSOs) greater detail to inform their mitigation
decisions, and provide real-time, improved
protection of NARW. Improved situational
awareness serves as a tool for real time adaptive
mitigation, allowing optimization of industry
activities while reducing environmental risks.
Shared sightings are also fed into other systems
(e.g. NMFS SAS and WhaleAlert), leading to better
coordination among all mariners and facilitating
broad, long-term data integration.
Harbour porpoise hunting from a bird's eye
view.
Stedt, Johanna1; Torres Ortiz, Sara2; Højer
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New technology instantly shares sightings and
protects North Atlantic right whales in real-time
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Studying animal behaviour is important not only
for understanding the natural history and
ecological impact of animals, but it is also essential
for protecting animals from human influence. The
harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) is a small
cetacean found in the coastal waters on the
northern hemisphere. It is known to be vulnerable
to human disturbance, but the ecology of the
species is still unstudied in detail. The harbour
porpoise has a high metabolic rate and need to
feed almost continuously, mainly on small fish. The
details of its prey capture have been studied in
captivity and by acoustic tags, but few visual
studies exist of harbour porpoises foraging in the
wild. To better understand the feeding ecology and
habitat requirements of harbour porpoises we here
use visual recordings of harbour porpoise foraging
events. The data was opportunistically collected by
use of drones during 2015-1019 in Little Belt and
Great Belt, Denmark, and used to analyze foraging
behaviour and predator-prey interactions from
above when wild harbour porpoises feed on both
schooling and individual fish. Results from this
project suggests that harbour porpoises have a
number of foraging strategies they switch
between. In addition, although harbour porpoises
are mostly considered solitary animals, our data
show potential collaboration between individuals.
Our observations also confirm that harbour
porpoises spend considerable amounts of time and
effort to capture their prey, which is in line with
results from previous acoustic studies.

Wind farm (pre)construction is ramping up along
the North American east coast. At any given time,
multiple vessels off the northeast United States
coast could be involved in high resolution
geophysical surveys, pile-driving, and other
activities producing sounds exceeding NMFSregulated noise exposure thresholds. Such sounds
can overlap the acoustic range used by the critically
endangered North Atlantic right whale (NARW)
for communication. Thus, federal regulators
typically require 2-6 Protected Species Observers
(PSOs) per vessel to watch for animals and take
prescribed mitigation action when necessary (e.g.
shutdown and delay of sound sources, change
course, etc.). Extant technology for sharing NARW
locations (e.g. NMFS SAS and WhaleAlert)
facilitates broad public input, requiring vetting by
authorities; sightings can take over 24 hours to
propagate into the field. As creators of the software
(Mysticetus) used by many PSOs, we developed a
system that instantly shares NARW sightings
between vessels and projects to facilitate enhanced
mitigation and monitoring across a large area of
activity. When a PSO on one vessel sights a
NARW, it is instantly displayed on the computers
of all other nearby PSOs. An alarm sounds and the
location, range and bearing is highlighted on a realtime map. This system dramatically decreases
latency and provides recipients of these alerts

First insights into the ecology of false killer
whales observed in the Azores.
Steiner, Lisa1; Estrela, Guillherme; Hartman,
Karin2; Van der Linde, Miranda3
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False killer whales, Pseudorca crassidens, are
infrequently observed in the Azores. Since 1987,
there have been roughly 125 sightings around
various islands of the Archipelago.
Photo-ID analysis of dorsal fins shows several long
term (13 year) and inter-island matches (80125nm). Given the infrequency of sightings, the
fact that there are multiple re-sightings of
individuals combined with individuals sighted only
once, indicates that part of the population shows
some degree of residency in the Azorean
archipelago. Several individuals have been resighted together over multiple years, supporting the
known cohesive social structure of this species.
Group size varies from 2-150 individuals. Newborn calves have been encountered on multiple
occasions, indicating that the Azores may serve as
a nursery ground and constitute a critical habitat for
this species. False killer whales have been observed
multiple times in association with bottlenose
dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, and occasionally
other species. Aggression from resident Risso’s
dolphins, Grampus griseus, towards false killer
whales has been documented off Pico Island.

The EU MSFD (2010/477/EU) is a key instrument
for marine conservation in Europe. It establishes a
framework for achieving/maintaining Good
Environmental Status in the marine environment.
Within this framework, Member States are to
establish environmental targets and associated
indicators, in addition to implementing monitoring
programmes and programmes of measures for said
indicators. Seals are top predators that have a
crucial role in the marine ecosystem and can be
used as indicators to assess its health. Currently,
two seal biodiversity common indicators are being
employed within OSPAR regions II and III,
including an assessment of trends in seal
abundance and distribution. To undertake such an
assessment, delineation of biologically significant
Assessment Units (AUs) is required, though no
such AUs have been proposed for harbour seals in
Irish waters due to a lack of genetic data and thus
currently harbour seals are managed as a single
nationwide population.

False killer whales in the Azores have been
observed feeding on tuna, snipe fish, mullet and
wreck fish and may follow food resources around
the archipelago and surrounding submarine
mountains. These animals may require protection,
since they interact with fisheries and at present
there are 2 known by-catch events in the local longline fishery.

The present study utilises a combination of
mitochondrial and nuclear genetic markers to
characterise the population structure of harbour
seals in Irish and adjacent waters thereby providing
advice for the delineation of reproductively isolated
and biologically significant AUs. Biological
samples were collected non-invasively (e.g. scat,
hair) from key haul-out locations (Ireland) and
corroborated with samples from
stranded/rehabilitated individuals (Ireland, UK,
Germany). The mitochondrial control region (dloop) and 14 nuclear loci were analysed for 240
individuals.

To date, individual matches between the Azores
and the other Macaronesian Archipelagos have not
been verified for this species. Since other
odontocetes, such as short-finned pilot whales,
Globicephala machrorhyncus, and sperm whales,
Physeter macrocephalus, have shown long range
movements within Macaronesia, false killer whales
may also move between these archipelagos. In the
future, matching will be done between the Azores
and the remaining areas of Macaronesia, to gain
insight into the movement patterns and distribution
of this top predator.

Analysis of mtDNA among distinct geographical
areas based on the distribution of key haul-out sites
identified a high haplotype diversity and indicated
the presence of sub-structuring for harbour seals
within Ireland as well as among adjacent waters.
These findings suggest that the current
management approach for Irish waters may be
inappropriate. Once corroborated with nuclear
genetic data, this analysis will provide crucial
information for the conservation and management
of the harbour seal in Irish and European waters.

Population genetic structure of harbour seals in
Ireland – filling a knowledge gap to evaluate and
monitor Good Environmental Status
Steinmetz, Kristina1; Murphy, Sinead2; Ó Cadhla,
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How can citizen science contribute to marine
mammal research? Challenges, best practices
and the role of new technologies.
Stelle, Lei Lani
University of Redlands, Redlands, California
Corresponding Author: leilani_stelle@redlands.edu

Despite protection from hunting since 1964, the
Endangered northwest Atlantic blue whale
population has failed to recover, with an estimated
population of less than 200 mature individuals. One
factor that may be having a significant impact on
potential recovery is mortality of adult blue whales
due to sea ice entrapments off the southwest coast
of Newfoundland, Canada.

Sustaining long-term ecological monitoring of
marine mammals is difficult as it requires
dedication of a researcher or organization, funding,
and resources. Since marine mammals are
charismatic megafauna and many species are
observed by the public, citizen science can be an
effective approach for research and conservation.
Recruitment and retention of volunteers can be
facilitated by working with a partner organization
to manage logistics. A key measure of success
from the volunteer perspective is feeling that they
are actually contributing to scientific research, so it
is essential to provide real opportunities for them to
record data and be involved in analyses.
Organization, with identified roles, clear protocols
for data collection, and new technologies increase
the effectiveness of volunteer
contributions. Applications such as Collector App
(Esri), can be customized with project specific
fields, and drop-down menus reduce the risks of
entry errors. They also allow direct upload of
records into maps and databases, which reduces the
time required in post-processing. The public can
also contribute sightings independently with mobile
apps; Whale mAPP is designed for users to record
the location and details of sightings globally and
the data is freely available. Matching photographs
for identification of individuals has often relied on
expert members of the research team and requires a
steep learning curve, but automatic recognition
software is increasing the efficiency of the
process. Wildbook is an open-source algorithm
used to match dolphin fins and can increase
collaborations by identifying other researchers who
have observed the same animals. Volunteer
engagement after the project is best maintained via
social media and frequent project
updates. Successful citizen science projects can
work as a true collaboration between trained
scientists and the public, advancing scientific
research, while helping to break down artificial
boundaries leading to a shared mission for
conservation.

Generally, ice entrapments occur in years when
extensive ice blocks the entrance to the Gulf in the
spring. Due to the geography of the coastline and
the presence of a coastal current, a strip of open
water usually persists along the southwest coast of
Newfoundland which is utilized by blue whales for
feeding. The “whale trap” occurs when strong
westerly winds drive ice into this open water,
entrapping the whales present. Entrapments have
been reported since 1868, and since 1974 41 blue
whales are know to have died including nine in
2014 alone, resulting in a high level of adult
morality.
There has been a significant decline in ice in the
Gulf over the past two decades and the number of
years with sufficient ice to entrap blue whales has
declined. Climate models predict that ice extent and
thickness will continue to decline in this area which
may reduce the likelihood of ice-related mortality
among NW Atlantic blue whales. However, the
reduced ice cover is more mobile in response to
wind, and strong wind events are becoming more
common which could increase the speed at which
these entrapments may occur. Unless this ice
entrapment mortality is reduced, recovery of the
NW Atlantic blue whale population will be
jeopardized.
Off-range Southern elephant seal (Mirounga
leonina) and Antarctic fur seal (Arctocephalus
gazella) stranded in the coast of Peru: A La
Niña side effect?
Stepchew, Claire L.1; Yaipen-LLanos, Carlos2
(1) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU
(2) Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Lima
Corresponding Author: stepchew@orca.org.pe
Off-range pinniped presence in the Eastern South
Pacific coast is poorly documented. To improve our
knowledge of extra-limital records found on Peru’s
coast, ORCA has recorded stranded specimens over
the past 18 years. Here, we describe the occurrence
of Mirounga leonina and Arctocephalus gazella
stranded in Peru associated to cold temperature
abnormality (La Nina). For every stranded
pinniped, we recorded gender, biometrics, physical
description, geo-location and stranding cause. Both

The ‘whale trap’: Will climate change benefit
endangered NW Atlantic blue whales,
(Balaenoptera musculus)?
Stenson, Garry1; Lawson, Jack2
(1) Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, St. John's
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, St. John's,
Newfoundland, Canada
Corresponding Author: Garry.Stenson@dfompo.gc.ca
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major PFAS precursor, in 2000. In 2009, PFOS
was added to Annex B of the Stockholm
Convention, restricting its use; PFOA is
proposed for listing. In Australia, PFAS
(predominantly PFOS) was used at airports and
military airbases in fire-fighting foams,
contaminating several locations; consequently
PFOS-containing foams have been largely
phased out. PFAS coatings (predominantly
PFOA) on fabrics and metal surfaces are also, to
a lesser extent, responsible for environmental
contamination in Australia. The highest
concentrations of PFAS are measured in
piscivorous apex predators such as marine
mammals. We analysed liver samples from
deceased Tursiops aduncus from three coastal
and estuarine locations in WA; given their
inshore distribution and site fidelity, T.
aduncus are excellent biological sentinels,
potentially facing increased risk from terrestrial
pollution. Samples were selected based on
proximity to industrialisation using stranding
location and/or life history;
we contextualised our findings with those
reported both nationally and globally. The Swan
River dolphins (Perth, WA) exhibited
significantly higher concentrations than the
other two WA locations, as well as elsewhere in
Australia; comparison with the international
literature found their hepatic PFOS
concentrations to be amongst the highest
reported in marine mammals globally. Whilst
this is a preliminary PFAS exposure survey,
assessing exposure helps understand potential
sources. Evaluating the magnitude of exposure
in resident sentinel dolphin populations is of
interest from a conservation and public health
perspective; given some PFAS are endocrine
disruptors, tumour promoters and
immunosuppressors.

species were identified according to their morphoanatomy characteristics, body size, and teeth count
to differentiate from similar species. All specimens
monitored were found alive and returned to the
ocean after stranding. ORCA Stranding Network
has recorded 4 accounts of Southern elephant seals
(Mirounga leonina) and one Antarctic fur seal
(Arctocephalus gazella) in Peruvian beaches during
the summer months (December-March) between
2016 and 2018. A. gazella, and M. leonina have a
known range surrounding the circumpolar region.
M. leonina were found within the central coast of
Peru and appeared having ailments; a
malnourished adult female A. gazella was recorded
on RegatasSur beach in Lima, Peru, on December
28th, 2018, being the most recent and northern
record for the species. These off-range pinnipeds
were found within cold water temperatures ranging
from 17°-21° degrees Celsius, indicating the
presence of a cold water stream running along the
coast of Peru at the time of the strandings, where
regular SST is warmer for that time of the year
(+2°/+4°C). There are previous reports of these
pinnipeds found in both Chile and Ecuador
associated to cold temperature abnormalities as
well. Sightings of A. gazella and re-occurring
sightings of M. leonina highlight the importance of
Peru’s ecosystem as resting site for these traveling
pinnipeds. ORCA’s observations of these stranded
pinnipeds are significant to understand how the
ocean is rapidly changing and potentially affecting
the distribution of these species.
Per and polyfluorinated alkyl substances
(PFAS) in coastal and estuarine Indo-Pacific
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus),
Western Australia (WA)
Stephens, Nahiid1; Gaylard, Sam2; Holyoake,
Carlysle1; Duignan, Pádraig J.3; O'Dea, Mark1;
Warren, Kristin1
(1) Murdoch University, Perth, Australia
(2) Environment Protection Authority, Adelaide,
Australia
(3) The Marine Mammal Center, Sausalito
Corresponding Author:
N.Stephens@murdoch.edu.au

The effectiveness and influence of training on
marine mammal data collection within
Ghanaian waters
Stevens, Anna
, Southampton, Hampshire, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
isabelle.rundle@gardline.com

PFAS have drawn increased focus in the past
decade due to their persistence,
bioaccumulation, biomagnification and global
distribution. Synthetic compounds with
surfactant and repellant properties, they have
been used since the 1960s in numerous
industrial and household substances.
Perfluorooctansulfonate (PFOS),
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and
perfluorohexanesulfonate (PFHxS) are most
commonly found. Due to global detection, the
main producer phased out production
of perfluorooctanesulfonyl fluoride (POSF), the

Tullow Ghana Limited (TGL) have been gathering
marine mammal and turtle sightings surrounding
the Jubilee oil field and Tweneboa-EnyenraNtomme (TEN) fields, off the coast of Ghana for 8
years. A total of 1200 marine animal sightings have
been recorded over these 8 years. Between 1-Jan18 and 31-Dec-18, 51 sightings of whales, dolphins
and turtle species were recorded. Opportunistic
sightings data was gathered onboard by TGL
personnel monitoring and recording the presence
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and absence of marine animals along with some
behaviour description. Since August 2013,
Gardline has provided marine animal identification
and mitigation training to TGL personnel by
experienced marine biologists, to increase the
sightings accuracy and reduce anthropogenic
impacts such as noise. After the training there has
been an increase in both sightings and good quality
photographs, as well as an improvement in accurate
species description, resulting in 15 species of
cetaceans definitively identified; including the first
sightings of Risso dolphin (Grampus griseus) and
Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) in
Ghanaian waters. In 2018, there was a great
reduction of personnel that attended the training by
Gardline onboard the vessels along with reduction
in the number of vessels monitoring, contributing
to the lowest number of sightings and several
sightings being downgraded onshore by
experienced Gardline staff (i.e. Definitive ID to
probable). However, 8 years of continuous
sightings has resulted in the largest dataset of
marine mammal sightings for Ghanian waters.
Respectively showing the effectiveness and
influence of training to continue monitoring, the
lack of knowledge concerning marine animals
within Ghanaian waters and the importance of
continuing this standard monitoring.

for expectations related to habituation and
sensitization in cetaceans.
Subcutaneous encapsulated fat necrosis and
loose cavitary fat bodies in bowhead whales
(Balaena mysticetus) from Alaska
Stimmelmayr, Raphaela1; Rotstein, David2;
Sheffield, Gay; Brower, Sheldon3; George, John
"Craig"4
(1) North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife
Management, Utqiagvik, AK
(2) Marine Mammal Pathology Services, Olney,
Maryland
(3) Alaska Eskimo Whaling commission, Kaktovik
(4) North Slope Borrough Department of Wildlife
Management, Barrow, AK
Corresponding Author:
Raphaela.Stimmelmayr@north-slope.org
The bowhead whale is, an ice-associated large
baleen whale central to Inuit subsistence
culture. Since 1977, aboriginal harvest of bowhead
whales from the Beaufort-Chukchi-Bering (BCB)
bowhead whale population is regulated under the
authority of the International Whaling Commission
(IWC). To date, few disease conditions have been
described in bowhead whales despite their extreme
longevity. We describe a case series of
subcutaneous encapsulated fat necrosis and loose
cavitary fat bodies in six bowhead whales
harvested (2011 to 2015) North Slope, Alaska,
USA. Sex and age class distribution was three
immature females, two immature and one mature
male with a mean (SD) total body length of 11.6
(2.4). Grossly, the firm elliptoid to round masses
ranged in size from six to 15 cm in diameter and
weighed between 25g to 1490g. They were beige to
grey, firm and with a smooth-surface. On cut
surface, subcutaneous masses had multiple
irregular concentric layers with either discolored
fatty tissue and calcifications. In 2/3 (66%)
peritoneal encapsulated masses, adipose was
yellow with surrounding layers of fibrous
connective tissue. Pleural encapsulated masses
(pendulant and loose) were characterized by thick
fibrotic capsules, and a white caseated dry core.
The gross and microanatomical appearance of both
lesion types in bowhead whales is similar to
subcutaneous encapsulated fat necrosis (syn.
nodular-cystic fat necrosis, mobile encapsulated
lipoma, or posttraumatic fat necrosis; abacus
tumor; mobile encapsulated adipose tissue) and
loose peritoneal bodies, benign adipose lesions that
have been described in humans and cows. The
described condition is rare with only 6/121 (5%)
observed from 2011-2015. The exact mechanisms
of development of these encapsulated peritoneal
and subcutaneous bodies in bowhead whales
remains to be determined. Assessment of further
cases in bowhead whales and other baleen whales

Noise and cognition in dolphins: A deeper look
into anthropogenic effects on marine mammals.
Stevens, Paige1; Bruck, Jason2
(1) Oklahoma State University
(2) Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Oklahoma
Corresponding Author: paigees@okstate.edu
Human generated noise pollution is an increasing
threat to marine mammals, yet the extent of
anthropogenic sound pollution’s effects on
cognition are poorly understood. Dolphins use
cognitive skills to hunt, maintain social groups and
communicate. For our study, we measured attention
in bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, during
acoustic playback sessions at multiple human-care
facilities, both inland (where the animals
experience no boat or SONAR sounds), and coastal
(where the animals experience regular
anthropogenic noise from cruise ships and personal
water crafts). During playback sessions, the
duration of dolphin look responses to
control, cruise ship, jet ski and SONAR noises
projected out of an underwater speaker were taken
as a dependent measurement. The results were
compared between facility types as well as across
individual, sex and noise-type. We propose a reevaluation of expectations around which noises are
acceptable when managing wild marine mammal
populations as well as discuss broader implications
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is warranted to better understand their
pathogenesis.

Evidence of group density effect on behavioural
differences in grey seal (Halichoerus grypus)
neonates during lactation period.
Stukonyte, Laura1; Twiss, Sean2; Pomeroy, Paddy3;
Mozgeris, Gintautas4; Rukšėnas, Osvaldas5;
Surviliene, Vaida6
(1) Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania
(2) Durham University, Durham, United Kingdom
(3) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(4) Institute of Forest Management and Wood
Science, Vytautas Magnus University, Akademija,
Lithuania
(5) Institute of Biosciences, Life Sciences Center,
Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania
(6) Vilnius University, Juodšiliai, Lithuania
Corresponding Author:
laura.stukonyte@gmail.com

How do marine mammals maintain blood flow
while diving?
Storlund, Rhea1; Rosen, David2; Margiocco,
Marco3; Haulena, Martin4; Trites, Andrew W.5
(1) University of British Columbia, Canada
(2) UBC Marine Mammal Research Unit,
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
(3) IDEXX Laboratories Canada Corp., Markham,
Ontario, Canada
(4) Vancouver Aquarium, Vancouver, BC, Canada
(5) UBC Marine Mammal Research Unit,
Vancouver
Corresponding Author: r.storlund@oceans.ubc.ca
Marine mammals are known to constrict their
blood vessels while diving, but it is unclear how
their hearts compensate for the increased resistance
to blood flow. We answered this question by
comparing the anatomy and electrical activity of
marine and terrestrial mammal hearts. We
performed echocardiography on 8 Steller sea lions
(SSLs) and electrocardiography (ECGs) on 8 SSLs,
5 northern fur seals (NFSs), and 1 walrus under
anaesthesia—and compared ECG parameters of 17
species of marine mammals to 50 species of
terrestrial mammals. The echocardiograms showed
that SSLs have larger aortic roots, likely acting to
decrease cardiac work. The SSLs also had
relatively larger left ventricular end-systolic
dimensions, meaning that the left ventricle
contracts less than in similarly-sized terrestrial
mammals. Characteristics of SSL, NFS, and walrus
ECGs varied between species and among
individuals. Sinus arrhythmia (heart rate variation)
is thought to be associated with diving ability and
was recorded in 5 of the 8 SSLs, but not in the
NFSs or walrus. Unlike terrestrial mammals, the
greatest electrical activity in 5 SSL and 2 NFS
hearts was not in the left ventricle, suggesting that
it is not their most muscular cardiac chamber. Our
interspecific comparison of ECGs further revealed
that marine mammals had 20% longer P-waves and
11% longer QRS intervals than terrestrial
mammals, but that the duration of the overall
cardiac cycle was the same between marine and
terrestrial mammals. In other words, marine
mammals had slower atrial and ventricular
depolarization than terrestrial mammals, but similar
heart rates. Overall, it appears that marine
mammals can maintain blood flow while diving
because they have larger aortic roots than terrestrial
mammals. Differences in electrical activity and left
ventricular end-systolic dimensions may also
contribute to overcoming vascular resistance when
heart rate is reduced.

The abundance of grey seals (Halichoerus grypus)
in Atlantic and Baltic waters has been increasing in
recent years. It is important to understand factors
affecting this growth and how the growing
population can influence the behaviour of
individual seals. Individual behaviour during the
lactation period is important for later development
in many mammals and the social environment in
which an individual is raised can influence their
adult behaviour in the future. To broaden the
understanding of how different social surroundings
can influence grey seal neonate behaviour, 16 wild
pups were observed during the suckling period of
2017 on the Isle of May, Scotland. Different social
and non-social behavioural states and distances
from mothers were recorded at 5 minute intervals
for several hours during daytime. Locations of the
mother and pup and all surrounding individuals
were marked and maps visualizing daily individual
locations within the breeding site were created.
Nonparametric statistical analysis of the collected
data showed that group density had a significant
effect on the frequency of ALERT behaviour
(Kruskal Wallis test, χ2(2) = 14,774, p = 0,001).
Pups in densely aggregated areas expressed
ALERT behaviour more often than pups in sparsely
aggregated areas (Dunn’s test with Bonferoni
adjustment, Z = 29,718, p = 0,001). This difference
was especially significant in male pups (Dunn’s
test with Bonferoni adjustment, Z = 16,703, p =
0,014). According to earlier studies of consistent
individual differences in adult grey seals,
differences in the tendency to perform vigilance
behaviours such as ALERT comprises a key
behavioural component that distinguishes
behavioural types. The current study provides
evidence of possible early development of this
individuality during the suckling period, influenced
by different group densities of the surrounding
colony.
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Heteroplasmy; Detection, verification and
recurrence in baleen whales.
Suarez, Marcos1; Rivera Leon, Vania Elizabeth2;
Schleimer, Anna3; Moreira Lopes, Xênia4; Aguilar,
Alex5; Barco, Susan G.6; Berrow, Simon7; Borrell,
Asunción8; Bloch, Dorete9; Clapham, Phil10;
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Evolutionary Life Sciences, University of
Groningen, Groningen, NetherlandsGreenland
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NMFS, Woods Hole, MAUniversity of Groningen,
Groningen, NetherlandsGroningen Institute of
Evolutionary Life Sciences, University of
Groningen, 9747 AG Groningen, Netherlands
Corresponding Author:
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Heteroplasmy is defined as the presence of two or
more different mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
genomes in one individual. Heteroplasmy can arise
from insertions or deletions (length heteroplasmy)
or single nucleotide substitutions (point
heteroplasmy). The phenomenon has been widely
studied in humans and model species; however,
reports from non-model species are rare, possibly
because heteroplasmy was undetected or ignored
during sequencing. Among cetaceans, a few studies
have reported heteroplasmy and speculated on its
possible effects, suggesting that heteroplasmy
could be rare or simply ignored. The aim of the
present study was to assess and confirm point
heteroplasmies, as well as to determine their
frequency in five baleen whale species. We
analyzed 10,748 mtDNA sequence
electropherograms of the mitochondrial control
region obtained by Sanger sequencing. A pipeline
was developed to detect potential heteroplasmy by
analyzing chromatogram peak heights. Potential
heteroplasmies were subsequently verified
experimentally. A total of 7,882 samples were
assessed, among which 326 (4,1%) presented
potential point heteroplasmy at more than 35
different nucleotide positions. These results
indicated that heteroplasmy is more frequent than
previously reported. Several heteroplasmies were
tracked across multiple generations, providing
insights into the introduction of new mtDNA
haplotypes. Ignoring heteroplasmy might bias
relatedness analyses as well as estimates of genetic
diversity and mtDNA mutation rates. Thus, it is
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extremely important to develop efficient ways to
detect and verify heteroplasmy.

stakeholders in order to promote marine ecosystem
conservation.

Heavy metal concentrations in Tursiops
truncatus off central coast of Veracruz, México.
Suarez-Dominguez, Emilio1; Martinez-Serrano,
Ibiza2; Beltrán-Peña, Blanca Gladiana3; Rechimont,
Maria Emilia4; Levitt-Landa, Marisol5; BrionesHernández, Sergio6; Ramos-Sánchez, Victor7
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Xalapa, Mexico
(2) Universidad Veracruzana, Xalapa Veracruz,
Mexico
(3) Universidad Autónoma de Chihuahua,
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(4) Universidad Veracruzana, XALAPA, Mexico
(5) Facultad de Biologia, Universidad
Veracruzana, Xalapa, Mexico
(6) Facultad de BIologia Universidad
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Assessment of distribution and relative
abundance of Guiana dolphins (Sotalia
guianensis) and common bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops truncatus) in an area severely
impacted by an iron mining dam collapse in
Brazil
Sucunza Perez, Martin1; Sucunza, Federico2;
Berchieri, Natalia; Capello Neves, Mariana;
Daniewicz, Daniel3
(1) Grupo de Estudos de Mamíferos Aquáticos do
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(2) Federal University of Juiz de Fora, Juiz de
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Corresponding Author: msperez22@gmail.com
Guiana dolphins (GD) and common bottlenose
dolphins (BD) occur along the coast of the Espírito
Santo State (ES), southeastern Brazil, however
information on their distribution patterns and
abundance is scarce. In November 2015, after the
Fundão iron mining dam collapse, the ES coastal
area was impacted by the discharge of 39 million
m3 of toxic mud. Understanding the ecology of an
impacted population is key to assess impact
magnitude and to design monitoring plans. Here we
present data about distribution and relative
abundance of both species off the ES coast.
Between January-February 2019, aerial surveys
were carried out from Vitória (20°17’S/40°17’W)
to Itaúnas (18°25’S/30°42’W). Design-based line
transects (n=88, maximum transect length=20km)
were placed perpendicular to the coast up to the
30m isobath. All groups of GD and BD were
georeferenced and the relative abundance was
estimated. A total of 59 groups of GD (mean group
size=4.6; SD=7.4; range=1─50) and 17 of BD
(mean group size=9; SD=18.6; range=1─80) were
sighted throughout the survey area. GD groups
were sighted from the coast up to the 30m isobath,
with the highest encounter rate (ER) between 010m (7.2groups/100km). BD groups were sighted
from 10m to 30m of depth, with the highest ER
between 20-25m (2.3groups/100km). Relative
abundance (uncorrected for visibility and group
size biases) was estimated at 505 individuals
(95%CI 282─906; Density=0.54; CV=0.30) of GD
and 950 individuals (95%CI 280─3,221;
Density=0.28; CV=0.66) of BD. The sediment
plume discharged into the ocean showed a highly
overlap with the distribution of GD and BD
reported here, thus suggesting that these
populations may have been directly impacted by
the sediments. Although these are preliminary data
on distribution and abundance of these species after
the disaster, the results presented here can be used

The National Park “Sistema Arrecifal
Veracruzano” (Veracruz Reef System, VRS),
located in the middle of the Gulf of Mexico, is a
Federal Natural Protected Area with biological,
economic and social importance, and where
different ecological interactions occur. It is also the
location of one of the most important urban
development activities in the country: the Veracruz
Port expansion. For this reason, it is of utter
importance to develop in-depth research using bioindicator organisms such as dolphins, which reflect
the impacts of human activities on marine
ecosystems. Besides collecting data on dolphin
density, behavior and photo-identification, we
analyzed heavy metal concentrations in the blubber
of Tursiops truncatus. From June 2016 to July
2017 systematic boat-based navigations were
conducted and five blubber samples were collected
using a crossbow and modified
arrows. Concentrations of six metals (Pb, Cr, Fe,
Ni, Cu, Zn) were estimated using the total
reflection X-Ray fluorescence spectroscopy
(TXRF) technique. Mean and standard error
concentrations were as follows: Pb 2.5±1.0µg/g; Cr
32.6±6.9µg/g; Fe 404±76.9µg/g; Ni 19.5±6.1µg/g;
Cu 44.4±20.2µg/g; Zn 357.3±118.9µg/g. Our
results show that our values are above what was
reported in other studies around the world, except
for Zinc. This suggests an extended exposition to
pollution sources from human activities. This study
constitutes the first step within a long-term health
monitoring program in the VRS, and we plan to
expand our assessment to potential dolphins’ preys
and seawater. Our ultimate goal is to provide
relevant scientific information for environmental
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as a baseline to monitor long-term impacts of the
mining dam disaster on these species.

estimated mean MR, and that no additional
thermogenic activity over mean MR is required to
maintain normal body temperature.

Why Baja? An empirical model for estimating
field metabolic rates and thermoregulatory costs
of gray whale calves (Eschrichtius robustus).
Sumich, James L.
Dept. of Fisheies and Wildlife, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, Oregon
Corresponding Author: jlsumich1@gmail.com

By the age of natal lagoon departure, calves in
good body condition are capable of tolerating heat
losses experienced in 2° C water without additional
thermogenetic activities. It follows that little
thermogenic advantage is achieved even by small
calves by remaining in warmer waters along the
migratory route during summer rather than
returning to the Bering or Chukchi Seas.

The purpose of this study is to develop a
conceptual basis for comparing gray whale calf
field metabolic rates to estimates of body heat
losses and consequent required thermogenesis for
body temperature maintenance from birth to
weaning. The unavoidable minimum rate of body
heat leakage is assessed and compared to the
calves' metabolic activities.

Changes in saliva steroid hormone levels of grey
seal pups during lactation and post-weaning
fast.
Surviliene, Vaida1; Moss, Simon2; Rukšėnas,
Osvaldas3
(1) Vilnius University, Juodšiliai, Lithuania
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit, St. Andrews,
United Kingdom
(3) Institute of Biosciences, Life Sciences Center,
Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania
Corresponding Author:
vaida.surviliene@gmail.com

I describe patterns and magnitudes of several
morphometric, ventilatory and thermoregulatory
characteristics of young gray whale calves, both
free-ranging and captive, to quantify the metabolic
activities and consequent energy requirements of
individual gray whales in field situations.

Steroid hormones play a crucial role in modulating
social and sexual behaviour of mammals. Steroid
hormones affect and organize brain areas during
early development leading to a future sex based
behavioural differences. Disruptions in steroid
hormone production and metabolism during critical
early development stages might lead to certain
behavioural failures in the future. Grey seals are
large marine mammals, top predators and capital
breeders. To understand how steroid hormones are
likely to vary naturally in young grey seals, we
collected saliva samples from grey seal pups during
lactation period and post-weaning fast (up to 38 d
postpartum) in 2012 and 2017 at the Isle of May
(UK) breeding colony. Saliva was chosen for
steroid estimation, since it measures unbound
steroids that are considered to act directly on target
cells. Synthetic swabs (Salimetrics) were used for
obtaining saliva samples. Estradiol (E, N=57),
testosterone (T, N=60) and cortisol (C, N=64)
concentrations were measured with ELISA kits
(IBL-International). Z-score normalization was
applied to measures to avoid any differences in
absolute concentration levels between years. No
difference in E, T and C steroid concentration was
found between sexes of grey seal pups (MannWhitney, p > 0.05). E and C levels reduced with
pup`s age (Spearman’s rho, E: R = -0.489, p <
0.001; C: R = -0.339, p = 0.006), while T levels did
not change significantly with age. Means of
concentrations of all steroids were 34.76% (E),
29.95% (T) and 42.09% (C) higher during lactation
period then during post-weaning fast (MannWhitney, E: p < 0.001; C: p = 0.001; T: p = 0.12).

Empirically derived equations (most scaled to body
length) of four morphometric, seven ventilatory
and nine thermoregulatory characteristics are
developed to provide estimates of field metabolic
rates and thermoregulatory costs to improve our
understanding of the energetic demands that gray
whale calves make on their lactating mothers,
particularly in the face of disturbances that interfere
with efficient and successful foraging. Where
available, literature-reported CV values are
assigned to random-normal functions to estimate
variability of each derived equation.
Between birth and weaning, typical gray whale
calves grow about 3m in length and increase body
mass about 5x. Mean daily field metabolic rates
(FMR) increase from 138 Mj at birth (2.4•BMR) to
264 Mj (1.5•BMR) at weaning.
Body surface and ventilatory heat fluxes were
evaluated separately , then combined to estimate
minimum total heat losses from birth to weaning at
three ambient water temperature regimes; 18°C
typical of winter natal lagoons, 2°C, typical of
summer arctic conditions, and an intermediate
value of 10°C typical of Oregon coastal waters
during summer.
Comparisons between estimated minimum rates of
heat loss and MR shown in Fig. 12 indicate that, for
neonates, their required thermogenesis in 18°C
winter lagoon water is substantially less than their
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However, highest steroid concentrations could be
visible during mid and late lactation periods, and
lowest - at the end of the postweaning fast
(Kruskal-Wallis, E: p < 0.01; C: p < 0.01, T: p =
0.27).

Tracing life history of immature Antarctic
minke whales: Stable isotope oscillation in
baleen revealed ontogenetic diet shifts and
seasonal migration.
Suzuki, Ippei1; Uchida, Mayuka2; Ishizuka,
Mayumi3; Ikenaka, Yoshinori3; Nakayama, Shouta
M.M.3; Tamura, Tsutomu4; Konishi, Kenji5; Bando,
Takeharu4; Mitani, Yoko6
(1) Hokkaido University, Akkeshi-gun, Japan
(2) Hokkaido University, Hakodate, Japan
(3) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Hokkaido
University, Sapporo, Japan
(4) The Institute of Cetacean Research, Chuo-ku,
Japan
(5) Institute of Cetacean Research, Chuo-ku, Japan
(6) Hokkaido University, Hokkaido, Japan
Corresponding Author: ippszk@gmail.com

Core intestinal microbiota of captive bottlenose
dolphins at three aquaria
Suzuki, Akihiko1; Nishitani, Chika2; Ueda,
Keiichi3; Sawa, Shusaku; Suzuki, Miwa4
(1) Nihon University, Kamakura, Japan
(2) Enoshima Aquarium, Fujisawa, Japan
(3) Okinawa Churashima Foundation Research
Center, Okinawa, Japan
(4) Nihon University, Fujisawa, Japan
Corresponding Author: brak13072@gmail.com
The intestinal microbiota is formed by the
enormous number of bacteria and underpins the
health and homeostasis of the host. Of these
bacteria, core microbiota in the intestine is
suggested to have co-evolved with the hosts and
perform significant functional roles. We previously
revealed that the differences of the composition of
intestinal microbiota in captive bottlenose dolphins
Tursiops truncatus at three aquaria, however,
knowledge of core microbiota in the species have
not been investigated. Here we represent core
microbiota in the intestine of captive bottlenose
dolphins. Fecal samples were collected from a total
of 16 captive common bottlenose dolphins housed
at Ocean Expo Park (Okinawa, Japan, n = 4),
Enoshima Aquarium (Kanagawa, Japan, n = 7), and
Tsukumi Dolphin Island (Oita, Japan, n = 5). All
sampling was conducted as routine health check
procedures. After extraction of bacterial DNA, the
V3-V4 region of bacterial 16S rRNA was
amplified. All resultant amplicons were subjected
to pair-end sequencing protocol on Illumina Miseq
platform. To identify the core taxa, the following
criteria, a) present in all individuals at each
aquarium and b) present at ≥ 0.1% of total reads,
were used. Total 10 bacterial phyla were detected
from fecal samples of dolphins at three aquaria
with Fusobacteria, Firmicutes, and Proteobacteria
being the predominant phyla, and these three phyla
were suggested as core phyla in dolphins. Total 470
bacterial genera were detected from fecal of
dolphins, and 12 genera were identified as forming
the core microbiota in captive dolphins. Of these
core genera, Enterococcus and Lactobacillus were
regarded as probiotics in many animals.
Cetobacterium was suggested as common members
of intestinal microbiota in freshwater fishes and
produce vitamin B12 at high efficiency. In this
study, we revealed the main target bacteria to
isolate and test their benefits to maintain health
management of captive dolphins.

Understanding seasonal migration patterns in
marine top predators are important to figure out
how these predators affect each ecosystem. In
Antarctic minke whales (AMW), Balaenoptera
bonaerensis, winter breeding in warm ocean at
lower latitude and summer feeding in cold and
highly productive ocean at higher latitude are
known for the mature individuals, however,
migration patterns for immature individuals are
unknown. Stable isotope analysis on carbon (δ13C)
and nitrogen (δ15N) has been applied to clarify
where and what immature individuals fed to
estimate their seasonal migration pattern. Baleen
plates of seventeen immature whales, which were
obtained by whales taken in the NEWREP-A: New
Scientific Whale Research Program in the Antarctic
Ocean during Austral summer from 2015 to 2017,
were used in this study. Variations in isotopic
values in δ15N determined three types of age
classifications; A) newborn, B) yearling, C) more
than two years old. Constant values in δ15N
suggested the effect from lactation in Type A (with
notch) and B (without notch), while periodic cycle
in δ13C and δ15N indicated feeding mainly on
Antarctic krill in the Antarctic Ocean and migration
to lower latitude as same as mature individuals in
type C. These results suggested that lactation
timing is clear, and immature individuals have
seasonal migration as same as mature individuals.
Antioxidant properties of dolphin serum
albumin
Suzuki, Miwa1; Morohashi, Midori1; Kishida,
Takushi2; Endoh, Tomoko3; Ueda, Keiichi4; Itou,
Takuya5
(1) Nihon University, Fujisawa, Japan
(2) Wildlife Research Center, Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan
(3) Shinagawa Aquarium, Shinagawa, Japan
(4) Okinawa Churashima Foundation Research
Center, Okinawa, Japan
(5) Nihon University Veterinary Research Center,
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historic over-exploitation. Although organised
commercial hunting ceased in the 1990s, the
population is not recovering due to high levels of
by-catch associated with illegal sturgeon fisheries.
Seal fur, and blubber rendered to oil, originating
from by-caught and hunted seals form the basis of a
substantial illegal commodity chain in the Caspian
region. Here we show that a network modelling
approach can be used to assess IWT impacts on the
Caspian seal population, parameterised using data
on by-catch rates and volumes of seal products
traded through the IWT supply chain. Data on
Caspian seal IWT were collected over 12 months
(2018-19) in Dagestan, Russia, using interviews
with fishers selected by probability sampling
(n=120), and a full population survey with IWT
actors, most notably, middlemen and seal product
traders. Reported numbers of seals taken by Fishers
in Dagestan, combined with data on traded product
volumes, suggest a minimum of 3000-5000 animals
entering the commodity chain per fishing season.
Analysis of 191 trade partnerships show the trade is
structured across a maximum of 7 levels in a
network extending across Russia, involving the
economic activity of tens of thousands of people.
As well evaluating the demographic consequences
for the seal population, this study can help
understand the socio-economic drivers of the trade,
and identify potential points of intervention or
possibilities to incentivise alternative livelihoods.
We suggest that this approach could be applied to
studying small-boat fishery-marine mammal
interactions worldwide.

[Purpose] Serum albumin (SA) is the most
abundant protein in the blood. It functions as a
carrier protein, contributes to osmoregulation, and
acts as an antioxidant. Generally, SA exerts the
antioxidative activity by scavenging reactive
oxygen species. As marine mammals are superior
divers, they are intermittently facing oxidative
stress induced by reperfusion to ischemic tissues
after dive. Previous studies reported on several
antioxidants in marine mammals; however, no
study focused on SA. We tried to reveal the
antioxidative effects of dolphin SA by comparing
those of other mammals’ SA. [Methods] (1) The
primary structures of SA proteins in cetaceans were
characterized by multiple sequence alignment with
other mammals sequences. (2) The degree of
degradation of SA by hydrogen peroxide was tested
by using SAs purified from sera in common
bottlenose dolphin and other mammals. (3) The
antioxidant effects of the SAs were examined by
using dihydrorhodamine-123 (DHR) as the
indicator. [Results] (1) The multiple sequence
alignment revealed that several critical amino acids
responsible for antioxidative functions were
replaced to other amino acids in cetacean lineages.
(2) Dolphin SA was degraded by hydrogen
peroxide more than other mammals’ SAs. (3) The
antioxidative activity test with DHR suggested that
dolphins SA may be relatively ineffective as
antioxidant when compared to other mammals’
SAs. These results suggest that dolphin SA may be
less able in scavenging reactive oxygen species,
even though cetaceans should cope with oxidative
stress associated with dive.

Seeing the northern fur seals from the boulders:
Developing an UAS approach for abundance
assessments.
Sweeney, Katie1; Padula, Frank2; Cook, Monica;
Sterling, Jeremy3; Towell, Rod4; Ream, Rolf5;
Gelatt, Thomas5
(1) NOAA Fisheries - Alaska Fisheries Science
Center - Marine Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, WA
(2) GeoThinkTank, Washington DC
(3) Marine Mammal Laboratory, Alaska Fisheries
Science Center/NOAA, Seattle, WA
(4) NOAA Fisheries Alaska Fisheries Science
Center Marine Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, Wa
(5) NOAA Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Marine
Mammal Laboratory, Seattle, Washington
Corresponding Author: katie.sweeney@noaa.gov

Socio-economic models for marine conservation:
The illegal wildlife trade in Caspian seal (Pusa
caspica) products.
Svolkinas, Linas1; Gadzhiev, Alimurad2; Holmes,
George1; Goodman, Simon3
(1) University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom
(2) Dagestan State University, Makhachkala,
Russian Federation
(3) Institute of Integrative and Comparative
Biology, University of Leeds, Leeds, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: eelsv@leeds.ac.uk

In 1963, NOAA Fisheries’ Marine Mammal
Laboratory (MML) began to use the markrecapture method of shear-sampling northern fur
seal pups to estimate pup abundance. Presently,
these surveys are conducted biennually on St. Paul
and St. George Island (Pribilof Islands, Alaska),
requiring up to 22 people over the course of 2 and 3
weeks. The presence on rookeries poses potential
safety risks to the scientists and creates disturbance

The illegal wildlife trade (IWT) in products from
marine ecosystems is a global threat to biodiversity
and is steadily escalating. Conservation biologists
are now developing methods to investigate the
volumes, scale and scope of such trade and how it
influences the demography of exploited species.
The population of Caspian seals has declined by
around 90% in the last 100 years, primarily due to
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of fur seals (authorized by a Federal permit
NMFS/MMPA 14327 and IACUC ANW2013-3).
MML began to use unoccupied aircraft system
(UAS; i.e., drones) to augment Steller sea lion
surveys in 2014 and have been working towards
developing an UAS-based method for northern fur
seal abundance surveys. The greatest challenge
with our preliminary efforts was identifying fur
seals from the background. In the summer of 2018,
we collected spectral radiance measurements of
northern fur seals and the background (rocks, grass,
etc.) with an ASD FieldSpec 3 Spectroradiometer
on St. George Island. These ground measurements
were used in modeling and simulation to assess
whether multi-spectral imaging (0.35 to 2.25 µm or
visible to shortwave infrared spectral region) is
feasible for better distinguishing fur seals. MML
also used a heavy-lift hexacopter (APH-28) to
conduct multiple UAS surveys of a small rookery
with a FLIR DUO Pro R thermal sensor (with
lower resolution visual imaging capabilities) and
redundant surveys with an Olympus E-PM2 (25mm
lens) mirrorless visual camera. UAS imagery
counts (thermal-visual paired and high-resolution
visual) will be compared to the traditional shearsampling method. Preliminary data indicates that
northern fur seals could be easily distinguished
from the background using multi-spectral imagery.
Assessing optimal imaging capabilities will guide
sensor selection and then MML can explore which
UAS platforms would be most effective for surveys
to replace the traditional method.

and low frequency cetaceans (HF, LF), and phocids
(PCW) to acoustic recordings along a shipping
route near a sheltered Inlet in Northern Baffin
Island, Canada. The goal is to use the weighting
functions to assess perceived broadband
underwater noise levels from passing ore carriers.
An Autonomous Multichannel Acoustic Recorder
(AMAR) deployed from 4 August to 28 September,
2018 collected minute-by-minute levels in third
octave bands with a continuous duty cycle.
Broadband noise levels (10 Hz to 31.5 kHz) were
calculated using linear and the three auditory
weighting functions. Ship distances and orientation
relative to the recorder were calculated to estimate
the increase in noise level for each hearing group.
All weighting functions showed reduced received
levels from linear broadband when a ship was
present. The highest LF, PCW and HF broadband
levels were 7, 16 and 25 dB respectively lower than
the linear levels. Received levels increased above
ambient for HF when ships were 2.5-3 km away,
and for PCW and LF, at 8-10 km. The highest
noise levels occurred when the ore laden ships were
facing away from the recorder. Noise levels
increased above ambient for 25 minutes for HF and
80 minutes for the PCW and LF per ship transit.
This study highlights the importance of accounting
for the hearing abilities of different species in noise
assessment studies.
Harbor porpoise sex life: Are lateralized and
aerial mating behaviors characteristic
throughout their range?
Szczepaniak, Isidore1; Webber, Marc2; Keener,
Bill3; Markowitz, Tim M4; Anderson, David5;
Elliser, Cindy R.6; MacIver, Katrina7
(1) The Marine Mammal Center, Corte Madera,
CA
(2) The Marine Mammal Center, Homer, Alaska
(3) The Marine Mammal Center, Corte Madera,
California
(4) The Marine Mammal Center
(5) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia,
Washington
(6) Pacific Mammal Research, Anacortes,
Washington
(7) Pacific Mammal Research, Anacortes, WA
Corresponding Author: marcwebber@sbcglobal.net

Variation in ship noise perception by narwhal
(Monodon monoceros), bowhead whale
(Eubalaena glacialis) and ringed seal (Phoca
hispida) along a shipping route in Northern
Baffin Island, Canada.
Sweeney, Sam1; Frouin-Mouy, Heloise2; Rouget,
Phillippe3; Terhune, John4
(1) Univerisity of New Brunswick Saint John
(2) JASCO Applied Sciences Ltd, Victoria
(3) Golder Associates Ltd., Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada
(4) University of New Brunswick, Saint John,
Canada
Corresponding Author: sweeney905@gmail.com
Underwater noise created by ships can mask
marine mammal communication and disrupt natural
behaviour. Increasing shipping in the Arctic
exposes marine mammals to higher levels of
anthropogenic sound in a formerly pristine
environment. Weighting functions adjust received
noise levels across frequencies as they would be
perceived by different groups of marine
mammals. Weighting functions may indicate
which species face higher exposure to ship noise.
This study uses ship-based AIS data and applies
weighting functions (Southall et al, 2019) for high

Harbor porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) have a
reputation for being inconspicuous, and reports of
aerial behavior are rare despite the species’
common nearshore occurrence across a wide range
in the northern hemisphere. Recent description of
their mating habits in San Francisco Bay revealed
that males often become fully or partially airborne
as a consequence of their rapid sexual approaches
to females (69% of mating attempts, n = 85) and
that aerial behavior occurred only in a mating
context. Furthermore, males always attempted to
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copulate by positioning their ventral side on the
females’ left side (100% of approaches, n = 142),
typically perpendicular to her level position at the
surface. Because these findings were limited to the
non-migratory San Francisco-Russian River stock
(a subpopulation of P. p. vomerina), our goal now
is to determine whether this high-energy lateralized
mating results in aerial behavior in other stocks and
subspecies of harbor porpoises. Preliminary results
based on photographic records confirmed this same
suite of behaviors from 10 other locations in the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans: Monterey Bay,
California, USA; Burrows Pass, and Southern
Puget Sound, Washington, USA; Prince Rupert,
British Columbia, Canada; Cornwall, England;
Devon, England; Shetland Islands, Scotland;
Eastern Scheldt, Netherlands; Great Belt, Denmark;
and The Kattegat, Sweden. We are seeking
additional collaborative input on harbor porpoise
behavior across the species’ entire range.
Researchers should be aware that aerial behavior
may be a sign of mating activity, rather than
foraging. Resource managers should factor
observations of such behaviors into conservation
and development decisions affecting potential
breeding hotspots.

subset of 30 individuals for measurements, which
had the best footage of the desired body axis. The
relative measurements of the head and body were
used to estimate full body length and the leanness
with the size of the girth. We compared the relative
values with the size of the boat, but also with other
individuals, the data of the same individual within
the year and between years, to see if there is growth
and to examine the longevity of the characteristics.
Such data are important, since it can provide
information on the species. The acquired ratios can
further be used to estimate body condition and
nutritional status, and as such the health of the
individual, which is crucial for our knowledge of
the survival of the animal and the population.
Evaluation on activities of radiocesium released
by the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power
Plant(FNPP1) accident damaged by The Great
East Japan Earthquake. – preliminary study
using stranded odontocetiTajima, Yuko1; Nakata, Akifumi2; Ohdaira,
Takuya3; Yamada, Tadasu K.1; Wada, Toshihiro4
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Tsukuba, Japan
(2) Dept. of Life Science, Faculty of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hokkaido University of
Science, Sapporo, Japan
(3) Guraduate School of Science and
Technology, Niigata University., Niigata , Japan
(4) Institute of Environmental Radioactivity,
Fukushima University, Fukushima, Japan
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Drone videos: A new method for
photogrammetry of fin whales (Balaenoptera
physalus)?
Szegedi, Anikó1; Tort, Beatriu2; Amigo, Natalia3;
Degollada, Eduard4
(1) EDMAKTUB, Spain
(2) EDMAKTUB, Molins de Rei, Spain
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Radiocesium (134Cs and 137Cs) activity
concentrations were measured to assess the
radiocesium contamination in muscle tissues of
stranded toothed whales (13 finless porpoises, one
melon-headed whale, one sperm whale and one
short-finned pilot whale) after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) accident caused
by the Great East Japan Earthquake on 11 March
2011. Except for one new-born sperm whale (<
detection limit: 0.16 Bq/kg-wet for 137Cs), 137Cs
(half-life: 30.1 y) were detected from all 13 finless
porpoises collected 31–2185 days after the FDNPP
accident at 111–221 km far from the FDNPP. Of
these, 134Cs (half-life: 2.06 y) were detected from 8
individuals. One finless porpoise collected in
December 2011 from Sammu City (210 km south
from the FDNPP) showed a high radiocesium
concentration of 1620 Bq/kg-wet, whereas other
individuals presented lower values (1.03–72.1
Bq/kg-wet) less than the Japanese regulatory limit
for foodstuff (100 Bq/kg). In contrast, radiocesium
was not detected from a finless porpoise and a
melon-headed whale collected before the FDNPP
accident. Electron-prove X-ray microanalysis was
undertaken on the testes of 2 finless porpoises and
3 melon-headed whales. 137Cs was not detected in

Photogrammetry is a method that has been used to
measure different characteristics of cetaceans.
However, it is mostly based on the use of lasermetrics from vessels, or aerial photographs from
aircrafts. We propose a non-invasive and coasteffective option, which can be used at sea,
simultaneously with photo-identification
techniques for fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus).
We explored the usage of unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV, drone) images and videos to develop a new
measurement method of individual fin whales off
the Catalan coast. The drone-made videos enabled
us to acquire a large amount of high-resolution
vertical images of the head and the full body of the
same individual and implement relative
measurements. Due to the subsequent images, we
were also able to account for measurement errors
and the variability of these characteristics. In the
present study, we obtained 427 videos over a 4
years period from 2015 to 2018. Due to the unique
pattern of the chevron of fin whales, we were able
to identify 84 animals, from which we selected a
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all of the testes. Parasitic granulomatous
pneumonia and parasitic hepatitis in some of
examined finless porpoises, and suppurative
pneumonia in some melon-headed whale were
found respectively, although these findings was not
related with Radiocesium (134Cs and 137Cs) activity
concentrations directly. Our result demonstrated
that radiocesium released from the FDNPP was
accumulated in toothed whales, although almost all
the values were under the Japanese food safety
level.

whale’s last meal (the simplicity in diet could
explain the similarity of results in the case of the
Bryde’s whale); ii) possible seasonal/areal variation
in the isotopic values of prey species, which was
not examined in the present study.
Prey species of Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins
(Tursiops aduncus) in a small oceanic island
revealed by the analysis of foraging behaviors
and stomach contents.
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Hiroshi5
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A comparison of the diet composition derived
from skin stable isotopes and stomach contents
for two baleen whale species: Sei and Bryde’s
whales in the western North Pacific.
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It is necessary to study the feeding ecology of
animals for a better understanding of their life
history and for their conservation. Previous studies
have suggested that Indo-Pacific bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) feed on a variety of
species of fish and cephalopods, and that the prey
species differ among populations. Therefore, it is
important to list the prey species from each T.
aduncus population. In Mikura Island, Japan,
stranded and entangled dolphins, which usually
provide the list of prey items, are rare because
Mikura is a small oceanic island without beaches
and intensive fisheries. Interviews with dolphinswimming captains and guides, questionnaire
surveys submitted via websites and SNS, and
analysis of underwater footage for ID research of
the 2015-2017 seasons were conducted to reveal
the prey species of T. aduncus around Mikura
Island. This evidence was then compared with the
stomach contents of 10 individuals that were
entangled mainly by gill nets around Mikura Island
between 1996-2017. Dolphins around Mikura
Island feed on a variety of prey species
including 13 species of fish, 7 species of
cephalopods and 1 species of crustaceans as prey
species, and 9 species of fish and 1 species of
crustacean as possible prey species. Octopus
(Octopodasp.), flying fish (Exocoetidaesp.) and
lizardfish (Prionurus scalprum) were the three
dominant prey species which were observed during
daytime underwater observations. Yellow striped
butterfish (Labracoglossa argenteiventris) were
found from the stomach contents of 40% of the
entangled dolphins in the gill nets despite rarely
being identified as prey species during daytime
underwater observations, suggesting that entangled

The common method for investigating diet of
cetaceans is the identification of undigested prey
items from the stomach contents. This method is
believed to provide reliable information on the
most recent prey prior to sampling. Recently stable
isotope analyses have been developed and used to
investigate diet composition in cetacean species.
Using a Bayesian framework (SIAR), a stable
carbon (δ13C ) and nitrogen (δ15N ) isotope mixing
model was used to assign diet composition to
western North Pacific sei (Balaenoptera borealis)
(n=180) and Bryde’s (B. edeni) (n=50) whales (skin
samples), and prey items: copepods (Neocalanus
spp.), krills (Euphausia spp.), Japanese anchovy
(Engraulis japonicus), Japanese sardine (Sardinops
melanostictus), Pacific saury (Cololabis saira),
mackerels (Scomber spp.) and North Pacific light
fish (Maurolicus japonicus) in the western North
Pacific during the summer of 2015 and 2016. Diet
composition derived from the stable isotope and
traditional stomach content analyses were
compared. Both analyses suggested a larger
diversity of preys in sei whale (six species)
compared to Bryde’s whale (three species; one
accounting for over 95% of all contents). However,
in the case of sei whale the diet composition
differed between methods. The contribution of
pelagic fish species was much higher in the
stomach contents (about 85%) than in the stable
isotope analysis (less than 20%). This result could
be explained by: i) isotope analyses of skin provide
information on the average composition of the diet
weeks and even months prior to sampling, whereas
the stomach content analyses give a snapshot of the
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dolphins had taken the fish out of the gill nets
before entanglement. Most dolphins observed
feeding during the day were female (93% of 43
individuals). It was thought that nutrition demands
might be different between male and females.

models started from the point where the stranding
occurred all the way to the probable geographic
origin of death. To our knowledge, this type of
research has not been done previously, we
determined the trajectory of the carcasses, which in
some cases exceeded 40 km, identifying recurring
regions from which the strandings originate, even
independently of the year or the climatic regime.
These areas are generally coastal and close to urban
centers, therefore related to high maritime traffic or
intense fishing gear use. This suggests that
strandings may be related to anthropic factors.

Geographical and genetic origin of marine
mammals strandings in the Yucatan Peninsula
through the use of two biophysical modeling
approach.
Tamayo Millan, Carlos1; Castelblanco-Martínez,
Nataly2; Delgado-Estrella, Alberto3; DIAZGAMBOA, RAUL E.4; Islas Villanueva,
Valentina5; Ramos, Eric Angel6; Miguel Ángel
Ahumada Sempoa, Miguel Ángel5; Niño-Torres,
Carlos Alberto7
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Puerto Angel, Mexico
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Universidad de Quintana Roo, Departamento de
Ciencias e Ingeniería, Chetumal, Mexico
(3) Universidad Autonoma del Carmen, Ciudad del
Carmen, Mexico
(4) UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE YUCATAN,
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Long-term cetacean population presence and
abundance in relation to moon cycles off Pico
Island (Azores)
Taylor, Emily1; Martin, Saskia Cathrin2; Hartman,
Karin3; Rotondi, Claudio1; Mészáros, Nóra1
(1) Nova Atlantis Foundation, Santa Cruz das
Ribeiras, Portugal
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Corresponding Author:
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Off Pico island (Azores), a long-term study has
been focusing on monitoring cetacean species
presence in the Bay of Ribeiras (230 km²). Data
were collected through standardized land surveys
from a fixed look-out post (using Steiner 20x80
binoculars) at 45m altitude. Surveys (average 20
mins. per survey) were conducted on a daily basis
covering all tidal cycles with 2-hour intervals to
avoid double counting. Next to standard
environmental information, data was collected after
Mann’s (1999) point sampling method and the
period analyzed included the years 2011 to 2018.
During 964 days, covering 926 hours, 2613
dedicated surveys were conducted. A total of 19
species (3905 single sightings) were observed and
clustered in 8 subcategories for further analysis:
Balaenopteridae (n=5), Hyperoodon (n=1),
Ziphiidae (n=3), Physeter (n=1), Globicephala
(n=2), Grampus (n=1), Tursiops (n=1), Small
Oceanic Delphinids (n=3). The effect of lunar
cycles on cetacean species’ presence and numbers
were investigated running a Poisson regression
model. To correct for the observation time, the
number of sightings per moon phase were divided
by the total hours observed. Grampus were present
in almost 30% of all surveys, followed by
Delphinids (27%) and Physeter (11%). A
significant positive association between the lunar
cycle and most cetacean species presence was
detected during new moon, and after full moon
(waxing crescent). Around full moon, cetacean
species were less sighted and recorded in lower
numbers. The relationship between lunar cycles

Strandings are excellent sources of information
since they allow scientific access to organisms that
are very difficult to see in the wild. Several studies
in the fields of pathology and population genetics,
among others, have arisen from information
gathered at these phenomena. However, population
interpretations based on strandings lack certainty
regarding the origin of the organisms, since, in
some cases, organisms have been dragged hundreds
of kilometers by currents, giving erroneous
information about local populations. The present
study aims to contribute to the knowledge of the
population structure of marine mammals in
Campeche, Yucatan, Quintana Roo and Belize. We
determined the origin of strandings in the localities
mentioned above using both, molecular markers
and Lagrangian drift model. The genetic
characterization of the recorded species was
performed, comparing these with the information
provided by databases to determine the
mitochondrial lineages present. To find the spatial
origin of the stranding we used two ocean
models: the Regional Ocean Modelling System
(ROMS) and the Global Hybrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (HYCOM). These models use several
parameters like oceanic currents, date and
geographic position of the stranding. To find the
effect of the wind on the carcasses, we
implemented a photogrammetry analysis. These
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and daytime cetacean presence may be linked to
higher prey availability during different moon
phases. Full moonlight is known to reduce
organisms’ vertical migration, with effects that
trickle through the food web. This pattern concerns
especially known night-foraging species such as
Grampus and Globicephala, while most generalized
(Tursiops) or deep-sea (Ziphiidae, Physeter)
predators showed non-significant variation,
suggesting that other environmental variables
determine their presence.

‘Citizen science’ historically had a reputation to
many as amateur science which lacked quality
control and yielded poor quality data with limited
application to wider uses. With a myriad of
organisations using a variety of data-collection
protocols and volunteers with a broad scale of
training, the data were generally only used by the
organisations collecting them to promote their own
messages. Since citizen science has gained impetus
in recent years, these disparities are being
addressed within e.g. the marine
mammal community, making significant progress
in improving the data-collection process. Volumes
of marine mammal data are collected by UK citizen
scientists, which is increasingly being used by the
scientific community and contributing to policy
decisions.

Skin lesion prevalence of estuarine bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in the outer banks
of North Carolina, with comparisons to other
East coast study sites.
Taylor, Jessica1; Hart, Leslie2; Adams, Jeff3
(1) Outer Banks Center for Dolphin Research/Nags
Head Dolphin Watch, Kill Devil Hills
(2) College of Charleston, Charleston, South
Carolina
(3) NOAA, Fisheries, Silver Spring, Maryland
Corresponding Author: jessarah19@yahoo.com

Marine data can be costly to collect; therefore,
evidence collected through the national budget is
often reactive to a specific need, or
spatially/temporally limited. The resource that is
available through citizen science data collection in
the UK alone is vast. The value of such data is
exemplified by the UK’s Joint Cetacean Protocol
which collated datasets amounting to over a million
km of survey effort, much of which was citizen
science data. This was analysed to investigate
spatial and temporal trends in the abundance and
distribution of cetaceans and more recently used to
support the designation of MPAs for harbour
porpoise. Predicted cetacean density from this
resource are used routinely by industry for impact
assessments, and statutory bodies in their advice for
Regulators. These data also contribute to national
reporting such as the EU Habitat’s Directive
assessment of conservation status.

Bottlenose dolphins are sentinels of environmental
health. Skin lesions may indicate disease or
contaminant exposure, and can be used to infer
population health. We estimated skin lesion
prevalence and identified major lesion types on
estuarine bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus,
in Roanoke Sound, North Carolina over a threeyear period using photo-identification. Boat-based
transect surveys were conducted from April 2012
through October 2014. Data were processed using
FinBase. High quality images of distinctive fins
were examined for the presence of any skin lesion
(n=169; P= 0.51; 95% CI = 0.43-0.58). Prevalence
estimates of nine lesion types were calculated.
Roanoke Sound estimates were compared between
years and seasons, as well as to dolphins
photographed at three southern study sites. Overall
Roanoke Sound lesion prevalence varied little
between years and did not differ significantly from
southern site estimates (p>0.05). In Roanoke
Sound, most lesions were observed in the spring
(P=0.79; 95% CI: 0.63-0.95). Pale lesions were
most common (P=0.38; 95% CI: 0.28-0.49),
occurring at a higher prevalence than southern sites
(p<0.05). Skin lesions occurring on Roanoke Sound
dolphins are similar in type to those observed in
southern sites, yet vary in prevalence. Future
studies should correlate lesions with environmental
variables and use stranded dolphins to predict
lesion etiology.

The value of these citizen science initiatives has
been demonstrated in the UK and there’s a further
need to build on this and ensure protocols, training,
data storage and access are synthesised to make the
most of this resource in contributing to the
conservation and management of marine mammals.
Persistent organic pollutants in two declining
Australian pinniped populations.
Taylor, Shannon1; Stevenson, Gavin; Yates, Alan;
Yu, Chunhai; Piro, Nino; Terkildsen, Michael;
Gray, Rachael2
(1) The University of Sydney, Australia
(2) The University of Sydney, Camperdown NSW
Corresponding Author:
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The increasing role of citizen science in UK
marine mammal policy and management.
Taylor, Nikki
, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: nikki.taylor@jncc.gov.uk

Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are
contaminants that cause immunosuppression,
immunomodulation, endocrine dysfunction and
neoplasia. Little is known of marine mammal
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exposure to POPs in the Southern
Hemisphere. For the endangered Australian
sea lion (Neophoca cinerea), the investigation
of anthropogenic pollution is identified as a
key knowledge gap and area of
research critical to the species’ recovery plan.

(3) Centre d'Etudes Biologiques de Chizé,
UMR7372 CNRS-Université La Rochelle, Chizé,
France
(4) Aarhus University, Institute for Bioscience,
Roskilde, Denmark
(5) Health, Safety and Environment, Total E&P
Danmark A/S, 6700 Esbjerg, Denmark
Corresponding Author: jte@bios.au.dk

The aim of this study was to determine the
concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), dioxin/furans, polybrominated
diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) and, per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in sample
matrices from two pinniped populations with
declining pup production. N. cinerea pups
were sampled at Seal Bay, Kangaroo Island;
Australian fur seal (Arctocephalus pusillus
doriferus) pups were sampled at Seal Rocks,
Victoria. In addition, POPs concentrations
were determined in A.p. doriferus stranded
along the Victorian coast.

The harbour porpoise, is the most common marine
mammal in the central North Sea where offshore
oil and gas installations are concentrated. Porpoises
have been reported to show avoidance or altered
behaviour in response to noise emitted during
offshore activities such as shipping, seismic,
drilling, wind farms and pile driving. Less well
understood are responses of porpoises to sounds
emitted from oil and gas platforms during routine
operations, which may represent a permanent
disturbance leading to possible habitat exclusion.
However, offshore constructions may also act as
artificial reefs with increased biodiversity and prey
abundance leading to habitat attraction. To
investigate the presence and feeding behaviour of
harbour porpoises around a large production
platform, we deployed autonomous acoustic
loggers, recording continuously for two years, at 18
stations between 0 and 26 km from the platform.
Click detectors recorded porpoise echolocation
activity at all stations while broadband loggers
recorded underwater noise at five stations. Harbour
porpoises were detected at all distances, year-round
in both years, however, two distinct seasonal
activity patterns were found. During July-January,
porpoises were attracted to the platform with high
echolocation and feeding activity within 800 m of
the platform, lower activity at 3-10 km, and again
increased activity at 13 km and beyond. During
February-June, porpoises were deterred from the
immediate vicinity of the platform, while stations
from 200 m to 26 km recorded uniformly, and
lower, porpoise activity compared to July-January.
Noise levels were elevated by up to 25 dB (at 5
kHz) closest to the platform and decreased to
background levels at 13 km. These results indicate
that offshore oil and gas platforms can act as
artificial reefs attracting harbour porpoises in
search of prey despite increased noise level.
Offshore industrial structures may be important for
ecosystems in an overexploited environment by
acting as artificial reefs.

High resolution gas chromatograph-mass
spectrometry (HRMS) and liquid
chromatograph-mass spectrometry (LCMS)
detected POPs in all tissue matrices analysed;
highest concentrations were detected in
blubber. In N. cinerea pups, liver PFAS
(ΣPFAS = 14488 ± 6657pg/g ww) and blubber
dioxin-like PCB (Σdl-PCB = 3585 ± 2883pg/g
ww) concentrations were lower than reported
concentrations for pinnipeds in the Northern
Hemisphere. In A. p. doriferus pups, the
concentration of dl-PCBs in fur were Σdl-PCB
= 646 ± 423pg/g ww, while significantly higher
concentrations were detected in the blubber of
stranded individuals (Σdl-PCB = 5,615,786 ±
2,606,393pg/g ww).
This study has key conservation and
management outcomes for two declining
populations highlighting maternal transfer of
POPs and the utility of fur as a novel,
minimally invasive sample for POPs analysis.
While the role of anthropogenic toxicants in
reduced pup production is unclear,
associations with stranding and detection of
these compounds in endangered and declining
populations demonstrates the ubiquitous
nature of these toxicants in the marine
ecosystem.
High harbour porpoise echolocation activity
close to oil and gas platforms indicates a strong
artificial reef attraction
Teilmann, Jonas1; Tubbert Clausen, Karin2; van
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Osteological descriptions of Steno bredanensis
in the Canary Islands
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In the Canary archipelago, 30 species of cetaceans
have been recorded in its waters, 27 of which have
one or some stranding records since the 1980s to
date. One of these, the “rough-toothed dolphin”
Steno bredanensis, is globally poorly known and
there are few data on the osteology of this species
from a few regions. Here we present the first
osteological study of Steno bredanensis from the
Canary Islands to increase the knowledge about the
taxonomy and adaptations of the species. We
carried out osteological analyses of different bones
of 27 specimens stranded in the Canary Islands,
including 17 complete skeletons. The results were
compared within each other and by sex, as well as
with other cetacean species, mainly Delphinidae
species present in the archipelago. The skeletal
ontogeny was analyzed in specimens with a total
length between 82cm and 236cm., contrasting the
fusion degree of the various cranial sutures and the
synostosis of the vertebral complex, the sternum,
the hyoid and the proximal pectoral region. An
adult female was studied separately as it presented
a different axial skeleton to the rest of the analyzed
specimens as well as to the published data from
other regions, highlighting a significantly higher
number of vertebrae, and a sternum resembling
other delphinids. The results of the studied
specimens suggest the presence in the Canary
Islands of two forms, one smaller, as well as sexual
dimorphism identified in some metric variables of
the skull. All studied animals presented dental
furrows characteristic of the species, regardless the
stage of development. This study contributes to
implement the current knowledge of Steno
bredanensis.

The next decade is expected to see significant
expansion of anthropogenic activities in the North
Sea. The need to understand and quantify the
impact of these on marine mammal populations is
critical in order to design and assess effective
mitigation and population management. Harbour
porpoises are the most abundant cetacean species in
this area. Highly mobile and elusive, they are
notoriously difficult to monitor, but the coastline
provides a powerful vantage from which to conduct
surveillance, particularly on biological and health
parameters. Information on stranded individuals are
recorded on a national level, yet for this study, data
from all the five national stranding networks
bordering the North Sea were combined.
This work demonstrates the first assessment of the
North Sea population as one ecological unit. Data
from 1990-2017 were used to investigate
spatiotemporal trends and assess biological
characteristics of the stranded population. A total of
16,247 individual strandings were recorded.
Stranding numbers increased annually in all
regions, with a sharp increase in the southern North
Sea after 2004. A Generalised Additive Mixed
Model framework revealed a region-specific
seasonal pattern, enabling detection of periods of
unusual mortality. There was heterogeneity in agespecific sex ratio, with particularly high presence of
juvenile males in the southern North Sea, possibly
suggesting a population sink. The majority of
neonate strandings occurred along the northern
Dutch, German, and Danish coastlines, potentially
suggestive of areas of importance for calving. The
study provided unique high-resolution insight into
region-specific population parameters of North Sea
harbour porpoises. This new knowledge comes as a
valuable addition to live animal survey data.
Combined, these data sources can inform planning

Scans of the beach; International assessment of
harbour porpoise strandings along the North
Sea coastline.
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consent decisions and mitigation of impacts of
offshore anthropogenic activities. This work
demonstrates the value of a transboundary
approach to data analysis for deriving effective
conservation and management strategies of highly
mobile marine species.

Malaysia
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Ontogeny of muscle physiology in arctic seals
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Marine mammals must store and efficiently use
oxygen while diving. Although oxygen is
distributed across lung, blood, and muscle
reservoirs, skeletal muscles play a substantial role
in defining diving capacities. In general, locomotor
muscles of marine mammals have large oxygen
reserves to fuel aerobic metabolism at depth, but
must also be capable of managing the buildup of
anaerobic byproducts. Further, pups are not born
with the same physiological capacities as adults,
with aerobic and anaerobic abilities typically
developing at the onset of independent foraging.
Knowledge of species- and age-specific skeletal
muscle physiology can inform understanding of
diving constraints and behavioral flexibility. We
examined myoglobin content ([Mb]) and nonbicarbonate buffering capacity (β) of a major
locomotor muscle, the longissimus dorsi, in three
Arctic seal species. Samples were obtained from
ringed (Pusa hispida; n=11), bearded (Erignathus
barbatus; n=37), and spotted (Phoca largha; n=12)
seals in collaboration with native Alaskan
subsistence hunters. We found adult ringed seal
muscle [Mb] to be 6.4±0.5 g Mb 100 g wet tissue-1,
while adult spotted seal muscle [Mb] was 5.5±0.5 g
Mb 100 g wet tissue-1. These data agree with
previously reported values for other phocid species.
In contrast, adult bearded seals had much lower
muscle [Mb] (4.6±0.4 g Mb 100 g wet tissue-1),
making their muscle physiology more similar to
benthically foraging walruses than to other phocids.
Overall, we documented increasing ontogenetic
trends in [Mb] and β for all three species; however,
bearded seals exhibited more subtle developmental
patterns. Our data suggest a strong link between
muscle physiology, life-history strategies, and
foraging behavior, and provide insight into the
ontogeny of diving capacities and limitations in
data-deficient species.

Social structure is the product of adaptive
behaviour strategies in response to different
ecological pressures to maximize individual fitness.
As highly complex social animals, cetaceans
exhibit various behaviours and have great diversity
in their social structure throughout their global
range. In this study, the social structure of the IndoPacific humpback dolphin (Sousa chinensis) in the
Matang Important Marine Mammal Area (IMMA)
was investigated between 2013 and 2016. The
association patterns were assessed using photoidentification techniques and measured by Half
Weight Index (HWI) in SOCPROG program. A
total of 105 group sightings across 14 boat-based
survey over 125 days were included in the
association analysis. Out of the 377 marked dolphin
individuals, 41 were identified in at least 5
sampling periods. These individuals yielded a mean
HWI of 0.15 ± 0.06 and social differentiation of
0.51, indicating well differentiated societies with
weak associations between pairs. The distribution
of maximum HWI association levels observed for
each individual suggested that most individuals
(80.5%, n=41) were not associated with any
particular companion any more than expected if all
individuals associated at random. However, the
average-linkage cluster analysis showed that 15
individuals form relatively stronger association
with each other (HWI ≥ 0.5). The stronger
association observed among the 15 individuals
suggested the influence of ranging patterns of the
dolphins, whereby they were mostly found
occurring within the estuary that restrict them to a
smaller ranging area. This resulted in similar
ranging patterns and increased their likelihood of
association, as contrary to the dolphins that were
sighted further from the coast and have a wider
ranging area. Such research is important as it
provides insights on the factors shaping the
sociality in this species and can contribute towards
the protection of the species through informed
decision-making for the conservation of its habitats
in the Matang IMMA.

Social structure of indo-pacific humpback
dolphin (Sousa chinensis) in the matang
important marine mammal area in Perak,

Occurrence and characteristics of signature
whistles in wild bottlenose dolphins from the
Ligurian Sea (Italy)
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A Multidisciplinary research project was conducted
in support of the efforts to conserve the Irrawaddy
dolphins in the coastal waters of Bago City and
Pulupandan, Philippines through the establishment
of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). Phase 1 of the
project focused on the drafting of policies and
management plan necessary in the setting up of
MPA anchored on data on the updated dolphin
population estimates, inventory of fishes, socioeconomic profile, stakeholders’ awareness and
perceptions on Irrawaddy dolphins and MPAs in
the locality. Phase 2 is a continuation of dolphin
and fish monitoring with additional studies on
water quality, tourism potential, livelihood, and
project assessment. Phase 2 was done to formulate
integrative strategies to ascertain the sustainability
of the MPAs. The research project used the MultiSectoral Approach (MSA) involving local
stakeholders in the project and in the post-project
activities to include information and education
campaign and drafting and approval of MPA
management plan and ordinances. The more
pronounced challenges encountered using the MSA
include the i) difficulty of engaging community
members in the project because of economic
reasons, and ii) diminishing support of local
government due to changing local priorities as
affected by the programs initiated by national
government. Overall, it is imperative to sustain the
current conservation efforts through exploring
more innovative partnerships given the following
evidence-based local realities: i) declining
population of endangered Irrawaddy dolphins in the
locality, ii) community members are living below
the poverty line, and iii) a significant number of
community members are not aware of the presence
of the Irrawaddy dolphins in their locality. More
importantly, the current efforts should also take
cognizance from the recent re-categorization that
has raised the status of Irrawaddy dolphins in
Guimaras Strait from vulnerable to critically
endangered by International Union of
Conservation for Nature.

Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) make
extensive use of narrowband whistles for
intraspecific communication. Among the whistle
types, each individual develops a unique whistle
modulation pattern that broadcast its identity: the
signature whistle. Although signature whistles have
been extensively studied over the last 50 years in
captive dolphins, studies on wild dolphins are rare
because of the difficulties involved in recording
unrestrained individuals. In our study, we
investigated the acoustic structure and contextual
use of the signature whistles of the bottlenose
dolphins inhabiting the western Ligurian coast
(Italy), within the Pelagos Sanctuary (NW
Mediterranean Sea). This demographic unit is
composed of nearly 250 individuals and has been
studied since 2001. Surveys were conducted from
July to October 2018, resulting in 25 encounters
with the target species (average groups size 13.4 ±
9.14). Photo-ID data were collected with a digital
reflex camera Nikon 7000 equipped with a zoom
Nikon 70-200. Acoustic recordings were collected
using an HTI-96-MIN hydrophone connected to a
Zoom H5 Handy recorder (sampling rate 96 kHz).
The visual inspection of spectrograms allowed us
to identify 936 whistles. Among these, using the
SIGnature IDentification (SIGID) method, 504
whistles were identified as signature whistles and
grouped into 17 different categories of frequency
modulation. Hence, for each whistle, we extracted
the frequency contour using the Beluga toolbox for
MATLAB and we measured eight acoustic
parameters. The 17 signature whistle types were
then statistically validated using a stepwise leaveone-out Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA).
Photo-ID data were visually analysed and 83
individuals were positively identified. Finally, we
investigated the relationships between signature
whistles occurrence and the context as well as the
presence of photo-ID individuals in the pod. Our
results provide the first insight into the
characteristics and contextual use of signature
whistles in this population of wild bottlenose
dolphins.

Review of current underwater sound
propagation modeling methods
Theriault, Jim1; Taillefer, Martin2
(1) Ocean Environmental Consulting
(2) Maritime Way Scientific Ltd, Ottawa, ON,
Canada
Corresponding Author: jim@ocean-env.com

Conservation of Irrawaddy dolphins in Bago
City and Municipality of Pulupandan,
Philippines: A multi-sectoral approach.
Teruel, Romeo Gotera1; de la Paz, Manuel
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The understanding of anthropogenic effects on
marine life continues to improve. However, the
ability to predict an effect will always be limited by
the ability to predict the sound field. The goal of
the study was to identify the best combination of
underwater acoustic models for use by the
Exploration and Production (E&P) industry for
environmental evaluation and marine animal
disturbance mitigation. This goal has been
accomplished by providing comprehensive critical
and objective analysis of 28 of the currently
available underwater acoustic propagation models,
application models, and the required supporting
data (marine physical and marine animal
databases). An important result of achieving this
goal is the ability to identify gaps and weaknesses
in propagation modeling, databases and exposure
modeling.

more complex survey and analysis methods can be
used where assumptions of the more basic methods
are not met – for example a double-observer
protocol can be followed where animals on the
trackline are not detected with certainty. The
purpose of this poster is twofold. First, we will
give an overview of the methods, tools and training
available both for the basic approaches and for
more complex and recent variants. We will cover
recent developments in density surface modelling,
estimation of trackline detection probability and
incorporation of animal movement. We will
showcase recent software for checking survey
designs through simulation. Second, we will
provide free consultancy to anyone who has
questions about surveys they are planning or have
already undertaken. Please come see us at the
poster, or contact any of us by email (len.thomas,
tiago.marques or cso2 @st-andrews.ac.uk;
rocio.prieto.gonzalez@gmail.com) to set up a
meeting.

A brief theoretical summary of the standard
numerical models (Wavenumber integration,
Normal Modes, Ray Solutions, Marching
Solutions, Energy Flux, Hybrid, and Gridded) has
been developed. Each of these classes of models is
evaluated with respect to differing environmental
conditions and model capabilities. Finally, model
prediction uncertainties have been analyzed with
identification of limiting fidelity factors such as
limited oceanographic and seabed knowledge.

Eliminating risk of entanglement in fishing pot
lines for large whales: Update on efforts to
develop and test “ropeless” gear.
Thomas, Peter1; Heinemann, Dennis1; Werner,
Timothy2
(1) Marine Mammal Commission, Bethesda
(2) Anderson Cabot Center for Ocean Life, New
England Aquarium
Corresponding Author: pthomas@mmc.gov

Can we help you with your distance sampling
survey design or analysis?
Thomas, Len1; Marques, Tiago2; Oedekoven,
Cornelia3; Prieto Gonzalez, Rocio4; Bortolotto,
Guilherme5
(1) CREEM, University of St Andrews, St Andrews,
United Kingdom
(2) University of St Andrews
(3) Centre for Research into Ecological and
Environmental Modelling, University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(4) Laboratori d'Aplicacions Bioacústiques (LAB),
Vilanova i la Geltrú, Spain
(5) University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: len.thomas@standrews.ac.uk

In the United States and Canada, the entanglement
of large whales in buoy lines used in trap/pot
fisheries has become a serious problem for several
marine mammals and fisheries. In the case of the
North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis)
entanglement is the most immediate threat to its
persistence. Whales unable to escape entanglement
drown or eventually succumb to injuries caused by
the lines cutting into and through their tissues, or
loss of energy and condition due to drag and/or
impaired feeding. Even if they are able to
eventually shed the gear, the loss of body condition
may impair reproduction for several years. While
dozens of mitigation measures have been proposed,
many tested, and some implemented over the years,
most do not offer a complete or in some cases even
a partial solution to the problem. Removing buoy
lines from the water is the only approach with the
potential to largely eliminate entanglement
risk. One such approach entails using so-called
“ropeless” gear. Some prototype ropeless gear is
designed to bring pots to the surface using
inflatable bags, while most have a float or floats
that can release a hauling line using a digital timer,
galvanic release, or acoustic release so that the
traps/pots can be retrieved. This presentation will
review the devices currently used and under
development, describe the systems necessary to put

Distance sampling is a widely-used suite of survey
methods for estimating population size or
density. For marine mammals, the most common
variant is a visual line transect survey, either from
an aeroplane or a boat; however, new survey
platforms are starting to emerge including aerial
photography and video, towed and fixed passive
acoustic arrays. Obtaining reliable estimates can be
tricky: survey design, field methods and analysis all
need to ensure the important assumptions are met
as well as possible, and an adequate sample size of
lines and of observations are required. Sometimes
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them into widespread practice, and discuss the
hurdles that need to be cleared if this technology is
to become operational.

Senyavin Strait, Chukotka: Behavioral evidence.
Titova, Olga1; Fedutin, Ivan2; Filatova, Olga3;
Antipin, Maxim4; Tiunov, Alexey5; Burdin,
Alexandr; Hoyt, Erich6
(1) Kamchatka Branch of Pacific Institute of
Geography DVO RAS, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky,
Russia, Russia
(2) Moscow State University, Moscow, Russian
Federation
(3) Moscow State University, M, Russian
Federation
(4) Federal State Institution “The National Park"”
Beringia", Provideniya, Russian Federation
(5) A.N. Severtsov Institute of Ecology and
Evolution, Moscow, Russian Federation
(6) WDC, Whale and Dolphin Conservation; also,
IUCN, Bridport, Dorset, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author: arizona_sunset@mail.ru

Identifying diel variation in Northern Resident
killer whale vocal activity, call type and
temporal frequency of echolocation using digital
acoustic recordings from DTAGs.
Thornton, Sheila1; Gavrilchuk, Katherine2; Towers,
Jared2; DeRoos, Mike3
(1) DFO - Fisheries and Oceans Canada, West
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, West
Vancouver, Canada
(3) Cetacea Contracting Ltd, Salt Spring Island,
Canada
Corresponding Author: sheila.thornton@dfompo.gc.ca

Humpback whales are known to feed on a wide
variety of prey, with their spatial distribution
strongly dependent on abundance and density of
prey aggregations during the feeding season.
Various methods, some more invasive than others,
are used to identify the prey — parallel fish
trawling, isotope analysis, stomach studies. It is
important to develop methods to identify prey
which could be used in critical habitats without
disturbing the whales. Here we suggest a method to
determine the predominant prey by whale behavior
and supplementary observations with control by
stable isotope analysis. Small-boat surveys were
conducted during August-September 2017 and
2018 in Senyavin Strait, Chukotka, to collect
humpback whale behavioral data, tissue samples
and photo-identification. A total of 34 days at sea
resulted in identification of 143 individual whales.
The spatial distribution of feeding humpbacks
changed dramatically between seasons. In 2017
whales foraged over depths of 20-60 m with more
activity in daytime and often accompanied by
seabirds. In 2018 all the whales moved north to a
deeper bay, where they were mostly resting in
daytime and foraging in the evenings with no birds
around. In addition, the faeces samples taken
opportunistically in 2018 revealed the presence of
krill (Euphausiacea) mandibles. The stable isotope
analysis showed a higher trophic level for 2017
(p<0.05). Thus we conclude that, in general,
humpback whales switched their diet from
schooling fish in 2017 to krill in 2018. Our data
provide an idea not only about the feeding ecology
of a humpback whale aggregation, but also about
the underlying prey distribution and ecosystem
processes. The study was supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research, grant 18-04-00462.

The fish-eating Northern Resident killer whale
(NRKW) population frequents waters from
southern Alaska to northern Washington state, with
seasonal movements throughout the Pacific
Canadian waters that correspond to the presence
of their primary prey species, which include
Chinook and other large salmonids. Bouts of fast
repetitive clicks with short inter-click intervals
(termed “buzzes”) employed during the terminal
phase of prey pursuit are strongly associated with
prey capture attempts. Use of echolocation to
identify and secure prey is a vital component of the
life history of this ecotype and communication
between individuals during foraging contributes to
prey sharing success. Reduction in foraging
efficiency may occur when animals are exposed to
anthropogenic noise from vessel traffic, which
masks communication or echolocation
signals. Suction cup digital acoustic recording tags
(DTAGs) were deployed on NRKW in Johnstone
Strait to evaluate night time foraging behaviour and
guide mitigation of impacts from vessel traffic on
killer whale foraging and catch success. In August
of 2018 (year one of a three year study), 18
individual whales were tagged, resulting in 35
hours of day and 35 hours of night time
data. Vocal activity, call type and echolocation use
were quantified and compared from day to night.
NRKW also engage in a behaviour called “beach
rubbing”, where they rub their bodies on stones in
the shallow waters of beaches. Contact with the
pebbles results in a distinctive sound signature and
provides an opportunity to examine the diel pattern
of rubbing beach use. These analyses contribute
important information on NRKW behaviour and we
discuss the results with respect to diel differences
in shipping traffic and how the potential impacts of
vessel noise differ between day and night.

Assessment of ship strike risk for sperm whales,
using prey-informed distribution models and
shipping intensity from AIS

Differences in humpback whale food
preferences during two summer seasons in
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Accordingly, areas of greater ship strike risk also
varied seasonally. In all seasons there was an
overlap between areas with higher predicted
relative sperm whale densities and intense shipping
routes. However, the risk of ship strikes appears to
be greater during the spring, when the highest
predicted whale density values were calculated.
These results will be instrumental to develop
management tools to decrease ship strike risk to
sperm whales in the region.
Advancing anthropogenic noise risk and noise
mitigation assessments for endangered Southern
Resident Killer Whales
Tollit, Dominic1; Joy, Ruth2; Wood, Jason3
(1) SMRU Consulting North America, Canada
(2) SMRU Consulting and Simon Fraser University
(3) SMRU Consulting, Friday Harbor, WA
Corresponding Author: domtollit@hotmail.com
Endangered Southern Resident Killer Whales
(SRKW) number only 75 individuals. Synergistic
threats of lowered prey availability, noise
disturbance from whale watching boats and large
ships, and high-levels of contaminants all have
been documented to hinder recovery.
Unprecedented levels of concern about the
population’s future has led to multiple research
collaborations; here we focus on new approaches
that aim to quantify risk from anthropogenic noise
and report key findings of four interlinked studies.
Firstly, an effort-corrected fine-scale habitat
density model (monthly and by pod) using a variety
of sightings data sets from 10+ years was
developed. Secondly, multiple years of acoustic
recordings in Haro Strait using calibrated, cabled,
broadband (10Hz-100kHz) hydrophones have
provided a better understanding of natural and
anthropogenic noise contributors (especially
commercial ships), as well as SRKW behaviour.
New noise effect metrics that combined disturbance
dose-response curves with high-frequency masking
in a probabilistic spatiotemporal simulation model
have been used to quantify the potential effects of
noise disturbance on SRKW foraging. Acoustic
sound pressure level analysis using cumulative
probability distributions functions and GAMMs
and this bespoke SRKW-noise overlap simulation
model have been standardized tools used to assess
the efficacy of regional mitigation actions, such as
61-day (2017) and 111-day (2018) voluntary
commercial vessel slowdown initiatives in Haro
Strait, a core area of SRKW Critical Habitat. A
better understanding of key foraging areas is vital
for population recovery, especially in offshore
areas where habitat use may be changing, as well as
for defining marine protected areas. While
challenges remain, political will has intensified
trans-boundary stakeholders to advance a suite of
mitigation actions, to enhance eduction and fill key

Mortality or serious injuries to whales from ship
strikes have been reported worldwide, and
currently are one of the major threats to some
whale populations. In the Azores, sperm whale
injury and mortality rate from ship strikes is
unknown, but several episodes were recorded over
the years, calling for a better understanding of the
risk posed by this threat to the whales.
To address that question, we modelled sperm whale
distribution in the Azores for the spring, summer
and autumn, using static and dynamic
environmental predictors. Predictors included prey
(micronekton) distributions simulated with the
Spatial Ecosystem and Population Dynamics
Model (SEAPODYM), as previous studies have
shown that prey information can greatly improve
model performance. Whale sightings were recorded
by observers from the Azores Fisheries Observer
Program (POPA), between 2001-2015. Shipping
intensity was calculated from data collected
between 2012-2015 using the automatic
identification system (AIS), on-board most
commercial, fishing and passenger vessels. Areas
of greater risk of ship strikes were identified by
intersecting predicted whale distribution and
shipping routes.
Several shipping routes were identified,
corresponding chiefly to passenger and cargo lines
between the islands, large cargo ships and tankers
crossing the region, and routes between the main
fishing ports and fishing grounds.
Mean predicted relative sperm whale density varied
among seasons, although some areas consistently
had some of the highest values within a season.
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data gaps. The studies reported here assist in
defining where, when and what mitigation actions
managers should consider in protecting SRKW, as
well as highlighting steps needed to improve future
noise risk assessments.
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Auto-detection of gray whales (Eschrichtius
robustus) off Sakhalin Island, Russia using
shore-based infrared
Tombach Wright, Christina1; Waltman, Jon2;
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Michael5; Kalinin, Ervin5; Grant, Greg2; Loman,
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The beaked whales are the least known cetacean
taxa in the world and mostly known through
stranding records in the world oceans. Cuvier’s
beaked whale Ziphius cavirostris is the only beaked
whale species commonly found in the
Mediterranean Sea, but their distribution is
cosmopolitan the northern hemisphere. They are
known to be sensitive to noise pollution, indicated
by stranding cases due to seisimic surveys or naval
operations using mid-frequency sonar. Their
genetic structure has little been studied due to the
lack of samples. Five strandings of Cuvier’s beaked
whale were reported along the coast of Turkey and
northern Cyprus in June 2016 and March,
November 2017. In this first genetic study on the
Cuvier’s beaked whales from the Aegean Sea and
the Levantine Sea, undertaken with these stranded
samples, mitochondrial DNA control region (444
bp) and cytochrome b (424 bp) sequences revealed
two haplotypes (four out of five individuals had a
single haplotype). Control region haplotypes were
identical to two previously identified ones from the
Ionian (Greece) and Adriatic (Croatia) Seas, the
only areas previously investigated within the
Mediterranean basin. The isolated eastern
Mediterranean subpopulation was highly
differentiated based upon the presence of two
unique haplotypes, which were not found outside of
the Mediterranean. More samples from the
Mediterranean Sea (especially the western basin)
need to be sequenced with the same mtDNA
markers for a better understanding of the genetic
population structure of this species, which can be
used to elaborate more concrete conservation
measures for this species.

In 2017, a 28 km2 section of the gray whale
(Eschrichtius robustus) Sakhalin nearshore feeding
area at the mouth of Piltun Bay, Russia, was
monitored for more than three months using a
shore-based infrared, automated whale detection
system (WDS). The WDS was comprised of nine
thermal cameras that covered a 90° field of view
(FOV) and displayed whale blows on screen for
real-time viewing during the day or night. Longwave infrared (LWIR) video data were collected 24
hours/day, 7 days a week for a total of 98 days
(May 28-Sept 3), resulting in 54,493 whale blows
detected by the LWIR WDS. Effective detection
distance for the WDS was up to 6km from the
platform, and the average whale distance was
1.66km. Detections occurred at all hours of the day
and night, and on average, 30-70 blows were
detected hourly over the period. The average hourly
number of blows were lowest from late morning to
midday (0900-1300) and peaked late afternoon to
early morning (1600-0200). As expected from
historical distribution studies of the area, the
maximum number of detections occurred in July
when mothers return to the area with their calves.
Dense fog prevented detections, but whale blows
were detected by the WDS during some periods of
light fog, rain and high sea state (
Genetic investigation on Cuvier’s beaked whale,
Ziphius cavirostris on the coast of Turkey and
Northern Cyprus, based on mtDNA sequences.
Tonay, Arda M.1; Karaman, Kübra2; Dede, Ayhan3;
Danyer, Erdem4; Aytemiz Danyer, Işıl5; Uzun,
Begüm6; Meray, Yönter7; Deval, Cengiz8; Amaha
Ozturk, Ayaka9; Bilgin, Raşit10
(1) Faculty of Aquatic Sciences Istanbul

Evolutionary consequences of the structurefunction relationship of the pinniped ankle
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during secondary adaptation to life in water.
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The fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) moves
every spring season through the Catalan coast and
the Catalano-Balearic Sea. Since 2014, from March
to May, visual maritime surveys consisting of
random transects have been conducted and
sightings data has been recorded. The study area is
a coastal zone of more than 1300 km2 and extends
until 15 miles offshore. The presence and
distribution of fin whales in the area has been
studied; differences between seasons have been
observed in number of animals and their spatial and
time distribution. In addition, behavioral data has
been collected, having recorded mainly foraging
and feeding behavior. For this reason, we aimed to
analyze the influence of the coast on the fin whale
presence. A comparative study has been done
considering the next variables: presence and
distribution of fin whales, chlorophyll-a
concentration, sea surface temperature (SST) and
salinity (SAL), as well as rainfall inputs on land (in
a 50 km radius from study area). For the analysis, 8
day and monthly resolution data of oceanographic
variables and monthly rainfall inputs have been
used. The rainfall has been related with and
increment of phytoplankton; satellite chlorophyll
has been used as a proxy of phytoplankton
biomass. There is a positive Pearson correlation
between rainfall and chlorophyll-a concentration.
And a positive non-significant correlation between
rainfall and fin whale sightings with an offset of
one month. An offset of 2-3 weeks has been found
between chlorophyll concentration and whale
sightings. Moreover, crosscorrelations show a
relationship between the presence of fin whales and
the oceanographic variables chlorophyll-a, SST
and SAL, and rainfall. Thus, the coastal inputs in
this area have a high impact in the presence of fin
whales, since less rainfall on land in the previous
weeks cause a decrease of the fin whales observed.
Enforcing it as a feeding ground.

To reveal morphological changes in the structurefunction relationship of the pinniped ankle bones
during secondary adaptation to life in water, I
traced the character change of the pinniped
astragalus and calcaneum.
The results reveal that the otariid astragalus and
calcaneum possess the greatest number of primitive
characters in the crown pinnipeds. Due to their
swimming locomotion using only forelimbs, the
primitive ankle joint remains in the crown
pinnipeds because their ankle joints have no
functional requirement from swimming
locomotion. The Odobeninae (Odobenidae) and
Allodesmus spp. (Desmatophocidae) share many
characters in their ankle bones, which suggests that
the function of their ankle joints also is similar.
Previous studies based on axial morphology
suggested that Odobenus rosmarus (Odobeninae)
and Allodesmus spp. shared the same swimming
style, and my study supports this suggestion. Some
previous studies indicated the correlation between
the prosperity of the crown odobenids (i.e.,
Dusignathinae + Odobeninae) and the decline of
Allodesmus spp. during Tortonian (mid to late
Miocene). The results of my study suggest a
possibility of the correlation between the
replacement of their niche and an inferred
similarity of their ankle joints. The phocids possess
a specialized ankle joint. Some unique characters
indicate the ankle joint of the phocids is twisted
laterally, and allowing flexibility and strong plantar
flexion. Because of the “twisted” ankle, in the
phocids, the hindlimb did not contribute to
movement on land. On the other hand, this ankle is
adaptive for their swimming: lateral pelvic
oscillation. This is the functional trade-off for dual
locomotion: walking and swimming. Moreover, in
the pinnipeds with a swimming style defined by
lateral pelvic oscillation, the phocids achieved the
greatest species diversity, geographic distribution,
and feeding diversity. Therefore, I suggest that
phocid’s acquisition of the specialized ankle led to
their divergence in the pinnipeds of the same
swimming style.

The effect of anthropogenic noise on foraging
buzz activity of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) in the New York Bight
Trabue, Sarah1; Rekdahl, Melinda2; King, Carissa3;
Rosenbaum, Howard4
(1) Columbia University
(2) Wildlife Conservation Society
(3) Wildlife Conservation Society, Irvington, NJ
(4) Wildlife Conservation Society, Ocean Giants
Program, New York
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Presence of fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus)
related with coastal influence and
oceanographic conditions in Garraf feeding
ground
Tort, Beatriu1; Amigo, Natalia2; Peters, Francesc;
Degollada, Eduard3
(1) EDMAKTUB, Molins de Rei, Spain

Vessel noise has been shown to interfere with
odontocete echolocation. When foraging,
bottlenose dolphins produce shorter, faster clicks
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with shorter inter-click intervals (ICI<16ms), called
foraging buzzes. Previous studies demonstrate that
in heavily trafficked waterways, high vessel noise
significantly reduced prey capture attempts in small
cetaceans. Bottlenose dolphins are present in New
York waters from spring to fall, migrating south
during winter. Their more recent and extended
presence suggests that the coast of New York
provides important foraging habitat. Presently, little
is known about the foraging behavior of these
dolphins and the potential impact from feeding
around the busy New York Harbor. We used
passive acoustic monitoring to evaluate dolphin
foraging behavior, indicated by foraging buzzes, in
high-level and low-level (>96 & <96dB re 1µPa,
respectively) anthropogenic noise conditions.
Recordings were analyzed from six acoustic
recorders deployed over one year in the New York
Harbor. A click detector was used to identify all
foraging buzzes, and only those with a signal-tonoise ratio of at least 10dB were included in the
final analysis. Foraging buzzes were measured by
the number of buzz sequences and total duration
within each 1-minute segment where these buzzes
were detected. A two-sample permutation test was
used to test for a significant difference in foraging
rates between noise conditions. Foraging activity
tended to decrease under high-level noise
conditions, even after taking into account masking
effects. These results demonstrate a negative
relationship likely attributed to anthropogenic noise
on the foraging activity of dolphins. Interruption of
foraging activity may impact the overall energetic
budgets of these dolphins, possibly leading to
decreased fitness or other consequences. Further
research into the health, diet, and behavior of these
dolphins is required to understand the extent to
which anthropogenic noise is disrupting foraging
and the long-term effects of such disruptions on
population dynamics.
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Blainville’s beaked whales (Mesoplodon
densirostris) have a cosmopolitan distribution from
temperate to tropical waters, but are classified as
“Data Deficient” under the IUCN Red List. We
investigated geographic differences in Blainville’s
beaked whale frequency-modulated (FM)
echolocation pulses from recording sites across the
North Pacific, Gulf of Mexico, and NW Atlantic as
a potential tool for population-level discrimination.
Blainville’s beaked whale FM pulses have been
described as species-specific, with a steep energy
onset at around 25 kHz, a small energy peak at 22
kHz, a peak frequency of 30 to 34 kHz, and an
inter-click interval of 280 ms. Quantification of the
variability in spectral shapes and inter-click
intervals measured within and between encounters
was achieved through weighted network clustering.
Spectral averages obtained from the primary
clusters identified at each site exhibited frequency
shifts of up to +/- 6 kHz relative to the previously
described Blainville’s FM pulse type. We observed
differences in spectral structure between ocean
basins and also identified a latitudinal cline, with
higher peak frequencies occurring in lower
latitudes. While geographic variation in click
characteristics has been documented for several
species of odontocetes, such variation had not been
documented previously in beaked whales. The
observed variability may have several possible
origins, potentially related to differences in body
size or prey size. These findings provide insight
into the geographic distribution of a rarely
observed species, and also suggest that this
variability in echolocation signal frequency may be
a first indication of acoustic delineation between
population-level boundaries of Blainville’s beaked
whales that have not been identified previously.

Geographic variation in Blainville’s beaked
whale (Mesoplodon densirostris) echolocation
signal.
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The dynamic time waveforms of Amazon River
dolphins (Inia geoffrensis) and other acoustic
emanations: Comparisons of free-ranging
dolphins in the Peruvian Amazon with a dolphin
in human care.
Trone, Marie1; Ternes, Kerstin2; Glotin, Hervé3;
Blakefield, Gerald; Bonnett, David; Gies,
Valentin4; Barchaz, Valentin4; Giraudet, Pascale5;
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Aix Marseille Université, Université de Toulon,
CNRS, ENSAM, LSIS UMR 7296, Marseille,
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Modelling cetacean population dynamics and
behaviour is paramount to effective population
management and conservation. Cetaceans also
make prime candidates for modelling ecosystem
change under the ecosystem sentinel concept as
they reflect the current state of the environment,
responding to changes across different spatialtemporal scales. Methodologies of cetacean
research include photo-identification (photo-id) collecting photographic data and identifying
individuals based on unique markings. Manual
photo-id can however be costly and time
consuming due to the number of person-hours
required for identification, as well as the potential
for misclassification due to issues such as observer
fatigue. Current image analysis software like
DARWIN and Wildbook do not employ state-ofthe-art deep learning techniques whilst requiring a
large amount of manual user input to provide
possible matches.

Documentation of Amazon River dolphin (Inia
geoffrensis) activity is difficult due to the opaque
water in which they commonly inhabit in
conjunction with their morphology and shallowsurfacing behavior. Furthermore, obtaining quality
audio recordings of these animals is also
challenging given their preference for shallow
habitats characterized by currents carrying copious
quantities of debris, changing bottom topography,
and dynamic hydrologic cycles. Recently the
IUCN changed the Amazon River dolphin status
from data deficient to endangered due to
unsustainable fishing practices. However, the
quantity of animals found in the wild is still
unknown. The goal of this research is to develop
methods to acoustically count Amazon River
dolphins in their natural habitat. An understanding
of the dynamic time waveform is needed to
accomplish this goal. To this end, an Amazon
River dolphin housed at the Duisburg Zoo in
Germany was recorded in March of 2018. This
setting allowed investigators to document the
location and position of the dolphin in relation to
the hydrophone array. This information allowed
for the determination of various time waveforms
associated with both on-axis and off-axis
clicks. Additionally, comparisons were made
between the vocal emanations of the Duisburg Zoo
dolphin with those produced by free-ranging
dolphins from the Peruvian Amazon. Click peak
frequencies obtained from the zoo recordings were
lower than those found from Peruvian Amazon
recordings. Finally, both zoo dolphin and Peruvian
Amazon recordings contained frequencymodulated “whistles”, high-amplitude pulses
possibly used to stun prey, and suspected Twin
Inverted Pulsed Sonar (TWIPS). This work
supports the theme of the opening plenary
presentation by Roger Payne at the SMM 21st
Biennial Conference, illustrating that studies of
marine mammals in human care strengthen field
studies. Further investigation into the unique highamplitude pulses is warranted.

With progressively more data being collected
during fieldwork due to an increasing use of
technology, there is an urgent need for an
automatic system to quickly perform photo-id with
reduced error rates. Thus, a novel approach to
cetacean photo-id through the utilisation of deep
learning networks (specifically Convolutional
Neural Networks, CNNs), has been developed and
implemented on high-powered GPUs by bringing
together an interdisciplinary team of computing
scientists, marine biologists, and engineers. This
new approach provides a powerful platform for
solving fine grain computer vision tasks such as
individual animal photo-id.
Images taken during fieldwork are uploaded to the
system, which is currently pre-trained to segment
L. albirostris fins from large panoramic abovewater images. The detected fins are passed to a
second component for photo-id. Users are then
presented with a list of most-likely identifications
along with confidence scores, greatly reducing the
set of fins a human observer needs to review when
matching fins to fin catologues. This system will
significantly aid marine biologists by increasing the
accuracy and speed of the identification process.

Photo identification of marine cetaceans using
convolutional neural networks
Trotter, Cameron1; Sharpe, Matt2; Atkinson,
Georgia3; Wright, Nick4; McGough, Steve4;
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An instrument-based aerial survey of iceassociated seals in the Chukchi and East
Siberian seas in Russia, spring 2016.
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The long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas)
is a large member of the ocean dolphin family
(Delphinidae), distributed through the temperate
North Atlantic. Much remains unknown regarding
the population dynamics and movement of these
whales throughout their home ranges. As an
abundant, vocally active cetacean species that
produce a variety of acoustic signals, pilot whales
are good candidates for passive acoustic monitoring
(PAM). However, their echolocation clicks are hard
to distinguish from those of other delphinid species
due to similarities in spectral content, particularly
in the absence of accompanying tonal signals. To
address this, we used passive acoustic monitoring
to establish detailed quantitative descriptions of
pilot whale echolocation clicks, including
variations in spectral content as a result of receiver
depth. Acoustic encounters were recorded with
autonomous instruments deployed at various depths
in coastal waters off Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia (n = 29 recordings), as well as offshore on
the Scotian Shelf (n = 25 recordings), the Gully
Marine Protected Area (n = 2 recordings), and off
the coast of Ireland (n = 1 recording). We found
that spectral click parameters (peak and centroid
frequencies) decreased with increasing receiver
depth, while click duration increased. Overall, click
spectra got wider and lost high-frequency inputs at
greater depths. These differences are important to
take in to consideration during PAM monitoring
projects, and may be explained by different sound
propagation conditions at the surface versus at
depth. It is also possible that pilot whales adjust
their clicks based on the surrounding environment
or behavioral function. The results of this study,
combined with prior published work on the
classification of tonal calls, will allow for the
development of more accurate pilot whale
automated click detectors for PAM, leading to
better long-term monitoring, with the goal of
understanding this species’ acoustic behaviour,
habitat use, and population structures.

In the spring of 2016, an instrument-based,
multispectral aerial survey was carried out in the
Russian part of the Chukchi Sea and eastern part of
the East Siberian Sea to estimate the abundance and
distribution of ringed and bearded seals on the
spring ice. As the distance to the mainland was
increasing, the density of both species of seals was
statistically significantly declining. According to
the statistical modelling results, the highest
numbers of ringed seal were expected in the areas
located along the coast, where the ice break-up was
observed the earliest. Taking into account the
correction of the obtained estimates of the
abundance of seals on ice to the proportion of
animals being disturbed by the aircraft engine noise
(30,2% of ringed and 5,9% of bearded seals), and
also keeping in mind that up to 32% of the animals
could have been in the water during the survey, we
expect the population size of the bearded seal in the
Russian part of the Chukchi and eastern parts of the
East Siberian Sea to exceed 7 000, and the ringed
seal - 21 000 individuals. The underestimation can
also be attributed to the ringed seal snow lairs
being partially untouched in April. This was the
first seal instrument-based aerial survey in the
region and it provided more verifiable data and
robust estimates than previous visual sighting
surveys and our analyses took into account more
sources of uncertainty, as well. The work was
supported by National Marine Fisheries Service,
NOAA and NPRB.

Diel variation in humpback whale singing
activity off Chichi-jima Island, Ogasawara,
Japan.
Tsujii, Koki1; Akamatsu, Tomonari2; Okamoto,
Ryosuke3; Mori, Kyoichi4; Mitani, Yoko5
(1) Ogasawara Whale Watching Association and
Hokkaido University, Japan
(2) National Research Institute of Fisheries
Science, FRA,
(3) Ogasawara Whale Watching Association,
Ogasawara-mura, Japan
(4) Teikyo University of Science, Uenohara, Japan

"Click, click. Who’s there?" A quantitative
description of long-finned pilot whale
echolocation clicks from the North Atlantic.
Tsitrin, Liza1; Delarue, Julien2; Whitehead, Hal3;
Gaudet, Briand2
(1) Acadia University, Canada
(2) JASCO Applied Sciences, Dartmouth, Nova
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Mammal Conservation Project's activities to
support the conservation of this population,
innovative Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM)
techniques were employed to collect baseline data
on the population's diel and seasonal activity
patterns. A C-POD (Continuous POrpoise
Detector) was deployed east of Koh Ach Seh
(10°21’31” N, 104°19’22” E) on 23 June 2018, to
continuously recorded cetacean clicks between 20
and 160 kHz, produced within a 1km range of the
device. A Generalised Linear Model was used to
examine the initial six-months of data
recordings. Significantly more Detection Positive
Minutes (DPM – the minutes within each hour with
positive recordings of cetaceans) were recorded in
non-daylight hours compared to daylight hours,
with the fewest DPM recorded between 08:00 –
15:59. September had the highest number of DPM,
compared to any other month, followed by October
and November. The diurnal and seasonal activity
patterns observed could be explained by prey
movements, freshwater inputs or monsoon
seasonality. This study is the first of its kind, using
long-term PAM techniques to study Irrawaddy
dolphins. Results reveal crucial information on the
population’s temporal and seasonal activity
patterns. As local IUU fishing predominantly
occurs during non-daylight hours, the study also
highlights a vital cause for conservation concern,
regarding overlapping spatial and temporal use of
the Kep Archipelago by both dolphins and IUU
fishing vessels at night. Future research to
determine population distribution and ranges, to
shape future regional conservation strategies are
suggested.

Male humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)
sing complex songs in their breeding season. To
investigate the diel and tidal effects on the behavior
of humpback whale singers, we conducted passive
acoustic monitoring in the Ogasawara Islands,
Japan. The waters of the Ogasawara Islands are one
of the breeding grounds for humpback whales of
the western North Pacific stock. Two automatic
underwater sound monitoring systems (AUSOMSmini stereo, AquaSound Inc., Japan) were deployed
at two stations off the west side of Chichi-jima
Island during winter 2016–2018 to monitor
phonating whales. 24-hour recordings were
continuously conducted for 1–3 months per year.
The number of singing whales was acoustically
counted every hour by using time difference of
arrival of each song at both recorders. The mean
number of detected singers in each time of day was
calculated and compared with the tidal cycle. In
total, 5,015 hours recording data were collected. 0–
9 singers per hour were detected (mean ± SD = 3.5
± 1.5 singers/hour), and they appeared throughout
the day. The acoustic occurrence of singing whales
was peaked in the early morning and dusk and
decreased during the daytime when we used all
data; however, the peak time was shifted in
connection with the tide type. The mean number of
detected singers was less during spring tide periods
than during the other periods, and that was more
during neap tide periods than during the other
periods. Additionally, during spring tide periods,
more singers were detected in the high tide time
than in the low tide time. Our results suggest that
the singing activity of humpback whale singers is
influenced by the diel and tidal cycles, or they
moved offshore where is outside of the detection
range of our recorders during the daytime.

Using science and governance in establishing
habitat conservation measures at the Saguenay–
St. Lawrence Marine Park and surrounding
waters to favor the recovery of the St. Lawrence
beluga population.
Ménard, Nadia1; Turgeon, Samuel2; Conversano,
Manuela3; C. A. Martins, Cristiane4; Beaufils,
Pierre3; Pagé, Laurence3
(1) Saguenay–St. Lawrence Marine Park,
Tadoussac, Quebec, Canada
(2) Parks Canada, Tadoussac, Québec, Canada
(3) Parks Canada, Tadoussac, Canada
(4) Parks Canada, Tadoussac, Quebec, Canada
Corresponding Author: samuel.turgeon@canada.ca

Passive acoustic monitoring shows diurnal and
seasonal patterns for Irrawaddy dolphins
(Orcaella brevirostris) in Kep, Cambodia.
Tubbs, Sarah1; Keen, Emma2
(1) Marine Conservation Cambodia
(2) Marine Conservation Cambodia, Kep,
Cambodia
Corresponding Author: sarahtubbs123@gmail.com
Irrawaddy dolphins (Orcaella brevirostris) are
considered Endangered on the IUCN’s Red List of
Threatened Species, with marine populations being
the subject of relatively little research focus in
comparison to their freshwater counterparts. In
Cambodia’s Kep Archipelago, the species faces
threats from a high intensity of Illegal, Unreported
and Unregulated (IUU) fishing activities, which
leads to bycatch, habitat degradation, and prey
depletion. As part of The Cambodian Marine

The world’s most southerly beluga whale
(Delphinaterus leucas) population, the endangered
St. Lawrence beluga, lives downstream of
industrial North America. The main threats to the
recovery of the population are exposure to
contaminants and to disturbance by intensive
navigational activities such as shipping and
tourism. The Saguenay-St. Lawrence Marine Park,
of which 77% of the territory is designated critical
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habitat for the beluga population and which also
encompasses feeding grounds for a diversity of
other whale species, is one of the areas used by
marine mammals where marine traffic is most
intensive in Canada. Under Parks Canada's
Conservation and Restoration Program for species
at risk, the marine park team is implementing a
habitat conservation project (2017-2022) entitled
Sharing the waters with belugas. The purpose of
the project is to protect and restore the acoustic
environment of important habitats for species at
risk in the marine park, particularly the beluga, to
contribute to their recovery while remaining one of
the best places in Canada to observe mammals and
to increase public support for marine conservation.
To date, two habitats have had their level of
protection enhanced: 1) The Baie SainteMarguerite (<1% of the marine park territory)
where navigation was prohibited as of 2018 and 2)
A significant portion of the upper St. Lawrence
estuary (44% of the marine park territory) where
whale watching activities have been excluded as of
2019. These two habitats are intensively used by
female belugas and their young during the summer,
and their protection is considered essential to favor
the recovery of the population. This presentation
will focus on the scientific and governance
approach used, the challenges, the measures put in
place and the first results of compliance to inspire
other marine mammal protected areas in their
conservation actions to enhance marine mammal
habitat protection.

depth, and dive duration. Gale appeared to use
ocean currents to facilitate a SE movement around
Florida, and then a northward movement along the
continental shelf break to the waters off Cape
Hatteras, North Carolina. During her travels, Gale
received a net positive assistance from ocean
currents, especially east of Florida where 57% of
her travel distance was congruent with the surface
speed and direction of the Gulf Stream. The
current-assisted travel contributed in-part to our
observation of Gale traveling further (4,152 km)
and faster (130 km·day-1) than previously reported
for Globicephala spp. Gale’s dive behavior was
typical of other pilot whales, with average dive
depths (243 ± 136 m) and durations (7.9 ± 2.2 min)
within the range of reported values for
Globicephala spp. Gale also occupied habitats
commonly used by pilot whales, such as the
continental shelf break and submarine
canyons. Thus, it is likely that Gale was using her
natural abilities and skills effectively, and that her
movements and behaviors could be considered
representative of short-finned pilot whales in the
Gulf of Mexico and northwestern Atlantic Ocean.
The information presented here contributes to a
better understanding of pilot whales, their
movements between ocean basins, and to the
assessment of rehabilitation and release protocols.
DNA barcoding based identification of fish
species in the diet of cetaceans at the SouthWestern coast of the Black Sea.
Uluduz, Nastassia1; Yanchukov, Aleksey2; Er,
Ayşegül3; Sözen, Mustafa2; Keskin, Emre3
(1) Zonguldak Bulent Ecevit University, Zonguldak,
Turkey
(2) Zonguldak Bülent Ecevit University, Zonguldak,
Turkey
(3) Ankara University, Ankara, Turkey
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Post-release monitoring of a stranded and
rehabilitated short-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala macrorhynchus)
Tyson Moore, Reny1; Douglas, David2; Nollens,
Hendrik3; Croft, Lara; Wells, Randall4
(1) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, FL
(2) U.S. Geological Survey, Alaska Science Center,
Juneau, AK
(3) SeaWorld Parks and Entertainment, San Diego
(4) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota, Florida
Corresponding Author: rtysonmoore@mote.org

Three small cetacean species: the bottlenose
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), the short-beaked
common dolphin (Delphis delphius), the harbor
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) inhabit the waters
of the Black Sea. All three are under enormous
human-induced pressure: direct hunting until 1983,
present day by-catch, over-exploitation of the food
base, pollution, habitat modification and
disturbance by heavy marine traffic. Although the
distribution and movements of dolphins are closely
related to their feeding habits, only few researchers
on the Turkish coastline conducted studies on the
diet of cetaceans. We carried a pilot study on DNA
barcoding based analysis of the stomach content of
two cetacean species stranded to the coast of southwestern region of the Black Sea (Zonguldak,
Turkey) in spring 2018. DNA metabarcoding as a
high throughput sequencing approach has been

Little is known about the movements and behaviors
of pilot whales, due to the expense and logistical
challenges of studying these pelagic, deep-diving
odontocetes. Stranded whales offer unique
opportunities to learn about these species,
particularly if they are able to be released. A
subadult female short-finned pilot whale
(Globicephala macrorhynchus) stranded on the NE
Gulf of Mexico Florida coast in June 2017, was
rehabilitated for 38 days and released off the West
Florida Shelf. Post-release monitoring of the
individual, “Gale,” lasted 32 days using a satellitelinked tag that provided data on location, dive
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proven useful in identification of undigested
remains in dolphin stomachs, and is more reliable
than traditional diet analysis using morphological
identification. We used complete homogenized
stomach contents of the short-beaked common
dolphins and the harbor porpoises. After DNA
extraction, the taxon-specific fragments were
amplified and sequenced using universal primers
for teleost fıshes and invertebrates. The most
abundant fish species in the diet of the short-beaked
common dolphin, as well as of the harbor porpoise,
was the horse mackerel. Our research is the first to
provide taxonomic identification of prey species of
the Black Sea cetaceans using DNA barcoding.

the long-term health impacts of stress. The results
of this study will contribute to improving
mitigation strategies through improved assessments
of the potential impacts of anthropogenic activity.
First abundance estimate of the white whale
(Delphinapterus leucas) stock in Svalbard,
Norway.
Vacquie Garcia, Jade1; Lydersen, Christian2;
Marques, Tiago3; Andersen, Magnus4; Kovacs, Kit
M.2
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Plugging into marine mammal science: The
power of the earplug.
Usenko, Sascha1; Trumble, Stephen2; Mansouri,
Farzaneh2; Crain, Danielle3; Winfield, Zach1;
Fulton, James2; Norman, Stephanie; Sabin,
Richard4; Potter, Charles5
(1) Baylor University
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The Svalbard Archipelago in the Norwegian High
Arctic is experiencing rapid declines in the
seasonal duration and extent of sea-ice cover, and
local tidewater glaciers are melting and retracting
onto land. These changes represent a serious threat
to all of the resident ice-associated species,
including white whales (Delphinapterus leucas).
White whale feeding in the past in this region was
concentrated in front of tidewater glaciers and at
edges and under annually formed land-fast ice.
Despite extensive hunting in the past, no
assessments of abundance have been conducted for
white whales in this region, so neither the stock
size, nor the stock trend, are known. The first ever
aerial survey of the Svalbard white whale stock was
conducted during the late summer in 2018. This
survey covered: (i) coastline of all major islands in
Svalbard (ii) major fjords and (iii) transects into the
open ocean. A total of 265 individuals (in 22
groups) were detected along 4965 km of coastline
transects. No white whales were observed along the
1481 km of fjord transects or along the 535 km of
open ocean transects. After correcting for surface
availability, using tracking data from the same
stock in previous summer seasons, the Svalbard
white whale stock was estimated to number 549
(95% CI 436− 723) individuals. This estimate is
surprisingly low considering that this species is one
of the most commonly observed Arctic cetacean in
the area, but it does confirm suspicions based on
challenges encountered in finding animals when
operating tagging programmes. This first stock size
estimate is important in the context of the rapid
environmental change that is taking place in the
region, providing an important baseline for
comparison with future abundance estimates. It
also represents an essential step in the local
conservation and management of this species.

To understand the cumulative effects of multiple
stressors on large baleen whales, it is imperative to
quantify and understand both the types of stress
(e.g., intrinsic, extrinsic and ecological drivers) and
their relative contributions. Therefore, the longterm goals of this project are to reconstruct lifetime
(i.e. birth to death, ~6-month resolution) stress and
stressors profiles in baleen whales using their
earplugs. Reconstructed chemical and elemental
profiles were derived by combining markers of
stress (i.e. cortisol) and stressors profiles with age
and date estimates derived from the earplug.
Specifically, markers of reproduction, aging
(DNA), foraging (i.e. bulk carbon and nitrogen
stable isotopes), community structural shifts (i.e.
compound-specific amino acid stable isotopes), and
pollution were assessed. Lifetime hormone profiles,
which resembles repeat sampling, were baseline
corrected and provided an opportunity to combine
profiles from different individuals, species, and
generations. Stress and stressor profiles were
reconstructed from blue, humpback, fin, gray, and
Minke whales. Here, we present 150 years of
stress data and examine historical relationships
between cumulative stress and industrial whaling as
well as current trends in baleen
whales. Additionally, we highlight the utility of
this matrix to assess pregnancy rates, climate
change, contamination, community structure, and

Marine mammal science and ethical dilemmas:
The case of dolphin drive hunts.
Vail, Courtney1; Reiss, Diana2; Brakes, Philippa;
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The dolphin drive hunts that occur annually in
Taiji, Japan have received global condemnation on
both welfare and sustainability grounds. The
considerable ethical and political controversy
surrounding these and other small cetacean hunts
serves as just one example of a contemporary
issue challenging experts in the field of marine
mammal science. The ethical dilemmas facing the
organizations active in marine mammal research
and conservation, including the Society for Marine
Mammalogy (SMM) and the European Cetacean
Society (ECS), may become more pronounced as
public and member interest in the protection of
marine mammals grows through heightened
awareness and exposure through social media. We
present a historical timeline of the SMM's response
to the dolphin drive hunt issue to illustrate the
intersection of science and policy, while exploring
the human dimensions that often drive conservation
and welfare policy. We evaluate the challenges
associated with integrating prevailing scientific
knowledge with ethical, social and cultural
dimensions of controversial marine mammal issues
and examine the roles, boundaries and potential for
international marine mammal societies in
responding as a collective to policy issues and
debates that are often compelled by scientific and
public interest. We examine existing ethical
guidelines within the SMM and ECS to explore the
intersection of science and policy to assist in
navigating increasingly complex threats to marine
mammals. As professional marine mammal
societies, should we develop policy positions on
high profile marine mammal issues? What are the
barriers to translational science and related
advocacy within the marine mammal scientific
community? A rapidly changing natural
environment will only exacerbate the everchanging social, political and cultural landscapes
researchers face in disseminating and applying
scientific data within management and policy
arenas.

Macaronesia, an oceanic area located in the
Northeast Atlantic, exhibits a high topographic and
oceanographic complexity that enables a rich
biodiversity. Among cetaceans, seven species of
baleen whales have been recorded in the area.
These are migratory animals that travel long
distances between feeding grounds at high latitudes
in summer and tropical areas for mating and
breeding in winter. Being such mobile animals, the
conservation and management of baleen whales’
habitat is highly challenging. Hence, knowing and
understanding the patterns of their distribution is
fundamental. Despite the many records of baleen
whales in Macaronesia, heterogeneity in research
effort has resulted in scattered occurrence data that
leads to an incomplete picture of their distribution
in the area.
With that in mind, the aim of this study was to
increase knowledge of distribution patterns of
baleen whales and identify research effort gaps in
Macaronesia.
From a total of 14 peer-reviewed publications, four
public reports, two poster presentations, and four
databases, we gathered 1798 records in
Macaronesia since 1990 for four species of baleen
whales: minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata),
fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus), blue whale
(Balaenoptera musculus)and humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae). Spatio-temporal
descriptive analyses and modelling were carried out
in order to understand occurrence patterns.
The results show a big lack of research effort and
occurrence data in offshore areas and in some
coastal waters, namely off the West African coast.
Moreover, blue, fin, and humpback whales are
sighted mainly in spring in the north of
Macaronesia, while minke whale distribution is
clearly different, with a stronger presence in
summer. This study highlights areas in urgent need
of research effort in order to inform decisionmakers and support effective measures for the
protection and conservation of baleen whales in
Macaronesia, an area crossed by the migratory
corridors of these whales.

Where and when are you going? Unravelling
distribution patterns of baleen whales through a
bibliographic review.
Valente, Raul1; Correia, Mafalda2; Gil, Agatha3;
González García, Laura4; Sousa-Pinto, Isabel5
(1) Faculdade de Ciências do Porto, Porto,
Portugal
(2) VAT# PT501413197 Universidade do Porto Faculdade de Ciências, Porto, Portugal
(3) NIF 508792657 - CIIMAR - Interdisciplinary

Cetacean Morbillivirus infection in a Guiana
dolphin (Sotalia guianensis) off the coast of Sao
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Paulo, Brazil: A case report.
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case, the cause of death was ascribed to by-catch.
Nonetheless, the severity and extent of concurrent
CeMV infection and endoparasitism might have
played a role predisposing to by-catch.
Does dental variation reflect the level of
genotypic variation in ringed seals?
Valtonen, Mia; Kammonen, Juhana; Löytynoja,
Ari; Auvinen, Petri; Jernvall, Jukka
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Corresponding Author: mia.m.valtonen@helsinki.fi
Pinnipeds tend to exhibit higher dental variability
than mammals in general, usually attributed to the
lack of tight occlusion. This suggests that selection
in tooth shape is relaxed in seals. Moreover, their
permanent teeth form and erupt already during
prenatal development, which implies that tooth
shape is predominantly determined during
development and little affected by environment.
Therefore, we hypothesize that phenotypic
variation in seal teeth should reflect the level of
genotypic variation in a given seal population. We
examined ringed seals (Pusa hispida) by comparing
four populations of different sizes: two marine
populations, Arctic (P. h. hispida) and Baltic (P. h.
botnica), and two isolated lake populations, Ladoga
(P. h. ladogensis) and Saimaa (P. h. saimensis).
The population sizes of the Arctic, Baltic, Ladoga,
and Saimaa seals are >1,500,000, >11,000, >3,000
and ~400 seals, respectively. We assessed the level
of phenotypic variation in lower postcanine teeth
(P2-P5) by examining cusp number and size. We
utilized museum collections and inspected >250
individuals from each population. In order to assess
the level of genotypic variation, we sequenced
genomes of ten seals from each population. As
expected, the marine populations showed the
highest phenotypic and genotypic diversity,
whereas the smallest population, Saimaa, stood out
with clearly the lowest phenotypic and genotypic
variation. Our study suggests that even though
mammalian dentitions are generally highly
adaptive structures, in seals dental variation could
be used as a proxy for the level of genotypic
variation.

By-catch is a major threat to cetaceans worldwide.
Factors predisposing to by-catch may not be
apparent in many instances; however, systemic
infectious diseases could play a role. Cetacean
Morbillivirus (CeMV) is a highly contagious
pathogen that may cause significant morbidity and
mortality in various odontocete and mysticete
species. Hereby we provide pathologic evidence of
CeMV infection in a Guiana dolphin (Sotalia
guianensis) representing the first case confirmed in
south-central coast of Sao Paulo state, Brazil. A 28
kg, female, juvenile (2-yo according to dental
analysis) Guiana dolphin stranded dead in Praia
Grande, São Paulo (-24.075061; -46.5761138), in
September 10th, 2018. The animal was collected
during the Santos Basin Beach Monitoring Project
(Projeto de Monitoramento de Praias da Bacia de
Santos - PMP-BS), one of the monitoring programs
required by Brazil's Federal Environmental
Agency, IBAMA, for licensing process of the oil
production and transport by Petrobras at the Santos
Basin pre-salt province. The carcass was fresh at
necropsy. Grossly, linear erosions and lacerations
compatible with by-catch were observed in the
rostrum, peduncle and pectoral and caudal fins.
Additional findings included: pulmonary edema
and hemorrhage; verminous pneumonia
(Halocercus brasiliensis); middle ear trematodiasis
(Nasitrema attenuate). Microscopically, the main
lesions were: marked pulmonary edema;
bronchointerstitial pneumonia with necrotizing
bronchiolitis and intracytoplasmic and intranuclear
inclusion bodies; eosinophilic and lymphoplasmatic
and proliferative pleuritis with intralesional H.
brasiliensis; and cerebral lymphocytic meningitis.
PCR analysis for CeMV was positive in lung and
lymph nodes. To our knowledge, this is the first
report of CeMV in a Guiana dolphin from the
south-central coast of São Paulo state, Brazil.
These results have implications for CeMV
dynamics and geographic range. In the present

Generational cycling of PCBs in harbour
porpoises of the southern North Sea
van den Heuvel-Greve, Martine; van den Brink,
Anneke1; Kotterman, Michiel1; Kwadijk,
Christiaan1; Geelhoed, Steve1; Gröne, Andrea2;
IJsseldijk, Lonneke3
(1) Wageningen Marine Research, Yerseke,
Netherlands
(2) Utrecht University, Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, Utrecht, Netherlands
(3) University of Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
Corresponding Author: martine.vandenheuvelgreve@wur.nl
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Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) may still
negatively impact the harbour porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena) population in the southern North Sea,
even though bans on the use of these chemicals
already started in the 1970s. This study focused on
presenting an overview of PCB concentrations in
age classes and sexes of harbour porpoises that
beached along the Dutch coast (2006-2017). This
provides information on different uptake routes of
these contaminants in harbour porpoises during
their life cycle and the influence of maternal offloading to consecutive offspring. PCB
concentrations were analysed in several sample
types: blubber (all age classes: foetus, neonate,
juvenile, adult), milk and placenta (adult females).
Lowest PCB concentrations were found in blubber
samples of foetuses. In males, PCB concentrations
increased with increasing length, whereas in
females concentrations decreased once animals
reached the adult age class due to maternal
offloading. Transfer of PCBs via lactation appeared
to be a more important route than placental
transfer, and was followed by uptake from food.
Neonates, juveniles and adult (males) contained
PCB concentrations up and above levels that may
exert physiological or reproductive effects. This
study further confirms that PCBs remain in the
harbour porpoise population for a long time.
Further insight into the role of PCBs and other
contaminants effecting the health status of harbour
porpoises is therefore needed.

Within the last years, scientific reports showed that
grey seals throughout their European range utilise
harbour porpoises, harbour seals as well as
conspecifics besides their predominantly
piscivorous diet. The present study gives a
comprehensive overview of the current state of
knowledge on the predation of marine mammals by
grey seals in German waters. Outcomes of a
retrospective analysis of necropsy results of
suspicious harbour and grey seal (n = 417) and
harbour porpoise (n = 1070) carcasses stranded on
the coasts of Schleswig-Holstein throughout 27
years will be summarised focussing on pathological
investigations of the retrieved carcasses along with
behavioural observations. Occurring wound
patterns are described and summarised in the form
of assessment criteria and verified using two case
reports. Suggested diagnostic parameters include
lacerations with a linear, cut-like wound margin,
large parts of detached epidermis and underlying
tissue, as well as the loss of blubber tissue.
Additionally, assessment criteria which aim to
identify an interaction with predatory or scavenging
foxes are suggested. Findings will be discussed in
the context of observed predation behaviour, which
can be regarded as largely consistent over time and
between individuals. It is characterised by a
prolonged phase of feeding during which mainly
blubber tissue is removed by repeated teeth
scraping over skin flaps. Whether this behaviour is
part of a general specialised feeding strategy or
rather related to an individuals’ personality remains
unclear. With regard to the presented findings, it
must be assumed that this behaviour is at least
regionally widespread. However, our understanding
is not yet sufficient to conduct a comprehensive
assessment of the ecological relevance and should
therefore be a major focus of future research.
Likewise, the use of standardised assessment
criteria like the ones presented here, should be the
common goal for future cross-national comparisons
of recorded data.

Grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) predation on
marine mammals in German waters – new tools
and methods to determine predator identity.
van Neer, Abbo1; Gross, Stephanie2; Reckendorf,
Anja3; Kesselring, Tina4; Ludes-Wehrmeister,
Eva2; Grilo, Miguel5; Roncon, Giulia6; Siebert,
Prof. Dr., Ursula7
(1) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research, Büsum, Germany
(2) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research, University of Veterinary Medicine,
Foundation, Büsum, Germany
(3) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), Büsum, Germany
(4) University of Veterinary Medicine Hanover,
Warwerort, Germany
(5) Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Lisbon, Lisboa, pt
(6) Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies
(IMAS) - University of Tasmania, Hobart, Australia
(7) Institute for Terrestrial and Aquatic Wildlife
Research (ITAW), University of Veterinary
Medicine Hannover, Foundation, Buesum,
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Corresponding Author: abbo.van.neer@tihohannover.de

Using passive acoustic data to explore spatiotemporal patterns in marine mammal
community composition.
Van Opzeeland, Ilse Catharina1; Hillebrand,
Helmut2
(1) Afred Wegener Instiute for Polar and Marine
Research, Bremerhaven
(2) Helmholtz Institute for Functional Marine
Biodiversity, Oldenburg, Germany
Corresponding Author: ilse.van.opzeeland@awi.de
To date, the majority of studies investigating
marine mammal distribution and behavior take a
single-species perspective, which is often driven by
the logistic difficulties of collecting appropriate
data at sea. Passive acoustic monitoring tools,
provided these exhibit sufficient bandwidth, have
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the potential to provide insights into community
structure as devices operate autonomously
simultaneously collecting data on baleen, pinniped
and toothed whale acoustic presence. Data can
provide information on local species diversity,
residency times and patterns in species cooccurrence.

from 2006-2018 were used to examine the origin
(anthropogenic or natural), type (using 10
predefined categories), and prevalence of external
injuries in 55 individual pygmy killer whales
known to be resident to the islands. Out of 39
encounters with 2,343 good quality underwater
photos, 124 injuries were recorded and all
individuals had at least one injury (mean=3.2,
SD=1.2). Only 15.8% of injuries recorded
underwater were completely visible in encounters
with surface photos (n=33), revealing how many
injuries may otherwise go undetected. Cookiecutter shark (Isistius sp) bite scars (91% of
individuals) and conspecific rake marks (85% of
individuals) were most frequently observed. Both
deep linear scars (55% of individuals) and
mouthline scars (43%) were biased by sex. Adult
males had much higher rates of both (81% with
linear scars, 74% with mouthline scars) compared
to adult females (19% and 26%). In addition to
mouthline injuries that may reflect prior fishery
interactions, two individuals with bullet-shaped
wounds not visible from the surface, and one with a
propeller strike wound, provide evidence of
interactions with humans. Only 8% of individuals
in our photo-ID catalog were evaluated and thus
underrepresent the number with likely
anthropogenic injuries. Underwater citizen science
contributions, particularly when combined with
surface photos often necessary for identification,
can increase documentation of injuries otherwise
not visible. Obtaining additional underwater and
surface imagery would allow for a better
assessment of injuries from both natural and
anthropogenic sources.

Using multi-year passive acoustic data from 6 sites
in the Weddell Sea, Atlantic sector of the Southern
Ocean, we here explore how local marine mammal
community compositions develop over time.
We show that the effective number of species
exhibited little variation over time, reflecting that
species remain in Antarctic waters throughout
austral winter. Community composition showed
almost complete seasonal overturn, recognizing
that species replace each other throughout the year.
For all 6 sites, community dissimilarity increased
with increasing temporal distance reflecting
temporal trends in community composition beyond
seasonality. Several species exhibited significant
positive or negative co-occurrence patters over
time, suggesting predator-prey relationships,
competition for prey species as well as acoustic
interference between co-occurring species. These
seasonal associations were consistent across and
between all oceanic sites, but partly inversed at the
Western Antarctic Peninsula recording site. This
study shows that the application of biodiversity
metrics to PAM data can foster insights to the
timing of behaviors and community composition,
which can boost the interpretation of responses in
the light of ongoing environmental changes.

Acoustic monitoring targeting MSFD’s good
environmental status and cetacean conservation
Vella, Adriana1; Guillermo, Lara2; Miralles,
Ramon; Sanchez, Marta3; Felis, Ivan; Ortega,
Noelia; Borsani, Junio Fabrizio4; Vella, Joseph5
(1) Conservation Biology Research Group,
University of Malta,, Msida, Malta
(2) Universitat Politècnica de València, Spain,
Valencia, Spain
(3) Centro Tecnológico Naval y del Mar. CIF: G30772438, Fuente Alamo (Murcia), Spain
(4) ispra, roma, Italy
(5) University of Malta, Msida, Malta
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Keep an eye on me: Using underwater photos
and video from citizen science to evaluate
prevalence of injury in pygmy killer whales
(Feresa attenuata) in Hawaiʻi.
Vanderzee, Alexandra1; Mahaffy, Sabre2; Verbeck,
Deron; Johnson, Paul3; Cullins, Tori; Baird, Robin4
(1) Cascadia Research Collective
(2) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia,
Washington
(3) Paulphin Photography, Waiʻanae, HI
(4) Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA
Corresponding Author:
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Assessing injuries and body condition of cetaceans
has often been limited by what can be seen from
the surface; while photos contributed from the
public can help fill gaps in sighting histories, the
recent increase in the use of inexpensive highresolution underwater cameras allow better
assessment of an animal’s overall health.
Underwater photos and video taken primarily from
citizen science contributions off Oʻahu and Hawaiʻi

The Marine Strategy Framework Directive’s Good
Environmental Status (GES) is being targeted by
European Member States around the Mediterranean
Sea by 2020. This should also improve conditions
for cetacean survival in this region. Among the
various anthropogenic pressures to monitor and
regulate there is marine noise which falls under
descriptor 11 of the MSFD. Investigating the often
underestimated levels and impacts of marine sound
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pollution at a regional level is essential to
effectively monitor and reduce this increasing
environmental problem. Pilot projects in Western,
Central and Eastern Mediterranean areas,
undertaken as part of the QUIETMED project
allowed critical investigation of the methods and
strategies to achieve the requirements for
Descriptor 11 in two ‘1/3-octave bands’ (i.e. 63Hz
and 125Hz) while also providing means for
acoustic monitoring of cetaceans in these study
sites. In the central Mediterranean, off the Maltese
Islands, the deployment of two Passive Acoustic
Monitoring Systems, using RTSys SDA14
recorders for monthly recordings, was first
undertaken in 2018. This provided a vital
investigation on the status of marine sounds in the
two areas situated at different distances from the
main vessel traffic paths, following MSFD
requirements. The acoustic recordings in these two
locations also contributed useful data on cetacean
presence in the same spatiotemporal situations
being analysed. Such monitoring strategies, that
allow simultaneous monitoring of ambient sounds
originating from anthropogenic activities and from
natural sources including cetacean species,
strengthen the effectiveness, rigour and
implications of the extent to which GES for marine
sound levels may be achieved. Elusive and
vulnerable cetaceans are considered conservation
flagship and umbrella species but also important
indicator species, so local to regional acoustic
studies reveal how their distribution also relates to
sound variability in a heterogeneous Mediterranean
marine environment.

detections recorded with acoustic data loggers (TPODs) from 2005 to 2008 during the summer
season were obtained from ten different sites within
Cardigan Bay SAC to evaluate how boat
disturbance affected bottlenose dolphin foraging
activity. Generalised linear models (GLM) were
used to test bottlenose dolphin presence and stages
of foraging behaviour (recorded as buzz
occurrence) and the effect of noise level at different
moments of a boat encounter at different
sites. Results show an increase in bottlenose
dolphin presence and in foraging activity when
boats are around. In addition, foraging activity
seemed to stop when boats were leaving the area at
all sites but particularly at those where boat activity
was lower. We conclude that dolphins maintain
occupancy despite vessel presence but alter their
behaviour during a boat encounter. Therefore,
dolphins may increase feeding because they cannot
socialise or rest in the presence of boats, or because
the cetaceans have habituated to the boats and do
not see the motorised vessels as a threat, linked to
their code of conduct compliance. Results highlight
the value of enforcing regulations, contributing to
an area-based management scheme that promotes
species conservation alongside a sustainable
ecotourism-industry.
New subspecies of bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus gephyreus) classifies as Vulnerable
under IUCN criteria
Vermeulen, Els1; Fruet, Pedro2; Costa, Ana3;
Coscarella, Mariano; Laporta, Paula4
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(3) University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United
Kingdom
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Effects of boat activity on bottlenose dolphin
foraging behaviour
Vergara-Peña, Alejandra1; Evans, Peter2; Waggitt,
James1; Cordes, Line1; Turner, John1
(1) Bangor University, Menai Bridge, United
Kingdom
(2) Sea Watch Foundation, Amlwch, United
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A recent reassessment of the world-wide taxonomy
of Tursiops confirmed the validity of the
subspecies Lahille’s bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus gephyreus; Lahille 1908). These dolphins
are distributed in the coastal waters of the
southwest Atlantic Ocean, between the state of
Parana (southern Brazil) and the province of
Chubut (Argentina). They occur in two genetically
and geographically isolated “subpopulations” under
the IUCN definition: one ranging along the coast of
southern Brazil and Uruguay, composed by at least
five management units and operating as a
metapopulation, and a second ranging along the
coast of Argentina.

In many parts of the world, impacts of recreational
activities have focused on cetaceans’ displacement.
Nonetheless, changes in behavioural patterns of
cetaceans that do not flee may also pose a threat. In
Cardigan Bay, UK, two Special Areas of
Conservation have been established to protect
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). However,
over the past decade, human pressures have
increased markedly. Careful management is needed
to conserve this population whilst safeguarding its
socio-economic value. This study aimed to evaluate
possible effects of boat disturbance on bottlenose
dolphin presence and foraging activity in the
southern SAC, where a long-standing code of
conduct with good compliance is found. Acoustic
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The abundance of Lahille’s bottlenose dolphins has
been estimated for most parts of the subspecies'
range. The sum of available estimates suggests a
maximum total population size of 600 individuals.
With an estimated 60% of mature individuals, the
total number of mature individuals in the
subspecies can be estimated at 360, well below the
threshold to classify as Vulnerable under Criterion
D. Due to their low numbers, high site fidelity and
restricted coastal distribution, Lahille’s bottlenose
dolphins are particularly sensitive to local
anthropogenic impacts.

T. truncatus with Globicephala melas and with
Grampus griseus were collected and compared
with recordings of T. truncatus in a single species
context. Both type of the recordings were
performed with omnidirectional hydrophone array
coupled to a digital recorder (sampling frequency
of at least 96 kHz/24 bits) on the western South
Atlantic Ocean. A total of 1267 whistles were
analyzed and the following acoustical parameters
were extracted: minimum, maximum, center, delta,
beginning and ending frequencies, first and third
quartile frequencies, first and third quartile of
duration, inter-quartiles range of duration and
frequency, frequency at 95% and 5% and whistle
duration. In order to verify if whistles of single
species groups of T. truncatus were different from
the interspecies associations, a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) model - a machine learning
method useful to detect patterns among groups of
different classes - was implemented. SVM analysis
showed a clear separation of whistles, with an error
rate of 9,5% for both analyzes (between the
contexts: single species versus the mixed group
with G. melas and between the single species
versus the mixed group with G. griseus). The
results show that interspecific associations between
dolphins may influence whistle structure and
highlights that T. truncatus whistles can be
modified during interspeciﬁc interactions. Multispecies associations of odontocetes remain poorly
understood; thereby these findings can be useful to
elucidate the possible driving factors behind these
interactions.

The genetic variability of Lahille’s bottlenose
dolphins is low at both nuclear and mtDNA
markers, and there is evidence that the subspecies
is declining in at least part of its range due to
bycatch in fisheries and other unknown factors. Of
particular conservation concern is the Argentina
subpopulation, due to its low and likely declining
abundance (of at most 140 mature individuals),
genetic isolation from the rest of the subspecies and
its low genetic variability. However, robust data are
still lacking to quantify the population declines, and
the possible consequences for the subspecies’
conservation status. It is therefore a priority to
obtain improved estimates of population dynamics
and life history parameters for each subpopulation,
for which continuous dedicated research efforts are
crucial.
Are Tursiops truncatus modulating the whistles
parameters during mixed groups contexts?
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Male humpback whale song behaviour: Singing
while on the move.
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Male humpback whales, Megaptera
novaeangliae, are known for producing complex
song while on the breeding grounds. Their song is
seemingly part of a vocally mediated mating sexual
display to either attract females and/or deter other
males. Thus, a large acoustic active space of song
could be of importance to the fitness of males.
Previous studies which investigated the behavior of
singing males have been limited by observational
platforms. A better understanding of how males
move geographically and distribute song in a
breeding area, could help understand the potential
impact of anthropogenic disturbances and noise.

Cetaceans depend highly on acoustic signals to
communicate, navigate and find food. Mixed
groups contexts, characterized by temporary and
opportunistic encounters between different species,
may play an important role on the acoustic
dynamics of the species involved. Considering the
communicative function of whistles, we used these
sounds to investigate the acoustic relationships
between Tursiops truncatus when involved on
mixed groups contexts versus when not involved.
Acoustic recordings of interspecific associations of
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We therefore sought to investigate the fine-scale
movement behavior of singing male humpback
whales with animal-borne sound and movement
tags (DTAGs). These tags record GPS, sensor and
acoustic data providing a direct link between
behavior and singing. Our aims were to investigate
i) the type of behavior exhibited during singing
bouts and ii) whether males transit to a new
location between singing bouts, potentially to
increase their acoustic active space. We analyzed
46 hours of tag data from four humpback whales on
a breeding ground in Exmouth Gulf, Western
Australia. We show that males sing for long bouts
(49±34 min), during the day and night, and at high
received levels ranging from 149-178 dB re 1uPa.
Males exhibited both highly active (e.g. fast
swimming) and stationary behavior during singing,
showing that singing is dynamic and not produced
solely during slow swimming or stationary
behavior as previously documented. The body
position of males during singing was both
horizontal and vertical in the water column. Three
whales tagged with GPS covered 4.8±2 km/hr, with
this movement between singing bouts showing an
active increase of active space of song. By
improving our understanding of male humpback
behavior on breeding grounds we can better inform
conservation efforts.

level of temporal variation was observed over the
breeding season, with songs recorded in June being
very similar to the one recorded late in late
September-early October. Higher variations were
observed between years, with some phrases from
2018 that may have evolved from phrases from
2017. In 2017 and 2018, more variants were
described for each phrase type compared to 2016,
in consistency with humpback whale
occurrence.Very low number of humpback whales
were observed around the island in 2016, which
might have resulted in a lower diversity in song
pattern.
The missing whales: Accounting for “struck and
lost” rates in the assessment of historical
whaling impacts in the Southwestern Atlantic
Ocean.
Vighi, Morgana1; Aguilar, Alex1; Borrell,
Asunción2; Carroll, Emma3; Esparó, Pau1; Jackson,
Jennifer4
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Open-boat historical whaling had a massive impact
on a number of cetacean populations worldwide.
Several attempts have been made to estimate the
actual number of individuals taken by this activity.
Most of them were based on the records of oil
barrels or baleen plates discharged at port at the
end of each whaling voyage. But what about
whales that were struck, slightly or severely
injured, and subsequently lost by whalers? These
deaths may have contributed to the demographic
impact of whaling over some cetacean populations.
Here we consider the records extracted from 255
logbooks from the offshore historical whaling
industry in the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean. Data
from approximately 20,000 days on effort were
extracted from the period ranging from the end of
the XVIII century until the first decades of the XX
century. According to these records, whalers first
targeted the Southern right whale (Eubalaena
australis), reporting approximately 2,500 sightings
and 658 catches, and during the latter period, the
sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus), reporting
1,155 sightings and approximately 800 catches.
When assessing these logbooks for the “struck and
lost” rates, however, these numbers increase, with
over 340 additional Southern right whales and 90
sperm whales lost after being wounded. The
different rates for the two species may be related to
behavioural differences of the two species or to an
improvement in whaling techniques, proportionally
reducing "struck and lost" rates in the latter period,
when the operation mostly focused on sperm
whales. For the Southern right whale, however,

Humpback whale song variations in Reunion
Island from 2016 to 2018
Vieira, Sara; Dulau, Violaine1; Estrade, Vanessa2
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Sexually mature males produce very complex and
highly structured songs which are shared at the
population level. Song pattern (phrases) are
culturally transmitted and have been described to
evolve progressively with time, both over the
breeding season and among years. Acoustic
monitoring was conducted over multiple years
around Reunion Island, within the southwest Indian
Ocean breeding range, to assess temporal variation
in song structure and in humpback whale
occurrence. Continuous recording was undertaken
during the austral winter (June-October) for 3
consecutive years in 2016-2018. A total of 44
samples containing high-quality song sequences
from the early, mid- and late season were selected,
representing 2 640 minutes of recordings. The
analysis of song structure resulted in the
description of 12 phrases and their variants. Low
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whose population was drastically reduced by
whaling, we estimate that the proportion of whales
killed was approximately 1.5 the number of whales
actually caught and taken to port. Accounting for
these “lost” individuals is fundamental when
reconstructing demographic trends of cetacean
populations targeted by whaling.
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More than 50% of the total baleen whale species in
the world can be found in the northwest Mexico
(NWM). This represents a privilege, but also
responsibility over their protection and
management. The success in the conservation of
the populations of cetaceans depends on the
knowledge about their biology, ecology, threats, as
well as their use. Here we present the results that
were based on three components: 1) Biological, 2)
Social and 3) Public Policies. Concrete and
articulated strategies were proposed for the
conservation of whales in the NWM. Component 1)
For fin whales with satellite transmitters, areas and
seasons for transit and feeding were identified
within the Gulf of California (GC), and with the
study of 10 steroid hormones, photo identification
and historical records of sightings, an area and
season of reproduction were identified. Regarding
the threats for humpback, gray, and fin whales,
information about entanglement and collision
events with boats in the NWM was compiled.
Component 2) Courses were given in ten fishing
communities with the objectives of forming a
network of trained observers in the identification
and registration of cetacean species and their
threats, as well as training the community in good
whale watching practices. Finally, 3) Three
proposals for Regional Protection Programs were
prepared: a) Conservation of the Gray Whale, in its
route of connectivity between two lagoons of
winter aggregation in the Mexican Pacific, b)
Conservation of critical habitats of the fin whale
resident population, And c) Conservation of critical
habitats for humpback, blue, fin and Bryde´s
whales in the GC. In these programs, conservation
areas and actions in the short, medium and long
term were included, in order to ensure the
conservation of whales that live or transit in the
Northwest region of Mexico.

Assessing the effect of windfarms on marine
mammals using point process pattern analysis
Vilela, Raul1; Bachl, Fabian; Diederichs, Ansgar2
(1) Bioconsult-SH, Husum, Germany
(2) BioConsult SH GmbH & Co. KG, Husum, de
Corresponding Author: raulvile@gmail.com
The effect of operating wind farms on marine
mammals still remains controversial, with different
studies pointing to either positive, neutral and
negative effects. We assess the impact during the
operational phase of the windfarm “Butendiek” in
the German North Sea on three different marine
mammal species: Harbor porpoise (Phocoena
phocoena), Harbour seal (Phoca vitulina) and Grey
seal (Halichoerus grypus). Butendiek was selected
for its isolation and good aerial coverage, which
allow us to exclude interactions from other
windfarms close by. The study was based on a
series of 18 digital video aerial surveys (HiDeftechnique) carried out between 2015 and 2018 and
spread over different seasons of the year after the
construction of the windfarm. We assumed spatial
location of marine mammal occurrences as point
processes to propose a model-based inference using
a spatial log-Gaussian Cox process. The method
adopts a flexible stochastic partial differential
equation (SPDE) approach to model spatial
structure in density and integrated nested Laplace
approximation (INLA) for Bayesian inference. It
allows simultaneous fitting of detection and density
models and permits prediction of density at fine
scale while specifically accounting for the localscale dependence structure of the data. Results
show a neutral effect of the windfarm Butendiek on
the three analyzed species which supports previous
observations in German waters.
Integrated actions to conservation and
management of the baleen whales in northwest
Mexico
Viloria Gomora, Lorena1; Jimenez Lopez, Maria
Esther2; Bernot Simon, Daniela3; Martínez
Loustalot, Pamela1; Hidalgo Reza, Mariana4;
Manriquez Bucio, Estefany5; Urban, Jorge6
(1) Universidad Autonoma de Baja California Sur,
La Paz, Mexico
(2) Universidad Autonoma de Baja California Sur,
Mexico

Social structure and demography of Blainville’s
and Cuvier’s beaked whales at El Hierro,
Canary Islands.
Vine Afonso, Raquel1; Reyes Suérez, Cristel2;
Schiavi, Agustina2; Aguilar de Soto, Natacha3
(1) Universidad de La Laguna, Ingenio, Spain
(2) Universidad de La Laguna, San Cristobal de La
Laguna, Spain
(3) University of La Laguna / University of St
Andrews, Tenerife, Spain
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Little is known about the social structure and
demography of most of the 22 species of Ziphiids,
in spite of the importance of these data to assess
population dynamics and inform conservation
management. Here we analyze a multiyear (20082018) photoID database of Blainville´s and
Cuvier´s beaked whales from El Hierro (Canary
Islands, Spain), where both species have yearround populations estimated in 103 (87-130) and
87 (78-106), with core use area subpopulations of
33 (CV 55%) and 39-53 (CV 36%) (Blainville´s
and Cuvier´s, respectively). We observed mean
inter-calf intervals of 3-4 years for “best breeders”,
but longer, up to 17 years, non-breeding periods in
other females, and an apparent low survival of first
year calves. Social analysis was performed with
SOCPROG using 164 (Md) and 272 (Zc) group
encounters where all whales were recognized,
including 66 (Md) and 81 (Zc) identified
individuals. Both species form small groups: Md
(3,09 ±1,98) and Zc (1,98 ±1,25) and show a high
estimate of social differentiation: S=0.847
SE=0.061 (Md) and S=0.709 (SE=0.038) (Zc). For
both species the overall mean individual
association index is low, but this is not
homogeneous, as for some individuals it can
exceed 0.5. In Blainville´s, males are rarely seen
together in a group, females can have relatively
long-term associations (25% probability of been
seen together after 2 years), and females-male may
form strong short-term associations (70%
probability of a female by a male been seen
together again after 30 days). In contrast, most
stable associations among Cuvier´s are among
males, which can remain together up to 7 years,
while there are no long-term associations among
females nor inter-sexes. Our results are consistent
with previous descriptions of harem groups in
Blainville´s beaked whales and loose fission-fusion
societies in both Blainville´s and Cuvier´s beaked
whales, but also unveil non-random long-term
associations.

The sperm whales (Physeter catodon) spend part of
their life in matrilineal social units composed of
females and their offspring. As odontocete, female
differ from baleen whales in migrations, that do not
typically involve a wide latitudinal shift, and in
adult feeding throughout lactation, that lasts ~24-25
months. At birth and at weaning, the average body
length is 4.05 m and 6.7 m respectively. Sperm
whale calves suckle when performing a surface
behaviour of repeated, short dives alongside an
adult escort. Here, we report and analyse suckling
behaviour of a sperm whale calf in Ligurian sea, at
the beginning of October, using aerial drone video
footage on a group of three individuals – two adults
and a calf. Aerial videos of two different lactating
events have been taken using drone. Through aerial
images, the calf estimated length is ~6 m and
corresponds to about two third of the adult. In both
videos, the sperm whale calf approaches the same
nursing female, at distance of the mammary slits.
Two bout of peduncle dives have been recorded.
During these dives, ~13 s long each, the calf stays
beneath the mother, remaining in a parallel and
upright position, repeating several head butting,
and taking one breath between peduncle dives.
Afterward, the calf approaching from behind, rolls
laterally to its left attempting to suckle through its
mouth. In the final frame, some milk coming out
from the mouth of the calf is clearly visible and
confirms the suckling event. These observations
strongly confirm that both solitary males and herd
of females use Ligurian sea as foraging area, in
their migration route within the basin. Furthermore,
considering several sightings of herd of female
with calves reported in the Pelagos Sanctuary, this
latter could be another significant breeding area in
the North West of Mediterranean Sea.
Population dynamics and structure of sperm
whales (Physeter macrocephalus) in the
Mediterranean Sea.
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Evidence of sperm whale (Physeter catodon)
lactation in Ligurian Sea: A breeding area in the
North of Mediterranean Sea.
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western basins, though acoustic data revealed
differences in the coda repertoires of social units
between both basins. Our data from the Ligurian
Sea to date, where 71 individuals have been
identified, suggest that local recaptures are
relatively infrequent in the western basin (30 in the
Ligurian and 9 in the Tyrrenian Sea) in comparison
with data for the eastern basin. Therefore
populations may not be fully resident to local areas
(based on photo-ID), but there is some evidence for
divergence (based on acoustic data). Genetic
differentiation among these basins has already been
confirmed for various dolphin and fish species.
Here, we investigate population structure using
~5000-10000 single nucleotides polymorphism
sites (SNPs) generated by restriction-site-associated
DNA sequencing (RADseq). We have sequenced
160 samples from stranded and freeranging
individuals, 34 samples from the eastern
Mediterranean, 82 samples from the western
Mediterranean and 44 samples from the eastern
North Atlantic. We are analysing these data to
address hypotheses about population structure,
gene flow, demography, genetic variability and
kinship within and among the analysed areas.
These results will improve our knowledge of sperm
whale demography and patterns of connectivity and
are therefore essential for developing a more
effective conservation management strategy for this
endangered population.
Demographical analysis of the endangered
population of the harbour porpoise from the Sea
of Azov using a Bayesian-based model.
Vishnyakova, Karina1; Gol'din, Pavel2
(1) Ukrainian Scientific Centre of Ecology of the
Sea, Odesa, Ukraine
(2) I.I. Schmalhausen Institute of Zoology of
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev,
Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine
Corresponding Author:
karinavishnyakova@gmail.com
There is a separate population of the harbor
porpoise in the Sea of Azov which is distinct for its
morphology and life history. Here a demographical
study is conducted based on the sample of
porpoises which died in 2000-2013 in the southern
Azov. Demographic parameters and abundance
trends were assessed using the Bayesian inference
and Syler’s model with bycatch as mortality risk
(the procedure by J. Moore). The abundance of
Azov porpoises was consistently declining; as
estimated here, in 2001-2012 it declined more than
twice, from 13,500 to 6,000. Natural growth rate
was within 2-4%, with high birth and natural death
rates and high generation turnover rate; the greatest
mortality rate falls on the first year of life. The
population is endangered due to incidental
bycatches in fishing gears. Bycatch was the greatest

The sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) has a
cosmopolitan distribution. The Mediterranean
sperm whale sub-population is classified as
‘Endangered’ according to the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature. Even though this
population hasn’t faced the whaling age, it is
currently threatened by other impacts which may
cause direct mortality or stranding (i.e. ship strikes,
debris ingestion, entanglement in driftnets, acoustic
impacts). Previous genetic, acoustic and markrecapture studies have indicated that this population
is distinct from the North Atlantic population.
Within the Mediterranean, the population structure
is however unclear. Photo-ID data have shown
three recaptures between the eastern and the
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mortality factor. It led to annual decline in
abundance by 27% in some years, because of
mortality rise and great losses in birth rate due to
takes of individuals which finally did not contribute
to reproduction. Bycatch was shown to affect
primarily juvenile and subadult animals: at the age
of 1-5 years bycatch as the mortality factor was
greater than all the natural factors. Notably, in
2000-2002 the population was already stressed
under anthropogenic impact, then, in 2006-08,
bycatch decreased, and the population stabilized.
By 2011, the bycatch rate was lower than in 20002002; however, the population was more depleted
than a decade before: life span declined (especially,
in males), and mortality increased. The birth rate
somewhat increased during the observation period,
as follows from the model data; however, it did not
lead to recovery of the population. Bycatch impact
is irregular in mid-term perspective; however, it is
extremely great, and the risk of extinction is high
for the Azov population.

RKW appeared to avoid the two species – briefly
chasing them at times. PWSD and DP often
approached RKW while they were foraging or
prey-sharing, therefore it is possible that they
occasionally obtain prey scraps. However, we
hypothesize that the primary advantages of this
association are that PWSD and DP gain protection
from ambush attacks by BKW and allows them to
acquire information about the agility, speed, and
behaviour of killer whales. We present four lines of
evidence in support of this hypothesis: (1) All four
species are common in the study area; (2) BKW do
not associate with RKW, and actively avoid them;
(3) Predation of both PWSD and DP by BKW often
occurs in the absence of RKW; (4) RKW very
rarely harm either species.
Entanglements in the ‘Nationally Critical’
population of coastal New Zealand orca
(Orcinus orca).
Visser, Ingrid1; Hupman, Krista2
(1) Orca Research Trust, Tutukaka, New Zealand
(2) NIWA, Wellington, New Zealand
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My enemies’ relatives are my friends: An
unlikely relationship between killer whales,
dolphins, and porpoises.
Visona, Brittany1; Barrett-Lennard, Lance2; Heise,
Kathy3
(1) Ocean Wise Conservation Association,
Vancouver, BC, Canada
(2) Coastal Ocean Research Institute, Vancouver
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BC, Canada
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The New Zealand coastal population of orca (killer
whales, Orcinus orca) is classified under the
Department of Conservation (DOC) Threat
Classification System as ‘Nationally Critical’, the
highest category possible. This classification is
based on, inter alia, their low population number
(fewer than 200 individuals) and the wide range of
threats they face including critical habitat
destruction, pollution bioaccumulation, boat
strikes, strandings and fisheries interactions which
include shootings as well as entanglements. The
latter is of particular significance due to the high
number of events with least 21 orca (of both sexes
and all age-classes including adults, juveniles and
calves) becoming entangled since 1979.
Entanglements have occurred in commercial
fisheries gear, including gill and trawl nets, longlines and cray-pot lines, as well as likely
entanglements with private fishing gear from pots,
rods and/or handlines. The outcome of these
entanglements included seven confirmed deaths,
another nine whose fate remains unknown (due to
poor documentation) and only five who were
actively disentangled and released. The DOC,
although legally mandated to protect New Zealand
marine mammals, did not participate in any
disentanglements and instead the public and
volunteer entanglement response networks
responded and released them. Only one orca was
photo-identified during the disentanglement
process and she has been resighted on numerous
occasions over the five year period since her
release. To minimise entanglements of orca, easilyapplied mitigation options are presented and these
methods may also help reduce entanglements of

Despite the obvious risk to an animal approaching
their potential predator, so called “predator
inspection” behaviours have been described for
several vertebrate species. Prevailing hypotheses
suggest predation risk is offset by the information
prey acquire about their predators during these
encounters. Here, we describe an apparent variant
of the predator inspection paradigm: dolphins and
porpoises associating with members of a fish-eating
killer whale ecotype (RKW) that is sympatric with,
and closely resembles, a mammal-eating ecotype
(BKW). We have observed this behaviour more
than 50 times over the course of 34 field seasons in
British Columbia, and examined it
comprehensively in drone footage taken in 2018.
Here, we describe consistent features of these
observations, which involved Pacific white-sided
dolphins (PWSD) and/or Dall’s porpoise (DP)
approaching groups of resting, travelling, or
foraging RKW – swimming alongside them for
periods ranging from minutes to days. Aerial
recordings allowed us to rule out the possibility that
PWSD and DP are hydrodynamically “hitching a
ride” and – along with vessel-based observations –
suggests this association is not strictly social, as
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other cetaceans around New Zealand. In addition to
implementing mitigation options it is vital that the
DOC work with the volunteer entanglement
response networks to improve disentanglement
rates for this Nationally Critical population to
ensure its viability.

pressure (overfishing, traffic, pollution) in the area,
no management action aimed at preserving the
local ecosystem was implemented.
Aggressive behaviors of adult male Atlantic
spotted dolphins: Making signals count during
intraspecific and interspecific conflicts.
Volker, Cassie1; Herzing, Denise2
(1) Wild Dolphin Project, Boynton Beach, FL
(2) Wild Dolphin Project and Florida Atlantic
University, Dept of Biological Sciences
Corresponding Author:
dlherzing@wilddolphinproject.org

Bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) in the
water of Ischia Island (Gulf of Naples, Italy): A
long term analysis on distribution, habitat use
and photo-Identification.
Vivaldi, Carlotta1; Mussi, Barbara2
(1) Oceanomare Delphis Onlus, Rimini, Italy
(2) Oceanomare Delphis Onlus, Valmacca (AL),
Italy
Corresponding Author: carlottavivaldi@gmail.com

Sympatric species exist together in the same
immediate habitat and are often in competition for
resources, which can result in aggressive
interactions. Some species, including chimpanzees
and noisy miners, have been known to exhibit
behavioral plasticity by altering their aggressive
behavior (during both intraspecific and
interspecific encounters) based on their opponent.
Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis) and
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) are two
sympatric species resident to the northern
Bahamas. We examined whether groups of spotted
dolphins were behaviorally plastic during
aggressive behaviors. We described and compared
the aggressive behaviors used by groups of adult
male spotted dolphins during intraspecific
aggression and interspecific aggression with
bottlenose dolphins. Between the years 1991-2004,
twenty-two aggressive encounters (11 intraspecific,
11 interspecific) were behaviorally analyzed.
Twenty-four specific aggressive behaviors termed
behavioral events, further grouped into three
behavioral classes, were examined throughout these
encounters. Both similarities and differences in the
use of the behaviors occurred during intra- and
interspecific aggression. Within the Pursuit
behavioral class, chasing (a behavioral event) was
used significantly more during interspecific
aggression. Within the Display behavioral class,
open mouth displays, were used significantly more
during intraspecific aggression. Lastly, the Display
behavioral class was used significantly more than
the Contact behavioral class only during
intraspecific aggression. Spotted dolphins changed
their aggressive behavior by using a more energyintensive behavior and more overt communication
signal, the chasing behavioral event, and less open
mouth displays during interspecific aggression.
Spotted dolphins may change their behavior during
aggressive encounters with the bottlenose for
potential mating opportunities or to avoid physical
harassment. The dynamics of sympatric aggression
may provide insight into resource use and may be
useful to monitor for any future changes in the
environment.

This study presents data on a bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops truncatus) local population monitored
in the waters off Ischia Island (Gulf of Naples,
Italy) over a fifteen-year period (2004-2018). Data
were collected during the Ischia Dolphin Project,
an ongoing long-term research program on
cetaceans. Surveys were conducted five days a
week from May to October. Few additional
outgoings were made in winter and spring.
1,186 daily surveys were performed, during which
58,332.47 km were covered. There were 91
encounters in which bottlenose dolphins were
followed for a total of 877 km and 156 hours.
Group size ranged between 1 and 130 animals
(mean 37; SD±33.23). 79% of the observed groups
included immature individuals (calves and/or
juveniles n=72), with most of these including
calves (n=54). Dolphins were mainly distributed in
coastal waters (range 9.63-855.78; average 139.75;
SD±187.42), with the highest concentration in the
area NW of Ischia. Preliminary photo-identification
analysis was performed on 68 sightings, resulting
in cataloguing 207 individuals. 108 individuals (33
females) were resighted during years (range 210yr). 71 behavioural sequences (>40’) were
analyzed (mean duration 121’, range 41-417).
Dolphins were mostly seen feeding (54%) and
travelling (44%). Socializing was recorded in 21%
of the encounters, while milling (8%) was the least
observed behaviour.
The data here presented show that the waters
around Ischia Island represent a feeding area, as
well as a calving and nursery area for the
bottlenose dolphin local population. The study area
has been classified as a Marine Protected Area
(“Regno di Nettuno” MPA) and recently, the area
has been recognized as Important Marine Mammals
Area (IMMA) by the IUCN, with common dolphin,
bottlenose dolphin and fin whale as qualifying
species. However, despite the severe anthropogenic
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Seven years intensive pile driving in the German
Bight without consequences on Harbour
porpoises abundance?
Wahl, Veronika1; Michalik, Andreas1; Volkenandt,
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Miriam; Diederichs, Ansgar4; Wendeln, Helmut1
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Energy conservation is a key consideration for all
animals, with daily resting periods offering the
opportunity to relax in anticipation of the next
activity bout. For semi-aquatic mammals, daily
haul-outs must occur between foraging bouts,
which usually requires animals to haul-out on sand,
rock, or ice that is spatially separated from prey
resources. In addition, the duration of the daily
haul-out periods may reflect the impact of
physiological constraints and environmental
conditions on energetic balance. Weddell seals
(Leptonychotes weddellii) undertake daily haul-outs
on Antarctic sea-ice in order to rest, reproduce and
molt. However, there are two factors that may
increase the duration and scheduling of haul-out
periods: cold air temperatures and wind can
increase heat loss, and this can be exacerbated
when skin is perfused during the annual molt. To
assess how physiological (reproduction/molt
phenology) and environmental (weather conditions)
factors influenced haul-out durations and
corresponding in-air heat flux, time activity
budgets of 55 adult females were measured across
the austral summer. Females who skipped
reproduction in the early summer hauled-out for
longer durations and more frequently during sunny
afternoons, whereas post-reproductive females
spent less time hauled-out, and showed no diel
preference in haul-out timing. Furthermore,
because post-reproductive females molted later in
the summer, in colder ambient conditions, they
exhibited significantly higher in-air calculated heat
flux across the active molting season compared to
skip-breeders which hauled-out and molted in
optimal summer conditions (p < 0.001). Overall
this indicates there is an added thermoregulatory
cost associated with reproduction that is not often
considered when quantifying reproductive energy
costs. This research address how behavior can be
used to inform energy budgets for polar pinnipeds
in a changing climate, and can further aid in
understanding how haul-out requirements during
molt of Arctic species may be further impacted by
limited ice haul-outs and terrestrial predation.

Harbour porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) react to
pile driving noise of offshore wind farms by
temporally swimming away from the noise source,
which has been demonstrated in several studies.
However, long-term effects on porpoise abundance
still remain speculative and are predominantly
predicted with models, whose assumptions are
based on findings of short-term effects of single
wind farm projects. In our study we use data from
passive acoustic monitoring devices (porpoise
detectors: C-PODs), which were deployed from
2010 to 2016 to detect deterrence effects of the 19
wind farm projects erected in the German Bight
(including adjacent Dutch waters) during this
period. We combine C-POD-data from 130
monitoring locations with 79,384 recording days in
our analyses to assess long-term population level
effects. Despite all pile driving activity, we found
that porpoise detections increased from 2010 to
2016 in the German Bight. However, this trend was
neither monotone over the years, nor uniform
throughout the study area. The increase was
strongest in the south-eastern part of the study area
whereas porpoise detections even decreased in the
central German Bight. Annual changes in porpoise
detections could, however, not be related to pile
driving activity in the area. As such, the pile
driving activity in the central part of the German
Bight was highest between 2011 and 2013.
However, the strongest decrease in porpoise
detections occurred after 2013. In other parts of the
study area, porpoise detections changed seemingly
independent of piling activity within that region.
We thus can currently not prove a negative
influence of pile driving activity on harbour
porpoise abundance in the German Bight. This
suggests that environmental factors are, up to date,
the predominant factors influencing porpoises on
population level more strongly than the generally
noise-mitigated pile driving activities in the
German Bight.

UK recommendations to reduce marine
mammal disturbance from marine tourism.
Walker, Rebecca1; Dolman, Sarah2; Manson,
Fiona3
(1) Natural England, Norwich, United Kingdom
(2) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Edinburgh,
United Kingdom
(3) Scottish Natural Heritage, Perth, United
Kingdom

Reproductive success delays molt and increases
thermoregulatory demands in the Weddell seal.
Walcott, Skyla1; Beltran, Roxanne2; Burns,
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Commercial marine mammal watching is
growing in popularity in the UK and together
with a rise in water-based recreational
activities occurring around the coastline,
appears to be causing an increase in
disturbance incidences of cetaceans and
seals. The EU Habitats Directive provides
some protection from harassment or
disturbance of marine mammals. However,
other than in Scotland, where legislation exists
to protect seals at designated sites, there are
no specific legislation, regulation or licence
requirements for commercial wildlife watching
operations or recreational activities to prevent
marine mammal disturbance. Voluntary
guidelines and codes of conduct do exist and
there is a national scheme (WiSe) which aims
to promote responsible wildlife watching
through training, accreditation and awarenessraising of boat operators. However, none of
these measures are required to operate a
vessel nor enforceable by law.

Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis)
of Hong Kong’s waters are declining due to
considerable habitat loss resulting from massive
developments in coastal waters. As compensatory
measures, two marine protected parks (Sha Chau &
Lung Kwu Chau Marine Park, SCLKCMP, and
Brothers Island Marine Park, BMP) were
established in 1997 and 2016, respectively.
However, the effectiveness of these marine parks is
unknown. In 2013-14 (prior to a megadevelopment project), CPODs were used to obtain
some initial passive acoustic monitoring data at two
sites, one each in the SCLKCMP and BMP.
Towards the end of one mega-project and the
beginning of another in 2017-18, CPODs were
deployed again at the same two sites. In 2013-14,
120.10 and 128.22 logged days of data were
obtained from the SCLKCMP and BMP sites,
respectively. In 2017-18, CPODs obtained about
the same number of logged days on the same
dates/times for the two sites as in 2013-14. Overall,
daily detection positive minutes (DPMs) declined
significantly from 2013-14 to 2017-18 (MannWhitney U=21368.5; p<<0.0001). While DPMs for
the two sites were not significantly different from
each other in 2013-14 (U=7770.0, p=0.869),
SCLKCMP site had more DPMs than the BMP site
in 2017-18 (U=92.0, p<<0.001). Daily DPMs at
the BMP site declined to near zero DPMs
(Wilcoxon T=73.5, p<<0.00001) but increased at
the SCLKCMP site (T=2309.5, p<0.0005),
however, not to the same level as the BMP
decrease. Although some displaced dolphins likely
increased their utilization of SCLKMP waters
(where impacts are lower), the tiny marine parks
used as mitigation measures for large losses of
habitat are clearly failing to prevent the dolphin
decline in Hong Kong’s waters. Much more habitat
needs to be protected and prior to further
development to ensure the dolphin declines can be
stopped and reversed.

The UK Governments and conservation
agencies, together with NGOs and Wildlife
Crime enforcers, recognise that incidences of
disturbance are increasing, that awareness of
what causes disturbance is generally low and
there are few management measures to
protect marine mammals from these activities.
The UK has therefore developed a ‘Dolphin
and Porpoise Conservation Strategy’, with a
range of action plans, one of which concerns
marine tourism. The aim is to review options
for management measures including
regulations, licensing and disturbance
monitoring. Here we review approaches from
elsewhere in the world to provide
recommendations of possible management
measures, but also highlight the challenges
that will need to be addressed to ensure
effective management and protection of
marine mammals from disturbance in UK
waters.

Potential resource competition between narwhal
and beluga in northern Hudson Bay, Canada
Watt, Cortney
Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada
Corresponding Author: cortneywatt@gmail.com

Sounding the alarm: Passive acoustic
monitoring show marine protected areas in
Hong Kong, SAR, China are insufficient to
conserve the declining Indo-Pacific humpback
dolphins (Sousa chinensis).
Wang, John Y.1; Araújo-Wang, Claryana2;
Schormans, Erin3; Hung, Samuel K.4
(1) CetAsia Research Group / Trent University,
Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(2) Botos do Cerrado, Thornhill, Ontario, Canada
(3) Saint Mary's University/CetAsia Research
Group, Canada

Narwhal (Monodon monoceros) and beluga
(Delphinapterus leucas) are the only two extant
monodontid species and both have an Arctic
distribution. The species are often found in
different areas, and news of a single narwhal
observed travelling with a pod of beluga in the St.
Lawrence River sparked worldwide attention.
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However, both species regularly occur in northern
Hudson Bay in the central Canadian Arctic during
the summer months. Little is known about how
they interact with one another and whether they
compete for prey or specialize on different prey
during this seasonal overlap in their home range.
To investigate potential interspecific competitive
pressure, we estimated 1) range and abundance by
conducting an extensive aerial survey of the area in
August 2018 and 2) the extent of dietary overlap
between both species through stable isotope (SI)
analysis in skin, and fatty acid (FA) analysis in
blubber samples. Aerial observations revealed
narwhals and belugas travelling in pods only a few
meters apart, and distance analysis showed higher
narwhal density and abundance in the area.
Statistically significant overlap in SI and FA
measures between the two species suggests they
compete for similar prey resources. Intraspecific
competition with a high density of beluga in
western Hudson Bay may drive some belugas into
northern Hudson Bay, where they encounter
narwhal and increased interspecific competition for
prey. Since this area has a lower whale density
overall, beluga may face less competitive pressure
by distributing further north. Whale density, prey
availability and distribution, and philopatry all
contribute to defining regions where narwhal and
beluga can coexist. Interspecies competition may
drive niche partitioning between narwhal and
beluga over time.

grand mean and stayed uniformly low for 7 years
without evidence of recovery. In contrast, for
absence/presence, odds stayed at ‘even odds’ and
logistic regression showed that relationships
between social/environmental parameters and
sighting odds also remained consistent. Findings
were that habitual use of this vital dolphin corridor
did not change despite steadily fewer dolphins
using it in the 7 years post-construction.
Conclusions are that changes in coastal cetacean
behavior concurrent with coastal construction may
last long after anthropogenic disruption has ended
without signs of obvious recovery but could be
easily missed without concerted scientific
documentation. Marine mammals need urgent
conservation measures and this study provides
important management information about potential
longer-term effects.
Translating science into policy: How the
presence (or absence) of evidence can be used to
develop conservation measures for endangered
whale populations.
Weiler, Colleen1; Asmutis-Silvia, Regina2; Giles,
Deborah3; Wasser, Samuel4
(1) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Newport, OR
(2) Whale and Dolphin Conservation, Plymouth,
MA
(3) University of Washington, Friday Harbor, WA
(4) Center for Conservation Biology, Seattle, WA
Corresponding Author: cmweiler77@gmail.com

Long-term dolphin declines in anthropogenic
disturbance “Ground Zero”
Weaver, Ann
John's Pass Dolphin Study, Good-natured Statistics
Consulting, St Petersburg, FL
Corresponding Author: annstats54@gmail.com

Strong conservation measures for endangered
species should, according to the U.S. Endangered
Species Act, be based in the best available
science. With the considerable challenges in
collecting data on highly mobile and widely
distributed marine mammal species, however, the
best science is not always available. When
developing management initiatives to protect
highly endangered marine mammal populations,
such as Southern Resident orcas and North Atlantic
right whales, an absence of evidence is sometimes
misinterpreted by those influencing policy
decisions as evidence of absence. Science on
marine mammals often raises additional questions,
reminding us more about what we don’t know than
confirming what we do know. Translating this
information into concrete policies presents
considerable challenges from the conservation
perspective. How do we ensure strong measures
are developed and enacted to protect endangered
orcas and right whales when significant data gaps
exist for these populations, and how can
researchers and conservationists help policymakers
fill in those gaps? For example, scat collection
from Southern Resident orcas can provide
information on nutritional status and toxicant loads
for individual orcas, but is usually only collected
when the orcas are in their summer foraging

After direct harvesting, noise pollution is the
anthropogenic activity with the most negative
impacts on coastal cetaceans like bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops sp.). A 14-yr BACI study of a
5-year, geographically-localized bridge
construction project over a vital dolphin corridor
connecting the ICW and Gulf of Mexico in western
Florida provided a case study of bottlenose dolphin
occurrence patterns concurrent with chronic habitat
disruption, primarily noise pollution. This report
compares dolphin occurrence in the area directly
impacted by construction activities or “ground
zero” before, during, and after construction.
Dolphins were documented on small boat surveys
2-4 times/wk, N = 1327 surveys, 2005-2017.
Occurrence was examined as total numbers of
dolphins and presence/absence. For total numbers,
ANCOVA revealed a significant steady decline
after controlling for time, temperature, and total
dolphins in the entire study area. After
construction, dolphin numbers dropped below the
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habitat. This leaves an absence of information on
the condition of the orcas’ winter and spring habitat
and prey resources; however, the nutritional status
of individuals as they return to their summer range
can be used as a proxy for the health of their winter
and spring environment, and can help guide the
development of additional protective
measures. Researchers and conservationists can
work together to use the “best available science” to
bridge the data gaps and translate science into
policy for the sake of endangered species recovery.

combined data indicate that the Falkland Islands
represent a significant coastal foraging ground for
globally endangered sei whales. Further
understanding of their distribution, population
dynamics and ecology is integral to maximising
effective conservation management of the species
in the Falkland Islands, and throughout the wider
South Atlantic region.
Defining shelf break soundscapes of southern
Georges Bank, western North Atlantic Ocean.
Weiss, Sarah1; Cholewiak, Danielle2; Frasier, Kait3;
Trickey, Jennifer4; Baumann-Pickering, Simone5;
Hildebrand, John3; Van Parijs, Sofie6
(1) NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science Center, 166
Water Street, Woods Hole, MA, 02543, USA.
(2) Northeast Fisheries Science Center / NOAA
Fisheries, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
(3) Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University
of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA
(4) Scripps Institution of Oceanography, San
Diego, CA
(5) Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD, La
Jolla, CA
(6) NOAA NMFS NEFSC, Woods Hole, MA
Corresponding Author: sarahgweiss2@gmail.com

Distribution and movements of sei whales
(Balaenoptera borealis) on coastal feeding
grounds in the Falkland Islands (Malvinas).
Weir, Caroline R.1; Stanworth, Andrew;
Cartwright, Steve; Jelbes, Pamela2; Taylor, Maria2;
Pompert, Joost
(1) Falklands Conservation, Stanley, Falkland
Islands
(2) Falklands Conservation, Stanley, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: swpo@conservation.org.fk
Southern Hemisphere sei whales (Balaenoptera
borealis) were heavily impacted by 20th century
whaling operations. Knowledge of their presentday distribution, abundance and ecology is poor.
To address that data gap, boat-based surveys
targeting sei whales were carried out around the
Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas) during the austral
summer and autumn between 2017 and 2019,
focussed on three coastal (≤30 km distance from
shore, and ≤100 m depth) study sites. Standardised
visual methods, photo-identification, faecal
sampling and biopsy sampling were implemented.
Sei whales were the most frequently-sighted
cetacean species, and were distributed throughout
the coastal waters surveyed, including nearshore
habitat (to <200 m from the shoreline), inside semienclosed inlets and channels, and over shallow
water depths (500 m grid cell values: 2 to 107 m
depth). Approximately 300 sei whales were photoidentified from natural markings including scars
and dorsal fin marks. Photo-identification analysis
revealed movements of individuals between the
east and west coasts of the Falklands, and
recaptures in different years. Observational and
faecal sampling data indicated that sei whales use
Falkland waters for feeding, with over 100 faecal
events observed over the three seasons. Visual
analysis via microscopy of 19 faecal samples from
2017 revealed the body parts of the crustacean
squat lobster (Munida gregaria) in all samples.
Surface feeding was observed on M. gregaria
during 2017 and on the amphipod Themisto
gaudichaudii during 2019. The presence of several
cow-calf pairs during 2019 suggests that Falkland
waters could be used by lactating females
following calving the previous winter/spring. These

Within a soundscape, anthropogenic sound occurs
in and often dominates frequency ranges used by
certain species, leading to overlap of signals and
potential communication masking. To evaluate the
extent of this acoustic overlap, it is helpful to
understand how species utilize different acoustic
niches across time. This study’s primary goal was
to assess the co-occurrence of cetacean species and
anthropogenic activities, and to present simple and
accessible visualizations of the temporal and
spectral overlap representing site-specific acoustic
niches. Acoustic data were collected using archival
underwater acoustic recording devices, known as
High-frequency Acoustic Recording Packages
(HARPs). Programmed to sample continuously at
200 kHz, HARPs were deployed near three deepwater canyons (Heezen, Oceanographer, and
Nantucket) along the continental shelf break of
Georges Bank from April 2015 to March 2016.
Recording durations were 271, 288, and 145 days,
respectively. Daily presence data were compiled
for six baleen whale species (North Atlantic right,
fin, blue, sei, humpback, and minke), five
odontocete species and/or groups combined
according to the primary frequency ranges and ease
of identification of their sounds (delphinid spp,
sperm whales, Kogia spp, Sowerby’s and
Cuviers’/True’s/Gervais’ beaked whales), and four
anthropogenic sound sources (airguns, vessel noise,
echosounders, and explosions). At each site, both
cetacean and anthropogenic sources were found to
be major contributors to the soundscape. Individual
cetacean species or groups were present from
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0.37% to 100% of days across sites, with dolphins,
sperm whales, and fin whales detected most
consistently. Airgun noise was the most frequently
detected anthropogenic signal, ranging from 5091% of days across all sites, followed by vessel
noise (21-59% of days), and echosounders (4-20%
of days), with one explosion detected at
Oceanographer Canyon. This approach allows for
broad comparison of species and anthropogenic
activity composition, providing an understanding of
variability in acoustic overlap and potential
masking between sites.

for a broad analysis and anticipates the need to
analyze with a more comprehensive approach in
future analyses.
A novel pulmonary vasculitis in grey seals
(Halichoerus grypus) associated with
Otostrongylus circumlitus infection.
Wessels, Mark1; Barnett, James2; Bexton, Steve3;
Fraija, Natalia4; Chooneea, Darren5
(1) Finn Pathologists, Norwich, United Kingdom
(2) BDMLR & CWTMSN, Truro, United Kingdom
(3) RSPCA, Kings Lynn, United Kingdom
(4) University of Valencia, Valencia, Spain
(5) Natural History Museum, London, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
markandjulie2015@btinternet.com

3-D modeling to assess habitat impacts from
underwater noise
Wertman, Christina; Colbert, Benjamin1; Moll,
Tara2; Watwood, Stephanie3; Hulton, Peter4
(1) University of Maryland Center for
Environmental Science, Chesapeake Biological
Laboratory, Solomons, MD
(2) Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division
Newport, Newport, Rhode Island
(3) US Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport,
Rhode Island
(4) Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Newport, RI
Corresponding Author: tara.moll@navy.mil

Lungworm infection in seals is an important cause
of morbidity and mortality inducing
bronchopneumonia affecting population dynamics
in some areas of the world. We present a series of
cases of lungworm infection in grey seals
associated with novel, significant and highly
unusual pulmonary vascular changes.180 grey seals
either stranded, in rehabilitation or long-term
captivity from the UK were subject to post-mortem
examination between 2012 and 2018. Lung was
collected from 47 individuals for histopathological
examination. Nematode morphology within
sections was evaluated histologically. PCR on
FFPE material was attempted for parasite
identification on selected sections using lungworm
specific primers.14/47 (30%) of grey seals showed
evidence of segmental granulomatous and
eosinophilic vasculitis with intramural SplendoreHoeppli reaction in medium to large pulmonary
arteries. Intra-vascular nematodes suggestive of O.
circumlitus were seen in 2 cases. PCR on FFPE
material was unable to detect a signal on selected
tissue sections. 9 animals had concurrent
bronchopneumonia and 4 had intraalveolar/bronchiolar Parafilaroides species. 13/14
animals with vasculitis lesions were weaned pups
with only 1 adult affected. Previous pathological
descriptions of lungworm infection in grey seals
have dealt mainly with the bronchopneumonia.
This case series has identified previously
unrecorded vascular changes characterised by the
deposition of intra-mural Splendore-Hoeppli
reaction. Such change would impact on vascular
integrity increasing the likelihood of vascular
rupture with pulmonary haemorrhage and increased
risk of intravascular coagulation. An aberrant hostparasite relationship with the persistence of
antigenic material following close contact with or
migration through the blood vessel wall is
suspected.

The soundscape of the marine environment
includes biologically relevant information for
marine species and affects their ability to detect
predators and prey, locate conspecifics, and orient
themselves within their environment. While most
regulations relevant to sound in the underwater
environment focus on the acute impacts of acoustic
and explosive noise on individual marine species,
the quality of the acoustic environment within the
habitat has recently become an international focus
for assessing impacts to marine species. In the
United States (U.S.), the description of critical
habitat for the endangered Main Hawaiian Islands
insular false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens)
distinct population segment includes sound levels
that would not significantly impair false killer
whales’ use or occupancy of their habitat. The
European Union (E.U.) has established a goal of
ensuring underwater noise does not adversely affect
the environment. However, both in the U.S. and the
E.U., there are no standard methods to estimate the
impact of future actions. The U.S. Navy has used
the Navy Acoustic Effects Model (NAEMO) to
quantify impacts of navy sonar and explosives on
marine species. Here, we demonstrate the viability
of using this model to analyze the spatial and
temporal contribution of Navy activities on habitat
soundscapes. Habitat modeling will identify the
proportion of habitat that is impacted at different
levels and types of anthropogenic activity.
Proportions of habitat will be quantified where
individual animals could incur injury, behavioral
changes, and masking. Habitat modeling allows
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Oxytocin quantification in serum using liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS)
and enzyme immunoassay (EIA) in bottlenose
dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
West, Kristi1; Horgen, David2; Nielsen, Pia3; Stone,
Rae4; Campbell, Michelle5; Bergfelt, Don3
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Holocene.
Westbury, Michael1; Bachmann, Lutz; Dyke,
Arthur S; Wiig, Øystein2; Szpak, Paul; Lorenzen,
Eline
(1) University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen,
Denmark
(2) Natural History Museum, University of Oslo,
Oslo, Norway
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The bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) is the
only baleen whale endemic to Arctic waters. It
plays a central part in the Arctic ecosystem and its
evolutionary history is closely tied to the
environmental dynamics of the region. The
bowhead whale has a uniquely large fossil record in
the central Canadian Arctic and Svalbard spanning
the last approximately 50,000 years. This sample
set enables a comparative study of the
environmental changes in two independent
locations and the resultant evolutionary responses
of bowhead whales during the Late Pleistocene and
Holocene. Using carbon and nitrogen stable
isotopes recovered from this unique assemblage,
we address how the bowhead whale diet changed in
real time, giving insights into shifts in primary
producers and by proxy, shifts in the Arctic
palaeoclimate. Furthermore, using high throughput
next generation sequencing of ancient DNA
(aDNA), resulting in both mitochondrial and
nuclear genomes, we uncover the genetic responses
of bowhead whales to the climatic changes
throughout the Late Pleistocene and Holocene. The
genetic data allows us to directly investigate how
changes in the environment influenced population
structure and uncover patterns of genetic isolation
and gene flow through time. Our findings provide
an in-depth understanding into the genetic
responses of bowhead whales to past climate
change and can aid in the formation of informed
inferences about the resilience of bowhead whales
to rapid current global climate change.

Oxytocin is a neuropeptide synthesized by the
hypothalamus and secreted by the posterior
pituitary gland which has been shown to a play a
role during the periparturient period, lactation, and
maternal and offspring bonding in terrestrial
mammals but its role in cetaceans is not known. An
accurate and reliable method for quantitating
circulating concentrations of oxytocin will provide
a tool to evaluate the role and diagnostic and
prognostic value of oxytocin during various
reproductive states in cetaceans. A liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS)
method was adapted for measuring oxytocin in
dolphin serum. A calibration curve was established
for 0.10-100 ng of oxytocin, correlating to a serum
concentration limit of detection at 125
pg/mL. However, oxytocin was not detected in
pooled serum from adult bottlenose dolphins (0.5
mL sample volume). Additional oxytocin
extraction and concentration steps on larger serum
volumes will be needed to detect and quantify
oxytocin by LC-MS. In parallel, an oxytocin
enzyme immunoassay (EIA) kit (Arbor Assay) was
adapted for use with dolphins using a pool of serum
from adult animals. A minimum of 3.2 mL of
serum was used for extraction to yield a x10
concentrated sample. Parallelism relative to the
oxytocin standard curve was indicated using
dilutions (x10, x5, x2) of the extract. Recovery of
101% was indicated after low, medium, and high
oxytocin standards were added to the extract.
Sensitivity of the assay was 19 pg/mL. Results
indicated a need for sample extraction to
concentrate oxytocin for EIA, which is in
accordance with that previously reported in cattle,
horses, pigs, goats and sheep. While these initial
results provided successful validation of the LCMS and EIA performance and quantitation of
oxytocin in a pool of dolphin serum, the biological
relevance in serum samples from periparturient,
lactating, and non-lactating female and male
bottlenose dolphins needs to be assessed.

Western Hudson Bay estuary use for calf
rearing
Westdal, Kristin1; Ferguson, Steven2; Roth, Jim3
(1) Oceans North, Winnipeg
(2) Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Winnipeg
(3) University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada
Corresponding Author: kwestdal@oceansnorth.ca
Social and spatial segregation of sexes is common
amongst vertebrates that live in groups. Whale
species such as the North Atlantic right whale
(Eubalaena glacialis), North Pacific gray whale
(Eschrichtius robustus) and bowhead whale
(Balaena mysticetus) are known to have nursery
areas where females feed and take care of their
young. Although segregation of older adult males

Palaeogenomic and stable isotope data reveal
the responses of bowhead whales to climatic
perturbations during the Late Pleistocene and
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from immature males and females is known to
occur in some beluga whale (Delphinapterus
leucas) populations, it is unclear if adults
accompanied by calves segregate for periods of
time during the year in the eastern Canadian Arctic,
where the largest summering population is found.
A long held hypothesis has been that western
Hudson Bay estuaries are critical for calf rearing by
offering protection from predators, warmer waters
for thermal advantage, and feeding opportunities,
but no study has looked closely at the distribution
and habitat use of mothers with calves. Using
imagery from a photographic survey conducted in
August 2015, we evaluated whether adults
accompanied by calves use estuaries and near shore
habitat more than other age classes in western
Hudson Bay in the summer. Photographs were
taken using two Canon cameras (25 mm and 50
mm lenses) mounted on a twin otter flying at 2,000
feet over the Churchill and Seal River estuaries
(complete photographic coverage) and offshore
areas (transect coverage). Belugas were identified
and classified by age manually using an
identification decision tree that considers length
and color and GPS coordinates were plotted in
ArcGIS. Distribution by age class was examined in
relation to distance to coastal habitat and
bathymetry (predation theory), water temperature
(thermal advantage), and chlorophyll-a (as a proxy
for feeding opportunities). Further understanding of
spatial patterns of belugas habitat use in western
Hudson Bay is necessary to provide conservation
and management advice.

effective, long-term, international nature
conservation measurements. In many cases, the
return of a top predator causes controversial and
highly emotional conflicts between different
interest groups. Therefore, the question if grey
seals had reproduced in this region of Germany,
before they got extinct, is of high importance for
future management decisions. Unfortunately,
historical records, partially handwritten notes, are
rare. Consequently, we collected and analysed all
available data about “white pups”, indicating grey
seal pups with lanugo fur. There are 26 evidences
of grey seal pups between 1893 and 2019 for the
German Baltic coast, with only one clear evidence
before the extinction in 1920. Surprisingly, there
are 13 evidences of grey seal pups in the time span
of its presumed absence in Germany, indicating
that grey seals had never entirely disappeared. In
recent years, the number of pups sighted increased
steeply, though most of these pups were already
several weeks old, they are not deemed to be born
here. The 2018 and 2019 birth records show that
births occur on our coast. Therefore, the Southern
Baltic Sea, including the German coast, probably
was and is an reproduction area of grey seals even
though there were no proofs of a historic
established pupping sites in the German Baltic.
Recent occurrence of marine mammals off
Angola and first report of right whales since
whaling era
Whitt, Amy1; Warde, Ann; Blair, Lenisa2
(1) Azura Consulting LLC, Plano, Texas
(2) Azura Consulting LLC, Beechgrove, TN
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Did grey seals reproduce in the German Baltic
Sea before their extinction in 1920? Historical
records provide answers to a controversial
question determining future management
decisions.
Westphal, Linda1; Dähne, Michael2; von Nordheim,
Henning3
(1) Deutsches Meeresmuseum, Rostock, Germany
(2) German Oceanographic Museum, Stralsund,
Germany
(3) Federal Agency for Nature Conservation,
Putbus, Germany
Corresponding Author:
linda.westphal@meeresmuseum.de

Marine megafauna occurrence was recorded in
deep offshore waters during an Environmental
Baseline Study. The goal of this study was to
characterize the habitat and biodiversity of an area
of oil and gas exploration 400 km northwest of
Luanda, Angola. These offshore shipboard surveys
were conducted during September 2018, in water
depths ranging from 2,350 m to 3,850 m. We
recorded opportunistic sightings of marine
mammals during daytime visual observations and
conducted passive acoustic monitoring at night to
record vocalizing marine mammals. A variety of
species were visually recorded, including
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae),
sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus), common
dolphins (Delphinus spp.), and striped dolphins
(Stenella coeruleoalba). Most notably, southern
right whales (Eubalaena australis) were visually
confirmed in these waters. This is the first
confirmed record of this species in Angolan waters
since the early 1900s. In addition, a five-second
bout of variable-frequency-range clicks spanning 7
kHz to 40 kHz was recorded, as well as additional

After a strong population recovery, in 2018 and
2019 the first two grey seal births were recorded in
the German Baltic Sea since their return into this
waters in 2005. Simultaneously, a rising number of
juvenile grey seals resting on beaches and carcases
of juvenile seals washing up was recorded in the
last few years. The last grey seal was shot in 1920
in the German Baltic Sea. Nowadays, grey seals are
present year-round and with increasing densities
again, especially around the island Rügen. The
return of grey seals was a great success of
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click bouts potentially suggestive of sperm whale
and other odontocete vocalizations.
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Chemical fingerprints suggest direct
familiarisation rather than phenotype matching
during olfactory recognition in Australian sea
lions (Neophoca cinerea)
Wierucka, Kaja1; Barthes, Nicolas2; Harcourt,
Rob3; Schaal, Benoist4; Charrier, Isabelle5; Pitcher,
Benjamin6
(1) The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
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Behavioural differences among groups can arise
from differing ecological conditions, genetic
predispositions or social transmission of different
behavioural innovations. Previously, social learning
has typically been inferred as responsible for the
spread of behaviour by the exclusion of ecological
and genetic factors. This ‘method of exclusion’ was
used to infer that ‘sponging’, a foraging behaviour
involving tool use in the bottlenose dolphin
(Tursiops aduncus) population in Shark Bay,
Western Australia, was socially transmitted.
However, previous studies were limited in that they
never fully accounted for alternative factors, and
that social learning, ecology and genetics are not
necessarily mutually exclusive drivers of
behavioural variation. Here, we assessed the
relative importance of these three potential drivers
on the spread of two foraging behaviours, sponging
and shelling, in western Shark Bay between 2007
and 2018. Using multi-network ‘Network-Based
Diffusion Analysis’ (NBDA), we found compelling
support for sponging being socially transmitted
between mother and offspring (Σwi = 0.837),
corroborating previous results. Mother-offspring
similarities in foraging behaviour are common, as
close association during prolonged periods of
dependency favour conditions for vertical learning.
In stark contrast, we found that shelling spreads
among associated individuals (Σwi = 0.771),
quantitatively establishing horizontal social
transmission of a foraging tactic in toothed whales
for the first time while also accounting for genetics
and ecology. The opportunistic nature of shelling
and extensive social tolerance among adults may
have allowed for social transmission outside of the
mother-offspring bond. Overall, our research
suggests multiple pathways of transmission of
foraging behaviour in dolphins, and illustrates the
utility of social network analysis in elucidating the
explanatory mechanisms behind the spread of
behaviour in wild animal populations.

Olfaction is one of the most commonly used senses
for communication among animals and is of
particular importance to mother-offspring
recognition in mammals. The use of smell in
offspring recognition has been well studied,
however, we often lack information about the
underlying mechanistic basis for olfactory
recognition. Using gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS), we examine chemical
profiles of two different colonies of Australian sea
lions (Neophoca cinerea) and assess the similarity
of chemical fingerprints in mother-pup pairs. This
analysis allows us to examine whether a chemical
base for phenotype matching exists in this species.
Our results showed no GC-detectible motheroffspring similarity in the overall chemical
fingerprints, suggesting that direct familiarization is
a more likely mechanism used by Australian sea
lion mothers for recognition of their young. Our
analysis also demonstrates that colony differences
are encoded within chemical fingerprints and
appear to be highly influenced by environmental
compounds. The study improves our understanding
of how Australian sea lion females use odours for
selective offspring recognition and the potential
importance of environmentally acquired chemical
compounds in the overall odour bouquet used in
mother-pup interactions.

Three concurrent Western Atlantic large whale
unusual mortality events
Wilkin, Sarah1; Durham, Kim2; Doughty, Lynda3;
Moore, Michael J4; McLellan, William5; Costidis,
Alex6; Sharp, Sarah7; Rotstein, David8; Colegrove,
Kathleen9; Goldstein, Tracey10; Harms, Craig11;
Garron, Mendy12; Smith, Ainsley13; Fougeres,
Erin14; Mase-Guthrie, Blair15; Hardy, Matthew;
Moors-Murphy, Hilary; Rowles, Teresa; Fauquier,
Deborah
(1) National Marine Fisheries Service, Office of
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(3) Marine Mammals of Maine

Of shells and sponges - contrasting social
transmission pathways of foraging behaviour in
dolphins using social network analysis
Wild, Sonja1; Allen, Simon2; Gerber, Livia3; King,
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(1) University of Leeds, University of Zurich,
Holderbank, Switzerland
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commonalities and differences between the
responses and investigations.
I get by with a little help from my friends:
Understanding bottlenose dolphin social
affiliations in response to shark-inflicted injury.
Wilkinson, Krystan A.1; McHugh, Katherine2;
Wells, Randall3; Pine, William E.4; Borkhataria,
Rena R.5; Hueter, Robert E.6
(1) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program & University of Florida
(2) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
Research Program, Sarasota
(3) Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin
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of Florida, Gainesville, FL
(6) Center for Shark Research, Mote Marine
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Social living has been, in part, suggested to be a
behavioral response to reduce predation risk. While
many studies have assessed the effects of prey
group size on predation risk, few have evaluated if
or how prey group size and social dynamics change
in response to direct predation events. The Sarasota
Dolphin Research Program has documented longterm, multigenerational residency of common
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in
Sarasota Bay, Florida. Large sharks are known to
inflict bite wounds on these dolphins. We assessed
whether dolphins undergo shifts in their social
behavior after injurious shark predation attempts.
Using photographs collected during photo-ID
monitoring surveys and capture-release projects,
fresh shark bite wounds on resident dolphins were
identified. For each dolphin with a shark bite, a
dolphin of the same sex and life stage during the
period in which the shark bite occurred was
selected as a control animal to compare whether
any potential shifts in number of affiliates were in
response to the shark bite. Timing of a fresh shark
bite could be determined for 56 unique Sarasota
Bay dolphins. A Poisson generalized linear mixed
model showed there was no significant difference
in group size post-shark bite. This observation
could be due to the differential response among
individuals as some animals increased their group
size after shark-inflicted injury, while others
decreased or showed no change in their group size.
Although the dolphins did not change their group
size in a predictable direction, they may change
with whom they associate, which is being
investigated through social network analyses.

Since 2016, three Unusual Mortality Events (UME)
have been declared by the U.S. National Marine
Fisheries Service for baleen whales in the Western
Atlantic Ocean along the coast of the Canada and
the United States. These three concurrent events
involve humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae; 2016-present), North Atlantic right
whales (Eubalaena glacialis, 2017-2018), and
minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata, 2017present). To date, over 170 whales have stranded
live or dead as part of these UMEs: 93 humpback,
20 North Atlantic right and 59 minke whales. This
elevated stranding rate may have consequences at
the population or stock level, particularly for North
Atlantic right whales, as the most recent minimum
population estimate is only 455 whales. Although
the reasons for stranding have differed between the
three species, all three have had evidence of human
interaction in a sub-set of whales, including vessel
strikes in humpback whales, rope entanglements
and vessel strikes in North Atlantic right whales,
and entanglements in minke whales. Additionally,
a sub-set of minke whales has had evidence of
infectious disease, although a consistent primary
pathogen has not been determined. The
investigation is ongoing; the stranding network
continues to respond and document new strandings
and the investigative teams continue to explore
population, ecological, anthropogenic, and other
drivers that may be contributing to the increase in
stranded whales. This presentation will review the
current status of all three UMEs and identify

Juvenile harbour porpoises in the UK are
exposed to a more neurotoxic mixture of
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polychlorinated biphenyls than adults.
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Review of imagery and sighting data on bowhead
whale (Balaena mysticetus) carcasses from a
decade of aerial surveys in the eastern Chukchi and
western Beaufort seas has provided new and robust
evidence for killer whale (Orcinus orca) predation
on bowhead whales of the Bering-ChukchiBeaufort (BCB) stock. The Aerial Surveys of
Arctic Marine Mammals project provides
information on distribution, behavior, and relative
density of marine mammals, including BCB
bowhead whales and their only natural predator,
killer whales. These surveys cover large areas of
bowhead whale summer and early autumn habitat,
and offer a long time series of consistent
information on floating and beach-cast bowhead
whale carcasses detected during line-transect
surveys. A total of 33 bowhead whale carcasses
were documented in July–October, from 2009 to
2018. Carcasses were distributed across the study
area from 141.6°W to 168.1°W and 68.9°N to
72.0°N. Twenty-five carcasses (76%) were found
floating and eight (24%) were beach-cast. Highest
number of carcasses were observed in 2015
(10/33), followed by 2013 and 2018 (6/33 each
year), and 2016 (5/33). Imagery review provided
insight into the probable cause of death for 21
(63.6%) of the carcasses. Seventeen bowhead
whale carcasses having injuries consistent with
killer whale predation were photo-documented:
four carcasses per year in 2016 and 2018, three
carcasses in 2013 (including one calf/yearling), two
carcasses per year in 2012 and 2015 (including one
calf/yearling), and one carcass per year in 2010 and
2017 (a calf/yearling). Four carcasses, two in 2015
and one each in 2013 and 2018, were likely whales
struck and lost during aboriginal subsistence
hunting. Continued monitoring and documentation
of BCB bowhead whale mortality, including killer
whale predation is needed for assessing the status
of the BCB bowhead whale stock and the
ecological impacts of a changing Arctic.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a group of
209 persistent and bio-accumulative toxic
pollutants present as complex mixtures in human
and animal tissues. Harbour porpoises accumulate
some of the highest levels of PCBs because they
are long-lived mammals that feed at a high trophic
level. Studies typically use the sum of a suite of
individual chlorobiphenyl congeners (CBs) to
investigate PCBs in wildlife. However, toxic
effects and thresholds of CB congeners differ,
therefore population health risks of exposure may
be under or over-estimated dependent on the
congener profiles present. In this study, we found
congener profiles varied with age, sex and location,
particularly between adult females and juveniles.
We found that adult females had the highest
proportions of octa-chlorinated congeners whilst
juveniles had the highest proportions of tri- and
tetra-chlorinated congeners. This is likely to be a
consequence of pollutant offloading between
mothers and calves during lactation. Analysis of the
individual congener toxicities found that juveniles
were exposed to a more neurotoxic CB mixture at a
time when they were most vulnerable to its effects.
These findings are an important contribution
towards our understanding of variation in congener
profiles and the potential effects and threats of PCB
exposure in cetaceans.
Killer whale predation on bowhead whales in
the Pacific Arctic – on the rise?
Willoughby, Amy1; Ferguson, Megan2;
Stimmelmayr, Raphaela3; Clarke, Janet4; Brower,
Amelia5
(1) Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere
and Ocean, Alaska Fisheries Science Center
NOAA, Seattle, WA
(2) Alaska Fisheries Science Center/NOAA, Seattle,
WA
(3) North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife

80 Years of chemical exposure profiles
reconstructed through baleen whale earplugs
Winfield, Zach1; Crain, Danielle2; Mansouri,
Farzaneh3; Sabin, Richard4; Potter, Charles5;
Trumble, Stephen3; Usenko, Sascha1
(1) Baylor University
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Organic contaminants have been a concern for
cetaceans due to their adverse health effects
and were initially measured in marine
mammals in 1966. Cetaceans often serve as
sentinels of the marine ecosystem, however,
limitations in historical approaches often limit
our understanding. Recently, scientific
discovery has found that baleen whale
earplugs have the ability to record and archive
lifetime chemical exposure profiles and
trends. Earplugs represent a unique
opportunity to examine the spatial and
temporal trends in our marine ecosystem.
Baleen whale earplugs were collected from six
whales (1 blue whale and 5 fin whales),
including four adults from archived collections
and two calves from recent strandings.
Contaminant concentrations (reported in ng·g
1
) were determined in layers (n = 35) and were
combined with age estimates to reconstruct
lifetime contaminant exposure profiles, and
lifetime bioaccumulation rates 30 years prior to
the initial measurements made in the 1960s.
Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), its
metabolites, and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) were found to be the most dominant
contaminants within most individuals and were
detected during their early usage periods (the
1930s) indicating immediate contamination of
the marine ecosystem following mass
production. Bioaccumulation rates over the
past 80 years were approximately 55 times
higher in the Pacific as compared to the
Atlantic. This significant difference indicates
whales in the Pacific are more likely to be
exposed to contaminants and potentially have
a health risk. Profiles also indicate a difference
between maternal offloading and
environmental exposure profiles

Accuracy of abundance estimates is essential for
determining the conservation status of populations,
whereas precision can reduce time for detecting
significant population trends. The abundance of the
Endangered, and currently declining St. Lawrence
Estuary beluga population has been estimated using
visual and photographic surveys, corrected for
availability bias using a common correction factor
developed for photographic surveys. However, not
accounting for the longer detection time associated
with visual surveys likely overestimated abundance
in these surveys. A variety of other factors can
affect availability, including turbidity, water depth,
and animal behaviour. In this study, we developed
a correction factor for availability bias during
photographic and visual surveys using detailed dive
profiles obtained from 30 beluga. We explored the
benefits of including environmental factors and
beluga behaviour when correcting for availability
bias.
As expected, beluga availability to a passing
aircraft was longer during visual than photographic
surveys (0.308 vs 0.327-0.394 depending on
perpendicular distance). Availability decreased
significantly with increasing water turbidity; it also
changed more rapidly over the first 3 to 4 m from
the surface (5 to 23% per 0.5 m increment in
depth), and more gradually at deeper depths (3 to
5% per 0.5 m increment in depth). Bottom depth
affected availability through effects on dive
duration, resulting in lesser availability when
beluga were involved in area-restricted search than
when in-between zones, where they were more
likely to be in a travelling mode. Overall, turbidity
had a larger effect on availability bias (1 to 5% per
0.5 m increment over the first 8 m) than animal
behavior (-1% to 5% overall) and should be
accounted for in priority. This study demonstrates
the importance of taking into account spatial
heterogeneity and behaviour in correcting for
availability bias.

Accounting for environmental factors and
behaviour when correcting beluga counts from
photographic and visual aerial surveys: Effects
on abundance estimates.
Wing, Sara1; Lesage, Veronique2; Gosselin, JeanFrançois3; Michaud, Robert4; Berteaux,
Dominique5
(1) Université du Québec à Rimouski, Lac-Brome,
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(4) Group of Research and Education on Marine

Of whales and men: Understanding metal
pollution in the Sea of Cortez through a one
environmental health approach.
Wise, John Pierce1; Wise, John2; Toyoda, Jennifer2;
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The Northern sea otter (Enhydra lutris kenyoni) in
Alaska, U.S. has recently experienced unusual
mortality events due to Strep syndrome caused
primarily by Streptococcus
infantarius, Streptococcus bovis, and Streptococcus
phocae. The pathogenicity and transmission
method of this disease is currently unknown,
making it difficult to predict. Preliminary evidence
from higher-density populations that have
experienced significant mortality suggest that
population density may affect transmission. To test
this hypothesis, we acquired stranding data from
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS),
partitioned the population into discrete ranges and
calculated the percentage of infected individuals in
these areas from 2001 to 2014. Using abundance
data from USFWS and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), among other sources,
we calculated population density for these regions
over time. We then tested the relationship between
infection and population density using linear
models and generalized linear mixed models.
Additional variables considered were infected
individuals’ age, sex, and body condition, which
were included to identify characteristics associated
with infection. Additionally, we determined the
primary physical locations for bacterial infection.
Previous literature has noted a high percentage of
bacteria in the intestines and we sought to further
elucidate the physical characteristics of infection.
Results indicate that population density does not
significantly influence Strep prevalence, but that
males are at greater risk for the disease. These
results suggest that Strep may be transmitted in a
frequency-dependent manner and influenced by
behavioral disparities between the sexes.
Additionally, the relative frequency at which
certain tissues, such as the spleen, test positively
for streptococci bacteria contradicts previous
literature regarding bacterial presence in the
intestines. Therefore, the survival and transport of
streptococci bacteria by macrophages requires
additional research, as does the proposal of
infection via the intestines. Overall, these findings
can be used to guide federal agencies in research
prioritization and management.

The Sea of Cortez is one of the most biodiverse
seas in the world, which Captain Jacques Cousteau
famously described as “the world’s aquarium”, and
is home to 32 marine mammal species. Yet, despite
its isolation and pristine appearance, there are
potentially significant anthropogenic inputs of
pollution from agriculture and metal mining.
Metals have emerged as a global ocean pollution
concern including for the Sea of Cortez. Therefore,
we evaluated metal pollution in whales in the Sea
of Cortez during two different time periods: 1999
as part of a global voyage focused on sperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus) and 2016-2017 as part of
an ongoing series of voyages focused on the Sea of
Cortez. We measured levels of 23 essential and
nonessential metals in seven different cetacean
species found in the area. We found magnesium,
iron, aluminum and zinc to have the highest
concentrations across all species and all years. For
sperm whales, metal levels generally decreased
over time, though some like nickel remained at
levels of concern. Iron and chromium increased
with time. Because chromium is a global marine
pollutant, we used One Environmental Health and
cell culture-based approaches to contextualize the
data. Using human and sperm whale cells, we
found prolonged hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)]
exposure induced chromosome instability, spindle
assembly checkpoint bypass and centrosome
amplification in human cells. However, the same
exposure in sperm whale cells did not induce these
outcomes. Overall, the data indicate a recent
change in the metal input to the Sea of Cortez that
suggests a decreased health concern for the
ecosystem for some metals, but increased concern
for the genotoxic metals Cr and Ni, and that whale
cells have evolved cellular strategies to protect
against metal-induced carcinogenesis. This work
was supported by NIEHS grant ES016893 (J.P.W.)
and donors to the Wise Laboratory.

The simultaneous analysis of multiple
reproductive and stress hormones in small
blubber samples of gray (Eschrichtius robustus)
and fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) using
liquid chromatography mass spectrometry .
Wittmaack, Christiana1; Urban, Jorge2; Bernot
Simon, Daniela3; Martínez-Aguilar, Sergio4;
Subbiah, Seenivasan5; Kumar, Naveen6; Halaska,
Barbie7; Duignan, Pádraig J.8; Godard-Codding,
Céline9

Population density of the Northern sea otter
(Enhydra lutris kenyoni) as an indicator of strep
syndrome transmission mechanism
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Marine megafauna bycatch in artisanal fisheries
in Gorontalo, Northern Sulawesi (Indonesia):
An assessment based on fisher interviews.
Wonneberger, Elena; Mustika, Putu Liza Kusuma1;
Erzini, Karim2; Pasisingi, Nuralim3
(1) 1. James Cook University; 2. Cetacean Sirenian
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While bycatch, the unintentional catch of
untargeted species, is one of the main threats to
large marine species such as cetaceans, sharks and
turtles, fishers can also be negatively impacted by
bycatch. Understanding local fisheries profiles,
fishers’ demography and their opinion is thus a
necessary part of the strategy to mitigate artisanal
marine megafauna bycatch. Interviews with 112
fishers in nine fishing villages were conducted in
January and February 2018 in order to assess the
magnitude of marine mammal bycatch, the
dependency of fishers on the fishery and the
potential for implementation of bycatch mitigation
measures in the artisanal fishery in Gorontalo,
northern Sulawesi (Indonesia). Quantitative and
qualitative methods were used for the analyses.
Regression trees showed that cetacean bycatch
were mainly influenced by the fishing location.
Cetaceans mostly escaped after being caught or
were released, resulting in low mortality. Data
extrapolation shows that an estimated 1,953
cetaceans are caught annually in artisanal fisheries
in Gorontalo of which an estimated 48 animals die.
Fishers had large households, typically averaging
more than five people, and mostly seemed to be
dependent on the fishery, often with few other
sources of income. Fishers generally seemed to
favour bycatch reduction measures as bycatch often
posed a financial threat rather than a benefit due to
lost catch and broken gear. Future actions should
include discussions with fishers on reduction
options such as gear modification and spatial or
temporal management of fishing seasons, coupled
with a better understanding on the cetacean ecology
and habitat use in Gorontalo.

The analysis of steroid hormones has been used to
assess health in several species of vertebrates. In
cetaceans, the simultaneous analysis of multiple
steroid hormones can provide valuable
reproductive and fitness data useful in the
conservation and management of endangered and
protected species. Minimally invasive blubber
biopsy samples can be collected from healthy, free
ranging animals and utilized in multiple analyses.
The goal of this project was to develop a method,
that used minimal tissue weight, to analyze a
hormone panel to explore the endocrinology of the
HPG and HPA axis of E. robustus and B. physalus
as little data currently exists. Blubber biopsies were
collected from free ranging E. robustus (n=38) in
Baja California and blubber samples from stranded
animals (n=14) off the coast of California.
Similarly, samples were collected from free
ranging B. physalus (n = 6) in the Gulf of
California (n=6) and from stranded animals from
California (n=3). Steroid hormones were extracted
from blubber samples as small as 50mg using
liquid-liquid extraction designed to address the
high fat content of the tissue. Androstenedione,
aldosterone, cortisol, cortisone, corticosterone, 17ßestradiol, estrone, 17α-hydroxyprogesterone,
progesterone, and testosterone were analyzed via
LC-MS/MS in either negative or positive ion mode.
Additonally, we are going to compare the precision
between polytron and Fastprep 24 homogenizers
with E. robustus tissue along with a sensitivity
analysis between 50mg and 150mg samples of E.
robustus and B. physalus blubber to determine
optimal homogenization technique and minimal
tissue size requirements for steroid hormone
analysis in these species. The limit of detection was
1ng/mL for most hormones. In most cases, there
was minimal to no ion suppression in the matrix.
This optimized method allows for the analysis and
monitoring of reproductive and stress hormones in
small samples of E. robustus and B. physalus
blubber. Continued analysis is underway.

Modelling spatial habitat use of the Northern
bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon ampullatus)
Woo, Ka Yi1; Isojunno, Saana2; Miller, Patrick3
(1) WWF-Hong Kong
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(3) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: doris.wky@hotmail.com
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Habitat use of the bottlenose whale (Hyperoodon
ampullatus) in the northeast North Atlantic has
long remained poorly understood. By establishing
species-habitat models to relate shipboard sighting
data off the Jan Mayen Island to selected
environmental variables, this study aimed to
identify significant predictors for bottlenose whale
occurrence and provide spatial estimates of
potential high-use regions. Covariate effects were
examined by fitting Generalised Additive Models
(GAMs) respectively to whale occurrence and
additional whale sightings given presence, and
spatial estimates of the actual number of sightings
were calculated from multiplying the modelaveraged results (occurrence x whale sightings).
Higher occurrence probability was estimated at
steeper topography, which is consistent with the
deep-water behaviour of bottlenose whales.
Likelihood of whale encounter was also positively
correlated with concentration of chlorophyll below
0.4 mg m-3 and above 1 mg m-3. Temporal lag
between the peaks in chlorophyll concentration and
whale abundance appeared to be more than two
months. The number of additional sightings given
presence was predicted to be higher at shallower
water depths (<1000m) with steep topography, and
deeper water depths between 1000m and 2700m
with gentle seafloor slope. Spatial predictions
largely corresponded with field observations that
indicated high usage around the submarine canyon
regions in the east and southeast of Jan Mayen
Island. This study provided the first speciesspecific habitat model for northern bottlenose
whales in the northeast North Atlantic. It
highlighted the likely importance of bathymetric
features in shaping the pattern of habitat use of this
deep-diving species. Model predictions could
support conservation and management efforts, and
inform mitigation measures by minimising spatial
overlap between potential high-use areas and
anthropogenic activities.

dolphin/whale watch ~1km off western Oahu
Hawai'i, USA, a smooth hammerhead (Sphyrna
zygaena) predation event on a juvenile Pantropical
spotted dolphin (Stenella attenuata) was observed
and photo documented. At 10:00 am, in
approximately 400m depth, a pod of around 20
spotted dolphins was encountered. As the boat, a
9.75m RHIB, approached the group, many
individuals approached the vessel to ride the
vessel's wake. Moments later we happened upon an
additional ~150 spotted dolphins. At this time, one
juvenile began leaping next to the boat with a
remora observed on the body. The boat slowed and
suddenly a small group (10-20) porpoised around
the last spot the juvenile had landed. The outer
periphery and seemingly the remainder of the large
pod porpoised at a rapid speed in all different
directions away from where the others had leaped.
Immediately after, a dorsal and caudal fin of a
shark was observed, followed by blood in the
water. An observer, hanging over the side of the
boat, put a camera into the water to document what
was happening. The entire body, behind the
juvenile dolphin's dorsal fin, was bitten off. Images
taken show the shark grabbed the dolphin carcass
multiple times from different angles as it sunk,
eventually swimming away with it. The predation
event lasted approximately 1 minute. In Hawaiian
waters only tiger sharks (Galeocerdo cuvier) have
been documented preying on spotted dolphins. This
is the first documented event of a
smooth hammerhead shark feeding on a dolphin
species in Hawaiian waters.
Use and usefulness of photographicidentification in studying a growing community
of harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) in SE England.
Woods, Fiona1; Arnott, John2; Hughes, Peter2;
Marley, Sarah3
(1) University of Portsmouth, Henley, United
Kingdom
(2) Chichester Harbour Conservancy, Chichester,
United Kingdom
(3) University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: up814088@myport.ac.uk

Smooth hammerhead - Pantropical spotted
dolphin predation event
Wood, Kimberly; Morris, Jenna
WWF-Hong Kong
(2) Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St
Andrews, St Andrews, United Kingdom
(3) Sea Mammal Research Unit, School of Biology,
University of St Andrews, St Andrews, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author: wood70@gmail.com

Globally, harbour seals (Phoca vitulina) are
displaying large variations in abundance, with
many populations in the United Kingdom seen
to be in decline. The development of a new,
growing population in the Solent region of SE
England has been documented since the early
1990s and is currently estimated to contain a
minimum of 40 harbour seals. This study
initially aimed to utilise photographic
identification (photo-ID) in determining harbour
seal residency and estimating abundance. Due
to the variation in data quality resulting from an
extremely muddy study area, the objective

Observing a predation event by a shark on a
dolphin is rare and photo documentation is
deficient. Different from larger species that
sometimes survive attacks, the only way of
confirming that they occur on smaller species of
delphinid is from actual observations. On the 31st
of December 2016 while conducting a
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developed into also investigating how photo-ID
can be used and improved in studying harbour
seals in Chichester Harbour.

the changes in drag on right whales with variances
in body shapes and estimate any associated
kinematic costs. Based on our results, we
hypothesized that emaciated right whales, which
have a less-streamlined body configuration such as
having concavity in the post nuchal area, suffer
higher drag when swimming and consequently
need longer time to recover from previous
encounter with fishing gear or replenish their
energy reserves. This fact is likewise crucial for
pregnant females because their energy budget for
migrating to breeding grounds may increase due to
having an enlarged girth for their abdomen. To
obtain measurements of drag over right whales
under various body conditions, we undertook
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
on several static right whale models reflecting
different body fitness (e.g., normal condition,
emaciation due to entanglement or low prey
availability, and pregnancy, etc.) and measured
multiple fluid dynamics parameters such as
characteristics of boundary layer, drag, drag
coefficients, and other forces on the animals. Our
results reveal that drag on right whales fluctuates
across its body and is higher at positions facing
incoming flow, suggesting that the kinematic
energy expenditure of right whales is indeed
affected by its body shape and that the body shape
of right whale should be measured and analyzed
carefully when assessing their health conditions.

Photographs were collected during monthly
boat-based counts between 2016 and 2018.
The pelage patterns of hauled-out seals were
examined, resulting in the identification of 106
individual seals. This indicates a much larger
harbour seal community than previously
estimated for the Solent. Resights were low,
but may have been hindered by muddy
substrate obscuring pelage patterns. To
investigate this further, Chi-square tests were
used to compare how often body areas were
visible, and thus available for photo-ID, along
with the number of times different body areas
were used to identify an individual. Seals were
identified using markings around the head
significantly more than any other area, and
identified least by markings on the stomach
and flippers. There was an association
between most commonly-used identification
site and visibility of sites; the head was most
visible and most used for identification, whilst
the stomach was used least for identification
and visible least. The differences in visibility
are likely the result of the haul-out environment
(muddy tidal flats). This study highlights
potential for further use of photographic
identification to determine residency of
populations, but emphasised the need for
greater standardisation of images to be used
for identification.

A low-order model of dolphin swimming
dynamics: Fluke flexibility and energetics.
Xargay Mata, Enric1; Shorter, K. Alex2; Barton,
Kira2; Gough, William3; Adams, Danielle4; Fish,
Frank4
(1) CSTAR Pte Ltd, Sant Cugat del Valles, Spain
(2) University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
(3) Stanford University, Pebble Beach, CA
(4) West Chester University, West Chester, PA
Corresponding Author: xargaycat@gmail.com

Computational fluid dynamics analysis of
gliding North Atlantic right whale models with
variable body shapes.
Wu, Chen-Yi1; Howle, Laurens2; McGregor, Anna;
McGregor, Ross3; Nowacek, Doug4
(1) Duke University Marine Laboratory, Durham,
NC
(2) Duke University, Durham, NC
(3) HiDef Aerial Surveying Ltd, Cumbria, United
Kingdom
(4) Duke University, Beaufort
Corresponding Author: chen.yi.wu@duke.edu

This work presents a physics-based, low-order
model of the swimming dynamics of a bottlenose
dolphin, which captures critical features such as
body posture, fluke flexibility, and delayed fluke
stalls (Fish & Rohr 1999). The model integrates
data and findings from previous research on
odontocete cetaceans, including
body morphometry, fluke morphology
and elasticity (Fish et al. 2006; Fish et al.
2007; Gough et al. 2018), flipper hydrodynamics
(Weber et al. 2009), and swimming gait and
stability (Fish et al. 2003; Rohr & Fish 2004).

The streamlined body shapes of cetaceans delay the
separation of flow, create lower drag when they
swim, and therefore decrease their locomotor cost
in terms of energetics. However, previous studies
show that body shape of the North Atlantic right
whale (Eubalaena glacialis; hereafter right whale)
changes with life stages, reproduction status,
nutritive conditions, and the effects of
entanglement. In addition, results from our
previous work indicate that drag on right whale
varies with position due to its irregular outline.
Accordingly, in this study, we aimed to investigate

The modeling framework is based on a mixed
Newtonian-Lagrangian formulation, first proposed
for the modeling of aircraft with uni-dimensional
flexible elements (Avanzini et al. 2014), and brings
together tools and concepts from multi-body
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dynamics, plate theory, hydroelasticity, and
unsteady hydrodynamics. The head, torso,
caudal peduncle, and pectoral fins are modeled as a
set of interconnected rigid bodies, with the
peduncle elements being subject to a prescribed
gait profile relative to the torso. The fluke, on the
other hand, is modeled as a flexible plate, whose
deformation evolves in response to the fluke's
hydrodynamic, elastic, and inertial forces.
Because hydrodynamic loading over the fluke is in
turn affected by its deformation state, the model
incorporates results from unsteady thin-airfoil
theory and unsteady lifting-line theory to predict
lift, drag, and pitching-moment distributions over
the deforming fluke.

lines of flipper white patches were straight in the
North Atlantic specimens but curved in North
Pacific specimens. North Atlantic specimens
showed streaks, eddy patterns in the lateral field,
and counter shading with sharp distinctions. On the
other hand, most of North Pacific specimens
showed no streaks or eddy patterns, and gradual
change in color. North Pacific specimens had
double caudal chevrons but North Atlantic
specimens showed one or zero chevrons in most
individuals. North Atlantic minke whales also had
concentric circular patterns on the caudal fin. Based
on the color pattern differences observed in the two
subspecies for this study, cladistic analysis would
place the North Atlantic minke whale (B. a.
acutorostrata) in the same clade as the dwarf
minke whale (B. a. subsp.).

This model represents a versatile tool to investigate
marine mammal biomechanics and swimming
energetics. Here, we present a set of comparative
studies that examine the impact of fluke flexibility
and unsteady hydrodynamics on thrust generation
and swimming efficiency. We also analyze active
mechanisms for body and rostrum stability during
swimming. We expect that the knowledge gained
from this modeling effort will inform and support
the development of algorithms for the
reliable estimation of locomotion costs from biologging tag data.

Helicobater pylori infection in South American
sea-lions (Otaria byronia): High risk of human
transmission.
Yaipen-LLanos, Carlos
Organization for Research and Conservation of
Aquatic Animals - ORCA PERU, Lima
Corresponding Author: orcarlos@orca.org.pe
Gastro-enteric diseases are commonly associated to
marine enteric zoonotic bacteremia, though
transmission of anthropogenic diseases to marine
life is poorly documented in Peru. Helicobacter
pylori is the most common gastric bacteria reported
in the human population of this country, considered
an endemic disease. The objective of this
presentation is to demonstrate the presence of H.
pylori in South American sea-lions (Otaria
byronia) as the closest marine species to a
compromised human population. Live stranded sealions were admitted at the South Pacific Marine
Mammal Center in Lima, gathering age class,
gender, location and stranding cause. Blood
samples were collected from specimens with
clinical signs of gastroenteric disease (n=36) for
immune-globulin reaction to H. pylori antigen: IgM
for positive presence and IgG for previous
exposure to the bacteria. Clinical signs in positive
patients to H. pylori included abdominal
discomfort, indigestion, high acidity, diarrhea,
melena, hemorrhagic gastritis focalized in the
pyloric region of the stomach, and severe anemia.
Biopsies collected from patients positive to H.
pylori were assessed using immune-histochemical
stain. 87% of sampled cases were positive to H.
pylori. Findings included necrosis of the gastric
epithelium, local inflammatory reaction with high
lymphocyte aggregation and loss of continuity
solution in the shape of eroded elongated cavities in
the pyloric mucous typical of this bacterial disease.
Secondary gastritis is commonly associated to sealion strandings, though patient recovery requires a
long-term antibiotic treatment for those positive to

Comparison analysis of color patterns between
two subspecies of common minke whales
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata).
Yagi, Genfu; Nakamura, Gen
Tokyo University of Marine Science and
Technology, Shiraoka
Corresponding Author: yagigenfu@gmail.com
We compared color pattern differences between
two subspecies of common minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata): North Atlantic
minke whale (B. a. acutorostrata) and North
Pacific minke whale (B. a. scammoni). The aims of
this study were to clarify color pattern differences
between these two subspecies and contribute to the
phylogenetic knowledge. We used 18 North
Atlantic specimens and 84 North Pacific specimens
collected from offshore waters near Norway and
Japan. We observed sexually mature females only.
Observation points were the head, flipper, lateral
field, peduncle field, and caudal fin. In terms of the
flipper, we measured three points and only the left
flipper was used. We used photographs to analyze
the other observation points. On the head, dark
throat patches and dark dorsal fields extending to
the ventral grooves were observed in all individuals
in both specimens. On the flipper, the mean angle
between the tip of the flipper to the end of the
articular process of the humerus and proximal
boundary line of the white patch was larger in the
North Atlantic specimens. The proximal boundary
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the bacteria. Lima is the largest coastal city in the
country and risk of transmission to the local sealion population must be address on the epidemics
of gastro-enteric diseases, and include public
health campaigns. As part of an extensive health
assessment of local marine mammal populations,
H. pylori diagnose has been included in the regular
admission protocol, becoming critical for live
stranded individuals.

A late-season survey reveals large numbers of
humpback whales in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands.
Yano, Kym1; Oleson, Erin2; Hill, Marie3; Keating
McCullough, Jennifer3; Lammers, Marc4
(1) JIMAR, NOAA Pacific Islands Fisheries
Science Center, Honolulu, HI
(2) NOAA NMFS Pacific Islands Fisheries Science
Center, Honolulu, Hawaii
(3) JIMAR/PIFSC/NOAA, Honolulu, HI
(4) Oceanwide Science Institute, Honolulu, Hawaii
Corresponding Author: kym.yano@noaa.gov

Target region selection for characterization of
the microbiota of beluga (Delphinapterus
leucas) by 16S MiSeq sequencing
Yang, Jack Wei-Cheng1; Tsai, Ming-An2; Hsieh,
Meng-Jung3; Lin, Yu-Te4; Li, Tsung-Hsien
(1) Conservation Medicine Lab, Dept. Vet Med,
NTU, Taipei, Taiwan
(2) Department of Biology, National Museum of
Marine Biology and Aquarium, Pingtung, Taiwan
(3) National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan
(4) Biodiversity Research Center, Academia Sinica,
Taipei, Taiwan
Corresponding Author: jackywc@gmail.com

In April 2019, the NOAA Pacific Islands Fisheries
Science Center and Hawaiian Islands Humpback
Whale National Marine Sanctuary conducted a
collaborative exploratory ship-based survey for
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. The 6-day effort
surveyed shallow atolls and banks extending from
Middle Bank (north of Kauai) to St. Rogatien
Banks (north of French Frigate Shoals) and
included visual observations and passive acoustic
monitoring. Acoustic methods included the
deployment of sonobuoys for detection of singing
whales in shallow waters and use of a towed
hydrophone array for detection between islands and
atoll areas and during nighttime transits. We
sighted approximately 180 humpback whales,
primarily in waters less than 100 m depth, and
acoustically detected many singers in shallow
waters and during nighttime transits. Whales were
also observed transiting between banks. Encounters
included at least 13 calves, with several
competitive groups at each of the surveyed areas.
When feasible, whales were approached for the
collection of individual identification photos and
biopsy samples. At least 47 individuals were
identified with fluke images and 10 biopsy samples
were collected from adults (including 3 pairs of
samples from mom-calf-escort triads). This survey
builds upon a 2007 visual and passive acoustic
ship-based survey and other extensive passive
acoustic data that indicated humpback whales use
this portion of the archipelago. Our effort resulted
in a much higher encounter rate than the previous
survey, as well as the collection of adequate photoID and tissue samples to examine connectivity of
whales in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands with
those in the main Hawaiian Islands and other
breeding and feeding locations in the North Pacific.

The taxonomic characterization of bacteria is
usually based on amplification of 16S rRNA gene
sequences. The Illumina MiSeq sequencing has
extended the read length to 300 bp paired-end reads
in a single run, enabling deep sequencing for plenty
of samples. The V1–V3 region of 16S rRNA gene
has been used as a genetic marker for bacteria,
while more studies have used this technology for
various microbiome studies targeting the 16S
rRNA V3–V4 hypervariable region. However,
there is no study on the selection of appropriate
16S target amplicons for cetacean microbiota. The
aim of this study was to test the experimental
applicability of V1–V3 and V3–V4 primer pairs by
comparison of taxonomic coverage and target
specificity in cetacean studies. Fecal and blowhole
samples from 18 sampling in captive beluga whales
(Delphinapterus leucas) were used for analysis
using MiSeq platform. It shows that the V1–V3
presents higher species richness (Chao1 and
observed species) than the V3–V4, but there was
no significant difference between them in specie
evenness (Shannon and Simpson). In blowhole
samples, the V1–V3 appeared to observe
more Flavobacteriumthan V3–V4. The V3–V4
appeared to contain
more Varibaculumand Taylorellathan found in V1–
V3 region. In Fecal samples, the V1–V3 appeared
to contain more Lachnoclostridiumthan found in
V3–V4. It is therefore important to use primers
targeted to these two regions of the 16S rRNA gene
in all deep-sequencing efforts to obtain
representational characterization of microbial
communities.

Receiving sensitivity about the amplitude and
frequency of the hydrophones attached to
acrylic plate ─ Towards simplification of
dolphin sound study at aquariums, 2 ─
Yoshida, Yayoi M1; Morisaka, Tadamichi2;
Nakahara, Fumio3; Senga, Yasuhiro
(1) School of Marine Science and Technology,
Tokai University, Shizuoka, Japan
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Sound recording system for captive aquatic
animals, especially dolphins, in a tank needs to give
care to the environmental enrichment. Recently it is
improved that small hydrophones are attached
outside on the acrylic glass of the tank (AQH100kDTP, AquaSoundCo.). Here we evaluated about the
sound transmission loss and modulation
characteristics of the acrylic plates for three
different thicknesses (15, 20 and 30 mm) at source
frequency in range between 3 and 130 kHz. The
amplitude of the output from the attached
hydrophone was measured by an oscilloscope
(TBS1064) and simultaneously recorded in an
audio-recorder (EZ7510, Sampling-rate 500 kHz).
The modulation was analyzed by an audio-software
(Audition6.0). The frequency spectrum was
calculated for the recorded signals by the FFT
(size: 1024, Hamming window), after was taken
noise-reduction at once. Results show no
significant correlations between acrylic plate
thickness and the sound transmission loss for every
frequency. In addition, the loss increased at 340kHz, while it shows negative values between 50130kHz regardless of the plate thickness. The
former increased loss is due to the negative
reflection at the interface between water and air.
The latter gain is due to the sensitivity
enhancement of the hydrophone’s mechanical Q
value. Results also show no significant correlations
between acrylic plate thickness and the frequency
modulation for every frequency. In addition, the
frequency modulation appeared at the region 3-10
kHz, 80-130 kHz, while it was not recognized at
13-70kHz for any plate thickness. The maximum
amplitudes appeared at 90kHz at any plate
thickness and source frequency. The frequency
modulation is affected by the mechanical noise of
the recorder. The frequency ranged 3-10 kHz and
80-130 kHz is strongly affected by the high-noise
regardless of the plate thickness. It needs careful
analysis on transmission loss for recorded aquatic
animal sounds by using the outside-attached
hydrophone.

The Gulf of Maine is an important body of water
for both humans and marine life, located on the
Eastern seaboards of the United States and Canada.
It is an important marine nursery, feeding ground
and sanctuary, with over 3,000 marine species
living there. At the same time, the Gulf of Maine is
an area with heavy coastal development, industry,
and marine traffic, all of which contribute
environmental chemicals to the Gulf resulting in
chronic exposures of the people, animals and
ecosystem that depend on the Gulf of Maine. The
whales in the Gulf of Maine are a valuable sentinel
species for pollution in the Gulf as they integrate
all possible exposure routes and are key species
integral to the health of the people, ecosystem and
economies of the region. We collected whale skin
biopsies for three seasons (2010-2012) and
measured the levels of 25 essential and nonessential metals in three whale species: humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), fin whales
(Balaenoptera physalus), and a minke whale
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata). Overall, the general
pattern of metal accumulation was consistent across
species. As expected, we found the levels of the
essential metals iron (Fe), magnesium (Mg) and
zinc (Zn) to be among the highest levels for the
metals we observed. Some metals of public health
concern, aluminum (Al), nickel (Ni) and chromium
(Cr), were also among the highest levels, while
others, arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co),
lead (Pb), mercury (Hg) and uranium (U) were
comparatively low. Comparisons with similar
species from other regions indicate humpback
whales have levels of genotoxic metals (i.e. DNA
damaging) that are among the highest in the world.
These data indicate metal exposure may be a
significant health concern for the Gulf of Maine
ecosystem. This work was supported by NIEHS
grant ES016893 (J.P.W.).

A whale of a tale: A 3-year study of metals in
Gulf of Maine whales.
Young, Jamie1; Wise, John2; Wise, James2; Wise,
Catherine2; Wise, Sandra3; Zhu, Cairong4;
Browning, Cynthia5; Zheng, Tongzhang5; Perkins,
Christopher6; Gianios, Chris7; Xie, Hong7; Cai,
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Changes in harbor porpoise nutrition during an
ocean warming event
Young, Lindsay1; Hines, Ellen; Komada, Tomoko2;
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Grey seals were more likely to scan during postbreeding. In all cases, scanning was increased in
the presence of dogs. Vigilance depending on the
number of people on the beach also changed during
weekends and school holidays. Seals at the back of
the group, and those orientated away from the
public were more likely to be disturbed – and this
occurrence increased with increasing numbers of
people and dogs. Interestingly, there was little
effect of helicopter presence – except for juvenile
seals.

n 2013, a mass of unusually warm water, known as
“The Blob” was detected along the Pacific Coast of
North America and persisted into 2016. The
phenomenon dissipated later that year, but a new
marine heatwave was detected in June of 2019. The
effects of the Blob on local fauna are still being
studied, and the population of harbor porpoises
(Phocoena phocoena) off the coast of California is
an ideal candidate for further investigation. Since
they are non-migratory, their trophic history can
offer insight into how feeding opportunities and
trophic composition changed during the warming
event. I will document changes in the foraging
ecology of harbor porpoises that stranded from
2011-2018 along the coast of California using
stable isotope analysis and nutrition
characteristics. A better understanding of the
foraging histories of cryptic cetaceans
preceding, during, and after an extreme event
could help managers gain insight into these
events in the future.

Seals were rarely flushed into the water and this
was more likely when people approached the seals
from the closed beach area or when dogs entered
the water. Human activities affect seal behaviour at
this site, this despite those human activities preexisting the site colonisation by seals. The
physiological impacts of flushing during the moult
are non-trivial. In addition, the variation in
behavioural response between the two periods
shows that those responses do incur a cost that may
be harder to meet during the moult when seals are
energetically constrained.
Investigation of habitat preference of Risso’s
dolphins by using maximum entropy modeling
in Eastern Taiwan
Yu, Hsin-yi1; Lien-Siang, Chou2
(1) Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
National Taiwan University, Taiwan
(2) Institute of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan
Corresponding Author: ula0601@gmail.com

Behavioural responses to human disturbances at
a recently-established designated Atlantic grey
seals haul-out site (Halichoerus grypus)
Young, Mairi1; Lusseau, David2; Martin, Julien2
(1) University of Aberdeen
(2) University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, United
Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
mairi.young.14@aberdeen.ac.uk

The information of spatial distribution and habitat
preference of a wildlife species is the fundamental
information for conservation and predicting its
possible response toward environmental changes or
anthropogenic threats. Although Risso’s
dolphin (Grampus griseus) is one of the most
common cetacean species off the eastern coast of
Taiwan, the knowledge on its distribution pattern is
still limited. In this study, we took whale-watching
sighting records during the years of 1998-2014 at
two areas in the eastern coast of Taiwan. We used
ecological niche modelling (Maxent) to analyze the
habitat preference of Risso’s dolphins with
topographic and climatic features (depth, slope, the
distance from coast , the distance from river mouth,
and SST). Our results suggest that Risso’s
dolphins frequently occurred in deep water habitats
along the edge of continental shelf in the study
area. The important variables associated with their
distribution include water depth, the distance from
river mouth and sea surface temperature. This
preference for steep and warm waters is consistent
with other studies of the same species off
California, in the Mediterranean Sea and the Gulf
of Mexico, and may related with their food sources

The Ythan estuary was recently included as a
designated haul-out site for grey seals on the East
coast of Scotland. This followed rapid growth in
the number of seals utilising the site year-round.
The Ythan estuary is also a favoured destination for
recreation and leisure – as well as being directly
below the take-off and landing path for helicopters
navigating between Aberdeen airport and the
offshore oil and gas installations. We need to
understand how these human activities influence
seal haul-outs to appropriately manage the
important site.
This study sampled the behaviour of focal
individual grey seals hauled out at the Ythan site
during the post-breeding season (July–September
2017, n=420) and during the moult (January-March
2019, n=454) using ad-libitum sampling of
behavioural events associated with responses to
disturbances.
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provide a broader perspective on ecological
issues and vulnerability of these dolphins,
highlighting priority areas for conservation, and
supporting future spatial planning efforts.

of squids. This study reveals that data from citizen
science is able to provide useful information on
cetacean spatial ecology.
Threatened coastal dolphins in southern Brazil:
Expert elicitation as a tool for area-based
marine conservation.
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Trace element concentration in blubber biopsies
of Humpback whales (Megaptera nevaeanglae)
from Madagascar: Gender differences and
correlation between different elements.
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The coastline of southern Brazil harbours an
extremely rich biodiversity, recognised by the
presence of a natural World Heritage Site.
Even though this area holds many crucial
habitats for marine megafauna, it is also being
threatened by a wide array of coastal
anthropogenic activities that inevitably impact
marine ecosystems. Among the present
marine megafauna, top predators such as
coastal cetaceans play a crucial role in the
ecosystem functioning and health. Resident
populations of small cetaceans depend on the
coastal habitats for reproduction, nursing and
foraging throughout their entire lifecycle. Some
of these coastal dolphins are considered
critically endangered and vulnerable within
Brazil, such as Franciscana (Pontoporia
blainvillei) and Guiana dolphin (Sotalia
guianensis) respectively. Even though
ecological and biological data about these
populations exist, there is still a severe lack of
spatial data for conservation strategies. In
order to fill this knowledge gap, spatial rapid
assessment has been conducted through
expert elicitation, placing existing ecological
data in space, integrating this with layers of
anthropogenic activities, and thus exposing
potential cumulative impacts and critical areas.
Therefore, a workshop series is being
organised to identify and map distribution of
both dolphins and anthropogenic activities
along southern Brazil. A first pilot workshop
organised in November 2018, highlighted
novel ecological data, such as dolphin
occurrences on the coastal shelf, and over 20
anthropogenic stressors were listed. These
workshop results are being complemented by
a vulnerability assessment collected through
an online survey, forming the baseline
information for a second workshop in May
2019, which will be conducted with experts.
Until December 2019, these results will

Contaminants monitoring in wild, large cetaceans
may be performed using internal organs of stranded
animals. Although extremely valuable, data
obtained from dead animals can be biased by poor
health conditions, modifying the concentrations of
pollutants. Blubber biopsies represent the most
feasible sampling technique from free ranging
Mysticetes but are little used for trace elements
quantification. Blubber biopsies from humpback
whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) have been used
to quantify most relevant trace elements (Hg, Cd,
Pb, As). Samples were collected during the months
of July and August 2014 in the North East of
Madagascar, near the Island Sainte-Marie. Sex of
the animals were genetically determined. For trace
elements quantification, samples were microwave
digested and analyzed using an Inductively
Coupled Plasma-Optic Emission Spectroscopy.
Obtained data underline a reduced exposure to
contaminants, which is not surprising considering
the trophic level of humpback whales. Some sexrelated differences (T-test, p<0.05) were observed
for Hg and Cd, with males presenting double
amounts of both elements than females (0.088
mg/kg vs 0.047 mg/kg and 0.005 mg/kg vs 0.002
mg/kg respectively). This result is comparable to
what can be observed with persistent, organic
compounds, and can be explained by element
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release during lactation. Concentrations of Hg, Pb
and As are correlated between individuals in males,
whereas As and Hg are not in females. The
concentration of Cd is not correlated to the 3 other
elements, in both males and females. This can
reflect either different exposures to the elements or
different accumulation and elimination pathways.
We think that analyzing the accumulation of trace
elements in humpback whale blubbers may
represents a very relevant proxy for monitoring the
health status of the population, likely correlated to
migration routes and to feeding area localization.
Our results will therefore have impacts both in
terms of humpback whale ecology and
conservation.

Measurements may not represent true internal body
temperature (accuracy depending on limits of
imaging sensor up to ±5C) but can be used to
measure and compare relative temperatures. The
accuracy on internal body temperature
measurements may be influenced by atmospheric
conditions like cold air cooling the nasal mucosa
membrane. These findings help validate the use of
drone-based thermal imaging for in situ
measurements of body temperature of large whales
and provides incentive to further explore the uses
of aerial thermal imaging for marine mammal
health assessments.
Marine animal prosthetics design challenge:
Using marine mammals to engage nontraditional audiences in science, technology,
engineering, and math.
Zagzebski, Kathryn1; Ryack-Bell, Sandra2; Sperber,
Sara3
(1) National Marine Life Center, Buzzards Bay
(2) Wade Institute for Science Education, Quincy,
MA
(3) National Marine Life Center, Buzzards Bay,
MA
Corresponding Author: kzagzebski@nmlc.org

Measuring wild cetacean body temperature via
blowholes using infrared thermal imaging from
a drone
Rogan, Andy1; Kerr, Iain1; Zadra, Chris2; Akerley,
Britta1; Ramos, Eric Angel3; Warnas, Randall4;
Lee, David4; Reidenberg, Ph.D., Joy S.5
(1) Ocean Alliance, Gloucester, MA
(2) Ocean Alliance
(3) The Graduate Center, City University of New
York, BROOKLYN, NY
(4) FLIR Systems, Goleta, California
(5) Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New
York, New York
Corresponding Author: arogan@whale.org

Women are often underrepresented in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields
in the United States and elsewhere around the
world. At the same time, appreciation of animals
cuts across gender and socioeconomic boundaries.
Therefore, subject matter involving animals can be
used to attract and involve many students that
might not otherwise be interested in STEM.

Body temperature is a key health indicator for
terrestrial mammals. Thermal measurements of
cetaceans have only been done in captivity or with
stranded individuals. Internal blowhole temperature
of captive dolphins has been shown to be a reliable
method for monitoring internal body temperature,
but this has not been verified with large, wild
cetaceans. We investigated whether drone-based
infrared thermography can be used measure
internal body temperature of large wild whales by
aiming a thermal camera straight down the
blowhole apertures from a height of 10 m or higher.
We flew an Inspire 1 with a FLIR Zenmuse XT to
shoot thermal still images and a Matrice 210 with a
FLIR Zenmuse XT2 to shoot thermal video. 48
flights were flown to collect thermographic
measurements of relative body temperature in
humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) on
Stellwagen Bank, Massachusetts in 2018 / 2019.
FLIR Tools were used to measure a thermal
window (>10 x 10 pixels) of the blowholes.
Preliminary analysis indicates that looking straight
down into a whale’s blowholes with a thermal
camera may represent an effective and noninvasive method for determining the internal body
temperature of cetaceans. However, high variability
in measured temperatures indicates a need for
extensive flights and trials with different thermal
systems to validate the precision of this method.

The National Marine Life Center (NMLC) uses
marine mammal topics to engage students,
including girls and other underrepresented
audiences, in STEM. Lessons involving marine
mammals aren’t limited to the biological sciences.
Using marine mammals as subject material, we
address topics ranging from science to technology,
engineering to math, as well as art and language
arts. Marine Animal Prosthetics: An Engineering
Design Challenge is a lesson plan that NMLC
developed to excite students about engineering.
Designed to meet the U.S. Next Generation Science
Standards, the lesson connects disciplinary core
ideas – life sciences, earth sciences, physical
sciences – with technology and engineering.
Additionally, the lesson offers opportunities to
connect issues of marine mammal science with art
and culture will also be addressed. The lesson was
piloted to teachers who participated in a Wade
Institute for Science Education Summer
Professional Development Institute and refined
through an Engineering Day event at public
elementary schools in Bourne, Massachusetts. The
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program is now implemented as part of NMLC’s
regular educational programming.

IUCN, Bridport, Dorset, United Kingdom
(3) IUCN-MMPATF, Dervaig, United Kingdom
(4) International Whaling Commission and Center
for Coastal Studies
(5) Tethys Research Insitute, Milano, Italy
(6) Tethys Research Institute, Milan
Corresponding Author: marghez@tin.it

Contribution to knowledge of ecology of
cetaceans in the Black Sea.
Zaharieva, Zornitsa; Delov, Ventseslav1; Racheva,
Venislava2; Simeonovska-Nikolova, Daniela2;
Dimitrov, Krastio2; Traykov, Ivan2
(1) Department of Zoology and Anthropology,
Faculty of Biology, Sofia University “St. Kliment
Ohridski”, Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia, Bulgaria
(2) Department of Ecology and Environmental
Protection, Faculty of Biology, Sofia University
“St. Kliment Ohridski”, Sofia, Bulgaria, Sofia,
Bulgaria
Corresponding Author:
zornitsa_zaharieva@yahoo.com

Important Marine Mammal Areas (IMMAs) are a
place-based conservation tool identifying discrete
portions of habitat, important to marine mammal
species, that have the potential to be delineated and
managed for conservation.
Ship strikes involving odontocetes and mysticetes
are reported globally, causing both temporary and
lethal wounds. Fin whales are the species most
often struck by vessels throughout the world's
oceans, and there are concerns about the high
collision rates for the isolated sub-populations of
fin and sperm whales in the Mediterranean.

The cetaceans are at the top of the food chain in the
Black Sea and as the largest predators their
populations can be a good indicator of the overall
condition of the marine environment. Three species
of Odontocetes (dolphins and porpoise) occur in
the Black Sea – Black Sea Common Dolphin
(Delphinus delphis ssp. ponticus), Black Sea
Bottlenose Dolphin (Tursiops truncatus ssp.
ponticus) and Black Sea Harbour Porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena ssp. relicta). Cetaceans are
vulnerable to various factors such as water
pollution, food shortages, microbial contamination,
habitat loss, interactions with fisheries. Against the
backdrop of global changes, significant pressures
from human activity contribute to the deterioration
of living conditions for marine ecosystems. The
cetaceans' conservation is seen as a significant
challenge worldwide, especially in isolated water
basins as the Black Sea. In this regard, we present
an attempt to gather comprehensive data on the
biotic and abiotic environment in the Bulgarian
Black Sea. Through the application of different
scientific methods we present a preliminary data on
the ecology of cetaceans, their interactions with
fisheries, assessment of the trophic state of the
environment in model areas and the pressure of
some pollutants. A set of particular data on
potential and direct negative impacts on the
cetaceans in the Black Sea including toxic
pollutants accumulation in sediments, food chains
and mammals themselves are presented. Data are
discussed in regard with conservation ecology
aspect.

There is currently no universal technological
solution to prevent ship strikes, and the most
effective overall mitigation measures are to avoid
high risk areas (defined as whale suitable
habitat/high density areas interested by high traffic
levels) and/or to restrict speed to 10 knots or less to
reduce fatal collisions with large whales.
Efforts are being undertaken to assess whether
IMMAs can be used as management tools to better
delineate high density whale areas for the
evaluation of the potential high risk areas for ship
strikes.
In particular, IMMAs that contain species or
populations vulnerable to ship strikes, and that are
transited by significant shipping, could be
“flagged” for further investigation of ship strikes
events. These include the evaluation of strandings,
ship traffic density analyses, and of the potential to
implement mitigation through avoidance or speed
reduction.
The IMMA workshop organized in 2016 in
collaboration with ACCOBAMS in the
Mediterranean Region identified a total of 26
IMMAs, of which eight with large whales as
primary species. These IMMAs can be used as tests
to evaluate this methodology, by overlapping
shipping routes to indicate areas with higher
likelihood of ship strikes events. These areas can
enhance conservation efforts on marine
biodiversity and ecosystem health, leading inter
alia to mitigation of human impacts and threats to
large whales, through appropriate IMO measures.

Can Important Marine Mammal Areas
(IMMAs) be used to assist in identifying areas of
“high risk” for ship strikes mitigation?
Zanardelli, Margherita1; Hoyt, Erich2; Notarbartolo
di Sciara, Giuseppe; Tetley, Mike3; Mattila, David4;
Lanfredi, Caterina5; Panigada, Simone6
(1) Tethys Research Institute, Milan, Italy
(2) WDC, Whale and Dolphin Conservation; also,
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Studio Porpoise, a novelty for science and
tourism.
Zanderink, Frank1; Podt, Annemieke2; Padmos,
Diederik1; Hoeneveld, Jordan Lee1; Jansen,
Cathelijne1
(1) Stichting Rugvin, Velp, Netherlands
(2) Stichting Rugvin, HENDRIK-IDO-AMBACHT,
Netherlands
Corresponding Author:
rugvinfoundation@gmail.com

(1) Mériscope, Portneuf-sur-Mer, Quebec, Canada
(2) Université du Québec à Montréal, Montreal,
QC, Canada
(3) Mériscope - Marine Research Station, Canada,
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(4) Mériscope, Longueuil, Quebec, Canada
(5) Université du Québec à Montréal, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada
(6) Environment and Climate Change Canada,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Corresponding Author: dany@meriscope.com

In 2017 Studio Porpoise was installed at the jetty of
Zierikzee in the former Dutch Eastern Scheldt
estuary. This area, in which about 50 harbour
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) live, is now semienclosed by a storm surge barrier.

The common minke whale (Balaenoptera
acutorostrata) is the most abundant mysticete in
the St. Lawrence Estuary and its gulf and a
seasonal visitor in this important feeding area at the
East Coast of Canada. Our knowledge about the
structure and size of this population as well as its
exposure to environmental contaminants is very
limited. Since 2001, we have been conducting a
long-term study on minke whales of the St.
Lawrence Estuary. A catalogue that currently
contains 249 individuals has been established using
state-of-the-art photo identification software, and
biopsy samples are carried out annually since 2015
using a low-powered crossbow and adapted biopsy
darts. In order to assess the short- and mediumterm impacts of this biopsy sampling method,
multiple behavioral focal animal observations were
conducted before and after each biopsy sampling.
These biopsies of skin and blubber were analyzed
for a series of potentially toxic PBDEs and
emerging halogenated flame retardants in order to
better understand their bioaccumulation.
Transcriptomic analyses were also conducted to
investigate on potential effects of these
contaminants on this population. Results of our
focal animal monitoring suggest that biopsy
sampling using a minimally invasive crossbow-dart
technique has only short term effects on minke
whales. Chemical analyses indicated elevated
concentrations of PBDEs and certain emerging
halogenated flame retardants in blubber of minke
whales. In addition, gene transcripts involved in the
regulation of steroid hormone pathways were
associated with several xenobiotics. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the
linkages between concentrations of any
contaminants and genomic markers of endocrine
regulation in this highly contaminant-exposed
cetacean population. Although the minke whale
population of the St. Lawrence Estuary is not
currently at risk, exposure to environmental
contaminants could ultimately have a significant
impact on the state of health and reproduction of
this population.

One study shows that this water contains 5
relatively deep areas (50-60m) where the chance to
find porpoises and its prey is above average,
‘caused by the tidal turbulence and the abundancy
of nutrients’. At one of these hotspot locations, a
buoy with a hydrophone and transmitter were
placed 200m from the jetty. On the jetty a pillar
containing a sound receiver, data recorder and
speakers were placed. This unique novelty serves
two purposes. One is to show the public the
uniqueness of having a cetacean species in the
Netherlands, which can be observed simultaneously
by ear and eye. Since the installation, 1000’s of
people have been listening here to the sound of
porpoises. The studio’s uniqueness was reason for
the International Whaling Commission to make it a
case study in their recently issued IWC handbook.
The other purpose is to learn more about the
species itself. The effect of abiotic and biotic
factors on the presence of the harbour porpoise has
been studied. The recorded acoustic data, by
using Pamguard software, shows that not only the
currents are important for attracting prey for
the porpoises, but the ship movements of local
boats nearby may also be of importance. For now,
we notice that most porpoise activity is almost
absent here, possibly due to the sound disturbance
in the morning. In the afternoon when boats are less
present and, in the evening, even absent,
the occurrence of porpoises increases. This is now
further investigated in order to see if porpoises
are affected by sound disturbance even when the
prey abundancy is high.
Shedding light on common minke whales in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada: Photo
identification, effects of biopsy sampling and
exposure to contaminants.
Zbinden, Dany1; Simond, Antoine2; Egger,
Jacqueline3; Lemieux, Johanne4; Verreault,
Jonathan5; Houde, Magali6

Understanding vocal behavior of right whale
mother-calf pairs to inform passive acoustic
density estimation.
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(6) Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
Corresponding Author: jzeh01@syr.edu

Andrews, United Kingdom
Corresponding Author:
zeleznik.jure14@gmail.com
Common bottlenose dolphins (T. truncatus)
inhabiting the Gulf of Trieste and adjacent waters
of the northern Adriatic Sea have been the focus of
a long-term study since 2002, primarily through
boat-based and land-based surveys, focal follows
and photo-identification. This population is
relatively well studied, but its nocturnal occurrence
and behavior patterns remain poorly understood.
Passive acoustic monitoring methods help us to
better understand such patterns when visual
observations are limited by weather, daylight or
other conditions. Between January 2015 and March
2016 we used a passive acoustic instrument C-POD
to monitor dolphin occurrence at a fish farm in
Piran Bay, Slovenia, to better understand potential
interactions between dolphins and local
aquaculture. The KERNO classification algorithm
within the CPOD.exe software was used to classify
dolphin click trains. Only high and moderate
quality click trains were used for further analyses.
We used negative binomial generalised additive
models (GAMs) in software R to study the
relationship between dolphin occurrence and
potential covariates such as water temperature,
noise, angle of the C-POD, hour of day and month.
The C-POD recorded for a total of 17216 hours,
including 2280 dolphin detection positive minutes
(DPM), which represented 4.53% of all recorded
minutes. Most dolphin detections occurred in
September 2015 with a total of 648 DPM, while the
lowest detection rate was in October with no DPM.
The final GAM model included water temperature,
hour and angle, and explained 18.8% of deviance,
with water temperature being the most important
explanatory variable of dolphin presence. Since the
area is also a popular summer destination, the
follow-up of this study will also help us to better
understand the impacts of tourism and maritime
traffic on dolphins in this area.

A baseline understanding of vocal behavior in
baleen whales is a vital first step for passive
acoustic density estimation. Here we describe call
type and call rate variability for southern right
whale (Eubalaena australis) mother-calf pairs and
characterize the probability of acoustic detection on
the calving grounds. The southern right whale is a
valuable model system because concurrent visual
and acoustic observations of multiple mother-calf
pairs can be conducted close to shore. In particular,
this has implications for monitoring mother-calf
pairs in the Southern Atlantic. Additionally,
southern right whales can be used as a proxy for
understanding the behavior of highly endangered
North Atlantic right whales. For this study, we
deployed four suction cup tags and moored
hydrophones for 32 days of acoustic recording, as
well as used a theodolite to collect 28 days of
visual survey data concurrent with acoustic
recordings in the Right Whale Environmental
Protection Area in Ribanceira Bay, Santa Catarina,
Brazil. Using these data, we modeled sound
propagation in this environment and compared
visual estimates of abundance with recorded calls.
Additionally, we report on variation in call types
and rates within the bay. These data can be used to
inform acoustic density estimation parameters.
Over the course of the field study, we recorded
abundance estimates from visual surveys of 9 to 21
groups (mother-calf pairs or lone individuals) in the
bay each day. The understanding of call rate and
how it varies with whale abundance will provide
important insight necessary for robust estimations
of density using passive acoustic data.

Growing up with the cool kids – How population
density, age and body condition relate to
behavior of young Galapagos sea lions.
Zenth, Friederike1; Schwarz, Jonas F.L.2; DeRango,
Eugene3; Krueger, Oliver
(1) University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
(2) Bielefeld university, Bielefeld, Germany
(3) Bielefeld University
Corresponding Author:
friederike.zenth92@gmail.com

Acoustic presence of bottlenose dolphins (T.
truncatus) around a fish farm in the Gulf of
Trieste, northern Adriatic Sea.
Zeleznik, Jure1; Pajhnart Jarc, Kaja2; Nuuttila,
Hanna3; James, Angharad4; Genov, Tilen5
(1) Morigenos, Piran, Slovenia
(2) Morigenos - Slovenian Marine Mammal
Society, Piran, Slovenia
(3) Swansea University, Swansea, United Kingdom
(4) Swansea University, United Kingdom
(5) Sea Mammal Research Unit, University of St

Living in the demanding waters near the equator,
Galápagos sea lions (Zalophus wollebaeki) are
increasingly confronted with additional challenging
factors ranging from overfishing to climate change.
To help improve conservation efforts, it is crucial
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(MDR), a small rock formation 25 miles
offshore, is a regular haul out site for gray
seals (Halichoerus grypus) and harbor seals
(Phoca vitulina) in the northern Gulf of Maine.
Seal haul out ledges are used throughout the
year at all hours, but the number of seals using
these ledges increase significantly during low
tides. Daily seal counts across the island of
MDR have been conducted regularly for
decades at both high and low tides. On
average, harbor seal counts are doubled in
frequency than gray seal counts; high tide seal
counts are markedly dominated by harbor
seals with an average of 11 times the number
of gray seals hauled out. Environmental
variables during summer seasons 2016 - 2019
measured and analyzed include nearshore
water temperature and air temperature
measured regularly with a HOBO TidbiT data
logger, cloud cover, and weather state. The
daily seal counts, conducted from June to
August, were correlated against regularly
collected environmental variables to study the
effect of temperature and weather conditions
on the number of seals hauling out at MDR.
These data are useful for understanding
pinniped haul out behavior in the face of
environmental variables at an important
feeding haul out site in the northern Gulf of
Maine.

to understand how this endangered marine predator
is affected by such changes. Since an
individual’s behavior is a key component of the
immediate response to an environment, studying its
diversity, mechanisms and consequences in a
population is a prerequisite for a better
understanding of a species and its ecology.
However, due to methodological constrains of
fieldwork, most behavioral research is done under
artificial conditions, making it difficult to transfer
those findings to natural circumstances. The island
tameness of Galápagos sea lions provides the
opportunity to gather high-resolution behavioral
observations of individuals in combination with
physiological measurements and standardized
behavioral response-tests. We present the first
results of the most in-depth study of natural
behavior of Galápagos sea lions, following a threestep approach. We developed (1) a detailed
ethogram representing the most comprehensive
description of behavior for this species. With help
of this ethogram, we (2) studied and found an
influence of population density, habitat, age and
body condition, on the behavior of twenty pups,
which paved the way to (3) look at consistent
individual differences in the behavior of those
pups, correlating their natural behavior with their
behavioral responses toward different personality
tests. This project is part of a long-term study,
which gives the opportunity to follow individuals
for years, observe the ontogeny of their behavior
into adulthood, and see the consequences of early
experiences on later life success. This study,
thereby, will extend our knowledge on the
development and adaptation of behavior in general,
but will also provide information to better
understand and hopefully protect this species of
iconic status.

River bank habitat assessment of the Yangtze
finless porpoise in main stem of the middle and
lower reaches of Yangtze River
Zhang, Jinxiu; Chen, Mao; Han, Yi1; Lei, Peiyu2;
Wang, Kexiong; Zhigang, Mei1; Wang, Ding2
(1) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences
(2) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China
Corresponding Author: zhangjx@ihb.ac.cn

Do environmental variables affect harbor and
gray seal haul out frequency at an offshore haul
out site, Mount Desert Rock Marine Research
Station?
ZeRuth, Brandi1; Jones, Lindsey2; Todd, Sean3;
DenDanto, Daniel4; Kellett, Madelaine5
(1) College of the Atlantic, Bar Harbor, ME
(2) College of the Atlantic
(3) College of the Atlantic, Allied Whale, Bar
Harbor, ME
(4) Allied Whale, Bar Harbor, ME
(5) Allied Whale, College of the Atlantic, Bar
Harbor, ME
Corresponding Author: bzeruth20@coa.edu

Habitat quality can directly affect population
abundance and distribution of the Yangtze finless
porpoise; however, current habitat status for the
Yangtze finless porpoise in the Yangtze River
remains unclear. In this study we investigated
habitat status of both south and north banks of the
main stem of the Yangtze River by taking highresolution digital photos systematically during the
2017 Yangtze Freshwater Dolphin Expedition from
November 10th to December 17th, 2017. The
survey area covers the entire middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze River from Yichang to
Shanghai (1669km in length) and a total of 794
photo samples were collected. In the meanwhile,
we recorded 318 sightings with 631 individuals of
the Yangtze finless porpoise. We conducted a Chisquared goodness of fit test showing that
proportions of observed frequency are significantly

This work summarizes the trends in harbor
seal and gray seal abundance at an offshore
haul out site, studying the effect of
environmental conditions on daily seal counts
for the summers of 2016 through 2019. Allied
Whale’s field station at Mount Desert Rock
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higher than the expected frequency in natural river
banks (χ2=69.81, P<0.001). Whereas the result is
opposite in the semi-natural and solidified river
banks (χ2=39.26, P<0.001; χ2=12.15, P<0.001),
which indicating the natural river banks were the
preferred habitat of the Yangtze finless porpoise.
The results also showed that the length of the seminatural river and solidified banks accounted for
45.47% of the total length of the river bank and
their patches intermingled with the patches of the
natural river banks. These results suggested that the
natural habitat preferred by the Yangtze finless
porpoise was severely degraded and highly
fragmented, which could be the primary reason
leading to the fragmented distribution pattern of
this species in the Yangtze River. Our study
suggested that habitat degradation and
fragmentation pose a significant threat to the
survival of the Yangtze finless porpoise. Future
conservation research and practice should focus on
habitat restoration of the solidified river banks to
reestablish and enhance habitat connectivity.

time during the dry seasons, and the fluctuation of
the water level is one of the factors driving them to
move. After the signal disappeared, we searched
for a month in the surrounding waters and found no
porpoise or corpse wearing a vest which implies
that the vests have been safely detached. This is the
first successful long-term tracking of the
movements of the Yangtze finless porpoise and the
tracking vest provides a new non-invasive way to
safely track small toothed whales.
The underwater noise impact on the Yangtze
Finless Porpoises (Neophocaena asiaeorientalis
asiaeorientalis) in the downstream of Nanjing of
Yangtze River of China
Zhou, Lu; Wang, Zhitao; Wang, Kexiong
Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences
Corresponding Author: zhoulu@ihb.ac.cn
The research on how the underwater noise
influences the endemic and endangered Yangtze
Finless Porpoises (YFP) inhabiting the lower
reaches of Yangtze River is extremely limited and
indispensable for their conservation. Passive
acoustic monitoring in three different points
spreading in the lower Nanjing range of the
Yangtze River of China was continuously
conducted for 14 days in July 2018. The nonparametric test and correlation analysis were
utilized to analyze the data. The number of click
trains, acoustic witness, and witness duration show
uncorrelation to root-mean-square sound pressure
level (SPLrm) and peak sound pressure level
(SPLp-p), while they are significantly related to the
variance of SPLp-p. This indicates that the
appearance of porpoises and the duration of their
stay probably not be influenced by the mean level
of noise, however, they are affected more by the
fluctuation of peak level of the noise. Additionally,
there is a significant pertinence between the
number of buzzes (related to predation) and the
variance of SPLp-p. It reveals that the stronger the
peak level of the noise fluctuates is, the less the
porpoises prey. It is claimed that sound
environment with drastic undulation of peak level
is disadvantageous to the porpoises’ predation.
Furthermore, the limit of lower frequency of
porpoises signals has significant positive
correlation with the increase of SPLrm and SPLp-p,
since the SPLrm decreases when the noise
frequency goes up based on the 1/3 octave band
sound pressure level analysis. And porpoises are
easier to discriminate their echolocation signals
from higher frequency noise with lower SPLrm. To
compromise this higher noise level, the lifting of
lower limit of signal frequency might cost
porpoises more energy. The results inspire us to
consider both the fluctuation of peak level of noise

Tracking the Yangtze finless porpoise by using
the non-invasive radio system
Zhigang, Mei1; Wang, Ding2; Wang, Kexiong
(1) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences
(2) Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China
Corresponding Author: meizhigang@ihb.ac.cn
Using tags to track animals can provide insight into
their ecology ranging from insects to whales.
However, we face great challenge of deploying
tracking devices on small toothed whales without
the dorsal fin. In June 2018, we tracked two
Yangtze finless porpoise in the Poyang Lake by
using a newly developed tracking vest to protect
tracking tags. The vest has a great elasticity with
dense holes to ensure water permeability. In
addition, keels were designed to prevent the vest
from curling together. Radio tags (designed to
lasted for 2 months, 120g, 110*52*12 mm) were
made with a transmit frequency of 433 MHz. The
receiving base stations were deployed on
navigation buoys to collect and transmit real time
locations automatically. One of the two tags failed
to work immediately after it was released.
Observations and photos showed that after
released, the two animals stayed together and had
integrated into the surrounding porpoise groups. A
total of 22,940 minutes tracking with 100,980
surface behaviors were recorded. After released,
they moved to a bunker (~2km in length) 10km
downstream and stayed there for two days. Then,
with the water level rising, they moved to the
bunker (~5km in length) 30km downstream and
stayed there for 12 days. These records indicate
that the porpoise may stay in the bunkers for a long
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and the average noise level when determine the
conservation strategy for YFP.

tagging effects) may have influenced these
responses.
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Cetacean morbillivirus (CeMV) is an enveloped,
non-segmented, negative-stranded RNA virus that
infects marine mammals and spreads between
species, causing lethal disease outbreaks
worldwide. Among the eight proteins encoded by
the CeMV genome, the haemagglutinin (H) is
responsible for the virus binding to cellular
receptors, thereby enabling its entry into the host
cell. As a determinant of virulence and
pathogenesis, CeMV H represents an attractive
target for antiviral and diagnostic research. Yet the
elucidation of the molecular mechanisms
underlying its role in infection and inter-species
transmission has been hampered so far due to the
unavailability of a recombinant version of the
protein. Here we present the cloning, expression
and purification of the recombinant CeMV H
ectodomain in a heterologous system, providing a
molecular view of its structural organization by
means of biochemical (sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE),
Western blot (WB) – periodic acid Schiff (PAS),
blue native (BN)-PAGE, liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry (LC-MS)), biophysical
techniques (size exclusion chromatography multiangle light scattering (SEC-MALS),
miniaturized differential scanning fluorimetry
(nano-DSF)) and negative stain three-dimensional
electron microscopy (3D-EM) single particle
analysis. Results show that the recombinant CeMV
H ectodomain is natively glycosylated, globularly
folded and thermally stable. Moreover, CeMV H
exists in solution in the oligomeric states of dimers
and multiple of dimers. Furthermore, the lowresolution density map obtained by 3D-EM
represents the first experimental model for the
delineation of the CeMV H molecular architecture.
Paving the way for future investigations at atomic
level, the structural insights here presented serve as

Experimentally testing animal communication
theories using field playback experiments with
free-swimming cetaceans remains notoriously
challenging, as animals are seldom in view when
exposed to playbacks. To examine responses of
wild bottlenose dolphins to signature whistles of
familiar and unfamiliar dolphins, we performed 16
whistle playbacks to 13 individual dolphins in the
resident Sarasota Bay, Florida, community, while
they were wearing digital acoustic tags (DTAGs).
We examined whether movement responses were
discernible on the tag accelerometers. Each dolphin
was exposed to two playbacks, each of which
consisted of two whistles separated by 3 seconds of
silence. One stimulus was from a dolphin from a
geographically separated population (unfamiliar
signature) and the other was from a highly
associated dolphin (familiar signature). Clear
motion responses were evident in every case, with
varying degrees of intensity and duration. Two
young males showed short-lived responses (less
than 10 seconds), whereas three mothers with
dependent calves showed stronger and more
prolonged responses (exceeding 1 minute). Two
adult males traveling together also showed strong
and prolonged (about 1 minute) reactions.
Surprisingly, whether the stimulus was a signature
whistle of a familiar or unfamiliar dolphin did not
appear to affect the magnitude or duration of the
response. Although more data are needed,
especially from young animals, our preliminary
results indicate that older (greater than 4 years)
dolphins show stronger responses to whistle
playbacks than younger (independent) animals.
Further research is needed to determine whether
and to what degree social context, behavioral state
and playback design (e.g., stimulus features, post-
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a fundamental framework towards an
understanding of the CeMV H function.
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The southeastern continental shelf of the Levantine
Basin was recently announced by IUCN’s Marine
Mammal Protected Areas Task Force as an
Important Marine Mammal Area
(https://www.marinemammalhabitat.org/portfolioitem/coastal-shelf-waters-southeast-levantine-sea)
on account of both the common bottlenose dolphin
(CBD; Tursiops truncatus) and the common
dolphin (CD; Delphinus delphis) inhabiting the
area. During the last decade, both species are
sighted year round, with CBD maintaining a
presence along the entire Israeli coast and CD
being confined to its southern portion. In order to
establish science-based conservation measures, a
thorough understanding of the level of geographical
and ecological overlap of the two species off the
southern coast is required, together with the degree
of distributional overlap with putative
anthropogenic threats (e.g. gas industry & fishing)
and conservation measures (e.g. marine protected
areas). In other areas around the world, the two
species' overlap is possible due to different diets,
with CBD being mainly a benthonic predator and
CD feeding on epipelagic and mesopelagic
schooling prey (the latter while upward migrating
at night). In Israel, stomach content analysis
suggests that both species are exploiting trawlers as
a food source, with partial diet overlap. In the case
of CD, this may enable presence during seasons
when its typical prey is at low supply. This research
will deploy technologies aimed at expanding the
knowledge about distribution (boat and unmanned
aerial surveys), daily habitat utilization (moored
passive acoustic recorders coupled with the
development of dedicated CBD-CD speciesclassification software), resource sharing/division
(stomach contents and stable isotope analysis) and
interaction with trawlers (net-attached underwater
cameras). Preliminary mapping results show CD
sightings during daylight hours not to extend
beyond 10 km from shore and rarely beyond the 50
m isobath. The proposed first stage of the Avtach
Marine Protected area (70 km2) covers roughly 6%
of CD’s daylight area of occupancy.

Abundance, seasonality, and density of large whale
species in the New York Bight have not been
intensively studied to date. Assessing impacts from
potential future development in the NY Offshore
Planning Area requires current and comprehensive
data on these species. This longitudinal multi-year
study is investigating 6 large whale species (North
Atlantic right whale, blue, fin, sei, humpback, and
sperm whale) by conducting monthly visual aerial
surveys. Survey transects run from the south shore
of Long Island, NY to beyond the continental shelf
break (total survey area of 43,449 km2). Aerial linetransect methods are being used to allow estimation
of density and abundance using distance sampling
techniques. Data from the first 2 years have been
analyzed. In Year 1 (Y1), 73 sightings were
recorded while in Year 2 (Y2) 143 sightings were
recorded. Combined density of the 6 whale species
in Y2 was 0.00235 individuals/km2 and total
abundance was 102 (CV = 21.11%), representing
improved accuracy over Y1 density estimates,
which were based on a smaller sample size.
Density estimates (individuals/1,000 km2) were
highest for humpback (Y1=0.483; Y2=1.513) and
fin (Y1=0.506; Y2=0.658) whales in both years.
Sei whales were only seen in Y2 (0.011) and blue
whales only in Y1 (0.046). Sighting rates varied
seasonally; in both years fin whale sighting rates
were highest in spring and humpback whale
sighting rates were highest from summer through
winter. North Atlantic right whales were seen
during 5 months in Y1 in fall, winter, and spring
and 3 months in Y2 in winter and spring.
Photographs of right whales in Y1 and Y2 were
submitted to the New England Aquarium, resulting
in the identification of 6 individual right whales,
including 2 whales new to the catalogue. Surveys
will continue through February of 2020 for a total
of 3 years of data collection.
Distribution and resource division of the two
coastal dolphins inhabiting the southern Israeli
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